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Entries  are  in  single  list  with  reference  to; 

(1)  ever\  significant  mention  of  each  species,  not  only  in  titles,  but  also  within  the  text  of 

papers,  notes  and  letters,  including  all  those  appearing  in  such  lists  as  the  ‘Report  on  rare 

birds  in  Great  Britain  in  1988’,  but  excluding  those  in  ‘Monthly  reports’,  ‘Recent  reports’, 

‘News  and  comment’,  requests  and  reviews; 

(2)  scientific  nomenclature  under  generic  names  onK  and  following  The  "British  Birds'  List  of 
Birds  of  the  Il  b/mt  Palearctic  (1984); 

(3)  authors  of  all  papers,  notes,  reviews  and  letters,  and  photogra|ihers;  papers  are 

referred  to  by  their  titles,  other  contributions  as  ‘note  on’,  ‘review  of,  etc.; 

(4)  a   few  subject  headings,  i.e.  ‘Announcements’,  ‘Breeding’,  ‘Display’,  ‘Editorials’,  ‘Field 

characters’,  ‘Food’,  ‘News  and  comment’,  ‘Obituaries’,  ‘Rarities  Ciommittee’,  ‘Recorders’, 

‘Recent  reports’,  ‘Requests’,  ‘Roosting’  and  ‘N'oice’; 

(5)  ‘Reviews’  and  ‘Short  reviews’,  which  are  listed  together  under  these  headings  in 
alphabetical  order  of  authors  reviewed. 

.Accentor,  .Alpine,  European  news,  21,  349 

  ,   Black-throated,  European  news,  21 

  ,   Siberian,  European  news,  21,  349 
Aecipiter  gentilis,  see  (ioshawk 

  nisus,  see  Sparrowhawk 

.Acklam,  Geoffrey  H.,  European  news,  14-25 

Acrocephalus  agricola,  see  Warbler,  Paddyfield 

  arundinaceus,  see  Warbler,  (ireat  Reed 

  diimetorum,  see  Warbler,  Blyth’s  Reed 

  nielanopogon.  see  Warbler,  Moustached 

  paliidicola,  see  Warbler,  .Aquatic 

  pahistris,  see  Warbler,  Marsh 

  scirpaceus,  see  Warbler,  Reed 

Actitis  macularia,  see  Sandpiper,  Spotted 

Aegithalos  caudatus,  see  fit,  Eong-tailed 

.4/.V  sponsa,  see  Duck,  Wood 

.Akers,  P.  (E,  see  Ghown,  D.  J. 
Alauda  atvensis,  see  Sk\  lark 

.Albatross,  accepted  records  1986-8,  508 

  ,   Black-browed,  European  news,  14; 
summering  in  Shetland  1987,  483 

Alca  torda,  see  Razorbill 

Alcedo  atthis,  see  Kingfisher 

Alectoris  nfa,  see  Partridge,  Red-legged 

.Alexander,  S.  .M.  1).,  |)hotograph  of  .Amer- 

ican Robin,  237,  plate  157;  of  Iceland 

(itill,  294,  plate  191 

Alle  alle,  see  ,\uk,  Eiltle 

.Allport,  .Andrew  .M.,  and  C.arroll,  David, 

Eittle  Bitterns  breeding  in  South  A’ork- 

shire,  442-6 

.Allsopp,  Keith,  Dawson,  Ian,  and  .Night- 
ingale, Barry,  monthly  reports,  see 

Monthly  reports 

.Alstrdm,  Per,  identification  of  marsh  terns 

in  Juvenile  and  winter  plumages,  296-319, 

plates  196-230 
  ,     ,   and  Olsson,  Urban,  the  identi- 

fication ofju\enile  Red-necked  and  Eong- 

toed  Stints,  360-72,  plates  249-69 

.Alvin,  Norman  .A.,  note  on  Starlings  attack- 

ing .Swifts  in  flight,  1   18 

Ammodramus  sandwichensis,  see  Sparrow, 
Savannah 

Ammomanes  desert i,  see  Eark,  Desert 

Anas  acuta,  see  Pintail 

  aiiiericana,  see  Wigeon,  .American 
  crecca,  see  l   eal 

  discors,  see  l   eal.  Blue-winged 

  peiielope,  see  AA'igeon 
  platyrhynchos,  see  Mallard 

  querquedida,  see  (iarganey 

  ndmpes,  see  Duck,  .American  Black 

•Andersen,  11.  Harrestrup,  letter  on  first 

E.uropean  record  of  Dead  Sea  S|iarrow, 

380- 1 
638 
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Andersen,  Lars  N’ormaard,  see  Dissint;,  Hen- rik 

AnnounceinetKs:  fifth  Italian  Congress,  XI 

International  Clonference  on  Bird  Census 

and  .Atlas  Work,  thank  you,  Collins, 

Cdiristopher  Helm  and  Ol'B,  why  order 
hooks  from  British  Bird.Shop?,  free 

advertising  for  suhseribers,  front  cover 

designs  for  sale,  photographs  and  draw- 

ings may  be  for  sale.  Bird  Photograph  of 

the  War,  best  recent  black-and-white  bird- 

photographs,  Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year, 

the  I3C’  .Award,  the  Richard  Richardson 
.\ward,  liiiri  l(lentifu(ilioii,  special  offers 

through  British  BirdShop,  32-5;  A'oung 

Ornithologists  of  the  5’ear,  when  does 
your  subscription  become  due?,  your  IW 

reference  number,  sorry  ,   overseas  subscri- 

bers, free  IW  subscriiJtions  for  County 

Bird  Recorders,  binding  your  HH,  forth- 

coming /?/i-Sunbird  trips,  Bb-8;  win  free 

BIh  for  life?.  International  Bird  Identifica- 

tion .Meeting,  liirdwalc/iint’  with  Bill  ()ddii\ 

120;  Christmas  Pu/./le:  the  solution,  win 

free  IBh  for  life,  colour-marked  waders:  an 

amendment,  179-80;  XX  IOC,  back 

issues  special  reduced  prices.  Red-backed 
Shrikes,  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

exclusive,  special,  prepublication  olfer, 

225-6;  exclusive  special  offer  Rare  Birds  in 

Britain  and  Ireland,  back  issues  special 

reduced  prices,  O.SMF,  opts  out,  278-9; 
win  free  B!h  for  life.  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and 

Ireland,  334;  Wf.Sunbird  trip  to  fhailand. 

Best  Days  with  British  Birds,  385;  /J/J-.Sunbird 

tour  of  Egypt,  420;  Best  Days  with  British 

Birds,  special  /}/fSunbird  trips,  449;  the 

big  red  stripe,  572;  thank  you  to  our 

sponsors,  winners  of  free  BB  subscriptions 

for  life,  binding  your  BB,  Bird  Photograph 

of  the  A’ear,  best  recent  black-and-white 

bird-photographs.  Bird  Illustrator  of  the 

A   ear,  628-9 

.Anon.,  CJoshawk  breeding  habitat  in  low- 

land Britain,  56-67,  plates  40-44 

.■\nser  anser,  see  Cioose,  Crey  lag 

    erythropns,  see  (Joose,  Lesser  White- 
fronted 

  indicus,  see  (u)ose.  Bar-headed 

  rossii,  see  CJoose,  Ross's 

Anthus  herthelotii,  see  Pipit,  Berthelot's 
  cen'iniis,  see  Pipit,  Red-throated 

  ^ustm’i,  see  Pipit,  Pechora 

  hodjrsoni,  see  Pipit,  Olive-backed 

  novaeseelandiae,  see  Pipit,  Richard's 
  petrosas,  see  Pipit,  Rock 

  nifescetis,  see  Pipit,  .\merican 

  spinoletta,  see  Pipit,  Water 

  trii'ialis,  see  Pipit,  Tree 

Apus  (iffinis,  see  Swift,  Little 

  apus,  see  Swift 

  (a(fer,  see  Swift,  Whiie-rumped 

  melba,  see  .Swift,  .Alpine 

  pallidas,  see  Swift,  Pallid 

.AqaiUi  clanga,  see  Eagle,  Spotted 

  heliaca,  see  Eagle,  Imperial 

  pomarina,  see  Eagle,  Lesser  Spotted 

  rapa\,  see  Eagle,  f   awtiy/Steppe 

Ardea  cinerea,  see  Heron,  Cirey 

Ardeola  ralloides,  see  Heron,  Squacco 

Ardeotis  arabs,  see  Bustard,  .Arabian 

.Ashdown,  Paddy,  The  Democrats,  conserva- 

tion and  British  birds,  434-6,  plate  291 

Asia  flamnieus.  see  Owl,  Short -eared 
Athene  noctaa,  see  Owl,  Little 

.Atkin,  Keith,  photograph  of  Whiskered 

Pern,  301,  plate  I9(i;  of  White-winged 

Black  Pern,  310,  plate  216;  of  Black  Pern, 

313,  plate  221 
.Auk,  Little,  European  news,  20,  328;  British 

records  after  October  1987  storm,  197, 

205 
.Avocet,  British  breeding  records  1987,  492 

,\ythya  affinis,  see  Scaup,  Lesser 

  collaris.  see  Duck,  Ring-necked 

  feiina,  see  Pochard 

  fuli^ala,  see  Duck,  Pufted 
  inarila,  see  Scaup 

  nyroca,  see  Duck,  Perruginous 

Baird,  John  .A.,  note  on  impact  impressions 

left  bv  birds  on  windows,  566-7,  plates 

342-3
’ 

Barthel,  Peter,  see  Hill,  .Alistair 

Bartramia  longicaada,  see  Sandpiper,  L'pland 
Bateleur,  European  news,  324 

Batten,  Leo,  see  Clement,  Peter 

Baumanis,  L,  European  news,  14-25,  321-9, 

349-55 

Bee-eater,  accepted  records  1987-8,  535 

  ,   Blue-cheeked,  Bird  Photograph  of  the 

A'ear  1989,  263,  plate  166;  accepted  record 
1987,  535 

Bennett,  C.  J.  L.,  European  news,  14-25 

Berg,  Hans-Martin,  European  news,  14-25, 

321-9,  349-55 

Best  recent  black-and-white  bird  photo- 

graphs, 44i2-72,  plates  305-19 
Bignal,  Eric,  and  Withers,  Martin,  note  on 

egg  removal  by  nesting  Chough,  567-8, 

plate  344 Billett,  .A.  P,.,  note  on  unusual  nest-site  of 
Siskin,  81 

Bird  Illustrator  of  the  A’ear  1989,  339-46; 

award  presentation,  576,  plates  346-7 
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Birdcrafl:  2,  pishing  and  squeaking,  89-91 

Bird  Photograph  of  the  ̂ 'ear  1989,  261-8, 
plates  166-73 

Birkhead,  V.  R.,  studies  of  West  Palearctic 

birds  189;  Magpie,  583-600,  plates  353-8 

Bittern,  European  news,  14,  321-2;  British 

breeding  records  1987,  483 

  ,   Little,  European  news,  322;  breeding 

in  South  Yorkshire  1984,  442-6;  accepted 

records  1987-8,  510 

Blackbird,  attacking  scorpion,  77;  inonthh' 
marathon,  190,  plate  126;  photograph, 

469,  plate  3 1 7 

Blackcap,  female  passing  material  from 

Long-tailed  fit  nest  to  male,  117-8 
Blincow,  TelT,  photosiraph  of  Kins;  Eider, 

458,  plate  299 

Bluetail,  Red-flanked,  accepted  record  1988, 

540,  545,  plates  333-4 

Boardman,  Peter,  photograph  of  Spoonbill, 

186,  plate  1 24 

Boddy,  M.,  photographs  of  Red-flanked 

Bluetail,  545,  plates  333-4 

Bond,  C2,  photograph  of  Isabelline 

Wheatear,  134,  plate  87 

Bomtncilla  t’amdus,  see  W’axwing 
Bond,  Pony,  letter  on  black-and-white  bird- 

photographs,  277;  photograph  of  Ou  ster- 

catcher,  462,  plate  306;  of  House  Martins, 

464,  plate  307;  of  (irey  Phalarope,  467, 

plate  313;  of  Magpie,  597,  plate  356 

Booby,  Red-footed,  European  news,  321 
Bolaunis  stellaris,  see  Bittern 

Bourne,  W.  R.  P.,  letter  on  cuts  at  the  BM, 

416-7 

Bowes,  David,  photograph  of  stint  accepted 

as  Semipalmated  Sandpiper,  376,  plate 
271 

Box,  r.  A.,  photograph  of  Gull-billed  Tern, 

5,  plate  4 

Boyd,  Mark,  mystery  photograph  140: 

Aquatic  Warbler,  68-9;  review  of  Mearns 

and  Mearns:  Biographies  for  Birdwatchers, 

383-4 

Bradshaw,  Colin,  myster)’  photograph  141: 
riirush  Nightingale,  1   13-5,  plate  70;  mys- 

tery photograph  148:  Little  Bunting,  472- 

4,  plate  320 

Brambling,  British  breeding  records  1987, 
503 

Branla  heniicia,  see  Goose,  Brent 

  Icucopsis,  see  Goose,  Barnacle 

  nificollis,  see  Goose,  Red-breasted 

Breeding:  Little  Bittern,  442-6;  Namatpia 

Dove,  210-19,  jjlates  136-46;  Magpie,  583- 

600,  plates  353-8 

Nests:  Goshawk,  56-67,  plates  40-44; 

I   lobby,  619,  jdate  372;  Blue  fit,  80,  plate 

54;  Ghough,  567-8,  plate  341;  Siskin,  81 

Bristow, ,»Phil,  note  on  Ring-billed  Gulls 

apparently  feeding  on  gulls’  droppings,  77 
‘British  Birds’  Best  Bird  Book  of  the  5'ear, 

450 

Brodie,  Ewan,  photograph  of  Aquatic  Warb- 
ler, 26,  69,  plate  15,  46 

Brown,  Alan,  mystery  photograph  147: 

Greenshank,  410-1 

Brown,  B.  J.,  note  on  feeding  behaviour  of 

Collared  El)catcher,  223-4,  plate  151 

Brown,  George,  3rd  place.  Bird  Illustrator  of 

the  5'ear  1989,  339-46;  award  presenta- 
tion, 576,  plate  347 

Bruun,  Jens  B.,  photograph  of  Pomarine 

Skua,  148,  plate  93 

Bubo  bubo,  see  Owl,  Eagle 

Bubulcus  ibis,  see  Egret,  Cattle 

Bucauetes  githagineus,  see  Einch,  4’rumpeter 
Bucephala  albeola,  see  Bulllehead 

  clatigula,  see  Goldeneye 

  islandica,  see  Goldeneye,  Barrow’s 
BuOlehead,  European  news,  15 

Bulbul,  White-cheeked,  European  news,  21 

Bullfinch,  European  news,  23,  354 

Bundy,  G.,  photograph  of  (jraceful  Warbler, 

79,  plate  52 
Bunting,  Black-faced,  photograph,  23,  plate  13 

Black-headed,  European  news,  23-4,  354; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  559 

  ,   Cihestnut,  European  news,  24 

  ,   Curl,  European  news,  24;  British 
breeding  records  1987,  504 

  ,   Corn,  European  news,  354 

  ,   Indigo,  photograph,  131,  plate  81 

  ,   Little,  European  news,  24,  354;  mys- 

ter) photograph,  411, 472,  plate  283,  320; 

accepted  records  1985-8, 546, 558,  plate338 

  ,   Pine,  European  news,  23,  354,  plate 

12;  accepted  records  1983-8,  557 

  ,   Reed,  European  news,  24,  354 

  ,   Rustic,  European  news,  354;  accepted 
records  1987-8,  557-8 

  ,   Snow,  British  breeding  records  1987, 
504 

  ,   5'ellow-breasted,  accepted  records 
1984-8,  558-9 

  ,   \’ellow-browed,  accepted  record  1985, 
557 

Burhimts  oediaienius,  see  Stone-curlew 

Burn,  Hilar)',  review  of  Somerset  Ornitholo- 
gical Society:  Birds  oj  Somerset,  625 

Burton,  Robert,  review  ofEurness:  The  Skuas, 

180-1 
Bustard,  Arabian,  I’uropean  news,  17 
  ,   Great,  Euro|)ean  news,  325 

  ,   Houbara,  European  news,  324-5 
Buteo  buteo,  see  Buzzard 

  lagopus,  see  Buzzard,  Rougb-legged 
    nifimts,  see  Buzzard,  Long-legged 
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Huteo  sxvaimoni,  see  Hawk,  Swainson’s 

Butler,  Andrew  S„  myster\  photograph  143: 

Berthelot’s  Pipit,  209-10,  plate  134; 
PhotoSpot  28:  C:anar\-  Islands  COianinch, 

474-5,  plates  322-3 
Hutorides  shiat us,  see  Heron,  (ireen-baeked 

Buzzard,  apparently  catching  eel,  01 8 

  ,   Honey,  British  breeding  records  1987, 
480-7 

      l-ong-legged,  Kuropean  news,  10; 
monthly  marathon,  88 

  ,   Rough-legged,  summering  in  Britain 
1987,488 

Buzzard,  (J.  (i.,  note  on  Magpies  eating 

potatoes,  020-1 

Calaudrelln  hrachydactyla,  see  Lark,  Short-toed 

Calidris  uaiiuiuala,  see  Sandpiper,  Sharj)- 
t   ailed 

  alfnna,  see  Dunlin 

  hairdii,  see  Sandpiper,  Baird’s 
  fenvgiuea,  see  Sandpiper,  Curlew 

  Jusdcollis.  see  Sandpiper,  White-rumped 

  numtima,  see  Sandpiper,  Purple 

  maun,  see  Sandpiper,  Western 

  melanotos,  see  Sandpiper,  Pectoral 
  minuta,  see  Stint,  Little 

  miuulilla,  see  Sandpiper,  Least 

  pusilla,  see  Sandpiper,  Semipalmated 

  nificollis,  see  Stint,  Red-necked 

  subminuta,  see  Stint,  Lotig-toed 

  temminckii,  see  Stint,  I'emminck's 
  temdrostris,  see  Knot,  Great 

(.'olomrtiis  diomedea,  see  Shearwater,  Cairo  's 
Cant,  R.  G.  H.,  note  on  interaction  between 

Sparrowhawk  and  Magpies,  110-7 
Carduetis  carduetis,  see  (ioldfinch 

  ftammea,  see  Redpoll 

  homemanni,  see  Redpoll,  Arctic 

  spinus,  see  Siskin 

Carlson,  Kevin,  photograph  of  Montagu's 
Harrier,  200,  plate  172 

Carpodacus  nythiinus,  see  Rosefinch.  Scarlet 

  sMioicus,  see  Rosefinch,  Sinai 

Carroll,  David,  see  Allport,  Andrew  M. 

Catbird,  CJray,  in  Co.  Cork,  \o\ ember  1980, 

1-3,  plate  1 

Calhanis  ‘’ullalus,  see  I'hrush,  Hermit 
  minimus,  see  1   hrush,  Gray-cheeked 

  uslulatus,  see  'I'hrush,  .Swainson's 
Catlev,  Graham  P.,  monthly  marathon 

photograph  credit,  30;  letter  on  the  Felix- 

stowe stint,  375-7,  plates  270-3 

Calfiia  brachydactyla,  see  IVeecreeper,  Short- 
toed 

Cettia  cetli,  see  Warbler,  Cetti's 

CdialFmch,  C:anar\  Islands,  PhotoSpot,  474- 

5,  plates  322-3 Chandler,  R.  J.,  photograph  of  .\rctic  Skua, 

153,  plate  102;  mysten  photograph  144: 

(irey-headed  (iull.  258-00.  plate  102; 

photographs  of  Black-headed  Gull,  259, 

plates  103-4;  of  Black  ferns,  310,  plates 

220-7;  of  Fan-tailed  Warbler,  390,  plate 

270;  of  Curlew  Sandpiper,  401, 400,  plates 

280-1;  of  Rarities  C'ommittee,  419,  plate 
284;  review  of  Delin  and  S\ensson:  The 

Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and 

Europe,  332-3;  photograph  of  Bridled 

Fern,  532,  plate  327;  mysters  photograph 

149;  Hudsonian  (iodwit,  001-2 

  ,     ,   et  at..  Bird  Photograph  of  the 

5’ear,  201-8,  plates  100-73;  best  recent 
black-and-white  bird  photographs,  402- 

72,  plates  305-19 Gharadrius  atexandrinus,  see  Plo\er,  Kentish 

  asiaticus,  see  Plo\er,  Caspian 

  leschenaultii,  see  Plo\er,  (Greater  .Sand 

  mongolus,  see  Plo\er,  Lesser  Sand 
  monnellus,  see  Dotterel 

    pallidus.  see  Plover,  Chestnut-banded 
Sand 

  pecuarius,  see  Plover,  Kittlitz's 
— —   vocifenis,  see  Killdeer 

Ghersophilus  duponti.  see  Lark.  Dupont's 
Ghettusia  gregaria,  see  Plover,  Sociable 

  leucura,  see  Plover,  White-tailed 

Chiffchaff,  Kuropean  news,  353;  eaten  b\ 
Western  Reef  Heron,  504 

Ghiamydotis  undidata,  see  Bustard.  Houbara 

Chlidonias  hyinidus,  see  Tern.  Whiskered 

    leucopterus,  see  Fern.  White-winged 
Black 

  niger,  see  Fern.  Black 

Chough.  remo\ing  unhatched  egg  from 

nest;  507-8.  plate  344 

Chown.  D.  J.,  and  .\kers.  P.  G..  note  on 

inland  .Mediterranean  Gulls.  271 

Christie,  David  .\.,  review  of  Holzinger:  Die 

I   ogel  Baden- 1 1   liiltembergs.  Band  1 ,   024-5 
  ,   ,   see  Hume.  R.  .\. 

Christophersen,  Erik,  photograph  of  Long- 

tailed Skua.  104.  plate  114 

Chudleigh,  Brian,  photograph  of  Hudsonian 

Godwit.  474,  002.  plate  321.  300 

Ciconia  nigra,  see  .Stork,  Black 

Ciochia,  X'ictor,  F.uropean  news.  14-25 
Gircus  aentginosus.  see  Harrier.  Marsh 

  cyaneus,  see  Harrier,  Hen 

  macrounis,  see  Harrier.  Pallid 

  pygargus,  see  Harrier,  Montagu’s 
Cisticola  Juncidis,  see  Warbler.  Fan-tailed 

Clamator  glandarius,  see  Cuckoo.  Cireat  Spot- 

ted 

Clangula  hyemalis.  see  Duck,  Long-tailed 
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Clarke,  Andrew  W.,  Kuropean  news,  321-9, 
349-55 

Clarke,  Roger,  note  on  early  Reed  Warbler 

in  Hen  Harrier  pellet,  31 

Clasper,  Brian,  note  on  Ring-billed  Ciull 

displaying  to  Common  Gull,  447,  plate 
294 

Cleere,  photograph  of  Penduline  Tit, 

131,  plate  80 

Clement,  Peter,  and  Batten,  Leo,  letter  on 

the  identification  of  large  terns,  411-3 

Cobb,  Xick.  photograph  of  Eagle  Owl,  389, 

plate  275;  of  Red-footed  Falcon,  578,  plate 
348 

Cobban,  Sheila  D.,  review  of  Samstag:  Fur 

Love  of  Birds,  384;  diar\-  dates,  see  Diar\ 
dates 

Cnccothraustes  coccothraustes,  see  Hawfinch 

Coccyzus  amerkanus,  see  Caickoo,  \’ellow-billed 
Coot,  European  news,  17 

Coracias  ganiilus,  see  Roller 

Clonnorant,  European  news,  14,  321;  roosting 

on  cables,  219-20,  plate  147 

  ,   Double-crested,  photographs,  284, 

plates  180-2 

  ,   Pygmy,  European  news,  321 

C'orncrake,  British  breeding  records  1987, 
491-2 

Corrections,  636 

Cori'us  corax,  see  Ra\  en 

  frugilegus,  see  Rook 
Cottridge,  David  NL,  review  of  Pemberton: 

77ie  Birdwatcher’s  Yearbook  and  Diaiy  1989, 
135;  photographs  of  Red-necked  Stint, 

392-3,  plates  277-9;  of  Bird  Photograph  of 

the  \'ear  awards,  426,  plate  286 
Canirser,  Caeam-coloured,  Euro|)ean  news, 

325 

Coluniix  colunii\,  see  Quail 

Cauilts,  John,  jihotographs  of  Long-tailed 

Skua,  40-1,  plales  22-3 

Cowbird,  Brown-headed,  European  news, 
354 

Cowley,  E.,  note  on  Black-headed  (iull  in 

summer  plumage  in  December,  565 

Cox,  John,  Bird  Illustrator  of  the  5’ear  1989, 
339-46;  award  [iresentation,  576,  plates 
346-7 

Oake,  Baillon’s,  European  news,  16;  |ohoto- 
gra|)hs,  461,  plates  303-4 

  ,   Little,  f'uropean  news,  16 
  ,   Spoiled,  Brilish  breeding  records 

1987,491 

Crane,  European  news,  17,  324;  pholograph, 

12,  plate  24;  accepted  recorris  1983-7,  520 

(,'rc\  cre\,  see  Corncrake 
Crossbill,  European  news,  23,  354 

  ,   fwo-barred,  European  news,  23; 

accepted  records  1984-5,  556 

Croucher,  Pony,  photograph  of  Sabine’s 
(julls  and  (jre\'  Phalarope,  199,  plate  128; 

of  White-winged  Black  fern,  310,  plate 
215 

Caibitt,  M.  (L,  photograph  of  Radde’s  Warb- 
ler, 552,  plate  339 

Caickoo,  mating  behaviour,  178 

  ,   (ireat  Spotted,  European  news,  20 

  ,   5'ellow-billed,  accepted  record  1987, 
533 

Ciiculiis  canorus,  see  Caickoo 

Culley,  Stephen,  photograph  of  Penduline 

1   it,  581,  plate  352 

Cundall,  A.  Winspear,  |:ihotograph  of  Marsh 

Warblers,  253,  plate  161 

fairlew,  jjhotograph,  470,  |)late  318 

  ,   Slender-billed,  European  news,  18, 

326 

Cursoriiis  cursor,  see  Courser,  C!ream-coloured 

Cygnus  cohanbianus,  see  Svsan,  Bexs  ick’s 
  cygnus,  see  Swan,  Whooper 

Dalton,  Stephen,  note  on  Blue  fit  nesting  in 

old  Blackbird  nest,  80,  plate  54 

Da\en|jort,  L.  J.,  note  on  Meadow  Pipit 

e\ading  Merlin  b\  settling  near  human 

being,  179 

Davey,  P.,  |)hotograph  of  .\orthern  Water- 
thrush,  131,  plate  79 

Davis,  I'im,  review  of  Cady  and  Hume:  The 
Cowfdete  Book  of  British  Birds,  38 1   -2 

Dawson,  Ian,  |)roduct  report,  70-1;  review  of 

(Jooders:  The  Conifclete  Birdwatcher's  (iuide, 
280-1;  of  OgiKie  and  Winter:  Best  Days 
with  British  Birds,  573 

  ,   ,   see  Allsopj),  Keith 

Dean,  A.  R.,  and  the  Raritie.s  Committee, 

note  on  distinguishing  characters  of 

American/l'.ast  Asian  race  of  (iommon 

■Scoter,  615-6 

Dean,  I'im,  note  on  Sk\lark  in  continuous 
song  whilst  being  attacked  by  Merlin,  31; 

on  (iiiillemot  with  complete  dark  neck- 

band, 271-2,  jtlates  175-6 

de  Juana,  Eduardo,  European  news,  14-25, 
321-9,  349-,55 

Delichon  urbiea,  see  Martin.  House 

de  Liedekerke,  Rene,  Eurojiean  news,  14-25, 

321-9,  349- .55 

Dendrocopos  leucotos,  see  Woodjtecker,  \\  bite- 
backed 

Dendroica  coronata,  see  Warbler,  5   ellow- 
rumped 

  pahnaruin.  see  Warbler,  Palm 

  striata,  see  Warbler,  Black|)oll 
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l)f  Riclcler,  J..  pliolo^raph  of  Wliiif-wingecl 

Black  'I'crn,  !51(),  plalc  217 
Diaiy  dates,  279-80;  (il2-!i 

Dickcissel,  on  ‘Ql',2’,  569 
Diomedea  melmiophris,  see  .Albatross.  Black- 

browed 

Display;  King  Eider,  446 

Dissing,  Henrik,  and  Andersen,  bars  ,\or- 

j^iiard,  Knropean  news,  14-25,  321-9,  349- 
55 

l)i\er,  (ireat  Nortbern,  |)lioto^raj)b,  233, 

])late  152;  summering  in  Scotland,  1987, 
481 

  ,   White-billed,  Kuro|}ean  news.  321; 

accepted  records  1983-8,  508 
Dodd,  Andrew  M.,  lloldswortb,  Paul,  and 

(ioodyer,  Nick,  note  on  unusutil  flight- 

bathing  beba\iour  by  (beensbanks,  28 

Doherty,  P.  .A.,  pbotognipli  of  (bill-billed 

Pern,  9,  plate  7;  of  .Sinai  Rosehnch,  53-4. 

[rlates  36-9;  of  (bacel'ul  Warbler,  78-9. 
|>lates  50,  53;  of  Scrub  Warbler,  78,  plate 

51;  monthly  marathon  photograph  credit, 

88;  photographs  of.N'amaqua  Do\e,  213-5, 
plates  137-8,  142;  3rd  place.  Bird  Photo- 

graph of  the  A’ear  1989.  264,  plate  168; 
award  presentation,  426,  plate  286;  photo- 

graphs of  Whiskered  I'erns.  303,  309, 
plates  198,  212;  of  White-winged  Black 

Perns,  313,  |)late  220;  ol  (Jreen-backed 

Heron,  338,  plate  236 

Dotterel,  Puropean  news,  18;  photograph. 

429,  plate  288;  British  breeding  records 
1987,  493 

Dove,  Collared,  Puropean  news.  20.  328 

  ,   Paughing,  European  news,  20,  328 

  .   .Mourning,  on  ■QP2',  569 
  .   Namac|ua,  breeding  in  Israel,  210-19 

(&  636),  plates  136-46 

  ,   Rufous  Pintle,  European  news,  20, 
328 

Dowitcher.  European  news,  326 

  .   Eong-billed,  European  news,  326; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  526 

  ,   Short-billed,  monthly  marathon,  88. 

plate  56 

Drake.  Cdiristopher  R..  Young  Ornithologist 

of  the  Year  1988,  86;  award  presentation, 

139.  plate  89 
Divinas  ardetda,  see  Plover,  Crab 

Diyocopiis  niartiu.s,  see  Woodpecker,  Black 

Dubois,  Philippe  J..  European  news.  14-25. 

321-9,349-55 

Duck.  .American  Black.  European  news.  323 

  ,   Perruginous,  Euroiiean  news.  323 

  .   Harlequin,  European  news.  15.  323; 

accepted  record  1987,  518 

  ,   Eong-tailed,  European  news.  15,  323; 

photograph.  285.  plate  183 

Duck,  Ring-necked,  European  news,  15,  323; 

photograph.  358,  plate  248;  accepted  re- 
cords 1987-8,  516 

  ,   Ruddy,  European  news.  16,  323 

  ,   1   lifted,  European  news.  15 

  .   White-headed,  European  news,  16. 
323 

— — -,  Wood.  European  news,  323 
Dumeklhi  carolinensis.  see  Catbird,  (ira\ 

Duncan,  R.  ,\.,  note  on  Pree  Pipit  with 

Pawns  Pipit  measurements.  221-3,  plates 

149-.50 

Dunlin,  tidult  with  pale  legs.  268;  European 
news,  325 

Dunnock.  monthls  marathon,  238.  plate 

158;  Etiropean  news,  349 

Eagle,  Booted,  European  news.  324 

  ,   Imperial.  European  news,  16,  324 

  ,   l.esser  .Spotted.  Euro])ean  news.  16 

  ,   .Short-toed,  European  news.  Hi 

  .   Spotted,  European  news,  16 

  .   1   awtiy/.Stepjje,  European  news.  324; 

migrants  taking  prey  disturbed  by  farm 
m;ichiner\  ,   330 

  .   White-tailed,  European  news.  324; 

British  breeding  records  1987.  487; 

accepted  records  1988.  519-20 
Editorial:  congratulations.  RSPB!.  47-8;  433 

Egret,  Ciattle,  accepted  records  1986-8,  511 

  .   (Meat  White.  European  news,  14; 

feeding  in  wake  and  robbing  Black- 

headed (bills,  27;  photograph,  457.  plate 

297;  accepted  records  1988.  513 

  .   l.ittle.  European  news.  14.  322;- 

accepted  records  1985-8.  511-3 
F.girtln  alba,  see  Egret.  (Meat  White 

  gorzetta.  see  P'gret.  Eittle 
  giilaris.  see  Heron,  Western  Reef 

Eichstiidt,  W..  European  news.  14-25,  321-9. 
349-55 

Eider,  early  wing  moult,  71-2;  European 
news,  323 

  ,   King,  European  news,  15.  323;  mys- 

ten  photograph,  115.  176,  plate  71.  120; 

displaying  to  Eiders.  446;  photograph, 

458,  plate  299;  accepted  records.  1986-8, 

517-8 
  .   Steller's.  European  news.  15 
F.lamts  caendeus.  see  Kite.  Black-shouldered 

Emberiza  aureola,  see  Bunting,  Yellow- 
breasted 

  chnsophns.  see  Bunting.  A’ellow -browed 
  drills,  see  Bunting,  Carl 

  leucocepbalos.  see  Bunting,  Pine 

    melaiwcephala.  see  Bunting.  Black- 
headed 
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Emberiza  piisilla.  see  Bunting,  Little 

  nistico,  see  Bunting,  Rustic 
  nilila,  see  Bunting,  Cihestnut 
  schoeuichis,  see  Bunting,  Reeci 
Kinmerson,  Keith,  and  Martin,  Aurelio, 

Kuropean  news,  14-25,  321-9,  349-55 

Eremalauda  dunni,  see  Lark,  Dunn’s 
Kriksen,  Hanne,  Bird  Photograph  of  the 

5'ear  1989,  263,  plate  166;  award  presen- 
tation, 426,  plate  286 

Eitudice  malabarica,  see  SiKerbill,  Indian 

Fatropean  news,  14-25,  plates  11-13;  321-9, 
349-55,  plates  239-45 

F\ans,  C3i\e,  note  on  Little  (iulls  associat- 
ing with  auks  in  winter,  373 

lAerett,  Mike,  re\iew  of  (ioodnian  and 

Meininger;  The  Birds  of  Egypl,  450-1 
  ,   ,   see  Pr\  therch,  Robin 

Fwins.  P.  J.,  note  on  Ra\en  foot-paddling, 
331 

Eedco  chermg,  see  Saker 

  columbaiius,  see  Merlin 

  eleonorae,  see  Falcon,  Fleonora's 
  iiaumaiini,  see  Kestrel,  Lesser 

  pere^iinus,  see  Peregrine 
  iKsticolus,  see  (iyrfalcon 
  subbuteo,  see  Hobby 
  linmtmidus^  see  Kestrel 

  vespertiniis,  see  Falcon,  Red-footed 

Falcon,  Fleonora’s,  Furopean  news,  16,  324 
  ,   Red-footed,  Furopean  news,  16-17, 

plate  11;  photographs,  456,  578-9,  plates 
296,  348-9;  accepted  records  1987-8,  520; 
photographs,  578-9,  plates  348-9 

Eicedidci  albicollis.  see  Flycatcher,  Ciollared 

  hypoleucn,  see  Flycatcher,  Pied 
  pau'a,  see  Flycatcher,  Red-breasted 
Field-characters:  Common  Scoter,  615-6; 
Semipalmated  Sandpiper,  362-9,  plates 
253,  255;  Western  Sandpiper,  366,  369, 

|:)late  258;  Red-necked  Stint,  360-9,  plates 
249-52,  254,  256-7,  269;  Fittle  Stint,  360-2; 
Fong-toed  Stint,  366-72,  plates  259,  261, 
263-4,  268;  Least  Sandpiper,  367-72,  pla- 

tes 260,  262,  265-7;  Swinhoe’s  Snipe,  269, 
plate  174;  Pomarine  Skua,  143-76,  plates 

91-6;  Arctic  Skua,  143-76,  plates  97-107; 
Long-tailed  Skua,  143-76,  plates  108-19; 

Audouin’s  (bill,  73-7,  plates  48-9;  Royal 
Fern,  41  1-3;  Crested  Fern,  413-4;  Lesser 
Crested  lern,  411-3;  .Arctic  Fern,  414-6; 
Common  Fern,  414-6;  Whiskered  Fern, 
296-319,  plates  196-8,  205-12,  228;  Black 
Fern,  296-319,  plates  201-4,  221-7,  229; 

White-winged  Black 'I'ern,  296-319,  plates 

199-200,  213-20,  230;  Pechora  Pipit,  448; 
Isabeiline  \\  heatear,  224;  \\  heatear,  224; 

(Jraceful  Warbler,  78-9,  plates  50,  52-3; 

Scrub  Warbler,  78-9,  plate  51;  Arabian 
Warbler,  97-113,  plates  57-69;  Orphean 

Warbler,  98-107,  plates  60-2,  67-8;  Dau- 
rian  Starling,  621-2 

Fieldfare,  Furopean  news,  350;  British 
breeding  records  1987,  498 

Fieldwork  action:  B   FO/IWC  news:  the 

Birds  of  Fstuaries  Fnquir\’,  1WC/B1'(4 
Birdwatchers’  Conference,  572; 
Merseyside  studies,  629 

Finch,  Frumpeter,  Furopean  news,  23 
Firecrest,  Furopean  news,  353;  British 

breeding  records  1987,  501-2 
Fisher,  David,  re\  iew  of  Harris,  Fucker  and 

\4nicombe:  The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird 

Identification,  42 1 
Flamingo,  (beater,  Furopean  news,  14,  322 

  ,   Lesser,  Furopean  news,  322 

Flumm,  D.  S.,  photograph  of  Ring-billed 
Cull,  295,  plate  195 

Flycatcher,  Collared,  unusual  feeding  be- 
haviour, 223-4,  plate  151;  Furopean 

news,  353 

  ,   Pied,  premonition  of  rain,  1   17 
  ,   Red-breasted,  photograph,  264,  plate 

169;  Furopean  news,  353 

  ,   Spotted,  premonition  of  rain,  1   17 
Ff)od:  Western  Reef  Heron,  564;  Great 

White  Fgret,  27;  Buzzard,  618;  Kestrel, 

618;  Sociable  Plover,  620;  Ring-billed 
(bill,  77;  Blackbird,  77;  Magjjie,  1 18,  620- 

1;  House  Sparrow,  447-8 
frankland,J.  B.,  note  on  \orth  .American 

landbirds  on  the  ‘QF2’,  568-9 
Eregata,  see  Frigatebird 
Frigatebird,  accepted  Irish  record  1988,  510 
EringiUa  montifringilla,  see  Brambling 

  teydea,  see  ChalFtnch,  CAinar)'  Islands 

Frost,  D.,  photographs  of  Sabine’s  (bill,  202- 
3,  plates  130-1;  of  (irey  Phalarope,  204, 

plate  133 
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■128,  plate  287;  ol  5   ellow-bellied  Saji- 
sucker,  543,  plates  329-30 
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Mc(jeehan,  A.,  see  .Nigliiingale,  Barn 

McKavetl,  Michael  photograph  of  Shorl- 
hillecl  Dowitcher,  88,  plate  58 

Mackrill,  f.cl,  note  on  first-year  plumages  of 

Audouin’s  (iull,  73-7,  plates  48-9;  photo- 
graph  of  Pomarine  Skua,  148,  plate  94;  of 

Whiskered  i'eriis,  305-7,  plates  205-8, 
211;  of  White-uinged  Black  fern,  318, 
plate  230;  ol  Western  Sandpipers,  377, 
plate  273 

McMinn,  Sean,  see  (iale,  Steven  W. 

Madden,  Brian,  letter  on  (!urle\v  Sandpipers 
on  Irish  east  coast  in  autumn  1988,  822 

Magpie,  party  harassed  by  Sparrow  hawk, 

118-7;  eating  wasp,  118;  European  news, 
353;  breeding  biology,  583-800,  plates 

353-8;  eating  potatoes,  820-1 

Magy  ar,  (fabor,  and  Walis/.ky,  Zoltan,  Euro- 

pean news,  14-25,  321-9,  [M9-55 

Malins,  Jack,  photograph  of  Eaughing  (full, 

234,  |)late  154;  of  I'hayer’s  (full,  358, 
plates  248-7 

Mallard,  juvenile  Eittle  (irebe  apparently 

imprinted  on,  I   18 

Marchant,  E.  E.,  photograph  of  Pomarine 

Skua,  149,  plate  95 

Marr,  Pony,  review  of  Hutchinson:  liirds  in 
Ireland,  422 

Marsh,  B.,  photograph  of  Crane,  42,  plate  24 
Martin,  Aurelio,  see  Emmerson,  Keith 

Martin,  ('rag,  European  news,  20,  328; 
accepted  records  1988,  538 

  ,   House,  photograph,  484,  plate  307 

Martins,  Rod,  re\iew  of  Summers-Smith: 

The  Sparrows,  138-7;  of  Brazil:  .4  liird- 

watcher's  Guide  to  Japan,  420-1 
Mead,  Paul,  note  on  Dunlin  with  pale  legs, 

288 

Melanitia  niara.  see  Scoter.  Common 

  perspiritlala,  see  Scoter,  Surf 
Melanoconpha  calandra.  see  Eark,  Calandra 

  lencoplera,  see  Eark.  White-winged 
  yeltoniensis,  see  Eark.  Black 

Mellis,  R.  J.,  photograph  of  Eaughing  Cull. 

43,  plate  28;  of  Icterine  Warbler,  45,  plate 

31;  of  Indigo  Bunting,  131,  plate  81;  of 

Creat  Northern  Diver,  233,  plate  152;  of 

Mediterranean  Cull,  234,  plate  153;  of 

Dartford  Warbler,  295,  plate  194 

Merganser,  Hooded,  European  news,  15-8 
Mergus  cucullatus,  see  Merganser,  Hooded 

  merganser,  see  Coosander 

Merlin,  European  news,  18 

Merops  apiaster,  see  Bee-eater 

  superciliosus,  see  Bee-eater,  Blue- 
cheeked 

Message,  Stephen,  winner,  I   he  Richard 

Richardson  Award  1989,  339-48;  award 

presentation,  578.  plate  347 

Micropalama  himantopus,  see  Sandpiper,  Stilt 

Mikkola,  Karno,  photographs  of  White’s 

Thrush,  350,  plates  240-1;  of  Radde’s 
Warbler,  352,  plate  244;  of  Dusky  War- 

bler, 352,  plate  245 
Miliaria  calandra,  see  Bunting,  Corn 

Mills,  Richard  T.,  photograph  of  Broad- 

billed Sandpiper,  580,  plate  351;  photo- 

graph of  Magpie,  598,  plate  357 
Milvus  migrans,  see  Kite,  Black 

  milvus,  see  Kite,  Red 

Mirnus  polyglottos,  see  Mockingbird,  N'orthem 
Mitchell,  Dominic,  photographs  of  Wax- 

wings,  185,  plates  122-3;  letter  on  Sand- 
wich Tern  with  all-yellow  bill,  414 

•Mockingbird,  .Northern,  European  news, 

329 
Molothms  aler,  see  (atwbird.  Brown-headed 

Monthly  marathon  3:  8,  plate  18;  7,  plate  58; 

8,  plate  90;  9,  plate  128;  10,  plate  158;  1 1, 

plate  185;  12,  plate  238;  13,  plate  278;  14, 

plate  285;  2,  plate  324;  3,  plate  345;  4, 

plate  370 Monthly  reports.  39-48,  plates  22-35;  121- 

33,  plates  72-87;  183-9,  plates  122-5;  232- 

8,  plates  152-7;  283-7,  plates  180-4;  289- 

95,  plates  188-95;  355-9,  plates  248-8; 
427-32,  plates  287-90;  455-62,  plates  298- 

304;  577-81,  plates  348-52;  832-5,  plate 

374 
Monlicola  sa.\alilis.  see  Thrush,  Rock 

  sotilarius,  see  Thrush,  Blue  Rock 

Moon,  .\ndrew  \'.,  photograph  of  Reach’s 
Petrel,  44,  plate  27;  of  BufT-bellied  Pipit, 

130,  plates  76-8;  of  Sabine’s  Cull,  201, 

plate  129   ,   ,   and  Herbert.  R.  note  on  the 

Penllergaer  Phylloscopus  puzzle.  275-7 
M   oore.  D.  R.  and  J.  L.,  note  on  large 

aggregation  of  Black  Kites  feeding  on 

flying  insects.  72 
Moorhen,  European  news,  17;  adult  killing 

chick.  73 

•Morgan,  Paul  C.  1).,  note  on  unusual 

plumage  of  Lesser  Black-backed  Cull, 

220-1 Morris,  P.  1.,  are  Lesser  Whitethroats  asso- 
ciated with  oaks?  (letter),  448 

Molacilla  alba,  see  (Vagtail,  Pied 

  cinerea,  see  \\  agtail,  Crey 

  citreola,  see  Wagtail,  Citrine 

  flm'a,  see  Wagtail,  Yellow 

Mullarney,  Killian,  photograph  of  Cull- 

billed  Tern,  4,  plate  2;  of  Eorster's  Tern, 
13.  plate  10 

  ,   ,   see  Sharrock,  J.  T.  R. 

Muscicapa  striata,  see  Elycatcher,  Spotted 

Munstemian,  P.,  photograph  of  Common 

Culls,  265,  plate  171;  of  Black  Terns,  303- 
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5,  317,  plates  201,  203-4,  229;  of  Desert 
Warbler,  351,  plate  242 

Myster)'  photographs:  140,  plate  15;  141, 
plate  46;  142,  plate  71;  143,  plate  121;  144, 
plate  135;  145,  plate  165;  146,  plate  232; 
147,  plate  238;  148,  plate  283;  149,  plate 
321;  150,  plate  360 

Mystery  photographs,  answers  to;  139,  25-7; 
140,68-9;  14b  H3-5;  142,  176-7;  143,  209- 
10;  144,  258-60;  145,  319-21;  146,  346-8; 
147,  410-1;  148,  472-4;  149,  601-2 

Nattress,  B.,  and  Hainsvvorth,  R.,  note  on 

reaction  of  nesting  Coal  4'its  to  nearby 
nesting  House  Martins,  374 

Setta  ntjina,  see  Pochard,  Red-crested 
Newell,  R.  G.,  note  on  Locustella  locomotion, 

331 

News  and  comment,  37-9;  91-2;  137-41, 

plates  88-9;  181-3;  229-32;  281-2;  334-6; 

386-9,  plates  274-5;  425-6,  plate  286;  452- 

4,  plate  295;  575-6,  plates  346-7;  629-31 
Nicholls,  Gerry,  photograph  of  White- 

winged Black  Tern,  303,  plate  200 
Nicholls,  Howard,  photograph  of  Pectoral 

Sandpiper,  43,  plate  25;  of  Wheatear,  46, 

plate  34 
Nicholson,  E.  M.,  review  of  Grimmett  and 

Jones:  Important  Bird  Areas  in  Europe,  573 
Nightingale,  European  news,  349 

  ,   Thrush,  mystery  photograph,  69,  1 13, 
plate  46,  70;  Fiuropean  news,  349; 
accepted  records  1988,  539-40 

Nightingale,  Barry,  see  Allsopp,  Keith 

  ,   ,   and  McGeehan,  Anthony,  recent 
reports,  see  Recent  reports 

Nilsson,  Lars,  letter  on  the  separation  of 
Northern  and  Isabelline  Wheatears,  224 

Nucifraga  caryocatactes,  see  Nutcracker 
Numenius  arquata,  see  Curlew 

  tenuirostris,  see  Curlew,  Slender-billed 
Nutcracker,  European  news,  353 

Nyctea  scandiaca,  see  Owl,  Snowy 

Nycticorax  nyclicorax,  see  Heron,  Night 

Obituaries:  Anthony  Roger  Morley  Blake 

( 1 924- 1 988),  8 1   -2,  plate  55;  Arthur  Gilpin, 
Hon.  MSc,  ERPS  (1908-1988),  229 

Oceanites  oceanicus,  see  Petrel,  Wilson’s 
Oceanodroma  castro,  see  Petrel,  Madeiran 

  leucorhoa,  see  Petrel,  Leach’s 
Oena  capensis,  see  Dove,  Namaqua 

Oenanthe  deserti,  see  Wheatear,  Desert 

  hispanica,  see  Wheatear,  Black-eared 
  isabellina,  see  Wheatear,  Isabelline 
  oenanthe,  see  Wheatear 

  pleschanka,  see  W   heatear,  Pied 
Ogilvie,  M.  A.,  mystery  photograph  142: 

King  Eider,  176-7;  review  of  Voous:  OwE 
of  the  Northern  Hemisphere,  423 

Oliver,  P.  J.,  note  on  early  wing  moult  of 
Eiders,  71 

Olsen,  Klaus  Mailing,  field  identification  of 

the  smaller  skuas,  143-76,  plates  91-1 19 

Olsson,  Urban,  photographs  of  Red-necked 
Stint,  363-5,  plates  249-52,  254,  256-7;  of 
Semipalmated  Sandpiper,  364-5,  plates 
253,  255;  of  Western  Sandpiper,  366,  plate 

258;  of  Long-toed  Stint,  366-7,  plates  259, 
261;  of  Least  Sandpiper,  367,  plate  262 

  ,   ,   see  Alstrom,  Per 

Oriole,  Golden,  British  breeding  records 
1987,  502 

  ,   Northern,  European  news,  24;  photo- 
graph, 430,  plate  289;  accepted  records 

1988,  559;  on  ‘QE2’,  569 Orioliis  oriolus,  see  Oriole,  Golden 

Osprey,  European  news,  324;  British  breed- 
ing records  1987,  488 

Otis  tarda,  see  Bustard,  Great 

Ouzel,  Ring,  fiuropean  news,  21 
Owl,  Barn,  European  news,  20 

  ,   Eagle,  European  news,  20,  328;  photo- 

graph, 389,  plate  275 
  ,   Great  Grey,  European  news,  20 

  ,   Little,  incubating  in  nest-box  with 
grey  squirrel  present,  221,  plate  148 

  ,   Short-eared,  food-caching  during  win- 

ter, 565-6   ,   Snow7,  Fluropean  news,  20;  summer- 
ing in  Shetland  1987,  496;  accepted  re- 

cords 1988,  534 

Oxyura  jamaicensE,  see  Duck,  Ruddy 

  leiicocephala,  see  Duck,  White-headed 
Oyauchi,  Y.,  photograph  of  Whiskered 

Tern,  301,  plate  196 

Oystercatcher,  repeatedly  attacking  Bar- 
tailed Godwit,  27-8;  photograph,  463, 

plate  306 

PJC;  Award  1989,  344-5 
Page,  1).,  letter  on  identification  of  Pechora 

Pipit,  448 
Pagophila  ehuniea,  see  Gull,  Ivorv' 
Palferv',  John,  note  on  migrating  Steppe 

Eagles  taking  prey  disturbed  by  farm 
machinerv',  330;  on  Great  Reed  Warblers 

feeding  from  spiders’  webs,  373 
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Palmer,  Philip,  noie  on  cable-roosting  by 

Cormorants,  219-20,  plate  147;  on  Little 

Owl  and  grey  squirrel  in  same  nest-box, 

221,  plate  148 

Fandion  haliaelus,  see  Osprey 

Pankhurst,  1).,  photographs  of  Daurian 

Starling,  609,  plates  368-9 
Faminis  biamiicus,  see  I   it.  Bearded 

Partridge,  Red-legged,  landing  on  urban 

window  ledge,  72-3,  plate  47 
Panda  arnericana,  see  Parula,  Northern 

Panda,  Northern,  Kuropean  news,  23; 

accepted  records  1988,  556,  plates  340-1 
Fam.'i  aler,  see  Pit,  Coal 

  caendeits,  see  Pit,  Blue 

  naneu.s,  see  Pit,  Azure 

  nwntanu.s,  see  Pit,  Willow 

  palustris,  see  Pit,  Marsh 
Passer  doniestiais,  see  Sparrow,  House 

  hispaniolensis,  see  Sptirrow,  Spanish 

  moabiticiis,  see  Sparrow,  Dead  Sea 

  montamis,  see  Sparrow,  I'ree 
Passeritia  cyanea,  see  Bunting,  Indigo 

Paterson,  Andrew  M.,  note  on  Blackbird 

attacking  scorpioti,  77 

Paidson,  Dennis,  photographs  of  Least 

Sandpiper,  368,  plates  265-6 
Pedersen,  Knud,  photographs  of  Arctic 

Skuas,  151-3,  158-9,  plates  97-101,  103-4; 

of  Long-tailed  Skuas,  164-5,  173,  plates 
112-3,  115-6,  118 

Pennington,  Michael  C.,  note  on  food- 

caching by  Short-eared  Owl  during  win- 

ter, 565-6 
Peregrine,  eating  prey  on  the  wing,  620 

Perisoreus  iiifauslus^  see  Ja\ .   Siberian 

Peniis  apworus,  see  Buzzard,  Honey 

Petrel,  Leach’s,  photographs,  44,  plates  27- 
8;  British  records  after  October  1987 

sionii,  196,  198,  200,  205-6 

  ,   Madeiran,  F.uropean  news.  14 

  ,   Storm,  British  records  after  October 
1987  storm,  196 

  ,   Wilson’s,  European  news,  14; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  509-10,  plate  325 
Petursson,  Gunnlauger,  letter  on  American 

Pipits  in  Iceland,  225 

Phalacrocorax  arislotelis,  see  Shag 

  aurilus,  see  Cormorant,  Double-crested 

  carbo,  see  Cormorant 

  pygtnens,  see  Cormorant,  P\gmy 

Phalarope,  Grey,  European  news.  19;  photo- 

graphs 45,  467,  plates  32,  313;  British 

records  after  October  1987  storm.  194- 

208,  plates  128,  133 

  ,   Red-necked,  British  records  after 

October  1987  storm,  196,  200;  British 

breeding  records  1987,  495 

Phalarope,  Wilson’s,  European  news,  19. 
326;  accepted  records  1986-8,  527 

Phalaropus  fidicarius,  see  Phalarope,  Grey 

  lobatus,  see  Phalarope,  Red-necked 

  tricolor,  see  Phalarope,  Wilson’s 
Phasianus  colchiciis,  see  Pheasant 

Pheasant,  monthly  marathon,  142,  plate  90 

Pheucticus  ludovicianus,  see  Grosbeak,  Rose- 
breasted 

Philomachus  pugna.x,  see  RulT 

Phoenicopterus  minor,  see  Elamingo,  Lesser 

  niber,  see  Elamingo,  Greater 

Phoenicurus  moitssieri,  see  Redstart,  Moussier’s 
  ochniros,  see  Redstart,  Black 

  phoenicurus,  see  Redstart 

PhotoSpot:  27,  .Sinai  Rosefmch,  52-5,  plates 

36-9;  28,  Canary  Islands  Chaffinch,  474-5, 

plates  322-3 
Phylloscopus  bonelli,  see  Warbler,  Bonelli’s 
  borealis,  see  Warbler,  Arctic 

  collybita,  see  ChilTchafT 

  fuscalus,  see  Warbler,  Dusky 

  inomatus,  see  Warbler,  Vellow-browed 

  proregulus,  see  Warbler,  Pallas’s 
  schu  arzi,  see  \\  arbler,  Radde’s 
  sibilalrix,  see  Warbler,  \Vood 

  trochiloides,  see  Warbler,  Greenish 

Pica  pica,  see  Magpie 

Pick,  Jeff,  photograph  of  Whiskered  Lem, 

307,  plate  21o' 

Picoides  tridactylus,  see  Woodpecker,  Lhree- 
toed 

Picus  I'iridis,  see  Woodpecker,  Green 
Pinicola  enuclealor,  see  Grosbeak,  Pine 

Pintail,  photograph,  466,  plate  310;  British 

breeding  records  1987,  483 

Pipit,  .\merican,  photographs,  130,  plates 

76-8;  records  from  Iceland,  225;  accepted 
record  1988,  539 

  ,   Berthelot’s,  mvster\  photograph,  178, 

208,  plate  121,  134 
  ,   Buff-bellied,  see  Pipit,  .American 

  .   Meadow,  evading  Merlin  by  settling 
near  human  being,  179 

  ,   Olive-backed,  European  news,  21, 329; 

accepted  records  1988,  538 

  ,   Pechora,  held  characters,  448; 

accepted  record  1988.  538 
  ,   Red-throated,  European  news,  21; 

accepted  records  1984-8,  539 

  ,   Richard's,  European  news,  328-9; 
accepted  record  1981,  538 

  ,   Rock,  photograph,  468,  plate  315 

  ,   Tree,  with  Tawny  Pipit  measure- 

ments, 221-3,  plates  149-50 
  ,   Water,  monthly  marathon,  36 

Platalea  alba,  see  Spoonbill,  .African 

  leucorodia,  see  Spoonbill 

Plectrophenax  nivalis,  see  Bunting,  Snow 
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Flegadis  Jaldnellus,  see  Ibis,  Glossy 

Plover,  American  Golden,  European  news, 

325;  accepted  records  1975-88,  522 

  ,   Caspian,  European  news,  325;  accepted 
records  1988,  522 

  ,   Chestnut-banded  Sand,  European 

news,  18 

  ,   Cbalj,  photograph,  264,  plate  168 

  ,   Greater  Sand,  European  news,  325; 

accepted  records  1988,  521-2 

  ,   Kentish,  European  news,  18;  photo- 

graph, 459,  plate  300 

  ,   Kittlitz’s  Sand,  European  news,  325 
  ,   Eesser  Sand,  European  news,  18,  325 

  ,   Pacific  Golden,  European  news,  18, 

325;  accepted  records  1988,  522 

  ,   Sociable,  European  news,  18;  accepted 

records  1988,  522-3;  foot-pattering  for 
earthworms,  620 

  ,   Spur-winged,  European  news,  18 

  ,   White-tailed,  European  news,  18,  325 

Pluvialis  dominka,  see  Plover,  American  (jol- 
den 

  fulva,  see  Phner,  Pacific  (joldcn 

Pochard,  breeding  records  1987,  484-5 

  ,   Red-crested,  European  news,  323 

Fodkepi  aurilits,  see  Grebe,  Slavonian 

  grisegena,  see  Grebe,  Red-necked 

  nigikollis,  see  (irebe.  Black-necked 

Fodiirmbii.s  podiceps,  see  (irebe,  Pied-billed 

Folystkia  slelleii,  see  Eider,  Steller’s 
Points  of  view:  17,  134-5 

Pop,  Rene,  photograph  of  Eong-tailed  Skua, 

162,  plate  110 

Foiphyno  porphyria,  see  (Jallinule,  Purple 
Forzana  Carolina,  see  Sora 

  parva,  see  Crake,  Eittle 

  porzana,  see  Crake,  Spotted 

  pusilla,  see  Crake,  Baillon’s 
Pratincole,  Black-winged,  European  news, 

18,  325;  accepted  records  1988,  521 

  ,   Collared,  European  news,  18; 

accepted  record  1987,  521 

  ,   Oriental,  accepted  records  1981-8,  521 

Preston,  K.,  (iray  Catbird  in  Co.  Cork:  new 

to  Britain  and  Ireland,  1-3,  plate  1 

Frinkt  gracilis,  see  Warbler,  Graceful 

Prior,  Huw,  \'oung  Ornithologist  of  the  5’ear 
1988,  86;  award  |uesentation,  139,  plate 
89 

Product  reports:  Kowa  'fS-602  telescope, 

70-1;  Kowa  'fSN-3,  256-8 
Friinella  alrogularis,  see  .Accentor,  Black- 

throated 

  collaris,  see  .Accentor,  .Alpine 

  modularis,  see  Dunnock 

  montanclla,  see  .Accentor,  Siberian 

Prvtherch,  Robin,  and  Everett,  Mike,  news 

and  comment,  see  .News  and  comment 

Flyonoprogne  nipestris,  see  .Martin,  Crag 

FulJinus  qlfhiis,  see  .Shearwater,  Eittle 

  gravis,  see  Sheanvater,  (ireat 

  griseus,  see  .Shearwater,  .Sooty 

  pu/Jiniis,  see  .Shearwater,  .Manx 

Fycnonotus  leucogenys,  see  Bulbul,  \\  bite- 
cheeked 

h'lrhocorax  pynhocorax,  see  Chough 

Fknhida  pyirhula,  see  Bullfinch 

Quail,  European  news,  16;  British  breeding 

"records  1987,  490-1 

Radford,  .A.  P.,  note  on  repeated  aggression 

by  Oystercatcher  towards  Bar-tailed  (Jod- 

wit,  27-8;  on  fighting  between  Grey  AA’ag- tail  and  (Joldfmch,  447 

Raes,  .Marc,  ])hotograph  of  Willow  fit,  25. 

plate  14 
Randall,  .A.  J.  photograph  of  Swinhoe’s 

SnijDe,  269,  plate  174 
Rare  Breeding  Birds  Panel,  rare  breeding 

birds  in  the  L’nited  Kingdom  in  1987, 
477-504 

Rarities  Committee,  news  and  announce- 

ments, 418-9,  plate  284;  report  on  rare 

birds  in  Great  Britain  in  1988,  505-63, 

Ijlates  325-41 
  ,   see  Dean,  .A.  R. 

Ra\en,  monthly  marathon,  288,  plate  185 

Ravment,  1).  L.,  photogra|)h  of  Dunnock, 

238,  plate  158 
Razorbill,  Eurojjean  news,  20;  Eittle  Gulls 

associating  with  in  winter,  373;  photo- 

graph, 467,  plate  312 
Recent  reports,  46;  92;  142;  190;  238;  288; 

338;  390;  432;  504;  582;  636 

Recuiviroslra  avoseUa,  see  .Avocet 

Redpoll,  European  news,  354 

  ,   .Arctic,  photograph,  292,  plate  189; 

accepted  records  1985-8,  555-6 
Redshank,  |ihotograi)h,  466,  plate  314 

Redstart,  j)remonition  of  rain,  117 

  ,   Black,  Euro|jean  news,  21;  British 

breeding  records  1987,  197-8;  accejtted 

record  of  F. o. ochruros-seminifiis-plioenictiroidcs 
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Pern,  Arctic,  British  records  after  October 

1987  storm,  205;  P',uro|5ean  news,  327; 

wing  pattern,  414-6 
  ,   Black,  British  records  after  October 

1987  storm,  197,  202,  205;  identification 

in  juvenile  and  winter  plumages,  296-319, 

plates  201-4,  221-7,  229 

  ,   Bridled,  accepted  records  1988,  531-2, 

544,  plates  327-8,  331 

  ,   Ckispian,  PTiropean  news,  19,  327; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  530-1 

  ,   Gommon,  British  records  after  Octo- 

ber 1987  storm,  201;  Eairo|)ean  news,  327; 

wing  pattern,  414-6 
  ,   Chested,  field-characters,  413-4 

  ,   Elegant,  European  news,  327 

  ,   Eorster’s,  field-characters,  7,  13,  plate 
10;  photograph,  295,  plate  193;  accepted 
records  1987-8,  531 

  ,   (Mill-billed,  field  identification,  3-13, 
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plalfs  2-10;  Kuropean  news,  327;  accepted 
records  1987-8,  530 

  ,   Lesser  Crested,  F.uropean  news,  327; 
in  (iwynedd,  July  1982,  390-8;  field  char- 

acters, 411-3;  accepted  records  1987-8, 
531 

  ,   Little,  British  records  after  October 
1987  storm,  201 

  ,   Roseate,  field-characters  ofjiivenile,  7; 
European  news,  327;  British  breeding 
records  1987,  490 

  ,   Royal,  field  characters,  41 1-3 

  ,   Sandwich,  field  identification,  3-13; 

apparently  using  roads  as  navigational 
cues,  117;  British  records  after  October 

1987  storm,  201,  204;  Kuropean  news, 

327;  with  all-yellow  bill,  414 

  ,   Saunders’s  Lillie,  Kuropean  news,  19 
  ,   Sooty,  Kuropean  news,  19,  327 

  ,   Whiskered,  identification  in  juvenile 

and  winter  plumages,  290-319,  plates  190- 

8,  205-12,  228;  Kuropean  news,  328; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  532-3 

  ,   White-winged  Black,  identification  in 

juvenile  and  winter  plumages,  290-319, 

plates  199-200,  213-20,  230;  Kuropean 

news,  328;  accepted  records  1980-8,  533 

1   hatcher,  Margaret,  C'.onser\ation,  440-1, 
plate  293 

Thevenot,  Michel,  Kuropean  news,  14-25, 

321-9,  349-55 

I   homas,  Brian,  photograph  of  Sabine’s 
(iiill,  44.  plate  30;  of  Ring-billed  (lull, 
187,  plate  125;  of  Black  Kern,  314,  plate 
223 

Thrasher,  Brown,  overtaking  ‘QK2’,  508-9 
Thrush,  Black-throated,  Kuropean  news, 
350 

  ,   Blue  Rock,  European  news,  21 

  ,   Dusky,  accepted  record  1987,  542 

  ,   Eve-browed,  Kuropean  news.  350 

  ,   Gray-cheeked,  accepted  Irish  record 
1988.  542 

  ,   Hermit.  European  news,  21 

  ,   Rock,  Kuropean  news,  350;  accepted 

record  1988,  541-2 

  ,   Swainson’s,  accepted  record  1987,  542 
  ,   \   aried,  accepted  record  1982,  ,542 

  ,   White’s,  Kuropean  news,  3,50,  plates 
240-1 

Tichodrmua  muraiia,  see  Wallcreeper 

'Kipling,  David,  photograph  of  crowd  watch- 
ing Golden-winged  Warbler,  290,  plate 

187;  of  W   axwing,  293,  plate  190;  of 

Torsier’s  "lern,  295,  plate  193;  of  North- 
ern Oriole.  430,  plate  289;  of  Desert 

Wheatear,  431,  plate  290;  of  Baillon  s 

Crake,  461,  plate  303 

Tit,  Azure,  Kuropean  news,  22.  353 

1   it.  Bearded,  European  news,  353 

  -,  Blue,  nesting  in  old  Blackbird  nest,  80, 

plate  54;  Kuropean  news,  353 

  ,   Coal,  Kuropean  news,  353;  reaction  to 
nearby  nesting  House  Martins,  374; 

photograph,  465,  plate  309 

  ,   I.ong-tailed,  using  foot  to  hold  nut, 

373-4;  communal  midday  roosting  in  hot 
weather,  620 

  ,   Marsh,  photograph,  465,  plate  309 

  ,   Penduline,  European  news,  22,  353; 

photograph,  131,  plate  80;  accepted  re- 
cords 1988,  553;  photograph,  581,  plate 

352 

  — ,   Willow,  mystery  photograph,  25-7, 

plate  14 Tomlinson,  Da\'id,  photograph  of  Gull- 

billed 'Tern,  6,  jilate  6;  of  the  ‘COirisi- 
church  Choggers’,  453,  plate  295 

Torsos  Inicheliotus,  see  \'ullure,  I.appei-faced 
Toxostoma  ru/um,  see  Thrasher,  Brown 

Treecreeper,  Short-toed,  European  news.  22 

Trini’a  Ji(ivi/)es,  see  \'ellowlegs.  Lesser 

  ^lareola,  see  Sandpiper,  W'ood 
  melanoleuca,  see  5'ellowlegs,  (irealer 
  ni’hiilaiin,  see  (ireenshank 

  solitann,  see  Sandpiper,  Solitars 

  slagnalili.s,  see  Sandpiper,  .Marsh 
    totanus,  see  Redshank 

Troglodytes  troglodytes,  see  W   ren 

Tnngites  subrufuollis.  see  Sandpiper.  BufT- 
breasled 

Tucker,  \'ic.  note  on  Peregrine  eating  prey 
on  the  wing,  620 

Tiirdiis  iliaais,  see  Red\s  ing 

  nieniln,  see  Blackbird 

  migratoiius.  see  Robin,  .American 

  ohscurus,  see  Thrush.  Kye-browed 
  naumanni,  see  Thrush.  Dusky 

  pilaris,  see  Kieldfare 

  rufiroltis,  see  Thrush,  Black-throated 
  torqiiatus,  see  Ouzel,  Ring 

Tumix  sylvatica,  see  Hemipode,  .Andalusian 
Tyto  alba,  see  Owl,  Barn 

L'eki,  Yasuo,  photograph  of  Long-toed 
Stint.  367,  plate  263 

L’llman.  .Magnus,  letter  on  wing  patterns  of 
Common  and  .Arctic  Terns,  414-6 

I'pufM  epops,  see  Hoopoe 
I'ria  aalge,  see  Guillemot 

  lomvia,  see  Guillemot.  Briinnich's 

van  den  Berg.  .Amoud,  photograph  of  Gull- 
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billed  I'ern,  10,  plate  8;  of  Red-footed 
Falcons,  17,  plate  1 1;  of  Pine  Bunting,  23, 

plate  12;  of  Black-faced  Bunting,  23,  plate 
13;  of  Pomarine  Skua,  149,  plate  96;  of 

Xainaqua  Dove,  214,  plate  140;  of  Pied 

W’heatear,  349,  plate  239;  of  Desert  Warb- 
ler, 351,  plate  243 

\’arty,  Clive,  obituarN’  of  Arthur  Gilpin, 
Hon.  ,\lSc,  FRPS  (1908-1988),  229 

Vemiivam  c/iiy'ioplera,  see  Warbler,  Golden- 
winged 

\’ines,  P.,  photographs  of  W   hite-winged 
Black  Fern,  309,  plates  213-4 

\   inicombe,  K.  E.,  field  identification  of 

(iull-billed  Fern,  3-13,  plates  2-10 

I'ireo  olivaceus,  see  \’ireo.  Red-eyed 

\'ireo,  Red-eyed,  photographs,  133,  plates 
85-6;  European  news,  354;  accepted  re- 

cords 1985-8,  555;  on  ‘QE2’,  569 

\’oice:  Hen  Harrier,  93-6;  Swinhoe’s  Snipe, 
271 

N'ulture,  (irilTon,  European  news,  324 
  ,   Eappet-faced,  European  news,  16 

Wagtail,  Citrine,  European  news,  21,  329; 
accepted  records  1987-8,  539 

  ,   Grey,  fighting  with  Goldfinch,  447 
  ,   Pied,  European  news,  21,  329 

  ,   5’ellow,  European  news,  21,  329; 
accepted  records  at'  M.fjeldegg,  1985-8,  539 

Wal  ic/.ky,  /oltan,  see  Magyar,  Gabor 
Wallace,  1).  1.  M.,  note  on  field  characters 

and  voice  of  Swinhoe’s  .Snipe,  269-71, 
plate  I   74 

Wallcreeper,  European  news,  22,  353 

W   arhler.  Aquatic,  myster\’  photograph,  26, 
69,  plate  15,  46 

  ,   .Arabian,  field  identification,  97-113  (& 
636),  plates  57-69 

  ,   .Arctic,  European  news,  22,  352;  photo- 
graphs, 129,  plates  74-5;  accepted  records 

1988,  549 

  ,   Blackpoll,  accepted  record  1988,  557 

  ,   Blyth’s  Reed,  European  news,  22,  350 
  ,   Bonelli’s,  Wood  Warbler  in  West 

(damorgan  showing  field-characters  of 

Bonelli’s,  275-7,  636;  accepted  records 
1988,  552-3 

  ,   Booted,  European  news,  350-1; 
accepted  record  1988,  547 

  ,   Cietli’s,  European  news,  350;  British 
breeding  records  1987,  499-500 

  ,   Dartlord,  Euro|)ean  news,  22,  350; 
|)hologra|)h,  295,  plate  194;  British  breed- 

ing records  1987,  500-1 

Warblei\J)esert,  European  news,  351,  plates 

242-3;  accepted  record  1988,  548 

  ,   Dusky,  European  news,  22,  352-3, 

plate  245;  accepted  records  1985-8,  552 
  ,   Ean-tailed,  pipit-like  gait,  330-1; 

monthly  marathon,  390,  plate  276 

  ,   (iolden-winged,  photographs,  290-1, 

plates  186-8   ,   Graceful,  field  identification,  78-9, 

plates  50,  52-3 
  ,   Grasshopper,  European  news,  21 
  ,   (ireat  Reed,  European  news,  22,  350; 

feeding  from  spiders’  webs,  373;  accepted records  1988,  547 

  ,   Greenish,  European  news,  22,  351; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  549 

  ,   Icterine,  European  news,  22,  351; 

photograph,  45,  plate  31 

  ,   Eanceolated,  mystery  photograph, 

260,  319,  plate  165,  231;  European  news, 

350;  accepted  records  1987-8,  547 

  ,   Marsh,  European  news,  22;  breeding 

status  in  Britain,  239-56,  plates  159-61; 
British  breeding  records  1987,  500 

  ,   Melodious,  European  news,  22 

  ,   Moustached,  European  news,  22 

  ,   Orphean,  field-characters,  98-107, 

])lales  60-2,  67-8;  European  news,  351 

  ,   Paddyfield,  European  news,  22,  350; 
accepted  record  1988,  547 

  ,   Pallas’s,  European  news,  22,  352; 

photographs,  132,  plates  83-4;  accepted 
records  1987-8,  549-50 

  ,   Pallas’s  Grasshopper,  European  news, 
21,  350;  European  news,  350;  accepted 
records  1988,  542 

  ,   Palm,  probable  on  ‘QE2’,  569 
  ,   Radde’s,  European  news,  22,  352, 

plate  244;  photograph,  128,  plate  73; 

accepted  records  1988,  550-2,  plate  339 

  ,   Reed,  early  migrant  in  Hen  Harrier 

pellet,  31 
  ,   River,  European  news,  21 

  ,   Riippell’s,  European  news,  351 
  ,   .Sardinian,  accepted  records  1988,  548 

  ,   Savi’s,  European  news,  21,  350;  walk- 
ing gait  on  ground,  331;  British  breeding 

records  1987,  500 

  ,   Scrub,  field  identification,  78-9,  plate 

51   ,   Subalpine,  European  news,  22,  351; 
accepted  records  1987-8,  548 

  ,   Fristram’s,  Euro|)ean  news,  22 
  ,   \Vilson’s,  accejtted  record  1985,  557 
  ,   Wood,  male  in  West  (Jhimorgan  show- 

ing some  field-characters  of  Bonelli’s, 
27.5-7,  636 

  ,   A’ellow-browed,  European  news,  22, 
352 
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Warbler,  \   ellow-rumped,  accepiecl  record 
1986,  556-7 

Warren,  R.  B.,  note  on  Red  Kite  and  Black 

Kite  lollowing  mowing  machine,  1 16 
Waterthrush,  Northern,  photograph,  131, 

plate  79;  accejited  record  1988,  557 

Waxwing,  photographs,  185,  236,  293, 

plates  122-3,  155-6,  190;  Fairopean  news, 
329 

Weston,  Mike,  photograph  of  Crested  Lark, 

320,  346,  plate  232,  237 

Wheatear,  photograph,  46  (&  636),  plate  34; 
premonition  of  rain,  117;  field-character, 
224 

  ,   Black-eared,  European  news,  349; 
accepted  records  1987-8,  541 

  ,   Desert,  lairopean  news,  349;  photo- 
graph, 431,  plate  290;  accepted  records 

1988,  541 

  ,   Isahelline,  European  news,  21,  349; 
photograph,  134,  plate  87;  field-character, 
224;  accepted  record  1988,  541 

  ,   Pied,  European  news,  349,  plate  239; 
accepted  records  1988,  541 

W   hinchat,  premonition  of  rain,  117 

Whitethroat,  Lesser,  possible  association 
with  oaks,  448 

Wigeon,  American,  European  news,  15,  323; 

accepted  records  1986-8,  514-5 
Wilde,  James,  letter  on  birdwatchers  and 

rare  birds,  623 

W   ilkes,  M.  C.,  photograph  of  Marsh  Warb- 
ler, 241,  plate  159;  of  Red  Grouse,  266, 

plate  173;  of  Magpie,  591,  plate  355 

Wilkinson,  Da\id  M.,  note  on  Magpie  eating 

wasp,  118 

W   illiams,  Robin,  photograph  of  Black  fem, 

314,  plate  222 
Williams,  Ruth,  twitchers  welcome  in 

Orkney  (letter),  31-2 

WHsonia  pusilla,  see  Warbler,  Wilson’s 
Withers,  Martin,  see  Bignal,  Eric 

W   oodcock,  European  news,  326 

Woodlark,  British  breeding  records  1987, 

496-7 

W   oodpecker,  Black,  European  news,  328 

  ,   (ireen,  European  news,  20 

Woodpecker,  Ehree-toed,  European  news,  20 
  ,   White-backed,  European  news,  328 
Woolfall,  S.  J.,  see  Kirbv,J.  S. 

Wren,  behaviour  at  communal  roost,  48-52; 

photograph,  464,  plate  308 
Wright,  Eric,  see  Roworth,  Peter 

Wr\  neck,  British  breeding  records  1987,  496 

Xenus  cinereus,  see  Sandpiper,  Eerek 

5’ellowlegs,  Greater,  European  news,  326 
  ,   Lesser,  European  news,  18-9,  326; 

accepted  records  1987-8,  526 

5'oung,  Steve,  photograph  of  Sabine’s  Gull, 
44,  plate  29;  of  Grey  Phalarope,  45,  plate 

32;  of  Long-tailed  Skua.  132,  plate  82:  of 

Pallas’s  Warbler,  132,  plates  83-4;  of 
Pheasant,  142,  plate  90;  of  Waxwings, 

236,  plates  155-6;  of  Double-crested  Gor- 

morant,  284,  plate  181:  of  Long-tailed 

Duck,  285,  plate  183;  of  Iceland  (iull  with 

Herring  Gulls,  294,  plate  192;  of  (Jarga- 

ney,  459,  plate  301;  of  Skylark,  424,  plate 

285;  of  Baillon's  Grake,  4()L  jilate  304;  of 
Gurlew,  470,  plate  318;  of  Bridled  l   em, 

544,  plate  331 

Youngs,  Jeff,  photograph  of  Double-crested 
Cormorant,  284,  plate  180;  of  Buff- 

breasted Sandpiper,  579.  plate  350;  of 

•Semipalmated  .Sandpiper.  634.  plate  374 

/binden.  Niklaus,  European  news.  14-25, 
321-9,  349-55 

Zenaida  macroura,  see  Dove,  Mourning 

Zonotrichia  leucophns,  see  .Sparrow,  \Vhite- 
crowiied 

Zoothera  dauma,  see  Thrush,  White’s 

  naei’ia,  see  Thrush,  \’aried 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

CORPORATE 

MEMBER 

204  HIGH  STREET 

BARNET,  HERTS. 
EN5  5SZ 

01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  TITCHWELL 
In  Focus  are  pteasad  to  arviounce  a   further  RSPB  F«ld  Weeliend.  ihts 

time  at  RSPB  Titchwell  Marsh 

Thw  will  take  place  on  the  4   and  5   of  March  and  wiN  offer  the  opportunity  to 

teat,  compare  and  purchase  a   wide  range  of  equipment  under  Field 

Condrtiorts.  at  this  well-known  Reserve 

You  are  mvrted  to  apply  m   writing  or  by  phone  if  you  would  bke  to  receive  an 
invilation  to  this  event  Please  indicate  preferred  day  and  approximate  lime 

of  atterxlance  On  receipt  of  your  application  you  wiP  be  sent  an  Irtformation 

Pack  contamir>g  inairurtion  on  how  to  get  to  the  Reserve,  a   description  of 

the  tkrd  Irte  you  are  kkefy  to  view,  together  with  your  tn  Focus  Guest  Ticket 

Preference  wilt  be  given  to  guests  who  have  received  invitations 

APPIY  NOW  TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT' 

LEFTZ  TRIN0V10  Ex  derrx)  models  at  low  prices  Fast  come  first 

Mfved' 

WEST  ZEISS £ 

OiafylB  X   20B 189  00 

D«l^  to  X   256 209X 

Oa(yt8x20eGA 229  00 

Dialyt8x30BGAT 
Phone 

Oiaiyt  7   X   428GAT 
Phone 

0iafvl8x306GAT Phone 

Oialyt  10  X   406T 
Phone 

Oialyt  10  X   406QAT 
Phone 

0ttfyl8x56BGAT Phone 

Porro15x60GAT Phone 

Aooessones 

Ramguard 5X 4X 

Eye  cups,  rubber  (set) 
lOX 

Eye  cups,  hard(sel) 10X 

Spare  case  tor 
10x406GAT 26X 

LEITZ E 
Tftoovid8x  20BC 235  X 

TrtnovidS  x   206CA 247  X 

Tnnovx)  10  «   2S8C 247  X 

Tnnovid  10  x   236CA 2S9X 
14X 

Tnnovid7  x   35BA 399  X 445  X 

TanovxJ?  x   42BA Phone 

Tiwoms  >   40BA Phone 

Titoovid  10  X   406a Phone 

TrtnovK)  to  X   40BAN Phone 

34X 40X 

Ramguard ex 

NIKON E 
7x206 74  95 

9x256 79  95 

8   *   206  Roof  Pnsm 134  95 

10  X   256  Roof  Pnsm 
149  95 

9   X   306  Roof  Pnsm 239X 

8x30B2CF 169X 

10x38BZCF 20900 

30  X   60  Fieldsoooe 26000 

20K80Fw(d«:op«Ed 
409  00 

'5x,  30x.  40«  .   60« 

Eye  pieces  (each) 6500 

FSlarnng 
14  25 

HueUViftei 4200 

ftobberhood 1025 
795 

Photo  Ks 157  X 

ADLERBLICK £ 
8x326 123X 

8x426 120X 

10x406 12SX 

to  X   SOB 130X 

7m2iB 1XX 

OPTOLYTH E 

Alpm  7   X   426GA X7X 

Alpin  8   X   406GA 
2XX 

Alpm  10  X   40BGA 206X 

Alpm  10  X   50BGA 
221  X 

Touring  7x42  BOA 
Phone 

Tounng  10  x   406GA 
Phone 

Osins  8   X   40GA 
145X 

Osins  10  X   40OA 

147X 4X 

TGX 
3XX 

TBS8045 3XX 

Xx  WA 
XX 

Xx 

57  X 

40x XX 
35X 

OPT1CRON E 
EMo9x36 

1XX 

8   X   42B 
110X 

10x42B 
114X 

60mm  HR  Body 

IXX 

60mm  HR  Body  45' 

1XX 

60mm  HRGA  Body 

155X 

X   X   -X  X   Zoom XX 

22x  WA XX 
XX 

Case  tor  HR 

15X 

Piccotobody 
107  X 

15  x-X  X   zoom 

45  X 

X   X   or  40  X   each 22X tsx 

Oplicfon  Inpod 59  95 

KOWA £ 

TSX1 
165  X 

TS602 
IXX 

Xx  WA 

47  X 

Xx 

41  X 

41  X 

X   X-X  X   zoom 
93X 

TSN-1 

235X 

23SX 

TSN-3 
435X 

TSN-4 

4XX 

XX 

25  X 

45  X 

45X 

XX 

Case  tor  Kowa 
19  X 

pfwtoKittorTSN 
XX 

SWIFT 
£ 

AudubonS  5   x   44 
IXX 

1XX 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD 
SUNDAY  DATES 

IS  JANUARY  20  FEBRUARY 

OPEN  DAY  lOem  -   4pm 
With  the  kirxl  co-operation  of  the  Herts  and  Middx  WPdMe  Trust  In  Focus 
are  now  able  to  otter  customers  a   unique  opportusty  to  uee.  compare  and 

purchase  quality  optical  equ^jment  under  lield  contMons  Lametord  Springs 
Nature  Reserve  «   situaied  approxvnalety  20  m4es  north  of  London  and  « 

fuel  1 5   rnms  drive  Irom  June  23  on  the  M25  rnotonway  Th«  compact  weP 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  of  turd  iHe  and  customers  can  expect 

good  views  of  water  and  woodland  birds  Veiiors  are  irwited  to  take 

advantage  of  the  ample  partong  to  the  ngN  of  toe  reserve  gate  toen  make 
Ihew  way  to  reception  At  this  pomt  customers  can  discuss  thev  ndrvidual 
requirsments  with  our  lechrscal  staff  txnoculars  are  eaoed  from  Vss  pomt 

arxf  can  be  used  on  a   woodlarto  wak  or  m   a   private  hde  where  a   lul  range 
of  telescopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  ntormakon  arto  (SrecSons 

please  contact  IN  FOCUS 

NEW  CULLMANN  HIDE  MOUNT  £49.95 

BUSHNELL 

FREE  CASE  WHEN 

YOU  BUY  A   KOWA! 

15  x   A   200m 

79  00 

X   '(  -X  X   room 66  00 

22x  WA 
39  00 

X   X   or  40  X   each 
29  00 

Photo  KjI 2500 
Case 

1500 

Customs  X   368 

179  00 

Custom  10x406 
18900 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA e 

Tumum  8   x   21  Morx> 39  95 

JenoptemS  x   X 

44  95 

Jenopiem  10  x   50 69  95 
DelirmtemS  x   X 

54  95 

Oefinntem  10  x   X 
88  95 

Notarem  8   x   326 

114  95 

Notarem  10  x   406 

149  95 

Octaremd  x   XB 

199  95 

HABICMT £ 

Diana  10*408 

Phone 

BRESSER £ 

8   X   40GARoofP 

119X 

10  X   40GARootP 

119X 

7   K   428GA  Lux 135X 

10  X   428GALUX 

149  00 

10  X   SOBGALux 

16500 

Oiont?  X   426GA 

179  00 

Dtont  10  X   42BGA 
189  00 

MIRADOR £ 
8x426 

11000 

10*428 

114X 

10  X   506 
12200 

Mertm25  *   60 97  X 

Medm  18  X -40  X   X 

129X 

MerlmX  *   75 

119TO 

Mer1m22  x-47  *   75 

157  X 

Case  tor  Merlm 

15X 

MANFROTTO 
TRIPODS £ 

MmiPro190 XX 

Base  144 

45  X 

Basic  144  black 50X 

128  FiM  head 
34  95 

Emiight200 39  95 
Tnpod  strap 

995 
Pro  Mono  Pod 

24  95 

SLIK  TRIPODS £ 

Ga2etto95D 
37  95 

3W(35DN 
57  96 

Master  02 6995 

SL67 

104  95 

Black  Diamond 85  95 
SM(88 66  95 

Monopods  from 

1SX 

Tnpod  strap 695 

OUESTAR  £ 
Field  Model  3W  wsh  broad  band 

coating  si^ipked  with  50>  -80x (24mm)  Lana  Hood  Photo  K4  and 
Case 

2.242  00 
Xx-1Xx  (16mm) 

110X 

CENTURY £ 
F«ld  Model  GA  60mm 

IXX 

20  *   -45  X   toom 

49  X 

20x.  X*.  40< 

eye  pieces  (each) 

19X 

Case 

16  95 

BARBOUR £ 

The  best  Bntsh  ctotomg 
tor  toe 

worst  Bnhsh  weather 
Durham  Jacket 52  95 
32"  to  4e 

Bedale  Jacket 

2Tto30" 

45  45 

3^  1046' 

X95 

Gamefair  Jacket  76  95 

3T  to  46' 

Beafort  Jacket  62  95 

3rto4r 
Bender  Jacket  69  95 

32"  to  46- 

BurgNey  Jacket  96  95 36' to  44 

Northumbria  Jacket  91  45 

36-to46- 
Linings  19  45 
Hoods  11  45 
Send  tor  colour  Bartiour  catalogue 

Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OirrFTTS 

K   you  purchase  a   scope  and  topod 
at  toe  s»ne  Mne  we  can  offer  ̂    a 

very  speoaf  pnee' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

ACCESSORIES E 

Car  Window  mount 22X 

Owersal  mourt 
2200 
3800 

3800 CuBmannSi  Pod 

24  95 

995 
3X 
3X 

Leatoar  lanyard 3X Tnpod  strap 
695 

PERSONAL  Callers 

Can  chooee  and  select  from  our 
comprehensive  range  of  eqmp 

meni  Corripare  Zees  w4h  Le«u 

Optolyto  wito  Kowa  or  NAon  We 

are  a   comptotety  <ndependers  com- 

p^.  whose  orW  concern  •   that 
our  customers  setect  the  correct 
hstn^ners  for  thee  personal  needs 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Dtocuss  your  reguremenis  w«h  our 
lechTNcal  staff  and  orders  placed 
with  Access  or  Visa  Cams  wt  be 

despetohed  same  day 

MAIL  ORDER 

Jual  add  £2  to  hstp  cover  PSP  and 

•nauranot  and  your  order  wNl  be 
despaiched  on  toe  same  day  as  we 

raceiva  your  cheque  Al  equtomeni 

«   Supplied  on  u   days  approval 

ipon  raoetoi  oi  tul  remoance 

SECONDHAND 
tnstnjments  are  afways  avaSable 
Turrwaf  •   taat  so  we  do  not  pnrs  a 

kat  Phone  tor  nlorTnaSon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  pnoes  pato  tor  good  conason 

equtornert 
HOW  TO  RNO  US 
We  are  lOrrsnskom  M25  and  AIM 

motorways  and  15  mre  walk  from 

Hgh  Barnet  Underground  StaSon 
Prices  correct  3   1 2   86  E60E 

MIRADbR/^LlK 

OUTFIT 
MIRADOR  MERLIN 
25  X   60  AND  CASE, 
SLIK  GAZELLE  95D 

AND  STRAP 
OUTFIT  PRICE 

£129.00 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT  ON  THE 
FOLLOWING  INSTRUMENTS 

ZEISS  WEST  6   X   30BGAT.  7   x   428GAT.  10  x   4O0GAT 

LErrZ  TRINOVID  8   x   40BA  7   x   42BA.  10  x   40BAN 

KOWA  TSN-3  Of  4   NIKON  FIELDSCOPE  ED 

Simply  select  the  model  of  your  choice  pey 

one  third  of  the  purchase  pnoe  with  the  balarx:e 

to  two  equal  payments  one  month  apart 
Phone  write  or  cal 

I   -   •'  v'l 

BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

(D450) 
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ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1989 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-four  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

N.  India 

Kenya 

Namibia  -   Etosha 
Zimbabwe 
Tanzania 

Botswana  -   The  Okavango 
Natal 

Madagascar 

India  -   Tiger  Special 
The  Seychelles 
Thailand 

China/Tibet 

Australia 
New  Zealand 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 
Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Israel 

Jordan 

Cyprus N.  E.  Greece Turkey 

Yugoslavia 
Corfu 
The  Camargue 

The  Roussillon 
Andorra 

Spanish  Pyrenees 
S.  W.  Spain 

Coto  Dohana 

Majorca 
Lake  NeusiedI 
Arctic  Norway 

MEMBER 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BOGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243  821230  (D443)  ATOL  LICENCE  No.  743 

YOUR 

GUARANTEE 

WE  MAKE  CERTAIN  YOU 

MAKE  THE  CORRECT  CHOICE 

BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

EVERY  DAY  OF  THE  MONTH 

For  your  personal  demonstration  at  the  location  of  your  choice 
anywhere  in  Cornwall 

PHONE  REDRUTH  (0209)  210060 

If  you  can’t  get  to  Cornwall  try  our  mail  order ADVICE  LINE 

Make  the  most  of  your  investment  -   you  cannot  afford  not  to  take 
our  friendly  advice  based  on  field  experience  - 

the  most  popular  may  not  be  the  best  for  you! 

Why  take  the  chance  -   Phone  SCOPES  (0209) 

WE  KEEP  YOU  WATCHING 

210060 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 

Following  our  recent  successful 

promotion,  we  are  again  offering 
a   FREE  Swallow  8x30  binocular 

with  each  Adlerblick  8x42,  10x42, 
10x50  or  the  NEW  multicoat  ranqe. 

1   ZEISS  1 
•   OiAlyl  7x42  BOAT Phone 

Di«lyt  8x30  BOAT for 

Diaiyt  10x40  BOAT pr  ices 

•   Dialyt  8x20  BGA 

Oiaiyt  8x20  B 

Dialyi  10x25  8 

leitz 

Inrypyid  7x35  BA 399  00 
Innovid  7x42  BA 498  00 

Tnnpwid  6x32  BA 445  00 

Tnnovid  8x40  8A 499  00 

Ttmovid  10x40  B 489  00 

Tnnovid  >0x40  BAN 539  00 

Tnnovid  8x20  BCA 247  00 

Tnnovid  10x25  BCA 245  00 

Alpin  8x40  BGA 200  00 

i   Alpin  10x40  BGA 205  00 

Alp.n  10x50  BGA 221  00 

TELESCOPES 
30x75  GA 31800 

22x70  GA 290  00 

V   30x60  GA 363  00 

•T890  GA  body 334  00 

-   TBSBO  GA  body 320  00 
-Eytpioces 
20xWA 88  00 

20x 56  00 

30* 5700 

40x 58  00 

OPTICRON 
Minorva  8x40 170  00 

Minorva  10x40 175  00 

Now  HR  6x42 
140  00 

£litt  9x35 185  00 

‘IB  8x32 93  00 
8x42 11000 

10x42 11400 

10x50 122  00 

TELESCOPES 
•1  B   Strpighi  60mm 

128  00 

Ollsoi  50mm 150  00 

■xod  moq  oyopiects 28  00 

Zoom  20«  60i> 
Piccolo  body 

Ey«pi*ca»  Ifom 

Zoom 
Classic  Straight  75mm 
Fuad  mag  ayapiacas 

Zoom Tripod 

Window  clamp 

Univarsal  clamp 
Hida  clamp 

65  00 
!07  00 

22  00 45  00 

>07  00 
1800 

5000 59  95 

22  00 22  00 

36  00 

NIKON 

8x30  2CF 
196  00 

10x35  2CF 21800 

8x40  OCF 533  00 

395  00 

E   0   20x60 

489  00 

Spotting  scope 269  00 

Eyepieces  1 5x  30*  40x 63  00 
Photo  adapt 

149  50 

F   0   Adapt  nrvg 
1500 

BUSHNELL 

TELESCOPES 
Custom  8x36 

179  00 

Custom  10x40 
189  00 

Spacemaster  60mm 

140  00 

Fixed  mag  E   P 
35  00 

Zoom  15x  45x 

79  00 

Discovertr  15-60x60 

199  00 

ADLERBLICK 

8x42 

120  00 

10x42 

128  50 

10x50 139  00 

Add  El 8   for  R   A   models 

TELESCOPES 
Mufticoated 

169  95 

Multicoated 
179  95 

Multicoated 
196  95 

BRESSER 
*Naw  Corvatie 

e>42 

Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
ample,  free  and  safe  parking.  Testing  Wilities  are  probably 
the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is 
across  a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more  . 
distant  views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our 
beautiful  Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely 
relaxed  atmosphere?  Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out 
to  be  more  of  a   social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition. 

TELESCOPES 
Merlin  60mm 

79  00 

75mm 

107  00 

Fixed  mag  eyepieces 

1800 

Zoom  eyepieces 50  00 

OPTIMA 

TELESCOPE 

Super  60mm  RA 

150  00 

Eyepteces  15x  20x  30x  40x 25  X 

Zoom  20-45x 

65  X 

MINOLTA 
Mariner  10x40 

199  99 

8x32 

179  99 

Compact  8x24 

74  99 

ZEISS  JENA 
Noierem  6x32 

114  95 

10x40 

144  97 

Jenoptem  8x30 

44  95 

Oeflrtntem  8x30 
54  95 

Oefiarem  10x50 
89  95 

1   QUESTAR A»k  for  quo4aiior>  on  aM  modofs 

SLIK 
D2 69  95 

Full  rartge  of  SlA  models  >n  stock 

MANFROTTO 

144  basic 

45  X 

144  black 
XX 

128  mini  video  r>ead 
34  95 

IX  mini  pro 35  X 

2X  compact  head 
39  95 

OPTICRON 

lOxX 

129  X 

Luchf  10x42 

162  X 

tOxX 

164  X 

AddfUlorR  A 
t»r>aar  8x42 

124  96 

L>r*aar  10n42 
124  95 

0«rrt  10x42 

178X 

1   KOWA 

TELESCOPES 

T$N  1   77mm 
231  X 

TSN  2   77mm 
218X 

TSN  3   77mm 

441  X 

TSN  4   77mm 

414X 

20*  WA 

66X 

25i 

42  X 

40x 

42  X 

20*  60*  teem 

9BX 

Casa 

19X 

TSXt  60mm 

I8SX 

TS  X2  60mm 

165  X 

20*  WA 

47X 

25x 

41  X 

40* 

41  X 

20k  60*  room 93  X 

Compaa  bmecuiars  7x22 

84  X 

HABICHT 

Diana  10x40  WM 
341  X 

SxXWCAP 

287  X 

7x42  SL 

364X 10x40  SL 
407  X 

8x30  SLC 302X 

SWIFT 
Aradubon  8   5x44 

168  X 

Osprev  7   5x42 

134  50 

TELESCOPE 
Teiemasiar  15-60xX 275  X MIRAOOR  I 

Trvod  59  95 

Trtpod  Strap  6   75 

S>42 

10s42 
>0«50 

11000 
114  00 

124  00 

‘'ENING  TIMES  Shown  here  is  a   small  selection  of  our  vast 

am  —   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday  r»ng«  optical  equipment  &   acceesoriee. 

CESSORIES 

e   range  of  eyecups,  rainguards,  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

:D  BARGAINS 

ranteed,  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 

ORT  FACILITIES 

onal  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

IKAGE  DEALS 

ictive  discounts  Phone  for  quotations 

L ORDER 

red  postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE.  Goods  are  despatched  promptly  upon 
ipt  of  full  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone 

E   &O  E   Prices  correct  at  1   9   88 

CUS  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE,  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel:  (0676)  40501 

111 
(D453) 



VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD  1989 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 
HONG  KONG  -   ISRAEL  -   POLAND  -   PORTUGAL  -   SPAIN 

TURKEY  -   YUGOSLAVIA 

WILDLIFE  TOURS 
GORILLAS  OF  RWANDA  -   WHALES  OF  CALIFORNIA 

NORTH  CAPE,  ARCTIC  -   VENEZUELA  -   SABAH,  NORTH  BORNEO 
ECUADOR  AND  GALAPAGOS  -   MADAGASCAR 
ANTARCTICA,  FALKLANDS,  SOUTH  GEORGIA 

All  tours  are  carefully  designed  by  our  own  leaders,  who  lcx>k 
forward  to  sharing  with  you  their  expert  knowledge  of  the  areas 
to  be  visited  and  the  exciting  bird  and  wildlife  to  be  found. 

ARTA 

Details  and  brochure  from: 

VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD 
21  DORSET  SQUARE,  LONDON  NWl  6QG 

Tel:  01-724  6624 
ABTA  68215 (D423) 

NATURETREK 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 
1989 

including 

BIRDING  TOURS  Sc 
TREKS 

in 
INDONESIA 
BOTSWANA 
AUSTRALIA 
GALAPAGOS 

NEW  ZEALAND 
SOUTHERN  INDIA 

NEPAL  •   KENYA 
BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA  ^ 
LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA  g 
KASHMIR  •   MOROCCO 

For  our  brochure  please  ' 
contact  David  Mills 
40  The  Dean,  Alresford. 
Hants  S024  9AZ 
Tel:  0962  733051 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Come  birdwatching  with  us  in 

Morocco  -   January-February  ’89 
Spain  -   March-May  ’89 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britannia  Street, 
Llanllechid, Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

(D448) 
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WE  OFFER: 

A   SPEEDY  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Access/Visa/Credit  Charge.  Post  &   Packing  please  add  C2. 50.  Prices  correct 
Prices  subject  to  availability  •   .   c 

1.12.88. 

ZEISS  WEST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   £189. 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £209 

8   X   30  B   and  K   Case   £379. 
8   X   30  BGA  CF  ft  Pouch   £379 

8   X   56  B.G.  AT  ft  Case   £544. 
7   X   42  B.G.  AT  &   Case   PHONE 

10  x40  BT  &   K   Case   .   £463. 

10  X   40  BGA  CF  &   Pouch   PHONE 

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 
Very  good  value  with  Hard  Case 

8   X   30  Jenoptem   £   40 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   .   £   48. 

10  X   50  Jenoptem   .   .   .£  65. 

10  X   50  Dekarem    £.73. 
8   X   32  Notarem   .   £300. 
10  X   40  Notarem   .   £343. 
8   X   50  Octarem  B,  or  BGA   .   £160. 

12  X   50  Dodecarem  B.  or  BGA .   £199. 

ADLERBLICK 

Case,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   x   42   .   . £320 

Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   £336 
Adlerblick  10  x   42   £325. 

Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   . £344. 
Adlerblick  10  x   50   .   £339. 

Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armour   . £359. 

SWIFT  Supplied  with  Case  b   Strap 
Belmont  8   x   40   

£   56. Belmont  10  x   50   
.£  59 

Belmont  1 2   x   50   £.  62 

Red  Spot  8   X   32   £   69. 
Red  Spot  8   X   40   

£.  98. 

Red  Spot  10  X   50   £   99 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42   £100. 

Blue  Spot  10  X   42   
£325 

T rilyte  Rubber  10x40   £325 

Trilyte  10  X   40   £124. 
Osprey  7.5  X   42   £139. 

Audubon  8.5  x   44   £169. 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  and  Case   £19  99 

7   X   50  and  Case   £29  99 
12x  40  and  Case   £32.99 

HABICHT  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  WM   

£299 

7x50M.S.L   
£399 

lOx  40  M.S.L   £399 
lOx  40  WM   £339 

TRIPODS 

SLIK  D2   £   69. 
SLIK  88   

£   69. SLIK  Black  Diamond 
£   76 SLIK  Shogun   .£  99. 

KOWA  TELESCOPES 
TSN1  Body £232 
TSN2  Body.. £222 
TSN3  Body  ... £435 

TSN4  Body .   . £425 
20x  Wide   .   £.  67 
25x  and  40x ... 

£.  44 
Zoom  TSN   £   99 

Photo  Adapter .   £   66 

TS601   
FREE  .   . 

£.185 
TS602   CASE £165 
25x  and  40x  .   . WITH 

£   41 20x  Wide   601  602 .   £   47 
Zoom  601   .   £.  93 

MIRADOR  TELESCOPES 
Merlin  18  x   60   £.89. 

Merlin  18x-40x  and  60   £124. 
Major  60m  Body  &   Fixed   £152. 
Major  60m  Body  &   Zoom    £3  79. 

Major  50m  Rubber  &   Fixed .   £349. 
Major  50m  Rubber  £t  Zoom   £3  76. 
Mirador  Window  Mt   £.22. 

BUSHNELL  SPACEMASTER 

Body  and  Zoom  Eyepiece  .   £2.19. 
Body  and  Fixed  Eyepiece  from.  .   £169. 

BAUSH  ft  LOMB 

Discoverer . £390. 

6870  SI.  Thomas  Street  •   i SCARBOROUGH  •   von  lou  •   Tel.  (0723)  365024 

Authorised  U.K.  Dealer  for 

Tele  Vue* “Tops  in  the  Field” 
TELESCOPES  AND  EYEPIECES 

Even  Better  Than  You  Imagined! 

Send  £2.00  (refundable  with  order)  for  colour 

literature  on  the  finest  range  of  telescopes  avail- 
able. With  patented  Plossis,  Wide-Field,  and 

Nagler  eyepieces.  Surely  the  world’s  finest. Superb  observation  binoculars  now  available. 
139  Dean  House,  Eastfield  Avenue,  Walker, 

(D431)  Newcastle  upon  Tyne  NE6  4UU Telephone:  091  263  8826 



A   fabulous  competition  from  Bird  Watching  magazine  and  C   J   Wildbird  Foods  Ltd. 

£500  to  donate  to  a   conservation  body  of  your  choice  and  runner-up  prizes  of  bird 

food,  books  and  magazine  subscriptions. 

lu 
PICK  I P   THE  -LI HABIT  TODAY! 

On  sale  on  the  27th  of  each  month (D454) 

Have  you  seen 

BIRDING  WORLD 
lately? 

For  a   free  sample  eopy  of  the  new,  improved  monthly  news  magazine  for 
keen  birders,  write  to: 

Appletree  Cottage,  Marshside,  Brancaster,  King’s  Lynn,  Norfolk 
PE31  SAD  (or  telephone  0485  210349)  and  find  out  what  you’ve  been 
missing!  It  is  the  news  magazine  for  keen  birdwatchers,  available  only  on 
subscription. 

Or  subscribe  now  by  completing  the  coupon  below  (or  copying  its  format) 
and  sending  it  together  with  £15  (for  12  issues;  £20  overseas)  to  the  same 
address.  _ 

Mr/Mrs/Miss  Ms   

ADDRESS     ! 

Postcode 

I   (D444) 
J 

vi 



EVERYONE  ENJOYS  OUR 
UNIQUE  FREEDOM  OF  CHOICE 

OUR  SELECTION  OF  BINOCULARS  &   TELESCOPES  IS  HUGE 
AND  FASCINATING  (we  are  main  stockists).  We  always  have 
  irresistable  specials,  bargains,  and  cash  reductions 
WE  ALSO  HAVE  MANY  SPECIAL  IMPORTS,  OPTICALLY  MAGNIFICENT 

YOU’VE  JUST  GOT  TO  SEE  THESE,  THEY’RE  EXQUISITE 
WE  JUST  LEAVE  YOU  TO  TRY 

BINOCULARS  &   TELESCOPES  AS  YOU  WISH 
We  are  a   7   day  week  mail  order  company. 
We  repair  everything  on  premises,  all 
accessories  in  stock. 

For  callers  our  fascinating  Showroonv 

Shop  is  open  every  Saturday  and  Monday. 
Why  not  have  a   trip  to  this  famous  part  of 

Britain?  It’s  beautiful  (especially  to  Bird Watchers). 

FOR  SOMETHING  THAT  LASTS  A   LIFE- 
TIME. EVEN  A   LONG  JOURNEY  IS 

SURELY  JUSTIFIED.  DO  COME  AND  SEE 

US. 
WE  ALWAYS  HAVE  HIGH  QUALITY 
BUDGET  PRICED  BINOCULARS  AND 
TELESCOPES  OF  MANY  TYPES.  IN  FACT 
OUR  SELECTION  HAS  BEEN  DESCRIBED 
AS  DAZZLING  &   MOST  EXCmNG. 

Remember  -   You  want  it 
-   We  have  it 

AT  THE  RIGHT  PRICE 

ACCESSA/ISA/CHEQUE'CASH 
Part  Exchange  always  welcome 

TELESCOPES  AND  BINOCULARS 
FROM  El  9   to  E900 

LAMBERTS  (Lancaster)  LTD 
(Established  1935) 

5   ROSEMARY  LANE,  LANCASTER,  LANCS  LA1  1NR 

Telephone:  (0524)  414146  or  37384 (0441) 

Cygnus  WlUllfe 

FEBRUARY^UNE 

NORTHERN  INDIA 
TIGER  SPECIAL 
VENEZUELA 
TEXAS 
ZIMBABWE 
HONG  KONG  AND  CHINA 
AUSTRIA 
HUNGARY 
SOVIET  ASIA  AND  SIBERIA 
CAMARGUE 
PYRENEES 

JULY-DECEMBER 
ARIZONA 

HUNGARY 
VENEZUEU^ 
PERU 

ARGENTINA 
ECUADOR  AND  GALAPAGOS  ISLANDS 

GAMBIA 
ETHIOPIA 
NEW  ZEALAND 
FALKLAND  ISLANDS 
RANN  OF  KUTCH  AND  SOUTHERN 
INDIA 

Tour  groups  have  a   maximum  of  18  participants,  are  escorted  by  experienced 

leaders  and  we  cater  for  all  levels  of  expertise.  If  you  would  like  further 

information  about  any  of  these  holidays,  we  will  be  delighted  to 

receive  your  enquiry  at  the  following  address: 

CYGNUS  WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS,  96  Fore  Street, 

Kingsbridge,  Devon  TQ7  1PY. 

Tel:  (0548)  6178  (0446) 



Talk  to  AX  Hawkins 
about  Binoculars/ 

^PHONEUSfOR 

Best  Makes. 

Largest  Stocks. 
Fastest  Service. 

By  return 
Despatch  and Free  Advice. 

SAVE  ££££s  -   BE  WISE  -   BUY  FROM  BRITAIN’S  BINOCULAR/TELESCOPE 
SPECIALISTS  -   ORDER  BY  POST  OR  PHONE  IN  COMPLETE  CONFIDENCE 

OPTOLYTH  ALPIN
  ~   ^   ' 

Superb  lightweight  Models  tram  W 

Germany  at  sensible  prices. 

8   x   308GA  Alpin £186.00 

8   *   40  BGA  Alpin £200  00 

10x40  BGA £205  00 

10x50BGAAIpm £221.00 

12x50BGAAIpifi £225  00 

7x42  BGA  Alpin £207  00 

OPTOLYTH 
Root  prism  tango  of  binoculars  lot  superb. 

btiqhl.  crystal  clear  image 
10x40  BGA  Touring £378.00 

7   X   42  BGA  Touring £378.00 

HABICHT 
A   firm  lavounte  trom  Austria  wtih  bird- 
watchers,  lightweight, 

excel  lent 

short  locus. 

8x30SLC/W £302.00 
7x42WMPDiana £298.00 

10x40WMPOiana £341.00 

10x40  BGA  Diana £375.00 

ZEISS  WEST 
10x40B6ATDialyt £499.00 

7x42BGATDialyl 

8x30BGATDialyt 

.0x25BUiniDialyt 

8x206  MiniDialyt 

£479.00 

£397.00 

£219.00 
£197.00 

ZEISS  JENA 
7X40  BGA  new  model £199.95 

8x30Jenoplem 
£47.95 

8x30Delltinlem £55.95 

8x32Nolafem 
£120.00 

BxSOBOclarem 
£185.00 

7x50Jenoplem £64  95 

l0x40Nolarem £176.00 

10x50Jenoplem £69.95 

to  X   50  Dekarem £88.95 

MIRADOR 
7X42B £125.00 

7   X   42  BGA  R'Armouted £129,00 

8x42B £119.00 

8x42BGAR/Armouted £125.00 

10x42B £125.00 

10  X   42  BGA  R/ Armoured £129.00 

10  X   50  BGA  R/Armoured £145.00 

All  Mirador  are  supplied  with 

cases  and  ralnguard 

BRESSER 
A   new  range  of  quality,  lightweight 

roof  prism  binoculars,  complete  with 

sports  case. 
8   X   32  BGA  Linear £123  00 

8x42  BGA  linear 
£129.00 10x42  BGA  Linear £131.00 

7x42  BGA  Oioril £230  00 

t0x42BGADionl £240.00 

TELESCOPES 
Nikon  Fieldscope  20x60  ED  £489.00 

Nikon  Eyepieces  15  x   30  x   40  x   60  x 

£64.95 
rtowalSNIBody  £234.95 

KowaTSN2Body  £223.95 

KowaTSN3Body  £439.95 

KowaTStMBody  £428.95 

KowaTSN  20  xW. A   Eyepiece  £68.95 

Kowa  TSN  25  X   40  X   Eyepieces  £44.95 

Xowa  TSN  20-60  Zoom  £98.95 

OpIolythTBSaO  £320.00 

OpIolylhTBBO  £344.00 

Eyepieces  Opiolyth  TB  20  x   WW  £88 20  X   W   £56  30  X   £57  40  X   £58 

Opiolyth  30  x   75  £318.00 

Opiolylh  30  x   80  £353.00 

Opiicton  Piccolo  15-60  x   60  £152.00 

Oplicton  Classic  22-47  X   75  £157.00 

Oplicron  20-60  x   60  HR  £193.00 

Spacemasler  15-45  x   60  £219.00 
Nikon  Fieldscope  20  x   60  £269.00 

Kowa  TS9  20  x   50  £89.95 
Mirador  Merlin  25  x   60  £99.95 

KowaTS602  £169.95 

Kowa  TS  20-60  Zoom  £93.00 
Habichl  23  x   70  BOA  £216.00 

Zeiss  Jena  Binocular 
Terresirial  Telescope  80/500  complete 
wilh  Iripod  and  carry  case  £1 .199.00 

ARnAWKa& 

SLIK  D2 
Tripod  take  a   tirm stand,  buy  the 

best,  our 

special  price 
£6.95 

MANFROTTO  TRIPOD 
144  Tripod  complete  with  200  Iluid 
head  £84.95 

ORDER  NOW  for  “By  Return” Dispatch.  Binoculars  and 
Telescopes  £2.50p  post  and 
insurance  send  cheque  or 
Visa/Access  accMted  by 

phone!  Stamps  (SOpj.  For 
illustrated  Discount  Price  List 
and  Coloured  Brochures  on 

over  200  Models. 
CALLERS  WELCOME! 
Our  Showrooms  are  only  7 
minutes  from  M1  Exit  15  or  16 

and  2   min.  walk  trom  railway. 

Open  9.00  am-6  pm 
Prices  correct  4th  Nov  1988 

subject  to  change  availability. N’PTON 

LTD 

9   MAREFAIR 
NORTHAMPTON  NN1  1SR 
TELEPHONE  0604/39674 (0451) 

The 

British  Birds 
Binder 

It’s  so  easy  and  tidy  with  the  British  Birds  Binder  to 
file  your  copies  away.  Each  binder  is  designed  to 
hold  twelve  issues  and  the  index,  and  is  attractively 

bound  and  blocked  with  the  British  Birds  logo. 

You  can  use  a   binder  to  store  the  current  year’s 
issues  as  they  arrive,  or  to  hold  a   complete  volume 

for  your  bookshelves. 

Price  UK  £6.95  including  VAT,  postage  &   packing. 

Why  not  place  your  order  now?  (,,425^ 

Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  order  form. 

VTII 



ffiid  Watching  Holidays 
SPAIN  PORTUGAL  FRANCE 

YUGOSLAVIA  TURKEY  MOROCCO 
INCLUDES  GOTO  DONAMA;  CAMARGUE. 
PYRENEES,  EXTREMADURA,  MONFRAGUE. 

Stop  in  the  Camargue  for  Easter 

Full  Board  £380.00  ’ 

Write  for  Brochure 
(D439) 

Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays  Ltd., 

3-5  Sheep  Market,  Stamford.  Lines  PE92RB 

Telephone (0780) 66280 Wed-Sun  Inclusive 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  .with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 

BINOCULARS  Supenor  definition  Light-transmission  plus  the  wioest 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH  magnifications 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field  Price 
lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft.  E221  (inc  case) 
10x40BGA  19oz  345ft.  E205  (inc.  case) 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft.  E200  (inc.  case) 

8x30BGA  14oz  420ft.  El  86  (inc.  case) 

Weight 

30x75GA  44oz 
22X60GA  35oz 

22x70GA  37oz 

22-60X70GA  47oz 
30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

Field  Price 

120ft  E318CaseE35 

183ft.  E210 —   E290  EYEPIECES 

87-54ft.  E353  20xWW  ESS 
E353  20x  ESS 

E344  30x  E57 
E320  40x  ESS 

NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   now  in  stock  -   only  £387.00  inc  case 
MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
1 0   High  Street  1 3   Cheap  Street 

Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel;  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  ̂ 377^ 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
A   wealth  of  optical  experience  is  at  your  service  whether  you  wish  to 

purchase  new  equipment  or  have  your  present  equipment  serviced  in  our 
workshop. 

The  best  equipment  is  available  for  you  to  inspect,  test  and  purchase  from 

these  premises,  including,  for  example:- 
BINOCULARS 
etc. 
ZEISS  (West) C 

1 0   X   25  Dialyt 214 

8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt 
245 

8   X   30  BGAT  Dialyt 389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt Phone 

7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt Phone 

8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt 535 
15  X   60  GAT  Porro 

793 

7   X   50  BGA  (IF)  Porro 535 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid 235 

8x20BCATrinovid 247 

10x25BCTrinovid 247 

10x25  BCATrinovid 259 

8x32BATrinovid 
445 

8   X   40  BA  T   rinovid Phone 
10x40  BAN  Trinovid Phone 
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Gray  Catbird  in 
Co.  Cork:  new 
to  Britain 
and  Ireland 

K.  Preston 

The  first  days  of  November  1986  were  generally  warm  and  sunny,  with variable  light  winds,  on  Cape  Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  and  few 

migrants  were  in  evidence  apart  from  nocturnal  movements  of  thrushes 

Turdus  and  flocks  of  crows  Con’iis  making  daytrips  out  from  the  mainland. 
Walking  about  on  the  morning  of  4th,  it  was  evident  that  a   small  fall  of 

migrants  had  occurred,  resulting  in  a   slight  increase  in  the  number  of 

Blackcaps  Sylvia  atricopilla  and  Chiflchaffs  Phylloscopus  collybita,  but  also 

producing  a   Red-breasted  Flycatcher  Ficedula  pan'a.  While  I   was  waiting 
for  the  latter  to  reappear  from  amongst  dense  vegetation  in  an  overgrown 

garden  near  the  South  Harbour,  a   Gray  Catbird  Durnetella  carolhiensis  flew  in 

and  landed  beside  a   Song  Thrush  T.  philomelos  on  the  roof  of  a   low 

outhouse.  It  paused  for  some  ten  seconds  before  flying  towards  where  I 

stood  and  landed  on  a   fence  about  seven  paces  away.  The  bird  made  two 

further  short  flights,  alighting  on  the  ground  and  on  a   gatepost,  before 

flying  away  strongly  towards  the  South  Harbour.  It  was  not  seen  again. 

In  flight,  it  gave  the  impression  of  a   small,  paler-than-normal  Blackbird 

T.  mentla,  with  typically  strong  and  direct  thrush-like  flight.  When  perched 

beside  tbe  Song  Thrush,  it  was  noticeably  smaller:  about  two-thirds  or 

three-quarters  the  bulk  of  the  latter.  The  general  appearance  was  quite 
different,  however,  as  it  had  a   more  horizontal  stance  and  a   longer  tail.  Its 

shape  was  much  closer  to  that  of  a   Blackbird,  but  the  tail  appeared  to  be 

broader  (or  possibly  it  was  fanned  out  more)  and  was  considerably  more 

rounded  at  the  tip.  The  bird  frequently  cocked  its  tail,  once  flicking  it  very 

high,  when  it  was  briefly  held  at  almost  90°  to  the  horizontal.  The  wings 
were  held  tightly  against  the  body  and  never  drooped;  they  seemed  rather 

short.  While  the  bill  was  of  the  usual  thrush  shape  and  proportions,  the 

head-shape  recalled  an  Acrocephalus  warbler  or  a   Garden  Warbler  Sylvia 

borin  rather  than  a   European  thrush.  The  dark  legs  were  stout  and  robust. 

[Brit.  Birth  V,2\  l-3,Januarv'  1989] 
I 
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The  plumage  was  generally  rather  featureless: 
HF.AD  Uniform  dark  grey,  with  sooty  black 

cap  which  did  not  extend  quite  to  the  base 

of  the  bill  or  down  as  far  as  eye  level. 

UPPF.RPARTS  Uniform  dark  grey,  devoid  of 

any  features  such  as  pale  edgings  to  coverts. 

Primaries  blacker  than  the  rest,  but  not  as 

dark  as  crown  or  tail. 

UNDFRPARTS  As  upperparts,  the  only  relief 

being  an  area  of  dark  chestnut  in  vicinity  of 

vent  and  undertail-coverts,  but  this  was  not 

conspicuous  at  a   casual  glance,  even  with 

the  bird  standing  with  its  tail  cocked.  Belly 

may  have  been  very  slightly  paler  than  rest of  body. 

TAII.  Tail  long,  and  verv'  rounded  at  tip; 

sooty  black,  similar  to  crown,  without  any 

edgings  or  markings. 

BARF  PARTS  Bill  very  dark  grey.  Uegs  similar, 

or  slightly  blacker.  Eye  large  and  conspi- 
cuous, black  without  any  noticeable  orbital 

ring. 

This  is  the  first  record  of  the  Gray  Catbird  in  Britain  and  Ireland, 

though  the  species  occurred  in  the  Channel  Islands  in  December  1975 

(Long  1981),  and  one  reported  from  Cot  Valley,  Cornwall,  on  28th 

October  1988  is  currently  being  assessed  by  the  Rarities  Committee. 

There  are  two  old  records  from  the  European  mainland,  in  Germany  in 

October  1840  and  May  1908.  Robbins  (1980)  gave  his  predictions  for 

future  transatlantic  crossings  by  Nearctic  passerines  and  considered  the 

Gray  Catbird  to  be  the  most  probable  of  a   list  of  73  candidates  not  seen  in 

Britain  or  Ireland  in  the  30  years  1947-76.  The  Cape  Clear  Island 

individual  occurred  in  a   year  which  produced  fewer  than  normal  North 

American  landbirds  on  this  side  of  the  Atlantic,  but  was  recorded  on  the 

same  day  as  a   Chimney  Swift  Choetura  pelagica  in  the  Isles  of  Scilly  (Rogers 

et  at.  1987). 

In  its  native  North  America,  the  Gray  Catbird  is  a   tame  and  inquisitive 

species,  frequently  found  in  gardens.  It  summers  from  southern  Canada 

south  to  Oregon,  Arizona  and  Texas,  parts  of  the  Gulf  States  and  into 

Florida.  The  main  wintering  areas  extend  from  the  southeastern  United 

States  and  Mexico  through  Central  America  to  Panama  and  the 

Caribbean  Islands  (Godfrey  1966). 

1.  Gray  Catbird  Dumetella  carolinensis,  Wisconsin,  USA,  June  1987  {Peter  Ga.sson) 
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Field  identification  of 

Gull- 
billed Tern 

K.  E.  Vinicornbe 

Illustrated  by  Alan  Hanis 

In  the  ten-year  period  1977-86,  44%  of  all  records  of  Gull-billed  Tern Gelochelidon  nilofica  submitted  to  the  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee  were 

rejected.  It  is  probably  true  to  say  that  many  of  these  records  came  from 

inexperienced  observ  ers,  who,  having  obtained  brief  views  of  a   fly-by  tern, 
submitted  a   description  which  provided  little  detail  other  than  a   thick, 

gull-like  bill.  This  high  rejection  rate,  however,  belies  the  fact  that  the 

Gull-billed  Tern  is  actually  not  difticult  to  identify.  The  similarly  sized 
Sandwich  Tern  S.  .sandvicensis  is  the  confusion  species,  but  many  observers 

do  not  appreciate  that  juvenile  Sandwich  Terns  have  shorter,  thicker- 

looking  bills  than  adults,  have  rounder  wing-tips,  and  also  call  quite 
differently.  This  paper  summarises,  therefore,  the  main  differences 

between  the  two  species. 

[/fnl.  Hirds  «2:  1   Jamiarv  I9«9| 
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2.  First-winter  Gull-billed  Tern  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Israel,  November  1981  {Killian Miillamey) 

It  must  be  remembered  that  the  Gull-billed  Tern  is  now  a   very  rare  bird 

in  Britain  and  Ireland,  currently  averaging  about  four  records  a   year, 

mainly  on  the  English  south  and  east  coasts.  Most  occur  in  May,  with 

fewer  in  summer  and  autumn.  Anyone  faced  with  a   possible  Gull-billed 

Tern  is  advised  to  exercise  caution  and  to  claim  the  sighting  only  if  the 

majority  of  the  following  points  have  been  noted. 

Structure  and  flight 

An  awareness  of  the  structural  differences  between  the  two  species  is  an 

essential  first  step  to  identification.  The  Sandwich  Tern  is  a   large  bird, 

3.  Gull-billed  I’em  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Bulgaria,  June  1977  (J.  Lawton  Roberts) 
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4.  Gull-billed  d'em  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Greece,  June  1982  (7’.  A.  Box) 

similar  in  size  to  Kittiwake  Rissa  tridactyla,  and  it  lacks  the  long  tail 

streamers  of  Common  S.  kinmdo,  Arctic  S.  paradisaea  and  Roseate  Terns  S. 

dougallii.  Compared  with  Gull-billed,  it  is  noticeably  slim  and  rakish- 
looking,  with  long,  narrow,  often  rather  angled  wings.  The  head  and  neck 

protrude  noticeably  and  the  bill  is  long  and  slender  with  a   yellow  tip. 

Gull-billed  is  similar  in  size  and  also  lacks  long  tail  streamers. 

Compared  with  Sandwich,  however,  it  is  sturdier  and  more  thick-set  with, 
of  course,  a   relatively  short,  thick,  black  bill  (which  can  look  bulbous),  and 

a   rather  short,  thick  neck.  This  bull-necked  appearance  is  emphasised  by 
the  wings  being  set  farther  forward  than  on  Sandwich.  The  wings  are 

5.  Gull-billed  Tem  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Florida,  USA,  May  1982  (/?.  Ingleston) 
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6.  Gull-billed  Tem  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Louisiana,  USA,  January  1982  {David  Tomlinson) 

broadly  based  and  long,  not  so  sharply  pointed  as  those  of  Sandwich, 

more  swept  back,  rather  than  angled,  and  with  straighter  and  more 

parallel  edges.  The  general  effect  may,  therefore,  recall  a   small  gull,  and 

the  slow,  easy,  graceful,  rather  languid  flight  suggests  Common  Tem. 

Indeed,  the  whole  effect  in  flight  may  recall  a   juvenile  or  winter-plumaged 
Common  Tern,  rather  than  a   Sandwich. 

At  rest.  Gull-billed  again  looks  shorter-necked  than  Sandwich,  it  has  a 

rather  more  rounded  breast,  the  closed  primaries  are  deeper-based  and, 

most  significantly,  it  is  long-legged:  Gull-billed’s  tarsus  is  about  25% 
longer  than  that  of  Sandwich  {BWP).  Gull-billed  looks  sleek  and  round- 

headed  when  at  ease,  but,  although  lacking  the  crest  of  Sandwich,  the 

head  can  look  rather  square  when  the  bird  is  alert.  Apart  from  the  bill 

differences,  the  most  significant  difference  between  summer  adult  Gull- 

billed and  Sandwich  is  this  lack  of  a   crest,  which  is  always  obvious  on 
adult  summer  Sandwich.  The  net  effect  of  these  structural  differences  is 

that,  on  the  ground.  Gull-billed  again  looks  more  gull-like;  in  winter  and 
juvenile  plumages  (see  below),  it  suggests  an  elongated  winter  adult  or 

second-winter  Mediterranean  Gull  Larus  melanocephalus. 

Calls 

The  calls  of  the  adults  are  totally  different.  Sandwich  has  a   well-known 

shrill,  guttural,  rasping  ‘kerr-ick’,  whereas  Gull-billed  has  a   low,  deep  ‘ger- 
erk’  or  ‘ger-vik’:  quite  unmistakable.  Confusion  arises,  however,  with  the 
calls  of  juveniles,  which  are  quite  different  from  those  of  the  adults. 

Juvenile  Sandwich  has  a   high-pitched,  squeaky  and  rather  throaty  ‘pee- 

up’  or  ‘peep’  and  juvenile  Gull-billed  a   similar  high,  but  soft  ‘pe-eep’  or  a 
quick  ‘pe-pe-eep’. 
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Plumage 

Adult  summer 

The  most  significant  difference  between  the  two  species  is  the  colour  of 

the  rump  and  tail.  On  Sandwich,  both  are  white  but,  on  Gull-billed,  the 

rump  and  tail  are  almost  wholly  whitish-grey  and,  therefore,  continuous 
with,  though  paler  than,  the  mantle  and  wings.  When  assessing  this 

character,  however,  the  strength  of  the  light  has  to  be  taken  into  account, 

since  strong  light  may  make  this  area  look  whiter.  The  outer  tail  feathers 
are  white. 

The  other  significant  difference  is  that  of  wing-tip  pattern.  Gull-billed 
usually  shows  a   noticeable  dark  trailing  edge  to  both  the  upper  and  the 

under  primaries,  that  on  the  underwing  recalling  Common  Tern. 

Sandwich  lacks  the  dark  trailing  edge  to  the  upper  primaries  and, 

although  it  also  has  dark  tips  to  the  under  primaries,  these  are,  in 

comparison,  greyer,  less  clear-cut  and  less  obvious. 

Juvenile  Roseate  Tern 

SuperFicaily  similar 

to  juvenile. 

_   Sondwicn  Tern 

J.  Adult  V Adult  winter  SandwichTfern 

5iender  bill,  black 'sViowi  over 
head  and  spiky  crest 

Ist-winter 

Grullrbilled  Tern  White 
head  with  black  eye 

patch  Stubby  bill  Plain 

0rcy  above  ,   poorly  marked terbials 

1st- Winter 

Sand  Wich  Tern Forehead  white  , 

chequered  mantle  replaced 

by  Qrcy  feathers 
Tertials  retained 

Adult  wihter  Forster's  Tern  Head 

pattern  suggests  Oull-biHed  Tern 
Bill  shape,  size  and  structure 
more  similar  to  Common  Tern 

Note  red  legs. 

Adult  winter  Gull-billed 
Tern  Thick  bill,  white 

head  with  variable  black 

eye  patch  and  long  legs. 

■ii 

-hecq 

juvenile  Sandwich  Tern 
uered  mantle  and 

rpel  bar  Black  crown  Note 
bill  is  shorter  than 

adults. 

Fig.  1.  Gull-billed  Gelochelidon  ni/otica,  Forster’s  Sterna forsteri.  Roseate  S.  dougallii,  and  Sandwich  Terns 

S.  sandvicensLs  (Alan  Harris)* 

*Figs.  1   &   2   are  taken  from  the  forthcoming  The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird  Identification  by 

Alan  Harris,  Laurel  Tucker  and  Keith  \   inicombe,  and  are  reproduced  here  by  kind 

permission  of  the  publishers,  Macmillan  Press. 
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Adult  Suryrmtr 
SnudwicVi  Tern  Nott 

protnxdmg  We»d, 

slender,  pointed  ivi'ngs ^Usually  sWows  dork  primary 
wedqes  Wkite  rump  and 

tail  . 

Adult  summer  Oull-billed 

Tern  Thick-set  and 
gull-like  Note  primary 

i   pattern  I   grey  rump  and 

tail ,   thick  bill 

Tuvenile  Crull- 
— bTIffed  Tern  Black 
•'■•face'  patch  recalls 

Mediterranean  Grull. 

Relatively  plain 

above,  buff  mottling 
on  back  and  wings 

•Tuvenile  Sandwich  Tern 
BUI  shorter  than  adult 

All  dark  crown,  strongly^ 

patterned  back  and  ” patte 

wings  Tai 
black 

marked 

Moulting  adult  Sandwich  Tern 
(late  summer).  White  forehead, 
dark  primary  wedges 

1st- winter  Sandwich 
Darkish  carpal  bar, 

secondaries  and 

outer  tail  .   Black 
'shawl'  over  head, 

Ist-winter  Oull-billed  k 

Tern  Plainer  above,' 
grey  rump  and  tall Head  mainly  white 

Tern . 4 

Adult  summer 
Sandwich  Tern 

Crreyish  under 

^   primiaries 4 4 
Moulting  adult  '     
Oull-billed  Tern .   (September) 
Black  crown  becomes  peppered 

with  white  May  show  darker 

primary  wedges. 

Adult  summer  Crull-billed 

^ Tern  Thick-set  and neck-less.  Dark  trailing 

edge  to  under  primaries. 

Fig.  2.  Gull-billed  Gelochelidon  nilolica  and  Sandwich  I’ems  Slenia  sandvicensis  (Alan  Hams) 

Both  species  undergo  a   complete  post-breeding  moult.  So  far  as  the 
primaries  are  concerned,  this  starts  with  the  inners  in  late  summer  and 

finishes  with  the  outers  in  early  to  mid  winter,  when  the  terns  reach  their 

winter  quarters.  In  late  winter,  they  moult  their  inner  primaries  a   second 

time,  prior  to  their  spring  migration  (although,  according  to  BWT,  about 

one-third  of  European  Gull-billed  Terns  do  not  change  their  inner 

primaries  a   second  time  in  late  winter).  The  result  of  this  moult  sequence 

is  that,  while  in  PTirope,  both  species  have  old  outer  primaries  and  new 

inner  primaries.  The  significance  of  this  is  that,  when  new,  the  primaries 
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’...particularly  useful  in  conilned 
habitats,  such  as  Mvodland  or  forest: 

for  seawatching  or  raptor-watching. . . ' 
(British  Birds  Vol  79  No.  6   June  1986) 
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7.  (lull-billed  leni  (ielochelidon  nilotica.  Turkey,  May  1979  (f.  .-1.  Doherty) 

have  a   pale  grey  bloom  (radii)  which  is  steadily  lost  with  wear,  revealing 

progressively  more  of  the  blackish  base  colour  (rami).  This  produces  a 

contrast  between  the  old  dark  outer  primaries  and  the  new  grey  inners,  so 

that  both  species  often  have  noticeable  dark  outer  primary  ‘wedges’.  In 
Europe,  these  wedges  are  most  pronounced  when  the  outer  primaries  are 

oldest:  in  late  summer  and  autumn.  It  seems,  however,  that,  on  overage. 

Gull-billed  Tern  wears  less  dark  than  Sandwich  and  usually  shows  less 

obvious  primary  wedges.  Indeed,  even  as  late  as  early  September,  some 

adults  still  look  uniformly  pale  whitish-grey  across  the  entire  upperwing. 
Such  individuals  look  very  uniform  and  concolorous  at  a   distance, 

showing  little  contrast  between  upperwing  and  imder\ving. 

Other  plumage  diflerences  are  less  significant.  First,  the  upperparts  of 

Sandwich  always  look  pearly  grey  and  relatively  pale,  but,  in  some  lights, 

those  of  Gull-billed  can  appear  as  a   cpiite  dark,  leaden-grey.  Secondly,  the 

black  extends  right  down  the  nape  on  Gull-billed  whereas,  on  Sandwich,  it 
is  confined  to  a   cap,  and  the  whole  nape  is  white.  This  difference  is 

especially  noticeable  on  perched  individuals  when  the  head  is  raised.  The 
line  of  demarcation  between  the  black  on  the  rear  crown  and  the  white 

nape  is  rounded  on  Gull-billed,  but  pointed  on  Sandwich. 

Adult  winter 

Adult  Sandwich  starts  to  lose  the  black  lores,  forehead  and  crown  from 

mid  June  onwards,  so  that,  by  late  .\ugust  or  September,  it  has  a 
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8.  Gull-billed  Tem  GelocheMon  nilotica,  Algeria,  July  1982  (Amond  B.  van  den  Berg) 

prominent  white  forehead  and  a   black  ‘shawl’  from  the  eye  back  over  the 

nape.  Individuals  in  full  winter  plumage  by  late  July  are  probably  non- 
breeders (BWP).  Adult  Gull-billed  starts  its  moult  later  than  Sandwich, 

from  late  July  to  mid  August,  although  some  still  have  a   full  black  crown 

in  early  September.  The  significant  difference  between  moulting  adults  is 

that  Gull-billed  does  not  gradually  acquire  a   white  forehead.  Instead,  the 

whole  cap  is  moulted  at  once,  so  that  transitional  individuals  have  the 

entire  cap  mottled  with  white. 

When  the  moult  is  completed.  Gull-billed  has  a   completely  different 

head  pattern  from  Sandwich.  Instead  of  a   black  shawl  across  the  nape,  it 

has  a   white  head  with  a   discrete  black  patch  immediately  in  front  of  and 

behind  the  eye,  strongly  reminiscent  of  a   first-year  Mediterranean  Gull. 
Some  have  very  fine  black  streaking  on  the  crown  and  nape  (difficult  to  see 

in  the  field),  while  others  have  a   grey  wash  to  the  rear  crown,  but  Gull- 
billed does  not  show  a   black  shawl.  When  moulting  back  into  summer 

plumage  in  late  winter.  Gull-billed  has  black  mottling  right  across  the 
crown. 

Juvenile 

In  this  plumage,  the  two  species  are  easily  separated.  Juvenile  Sandwich 

has  a   completely  black  crown  (including  the  forehead),  but  a   body  moult 

soon  after  fledging  means  that,  by  the  autumn,  juveniles  acquire  a   white 

forecrown  and  a   black  shawl,  just  like  those  of  winter  adults.  Juvenile 

Sandwich  has  the  upperparts  strongly  patterned  with  dark  brown  and 

white.  Note  in  particular  that  this  patterning  occurs  along  the  leading 

wing-coverts  {cf.  Gull-billed  Tern  below).  During  the  late-summer  post- 
juvenile moult,  however,  much  of  this  upperpart  patterning  is  lost,  so  that, 

by  autumn,  the  mantle  and  scapulars  are  plain  grey  and  traces  of 

immaturity  are  confined  to  the  wing-coverts,  tertials  and  tail.  Perhaps  the 

most  important  point  to  remember  about  juvenile  Sandwich  Tern  is  that 

the  bill  is  often  markedly  shorter  than  the  adult’s  and  lacks  a   yellow  tip.  It 
looks  stubbier,  therefore,  and,  to  the  inexperienced  eye,  can  suggest  Gull- 

billed; for  this  reason,  attention  to  plumage  detail  is  essential.  Another 
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9.  Ciull-billed  I'em  Gelochelidon  nilotica,  Gambia,  December  1983  (   M   J.  Tarrant) 

significant  point  is  that  juvenile  terns  can  fly  before  their  outer  primaries 

are  fully  grown,  so  that  recently  fledged  individuals  have  noticeably 

shorter,  more  rounded  wings  than  adults.  On  Sandwich,  this,  in 

combination  with  the  shorter  bill,  can  suggest  something  unusual. 

Juvenile  Gull-billed  is  totally  different  from  juvenile  Sandwich.  First,  it 
lacks  a   black  crown  or  shawl,  but,  instead,  shows  a   small  black  ear-covert 

patch  like  that  of  a   winter  adult.  \’er\  close  inspection  may  reveal  brown 
shaft  streaks  on  the  crown  and  nape  feathers,  not  readily  apparent  in  the 

field.  Instead  of  being  strongly  patterned  on  the  upperparts,  the  mantle 

and  scapulars  are  relatively  uniformly  ginger,  but,  by  September,  this 

colour  fades  to  cream  and  is  soon  replaced  by  grey  first-winter  feathering. 

Note  in  particular  that  juvenile  Gull-billed  has  relatively  plain  wing- 

coverts,  lacking  Sandwich  Tern’s  dark  feathering  along  the  leading 
coverts.  The  general  effect  is  that,  from  a   distance,  juvenile  Gull-billed 
looks  very  plain  above,  and  flying  juveniles  can  be  difficult  to  separate 

from  winter  adults.  Other  differences  include  the  tertials,  which  are  ginger 

with  a   brown  feather  centre,  whereas  juvenile  Sandwich  has  the  tertials 

also  strongly  patterned  with  dark  brown.  The  tail  feathers,  too,  are 

different:  black  on  Sandwich,  thickly  edged  with  white,  whereas  on  Gull- 

billed they  are  grey  with  a   pale  tip  and  a   dark  subterminal  patch.  Note 

that,  like  adults,  juvenile  Gull-billed  also  shows  a   prominent  dark  trailing 

edge  to  the  under  primaries. 
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First-year 

In  early  winter,  towards  the  end  of  the  post-juvenile  moult,  both  species 

resemble  the  respective  winter  adult,  but  are  easily  aged  as  they  retain 

juvenile  tertial  and  tail  feathers.  First-winter  Sandwich  also  shows  a   dark 

secondary  bar,  which  is  absent  on  winter  adult.  By  late  winter,  even  these 

feathers  are  lost,  and  both  resemble  winter  adults.  First-winter  Sandwich 

begins  to  moult  its  juvenile  inner  primaries  from  early  December  to 

January',  and  the  moult  is  completed  by  May  to  July,  when  the  inner 

primaries  start  to  moult  again.  First-winter  Gull-billed  starts  its  inner 

primary  moult  between  December  and  late  March,  and  it  is  often 

suspended  in  early  summer  and  resumed  from  July  to  September.  It 

then  starts  to  replace  its  inner  primaries  again  {BWT).  In  their  first- 
summer,  both  species  remain  in  their  winter  quarters  and  resemble  winter 

adults,  but  some  Gull-billed  show  broad  black  drops  to  the  feather  centres 

of  the  crown  and  nape  [BWF). 

Second-summer 

Subsequently,  they  resemble  adults,  but  second-summer  Sandwich  does 

not  attain  full  summer  plumage,  showing  white  flecking  on  the  forehead, 

lores  and  crown,  while  second-summer  Gull-billed  may  show  narrow 

white  fringes  to  the  black  feathers  of  the  cap. 

Habitat  and  behaviour 

The  Gull-billed  Tern  is  not  a   bird  of  the  open  sea,  but  occurs  on  coastal 

marshes,  lagoons  and  estuaries,  and  may  even  hawk  insects  over  dry'  land. 

It  also  catches  larger  prey,  such  as  frogs,  and  individual  English  vagrants 

have  dev  eloped  a   liking  for  the  eggs  and  chicks  of  Little  Tern  S.  albifrons. 

Unlike  Sandwich  Tern,  Gull-billed  does  not  habitually  plunge-div^e.  Its 

easy,  relaxed-looking,  sinuous  swoop  to  take  food  items  from  the  surface 
of  mud  or  water  is  distinctive. 

Other  confusion  species 

Forster’s  Tem 

Winter  and  juvenile  Gull-billed  may  be  confused  with  winter  and  juvenile 

Forster’s  Terns  S.forsteri,  which  also  show  a   black  ear-covert  patch.  This 
species  has  been  virtually  annual  in  Britain  and  Ireland  since  1980,  and 

occurs  mainly  in  winter.  It  is  easily  separated  from  Gull-billed  by  the 

following  features:  (1)  the  bill  is  relatively  long  and  thin,  (2)  body  si'ze  is 
much  smaller  (slightly  larger  than  Common  Tern),  (3)  the  structure  is 

also  more  similar  to  Common  (in  particular,  it  has  a   longer  tail),  (4)  in 

first-winter  plumage  especially,  it  has  whiter  inner  primaries,  and  (5)  it 
has  pale  legs  (dull  orange  on  first-winter  and  bright  scarlet  on  adult). 

Common  Tem 

Beware  also  of  winter-plumaged  Common  Terns,  which  can  occur  from 

July  onwards.  These  lack  long  tail-streamers,  show  an  all-dark  bill,  and 
have  a   grey  tint  to  the  rump  and  tail.  They  are,  however,  easily  separated 
by  their  size  and  shape,  dark  caipal  bar  and  red  legs.  First-year  Common 
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10.  Forster’s  Fern  Sterna  forsleri,  L'SA,  January  1983  (Killian  Mullamey) 

Terns  are  similar  to  winter  adults,  but  often  show  threat  contrast  between 

old,  dark  outer  primaries  and  inner  secondaries  and  new,  grey  inner 

primaries  and  outer  secondaries.  Such  birds  may  be  encountered 

throughout  the  summer. 

Roseate  Tern 

Note  also  the  similarity  between  the  juvenile  plumages  of  Roseate  Tern 

and  Sandwich  Tern.  Juvenile  Roseate  is  easily  separated,  however,  by  size 

and  shape,  which  are  more  similar  to  those  of  Common  and  .\rctic  Terns. 
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This  twenty-fourth  selection  includes  news  from  a   record  29  countries. New  contacts  in  unrepresented  West  Palearctic  countries  will  be  very' 

welcome.  The  official  correspondents  whose  detailed  six-monthly  reports 
are  summarised  here  are  acknowledged  at  the  end.  This  feature  is 

intended  as  a   news  service;  anyone  requiring  further  information  or 

quoting  records  in  other  publications  should  refer  to  the  literature  of  the 

relevant  country. 

If  you  have  made  observations  in  any  of  the  countries  not  included  here 

and  do  not  know  to  whom  records  should  be  sent,  we  suggest  you  send 

them  to  British  Birds,  and  we  shall  do  our  best  to  pass  them  on  to  the 

appropriate  person;  for  countries  which  are  included  here,  we  suggest  that 

you  send  a   copy  of  your  records  to  the  relevant  ‘European  news’ 
correspondent  listed  at  the  end  of  this  summary. 

Records  awaiting  formal  verification  by  national  rarities  committees  are 

indicated  by  an  asterisk  (*). 
Unless  otherwise  stated,  all  records  refer  to  single  individuals 

Black-browed  Albatross  Diomedea  rnela- 

nophris  SPAIN  First  record:  immature  1 12  km 

olT  Tina  Mayor,  Asturias,  on  3rd  July  1984 

(previous  albatrosses  olT  Spain  have  not 

been  specifically  identified). 

Sooty  Shearwater  Fuffimis  griseus  riNl.AND 

Second  record:  furku  on  1st  January  1988 

(first  record  was  in  1985:  Bril.  Birds  79:  285). 

Wilson’s  Petrel  Oceaniles  oceanicus  SPAIN 
Second  and  third  recent  records:  tideline 

corpses  at  Marin,  Pontevedra,  on  28th  Sep- 

tember 1987*  and  at  Matalascanas,  Huelva, 

on  5th  June  1988*  (cf.  first  recent  record: 
Bril.  Birds  80:  321). 

Madeiran  Petrel  Oceanodroma  castro  PORTU- 

GAi.  First  mainland  record:  storm-blown  at 

Alcochete  on  Tagus  Estuary  on  21st  January 
1988. 

Cormorant  Phalacrocorax  carbo  GRF.F.CE  High- 

est number  for  50  years:  flock  of  6,000  in 

F)vros  Delta  on  6th  February  1988.  ITAIA 

Highest-ever  wintering  number:  12,000  dur- 

ing winter  1986/87  (cf  Brit.  Birds  81:  330). 
UKR.MNF  SSR  Second  winter  record:  West 

Ukraine  during  1985-88. 

Shag  Phalacrocorax  aristolelis  SPAIN  Balearic 

Islands  census:  1,441-1,461  pairs  in  1986, 
including  995  pairs  on  Mallorca  (cf  Brit. 
Birds  77:  233). 

Bittern  Botaunis  slellatis  CKRAINF  ssR  Second 

winter  record:  West  Ukraine  during  1985- 
88. 

Little  Egret  Egrelta  garzelta  DENMARK  Best- 

ever  year:  seen  at  1 1   localities  during  sum- 

mer 1988*. 

Great  White  Egret  Egrelta  alba  AUSTRIA 

Population  increase:  from  217  breeding 

pairs  in  1987  to  375  pairs  in  1988  (cf  Brit. 
Birds  75:  569). 

Glossy  Ibis  Plegadis  falcinellus  MOROCCO  Un- 

usually large  numbers:  nine  in  lower  ,\ouk- 
kos  marshes  near  Earache  on  8th  May  1988. 

Bald  Ibis  G   eronlicus  eremila  MOROCCO  Colony 

threatened:  building  of  dam  at  Aoulouz  in 

Oued  Sous  valley  will  destroy  famous  col- 
ony. 

Spoonbill  Platalea  leucorodia  PORTl'C.M.  First 
recent  breeding:  three  nests  in  heronry  at 

Boquilobo  marsh  near  (jolega  on  9th  May 
1988. 

Greater  Flamingo  Phoenicoplents  ndrer  CRF.F.CF. 

Highest-ever  total:  3,875  in  seven  sites  in 

Januar>'  1988. 

Bewick’s  Swan  Cygnus  colurnbianus  1IUNCAR^■ 
Ninth  record:  \4nigoskuti  fishponds,  Hor- 

tohagy,  on  31st  (October  1987.  UKRAINE  s.SR 

First  spring  record:  migrating  through 

Volyn  Region,  West  Ukraine,  during  March 

to  April  1988. 

Wh<K)p)er  Swan  Cygnus  cygnus  ESTONIAN  SSR 

f   irst  proved  breeding:  pair  with  five  young 
on  small  coastal  lake.  Island  of  Hiiumaa,  on 

17lh  June  1988*.  I.ATVIAN  ssR  Increased 

14 
|/tri(.  /tirrfv 82:  l4-2.'),Januar\-  1989) 
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breeding:  at  least  five  broods  in  West  in 

1988  (first  breeding  was  in  1973:  Brit.  Birds 

72:  276;  cf.  recent  Ijreeding  in  Poland:  Brit. 
Birds  77:  234). 

Lesser  White-fronted  Goose  Anser  erythropus 
(;rf.KCK  Fourth-largest  number  recorded: 

flock  of  1 16  in  Fatos  Delta  on  21st  January' 

1988.  NK'niKRl..\Nl)S  \   good  year:  20  records, 
including  group  of  five,  and  four  Swedish 

colour-ringed  individuals. 

Greylag  Goose  Anser  anser  M()R()C:C()  Highest 

wintering  number  for  five  years:  458  at 

Meija  /erga  on  18th  February  1988. 

Ross’s  Goose  .-\nser  rossii  NK I   IIKRI.ANDS 

Second  record:  two  amongst  flock  of  Barna- 
cle Geese  Branta  leucop.sis  at  Zeeland  during 

19th  January  to  28th  February'  1988.  (   Phis 
species  has  not  previously  been  mentioned 

in  a   ‘Kuropean  news’  summary  .) 

Canada  Goose  Branta  canaden.sis  L'KR.MNK  SSR 

Second  record:  Lakes  Luki,  \'olyn  Region, 
during  20th-29th  .April  1988. 

Barnacle  Goose  Branta  leucopsis  SWEDF.N 

Breeding  census:  880  pairs  bred  in  1987, 

including  870  on  islands  of  Oland  and 

Gotland  (cf.  recent  increase:  Brit.  Birds  77: 

234;  81:  15).  I)FNM.\RK  First  breeding:  pair 

with  three  fledged  juveniles  in  West  Zealand 

in  1988;  the  male  of  this  pair  had  been 

ringed  in  the  Netherlands  in  1986. 

Brent  Goose  Branta  bemicla  FR.\NC.F  Second 

to  fourth  records  of  B.  b.  nigricans:  adult  in 

C6tes-du-Nord  on  14th  December  1987; 

adult  in  Baie  de  Bourgneuf,  X'endee,  during 
lst-28th  February  1988*;  immature  at 
Perros-Guirec,  C6tes-du-Nord,  during  29th 

February  to  2nd  March  1988*  (first  record 
was  in  1985:  Brit.  Birds  78:  339). 

Shelduck  Tadoma  tadoma  SP.-MN  Continued 

range  expansion:  one  or  two  pairs  breeding 

in  Ebro  \'alley  since  1984  are  first  inland, 
and  pair  with  eight  young  in  Punta  Entinas, 

.\lmeria,  are  now  southernmost  (cf.  Brit. 

Birds  80:  322). 

American  Wigeon  Anas  americana  FINI..\ND 

Fourth  record:  male  at  Espoo  during  29th 

.April  to  6th  May  1987.  SP.MN  Second  record: 

adult  male  on  Manjavacas  lagoon.  La  Man- 

cha, during  lst-3rd  .April  1988*  (the  first  was 
in  Donana  on  11th  October  1971). 

Teal  .Anas  crecca  DF.NNt.VRK  Second  record  of 

Nearctic  race  .4.  c.  carolinensis:  \   ejleme  dur- 

ing 2nd-5th  May  1988*.  GFRNt.AN  DFAfCK;R.\- 

Tic  RF.PUBI.IC  V’agrant  of  Nearctic  race  caroli- 

nensis:  Gohren/Rugen  during  24th  Novem- 
ber to  2nd  December  1986.  cwbrai.tar 

Second  record:  two  flying  west  on  18th 

January  1988. 

Blue-winged  Teal  .Anas  discors  CANARY'  l.s- 
I..ANDS  First  record:  adult  male  in  south 

(jran  Canaria  during  February  to  .March 

1988.  I)F.NM.\RK  Fourth  record:  A'ejleme  on 
28th  .April  1988.  FIM.AM)  Fhird  record:  male 

in  X’artsila  on  11th  .May  1987.  MOROC;C() 
Fifth  record:  male  at  Sidi-Moussa,  Oualidia, 

during  January  1988. 

Ring-necked  Duck  .Aythya  collaris  FRANCF. 

Influx:  nine  to  11  during  winter  1987/88*, 
mainly  in  west  (usually,  one  or  two  each 
winter:  Brit.  Birds  75:  569). 

Tufted  Duck  .Aythya  fuligula  l   KRAINF  ssR 

Range  extension:  southerly  expansion  in 

West  Ukraine  during  1977-88. 

King  Eider  Somateria  spectabilis  swfdfn 

Second-highest  annual  total:  70  individuals 
in  1987  (cf  highest  annual  total  in  1986:  Brit. 

Birds8\:  \5).' Steller’s  Eider  Folysticta  stelleri  sW  FDFN  ITiird- 
highest  annual  total:  220  individuals  in  1987 

(highest  totals  were  in  1986  and  1987:  Brit. 
Birds  80:  322;  81:  15;  cf  Polish  records  Brit. 
Birds  ̂ \:  332). 

Harlequin  Duck  Histrionicits  hLstriomcus  \OR- 

WA^  Sixth  record:  adult  male  at  N’ardo, 
Finnmark,  on  18th  June  1986. 

Long-tailed  Duck  Clangula  hyemalis  GRFFCF 
Twelfth  record:  three  females  in  Messi 

lagoon  on  18th  January  1988. 

Surf  Scoter  .Melanitta  perspicillata  POI.AND 

First  record:  adult  male  in  Puck  Bay,  near 

Gdy  nia-Oskywie,  on  7th  January  1988. 

Bufflehead  Bucephala  albeola  FINI..AND  First 

record:  male  in  Eno  during  lst-2nd  Decem- 
ber 1987. 

Barrow’s  Goldeneye  Bucephala  islandica  NOR- 
\\  A^  Third  record:  adult  male  at  Bu\’ika  near 

Trondheim  on  22nd  December  1986,  re- 

turned to  same  locality  in  November  1987. 

Goldeneye  Bucephala  clangula  DENMARK 

Second  breeding:  unknown  number  in  north 

and  four  pairs  in  west  in  1988.  UKRAINE  S.SR 

Range  extension:  southerly  expansion  in 

West  L   kraine  during  1982-88. 

Hooded  Merganser  .Vfergus  cucullatus  Nor- 
way Second  record:  adult  male  at  Mandal, 
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Vest-Agder,  on  1st  June  1986  (first  was  in 
1985:  Brit.  Birds  81:  15). 

Goosander  .VIergus  merganser  MOROCC'.O  First 

twentieth-centur\-  record:  male  on  Merja 
Zerga  Lagoon  on  18th  February  1988. 

Ruddy  Duck  Oxyura  jamaicertsis  .SPAIN  I'hird 
record:  with  flock  of  White-headed  Ducks  0. 

leucocephala  at  Zohar  lagoon,  Cordoba,  dur- 
ing 5th  November  1986  to  7th  February 

1987  (first  and  second  records  were  in  late 

1983/early  1984  and  November  1985  respec- 
tively: Brit.  Birds  81:  15). 

White-headed  Duck  Oxyura  leucocephala 

(IRKK.C.F.  Highest-ever  number:  flock  of  405 

on  Lake  X'istonis  on  2nd  February  1988  (cf 
previous  record  number  of  26:  Brit.  Birds  77: 

587). 

Black  Kite  .\tilvus  migrans  GIBR ai  i   ar  Record 

spring  passage:  10, 500  individuals  in  1988. 

SWKDKN  High  annual  total:  80  records  in 

1987,  compared  with  average  of  50. 

Lappet-faced  Vulture  Torgos  traclieliotus 

ISRAKI.  First  captive  breeding  of  race  negeven- 

si.s:  one  chick  hatched  and  ‘doing  well’  at 

Zoological  Gardens  of  fel  .\viv  University- 
in  1988;  sole  remaining  wild  pair  failed  (cf 

Brit.  Birds  81 :   16). 

Short-toed  Eagle  Circaetus  gallicus  BKI.GUM 

First  record  since  1964:  near  Huy  from  20th 

July  to  at  least  6th  August  1988.  IINI.AND 

Eighth  record:  Espoo  on  9th  June  1988. 

(.1BRAI.TAR  Record  spring  passage:  821  indi- 
viduals in  1988. 

Marsh  Harrier  Circus  aeru^no.ms  DENMARK 

Good  spring  passage  at  Skagen:  at  least  300 

in  1988,  with  a   peak  of  4<)  on  15th  May 

(average  spring  total  is  around  120). 

Pallid  Harrier  Circus  macrourus  SWEDEN 

Influx:  six  or  seven  recorded  in  Oland  and 

Gotland  in  May-June  1988  (cf  autumn  1987 

influx:  Brit.  Birds  81:  332). 

Goshawk  Accipiter  gentilis  IU'NGAr\-  Eighth 
record  of  the  race  buteoides:  immature  male 

near  Kunszentmiklos,  central  Hungary,  on 
6th  December  1987. 

Swainson’s  Hawk  Buteo  .m’ain.wni  NOR\VA^ 

First  record:  second-year  indi\idual  photo- 

graphed at  Vedoya,  Rost,  Nordland,  on  6th 

May  1986.  (   Fhis  species  has  not  previously 

been  mentioned  in  a   ‘European  news’  sum- 
mary.) 

Long-legged  Buzzard  Buteo  rufinus  NORWA^• 

First  record:  second-year  individual  at  Bor- 
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revann,  V’estfold,  on  6th  September  1986. 

Lesser  Spotted  Eagle  .\quila  pomarina  eranc:e 
Sixth  and  seventh  records  this  century: 

Offendorf,  Bas-Rhin,  on  14th  April  1988*; 

Frasne,  Doubs,  on  4th  .May  1988*. 

SpKJtted  Eagle  .\qidla  clanga  BEEGll’M  Tenth 
record:  Kontich  during  9th- 16th  February 

1988*  is  the  first  since  1978. 

Imperial  Eagle  .\quila  heliaca  GERMAN  DEMO- 

CRA  TIC,  REPl'Bl.IC:  ITiird  record:  juvenile  near 

Hettstedt  on  5th  June  1986.  ciibraei'ar 
Eighth  record:  flying  north  on  6th  .April. 

Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vespertinus  c:ANAR^ 

ISLANDS  First  record  for  85  years:  adult 

female  picked  up  exhausted  near  La 

Laguna,  Fenerife,  on  4lh  June  1987,  later 

released.  DENMARK  Excellent  spring  passage: 

at  least  150  at  Skagen  in  1988,  including  60- 

100  during  27th-28th  May,  compared  with 

average  spring  total  of  around  25.  EEDER.AI. 

REPfBl.lc  OE  CiERMANV  Spring  influx:  ‘small 

invasion’  throughout  country  during  .April 
and  May  1988.  NETHERLANDS  Spring  influx: 

approximately  100  individuals  (plate  11). 

POE.AND  .Spring  influx:  many,  particularly 

along  Baltic  coast  in  May  1988,  including 
flock  of  30  at  Bialawskie  Btota  on  14th. 

.SWEDEN  Spring  influx:  around  50  individuals 

in  south,  mainly  in  May  1988,  but  some  in 

June.  (Cf  spring  influxes  in  1987:  Brit.  Birds 81:  16.) 

Merlin  Falco  columbarius  DENMARK  Good 

spring  passage  at  .Skagen:  at  least  415  in 

1988,  compared  with  average  of  around  190. 

Eleonora’s  Falcon  Falco  eleonorae  eranc:e 

First  record  away  from  south:  on  Ouessant 

during  27th-29th  May  1988*.  lll  NGARV  Vag- 

rant: light-phase  individual  in  Kunmadaras, 

Hortobagy,  on  22nd  September  1987 

(national  total  is  below'  five). 

Gyrfalcon  Falco  rusticolus  BEI.GU'M  Seventh 

record:  Uitkerke  on  26th  January-  1988*. 

Quail  Coturnix  coturnix  gibrai.t.vr  First 

breeding  record:  chick  found,  reared,  ringed 

and  released  during  May  1988. 

Little  Crake  Borzana  pan<a  SWEDEN  Con- 

tinued decline:  only-  two  calling  in  1987  is 
lowest  annual  total  since  1970;  steady 
decline  since  1983. 

Baillon’s  Crake  Borzana  pusilla  DENMARK 

Second  twentieth-century-  record:  Vejleme, 

northwest  Jutland,  duringjune  tojuly  1988* 
is  fifth  national  record. 
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11.  Rfd-lboled  Falcons  Falco  vespertinus.  Netherlands,  May  1988  (Amond  B.  van  den  Berg) 

Moorhen  (iallimda  rhloropus  mai.ta  Second 

breeding  on  (Jozo:  at  least  three  pairs  in 

1988  (cf.  Brit.  Birds  81:  16). 

Purple  Gallinule  Porphyria  porphyria  SPAIN 

New  breeding  popidation:  26  pairs  in  canal- 
ised section  of  Guadaira  River  near  Seville 

(cf.  Brit.  Birds  81;  16). 

Coot  Fulica  atra  CA^AR^  islands  First  suc- 

cessful breeding  on  Fenerife:  pair  hatched 
six  chicks,  five  of  which  sur\ived,  in  south  in 

June  1988  (previous  nesting  attempts  in 
1 986  and  1 987  failed,  cf  Brit.  Birds  80:  1 1 ;   8 1 : 

16). 

Crane  Gnis  gnis  DENMARK  First  over-winter- 
ing record:  Roto  .Nor,  Falster,  during  1987 

to  1988.  IRANCF,  Record  numbers:  25,000 

together  amund  Champagne  lakes  during 

mid  March  1988.  MOR(m::c.()  Highest  winter- 

ing numbers  north  of  Taza:  flock  of  608  on 
21st  Febniarv  1988. 

Arabian  Bustard  .Ardeotis  arabs  MOROC;co 

■Sixth  record  for  1980s:  near  Rich  on  29th 

March  1988.  (This  species  has  not  pre- 

viously been  mentioned  in  a   ‘F.uropean 
news’  summarv.) 
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Stone-curlew  Burhinus  oedicnemus  FINI.AND 

Sixth  record:  Tervo  on  14lh  June  1987. 

Collared  Pratincole  Gtareola  pratincola 

NETHERLANDS  Seventh  record:  Terneuzen, 

Zeeland,  during  30th  October  to  7th 
November  1987. 

Black-winged  Pratincole  Glareola  nordmami 

MOROCCO  First  record:  Sidi  Allah  I'azi, 

Rharb,  on  26th  .April  1988*.  Netherlands 
Sixteenth  record:  Nederweert,  Limburg, 

during  2nd  to  4th  January  1988. 

Kentish  Plover  Charadrius  alexandrinus  PO- 

L.AND  Thirteenth  record:  immature  at  Vis- 

tula Estuary  during  17th  January  to  March 
1988  is  first  winter  record. 

Chestnut-banded  Sand  Plover  Charadrius 

pallidus  ISRAEI.  First  record:  first-winter/first- 

summer  at  Eilat  during  4th-8th  May  1988*. 

(This  species  has  not  previously  been  men- 

tioned in  a   ‘European  news’  summary.) 

Lesser  Sand  Plover  Charadrius  mongolus 

DENM.XRK  First  record:  Korevlen,  northwest 

Zealand,  during  2nd-3rd  July  1988*.  SWEDEN 
First  record:  female  at  Linkdping  during 

29th-30thjune  1988*. 

Dotterel  Charadrius  morinellus  ^T■GOSLA\'LA 
Third  record  for  Slovenia:  adult  on  Peca 

Mount  on  13th  .August  1988  (previous  re- 

cords were  in  1887  and  1922). 

Pacific  Golden  Plover  Pluvialis  fulva  SWEDEN 

Correction:  records  at  Morups  Tange  on 

17th  June  1987  and  Getterdn  during  22nd- 

24th  July  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  17)  relate  to 

this  species,  not  to  P.  dominica;  the  Getteron 

record  also  inv'olved  only  one  individual, 

presumed  the  same  as  that  at  Morups 

Tange. 

Spur-winged  Plover  Hoploptenis  spinosus  BEL- 

GIUM First  record:  Tienen  during  20th-23rd 

April  1988*.  Record  from  Kotem  in  1983 

{Bril.  Birds  77:  588)  has  been  rejected. 

Sociable  Plover  Chettusia  gregaria  Switzer- 

land f’ifth  record:  f'raubrunnen  during  4th- 
6th  April  1988. 

White-tailed  Plover  Chettusia  leucura  CM’RUS 

Eighth  and  ninth  records:  Phasouri  reed- 

beds  on  17th  and  21st-23rd  April  1988*; 

Xeros  Potamos,  Paphos,  on  8lh  May  1988*. 

Great  Knot  Calidris  tenuirostris  I’RANC:e  First 

record:  adult  at  .Saint-Quentin,  Yvelines,  on 

lOth  April  1988*.  First  European  record  was 
in  .Spain  in  1979  {Brit.  Birds  78:  342). 
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Western  Sandpiper  Calidris  mauri  POLAND 

Deletion:  both  records  from  1984  {Bril.  Birds 

78:  342)  now  rejected. 

Least  Sandpiper  Calidris  minutilla  SP.AIN  First 

record:  juvenile  at  Ensenada  de  la  Insua,  La 

Coruna,  on  11th  October  1987*. 

White-rump>ed  Sandpiper  Calidris  fuscicollis 

FRANCE  Fifth  record:  adult  at  Pont  d’.Aimes, 

Loire-Atlantique,  on  22nd  May  1988*.  SP.AiN 
Fourth  and  fifth  records:  adults  moulting  to 

winter  plumage  at  Ensenada  de  la  Insua  and 

Laguna  de  Traba,  La  Coruna,  on  18th 

October  1987*. 

Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidris  melanotos  GER- 
MAN DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC  Vagrant:  near 

Leipzig  on  6th  September  1986. 

Sharp-tailed  Sandpiper  Calidris  acuminata 

NORW.v^■  Second  and  third  records:  Roga- 
land  on  24th  May  1986  and  24th  June  1986 

(first  was  in  1984:  Brit.  Birds  80:  11). 

Buff-breasted  Sandpiper  Tryngites  subruficol- 
lis  GERMAN  DEMOCR.ATIC  REPUBLIC  Fifth  re- 

cord: Zschoma  Lakes  on  27th  September 
1985. 

Great  Snipe  Gallinago  media  .swi:den  Record 

total  outside  breeding  area:  80  individuals  in 
1987. 

Slender-billed  Curlew  Numenius  tenuirostris 

FRANCE  First  record  since  1968:  Camargue 

on  7th  April  1988*.  HUNGAR^■  Vagrant: 
Flortobagy  fishponds  on  30th  September 

1987;  has  become  ‘very  scarce  in  recent 

years’.  MOROCCO  Wintering  numbers:  up  to 
four  at  Merja  Zerga  during  2nd  December 

1987  to  12th  February'  1988,  and  five  at  the 

Moulaya  River  mouth  on  26th  .April  1988, 

the  first  at  this  latter  site  since  the  1950s  (cf. 

Brit.  Birds  81:  333). 

Marsh  Sandpiper  Tringa  stagnatilis  DENMARK 
Tenth  record:  Vejleme  during  May  to  June 

1988*.  LATVIAN  .SSR  Confirmed  breeding: 

three  pairs  in  1988  (cf.  first  breeding  recorcls 

in  1974  and  1975:  Bril.  Birds  72:  591).  SWEDEN 

Spring  influx:  total  of  16  individuals  at  ten 

sites,  including  flock  of  five,  during  spring 

1988  (cf.  record  year  of  1983,  in  which  six 
occurred:  Brit.  Birds  78:  342). 

Lesser  Yellowlegs  Tringa  fiavipes  SPAIN 

Fourth  to  eleventh  records:  Ensenada  de  la 

Insua  during  3rd-4th  November  1979,  on 

2nd  August  1981,  during  Lst-4lh  .September 

1983,  on  19th  .September  1984;  Puebla  del 

Rio,  .Sevilla,  on  26th  April  1986;  Laguna  de 

IVaba,  La  Coruna,  on  4th  May  1986;  Delta 
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del  I.lobregat,  Barcelona,  durins;  10th-23rd 

May  1986;  Kstartit,  (ierona,  on  11th  May 

1987*. 

Terek  Sandpiper  Xenus  cinereus  l.AT\'l,\N  ssR 
Confirmed  breeding;  two  succes.sful  pairs  in 

1988  (cf.  lirit.  /i(>rfv  81:  18). 

Spotted  Sandpiper  Aclilis  macularia  SPAIN 

I'hird  and  fourth  records:  juvenile  at  En- 
senada de  la  Insua  during  29th  .September  to 

9th  October  1983,  and  juvenile  moulting  to 

first-winter  there  during  4th  October  1986  to 

1st  May  1987*. 

Wilson’.s  Phalarope  Ffmlaroptis  tricolor  SPAIN 
Fourth  record:  female  in  summer  plumage 

at  Santa  Pola  salt-pans,  Alicante,  on  1st  May 
1987.  SWKDKN  Fifth  and  sixth  records;  Fake 

\   attern  on  26th  May  1988*  and  Oland  in 

mid  May  1988*.  Record  from  Foteviken  on 

20th  .September  1983  is  accepted  as  second, 

so  that  from  Stenasa  in  1985  [Bril.  Birds  80; 

12)  becomes  third  and  that  from  L'mea  in 
1987  {Blit.  Birds  81:  18)  becomes  fourth. 

Grey  Phalarope  Blialaropus  fiilicarius  NORWAN’ 
Correction:  record  at  .\sker  {Brit.  Birds  81: 

333)  was  first  in  inner  fjord  since  1887,  not 
1987. 

Great  Black-headed  Gull  /   Mivs  ichthyaetus 
POl.ANi)  Fourth  record:  immature  near 

Oswitjcim,  I'jijier  Silesia,  on  19th  June 
1988*.  SPAIN  CoiTection:  Cabo  de  Gata  on 

21st  May  1986  {Brit.  Birds  80:  325)  now 

rejected. 

Mediterranean  Gull  Larus  melanocephalus 

At  SI  RIA  I'hird  confirmed  breeding:  two 
pairs  in  Seewinkel,  Burgenland,  but  without 
success. 

Laughing  Gull  Larus  atricilla  DKNMARK  fhird 

record:  Skagen  on  20th  and  24th  July  1987* 
(first  two  records  were  in  1985:  Brit.  Birds  79: 

288). 

Sabine’s  Gull  Laivs  sabini  gkrman  DKNtocRA- 

TIC  RKPl  Rl.ic  Vagrant:  Poel  on  7th  .Septem- 

ber 1985*. 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  Lants  Philadelphia  DKNNtARK 
First  record:  second-year  in  .Skagen  Harbour 

around  14th  .\ugust  1988*. 

Slender-billed  Gull  Imtus genei  I   RANCH  Huge 

spring  passage;  many  along  Mediterranean 

coast  in  1988,  and  over  250  pairs  breeding  in 

Camargue  (cf  70  pairs  in  1986:  Brit.  Birds  80: 

12). 

Audouin’s  Gull  Imuis  audouinii  SPAIN  Record 

numbers  for  Fbro  Delta:  at  least  6,200 

during  .April  1988. 

Ring-billed  Gull  iMnis  delawarensis  MOROC.CO 

Fifth  record:  adult  at  Larache  during  28th- 

31st  JanuaiA’  1988. 

Common  Gull  Imius  canus  (:/K.C;il()Sl,oVAKlA 

Second  breeding:  pair  raised  two  young  on 

new  reservoir  at  X’estonice,  southern  .Mora- 

via, in  1986.  IH■N(;AR^  First  jiroved  breeding: 
jiair  in  Kiskunlachaza,  central  Flungarv,  on 

25th  May  1988  (cf  range  expansions  into 

Czechoslovakia,  .Austria  and  Belgium:  Brit. 

Birds  77:  237;  78:  642;  80:  12). 

Les.ser  Black-backed  Gull  Ixinis  fuscus  po- 

I   AND  First  breeding  record:  nest  with  eggs 

and  up  to  seven  adults  present  in  colony  of 

Herring  (Julls  /..  argentatus  at  Gardno  Lake 
on  Baltic  coast  in  1987. 

Herring  Gull  Larus  argentatus  IKDKRAI.  RK- 

PfBl.lc  OH  CH.RNtANA'  First  breeding  of  the 

race  cachinnans  in  Bavaria:  three  fledglings  in 

Kring-Frauenstein  (cf  first  breeding  of  this 

race  in  .Austria  in  1987:  Brit.  Birds  81:  334). 

IlfNCARV  First  jiroved  breeding:  one  voung 

hatched  in  Sarret,  fransdanubia,  on  15th 

June  1988. 

Glaucous  Gull  Larus  hyperboreus  lit  NCARN 

Fifth  record;  first-winter  on  Lake  Balaton 

near  Balatonfiired  on  12th  March  1988. 

Great  Black-backed  Gull  Larus  marinus  HKl)- 

H.RAI,  RKPI'BI.IC  OH  CH.RMANA'.  First  breeding 
record;  Oehe  Schleimiinde  on  Baltic  Coast 

of  Schleswig-Holstein  in  1987. 

Ross’s  Gull  Rhodostethia  rosea  DKNMARK  Fhird 

record:  F.sbjerg  Harbour,  southw  est  Jutland, 

during  May  1988*,  and  ‘probably  the  same’ 
in  Hanstholm  Harbour  on  16th  July  1988*. 
SWT.DKN  Sixth  record:  Dike  \   attem  on  26th 

May  1988*. 
Caspian  Tern  Stenia  coi/iw  GIBRAI. tar  Tenth 

record:  first-summer  individual  west  on  13th 

May  1988. 

Sootv  Tern  .Sterna  fuscata  HRANCH.  First 

French  Mediterranean  record:  adult  at  Pis- 

sevache,  .Aude,  on  17th  June  1988*.  ISRAH.l. 
fhird  record:  12  adults  at  F.ilat  on  30th  July 

1988  (previous  records  were  in  1980  and 

1983).  .SPAIN  Fifth  record:  Ebro  Della  on  24th 

July  1986*. Saunders’s  Little  Tern  Sterna  saundersi  isRAH.l 

First  record:  adult  in  summer  plumage  at 

F.ilat  during  June  to  July  1988.  (Phis  species 

has  not  previously  been  mentioned  in  a 

‘Fairopean  news'  summarv  .) 

African  Skimmer  Rhynchops  flavirostris 
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MOROCCO)  First  record:  pair  at  Merja  Zerga 

on  25thjanuar\'  1987*.  (   I'his  species  has  not 

previously  been  mentioned  in  a   ‘European 
news’  summary  .) 

Razorbill  Aka  torda  K.S't'ONlAN  SSR  First 

breeding:  12  adults  and  three  nests  with 

eggs  or  chicks  on  Uhtju  island,  Gulf  of 

Finland,  on  8th  July  1988. 

Little  Auk  Alle  alle  FF.DF.RAI.  RF.prBl.lc  OF 

OFR.M.ANY  Third  record  for  NRW:  dead  in  a 

garden  in  Rheinborg  on  1st  March  1988*. 

SWKDF.N  Second-highest  annual  total:  1,385 

individuals  in  1987;  large  increase  in  recent 

years  (cf.  Bril.  Birds  79:  288;  80:  326;  81:  335) 

believed  due  to  southerly  shift  in  wintering 

areas;  280,000  estimated  in  Skagerrak  in 
winter  1987. 

Collared  Dove  StreplopeUa  decaocto  MOROC;co 

Continued  colonisation:  pair  nesting  in  Fes 

on  28th  .May  1988  (cf.  spread  to  .Meknes: 

Bril.  Birds  80:  12-13).  NORWA\'  Continued 
decline  throughout  country:  from  being 

‘cjuite  common  in  Oslo  area  in  1970s’  to 

‘now  almost  disappeared’. 

Rufous  Turtle  Dove  Slreplopelia  orienlalis 

FINLAND  Fourth  record:  Lagskar  bird-station 

on  16th  June  1987. 

Laughing  Dove  Slreplopelia  senegalemis  FFAI.N' 
Third  record:  Isle  of  Linosa,  Pelagie,  .Sicily, 

during  April  1987. 

Great  Spotted  Cuckoo  Clamalor  glandarius 

NORWA’i  Third  record:  adult  female  at  Man- 

dal,  V'est-Agder,  on  9th  May  1985. 

Barn  Owl  Tylo  alba  SWKDF.N  .Approaching 

extinction:  Gotland  on  31st  Januar)  1987 

was  only  record  that  year  (around  30  pairs 

bred  in  .Scania  25  years  ago:  Bril.  Birds  77: 
238). 

Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo  SPAIN  Population  esti- 

mate for  Southern  Andalucia:  1   13-180  pairs 

in  4,000  km^. 

Snowy  Owl  S'yclea  scandiaca  iitncarn'  Tenth 
and  eleventh  records:  Nyirmada,  eastern 

Hungary,  on  19th  February  1985,  and 

L«9)env,  western  HungaiA',  on  20th  April 

1987.  
' 

Great  Grey  Owl  Slri.x  nebulosa  SWKDF.N  Re- 

cord breeding  numbers:  99  pairs  in  1987  (cf. 

Bril.  Birds  79:  289).  t'KR.AiNK  ssR  Breeding 
season  record:  Syra  Pogonia  marsh,  Rovno 

Region,  West  Ukraine,  on  2nd  May  1988. 

Pallid  Swift  ,\pus  pallida  NORWAY  Second 

record:  Molen,  l.ar\ik,  V'estfold,  on  24th 
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May  1986.. (first  record  was  in  A’estfold  in 1984:  Bril.  Birds  80:13). 

Alpine  Swift  Apus  melba  FKDF.RAI.  RF.PrBl.lc: 

OF  (iF.RMANY  First  twentieth-century  record 

for  Helgoland:  dead  on  11th  July  1984. 

.NF.TMF.RI..ANDS  Influx:  three  during  20th-29th 

October  1987,  the  eighteenth  to  twentieth 

records.  Romania  Range  expansion  in 

southwest:  Cerna  A’alley,  Baile  Herculane, 
during  late  July  1986. 

White-rumped  Swift  Apus  coffer  GIBRALTAR 

First  record:  9th  July  1988*  (cf.  range 

expansion  in  Spain:  Bril.  Birds  80:  326). 

Little  Swift  .‘ipus  qffinis  SPAIN  Fifth  and  sixth 
records:  Laguna  de  la  Janda,  Cadi/.,  on  19th 

May  1987*,  and  Roquetas  de  Mar,  Almeria, 

on  13th  June  1987*. 

Hoopoe  Lpupa  epops  FKDF.RAI.  RKPI  BI.IC:  OF 

GKR^LAN^■  Unusual  winter  records:  City 
Refuge  Disposal,  Lower  Saxony,  on  16th 

JanuaiA'  and  15th  March  1988. 

Green  Woodpecker  Picu.s  viridis  FINLAND 

Fifth  record:  Imatra  on  25th  April  1987 

(fourth  record  was  in  1976). 

Three-toed  Woodpecker  Ficoides  Iridaclylus 

SWKDF.N  Southerly  records:  Smjiland  on  13th 

February  1988  and  northeast  .Scania  in  .April 

1988,  both  far  south  of  normal  range  (cf. 

records  in  autumn  1987  in  Denmark  and 

Norway:  Bril.  Birds  81:  335). 

Dupont’s  Lark  Chersophilus  duponli  CYPRi  s 
First  record:  near  Coral  Bav,  Paphos,  on 

12th  April  1988*. 

Calandra  Lark  .Melanocorypha  calandra  .At'- 
SIRIA  Sixth  record:  singing  at  Kapfenberg, 

Burgenland,  on  9th  May  1988. 

White-winged  Lark  Melanocorypha  leucoplera 

POLAND  Fourth  record:  Chatupv  on  Hel 

Peninsula  on  30th  March  1988*. 

Black  Lark  Melaiwcoiypha  yellouiemis  POLAND 

First  record:  adult  male  at  Kosienice  near 

Pr/emysl  on  17th  January  1988. 

Short-toed  Lark  Calandrella  brachydaclyla 

POLAND  Third  record:  A’istula  F.stuaiA'  dur- 

ing I()lh-I7thjanuarv  1988. 

Crag  Martin  Flyonoprogtie  nipe.slris  Romania 

Range  expansion  in  southwest:  Cerna  Val- 

ley, Baile  Herculane,  during  late  .August 
1986. 

Red-rumped  Swallow  Hirutido  daurica 

DKNMARK  Spring  influx:  five  during  6th- 17th 
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May  1988,  and  two  or  three  later  (national 

total  to  1987  was  14).  ir.x.ncik.  Best-ever 

spring  passage:  around  120  individuals,  all 

but  five  along  Mediterranean  coast  (cf.  lirit. 

Birds  81:  20).  K()M.\Nl.\  Range  expansion  in 

southwest:  Cerna  Valley,  Bade  Herculane, 

during  late  .\ugust  1980.  Yf(;().si..\Vl  \   First 

record  for  Slovenia:  juvenile  at  Secovlje  on 
10th  .August  1988. 

Olive-backed  Pipit  Anlhus  hodgsoni  I   K.DKR.M. 

RKI’I  BMC  OF  GKR.M.A.NN'  Second  and  third 

records:  Helgoland  during  22nd-23rd  Octo- 
ber 1980  and  3rd-7lh  October  1987.  FIM..\ND 

Sixth  and  seventh  records:  Siippi  bird- 
station  on  2nd  October  1987,  and  Fagskar 

bird-station  on  2nd  November  1987. 

\F. I   IIF.RI..\NI)S  First  record:  Texel,  Noordhol- 

land,  during  21st-27th  October  1987. 

Red-throated  Pipit  Anlhus  cen’inus  dknm.ark 
High  spring  total:  around  50  at  Skagen, 

compared  with  average  of  around  five. 

t’()l..\Ni)  I, argesl-ever  number:  150  at  Jastar- 

nia  on  Hel  Peninsula  on  15th  May  1988. 

Yellow  Wagtail  Motadlla  jiava  FIM..\M)  First 

record  of  black-headed  race,  M.  J.  Jeldegg: 

male  holrling  territorv'  in  Paimio  during  30th 
May  to  1 1   111  July  19^5. 

Citrine  Wagtail  Motacilla  citreola  .\fsrRi\ 

Seventh  record:  male  south  of  (iraz,  Styria, 

on  24th  .April  1988.  DK.NM ARK  Sixth  record: 

male  at  Skagen  on  2bth  May  1988*.  FKDF.RAI 
RF.I’l  Bl.K:  OF  GK.RM.WA'  First  Bavarian  record: 

male  at  Weiden  in  der  Oberpfalz  during 

12th-21st  May  1986.  .Also,  first  twentieth- 

centurv’  record  for  Diine  Helgoland:  Juvenile 

on  1st  .September  1987.  Ft  AI.^■  Third  record: 
salt-pans  of  .Siracusa,  .Sicily,  on  27th  Febru- 
ar\  1987.  swf.df.N  Hybrid  pairing:  female 

paired  and  nest-building  with  A’ellow  Wag- 
tail M.  flai’o  at  Ottenby  during  May  and  June 

1988.  juvenile  on  Oland  on  26th  July  1988 

'was  a   pure  citreola  and  may  have  come  from 

a   breeding  nearby’.  I   KRAINF.  ssR  Range 
extension:  southerly  expansion  in  West 

I'kniine  during  1985-88. 

Pied  Wagtail  Motacilla  alba  I   KRAINF.  ssR 

Second  winter  record:  West  I'kraine  during 
1985-88. 

White-cheeked  Bulbul  Pyawnotus  leucogenys 
l.SRAF.I.  First  records:  one.  and  then  two 

together,  at  Filat  during  .April  1988.  (This 

species  has  not  previously  been  mentioned 

in  a   ‘Furopean  news’  summaiA.) 

Siberian  Accentor  Pmnella  montanella  PO- 

i.ANl)  First  record:  Staporkow  near  Kielce 

during  26th-27th  March  1988. 

Black-throated  Accentor  Prunella  atrogularis 
SWF.DF.N  First  record:  ringed  at  Stora 

Fjaderagg  during  14th-15th  June  1988*  (cf. 
first  Finnish  record  in  1987:  lirit.  Birds  81: 
336). 

Alpine  Accentor  Prunella  collaris  FKDF.RAI 

RF.Pl’Bl.lC  OF  (;F.RM.-\nv  First  and  second 

twentieth-centuiA'  records  for  Helgoland: 

eighth  record  there  during  8th-llth  .May 

1987;  ninth  during  14th-20th  .April  1988. 

Black  Redstart  Phoenicurus  ochruros  I   KRAINF. 

SSR  Second  winter  record:  West  Ukraine 

during  1985-88. 

Moussiers’s  Redstart  Phoenicurus  nwussieri: 
n   .M.N  .Second  record:  male  at  Isle  of  Finosa, 

Pelagie,  Sicily,  on  27th  Februars  1987. 

Isabelline  Wheatear  Oenanthe  isahellina  FIN- 

I   AND  Third  record:  A’iirtsila  on  5th  Septem- 
ber 1987.  FRAN'CF.  Second  record:  male  on 

Ouessant  during  31st  .May  to  1st  June 

1988*. Blue  Rock  Thrush  .Uonlicola  solitarius 

ROMANIA  Confirmed  presence:  Cerma 

A’alley,  Domogledul  Mic,  on  26th  .August 

1986.' 

Hermit  Thrush  Catharus  gutlatus  swf.df.N 

First  record:  Hoganiis  on  27th  .April  1988*. 

(   This  species  has  not  previously  been  men- 

tioned in  a   ‘Furo|)ean  news’  summarv.) 

Ring  Ouzel  Turdus  lorquatus  ITAI.^  First 

breeding  awav  from  .Alps:  .Majella  mountain 

in  .Appennines  in  June  1986. 

Redwing  Turdus  iliacus  I   KR.MNF.  vsR  Range 

extension:  southerly  expansion  in  West 

Ukraine  during  1980-88. 

•American  Robin  Turdus  migratorius  SWF.DKN 

First  record:  Bohusliin  on  24th  .April  1988*. 

Pallas’s  Grasshopper  Warbler  Locustella 
certhiola  NORW.\^  First  record:  Utsira,  Roga- 

land.  on  28th  September  1986. 

Grasshopper  Warbler  Locustella  naei'ia 
.MAI.TA  Fifth  record:  ringed  in  October  1987. 

River  W’arbler  Locustella  fuviatilis  MAl.T.x 
Fourth  record:  ringed  in  .May  1988.  SWF.DF.N 

Highest-ever  total:  138  indi\iduals  in  1987, 

including  first  breeding  on  (Jot land  (cf. 
recent  decline:  Brit.  Birds  80:  328). 

Savi’s  W’arbler  locustella  luscinioides  FINI..\ND 
Sixth  and  seventh  records:  Inkoo  during 

16th-24th  May  1986;  Fagskiir  bird-station 
on  17th  October  1987  (first  autumn  record). 
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Moustached  Warbler  Acrocephalus  melanopo- 

gon  GIBRAI.TAR  Correction:  record  on  9th 

September  1987  {Bril.  Birds  81:  337)  was 

rejected;  record  on  29th  September  1987 
becomes  second. 

Paddyfield  Warbler  Acrocephalus  agricola  l.AT- 

\’IAN  SSR  Second  record:  trapped  at  Lake 

Pape  in  July  1988  (first  record  was  in  1987: 

Brit.  Birds  81:  337). 

Blyth’s  Reed  Warbler  Acrocephalus  dumetorum 
DENMARK  Fifth  and  sixth  records:  ringed  at 

Christianso  during  29th-30th  May*  and  on 

14th  June  1986*.  SWEDEN  High  annual  total: 

23  singing  in  1987  (peak  year  was  1984,  with 

24  recorded:  Brit.  Birds  79:  290). 

Marsh  Warbler  Acrocephalus  palustris  I'Eaey 
First  breeding  in  Tuscany:  pair  at  Marciano 

della  Chiaia  Pool,  Arezzo,  during  25th-28th 

June  1986. 

Great  Reed  arhXer  Acrocephalus  anindinaceus 

SWEDEN  Highest  annual  total:  280  males  in 

1987.  4’he  increase  continues  (cf  Brit.  Birds 
73:  577;  75:  29). 

Icterine  Warbler  Hippolais  iclerina  MOROCCO 

Eighth  record:  Merzouga  on  7th  April  1988. 

Melodious  Warbler  Hippolais  polyglotta 

I'OE.AND  Second  record:  singing  male  at 

Cichmiana  Cora  near  Kronin  on  17th  May 
1987. 

Dartford  Warbler  Sylvia  undata  HEECill'M 
First  record:  near  Monnont,  Ardenne,  on 

29th  April  1988. 

Tristram’s  Warbler  Sylvia  de.serticola  (;ibrae- 

l   AR  First  record:  male  on  10th  April  1988* 

(cf  range  extension  in  Morocco:  Brit.  Birds 

79:  290). 

Subalpine  Warbler  Sylvia  cantillaiu  DENMARK 

Eighth  to  eleventh  records:  dead  at  Blavand- 

shuk,  southwest  Jutland,  on  1st  May*,  and  a 

female  ringed  there  on  27th  May*,  singing 

male  at  Skagen  during  lOth-1 1th  May*,  and 

a   female  was  at  Christianso  on  17th  June*, 
all  in  1988.  (;erman  DEMOCR.vnc  repubeic 

fhird  record:  near  Leipzig  on  21st  Septem- 
ber 1986. 

Greenish  Warbler  Phyllo.scopus  trochiloides 

DENMARK  Best-ever  year:  around  50,  mostly 

singing  males  with  breeding  suspected,  in 

southeast  from  26th  May  1988.  SWEDEN 

High  annual  total:  75  individuals  in  1987, 

but  1988  ‘will  probably  be  better’  (peak  year 
was  1978,  with  lit)  recorded:  Brit.  Birds  79: 

290). 

Arctic  Warbler  Phyllo.scopus  borealis  DENMARK 
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Eirst  record:  singing  in  Copenhagen  on  27th 

May  1988*  (previous  record,  from  1968,  is 

‘under  reconsideration’). 

Pallas’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  proregulus 

CZECHOSI.OX’AKIA  Eirst  record:  trapped  near 

Prague  on  18th  October  1987.  DENM.ARK 

First  spring  record:  Kongelunden,  near 

Copenhagen,  on  2nd  May  1988*.  L'KRAINF. 
SSR  Second  record:  Zmiiny  Island,  Odessa 

region,  in  October  1980  (first  was  at  same 
site  and  on  similar  date:  Brit.  Birds  81:  337). 

Yellow-browed  Warbler  Phylloscopus  inoma- 

tus  DENAtARK  First  spring  record:  ringed  at 

Christianso  on  5th  May  1988*. 

Radde’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  schwarzi  EED- 
ERAE  REPUBEIC  OE  GERMANY  Third  record: 

Helgoland  on  3rd  October  1987. 

Dusky  Warbler  Phylloscopus  fuscalus  ERANCE 

First  spring  record:  Ouessant  during  mid 

April  1988*  is  eighth  national  record. 
NETHERi.ANDS  Fourth  to  ninth  records:  five 

during  13th  October  to  2nd  November  1987 

(cf  autumn  1987  records  in  Denmark,  Esto- 
nian SSR,  Einland,  Erance,  Poland  and 

Sweden:  Brit.  Birds  81:  338). 

Azure  Tit  Pams  cyanus  EINI.AND  fifteenth 

record:  Virolahti  during  23rd  December 

1987  to  2nd  January  1988. 

Wallcreeper  Tichodroma  muraria  DENMARK 

Eirst  record:  Aleba'k,  Mon,  during  22nd 

January  to  22nd  Eebruary  1988*. 

Short-toed  Treecreeper  Certhia  brachydactyla 

DENMARK  Ringing  recovery:  individual 

ringed  at  Danzigmand,  Laeso,  on  16th  May 

1988*  recovered  at  Ealsterbo,  Sw'eden,  on 

7th  June  1988. 

Penduline  Tit  Remiz  pendulinus  BEl.cifM 

Ringing  recovery:  trapped  with  Swedish  ring 

at  Grembergen  on  1st  November  1987*. 
EINE.AND  Eleventh  record:  male  at  Hanko 

bird-station  on  17th  April  1988.  MOROCCO 
Fhird  record:  four  at  Earache  on  29th 

January  1988.  NEi iieri.ands  Continued  in- 

crease: ‘dozens’  of  breeding-season  records 
in  both  1987  and  1988;  several  nests  found, 

some  being  successful.  (Cf  recent  breeding 

population  increases  in  Spain  and  Sweden: 
Bril.  Birds  78:  644;  79:  291;  81:  338.) 

Isabelline  Shrike  I.anius  i.sabellinus  erance 

Correction:  third  record  was  during  14th- 

16th  September  1987,  not  1   lth-16th  Octo- 
ber 1987  {Bril.  Birds  81:  338). 

Siberian  Jay  Perisoreus  infaustus  UKRAINE  s.sR 

Second  and  third  records:  Rovno  Regioti, 
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I. Pdi.se  3()warblers   RFI. P.5008  D 

I.Pdisc  (ioldcrest  to  Red-flanked  Kluetail   RFI. P.5009  CD 

I.Pdisc  Thrushes  to  treecree|)ers   RFI.P.50I0  CD 

I.Pdisc  Huntings  to  Scarlet  Roselinch   RFI.P.50I  I   CD 

I.P disc  Pine  Grosbeak  tocrows   RFI.P50I2  CD 

I.Pdisc  .Accidentals  up  toCiommon  Night  hawk   RFI. P.50 13  CD 

I.P  disc  Remaining  accidentals   RFI. P.50  Tl  CD 

I.P  disc  F.xtra  recordings  aiul  more  accidentals   RFI. P.50 1 5   CD 

Companion  set  of  recordings  of  fd)  Hrifish  and  European  mammals 

I.Prlisc  Hedgehog  to  Polecat   RFI. P.50 16  CD 

I.P  di.se  Otter  to  Musk  Ox     RFI  .P.501 7   □ 

Kettle  British  Bird  Songs  and  Calls  (2-cas.sette  pack)   

.Mild  Soviet  Bird  Songs  (2  cassettes)   

Roche /iirr/tcn/Aer  (3-cassette  [rack)  (G.  Helm)    

£6.95  
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*plus 

£1.75  p&p  per  order 

.£  13.99  □ 

.£19.95  □ 

.   £28.95  □ 

Books  and  other  items  are  included  in  British  BirdShop  only  if  they  are 

approved  by  British  Birds  and  considered  to  be  generally  reliable,  good  value 

and  useful  additions  t<5  a   birdwatcher’s  librarv'.  .\ny  item  ordered  through 
British  BirdShop  which  fails  to  meet  your  approval  can  be  returned  and  your 

money  will  be  refunded  without  question.  It  is  our  aim  to  provide  British  Birds 

subscribers  with  the  best  and  most  reliable  serxice  possible.  .Ml  correspond- 
ence concerning  British  BirdShop  should  be  addressed  to  British  BirdShop, 

c/o  NHBS,  2   W   ills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5X\. 

Books  .All  listed  books  are  P(7S  r   FRF.F..  New  books  and  special  offers  marked  * 

.Ali  &   Riplev  !   landbook  of  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan.  co\n*  uri  rnn  io\  ((51 'P)   £75 

*Brilish  Bird.s/IB('F.  International  Bird  Identipcation  (isc  \i.t.x  £8. .50)   Paperijack  £7 
Bu.sby  Birds  in  Mallorca  (G.  Helm)   £16 

*C.\vA\\d\er Sorth .\tlantic Shorehirds  (.Macmillan)  Kxci.cmvf  I’RFPI  bi.icaiiovofffr  (usual  price  £12.95)   £10 

(iheng'Tso-Hsin  .1  Synop.ds  o/'thc  .\vifaiina  of  China  (Purey)   £98 

Golslon  &   Burton  .1  Eield  Guide  to  the  li  'aders  of  Britain  and  Europe  leith  Sorth  .\frica  and  the  .Middle  Eerst 
(Hodder& Stoughton)   £9 

('.ramp  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic  vol.  1   £75  CD  vol.  2   £75  CD  vol.  3   £75  CD  vol.  4   £75  CD  vol.  5   £ 
1   )elin  &   Svensson  Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  (Hamlyn)   £   1 4 

Dull,  Hatton  &   Stirrup \ot  BB HI   Paperback  £1 

F'aiTand  .Audubon  .Master  Guide  to  Birding   vol.  I   £10.95  CD  vol.  2   £10.95  CD  vol.  3   £10.95  CD  vols.  1-3  £30 

Fr\-,  Keith  &   I 'rban  7Xe/t;rrfs  o/.4/nft7  (.Academic  Pres.s)   vol.  I   £71. ,50  CD  vol.  2   £71.50  CD  vol.  3   £71 
Gensbol  Birds  oflSey  of  Britain  and  Europe,  .Worth  .Africa  and  the  Middle  East  (Collins)   £   1 4 

(iooders  lihereto  Watch  Birds  in  Britain  and  Europe  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £9 

♦(ioodwin  Crows  of  the  World'lnA  edn  (Brit.  Mus.)  F.xci.Isixt.offfr  (rfih  c.FDFRONt  £.30.1X1)   £22 

Harbard  .4  Bird-watcher's  Qiiiz  Bonk  (C'.ollins)   Paperliack  £2 

♦Harris.  Tucker  &   N'inicombe  Bird  Identification  (Macmillan)  F.xc  i.tMVF  PRF.Pt  tit  tcvi  tox  offfr 

(usual  price  £14.95)   £12 

Flarrison,  C.,  &   Reid-Henr\  .4  HLston  of  the  Birds  of  Britain  (Collins)   £   1 4 

Harrison,  V.  Seabirds:  an  identification  guide  Re\'\seAedr\.  (C.  Helm)  Bf.m  Biri)B<k)Kof  198.3   £19 
Harrison,  P.  Seabirds  of  the  World:  a   photographic  guide  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £1.5 

Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  page  xvi  to  complete  your  order. 
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ALL  LISTED  BOOKS  ARE  POST  FREE  TO  ‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  SUBSCRIBERS Hease  tick  ✓ 

Hayman,  Marchant  &   Prater  Shorebirds:  an  identification  guide  to  the  waders  of  the  World  (C.  Helm) 
BF.s  r   Bird  Book  OF  1986   £21.95  U 

Hollom  Ihe  Popular  Handbook  of  British  Birds  edn.  (Witherby)   £14.95  Q 

King,  Dickinson  &   WoodcocV.  A   Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  South-East  Asia  (Collins)   Paperback  £8.95  Lj 

*Knystautas  The  Natural  History  of the  USSR  (Century)  rf.dlcf.o  from  £   1 4.95   £6.95  D 

Lack  The  Atlas  of  Wintering  Birds  in  Britain  &   Ireland  {Poyser)  Bf..si  Bird  Book  of  1987   £20.00  CZl 

Madge  &   Bum  Wildfowl:  an  identification  guide  to  the  ducks,  geese  and  swans  of  the  World  (C.  Helm) 
BF..ST  Bird  Book  OF  1988       £19.95  □ 

National  Geographic  Society  Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  North  America  2nd  revised  edn   Paperback  £10.95  CH 

OAdxe  Bill  Oddie’s  Little  Black  Bird  Book  (MexYwsen)   Paperback  £1.95  [Zl 
Oddie  Gone (Methuen)   £7.95  EH 

Oddie  Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie  (Macmillan)       £8.95  EH 

Paz  &   Eshbol  'Hie  Birds  of  Israel  (C.  Helm)    £21 .95  EH 
Perrins  Collins  New  Generation  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe   Paperback  £7.95  EH  Hardback  £10.95  EH 

P\  le,  Howell,  Yunick  &   DeSante  Identification  Guide  to  North  American  Passerines  {S>\?rle  C.ceek  Press)   £15.00  EH 

Redman  &   Harrap  Birdwatching  in  Britain:  a   site-by-site  guide  (C.  Helm)   £   1 2.95  EH 

*.Sharrock  Ihe  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  (British  Birds)  (lsr.\l.HKlCF.£9.95)   £7.95  EH 

SsnosN  A   Study  of  Blackbirds  Ke\'\sed  edn  (British  Museum)   Paperback  £7.95  EH 
*Soper  Go  ftrrfin?.'  (BBCi)   Paperback  £4.95  □ 

*SOVON  Atlas  van  de  Nederlandse  Vogels  Exc:i.I'si\t.  rf.dl'c:fdi’RIc:f  (usually  £2 1 .00)   £18.00  EH 

Eulloch  Bobby  Tulloch’sShetlarui (WAcmxWnn)   £14.95  EH 
Viney  &   Phillipps  Birds  of  Hong  Kong  Ath  edn   Paperback  £14.50  EH 

Voous  Owls  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere  (Collins)   £45.00  EH 

British  Birds  The  'British  Birds’  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic 
    1978  edn  £0.60  EH  1984 edn,  ifotherbooks  ordered,  £1 .00  EH  1984  edn  £1 .85  EH 

If  you  know  the  current  price,  you  can  order  Wi  natural  histor\'  book  in  print  by  using  the  wriit.-in  ordfrs 

section  below.  On  these  write-in  orders,  please  add  10%  lor  postage  and  packing  (up  to  a   maximum  of  £3.50). 

*.\11  liooks  published  by  T.  &   ,\.  1).  Poyser  can  be  ordered  in  the  \\  RHT-l\  ordf.r.s  section  below. 

WRl  I   K-IN  ORDFRS    

Binders 
The  British  Birds  Binder  {ho\ds  12  issues  &   index)   £6.95  EH 

Ti^s 
Ties,  with  Red  Grouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  EH  Green  EH  Brown  EH  Maroon  EH 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  JANUARY  1989 
Make  all  cheques  and  POs  payable  to  British  Birds.  Payment  can  be  made  in  I '.S$  or  Irish  punts  at  current  exchange  rates. 

.Sterling  payments  can  also  be  made  directly  into  f*K  (iiro  account  number  37  .388  8303,  but  please  still  post  this  form.  Please* 
allow  28  days  for  delivery  in  IK.  longer  if  abroad.  To  qualify  for  PO.ST  FRF.F.  please  c|uole  your  BB  ref.  no. 

.Name.... 

.•\ddress 

Ref. 

No. 

    I'otal  £   (:heque/P()  enclosed  EH  Giro  paytnent  made  EH 

5   ou  can  also  pay  using  If  your  address  for  credit  card  purfxises  is  dilferetit  from  that  above,  give  it  here 
these  credit  cards: 

Please  debit  my  .■Xccess/V'i.sa/MasteK'.aexl/Eumcatxl 

Expiry  (kite 

Signature   

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  bitt  please  t|uote  your  BB  ref  no.  as  well  as  your  credit  card  tio 
iKt .   l   otnes  (0803)  86.5913 

VISA 

MnKiw^ctU 

Send  order  to:  British  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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West  Ukraine,  in  Decenilier  1976,  and 

Eytomyr  Region  in  January  1987. 

Rook  Con'us  fivgilegus  NORW.w  Population 

estimate:  350  pairs  in  1986,  confined  to 

counties  of  Uedmark,  Oppland,  Rogaland 

and  Sor- I'rondelag. 

Tree  Sparrow  Passer  montanus  morocco 

First  record  for  east:  two  netted  near  Ber- 

kane  on  1st  May  1988  is  the  twenty-second 
national  record. 

Two-barred  Crossbill  I.oxia  leucoptera  NOR- 

UAN  First  confinned  breeding:  nest  found  in 

.\pril  1987.  Flock  of  75  at  Sotra  near  Bergen 

in  February  1987  and  some  present  in 

southeast  in  spring  1988.  SWKDK.N  I'hird 
successive  influx  year:  750  individuals  in 

1987,  including  possible  breeding. 

Crossbill  Loxia  curvirostra  NOR\v.\^'  Large 
breeding  population:  many  in  south  from 

summer  1987  {Bril.  Birds  81:  22)  to  spring 

1988,  owing  to  good  spruce  cone  crop.  .Most 

departed  during  summer  1988,  leaving  very 

few  in  August. 

Trumpeter  Finch  Bucanetes  githaginem  CM’- 
Rfs  First  winter  record:  Ladies  Mile,  .\kro- 

tiri,  on  5th  December  1987*  is  sixth  record. 

FKDF.R.M.  RF.Pi  Bi.tt:  OF  tiF.RM.WA'  First  record: 

Sylt,  .Schleswig-Holstein,  during  26th-27th 

July  1987. 

Scarlet  Rosefinch  Carpodacus  etylhrinus  I   F.D- 

F.R.M.  RF.Pt'Bl.IC  OF CF.RMANA'  First  breeding  on 

Helgoland:  four  pairs  bred  in  1987.  l   KR.MNF 

SSR  Range  extension:  southerly  expansion  in 

West  Ukraine  during  1986-88. 

Pine  Grosbeak  Pinicoia  emicleator  francf. 

First  record:  male  in  Haut-Rhin,  .\lsace,  on 

7th  .May  1988*. 

BullBnch  Pyrrhula  pyrrhiila  ckrainf.  ssr 

Range  extension:  southerly  expansion  in 

West  Ukraine  during  1982-88. 

Northern  Parula  Panda  americana  I   R   WCF 

Correction:  third  record  was  during  17th- 

28th  October  1987,  not  14th-16th  .Septem- 
ber 1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  338). 

Pine  Bunting  Emberiza  lencocephalns  NKt  ttFR- 
l..\NI)s  Influx:  three  between  19th  October 

and  4th  November  1987  are  twenty-second 

to  twenty-fourth  records  (plate  12). 

12.  Male  Pine  Bunting  Emberiza  leucocephalos,  .Netherlands,  November  1988  {.\rnoud  B.  van  den 

Berg) 

13.  Black-faced  Munling  Emberiza  .spodocephala.  .Netherlands,  November  1986  {Brit.  Birds  8\  :   22) 

{.Anwud  B.  'van  den  Berg) 
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Cirl  Bunting  Emberiza  cirltts  III  NCiAR'i  Breed- 
ing decline:  following  colonisation  in  1975,  a 

small  population  built  up  in  the  south  since 

1981,  fjut  only  one  pair  with  young  obserxed 
in  1988. 

Little  Bunting  Embeiiza  pusilla  DKNM.XRK 

Fifteenth  record:  Christ ianso  on  4th  May 

1988*.  SP.MN  First  three  twentieth-centurx 

records:  first-years  ringed  at  Comillas,  Cian- 
tabria,  on  9th  November,  14th  December 

and  28th  December  1986. 

Chestnut  Bunting  Emberiza  rutila  X'l'GO- 
■Si..A\  i.\  First  record:  one  (probably  juvenile) 

trapped  at  Idrija  on  lOth  October  1987. 

Reed  Bunting  Emberiza  schoeniclu.s  taBR.M.'l'.XR 

Second  record:  female  on  25th  .\pril  1988* 
(first  record  was  in  1987:  lirit.  Birds  81:  339). 

European  news 

Black-headed  Bunting  Emberiza  melanoce- 

phala  DK.N.M.ARK  Fifth  and  sixth  records:  male 

and  female  ringed  at  Christianso  during 

29th-30th  May  1988*,  and  single  at 

Frestrup,  northwest  Jutland,  on  28th  May 

1988*.  FR.XNCF,  Increasing  spring  records:  at 

least  six  males  and  probably  two  females 

during  May  and  June  1988,  all  but  one  in 

south;  ‘future  breeding  possible’.  M.\l.i.\ 
Ninth  record:  July  1988.  SWF.DF.N  Fourteenth 

record:  male  at  Nidingen,  Kattegat,  during 

11th- 13th  June  1987. 

Northern  Oriole  Icterus  galbula  NORW.XX'  First 
record:  second-year  male,  Utsira,  Rogaland, 

on  28th  September  1986.  (This  species  has 

not  previously  been  mentioned  in  a   ‘Euro- 

pean news’  summary.) 

Correspondents 

At  ,si  Ri.\  Han-Martin  Berg,  Osterreichische  (iesellschaft  fiir  Vogelkunde,  c/o  Naturhistor- 

isches  Museum  Wien,  .'\-1014  Wien  1,  Burgring  7,  Fostfach  417,  .Austria 

BF.i.GllM  Rene  de  l.iedekerke  &   Drs  F.  L.  E.  Fombeur,  Rue  des  Haies,  20,  B-5‘296,  Failhe 

CA.NARX  l.si.ANfxs  Keith  Emmerson  &   Dr  .Aurelio  Martin,  Departamento  de  Biologia  .Animal 

(/.oologia),  Universidad  de  la  Laguna,  38206  La  Laguna,  Fenerife 

t:vi’Rt  s   C.  J.  L.  Bennett,  F.O.  Box  4319,  Nicosia 

(:/.F.(:il()Sl.()\  AKIA  Dr  Karel  Stastny,  Institute  of  .Applied  Fkologv'  and  Ecotechnology, 

.Agriculture  University  in  Prague,  281  63  Kostelec  n.c.lesy 

DF.NNtARK  Henrik  Dissing  &   Lars  Norgaard  .Andersen,  Rapportgruppen,  Dansk  Ornitologisk 

Forening,  Vesterbrogade  140,  DK-1620  Kbh.  V 

F.s'FONl.AN  .s.SR  \   ilju  I.illeleht,  Institute  of  Zoologx’  and  Botany,  21  A'anemuise  St,  SL’-202400 
Fartu 

FF.DFR.Al.  rf.pi  bi.k;  OF  (iF.RNtANY  .Alistair  Hill,  .Albrecht-Haushofer-Str.  10,  3200  Hildesheim 

FIM..\.NI)  .Martti  Hario,  The  Finnish  Ornithological  Society,  P.  Rautatiekatu  13,  SF-00100 
Helsinki  10 

FRANCF  Dr  Philippe  J.  Dubois,  LPO,  51  rue  Laugier,  75017  Paris 

(.FRXtAN  DF.NtocR.ATic:  RFPt  bi.k;  Dr  W.  Eichstadt,  Nr.  12,  l.inken,  DDR  2101 

(.IBR.AI.'F.AR  Steve  Holliday,  6   Phillimore  House,  Buena  A'ista 
GRFF.CF.  (Jeorge  I.  Handrinos,  50  El  Venizelou  Str,  166  75  (ilyfada 

MI  NGARX  Dr  (iabor  Magyar  &   /.oltan  Walic/.ky,  Magyar  Mardatani  Egxesiilet,  H-1121 

Budapest,  Koltd  u.  21 

ISRAFI.  Hadoram  .Shirihai,  Israel  Frust  for  Ornitholog) ,   P.O.  Box  4168,  Eilat  88102 

llAl.x  Marco  (Justin,  Sta/.ione  Romana,  Osser\a/.ione  e   Protezione  Uccelli,  via  Palo  l.aziale 

2,  00055  c/o  Bosco  di  Palo  WAVE,  I.adispoli,  Roma 

t.A  tA  lAN  S.SR  Dr  J.  Baumanis,  Laboratory'  of  Ornithology  ,   Miera  3,  229021  .Salaspils 

.MAl.iAjoe  Sultana  &   Charles  Cauci,  Sciberras  Flats/3,  Fleur-de-LysJunction,  Birkirkara 

MOROCCO  Michel  I'hevenot,  I.aboratoire  de  Biogeographie  et  Ecologie  des  A’ertebres 
.Mediterraneens,  Case  100,  Universite  de  Montpellier  1 1,  Place  Eugene  Bataillon,  F   34060 

Montpellier  (Jedex,  4'rance 
NFFMFRl.ANDS  Edward  van  IJzendoorn,  Derde  Schinkelstraat  45,  1075  I   K,  .Amsterdam 

NORWAY  (ieodrey  H.  Acklam,  Nordliveien  18,  1320  .Stabekk 

Poi.ANl)  Dr  Fadeusz  .Stawarczyk,  Wrocfaw  University,  Wtady.s'faw  Rydzewski,  Museum  of 

Natural  Histoi^,  Sienkiewicza  21,  50-335  Wroclaw 

POR  Fl'GAI.  .Antonio  M.  Feixeira,  Ministerio  do  Plano  e   da  .Administracao  do  I'erritorio, 
.Secretaria  de  Estado  do  Ambiente  e   dos  Recursos  Naturals,  Serxiyo  Nacional  de  Part|ues, 

Reservas  e   Conserva<,'ao  da  Natureza,  Rua  da  l.apa,  73,  1200  Lisboa 
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ROMANIA  Dr  X’icior  Ci(xhia,  Sir.  Pavilioanele  CFR  30,  RC:-22(M)  Brasov 
SPAIN  l^r  Kduardo  de  Juana,  A.  Claledra  de  /axdogia  (Vertebrados),  Facultad  df  Bioloa;ia,  Rl. 

9",  L'liiversidad  Complutense,  28040  .Madrid 
SWF.DKN  Krik  Flirschfcld,  S.  Fdrstads^.  02,  .S-211  43  Malnio 

swn  ZKRI.ANl)  Dr  Niklaus  /binden,  Schweiz.  Vo^elwarte,  CFl-6204  Senipach 

rKRAINF.  ssR  I.  Ciorban,  West  Ukrainian  Avifaunislic  Commission,  204001  Shack,  .National 

Park,  \’olyn  Region 

^■^C;<).SI..\\■IA  Iztok  Ceister,  04202  Naklo,  Pokopaliska  pot  13 
No  inlomiation  was  received  from  Albania,  Bulgaria,  the  Faroe  Islands,  l.uxembourg  or 

Iceland. 

Mystery  photographs 

■|  Siberian  Tit  Pams  cinctus  and  Sombre  Fit  P.  lu^ubris  are  IkxIi 
X   heavy  tils,  with  the  proportions  of  (ireat  Tit  P.  major,  and  both 

also  have  very  extensive  dark  chin-patches,  far  larger  than  those  of  our 

mystery  bird.  Nobody  is  likely  to  have  had  any  dilTiculty  in  knowing 

instantly  that  plate  335  (repealed  here)  shows  either  a   Marsh  Tit  P. 

palustris  or  a   Willow'  Tit  P.  montanus.  The  problem  of  separating  those  two 
species  has  already  been  discussed  in  this  series  (number  2,  Pril.  Birds  70: 

34,  plates  7,  73-74),  so  all  the  various  distinguishing  features  need  not  be 

covered  again  (and  eveiyone  who  has  subscribed  to  BB  for  1 1   years  or 

more  will  undoubtedly  have  got  the  answer  right). 

I 
[Hiit.  Hirds  H2:  Januan  I9R9] 
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The  best  way  to  be  absolutely  certain  about  any  Marsh/Willow  Tit 

identification  is  to  hear  the  bird  give  one  of  the  two  diagnostic  calls — 

either  a   ringing  ‘pitchou’  (Marsh)  or  a   buzzing  ‘eez  eez  eez’  (Willow). 
Failing  that,  and  less-than-perfect  views,  with  perhaps  only  one  plumage 

feature  seen  well,  many  Marsh/Willow  Tits  have  to  remain  indeterminate. 

.My  ‘local  patch’  in  Bedfordshire  formerly  held  about  equal  numbers  of  the 
two  species,  and  I   failed  to  identify  many  silent,  merely-glimpsed 
individuals.  In  the  past  two  or  three  years,  however.  Willow  Tits  have 

declined  (and  Marsh  Tits  perhaps  increased)  in  numbers  locally,  to  the 
extent  that  I   had  not  seen  or  heard  a   Willow  Tit  for  some  months  until  I 

recently  found  a   single  pair.  The  contrast  with  the  many  Marsh  Tits  which 

1   had  seen  during  this  lean-Willow  period  was  very  striking,  and 
demonstrated  to  me  (far  more  clearly  than  when  the  two  species  were  both 

to  be  seen  regularly)  how  distinctive  is  the  difference  in  ‘bibs’.  The  dark 

chin-patch  of  Marsh  Tit  is  a   neat,  small  ‘Hitler-moustache’;  the  dark  chin 

of  Willow  Tit  is  a   relatively  large,  triangular  ‘bow-tie’. 
It  is  usually  easier  to  see  the  bib,  even  at  a   distance,  than  to  decide 

whether  or  not  the  folded  wing  shows  a   pale  panel.  The  pale  edges  to  the 

secondaries  of  Willow  Tit  usually  create  a   strikingly  pale  area,  but — at 

some  viewing  angles — Marsh  Tit  can  also  sometimes  seem  to  show  a 

panel. 

I'he  two  species  also  have  a   structural  dilTerence.  Whereas  the  shape  of 
.Vlarsh  Tit  is  not  unlike  that  of  Coal  F.  ater  or  Blue  P.  caeruleus.  Willow  Tit 

15.  .\lyster)'  photograph  140.  Identify  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 
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has  a   disproportionately  large  head  and  ‘bull-necked’  appearance,  the 
head  sometimes  seeming  to  be  almost  as  large  as  the  body,  and  the  neck 

lying  ‘in  rolls’  over  the  back. 
Is  its  crown  matt  (Willow  and  juvenile  Marsh)  or  glossy  (adult  Marsh)? 

It  is  difficult  to  tell,  and  its  wing-panel  is  not  very  distinct,  but  our  mystery 

bird  does  show  the  classic  big-headed,  bull-necked  appearance,  and  also 

the  large  ‘bow-tie’  chin-patch,  of  Willow  Tit.  It  was  photographed  in 
Belgium  in  March  1984  by  Marc  Raes.  JTRS 

Notes 
Great  White  Egrets  feeding  in  wake  and  robbing 

Black-headed  Gulls  On  28th  May  198b,  from  a   large 

pleasure-boat  on  the  Neusiedlersee,  .\uslria,  1   saw  three 
(ireat  White  Egrets  Egretta  alba  fly  in  to  join  a   small  flock 

of  Black-headed  Lams  ridihundiis  and  Herring  (iulls  L. 
argentatus  following  the  boat.  .\s  the  craft  cruised  along 

shallow  recd-fringed  channels,  its  propcllors  created  a 
wake  o\er  which  the  egrets  repeatedly  hovered  with  legs 
and  neck  c.xtcnded  downwar  ds.  One  snatched  a   fish  about 

15  cm  long  from  the  water,  but  then  dropped  it,  losing  the 

meal  to  a   Herring  Gull.  Black-headed  Gulls  taking  small  food  items  from 

the  wake  were  pursued  and  harassed  by  the  egrets,  which  were  able  to 

match  the  speed  of  an  individual  gull  over  distances  of  up  to  about  600  m, 

although  none  offi\e  pursuits  obserced  during  a   period  of  about  20  minutes 

resulted  in  an  egret  obtaining  food. 

The  Herons  Handbook  (Hancock  &   Kushlan  1984)  states  that  feeding 

methods  of  the  Great  White  Egret  include  ‘Hovering.  Dipping  and 

Plunging’,  but  I   can  find  no  r'eference  to  this  species  feeding  behind  boats 
nor  to  food-robbing  by  this  or  any  other  species  of  West  Palearctic 

heron.  Philip  H.  Smith 

Department  of  Biology,  Liverpool  Polytechnic,  Byrom  Street,  Liverpool  L33AF 

Repeated  aggression  by  Oystercateber  towards  Bar-tailed  Godwit 

On  21st  May  1986,  near  Salthouse,  Norfolk,  I   watched  a   Bar-tailed 

Godwit  Limosa  lapponica  repeatedly  attempting  to  feed  in  a   particular 

shallow  pool.  Each  time  it  arrived,  however,  it  was  attacked  by  a   male 

Oystercateber  Haematopus  ostralegus  and  forced  to  fly  to  a   muddy  area 

(without  a   pool)  about  25  m   away;  on  several  occasions,  the 

Oystercateber  lunged  at  the  godwit  and  made  contact  with  its  bill.  The 

Oystercatcher’s  mate  was  sitting  on  eggs  on  shingle  about  40  m   away. 

Throughout  the  1   V2  hours  that  I   watched,  the  Oystercateber  made  no 

attempt  to  attack  birds  of  other  species:  Shelducks  Tadoma  tadoma, 
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Ringed  Plovers  Charadiiiis  hiaticulo.  Reds  ban  ks'Tmi^rt  totanus,  Turnstones 
Arenaria  interpres  and  numerous  Black-headed  Gulls  Lams  ridibundus  all 

fed  freely  at  the  favoured  pool.  A.  P.  RadfokI) 

Crossways  Cottage,  West  Bagborough,  Taunton,  Somerset  TA4  3KC 

I'his  would  appear  to  be  a   selecli\e  attack  on  a   food  competitor,  and  perhaps, 
tlierefore,  not  so  surprising.  F,l)S 

Unusual  flight-bathing  behaviour  by  Greenshanks  On  5th  October 

1985,  while  watching  a   group  of  three  Greenshanks  Tringa  nebularia  feeding 

in  shallow  water  at  Gley,  Norfolk,  we  saw  two  of  the  waders  behave  in  a 

manner  which  we  had  not  previously  obser\ed.  From  a   standing  or 

feeding  position  (fig.  lA),  the  Cireenshanks  rose  to  a   height  of  about  1   m 

above  the  water  surface,  flew  for  5-10  m   (fig.  IB),  and  then  suddenly 

plunged,  legs  first,  into  the  water  (fig.  IG),  where  they  performed  what  can 

only  be  described  as  ‘frenzied’  bathing,  in  which  the  whole  body,  partially 
submerged,  was  vigorously  shaken  from  side  to  side;  this  whole  sequence 
of  events  lasted  for  between  ten  and  20  seconds.  The  waders  would  then 

fly  up  and  repeat  the  whole  process  a   further  six  or  seven  times,  in  a   hectic 

manner,  before  resuming  feeding  a   few  metres  from  the  site  of  activity. 

.Mthough  both  Cfreenshanks  followed  the  same  behavioural  pattern  as 

described,  their  respective  flight  paths  were  quite  separate.  ;\  few  minutes 

later,  the  whole  jjerformance  was  repeated  by,  presumably,  the  same  two 

individuals,  and  again,  some  ten  minutes  later,  by  a   single  Greenshank. 

Fig.  1.  Flight-bathing  by  (ireen.shank  Tringa  nebularia  (/I.  M.  Dodd) 

There  appeared  to  be  no  obvious  explanation  for  this  behaviour  other 

than  its  being  some  form  of  exaggerated  flight-bathing,  but  the  possibility 
that  it  was  used  as  a   means  of  disturbing  potential  prey  could  not  be 
totally  discounted,  even  though  the  waders  did  not  feed  in  the  area 

subjected  to  their  activity.  Reference  to  Vie  Handbook,  BWB  (vol.  3),  A 

Diclionaiy  of  Birds  (Clampbell  «&  Lack  1986)  and  Creenshanks  (Nethersole- 

'Thompson  &   Nethersole-l'hompson  1979)  yielded  no  possible  explana- 
tion for  the  behaviour  either  by  Greenshanks  or  by  other  related  species. 
Andrew  M.  Dodd,  Pai'i,  Hoedswor  i   ii  ,\\d  Nic:k  Goodver 

16  Rise  Bark,  Basildon,  Essex  SSlj  5DZ 

Dr  Dcsmoiul  Nciher.sole- Fliompson  lias  commented  as  follows:  ‘I  have  not  seen 
anything  like  this;  certainly  not  the  drop  into  water  from  1   m   above  the  surface.  I   doubt. 
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however,  whether  it  was  done  to  stir  up  food  creatures.  The  (ireenshank  apparently  did 
not  immediately  return  to  the  place  where  it  had  dropped.  Is  it  not  possible  that  these 
birds  were  suflering  from  some  lorm  ol  irritation,  possil)ly  connected  with  the  moult?  In 
197b,  I   saw  an  eccentric  cock  which  s|)ent  much  time  in  exaggerated  forms  of  washing  and 
bathing.  He  used  also  to  touch  down  in  the  middle  of  a   small  loch  where  he  twirled  like  a 

phalarope  Phnlaropus  (1986,  Waders:  their  breediuj)  haunts  and  watchers,  page  175).’  Kds 

Kingfisher  impaling  its  catch  On  16th  September  1983,  while  my 
husband  and  I   were  watching  from  the  public  hide  at  Minsmere, 
Sufiolk,  a   Kingfisher  Alcedo  atthis  landed  on  a   bramble  in  front  of  us.  It 

dived  into  the  dyke  between  us  and  the  bush  and  caught  a   small  silver 

fish,  which  it  then  impaled  on  a   thorn  of  the  bush.  Ignoring  the 

quivering  fish,  the  Kingfisher  successfully  dived  again  and  proceeded  to 

eat  this  second  catch.  It  then  flew  off,  leaving  the  first  fish  still  shaking 

on  the  thorn,  "fhe  Kingfisher  later  returned  to  the  adjacent  bush,  from 
which  it  continued  to  fish  successfully.  Eventually  it  flew  off,  leaving 
the  first  catch  untouched.  IK  Ci.XRROi) 

76.9  Foxhall  Rood,  Ipswich  IN  5TJ 

David  Boag  has  commented  as  follows:  ‘.\s  vvell  as  hearing  about  this  behaviour,  I   have 

observed  it  on  two  separate  occasions.  I’he  explanation  is  simple,  and  the  behaviour  is 
purely  accidental.  .\  Kingfisher  returns  to  the  branch  or  barbed-wire  fence,  having  caught 

its  prey.  It  always  stuns  the  fish  by  slapping  its  head  on  the  perch  on  which  it  is  standing. 

On  odd  occasions  the  fish  becomes  impaled  as  it  is  hit.  I   he  Kingfisher  certainly  does  not 

intend  to  do  so  and  on  some  occasions  it  will  struggle  to  remove  it.  However,  if  fish  are 

plentiful  and  easy  to  catch,  it  may  not  bother,  preferring  to  catch  another  hsh.  Once  the 

fish  is  dead",  the  Kingfisher  will  no  longer  be  interested  in  it.  It  has  been  reported  to  me 
that  one  barbed-wire  fence  contained  a   row  of  four  or  five  fish,  impaled  on  the  barbs.  It 

was  then  suggested  that  it  was  a   deliberate  “larder”  and  this  was  backed  up  by  the  fact 
that  the  fish  were  not  present  a   few  days  later.  I   will  not  accept  this  and  I   am  certain  that 

something  other  than  a   Kingfisher  removed  them’.  Kns 

Desert  Lark  using  Song  Thrush-like  technique  to  break  hard  food  item 
On  4th  November  1986,  at  Netaphim  Spring,  near  Eilat,  Israel,  we  heard 

a   tapping  sound  recalling  that  made  by  a   Song  Thrush  Turdus  philomelos 

breaking  open  a   snail  shell  on  its  anvil.  We  were  surprised  to  discover  that 

it  was  made  by  a   Desert  Lark  Ammomones  deserti  which  was  holding  a   piece 

of  hard  material  in  its  bill  and  hitting  this,  by  means  of  sharp  sideways 

and  downward  movements,  against  the  rocky  desert  ground  (plates  16  & 

17).  The  actions  seemed  no  different  from  those  of  a   Song  Thrush  with  a 
snail.  The  lark  hit  the  material  two  to  five  times  in  succession,  until  a 

small  piece  broke  off,  then  dropped  the  larger  portion,  ate  the  broken 

fragments,  picked  up  the  largest  remaining  portion  and  restarted 

hammering.  This  was  repeated  constantly  as  we  watched  at  a   range  of 

about  6   m   for  about  three  minutes.  We  estimated  that  the  original  piece  of 

material  had  been  about  1.5  cm  X   1.0  cm  X   0.5  cm.  The  entire  object  was 

eventually  eaten,  and  we  were  unable  to  find  any  fragments  to  identify. 

From  its  appearance,  it  could  have  l>een  a   piece  of  fossilised  shell  or  soft 

rock,  but,  since  the  area  is  the  start  of  a   much-frequented  trail,  the  object 

was  probably  a   piece  of  rock-hard  sunbaked  bread.  We  would  have 
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16  &   17.  Desert  Lark  Ammomanes  deserti  beating  edible  object  against  ground,  Israel, 

November  1986  {Killian  Mullamey) 

expected  a   lark  to  have  pecked  at  such  an  object  to  break  it  up,  rather  than 
to  have  held  it  and  hammered  it. 

J.  T.  R.  Sharrock,  Alan  Harris  and  Killian  Mullarney 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

\\  hereas  the  snail-bashing  behaviour  of  the  Song  Thrush  is  highly  specialised,  this  Desert 

Lark  seems  to  have  been  using  (on  inanimate  prey)  the  typical  action  known  as  ‘flogging’  used 

by  many  passerines,  and  other  birds,  to  prepare  prey  lor  swallowing,  d’his  sort  of  prey-beating 
movement  is  probably  widespread  and  basic,  even  if  lost  by  some  species  and  \ariously 

modified  by  others.  Dr  K.  E.  L.  Simmons  noted  {Ardea  40:  67-72)  that  Desert  Lark  ‘in  dealing 
with  seeds  and  [goat]  dung  .   .   .   were  somewhat  thrush-like,  hammering  them  vigorously  with 

the  bill’.  Further  observations  will  be  welcome.  Flos 

Crested  Lark  using  ‘anvil’  On  2nd  April  1986,  at  Oued  Massa, 
southwest  Morocco,  my  wife  and  I   watched  one  of  many  Crested  Larks 

Galerida  cristata  along  a   stony  track.  This  individual  was  running  in 

characteristic  fashion,  but,  unlike  any  other  lark  that  1   have  seen,  it 

carried  a   snail  in  its  bill.  When  it  stopped  running,  the  lark  began  to 

hammer  the  snail  furiously  on  a   stone,  in  the  manner  of  a   Song  Thrush 

Turdus  philomelos. 

Having  quickly  cracked  open  and  devoured  its  prey,  the  lark  flew  off 

On  examination,  the  ‘anvil’  proved  to  have  been  in  regular  use,  as  the 
remnants  of  other  snails  were  close  by.  Despite  our  efforts  over  the 
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lollowing  three  days,  vve  saw  neither  a   repeat  performance  nor  other 
anvils. 

I   can  find  no  record  of  any  lark  species  behaving  in  this  fashion. 
S   'l  F.VF.  Riffy 

25  Abbots  If  flv,  Fonnby,  Merseyside 

liWP  vol.  5   records  molluscs  in  the  diet  of  Clrested  Fark  and  the  ‘flogging’  of  large 
insects  to  solten  them.  It  does  not,  however,  mention  the  repeated  use  of  an  anvil.  F.Ds 

Skylark  in  continuous  song  whilst  being  attacked  by  Merlin  On  30th 
October  1985,  at  South  Walney  Nature  Reser\e,  Cumbria,  I   was 

surprised  to  find  a   Skylark  Alauda  ari'ensis  in  full  song,  90  m   over  rough 
ground,  d   he  lark  was  being  pursued  by  a   Merlin  Falco  columbarius  and 

was  rising  and  falling  in  typical  song  flight,  but  the  \ariations  in  height 

(no  more  than  10  m)  were  timed  so  as  to  avoid  the  falcon’s  attacks.  The 
Merlin  made  ten  attempts  to  catch  the  .Skylark,  and,  each  time,  the  lark 

avoided  capture  at  the  last  second.  I   hroughout  the  episode  (approxi- 

mately five  minutes),  the  Skylark  sang  without  pause,  before  suddenly 

flying  off  silently,  still  jiursued  by  the  .Merlin.  TiM  I)F.\X 

Coastguard  Cottages,  South  W’aluey  Nature  Resen<e,  Walney  Island,  Barroiv-in- 
Funiess,  Cumbria  lAl-f  HYQ 

Early  Reed  Warbler  in  Hen  Harrier  pellet  One  of  12  pellets  which  I 

collected  on  5th  April  1986  from  a   roost  of  Hen  Harriers  Circus  cyaneus  in 

a   sedge  field  at  Wicken  I-'en,  Cambridgeshire,  contained  feathers  and  a 
ring  from  a   male  Reed  Warbler  Acrocepfialus  scirpaceus  which  had  been 

ringed  at  the  Fen  on  28th  July  1984.  The  pellet  was  one  of  four  small 

and  weathered-looking  ones  which  appeared  several  days  or  even  a   few 
weeks  old  (the  openness  of  the  site  and  the  wet  March  weather  would 

seem  to  rule  out  mainly  feather  pellets  remaining  intact  for  more  than 

perhaps  a   month),  .\fter  considering  various  ‘fun’  theories  (e.g.  warbler 

from  freezer  fed  to  convalescing  harrier  just  before  latter’s  release:  pace 
C.  Mead),  my  conclusion  was  that  this  Reed  Warbler  was  an 

exceptionally  early  migrant,  potentially  earlier  than  any  recorded 

previously,  and  naturally  vulnerable  to  being  caught  by  the  raptor. 

I   thank  Dr  Chris  Thorne  for  the  ringing  details  and  David  Palmer  for 

confirming  identification  of  the  feathers.  Roger  C   F.\RKF 

New  Hythe  House,  Reach,  Cambridge  CB5  OJQ 

The  Behaviour  Notes  Panel  considered  that  the  remote  possibility  that  the  pellet  had 

sur\ived  since  the  previous  autumn  could  not  be  discounted.  Elis 

Letter 
Twitcbers  welcome  in  Orkney  .\s  will  be  well  known,  Orkney  was 

invaded  in  June  1988  by  birders  travelling  to  North  Ronaldsay,  Orkney, 

to  see  the  Pallas’s  Rosefinch  Carpodacus  roseus.  Over  the  few  days  at  the 
height  of  the  period,  nearly  100  people  passed  through  our  house,  and 

without  exception  all  were  impeccably  behaved;  it  was  a   pleasure  to 
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meet  so  many,  albeit  briefly.  I   understand  that  the  same  spirit  was 

evident  on  North  Ronaldsay  itself — not  a   sweetie  paper  left  on  the 

ground,  according  to  Dr  Kevin  Woodbridge. 

In  view  of  some  bad  publicity  in  the  past,  I   feel  it  is  only  right  to  give 

credit  where  it  is  due.  I   am  sure  that  twitchers  will  be  made  very 

welcome  if  another  good  bird  turns  up  in  the  future. 
Ruth  VVii.i.iam.s 

Fairholm,  Finstown,  Orkney 

Announcements 
Fifth  Italian  Congress  The  Fifth  Italian  Congress  ofOrnithology  will 

be  held  in  Rome  in  October  1989.  It  will  be  organised  jointly  by  the 

Sta/.ione  Romana  Osservazione  e   Protezione  Uccelli,  the  Centro 

Italiano  Studi  Ornitologici  and  the  Instituto  Nazionale  Biologia  della 

.Selvaggina.  The  programme  of  the  Congress  will  be  divided  into  the 

following  sections;  (1)  Fife  strategies  in  Mediterranean  habitat,  (2) 

Behavioural  ecology,  (3)  Birds  and  agriculture,  (4)  Bird-life  in  towns, 

(5)  Consercation  and  bird-life  management,  and  (8)  Migration.  Anyone  interested  in 

participation  should  contact  D.ssa  Paola  Fortuna,  Segreteria  del  V°  Convegno  Italiano  di 

Ornitologia,  \’ia  Dino  Frescobaldi  76,  00137  Roma,  Italy. 

XI  International  Conference  on  Bird  Census  and  Atlas  Work  Fhe  eleventh  joint 

conference  of  the  International  Bird  Census  Committee  and  the  European  Ornithological 

.Atlas  Committee  will  be  held  in  Prague,  Czechoslovakia,  during  28th  .August  to  1st 

■September  1989. 

Fhe  central  theme  of  the  conference  will  be:  Utilisation  of  birds  in  ecological 

monitoring.  Provisional  topics  are:  methodolog)'  of  bird  census  work;  bird  censuses  in 
monitoring;  bird  popidations  and  communities  in  various  habitats  and  successions;  birds 

and  landscape  planning;  values  of  birds  as  bioindicators;  atlas  and  distribution  studies; 

and  international  co-operation  in  atlas  work  and  monitoring  projects. 

.Anyone  interested  should  write  to;  Dr  Karel  Stastny,  Institute  of  .Applied  Ecology  and 

Ecotechnology,  .Agricultural  University  Prague,  281  (53  Kostelec  nad  (4ernymi  lesy, 
Czechoslovakia. 

Thank  you,  Collins,  Christopher  Helm  &   OUP  We  are  most  grateful  to  the  three  major 

natural  history  publishers,  William  Collins  Sons  &   Co.  Etd,  Christopher  Helm  Publishers 

I.td  and  Oxford  University  Press,  for  presenting  sets  of  their  books  to  British  Birds  for 
reference  use  in  our  Editorial  Office. 

Why  order  books  from  British  BirdShop?  If  you  order  books  (or  other  items)  by  using 

the  British  BirdShop  cut-out  forms  (see  pages  xv  &   xvi  in  this  issue)  you  will  be  helping  to 

subsidise  the  subscription  price  of  British  Birds  for  yourself  and  for  all  other  subscribers, 

and  adding  extra  pages  and  extra  photographs  and  illustrations  to  eveiy  issue. 

All  the  books  listed  in  British  BirdShop  are  recommended  by  British  Birds.  .As  a   BB 

subscriber,  you  are  entitled  to  obtain  these  books  POS  E   FREE.  Fhere  are  always  some 

special  offers,  available  EXCEUSIVF.EY  to  BB  subscribers.  Even  if  a   natural  histoiy  book 

is  not  listed,  you  can  still  order  it  on  the  write-in  section  on  the  form. 

Please  make  full  use  of  British  BirdShop  for  .AEE  your  natural  history  book 

recjuirements. 

Free  advertising  for  subscribers  For  a   limited  period,  individual  personal  subscribers  may 

use  the  classified  advertising  pages  Fref.  of  CllAROF  for  advertisements  selling  single 
ornithological  items  (a  pair  of  binoculars,  a   tele.scope,  a   book,  a   volume  of  magazines,  etc.). 

Send  your  advertisement  (not  more  than  30  words)  quoting  your  personal  BB  Reference  Number,  to 

Free  BB  advertising,  Fountains,  Park  Fane,  Blunham,  Bedford  NtK44  :tN|. 
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Front  cover  designs  for  sale  The  original  unframed  drawings  of  the  pictures  on  the  front 

cover  o(  lUi  are  for  sale  each  montli  in  a   postal  auction.  The  pictures  are  usually  l'/_>  or  two 

times  the  published  size.  I'hese  sales  help  not  only  the  artists,  but  also  BB,  since  the  artists 
donate  ‘20%  to  the  journal.  It  is  also  a   way  for  BB  readers  to  acquire — for  themselves  or  as  a 
present  for  a   Irienci — top-class  art  at  very  reasonable  prices.  During  the  past  year,  successful 
postal  bids  have  ranged  from  £30  to  £200;  the  average  has  been  £78.  W   hy  not  send  in  your 

bid  each  month.’*  If  you  are  successful  (if  your  bid  is  the  highest,  and  it  exceeds  the  artist’s 
reserve  price),  you  will  be  asked  to  pay  the  sum  you  bid,  plus  £1.50  for  |X)stage  and  packing. 

Send  your  name,  address  and  telephone  number  and  your  bid  (no  money  at  this  stage),  to 

arrive  before  the  last  day  of  the  month,  to  Cover  Bid,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 

Bedford  MK+4  :tN|. 

Photographs  and  drawings  may  be  for  sale  Many  of  the  photographers  and  artists  whose 

pictures  appear  in  British  Birds  welcome  the  opportunity  to  sell  their  work.  .Anyone  who 

wishes  to  obtain  either  photographic  prints  or  original  drawings  is  welcome  to  write  (making 

an  etu|uiry  about  availability,  making  an  appropriate  offer,  or  seeking  the  price)  to  the 

photographer  or  artist  concerned,  c/o  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :t\).  W'e 
will  forward  all  such  letters,  as  a   serxice  to  our  readers  and  contributors. 

■/ 

Sponsored  by  Collins  ̂    and  Christopher  Helm^l^ 

Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year  Phis  year  is  the  thirteenth  in  the  competition’s  history  .   We 

are  delighted  that  ‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  5'ear’  is  once  again  sponsored  by  two  long- 
standing friends  of  British  Birds,  the  publishing  firms  Christopher  Helm  Publishers  Ltd  and 

William  C'.ollins  Sons  &   Co.  Ltd,  both  very  well  known  for  their  high-quality  natural  history 
books. 

Fhe  rules  are  as  follows: 

I’p  to  three  colour  transparencies,  each  taken  (luring  1988,  may  he  submitted  by  each  photographer. 

IVansparencies  should  not  Ik-  glass-mounted.  They  will  Ite  judged  not  only  on  technical  excellence,  but 

also  on  originality,  scietitific  interest,  aesthetic  appeal  and  artistic  composition.  F’reference  will  l>e  given  to 
photographs  taken  in  the  West  Palearctic  (Britain,  Kuro()e,  North  .Africa  and  the  .Middle  F,ast),  but  tho.se 

of  species  on  the  West  Palearctic  list  taken  anywhere  in  the  world  are  also  eligible.  Phtttographs  must  not 

h.ave  been  submitted  lor  publication  elsewhere  (though,  of  course,  the  copyright  remains  with  the 

photographer  and  use  subsequent  to  publication  in  British  Birds  is  unrestricted).  The  photographs  by 

winner  and  runners-up  may  be  used  at  the  discretion  of  the  judges  or  for  the  promotion  of  British  Birds  or 

the  competition.  .A  brief  account  (not  more  than  200  words)  should  l)e  enclosed  with  each,  giring  the 

cin'umstances  in  which  obtained,  the  method  used,  technical  details  (focal  length  of  lens  and  make  of 

camera  and  film),  locality,  date  and  photographer's  name  and  address.  Transparencies  will  be  returned 
only  if  accompanied  by  a   suitable  S.AK.  Kntries  are  accepted  only  on  the  above  conditions. 

i   he  judging  panel  will  consist  of  Dr  R.  J.  Chandler,  F.ric  Hosking,  Dr  J.  F.  R.  Sharrock  and 
Don  .Smith. 

Past  winners  of  this  competition  have  been  Michael  C.  Wilkes  (1977),  Peter  Lowes  (1978), 

Dr  Fdmtind  C.  Fellowes  (1979),  Don  Smith  (1980),  Richard  T.  Mills  (1981),  Dennis  Coutts 

(1982),  David  M.  Cottridge  (1983), John  I.awton  Roberts  (1984),  C.  R.  Knights  (1985),  .Alan 

Moffett  (1986),  Dr  Kevin  Carlson  (1987)  and  Bob  Glover  (1988). 

The  1989  awards  (cheque  for  £100  and  engraved  salver  for  the  winner,  cheques  for  £40  and 

£25  for  the  second  and  third  and  £25-worth  of  Collins  books  and  £25-worth  of  Christopher 

Helm  books  for  each  of  the  top  three  photographers)  will  be  presented  at  a   Press  Reception 

in  London  in  May  or  June.  Fhe  runners-up  will  be  welcome  to  attend  the  award 

presentation. 

Fhe  closing  date  for  entries  is  31st  January  1989.  Transparencies  should  be  clearly  marked 

‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year'  and  sent  to  the  editorial  office  at  Fountains,  Park  lane, 
Blunham,  Bedford  NtK44  3NJ. 

Best  recent  black-and-white  bird-photographs  The  closing  date  for  submission  of 

prints  for  the  thirtieth  annual  selection  is  31st  January  1989.  Photographers  may  submit 

as  many  black-and-white  prints  as  they  wish. 

Fhe  following  details  should  be  written  on  the  back  of  each  print:  photographer’s  name 
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and  address,  species,  county  (or  country',  if  taken  abroad),  month,  year,  and  technical  details, 

such  as  make  and  size  of  camera,  make  and  focal  length  of  lens,  type  of  fdm  material, 

exposure  and  approximate  distance  from  the  subject.  Prints  will  he  retained  in  the  editorial 

office  as  part  of  the  reference  collection  and  for  possible  use  in  the  journal  unless  a   request 

for  return  is  noted  on  the  back  of  each  print  and  a   suitable  stamped  addressed  envelope  is 

supplied. 

Entries  should  be  addressed  to  ‘Best  recent  work’.  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  .MK44  SNJ. 

telescopes 

Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year  We  are  delighted  that  this  year’s 
competition  will  again  be  sponsored  by  Kowa  telescopes. 

Amateur  and  professional  artists  are  invited  to  submit  four 

line-drawings  suitable  for  reproduction  in  British  Birds  (pen-and- 

ink  or  scraperboard,  but  not  pencil  or  wash).  The  subjects 

should  be  birds  recorded  in  the  West  Palearctic  (FTirope,  North 

Africa  and  the  Middle  East).  Exact  size  is  important:  drawings 

should  be  the  following /^recbe  sizes  (width  X   depth  in  cm):  (a)  18.6  X   20.8,  (b)  16.35  X   6.9 

and  (c)  8.1  X   6.0,  for  publication  at  two-thirds  of  those  dimensions  (the  largest  drawing  (a) 

may,  if  preferred,  be  submitted  at  24.8  X   27.75,  for  publication  at  half-size).  Each  set  of  four 

drawings  must  include  at  least  one  each  of  a,  b   and  c.  Entries  will  be  judged  as  sets.  Drawings 

based  on  published  photographs  or  drawings  are  ineligible.  4'he  announcements  of  the 
previous  winners  {Brit.  Birds  72:  403-409;  73:  380-384;  74:  275-278;  75:  304-308;  76:  288-291; 

77:  283-288;  78:  317-322;  79:  319-325;  80:  351-361;  81:  299-305)  included  suggestions 

intended  to  help  future  entrants.  Entries  need  not  be  mounted,  but  should  have  a   generous 

‘handling  margin’  around  each  drawing. 
Ehe  judging  panel  will  consist  of  Robert  Gillmor,  Alan  Harris,  Keith  .Shackleton  and  Dr 

J.  E.  R.  Sharrock. 

Ehe  winner  will  receive  £100,  a   Kowa  ESN-3  20-60X  zoom  telescope  and  an  inscribed 

salver;  the  second-placed  artist  £40  and  a   ESN-1  20x  W   Kowa  telescope;  and  the  third- 

placed  artist  £25  and  4   8-601  20x  W   Kowa  telescope  (all  three  telescopes  with  cases).  .Ml 

three  artists  will  also  be  invited  to  attend  the  award  presentation  at  a   Press  Reception  at  Ehe 

Mall  (ialleries  in  London,  where  a   selection  of  the  drawings  will  be  on  display.  .'Ml  artists 
whose  work  is  displayed  will  also  be  welcome  to  attend  the  reception,  which  in  previous  years 

has  provided  a   very’  happy  occasion  for  meeting  many  of  our  top  bird  artists.  Ehe  winners’ 
entries  will  also  be  displayed  in  the  annual  exhibition  of  the  Society  of  Wildlife  Artists  at  Ehe 

Mall  (ialleries.  Previous  winners  have  been  Crispin  Fisher  (1979),  Norman  .\rlott  (1980  & 

1981),  Alan  Harris  (1982),  Martin  Woodcock  (1983),  Bruce  Pearson  (1984),  Ian  Lewington 

(1985),  Chris  Rose  (1986),  David  Quinn  (1987)  and  Martin  Hallam  (1988). 

It  is  one  of  the  main  aims  of  this  British  Birds  competition  to  encourage  and  ad\ance  the 

careers  of  bird  artists.  Ehe  Editorial  Board  and  the  competition’s  judges  are  delighted  to 
note  that  the  winners  in  past  years  are  now  all  highly  successful  freelance  artists  or  otherwise 

employed  in  posts  associated  with  wildlife. 

Entries  will  remain  the  copyright  of  the  artists,  but  are  accepted  on  the  understanding  that 

they  may  be  reproduced  free  in,  or  on  the  cover  of,  or  for  the  promotion  of  British  Birds.  If 

accompanied  by  a   suitable  stamped  addressed  envelope,  all  drawings  will  be  returned  to  the 

artists,  but  any  selected  for  possible  use  by  British  Birds  may  be  retained  for  up  to  12  months 

after  the  award  presentation.  Each  drawing  must  be  marked  clearly  on  the  back  with  the 

artist’s  name  and  address  (and  date  of  birth  if  aged  under  21,  see  ‘   Ehe  Richard  Richardson 

.Award’,  below),  the  identity  of  the  species,  and  any  other  relevant  information  about  the 
illustration. 

4'he  closing  date  will  be  14th  March  1989;  the  set  of  four  drawings  should  be  sent  to  ‘Bird 

Illustrator  of  the  Year’,  P’ormtains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :iNj. 

The  PJC  Award  A   handsome  trophy,  the  PJC  .Award  is  presented  annually,  in  memoiy  of 

the  late  Pauline  Jean  Cook,  to  the  artist  whose  single  drawing  submitted  for  the  ‘Bird 

Illustrator  of  the  Year’  competition  is  selected  by  the  judges  for  its  individual  merit.  Ehe 
holder  of  the  PJC  Award  also  receives  an  inscribed  book  as  a   liermanent  .symbol  of  the 

achievement.  4'he  current  holder  is  John  Hollver  {Brit.  Birds  80:  250-251,  358-359,  588;  81: 
299-305). 
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The  Richard  Richardson  Award  I’o  encourage  young,  up-and-coming  bird artists,  a   special  award  (a  cheque  and  a   book  to  the  total  value  of  £60)  will 
be  presented  for  the  best  work  submitted  for  the  ‘Bird  Illustrator  of  the 
V   ear  competition  (see  above)  by  an  artist  aged  under  21  years  on  14th 

March  1988.  I'he  winner’s  entries  will  be  displayed  in  the  annua exhibition  of  the  Society  of  Wildlife  Artists  at  The  .Mall  Galleries.  This 
award  is  in  memory  of  the  famous  Norfolk  ornithologist  and  bird-artist, 
the  late  R.  .\.  Richardson.  1   he  rules  for  entry'  are  exactly  the  same  as 

for  Bird  Illustrator  ol  the  Year’  and  entries  by  persons  under  21  will 
automatically  be  considered  for  both  awards. 

TMB  M\(  MlLl  A\  TIBLDGI  IDKTO 

Bird 
iDENTinCATION 
Alan  Harris,  Laurel  Tucker  and  Keith  VInIcombe 

'> 

EXCLUSIVE  SPECIAL  OFFER! 
Bird  Identification  The  real  problem 

species-pairs  (such  as  Reed  Bunting  A'mAer- 

I'Cfl  schoeniclus  and  Little  Bunting  K.  pusilla) 
and  difficult  groups  (such  as  crossbills 

Loxia  and  marsh  terns  ('.hlidonias)  are  dealt 
with  carefully  and  thoroughly  in  this  new 

book,  with  text  by  Rarities  Committee 
member,  Keith  Vinicombe,  and  illustrated 

in  colour  by  Alan  Harris  and  the  late 

Laurel  Lucker.  All  the  text  and  captions, 

and  every'  painting,  have  been  scrutinised 
and  commented  upon  by  members  of  BB\ 
Identification  Notes  Panel. 

With  such  attention  to  detail — and  by 

concentrating  on  the  most-difficult-to- 

identify,  problem  species — this  book  will 

be  ‘.A  MLfST’  for  every  birdwatcher  in- 
terested in  identification,  from  beginner  (it 

deals  with  ChifTchaff  Fhylloscopus  collybita 

and  Willow  Warbler  P.  trochilus)  to  expert 

(it  also  covers  Citrine  Wagtail  Motacilla 
citreola). 

.Alan  Harris’s  plates  of  Ring-billed  Gulls 
Lams  delawarensis  {Bril.  Birds  81:  127  &   129) 

and  (iull-billed  Terns  Gelochelidon  mlotica  (Brit. 

Birds  82:  7   &   8)  were  painted  for  this  book  and  have  been  included  in  British  Birds  by  permis- 
sion of  the  publishers,  Macmillan  Press.  ^Ve  have  also  arranged  with  them  that 

British  Birds  subscribers  can  obtain  the  book  POS'L  FREE  at  the  EXCLL’SI\  E   pre- 
publication price  of  £12.95,  instead  of  the  usual  £14.95.  Publication  will  be  in  March,  but, 

to  obtain  this  concession,  copies  must  be  ordered  NOW  through  British  BirdShop;  they 

will  be  despatched  to  BB  subscribers  as  soon  as  they  become  available.  Please  use  the 

form  on  pages  xv  &   xvi. 

Special  offers  through  British  BirdShop  British  Birds  subscribers  can  obtain  all  the  books 

listed  in  British  BirdShop  (pages  xv  &   x\-i)  POST  FREE.  The  following  special  offers  are 
available: 

A   Held  Guide  to  Bird  .Songs  of  Britain  and  Fjiwpe  by  Sture  Palmer  &   Jeffery  Boswall   save  £10.00 

International  Bird  Identification   save  £2.00 

North  Atlantic  Shorehirdshy  Richard  Chandler   save  £2.00 

Crows qfihe  H'orldby  Derek  Goodwin   save  £7.50 

Bird  Identification  by  .Alan  Harris,  I.aurel  Tucker  &   Keith  \'inicombe   save  £2.00 

The  Natural  History  of  the  i'.S.SR  by  .Algirdas  Knystautas   save  £8.00 

The  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  from  'British  Birds’  papers   save  £2.00 

.\tlas  van  de Nederlandse  I dgels  by  SO\'ON   save  £.3.00 

Please  use  British  BirdShop  for  .ALL  your  book  orders. 



Monthly  marathon 

The  third  photograph  in  the  current  ‘Monthly marathon’  series  {Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  243)  was 
named  by  competitors  as  follows: 

Water  Pipit  Anthus  spinoletta  (86%) 

Eye-browed  Thrush  Turdiis  obscurus  (9%) 

Naumann’s  Thrush  T.  naumarmi  (2%) 
l   awny  V\px\.  Anthus  campestris  (2%) 

Sponsored  by 

with  a   few  entries  for  Desert  Lark  Ammomanes  deserli.  Hoopoe  Lark  Alaenwn  olaudipes,  Richard’s 
Pipit  Anthus  novaeseelandiae.  l-ong-hilled  Pipit  d.  similis.  Red-throated  Pipit  d.  cen’inus,  Wheatear 

Oenanthe  oenanthe.  Hooded  W’heatear  O.  monacha  and  (ire\-necked  Bunting  Embetiza  buchanani. 

Plate  243  did  show  a   Water  Pipit,  photographed  by  G.  P.  Catley  in  the 

Pyrenees  in  June  1988.  A   small  number  of  entries  identifying  the  bird  as 

‘Rock  Pipit’  were  allowed,  since  The  'British  Birds'  List  of  the  Birds  of  the  Western 

Palearctic  (1984)  is  still  the  standard  reference;  the  ‘splitting’  of  Anthus 
spinoletta  into  three  separate  species  {Brit.  Birds  81:  206-211)  will  be 
incorporated  in  the  next  edition  of  that  list. 

.\fter  this  third  puzzle  picture,  80  entrants  still  have  a   100%  record,  with 

all  three  correctly  identified.  The  sixth  photograph  in  the  current 

•Marathon  appears  opposite  (plate  18).  Please  read  the  rules  thoroughly. 

I   he  winner  of  this  third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  will  be  able  to  choose  as 
his  or  her  prize  a   SUNBIRI)  birdwatching  holiday  in  North  America, 

.\frica  or  Asia.  The  winner  of  the  first  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition 
was  Pekka  J.  Nikander  (Finland),  who  chose  a   SUNBIRI)  trip  to  Thailand 

as  his  prize  {Brit.  Birds  80:  342-343;  81:  516),  and  the  winner  of  the  second 

‘Marathon’  was  .Anthony  McGeehan  (Northern  Ireland),  who  has  chosen 
a   SUNBIRI)  trip  to  the  eastern  Canadian  islands  {Brit.  Birds  81:  494-496). 

Kl  I   KS 

1-  Only  currenl  individual  subscribers  to  British  Birds  are  eligible  to  take  part.  Kntrants  should  give  tbeir 

name,  address  and  BB  reference  number  on  tbeir  entr\'.  Only  one  entrv’  is  pemiitted  per  person  each 
month. 

2.  Lntries  must  be  sent  by  post,  each  one  on  a   separate  postcard,  and  be  received  at  the  British  Birds 

Lditorial  Oflice  (Monthly  marathon.  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Bhmham,  Bedford  mkci  :!N|)  bv  1.5th  of 

succeeding  month.  Fver\’  care  will  be  taken,  but,  even  if  negligence  is  involved,  no  ivs(M)nsibility  can  be 
accepted  for  non-deliveiy,  non-receipt  or  accidental  loss  of  entries. 

5.  .Ml  'BB'  subscribers  are  eligible,  except  members  of  the  F.ditorial  Board  and  stalVol  /InV/.vA  Birds.  Directors 
and  members  of  stall  of  SL.XBIRD/W  IXGS  Holidays,  and  Directors  and  members  of  stall' of  our 
printers,  Newnorth-Burt  Ltd,  (Members  ol  'BB'  Notes  Panels,  the  Rarities  Committee,  atui  other 
voluntary  contributors — including  bird-photographers,  even  il  one  ol  their  photographs  is  used  in  the 
com|)etition  — arc  eligible  unless  pntscribed  above.) 

I.  lo  win.  a   British  Birds  subscriber  must  conectly  identify  tbe  s|>ecies  shown  in  ten  consecutive 

photographs  included  in  this  com|M'tition.  I   he  '.\ionthly  marathon'  will  continue  until  the  prize  has been  won. 

.5.  In  the  unlikely  event  ol  two  or  inoio  'BB  subscribers  achieving  the  len-in-a-row  simultaneously,  the 
competition  will  continue  each  month  until  one  of  them  (or  .someone  else!)  achieves  a   longer  run  of 
correct  entries  than  any  other  contestant. 

().  In  the  event  ol  any  dispute,  it'icluding  controversy  over  the  identity  of  an\  of  the  birds  in  the 
photographs,  the  decision  of  the  Managing  F.ditor  of  Bntish  Birds  is  linal  and  binding  on  all  parties. 

7.  No  correspondence  can  Im*  entered  into  coticerning  this  competition. 
H.  The  name  and  address  of  the  winner  will  lx-  announced  iu  British  Birds. 
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Note  New  Address 

From  swarovski a   leading  manufacturer  of  precision  optics  in 

the  world. 

Magnificent  binoculars  to  equal  or  surpass 

any  make  for  superlative  viewing,  durability, 

water-proofing  and  comfortable  handling 
throughout  extended  use 

All  this  at  a 

sensible  price. 

//\ 
AUSTRIA 
## 
MANUFACTURED 

IN  AUSTRIA 

A   wide  range  for 

all  applications 
Every  optical  surface  multi-coated 
for  almost  100%  light  transmission 

Please  send  your  free  colour  brochure  to: 

Name     —     

Address     -   —         

D   Swarovski  &   Co 

International  (UK)  Limited, 

One  the  Boulevard, 

Blackmoor  Lane. 

Watford.  Herts  WDI  8YW 

Telephone  0923  816  366 

I   (D350)  I   0923  816  (X)5 
L         J   Telex  24  958  SWARO  G 

XVI 1 



Nikon  FicldSCOpGS 

CHOSEN  ‘THE  MOST 
SATISFACTORY  TELESCOPE’ 
BY  READERS  OF 

‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  MAGAZINE 
'British  Birds,'  in  its  fourth  survey  of  how  readers  evaluated  the  binoculars 
and  telescopes  they  own  and  use,  has  rated  the  Nikon  Fieldscope 

20x60  ED  "The  Most  Satisfactory  Telescope"  in  the  April  1988  issue. 

NIKON  U.K.  LTD. 
380  Richmond  Road,  Kingston-upon-Thames,  Surrey  KT2  5PR 
Tel:  (01)  541  4440  Telex:  923044  (NIKON  G)  Fax:  (01)  541  4584 

xviii 

(D409) 
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./il 

18.  Third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  6.  Identify  the  species. 
Rules  are  given  on  page  36.  Send  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to  Monthly  .Marathon, 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Bhmham,  Bedford  MK44  tNj,  to  arrive  by  28th  Februar\  1989 

News  and  comment 
Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Piytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

NERC  cuts  We  heard  in  October  1988  that 

financial  cuts  by  the  Natural  Environment 
Research  Council  were  to  lead  to  four 

redundancies  at  the  world-famous  Monks 

Wood  Experimental  Station  near  Hunting- 

don. By  the  time  you  read  this,  the  situation 

may  have  changed  (one  can  always  hope 

.   .   .),  but,  at  the  lime  of  writing,  the  stalT  to 

go  include  one  from  the  Biological  Records 

Centre,  one  from  one  of  the  enHronmental 

pollution  teams,  one  from  the  birds  and 

farmland  project,  and  one  from  the  bats 

team.  I'he  last,  to  ever\body’s  horror,  in- 
volves dispensing  with  the  services  of  Dr 

Bob  Stebbings,  a   world  authority  on  bats 

and,  in  conservation  terms,  their  leading 

adx'ocate  for  many  years.  Good  wildlife  and 

environmental  conser\ation  depends  on 

good  applied  research,  and  the  standing  and 

achievements  of  .Monks  Wood  in  this  re- 

spect are  second  to  none:  it  is,  therefore, 

particularly  tragic,  as  well  as  shortsighted, 

that  the  N'ERC  should  decide  to  hit  them  so 
hard,  and  also  ironic  that  news  of  the  cuts 

should  coincide  with  trumpetings  from  the 

Go\eniment  about  their  positi\e  commit- 
ment to  the  environment. 

Target  383  In  September  1988,  the  Wild 

Bird  Society  of  Japan  wrote  to  tell  us  that 

the  latest  count  of  Japanese  Cranes  Gnis 

japonensis  (‘Tancho’  in  Japanese)  at  their 
year-old  Tsurui-Ito  Tancho  Sanctuarv  was 

383  birds.  The  Sanctuaiv,  the  first  private 

venture  of  its  kind  inJapan,  has  clearly  done 

much  to  improve  the  status  and  prospects  of 
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this  endangered  species,  following  on  from 

the  36-year-old  custom  of  the  local  people  of 

feeding  the  cranes  in  winter  (which  un- 

doubtedly did  much  to  save  them  from 

extinction).  Not  surprisingly,  all  this  costs 

money:  so  the  Tancho  383-member  Society 

has  been  formed,  its  aim  being  to  raise 

60,000,000  yen  (about  £261,000)  by  1992.  To 

do  this,  it  aims  to  enrol  383  individual  or 

corporate  members,  who  will  contribute 

50,000  yen  (about  £271)  annually  until  1992. 

The  society  has  a   long  way  to  go,  appa- 
rently, but  we  wish  it  well  in  its  endeavours. 

Even  one  subscriber  from  the  BB  readership 

would  be  a   signihcant  contributor  ...  if  you 

are  interested,  write  for  more  infomiation  to 

383-Nin  no  Kai,  c/o  Wild  Bird  Society  of 

Japan,  1-1-4  Shibuya,  .\oyama  Flower  Build- 

ing 5F,  Shibuya-Iou,  Tokyo  150,  Japan. 

Bird  stamps  to  celebrate  RSPB  Centen- 

ary The  RSPB’s  centenary  is  in  February, 
but  the  Post  C)lTice  has  preempted  this 

with  the  issue  on  17th  January  of  four 

special  commemorative  bird  postage 

stamps  (see  below).  Naturally,  the  RSPB  is 

cock-a-hoop  that  its  centenary  is  acknow- 

ledged in  this  way,  and  we  are,  too,  for  the 

world-wide  publicity  for  the  RSPB  must  be 

good  news  for  the  .Society’s  membership 
subscription  department. 

KMT. 
RSPB  IXX9  HK** 

There  had  to  be  an  Avocet  Recurvirostra 

avosella,  of  course,  but  why  did  the  Post 

OITice  decide  that  the  stamps  should  fea- 
ture two  waders,  and  also  two  seabirds? 

(‘Wot!  No-passerines’,  was  our  first  reac- 

tion.) .And  why  not  put  the  RSPB’s 
emblem,  the  Avocet,  on  the  most  common- 

ly used  value,  the  19p  stamp?  With  the 

emphasis  gi\en  nowadays  to  conserxation 

of  habitat  (rather  than  merely  of  the  birds 

themselves),  it  also  seems  a   lost  opportun- 

ity to  have  the  birds  so  large  and  with 
almost  no  habitat  shown.  Two  of  the 

stamps  feature  birds  with  their  eggs — not 

perhaps  the  image  that  the  RSPB  would 

want  to  project — and  all  four  birds  are 
clearly  at  their  breeding  sites.  What  about 

a   flying  seabird,  or  waders  on  an  estuary? 

The  stamps  look  nice  enough,  but  we  must 

admit  never  to  having  heard  before  of  the 

artist  (Don  Cordery),  who  is  not  a   member 

of  the  Society  of  Wildlife  Artists.  How  nice 
it  would  have  been  if  the  Post  Office  had 

chosen  to  have  had  them  designed  by  a 

well-known  bird  artist,  such  as  Norman 

Arlott,  Hilary  Burn,  Robert  Gillmor  or 

Alan  Harris,  all  of  whom  also  have  strong 

RSPB  connections,  and  at  least  two  of 

whom  have  considerable  experience  in 

stamp  design. 

So,  I’m  afraid  we  award  only  half- 
hearted congratulations  to  the  Post  Office. 

What  a   missed  opportunity  .   .   .   (JTRS) 

RSPB/Esso  Awards  The  £2,000  Fsso 

Award  in  the  1988  RSPB  Birds  and  Country- 

side .Awards  Scheme  was  won  by  Colin 

Shawyer  who,  on  behalf  of  the  Hawk  Trust, 

produced  an  outstanding  and  valuable  study 

on  the  decline  of  the  Barn  Owl  Tyto  alba, 

which  included  many  practical  suggestions 

for  the  bird’s  future  conser\ation.  Our  con- 
gratulations to  Colin,  and  also  to  the  other 

worthy  winners:  Chris  Knights  of  Norfolk, 

who  won  the  Individual  Prize;  the  Central 

Conservation  Projects  of  the  .Scottish  Con- 

servation Projects  Trust  (Croup  .Award);  the 

Greater  Manchester  Countryside  FInit  (In- 

dustry Award);  Survival  .Anglia  (Media 

.Award);  and  the  Hungarian  Ornithological 

Society  Committee  for  Birds  of  Prey  (Euro- 

pean Award). 

RSPB  remembers  Stanley  .At  a   small 

infomial  gathering  on  18th  October  1988, 

Bill  Park  unveiled  a   plaque  in  the  RSPB  hide 

at  Co|5peras  Bay,  Essex.  It  commemorates 

Stanley  Cramp  and  his  long  involvement 

with  the  Society.  Stanley  would  have  appre- 

ciated the  simplicity  of  the  occasion  as  much 

as  the  venue — waders  were  always  among 
his  favourite  birds  and  the  hide  overlooks  a 

particularly  good  intertidal  area  on  the 
.Stour. 
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New  RSNC  President  I’he  welfare  of  birds' 
and  their  environment  owes  more  than 

many  of  us  generally  realise  to  the  Royal 

Society  lor  Nature  Conservation  and  its 

constituent  bodies,  the  ‘county  trusts’.  A 
new  President,  Dunstan  Adams,  takes  them 

forward  into  the  1990s;  we  wish  him  every 

success  and,  at  the  same  time,  are  pleased  to 

take  this  opportunity  to  salute  and  thank  his 

distinguished  predecessor,  Christopher 

Cadbury,  whose  Presidency  began  as  long 

ago  as  1962. 

Smuggler  jailed  An  (Ontario  man  was  sent 

to  prison  for  two  years  in  Sydney,  Australia, 

for  illegally  importing  and  attempting  to 

export  a   variety  of  psittacines.  We  liked  the 

terse,  two-line  note  from  J.  N.  Hobbs,  who 

sent  us  the  relevant  newspaper  cutting, 

which  said,  simply,  ‘May  deter  any  Pommy 

smugglers,  also  encourage  your  Judiciary.’ 

We  couldn’t  have  put  it  better  ourselves. 

More  warning,  please  News  of  several 

meetings  and  conferences  reached  us  this 

year,  but  in  many  cases  arrived  too  late  for  a 

mention.  We  like  to  publicise  these  when  we 

can,  but  details  must  reach  us  at  least  Jour 

months  ahead  if  a   line  in  ‘News  and  comment’ 
is  to  be  of  any  use. 

Has  he  got  you  on  his  list?  Readers  who  are 
Gilbert  &   Sullivan  fans  have  the  unusual 

opportunity  of  seeing  fellow-birder  Bill 
Oddie  in  the  role  of  the  I^rd  High  Execu- 

tioner, Koko,  in  The  Mikado,  which  is  running 
at  the  Coliseum  in  London  until  lOth 

February  1989.  Phis  is  a   new  venture  for  the 

Little  Black  Bird  Book  man,  who  is  usually 

scriptwriter,  presenter  or  actor,  rather  than 

opera  (albeit  comic  opera)  star. 

Doing  what  comes  naturally?  I’he  Bed- 
fordshire Natural  History  Society’s  prog- 

ramme of  forthcoming  attractions  includes 

the  item  ‘Current  Affairs  in  Beds’ — 

presumably  one  of  the  .Society’s  schemes  for 
obtaining  new  members. 

Change  of  address  of  Recorder  Recorder 

for  Fife,  Dougie  Dickson,  has  moved  to  45 

Hawthorn  Terrace,  Lhomton,  Fife  KYi  41)7, 

Monthly  reports 
We  have  been  striving  constantly  to  increase  the  usefulness  of  this  popular,  regular  feature. 

VV'ith  ‘Recent  reports’  now  appearing  separately,  and  with  the  twitchers’  grapevine  now 
fonnalised,  making  up-to-the-minute  news  of  rarities  available  to  all  for  the  price  of  a 

telephone  call,  topicality  is  no  longer  a   prime  requirement  for  our  ‘Monthly  reports’.  Its 
greatest  value  has  always  been  as  a   summary  ,   for  reference,  of  the  major  ornithological 

events  of  each  month,  and  this  aspect  will  now  be  given  even  more  emphasis.  To  this  end, 

‘Monthly  reports’  will  be  appearing  one  month  later  in  future,  to  give  time  for  more 
information  to  be  gathered  (particularly  the  many  county  newsletters,  which  contain 

invaluable  summaries  of  local  influxes  and  trends)  and  for  these  data  to  be  collated  and 

analysed.  The  next  report,  covering  October  1988,  will,  therefore,  appear  in  the  March  issue. 

Keith  .Mlsopp  Ian  Dawson  Barry  Nightingale 
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After  five  years  as  co-collator/coinpiler/author  of ‘Monthly  reports’,  Ian  Dawson  will  soon 
be  retiring  from  this  position.  Joining  the  team  at  once,  and  in  due  course  taking  over  Ian 

Dawson’s  position  as  co-compiler  with  Keith  Allsopp,  we  welcome  Barr)'  Nightingale,  ex- 
County  Recorder  for  Bedfordshire  and  regular  contributor  to  various  features  in  British  Birds. 

I’hus,  now  is  perhaps  the  time  when  we  should  thank  Ian  for  all  his  dedicated  work  in  the 
past,  and  welcome  Barr)',  who  has  yet  to  discover  how  time-consuming  this  task  can  become. 

We  know  that  everyone  will  also  note  with  pleasure  that  Keith  Allsopp  has  indicated  that, 

despite  having  been  involved  now  for  over  12  years,  he  is  willing  to  continue  as  co-compiler 
of  this  feature. 

Please  note  the  following  changes:  relevant  records  will  be  very  welcome,  and  should  be 

sent  or  telephoned  to  Barry  Nightingale,  7   Bloomsbury  Close,  Woburn,  Bedfordshire  MKI7  9QS;  telephone 

Woburn  (0525)  290314  (evenings);  Luton  (0582)  490049  (office  hours).  Please  send  all  records  to 

arrive  before  the  end  of  the  follow'ing  month  (e.g.  all  January  records  to  arrive  before  the  end 

of  February).  County  summaries  in  newsletters  will  be  very  welcome,  as  well  as  records  from 
individual  observers. 

Please  send  drawings  and  photographs  to  Mrs  Sheila  Cobban,  British  Birds,  Fountains,  Park  iMne, 

Blunham,  Bedford  \IK44 :i.\),  to  arrive  as  soon  after  the  end  of  the  month  as  possible  (i.e.  drawings 

and  photographs  are  needed  earlier  than  lists  of  records). 

We  should  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to  thank  everyone  for  their  co-operation  in  helping 

to  make  ‘Monthly  reports’  a   comprehensive  and  useful  review  of  each  month’s  events.  Eds 

September  reports 
Keith  Allsopp,  Ian  Dawson  and  Barry  Nightingale 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records.  Unless  otherwise 

stated,  dates  refer  to  September  1988. 

The  month  began  with  a   spell  of  very  unsettled  westerly  weather.  A   depression  centred  off  the  west  coast  of 

Scotland  brought  strong-to-gale  force  northwest-to-westerly  winds  across  Britain  and  Ireland,  especially  on 

2nd.  In  the  north  of  Scotland,  the  winds  were,  however,  from  the  southeast,  with  occluded  frontal  conditions. 

Pressure  increased  over  the  near-Continent  after  5th,  and  warm  southerly  air  arrived  until  lOth.  when  an 

anticyclone  to  the  west  developed  and  winds  turned  to  the  north,  bringing  much  colder  conditions.  Wet  windy 

westerly  weather  resumed  after  20th  and  continued  until  the  end  of  the  month. 

Rare  inshore  seabird  movements 

22.  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicaudus,  Shetland,  September  1988  [John  Coutts) 
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23.  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  lon^caiuius,  Shetland,  September  1988  {John  Coulls) 

A   Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicoudus  has  often  been  the  prize  bird  of 
a   long  and  uncomfortable  seawatch,  and,  although  they  have  been 

identified  with  increasing  regularity  as  telescopes  have  become  easier  to 

use,  they  are  still  an  unusual  find.  The  recording  of  44  in  five  hours  off 

Brough  of  Birsay  (Orkney)  and  a   total  of  82  at  North  Ronaldsay  (Orkney) 

over  18th  and  19th  was,  therefore,  most  exceptional.  Obserxers  in 

Shetland,  alerted  by  these  reports,  had  recorded  70  by  the  end  of  the 

month  (plates  22  &   23),  with  a   further  19  reports  coming  from  Fair  Isle  in 

the  same  period.  Five  had  been  seen  earlier  off  Cley  (Norfolk)  on  13th, 

and  there  was  a   total  of  13  singles  prior  to  18th  on  other  seawatches. 

Favourable  winds  on  24th  brought  21  Long-tailed  Skuas  inshore  past 
Hartlepool  (Cleveland)  and  18  were  seen  at  Whitburn  (Tyne  &   Wear)  on 

30th,  indicating  some  movement  into  the  North  Sea,  but  not  farther  south 

into  the  English  Channel.  Exceptional  numbers  were  also  off  Ireland,  with 

four  off  Bridges  of  Ross  (Co.  Clare)  on  2nd  and  seven  there  on  28th. 

Several  days  of  disturbed  weather  west  of  Iceland  before  18th  may  have 

deflected  these  pelagic  migrants  eastwards.  Pomarine  Skuas  S.  pomarinus 

are  an  expected  migrant  in  the  North  Sea,  but  they  too  were  more 

numerous,  with  maximum  counts  of  51  at  Filey  Brigg  (North  Yorkshire) 

on  24th,  43  at  Hartlepool  on  23rd,  and  36  at  Hound  Point  (Lothian)  on 

2nd.  On  28th,  there  were  100  Pomarines  off  Bridges  of  Ross  and  15  off 

Ramore  Head  (Co.  Antrim).  Further  indicators  of  unusual  seabird 

movements  were  reported  sightings  of  two  White-faced  Petrels  Pelago- 

droma  marina  at  Turnberry  Point  (Strathclyde)  on  4th,  a   Bulwer’s  Petrel 
Bulweria  bulwerii  at  Strumble  Head  (Dyfed)  on  13th  and  a   Herald  Petrel 

Pterodroma  arminjoniana  at  Pendeen  (Cornwall)  on  28th. 
Divers  to  wildfowl 

Very  few  large  shearwaters  were  seen:  two 

Cory’s  Caloneclris  diomedea  and  two  small 
moxements  of  Great  Shearwaters  Puffinus 

grains  totalling  17,  all  in  the  West  Countiy. 

Sooty  Shearwaters  P.  griseus  were  noted  as 

scarce  in  Shetland,  but  32  were  seen  at 

Spurn  Point  (Humberside)  on  14th,  33  at  St 

Ives  (Cornwall)  on  23rd  and  a   verv  large 
movement  at  Pendeen  (Cornwall)  on  28th, 

when  705  were  logged.  Manx  Shearwaters 

P.  puffinus  were  frequently  driven  inland  by 
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the  strong  winds,  some  30  being  reported. 
Notable  finds  were  Little  Shearwaters  P. 

assimili.s  at  Hinkley  Point  (Somerset)  on  2nd 

and  at  Hornsea  (Humberside)  on  14th. 

Storm  Petrels  Hydrobates  pelagicu.s  were  re- 

ported only  on  1st  in  Devon  and  Cornwall, 

when  100  were  seen  ofT  Porthgwarra.  In 

contrast,  five  Leach’s  Petrels  Oceanodroma 

leucorhoa  were  stonn-driven  inland  (plates  27 

&   28),  and  many  were  pushed  onshore  in 

Liverpool  Bay,  81  being  seen  from  the  Great 

Orme  (Gwynedd)  on  13th  and,  in  other  Irish 

■Sea  areas,  130  at  Ramore  Head  and  106  at 

Strumble  Head  (Dyfed).  By  mid  month, 

geese  Amer/ Branla  were  beginning  to  return 

lor  the  winter,  and,  of  “the  Nearctic  ducks 

reported,  only  a   Blue-winged  Teal 
discors  at  Stithians  Reservoir  (Ciomwall)  from 

14th  to  27th  (plate  33)  was  a   likely  new 
arrival. 

Birds  of  prey 

\'ery  few  raptors  were  noted  on  the  move: 
only  Ospreys  Pandion  haliaetus  were  noted 

early  in  the  month  passing  through  Kng- 

land,  and  a   Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vesper- 

lirius  remained  at  Longtown  (Caimbria)  from 
3th  to  1 1 th. 

Wading  birds 

Spotted  Crakes  Porzana  porzana  were  dis- 

covered at  seven  localities,  quite  a   lot  for 

this  elusive  species,  and  also  notable  were 

Corncrakes  Crex  crex  at  Prawle  Point  (De- 

von) on  lOth  and  at  Helmingham  (.Su(Tblk) 

on  lltb;  and  a   Crane  Grus  ̂ rus  visited 

Killington  (Cumbria)  on  25lh  (plate  24). 

Apart  from  Sociable  Plovers  Chettusia  pre- 

garia  consorting  with  Lapwings  Vanellus  vanel- 

lus  near  Pitsford  Resersoir  (Northam|)ton- 
shire)  from  18th  to  25th  and  at  Litchwell 

(Norfolk)  oti  25lh,  all  notable  finds  were  of 

Nearctic  species.  Of  the  four  re|iorts  of 

American  Golden  Plover  Ptuvudis  doiriiiiica, 

three  were  (rom  Orkney  and  Shetland  from 

21st  and  the  other  at  (ihurch  Norton  (West 

Sussex)  on  15th.  'Lwo  Semipalmated  Sand- 

pipers Calidris  pusilla  were  in  Ireland, 
another  was  at  Bude  (Cornwall)  on  28th, 

and  a   Western  Sandpiper  C.  mauri  "Was 
carefully  identified  in  Shetland  on  25th. 

Four  White-rumped  Sandpipers  C.  Juscicol- 

lis  were  found  after  21st,  eight  Baird’s 
Sandpipers  C.  bairdii  (plate  35)  early  in  the 

month,  31  Pectoral  Sandpipers  C.  melanotos 

(plate  25),  with  three  together  at  Lacumshin 

(Co.  Wexford),  only  four  Buff-breasted 

Sandpijjers  Tryngites  subnificollis,  a   Hudson- 
ian  Godwit  I.imosa  haemastica  at  Collieston 

(Grampian)  on  26th,  four  reports  of  Lesser 

Yellowlegs  Tringa  flavipes,  a   Solitary  Sand- 

piper T.  solitaria,  two  Spotted  Sandpipers 

Actilis  macularia  and  seven  Wilson’s  Phalar- 

opes  Phalaropus  tricolor.  Following  the  August 

influx  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  femi- 

ginea.  over  100  had  collected  at  Minsmere  by 

the  middle  of  .September,  flocks  of  up  to  80 

in  Ireland  were  a   rare  sight  and  92  at 

Dawlish  (Devon)  on  10th  was  excejjtional. 

Only  three  Red-necked  Phalaropes  Phalar- 
opus lobatus  were  found  o(T  course,  but  30 

Grey  Phalaropes  P.  Julie arius  (plate  32)  were 

dri\'en  inshore  by  the  storms,  with  a   further 

five  resting  on  inland  waters. 

Gulls  to  terns 

A   Laughing  Gull  Parus  atricilla  stayed  at 

Burnham-on-Sea  (Somerset)  from  2nd  to 

24th  (plate  26),  and  Ring-billed  Gulls  /,. 

24.  Crane  Grus  grus,  Cumbria,  September 
1988  (B.  .Marsh) 
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25.  Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidm  melanotos. 

Mid  Glamorgan,  September  I98H  {Howard 
NicholLs) 

delawarenxis  were  found  at  Stilbians  Reservoir 

and  at  Newton  Beach  (West  (Jlamorgan). 

Another  species  afTected  by  tlie  storms  was 

Sabine’s  Gull  /,.  sabinr,  of  the  90  reported 
sightings  in  Britain  (plates  29  &   ;10),  three 

were  inland,  with  two  together  at  Ghew 

Valley  Lake  (Avon),  and  in  Ireland  an 

additional  47  were  seen.  At  Cdiew  Valley 

Lake,  a   huge  (lock  of  450  Black  Terns 

Chlidonias  niger  was  presetit  on  7th  and 

White-winged  Black  Terns  C.  leucoptenis 

called  in  at  Dungeness  on  7th,  Fairburn  Ings 

(West  \’orkshire)  on  8th  and  Staunton 
Harold  Reservoir  (Derbyshire)  on  24lh  and 

25th. 

Owls  to  pas.serines 

A   not  so  Common  Nighthawk  Chordeiles 

minor  was  reported  from  Woolston  F.yes 

Nature  Reserve  (Cheshire)  on  1 1th  and  Bee- 

eaters  Xterops  apiaster  performed  exotically  in 

North  Norfolk  and  at  Dungeness  at  the 

beginning  of  the  month.  Wrynecks  jynx 

torquilla  were  prominent  in  the  fall  species 

which  reached  Orkney  and  Shetland  after 

2nd,  with  32  being  found  on  North  Ronald- 

say,  six  reaching  the  Isles  of  Scilly  on  8th 

and  singles  being  found  until  18th.  Four 

Richard’s  Pipits  Anthus  novaeseelandiae 
arrived  late  in  the  month,  but  the  12  Tawny 

Pipits  .4.  campestris  arrived  mainly  on  the 

warm  southerlies  at  the  beginning,  as  did 

Citrine  Wagtails  Molacilla  citreola  in  Orkney 
on  7th  and  on  Fair  Isle  on  8th.  On  this  last 

date,  a   notable  find  was  an  Isabelline 

Wheatear  Oenanthe  isabelliiia  at  Kenfig  (Mid 

(Glamorgan)  (plate  34).  .\  Moustached 
Warbler  Acrocephalus  melanopogon  graced 

Slapton  (Devon)  on  19th,  and  Hippolais 

warblers  featured  in  passerine  (alls:  Booted 

Warblers  Hippolais  caligala  were  (bund  on 

South  Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  on  3rd  and  at 

Pegwell  (Kent)  on  21st,  35  Icterine  Warb- 

lers H.  irterina  were  noted  widely  (plate  31), 

but  the  eight  Melodious  Warblers  H.  poly- 

glolta  were  all  in  southwest  England  and 

Ireland.  Barred  W'arblers  Sylvia  nisoria  were 
more  numerous  than  in  recent  autumns. 

Yellow-browed  Warblers  Phylloscopus  hiorria- 

lus  put  in  an  early  appearance,  18  arriving 

between  14th  and  30th,  with  seven  Red- 

breasted  Flycatchers  b'icedula  parx'a  mainly 
earlier,  between  4th  and  2 1st.  Orkney.  Fair 

Isle  and  Shetland  were  landfall  for  many 

Red-backed  Shrikes  Ixuiius  coUurio  early  in 

the  month.  Fhereafter,  singles  were  found 

farther  south,  with  similar  patterns  holding 

for  Scarlet  Rosefinches  Carpodacus  erylhrinus 

and  Ortolan  Buntings  Emberiza  hortulana.  \ 

notable  passage  of  Siskins  CardueUs  spinus 

was  recorded  at  Spurn  Point  all  month,  with 

a   maximum  daily  count  of  175.  Fhe  arrival 

of  Nearctic  passerines  started  on  25th,  with 

a   ver\  brief  view  of  an  unmistakable  Amer- 

ican Robin  Turdus  migralorius  on  the  Isle  of 

Wight;  followed  by  six  Red-eyed  Vireos 

I’ireo  oUvaceus,  with  two  on  Lundy  (Devon)  on 
28th,  one  and  then  two  together  on  Clape 

Clear  Island  (C’o.  Cork),  and  singles  at 
Lowestoft  (Suffolk)  on  29th  and  Porth- 

gwarra  on  29th  to  30th;  a   Northern  Parula 

Panda  americana  at  Portland  (Dorset)  on  30th; 

and  a   Northern  Oriole  Iclents  galbida  also  on 

30th  on  Benbecula  (Western  Isles). 

26.  Laughing  (iull  Imuls  atricilla,  Somerset,  September  1988  (/?.  _/.  Mellis) 
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27.  Leach’s  Petrel  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa,  Oxfordshire,  September  1988  {Andrew  V.  Moon) 

28.  Leach’:^  Petrel  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa, 
Bedfordshire,  September  1988  {Royal 

Aerospace  Establishment) 

29.  Sabine’s  Gull  Imcus  sabini,  Lancashire, 
September  1988  {Steve  Young) 

30.  Sabine’s  Gull  Earns  sabini,  Avon,  September  1988  {Brian  Thomas) 



31.  Icterine  Warbler  Hippolais  klerina,  SufToIk,  September  1988  (R.  J.  Mellis) 

32.  Grey  Phalarope  Phalaropus  fulicarius,  Merseyside,  September  1988  (Stei>e  Young) 

33.  Blue-winged  Teal  .4noj  discors,  Cornwall,  September  1988  {S.  C.' Hutchings) 
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34.  Isabelline  VVheatear  Oenanthe  isabellina.  Mid  Glamorgan,  September  1988  {Howard  Nicholls) 

35.  Baird’s  Sandpiper  Calidris  bairdii,  Cornwall,  September  1988  (5.  C.  Hutchings) 

Recent  reports 
This  summary  covers  the  period  14th  November  1988  to  2nd  January  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Bewick’s  Swan  Cygnus  columbianus  Adult  of 
nominate  race,  Durleigh  Reservoir  (Somer- 

set), several  dates  from  27th  November. 

Snow  Goose  Anser  caerulescens  Aberlady 

(Lothian),  lltli-13th  December. 

American  Wigeon  Anas  americana  'I'heale 
(iravel-pits  (Berkshire),  pair  from  29th 
December. 

Lesser  Scaup  Aylhya  qffinis  I.ough  Neagh 

(Northern  Ireland),  29th  December. 

White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeetus  albicilla  Shep- 

pey  (Kent),  from  19th  November;  Orford 

(SulToIk),  from  around  12th  December. 

Laughing  Gull  Imtus  atricilla  Lurgan  (Go. 

Down),  29th-31st  December. 

Hoopoe  IJpiipa  epops  Frensham  (Sussex), 

from  14th  December;  Melbray  (Cumbria), 
from  18th  December. 

Waxwing  Rombycilla  gamdus  Small  parties  in 

many  areas  throughout,  but  concentrations 

of  over  100  still  present  in  Scotland  and 

northern  England  in  January. 

American  Robin  Turdus  migratorius  Inver- 

bervie (Grampian),  23rd-28th  December. 

Arctic  Redpoll  Carduelis  homemanni  Car- 

noustie (Fayside),  30th  December  to  1st 

January. 
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For  our  brochure  please  contact:  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 
Lancashire  BB6  9QY.  Tel:  025486  317. 

TurkfN  and  Orcnr 

Holidays  for  the  diaccming  nataimlist 

1989  TURKISH  BIRDWATCHING 
— Leaders  Chris  Slade,  Gerard  Gorman 
CENTRAL  Sc  SOUTHERN  TURKEY 

18  davs  May 

EASTERN  TURKEY 

19  days.  May,  June,  August 

NORTH  TURKEY  &   N.  GREECE 

16  days  August 
CENTRAL  TURKEY  &   BOSPHORUS 

MIGRATION 

18  days  September 

BOSPHORUS  MIGRATION 

1 1   days  September 

Also  Budget  Camping  Tours  available  from  £320. 
HUNGARY 

THE  HUNGARIAN 

ORNITHOLOGICAL  SOCIETY 

BIRDWATCHING  TOUR  FOR  1989 

KISKUNSAG  LAKES 

1 1   days  May 

HORTOBAGY  MIGRATION 

II  days  August 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE 

8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park,  Solihull, 
West  Midlands  B92  9EL. 

Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535. 
Telex:  337000  JBSOL  _ 

Agents  for  Regent  Holidays  (U.K.)  Ltd.'S 
lATA,  ABTA,  ATOL  856  § 

“After  AO  years  active  bird-watching  / 
was  still  able  to  see  72  new  species, 

many  of  them  rarely  seen  outside 

Israel" 

K.B.,  Essex 

A   member  of  the  1988  Birdwatching  Toot  i 

BIRDWATCHING 

SPONSORED-PACKAGE 
TOURS  OF  ISRAEL  1989 

For  the  Spring  migration 
2nd-16th  APRIL 

For  the  Autumn  migration 
3rd-17th  SEPTEMBER 

SEND  FOR  THE  COLOUR  BROCHURE 

which  gives  itineraries  and  full  details  and 
lists  some  of  the  species  you  can  expect  to 
see  at  each  site 

To:  THE  ANGLO-ISRAEL 
ASSOCIATION  (Tour  Organizer) 
9   Bentinck  Street,  London  W1 M   5RP 

Telephone:  01-486  2300 
The  Anglo-lsrael  Association  is  a   Registered 

Educational  Charity  and  a   non-political,  non-profit- 
making  organization  promoting  a   better 
urxlerstanding  of  Israel  (D436) 



Just  published: 

LET’S  LISTEN  TO  THE 
PASSERINES  OF  BRITAIN 

AND  EUROPE 

by  Daniel  J.  PERNIN 

A   series  of  audio-cassettes  of  the  highest 

quality.  CR02  cassette  duplicate  at  low 

speed.  The  songs  and  the  calls  of  25  species 

—   passerines  plus  woodpeckers  —   can  be 
heard  on  each  cassette. 

These  cassettes  can  help  you  identify 

birds  by  their  song  and  their  calls. 

No.  1,  2   and  3   available  from: 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2,  3   &   4   Sackville  Street, 
London  WIX  2DP 

Telephone:  01-734  1150 

Other  cassettes:  —   The  Song  of  The 

Nightingale  —   The  Song  Of  The  Goldfinch 

—   Let’s  listen  to  41  Common  Birds  Of 

Britain  —   The  Marvellous  Bird  Songs. 

Just  off  Piccadilly.  Mon-Fri  9.00-5.30 

(D452) 
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British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 

total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 

63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

Tljr  Beautiful  Geoi^ian  Hotel w   AiiL.  EiccUcdi  Food  &   .\tcoinn)odat)oo 

Lawns  hoh,  Norfolk. 

(0263)  713390  ̂ 0 

CLEY 
5   miles Bargain 
Breaks 

IBB384I 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY — ‘Seaview  .\loorinir.s’,  Si 
■Vlar\'’s.  Personal  ser\ice  from  resident  prop- 

rietors, 'I'ony  and  Linda,  (^erlooking  harlxnir, 
close  to  quay  and  town — licensed — in-rot>m  tea 
and  coffee  making  facilities — extensive  breakfast 

menu — pels  welcome.  .Mso  ‘The  .\ft  Cabin’  our 
own  self-contained  holiday  flat.  S.-\F  for  details 
or  telephone  Tony  or  Linda  Dinglev  on  0720 

22327.  '   '   (BB677) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  Iloggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 
0539  22.592,  oflice  hours.  (BB460) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 
catering,  available  throughout  the  year.  Well 
placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 

Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S..-\.E.: 
Lady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 

London  EC2Y8BD.  Tel:  01 -6.38  9968.  (BB623) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  The  Wheelhouse,  St. 

Marys.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all 
year  round,  good  food  and  comfortable 
surroundings  next  to  the  log  count  venue. 

Tel:  0720  22719.  '   (BB536) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 
Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 
from  River  Wye.  .\  comfortable  and  infonnal 

place  wtih  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 
ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  fires.  C..H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tea/ 

colfee,  colour  T.\'.,  Radio,  Hair  Drvers,  Trouser 
Presses  elc,  Figon  Ronay,  Relais  Routier,  E.  T.B. 
Three  Crowns,  .^..A.  and  R..A.C.  2   Stars.  Chami- 
ing  self  catering  cottages  also  available.  .Apply 
the  Green  Man  Inn,  Fownhope,  Hereford  HRl 
4PE.  Tel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB470) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 
homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  .Marshes, 
woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  temis.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Mine- 
head.  Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB652) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Oxerlook- 
ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  'IN’,  gas  C:H.  Close  Ijeach,  available  all  year. 
.Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham.  Sur- 

rey CR3  9.SH.  'Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB626) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island.  The 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  06683  370.  (BB631) 

SLAPTON — Well  equipped,  self-contained 

uing/bungalow  in  '/t  acre.  Sleeps  4-6.  Sea  view. 
Beautiful  beaches.  Nature  reserve.  Dartmouth  7 

miles.  Pets  welcome.  From  £75.  Tel:  (0548) 

580952  for  brochure,  S.AE  ‘Hillcrest’,  Wood 
I^ne,  Slapton,  Kingsbridge,  Devon.  (BB704) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 
.McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  .Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton. Tel:  331 15.  (BB633) 

CHARLTON  HOUSE  HOTEL,  Dawlish.  A.A/ 

R.AC  two  star.  Excellent  food.  F.xe  Estuarx'  and 
Dawlish  Warren.  Dawlish  863260.  (BB542) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  64-2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)740770.  (BB618) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NW2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 
(BB670) 

EXMOOR  for  countrx'  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Tel:  059  87  201.  '   (BB706) 
COTTAGES  GALORE.  We  have  some  200 

delightful  cottages  in  all  parts  of  Britain.  .A  great 
variety  of  individual  properties,  all  inspected. 
Prices  £20  to  £50  per  person  per  week.  Get  our 
free  colour  brochure:  .Amato  Cottage  Holidays, 

22  High  Street,  .Alton.  Hampshire  GU34  IBN. 
Tel:  0420  88892.  (BB714) 

VTSIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 
the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

.Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  ‘   (BB755) 
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r   Churehwood 
Valfey 

South  Devon 

Self-Catering 
Holiday  Cabins 
BIRDS  -   ARE  YOU  INTERESTED? 
100  acres  of  Woodland  and  Coastal  Preservation 

Area,  listed  as  of  Outstanding  natural  beauty'  and 
frequently  referred  to  in  handbooks  on  bird  life.  A 
protected  area  of  varied  habitat,  other  Spring, 
Autumn  migration  points  are  within  easy  reach 

together  with  bird  sanctuaries  of  Devon  and  Corn- 
wall. Nature  conservation  can  succeed,  we  have 

built  a   number  of  quality  log  cabins  in  this  peaceful, 
wooded  valley  The  cabins  have  bird  tables,  nest 
boxes  and  large  view  picture  windows  (the  birds  can 
watch  the  people  inside!)  Yes.  they  have  central 

heating  and  colour  TV,  in  fact  are  very  comfortable, 
they  have  to  be  for  birdwatching  families  to  enjoy  a 
relaxing  holiday.  There  is  a   licensed  shop,  riding 

stables,  launderette  and  good  walks,  sailing.  Dart- 
moor National  Park  and  the  City  of  Plymouth  are 

near  at  hand.  We  are  AA  listed  and  Tourist  Board 

graded  May  we  send  you  our  brochure? 

Churehwood,  Wembury  Bay,  °~ 
Nr  Plymouth,  Devon  PL9  ODZ. 

Tel:  (0752)  862382  (24  hr) 
(BB722) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  .\lincarlo  Ciuest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Ciolin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  225 13.  (BB,503) 

BARTLEY'LODGE  HOTEL,  Ciadnani.  New 

Forest.  Gracious  Georgian  18th  centur)'  mansion 
set  in  secluded  grounds  surrounded  by  forest. 

Superb  cuisine  complimented  by  elegant  decor. 
•Ml  bedrooms  en-suite.  Brochure.  Tel:  0703 

812248.  (BB7I8) 

GARA  MILL,  Slapton,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 

2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 
woods.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

Hats  in  16th  c.  cornmill.  Near  Slapton  Ley.  T’Vs. 
Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure:  (0803) 
770295.  (BB728) 

PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  'FV  and  Microwave.  Hildick- 
Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  \Vitley, 

\N'orcester.  Fel:  Great  VVitley  896308.  (BB726) 

IRELAND 

IRISH  COTTAGE.  Magnificent  situation  on 

Dingle  peninsula,  Kerry.  Sea  and  mountain 

birds,  unspoilt  beaches,  countryside  full  of 

Bowers,  quietness.  Mod  cons,  sleeps  4,  £80-£135 
weekly  plus  electricity.  (Jerrards  Cross  (0753) 
88.3082.  (BB751) 

SCOTLAND 

WELLS-NEXT-TIIE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Warm 

welcome,  B&B,  E.M  opt.  I.es  Routiers  recom- 

mended. I'el:  0328  7 1 038 1 .   ( BB635) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

l.adv  Wilson,  .\ncala.  Port  (iharlotte.  I'el: 
289.  (BB673) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer,  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  .Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  .North  Coast 

Re.serve.s— 0328  2942.  (BB644) 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holidav  flat.  Details  0720 

22935.  '   (BB651) 

SALT  HOUSE.  Modernised  cottage  overlook- 

ing marshes.  Sleeps  4/6.  .S.a.e.  Baker,  35  Porson 

Road,  Cambridge  CB2  2ET.  (BB7 1 1 ) 

UPPER  TEESDALE,  Co.  Durham.  2   self- 

catering holiday  cottages.  Sleeps  4   to  6.  Close  to 
National  Nature  Reserve  and  other  areas  of 

birdwatching  interest.  I'el:  08,3.340209.  (BB732) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  I'el:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  I   MILE.  Flint 

stones  (iuesi  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

Hike,  tea/colfee  making  facs.  Col  TV'  all  rooms. 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  Tel: 

0263  740337.  '   (BB743) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Argyll  PA6I 

75'P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £30.00. 
Details,  brochures,  ma|5  (bird  list  on  request). 

■Fel:09512  316.  (BB.582) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  small  guest  house  and  farm 

in  lovely  countnside  a   mile  from  Denaig  \   illage. 

2   miles  frotn  coast.  The  best  of  home  cooking  in 

the  Highland  tradition.  W   rite  to  Jennv  .Matthew, 

.\rdrioch,  Deiraig,  Isle  of  Mull,  or  tel:  068  84 

2(H.  '   (BB703) 

ISLE)  OF  MULL.  A   stable  convened  into  2 

warm  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Farm,  (ail- 

garv’.  I'el:  068  84  265  or  (0573)  24852.  (BB688) 

GALLOWAY.  Hill  s,  lochs,  lorests  and  sea. 

Speciality,  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 

(juality  self-catering  houses,  cottages.  Hats.  De- 

tails send  30p  stamj)  to:  G.  M,  I'homson  ik  Co, 
27  KingStreet,  Castle  Douglas.  (BB662) 

.SEiE  PUE’E'INS,  skuas,  seals  and  a   lot  more 
Private  boat  takes  you  among  otherwise  inacces- 

sible colonies,  A   nature-lover’s  dream.  Full 

board  in  castle,  or  stay  in  self-catering  cottages. 
Send  for  details:  Balfour  Castle,  Sha|)insay, 
Orkney.  Tel:  085  671  282.  (BB700) 
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ISLE  OF  iSl.AY,  HI’.BRIDES.  I'ivt*  supt'rhiy 

e(|iii|)|>e(l  foltatJes,  opt-n  ihrouglioul  year.  Per- 
(eel  .situalion  with  views,  minutes  to  rharmini' 

village.  Short  drive  to  R.S.l'.B.  reserve  at 
(iruinart.  Broehure:  .Mrs  Sarah  Roy,  l.orgha 
Holiday  Cottages,  Port  Charlotte,  Isle  of  Islay, 

.Argyll.  Tel:  ()  l<)B8."i/2()«.  (BB(i‘H) 

DRUMGUISH,  by  Kingus.sie,  near  lush  .Marshes. 

Self-eater  bungalow,  fully  equipped,  sleeps 
6.  Night  storage  heaters.  Base  for  bird-watehing, 

elimbing,  skiing,  riding,  or  touring  the  High- 

lands. Winter  £7.5  p.vv.  inelusive  of  heating  and 

all  electricity,  .Summer  up  to  £150  p.vv.  Brochure 

073081  5307  evenings.  (BB710) 

RIVERSIDE  FARMHOUSE.  B&B  &   EM.  2 

twin  bednwtms  with  en  suite  bathrooms.  Home 

made  bread  atul  lann  produce.  IVout  fishing. 
Details  from  Prentice,  Cockbtirn  .Mill,  Duns, 

Berwickshire.  I'el:  0361  8281  I .   (BB72I ) 

EEl.ARY  ESTATE— MOST  AT'I'RACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  clialets 

situated  on  the  shores  of  Eoch  Caolisport.  While 

you  are  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wtierever  vou 

please.  There  are  hill  walks,  many  hxhs  and 

burns  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

l)irds,  flow'ers,  etc.  The  perfect  Iwation  for  the 
true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  The  Booking  Office,  Ellarv  7, 

Lochgilphead,  .Argyll  P.A31  8P.A.  Tel:  08808  232/ 

209  or  054685  223.  (BB737) 

ISLE  OF'  ISLAY,  Locfiside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Ltx'h  Indaal.  Birdwatcfiing  all  the 
year  round.  Superl)  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  trasin, 

colour 'FV,  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  .Mrs  F'ileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 
Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  .Argyll  P.A43  7I.B.  Tel: 

Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   244/265.  ’   ( BB740) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  Lochdon.  Well  equipped 

cottage.  .Sleeps  f-6.  Electricity  included.  Fishing 
by  arrangement.  .Auchnacraig,  Ixvchdon,  Isle  of 

Mull.  Tel:  068  02  486.  (BB716) 

OSPREY  VISITORS  to  Ixxh  Garten  -t-  Aber- 
nethv?  Locheil  GH  offers  BB:  £9.50;  DBB:  £14; 

or  self-eater  cottage  (sleeps  6)  rental  £20  nightly, 

and  chalet  (sleeps  4)  £15  nightly.  For  details  + 

150  birdlist,  walks,  slide-talks  etc.,  write: 

Locheil,  Boat  of  Garten,  Inverness-shire.  Tel; 
047983603.  (BB715) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  300  self-catering  famihouses.  cottitges 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SY 1 6   2A.A.  Tel:  (0686)  25267.  ( BB687) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.  Em,  £4.50.  Eel:  .Mrs  Knight. 
09744637.  (BB708) 

17th  CENTURY  CH  ARACTER  COTI  AGES 

in  piclurestjue  setting,  fant.istic  views.  Sleeps  2- 

12.  Self-catering.  2   miles  Svmonds  5.11  with 

peregrines,  buzzards.  Open  fires  &   central 
he.iling.  .\.\  recommended.  H.  Smith,  ( )ld  kilns. 

Howie  Hill,  Ross-on-W\e.  lei:  0f)89  62051. 

(BB723) 

ANGLESEY.  .Su[>erb  l>eachside  hotel  with  mag  - 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ■High- 
ground’  -A.A/R.AC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  hxid  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  .Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Freardtlur  Bay,  (iwvnedd 
1,1.65  2YY.  Tel:  0407  86(M)78.  (BB744) 

OVERSEAS 

MAJORCA,  NORTH.  Familiar  Hotel.  Half- 

boartl.  S|>ei  ial  car  hire  rates  in  low  season.  1   el: 

531998‘Oriola'  Pollensa.  (BB154) 

CAMARGUE.  Secluded  holidav  ctMtage  on 

fann.  Rogers,  .Mas  d’.Auphan,  la-  Sambuc,  I32(X1 
ARLES,  France  (0 1 033)  90989IM I .   ( BB692) 

NEGLECTED  S.E.  SPAIN,  interesting  breed- 

ing birds,  migrants.  Small  modem  house,  inex- 

}>ensive,  convenient  airport.  Details,  list.  Pel: 

(0233)628.5-17.  (BB664) 

CORBIERES  DISTRICT,  upland  village,  stone 

famihouse,  English  owners.  .Magnihcent  scenery 

and  wildlife;  historic  sites  and  leisure  pursuits. 

Tel:  0842  827620  (evenings)  or  010-33- 
68.69.89.19.  (BB73I) 

BIRD  W   A   TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

DAY  TRIPS  TO  RUnTLAND  WATER.  Lon- 

don £17.  Manchester  £18.  Write  for  brochure  to 

Graham  Faithfull  .-Activity  Holidays  Ltd,  3/4 
Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9  2RB.  (BB679) 

BIRD  WATCH  TO  LAKE  MANA  .AS  &   WEST  ANATOLIA 

Uiirch  31-Apiil  8   lEasler)  £460  <i  April  21-28  £373.  Two 
ieparax  fours  to  vail  over  10  bird  localions.  including  Lake 

\lanva.s  Imsi  vear's  turd  list  available. 
BIRDS  &   F1.0WERS  of  Tl  RKEA 

Apnl  2l-.3lav  3   £580.  A   unique  grand  lour  ihmugh  Turkey. 

Rniish  expen  leaders  for  birds  and  flowers  plus  a   Turkish  guide. 
Visii  25  selected  localions. 

Tours  Stan  from  England  and  include  Experts,  Flighl,  All  Food. 

Room  in  ***  hoiels.  .Air-Cond  Coach.  Guides.  So  hidden 
extras.  Full  details  from. 

NATITIEW  ATCH  tOl’RS 
.Scots  Mcadoo,  Liule  Hontood.  Milton  Kevnes 

MKI7  OPO.  England.  Tel: 
(BB7A8) 
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lSunbirder<3<]  EILAT 
\   Blrdingpackagf  hoildav^  --  »   ,««« March  1989 

From  £312 

The  next  great  Sonbirder  event.  Be  there! 

Includes  4-star  hotel  B&B;  Information  Pack; 
evenmg  get-together  and  Log. 

Group  discount.  Optional  minibus  excursions; 

cheap  car-hire. 
100%  rated  “highly  successful"  by  1988  group. 

Details  from: 
SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 

  Telephone:  0767  82969  (24  hrs)  (bb6S3)^ 

SKOKHOLME/SKOMER  ISLANDS,  PEM- 
BROKESHIRE. Thousands  of  seabirds,  carpets 

of  flowers.  Some  courses.  S.a.e.  Dept  BB, 
VVVVNTC,  7   Market  Street,  Haverfordwest, 

Dyfed  .S.-\6  IINF.  Tel:  Haverfordwest  (04,37) 
.542.  (BBII4) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 
and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 
needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 
Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 
NSW,  Australia  (BB690) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

(A  Division  of  Algarve  Rirdwatch  Ltd.) 

Spring  ’89  guided  birdwatching  tours. 
Algarve,  Portugal  9th- 16th  April,  16th-23rd 
April.  Write  to:  32  Coronation  Road,  Map- 
perley,  Nottingham  NG3  5JS  or  telephone 
0602  602587.  (BB642) 

SPECIAL  OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays 

for  the  elderly.  Relaxed  style  and  extra  staff. 

Write  for  full  brochure  and  state  ‘Tours  for  the 

Elderly’,  to  Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays 
Ltd,  ilA  The  Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9 

OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays,  examples — 
Full  board  £290  Turkey,  self-catering  £290 
Spain.  Write  for  brochure  to  Graham  Faithfull 
.Activity  Holidays  Ltd,  3/4  The  Sheepmarket, 
Stamford,  Lines  PE9  2RB.  (BB680) 

PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

An  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeology.  Europe’s largest  tern  colony.  oa. 

For  information  on  travel/ accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 
Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

POINT  PELEE  &   ALGONQUIN  16-30  May 

’89  for  spring  migration  of  North  American 
warblers  and  more:  £980.  Details  from:  Birding 

(BB),  Lattenden’s,  Ashburnham,  Battle  TN33 
9PB.  Tel:  0323  833245.  (BB735) 

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

UIST  WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS.  We  organise 

interesting  and  exciting  holidays  in  the  Hebri- 
des. Discover  the  rich  wildlife  of  Uist,  sail  to 

islands  of  the  Inner  Hebrides  or  come  and 

explore  St  Kilda.  Uist  Wildlife  Holidays,  Old 

School,  Lochcarnan,  South  Uist,  Outer  Hebri- 
des. Tel:  (08704)  278.  (BB691) 

KENYA  Birdwatching/Wildlife  Safaris.  8th  .Sep- 
tember: Masai  Mara,  Samburu  Rift  Valley 

Lakes.  22nd  September 'Fsavo,  .Amboseli,  Indian 
Ocean.  2   weeks  all  incl.  £1,125.  .Adventure 

Africa,  Fhe  Square,  Ramsbury,  Wilts.  Fel:  0672 
20569.  (BB693) 

WEST  OF  IRELAND.  Wildlife  holidays,  natural 

history  courses,  field  studies  facilities  for  indicdduals 

and  small  groups.  Good  food  and  comfortable 
accommodation  overlooking  Connemara  mountains 

and  Lough  Corrib.  Guided  tours  to  Connemara,  the 

Burren  and  the  Cliffs  of  Moher.  Contact  Dr  Tony 

Whilde,  Corrib  Conservation  Centre,  .Ardnasillagh, 

Oughterard,  Co.  Galway.  010-353-9 1-82519  (BB747) 

SITUATIONS  VACANT 

WARDEN— FAIR  ISLE 

West 

\   j-  ))  Cornwall 

Nick  and  Liz  Riddiford  are  moving  on  after 

8   highly  successful  seasons.  New  warden 

required  starting  March  ’89.  Prospiectus  ^ 
available  from  Chairman,  F'lBOD, 

21  Regent  Terrace,  Edinburgh  EH 7   5B'F  ® 

Week  long  guided  tours  between  the  Lizard  and 

Land’s  End  Peninsulas  to  study  autumn,  late  winter 

and  spring  migrants.  .Small  countryside  hotel  pro- 

viding full  board,  parked  lunches,  guide,  transport, 
slide  lectures. 

For  free  brochure  contact:  Ross  on  Lourdes,  c/o 

Chyraise  Lodge  Hotel,  Millpool,  (Joldsithney,  Nr 

Penzance,  Cornwall  I'R20  9(1).  I   cI:  (0736)  763485. 
(BB698) 

Gibraltar  Point  National  Nature  Reserve 

Warden  required  for  shorebird  protection 
and  reserve  management,  April-.September. 
Also  person  for  domestic  and  general  reserv'e 
duties,  March-November.  £40  p.w.  plus  full 
board.  Apply  to  The  Warden,  Gibraltar 
Point,  Skegness,  Lines.  Tel:  0754  2677. 

(BB754) 
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WARDEN  FOR  CAPE  CLEAR 

BIRD  OBSERVATORY 

Capt-  Clear  Bird  Observatory  requires  a   warden  to 

mn  its  hostel  areommodation,  organise  the  record- 

ing of  birds,  carry  out  fieldwork  and  run  courses  for 

young  people  in  1989. 

I   he  position  would  suit  either  an  unemployed 

person  qualifying  for  the  Irish  Social  F.inployment 

Scheme  who  would  be  willing  to  spend  a   year  on  the 

island  or  a   person  available  for  the  period  from  July 

to  October.  A   knowledge  of  birds  is  essential. 

.\ccommodation  is  provided  and  a   very  small 

remuneration.  The  major  attraction  of  the  po.sition 

is  the  opportunity  to  watch  birds  at  one  of  F.urope’s 
most  exciting  hirdwatching  locations. 

Please  write,  sending  a   curriculum  vitae  and  refer- 

ences, to  Clive  Hutchinson,  92  South  Mall,  Cork. 

(BB752) 

BIRD  REPORTS 

LINCOLNSHIRE  BIRD  REPORT  1987. 

Includes  Barn  Owls,  Bluethroats,  Lapwings, 
1987  rarities,  Gibraltar  Point  Report.  £2.75  inc 
p&p  l.incolnshire  Bird  Club,  22  Laburnum 

Drive,  Cherry  Willingham,  Lincoln  LN-I  I.XS. 
Back  numbers  available.  (BB756) 

BIRDS  IN  DURHAM  1987,  LJ.OO  incl,  p&p, 
from  David  Sowerbutts,  9   Prebends  Field,  Giles- 
gate  Moor,  Durham  DH 1   IHH.  (BB713) 

SUSSEX  BIRD  REPORT  1987  —   Just  pub- 

lished. Send  £2.70  to  ‘S.B.R.  1987’,  Lorrimer, 
Main  Road,  Icklesham,  Winchelsea,  F^.  .Sussex 
TN364BS.  (BB734) 

SCOTTISH  BIRD  REPORT  1987.  Just  pub- 

lished. A   complete  round-up  of  the  year's 
birding  highlights  in  Scotland.  .-Vvailable  at  £3 
from  the  S.O.C.  Bird  Bookshop,  21  Regent 

Terrace,  Fidinburgh  F’,H7  5BT.  (BB749) 
BIRDS  OF  OXFORDSHIRE,  1987.  £3  inc. 

p&p,  from  R.  Overall,  30  Hunsdon  Road,  Ifflev, 
Oxford  0X4  4JE.  (BB717) 

NATURAL  BREAKS 

LOSEHILL  HALL 

Inature  breaksi 
1989  A 

Mosses  &   Liverworts  14  -   16  Apr 
Amphibians  4   Reptiles  14  -   16  Apr 
Nature  Photography  2-4  June 
Looking  at  Ferns  16  -   18  June 
Dragonflies  &   DamselfliesT  -   9   Jul 
Nature  Walks  12 -18  Aug 

ALSO  for  '89 Introduaion  to  Birdsong.  fHovvrflies. 

Medicinal  uses  of  wiidplants..  And  others. 

Further  details  (s.a,e.  please)  from  - 

Peter  Townsend.  PrincipaJ.  Peak  National 

Park  Study  Centre.  Losi^ll  Hail.  Casdeton 

Derbyshire  S30  2WB 

Tel;  Hope  Valley  (0433)  20373 

(BB730) 

BOOKS 

QUALITY  BIRD  BOOKS— for  latest  list  write 

to  &   H.  Books,  23  .-Vnclrew  Road,  I'unbridge 
Wells,  Kent.  (BB719) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 
to  Briani  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

I'aqxtrley,  Cheshire  (;W6  0.\J.  'Pel:  0829  51804. 
(BB648) 

BIRD  BOOKS,  1838-1986.  SAE  for  700  item 
catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Cottages, 
Burton-in-Lonsdale,  Carnforth,  l.ancs.  (BB736) 

PEMBERLEY  BtXJKS 

(i<MKl  qualin  secondhand  b<K»k.s  for  ihr  b<K)k 
collector,  scientist  and  naturalist.  Send  for  our  latest 

catalo)(ue  of  omitholo^'  and  other  natural  histor\' 
titles. 

43  The  l.^asowe*  Lichfield,  Staffs  WSI3  7HA 

Tel:  (0M3)  263630 I.  A.  Johnson,  BSc,  FRES  (BB748) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 
Coxton  Publications,  — 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  § 
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  S 

BIRDWATCHING  IN  CRETE  Enlarged  2nd 
edition.  £2.95  inc.  p.  &   p.  Stephanie  Coghlan,  25 
Thorpe  Lane,  Huddersfield,  W.  Yorks.  HD5 
8TA.  (BB682) 

HENRY  SOTHER.AN  LTD 

Ijindnn's  Imding  nmithohpcal  hook  stockut\ 

Catalogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 
bird  books  and  reports, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 
natural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 
HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Princes  .Arcade,  Piccadilly, 
London  SWTY  6DS 

Telephone:  01-439  6151 
(BB709) 

NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS.  Secondhand 

and  new,  bought  and  sold.  Catalogues:  J.  E. 

Oliver,  Malt  Cottage,  Croft  ’t'ard.  Wells,  Nor- 

folk. "   (BB683) 
RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 

bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringburv, 
Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  812940.  (BB498) 
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BOOKS  ON  BIRDS,  MAMMALS,  ETC., 

BOUGHT  &   SOLD.  Also  Field  Sports,  Big 

Game,  Travel,  Science,  the  Arts,  etc.  Catalogues 

issued.  David  Grayling,  Crosby  Ravensworth, 

Penrith,  Cumbria  CAIO  3JP.  09315  282. 

(BB614) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SVV  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
.Austria,  South  .Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka,  Lapland 

and  Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

.Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 

2PW.  ^   (BB707) 
TETRAD  ATLAS  of  the  Breeding  Birds  of 

Devon  by  H.  P.  Sitters,  available  from  DBWPS, 

Whistley  House,  Axtown  Lane,  Yelverton, 

Devon  PL20  6BU  at  £18  post  free  (payable  to 

DBWPS).  (BB725) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  Many  of  the  original 

bird-drawings  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

photographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 

enquiries  or  offers  will  be  forwarded  if 

addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fountains, 

Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44 

3NJ.  (BB613) 

THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 

cassettes.  Also  specially  prepared  Sound  Guides. 

SAE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall  HR5  3HS. 

(BB739) 

40  X   LENS  for  Kowa  TSN  scope.  Mint  cond. 

£30.  Tel:  Orpington  (0689)  26301 .   (BB741 ) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

ZEISS  WEST,  15  X   60,  great  for  sea  watching, 

very  cheap!  Tel:  0326  74865.  (BB724) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 
signed for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 

mounting.  £.30  incl  p&p.  .S.AE  details,  Richard 

Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  Alherstone 
CV9INH.  (BB672) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BB653) 

Rare  Bird 

Photographic  Library 

TO  ALL  RARE  BIRD  PHOTOGRAPHERS: 

This  is  a   new  service  to  enable  you  to  profit 
from  your  rare  bird  photographs.  You  will 
receive  a   minimum  of  forty  pence 
for  each  print  sold  through  the  library.  For 
more  details  send  a   S.A.E.  to  the  address 
below. 

RARE  BIRD  COLOUR  PRINTS  FOR  SALE: 
You  can  obtain  the  latest  list  of  rare  bird 

photographs  by  sending  a   large  S.A.E.  to  the 

address  below  All  prints  are  size  6"  x   4"  and 
cost  El  .20  plus  20p  for  P&P. 

Robin  Chittenden,  65  Sandringham  Road, 
Norwich,  Norfolk.  Telephone:  (0603)  633326 
(evenings)  (BB668) 

TURKEY— BIRDING  GUIDE,  1988.  Com- 

prehensive spring/summer  binding  guide.  Com- 
piled from  6   weeks  binding  and  3   other  reports. 

£4.00  each  inc.  p&p  from  Mark  Telfer,  Midwood 

House,  36  Elm  Park  Road,  Pinner,  Middlesex 

HA53LH.  (BB742) 

FOR  SALE.  10  X   50  Jenoptems.  Very  good 

condition.  With  case.  £30.  Phone  Jon  King.  Tel: 

086565195.  (BB746) 

FOR  SALE.  Bushnell  .Spacemaster  telescope 

with  22  X   W.A.  and  15-45  zoom  eyepieces.  Good 
condition  £110.  Tel:  Battson  0457  62876. 

(BB750) 

CARRY  YOUR  TRIPOD  in  comfort  with  the 

Tripod  Tamer  Shoulder  Strap,  £8.50  including 

postage  from  Vital  Equipment,  Colwyn  Bay, 

ClwydLL298AT.  (BB7I2) 

OILPAINTINGS  from  your  favourite  photo- 

graph. Lifelike  reproduction,  birds,  pets,  por- 
traits. Details:  Exquisite  Art,  18  Laciotat  House, 

Old  Taunton  Road,  Bridgwater,  Somerset  TA6 
3SA.  (BB720) 

BIRD  STUDY.  1960-88  (60  to  63  bound). 
Offers  to:  Tel:  (0263)  78315.  (BB757) 

WITHERBY’S  SOUND  GUIDE  to  British 

Birds  complete,  by  Myles  North  and  Brie  .Simms 
Offers:  Tel:  (0943)  608370.  (BB758) 

WILDFOWL  TRUST  ANNUAL  REPORTS 

Nos.  3   to  30,  excluding  25  and  28.  26  copies  in 

all.  Offers,  Tozer,  21  Craigmount  Grove  North, 

Edinburgh  EH  1 2   8BY.  (BB7.59) 

ICE  BOUND  ON  KOLGUEV  by  Trevor- 

Baftye,  offers  to  Wimane,  110  Higher  Lane, 

Lymm,  Cheshire  WA130BY.  (BB760) 

VAURIE  I,  II,  Witherby  I-V,  OST  reps.  New 

Nats  etc.  Willis  paintings.  Tel:  0903 

81.5215.  (BB7.33) 
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OPTOLYTH 
Choice  of  connoisseurs 

The  excellence  of  optical  design  and  construction  engineered 
into  this  instrument,  provide  the  user  with  a   unique  neutral 
image,  exquisite  natu^  colours,  superb  contrast  and  definition. 
Full  field  for  spectacle  wearers.  Black  rubber  armoured, 
compact  and  lightweight.  Close  focus  to  approx.  5m. 

For  the  full  range  of  Opiolyth  products;  including  the 
8   X   32  BGA  &   7   X   42  BGA  touring,  telescopes  and 

highly  acclaimed  Alpin  binoculars,  please  phone  or  write 
to  Sole  importers. 

OPTICRON.  PO  Box  81,  St.  Albans,  Herts,  ALl  3NT. 
Tel:  (0727)  56516 

IWllYlll 
MADE  IN  GERMANY 

10  X   40  BGA 
TOURING 

(D435) 
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CORPORATE 

in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone)  member 

204  HIGH  STREET 

BARNET,  HERTS. 
EN5  5SZ 

01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

ACCESSORIES 
E 

Car  window  mount 
2200 
2200 

38  00 Rowi  Shoulder  Pod 38  00 24  95 

995 

35Q 

350 

350 

Tnpod  strap 
695 

IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  TITCHWELL 
In  Focus  are  pteased  to  announce  a   further  RSPB  Field  Weekend,  this 
time  at  RSPB  TitchweB  Marsh 

Thut  lake  place  on  the  4   and  S   o(  March  and  wiH  otter  the  opportunity  to 

lest,  compiare  and  purchase  a   wide  rar>ge  of  equipment  under  Field 
Conditions,  at  this  well-known  Reserve 

You  are  irwited  to  apply  m   writing  or  by  phone  d   you  would  like  to  receive  an 

invitation  to  this  event  Please  indicate  preferred  day  and  approximate  time 
ct  atlen6ance  On  receipt  of  your  application  you  wilt  be  sent  an  Information 

Pack  containing  instruction  on  how  to  get  to  the  Reserve,  a   descnption  ot 

the  bird  tite  you  are  bkely  to  view,  together  with  your  In  Focus'  Guest  Ticket 
Preforerx^e  will  be  given  to  guests  who  have  received  invitations 

APPLY  NOW  TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT' 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
SUNDAY  DATES 

FEBRUARY  19lh  MARCH  I9ttl  APRIL  16th 

With  the  Kind  co-operalion  of  the  Herts  and  Modx  Wiidkfe  Trust  in  Focus 
are  now  able  to  otter  customers  a   unique  opportunity  to  use.  compwe  and 

purchase  quality  optical  equipment  under  itekJ  corxlitions  Lemelord  Springs 
Nature  Reserve  «   situated  approxvnately  20  m4es  rxxth  ol  London  and  • 

rust  tS  nmns  dnve  from  June  23  on  the  M2S  motorway  Th«s  compact  wet 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  of  bwd  Me  and  cxrskxners  can  expect 
good  views  of  water  and  woodland  birds  Visitors  are  viviied  to  take 

advantage  of  the  ample  parking  to  the  nght  of  the  reserve  gale  then  make 
their  way  to  reception  At  this  povit  customers  can  (tscuss  the*  ndwidual 
requirements  with  our  technical  staff  binoculars  are  issued  from  this  pomi 

and  can  be  used  on  a   woorSand  walk  or  m   a   pnvale  hs)e  where  a   tui  range 

of  lelesoopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  xitormaSon  and  dxectons 

please  contact  IN  FOCUS 

NEW  CULLMANN  HIDE  UOUHT  C49.95 

WEST  ZEISS 
Diafyte  X   20B 

Diafyt  10x256 

OialytSx  206GA 

OialytSx  30BGAT 

Oialyt  7   X   42BGAT 

OialytS  X   306GAT 
Diatyt  10  X   40BT 

Oialyt  10  X   40BGAT 

Diaryt8x568GAT 
Porro  15  X   60GAT 
Accessories 

£ 
169  00 

209  00 

229  00 
Phone 

Phone 
Phone 

Phone 
Phone 

Phone 

Phone 

OPTOLYTH 

4   00 

Eye  cups,  rubbei  (set) 
10  00 

tox 

Sparc  case  for 
10  X   40BGAT 26X 

LEITZ c 
Tfinovid  0   x   2O0C 235X 

TnnovidS  x   206CA 247  X 

Tnno«)  10  X   258C 247  X 

Timovd  10  X   25BCA 259  X 

Case  tor  compact 
14X 

Tnrovid7x  356A 399  X 

Ttmovid  8   X   32BA 445  X 

Tnnovid  7   x   42BA Phone 

TnnovidS  x   406A Phone 
Tnnovto  10  x   406A 

Phone 

Tiwovx)  10  X   406AN Phone 

Soft  case 34X 

Hard  case 40X 

8X 

NIKON E 
7x  206 74  95 

9x258 79  95 

8   X   20B  Roof  Pnsm 134  95 

10  X   256  Roof  Pnsm 
149  95 

9   X   306  Roof  Pnsm 239X 

8x30eZCF 109X 

10x35BZCF 209X 

20  X   60Fietoscope 269X 

20  X   60  Fietosoope  Ed 
489X 

ISx.  30x.  40x.  60x 

Eye  pieces  (each) 65X 
1425 

HazeUV  Mter 42X 

1025 

Eye  piece  case 
796 

Photo  Kit 157  X 

AOLERBLICK E 
8x326 123X 

8x426 120X 

10x406 12SX 

10  X   506 
139X 

7x216 1XX 

8x246 119X 

Aipin  7   X   426GA 207  X 

AJpinS  X   406QA 2XX 

Alpin  10  X   40BGA 205X 
Alpin  10  X   506GA 221  X 

Toumg  7   X   42  6GA 
Phone 

Tounng  10  x   406GA 

Phone 

Osins  8   X   40GA 
145  X 

Osins  10  X   40GA 
147  X 
4X 

TGX 
320  X 

TBS8045" 
320X 

20x  WA 88  X 

Xx 

57  X 

40x 
58X 

35X 
OPTICRON E 

PolarexS  x   40  GA 58X 

Pofarei  10  x   40  GA sex 
Classics  X   40 95X 

Classic  10  X   40 9SX 
HR7  X   426 130X 

HRS  X   426 
140X 

HR  10x426 
USX 

HR  10x508 155X 

Elite9x35 186X 

PiccolBody 107  X 

I5x-60x  Zoom 
45  X 

128X 

HR  60mm  45  ‘   Body 

1XX 

HR  60mm  QA  Body 155X 

22x  WA 
XX 

20x-Xx  Zoom 65X 

Case  tor  Scopes 

16X 

59  95 

KOWA E 

TS601 
189X 

TS602 169X 49  X 

25xor40x 

43X 

20x-60*Zoom  ♦ 94X 
265X 

TSN-2body 
255X 

TSN  3body 
495  X 

485X 

20x  WA 

79X 

59X 

20  X   -60  X   Zoom 

119X 

Case  for  Scopes 2250 

Photo  Kit 8900 

SWIFT 
E 

Audubon  8   5   X   44 

169X 

Osprey  7   5   x   42 
129X 

FREE  CASE  WHEN 

YOU  BUY  A   KOWA' 

BUSHNELL 

Spacemaster 15  X   -45  X   zoom 

20  X   -60  X   zoom 

22x  WA 20  X   or  40  X   each 
Photo  Krt 

Case 

Custom  8   X   368 

Custom  to  X   406 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA 
TumumS  x   21  Mono 

£ 

155  00 84  W 

65  00 
44  W 

39  00 

27  00 
16  00 

169  00 
199  00 

£ 

39  95 

SL67 

Strap 

OUESTAR  £ 

Field  Model  3'^'  with  broad  band 

coasng  suppkad  with  50x-80x (24mmi  Lens  Hood.  Photo  K4  and 
Case  2.242  00 
PofToPnem  14030 

eO'-IXx  06mm)  11030 

44  95  ̂  
Jenoplem  10  x   X 

X9S 

OeftrintemS  x   X S495  1 

Deftrmtem  10  x   X 

X95  1 

Notarem  8   x   326 

11496  ^ 

Notarem  10  x   406 

149  95  [ 

Octarem  8   x   x   6 

199  95  2 

HABICHT E 
Diana  i0x40B 

Phone  , 

BRESSER E 

8   X   40GA  Roof  P 

119X  i 

10  X   40CARootP 

119X 

7   X   42BGALUX 

135X  E 

10x42BGALux 
149X  1 

IQxSOeGALux 

165X  j: 

Diont  7   X   42BGA 

179X 

Oiont  to  X   420GA 

1XX  L 

MIRADOR E 

8x426 

110X 

10x426 

114X  1 

10  X   506 

122X  1 

Mer1m25  x   X 

97X  t 

Merknte  xUOx  X 

129X  , 

MerIviX  x   75 

119X 

Mertm  22  X -47x75 

157  X 
1500 

MANFROTTO 
TRIPODS E 

XX 

45X 

XX 

128  FuM  head 

34  95 

Extra  ligN  200 
X95 995 24  95 

SLIK  TRIPODS E 

37  95 

Master02 X95 

CENTURY 
Field  Model  GA  60mm 
20  X   -45  X   zoom 

20x.  30x.  40« 
eye  pieces  (each) 

BARBOUR 

£ 
150  00 
49  00 

1900 
1695 

45  45 

69  95 

7B96 

1945 11  45 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  and  select  from  our 

comprehensive  range  of  equip- 
ment Compare  Zaiss  with  LeiQ 

OpiotyVi  with  Kowa  or  NSion  We 

are  a   comptetety  vxJependent  com- 

pany whose  only  concern  •   that 
our  Customers  select  the  correct 

nstrumer4  lor  thev  persor\al  needs 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Oeojss  you  requvaments  with  our lachneal  staff  and  orders  ptaoad 
with  Access  or  V«a  Cards  writ  be 

despatched  same  day 

MAIL  ORDER 

Jual  add  C2  to  help  cover  P&P  and 
visurance  and  your  order  iwM  be 
despatched  on  the  same  day  as  we 

receme  your  cheque  Al  equo’nem 
«   supplied  on  14  days  approval 

i4)0n  fsce^X  of  kA  rematance 

SECONDHAND 
Instnanents  are  always  avaSabie 
Turnover  e   test  SO  we  do  not  pnnt  a 

hst  Phone  tor  nformabon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  prices  pato  tor  good  ccndttion 

epucment HOW  TO  FIND  US 

We  are  lOmms  from  M2S  and  aim 

motorways  and  15  mr«  waA  from 
High  Bar^  Underground  Station 
Pnoes  correct  3   12  88  E&OE 

MIRAE)C>R/9UK  ' 
OUTFIT 

mirador  merlin 
25  X   60  AND  CASE. 
SLIK  GAZELLE  95D 

AND  STRAP. 
OUTHT  PRICE El  29.00 

104  95 

695 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT  ON  THE 
FOLLOWING  INSTRUMENTS 

ZEISS  WEST  8   X   306GAT.  7   x   428GAT,  10  x   406GAT 

LEITZ  TRINOVID  8   x   40BA.  7   x   42BA  10  x   40BAN 

KOWA  TSN-3  (X  4   NIKON  FIELDSCOPE  ED 

Simply  select  Ihe  model  ot  your  cfxxce  pay 

one  third  of  Ihe  puichasc  price  with  the  balarKe 

m   two  equal  payments  one  nxxith  apart 
Phone,  write  or  cal 

BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

(D467) 

El 



WORLDWIDE 
BIRDING  1989 

Our  new'  brochure  featuring  a   variety  of 
ornithological  and  wildlife  tours  covering  all  six 

continents  is  now  available. 

Contact  us  for  your  copy 

Twickers  World 
22CHURCH  STREET, TWICKENHAM 

01-892  TO6/8164 24  HR  BROCHURE;  01-892  7851  ABTA/IATA/PATA 
7~vA 

FOCALPOINT 
Deal  with  birdwatchers  who  understand  your  requirements 

LEITZ  Binoculars 
Beaulilully  made  precision  Inslrumenls  Wilh 
conlrasl.  resolulion.  flalness  ol  held,  true 

inlernal  locusmg  design,  and  climate  resist- 
ance which  are  unsurpassed  And  all  within  a 

compact  lightweight  design' 
As  used  by  bolh  principals  ol  Focalpoint 
and  many  thousands  ol  dixerning  birders 
throughout  the  world  All  sizes  are 
available  Irom  stock 

NEW  -   ADLERBLICK 

Mullicoated’  exceptional  quality 8   x   42  16995 
10  x   42  179-95 
10  x   50  198,95 

NIKON  Fieldscope  system 
in  stock  from  9269 

Binocular  &   Telescope Display 

At  Martin  Mere  Wildfowl 

Trust  Reserve,  Southport, 
10,30  am  to  4   pm  on 

Sunday,  19th  February 

Wintering  ducks,  swans,  geese 
and  raptors  will  provide  ideal 

subjects  for  you  to  ’tield-test' LEITZ,  ZEISS,  QUESTAR, 
OPTOLYTH,  KOWA,  OPTICRON, 
CENTURY,  NIKON,  ADLERBLICK, 

MIRADOR  &   BUSHNELL 

INSTRUMENTS.  Plus  tripod 
and  accessory  display. 

NEW  Skua  Mkll  cases  lor  Kowa  TSN 

telescopes  in  stock  now.  Total  encase- 
ment, ultra  rugged  and  weatherproof 

Stays  on  the  scope  at  all  times 
BIRDGUIDES 

Ask  lor  details  ol  these  bird  tours 

MAJORCA  March  '89 SW  SPAIN  May  Full 

KENYA  September  '89 
GAMBIA  January  '90 VENEZUELA  March  90 

QUESTAR  -   Mirror  Scopes 
the  best  that  money  can  buy! 

MAIL  ORDER 
SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS  FREE' 

REPAIRS  & 
SERVICING 

TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 

FOCALPOINT 
14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, 
Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS 

Telephone:  0606  891098 
(0465) 

Open  Mon.-Fri. 9.30-5.30 

Sat.  9.30-4.00 
Closed  Sundays 

and  Bank  Holidays 

II 



Unit  9,  35  Revenge  Road,  Lordswood,  Chatham,  Kent  ME5  8DW 
Tel:  0634  201284  (24  Hour  Answer  Phone) 

EMATION 

(1)368) 

iii 



Authorised  U.K.  Dealer  for 

Tele  Vue' “Tops  in  the  Field” 
TELESCOPES  AND  EYEPIECES 

Even  Better  Than  You  Imagined! 

Send  £2.00  (refundable  with  order)  for  colour 

literature  on  the  finest  range  of  telescopes  avail- 
able. With  patented  Plossis,  Wide-Field,  and 

Nagler  eyepieces.  Surely  the  world’s  finest. 
Superb  observation  binoculars  now  available. 

139  Dean  House,  Eastfield  Avenue,  Walker, 

(D431)  Newcastle  upon  Tyne  NE6  4UU Telephone:  091  263  8826 

*   WE  OFFER  * 

A   SPF.HDY  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Access/Visa/Credit  Charge.  Post  Ft 
Prices  subject  to  availability 

P 
Oi 

C2  50.  Prices  correct  1.12.88. 

pen  6   days  9am  -   5.30pm 

ZEISS  WEST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   

E189 

10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   .   .   E209 

8   X   30  B   and  K   Case   E379 
8   X   30  BGA  CF  b   Pouch   E379 
8   X   56  B   G.  AT  b   Case   E544. 
7   X   42  B.G  AT  b   Case PHONE 

10  x40  BT  Er  K   Case   . E463. 
10  X   40  BGA  CF  &   Pouch  . PHONE 

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 

Very  good  value  with  Hard  Case 
8   X   30  Jenoptem   E   40. 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   E   48 
10  X   50  Jenoptem   E   65 
10  X   50  Dekarem   E   73 
8   X   32  Notarem   ElOO. 
10  X   40  Notarem   E143. 
8   X   50  Octarem  B,  or  BGA   .   E160. 
12  X   50  Dodecarem  B,  or  BGA  . E199. 

ADLERBLICK 

Case,  litarime  guaranlPR 
E120 

Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   .   E136 
Adlerblick  10x42   E125 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   .   E144. 
Adlerblick  10  x   50   E139 

Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armour   E159 

SWIFT  Supplier!  with  Case  &   St'ap 
Belmotit  8   X   40     C   56. 
Belmont  10  x   50   E   59 
Belmont  1 2   x   50   E   62 . 

Red  Spot  8   X   32   E   69. 
Red  Spot  8x40   E.  98 
Red  ̂ ot  1 0   X   50   E   99 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42     El 00. 
Blue  Spot  10  X   42    E125 
Trilyte  Rubber  10  x   40   El  25 
Trilyte  10  X   40   E124. 
Osprey  7.5  x   42   E139. 
Audubon  8   5   x   44   E169. 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8x30  and  Case     E19  99 
7   X   50  and  Case     E29.99 
12x40  and  Case     E32.99 

HABICHT  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  WM   E299. 
7   x50  M.S.L   E399. 
lOx  40  M   S.L   E399 
lOx  40  WM   E339. 

TRIPODS 
SI  IK  D2  E   69 
SLIK  88   E   69 
SLIK  Black  Diamond   E   76 

SLIK  Shogun    E.  99. 

MIRADOR  TELESCOPES 
Merlin  18  x   60    E   89. 
Merlin  18x  40x  and  60   E124. 

Major  60m  Body  &   Fixed   El 52. 
Major  60m  Body  &   Zoom   E179 
Major  50m  Rubber  &   Fixed   E149. 
Maior  50m  Rubber  &   Zoom   El 76 
Mirador  Window  Mt   E   22. 

BUSHNELL  SPACEMASTER 

Body  and  Zoom  Eyepiece   E2.19. 
Body  and  Fixed  Eyepiece  from   El 69. 

BAUSH  ft  LOMB  $ 

Discoverer   El  90  3 

PrtrU'ssMindl  &   Retail  Photu 

KOWA  TELESCOPES 

TSN1  Body    

tIn3  tt.  SQRRYI! 

zox^wide"'"  DUETQ  PRICE  . 25xand40x 
Zoom  TSN  I 
Photo  Adapter   

TS601  PLEASE  PHONE  FOR 
1S602  .   , 
25x  and  40x.  .   . 

Zoom  601  INFORMATION 

CAE£x2 
68  70  St.  Thomas  Street  SCARBOROUGH  •   von  iDU  •   Tel.  (0723)  365024 
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Snowy  Cotinga 

Summer-Fall,  1989 

Neotropical  Birding  Tours July 

Manu  National  Park.  Peru 

August 

Explorer's  Inn/Paracas/Machu  Picchu,  Peru Peruvian  Andes 

September 
Manaus.  Brazil 

Southeastern  Brazil  Endemics 

October 
Venezuela  Short 

Bolivia 

November 

Colima  &   Jalisco.  Mexico 

Northern/Southern  Argentina 

Chile 

December 

Holiday  Costa  Rica 
Trinidad  &   Tobago 

field  guides 
I   Pi  C   O   R   P   O   R   A   T   E   D 

For  the  detailed  itinerary  for  any  of  these  tours,  or  a   complete  listing  of  our  tours  worldwide, 

please  write  to:  P.O.  Box  160723-C.  Austin.  Texas.  78716  USA.  phone;  512-327-4953. 

telex:  4943693  tieldgui.  British  reference  available  upon  request. 



Direct  from  our^factory  -   same  week  despatch 
FREE  CONTAINER  OF  WAX  WITH  EVERY  JACKET 

Waxproof  Va  length  observer  jacket 
with  corduroy  collar 

(D437) 

This  superb  jacket  is  made  of  extra  quality  tightly  woven  Egyptian  COTTON 
thoroughly  WAXPROOF,  water,  thorn,  rot  and  lungus  proof 

★   Specially  designed  DOLMAN  sleeves  (seamless  shoulders)  lor  freedom  ol 
movement. 

★   Has  showerproof  check  lining  with  deep  all-round  non  conductive  band  at 
bottom  to  prevent  water  seeping  into  lining. 

★   Stormproof  front  with  two-way  heavy  duty  polycarbonate  zip  and  stud fastening 

★   Two  large  pouch  pockets  with  weather  openings  and  studded  Haps 

w   Two  breast  pockets,  large  inside  map  pocket.  Draw  cord  at  hem. 
★   Detachable  hood 

★   Stormproof  cutis. 

Colour:  Olive  Green 
Sizes  36,  38,  40,  42,  44,  46 

Refund  pledge  -   if  not  entirely  satisfied 

Please  make  cheque  or  postal  order 

WEARITE  CLOTHING  CO 
Dept  BB,  Park  View  Works,  257  West  Green  Road, 

London  N15  SEE. 
Tel;  01-802  3399 

237  Royal  College  Street,  London  NW1 
Tel:  01-485  9989 

CALLERS  WELCOME 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1989 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-four  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

N.  India 
Kenya 

Namibia  -   Etosha 
Zimbabwe 
Tanzania 

Botswana  -   The  Okavango 
Natal 

Madagascar 

India  -   Tiger  Special 
The  Seychelles 
Thailand 

China/Tibet 

Australia 
New  Zealand 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 

Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Israel 

Jordan 

Cyprus N.  E.  Greece Turkey 

Yugoslavia 
Corfu 
The  Camargue 

The  Roussillon 
Andorra 

Spanish  Pyrenees 
S.  W.  Spain 

Goto  Dohana 

Majorca 
Lake  NeusiedI 
Arctic  Norway 

member 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE.  BOONOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243)821230  (D^)  ATOL  LICENCE  No.  743 

YOUR 

GUARANTEE 

VI 



LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 
Dur  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
imple,  free  and  safe  parking.  Testing  facilities  are  probably 
he  best  in  the  country  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is 
icross  a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more 
distant  views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
jxperience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our 
leautiful  Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely 
elaxed  atmosphere?  Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out 
0   be  more  of  a   social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition. 

BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is  a   wide  selection  of  books  and 

videos,  with  special  emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for  beginners  and  experts 

  alike.  Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse   

Several  visits  to  our  pool  by  a   Kingfisher  recently  delighted  customer 
who  were  fortunate  to  see  it  catch  a   number  of  stickleback  A   juvenil 
Moorhen  has  now  taken  up  residence  and  associates  happily  with  ou 
two  domestic  ducks 

ZEISS 

M   7«43  BGAT 

>yi  8*30  BGAT 

M   10x40  BGAT 

lyi  8*30  BGA 

M   8*20  B 

M 10*3S  a 

Phonv 

for 

bricps 

LEITZ  1 
wvid  7*35  BA 399  00 
iov>d  7*43  BA 498  00 

»*•«  B*33  BA 445  00 

>ov>d  8*40  BA 499  00 
«*  d   10*40  B 489  00 

lotid  10*40  BAN 539  00 

•ovd  6*30  BCA 247  00 

•ovd  10*25  QCA 245  00 

OPTOLYTH  1 

•*n  8*40  BGA 200  00 

r>  10*40  BGA 305  00 

10*50  BGA 231  00 

KESCOPES 
75  CA 31800 

TOGA 390  00 

80  GA 353  00 

K)GA  bods 334  00 

•80  GA  body 320  00 
one** 
WA 86  00 

56  00 

5700 

56  00 

OPTICRON  1 
■•rvt  Bx40 170  00 

••TV*  10x40 175  00 

*   HR  8*42 140  00 

10x43 
145  00 

10x50 155  00 

“i9*35 185  00 

LESCOPES 
StratgM  60mm 128  00 

0Ms*t  60mm 150  00 

Straight  eOrrtm  RA 155  00 

4ln'»g  ty#oi#ces 28  00 

coom  30*  60* 
65  00 

Piccolo  body 107  00 

Fyapiece*  liom 33  00 

Zoom 

45  00 

Class'C  Straight  75mm 
10700 

Fixed  mag  eyepieces 

1800 

Zoom 50  00 Tripod 

59  95 
Window  clamp 33  00 
Universal  clamp 

22  00 

Hide  clamp 
38  00 

1   NIKON 

8*30  ZCF 

196  00 

10*35  ZCF 
21800 

0*40  DCF 
533  00 

tfL^s'^6^>ES 

395  00 

F   0   30*60 

489  00 

Spotting  scope 
2G9  00 

Eyepieces  15*  30*  40* 

63  00 

Photo  adapt 
149  50 

F   0   Adapt  ring 

15X 

BUSHNELL 

TELESCOPES 
Custom  6*36 

179  00 

Custom  10*40 

189  00 

Spacemaster  60mm 

14U00 

Fixed  mag  E   P 35  00 
Zoom  15*  45* 

79  00 

Discoverer  15  60*60 

199  00 

AOLERBLICK  1 H>4r 

10x42 128  50 

10x50 139  00 

Add  f   1 8   lor  R   A   t.Todeis 

TELESCOPES 
MuHicoaied 

169  95 

Muiticoateo 
179  96 

Muiticoaied 198  95 

BRESSER  1 
"New  Corvette 

8x43  11900 

TELESCOPES 
Merlin  60vnm  79  00 

79mm  t07  00 

fixed  me^  ev«o>e<e»  1800 
2oom  eyepiMex  50  00 

1   OPTIMA 
TELESCOPE 

Super  60mm  RA 

150  00 

Eyepieces  15*  20*  30*  40* 

25  00 

Zoom  30  45* 

65  00 

1   MINOLTA 
Marine*  10x40 199  99 8x33 179  99 

Compact  8*34 

74  39 

1   ZEISS  JENA  1 
Noierem  8*33 

114  95 

10x40 

144  97 

Janooiem  8x30 

44  95 

Deftriniem  8x30 54  95 

Dexarem  10*50 
89  95 

1   QUESTAR  \ 

Ask  fo*  quotation  on  all  rr>odels 

1   SLIK  1 

03 

69  95 

Full  rar>ge  o<  Si'k  models  m   stock 

1   MANFROTTO  1 
1 44  bas< 

45  00 

1 44  black 

50  00 
1 38  mini  vOexT  r>ead 

34  95 

190  m.n.  pto 

35  00 

200  compact  head 39  95 

1   OPTICRON  1 
Tnpoo  59  95 

Ti'po(J«r*p  6   75 

10«50  13900 

Iwcm  10*43  153  00 

10*50  164  50 

Add  ri4  tor  R   A 
Linear  8i43  134  95 
Lirteer  tO»43  134  95 

Ororil  10*43  1   78  00 

1   KOWA 

1 
TELESCOPES 

TSN  1   77mm 

331  00 

TSN  2   77mm 

218  00 

TSN  3   77mm 

441  00 

T   SN  4   7   7mm 

41400 

30*  WA 

66  00 

35* 

43  00 
40* 42  00 

30*  60*  raom 

96  00 

Casa 

1950 

TS  601  60--  - 

185  00 

T5  603  60mm 

165  00 

30*  WA 

4750 

35* 

41  00 

40* 

41  00 

30*  60*  raom 
93  50 

Compact  binoctilais  7*33 
84  50 

1   HABICHT  1 
Otana  10*40  WM 

341  00 

S«X  WGAP 387  50 

7.42  St 

364  00 
10*40  Sl 407  00 

8xX  SLC 
X3  00 

SWIFT  1 
Audubon  8   5*44 

168  00 

Osorey  7   5*43 

134  50 

TELESCOPE 
Tetemaster  15  60*6C 

275  50 

MIRAOOR 
1 

8*43  11000 

10*43  11400 

10*50  134  00 

(Ot68‘ 

^   ING  TIMES  Shown  here  is  a   small  selection  of  our  vast 

—   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday  'enge  or  optical  equipment  &   accessories. 

•SSORIES 

nnge  of  eyecups.  ramguards,  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

bargains 

'Heed  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 

IT  FACILITIES 

al  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

kGE  DEALS 

ve  discounts  Phone  for  quotations 

■)RDER 

I   postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE  Goods  are  despatched  promptly  upon 
of  full  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone 

US  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE,  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel;  (0676)  4050 

Ml 



Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
\   89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

Phone:  01-648  8822 
Mon.-Fri.  9ain  to  5pm  Sat  9am  to  1 1 .30am 

C^r  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  pest  centres  in  the  country 

■k  Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

ir  Competitive  prices  *   Long-established  workshop  *   Callers  welcome. 

k   Phone/mail  order  service  ^   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  C 

10  X   25  Dialyt  214 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  245 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvt  389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 

7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  535 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
8x20BCATrinovid  247 
10x25BCTrinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8   X   32  BA  T   rinovid  445 
8x40  BA  T   rinovid  Phone 
10x40  BAN  Trinovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  1 4 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof  341 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 

OPTOLYTH 

8   X   30  Alpin 
8x40  Alpin 
10x40  Alpin 
7x42  Alpin 
10x50  Alpin 
12x50  Alpin 

302 

186 
200 
205 

207 
221 225 

NIKON 
8   X   20  roof  prism  1 39 
10x25  roof  prism  154 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism  248 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism  268 

SWALLOW 

1 0   X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 
prism  1 20 

MIRADOR 

8x42 
8   X   42  with  rubber 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom 
1 0x40  B   Custom 

OPTICRON 

8x42  High  Resolution 

10x42  High  Resolution 
8x42  HrTi 
10x42  HR  II 

10x50  HR  II 
9x35  BCF  Elite 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 

Camera  adaptor 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45°) TSN-2body 

TSN-3body(45°) TSN-4body 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 

20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

TS601  body  (45°) TS  602  body 

20-60  X   eyepiece 
20  X   WW  eyepiece 

OPTOLYTH 

30x80 TB  80  body 

TBS  80  body  (45°) 
TBG  80  body  (straight) 

TB  eyepieces  from 
15-40x60 
22-60  x   70 

22x60 

22x70 

C 110 
120 

189 
199 

110 

114 140 

145 155 186 

489 

65 
157 

265 
255 
495 

485 

59 

SPACEMASTER  C 
Mmm  body  1 55 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from  65 
Other  eyepieces,  from  26 
OPTICRON 

60mm  HR  body  1 28 
Ditto ,   with  rubber  155 

60mm  HR  body  (45°)  1 50 
Zoom  eyepiece  65 
Other  eyepieces  from  26 
30  X   75  Classic  1 25 

CENTURY 

60mm,  rubber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case  1 60 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece  1 9 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece  49 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  plus  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece  1 87 

Nylon ,   padded  case  1 5 
PICCOLO 
60mm  bodv  1 07 

Zoom  eyepieces  from  45 
Other  eyepieces  from  22 

119 189 
169 

94 

NIGHT  VISION 

Intra-red,  hand-held  scope, 

complete  in  case 
Mams  charger 

690 

69 

49 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SlikD2 

73 

353 

Slik  Shogun' 

99 

344 
SlikSL67 

105 

320 

Manfrotto  MN 1 44  legs  etc 50 
320 Manfrotto  MN  1 90  legs  etc 35 
56 Manfrotto  MN  1 28  head 35 

265 Manfrotto  MN  200  head 

40 

353 
Universal  clamp 22 

210 
Hide  clamp 

40 

290 Car  window  mount 

25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £1 0   when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  *   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAMi 
HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  26th  FEBRUARY 
(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 
tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

o We  are  only  1 5   minutes*  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (D458) 
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ALL  LISTED  BOOKS  ARE  POST  FREE  TO  ‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  SUBSCRIBERS 

Recordings  Please  add  £1.75  p&p  per  order  Fkase  tick 
Sture  Palmer  &   Jellery  Boswall  .1  Field  Guide  to  the  Bird  Songs  of  Britain  and  Europe 

Complete  set  of  1 6   cassettes  in  four  packs  (running  time  approx  1 3   hours)  (i  si  ai.pkicf.  £   105)    £95. (X)  D 
Individual  cassette  packs  (£28.00  each)   
  Divers  to  gulls  CI];  rcnis  to  warblers  IZ]  ;   Cioldcrest  to  crows  CH;  .\ccidentals  Ul 

Complete  set  of  15  l.P  discs  of  birds  (running  time  approx  12  hours)  (tsf.M.  prick.  £105)   £95.00  Ul 

Complete  set  of  1 5   LP  discs  of  birds  and  2   l.P  discs  of  mammals  (fscvi,  prick  £   1 20)   £   1 08.90  Ul 

Gompanion  set  of  recordings  of  (>9  British  atul  European  mammals  (2  1   -P  discs)   £   1 3.90  Ul 

1   o   order  individual  di.scs,  please  use  tbe  British  BirdShop  order  form  on  pages  xv  &   xvi  in  your  Januarv’  1989 
issue. 

Kettle  British  Bird  Songs  and  Calls  (2-cassette  pack)   £1 3.99  Ul 
Mild  Soviet  Bird  Songs  (2  ca.ssettes)   £19.95  Ul 

Roche  Wi>(A«'fl/Aer(3-cas.sette  pack)  (C.  Helm)   £28.95  Ul 

Books  and  other  items  are  included  in  British  BirdShop  only  if  they  are 

approved  by  British  Birds  and  considered  to  be  generally  reliable,  good  value 

and  useful  additions  to  a   birdwatcher’s  library .   Any  item  ordered  through 
British  BirdShop  which  fails  to  meet  your  approval  can  be  returned  and  your 

money  will  be  refunded  without  question.  It  is  our  aim  to  provide  British  Birds 

subscribers  with  the  best  and  most  reliable  ser\ice  possible.  .\11  correspond- 
ence concerning  British  BirdShop  should  be  addressed  to  British  BirdShop, 

c/o  NHBS,  2   VVills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  IQ9  5XN. 

Books  ,\ll  listed  books  are  POS  T   FREE.  New  books  and  special  olTers  marked  * 

.•Mi  &   Ripley  Compact  I   landhook  of  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan.  Nkw,  RKVISKOKoriloN  (OL'P)   £75.(K)  Ul 
.-V.skew  The  Dragonflies  of  Europe  (Harley  Book.s)   £49.95  Ul 

*British  Birds/IBCF.  International  Bird  Identification  (iscAi.i  v   £8..50)   Paperback  £7.50  Ul 

Bruun,  Delin,  Svensson,  .Singer  &   Zetterstrom  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  (('ountrv'  Life)   Paperback  £5.95  Ul 
Busby  Birds  in  .Mallorca  {C.  Helm)   £   16.95  Ul 

Cady  &   Hume  'Ihe  Complete  Book  of  British  Birds  (A.\  &   RSPB)   £19.95  Ul 
♦Chandler  VortA.  tt/fln/iV.S'AoreWrrfv  (Macmillan)  Kxci.csivkprkpi  ri.ic.viionofffr  (usual  price  £12.95)   £10.95  D 
Cheng  Tso-Hsin  .4  Synopsis  of  the  .Avifauna  <f  China  (?nre\)   £98.00  Ul 

*(3ark  &   Wheeler  .4  Field  Guide  to  Hawks:  .\orth  .America  (Houghton  Mifflin)   Paperljack  £10.95  U 
Clolston  &   Burton  .4  Held  Guide  to  the  Waders  of  Britain  and  Europe  with  Sorth  .Africa  and  the  .Middle  East 

(Hodder&  Stoughton)   £9.95  Ul 

Cramp  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic  vol.  1   £75  Ul  vol.  2   £75  U   vol.  3   £75  Ul  vol.  4   £75  Ul  vol.  5   £75  Ul 

Dalton  Secret  Lives  (Century)   £   1 4.95  D 

Delin  &   Svensson  Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  (\Aam\yn)   £14.95  l_J 

DulT,  Hatton  &   .Stirrup  .Vo/ /Jfl///   Papterback  £1.70  U 

Farrand  .Audubon  .Master  Guide  to  Birding   vol.  1   £   10.95  U   vol.  2   £   10.95  Ul  vol.  3   £10.95  Ul  vols.  1-3  £30.95  LJ 

Ferguson-Lees,  Willis  &   SharrtK'k  The  Shell  Guide  to  the  Birds  ofBritain  and  Ireland  ̂ \c\\ae\]osep\\y.   £9.95  Ul 

Fry,  Keith  &   Urban  The  Birds  of  .Africa  (.-Xcademic  Press)   vol.  1   £71.50  Ul  vol.  2   £71.50  Ul  vol.  3   £71.50  Ul 

CenslHil  Birdsof Prey  of  Britain  and  Europe.  Sorth. Africa  and  the  .Middle  Ea.st  (Collins)   £14.95  Ul 

(iooders  Whereto  Watch  Birds  in  Britain  and  Europe  [C.  Helm)   Paperback  £9.95  Ul 

♦Goodwin  Crowsofthe  World2nA  edn  (Brit.  Mus.)  FACt.t:,si\TOFKKR  (RKm  cF.i)FROM  £30.00)   £22.50  □ 

Harbard  .4  Bird-watcher's  Qiiiz  Book  (f ’ollins)   Paperback  £2.95  Ul 

♦Harris,  Fucker  &   N'inicombe  The  .Macmillan  Eield  Guide  to  Bird  Identification  (Macmillan) 
Excm'sivk  PRKPI'BI.ICATIONOFKKR  (usual  price  £14.95)   £12.95  U 

Harrison,  C.,  &   Reid-Henry  .4  History  ofthe  Birds  of  Britain  (Collins)   £14.95  U 

Harrison,  P.  .Seabirds:  an  identification  guide  Revised  edn.  (C.  Helm)  Bf.si  Biro  B<x>kof  1983   £19.95  U 

Harrison,  P.  Seabirds  of  the  Worid:  a photo^aphic gitide  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £15.95  LJ 

Havman,  Marchant  &   Prater  Shnrehinh:  an  identification  guide  to  the  uaders  of  the  World  (C.  Helm) 

Bf.st  Bird  B(  k   >k  (   )F  1 986   £2 1 .95  □ 

Hollom  Ihe  Popular  Handbook  of  British  Birds  5th  edn.  (VNitherby)   £1-4.95  U 

Johnsgard  Ihe  Quails,  Partridges  and  LrancolirisoJ  the  IForW((4UP)   £47.50  U 

King,  Dickinson  &   Wotxlcock.l  Eield  Guide  to  the  Birds  of South-Ea.st. Asia  (Collins)   Paperback  £8.95  □ 

I,ack  The  .Atlas  ofW  Intering  Birds  in  Britain  &   Ireland  ( Poyser)  Bf.si  Bird  B<  k)K  of  1 987   £20.00  □ 

Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  page  x   to  complete  your  order. 
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ALL  LIS  FED  B(X)KS  ARE  POST  FREE  TO  ‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  SUBSCRIBERS Plea.u’  tick  Y 

Madge  &   Burn  Wildfowl:  an  identification  guide  to  the  ducks,  geese  and  swans  of  the  W   orld  (C.  Helm) 

Bkm  BikdBookok  1988   £19.95  CH 

Marshall,  Haes  &   Oseiulen  Grasshoppers  and  Allied  Inserts  of  Great  Hritain  and  Ireland 

•Mearns,  Mearns  &   Rees  Biographies  for  Hirdwatchers  (.Academic  Press)   £   1 7.50  CH 

IMcWe  Bill  Oddie's  Little  Black  Bird  Book  (WeWwn)   Paperback  £1 .95  CH 
Oddie  Gone BirdingiWethuen)   £7.95  Cl 

Oddie  Birdwatching  with  Bill CWr/fe  (.Macmillan)   £8.95  O 

Paz  &   Kshbol  The  Birds  (if  Israel  (C.  Helm)    £2 1 .95  C 

Perrins  GollinsXew  Generation  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe   Paperback  £7.95  O   Hardback  £   10.95  O 

Piilking  \ature Photography  Yearbook  I9BB-B9  (Yountain)   £   14.95  C 

Pyle,  Howell.  5'unick  &   DeSanle  Identipcation  Guide  to  Xorth  .American  Passerines  {Yi\uie  Creek  Press)   £15.00  C 
Redman  &   Hdcrap  Birdwntching in  Britain:  a   site-hy-site guide  (C-.  Helm)   £12.95  O 

*Sharrock  Ihe  Erontiers  of  Bird  Identification  (British  Birds)  (l  sr  \i  I'Klcf  £9.95)   £7.95  C 
Snow  .1  Study  of  Blackbirds  Revised  edn  (British  Museum)   Paperback  £7.95  O 

Soper  (BBC)   Paperback  £4.95  O 

*Soi)er ,   1   Passion  for  Birds  ( 1   )a\  id  <S:  Charles )   £   1 0.95  O 

*SO\  ( ).\  Atlas  van  de  Xederlandsi  I   ogels  K\(  l   .t  si\  l   kfdi  t   t   Dt'KicK  (usually  £2 1 .00)   £18.00  O 

I   ulloch  Bobby  I'ulloch's Shetland iWiictyyiWun)   £1  1.95  C 

\'iney  &   Phillipps/</Vfl!v(///«Hi;A'»«t;4th  edn   Paperback  £1 1.50  C 

Voous  Oivlsof  the Xortheni  I leniisphere  {(.'.oWins)   £45.00  O 
Watson. 1   Bird  Artist  in  .Scotland  (Wriherh))   £14.95  C 

British  Birds  The  'British  Birds'  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic 
    1978  edn  £0.00  □   1 984  edn,  ifother  books  ordered,  £   1 .00  □   1984  edn  £1 .85  □ 

ir  vou  kno\v  the  current  prit  e,  you  can  order  \\^  natural  history  book  in  print  by  using  the  \vri  it-i\  okdk.rs 

.section  below.  On  lhe.se  write-in  orders,  plea.se  adtl  10%  for  postage  and  packing  (up  to  a   maximum  of  £3. ,50). 

*,\ll  Ijooks  published  bv  I .   &   ,\.  1).  Poy.ser  can  be  oidered  in  the  wru  i -i\  oRotJts  .section  below. 

WRI  I   t-IN()RI)KRS    

Binders 
Ihe  British  Birds  Binder  {ho\ds  12  issues  &   index) 

Ties 
l   ies,  with  Red  (irouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  □   (ireen  □   B   rown  □   .M  arooii  □ 

£6.95  □ 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  FEBRUARY  1989 

Make  all  the(|ues  and  POs  pasahlc  to  British  Birds.  Payment  can  he  made  in  l'S$  or  Irish  punts  at  eiirrenl  exeliaiiRe  rates. 

Sterling  payments  can  also  he  made  directly  into  I'K  (dro  account  numher  37  ,58H  6303.  hut  ph  ase  still  post  this  lorm.  Please 

allow  2H  days  for  delivers  in  t   K.  longer  if  abroad.  I O   (pialify  for  P(  )S  I   I   B   1,1',  please  <|uote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name,,,. 

.Address 

Ref. 

No. 

    I'otal  £   Che(|ue/PO  enclosed  O   Ciro  payment  made  C 

5 Oil  can  also  jiay  using  If  your  address  for  credit  card  |)ur|K),se.s  is  dillerent  from  that  above,  give  it  here 
these  credit  cards: 

Please  debit  my  .Acce.ssA'i.sa/MastetCard/KunK'ard 

jiMoilwCowti 

Kxpirv  date 

Signature 

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  please  f|iiote  vour  BB  ref.  no,  as  well  as  your  credit  card  no. 
in  ,   l   ot  Ties  (0803)  86.5913 

( 

Send  order  to:  British  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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VOMJMK  82  NUMBKR  2   FKBRUARY  1989 

Congratulations,  RSPB! 
Exactly  100  years  ago,  in  February  1889,  a   group  of  people,  mainly ladies  concerned  about  the  plumage  trade,  met  at  Didsbury, 

Manchester.  Out  of  this  small  event  grew  the  ‘Society  for  the  Protection  of 

Birds’,  which,  with  the  granting  of  a   Royal  Charter  in  1904,  became  the 
Royal  Society  for  the  Protection  of  Birds.  In  this  editorial,  therefore,  we 

send  our  congratulations  to  the  RSPB  on  its  centenaiy. 

The  vast  scale  of  the  plumage  trade  prompted  the  formation  of  the 

Society  in  the  nineteenth  centurv,  but  its  work  soon  expanded  in  other 

directions,  notably  the  protection  of  rare  breeding  birds  in  Britain.  The 

RSPB  is  now  the  largest  voluntary  wildlife  conservation  organisation  in 

Europe,  and  one  of  the  most  active,  effective  and  influential  in  the  World. 

In  1965,  the  RSPB  was  still  striving  for  its  30,000th  member.  The 

‘swinging  sixties’,  however,  brought  us  not  only  the  Beatles  and  the  mini- 
skirt, but  also  an  upsurge  in  public  interest  in  and  sympathy  for  wildlife.  It 

is  greatly  to  the  credit  of  the  RSPB  that  its  council  and  staff  identified  this 

and  exploited  it,  having  helped  to  create  it  in  the  first  place.  Today’s 
RSPB  is  large  (with  about  half  a   million  members),  well  funded,  and  very 

professional.  It  is  a   major  force  in  interesting  people  in  birds  and  wildlife 

conservation,  with  a   formidable  record  of  successful  work  for  our  birds 

and  their  habitats.  It  publishes  a   high-quality  magazine  for  its  members 

{Birds),  an  annual  journal  {Consen>ation  Reinew)  and  the  award-winning  Bird 

Life  for  its  junior  members. 

\Hrit.  Rirds  82:  47-48,  Februan'  1989] 
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48 
Congratulations,  RSPB! 

Milestones  in  the  Society’s  history  are  many  and  varied;  they  include 
the  1954  Protection  of  Birds  Act  and  the  1981  Wildlife  and  Countryside 

Act,  for  both  of  which  the  RSPB  campaigned  long  and  hard;  the  formation 

in  1943  of  the  Junior  Bird  Recorders’  Club,  which  in  1965  was  renamed 

the  Young  Ornithologists’  Club;  the  adoption  in  1955  of  the  now-famous 

Avocet  motif;  and  the  RSPB’s  100th  reserve,  established  in  1984. 

‘BB’  and  the  RSPB  are  close  neighbours,  physically.  For  many  years,  we 
have  enjoyed  close  co-operation  with  the  Society  and  its  staff  (and  a 

special  relationship  with  the  YOC),  and  long  may  this  continue.  ‘BB’ 

readers  also  recognise  the  importance  of  the  RSPB’s  role  in  ornithology, 
for  over  80%  of  our  subscribers  are  RSPB  members. 

‘Thank  you,  RSPB!  Keep  up  the  good  work!’  These  phrases  may  be 

hackneyed,  but  they  are  apposite,  for  we  already  owe  much  to  the  RSPB’s 
achievements,  and  now  rely  on  its  continued  efforts  in  the  future.  Eds 

The  communal  roosting  of  Wrens  Troglodytes  troglodytes  is  well documented  (e.g.  Armstrong  1955;  Brit.  Birds  62:  157-158,  244;  72; 

104-107;  76;  579-580;  E.  A.  Ellis,  Eastern  Daily  Press  22nd  February  & 
17th  March  1986,  and  in  litt.).  During January-April  1986,  I   had  varying 
opportunities  to  watch  at  close  range  the  roosting  behaviour  of  Wrens 
in  nests  of  House  Martins  Delichon  urbica. 

The  bungalow  where  I   live,  at  Brundall,  Norfolk,  is  situated  within 

the  grounds  of  the  village  school  on  a   fairly  steep  slope  on  the  north 
bank  of  the  River  Yare,  overlooking  Surlingham  Broad.  The  surround- 

ing area  contains  much  varied  habitat  and  holds  a   healthy  population 
of  Wrens  (fig.  1).  Although  I   have  lived  at  my  present  address  since 
December  1984,  I   had,  until  January  1986,  recorded  Wrens  in  the 
garden  on  only  two  occasions. 

Observations 

At  16.15  GM'r  on  6th  January  1986,  my  attention  was  attracted  by  the 
alarm  call  of  a   Wren,  which  I   quickly  located  on  the  garden  fence.  It  was 

Observations 
at  a   Wren 
roost 

^   f 

B.  D.  Harding 
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N 

River  \’are 

Fig.  1.  Rough  sketch  map  (not  to  scale)  of  habitats  surrounding  roost  site  of  Wrens  Troglah’tes 

troglodytes  at  Brundall,  Norfolk,  January-April  1986 

soon  joined  by  three  more  Wrens,  all  of  which  became  agitated,  with 

much  calling  and  bobbing  up  and  down.  All  four  eventually  flew 

towards  the  bungalow  and  disappeared.  I   concluded  that  they  had 

either  flown  over  the  top  of  the  bungalow'  or  gone  to  roost  in  one  or  both 

of  the  House  Martins’  nests  situated  at,  respectively,  6   m   and  4   m   under 
the  eaves  of  a   south-facing  wall.  The  latter  possibility  proved  to  have 
been  the  case  when,  at  07.20  hours  on  7th,  I   obser\ed  four  Wrens 
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leaving  the  upper  of  the  two  nests,  which  was  placed  beneath  the  apex 

of  the  bungalow. 

Wrens  continued  to  use  the  roost  until  22nd  April,  although,  owing 

to  my  hours  of  work,  I   was  able  to  make  only  irregular  observations;  the 

results  of  these  are  presented  in  table  1.  The  number  of  Wrens  using 

the  roost  varied  from  two  to  28,  with  an  average  of  10.8.  The  time 

between  first  and  last  arrivals  ranged  from  two  to  35  minutes,  this  range 

reflecting  the  total  number  of  individuals  arriving  on  different  dates. 

Throughout  January  and  February,  the  weather  was  very  cold,  but  this  did 

not  have  any  apparent  effect  on  numbers  using  the  roost;  although 

numbers  fluctuated,  they  did  not  correlate  with  any  noticeable  change  in 

Table  1.  Numbers  of  Wrens  Troglocfytes  troglodytes  using  nest  roost  and  their  timing  of 

arrival,  Norfolk,  January- April  1986 

nMK  OF  No.  mins 

Upper/  ARRI\'AI.  between 
No.  of  lower  (GMT)  first  &   last 

Date  Wrens  nest  First  Last  arrivals  Weather 

6   Jan 
4 

Upper 
16.15 — 7 

7   Jan 

13 

Upper 

16.15 16.34 

19 

8   Jan 
1 1 

Upper 
16.17 16.27 10 

9   Jan 
14 

Upper 

16.17 16.34 17 

10  Jan 5 
Upper 

16.27 16.37 

10 

13  Jan 4 
Upper 

16.20 16.24 4 

1 7   Jan 10 
Upper 

16.29 16.37 8 

2l'jan 

10 

Upper 
16.39 16.49 

10 

23  Jan 9 

Upper 

16.45 16.57 

12 

29  Jan 
18 

Upper 
16.46 16.59 

13 

31  Jan 17 
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Clear  and  sunny  (in  p.m.) 

Sunny 

l.ight  snow  flurry 

Heavy  rain 

Heavy  rain  showers  with  sunny 

periods 
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weather  conditions.  Nor,  apparently,  did  the  weather  affect  the  advent  of 

spring  song;  a   single  Wren  was  in  full  song  for  some  time  in  a   snow  storm 

on  28th  February,  while  local  Wrens  were  singing  territorially  from  10th 
March.  Wrens  arriving  in  the  garden  were  noted  singing  from  the  fence, 
the  wall  and  iron  railings  in  various  weather  conditions,  including  rain, 

snow,  sleet  and  sun.  Apparently  paired  Wrens  arrived  together  as  from 
6th  February. 

Direction  and  method  of  approach  to  roost 

1   he  great  majority  of  Wrens  approached  either  from  the  east  or  from  the 

west,  with  a   few  flying  directly  up  the  playing  field  from  the  south  (see  fig. 

1).  Some  settled  on  two  television  aerials  situated  on  the  south-facing 

apex  of  the  roof,  apparently  having  arrived  from  the  north.  Investigations, 

however,  proved  that  a   number  of  those  that  had  seemingly  arrived  from 

the  east  had,  in  fact,  approached  initially  from  the  north  and  gradually 

filtered  their  way  along  the  east  side  of  the  bungalow.  The  methods  of 

approach  to  and  entry  into  the  nest  can  be  categorised  as  follows: 

1.  Straight  to  the  nest  and  in. 

2.  Straight  to  the  wall,  landing  feet  first,  and  then  any  combination  of  the  following:  (a) 

inspection  of  the  lower  nest,  sometimes  in,  and  then  out  to  upper  nest;  (b)  either  creeping 

or  hopping  towards  upper  nest,  and  on  occasions  movement  in  and  out  between  nests. 

3.  To  the  garden  fence,  followed  by  wall,  and  in. 

4.  To  the  roof,  r\'  aerial,  wall,  and  in. 
5.  10  the  fence,  patio  rail,  wall,  fence,  bush,  wall,  and  in. 

6.  From  garage  roof  to  wall,  and  in. 

7.  From  shrubs  to  patio  floor,  to  the  lower  nest  and  in,  then  out  to  upper  nest,  and  in. 

It  was  noted  that  some  Wrens,  after  having  inspected  and  then  entered 

the  nest(s),  re-appeared  and  left  the  area  entirely.  Most  of  those  that  did 

stay  were  very  rapid  in  their  movements  from  arrival  to  entiy  into  the  nest. 

Occasionally,  a   build-up  at  the  nest  entrance  occurred,  involving  up  to 
four  individuals.  In  one  instance,  a   W   ren  was  repeatedly  repelled  from 

entiy  and  finally  departed  from  the  area.  The  presence  of  my  cat  in  the 

garden  did  not  appear  to  deter  the  Wrens  from  entering  the  roosting  nest. 

Only  two  obsen  ations  were  made  of  W   rens  leaving  the  roost:  at  07.20 

on  7th  January'  and  at  07.12  on  1 2th  February  .   On  both  occasions,  the 
birds  made  a   short  drop  out  of  the  nest  and  flew  rapidly  across  the  playing 

field  in  a   southerly  direction. 

Discussion 

\’arious  points  arise  from  these  obser\ations.  First,  how  was  the  existence 
of  the  roost  communicated  among  the  Wren  population?  Armstrong 

(1955)  stated  that  W   rens  appear  to  follow  a   leader  to  sites  known  to  that 

leader  and  that,  when  a   suitably  commodious  roosting  place  is  discovered 

in  an  area  w   here  Wrens  are  plentiful,  numbers  joining  the  roost  increase 

through  the  songs,  calls,  and  movement  of  individuals  going  towards  it 

being  noticed  by  other  Wrens  farther  afield.  Certainly,  Wrens  sang  and 

issued  plenty  of  alarm  calls,  both  from  my  garden  and  from  more-distant 
sites.  There  were  also  several  instances  of  fighting  between  Wrens  in  the 

garden  and  at  the  entrance  to  the  roosting  nest,  which  would  undoubtedly 
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have  made  the  birds’  presence  fairly  obvious.  In  the  light  of  further 

scientific  evidence,  Armstrong’s  (1955)  theory  still  stands,  although  what  I 
found  amazing  was  the  differing  directions  of  approach  and  the  observed 
distances  travelled  to  reach  the  roost. 

An  interesting  point  concerns  the  move  from  the  upper  nest  to  the 

lower,  first  noted  on  6th  March  (see  table  1).  As  there  was  no  apparent 

reason  for  this  change,  I   decided,  in  July,  to  remove  the  nests  for 

inspection  (neither  had  been  used  by  martins  in  1986).  A   large  spider  had 

occupied  the  upper  nest  and  had  completely  blocked  the  entrance  with  its 

web.  There  was,  however,  no  sign  of  a   large  amount  of  faecal  droppings  or 

dead  Wrens  in  either  nest  (but  specifically  the  upper);  if  either  had  been 

present,  then  this  might  have  suggested  a   reason  for  the  move,  which 

consequently  remains  unexplained. 

The  presence  of  roosting  Wrens  can  be  detected  by  a   build-up  of 
excreta  at  the  base  of  the  roosting  site. 

An  interesting  roost-site  comparison  was  made  in  early  February  1986 
in  an  east  Norfolk  marsh.  At  dusk,  at  least  15  Wrens  converged  from  all 

directions  in  the  reedbed  to  one  particular  point,  with  much  alarm  calling. 

The  roosting  site  itself  was  either  in  common  reeds  Phragmites  australis  or  in 

hawthorn  Crataegus  monogyna  scrub. 

Summary 

During  6th  January  to  22nd  April  1986,  observations  were  made  at  a   roost  of  Wrens 

Troglodytes  troglodytes  at  Brundall,  Norfolk.  The  roost  sites  used  were  two  old  nests  of  House 

Martins  Delichon  urbica  attached  to  a   bungalow  wall.  The  number  of  Wrens  using  the  roost 

varied  from  two  to  28;  and  intervals  between  first  and  last  arrivals  ranged  from  two  to  35 

minutes.  The  varying  beha\iour  of  the  Wrens  before  entering  the  roost  is  described.  The 

weather  apparently  had  no  effect  on  either  numbers  or  behaviour. 

Reference 

Armstrong,  E.  A.  1955.  The  Wren.  London. 

27.  Sinai  Rosefinch 

The  rosefinch  genus  Carpodacus  includes  18  species  breeding  in  the Palearctic  and  three  in  North  and  Central  America.  Only  four  species 

occur  in  the  Western  Palearctic:  Scarlet  Rosefinch  C.  erythrinus,  Pallas’s 
Rosefinch  C.  roseus.  Great  Rosefinch  C.  ruhicilla  and  Sinai  Rosefinch  C. 

.ynoicus. 

1Te  last  of  these  occurs  in  the  Western  Palearctic  only  in  Sinai, 
southern  Israel  and  Jordan.  The  subspecies  occurring  in  Israel  and  Sinai  is 

B.  D.  Harding,  6   Braydeston  Avenue,  Brundall,  Norwich  NRI3  5JX 

\liril.  Hirtk  82:  IVbruar>’  I989] 
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[The  inclusion  of  plates  36-38  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZEISS  Her/  Germany] 
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38  8c  39.  Female  or  firsl-vvinter  male  Sinai  Rosefmch  (.arpodac
m  synoicus,  Israel,  December 

1987  {Paul  Doherty) 
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C.  s.  synoicus\  three  other  subspecies  occur  in  restricted  and  isolated 
populations  in  central  and  southern  Asia. 

The  Sinai  Rosefinch  is  a   resident  of  stony  desert  mountains,  with  a 
largely  altitudinal  migration,  to  lower  areas,  such  as  plateaux  or  dunes 
with  bushes,  in  winter.  I   he  most  accessible  places  to  see  this  species  are 
probably  high  mountains  in  central  and  northern  Sinai,  the  Eilat 

mountains  in  southern  Israel  and  some  wadis  in  the  central  Negev  desert 
in  Israel. 

I   he  Sinai  Rosefinch  is  slightly  smaller  than  the  Scarlet  Rosefinch.  As 

with  all  members  of  this  genus,  there  is  marked  sexual  dimorphism,  llie 

male  is  deep  pink  and  reddish-wine,  especially  on  the  undeq^arts,  darkest 

on  the  ear-coverts,  lores,  throat  and  forehead.  In  fresh  plumage,  there  are 
white  tips  to  the  feathers  on  the  throat,  upper  breast  and  crown.  The  tail, 

remiges,  tertials  and  greater  coverts  are  dark  brown  w   ith  grey  edges  on  the 

outer  webs.  The  wing-coverts  lack  sharply  defined  pale  tips,  so  (unlike 

Scarlet  Rosefinch)  this  species  has  no  wing-bar.  "Fhe  upperparts,  including 
the  nape,  are  light  sandy  brown  with  a   slight  pinkish  tinge. 
The  adult  male  cannot  be  confused  with  other  West  Palearctic 

rosefinches.  It  difiers  from  Scarlet  and  Pallas’s  by  the  lack  of  dark  streaks 
or  lines  in  the  upperparts,  as  well  as  the  lack  of  any  wing-bar,  and  the  red 
colour  is  darker. 

Females  and  first-winters  are  very  plain — brown  and  sandy,  like  a   lark 

(Alaudidae)  or  a   pale  female  House  Sparrow  Passer  domesticus — lacking  any 

distinctive  plumage  features:  no  wing-bar,  and  only  faint  streaks  on  the 
back  and  breast.  The  only  likely  confusion  species  is  the  Trumpeter  Finch 

Bucanetes  githaginens,  but  that  is  smaller  than  Sinai  Rosefinch,  has  a   shorter 

and  deeper  bill,  w   hich  is  yellow/orange  (the  bill  of  Sinai  Rosefinch  is  grey- 
brown  or  light  grey,  sometimes  with  a   yellowish  tinge),  has  distinct 

whitish  edges  to  the  outer  webs  of  the  tertials,  wing-coverts  and  remiges,  a 

deeply  forked  tail,  a   clear  white  eye-ring,  and  a   distinctive  call. 
Generally,  adult  Sinai  Rosefinches  have  a   complete  winter  moult  and 

first-winters  a   partial  winter  moult.  Males  assume  the  pink-and-red 
colours  in  their  second  winter.  It  seems  probable  that  males  breed  in  their 

first  summer,  but  in  a   female-type  plumage.  This  would  also  explain  why 
only  about  20%  of  those  observ  ed  are  in  the  red  adult  male  plumage. 

Sinai  Rosefinches  are  ver\  vocal,  the  contact  and  flight  calls  being 

‘tswet’  or  ‘tzewt,  tweet’,  ver\'  high  and  metallic,  but  the  female’s  call  being 

softer  than  the  male’s.  They  are  sociable,  in  winter  usually  being  seen  in 
groups  of  about  ten,  but  sometimes  even  up  to  50.  In  late  winter  and 

spring,  the  water  source  becomes  the  centre  of  the  range  and  the  flock 

divides  into  pairs  with  small  territories.  The  breeding  season  in  Sinai  and 

southern  Israel  extends  from  late  March  to  mid  June.  The  nest — a   circular 

cup  made  from  long  leaves  and  twigs,  with  a   soft  lining — is  usually  in  a 

rock  fissure  or  cavity,  but  is  occasionally  on  the  ground.  The  four  to  seven 

eggs  are  incubated  mostly  by  the  female,  but  the  male  and  female  both 

feed  the  young.  Incubation  and  fledging  each  take  about  12-14  days. 

H.  Shirihai 

PO  Box  4168,  Eilat  88102,  Israel 



Goshawk  breeding  habitat  in 
lowland  Britain 

Anon. 

Despite  the  fascination  that  it  holds  for  birdwatchers,  the  Goshawk Accipiter  gentilis  in  the  wild  remains  a   rarely  sighted  and  understudied 

species  in  Britain.  Following  persecution  in  the  nineteenth  century,  it  was 

lost  as  a   regular  breeding  species  for  nearly  a   hundred  years,  until  a   small 

population  re-established  in  the  wild  from  escaped  (or  released)  birds  of 
falconers  (Kenward  1974).  There  is  now  a   restricted  population  in  Britain, 

which  is  increasing  despite  persecution  (Spencer  et  al.  1986). 
The  notes  that  follow  are  from  continuous  observations  of  a   small 

breeding  population  in  lowland  Britain.  One  of  the  original  female 

colonists  in  our  study  area  bore  a   leather  anklet  and,  even  as  recently  as 

1984,  a   male  with  a   tail  bell  appeared  in  our  population,  indicating  that 

escaped  individuals  still  initiate  and  may  swell  a   wild  breeding  popula- 
tion. 

The  study  area  comprises  270  km^,  of  which  some  52%  is  woodland: 
mixed  broadleaves,  oak  high  forest  and  coniferous  plantations  (the  latter 

dating  from  the  early  1900s).  The  remainder  is  mixed  farmland  or  urban. 

The  majority  of  the  woodland  is  managed,  with  a   continuous  cycle  of 

felling  and  replanting.  The  altitudinal  range  lies  between  50  m   and  200  m 

above  sea  level,  with  occasional  areas  rising  to  300  m. 

We  consulted  the  Species  Protection  Department  of  the  RSPB  before  accepting  this  paper 

for  publication.  The  expert  view  was  that  ‘The  paper  is  very  interesting  and  will  provide  a 
worthwhile  contribution  to  the  conservation  of  the  species.  Much  of  the  infonnation  is 

relevant  when  considering  species’  management  throughout  the  bird’s  range  in  Britain.’  Eds 

56 
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Data  have  been  collected  over  the  period  1979-86  from  50  known 

nesting  attempts.  The  area  now  contains  15-20  breeding  pairs.  Through- 

out this  paper,  the  term  ‘pair’  is  used  to  denote  the  two  birds  occupying  a 
site,  which  may  not  be  the  same  two  individuals  in  successive  years. 

Methods 

The  Goshawk  is  a   Schedule  1   species  and  a   licence  is  required  even  to 

approach  a   breeding  site.  During  February  to  March,  early-morning  visits 
were  made  to  areas  of  woodland  where  the  species  was  known  to  be 

present  or  was  likely  to  occur.  Goshawks  are  very  vocal  at  this  time  of 

year,  and  this,  together  with  observations  of  aerial  display  over  suitable 

sites,  enabled  breeding  areas  to  be  located.  Searching  at  this  time  was  kept 

to  a   minimum,  in  order  to  avoid  disturbance.  In  early  April,  the  nest  trees 

were  climbed  and  eggs  checked.  During  a   return  visit  in  May/June,  the 

chicks  were  ringed  and  sexed  in  the  nest.  Once  the  young  had  flown, 

measurements  were  taken  of  the  tree,  the  woodland  type  and  its  density. 

Aspects  of  the  breeding  biology  of  Goshawks  are  intended  for  a   future 

paper. 

15 

Population  build-up 

Since  the  first  pair  was  discovered 

breeding  in  1979,  the  population 

had  risen  to  a   minimum  of  15  pairs 

by  1986  (fig.  1).  Part  of  the  study 

area  (fig.  2)  has  been  intensively 
searched  since  before  1979,  and  we 
are  confident  that  1979  was  the 

year  in  which  breeding  com- 
menced. The  population  in  that 

area  rose  from  one  pair  in  1982  to 

four  in  1984,  where  it  has  re- 

mained. This  pattern  of  growth  is 

consistent  with  the  usual  logistic 

growth  curve.  The  remainder  of  the 

study  area  has  not  been  so  inten- 

sively searched  and  there  is  the 

possibility  of  some  pairs  remaining 

undiscovered.  The  growth  pattern 

is  consistent  with  the  exponential 
rate  of  increase  associated  with  the 

initial  stages  of  logistic  growth,  as 

shown  by  logarithmic  regression 

(R^  =   0.935),  the  increase  per  year 
being  about  4%.  It  is  not  possible  at 
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Fig.  1.  Numbers  of  known  pairs  of  Goshawks 

Accipiter  gentilis  in  the  study  area.  Stippled 
area  shows  numbers  of  pairs  in  block  of 

woodland  represented  in  fig.  2 

this  time  to  predict  the  saturation  level.  Given  an  undisturbed  five-year 

period,  there  can  be  a   build-up  from  a   few  individuals  to  a   healthy 

population,  possibly  then  capable  of  withstanding  a   moderate  degree  of 

persecution. 
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Density  of  pairs 

In  our  study  area,  two  blocks  of  mixed  woodland  (both  well  defined  by  a 

fringe  of  surrounding  farmland  and  hamlets)  held  most  of  the  Goshawks, 

which  are  rarely  seen  outside  the  woodland  confines.  What  little  is  known 

about  breeding  territories  of  this  raptor  has  been  summarised  in  Cramp  & 

Simmons  (1980);  ‘Nesting  territories  of  adjacent  pairs  rarely  closer  than  3 
km  .   .   .   Densities  in  areas  of  mixed  woodland  and  farmland  in  4   localities, 

west  and  central  Europe,  c.  3-5  pairs  per  100  km^.’ 
Our  study  area  is  probably  comparable  with  this  mixed  habitat  and, 

despite  the  difficulties  of  trying  to  calculate  territory  size  for  relatively 

localised  areas,  the  apparent  breeding  densities  we  recorded  are  worthy  of 

note.  The  greatest  density  was  encountered  in  the  20-km^  block  of  mixed 
woodland  where  establishment  originated  (fig.  2).  There  were  four 

breeding  pairs  during  1983-86,  suggesting  an  average  territory  size  of  only 
600  ha.  The  mean  distance  between  nest  groups  was  1,500  m,  the  closest 

were  two  nests  only  1   km  apart  (in  1985  and  1986),  and  the  two  farthest 

apart  were  separated  by  2   km.  This  woodland  block  comprises  an 

unspoiled  river  valley  with  numerous  prey  available,  thanks  to  a   mixture 

of  broadleaved  and  coniferous  plantations  of  a   variety  of  ages.  In  an 

adjacent  forest  block  of  69  km^,  five  pairs  were  located  (although  up 
to  nine  were  suspected),  suggesting  a   maximum  territory  size  of  1,400  ha; 

the  mean  distance  between  nest  groups  was  2,400  m   (range  1,500-3,700 
m). 

40.  Prime  habitat  for  Goshawks  Accipiter  gentilis,  where  nests  can  be  as  close  as  1   km;  January 
1988 
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‘In  boreal  regions,  numbers 
fluctuate  markedly  from  year  to 

year  depending  on  food  supply’ 
(Cramp  &   Simmons  1980).  Our 

study  area,  with  densities  consider- 
ably greater  than  other  quoted 

figures,  would  appear  to  be  prime 
habitat  for  the  species. 

Nest  fidelity 

Goshawks  vary'  in  their  allegiance 
to  a   nest.  A   change  of  one  member 

of  a   pair,  lack  of  success,  or  disturb- 
ance during  the  breeding  season 

are  all  likely  to  cause  them  to  move. 

Examining  the  pattern  of  behaviour 

in  33  successive  nesting  attempts  showed  that  only  six  (18%)  involved  re- 

use of  the  same  nest,  including  two  cases  of  the  same  nest  being  used  over 

three  seasons  (one  in  Douglas  fir  Fseudotsuga  menziesii  and  one  in  larch 

Larix).  The  study  area  is  not  particularly  prone  to  disturbance,  and  in  only 

eight  cases  could  we  attribute  the  move  to  possible  disturbance.  Although 

we  cannot  rule  out  the  possibility  that  our  visits  to  the  nests  may  have 

caused  some  moves,  it  would  appear  that  58%  (19  out  of  33)  involved  new 

nests  being  built  for  no  apparent  reason. 

Some  of  the  more  extreme  examples  of  nest  fidelity  were  as  follows: 

Pair  A,  watched  over  eight  seasons,  moved  seven  times,  using  six  different  nests.  All  moves 
but  the  initial  one  were  within  an  area  of  100  m   diameter.  During  the  period,  suitable  areas 
for  nesting  had  been  felled,  so  that  what  was  initially  9   ha  of  mature  mixed  woodland  became 

a   1.25-ha  block  of  oak  Quercus. 

Pair  B,  in  a   Douglas  fir  stand,  used  the  same  nest  for  three  years,  and  moved  less  than  100  m 
for  the  fourth  season. 

Pair  C,  also  in  Douglas  fir,  remained  in  the  same  stand  for  four  seasons,  using  three  different 
nests  all  within  50  m   of  each  other.  During  the  period,  the  stand  was  reduced  from  20  ha  to 

approximately  5   ha. 

Pair  D   by  contrast  moved  every  season  for  three  years,  each  time  a   distance  of  at  least  600  m. 

Why  there  may  be  a   tendency  to  move  from  one  year  to  the  next  is 

unclear.  It  may  be  to  prevent  the  build-up  of  parasites  or  disease  in  a   nest. 
One  effect  of  moving,  a   feature  Accipiter  species,  is  that  there  tend  to  be 

several  old  nests  in  a   favoured  block  of  woodland.  Although  the  general 

rule  is  to  use  a   new  nest  (or  one  from  an  earlier  year)  rather  than  the  one 

from  the  preceding  year,  a   number  of  old  nests  can  be  renovated  (see 

below),  the  final  choice  presumably  being  made  at  the  last  moment.  There 

may  be  some  advantage  in  this,  since  disturbance,  or  sudden  natural 

catastrophe,  could  result  in  a   move  at  short  notice  to  another  nest 

requiring  only  a   day  or  two’s  work  prior  to  laying. 

Nest  trees  and  plantation  type 

Of  50  nests,  18  were  in  larch,  16  in  Douglas  fir,  seven  in  oak,  five  in  pine 

Fig.  2.  Locations  of  four  breeding  pairs  of 

tloshawks  Accipiter  gentilu  in  20-km^  block  of 
woodland  during  the  three  years  1984-86 
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Finus,  three  in  beech  Fagus  sylvatica  and  one  in  Sitka  spruce  Picea  sitchensis:  a 

total  of  40  in  conifers  and  ten  in  broadleaves.  These  figures,  however,  are 
of  little  value  without  some  idea  of  the  relative  abundance  of  each  tree  in 

the  forest.  Thirty-seven  nests  were  within  that  part  of  the  forest  where  the 

species  composition  of  trees  is  known.  When  corrected  for  the  proportions 

of  each  stand  type  available,  the  relative  frequencies  of  nest  trees  were  as 

follows:  pine,  33%;  larch,  30%;  oak,  19%;  Douglas  fir,  18%. 

This  indicates  a   marked  preference  for  larch  and  pine  trees  for  nesting. 
It  is  even  more  marked  when  we  consider  that  seven  of  the  nests  were 

placed  in  large  individual  larch  trees  within  oak  high  forest,  the  larches 

being  preferred  to  the  more  abundant  oaks.  It  may  be  no  coincidence  that 

this  combination  is  chosen,  as  mature  oak  plantations  provide  many  of  the 

preferred  food  items. 

Although  pine  is  not  abundant  in  our  study  area,  there  seems  to  be  a 

preference  for  nesting  in  it  which  is  not  apparent  from  the  limited  number 

of  nests  found  in  pine.  In  four  of  the  five  instances,  however,  the  clumps  of 

pine  stood  out  among  otherwise  smaller  stands.  The  area  provided 

sufficient  prey  to  support  a   pair,  which  chose  the  largest  trees  for  nesting. 

Where  mature  stands  of  the  other  tree  species  were  available,  these  were, 

however,  used  in  preference  to  pine.  Over  three  successive  seasons,  only 

five  pairs  have  remained  faithful  to  a   particular  tree  species  (two  to 

Douglas  fir,  two  to  larch  and  one  to  oak),  and  at  least  39%  (13  out  of  33)  of 

the  moves  were  from  one  tree  species  to  another.  The  most  extreme 

involved  pair  A,  which  used  larch  once,  Douglas  fir  three  times  and  oak 

four  times;  different  females  are  believed  to  have  been  involved  in  the  first 

five  years  and  the  final  three  years,  and,  although  the  latter  female 

remained  in  oak,  the  former  moved  from  larch  to  Douglas  fir,  to  another 

Douglas  fir,  to  oak  and  back  to  Douglas  fir. 

Nest  composition  and  size 

Building  was  underway  by  at  least  February,  particularly  on  fine  days, 

fresh  material  and  down  being  regularly  seen  on  nests  from  mid  March 

onwards.  Often  alternative  nests,  if  available,  had  varying  amounts  of 

material  added  prior  to  egg-laying,  and  occasionally  small  amounts  of 

greenery  could  be  found  lining  nests  not  subsequently  used.  In  one  case, 

three  old  nests  were  renovated,  but  the  owners  also  built  a   completely  new 

nest  in  which  to  lay.  Two  new  nests  were  built  by  another  pair  in  one  year, 

one  being  used  successfully,  with  the  second  nest  being  used  in  the 

following  season.  On  two  occasions,  nest-refurbishing  was  observed  in 

September/October,  in  both  cases  after  failure  in  the  previous  year.  It  is 

possible  that  a   sedentaiy  bird  such  as  the  Goshawk  could  add  material  to 

nests  throughout  the  non-breeding  period. 

In  our  study  area,  larch  is  undoubtedly  the  favoured  nest-building 

material,  with  69%  of  nests  (20  out  of  29)  being  composed  entirely  of 

larch;  a   further  nest  comprised  mainly  larch.  All  12  nests  in  larch  trees 

were  built  of  this  same  material.  In  addition,  six  nests  in  oak,  one  in  beech 

and  one  in  Scots  pine  P.  ̂Ivestris  were  constructed  entirely  of  larch,  and 

one  nest  in  a   beech  was  made  of  larch  and  beech.  Larch  is  easy  to  break 
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41.  Mature  plantations  of  oak  Qitercus  are  often  chosen  by  Cioshawks  Accipiter  ̂ entilis  for 

nesting,  with  many  nests  built  in  the  occasional  larch  /.am;  January  1988 

and  also  forms  an  interlocking  structure.  All  six  nests  in  Douglas  fir  were 

built  of  Douglas  fir.  The  only  other  major  components  of  nests  were  oak 

(in  an  oak  tree)  and  pine  (in  a   Scots  pine).  All  nests  were  built  of  materials 
available  close  at  hand. 

Goshawks  build  large,  bulky  nests.  As  these  are  normally  positioned 

against  the  trunk  of  a   conifer,  they  are  kidney-shaped.  Fourteen  nests, 
involving  different  pairs,  were  measured  in  a   single  year.  The  mean  size  of 

eight  new  nests  was  117.8  X   87.6  X   39.4  cm  deep;  that  of  six  refurbished 

nests  was  121.1  X   89.3  X   62.2  cm  deep.  Although  the  smallest  (96.5  x 

63.5  cm)  was  a   new  nest  and  the  largest  (152.4  X   1 14.3  cm)  a   refurbished 

one,  there  was  no  significant  difference  (t-test)  between  new  and 
refurbished  except  in  their  depth.  Old  nests  became  appreciably  deeper 

only  if  the  old  portion  had  partially  toppled  out  prior  to  the  new  structure 

being  built  upon  it.  If  the  old  nest  remained  intact,  relatively  little  further 
material  (mean  16.5  cm  for  four  nests)  was  added.  Nests  never  attain  the 

depth  proportions  of  those  of  other  species,  such  as  Golden  Eagle  Aquila 

chrysaetos,  Buzzard  Buteo  buteo  or  Raven  Corvus  corax,  which  re-use  nests,  and 

they  always  appear  large,  flat  structures.  To  construct  the  nest  (even  when 

laying  the  foundations).  Goshawks  use  predominantly  small-diameter 
sticks,  which  are  easily  compressed  with  time.  Of  the  measured  nests, 

eight  were  in  larch,  four  in  Douglas  fir  and  one  each  in  pine  and  oak. 

Although  the  last  two  were  smaller,  the  size  differences  were  not 

significant  (t-test).  The  mean  cup  size  of  all  nests  was  30.8  X   13.2  cm  deep 

(n  =   14;  range  25.4-38.1  cm  diameter,  10.2-17.8  cm  depth). 
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42  &   43.  Nests  of  Goshawks  Accipiter  gentilis  are  typically  placed  three-quarters  up  the  tree:  in 
the  lower  live  crown  of  a   conifer  (left),  or  in  the  final  main  fork  of  a   broadleaf  (right);  Januar) 

1988 

Linings  proved  to  be  more  varied  than  construction  materials.  In  a 

sample  of  22  nests,  ten  different  lining  materials  were  recorded.  Ivy  Hedera 

helix,  found  in  eight  nests,  was  the  most  frequent  component,  though  it 

was  never  present  in  large  amounts  (usually  only  the  occasional  leaf  or 

spray).  Douglas  fir  was  the  more  usual  general  lining,  with  32%  (seven)  of 

the  nests  having  the  cup  formed  of  its  soft  foliage.  Western  hemlock  Tsuga 

heterophylla  was  found  lining  one  nest,  the  only  instance  where  the  lining 

could  not  have  come  from  the  immediate  area  of  the  nest.  Bark  chips  and/ 

or  strips  comprised  part  of  the  lining  of  five  nests,  the  strips  often  having 

been  nibbled  from  larch  twigs  in  the  nest  rim,  presumably  by  the  female 

while  incubating.  Other  lining  components  comprised  larch  (four  nests), 

pine  (four),  dried  oak  or  beech  leaves  (three),  yew  Taxus  baccata  (three), 

spruce  (two)  and  Abies  (one).  Fresh  pieces  of  greenery  are  added  during 

incubation,  and  copious  amounts  are  brought  in  during  the  chick  stage  to 

assist  in  nest  hygiene. 

Plantation  age  and  tree  size 

All  of  the  plantations  chosen  by  the  Goshawks  are  very  old,  almost  all 

being  at  the  end  of  their  commercial  rotation.  Indeed,  the  broadleaved 

crops  are  overmature  in  forestry  terms,  which  means  that  many  of  the 

sites  used  in  the  study  area  are  continually  at  risk  from  felling  operations. 
This  situation  also  indicates  a   clear  preference  by  Goshawks  for  mature 

woodland  with  very  large  trees  in  which  to  breed.  Mean  ages  of  nest  trees 
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Table  1.  Mean  age  and  diameter  at  breast  height  of  nest  trees  used  by  Goshawks  Accipiter 

gentilis Mean 
diameter 

Mean  age  at  breast 

Free  species  (years)  Sample  height  (cm)  Sample 

.Sitka  spruce  Picea  sitchensis 41.0 1 38 1 

Douglas  fir  Pseudotsuga  menziesii 57.5 

15 

54 

8 

Pine  Pinus 60.8 5 38 3 

Larch  Larix 61.4 16 49 14 

Oak  Quercus 
148.9 7 

62 

6 

Beech  Fagus  sylvatica 174.5 2 

75 

2 

are  shown  in  table  1.  Of  37  conifers,  the  mean  age  was  59.2  years,  with  a 

range  of  33  (Douglas  hr)  to  86  years  (larch);  of  26  conifers  measured,  the 

mean  diameter  at  breast  height  was  48.7  cm.  Of  nine  broadleaves,  the 

mean  age  was  154.6  years,  ranging  from  79  (oak)  to  184  (beech);  of  eight 
measured,  the  mean  diameter  was  65.2  cm. 

Comparison  of  the  size  of  the  nest  tree  with  those  around  it  indicates 

that,  with  few  exceptions,  the  nest  tree  is  larger  than  its  neighbours  (hg. 

3).  As  girth  is  a   direct  function  of  canopy  size,  we  can  predict  that  the 

selection  of  the  largest  trees  for  nesting  ensures  (i)  larger,  sturdier 

branches  than  on  neighbouring  trees,  thus  providing  a   secure  base  for  the 

nest,  and  (ii)  better  access  to  the  nest  tree,  since  large  trees  have  more 

‘elbow  room’  than  others  in  the  plantation.  The  average  breast-height 
diameter  of  the  34  nest  trees  measured  was  52.6  cm,  appreciably  larger 

than  that  of  the  five  nearest  neighbouring  trees  (45.6  cm;  n   =   166). 
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Fig.  3.  Comparison  of  mean  diameter  at  breast  height  (D.B.H.)  of  nest  trees  of  Goshawks 

AcapUrr  gentilis  with  mean  diameter  of  the  five  neighbouring  trees.  SS  =   Sitka  spruce  Picea 

silchensis,  DF  =   Douglas  fir  Psendotsuga  menziesii,  =   larch  iMrix,  Pi  =   pine  Pinus,  Oak  = 

Quercus,  Be  =   beech  Fagus  svh'atica.  Stippled  columns  represent  nest  trees,  open  columns 
neighlwuring  trees 

Tree  spacing  and  density 

In  our  study  area,  Goshawks  nest  in  the  oldest  plantations  where  the  trees 

are  well  spaced,  which  is  an  important  factor  for  a   bird  whose  wingspan 
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Table  2.  Mean  distance  between  trees  and  density  of  trees  at  nest  sites  of  Goshawks 

Accipiter  gentilis 

Mean  distance 

nest  tree  to  Density 

Tree  species  nearest  tree  Sample  (stems/ha)  Sample 

Sitka  spruce  Picea  dtchensis 5.2  m 5 
256 

1 

Douglas  fir  Pseudotsuga  menziesii 6.7  m 

34 

254 
8 

Pine  Pinus 5.8  m 

15 

339 
3 

Larch  Larix  (pure  stands) 6.3  m 35 
272 

7 

Larch  Larix  (in  oak) 7.7  m 33 161 7 

Oak  Quercus 9.9  m 30 
173 

6 

Beech  Fagus  xylvatica 9.7  m 

10 

104 2 

can  be  up  to  165  cm  (Cramp  &   Simmons  1980).  Spacing  and  density  of 

trees  at  nest  sites  are  presented  in  table  2.  For  all  sites  and  tree  species 

combined,  the  mean  distance  between  nest  tree  and  its  immediate 

neighbours  was  7.8  m,  with  a   range  of  4.4  m   (pine)  to  13  m   (oak). 

Broadleaved  crops  are  more  open;  the  trees  are  naturally  more  spreading 

and  they  have  lower  stocking  rates  than  conifers.  Broadleaved  woods 

generally  have  approximately  half  as  many  stems  per  hectare  as  do 

coniferous  woods  (table  2). 

The  Spa.rrowhdi'wk  Accipiter  nisus,  with  a   wingspan  of  less  than  70  cm,  can 
exploit  more  densely  stocked  woods  than  can  Goshawks.  It  will  use  the 

middle  years  of  a   plantation’s  lifespan,  with  Goshawks  utilising  the  later 
stages  (Newton  1986),  but  in  our  study  area  the  openness  of  the  woods  is 

at  the  upper  range  of  Newton’s  quoted  densities. 

Nest  height  and  tree  height 

Goshawk  nests  are  typically  three-quarters  of  the  way  up  the  tree  (table  3). 

In  a   conifer,  this  zone  is  where  the  largest  of  the  living  branches  are  found; 

below  this,  dead  and  brittle  branches  would  prove  an  unreliable  base  for 

so  large  a   nest  (although  one  nest  in  a   larch  was  placed  on  entirely  dead 

branches).  The  hawks  are  clearly  selecting  a   zone  in  the  lower  crown 

among  the  strongest  and  largest  of  the  branches.  Even  in  oaks,  which  have 

strong  branches  at  all  heights,  the  nests  are  situated  in  the  same  zone.  The 

rigidity  of  the  trunk  at  this  height  must  also  confer  some  stability:  if  the 

nest  were  any  higher,  it  would  sway  unacceptably  in  strong  winds.  We 

have  only  one  record  of  a   chick  (half-grown)  falling  from  a   nest  during  a 

severe  gale.  In  conifers,  nests  are  typically  tucked  in,  tight  against  the 
trunk. 

For  a   total  of  36  nests  in  five  tree  species  in  the  study  area,  the  mean 

nest  height  was  17.6  m   and  the  mean  tree  height  23  m;  only  eight  nests 

(22%)  were  below  15  m   (table  3). 

Conservation 

Most  disturbance  to  nesting  Goshawks  in  our  study  area  is  accidental, 

with  forestry  operations  being  the  main  cause.  The  hawks  are  using 

timber  much  larger  than  they  do  in  other  parts  of  Britain  (Newton  1986) 



44.  Disturbance  of  the  nests  of  Goshawks  Accipiler  s’entilis  is  reduced  owing  to  their 

inaccessibility:  over  15  m   to  the  first  live  branch  in  a   conifer;  January  1988 

and  which  is  at  the  end  of,  or  beyond,  its  commercial  rotation.  Nest  trees 

are  constantly  at  risk  from  felling  and,  although  there  is  only  one  known 

instance  of  a   felled  tree  landing  against  a   nest,  at  least  three  pairs  have 

failed  when  forest  operations  (up  to  150  m   away)  kept  adults  off  nests 

during  incubation.  At  least  two  additional  nests  had  part  of  their  contents 

preyed  on  when  the  female  was  disturbed,  .\lthough  there  are  instances  of 

individual  Goshawks  nest-building  while  chain-saws  were  operating 
within  100  m,  and  of  others  sitting  tight  while  felling  was  underway  close 

by,  these  are  exceptions.  There  were  also  indi\idual  females  that  slipped 

off  the  nest  at  the  first  indication  of  human  presence.  Most  females, 

although  sitting  tight,  when  eventually  flushed  by  forest  work  would  not 

return  until  all  activity  in  the  area  had  ceased.  Most  workers  would  be 

unaware  that  they  had  flushed  a   Goshawk  and  were  delaying  her  return,  a 

situation  disastrous  in  cold,  wet  weather.  Flushing  females  at  hatching 

time,  when  the  chicks  are  only  a   few  days  old,  can  also  be  disastrous,  with 

the  chicks  being  carried  out  by  a   rapidly  departing  female. 

All  this  aside,  the  Forestr)'  Commission  (the  major  landowner  in  the 

area)  has,  however,  been  ver\’  sympathetic  when  informed  of  potential 

Goshawk  breeding  habitat 
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threats  to  nests.  They  have,  whenever  possible,  timed  their  operations  to 

cause  the  minimum  of  disturbance  and  have  stopped  work  at  respectable 

distances  (300  m)  or  left  nesting  areas  standing  instead  of  clear  felling. 

Disturbance  during  the  sensitive  nest-building  period  can  cause  the 

hawks  to  move  at  short  notice,  possibly  to  less  suitable  areas.  Also,  clear 

felling  during  the  non-breeding  period  (mid  July  to  mid  February)  can 

completely  remove  the  larger  nesting  trees  from  some  territories,  leaving 

inferior  alternatives.  Some  pairs  will,  however,  remain  faithful  to  a 

particular  stand,  persisting  to  nest  successfully  in  a   greatly  reduced  area. 

In  one  instance,  9   ha  of  Douglas  fir  and  oak  were  reduced  when  most  of 

the  fir  was  felled,  and  the  pair  remained  in  1.25  ha  of  pure  oak.  In  another 

instance,  a   20-ha  stand  of  Douglas  fir  was  reduced  to  5   ha,  with  the  nest 

tree  left  in  an  isolated  grove  of  0.5  ha.  Where  felling  must  take  place,  it 

would  perhaps  be  beneficial  if  scattered  groves  of  0.25-0.5  ha  could  be  left 

through  the  forest.  These  isolated  groves  could,  however,  prove  to  be  too 

vulnerable  to  discovery. 

Secrecy  has  been  paramount,  and  now,  eight  years  after  the  first 

breeding  discovery,  only  a   handful  of  trusted  people  know  of  the 

Goshawk’s  true  status  in  the  area.  Records  are  deliberately  suppressed, 
and  Goshawks  seen  in  breeding  areas  by  birdwatchers  have  been  referred 

to  only  vaguely  in  local  bird  reports.  We  believe  that  this  secrecy  has  been 

a   major  factor  in  ensuring  the  safe  expansion  of  the  population,  and  it  is 

for  this  reason  that  we  decided  to  publish  anonymously.  A   chance 

discovery  by  birders  of  one  nesting  site  on  the  fringes  of  the  study  area 

became  common  knowledge,  attracting  others  from  up  to  60  km  away. 

That  this  pair  is  still  successful  can  be  attributed  to  the  individual  female’s 
tolerance,  rather  than  to  human  discretion. 

We  are  very  fortunate  that  our  study  area  is  not  subject  to  human 

persecution.  Only  two  pairs  are  known  to  nest  on  keepered  ground.  At  one 

site,  a   reported  history  of  persecution  has  been  countered  by  a   direct 

approach  to  the  landowner  (owners  are  often  unaware  of  the  species’ 
presence)  and  involvement  of  the  keeper  in  nest  visits  for  research 

purposes.  Once  nest  contents  have  been  disclosed,  it  makes  it  difficult  to 

explain  (to  us  or  the  landowner)  any  subsequent  persecution.  Additional- 

ly, a   relationship  is  struck  up  with  the  keeper,  helping  to  break  down  old 

prejudices. 

Nest  robberies  in  the  area  are  also  few,  this  no  doubt  being  associated 

Table  3.  Mean  nest  heights  of  Goshawks  Accipiter  gentilis  and  mean  heights  of  nesting  trees 

Mean  nest  Mean  tree 

Tree  species  Sample  height  (m)  Range  height  (m) 

Sitka  spruce  Pkea  xitchensLs 1 19.0 
28.0 

Douglas  fir  Pseiidot.suga  menziesii 8 19.1 16-29 
24.6 

Pine  Pinus 3 16.0 15-18 21.3 

Larch  Larix 
17 15.5 

12-19 
21.3 

Oak  Quercus 5 
20.8 

13-25 

24.6 
Beech  FagtLs  sylvatica 2 23.5 18-29 26.5 
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with  the  size  of  the  nesting  trees.  Nests  are  often  at  a   height  of  over  18  m 
(table  3),  and  are  placed  in  trees  with  wide  straight  trunks,  often  12  in  or 
more  to  the  first  dead  branches.  A   climber  almost  has  to  reach  the  nest 

before  he  would  consider  himself  safe.  Nests  prove  inaccessible  to  all  but 

experienced  tree-climbers,  and  in  two  instances  others  have  attempted, 
but  failed,  to  reach  nests.  If  these  large  stands  were  removed  and  the  birds 
moved  into  smaller,  more  accessible  timber,  we  should  no  doubt 

experience  a   higher  incidence  of  robbery. 

Summary  of  conservation  guidelines 

1.  No  forestry  operations  should  take  place  within  300  m   of  nesting  sites 

(to  avoid  flushing  females)  between  early  March  and  the  end  of  May. 

2.  Blocks  of  large  timber  covering  0.25-0.5  ha  should  be  left  scattered 
through  the  forest. 

3.  Where  nests  are  at  risk  on  keepered  ground,  landowner/agent  should 

be  involved  and  kept  informed  of  progress  and  possible  disturbance 
threats. 

4.  Nesting  sites  should  be  kept  confidential,  and  if  necessary  vulnerable 

sites  protected,  until  the  population  has  built  up  (five  years). 

5.  Consideration  should  be  given  to  felling  nesting  stands  which  are 

widely  known  about  if  other  suitable  nesting  timber  is  available  nearby. 

6.  If  possible,  clear  felling  in  predominantly  broadleaved  areas  and 

extensive  clear  felling  in  coniferous  areas  should  be  avoided. 

7.  Nest  visits  should  be  kept  to  a   minimum  at  hatching  time  (May)  to 

avoid  very  young  chicks  being  carried  out  by  a   rapidly  departing  female. 
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Summary 
Between  1979  and  1986,  a   population  of  Goshawks  Accipiter  gentilis  built  up  from  one  to  at 

least  15  pairs.  The  highest  density  found  was  four  pairs  within  20  km^  of  woodland,  with 
some  nests  only  1   km  apart.  In  only  a   minority  of  cases  was  a   nest  used  for  two  successive 

years.  Larch  iMtix  was  the  most  favoured  tree  for  nesting  and  for  nest  construction.  Nests 

were  large,  flat  structures,  built  in  plantations  near  the  end  of  their  commercial  rotation. 

They  were  built  in  the  largest  trees,  typically  three-quarters  of  the  way  up,  at  a   mean  height 
of  17.6  m.  Guidelines  are  given  to  assist  conservation  work. 
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Mystery  photographs 

^   A   £\  In  relation  to  the  vegetation,  last  month’s  mystery'  bird  (plates 
15  &   45)  would  appear  to  be  a   small  passerine.  What  can  be 

seen  of  its  bill  looks  fine,  and  it  has  fairly  long,  slender  legs.  The  bird  is 

relatively  unmarked  below,  but  has  a   very  prominent  head  pattern.  The 

slim  bill  suggests  that  the  bird  could  be  a   warbler,  and  the  strongly 

patterned  head  helps  to  narrow  the  choice  of  genera  to  Cisticola, 

Acrocephalus  or  Fhylloscopus.  Although  small,  the  bird  looks  relatively  bulky, 

and  not  so  delicately  proportioned  as  the  smaller,  striped  Phylloscopus,  and 

so,  on  structure  and  head  pattern,  we  must  be  dealing  with  either 

Fan-tailed  Warbler  C.  juncidis  or  one  of  the  streaked  Acrocephalus  warblers; 
Moustached  A.  melanopogon.  Aquatic  A.  paludicolo  and  Sedge  Warblers  A. 
schoenobaenus. 

Even  from  black-and-white  photographs,  the  four  are  relatively  easy  to 

separate.  The  combination  of  a   broad,  pale  supercilium,  very'  dark  lateral 

crown-stripes  and  a   broad,  pale  median  crown-stripe  instantly  suggests 

Aquatic  Warbler.  Fan-tailed  may  have  a   heavily  streaked  crown  (although 

only  rarely  will  this  appear  as  distinct  crown-stripes)  and  upperparts,  but 

is  eliminated  by  its  plain  ‘face’  and  short  (white-tipped)  tail.  Moustached 
rarely  shows  even  a   hint  of  a   crown-stripe,  the  blackish,  virtually 

unstreaked  crown  being  a   useful  fieldmark.  Sedge,  particularly  well- 

marked  juveniles,  may  show  a   diffuse,  streaked  median  crown-stripe,  but 

this  is  never  so  clearcut  as  that  of  our  bird.  "Fhe  dangers  of  claiming  an 
Aquatic  Warbler  on  the  basis  of  head  pattern  alone  were,  however, 

68  \Hrit.  Hirds  82:  fSK-69,  I'cbnian  1989] 
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stressed  by  1).  S.  Flumm  [Brit.  Birds  77:  377-378),  and  so  other  supporting 
features  for  the  tentative  identification  as  Aquatic  Warbler  are  required. 

There  is  some  slight  streaking  on  the  flanks,  but  not  around  the  throat; 

a   Sedge  Warbler  with  a   prominent  crown-stripe  might  also  be  expected  to 
show  some  spotting  (rather  than  streaking)  across  the  breast.  Bold,  pale 

streaking  on  the  relatively  dark  upperparts  is  just  visible  through  the 

vegetation.  This  latter  is  the  real  clincher,  the  highly  contrasting,  ‘tiger- 

striped’  upperparts  being  characteristic.  The  individual  tail  feathers  can 
be  seen  to  be  separate,  rather  than  the  whole  tail  appearing  neatly 

rounded.  This  may  be  a   function  of  movement,  but  a   ragged-looking  tail  is 
indicative  of  Aquatic  Warbler,  even  in  fresh  plumage,  owing  to  its 

pointed,  rather  than  rounded  tail  feathers. 

With  better  views  of  the  bird,  the  boldly  streaked  upperparts,  including 

the  rump,  would  have  been  very  obvious,  and,  in  colour,  the  bright,  almost 

orange  plumage  tones  of  juvenile  Aquatic  would  strike  any  birdwatcher 

familiar  with  even  the  brightest  of  juvenile  Sedge  Warblers,  .\dult  .\quatic 

Warblers  in  autumn  are  in  worn  plumage  and  are  also  a   distinctive  sandy 

colour,  again  markedly  difTerent  from  that  of  Sedge.  This  juvenile  Aquatic 

Warbler  was  photographed  in  Dorset  in  September  1986,  by  Ewan 
Brodie.  MB 

46.  Mysterv’  photograph  141.  IdentiR  the  species,  .\nswer  next  month 

^fUcntP-fihc  pcnrs  ago... 

‘INCURSION  OF  W.WW'INCS.  .\  I..\RC;f.  number  ofWaxwings  {Ampelis  gorrulus)  appear 

to  have  visited  Creat  Britain  this  winter  .   .   .   and  Herr  F.  Fischler  records  an  invasion  of 

VVaxwings  in  Fast  Prussia  in  the  autumn  of  1913.  Not  only  have  Waxwings  been 

numerous  but  large  numbers  of  Siberian  Nutcrackers  and  Pine  Orosbeaks  ha\e  also  been 

reported.’  [Brit.  Birds  7:  263-264,  February’  1914) 
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hems  included  in  this  feature  have  been  submitted  by  the  manufacturers  or  their  agents.  The 

reviews  are  the  personal  opinions  of  the  reviewers;  they  are  not  the  result  of  technical  tests, 

but  are  assessments  made  after  use  in  appropriate  conditions  (e.g.  in  the  field).  Neither 

British  Birds  nor  the  individual  reviewers  can  accept  responsibility  for  any  adverse 

consequences  of  opinions  stated,  and  items  are  accepted  for  review  on  this  understanding. 

We  aim,  however,  to  be  helpful  both  to  our  readers  and  to  the  manufacturers  of  goods  used 

by  birdwatchers.  Eds 

Kowa  TS-602  telescope 

As  a   long-time  user  of  a   Kowa  TS-2,  the  model  replaced  by  the  TS-602,  I 
came  to  review  this  new  telescope  with  keen  interest,  to  see  if  standards 

had  been  maintained,  indeed  improved,  and  with  a   perverse  temptation 

not  to  like  the  newcomer  as  much  as  my  old  favourite. 

The  specifications  of  the  TS-602  are  similar  to  its  predecessor’s,  with  a 
60-mm  objective  and  interchangeable  eyepieces  of  magnifications  20 X 

VVA  (wide  angle),  25x,  25xLong  Eye  Relief  and  40x,  plus  a   zoom  option. 

The  review  was  carried  out  entirely  with  the  25 X eyepiece,  and  compari- 

sons made  with  the  TS-2  and  25 X   H   (high  resolution)  eyepiece.  The  field 

of  view  is  quite  acceptable,  though,  if  you  can  afford  more  than  one 

eyepiece,  it  would  be  worth  considering  the  combination  of  20X  WA  plus 
40X. 

The  TS-602,  smart  in  its  gunmetal-grey  finish,  is  slightly  longer,  with 

pleasing  angular  styling  (like  that  of  the  77-mm  TSN  range).  Weighing  in 

at  around  1.1  kg  it  is  some  100  g   lighter  than  the  TS-2,  thanks  no  doubt  to 

the  use  of  new  lightweight  materials.  A   rain-hood/sun-shade,  protected  by 

a   rubber  ring,  together  with  a   very  deeply  recessed  objective  lens  afford 

excellent  protection  against  the  elements.  The  large  rubber  focusing 

wheel  (warm  in  cold  weather)  is  conveniently  placed  in  a   recess  on  top, 

four  revolutions  changing  the  focus  from  infinity  down  to  only  6   m. 

The  eyepieces  are  bayonet  fitting  with  a   rubber  seal,  unlike  the  old 

screw-in  design,  thus  allowing  for  more  rapid  and  convenient  change.  A 

feature  I   liked  was  the  fold-down  rubber  eye-cup,  protecting  spectacles 
from  the  fine  scratch  rings  mine  have  suffered  in  the  past;  and,  when  up, 

shading  the  naked  eye  from  glare  and  protecting  the  nose  from  painful 

winter  contact  with  the  cold  metal  body. 

Another  improvement  is  a   ridge  along  the  left-hand  side  of  the  barrel, 

which  acts  as  a   sight  line — of  little  use  normally,  but  invaluable  when 

trying  to  locate  a   small  bird  rapidly  against  a   featureless  background  such 

as  a   mass  of  greenery. 

I   felt  disinclined  to  field  test  for  robustness,  but  trust  that  the  TS-602 

will  prove  as  durable  as  the  TS-2;  in  the  excitement  of  finding  Crimson- 

winged Finch  Rhodopechys  sanguinea  in  the  Moroccan  High  Atlas,  mine  fell 

several  metres  down  a   boulder-strewn  slope,  with  dire  consequences  for 

the  rain-hood,  but  no  adverse  effects  optically.  Subjectively,  the  TS-602 
feels  less  solid,  but  is  certainly  very  well  finished,  handles  nicely  and  does 

not  feel  ‘cheap’  in  any  way. 

70 
\Hnl.  Hnds  82:  70-71.  IVbriiiir)-  1989) 
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But  what  about  the  optical  performance,  which  must  remain  the 
bottom  line  in  assessing  any  telescope?  For  the  most  part,  I   was  unable  to 
detect  much  difference  in  performance  when  compared  with  the  old  TS-2. 
But  that  is  a   measure  of  the  high  quality  and  consistency  of  Kowa  scopes. 
In  fact,  in  bright  sunlight  I   found  the  602  image  a   little  bluer,  with  better 
contrast  and  definition.  Both  models  performed  equally  well  in  poor  light, 
given  the  limitations  imposed  by  a   60-mm  objective. 

At  a   little  over  £200  for  the  combination  of  body  and  one  eyepiece,  the 
TS-602  is  a   good  bit  pricier  than  its  forerunner.  Nevertheless,  a   range  of 
minor,  but  significant  improvements  make  it  excellent  value  for  money, 
and,  having  looked  through  a   good  variety  of  competing  models,  it  is,  for 
me,  the  best  scope  in  its  price  range.  Also  available  is  the  TS-601  with  the 

eyepiece  offset  at  an  angle  of  45°. 

Notes   
Early  wing  moult  of  Eiders  During  hard  weather 

in  January  1985,  there  was  an  influx  of  Eiders 
Somateria  mollissitna  into  the  eastern  River  Swale, 

Kent,  up  to  about  150  remaining  throughout  the 

spring  and  summer.  On  4th  May  1985,  C.  E. 

Wheeler  and  I   found  a   flock  of  59  resting  on  a   mud- 
bank  at  Harty,  Isle  of  Sheppey.  As  we  approached, 

they  took  to  the  water  and  a   number  tried  to  fly,  at 

which  point  we  saw  clearly  that  they  were  missing 

the  primary  feathers  on  both  wings  and  were 

therefore  incapable  of  flight.  The  majority  of  the  flock,  and  all  of  those 

seen  to  be  flightless,  were  females  or  immature  males.  Since  at  least  a 

number  of  them  were  flightless,  it  seems  unlikely  that  this  condition  could 

be  attributed  to  anything  other  than  wing  moult,  .\ccording  to  BWP  (vol. 

1),  adult  male  Eiders  do  not  moult  their  wing  feathers  until  mid  July  and 

adult  females  about  one  month  later,  but  the  timing  of  wing  moults  of 

immatures  is  not  clearly  specified.  P-  J-  Oliver 

The  Briar  Patch,  Limpsjield  Chart,  Oxted,  Surrey 

Dr  H.  Milne  has  commented  as  follows;  ‘I  find  this  a   most  interesting  observation.  I 
had  been  aware  that  Eiders  (mostly  first-year  birds)  had  increasingly  been  frequenting 
the  southern  counties  of  F.ngland  and  apparently  from  the  breeding  colonies  in  western 

F.urope.  How'ever,  there  has  never  been  any  indication  that  these  birds  were  moulting  at  a 

time  other  than  the  normally  observed  period.  June-.\ugust.  One  frequently  sees  adult 
males  starting  their  body  moult  at  the  end  of  May  in  north  Scotland  and  into  wing  moult 

by  the  end  of  June.  Adult  females  usually  follow  about  three  or  four  weeks  later.  My 

«)bser\ations  on  first-years  moulting  are  limited,  but  first-year  males,  and  presumably 

first-year  females,  are  usually  found  moulting  along  with  adult  males.  The  birds  in  this 

I   an  Dawson 
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instance  would  appear  to  be  at  least  four  weeks  ahead  of  schedule,  and  the  only  thought 
that  comes  to  mind  is  that  the  difference  in  latitude  is  sufficient  to  advance  their  annual 

cycle.  I   do  not  believe  this  has  been  suggested  before,  even  for  the  Dutch  birds.  A   more 

outlandish  suggestion  would  be  that  the  birds  were  sulTering  some  attack  of  feather  miles 

which  had  destroyed  the  feathers,  giving  the  appearance  of  a   moult;  I   would  suspect  that 

this  is  unlikely.’  Ens 

Large  aggregation  of  Black  Kites  feeding  on  flying  insects  On  25th 

July  1986,  at  Loubejac,  near  Lourdes,  France,  w'e  noticed  a   circling  flock  of 

at  least  150  Black  Kites  Milvus  migrans  apparently  feeding  on  flying  insects 

in  the  manner  of  Black-headed  Gulls  Larus  ridibundus.  The  kites  were 

snatching  at  the  insects  (which  we  did  not  identify)  with  their  feet,  trans- 

ferring them  to  their  bills,  and  consuming  them  on  the  wing.  A   further  2   km 

along  the  road,  30  Black  Kites  were  feeding  similarly.  Although  this  feeding 

behav  iour  is  not  unusual,  1   can  find  no  mention  in  the  literature  of  such 

large  gatherings  being  involved.  D.  R.  Moore  and  J.  L.  Moore 

Crosslands,  Cage  Lane,  Boxted,  Colchester,  Essex  C04  5PE 

Derek  (joodwiii  has  commented;  ‘Such  feeding  on  insects  in  the  air  ( 1   presumed  flying  ants) 

by  the  yellow-billed  Egyptian  race  aegyptius  was  often  seen  (by  me  and  others)  near  and  in 

(iairo  about  1 94 1   -46.  1   think  the  number  involved  here  is  remarkable,  but  would  not  be  where 

the  species  is  common.’  Eds 

Red-legged  Partridge  landing  on  urban  window  ledge  On  1st  May 

1986,  in  the  grounds  of  Buckingham  Palace,  London,  a   Red-legged 

Partridge  Alectoris  rufa  alighted  on  a   ledge  outside  the  fourth-floor  bedroom 

47.  Red-legged  Partridge  Alectoris  rufa  on  fourth-floor  window  ledge,  Buckingham  Palace, 

Eondon,  May  1986  (Tricia  Gerarcf) 
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of  Miss  1   ricia  Gerard,  a   housemaid  at  the  Palace,  who  photographed  the 
bird  (plate  47).  I   he  partridge  was  not  ringed,  and  no  gamebirds  are  kept 
in  the  Palace  grounds.  A   week  later,  either  the  same  or  another  Red- 

Partridge  was  seen  in  the  grounds  by  one  of  the  gardeners. 
Ted  Richard.s 

Royal  Household,  Buckingham  Palace,  London  .VH7 

Adult  Moorhen  killing  chick  On  31st  May  1986,  at  Cley,  .Norfolk, 
J.  C.  Palmer  and  1   saw  an  adult  Moorhen  Gallinula  chloropus  chasing  a 
Moorhen  chick  about  five  to  six  days  old  around  an  isolated  tussock  of 
grass  in  the  middle  of  a   water-filled  ditch.  As  soon  as  the  adult  was  near 

enough,  it  pecked  at  the  chick,  which  took  refuge  in  the  centre  of  the 
tussock  and  remained  there  for  about  three  minutes,  before  the  adult 

renewed  its  attack,  chasing  it  furiously  and  delivering  several  severe 

blows  with  its  bill  to  the  top  of  the  chick’s  head  and  neck, 
incapacitating  it.  The  adult  continued  to  peck  at  the  chick,  which 
within  half  a   minute  appeared  to  be  dead;  despite  this,  the  adult 
continued  its  attacks  at  frequent  inter\als,  even  when  the  chick  had 

become  submerged.  Between  attacks,  the  adult  Moorhen  would  stand 

motionless  and  stare  at  the  body  of  its  victim  as  though  transfixed, 

usually  for  15-20  seconds,  but  sometimes  for  as  long  as  30  seconds;  it  is 
possible  that,  during  these  periods,  the  adult  renewed  its  attacks  if  it 

detected  any  movement.  About  20  minutes  after  the  initial  chase  had 

been  noted,  the  adult  swam  away  and  appeared  to  behave  normally. 
.\lthough  the  chick  associated  with  the  adult  before  the  attack 

commenced,  it  might  have  been  a   stray  from  another  brood. 
I)a\  ID  Kramer 

7   Little  Headlands,  Putnoe,  Bedford  .\tK4l  8JT 

Dr  David  W.  (libbons  has  commented  as  follows:  ‘   I'he  reason  for  the  violent  attack  of 
an  adult  Moorhen  on  a   chick  depends  on  whether  the  adult  is  the  parent  or  not. 

Aggression  between  parent  and  chick  has  been  noted  for  a   number  of  species  of  rail,  in 

particular  the  Pukeko  Porphyria  melanotus,  the  Coot  Fulica  atra  and  the  Moorhen.  Phis 

aggression  may  become  very  violent,  with  the  parent  picking  up  the  chick  in  its  bill  and 

shaking  it  from  side  to  side,  and  for  the  Coot  has  been  termed  ‘tousling’  (J.  Horsfall,  1984, 
Anim.  Behav.  32:  216-225).  Parents  can  use  tousling  to  regulate  which  chicks  they  feed; 
those  that  are  tousled  more  keep  at  a   distance  from  the  parents  and  are  consequently  fed 

less.  The  same  results  have  been  shown  for  the  Moorhen  (D.  \V.  Gibbons,  1985,  unpubl. 

PhD  thesis.  University  of  Cambridge).  Why  parents  should  want  to  regulate  how  much 

food  chicks  get  is  not  yet  entirely  clear;  Horsfall  (1984)  has  suggested  that  chicks  may 

occasionally  die  as  a   result  of  this  tousling.  The  extremely  violent  attack  reported  by  Mr 

Kramer  could,  however,  have  been  directed  against  a   ‘foreign’  chick  from  a   neighbouring 
brood.  It  is  very  likely  that  parent  rails  recognise  their  own  chicks,  but  that  this 

recognition  may  take  a   few  days  to  develop.  However,  in  my  own  study  of  Moorhens  I 

observed  at  least  three  cases  where  recent  hatchlings  accidentally  crossed  territory 

boundaries  and  were  unintentionally  fostered  by  neighbours,  which  treated  them  as  their 

own,  instead  of  foreign,  chicks;  older  chicks  are  generally  chased  off  foreign  territories, 

but  1   never  obser\ed  chicks  being  killed  by  foreigners.  So  far  as  I   am  aware,  such  a   violent 

attack  has  not  been  recorded  before.’  Ed.s 

First-year  plumages  of  Audouin’s  Gull  The  world  population  of 

Audouin’s  Gull  Larus  audouinii  has  greatly  increased  in  the  past  decade, 
including  the  formation  of  a   new  colony,  the  largest  by  1986;  record 
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counts  have  been  made  along  the  Moroccan  coast,  and  an  immature  is 

reported  to  have  reached  Atlantic  France  {Brit.  Birds  79:  288).  The 

identification  of  Audouin’s  Gull  has  been  dealt  with  in  considerable 

detail  (e.g.  Cramp  &   Simmons  1982;  Harrison  1983;  Grant  1986),  but, 

without  exception,  statements  concerning  the  first-winter  and,  to  a 

lesser  extent,  the  first-summer  plumages  are  either  vague  or  inaccurate. 

The  reasons  for  this  are  understandable:  most  juvenile  Audouin’s  leave 
those  areas  of  the  Mediterranean  frequented  by  birdwatchers  before 

completing  the  post-juvenile  moult  to  first-winter  plumage;  only  a 

small  percentage  return  before  reaching  breeding  age,  and  those  that 

do  normally  remain  at  sea,  turning  up  in  numbers  inshore  only  in 
association  with  adverse  weather  conditions. 

In  southwest  Spain,  at  both  the  mouth  of  the  Rio  Guadiaro  and  the 

beach  at  Tarifa,  small  numbers  of  Audouin’s  Gulls  of  all  ages  may  be 
found  throughout  the  winter,  associating  with  wintering  flocks  of 

yellow-legged  Herring  Gulls  L.  argentatus  cachinnans/michahellis  and  Lesser 

Black-backed  Gulls  L.  fuscus  graellsii.  Adults,  accompanied  by  small 

numbers  of  first-years,  re-enter  the  Mediterranean  in  March  and  April, 

and  by  May  there  are  many  immature  Audouin’s  Gulls  widely  spread 
along  the  coast  from  the  Strait  of  Gibraltar  area  to  the  Portuguese 

border  at  Ayamonte  (pers.  obs.). 

The  following  notes  come  from  observations  made  in  southwest 

Spain  and  Morocco  during  November  1985  to  April  1987. 

First-winter 

HF.AI)  Basic  colour  just  ofl-while,  with  dark 

eye-crescent,  and  fine  brown  streaking, 

variable  in  extent,  but  often  most  notice- 

able on  hindcrown.  At  a   distance,  appears 

white-headed  as  a   result  of  contrast  with 

grey-washed  underparts. 

fNDF.RP.ARTS  Basic  colour  white,  washed 

with  grey  on  breast,  belly  and  flanks; 

variable,  fine  streaking/spotting  on  breast 

and  belly,  becoming  mottled  or  patchy 

dark  brown  on  sides  of  breast,  this  extend 

ing  to  hindneck  to  form  characteristic  half- 

collar. Lower  belly,  vent,  rear  flanks  and 

undertail-coverts  (except  for  black  subter- 

minal patches)  uniform  white,  forming 
some  contrast. 

L’Pi’FRPARTS  The  only  feather  groups  to 

change  significantly  with  the  post-juvenile 

moult  are  the  mantle  and  scapulars,  which 

become  soft,  medium  grey  with  blackish, 

anchor-shaped  centres,  most  prominent  on 

ottter  scapulars;  this  produces  a   unique 

spotted  effect.  Hindneck  variable  dark 

brown  with  variable  buff  tipping,  contrast- 

ing with  liead  and  mantle  to  form  distinc- 

tive half-collar.  Back  and  upper  rump 

remain  grey-brown,  barred  dark,  with  low- 

er rump  and  upperlail-coverts  while:  this 

forms  U-shaped  while  area,  though  less 
distinctive  and  with  much  less  contrast 

than  on  juvenile  owing  to  mostly  grey 

scapulars. 

T.Ali.  As  juvenile.  Uniform  blackish  above, 

with  barely  visible  white  feather  bases; 

below,  white  bases  more  extensive,  pro- 

ducing broad  subterminal  bar.  White  tips 
to  tail  feathers  reduced  with  wear. 

I'NDF.RWiNt;  Similar  to  juvenile.  \’er)'  dark- 

and-light  appearance,  caused  by  effect  of 

blackish  covert  and  secondary  bars  con- 

trasting with  always-presenl  and  promin- 

ent median  underwing-coverts.  All  flight 

feathers  blackish  except  for  inner  three  or 

four  primaries,  which  are  slightly  paler 

and  form  indistinct  ‘window’.  Most  still 
retain  narrow  white  fringes  to  secondaries 

and  inner  primaries. 

I'PPFRWING  Flight  leathers  as  underwing, 

but  lacking  ‘window’.  Juvenile  pale  buff 
tips  to  coverts  mostly  worn  away.  Median 

coverts  wear  quickly  to  produce  contrast 

between  dark  lesser  and  greater  coverts. 

Greater-covert  bar  paler  than  primaries 
and  secondary  bar. 

itll.l.  Distal  one-lliird  black,  basal  two- 
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Fig.  1.  First-winter  (left)  and  first-summer  Audouin’s  Gulls  Lams  audouinii  (.4.  M.  Paterson) 

thirds  var\  ing  from  pale  grey  to  pale  flesh. 

Fine  black  cutting  edges.  No  pale  tip. 

I.Kt;.s  .Medium  grey  (rather  darker  than 

mantle  colour). 

K.^K.s  Iris  dark  brown. 

First-summer 

UKAI)  Normally  very  little  streaking, 

appearing  quite  white,  and  lacks  contrast 

of  first-winter. 

I   NDKRl’AR I s   Basic  colour  as  head  and 

neck.  No  streaking/spotting  except  on 

flanks  and  sides  of  breast,  where  variable 

from  \er\  little  to  quite  considerable  on 

some  indi\iduals.  Markings  on  sides  of 

breast  and  on  hindneck  join  to  form 

prominent  half-collar. 

I   PPF.Rl'ARTS  Mantle  and  scapulars  much 

more  uniform  grey,  with  only  the  latter 

typically  retaining  a   few  dark  brown  cen- 

tres (this  adds  prominence  to  dark  half- 

collar); back  and  upper  rump  as  first- 
winter,  but  feathers  wear  and  fade  so  that 

only  upper  rump  appears  at  all  brown; 

lower  rump  and  uppertail-coverts  uniform 

white.  U-shaped  white  area  above  tail  no 

longer  prominent.  This  stage  reached  by 

mid  .\pril;  as  summer  progresses,  mantle 

and  scapulars  become  totally  grey  and,  on 

most  individuals,  half-collar  retained  well 

into  .August  (\V.  Hoogendoorn  in  litl.). 

T.\ll.  Similar  to  first-winter,  but  paler  and 

browner  with  bleaching  and  wear.  Pale  tips 
worn  away. 

rpPF.RWiNG  Flight  feathers  much  browner 

with  bleaching  and  wear.  Coverts  more 

faded  still,  forming  some  contrast  with 

flight  feathers.  Median  coverts  begin  to 

moult  earliest,  and,  by  end  .April,  grey 

feathers  present  along  all  median  coverts. 

On  closed  wing,  all  coverts  have  washed- 
out  and  ragged  appearance,  with  pale 

faded  tips  and  edges.  In  flight,  shows  pale 

bar  along  centre  of  upperw  ing.  .As  summer 

progresses,  coverts  become  increasingly 

greyer. 
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Hli.i,  Similar  to  first-winter,  but  tendency  i.FXiS  As  first-winter,  but  becoming  olivey 

for  liase  to  take  on  reddish-yellow  cast.  by  late  summer. 

Some  have  pale  tip  by  June.  ,.y,.s  As  first-winter. 

No  attempt  has  been  made  here  to  compare  the  first-winter  and  first- 

summer  plumages  of  Audouin’s  Gull  with  those  of  other  species.  Fhe 
juvenile  may  he  confusable  with  that  of  Lesser  Black-backed  Gull  or 

yellow-legged  Herring  (iull  (see  Grant  1986),  but  the  post-juvenile 

moult,  which  is  completed  in  October,  causes  (contrary'  to  popular 

belieO  a   considerable  change  in  the  appearance  of  first-winter  Au- 

douin’s, making  confusion  with  other  species  unlikely.  Finally,  owing  to 
the  considerable  overlap  in  the  timing  of  moults,  it  is  more  common  to 
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encounter  birds  in  ‘mixed’  plumages  than  in  perfect  first-winter  or  first- 
summer  plumage. 

It  is  perhaps  relevant  to  draw  attention  to  plates  203  and  204  of 

(irant  (1986).  I'hese  are  labelled  first-summer  ,\udouin’s  Gull,  but  W. 
(   fed)  Hoogendoorn  {in  litt.),  P.  J.  Grant  (in  lilt.)  and  I   agree  that  these 

plates  in  fact  depict  a   yellow-legged  Herring  Gull.  Ed  M   ,\CKRILI. 

Welton-le- Marsh,  Spilsby,  Lincolnshire  FE23  5SY 
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Ring-billed  Gulls  apparently  feeding  on  gulls’  droppings  On  the 
alternoon  of  21st  February  1986,  during  a   period  of  severely  cold 

weather,  1   watched  an  adult  Ring-billed  (iull  Larus  delawarensis  Ai  Roath 

Park  Fake,  .South  Glamorgan.  It  was  feeding  on  fresh  droppings  from  a 

flock  of  Gornmon  L.  canus  and  Black-headed  (iulls  L.  ridihundiis,  which 

were  gathered  on  the  ice-covered  lake.  I'he  Ring-billed  (iull  regularly- 
patrolled  the  ice,  pecking  at  many  droppings,  but  1   could  not  ascertain 

whether  it  actually  swallowed  any  part  of  them.  On  23rd  February,  a 

second-winter  Ring-billed  Gull  appeared  at  the  same  site,  and  it  too 

pecked  at  droppings,  but  less  frequently  than  had  the  adult.  Both  Ring- 
billed Gulls  remained  until  at  least  2nd  .March,  and  were  often  seen 

apj)arently  feeding  in  this  manner.  Neither  the  many  Gornmon  and 

Black-headed  (iulls,  nor  an  additional,  long-staying  Ring-billed  (iull 

present  during  this  period,  behaved  in  this  way.  Pllll.  Brls  row 

10  Lisvane  Street,  Cothays,  Cardiff,  South  Glamorgan  CF2  4U. 

Blackbird  attacking  scorpion  At  06.20  ('.M  l   ,   about  20  minutes  after 
sunrise,  on  25th  September  1986,  at  Torremolinos,  Malaga,  Spain,  I 

noticed  a   female  Blackbird  Tardus  merula  attacking  what  I   at  first  took  to 

be  a   lizard  Psammodromus  or  gecko  Tarentola  mauretanica  about  20  m   away 

on  a   footpath.  Since  I   have  seen  Blackbirds  apparently  chasing  lizards 

before,  but  without  success,  I   was  intrigued  to  see  how  she  would  deal 

with  the  prey.  The  Blackbird  was  attacking  the  prey  with  considerable 

caution,  using  sharp,  stabbing  actions  and  Jumping  backwards  every 

time  the  prey  moved.  The  latter’s  movement,  however,  was  not 
consistent  with  that  of  a   lizard  (unless  injured),  and  over  the  next  two 

minutes  I   was  able  to  approach  to  about  4.5  m.  .\t  that  range  I   could  see 

that  the  prey  was  a   brownish  scorpion  (Scorpaenidae),  about  5   cm  long. 

Fhe  Blackbird  was  concentrating  totally  on  the  animal,  and  even  when 

the  scorpion  was  apparently  dead  she  treated  it  with  great  caution; 

finally,  she  uttered  a   loud  ‘chuck’,  seized  the  scorpion  by  the  tail  and 
flew  ofT  with  it.  1   have  not  previously  heard  of  Blackbirds  attacking 

scorpions  and  know  of  few  other  avian  species  which  would  attempt  to 

do  so.  The  Blackbird  persisted  in  its  attack  to  a   very  high  degree,  and 

apparently ‘knew’ what  it  was  dealing  with.  .\NDREW  M.  P.\TERS()\ 

Edijicio  San  Gabriel,  2-4°-A,  c/.  E.scritor  Adolfo  Reyes,  29620  Torremolinos, .Malaga,  Spain 
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Identification  of  Graceful  and  Scrub  Warblers  During  a   visit  to  Israel  in 

March  1986,  we  both  had  the  opportunity  to  observe  adult  Graceful  Frinia 

gracilis  and  Scrub  Warblers  Scotocerca  inquieta.  Although  these  species  were 

separable  by  the  features  which  are  given  in  the  few  popular  field  guides 

which  mention  them,  we  were  surprised  to  find  the  two  species  markedly 

different,  with  some  of  the  most  noticeable  identification  features  not 
mentioned  in  the  literature. 

50.  Graceful  Warbler  A’n'ma  Israel,  December  1987  {F.  A.  Doherty) 

We  saw  hundreds  of  individuals  of  Graceful  Warbler  during  our  stay. 

The  field  guides  rightly  describe  its  greyish-brown  and  finely  streaked 
crown  and  upperparts  and  long  graduated  tail  feathers  tipped  white  with 

subterminal  blackish-brown  marks  on  the  underside.  What  struck  us  at 

once,  however,  was  the  jet-black  bill,  which  contrasted  strongly  with  the 

unmarked,  grey-buff ‘face’.  The  dark  eye  also  showed  up  well  in  this  bland 
area  (in  the  hand  an  orange  iris  and  black  pupil  were  evident).  Paz  (1987, 

The  Birds  of  Israel)  noted  that  the  male’s  bill  becomes  black  in  the  breeding 

season,  but  that  the  female’s  remains  yellow-brown. 
51.  Scrub  Warbler  Scotocerca  inquieta,  Israel,  March  1987  {F.  .-1.  Doherty^ 



52.  (Graceful  W’dMtr  Prinia  gracilis,  Saudi  Arabia,  May  1982  (G.  Bundy) 

In  contrast,  we  studied  only  two  Scrub  Warblers  in  the  field,  d'he  field 
guides  correctly  state  that  this  species  is  paler  in  colour  than  Graceful 

Warbler,  unstreaked  on  the  upperparts  (although  streaked  on  the  crown) 

and  lacks  the  diagnostic  undertail  markings  of  Graceful  Warbler.  What  we 

found  at  once  striking,  however,  were  its  clean  white  supercilium  (strong 

enough  to  recall  Whinchat  Saxicola  nibetra),  a   complete  blackish-brown 

eye-stripe  and,  in  contrast  to  male  Graceful  Warbler,  an  almost  wholly 

pale  yellow-horn  bill. 

53.  Graceful  Warbler  Prinia  gracilis,  Israel,  December  1987  (P.  .4.  Doherty) 

Thus,  what  we  found  the  most  striking  distinguishing  features  of  the 

two  species  (at  least  in  adult  plumage)  were  confined  to  the  head,  and 

none  of  them  appears  in  the  popular  identification  literature. 

Stfa'EN  W.  G   ale  and  Sean  D.  McMinn 

Flat  8,  86  Worcester  Road,  Sutton,  Surrey 

AH  &   Ripley  (1973,  Handbook  of  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan,  vol.  8)  also  noted  the  male 

Graceful  Warbler’s  black  bill  in  the  breeding  season.  Although  depicted  as  having  similar 

characteristics  in  some  field  guides,  these  two  species  are  indeed  very  different,  the  Scrub 

Warbler  being  far  more  strikingly  marked,  as  described  above.  Ens 
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Blue  Tit  nesting  in  old  Blackbird  nest  In  1969,  at  Bletchingly,  Surrey,  I 

photographed  a   Blue  Tit  Pams  caemleus  feeding  its  young  in  the  old  nest  of 

a   Blackbird  Turdus  memla.  The  photograph  was  recently  published  in  a 

book  (Keith  Porter,  1986,  On  the  Wing),  although  the  caption  unfortunately 

did  not  draw  attention  to  the  significance  of  the  nest  site.  While  it  is  most 

unusual  for  Blue  Tits  to  nest  in  such  open  situations,  there  is,  however,  a 

record  of  this  species  lining  an  old  Blackbird’s  nest  and  laying  one  egg  in 
it  {Brit.  Birds  56:  461).  Previous  instances  of  Blue  Tits  building  their  own 

nest  high  up  in  the  fork  of  a   tree  have  also  been  published  {Brit.  Birds  37: 

55;  43:  1 17),  while  a   nest  of  a   tit,  probably  Blue  Tit,  has  been  found  3-4  m 

up  on  a   lateral  branch  of  a   sycamore  Acer  pseudoplatanus  {Brit.  Birds  50:  393- 
395).  The  Handbook  states  that  both  Blue  and  Great  Tits  P.  major  W\W  nest  in 

old  nests  of  other  species,  and  Derek  Goodwin  {in  litt.)  has  found  a   Great 

Tit’s  nest  in  the  ‘new’  but  deserted  nest  of  a   Jay  Garrulus  glandarius.  Clearly, 
however,  tit  nests  in  open  situations  are  not  common,  and  it  seems  worth 

while  drawing  attention  to  the  photograph  below  (plate  54). 
Stephen  Daeton 

Holly  Farmhouse,  Cob  Lane,  Ardingly,  Sussex 

54.  Blue  l   it  Farus  caemleus  feeding  its  young  in  nest  built  inside  old  nest  of  Blackbird  Turdus 
menda.  Surrey,  summer  1969  (Stephen  Dalton) 
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Unusual  nest-site  of  Siskin  On  3rd  June  1986,  at  Coylumbridge, 
Inverness-shire,  1   was  shown  the  nest  of  a   Siskin  Carduelis  spinus  in  a 

hanging  flower-pot,  in  the  open  front  porch  of  an  occupied  cottage,  at  a 
height  of  1.6  m   from  the  ground.  The  soil  had  been  scraped  away  from 

the  top  of  the  pot,  and  it  was  lined  with  moss  and  hair.  By  7th  June, 

three  eggs  had  been  laid,  and  a   Siskin  was  incubating.  All  three  chicks 

hatched  and  fledged  successfully. 

Siskins  usually  build  their  nests  at  a   height  of  10-20  m,  mostly  in 

conifers;  there  were  plenty  of  Scots  pines  Firms  sylvestris  in  the  vicinity. 
.\.  E.  Bii.LF.rT 

9   Hardy  Lane,  Tockington,  Bristol 

Obituary 
Anthony  Roger  Morley  Blake  (1924-1988) 

When  1   discovered  a   slim  volume at  school.  The  Birds  of  Staffordshire, 

by  Lord  and  Blake,  which  detailed 

exciting  records  from  my  local  reser- 
voir, it  helped  sway  my  interest  from 

fishing  there  to  birdwatching  around 
it.  I   soon  met  one  of  the  authors  at 

Chasewater,  and  was  indeed  impress- 

ed. Tony  Blake  was,  outside  my 

family,  the  first  real  birdwatcher  I   ever 

met,  and  his  presence  at  the  reservoir 

down  the  road  stamped  a   degree  of 

importance  upon  it  that  1   could  not 

have  imagined.  After  that  chance 

meeting,  I   timed  my  visits  to  increase 

the  chance  of  more  walks  with  Tony. 

At  that  time,  the  West  Midland 

Bird  Report  was  full  of  observers’ 
initials,  and  ‘ARMB’  was  liberally 
scattered  through  the  pages.  Even- 

tually, an  ‘ARMB,  RAH’  would  be 
looked  upon  with  real  satisfaction. 

Tony  was  always  the  model  local 

birdwatcher,  ever  involved  in  surveys  and  projects,  always  working  his 

favourite  local  places.  He  remained  endlessly  enthusiastic,  fascinated  by 

anything  the  least  bit  unusual,  be  it  a   rarity,  or  a   woodpecker  out  of  place 

in  a   waste  of  spoil  heaps.  Being  a   member  of  the  British  Birds  Rarities 

Committee  gave  him  extra  stature  in  the  eyes  of  juniors  like  me. 

After  serving  in  the  Middle  East  in  the  war,  with  the  Tony  moved 

to  the  West  Midlands  to  work  for  GKN  in  1947.  He  remained  with  GKN 

until  his  retirement,  and  stayed  in  the  area  until  he  died,  far  too  early, 

after  a   short  illness  in  July  1988. 

55.  Tony  Blake  (1924-1988),  StafTord- 
shire,  .\pril  1978  {Wolverhampton  Express  & 

Star) 

[Brit.  Hints  82:  81-82,  Febmarv  1989] 
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A   R.M.  Blake  (1924-1988) 

He  joined  the  Rarities  Committee  in  1963,  a   year  when  400  records 

were  submitted,  serving  for  13  years  until  his  retirement  in  April  1976.  By 

1975,  840  records  of  136  species  were  submitted  (and  in  the  intervening 

period  there  were  ‘big  years’,  with  influxes  of  Richard’s  Pipits  and  others 
to  deal  with).  Throughout  this  period  of  greatly  increasing  workloads, 

evolving  attitudes  and  improved  knowledge  of  identification  criteria,  Tony 
worked  hard  and  maintained  a   fair  and  balanced  view  of  the  BBRC  and  its 

internal  and  external  politics. 

Meanwhile,  he  was  for  nine  years  Secretary  (to  1964)  and  later 

Chairman  of  the  thriving  West  Midlands  Bird  Club,  and  Chairman  of  its 

Research  Committee.  Almost  an  ever-present  at  meetings,  he  was  known 
to  many,  but  few  seem  to  have  known  him  intimately  beyond  some  shared 
hours  in  the  field  or  a   few  drinks  in  the  bar  after  a   lecture.  I   last  saw  him  in 

exactly  that  situation,  not  long  after  he  had  completed  50  years  of  active 

birdwatching,  and  he  was  still  as  lively,  jovial  and  keen  as  ever— he  was 
never  short  of  a   birdwatching  tale  or  two,  and  always  in  the  best  of 

humour.  He  recalled  some  of  our  early  finds,  discussed  a   proposed  trip  to 

eastern  Europe,  and  enthused  over  others  to  The  Gambia  and  elsewhere 

which  had  enthralled  him.  But  I   think  above  all  he  liked  a   long  weekend  in 

north  Norfolk  in  the  late  autumn,  and  that  is  where  his  son  and  daughter 
scattered  his  ashes,  on  a   favourite  marsh.  To  them  and  his  widow, 

Dorothy,  we  send  our  sympathies.  Like  me,  many  people  will  surely 

remember  Tony  with  great  affection  and  respect.  R.  A.  HuME 

Reviews 
Birds  of  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa.  By  P.  A.  D.  Hollom,  R.  F. 

Porter,  S.  Christensen  and  Ian  Willis.  T.  &   A.  D.  Poyser,  Calton, 

1988.  320  pages;  710  colour  illustrations;  182  line-drawings;  499 
distribution  maps.  £14.00. 

This  publication  represents  another  major  step  forward  in  the  continuing  development  of 

field  guides.  Peterson,  Mountfort  &   Hollom’s  A   Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe 
broke  new  ground  when  it  was  published  in  1954  by  including  the  birds  of  Europe  in  an 

illustrated  field  guide  for  the  first  time.  The  geographical  area  was  expanded  by  Heinzel, 

Fitter  &   Parslow  with  the  publication,  in  1972,  of  their  field  guide  The  Birds  of  Britain  and 

Europe  with  North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East.  Despite  the  considerable  increase  during  the  last 

ten  years  or  so  of  European  birdwatchers  visiting  North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East,  no 

new  field  guide  has  attempted  to  cover  the  region  with  or  without  Britain  and  Europe. 

Indeed,  as  recently  as  September  1987,  the  Heinzel,  Fitter  &   Parslow  field  guide  was,  not 

unexpectedly,  voted  the  most  useful  field  guide  in  North  Africa  and  the  Middle  East  by 

the  members  of  the  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee  {Brit.  Birds  80:  401-403).  That  would 

no  longer  be  the  case,  as  Birds  of  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa,  which  has  no  pretensions  to 

cover  the  birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  and  has,  therefore,  far  more  space  to  devote  to  the 

species  of  the  region,  is  a   better  field  guide  to  the  birds  of  the  area,  by  a   large  margin. 

It  is  important  to  understand  that  it  is  intended  as  a   companion  to  A   Field  Guide  to  the 

Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe,  which  was  also  co-authored  by  P.  A.  D.  Hollom.  As  a 
consequence,  not  only  vagrants  and  rare  visitors  but  also  many  breeding  birds  of  the 
region  are  neither  illustrated  nor  covered  in  the  text  from  an  identification  viewpoint  if 
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they  already  appeared  in  the  earlier  field  guide.  I’heir  status  and  habitat  within  the  region 
are  given,  however,  and,  for  breeding  species,  a   distribution  map  is  provided.  Some 
characteristic  breeding  species  which  are  neither  described  nor  illustrated  are  the  four 

European  vultures.  Short-toed  Circaelus  gallicus,  Booted  Hieraaelus  pennatus  and  Bonelli’s 
Eagles  H.  Jascialus,  Scops  Owl  Otus  scops.  Rufous  Bush  Robin  Cercotrichas  galactotes,  Blue 
Rock  I   brush  Monticola  solitarius,  Fan-tailed  Cisticola  juncidis,  Spectacled  Sylvia  conspicillata, 
Subalpine  cantillans,  Sardinian  S.  melanocephala  and  Orphean  Warblers  S.  kortensis  and 

Spanish  Sparrow  Passer  hispaniolensis.  To  have  included  all  the  region’s  species  would  have 
made  for  a   much  larger  and  more  expensive  book  (and  perhaps  not  a   field  guide  at  all), 

but  it  is  nevertheless  irritating  not  to  have  many  of  the  area’s  breeding  birds  and  not  to 
have  European  confusion  species  available  for  quick  reference  in  the  same  volume. 

1   he  species  accounts,  line-drawings  and  distribution  maps  occur  together,  whilst  the 
colour  illustrations  are  included  on  40  almost  centrally  positioned  plates.  The  hard  cover 

seems  tough,  and  the  binding  of  the  review  copy  was  adequate  to  survive  a   two-week  field- 
test  in  the  region  without  apparent  deterioration,  but  only  time  will  tell  if  a   copy  can 

physically  stand  up  to  more  regular  use  in  the  rigours  of  the  area’s  climate  and conditions. 

1   he  species  accounts  are  particularly  good,  and  identification  characters  are  covered  in 

commendable  depth  for  a   field  guide,  though  the  traveller  to  the  region  could  wish  for 

more  detail  on  local  races  of  otherwise-familiar  species.  I'he  distribution  maps,  with 
assistance  and  clarification  from  the  species  accounts  on  migration  and  wintering,  are 

also  well  produced,  though  perhaps  they  suffer  from  lack  of  frequent  and  wide  coverage 

by  observers,  owing  to  terrain  and  the  political  climate  in  parts  of  the  region.  The  line- 
drawings  are  very  good  and  are  used  not  only  to  illustrate  great  rarities  in  the  area  (e.g. 

Red  Turtle  Dove  Streptopelia  Iranquebarica,  (iolden  Pipit  Tmelothylacus  tenellus,  Blue-and- 
white  Flycatcher  Muscicapa  cyanomelana) ,   but  also  to  compare  like  species  (e.g.  50  drawings 

of  five  eagles,  eight  drawings  of  six  male  wheatears  in  flight). 

It  is  the  colour  illustrations  to  which  most  observers  refer  and  which  play  a   large  part  in 

the  popularity  of  any  bird-book.  Fhough  there  is  much  to  admire  in  many  of  the 
individual  paintings,  the  plates  are  generally  rather  disappointing.  Several,  particularly 

amongst  the  passerines,  are  too  pale  and  ‘washed-out’  and  a   number  of  the  handwritten 
captions  are  misleadingly  positioned.  As  can  be  deduced  from  710  illustrations  on  40 

plates  each  136  mm  X   216  mm  (an  average  of  nearly  18  per  plate),  several  illustrations 

are  far  too  small.  Also,  there  are  no  cross-references  from  the  plates  to  the  text.  It  would 
have  been  nice  to  see  more  space  allocated  to  the  colour  illustrations,  so  that  they  could 

have  been  individually  larger,  more  in  number  for  many  species  and,  in  some  pertinent 

cases,  with  confusion  species  alongside.  Fewer  paintings  per  plate,  perhaps  with  printed 

captions,  would  also  have  removed  any  doubt  about  which  species  is  which. 

This  book  clearly  fills  a   vacant  niche,  and  does  it  ver)  well.  It  is  a   must  for  every 
birdwatcher  who  intends  to  visit  the  Middle  East  or  North  Africa.  PETER  L   .\NSDO\\  N 

A   Passion  for  Birds:  dedicated  to  the  Royal  Society  for  the  Protection 

of  Birds  on  its  centenary.  Edited  and  compiled  hy  Tony  Soper.  David 

&   Charles,  Newton  Abbott,  1988.  208  pages;  69  colour  plates;  70  black- 

and-white  plates;  21  line-drawings.  £10.95. 

Cleverly  conceived,  well  written,  and  richly  illustrated,  Tony  Soper’s  ‘complete  birdside 
bedside  book’  is  a   delightful  read.  Basically,  it  is  a   personal  travelogue  enhanced  by  a 
multitude  of  bird  facts,  birdwatching  anecdotes  and  some  review  articles.  It  is  something  of  a 

hotch-potch,  with  items  drawm  loosely  under  headings  such  as  ‘discovering  birds’,  ‘ticking 

and  twitching’,  ‘courtship  and  family  life’,  ‘birds  in  boxes’,  ‘bird  gardening’,  ‘seabirds’  and 

‘flight’.  The  list  of  contributors  is  a   veritable  ‘Who’s  who’  in  ornithology,  ranging  from 
Hortus  Sanitatus,  John  Ray  and  Gilbert  White,  through  Col.  R.  Meinertzhagen,  Viscount 

Grey  of  Fallodon,  and  Seton  Gordon,  to  Dr  Bruce  Campbell,  Chris  Mead  and  Richard 

Millington.  Topics  covered  scan  the  profound  and  the  practical  with  a   high  element  of 

humour,  so  one  jumps  from  habitat  loss,  ringing  recoveries,  desert-island  birds,  nest-box 

construction,  bird-table  recipes,  earthworm  culture  and  speedy  nest  building  to  comic  turns. 

The  book  is  guaranteed  to  have  something  for  everyone,  whether  casual  birdwatcher, 

passionate  twitcher  or  starchy  professional.  Recommended  reading.  D.^vin  Gl.LE 
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An  Atlas  of  Wintering  Birds  in  the 

Western  Algarve  1986-87.  By  Mark  Bol- 
ton. (A  Rocha  Trust,  Portimao,  1987.  82 

pages.  Paperback  £4.50)  Planning  a   winter 

break  in  this  area?  If  so,  you  will  certainly 
wish  to  refer  to  this  Atlas  with  its  four  to 

six  maps  per  page,  showing  distribution 

and  relative  abundance  (for  a   total  of  157 

species),  and  facing  pages  with  texts  in 

English. 

Birds:  the  paintings  of  Terance  James 

Bond.  (Lutterworth  Press,  Cambridge, 

1988.  96  pages.  £35.00)  A   book  of  pretty 

pictures  which  will  no  doubt  be  very 

popular  with  bird-lovers  who  enjoy  this 

style  of  painting;  plumage  details,  scale 

between  bird  and  different  parts  of  the 

habitat,  and  jizz  are  not  always  depicted 

accurately,  the  painting  devoted  to  the 

Long-Tailed  Titmouse  (sic)  Aegithalos 

caudatus  being  one  of  the  worst  in  these 

respects.  I   do  not  agree  with  the  pub- 

lisher’s claim  that  this  is  ‘The  most  beauti- 

ful bird  book  for  years.’ 

A   Field  Guide  to  Hawks:  North  America. 

ByWilliam  S.  Clark.  Illustrations  by  Brian 

K.  Wheeler.  (Houghton  Mifflin,  Boston, 

1987.  198  pages.  $19.95)  Clearly  presented, 

well-researched  and  much-needed  guide  to 

the  flight  identification  of  raptors  of  North 

America.  Each  species  is  illustrated  in 

colour — often  with  several  drawings — and 

the  emphasis  is  on  the  all-important  wing- 

pattems.  Very  useful  annotated  black-and- 

white  photographic  section  which  uses  point- 

ers to  highlight  important  features;  such  a 

system  could  usefully  be  copied  by  others 

dealing  with  species  which  are  difficult  to 

identify.  Don’t  go  birding  in  North  America 
withoutit!  [Richard  Porter] 

Birds  to  Watch:  the  ICBP  world  check- 

list of  threatened  birds.  By  N.  J.  Collar 

and  P.  Andrew.  (ICBP,  Cambridge,  1988. 

303  pages.  Paperback  £9.50)  This  ICBP 

technical  publication  (no.  8)  provides  a 

brief  summary  of  the  (known)  status  and 

distribution  of  1,029  species  ‘to  watch  .   .   . 

seek  out,  survey,  monitor  and  conserve.’ 
Its  purpose  is  to  resolve  the  conflict  be- 

tween the  need  for  exhaustive  (i.e.  time- 

consuming)  research  on  conservation 

needs  and  the  swift  provision  of  basic 

information,  so  that  the  significance  of 

future  observations  may  be  judged  accu- 

rately. Any  birder  who  travels  widely  will 

find  this  book  extremely  useful  and,  by 

providing  observ'ations,  can  help  to  make 
future  editions  more  complete.  An  original 

publication,  and  excellent  value  for 

money.  [Ron  Martins] 

Secret  Lives.  By  Stephen  Dalton.  (Cen- 

tury, London,  Melbourne,  Auckland, 

Johannesburg,  1988.  128  pages.  £14.95) 

Wow!  That  is  not  the  way  in  which  an 

educated  editor  should  start  a   review,  but 

it  accurately  reflects  this  editor’s  reaction 
when  first  looking  through  this  collection 

of  stunning  photographs.  There  are  exact- 

ly 100  in  the  book,  each,  therefore,  costing 

the  viewer  less  than  15p  a   time.  Leaping 

spider,  jumping  flea,  striking  rattle-snake, 

and  jumping  frog  are  all  frozen  in  sharp 

focus,  and  there  is  beauty  and  humour  as 

well.  For  once,  the  jacket  blurb  does  not 

exaggerate,  when  Stephen  Dalton  is  de- 

scribed as  ‘one  of  the  world’s  greatest 

nature  photographers’. 

Weather  and  Bird  Behaviour.  By  Nor- 

man Elkins.  (Poyser,  Calton,  1988.  2nd 

edn.  239  pages.  £15.00)  I'his  very’  well 
reviewed  book  {Brit.  Birds  77:  131-132)  is 

now  in  its  second,  revised  edition. 

Der  Baumfalke.  By  Dietrich  Fiuczynski. 

(Die  Neue  Brehm-Biicherei  575.  A.  Ziemsen 

Verlag,  Wittenberg  Lutherstadt,  1987.  208 

pages.  DM22.00)  Fiuczynski  is  foremost  in 

ecological  studies  of  the  Hobby  Falco  sub- 

buteo.  He  has  spent  well  over  20  years 

studying  those  in  and  around  Berlin.  This 

book  is  an  account  of  that  work,  but  also 

includes  information  gleaned  from  other 

sources.  Subjects  covered  range  from  distri- 

bution to  detailed  behavioural  studies.  Any- 

one interested  in  raptor  ecology  should  have 

this  book.  Unfortunately,  for  natives  of 

Britain,  it  is  written  wholly  in  German. 

[Kevin  Baker] 

Turner’s  Birds:  bird  studies  from  Farn- 

ley  Hall.  By  David  Hill.  (Phaidon,  Ox- 

ford, 1988.  64  pages;  34  colour  plates;  1 

black-and-white  plate.  Paperback  £8.95) 

Well-produced  exhibition  catalogue,  illus- 

trating 20  birds  drawn  by  J.  W.  M.  Turner 

for  a   five-volume  Ornithological  Collection, 

held  in  the  library  of  Farnley  Hall  where  he 

regularly  stayed.  Mostly  heads  of  dead 

84 
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birds,  with  two  feeble  drawings  of  ‘live’ 
birds,  lacking  jizz  and  character. 

I   Rohhrt  Gii.i.mor) 

The  Mute  Swan.  By  Janet  Rear.  (Shire 
Publications,  Princes  Risborough,  1988.  24 
pages.  Paperback  £1.25)  Yet  another  excel- 

lent addition  to  this  series.  Indeed,  the 

highly  photogenic  Mute  Swan  Cygnus  olor  is 
an  ideal  sid>ject  and  is  here  portrayed 
liberally  in  colour  and  black-and-white. 

The  text  matches  the  photographs  in 
quality,  covering,  clearly  but  succinctly, 
the  life  history  of  the  species  as  well  as  the 
many  ways  in  which  it  interacts  with  man 

(swan-upping,  lead  poisoning,  swans  in 
legends).  [M.AO] 

Hummingbirds.  By  Tony  Keppelman. 
(Little,  Brown  &   Company,  Boston,  1988.  75 

pages.  £19.95)  Its  title  might  suggest  a 
comprehensive  treatment,  but  this  book 

includes  colour  photographs  of  just  seven 

species  (out  of  the  340-or-so  in  the  New 

World).  The  details  of  how  the  magnificent 

photographs  were  obtained  (using  strobe 

lighting)  will  interest  every  bird- 

photographer.  There  is,  however,  virtually 
no  text  devoted  to  hummingbirds.  The 

pages  opposite  the  33  plates  do  not  even 

contain  the  name  of  the  species  depicted, 

being  totally  blank  apart  from  the  plate 

number  itself  and,  occasionally,  a   line  or  so 

of  a   poem.  What  a   missed  opportunity! 
Surely  there  is  an  ornithologist  in  the  LIS.A 

who  could  have  written  some  interesting 

things  about  hummingbirds  to  accompany 

these  exciting  photographs?  £19.95  seems  a 

lot  of  money  to  pay  for  34  colour  plates  and 

nine  pages  of  text. 

Grasshoppers  and  Allied  Insects  of 

Great  Britain  and  Ireland.  By  Judith  A. 
Marshall  and  E.  C.  M.  Haes.  Illustrated 

by  Denys  Ovenden.  (Harley  Books,  Great 

Horkesley,  1988.  252  pages.  £25.00)  Com- 
panion cassette:  A   Sound  Guide  to  the 

Grasshoppers  and  Allied  Insects  of 

Great  Britain  and  Ireland.  Compiled  by 

John  Burton.  (Harley  Books  &   BBC  Natu- 
ral History  Unit  &   British  Museum  (Nat. 

Hist.),  1987.  30  minutes.  £5.75)  Well  up  to 

the  standard  we  have  come  to  expect  of 

Harley  Books.  That,  really,  says  it  all.  Only 

52  species  of  grasshoppers  and  their  close 

relatives  (crickets,  locusts,  cockroaches, 

earwigs  and  stick  insects)  occur  in  Britain 

and  Ireland,  and  14  of  those  are  alien 

escapes  or  introductions.  This  is,  there- 

fore, a   perfect  group  for  study  by  the 

birdwatcher  who  has  time  to  expand  the 
scope  of  his  interest  (others  would  be 

woodlice,  dragonflies  &   damselflies,  and 

bumble-bees,  all  of  which  have  relatively 
small  numbers  of  British  species).  In  addi- 

tion, the  grasshoppers  make  noises  which 

every  sound-oriented  birdwatcher  will 
have  noticed  (indeed,  some  species  of 

grasshoppers  are  confusable  with  birds: 
see  Brit.  Birds  77:  87-104).  This  superbly 
illustrated  book  also  contains  not  only 
identification  information,  but  also  fasci- 

nating accounts  of  behaviour  and  life 

histories,  distribution  maps  (dot- 

distributions  by  10-km  squares  as  well  as 

vice-county  distributions),  and  there  is  a 
very  useful  accompanying  cassette  giving 

the  noises  made  by  2fi  of  the  species,  with 

clear  announcements  of  English  and  scien- 
tific names.  .\  final,  useful  touch  is  the 

provision  of  a   plastic  bookmark  which 
includes  the  scientific  and  English  names 

of  all  the  species,  and  a   millimetre  scale. 

Atti  del  IV°  Convegno  Italiano  di  Orni- 
tologia.  Edited  by  Bruno  Massa.  (.Societa 
Siciliana  di  .Scienze  Nalurali,  Palermo, 

1988.  330  pages.  Paperback  25,000  Italian 

lire)  This  special  supplement  to  volume 
XII  of//  \aluralisla  Siciliano  constitutes  the 

official  Proceedings  of  the  I\'  Italian  Con- 
gress of  Ornithology  held  on  Pantelleria  in 

September  1987.  While  texts  are  in  Italian, 
each  of  the  58  contributions  has  a   short 

English  summary  .   The  papers  are  on  the 

general  topics  of  Birds  as  ecological  in- 

dicators, Wintering,  Trophic  niche.  Insu- 
lar avifaunas  and  role  of  islands  in  the 

migrations,  .Migration,  Taxonomy,  and 
Breeding  biology  and  ecology  . 

The  Birds  of  the  Pentland  Hills.  By  Ian 

Munro.  (Scottish  .Academic  Press,  Edin- 

burgh, 1988.  208  pages;  15  photographs; 

map.  Paperback  £4.95;  hardback  £9.50) 
The  Pentland  Hills  run  25  km  southwest 

from  Edinburgh  and  almost  attain  2,000 

feet  (600  m).  They  include  a   dozen  reser- 
voirs and  form  an  unspoilt  area  of  much 

natural  interest  which  has  been  well  docu- 

mented ornithologically  for  150  years, 

starting  with  William  Macgillivray.  Ian 

Munro’s  experience  goes  back  50  years 
and  enriches  this  summary  of  the  past 

records.  Most  attractively  produced. 

[Doug.^i.  G.  .Andrew] 

The  Oystercatcher.  By  Desmond 

Nethersole-Thompson.  (Shire  Publica- 
tions, Princes  Risborough,  1988.  24  pages. 
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Paperback  £1.25)  The  Shire  Natural  His- 
tory series  aims  to  fill  the  gap  between 

brief  guides  of  general  interest  and  full- 

length  books  for  the  specialist.  Phis  fasci- 
nating, authoritative,  illustrated  booklet 

will  be  a   useful  addition  to  any  library. 

Treatments  of  Greenshank  Tringa  nebularia 
and  Dotterel  Charadiius  morinellus  in  this 

format  would  be  welcome  additions  to  the 

series.  [Andy  Lowe] 

The  Pheasant.  By  P.  A.  Robertson.  (Shire 

Publications,  Princes  Risborough,  1988.  24 

pages.  Paperback  £1.25)  .\n  everything- 

you-have-ever-wanted-to-know-about  type 
of  book,  written  in  a   popular  form  (with 

few  references  to  the  original  material), 

rather  in  the  style  of  our  ‘Studies  of  West 
Palearctic  birds’. 

A   Coloured  Key  to  the  Wildfowl  of  the 

World.  By  Peter  Scott.  (The  Wildfowl 

4   rust,  Slimbridge,  1988.  96  pages.  Paper- 
back £5.95)  This  reprint  of  the  1948  guide 

illustrates  in  full  colour  all  the  world’s 
wildfowl  and  their  distinctive  subspecies, 

although  females,  immatures  and  eclipse 

males  get  short  shrift.  The  text  outlines 

their  distributions.  Although  excellent  in 

its  time,  this  guide  has  been  totally 

usurped  by  Madge  &   Burn’s  Wildfowl.  It 
will,  nevertheless,  find  a   market  amongst 

members  of  the  public  who  need  a   handy 

guide  when  wandering  around  wildfowl 

collections;  that  being  the  case,  it  should 

have  used  specific,  rather  than  subspecific, 

English  names.  [Keith  ViNicoMBF,] 

Invemada  de  Aves  en  la  Peninsula  Iber- 

ica.  Edited  l>y  Jose  Luis  Telleria.  (Sociedad 

Espanola  de  Omitologia,  Madrid,  1988.  208 

pages.  Paperback,  £12.00)  ‘Birds  wintering 
in  the  Iberian  Peninsula’  (a  monograph  of 

the  Spanish  Ornithological  Society):  Pro- 

ceedings of  the  symposium  on  bird  winter- 

ing held  in  December  1987  in  Madrid.  This 

volume  contains  review  papers  on  the  win- 
tering of  Greater  Flamingos  Phoenicopterus 

ruber,  wildfowl,  waders,  raptors.  Cranes  Grus 

grus,  W'oodpigeons  Columba  palumbus  and 
passerines,  and  a   summary'  of  trapping  and 
conservation  of  special  sites.  Papers  are  in 

Spanish  (one  Portuguese),  but  with  English 
summaries  and  figure  and  table  legends. 

The  area  is  seen  to  be  very  important  to 

European  birds  in  winter.  [   PETER  Lack] 

The  Dipper.  By  Stephanie  J.  Tyler  and 

Stephen  J.  Ormerod.  (Shire  Publications, 
Princes  Risborough,  1988.  24  pages. 

Paperback  £1.25)  See  earlier  review  ot  The 

Pheasant  by  P.  A.  Robertson. 

Waterfowl  in  Winter.  Edited  by  Milton 

W.  Weller.  (University  of  Minnesota 

Press,  1988.  624  pages.  Paperback  $19.95; 

hardback  $49.50)  The  best  symposium 

proceedings  that  I   have  seen  for  a   long 

time:  edited  to  the  highest  standards  and 

beautifully  produced,  it  contains  37  major 

papers  and  ten  workshop  summaries,  cov- 
ering virtually  every  aspect  of  the  subject, 

including  behaviour,  ecology,  habitats  and 

their  management,  distribution  and  sta- 
tus. Heavily  biased  to  North  America,  but 

none  the  worse  for  that.  Required  reading 
for  waterfowl  workers.  [MAO] 

Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

Announcements 

Young  Ornithologists  of  the  Year  This  annual  competition,  run  by  the  RSPB’s  junior 

wing,  the  Young  Ornithologists’  Club,  was  once  again  sponsored  by  British  Birds.  Ehe 
winners  and  runners-up  are  as  follows: 
.SENIOR 

(13-18  years  old) 

1st  Christopher  R.  Drake  (Dorchester,  Dorset) 

2nd  Guy  I'hompson  (Winchester,  Hampshire) 
3rd  Oscar  Campbell  (Lurgan,  Co.  Armagh) 

4th  David  Anning  (Deal,  Kent) 

INTERMEDIATE 

(10-12  years  old) 

JfNIOR 

(6-9  years  old) 

1st  Dominick  Spracklen  (Hundy,  Aberdeenshire) 

2nd  James  Walsh  (Altrincham,  Cheshire) 

3rd  Matthew  Latham  (Llanfairfechan,  Gwynedd) 

1st  Huw  Prior  (Chichester,  West  Sussex) 
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Several  of  these  names  are  familiar  to  us.  Christopher  R.  Drake  was  sixth  in  the  Senior 

Section  last  year,  and  (Juy  1   hompson  has  now  been  second  in  this  section  two  years 
running.  Oscar  Campbell  and  David  .Aiming  were  first  and  second,  respectively,  in  the 
Intermediate  Section  last  year  {Brit.  Birds  81:  138);  while  James  Walsh  won  the  Junior 
Section  in  1986  (Brit.  Birds  79:  95),  and  he  and  Dominick  Spracklen  were  second  and  third, 
respectively,  in  the  Junior  .Section  in  1987  (Brit.  Birds  80:  78).  It  is  ver\'  pleasing  to  British 

Birds  and  rewarding  for  the  judges  (Peter  Holden  and  Dr  J.  I'.  R.  Sharrock)  to  see  the 
continued  efforts  and  improvements  which  result  in  this  progress  by  individual  young 
birdwatchers  through  the  competition,  which  is  based  on  the  competitors’  field notebooks. 

1   he  three  winners,  Christopher  R.  Drake,  Dominick  Spracklen  and  Huw  Prior,  will 
each  be  presented  with  a   free  one-year  subscription  to  British  Birds  and  £7()-worth  of  bird 
books  or  ecpiipment  oI  their  choice  at  a   special  ceremony  at  The  Lodge,  fhe  five  runners- 
up  will  each  receive  an  inscribed  book  as  a   consolation  prize. 

British  Birds  is  delighted  to  continue  sponsorship  of  this  competition,  aimed  at 
encouraging  young  birdwatchers  to  take  their  hobby  seriously.  The  Young  Ornitholog- 

ists’ Club  losters  a   responsible  attitude  among  those  who  are  destined  to  become  future 
ornithologists  and  conservationists.  I   he  CMub  produces  an  award-winning  magazine.  Bird 
Life,  edited  by  Rob  Hume,  and  we  urge  all  readers  of  BB  to  encourage  young  birdwatchers 

tt)  join  the  5   0C.  1   he  address  is  5’()C,  fhe  Lodge,  .Sandy,  Bedfordshire  st;i9  2l)l,. 

When  does  your  subscription  become  due?  5’ou  can  tell  this,  for  your  address  sheet 
will  be  printed  in  red  instead  of  black. 

Your  ‘BB’  reference  number  fo  obtain  books  POS'f  FRKF.  through  British  BirdShop, 
we  ask  you  to  (juote  not  only  your  address,  but  also  your  9-figure  BB  reference  nundjer. 

Phis  is  given  above  your  name  and  address  on  the  address  sheet  in  the  transparent 

envelope  in  which  your  copy  of  BB  arrives  each  month. 

Sorry,  overseas  subscribers  .Although  the  November  1988  issue  of  British  Birds  was  posted 

on  schedule,  on  27th  October,  many  overseas  subscribers  did  not  receive  their  copies  until 

the  end  of  December,  or  even  early  Januar\ .   Fhe  explanation  given  to  us  by  the  various 

postal  ser\ices  who  deal  with  our  mail  is  that  the  delay  was  ‘due  to  the  Christmas  post’.  We 
do  not  consider  this  to  be  a   satisfaclors  explanation,  but  can  only  send  our  apologies  to  all 

those  who  received  their  issues  late.  We  hope  that  it  will  not  happen  again. 

Free  ‘BB’  subscriptions  for  County  Bird  Recorders  This  year,  we  have  again  presented 

all  81  County  Bird  Recorders  in  the  L'K  with  free  subscriptions  to  British  Birds,  as  our  way 

of  saying  ‘Thank  you’  to  them  for  all  that  they  do,  in  their  ‘spare  time’,  for  British 
ornitholog)'. 

We  also  take  this  opportunity  to  remind  readers  that  ttow  is  the  time  to  send  in  all 

outstanding  1988  records  to  the  relevant  County  Bird  Recorders,  whose  addresses  were 

published  in  1987  (Brit.  Birds  80:  23-26,  with  updates  in  ‘News  and  comment’  in 
subsequent  issues). 

Binding  your  ‘BB’  Standard  book-binding  of  BB  issues  costs  £14.00  per  volume.  Use  the 
form  on  the  back  of  the  index,  and  send  yours  in  to  arrive  before  one  of  the  four  annual 

deadlines:  15lh  January,  15th  March,  1st  July  and  1st  October.  The  binders’  address  is: 
Chapman  Brooks  Bookbinders  Ltd,  173  Elmers  End  Road,  Beckenham,  Kent  BR:t  4SZ. 

L(x«e  binders  are  also  available,  as  usual  through  British  BirdShop,  at  £6.95  (see  page  x). 

Forthcoming  ‘BB’-SUNBIRD  trips  The  following  special  trips  are  planned,  with  BB 
subscribers  eligible  for  a   10%  reduction  on  the  usual  costs: 

IskAF.i.  led  bv  David  Fisher  (Sunbird)  and  Rob  Hume  (RR),  during  5th-19th  .April  1989. 

C\N  \K^  Isi.,\M)s  led  by  David  Fisher  (Sunbird)  and  Killian  Mullarney  (RR),  during  16th-23rd 

.August  1989. 

Nru  Zfai.anu  led  by  David  Fisher  (Sunbird)  and  Fiin  Sharrock  (RR),  during  17th  November  to  1st 

December  1990. 

For  full  details  of  any  of  these  trips,  please  write  to  BB-SUNBIRD  trips,  PO  Box  76, 

Sandy,  Bedfordshire  .SGI9  ini'. 
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New  books  in  British  BirdShop  The  following  books  are  added  lo  the  British  BirdShop  list 

this  month:  
’* 

Clark  &   Wheeler  .-I  Field  Guide  to  Hawks:  Xorth  America 

Soper  d   Passion  for  Birds 

Please  note  that  EXCLUSI\’E,  REDUCED  OFFERS  are  still  available  to  British  Birds 
subscribers  on  the  following  books: 

BB/IBCE  International  Bird  Identification  (save  £1.00)  Harris  &   \   inicombe  Bird  Identification  (sa\e  £2.00) 

Chandler  North  Atlantic  Shorebirds  (save  £2.00)  Sharroek  The  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  (save  £2.00) 

Goodwin  Crows  of  the  World  (save  £2.00)  S0\'0.\  Atlas  I’an  de  Nederlandse  l   ogfis  (save  £3.00) 

Please  use  the  form  on  pages  ix  &   x   for  all  your  book  orders. 

Monthly  marathon 
r^he  flying  raptor  {Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  322)  was 

L   named  as  follows: 

Long-legged  Buzzard  Buteorufinus  (84%) 

Rough-legged  Buzzard  B.  lagopus  (8%) 
Buzzard  (7%) 

Honey  Buzzard  Femis  apivorus  ( 1   %) 

Sponsored  by 

It  was  indeed  a   Long-legged  Buzzard,  photographed  by  Paul  Doherty 
in  Israel  in  December  1987.  After  four  puzzle  photographs  in  this  third 

competition,  68  contestants  are  still  in  the  running,  with  all  four  species 

identified  correctly.  Perhaps  the  next  photograph  will  prove  to  be  a 

greater  hurdle  .   .   . 

56.  I'hird  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  7.  Identify  the  species. 
Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to 

Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK+4  :?NJ,  to  arrive  by  15th 
March  1989 



The  aim  of  this  occasional  series  is  to  pass  on  tips  which  may  improve  readers’  fieldcraft 
when  birdwatching.  For  each  topic,  the  authors  will  not  only  have  drawn  on  their  own 

experience,  but  also  summarised  advice  gleaned  from  other  specialists. 

2.  Pishing  and  squeaking 

Attracting  birds  to  come  closer  by  making  repeated  ‘Shiish’ing  or 

‘Pish’ing  noises  is  well  known  and  has  been  used  here,  but  especially  in 
North  America,  for  many  years.  Species  vary  in  their  reactions,  and 

many  American  wood-warblers  (Parulidae)  are  especially  susceptible  to 
this  form  of  attraction.  In  Europe,  the  most  inquisitive  species  is 

probably  the  Long-tailed  Tit  Aegithalos  caudatus,  pairs  in  the  breeding 
season,  autumn  juveniles  and  roving  winter  flocks  all  coming  to 

investigate.  Goldcrests  Regulus  regains,  most  tits  Paras  and  some  warblers 

(Sylviidae)  can  also  react  strongly,  especially  juveniles  in  early  autumn. 

Other  noises  can  be  equally  (or  more)  effective  in  attracting  birds. 

High-pitched  squeaks,  produced  either  by  sucking  through  pursed  lips 

or  by  sucking  hard  on  the  back  of  one’s  hand,  often  work  well. 
Mechanical  devices,  which  produce  squeaking  noises  or  imitate  the 

calls  of  particular  species,  are  available  in  the  US.\  and  in  some  other 

countries,  but  may  be  difficult  to  operate  effectively  at  the  same  time  as 

holding  binoculars.  Especially  overseas,  imitation  of  the  local  owl’s  call 
can  be  very  effective  in  attracting  a   group  of  mobbing  passerines,  but 

imitation  of  Tawny  Strix  alaco  or  Little  Owl  Athejie  noctao  calls  seldom 

seems  to  work  in  Britain.  ‘Cuckoo’ing  and  imitation  of  the  bubbling  call 
of  the  female  Cuckoo  Cacalas  canorus  seem  more  effective  here.  Imitation 

of  a   species’  own  call  or  song  can  work  miracles,  provided  the  human 
imitator  is  skilled.  An  overflying  Greenshank  Tringa  nebalaria  can,  for 

instance,  be  persuaded  to  circle  and  even  land  by  a   few  well-rendered 

‘Chew-chew-chew’s.  ‘Tac’ing  at  a   Blackcap  Sylvia  atricapilla  or  other 

Sylvia  warbler  and  ‘Tic’ing  at  a   Radde’s  Phylloscopas  schwarzi  or  Dusky 
Warbler  P.  fascatas  may  w   ork  well. 

Use  of  squeaking  and  call-imitation  is  long-standing  here,  but 

pishing  itself  has  become  fashionable  relatively  recently,  w   ithin  the  last 

20  years  or  so,  as  contact  between  European  and  North  American 

birders  has  increased.  It  is  now^  quite  normal  for  a   group  of 

birdwatchers  to  approach  a   new  clump  of  bushes  in  autumn  and  for 

them  immediately  to  start  pishing  or  squeaking  in  order  to  prompt  a 

reaction  (appearance  or  a   call)  from  any  hidden  migrant.  Is  this 
sensible? 

By  holding  back  and  standing  quietly,  well  away  from  such  pishing  or 

89 
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squeaking  observers,  it  is  possible  to  watch  die  birds’  reactions.  Some 
birds  certainly  do  go  to  investigate,  a   proportion  popping  up  into  view, 

but  others  advance  stealthily  through  the  undergrowth,  watching  the 

pishers  from  some  distance,  and  then  withdraw  stealthily,  never  having 

been  seen  by  them.  Other  birds  (individuals  and  species)  react 

immediately  to  the  onset  of  pishing  noises  by  flying  away.  This  will  not 

surprise  those  bird  observatory’  workers  who  habitually  drive  birds 
ahead  of  them  through  the  bushes  and  into  a   Heligoland  trap  by 

making  noises  hardly  different  from  those  used  by  pishers  hoping  to 

attract  the  same  species. 

This  short  article  is  not  intended  as  a   criticism  of  the  pishing 

technique,  which  can  be  a   very  useful  tool  for  the  migrant-hunter.  We 

do  suggest,  however,  that  it  is  best  used  as  a   back-up  method,  after  an 

observer  or  group  of  observers  has  waited  quietly  and  patiently  at  the 

clump  of  bushes  for  five  or  ten  minutes.  The  instant  pish  can  frighten 

away  as  many  birds  as  it  attracts:  whereas  the  watch-then-pish 

technique  may  pick  up  both  groups  of  birds.  Pishing  should,  of  course, 

be  used  only  with  consideration  for  one’s  fellow  obsersers.  A   bird- 
watcher who  has  been  patiently  staking  out  a   patch  of  cover  will  not 

welcome  any  sudden  disturbance  caused  by  the  arrival  of  a   ‘pisher’. 
While  loud  pishing  is  often  extremely  successful  as  a   blanket 

technique  for  stimulating  a   simultaneous  response  from  the  largest 

number  of  individuals  or  species,  there  will  also  be  occasions  when  the 

obser\er  may  want  to  attract  one  particular  shy  or  skulking  bird,  the 

approximate  location  of  which  is  already  known  (for  example,  a 

Lucustella  warbler  in  a   patch  of  undergrowth).  In  such  a   case,  the  best 

technique  is  often  to  approach  as  closely  as  possible  to  the  bird’s 
supposed  whereabouts,  crouching  close  to  the  ground  and  pishing 

extremely  softly,  so  as  to  draw  the  bird  in  at  close  range. 

W   hen  pishing  works  at  all,  the  birds’  immediate  responses  are  usually 
the  strongest.  Once  they  have  discovered  the  source  of  the  noise,  most 

birds  habituate  very  rapidly  and  soon  lose  interest.  For  this  reason,  it  is 

often  best  to  remain  concealed,  or  at  least  keep  very  still  when  pishing.  It 

may,  however,  take  some  time  for  distant  inquisitive  birds  to  approach 

through  the  undergrowth,  so  initial  failure  to  elicit  a   respcmse  should  not 

necessarily  discourage  continued  pishing.  It  is  usually  more  elTective  for 

one  person  to  pish  (or  squeak  or  imitate  an  owl)  and  everyone  else  to 

remain  silent  (and  still)  than  for  two  or  three  people  to  make  noises. 

Presumably,  the  birds  come  to  investigate  the  noises  which  we  make,  so  a 

variety  of  noises  probably  makes  it  pretty  obvious  that  they  have  a   human 

origin.  So  does  moving  (even  if  it  is  merely  to  get  a   better  view);  and  so 

does  saying  ‘There  it  is!’. 
Finally,  this  article  has  been  concerned  principally  with  the  technique 

of  pishing  as  a   means  to  attract  migrant  birds.  We  would  strongly 

recommend  caution  and  discretion  in  using  the  technique  when  birds  are 

breeding,  so  as  to  avoid  undue  disturbance.  In  some  overseas  areas,  it  is 

also  prudent  to  remember  that  strange  noises,  such  as  pishing,  can  attract 
unwelcoine,  large  predatory  mammals. 
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News  and  comment 

Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

A   competition  for  con.servation  If  you 

are  a   university  student  planning  an  ex- 

pedition abroad  which  is  concerned  with 

wildlife  conservation  and  which  will  in- 

volve the  local  people,  you  will  be  in- 
terested in  the  annual  ICHP/FFPS  com- 

petition. Four  prizes,  two  each  of  £1, ()()() 

and  £800,  are  given  to  the  winners  in  two 

categories:  (a)  birds,  and  (b)  all  other  wild 

animals  and  plants.  Prizes  for  1989  will  be 

announced  soon,  but,  for  those  well- 

organised  expeditions  which  are  planning 

well  ahead,  now  could  be  the  time  to 

enquire  about  the  next  competition.  W   rite 
for  details  to  the  International  Council  for 

Bird  Preservation,  32  Cambridge  Road, 

Cirton,  Cambridge  CB:?  OPJ,  or  the  Fauna 

and  Flora  Preservation  Society,  79-83 

North  Street,  Brighton,  East  Sussex  BNi 
1 7..\. 

Well  done,  Turkey  Turkey  is  currently 

experiencing  a   tourist  boom  of  the  sort 

which  started  in  some  parts  of  the  western 

Mediterranean  a   couple  of  decades  ago. 

The  inevitable  developments  went  ahead 

pell-mell  and  sometimes  affected  good 

wildlife  areas,  which  are  so  often  associ- 

ated with  low-lying  marshes  and  sandy 

beaches.  It  is  good  to  read,  therefore,  that 

the  Turkish  authorities  are  watching  their 

own  developments.  They  have  recently 

decided  to  cancel  a   tourist  project  planned 

for  Dalyan  in  the  south  of  the  country.  The 

project  had  aroused  considerable  opposi- 
tion, both  at  national  and  at  international 

level,  since  it  would  have  brought  about 

the  destruction  of  one  of  the  major  breed- 

ing beaches  in  the  Mediterranean  of  the 

loggerhead  turtle  Caretta  caretta.  The  areas 

of  Cbkova,  Fethiye  and  Koyqagiz/Dalyan 

have  been  declared  as  ‘special  protected 

sites’.  Good  news  for  the  turtles,  and  a   lot 
more  too. 

Apology  to  mu.seum  staff  at  Tring  Our 

comments  on  proposed  staffing  cuts  at  the 

British  Museum  (Nat.  Hist.)  (Brit.  Birds  81: 

344)  were  based  on  a   Press  release  from  the 

British  Ornithologists’  Union.  The  BOU 
has  recently  published  the  following  apol- 

ogy: ‘(4wing  to  a   most  unfortunate  mis- 
understanding by  the  printer  of  the  pub- 

lisher’s instructions  some  important  proof 
corrections  were  omitted  from  the 

‘Emergency  Resolution’  statement  in  the 
July  issue  of  Ibis  vol  130  No  3   page  470 

concerning  the  end  of  research  on  birds  at 

the  British  Museum.  Follouing  an  error  in 

the  press  release  issued  after  the  .ACM  the 

printed  text  of  the  third  paragraph  stated 

that  the  remaining  staff  at  the  Museum  are 

junior  and  lacking  in  qualifications,  which  is 

factually  incorrect.  The  text  should  have 

stated  that  the  Union  regrets  that  the 

staffing  at  Tring  will  no  longer  include  full 

time  research  posts.  We  deeply  regret  that 

an  incorrect  version  was  released  and  pub- 

lished and  would  like  to  take  this  opportun- 

ity to  state  categorically  that  the  Union  has 

every  faith  in  the  ability  of  the  staff  at  the 

British  Museum  to  carry  out  all  aspects  of 

their  scientific  work,  and  to  pay  tribute  to 

the  dedication  they  have  shown  to  the  work 

of  the  museum  over  many  years  and  the 

valuable  assistance  given  to  many  of  our 

members.  We  sincerely  regret  these  errors.’ 
(Ibis  130:  595,  October  1988) 



92 News  and  comment 

Spanish  flamingos  VVe  are  grateful  to  Andy 

Paterson  and  Ernest  Garcia  for  some  impor- 

tant recent  news  on  the  colony  of  Greater 

Flamingos  Phoenicopterus  ruber  in  the  reserve 

at  Fuente  de  Piedra,  Malaga.  Over  10,000 

young  were  reared  there  in  1988,  and,  as  a 

result  of  a   well-organised  operation  by  more 

than  200  people  in  August,  1,000  were 

ringed.  Ringing  brings  dividends  only  if  it 

provides  ‘returns’,  and  these  are  urgently 
requested:  the  birds  bear  large,  easily  read, 

plastic  rings,  as  well  as  metal  ones,  and, 

since  they  may  turn  up  in  many  parts  of 

southern  Spain,  all  British  visitors  are  asked 

to  look  out  for  them.  Please  send  any  details 

to  Reserve  Integral  Fuente  de  Piedra,  Apar- 
tado  de  Correos  no.  1,  29520  Fuente  de 

Piedra,  Malaga,  Spain,  or,  since  Camargue- 
ringed  flamingos  may  also  be  involved,  to  Dr 

/Man  Johnson,  Station  Biologique  de  la  Tour 

du  V’alat,  13200  /\rles,  France. 

A   bumper  Norfolk  report  I'he  Norfolk  Bird 
&   Mammal  Report  1987  contains  not  only  the 

usual  features,  but  also  an  eight-page  paper 

on  ‘Black-winged  Stilts  breeding  at  Holme’ 
documenting  this,  the  second  successful 

breeding  of  the  species  in  Britain.  I’here  are 
also  papers  on  Great  Bustards,  Red-rumped 

Swallows,  Penduline  Tit,  Slender-billed 

Gull,  the  Lapwing  Breeding  Survey,  waders 

on  the  Wash  and  a   history-  of  the  coypu 

Myocastor  coypus  in  Britain  from  its  introduc- 
tion in  1929  to  its  apparently  successful 

eradication  by  1988.  With  16  colour  plates 

and  a   mass  of  excellent  line  illustrations  (by 

the  much-talented  Norfolk  bird  artists),  this 

report  is  excellent  value  for  money  at  £3.00 

(-1-  30p  p&p),  payable  to  the  Norfolk  & 

Norwich  Naturalists’  Society,  and  obtain- 

able from  Mrs  N.  J.  Dorling,  St  Fdmunds- 

bury,  6   New  Road,  Norwich  NR9  3HH. 

Of  thrushes  and  hawks  First,  a   misprint 

which  Dick  Seamons  spotted  in  the  Bird 

Watching  special  book  supplement.  In  a 

piece  about  John  Busby’s  latest  book.  Birds 

in  Mallorca,  there  ‘are  likely  places  for 
Stone  Curlews,  Wheatears  and  Blue  Cock 

Thrushes.’  No  doubt  John  Busby’s  fine 
sketches  reveal  all.  Secondly,  Mrs  Peggie 

Walton  has  sent  us  a   cutting  from  the 

Holyhead  and  Anglesey  Chronicle  which  tells  of 

a   large  hawk  which  was  finding  it  difficult 

to  get  food  as  the  ground  was  frozen  over. 

The  RSPCA  inspector  ‘couldn’t  get  near 
enough  to  the  bird  to  see  if  it  had  a   curved 

or  straight  beak  to  help  identify  it.’  Ob- 
viously, the  inspector  was  not  hooked  on 

birds. 

Monthly  reports   
As  announced  last  month  {Brit.  Birds  82:  39),  this  feature  will  resume 

next  month,  with  the  account  of  events  during  October  1988. 

Recent  reports   
Compiled  by  Bany  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  3rd- 12th  January  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

King  Eider  Somateria  spectabilis  d'ayport 

(Fife),  lOth,  with  up  to  30,000  Eiders  .S'. mollissima. 

Surf  Scoter  Melanitta  perspicillata  Harlech 

(Gwynedd),  until  at  least  8th;  Flanddulas 

(Cdwyd),  until  at  least  8th;  Bridport 

(Dorset),  8th- 11th. 

Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidris  melanotos  Sand- 
bach  (Cflieshire),  8th. 

Long-billed  Dowitcher  l.irnnodromus  scolopa- 

ceus  Bann  Estuary'  (Go.  Londonderry),  from 

October  to  at  least  7th;  also  wintering 

Ballycotton  (Go.  Gork). 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  l.arus  Philadelphia  Plym 

Estuary  (Devon),  6th. 

Iceland  Gull  Lams  glaucoides/Glaucous  Gull 

L.  hyperboreus  Many  fewer  than  usual  in 
Ireland. 

Great  Spotted  Woodpecker  Dendrocopos 

major  Galway  Gity  (Go.  Galway),  from  end 
December  to  at  least  1 1th. 

Waxwing  Bombynlla  gamdus  Small  flocks  still 

widespread  in  Britain;  fewer  in  Ireland,  with 

largest  flocks  12  (Newcastle,  Go.  Down)  and 

40  (   Tallaght,  Go.  Dublin). 
Hawfinch  Coccothraustes  coccothraiistes  Near 

Limerick  Caty  (Go.  Limerick),  flock  of  40, 
from  October  to  at  least  3rd. 



WE  MAKE  CERTAIN  YOU 
MAKE  THE  CORRECT  CHOICE 

BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

EVERY  DAY  OF  THE  MONTH 

For  your  personal  demonstration  at  the  location  of  your  choice 
anywhere  in  Cornwall 

PHONE  REDRUTH  (0209)  210060 

If  you  can’t  get  to  Cornwall  try  our  mail  order ADVICE  LINE 

Make  the  most  of  your  investment  -   you  cannot  afford  not  to  take 
our  friendly  advice  based  on  field  experience  - 

the  most  popular  may  not  be  the  best  for  you! 

Why  take  the  chance  -   Phone  SCOPES  (0209)  210060 

WE  KEEP  YOU  WATCHING 
CNJ 

00 

CO 
Q 

MARK  BEAMAN 
STEVE  MADGE 

NIGEL  REDMAN 
IAIN  ROBERTSON 

BIRDWATCHING  HOLIDAYS  1989 

ARGENTINA  •   AUSTRALIA  •   BORNEO  &   THE  MALAY  PENINSULA  •   BRAZIL 
COSTA  RICA  •   ECUADOR  •   ETHIOPIA  •   THE  GALAPAGOS  •   HUNGARY 
ISRAEL  •   KENYA  •   MADAGASCAR  •   MONGOLIA  &   EASTERN  SIBERIA 

MOROCCO  •   NAMIBIA.  THE  CAPE  &   NATAL  •   NEW  GUINEA  &   NORTHERN  INDIA 
PERU  •   POLAND  •   SIKKIM,  DARJEELING  &   ASSAM  •   SOUTHERN  INDIA  &   THE 

ANDAMANS  •   THAILAND  •   TURKEY  •   TURKESTAN  &   THE  CAUCASUS 
VENEZUELA  •   YEMEN  •   ZIMBABWE  &   THE  OKAVANGO 

PLUS 

ANTARCTICA,  THE  FALKLANDS  &   SOUTH  GEORGIA 

For  our  brochure  please  contact:  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 

Lancashire  BB6  9QY.  Tel:  025486  317.  (D445) 
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Kid  Watchiim  Holidays 
SPAIN  PORTUGAL  FRANCE 

YUGOSLAVIA  TURKEY  MOROCCO 
INCLUDES  GOTO  DONAMA;  CAMARGUE. 
PYRENEES,  EXTREMADURA,  MONFRAGUE. 

Stop  in  the  Camargue  for  Easter 
Full  Board  £380.00 

Write  for  Brochure 
(D439) 

Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays  Ltd., 

3-5  Sheep  Market,  Stamford.  Lines  PE92RB 

Telephone (0780) 66280 Wed-Sun  Inclusive 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field  Price 

lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309tf.  E221  (inc.  case) 

10X40BGA  19oz  345ft.  £205  (inc.  case) 

8x40BGA  19oz  330ft.  £200  (inc.  case) 

8x30BGA  14oz  420ft.  £1 86  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Superior  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight 

30X75GA  44oz 
22X60GA  35oz 

22X70GA  37oz 

22-60X70GA  47oz 

30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

Field  Price 

120ft.  £318  Case  £35 

183ft.  £210 —   £290  EYEPIECES 

87-54ft  £353  20xWW  £88 
£353  20x  £56 

£344  30x  £57 
£320  40x  £58 

£320 

NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   including  case  -   phone 

MAIL  ORDER 

WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

Touring  8x32  BGA  including  case  -   phone 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  Street  13  Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 
Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 



@Terrascan  80 mm 
The  new  high  quality  Telescope  for  birdwatchers 

BRITISH  BUILT 

Main  Features 

•   80  mm  air  spaced  objective 

•   Fully  coated  optics  throughout 

•   Unique  quick  change  eyepiece  fit 

•   22  X   wide  angle  eyepiece  as  standard 

•   Optional  high  power  eyepiece 

•   3   element  prism  erector 

•   Performance  comparable  to  top  range  makes 

•   Best  possible  value  for  money 

•   Unconditional  satisfaction  guarantee 

Available  direct  from:  TerrOSCari/ 

Price  £199.95  inc.  V.A.T., 

£2  postoge 

CORPORATE 
MEMBER 

/I 

(D459) 

111  Todmorden  Road,  Bocup,  Lancs  OL13  7DU.  Tel:  (0706)  877020 

VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD  1989 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 
HONG  KONG  -   ISRAEL  -   POLAND  -   PORTUGAL  -   SPAIN 

TURKEY  -   YUGOSLAVIA 

WILDLIFE  TOURS 
GORILLAS  OF  RWANDA  -   WHALES  OF  CALIFORNIA 

NORTH  CAPE.  ARCLIC  -   VENEZUELA  -   SABAH.  NORTH  BORNEO 

ECUADOR  AND  GALAPAGOS  -   MADAGASCAR 
ANTARCTICA.  FALKLANDS.  SOUTH  GEORGIA 

All  tours  are  carefully  designed  by  our  own  leaders,  who  look 
forward  to  sharing  with  you  their  expert  knowledge  of  the  cureas 
to  be  visited  and  the  exciting  bird  and  wildlife  to  be  found. 

ABTA 

Details  and  brochure  from: 

VOYAGES  JULES  ATIRNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD 
21  DORSET  SQUARE,  LONDON  NWl  6QG 

Tel:  01-724  6624 

ABTA  68215 

(D423) 
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“/  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope.” (British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

(25  X   60mm) 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 

spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 

optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 

has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

I VIII  WIVIWI 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

(D464) 

HUNGARY  1989 

with  Gerard  Gorman  and  the  Hungarian 
Ornithological  Society 

Winners  of  RSPB/IESSO  European  Award 

KISKUNSAG  NATIONAL  PARK 

1 1   DAYS  May  -   £599.00 

HORTOBAGY  MIGRATION 

1 1   days  September  -   £599.00 

TURKEY 

A   new  range  of  tours  from  £350.00 
Special  Raptour  Tours  and  Bosphorus 

Migration 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE 
8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park,  Solihull, 

West  Midlands  B92  9EL 

Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535 
Telex:  337000  JBSOL 

lATA,  ABTA,  ATOL  856 

(D466) 

DISCOVER 
NEW  ZEALAND 

25%  of  NZ’s  300  or  more  species 
are  endemic.  Many  are  rare,  and 

some  are  among  the  world’s  rarest 
kiwi,  takahe,  black  stilt,  kakapo, 

yellow-eyed  penguin. 

See  New  Zealand’s  finest  natural 
communities  and  the  widest 

possible  diversity  of  NZ  birds  on  a 
new  and  exciting  nature  tour. 

Write  now  for  further  information 

to: 

NZ  Rare  &   Endangered  Wildlife 
Tour 

NATURE  QUEST  NEW  ZEALAND 
P.O.  Box  6314 
Dunedin 

New  Zealand 

Ph  (024)  739-149  (D4621 
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Birdwatchers 
—we 
need  ̂  
you! 
The  British  Trust  for 

Ornithology  keeps  computerised 

records  of  all  British  species  — 
breeding  patterns,  the  movement  of 

migrants,  the  growth  and  decline  of 
populations  and  habitats,  and  the 

effects  of  changing  environments. 

This  information  is  published  and  is 
used  for  Atlases  and  Censuses,  and 

by  Government  and  conservation 

bodies  in  a   great  variety  of  ways,  to 

ensure  the  protection  of  Britain’s 
bird  populations. 

But  the  collection  of  this 

information  depends  on  dedicated 

bird-watchers  like  yourself.  Put  your 
bird-watching  to  practical  use  - 
become  a   BTO  Member  today! 

BTO 

The  British  Trust 

for  Ornithology 
Patron:  HRH  The  Duke  of  Edinburgh  KG,  KT 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR 

Reg.  Charity  2 1 6652 

^ o   The  British  T rust  for  Ornithology,  ̂  
Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR. 

Please  enrol  me  as  a   member  of  the  BTO. 

I   enclose  my  cheque/PO  for  £   1 2   made 

payable  to  ‘The  BTO  [T] 
Please  send  further  details  of  the  BTO  |   | 

I   enclose  my  donation  £ 

NAME  (Block  letters  please) 

ADDRESS    

(B^ 

(D390) 

Artificial 

House  Martin’s 
Nest 

Remarkably  successful  readily  accepted 

by  martins,  they  also  encourage  the 
construction  of  natural  nests  Made  of 

hard  cement  compo  with  hardlx^ard  rixif 

and  back  easily  fixed  to  eaves  of  house  or 

barn  with  special  nails  supplied 

Price  £9  for  1 
£16.50  for  2 

including  post  and  packing  &   V.\  r 

NERINE  NURSERIES 
Welland,  Worcestershire 

(IM55) 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Ckime  birdwatching  with  us  in 

Morocco  -   January-February  ’89 
Spain  -   March-May  ’89 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britannia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

(D448) 
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NATURETREK 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 
1989 

including 

BIRDING  TOURS  & 
TREKS 

in 

INDONESIA 

BOTSWANA 
AUSTRALIA 
GALAPAGOS 

NEW  ZEALAND 
SOUTHERN  INDIA 

NEPAL  •   KENYA 

BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA  ? 
LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA  9 
KASHMIR  •   MOROCCO 

For  our  brochure  please  ^   ̂ 
contact  David  Mills  ^ 
40  The  Dean,  Alresford.^_^^^_^^s  A ,   , 
Hants  S024  9 AZ  ' 
Tel:  0962  733051 

Just  published: 

LET’S  LISTEN  TO  THE 
PASSERINES  OF  BRITAIN 

AND  EUROPE 

by  Daniel  J.  PERNIN 

A   series  of  audio-cassettes  of  the  highest 

quality.  C'.Rf)2  cassette  duplicate  at  low 

speed.  I'he  songs  and  the  calls  of  2.t  s|>ecies 
—   passerines  plus  woodpeckers  —   can  he 
heard  on  each  cassette. 

These  cassettes  can  help  you  identify 

birds  by  their  song  and  their  calls. 

No.  1,  2   and  available  from: 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2,  3   &   4   Sackville  Street, 
London  WIX  2DP 

Telephone:  01-734  1150 

Other  cassettes:  —   The  .Song  of  The 

Nightingale  The  .Song  Of  The  Goldfinch 

—   Let’s  listen  to  II  Common  Birds  Of 

Britain  —   The  Marvellous  Bird  Songs. 

just  off  Piccadilly.  Mon-Tri  9.()()-3.:i() 
(1)1.52) 

NORTHERN  BIRDS 

ERSKINE  EXPEDITIONS  are  running 

two  special  trips  for  bird-watchers  in 
1989. 

•   Islay,  in  the  Inner  Hebrides,  25 
March  to  1   April.  On  this  famous 
wildlife  island  we  will  see  thousands  of 

wintering  geese  and  many  other  spe- 
cies in  diverse  habitats;  raptors,  wild- 
fowl, woodland  and  moorland  birds, 

waders.  Choughs  and  corncrakes.  We 
provide  a   minibus.  £1 95  from  Glasgow. 
Leader,  Dr  James  Fenton. 

•   Churchill,  Manitoba,  and  Lake  Win- 

nipeg area.  8   to  21  June.  Ross’s  Gulls nest  beside  the  trail  at  Churchill,  as 

well  as  95  other  species,  many  of  them 
rare  North  American  or  Arctic  birds. 

These  two  places  are  renowned 

amongst  Canadian  birders.  About 
£1,700  from  London.  Leader,  Ron 

Youngman. 

We  also  run  wildlife  trips  to  Spits- 
bergen, 6   different  localities  in  North 

Greenland  and  4   in  Arctic  Canada. 
Write  for  our  full  programme.  ^ 

ERSKINE  EXPEDITIONS  S 

1/8  Ferryfield,  Edinburgh  EH5  2PR  q 

NATURALISTS  PARADISE 
What  do  we  have  to  offer  you? 

As  interested  naturalists  you  will 

appreciate  our  4000  acre  Scottish 
Estate  set  amidst  breathtaking 
Highland  scenery. 

Within  the  Estate  you  will  find  a   very 

varied  habitat  -   wet  land,  woodland, 
and  grassland.  We  have  an  inland 
loch,  estuary  and  river  in  which  live 

many  species  of  bird  and  animal  life  - 
including  birds  of  prey,  water  fowl,  roe 
deer,  red  deer,  foxes,  wild  cats  and 

pine  martens. 
You  will  stay  in  one  of  our  restored, 
comfortable  farm  cottages,  graded  up 

to  3   crown  commended  by  the  Scottish 
Tourist  Board  and  enjoy  our  home 
made  meals  (if  required).  You  may 

enjoy  the  free  trout  and  pike  fishing  or 
wander  through  5   acres  of  wild 

gardens  -   the  WHOLE  Estate  is  open 

to  guests. 
Send  for  our  brochure  now  -   Rates 
from  £70  per  week  per  cottage  for  a 
family  of  4, 
Seaforth  Highland  Country  Estate, 

Brahan,  Dingwall,  Ross-shire.  Tel 
nos  Day-time  (0349)  61150. 
Evenings  (09973)  260.  (D460) 
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British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 
total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 
63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 
and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

RYDAL.  I'hree  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  lloggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 

0539  22592,  oHice  hours.  (RB793) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 
catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 

HilLs  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S.A.F..; 

Lady  (iadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 

London  F,C2Y8BI).  Fel:0l-638996«.  (BB623) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  I   he  Wheelhouse,  St. 

Marys.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all 

year  round,  good  food  and  comfortable 

surroundings  next  to  the  log  count  venue. 

Tel:  0720  22719.  "   (BB536) 
NR.  NTH  NEK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 

House  mn  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton. Tel:  33 1 15.  (BB633) 

CHARLTON  HOUSE  HOTEL.  Dawlish.  AA/ 

R.\C  two  star.  F.xcellent  food.  F.xe  Estuary  and 

Dawlish  Warren.  Dawlish  863260.  (BB542) 

CLEY.  Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NW2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 

(BB670) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4.  6   and  6-(-2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)740770.  (BB618) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY — 'Seaview  Moorings’,  St 

Mary’s.  Personal  service  from  resident  prop- 
rietors, Tony  and  Linda.  Overlooking  harbour, 

close  to  quay  and  town — licensed — in-room  tea 

and  coffee  making  facilities — extensive  breakfast 

menu — pets  welcome.  .Also  ‘The  .Aft  Cabin’  our 
own  selLcontained  holiday  flat.  S.AE  for  details 

or  telephone  Tony  or  Linda  Dingley  on  0720 

22327.  '   (BB677) 

Tljr  Beautiful  Georgiau  Hotel m   liltt  Eicdkoi  Food  &   .\ccoauDodtiioo 

LWNS  Holt,  Norfolk. 
(0263)  713390 

d£Y 

5   miles 

Bargain Breaks 

(BB384) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  'lA',  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
•Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR3  9SH.  Fel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB626) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  Fhe 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  .Nixon,  .Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  06683  370.  (BB631) 

SLAPTON  —   Well  equipped,  self-contained 

wing/bungalow  in  '/r  acre.  Sleeps  4-6.  Sea  view. 
Beautiful  Ijeaches.  Nature  reserve.  Dartmouth  7 

miles.  Pets  welcome.  From  £75.  Fel:  (0548) 

580952  for  brochure,  S.AE  ‘Hillcrest’,  Wot)d 
Lane.  .Slapton,  Kingsbridge,  Devon.  (BB7(H) 

EXM(X)R.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  .National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 

woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  tenns.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Park  Horse,  .Allerford,  nr  Mine- 
head.  Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB652) 

UPPER  TEESDALE,  Co.  Durham.  2   .self- 

catering holiday  cottages.  .Sleeps  4   to  6.  C:iose  to 
National  Nature  Reserve  and  other  areas  of 

birdwatching  interest.  Tel:  0833  40209.  (BB732) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

.McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 
berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Warm 

welcome,  B&B,  EM  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- 
mended. Tel:  0328  710381 .   (BB78I) 

EXMOOR  for  countiy  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lvnton.  Devon. 

Tel:  059  87  201 .   (BB706) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

.Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

COTTAGES  GALORE.  We  have  some  200 

delightful  cottages  in  all  parts  of  Britain.  .A  great 

variety  of  individual  properties,  all  insptected. 

Prices  £20  to  £50  per  person  p>er  week.  Get  our 
free  colour  brochure:  .Amato  Cottage  Holidays. 

22  High  Street,  .Alton,  Hampshire  GL’34  IBN. Tel:  0420  88892.  (BB714) 
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r   Churehwood 

South  Devon 

Self-Catering 
Holiday  Cabins 
BIRDS  -   ARE  YOU  INTERESTED? 
100  acres  of  Woodland  and  Coastal  Presentation 

Area,  listed  as  of  Outstanding  natural  beauty'  and 
frequently  referred  to  in  handbooks  on  bird  life.  A 
protected  area  of  varied  habitat,  other  Spring, 
Autumn  migration  points  are  within  easy  reach 

together  with  bird  sanctuaries  of  Devon  and  Corn- 
wall. Nature  conservation  can  succeed,  we  have 

built  a   number  of  quality  log  cabins  in  this  peaceful, 
wooded  valley.  The  ci)ins  have  bird  tables,  nest 
boxes  and  large  view  picture  windows  (the  birds  can 
watch  the  people  inside!)  Yes,  they  have  central 
heating  and  colour  TV,  in  fact  are  very  comfortable, 

they  have  to  be  for  birdwatching  families  to  enjoy  a 
relaxing  holiday.  There  is  a   licensed  shop,  riding 

stables,  launderette  and  good  walks,  sailing.  Dart- 
moor National  Park  and  the  City  of  Plymouth  are 

near  at  hand.  We  are  AA  listed  and  Tourist  Board 

graded.  May  we  send  you  our  brochure? 

Churehwood,  Wembury  Bay, 
Nr  Plymouth,  Devon  PL9  ODZ. 

Tel:  (0752)  862382  (24  hr) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equippitd.  Tel: 0661  852345.  (BB686) 

BARTLEY  LODGE  HOTEL,  Cadnam.  New 

Forest.  Gracious  Georgian  18th  century  mansion 

set  in  secluded  grounds  surrounded  by  forest. 

Superb  cuisine  complimented  by  elegant  decor. 

All  bedrooms  en-suite.  Brochure.  Tel:  0703 

812248.  (BB718) 

HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Pinewood 

House  Hotel,  open  all  year,  convenient  for 

coastal  reserves.  Friendly  V'ictorian  style  family 
run  hotel,  licensed  restaurant,  excellent  home 

cooking.  BB  from  £14.  Tel:  04853  33068.  (BB774) 

YORKSHIRE  DALES  (Grassington),  BB  & 

EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  hshing,  birdwatch- 

ing courses.  Bridge  End  Farm,  Threshheld  BD23 

5NH.Fel;  07.56  752463.  (BB763) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  The  White  Horse 

Inn.  ,-\  channing  16th  century  freehouse  in  3 
acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 

modern  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

Ample  car  parking.  (^C  location  site.  Bar  snacks 

or  rest,  meals  avail.  Fel:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB685) 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holiday  Hat.  Details  0720 

22935.  (BB651) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 

from  River  Wye.  .\  comfortable  and  informal 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 

ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  Ores.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 

phones, tea/coffee,  colour  f.V.,  Radio,  Hair 

Dr\ers,  Frouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 

Routier,  F„  F.B.  T   hree  Oowns,  ,\.A.  and  R.A.C. 

2   Stars.  Charming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available.  Apply  the  (ireen  Man  Inn,  Fownhope, 

Hereford  HR  I   4PE.  Tel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB782) 

SALT  HOUSE.  Modernised  cottage  overlook- 

ing marshes.  Sleeps  4/6.  S.a.e.  Baker,  35  Porson 

Road,  C^ambridge  CB2  2ET'.  (BB783) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  225 13.  (BB503) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 

Reserves— 0328  2942.  (BB614) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint 

stones  (iuest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  TA'  all  rooms. 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  T   el: 

0263  740337.  (BB743) 

PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  T   V   and  Microwave.  Hildick- 

Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  Witley, 

Worcester.  Tel:  Great  Witley  896.308.  (BB726) 

RYE  SUSSEX  (ADJACENT  RESERVE)  seclu- 

ded coastguard  cottage,  sleeps  6.  .SAE:  Mill 

House,  Peasmarsh  (T  el:  340),  Rye.  (BB77 1 ) 

ENJOY  A   TRADITIONAL  and  friendly  pub 

weekend  break  within  an  Oyster  Catcher’s  cry'  of 

Norfolk’s  major  bird  reserves.  Holme  and  Fitch- 
well.  Full  board,  packed  meals  available,  £44.50. 

T   he  Chequers  Inn,  T’hornham.  Tel:  048526  229, 
Friday  to  Sunday.  (BB775) 

NORFOLK.  Comfortable  brick  holiday  chalet 

Burgh  Castle.  Small  country  site  near  Broads, 

coast.  Pool,  T'V,  bar.  Sleeps  4.  From  £50-£80 
week,  £150-£250  month.  Tel:  Norwich  623368 

(evenings).  (BB773) 

CETTI’S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 

B&B  or  self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 

surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Reserve, 

Weymouth,  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Wann  wel- 
come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  Lane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT3  4DF.  (0305) 

772268.  (BB788) 

SCOTLAND 
SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

country  hotel.  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 

Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Crested  T   its  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  T'enns  £100  per  week  D/B/B. 
Brochure  from  Maureen  and  Larry  T'aulbut,  T   he 
Old  Manse  Hotel,  ('.arrbridge,  Inverness-shire. 
I   el:  047  984  278.  .A  warm  welcome  guaranteed. 

(BB790) 
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ISLE  OF  MULL.  Lochdon.  Well  equipped 

cottage.  Sleep.s  4-6.  F.lectricity  included.  Fishing 
by  arrangement.  Auchnacraig,  Lochdon,  Isle  of 

Mull.  Tel;  06802  486.  (BB716) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Wann  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

l.atly  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Fort  Charlotte.  Tel: 

280.  (BB673) 

OSPREY  VISITORS  to  Loch  (Jarten  -f-  Aber- 

nethy?  Locheil  GH  offers  BB:  £9. .50;  DBB;  £14; 

or  sclf-cater  cottage  (sleeps  6)  rental  £20  nightly, 
and  chalet  (sleeps  4)  £15  nightly.  For  details  + 

150  birdlist,  walks,  slide-talks  etc.,  write: 

Locheil,  Boat  of  (Jarten,  Invemess-shire.  Tel: 

047983603.  (BB715) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  I.t>ch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  lA',  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Fiileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowrnore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  FA43  7LB.  Tel: 

Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   2T4/265. '   (BB7‘f0) 

RIVERSIDE  FARMHOUSE.  B&B  &   FM.  2 

twin  bedrooms  with  en  suite  bathrooms.  Home 

made  bread  and  farm  produce.  Trout  fishing. 
Details  from  Prentice,  Cockburn  Mill,  Duns, 

Berwickshire.  Tel:  0361  82811.  (BB721) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  HEBRIDES.  Five  superbly 

equipped  cottages,  open  throughout  year.  Per- 
fect situation  with  views,  minutes  to  charming 

village.  Short  drive  to  R.S.P.B.  reserve  at 

Gruinart.  Brochure:  Mrs  Sarah  Roy,  Lorgba 

Holidav  Cottages,  Port  Charlotte,  Isle  of  Islav, 

Argyll.' Tel:  049  685/208.  (BB694) 

ELLARY  ESTATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 
situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  Caolisport.  While 

you  are  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  you 

please.  There  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 

bums  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

birds,  flowers,  etc.  The  perfect  location  for  the 

true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  The  Booking  Office,  Ellary  7, 

Lochgilphead,  .Arg^yil  P.\31  8P.A.  Tel:  08808  232/ 

209  or  054685  223. '   (BB737) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Arg>  ll  PA61 

75'P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £30.00. 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 

Tel:09512316.  (BB582) 

EDGE  LOCH  GARTEN  Reserve.  Comfortable 

caravan,  sleeps  8,  shower,  w.c.  Private  site,  own 

entrance.  £25  p.w.  p.  adult.  £80  min.  Pott, 

Tulloch  Moor,  .Nethybridge  PH25  3FT'.  Tel:  047 

983  227.  '   (BB785) 

SPEY  VALLEY.  Carrbridge  .Area,  luxury  cara- 
van. Shower,  toilet,  quiet  private  site.  £125.00 

per  week  inclusive.  Tel:  047  984  278.  (BB791 ) 

HIGHLAND  BIRD-LIFE:  IN  DEPTH 

.■\  week  with  us  .   .   .   and  you'll  gain  an  uniinaginabir 

insighi  into  our  brauliful.  varied  land — its  wild 

mountains,  swift  rivers,  numerous  species  of  birds 

and  other  wildlife — all  at  its  best  in  Spring  and 

.Autumn.  A'ou’ll  l>e  part  of  a   small  friendlv  gntup, 

driven  daily  by  our  guide  to  a   difl'ercnt  area,  eg 
Torridon  Mountains.  Ciromarty  Firth  Conservation 

•Area,  llanda  Bird  Island.  Then  we  walk.  Each  night 

you  return  to  our  log  hre  comfort  and  gcnid 

“Taste  of  Scotland”  food.  Join  us  this  Spring 
or  .Autumn. 

Coul  House  Hotel,  Contin,  Ross-shire  IVI4  9EA’ 
Tel:  (0997)  21487 

(BB7ti4) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  .A  stable  convened  into  2 

wann  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Fami,  Cal- 

gary. Tel:  068  84  265  or  (0573)  2-4852.  (BB688) 

LSLFi  OF'  MULU  small  guest  house  and  fann 
in  lovely  countryside  a   mile  from  Dervaig  village. 
2   miles  from  coast.  The  best  ol  home  cooking  in 

the  Highland  tradition.  Write  to  Jenny  .Matthew, 

.•\rdrioch,  Dervaig,  Isle  of  Mull,  or  tel:  068  8-1 
2fi4.  (BB703) 

GALLOWAY.  Hills,  lochs,  forests  and  sea. 

Specialitv.  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 

quality  self-catering  houses,  cottages,  flats.  De- 
tails send  30p  stamp  to:  (i.  .M.  Fhoinson  &   Co. 

27  King  Street,  Castle  Douglas.  (BB662) 

WALES 

TREGARON.  Ciambrian  Coffee  .Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.  Em,  £4.50.  Eel:  .Mrs  Knight, 
097  T4637.  (BB708) 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  AS'ales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 
Powys  .SY16  2AA.  Tel:  (0686)  25267.  (BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Excellent  Sea  watching.  Waders, 

Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  Comfortable,  residen- 
tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  Club  or 

(iroup  field  trips.  Local  information  and  advice. 

Ian  Wright,  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn, 

Holyhead  LL65  2NQ.  Tel:  0407  860469  (BB7'S0) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  .A.A/R.AC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 
Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road.  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 

LL65  2AT.  Tel:  0407  860078.  '   (BB744) 

17fh  CENTURY  CHARACTER  COTTAGES 

in  picturesque  setting,  fantastic  views.  Sleeps  2- 
12.  Self-catering.  2   miles  Symonds  Vat  with 

peregrines,  buzzards.  Open  fires  &   central 
heating.  recommended.  H.  Smith.  (41d  Kilns, 

Howie  Hill,  Ross-on- Wve.  Tel:  0989  62051. 

(BB723) 
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TREGARON — farmhouse  accommodation  in 

the  heart  of  red  kite  country.  Breath-taking  views 
over  National  Nature  Reserve,  excellent  food, 

moderate  rates.  .Awarded  3   Crowns  by  Wales 
Tourist  Board.  Parties  welcome.  Mrs  M.  Cutter, 

‘Neuaddlas’,  Tregaron,  Dyfed.  Tel:  097  44  380  or 

8905.  '   '   (BB765) 
OVERSEAS 

AUSTRALIA 

Queensland,  spend  a   few  days 

birdwatching  at  Cassowary  House, 
in  the  rainforest  nr.  Cairns. 

(7ood  accommodation  and  guiding. 

John  Squire,  Box  252,  Kuranda  4872, 

Queensland,  Australia. 

(BB770) 

CAMARGUE.  Secluded  holiday  cottage  on 

farm.  Rogers,  Mas  d’.Auphan,  I.e  Sambuc,  13200 
ARLES,  France  (01033)  90989041.  (BB692) 

CORBIEREiS  DISTRICT,  upland  village,  stone 

farmhouse,  English  owners.  Magnificent  scenery 

and  wildlife;  historic  sites  and  leisure  pursuits. 

Tel:  0842  827620  (evenings)  or  010-33- 
68.69.89.19.  (BB731) 

CAMARGUE.  Executive  coach  travelling  at 

Easter  —   17th-26th  March  —   price  including 
ferry,  £75.00.  Accom.  also  available.  Ring  Blands 

Executive  Coaches.  Tel:  0780  65564.  After  6   pm. 
(BB792) 

BIRD  WA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

An  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeology.  Europe’s 
largest  tern  colony. 

For  informalion  on  travel! accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 
Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

DAY  TRIPS  TO  RUTLAND  WATER.  Lon- 
don £17.  Manchester  £18.  Write  for  brochure  to 

Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays  Ltd,  3/4 

■Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9  2RB.  (BB679) 

MIGRATE  TO  FAIR  ISLE  this  year!  Midway 

between  Orkney  and  Shetland  this  beautiful 

rugged  island  offers  a   relaxing  widlife  holiday  for 

all  the  family.  Finjoy  comfortable  full  board 

accommodation  and  explore  the  island’s  magni- 
ficent cliff  scenery,  fine  seabird  colonies,  migrant 

birds,  flora,  knitwear  and  fascinating  island  life. 

For  details/bookings  write  (sae):  Booking  Dept 

(C),  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory,  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 
land, or  tel:  035  12258.  (BB689) 

West 

Cornwall 

Week  long  guided  lours  between  the  Lizard  and 

land’s  End  Peninsulas  to  study  autumn,  late  winter 

and  spring  migrants.  Small  countryside  hotel  pro- 
viding full  board,  packed  lunches,  guide,  transport, 

slide  lectures. 

For  free  brochure  contact:  Ross  on  Lourdes,  c/o 

Chyraise  I.odge  Hotel,  Millpool,  Goldsithney,  Nr 

Penzance,  C'omwall  TR20  9jr).  Tel:  (0736)  763485. 

(BB698) 

SPECIAL  OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays 

for  the  elderly.  Relaxed  style  and  extra  staff. 

Write  for  full  brochure  and  state  ‘Tours  for  the 

Elderly’,  to  Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays 
Ltd,  3/4  The  Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9 
2RB.  (BB681) 

BIRD  WATCH  TO  LAKE  MANY  AS  &   WEST  ANATOLIA 

March  31-April  8   (Easier)  £460  &   April  21-28  £373.  Two 
separate  lours  to  visit  over  10  bird  locations,  tnduding  Lake 

Manvas.  Last  year's  bird  list  available. BIRDS  &   FLOWERS  of  TURKEY 

April  21-May  5   £580.  A   unique  grand  tour  through  Turkey. 
British  expert  leaders  for  birds  and  flowers  plus  a   Turkish  guide, 

^isit  25  selected  locations. 

Tours  start  from  England  and  include  Experts,  Flight,  All  Food, 

Room  in  ***  hotels,  Air-Cond  Coach,  Guides.  No  hidden 
extras.  Full  details  from: 

NATUREWATCH  TOURS 

Scots  Meadow,  Little  Horwood,  Milton  Kevnes 

MK17  OPD.  England.  Tel:  029671-3355 

(BB7.38) 

SKOKHOLME/SKOMER  islands,  PEM- 

BROKESHIRE. Thousands  of  seabirds,  carpets 

of  flowers.  Some  courses.  S.a.e.  Dept  BB, 

WWNTC,  7   Market  Street,  Haverfordwest, 

Dyfed  SA6  lINF.  Tel:  Haverfordwest  (0437) 

,5462.  (BBIID 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 
Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB690) 

OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays,  examples — 

Full  board  £290  Turkey,  self-catering  £290 
Spain.  Write  for  brochure  to  Graham  Faithfull 

Activity  Holidays  Ltd,  3/4  The  Sheepmarket, 
Stamford,  Lines  PE9  2RB.  (BB680) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

(A  Division  of  Algarve  Birdwatch  Ltd.) 

Spring  ’89  guided  birdwatching  tours. 
Algarve,  Portugal  9th- 16th  April,  16th-23rd 

April.  Write  to:  32  Coronation  Road,  Map- 

perley,  Nottingham  NG3  5JS  or  telephone 
0602  602587.  (BB642) 
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KKNYA,  iiidu(liiu>  itu-  Coast,  toi  500  plus 
spccifs:  25  ()cl-10  Nov  lOKO.  Details:  Birdiiu' 

(HB),  l.atten(leii’s,  AsliBurnhaiii,  Battle,  I',.  Sus- 

sex r\5;D)l>B.  I   el:  0525  8552  15.  (BB70(S) 

BIRDS  OF  SPKYSIDF.:  ,\  week  ol  erosshills, 

eresleci  tits,  ospreys  and  lots  more  at  5-star  Boat 

Hotel  (all  private  lacs.);  small  t'roup  with  verv 

experieneed  leader.  1-1  I   June  1989,  just  )l255  all 

iiul.  Write  to:  Niitureirttide  (Caledonia),  .Sliires- 

mill,  Dunfermline  K5  I2  8F.R.  (BB772) 

WILDLIFE  HOUDA  VS 

WF.ST  OF  IRELAND.  Wildlilr  hcli.lay.v  natural 

history  eourses.  held  suidit's  taeililies  tor  indix'idtials 
and  small  groups,  (iood  food  and  romlorlable 

aei'omnuxhilion  overlooking  Conneni.ira  mountains 
and  l.ougli  C.orril).  (iuided  tours  to  ( lomirmara.  the 

liurren  and  the  (iliHs  of  Moher.  Conlai  l   Dr  I   ony 
Wliilde,  Corrili  Conservation  Centre.  Ardnasillagh. 

(   highteranl.  Co.  ( iaiway.  ()IO-:i5  t-9l  -»2.'jl9  (88747) 

UIST  Wll.DUKK  HOLIDAYS,  We  orgattise 

ttiterestitig  and  excilittg  holid.ivs  iti  the  llehri- 

des.  Discover  the  tit  h   wildlife  ol  Cist,  sail  to 

islatids  ol  the  Ititier  llehrides  or  eotne  atid 

explore  St  Kilda.  I   ist  Wildlife  Holidays,  Old 

School,  l.oiluarnan,  Soitth  Cist,  (litter  Hehri- 

des.  l   ei:  (08701)278.  (BBfiOl) 

KF.NYA  Birdwatchiuir/W  ildlife  S.ifaris.  8th  Sep- 
tember: ,\l;isai  Mara,  Samburu  Rift  \alles 

Lakes.  22nd  September  I   s. ivo,  .\mboseli,  Indian 

Oceitn.  2   weeks  all  incl.  f   1.125.  .\d\fnture 

.\frica.  I   he  Stitt. ire.  R.unsburv,  W   ilts,  l   ei:  0(>72 

20509.  (BBb95) 

Natural  History  lours  with 

Mcrliti  W'ikilifc  vN  Sonn- 
haldc  Guest  House  in  the 

hettrt  of  the  Scottish  High- 
hmds. 

.loiti  us  lor  ;m  inlorm;tl  disei>ver\  in  our 

special  habitats  of  Strathspey.  Professional 

naturiilists  yyill  escort  you  tn  our  Safari  Land 

Royer.  FYom  Cilen  and  (iolderest  to  Moun- 

tiiin  Plateaux  ;md  Red  Deer  Stag.  May,  .lune 
iN  .Inly.  For  information  leallel: 

^nnlialbr 
Merlin  W/I.  BB.  Fast  Terrace, 

Kingu.ssie.  Highland  PII21  U.S 

I   el:  0-*(4()2  -   266 

(BB789) 

SITL  AllOXS  \   ACA.\T 

Gibraltar  Point  National  Nature  Re.serve 

Warden  required  for  shorebird  protection 

and  reserve  management,  .\pril-September. 

.Also  person  for  domestic  and  general  reserve 

dttties,  March-N'ovember.  £40  p.yv.  plus  full 
board.  .Apply  to  I   he  Warden,  Gibraltar 

Point,  Skegness,  Lines.  'Pel:  07,54  2677. 
(BB7.54) 

FERSOXAL 

BIRDING  CANADA  or  I   nited  States?  for 

inlo,  (hecklists,  etc.,  write  Dunnock  2109 

Speyside  Dr.,  .Mississatiga,  Ontario,  Canada 

L5KIX5.  (BB769) 

BIRD  REFORES 

BIRDS  OF  OXFORDSIIIRF,  1987.  £5  inc. 

p&p,  from  R.  Overall,  50  Hunsdon  Road.  Ilfley. 

Oxford  OX  f   IJL.  (BB717) 

LINCOLNSHIRF.  BIRD  RF.PORT  1987. 

Includes  Barn  Owls.  Bluethroats.  Lapwings. 

1987  rarities.  Gibraltar  Point  Report,  £2.75  itu 

p&p  Lincolnshire  Bird  (!lub.  22  Laburnum 

Drive.  Cherry  Willingham,  Liiui>ln  I.N5  l.\S. 

Back  numbers  ay  ailable.  (BB7.56) 

BIRDS  IN  NORTHUMBRIA  1987  £5.10. 

Birdwatching  Sites  in  Xorthiimbri.i  £l.8f).  M. 

{ iadwallender.  !52  .M.inners  (i.trdens,  Se.ilon 

D<4eval.  Xorthumberland  NF.250DW  .   (BB762) 

BOOKS 

HF.NRY  SOTHFRAN  LTD 

Iftititnti  nl  htMtk 

Catalogue  now  avaihible. 

NF.W  specialist  natural  history  IxKikshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  lull  range  ol 
bird  books  .ind  reports, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  ol  other 
n.itural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondh.md) 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Princes  .Arcade,  Piccadilly. 

Lxindon  SW’IA'  6DS Telephone:  01-439  6151  iBB7ti 

QUALITY  BIRD  BOOKS-  for  latest  list  write 
to  ,\.  &   H.  Books.  25  .Andrew  Road.  l   unbridge 

W   ells,  Kent.  (BB719) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS',  (rood  secondhand  books 

bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane.  KelsalL 

Lanxirlev.  Cheshire  CW  6   ON).  4   el:  0829  51804. 

(BB648) 

BIRD  BOOKS.  1838-1986.  S.AF.  for  700  item 

catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Ciottages. 

Biirton-in-Lonsdale.  C.arnforth.  Lancs.  (BB736) 

NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS.  Secondhand 

and  new,  Ixntghi  and  sold.  Ciatalogues:  J.  F-. 

Oliver.  .Malt  Cottage,  Croft  Yard.  Wells,  Nor- 
folk. (BB683) 

BIRDW  ATCHING  IN  CRETE  Enlarged  2nd 

edition.  £2.95  inc.  p.  &   p.  .Stephanie  Coghlan.  25 

l'hor|ye  l,ane,  Huddersheld,  5N .   A'orks.  HD5 
8T.A.  (RB682) 
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SANDERLING 
FREE  CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE  FROM: 

60  Whitelow  Road, 

Chorlton-cum-Hardy, 
Manchester, 
M21  IHR, 

OR  TELEPHONE: 

0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

(BB777) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   series,  Majorca,  SVV  Spain.  'I'he 
Ciamargue,  .Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
.Austria,  South  .Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  I'he  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka,  Lapland 
and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

I'urkey  and  .Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 
.Australia  £3. .50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  .Sussex  P02I 

2P\V.  '   '   (BB707) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  C5.50  to: 

Coxton  Publications,  -. 
Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  § 
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  “ 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 
bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 
Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  8 1 2940.  ( BB4981 

TETRAD  ATLAS  of  the  Breeding  Birds  of 

Devon  by  H.  P.  Sitters,  available  from  DBWPS, 
Whistley  House,  Axtown  Lane,  Yelverton, 
Devon  PL20  6BU  at  £18  post  free  (payable  to 
DBWPS).  (BB725) 

BIRD  BOOKS 

AND  OTHER  NATI  RAI.  HISTORY  Bt)OKS 

AI..SO  PRINTS  -   BOUGHT  AND  .SOLD 

Tree  cataloKur  from 

Greyfriars  Books  &   Prints  Ltd,  Witton  Ixxlge, 

Witton,  Norwich,  Norfolk  NRI3  5AS,  England 
Tel:  Norwich  (0603)  713148 

(BB767) 

REGULAR  CATALOGUES  of  secondhand 

Natural  History,  Countryside,  Ecology  books 
sent  on  recpiesl.  Little  Holcombe  Books,  52 
Bridge  Street,  Ramsbottom,  Bury,  Lancashire 

BL09AQ.  Tel:  070682 .5322.  ’   (BB778) 

-*  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

ZEISS  WEST,  15  X   60,  great  for  sea  watching, 
verycheaplTel:  0-326  74865.  (BB724) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  Many  of  the  original 

bird-drawings  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

photographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 

enquiries  or  offers  will  be  forw'arded  il 
addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fountains, 

Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44 

3NJ.  (BB613) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BB6.53) 
THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 

cassettes.  Also  specially  prepared  Sound  Guides. 
SAE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall  HRS  3HS. 

(BB739) 

OILPAINTINGS  from  your  favourite  photo- 

graph. Lifelike  reproduction,  birds,  pets,  por- 
traits. Details:  Exquisite  Art,  18  Laciotat  House, 

Old  Taunton  Road,  Bridgwater,  Somerset  TA6 
3SA.  (BB720) 

HABICHT  DIANA  10  X   40  close  focus  binocu- 

lars complete  with  leather  case,  lanyard  and 

rainguard,  good  condition,  recently  overhauled 
by  Habicht,  £180  ono.  Tel:  0384  (Stourbridge) 
396641.  (BB768) 

BRITISH  BIRDS,  Record  Supplement  1964. 
Vol.  57.  Offers  to  R.  Smith,  18  Port  Down,  Park 

Street,  Hungerford,  Berks  RG 1 7   OEB.  (BB776) 

FIELD  GUIDE  TO  THE  WADERS  OF  BRI- 
TAIN AND  EUROPE,  Colston  and  Burton. 

New,  one  copy  only,  £7.00  plus  p&p.  Some  other 
titles  available.  Tel:  Dominic  Mitchell  on  01-521 
7559.  (BB779) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de 

signed  for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 
mounting.  £30  incl  p&p.  S.\E  details,  Richard 
.Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  .Atherstone 
CV91NH.  (BB784) 

QUANTARAY  .500mm  18  mirror  lens,  Pentax 
K   fitting.  Lenshood  and  rase.  £120  and  postage. 
Tel:  1723  360243.  (BB786) 

THE  BIRDS  OF  BRITISH  SOMALILAND 
and  the  Gulf  t)f  .Aden.  Vols  3   &   4.  Offers  to:  R. 

(i.  (iibhs,  72  Orchard  Piece,  Blackmore,  Ingate- 
stone,  Es.sex  CM4  OR/..  (BB787) 
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The  excellence  of  optical  design  and  construction  engineered 
into  this  instrument,  provide  the  user  with  a   unique  neutral 
image,  exquisite  natural  colours,  superb  contrast  and  definition. 
Full  field  for  spectacle  wearers.  Black  rubber  armoured, 
compact  and  lightweight.  Close  focus  to  approx.  5m. 

For  the  full  range  of  Optolyth  products;  including  the 
8   X   32  BGA  &   7   X   42  BGA  touring,  telescopes  and 

highly  acclaimed  Alpin  binoculars,  please  phone  or  write 
to  Sole  importers. 

OPTICRON.  PO  Box  81,  St.  Albans,  Hens,  ALl  3NT. 
Tel:  (0727)  56516 

OTIIYIII 
MADE  IN  GERMANY 

OPTOLYTH 
Choice  of  connoisseurs 

10  X   40  BGA 
TOURING 

(D435) 
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47  Congratulations,  RSPB! 

48  Observations  at  a   Wren  roost  B.  D.  Harding 

52  PhotoSpot  27  Sinai  Rosefinch  H.  Shirihai 

56  Goshawk  breeding  habitat  in  lowland  Britain  Anon. 

68  Mystery  photographs  140  Aquatic  Warbler  Dr  Mark  Boyd 

69  Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

70  Product  reports  Kowa  TS-602  telescope  Ian  Dawson 

Notes 

71  Early  wing  moult  of  Eiders  P.  J.  Oliver 

72  Large  aggregation  of  Black  Kites  feeding  on  flying  insects  D.  R.  Moore  andj.  L.  .Moore 

72  Red-legged  Partridge  landing  on  urban  window  ledge  Ted  Richards 
73  Adult  Moorhen  killing  chick  David  Kramer 

73  First-year  plumages  of  Audouin’s  Gull  Ed  Mackrill 
77  Ring-billed  Gulls  apparently  feeding  on  gulls’  droppings  Phil  Bristow 
11  Blackbird  attacking  scorpion  Andrew  M.  Paterson 
78  Identification  of  Graceful  and  Scrub  Warblers  Steven  IV.  Gale  and  .Sean  D.  McMinn 

80  Blue  Tit  nesting  in  old  Blackbird  nest  Stephen  Dalton 
81  Unusual  nest-site  of  Siskin  A.  E.  Billett 

81  Obituary  Anthony  Roger  Morley  Blake  (1924-1988)  R.  A.  Hume 

Reviews 

82  ‘Birds  of  the  Middle  East  and  North  Africa’  by  P.  A.  D.  Hollom,  R.  F.  Porter, 
S.  Christensen  and  Ian  W'illis  Peter  Ixinsdown 

83  ‘A  Passion  for  Birds’  edited  and  compiled  by  Tony  Soper  David  Glue 

84  Short  reviews  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock 

Announcements 

86  Young  Ornithologists  of  the  Year 
87  When  does  your  subscription  become  due? 

87  Your  ‘BB’  reference  number 

87  Free  ‘BB’  subscriptions  for  County  Bird  Recorders 

87  Binding  your  ‘BB’ 
87  Forthcoming  ‘BB’-SUNBIRD  trips 
88  New  books  in  British  BirdShop 

88  Monthly  marathon 

89  Birdcraft  2   Pishing  and  squeaking  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock  and  Philip 
D.  Round 

91  News  and  comment  Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

92  Monthly  reports 

92  Recent  reports 

Line-drawings:  47  Red  Grouse  and  Avocet  {Robert  Gillmor);  48  Wren  {D.  .\'ume}');  56  Goshawk 
(Anon.);  89  Birdcraft  logo  {Mike  Everett) 

Front  cover:  Herring  Gull  {Tony  Bellars):  the  original  drawing  of  this  month’s  cover  design, 
measuring  18.6  X   20.8  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal  auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for 

procedure) 
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Squeal  call  of  Hen  Harrier 

Identification  of  Arabian  Warbler 

Mystery  photographs  •   Notes  •   October  reports 

Points  of  view  •   Reviews  •   News  and  comment 

Monthly  marathon  •   Recent  reports 
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whole  or  in  part  to  any  other  journal.  Photographs  and  sketches  are  welcomed.  Papers  should  be  typewritten  with 

double  spacing,  and  wide  margins,  and  on  one  side  of  the  sheet  only.  Authors  should  carefully  consult  this  issue 

for  style  of  presentation,  especially  of  references  and  tables.  Fnglish  and  scientific  names  and  sequences  of  birds 

follow  The  ‘British  Birds’  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic  (1984):  names  of  plants  follow  Dotty  et  at. 
(1980.  Engli.sh  Names  of  Wild  Flowers);  names  of  mammals  follow  Corbet  &   Southern  (1977.  The  Mandbtxtk  of 

British  Mammals).  Topographical  (plumage  and  structure)  and  ageing  tenninology  should  follow  editorial 

recommendations  (lirit  Birds  74;  239-242;  78:  419-427;  80:  502).  Figures  should  be  in  Indian  ink  on  good-quality 

tracing  paper,  drawing  paper,  non-absorbent  board  or  light  blue  or  very  pale  grey  graph  paper;  lettering  should  be 

inserted  lightly  in  pencil;  captions  should  Ite  typed  on  a   separate  sheet.  Authors  of  main  papers  (but  not  notes  or 

letters)  receive  ten  free  copies  of  the  journal  (five  each  to  two  or  more  authors). 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

CORPORATE 

MEMBER 

204  HIGH  STREET 

BARNET,  HERTS. 

EN5  5SZ 

01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  BLACKTOFT 
SANDS,  HUMBERSIDE 

In  Focus  are  pieased  to  annourve  a   further  RSPB  Field  Weekerxl.  ihts 
brr>e  at  RSPB  BiacMofi  Sands 

This  will  take  place  on  the  6th  and  7th  ol  May  and  w)U  offer  the  opporturvty  to 
test,  compare  ary]  purchase  a   wide  range  of  equipment  under  Field 
Conditions,  at  this  well-krxTwn  Reserve 

You  are  invited  to  apply  m   wnting  or  py  phone  if  you  would  like  to  receive  an 

invitation  to  this  event  Please  irylK:ale  prelerred  day  arxl  appronmate  time 
ot  atlendarKe  On  receipt  of  your  applicabon  you  wiH  be  sent  an  Information 

Pack  containing  ir^structions  on  how  to  get  to  the  Reserve,  a   description  of 

the  bird  Me  you  are  hkety  lo  view  together  with  your  In  Focus  Guest  Ticket 

Prefereixe  will  be  given  to  guests  who  have  received  invitations 

APPLY  NOW  TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT' 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
SUNDAY  DATES 

MARCH  19th  APRIL  16th  MAY  21st 

OPEN  10  00arrv<4  00pm 

With  the  kind  co-operation  of  the  Herts  and  Middi  WSdaie  Trust  In  Focus 
are  now  able  to  offer  customers  a   un«)ue  oppodunrty  to  use  oornpare  and 

purchase  quaMy  optical  equipment  under  field  condrtpns  Lemslora  Springs 
Nature  Reserve  is  situated  approximaiefy  20  mSes  north  o<  London  and  « 

just  15  mms  dnve  from  June  23  on  the  M25  rnotonway  Th«  compact  wek 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  ot  btrd  bie  and  customers  can  expect 

good  views  of  wafer  ary]  woodland  birds  Visitors  are  mvited  to  take 

advantage  of  the  ample  parking  to  the  nghi  of  the  reserve  gate  then  rnake 
their  way  lo  reception  At  this  pomi  cuslomers  can  discuss  Fwx  vidrvyJua* 

requirements  with  our  technical  staff  -   biryicuMrs  are  issued  from  itss  pomi 
aryj  can  be  used  on  a   woodland  walk  or  m   a   private  hyje  where  a   H4l  range 
ot  telescopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  miormation  and  dvecsons 

please  coryact  IN  FOCUS 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  and  select  Irom  our 

comprehensive  rar>ge  ol  equ«p- 
ment  Compare  Zeiss  with  LeiU 

OpioiyVi  with  Kowa  or  Niu)n  We 

are  a   compielely  iryMpendem  com- 

peny  whose  cyily  oorYcem  s   that 
our  Customers  select  the  correct 
irtstrument  lor  the*  personal  rieeds 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Cttcuss  your  requvemenis  with  ou 
lechrvcaf  staff  ana  orders  placed 
with  Access  or  Visa  Cards  wa  be 

despatched  same  day 

MAIL  ORDER 

Just  add  C2  lo  help  cover  P&P  ary] 

WEST  ZEISS £ 

DialytS  X   20B 189  X 

Dialyt  10  X   256 209X 

Diafyl8x20GA  229  00 

Diatyte  X   30BGAT  Phone 
Dialyt  7   X   42BGAT  Phone 

Dialyt  10  X   406T  Phone 

Dial^  10  X   40BGAT  Phone 

Oiaiyie  X   S6BGAT  Phone 
Accessories 

Ramguard  5   00 

Wide  Lanyard 995 

Eye  Cups,  rubber  (set) 
10X 

Eye  cups,  hard(set) 
10X 

Spare  case  tor 
10v40BGAT 26X 

LEITZ £ 

Tnnovide  *   206C 235  X 

Tnnovid  8   x   206CA 247  X 

Tnnovid  10  *   25BC 247  X 

Tnnovid  10  x   258CA 259  X 

Free  case  when  you  purchase  a 
compact 
Tnry)vid8  x   326A 

445  X 

Tnnovyj?  *   426A Phone 

Tnnovid  8   x   406A Phone 

Tnnovid  10  x   406A Phof« 

Tnnovid  10  X   406AN Pfyme 

Case  for  compact 
14X 

Soft  case 34X 

Hard  case 40X 

Ramguard 8X 
Eyecups(set) 

16X 

H   NIKON e 

7*206 
74  95 

9   X   208 79  95 

10  *   258  Waterproof 
149  95 

8   *   206  Roof  Pnsm 134  95 

10  X   258  Roof  Pnsm 
149  95 

8   X   30BWCF 199X 

10  X   35BWCF 219X 

9   X   306  Root  Pnsm 249  X 

20  *   XFieUscooe 269X 

20  X   60  Fieidscope  Ed 

•15x.30x.40* 

489  X 

65X 
>   Xx 75  X 

14  25 

Haze  UV  liter 42X 

Rubber  hood 
10  25 

795 

‘’Photo  Kit 
157  X 

UVOLERBLICK £ 

3*326 123X 

■3*428 
120X 

10  X   426 125X 

f   *21B 1XX 

'   J*24B 
119X 

OPTOLYTH 
AlpmS  X   306GA 
Alpin  7   X   42BGA 
Alpin  8   X   40BGA 
Alpin  10  X   40BGA 
Aipin  10  X   506GA 
Osins  8   X   40GA 

Osins  10  X   40GA 
Rairtguard 

Tpuring7  x   42BGA 

Tounng  10  *   406GA TBG80 

TBS8045 

20x  WA 

30x 40x Soft  case 
Hard  case 

OPTICRON 
Classics  X   42 

ClassciO  X   42 
Elite  9   X   35 
8   X   42BMC 

10  X   42  6MC 

10  X   50BMC 
HR  Body  60mm 

HR  Qo&/  60mm  45 
HRBodySOmmGA 

22x  WA 
20X-60X 
Case  for  HR 
Pyxolobody 

1 5   X   -60  *   Zoom 

20x  or40x 
Opticron  Tnpod 

KOWA 
TSeOibody 
TS602body 

20x  WA 
25xpf40x 

20  X   -60  X   Zoom 
TSN-lbody 
TSN-2body 

TSN-3body 
TSN-4body 

20x  WA 
25x  or40x 
20x-60x  Zoom 
Case  for  Scopes 

Photo  Kit 

Spare  OG  dust  caps 

CENTURY 
Field  Model  60mm 
20  X   -45  *   room 

20  *   30  x   40* 

eye  pieces  (eachi Csse 

BINOCULARS  AND 

£ 1B6  00 

207  00 
200  00 
205  00 

221  00 145X 
14700 400 

Phone 
Phorw 

320  00 
320  00 
88  00 
57  00 

58  00 
29  00 
35  00 

95  00 
95  00 

186  00 
140  00 
145  00 

15SX 
128X 
1S0X 
155X 

30X 6SX 16X 

107  X 45  X 

22X 
59  95 

£ 

189X 
169X 49  X 

43X 

94X 

265X 
255X 495  X 
48SX 
79X 

59X 119X 

22X 
89X 
6X 

1XX 
49  X 

19X 

1695 

BRESSER E 
QUEST AR 

E 
Actions  X   40GA X95 

F«td  Model  3’  66  supptoq  «nth 
Acton  10  «   50GA 

X95 

50-  80*  (24mm)  Lens 

Hood 

Topo  8   «   25GA 

7495 

Photo  K4  and  Case  2242X 

Top<10-25GA 

79  95 

Porto  Pnsm 

140X 

8   •   4OGAR00I 

119X 

X*  -IX*  (16mm) 

ilOX 

10  »   40GARoof 
7   -   426LuchsMC 

119X 
139X 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA E 
10  «   426LuchsMC 

145X 

JenoptemS  *   X 

4495 

10  *   SOBLuchsMC 

155X 

Jenoptem  10  ■   X X95 
7   >   42BGALuchs 

145X 

DeltnntemB  -   X 

5495 

10*  42BGALuchs 
149X 

Oekarem  10  *   X X95 

to*  XBGALuchs 
16SX 

Notarem  6-326 

114  95 

Don!  7   *   42BGA 

179X 

Notarem  10  ■   406 

149  95 

OontIO  «   428GA 

189X 

OctaremS  *   XB 

19995 

TurmonS  *   21 X95 

MIRADOR E ACCESSORIES £ 

8   *   426 

110  X 

Car  windcnw  rnount 
22X 

10  *   426 

114X 

UrwersM  moun 22X 10*  506 
122X 

Hy)emoiml XX 

Merkn25  -   X 
97  X 

CunmarmSl  Pod 

24  95 

MerknX  «   75 

119X 

CuUmarmOR 
995 

Merfcn  18  * -40  *   X 

129X 

Rainguard 3X 

Merfcn  22  *   -47  *   75 

157  X 

Leather  lartyard 3X 

Case  for  Merim 

16X 

New  Culmann  hide  mount . 

49  95 

BARBOUR £ 

SWIFT E 
The  best  6r>tish  dothmg lor  the 

Osprey  7   5   *   42 

129  95 

worst  Bntrsh  weather 

Audubon  6   5   X   44 

1X95 
Durham  Jacket 

10  46 

52  95 

HABICHT £ 
Bedale  Jacket 

28IO30' 

45  45 

Diana  10*406 

Phone 

3^  1046 

X95 

Gametair  Jacket 

78  95 

BUSHNELL 
Spacemaster  body 
1 5   « -45  X   room 

20  X   X   X   room 

22  X   WA Photo  Kit 

Case 
Customs  X   366 
Custom  10  X   406 

MANFROTTO 
TRIPODS 
MxvProlX 
MiraProl906 

Bas<  144 
Basci44B 128  Head 

2XEviihead 
Tnpod  strap 

MoryjPod 

SLIK  TRIPODS 

GareSe950 

MasterD2 

SL67 
Tnpod  Strap 

£ 1S5X 

84X 

65X 

44X 

27  X 

16  X 

189X 
199X 

£ 

3SX 

40X 

45  X 

XX 34  95 

39  95 995 
24  95 

37  96 

69  95 
104  96 

695 

32'  to  46 

Beafori  Jacket 32-10  46 

Border  Jacket 

3^  lo46 
Burgryey  Jacket 

36  to  44 
Norttymbna  slacket 

36  to  46 

Lrungs 

Hoods 

SentS  for  colour  Barbour  catalogue 
Post  FREE  on  BarOOur 

82  95 

89  95 

96  96 

91  45 

1945 

11  45 

v«urary»  and  your  order  wiR  be 
despatched  on  the  same  day  as  we 

recerve  your  cheque  AS  equyrmeni 

IS  suppled  on  14  days  approval 

upon  receyk  of  KjI  remAance 

SECONDHAND 
Instruments  are  always  avs4abie 

Ti#ryyver  «   last  so  we  do  ryU  prvy  a 

kat  Phorw  tor  otormaSon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  pry»s  pay]  lor  good  coryMon 

eoupmery HOW  TO  FIND  IIS 
We  are  tO rrsns  from  M25  and  aim 

motorways  and  15  rnms  wafc  from 
hkgh  BarTYet  Undergroiyy)  Stahon 

TELESCOPES  AMO 
TRIPOD  OUTFTTS 

N   you  purchase  a   scope  and  evod 
althe  same  kme  we  can  otier  you  a 

very  speoai  pree’ PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

MIRADOR/SLIK 

OLfTFIT 
MIRADOR  MERLIN 
25  X   60  AND  CASE, 

SLIK  GAZELLE  95D 

AND  STRAP 
OUTFIT  PRICE 

£129.00 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT  ON  THE 

FOLLOWING  INSTRUMENTS 

ZEISS  WEST  8   X   30BGAT  7   v   42BGAT  10  x   40BGAT 

LEITZ  TRINOVID  8   X   40BA  7   x   42BA  10  x   40BAN 

KOWA  TSN-3  or  4   NIKON  FIELDSCOPE  ED 

Srnripiy  select  the  nxxJel  of  your  ctioce.  pay 

one  ftitrd  of  the  purchase  pnee  with  the  baiarx* 

m   two  equal  payments  one  month  apar\ 
Phone,  write  or  can 

TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

(D477) 

1 



HOfKI OURl 
BIRDS  AND  WILDLIFE  OF  THE  CANADIAN  PRAIRIES  &   ARCTIC  -   JUNE 

Come  and  see  Riding  Mountain  National  Park,  Winnipeg  and 
historic  Hudson  Bay  with  its  wealth  of  birds  and  mammals 

around  Churchill.  Ross's  Gull 

We  expect  the  inquisitive  Beluga  Whales  to  come  close  to  our  boat,  | 

to  encounter  Churchill’s  legendary  Ross’s  Gulls  and  see  many 
of  Canada’s  waders  in  their  finest  breeding  plumage. 

GORILLAS  AND  WILDLIFE  OF  ZAIRE  AND  RWANDA  -   SEPTEMBER 

The  objective  of  this  tour  will  be  close  encounters  with  Gorillas: 

enjoy  one  of  the  most  moving  experiences  the  natural  world 
can  offer.  There  will  be  plenty  of  time  to  enjoy  other  mammals 
and  the  birds  of  Central  Africa. 

DAVID  HOSKING  is  our  bird  and  wildlife  photography  leader. 
He  will  be  supported  by  Dan  Weedon  in  Canada  and 
Phil  Ward  in  Zaire,  both  acknowledged  local  experts. 
Comfortable  hotel  accommodation. 

For  tour  brochures  on  the  above  and  also  our  wildlife  tours  to  the  Falkland 
Islands  and  North  Yemen  contact: 

Hosking  Tours,  Hunworth,  Melton  Constable,  Norfolk  NR24  2AA 

Tel:  0263  713969.  Tlx:  975458  Hosk  G.  Fax:  0263  71 1120  (^474) 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 
W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field  Price 
10X50BA  22.50Z  309ft.  E221  (inc.  case) 
10X40BGA  19oz  345ft.  £205  (inc.  case) 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft.  £200  (inc.  case) 
8X30BGA  14oz  420ft.  £186  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Superior  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight  Field 
30X75GA  44oz  120ft. 
22X60GA  35oz  183ft. 

22X70GA  37oz  — 
22-60X70GA  47oz  87-54ft. 
30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   including  case  -   phone 

Touring  8x32  BGA  including  case  -   phone 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  Street  13  Cheap  Street 

Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 
Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 

Price 

£318  Case  £35 
£210 

£290  EYEPIECES 
£353  20xWW  £88 
£353  20x  £56 
£344  30x  £57 
£320  40x  £58 
£320 

J 

II 



COUNTRYSIDE  VIEWING 

LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 
^   private  grounds  with 

parking.  Testing  facilities  are  probably 
the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is across  a   large  (wol  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more distant  views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried wperience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our beautiful  Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely relaxed  atmosphere?  Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out jo  be  more  of  a   social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition 

BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is  a 
wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with  special 
emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for  beginners 

and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse. 

D>«IyI  7a42  BOAT 

Oialvi  8x30  BGAT 

Oialvi  10x40  BGAT 

Dialyt  8x20  6GA 

Oiilyi  8x20  B 

Diafyi  >0x26  B 

Tnnovid  7x35  BA 

Innovid  7x42  BA 

Tnnovid  8x32  BA 

Tnnovid  8x40  BA 

Tnnovid  10x40  B 

Tnnovid  10x40  BAN 

Trmovid  8x20  BCA 

Tnnovid  10x25  BCA 

OPTOLVTH 

.Alpin  8x40  8GA 

Alpm  10x40  BGA 

4lpm  10x50  BGA 

5TELESCOPES 

399  00 
498  00 
445  00 

499  00 

489  00 

539  00 
247  00 

245  00 

200  00 
205  00 

221  00 

■   30x75  GA 
22x70  GA 
30x80  GA 

^TBBO  GA  body 
xfBSBO  GA  body 
«Y«pl*C«S 
ZOxWA 
VOx 
30i 
40x 

316X 
290X 
353  X 

334  X 
320  X 

88  X 

56  X 
57X 
58  X 

OPTICRON  1 
»   i4in«rv«  8x40 170-X 

'   tKintrv*  10x40 
175X 

MOW  HR  8x42 
140X 

10x42 
146  X 

10x50 155  X 

9x35 185  X 

tTELESCOPES 
'   fR  Striight  60mm 126X 

OtfMI  80mm 1SOX 

•   HR  Straight  eOmm  RA 
165X 

•-txpd  m#g  tyopiocos 
28  X 

Zoom  20x  60x 
Piccolo  body 

Eyapitcos  from 

Zoom 
Clattic  Straight  7Smm 
Fixad  mag  tyapiacas 

Zoom 

Tripod 

Window  clamp 

Univaraai  clamp 
Hida  clamp 

65  00 
107  00 

22  00 
45  00 

107  00 

1800 

50  00 
59  95 

22  00 

2200 
38  00 

1   NIKON  1 
8x30  ZCF 

198X 

10x35  ZCF 218  X 

6x40  OCF 533  X 

^L^s58?'ES 

395  X 

E   0   20xX 

489  X 

Spotting  tcoo* 
269  X 

Eytpixcot  ISx  30x  40x 

63  X 

Photo  «d«pi 

149  50 

F   0   Adapt-nng 

15X 

1   BUSHNELL  I 
Custom  8x36 

1 79  X 

Custom  10x40 

189  X 

TELESCOPES 
Spscsmsstsr  60mm 

155X 

Fixod  msg  E   P 
39X 

Zoom  1Sx-4Sx 
84  X 

Oiscovsrtr  15-60xX 

199X 

1   ADLERBLICK  1 
8x42 

120X 

10x42 
128X 

10x50 
139X 

Add  Z 1 8   for  R   A   tnodsls 

TELESCOPES 
Mutucostsd 

169  95 

Mutticostsd 
179  95 

Muiticostsd 198  95 

1   BRESSER  1 
‘Naw  Corvatia 

8x42 

10x50 

129X 

Lucht 10x42 

152X 

10x50 
184  50 

AddZUtorRA 
Linosr  8x42 

124  95 

Lmssr  10x42 

124  95 

Oiont  10x42 

178X 

■   KOWA  1 
TELESCOPES 

TSN  177mm 265  00 

TS^?77rr¥n 

255  00 

TSN377mm 

495  X 

TSN4  77mm 

485  X 

20>  WA 

79X 

25» 

59X 

40« 

SOX 

?0»-ao«  room 

119X 

C«ss 

19X 

Tseoteonvn 

ixx 

TS  602  60mm 

1XX 

20-  WA 

49  X 

25- 

43X 

40- 

43X 

20--60-  worn 

94  X 

Compact  bnocuiars  7   -   22 

84X 

1   HABICHT  1 
Otsns  10x40  WM 

341  00 

8xX  WGAP 

287  50 7x42  SL 364  X 

10x40  SL 

407  X 

8xX  SLC X2X 

1   SWIFT  § 

Audubon  8   5x44 

166X 

Osprtv  7   5x42 

134  SO 

TELESCOPE 
Tsismastsr  IS  60xX 

275  50 

1   MIRADOR  1 

TELESCOPES 
Manm  80mm 

75mm 

Fix«d  m«g  av*pi«caa 

Zoom  ayap-acaa 

79  00 

107  00 

1800 

SOX 

110X 

11400 

124  00 

1   OPTIMA  1 
TELESCOPE 

Supor  80mm  RA 

150X 

Eyopwcot  15»  20x  30*  40- 

25  X 

Zoom  20  45x 

65  X 

1   MINOLTA  1 
Msr-npr  10x40 

199  99 

8-32 

179  99 

Corripact  8x24 

74  99 

1   ZEISS  JENA  1 
Noisrpm  8x32 

114  9$ 

10x40 

144  97 

>snopttm  8xX 

44  95 

Ositrintsm  6xX 

54  95 

Ooxsrsm  lOxX 
89  95 

1   QUESTAR  1 
Ask  tor  owo(tt•or^  on  sb  '’'OOttt 

1   SLIK  1 
02 

69  95 

Fubrsngsof  $«••  modsH  <n  stock 

1   MANFROTTO  I >44  bSSK 

45  X 

144  Mack 

SOX 
128  mm.  tndpo  r«Md  , 34  95 

IX  mifl.  pro 

35  X 

2X  COmppci  htSO 

39  95 

1   OPTICRON  1 

*fNING  TIMES  Shown  hara  is  a   small  salaction  of  our  vast 
ih  —   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday  of  optical  aquipmant  &   accassorias. 

■:essories 
I   range  of  eyecups,  rainguards,  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

D   BARGAINS 

anteed.  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 
ORT  FACILITIES 

inal  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

<AGE  DEALS 

ctive  discounts.  Phone  for  quotations 

. ORDER  (D475) 

ed  postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE  Goods  are  despatched  promptly  upon 
)t  Of  full  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone 

Tripod 

Tripod  St'»0 

■tUNEATON  (7  MILES) 

59  95 

6   75 

BEOWORTH 

|4  MILES) 

COVENTRY  (6  MILES) 

E   &O.E  Pricescorrectat  1 ,12  88 

I'US  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE,  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel:  (0676)  40501 
III 



“/  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope." (British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 

Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 
spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

IVIII  UVIWI 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  ISO 

(D464) 

Cygnus  WHdHfe 

SOVIET  ASIA  &   SIBERIA 

May  26th-June  12th  Cl  490 
Leader  Cliff  Waller 

Central  Asian  birding  in  the  Kirghiz  mountains, 

several  days  in  the  Steppes  near  Tselinograd,  and  a 

\A/eek  in  legendary  Siberia  combine  to  make  this  tour 

a   must'  for  Palearctic  enthusiasts.  Participants  can 
expect  a   fine  selection  of  Soviet  birds  including 

many  of  the  Siberian  species  that  have  occurred  as 

vagrants  to  Britain. 
ETHIOPIA 

November  17th-December  3rd  Cl 400 
Leader  Martin  Davies 

We  look  forward  to  emulating  the  success  of  five 

previous  Ethiopia  tours  on  which  over  400  species 

have  been  regularly  recorded  including  18  ende- 
mics. The  unique  scenery  of  the  Bale  mountains 

and  the  bird-filled  Rift  Valley  lakes  enhance  this  very 
special  East  African  holiday  and  we  invite  you  to  join 

the  increasing  number  of  birders  discovering  the 

attractions  of  Ethiopia. 

For  further  details  of  these  holidays,  and  20  other 

world-wide  destinations  contact: 

Paul  Dukes 

Cygnus  Wildlife  Holidays 
96  Fore  Street,  Kingsbridge 
S   Devon  TQ7  1PY 

Tel:  (0548)  6178  Telex:  45772 (D469) 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Ckjme  birdwatching  with  us  in 

Morocco  -   January-February  ’89 

Spain  -   March-May  ’89 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britannia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

(D448) 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
I   89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

^   Phone:  01-648  8822 
Mon.-Frl,  0am  to  5pm  Sat.  9am  to  1 1 .30am 

Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 
★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  C 
10x25Dlalyt  214 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  245 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvt  389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  535 

LEITZ  (Loica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
8x20BCATrinovid  247 
10x25BCTrinovid  247 
l0x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x32BATrinovid  445 
8x40  BA  T   rinovid  Phone 
1 0x40  BA/N  T   rinovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  1 4 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 
10  X   40  WM  Waterproof  341 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 

OPTOLYTH 
8   X   30  Alpin 
8x40Alpin 
10x40  Alpin 
7   X   42  Alpin 
1 0   X   50  Apin 
12x50  Alpin 

NIKON 
8   X   20  roof  prism 
1 0   X   25  roof  prism 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism 

302 

186 
200 
205 

207 
221 225 

139 

154 
248 

268 

SWALLOW 

1 0   X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 
prism  1 20 

MIRAOOR  C 
8x42  110 
8   X   42  with  rubber  1 20 

BUSHNELL 
8x36  B   Custom  189 
1 0x40  B   Custom  199 
OPTICRON 
8x42  High  Resolution  1 1   o 
1 0x42  High  Resolution  1 1 4 
8x42  HRTi  140 
10x42  HR  II  145 
10x50  HR  II  155 
9x35  BCF  Elite  186 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope  489 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces  65 
Camera  adaptor  1 57 

KOWA 

TSN-1body(45“)  265 
TSN-2body  255 
TSN-3body(45^)  495 
TSN-4  body  485 
25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece  59 
20  X   (WA)  eyepiece  79 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece  119 

TS  601  body  (45°)  189 
TS602body  169 
20-60  X   eyepiece  94 
20  X   WW  eyepiece  49 
OPTOLYTH 
30x80  353 

TB80body  344 

TBS  80  body  (45°)  320 
TBG  80  body  (straight)  320 
TB  eyepieces  from  56 
15-40  x   60  265 
22-60  x   70  353 
22  x   60  210 
22x70  290 

SPACEMASTER  E 
60mm  body  1 55 
Zoom  eyepieces,  from  65 
Other  eyepieces,  from  26 
OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubber 

60mm  HR  body  (45°) 
Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classe 
CENTURY 
60mm.  rubber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 

20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm.  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece.  20x  ̂ us  30x. 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece  1 87 
Nylon,  padded  case  1 5 
PICCOLO 

60mm  body  1 07 
Zoom  eyepieces  from  45 
Other  eyepieces  from  22 

128 
155 

150 

65 
26 125 

160 

19 
49 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red.  hand-held  scope, 

complete  in  case 
Mains  charger 

690 

69 
TRIPODS  (one-rrand  control) 

Slik  D2 

73 

Slik  Shogun 99 
Slik  SL  67 

105 

Manfrotfo  MN 1 44  legs  etc 50 
Manfrotto  MN  1 90  legs  etc 35 
Manfrotto  MN  1 28  head 35 
Manfrotto  MN  200  head 

40 

Universal  damp 22 Hide  clamp 

40 

Car  window  mount 

25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £10  when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 
HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  26th  MARCH 
(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 
tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minirtes'  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes'  walk  from  Morden  tube.  c»70) 



ORNITHOLIDAYS 
^   OQO  MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF I   BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 
Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-four  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

N.  India 

Kenya 

Namibia  -   Etosha 
Zimbabwe 
Tanzania 

Botswana  -   The  Okavango 
Natal 

Madagascar 

India  -   Tiger  Special 
The  Seychelles 
Thailand 

China/Tibet 

Australia 
New  Zealand 
Venezuela 
The  Galapagos 

Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Israel 

Jordan 

Cyprus N.  E.  Greece Turkey 

Yugoslavia 
Corfu 
The  Camargue 

The  Roussillon 
Andorra 

Spanish  Pyrenees 
S.  W.  Spain 

Coto  Dohana 

Majorca 
Lake  NeusiedI 
Arctic  Norway 

MEMBER 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BOGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel :   0243  821 230  ATOL  LICENCE  No.  743 

YOUR 
GUARANTEE 

FOCALPOINT 
Deal  with  birdwatchers  who  understand  your  requirements 

LEITZ  Binoculars 

Beaulifuliy  made  precision  inslruments  With 
contrast,  resolution.  Ilatness  of  held,  true 
internal  focusing  design,  and  climate  resist- 

ance which  are  unsurpassed  And  all  within  a 
compact  lightweight  design' 
As  used  by  both  principals  pi  Focalpoint — 
and  many  thousands  of  discerning  birders 
throughout  the  world.  All  sizes  are 
available  trom  stock. 

NEW  -   ADLERBLICK 

'Multicoaled'  exceptional  quality 
8   x   42  169,95 

10  x   42  179.95 
10  x   50  198.95 

NIKON  Fieldscope  system 
in  slock  —   from  £269 

NEWS!! 

*   Coming  soon  from  top  manufacturer 

BUSHNELL  is  the  world's  first  fully  water- 
proof rubber-armoured  60  mm  zoom  tele- 

scope, No  price  available  yet  -   they  should 
be  with  us  in  April,  (But  please  remember 
new  products  can  be  late  arriving  and  in  very 
short  supply.)  We  are  accepting  orders  as 
soon  as  full  details  and  a   price  is  available. 
*   OPTOLYTH  ol  West  Germany  have  a 
new  straight  through  prismatic  version  of  the 

45°  angled  TBs  80  called  the  TBG80  (as 
consolation  for  the  tongue-twisting  model 
number  the  price  at  £320  -   is  actually  £24 
LESS  than  the  older  draw-tube  model!) 
Available  now 
*   CENTURY  field  model  A   conventional 
60  mm  rubber  armoured  scope  from  one  of 

Japan's  best  manufacturers  Good  quality 
construction,  good  body  finish,  good  range 

of  eyepieces,  good  carrying  case,  OUT- 
STANDING value  for  money  at  just  £169  - 

with  20  X   eyepiece  or  £199  -   with  20  x 
-45  X   zoom  Available  now 

NEW  Skua  Mkll  cases  lor  Kowa  TSN 

telescopes  in  stock  now.  Total  encase- 
ment, ultra  rugged  and  weatherproof. 

Stays  on  the  scope  at  all  times. 
BIROGUIDES 

Ask  for  details  ol  these  bird  tours 

MAJORCA  -   March  '89 S.W,  SPAIN  -   May  Full 

KENYA  -   September  '89 
GAMBIA  -   January  '90 

VENEZUELA  -   March  '90 
QUESTAR  -   Mirror  Scopes 

MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS  FREE! FOCALPOINT 

’   9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

T   elephone:  0606  891 098  (0472) and  Bank  Holidays 
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*   WE  OFFER  * 
A   SrKi:i)Y  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Access/Visa/Crodit  Charge.  Post 
Prices  subject  to  availnhility 

Ej  Packing  please  add please  add  C2  50.  Prices  correct  1.12.88 
Open  6   days  9am  ■   5.30pm 

ZEISS  WEST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   E189 

10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   .   .   C209 

8   X   30  B   and  K   Case   E379 
8   X   30  BGA  CF  &   Pouch.  . E379 
8   X   56  B   G   AT  &   Case E544. 
7   X   42  B.G  AT  a   Case PHONE 

10  X   40  BT  e   K   Case   E463 

10  X   40  BGA  CF  &   Pouch PHONE 

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 

Very  good  value  with  Hard  Case 
8   X   30  Jenoptem   E   40. 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   C   48 
10  X   50  Jenoptem   .   E   65 
10  X   50  Dekarem   .   E.  73. 
8   X   32  Notarem   E100 
10  X   40  Notarem    E143 
8   X   50  Octarem  B.  or  BGA E160. 
12  X   50  Dodocarem  B,  or  BGA  . E199. 

ADLERBLICK 

lifetime  guarant^o 
Adlefblick  8   x   42      E120 

Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   .   E136 
Adlerblick  10  x   42   E125 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   

E144 Adlerblick  10  x   50    E139 
Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armour  . E159 

SWIFT  Siipplieri  with  Case  b   Sl'sp 
Belmont  8   x   40   

E   56 Belmont  10  x   50    E   59 
Belmont  12  x   50   E   62 
Red  Spot  8   X   32 E   69 
Red  Spot  8   X   40   E   98 

Red  ̂ ot  10  X   50   
E   99 

Blue  Spot  9   X   42   E100. 
Blue  Spot  10  X   42    E125 
Trilyte  Rubber  10  X   40. E125 
Trilyte  10  x   40   

E124. Osprey  7   5   X   42   E139. 
Audubon  8   5   x   44 E169. 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  and  Case 

E19  99 

7   X   50  and  Case   E29  99 

12x  40  and  Case   E32  99 

HABICHT  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  WM   

E299 

7   X   50  M   .S  .L   E399 
lOx  40  M   S.L E399 
lOx  40  WM E339 

TRIPODS 

SLIK  D2 E   69 
SLIK  88   E   69 
SLIK  Black  Diamond   

E   76 SLIK  Shogirn    E   99 

MIRADOR  TELESCOPES 
Merlin  18  x   60   E   89 
Merlin  18x  40x  and  60   

E124 
Major  60m  Body  B   Fixed   El  52. 

Mapr  60m  Body  &   Zoom   

E179 

Mapr  50m  Rubber  Ef  Fixed   E149 
Maior  50m  Rubber  b   Zoom   E176 
Mirador  Window  Mt   E   22 

BUSHNELL  SPACEMASTER 
Body  and  Zoom  Eyepiece   E2.19 
Body  and  Fixed  Eyepiece  from.  .   . E169 

CO 

BAUSH  a   LOMB 

N* 

Discoverer   El  90 
Q 

KOWA  TELESCOPES 
TSN1  Body    
TSN2  Body  crtDDVil 
TSN3  Body  SORRY!! 
TSN4  Body  oDirc 20xWide  DUE  TO  PRICE 
25xand40x  r>LJAM^cc Zoom  TSN     CHANGES  . 
Photo  Adapter. 

TS601  PL£A§£  PngNE  FQR, 

25x  and40x  UP  TO  DATE. 

Zoom  601  INFORMATION 

68-70  St.  Thomas  Street  •   5 SCARBOROUGH  von  lou  Tel.  (0723)  36S024 

Authorised  U.K.  Dealer  for 

Tele  Vue* “Tops  in  the  Field” 
TELESCOPES  AND  EYEPIECES 

Even  Better  Than  You  Imagined! 

Send  £2.00  (refundable  with  order)  for  colour 

literature  on  the  finest  range  of  telescopes  avail- 
able. With  patented  Plossis,  Wide-Field,  and 

Nagler  eyepieces.  Surely  the  world’s  finest. Superb  observation  binoculars  now  available. 
139  Dean  House,  Eastfield  Avenue,  Walker, 

(D431)  Newcastle  upon  Tyne  NE6  4UU Telephone:  091  263  8826 
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Birdwatchers 

The  British  Trust  for 

Ornithology  keeps  computerised 

records  of  all  British  species - 
breeding  patterns,  the  movement  of 

migrants,  the  growth  and  decline  of 
populations  and  habitats,  and  the 
effects  of  changing  environments. 

This  information  is  published  and  is 
used  for  Atlases  and  Censuses,  and 

by  Government  and  conservation 

bodies  in  a   great  variety  of  ways,  to 

ensure  the  protection  of  Britain’s 
bird  populations. 

—we 
need 

you! 

But  the  collection  of  this 

information  depends  on  dedicated 

bird-watchers  like  yourself.  Put  your 
bird-watching  to  practical  use  - 
become  a   BTO  Member  today! 

The  British  Trust 
for  Ornithology 
Patron:  HRH  The  Duke  of  Edinburgh  KG,  KT 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR 

Reg.  Charity  2 1 6652 

j^o  The  British  T rust  for  Ornithology,  [ 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR.  ' 
Please  enrol  me  as  a   member  of  the  BTO.  . 

I   enclose  my  cheque/PO  for  £   1 2   made 

I   payable  to  ‘The  BTO’  |   | 
I   Please  send  further  details  of  the  BTO  Q   ■ 

I   I   enclose  my  donation  £   i 

I   NAME  (Block  letters  please)     | 

I   ADDRESS  • 

1_     
(D390) 

SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 

NORTH  WEST’S BIGGEST 
RANGE 

MIRADOR  ■   ■   BUSHNELL 
BRESSER  ■   ■   BAUSH  &   LOMB 

HILKINSON  ■   ■   LEITZ 
SWAROVSKI  ■   ■   GREENKAT 

ZEISS  (east)  ■   ■   SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west) ■■HELIOS 
OPTICRON  ■   ■   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  ■   ■   NIKON 

KOWA  ■   ■   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ Q 

051-709  4149 

HUNGARY  1989 

with  Gerard  Gorman  and  the  Hungarian 
Ornithological  Society 

Winners  of  RSPB/IESSO  European  Award 

KISKUNSAG  NATIONAL  PARK 

1 1   DAYS  May  -   £599.00 

HORTOBAGY  MIGRATION 

1 1   days  September  -   £599.00 

TURKEY 
A   new  range  of  tours  from  £350.00 

Special  Raptour  Tours 

BOSPHORUS  MIGRATION  - 
CAPPADOCIA 

11-18  days  September 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE 

8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park,  Solihull, 
West  Midlands  B92  9EL 

Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535 
Fax:  021-704  3342 
ABTA,  ATOL  S56 

(Agents  for  Regents  Holidays)  (D466) 
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^Terrascan  80 mm 
The  new  high  quality  Telescope  for  birdwatchers 

BRITISH  BUILT 

Main  Features 

•   80  mm  air  spaced  objective 

•   Fully  coated  optics  throughout 

•   Unique  quick  change  eyepiece  fit 

•   22  X   v/ide  angle  eyepiece  as  standard 

•   Optional  high  power  eyepiece 

•   3   element  prism  erector 

•   Performance  comparable  to  top  range  makes 

•   Best  possible  value  for  money 

Price  £199.95  inc.  V.A.T., 

£2  postage 

Unconditional  satisfaction  guarantee 

Available  direct  from:  TerraSCOri/ 

CORPORATE 
MEMBER (D459) 

1 1 1   Todmorden  Road,  Bacup,  Lancs  OL13  7DU.  Tel:  (0706)  877020 

NATURETREK 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 
1989 

including 

BIRDING  TOURS  & 

TREKS 
in 

Artificial 

House  Martin’s INDONESIA 

BOTSWANA 

AUSTRALIA 

GALAPAGOS 

NEW  ZEALAND 

SOUTHERN  INDIA 

NEPAL  •   KENYA 

BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA 

LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA 

KASHMIR  •   MOROCCO 

For  our  brochure  please 
contact  David  Mills 
40  The  Dean,  Alresford. 
Hants  S024  9AZ 
Tel;  0962  733051 

(D391) 

Nest 
Remarkably  successful  readily  accepted 
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Squeal  call  of  the  Hen  Harrier 
at  winter  roost 

R.  Harold 

Cramp  &   Simmons  (1980)  stated  for  the  Hen  Harrier  Circus  cyaneus  that 
the  vocalisations  are  ‘confined  largely  to  the  breeding  season’,  but 

with  ‘quick  chattering-type  calls  heard  occasionally,  however,  at  or  near 
communal  night-roost  in  winter;  usually  uttered  by  one  or  more  birds 

when  disturbed  or  mobbing  human  or  other  mammalian  intruders.’ 
Neither  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1980)  nor  Watson  (1977)  mentioned  any 

other  type  of  call  in  winter. 

This  chattering  call  was  heard  43  times  at  a   winter  roost  at  \Voodwalton 

Fen  National  Nature  Reser\  e,  Cambridgeshire,  during  Januaiy  1985  to 

February  1987;  but  a   shrill  squealing  call,  associated  with  antagonistic 

behaviour,  was  noted  more  frequently  (122  times).  Two  hides  erected 

along  the  northern  edge  of  the  roost  were  used  for  obser\  ations  on  the  use 
of  this  latter  call. 

[Bril.  Birds 93-96,  March  1989) 
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Descriptions  of  squeal  call 

On  three  occasions  at  a   winter  roost  on  the  Imber  Ranges,  Wiltshire, 

Turner  (1978)  saw  a   female  Hen  Harrier  ‘which  descended  to  an  already 

roosting  male  and,  with  shrill  calling,  turned  him  out  of  his  form.’  Mois 

(1975)  heard  ‘wriee-wriee’  calls  coming  from  the  middle  of  a   Hen  Harrier 

roost  in  Belgium,  and,  without  direct  conhrmator)'  obser\ations,  attri- 

buted them  to  a   harrier.  They  were  considered  to  be  similar  to  ‘wriee- 

wriee’  calls  described  by  Wassenich  (1968)  from  a   winter  roost  in 
Luxembourg.  These  were  uttered  by  males  whilst  being  attacked  on  the 

ground  by  females,  or  even  by  other  males.  On  one  evening,  calls  were 

heard  about  20  minutes  after  the  harriers  had  settled  to  roost,  suggesting 

disputes  over  roosting  places. 

.\  recording  of  the  call  was  made  at  Woodwalton  Fen,  and  it  has 

subsequently  been  described  as  a   high-pitched  squealing,  but  quite 

musical  ‘sriee’,  audible  at  up  to  around  200  m.  On  a   sonagram  (fig.  1),  the 
call  can  be  seen  to  comprise  nine  brief  units,  ascending  and  descending, 

but  lacking  a   regular  pattern.  It  is  different  from  any  of  the  calls  depicted 

in  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1980),  and  corresponds  with  none  of  the 

sonagrams  for  Hen  Harrier  held  in  the  British  National  Sound  Archive. 

8   - 

7   - 

6   - 

5   - 
kHz 

4   - 

3   - 

2   - 

I   - 
“I   i — i   1   f   ^   i   r   

0   0.1  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6 

Seconds 

Fig.  1.  Sonagram  of  squeal  call  of  Hen  Harrier  Circus  cyaneus.  Frequency  range  4. 5-7. 8   kHz. 
Duration  of  call  0.35  seconds 

Intraspecific  use 

The  call  is  apparently  aggressive  and  was  used  intraspecifically  on  96.2% 

of  occasions  on  which  I   could  be  sure  of  its  origin.  Of  these,  77.4% 

involved  harriers  either  displacing  or  attempting  to  displace  settled 

individuals  from  roosting  forms,  while  17%  occurred  during  the  pre-roost 

gathering  period.  "Fhe  latter  involved  actual  or  attempted  displacement  of 
other  individuals  from  perches — such  as  posts,  trees  or  tussocks — or 
aerial  conflicts  where  harriers  came  into  close  contact,  occasionally  talon- 
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grappling.  Only  1.9%  of  calls  were  noted  during  the  post-roost  period. 
1   hese  data  are  summarised  in  table  1,  in  which  only  those  occasions 
where  the  combination  of  conflict  and  call  occurred  are  listed;  many 
disputes  took  place  outside  audible  range,  but  the  call  was  given  on  ever\’ 
occasion  which  involved  close  contact  between  harriers  within  audible 
range. 

1   he  dominance  of ‘ringtails’*  in  table  1   is  obvious,  and,  although  first- 
winter  males  could  often  be  identified  (by  their  grey  central  tail  feathers) 
at  the  roost,  it  is  unlikely  that  they  evicted  females.  .\  grev  male  evicted  a 
ringtail  on  only  one  occasion,  and  the  latter  was  probably  a   first-winter 
individual.  Watson  &   Dickson  (1972)  also  thought  it  unlikely  that  females 
would  be  disj)laced  by  males  at  roosts. 

Fable  1.  Interactions  involving  squeal-calling  by  Hen  Harriers  C.ircus  cyaneus,  Woodwalton  Fen. 
Cambridgeshire 

‘Ringtails'  |)n)hahl\  include  some  first-winter  males 

(irey,  Ringtail/  Ringtail/  (Jrey/ 

Ringtail  Ringtail  (Jrey  at  (Jrey  at 
at  roost  at  roost  roost  roost 

Ringtail/ 

Ringtail  Ringtail/  drey/  (irey 

Ringtail  (irey  (irey  pre-  post- 

pre-roost  pre-roost  roost  roost 

Hen  Mar-  Origin 

rier  Spar-  of  rail 
rowhawk  Other  unknown  Ibtal 

1   59  17  5   14  3   1   2   3   I   16  122 

0.8  48.4  13.9  4.1  11.5  2.5  0.8  1.6  2.5  0.8  13.1  100 

On  all  but  one  occasion,  the  squeal  call  was  used  in  bird/bird 

confrontations.  On  30th  January  1986,  however,  a   ringtail  was  seen  to 

settle  on  the  ground  near  the  roost  area,  and,  a   minute  later,  it 

regurgitated  a   pellet,  which  it  promptly  pounced  upon.  Gripping  the 

pellet  in  one  talon,  the  harrier  leapt  into  the  air,  rising  and  falling  several 

times  with  its  wings  raised.  This  activity  attracted  the  attention  of  a   first- 

winter  male  from  about  100  m   away,  which  flew  across  to  land  within  1   m 

of  the  ringtail.  .\  few  moments  later,  another  ringtail  joined  in,  and  all 

three  harriers  were  seen  picking  up,  tearing  at  and  slashing  at  small 

objects,  probably  peat  or  fragments  of  vegetation.  One  ringtail  picked  up 

and  dropped  a   finch-sized  object  and  proceeded  to  tear  it  apart  with  its 
bill  for  about  half  a   minute,  .\nother  ringtail  uttered  the  squeal  call  as  it 

‘played’,  and  later  two  harriers  rose  jinking  at  one  another  and  uttering 
squeal  calls.  These  three  harriers  continued  this  activity  for  about  eight 

minutes,  before  they  left  with  another  ringtail,  which  had  remained 

passive  throughout.  Lord  &   Janman  (1983)  cited  two  examples  of  this 

behaviour,  but  did  not  mention  calling  in  this  context.  They  also  quoted 

the  editorial  comment  in  British  Birds  (76:  34),  which  noted  that  the 

behaviour  is  thought  to  be  useful  in  the  development  and  maintenance  of 

prey-catching  skills. 

*In  ihis  text,  ‘ringtail’  refers  to  females  of  all  ages  and  non-adult  males,  including,  possibly, 

some  first-winter  males,  which  have  grey  central  tail  feathers;  ‘grey  male’  refers  to  adult males. 
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Interspecific  use 

Interactions  between  Hen  Harriers  and  Sparrowhawks  Accipiter  nisus  were 

fairly  common,  generally  taking  the  form  of  aerial  disputes  or  leisurely 

soaring  flights;  but  aggressive  behaviour  was  noticed  from  both  species, 

and  on  three  occasions  the  squeal  call  was  heard. 

On  the  evening  of  25th  November  1985,  a   male  Hen  Harrier  at  rest  on 

the  ground  was  displaced  by  a   male  Sparrowhawk,  which  had  approached 

low  over  a   mown  field.  The  harrier  uttered  the  squeal  call  as  it  rose  from 

the  ground,  settling  again  about  5   m   away  from  the  hawk.  The  two  birds 

remained  in  close  proximity,  inactive  until  the  harrier  moved  to  roost 

about  five  minutes  later.  Similarly,  on  2nd  February  1987,  a   male  harrier 

resting  on  a   tussock  was  startled  by  a   male  Sparrowhawk:  the  harrier 

called,  rising  quickly,  and  the  two  birds  moved  away  in  opposite 

directions.  The  third  instance,  also  on  2nd  February  1987,  involved  a 

female  Hen  Harrier,  which,  on  settling  in  an  oak  tree  Quercus,  attracted  the 

attention  of  a   male  Sparrowhawk.  When  he  was  about  15  m   from  the  tree, 

the  harrier  flew  out,  uttering  the  squeal  call,  causing  the  hawk  to  veer 

sharply  away;  the  Sparrowhawk  took  no  further  interest. 

Observations  from  Woodwalton  Fen  suggest  that  the  squeal  call  is 

regular  at  winter  roosts,  its  being  little  known  probably  resulting  from  the 

general  inaccessibility  of  roost  sites,  which  effectively  keeps  observers 

beyond  audible  limits. 
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Summary 

1   he  squeal  call  of  the  Hen  Harrier  (Circus  cyaneus  at  its  winter  roost  is  described.  Observations 

from  a   roost  at  Woodwalton  Fen,  Ciambridgeshire,  show  that  the  call  is  gi\en  primarily 

during  intraspecific  conflicts  or  play,  but  also  occasionally  to  .Sparrowhawks  Accipiter  nisus. 
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Identificatioii  of  Arabian 
Warbler 

Iladoram  Shirihai 

Illustrated  by  Alan  Harris 

T^he  Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucornelaena  was  originally  placed  in  the 
genus  Farisoma.  Meinertzhagen  (1949),  Williamson  (I960)  and  others 

placed  it  in  the  genus  Sylvia  owing  to  its  morphological  similarities  to  this 

genus.  Afik  (1984)  was  convinced  that  this  was  incorrect,  however,  as  its 

biological  characteristics  and  nesting  range  differed  from  other  Sylvia 

species.  In  the  British  Museum  (Natural  History),  Tring,  I   compared  the 

genera  Farisoma  and  Sylvia.  I   believe  that  the  .Arabian  Warbler  represents  a 

link  between  these  two  genera.  Morphologically  it  resembles  Farisoma  in 

wing  shape,  tail-to-wing  ratio,  and  tail  pattern;  the  bill  shape,  however,  is 
more  similar  to  that  of  Orphean  Warbler  A.  hortensis. 

The  Arabian  Warbler  occurs  on  both  sides  of  the  Red  Sea — in  .Arabia, 

Somalia  and  Sudan — between  the  genus  Farisoma  in  .Africa  and  the  genus 
Sylvia  in  the  Palearctic.  In  the  1960s,  it  was  found  to  breed  in  the  .Arava 

V   alley,  Israel  (Zahavi  &   Dudai  1974;  Inbar  1977);  this  is  the  northernmost 

limit  of  its  world  range.  The  population  in  Israel  is  resident,  making  only 

short-distance  movements. 

Three  subspecies  have  been  described:  S.  1.  blanfordi  in  Sudan,  S.  1. 

leucornelaena  in  .Arabia  and  S.  1.  somaliensis  in  Somalia.  .A  comparison 

between  specimens  from  Israel  and  those  in  the  British  .Museum  shows 

the  Israeli  birds  to  differ  both  in  plumage  and,  to  a   lesser  extent,  in  size 

from  these  three  races.  They  are  most  similar  to  the  .Arabian  S.  1. 

leucornelaena,  but  may  be  isolated  from  that  race  and  thus  may  require 

recognition  as  a   separate  subspecies,  S.  1.  negei'ensis  (Shirihai  1988). 
In  the  field,  the  bird  most  likely  to  be  confused  with  the  .Arabian 

Warbler  is  the  Orphean  Warbler  S.  hortensis,  but  plumage,  structure  and 

behaviour  distinguish  the  two  species. 

The  biological  characteristics  and  general  habits  are  hardly  described  in 

the  literature  and  the  present  paper  includes  a   short  summarv  of  these. 
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Field  identification 

The  most  likely  confusion  is  between  Arabian  Warbler  of  the  nominate 

subspecies  S.  1.  leucomelaena  and  Orphean  Warbler  of  the  nominate 

southwest  European  subspecies:  they  are  similar  in  general  plumage 

patterns,  upperparts  colour  and  size.  The  Arabian  Warblers  in  Arava, 

Israel,  are  most  similar  to  the  southeast  European  race  of  the  Orphean 

W   arbler  S.  h.  crassirostris,  because  the  upperparts  are  a   cleaner  grey  (table 

1).  The  Arabian  Warbler  of  the  subspecies  S.  1.  blanfordi  is  less  likely  to  be 

misidentified  because  of  its  more  distinctive  appearance  (cleaner,  slightly 

sandier  upperparts  and  more  clear-cut  and  darker  brown  ‘hood’)  and 
smaller  size. 

Table  1.  Comparison  between  Israeli  Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucomelaena  and  Orphean 
Warbler  S.  hoilensis  crassirosliis 

.\rabian  Warbler 

(Israeli  type) 
Orphean  Warbler 

Head  colour On  adults,  rather  uniformly  dark 

with  less  contrastingly  dark  ear- 

coverts,  pattern  at  distance 

recalling  Sardinian  Warbler  S. 

melanoceptiala 

Kxcept  on  adult  male,  generalK 

paler,  with  obviously  darker  ear- 
coverts,  pattern  recalling  Lesser 
Whitelhroat  S.  curruca.  Male  similar 

to  Arabian  from  second-summer 

plumage 

Uppeqjarts Clean  greyish,  with  slight  brownish 

tone.  I'ertials  with  broad  white 
fringes 

.\s  .Arabian,  but  tertials  either 

uniform  or  with  difluse,  narrow 

greyish  edges 

Kye-ring Usually  obvious,  complete  or 
broken  white  on  adults 

None,  or  ver\’  faint  greyish 

Wing  shape .Short  and  rounded;  primar\' 

projection  one-third  or  less  that  of 

tertials  (5-12  mm) 

Longer  and  pointed;  primary 

projection  about  half  that  of 

exposed  tertials  (16-20  mm) 
Tail Longer;  blackish,  contrasting  with 

upperparts.  On  adults,  while  tips  to 

outer  two  pairs  of  feathers  (visible 

from  below)  and  thin  white  fringe 

to  outermost  pair.  Juvenile  lacks 

white  tips.  .Much  downward  tail 
flopping 

.Shorter;  greyish-brown,  contrasting 

less  with  upperparts.  At  all  ages, 

white  tips  to  outer  three  feather- 

pairs  (visible  from  below),  and 

prominent  white  outermost  web. 
No  tail  movement 

Bill Rather  short  and  slender 
Longer,  deeper-based  and  tapering 

evenly  to  tip,  gi\  ing  strikingly  long, 

heavy,  dagger-shaped  a|5pearance 
Iris 

.\lways  dark-looking Distincti\'e  whitish  or  grey  on  all 
adults  from  at  least  third  calendar- 

year,  otherwise  dark 

Description 

Eor  European  ornithologists  wishing  to  see  .\rabian  Warbler,  those  in 

Israel  are  the  most  accessible.  I’he  descriptions  are  based  mainly  on  those 
birds,  but  the  characteristics  below  hold  good  for  all  races. 

Slmcture  and  behaviour 

Arabian  Warbler  averages  about  14.5  cm  in  length  (between  Sardinian 

Warbler  A   melanocepfiala  and  Orphean  Warbler  in  size).  Its  movements  are 
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aduli  female 

adult  male  (Arava,  Israel) 

Fi^.  1.  Arabian  W   arblers  Sxlvio  leucomelaena  of  nominate  race  (Alan  Hairis) 
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57.  Juvenile  Arabian  Warbler  .SV/r/Vi  leucomelaena,  Israel,  March  1986  (//.  Shirihai) 

58.  Adult  male  Arabian  Warbler  .Sj/r/V/  leucomelaena,  Israel,  December  1986  {H.  Shirihai) 

59.  Adult  female  Arabian  Warbler  Syhio  leucomelaena,  Israel,  November  1986  [H.  Shirihai) 
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60.  Juvenile  Orphean  \Varbler  .Vv/e/rt  A«r/mv/.y,  Israel,  September  1985  {H.  Shiiihoi) 

61.  Adult  male  Orphean  Warbler  Sylvia  hortensis,  Israel,  April  1986  (H.  Shirihai) 

62.  First-summer  female  Orphean  Warbler  .SVeto  hortensis,  Israel,  April  1987  {H.  Shirihai) 
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63.  First-vvinler  female  Arabian  Warbler  .S’v/r'M  leiicomelaena,  Israel,  October  1986  [F.  Doherty) 

64.  Aclnlt  male  Arabian  Warbler  .Vv/rw  leucomelaetio,  Israel,  March  1988  (David  \t.  ColliidiJe) 

slow  and  heavy,  recalling  Orphean  or  Barred  Warbler  S.  nisoria  (but 

actually  freer,  with  more  deliberate  and  less  freciuent  jumps  from  jicrch  to 

perch),  lacking  the  quick,  sprightly,  tail-cocking  habits  of  the  smaller 
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65.  Adiill  malt*  Arabian  Warbltr  Sylvia  teucomelaetm,  Israt-l,  Oflober  I9H6  (/’.  Doherty) 

66.  Adult  malt*  Arabian  W   arbler  .S'v/t’tV?  leiicometaena,  Israel,  March  1988  (David  M.  Cotiridge) 

warblers.  The  tail  is  held  in  line  with  the  body,  or  hanging  slightly  down, 

and  .\rahian  Warbler  has  the  distinctive  habit  (diagnostic  among  Sylvia 

warblers)  of  flopping  its  tail  downwards  several  times  after  each 

movement  (recalling  the  similar,  hut  faster  action  of  Olivaceous  Warbler 

Hippolais pallida) .   The  short,  rounded  wing,  combined  with  the  proportion- 

ately longer  tail,  gives  .Arabian  Warbler  a   much  longer-tailed  look  than 



t 
67.  Adult  female  Oiphean  Warbler  Sylvia  fiortensis,  Israel,  April  1987  (H.  Shirihai) 

68.  First-summer  male  Orphean  Warbler  69.  Adult  male  Arabian  Warbler  Syhia  leu- 

Sylvia  hortemis,  Israel,  April  1987  {H.  Shirihai)  comelaena,  Israel,  December  1986  (H.  Shirihai) 

Identification  of  Arabian  Warbler 
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■ . .   particularly  useful  in  confined 

habitats,  such  as  wxxxlland  or  forest:  _ 

for  seawatching  or  raptor-watching. . .   ~ 

(British  Birds  V'ol  79  No.  6   June  1986) 
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Orphean.  Singing  males  choose  a   prominent,  exposed  perch,  unlike 
Or|)hean  Warbler,  and  sit  rather  upright,  in  a   posture  recalling  that  of  a 
bulbul  lycnonotus.  The  bill  is  shorter  and  more  slender  than  those  of  other 

large  Sylvia  warblers,  and  the  head  profilje  is  rounded.  It  is  longer-legged 

(and  looks  more  ‘leggy’)  than  other  Sylvia  warblers  because  of  its  generally 
less  crouching  postures.  The  primary  projection  is  veiy  short,  about  one- 
third  or  less  of  the  length  of  the  exposed  tertials. 

Plumage  and  bare  parts 

ADL'I.T  MAI.F,  The  upperparts  (mantle,  scapulars,  back,  rump  and 
uppertail-coverts)  of  Israeli  Arabian  Warblers  are  pale  brownish-grey  or 
clean  grey  with  a   very  slight  brownish  tinge,  merging  gradually  on  the 

nape  to  the  brownish-black  crown.  (Typical  S.  1.  leucomelaena  is  similar  to 
those  from  Israel,  but  differs  in  having  a   browner  cap,  and  upperparts 
more  brownish  than  grey.  On  typical  S.  1.  blanfordi,  the  upperjDarts  are  pale 

greyish-sandy,  contrasting  more  sharjjly  with  the  blackish  nape  and 
crown.)  Primaries,  secondaries  and  tertials  are  brown,  contrasting  with 

the  paler  upperparts;  wing-coverts  and  tertials  are  fringed  pale  grey.  The 

blackish-brown  on  the  head  contrasts  sharply  with  the  white  throat,  and 
the  general  head  pattern  recalls  that  of  adult  male  Sardinian  Warbler. 

Breast  and  flanks  are  slightly  grey-washed,  adding  contrast  to  the  white 

throat.  Vent  and  undertail-coverts  are  washed  with  darker  grey.  Tail 
black,  with  white  tips  on  the  outer  two  feathers  and  a   thin  white  edge  to 

the  web  of  the  outermost  pair.  Iris  and  orbital  ring  look  all-dark  in  the 

field  (iris  actually  brown),  and  the  white  eye-ring  is  usually  obvious,  either 
complete  or  broken  depending  on  individual  variation  and  moult.  Bill 

dark,  with  basal  half  of  lower  mandible  lighter,  bluish-grey.  Legs  dark, 

sooty-grey  or  bluish-grey. 

ADL'I.T  FEMALE  Like  adult  male,  except  upperparts  slightly  browner,  and 

head  generally  browner,  with  slightly  more  contrasting  brown  ear-coverts 

than  on  adult  male.  Eye-ring  is  normally  less  prominent  and  always 
broken. 

jUVFXiFF  Like  adult  female,  except  nape  and  crown  grey-brown,  con- 

trasting with  darker  ear-coverts,  and  with  age-diagnostic  whitish  area 
above  lores  (which  is  variable  in  extent,  but  usually  prominent),  and  no 

white  eye-ring.  Upperparts  generally  browner,  and  tertials  and  wing- 
coverts  browner-toned,  with  distinctive  rusty  fringes.  Tail  black,  with  ver\ 

fine  pale  fringe  to  the  outer  web  and  tip  of  the  outer  pair  of  feathers  (lacks 

obvious  white  tips  on  outer  two  pairs  of  feathers  of  adult). 

Calls  and  song 

The  .Arabian  Warbler  is  a   rather  silent  species.  On  the  breeding  grounds, 

the  calls  are  a   quiet,  soft  ‘chack,  chack’,  usually  repeated  one  to  three 

times  with  pauses.  The  male’s  song  is  loud  and  far-carrying,  with  a   great 

deal  of  individual  variation.  It  resembles  the  song  of  Upcher’s  \Varbler 
Hippolais  languida  and  is  different  from  that  of  Orphean  Warbler.  Bursts  of 
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Fig.  2.  Sonagram  of  song  of  Arabian  Warbler  .S'v/r/a  leucomelaena,  Israel,  March  1986  {recorded  by 
Hadoram  Shirihai,  sonagram  production  by  Dr  Joan  Hall-Craggs  and  IF.  T.  C.  Seale  at  the  Department  of 

Animal  Behaviour,  Madingln\  Cambridge,  with  the  co-operation  ofDrE.  K.  Dunn  of 'Birds  of  the  Western 

Palearctic') 

song  last  between  five  and  15  seconds  (fig.  2).  Only  the  male  sings,  and  the 

song  is  repeated  frequently.  The  main  song  period  is  from  January  to  June 

(especially  February  to  April),  though  short  bursts  of  song  can  be  heard  at 

other  times  of  the  year. 

Identification  in  the  hand 

In  the  hand,  Arabian  Warbler  is  easy  to  distinguish  from  other  Sylvia 

species  (table  2   and  fig.  3). 

Table  2.  Measurements  (in  mm)  of  Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucomelaena  and  Orphean 
Warbler  S.  hortensis 

.\rabian  Warbler 
Orphean  Warbler 

Sources  of  data Williamson  1960; 

H.  .Shirihai  1985-87 

Svensson  1984; 

Williamson  1960; 

H.  Shirihai  1985-87 

No.  examined 
>100 >100 

Wing 61-75 
70-86 

Fail 58-78 58-76 

Fail/wing  ratio 91-112 
75-91 

Fail  graduation  (1-6) 
6.0-10.7 

2.5-8.5 

Hill  to  skull 11.5-17.1 14.0-22.5 

Hill  width 4.3-5.0 4.7-5.8 

Hill  depth 3.8-4.4 4.2-5.3 

Farsus 20-23.5 22-25 
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5th-7ih  primars 

Sfcond  oulcnnosi  (5)  and  oulpnnost 

(6)  tail  feathers 
Arabian 

.S',  leucomelaetui  Winiqjuint  (6)  .S  1   (3)  primarv- 

tail  feathers 

longest  •   2nd  priman,  = 

1   1 1   1 1.J 

• 1 

)   _ 

1 M u u 
12  3   4   5   1 5 7   8   9   10 

emarginated 

First  priman'  8.5-12.4  (10.2)  mm  (male)  or  9.5-16.0  (1 1.9)  mm  (female)  longer  than  primar> 

coverts.  .Second  priman  21.0-25.0  (22.9)  mm  longer  than  first,  and  5.2-10.0  (7.5)  mm  shorter 

than  longest  primarv'.  Emargination  69%  third  to  sixth;  25%  third  to  seventh;  6%  third  to 

hfth.  Outermost  tail  feather  6.0-10.7  (8.0)  mm  shorter  than  innermost. 

Fig.  3.  Wing  structure  and  tail-feather  patterns  of  Orphean  Warbler  Sylvia  hortensis  and 
.Arabian  Warbler  S.  leucomelaena  (Alan  Harris) 
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S.  l.  leucomelaem 

S.  1.  somaliensis 

S.  1.  blanfordi 

Fig.  4.  Outer  tail  feathers  of  races  of  Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucomelaena  (Alan  Harris) 

World  distribution  and  identification  of  subspecies 

The  Arabian  Warbler  occurs  in  the  dry  subtropical  zone,  in  deserts  or 

semi-deserts,  favouring  acacia  trees  or  large  bushes  near  acacia  trees.  It  is 

found  along  the  borders  of  the  Red  Sea  (Archer  &   Godman  1961;  Hall  & 

Moreau  1970;  Jennings  1981;  Harrison  1982),  and  there  are  three  distinct 

subspecies: 

S.  1.  leucomelaena 

Distributed  in  southern  and  western  Arabia  north  to  26°N  (although  the 
species  was  described  from  Midian)  and  also  possibly  in  Somalia  to  the 

west  of  the  Red  Sea  (see  also  page  97).  Upperparts  greyish-brown, 

darkest  of  the  races,  head  blackish-brown,  fading  into  paler  mantle. 

Largest  race,  see  table  3. 

Table  3.  Measurements  (in  mm)  and  wing  formulae  of  the  three  subspecies  of 

Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucomelaena  in  British  Museum  (Natural  History) 

p   =   primary;  pc  =   primary  coverts;  ss  =   secondaries 

S.  1.  leucomelaena  S.  1.  blanfordi  S.  1.  somaliensis 

No.  examined 
20 

16 
11 

Wing 65-73 59-69 
64-72 

(1  bird  75) (1  bird  71) 

Fail 63-74 57-67 59-69 

Bill  to  skull 12.0-16.7 11.5-16.7 13.0-17.0 

Pars  us 20.0-22.8 19.5-23.5 20.0-23.2 

lp>pc 
7-13 7-10.5 6-10 

2p- 
usually  9p/10p, usually  9p  or usually  lOp  or 

lOp,  lOp/ss 9p/10p,  lOp 
lOp/ss  or  ss  or  <ss 

(7p/8p,  8p,  8p/9p, (7p/8p,  8p,  8p/9p, (8p/9p,  9p,  9p/10p, 

ss,  ss>) lOp/ss,  ss,  ss>) 

lOp) 

2p>lp 23-26 21.5-25.0 20-25 

S.  /.  blanfordi 

Distributed  along  western  Red  Sea  border  from  Sudan  to  Eritrea. 

Uj)j)erparts  sandier  greyish-brown.  Head  very  dark  brown,  sharp  division 
with  mantle.  Noticeably  smaller  than  leucomelaena. 
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S.  1.  somaliensis 

Found  only  in  Somalia.  Upperparts  and  measurements  intermediate 
between  leucomelama  and  blanfordi,  closest  to  leucomelaena.  More  extensive 
white  on  tip  and  outer  web  of  outermost  tail  feather. 

Distribution  in  Israel 

Within  Israel,  the  Arabian  Warbler  is  found  from  15  km  north  of  Eilat 

along  the  Wadi  Arava  to  the  south  of  the  Dead  Sea,  and  in  particular  at 

Hatzeva,  the  Shizaf  Reserve  and  Yotvata.  It  is  mainly  resident,  with  first- 
winter  birds  moving  to  Eilat  and  East  Sinai. 

Madge  &   Parr  (1981)  considered  the  Israeli  race  to  be  blanfordi^  from 

field  comparisons  with  individuals  they  had  seen  in  Yemen.  I   have  seen 

several  hundred  and  caught  40  Arabian  Warblers  in  Israel  and  have 

compared  them  with  the  British  Museum  collection.  From  measurements 

of  both  skins  and  live  birds,  the  Israeli  birds  appear  to  be  similar  to,  or 

possibly  slightly  larger  than,  leucomelaena.  The  upperparts  are  paler  and 

greyer  even  than  blanfordi,  and  the  head  is  blacker,  with  no  sharp  boundary 
between  the  head  and  mantle.  There  is  more  white  in  the  outer  web  of  the 

outermost  pair  of  tail  feathers  than  on  leucomelaena,  but  not  to  the  extent  of 
somaliensis.  As  Arabian  Warblers  from  Israel  are  both  an  isolated 

population  and  at  least  as  distinctive  as  each  of  the  other  three  races,  they 

should  perhaps  be  regarded  as  a   fourth,  separate  race  (Shirihai  1988).  I 

believe  there  is  a   greater  difference  between  the  Israeli  birds  and  the 
nominate  race  than  between  the  nominate  race  and  S.  1.  somaliensis. 

Ageing  and  sexing 

The  birds  studied  in  the  .\rava  X’alley,  Israel,  show  sexual  dimorphism 
mainly  in  their  tail  and  wing  measurements  (table  4).  On  birds  that  I   . 

studied  in  the  British  Museum  (Natural  History),  Tring,  I   could  find  only 

slight  sexual  differences  in  plumage  and  measurements.  Williamson 

(1960)  stated  the  same  about  measurements,  but  noted  no  differences  in 

plumage.  In  Israel,  I   checked  skull  ossification  of  juvenile  and  first-winter 
individuals:  some  were  not  completely  ossified  in  September,  but  two 

were  almost  completely  ossified  in  mid  October. 

Table  4.  Measurements  (in  mm)  of  Arabian  Warblers  Sylvia  leucomelaena  from  Arava, 
Israel 

All  measurements  made  personally  by  HS.  Means  appear  in  parentheses 

Males  Females  Juveniles 

No.  measured 

Wing 

Fail 

Bill  to  skull 

Width  of  bill 

Depth  of  bill 

I’arsus 

16 

70.5-75.0  (72.2) 

67.0-73.0  (69.8) 

15.4-17.1  (16.9) 

4.6-5.0  (4.8) 

3.8-4. 1   (3.9) 

20.2-22.7  (21.5) 

15 

6

8

.

0

-

 

7

2

.

5

 

 

(69.9) 

6

2

.

0

-

 

7

2

.

0

 

 

(67.2) 
15.7-18.0  

(16.5) 

4

.

8

-

 

5

.

0

 

 

(4.9) 

3

.

8

-

 

4

.

4

 

 

(4.2) 

20.3-22.3  (20.9) 

9 

6

7

.

0

-

 

7

0

.

5

 

 

(69.2) 

6

2

.

0

-

 

7

3

.

0

 

 

(67.0) 

1

5

.

5

-

 

1

6

.

2

 

 

(15.8) 

4.3-4.9  (4.6) 

3.8-4.2  (4.0) 

2

1

.

5

-

 

2

2

.

0

 

 

(21.8) 
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Adult  (distinctions  from  second-winter  plumage) 

AUTUMN  Iris  brown  with  greyish-white  dots  which  have  a   green  tone. 

Most  of  the  feathers  of  the  eye-ring  are  white.  The  difference  between 

second  calendar-year  and  third  calendar-year  is  seen  in  differing  moult 

and  iris  colour  (see  fig.  5). 

SPRING  As  in  autumn,  but  the  condition  of  the  feathers  is  different  (see 

fig.  5   for  moult). 

MALE  Wing  more  than  73.0  mm,  tail  more  than  73.0  mm  (in  S.  1. 

leucomelaena  and  Israeli  birds)  (Shirihai  1988).  The  head  is  blackish-brown 

or  very  dark  brown  and  contrasts  with  the  back,  mantle  and  scapulars. 

Usually,  the  adult  male  has  a   larger,  lighter  area  in  the  iris  compared  with 

the  female,  and  the  white  eye-ring  is  wider  and  generally  complete.  On 

some  adult  males,  it  is  also  possible  to  find  white  tips  to  the  fourth  tail 

feather  (counted  ascendantly),  and  even  veiy^  narrow  white  tips  to  the 
third. 

FE.MALE  Wing  shorter  than  68.0  mm,  tail  shorter  than  66.0  mm  (in  S.  1. 

leucomelaena  and  Israeli  birds)  (Shirihai  1988).  Female  similar  to  male,  but 

less  contrast  between  dark  brown/blackish  tail  and  head  and  rest  of 

uppeiparts;  back  and  mantle  are  browner.  The  light  area  in  the  iris  is 

smaller,  and  the  light  dots  are  also  smaller  compared  with  those  of  adult 

males;  white  eye-ring  is  incomplete. 

Juvenile  and  first-winter 

SPRING  AND  AU  TUMN  For  description  of  juvenile,  see  section  on  identi- 

fication in  the  field.  There  is  no  difference  between  juvenile  male  and 

female.  First-winter  plumage  is  very  similar  to  that  of  adult,  differing  in 
the  pattern  of  the  unmoulted,  juvenile  tail  feathers  (see  fig.  5)  and  usually 

showing  some  moult  contrast  on  the  inner  secondaries  and  tertials.  The 

iris  is  completely  dark  brown;  and  there  are  usually  no  white  feathers  in 

the  eye-ring.  On  some  first-winters,  one  to  ten  white  feathers  are  mixed 

with  the  brown  feathers  of  the  eye-ring. 

Moult 

The  moult  of  Arabian  Warblers  S.  1.  leucomelaena  caught  in  the  /\rava  \’alley 
is  shown  in  fig.  5.  Adult  Arabian  Warblers  have  a   complete  moult  at  the  end 

of  the  breeding  season,  in  late  summer.  The  post-juvenile  moult 

partial,  involving  the  head  and  body,  and  perhaps  some  remiges.  Orphean 

Warbler  has  a   similar  moult  strategy.  The  start  and  duration  of  moult  of 

the  Arabian  Warblers  in  Israel  are  highly  variable  and  lengthy,  probably 

because  the  population  is  mainly  resident. 

The  juvenile  begins  to  moult  most  body  feathers  about  one  month  after 

fledging.  It  will  also  moult  most  wing-coverts  (often  leaving  a   few  outer 

greater  coverts  unmoulted),  some  or  all  tertials,  and  some  inner 

secondaries.  The  resulting  first-winter  plumage  resembles  that  of  the 

adult,  but  can  be  identified  in  the  hand  (see  above).  The  moult  to  first- 

summer  plumage  follows  in  January/February,  involving  some  body 

feathers,  the  remaining,  unmoulted  (juvenile)  tertials  and  secondaries. 
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I   I   I   \   I »   I   I   I   V   -1  ,   j   I   A   -s  ( )   \   1)  j   F   ,   M   ,   A   ,   M   .   J,  J   A   S 
  juvenile   e— I st-win ler  —   iTT            ‘   '   '   *   1   1   1   I   L_ — Ist-suminer   ^‘>,,,1...  o...i 
  —       ^-iKi  «inier-i   iiicl-sumnier   

Posl-juvenile  inoull. 

Most  body  feathers, 
some  inner 

secondaries;  by 

September 

appearance  close  to 
adult. 

1st  pre-breeding 
moult  of  some 

body,  tail, 

remainder  ofold 

secondaries, 

some  inner 

primaries. 

moult.  .Ml  body, 

remainder  of  tail  and 

primaries.  Most 
birds  moult  all 

secondaries  not 

replaced  in  spring. 
Some  retain 

innermost  .secondary 
from  first  autumn 

moult  (above).  Thus, 
some  carry  three 

generations  of 
feathers  through 

second  winter. 

Kye  colour  —   uniform  dark  brown-) — dark  brown,  flecked  with- whitish  and  greenish 

2nd  pre- 

breeding 

moult. 

Body 

moult. 

Post-breeding  mou 

2nd  summer  and 

thereafter,  complet 

moult  .Mav- 

•September. 

-brown  with  clear  pale  iris;— 

ring  of  whitish-grev 

..Hgl.|.|ea,l„rn,|„venile^p„s,-j„ve„,le^  pre-breedingO  Is,  posl-breeding  g   2nd  posi-bregdi titles  ^ 

Fig.  5.  Sequence  of  plumages,  moults  and  ages  of  Arabian  Warbler  .SV/c/«  leucowelaaia,  from  40 individuals,  .\ra\a  \’allev,  Israel 

some  inner  primaries  and  a   few  tail  feathers.  Thus,  throughout  the  first 
summer,  the  wing  has  outer  primaries  retained  from  the  juvenile  plumage, 
inner  secondaries  from  the  post-jmenile  moult  to  first-winter  plumage,’ and  outer  secondaries  and  inner  primaries  from  the  pre-breeding  moult  to 
first-summer  plumage:  three  generations  of  feathers. 

Shortly  after  the  first  breeding  season,  the  first  post-breeding  moult 
takes  place:  all  body  feathers  and  the  remainder  of  the  juvenile  tail  and 
primaries  are  replaced.  In  addition,  most  individuals  moult  all  the 
secondaries  and  tertials  that  were  not  replaced  in  the  pre-breeding  moult. 
There  are  two  generations  of  feathers  in  the  wing  throughout  the  second 

winter,  but  some  individuals  retain  the  innermost" secondaiy  from  the  first autumn  moult  and  so  carry  three  generations  of  feathers— post-juvenile 
(first-winter),  pre-breeding  (first-summer),  and  post-breeding  (second- 
winter) — throughout  the  second  winter  (fig.  5). 
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fK  caref  ul  study  of  feather  condition  and  moult,  together  with  iris  colour 

and  tail  pattern,  will  enable  Arabian  Warblers  to  be  aged  until  the  end  of 

their  second  breeding  season. 

General  biology 

In  Israel,  there  have  been  two  studies  of  the  nesting  behaviour  of  this 

species  (Inbar  1977;  Afik  1984).  The  Arabian  Warblers  breeding  in  Israel 

nest  only  in  acacia  trees  {Acacia  tortilis  and  A.  raddiana).  The  breeding 

season  starts  early  compared  with  other  Sylvia  species,  in  about  the  third 

week  of  February,  and  lasts  until  mid  July.  Most  pairs  are  double-brooded, 

and,  not  infrequently,  there  may  be  a   third  brood.  The  nest  is  built  1-3  m 

above  the  ground.  It  is  deep  and  basket-shaped,  with  an  average  external 

diameter  of  85  mm  and  an  average  internal  diameter  of  55  mm.  The 

height  of  the  nest  averages  70  mm,  and  the  internal  depth  averages  30 

mm.  All  clutches  consist  of  two  to  three  whitish  eggs,  spotted  grey  and 

brown.  Both  parents  share  in  the  incubation,  which  lasts  for  15  or  16  days. 

Similarly,  both  parents  are  involved  in  feeding  the  young,  which  fledge 

after  14  or  15  days.  The  Arabian  Warbler  feeds  on  seeds,  fruits  and 
invertebrates. 
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Summary 

The  Arabian  Warbler  Sylvia  leucomelaena  has  at  times  been  placed  in  the  genus  Parisoma. 

Meinertzhagen  (1949)  and  others  preferred  to  include  it  in  the  genus  Sylvia  because  of  its 

morphological  characteristics.  Afik  (1984)  argued  that  it  was  not  a   Sylvia  because  its 

biological  characteristics  and  nesting  range  differed  from  the  other  members  of  this  genus, 

and  he  felt  that  it  should  revert  back  to  the  genus  Parisoma.  The  present  author  prefers  to 

keep  it  in  Sylvia. 

Fhe  .Arabian  W   arbler  is  resident  on  either  side  of  the  Red  .Sea,  and  the  northernmost  point 

of  its  range  is  the  southern  Dead  Sea  area  in  Israel.  Fhree  subspecies  have  been  described; 

that  in  Israel  is  either  S.  1.  leucomelaena,  or  a   hitherto  undescribed  subspecies.  In  the  field,  the 

only  confusion  species  is  Orphean  Warbler  S.  hortensh,  but  .Arabian  Warbler  diflers  in  various 

ways,  particularly  its  long  black  tail,  having  narrow  white  edges  on  the  outer  tail  feathers 

only,  and  its  short  and  rounded  wing,  with  relatively  short  primary  projection.  Fhe  head  is  a 

uniform  blackish-brown,  whilst  the  head  pattern  of  Orphean  Warbler  is  more  like  that  of 
Lesser  Whitethroat  S.  cumica.  Arabian  Warbler  wags  its  tail  downwards  frecpiently,  which  is 

not  a   habit  of  Orphean  Warbler.  In  Israel,  there  is  little  sexual  dimorphism  in  plumage  and 

measurements.  Fhe  moult  is  similar  to  Oqjhean  and  Barred  Warblers  .S',  nisoiia,  the  adult 
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having  a   complete  summer  moult.  It  is  a   mainly  resident  species  with  some  short-distance 
movements.  It  breeds  between  hebruarv’  and  July,  rearing  two  or  even  three  broods. 
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Mystery  photographs 

"t  A   The  shape  of  last  month’s  mysten-  bird  (plates  46  &   70) 

X   A   X   suggests  either  a   chat  or  a   small  thrush.  None  of  the  warblers 

shows  the  combination  of  long  legs,  long  tail,  bland  head  pattern  and 

/?irrf.(82:  I   Ft-I  F5.  March  1989) 
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stout  bill;  and  the  pot-bellied  look  is  so  typical  of  chats  and  thrushes 

anyway.  Despite  this,  the  bird  does  not  look  bulky  and  has  thin  legs, 

relatively  pale  underparts  with  no  distinct  spotting,  and  no  eye-stripe. 
These  features  exclude  all  the  thrushes  which  breed  in  the  Palearctic,  as 

they  are  all  quite  large,  with  stout  legs,  and  they  usually  have  either  dark 

or  well-spotted  underparts.  Our  bird  has  neither  the  shape  nor  the 
plumage  characters  of  Stonechat  Saxicola  torquata  or  Whinchat  S.  rubetra, 

and  its  tail  is  concolorous  with  its  upperparts.  All  the  wheatears  Oenanthe 

have  black,  black-and-white  or  black-and-red  tails,  which  contrast  with 

their  upperparts. 

This  leaves  us  with  the  redstarts  Phoenicurus,  the  remaining  chats  and  the 
Nearctic  Catharus  thrushes.  Could  it  be  one  of  the  redstarts?  Well,  no. 
None  of  the  immature  or  female  redstarts  shows  as  much  contrast 

between  the  upperparts  and  the  underparts  as  our  bird,  and  it  appears  to 

be  too  long-tailed  and  long-legged  for  any  redstart.  Perched  on  a   wall, 

redstarts  would  normally  have  a   more  upright,  tail-down  stance. 
The  bird  shows  no  strong  spotting  or  scaling  on  the  plumage,  so  it  is  not 

a   juvenile  of  any  of  the  remaining  species.  The  broad  paler  edgings  to  the 

coverts  suggest  either  a   freshly  moulted  adult  or  a   first-winter  individual. 

The  facial  pattern  shows  an  indistinct  eye-ring,  but  no  hint  of  a 
supercilium.  The  throat  is  dull  and  does  not  contrast  with  the  rest  of  the 

underparts.  This  narrows  the  field  to  three  species:  Veery'  Catharus 
fuscescens,  Nightingale  Luscinia  megarhynchos  and  Thrush  Nightingale  L. 

luscinia.  All  the  other  Catharus  thrushes  show  obvaous  spotting  across  the 

breast;  Red-flanked  Bluetail  Tarsiger  cyanurus  has  a   very  obvious  white 

throat  and  is  considerably  shorter-tailed  than  this  bird;  White-throated 
Robin  Irania  gutturalis,  Bluethroat  L.  svecica  and  Siberian  Rubythroat  L. 

calliope  all  show  a   prominent  supercilium. 

Which  of  the  three  is  it?  Veery,  although  small,  has  a   thrush’s 
proportions,  with  a   larger  head  and  shorter  tail  than  those  of  this  bird  (see 

Brit.  Birds  81:  97,  plate  62),  so  the  combination  of  the  bird’s  small-headed 
and  long-tailed  appearance  makes  it  one  of  the  two  nightingales.  In 
addition,  both  of  these  species  (unlike  the  redstarts)  habitually  cock  their 

tails,  so  the  stance  in  the  photograph  fits.  On  close  obsen^ation,  there  are 
definitely  some  indistinct  spots  on  the  breast,  and  the  pale  malar  stripe  is 

relatively  pronounced.  These  make  Thrush  Nightingale  the  only  possible 

identification.  Nightingale  would  have  a   cleaner  breast  and  a   less  obvious 

malar  stripe. 

I   photographed  this  individual  during  a   fall  of  Nightingales  and  Thrush 

Nightingales  in  Turkey  in  April  1988.  In  colour,  the  identification  would 

have  been  easier,  for  there  is  quite  a   strong  contrast  between  the  grey 
brown  of  the  mantle  and  the  dark  chestnut  of  the  tail.  To  my  eyes. 

Nightingales  lack  this  contrast  because  of  their  warm  brown  back;  they  are 

much  warmer  all  over,  especially  on  the  tail,  rump  and  crown.  The  tails  of 

Thrush  Nightingales  usually  look  less  full  than  those  of  Nightingales, 

presumably  as  a   result  of  their  being  less  bright. 

Many  field  guides  give  the  impression  that  the  dusky  spots  on  the 

underside  are  the  easiest  way  to  distinguish  Thrush  Nightingale  from 
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Nightingale,  but  these  can  often  be  seen  only  from  ver)  short  range,  and 
may  sometimes  be  absent.  The  colour  differences  described  above  are 

more  constant,  but  should  be  used  with  caution  because  Nightingales  of 

the  eastern  races  are  greyer,  although  they  do  still  have  the  ‘clean’  breast. 
Also,  Thrush  Nightingales  on  the  east  of  their  range  do  seem  to  me  to  be 
more  rufous  and  less  well  marked  below;  but  this  variation  is  not 

acknowledged  in  BWF. 

All  the  Thrush  Nightingales  in  Turkey  showed  a   prominent  yellow 

gape,  making  them  look  only  recently  fledged.  I   have  not  noticed  this  on 

Nightingale,  although  I   understand  that  it  can  show  this  feature. 
Coi.iN  Bradshaw 

9   Tynemouth  Place,  Tynemouth,  North  Shields,  Tyne  &   Wear  \E30  4BJ 

71.  Mystery  photograph  142.  Identify  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 

^phpntp-fihf  ppars  np... 

‘We  are  pleased  to  record  that  a   pair  of  Kites  (Milvus  milvus)  nested  in  Devonshire  in  the 

spring  of  1913.  Unfortunately  the  nest  was  taken  by  some  boys,  to  the  great  annoyance  of 

the  owner  of  the  estate,  who  for  many  years  has  taken  a   great  pride  in  the  Buzzards,  which 

have  increased  in  numbers  under  his  protection.  There  is  no  previous  record  of  Kites 

breeding  in  the  county  for  many  years,  and  it  has  only  been  known  as  a   rare  visitor  at  long 

intervals.’  (Brit.  Birds'll  298-299,'.\Iarch  1914) 



Notes 
Little  Grebe  apparently  imprinted  upon  female 

Mallard  On  16th,  17th  and  19th  September  1986,  at 

Marshside  lagoons,  Southport,  Lancashire,  1   watched  a 

juvenile  Little  Grebe  Tacfiybaptus  nificollis  constantly 

accompanying  a   female  Mallard  Anas  platyrhynchos.  At 

first,  I   thought  that  there  was  a   simple  commensalism, 

with  the  Mallard  up-ending  and  the  grebe  taking 
advantage  of  the  food  disturbed.  The  grebe,  however,  not 

only  fed  in  the  company  of  the  duck,  but  was  also  clearly 

attached  to  it  more  deeply.  After  feeding,  the  Mallard 

swam  aimlessly  for  a   short  time,  and  the  grebe  remained  within  1   m   of  it. 
More  remarkable  still,  when  the  Mallard  clambered  from  the  water  to 

roost,  rest  or  preen,  the  grebe  did  likewise,  the  30-cm  ascent  up  the  clay 
bank  causing  the  grebe  considerable  difficulty.  Both  birds  sat  in  full  view, 
and  the  association  continued. 

Whenever  the  .Mallard  moved — even  on  land — the  grebe  followed  it. 

During  approximately  3 '/a  hours’  observation  over  a   period  of  four  days, 
similar  behaviour  was  maintained.  Neither  the  Mallard  nor  the  grebe 

were  seen  to  fly,  and  both  had  left  the  lagoons  by  29th  September. 
Ste\'e  Riley 

25  Abbots  Way,  Formby,  Merseyside 

Dr  K.  E.  L.  Simmons  has  commented  that  ‘I  suppose  the  grebe  came  from  an 
abandoned  late-hatched  egg  or  somehow  got  lost  from  the  rest  of  its  brood  before  it  got 

imprinted  on  its  parents.’  El)S 

Red  Kite  and  Black  Kite  following  mowing-machine  The  acco'unt  of 
a   Buzzard  Buteo  buteo  following  a   combine-harvester  {Brit.  Birds  79:  429) 

recalled  an  observation  1   made  in  June  1975,  near  St  Georges  D’Aurac, 
in  the  Auvergne,  France.  1   watched  a   Red  Kite  Milvus  milvus  and  a   Black 

Kite  M.  migrans  following  a   mowing-machine  which  was  cutting  a 
hayfield.  Every  now  and  then,  one  or  other  kite  would  pounce  down,  as 

though  catching  prey.  The  kites  showed  neither  aggression  towards 
each  other  nor  fear  of  the  machine  driver.  R.  B.  W.VRREN 

37  Dellwood  Avenue,  Felixstowe,  Suffolk  IPII  9HW 

Interaction  between  Sparrowhawk  and  Magpies  At  around  06.00 

GM 1   on  30th  September  1986,  in  a   lane  near  Great  Eversden, 

Cambridgeshire,  1   noticed  a   party  of  seven  or  eight  Magpies  Pica  pica 

behaving  in  a   strange  manner;  they  were  ducking  and  weaving  on  top  of 

the  hedge,  throwing  themselves  on  the  ground,  or  flying  around  in 
circles. 

As  1   drew  near,  I   saw  a   male  Sparrowhawk  Accipiter  nisus  harassing  the 

Magpies.  For  approximately  15  minutes,  the  hawk,  calling  excitedly, 

mobbed  each  Magpie;  some  were  forced  to  the  ground,  others  were 
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dislodged  from  the  hedge,  and  others  were  chased  around  the  adjoining field. 

No  physical  contact  was  made  between  the  two  parties,  and  the 
Magpies  were  strangely  silent  throughout  the  encounter.  .At  times,  one 
or  two  Magpies  would  chase  the  hawk  while  it  was  in  pursuit  of  another 
Magpie,  and  occasionally  the  Magpies  would  take  refuge  in  an  ash 
Fraxinus  excelsior,  only  to  be  dislodged  by  the  Sparrowhawk.  The 
encounter  was  continuing  when  I   left  the  area.  R .   G .   H   .   C   A.NT 

1   High  Street,  Great  Eversden,  Cambridge 

Dr  Ian  Newton  has  suggested  that  the  Sparrowhawk  may  have  been  attempting  to defend  a   recent  kill.  Fins 

Sandwich  Terns  apparently  using  roads  as  navigational  cues  I   have 
several  times  seen  Sandwich  Terns  Sterna  sandvicensis  flying  between 
Strangford  Lough  and  Belfast  Lough,  Co.  Down,  about  150-200  m 
above  the  Bangor-to-Newtownards  road;  this  main  road  was  presum- 

ably being  used  as  a   navigational  cue  connecting  the  two  sea  loughs, 
some  10  km  apart.  Dorst  (1974,  The  Life  oj  Birds)  lists  topographical 
features  such  as  rivers  as  navigational  aids,  but  does  not  mention  the 
use  of  roads.  Julian  G.  Greenwood 

Science  Department,  Stranmillis  College,  Belfast  BT9  5DY 

Birds’  premonition  of  rain  .At  14.30  GMT  on  13th  September  1986,  at 
Beach  Farm,  Kessingland,  Suffolk,  I   was  watching  several  birds  busily 
feeding:  these  included  Redstarts  Phoenicurus  phoenicunis,  Wheatears 
Oenanthe  oenanthe,  Pied  Flycatchers  Ficedula  hypoleuca,  a   Spotted  Fly- 

catcher Muscicapa  striata,  a   Whinchat  Saxicola  nibetra  and  a   large  flock  of 
House  Sparrows  Passer  domesticus.  Birds  were  flying  ever\  where  from  the 
hedge  on  to  a   field  of  sunflowers  and  along  the  furrows  of  another  field; 

there  was  a   great  deal  of  noise  and  activity.  The  skies  then  darkened 

and  the  birds  disappeared  as  one  into  cover,  leaving  a   deathly  and  eerie 
silence.  After  a   few  moments,  a   few  large  drops  of  rain  fell,  and  in  no 

time  it  started  to  pour;  the  downpour  continued  all  evening  and  all 

night.  It  seemed  to  me  that  the  birds  had  been  feverishly  feeding  and 
had  found  their  shelter  before  the  anticipated  downpour. 

Jean  D.  Garrod 
769  Foxhall  Road,  Ipswich  IP4  5TJ 

I'his  phenomenon  is  not  uncommon,  but  can  be  ver\  striking,  as  in  this  case.  Ens 

Female  Blackcap  passing  material  from  Long-tailed  Tit  nest  to  male 
At  about  05.30  G.MT  on  27th  .April  1986,  near  Sway,  Hampshire,  I   noted 

a   singing  male  Blackcap  Sylvia  atricapilla  on  brambles  beside  the  road. 

.As  it  flew  into  the  lower  branches  of  a   nearby  willow,  it  met  a   female 

Blackcap  which  presented  it  with  a   small  item  of  vegetation.  The  male 

then  flew  into  the  brambles,  while  the  female  flew  to  a   different  part  of 

the  willow.  This  time  I   concentrated  on  the  female,  which  proceeded  to 
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remove  small  pieces  of  vegetation,  probably  iposs,  from  an  old  nest 

(built  in  1985)  of  Long-tailed  Tits  Aegithalos  caudatus;  during  this  time, 

the  male  had  returned  to  his  song  post.  The  two  warblers  met  again,  the 

female  once  more  passed  the  old  nest  material  to  her  mate,  and  the 

latter  again  flew  into  brambles;  1   observed  similar  behaviour  for  about 

ten  minutes  more,  before  continuing  on.  At  about  07.30  hours,  1 

returned;  approximately  10%  of  the  old  nest  was  missing,  and  the  male 

and  female  Blackcaps  were  still  removing  pieces  of  it  in  a   similar 
fashion.  Stephen  G .   Keen 

Jasmine  Cottage,  Station  Road,  Sway,  Lymington,  Hampshire  S041  6BE 

Magpie  eating  wasp  On  2nd  October  1986,  at  Worsley,  near 

Manchester,  I   watched  a   Magpie  Pica  pica  feeding  along  a   canal 

towpath.  With  its  bill,  the  Magpie  picked  up  a   wasp,  holding  the  insect 

by  its  thorax,  and  wiped  it  on  the  ground  before  swallowing  it.  The  bird 

then  ‘beak-wiped’  on  fallen  leaves,  an  innate  reaction  to  distasteful  food 
items  (Rothschild  1985).  Derek  Goodwin  informs  me  [in  litt.)  that, 

although  he  has  not  seen  a   Magpie  eat  a   wasp,  he  has  found  them  in  the 

stomach  contents  of  a   Magpie  taken  from  a   keeper’s  gibbet  (Goodwin 
1952).  David  M.  Wiekinson 

Department  of  Applied  Biology,  L   WIST,  Llysdinam  Field  Centre,  Newbridge-on- 
llye,  Llandrindod  Wells,  Powys  LDl  6\B 

referenc:es 

Goodwin,  D.  1952.  Jays  and  Magpies  eating  wasps.  Brit.  Birds  45:  364. 

Ro'm.scini.l),  M.  1985.  Inherited  beak-wiping  behaviour.  Ibis  127:  563-564. 

Starlings  attacking  Swifts  in  flight  On  18th  May  1986,  at  Bradford, 

West  Yorkshire,  I   observed  two  Starlings  Stumus  vulgaris  attacking  a   bird 

on  a   neighbour’s  drive.  After  several  minutes  of  intermittent  attacks, 
the  Starlings  left  and  the  victim  lay  still  with  wings  open  and 

presumably  dead.  I   examined  the  bird,  which  was  a   Swift  Apus  apus;  it 

was  not  dead,  but  in  a   state  of  shock.  I   fed  it  some  water  and  kept  it  in 

the  dark  overnight.  The  next  morning,  it  seemed  alert  and  was  released 

from  a   first-floor  window:  it  swooped  down  and  then  started  to  climb, 

but  as  it  was  passing  a   neighbour’s  roof  a   Starling  flew  out,  struck  the 
Swift  in  flight,  and  gave  chase;  as  both  birds  flew  out  of  sight  behind  the 

house,  I   did  not  witness  the  final  outcome,  but  the  Starling  returned 

fairly  quickly  (so  the  Swift  probably  survived).  Two  days  later,  I 

observed  another  Swift  swooping  low  and  feeding  near  the  neighbour’s 
house;  a   Starling  again  flew  out  and  struck  it  in  flight,  but  did  not 

pursue  the  Swift,  which  flew  away  strongly.  I   have  not  noticed  this 

behaviour  before,  and  it  seems  surprising  that  the  Starlings  had  the 

speed  to  strike  the  moving  Swifts.  Norman  A.  Alvin 

1   Thackley  View,  Thackley,  Bradford,  West  Yorkshire  BDIO  ORU 

Derek  Goodwin  has  commented  that  fights  between  Starlings  and  Swifts  over  nesting 
sites  are  often  recorded,  and  that  this  was  presumably  the  reason  for  the  attacks  in  this 
case.  Eds 



Letter 
Proposed  changes  to  the  Voous  List  In  1973  and  1977,  Professor 

Karel  Voous  brought  some  stability  to  the  nomenclature  of  Western 

Palearctic  birds  and  the  sequence  of  their  names,  with  the  publication 

of  his  ‘List  of  recent  Holarctic  bird  species’  {Ibis  1 15:  612-638;  1 19:  223- 
250,  376-406).  The  List  is  now  widely  used  in  most  European  countries, 
although  not  in  North  America  or  Asia,  and  forms  the  taxonomic  basis 

for  works  such  as  BWF.  A   second  edition  (originally  mislabelled  as  a 

reprint)  was  published  by  the  BOU  as  a   single  volume  in  1977.  This 

journal’s  The  ‘British  Birds'  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic  (1978,  1984) 
follows  the  Voous  sequence  and  nomenclature. 

Much  new  information  has  become  available  in  the  last  1 1   years,  and 

there  has  been  some  alteration  in  the  way  bird  species  are  defined.  \ 

group  of  taxonomists  met  in  Brussels  last  year  to  discuss  changes  to  the 

Voous  List.  The  meeting  was  organised  by  Pierre  Devillers  (Belgium), 

and  included  Christian  ETard  (France), John  Ejeldsa  (Denmark), Jurgen 

Haffer  (West  Germany),  .Man  Knox  (Britain),  Carlo  N'iolani  (Italy)  and 

Jan  Wattel  (Netherlands).  Six  others,  including  Karel  N'oous,  had  been 
invited,  but  were  unable  to  attend.  The  European  Community 

sponsored  the  meeting  to  examine  the  list  of  species  from  the  .Member 

States,  in  connection  with  the  Directives  on  bird  conservation.  For  this 

reason,  only  those  species  occurring  in  the  Community  were  under 
consideration. 

Possible  changes  that  were  discussed  included  the  separation  of: 

Pterodroma  moltis,  P.  niadeira  and  P.  feae 

Puffinus  pujfimis  and  P.  yelkouan  (including  mauretanicus) 

Cygnus  columbianus  and  C.  bewickii 

Aqtiila  rapax  and  .-1.  nipalensis 
.■t.  heliaca  and  .-t.  adalberti 

Pluvialis  dominica  and  P.  fulva* 
Larus  argentatus  and  L.  cachinnans 

Anthus  spinoletta,  .-1.  petrosas  and  .4.  rubescens* 

Motacilta  ftava  and  M.  flavissima 

Regulus  regulus  and  R.  teneriffae 
Passer  domesticus  and  P.  italiae 

Serinus  citrinella  and  S.  corsicanus 

Pyrrhida  pyrrhuta  and  P.  marina 

and  the  possible  lumping  of: 

Falco  peregrinas  and  F.  pelegrinoides. 

The  meeting  also  considered  a   wide  variety  of  other  taxonomic  issues 

(e.g.  the  separation  of  Melanitta  nigra  americana,  Lagopus  lagopus  scoticus, 

various  Phylloscopus  warblers,  Lanins  excubitor  meridionalis) .   Further  discus- 

sions are  expected  to  take  place  in  the  near  future,  after  which  a   report 

giving  the  recommendations,  and  outlining  the  reasons  for  each  of 

them,  will  be  prepared  for  publication.  It  will  then  be  up  to  the  list 

committees  in  individual  countries  to  decide  whether  they  wish  to 

accept  any  or  all  of  the  suggested  changes. 

The  proposals  have  already  met  with  considerable  interest,  ranging 

from  views  that  not  enough  changes  are  being  contemplated,  to  those 

in  favour  of  a   longer  period  of  stability.  Unfortunately  for  the  latter,  the 

bodies  responsible  for  national  lists  in  several  European  countries  are 

already  departing  from  the  \’oous  List,  often  quite  independently.  For 

example,  in  some  countries  Larus  cachinnans  is  now  regarded  as  a 

separate  species,  but  not  in  Britain;  conversely,  the  British  list 

*Already  treated  as  separate  by  the  BOU  and  British  Birds. 
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recognises  some  species  not  widely  accepted  throughout  Europe  (see 

above).  One  of  the  objectives  of  the  present  discussions  is  to  tr)'  to 
maintain  a   degree  of  international  consensus  without  allowing  the 
Voous  List  to  fossilise.  Al.\.\  K\()X 

Sub-department  of  Ornithology,  British  Museum  (Natural  History),  Tring, 

Hertfordshire  HP23  6AP 
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subscription  to  BB  for  yourself  and  the  new  subscriber  whom  you  have  recruited. 

Using  the  cut-out  form  on  page  xv,  send  to  us  the  subscription  of  a   new  subscriber.  Your 

name  and  his/hers  will  then  be  entered  in  the  draw  for  free  subscriptions  to  BB  for  life,  ’i’ou 
will,  at  the  same  time,  be  helping  to  continue  the  expansion  of  the  readership  of  BB,  which 

ensures  larger  issues,  with  more  pages,  more  illustrations,  more  photographs,  more  colour, 

and  a   lower  annual  subscription  price  for  everyone. 

For  ever)  new  subscription  that  you  send  in,  you  will  get  an  additional  chance  in  the  draw 

for  the  free  subscriptions.  Just  request  more  forms  by  ticking  the  appropriate  box. 

Please  cut  out  the  form  on  page  xv  and  get  recruiting  on  our  behalf.  Fhank  you  (and  good 

luck  in  the  draw!). 

International  Bird  Identification  Meeting  Following  the  successful  meetings  in  Israel 

in  1981,  .Sweden  in  1982,  the  US.\  in  1983  and  Israel  in  1986  {Brit.  Birds  16:  96-97;  78:  160; 

80:  82),  a   fifth  meeting  is  now  being  planned,  under  the  co-s|)onsorship  of  British  Birds,  the 

Dutch  Birding  .Association  and  the  West  German  journal  Limicola.  Provisional  plans  are 

that  it  will  take  place  in  late  1990  or  early  1991,  probably  once  again  in  Israel. 

‘Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie’  A   paperback  version  of  this  book  (reviewed  in  the  October 
1988  issue,  Brit.  Birds  81:  504-505)  is  being  published  by  Papermac.  British  Birds  subscribers 

can  order  this  through  British  BirdShop  for  the  reduced  price  of  £3.99,  POST  FRF]K.  Please 

use  the  form  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  Birds  of  Islay  by  Richard  E.  Elliott  and  The  History  of  the  Birds 

oj  Britain  by  David  Reid-Henry  &   Colin  Harrison  are  added  this  month. 
Do  not  miss  the  EXCLU.SIVE  PRFiPUBEICATION  OEEERS  on  The  Macmillan  Field  Guide 

to  Xorth  Atlantic  .Shorebirds  by  Dr  Richard  Chandler  (save  £2.00),  The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird 

Identification  by  Alan  Harris,  Laurel  Tucker  &   Keith  Vinicombe  (save  £2.00)  and  Bird  Watching 

with  Bill  Oddie  by  Bill  Oddie  (save  £1.00).  Please  use  the  form  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

Request 
Colour-marked  birds:  a   reminder  In  general,  we  do  not  publish  separate  requests  on  this 

subject  (there  are  too  many  local  studies  to  include  them  all).  If  you  see  a   bird  marked  in 

some  way  (other  than  with  ordinary  BTO  rings),  please  report  it  as  follows: 

Waders:  Wader  Study  Group,  C.  J.  Thomas,  Zoology  Department,  The  University,  Glasgow  Gi2  8Qy. 

Gfi.i.s:  Jeff  &   Alison  Kew,  .38  The  .Spinney,  Bar  Hill,  Cambridge  CB:i8Sf. 

W'li.DFOVVi.:  Carl  Mitchell,  Wildfowl  Trust,  Slimbridge,  Gloucester  ca.2  7H  r. 

Cormorants  and  .Shags:  Dr  Robin  Sellers,  Rose  Cottage,  Ragnall  Lane,  Walkley  Wood,  Nailsworth, 

Gloucestershire  gitiOri 

Al  l.  oiHER  species:  Kevin  Baker,  B'l'O,  Beech  Grove,  Station  Road,  fring,  Hertfordshire  HP2:t  snr 
Although  colour  marking  may  be  used  in  purely  local  studies  (e.g.  of  behaviour),  in  the 

majority  of  cases,  studies  of  marked  populations  depend  upon  co-operation  from  all 
observers  who  sight  the  marked  individuals. 
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These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  October  1988 

High  pressure  over  Europe  affected  the  weather  for  most  oj  the  month.  For  the  first  five  days,  the  anticyclone 

covered  southern  England,  with  westerly  cyclonic  weather  farther  north  over  Scotland.  The  latter  moved  south 

over  Britain  and  Ireland  as  pressure  declined  from  6th  to  1 0th.  The  anticyclone  became  re-e.stablished  on  1 1   th 

and  remained  until  26th,  bringing  warm  southeast-to-easterly  winds.  .4  sharp  drop  in  temperature  occurred 

after  28th,  when  cold  northerly  air  arrived  as  pres.sure  ro.se  to  the  we.st. 

Eastern  invaders 

For  sheer  quantity  of  movement  and  number  and  variety  of  species,  this 

October  must  prove  one  of  the  best  ever  in  Britain  and  Ireland,  such  that 

it  is  dilTicult  to  pick  out  the  most  significant  ornithological  event. 

Certainly,  an  outstanding  feature  was  the  arrival  of  species  of  distant 

eastern  origin  throughout  the  month  in  unprecedented  numbers  for  a 

single  year.  The  total  of  5 1   Pallas’s  Warblers  Phylloscopus  proregulus  (plates 
83  &   84)  has  been  bettered  only  by  the  126  in  the  entire  autumn  of  1982. 

Only  1985,  with  its  grand  total  of  615,  about  450  of  which  arrived  in 

October,  can  compare  with  the  390  or  so  Yellow-browed  Warblers  P. 

inomatus  reported  so  far  this  October;  and  23  Radde’s  Warblers  P.  schwarzi 

(plate  73)  totally  eclipsed  the  previous  annual  record  of  12  in  1982.  At 

least  85  Richard’s  Pipits  Anthus  novaeseelandiae  throughout  the  month 

provided  a   strong  supporting  cast.  Twelve  Olive-backed  Pipits  .4.  hodgsoni 

came  second  only  to  the  20  last  autumn,  and  even  such  a   great  rarity  as 

Pallas’s  Grasshopper  Warbler  Locustella  certhiola,  with  only  nine  previous 

records,  made  a   multiple  arrival,  with  three  on  Fair  Isle  (Shetland) 
between  5th  and  1 2th. 

Half  the  Pallas’s  Warblers  arrived  between  20th  and  23rd,  but  showed 

a   very  wide  geographical  spread,  as  did  the  Yellow-browed  Warblers,
 

which  mostly  came  in  the  first  half  of  the  month,  and  included  several 

inland  records.  All  the  Radde’s  Warblers  turned  up  in  the  two  periods 

12th- 17th  (13)  and  23rd-28th  (10),  and  included  five  in  Scotland  and  four 

in  Ireland,  while  four  of  the  Olive-backed  Pipits  were  on  Fair  Isle,  with  a 

further  three  in  the  rest  of  Shetland.  One  observer  found  a   richly  deserved 

Richard’s  Pipit  on  his  250th  visit  this  year  to  his  local  patch  of  .\dswood 

(Greater  Manchester). 
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Grebes  to  Spoonbill 

Red-necked  Grebes  Podiceps  grisegena 

appeared  in  their  now  usual  good  numbers, 

and  included  1 7   inland,  with  five  together  on 

Queen  Mother  Reservoir  (Greater  London) 

on  20th. 

Seawatching  again  proved  highly  profit- 

able, especially  in  the  northwesterly  gales 

from  7th,  when  a   Black-browed  Albatross 

Diomedea  rnelanophris  passed  both  Amlwch 

and  Little  Orme  (Gwynedd),  and  another 

was  reported  olT  Pendeen  (Cornwall)  early 

in  the  month.  Star  sighting,  however,  was 

the  Bulwer’s  Petrel  Btdweria  bulwerii  which 

sailed  past  Moreton  (Merseyside)  on  9th, 

after  the  wind  had  dropped  and  most 

observers  had  departed.  Late  Cory’s  Shear- 
waters Caloneclris  diomedea  were  seen  off 

Greystones  (Co.  Wicklow)  on  4th  and 

Guernsey  on  10th,  while  Great  Shearwaters 

Puffin  us  gravis  flew  past  South  Walney  (Cum- 

bria) on  8th  and  Pendeen  the  following  day, 
where  there  was  also  a   Little  Shearwater  P. 

assimilis:  others  of  this  species  were  seen  off 

Hornsea  and  Bamiston  (both  Humberside) 

in  the  second  week. 

total  of  300  Storm  Petrels  Hydrobales 

petagicus  past  Hope’s  Nose  (Devon)  on  9th 

was  a   good  count,  while  some  140  Leach’s 

October  reports 

Petrels  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa  in  northwest 

England  between  6th  and  9th  were  typical 

records,  with  12  down  the  east  coast  and 

seven  along  the  south  coast,  especially  on 
1 1th  and  12th. 

Some  eight  Bitterns  Botaurus  slellaris  had 

returned  to  wintering  sites  by  the  end  of  the 

month.  A   Cattle  Egret  Bubutcus  ibis  appeared 

on  Alderney  mid  month,  while  Little  Egrets 

Egretla  garzetta  included  two  long  stayers  and 

one  at  Braunton  (Devon)  on  18th.  There 

were  also  several  frustratingly  brief  sightings 

of  an  unidentified  egret  Egretla  in  the 

Blunham/Sandy  (Bedfordshire)  area  early  in 
the  month.  As  well  as  our  old  friend  at 

Stodmarsh  (Kent),  Glossy  Ibises  Plegadis 

falcinellus  w'ere  reported  from  South  .Shields 

(   I’yne  &   Wear)  on  19th  and  over  Catford 
((Greater  London)  on  26th.  A   dozen  Spoon- 

bills Platalea  leucorodia,  all  bar  two  in  west 

and  southwest  England  and  Wales,  included 

two  doing  the  rounds  of  Dyfed. 

Wildfowl 

An  enormous  flock  of  Pink-footed  Geese 

Anser  brachyrhynchus  reached  a   peak  of  40,000 

at  West  Water  (Borders)  on  8th.  I'hree 

72.  Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidris  melanotos,  Cornw'all,  October  1988  {Graham  Sutton) 
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Snow  Geese  .-1.  caemlescens  were  with  Pink- 

feel  at  Loch  ofStralhbeg  ((Jrampian),  and  a 

blue-phase  individual  was  seen  in  Shetland. 
Meanwhile,  two  small  Canada  Gee.se  Urania 

canadensis  appeared  on  Islay  (Strathclyde), 

where  Barnacle  Geese  li.  leucopsis  reached 

20,000  on  3 1st.  Brent  Geese  B.  bemicla  of  the 

race  nif>ricam  had  returned  to  Cley  (Norfolk) 

and  Langstone  (Hampshire)  from  27th  and 

to  Lough  Foyle  (Co.  Londonderry)  from  mid 
month. 

Five  American  Wigeons  Anas  aniericana 

and  four  Blue-winged  Teals  A.  discors  were 

reported,  along  with  seven  late  Garganeys 

.4.  queniuedula  and  a   single  Teal  .4.  crecca  of 

the  N'earclic  race  carolinensis,  though  the 
most  significant  dabbling  duck  report  was 

[lerhaps  the  record  British  count  of  1,00.3 

Gadwalls  ,4.  strepera  at  Rutland  Water 

(Leicestershire)  on  Ibth. 

Fight  Ring-necked  Ducks  Aythya  cnllaris 
included  a   mixture  of  old  friends  and  new 

arrivals.  A   drake  King  Eider  Somateria  specla- 

bilis  stayed  all  month  at  Fair  Isle,  while  eight 

of  his  common  cousins  (Eiders  S.  niollissirna) 

mined  inland  into  the  East  .Midlands  be- 

tween 15th  and  19lh.  Long-tailed  Ducks 

Clan^ula  hyenialis  also  turned  up  widely  in- 

land, with  some  lb  reported,  especially  on 

30th,  when  there  were  three  together  on 

Ogston  Reseivoir  (Derbyshire).  Only  one  of 

the  eight  reported  Surf  Scoters  Melanilta 

perspicillata  was  unexpected:  a   drake.  Hying 

past  Minnis  Bay  (Kent)  on  20th. 

Raptors  to  gamebirds 

Fhere  were  four  wandering  Red  Kites  Milvits 

rnih'iL'i  in  England,  and  a   late  juvenile  Monta- 

gu’s Harrier  Circus pygargus  on  Skokholm  and 
Skomer  (Dyfed)  until  21st.  Nine  of  the  11 

Rough-legged  Buzzards  Buteo  lagopus  were 
seen  from  27lh,  with  two  in  the  Northern 

Isles,  and  singles  in  the  west,  over  Frodsham 

(Cheshire)  on  2nd  and  in  Scilly  from  10th. 

Similarly,  11  of  the  13  Ospreys  Pandion 

haliaetus  were  in  the  eastern  half  of  F.ngland. 

Red-footed  Falcons  Falco  vespertinus 

appeared  at  Kinver  Edge  (StalTordshire)  on 

3rd  and  Hengistburv  (Dorset)  on  8th,  and 

there  was  an  intriguing  report  of  an  Amer- 

ican Kestrel  /•'.  spatverius  on  Jerse>’. 

F'le\en  Spotted  Crakes  Porzana  porzana 
included  a   juvenile  at  Quoile  Pondage  (Co. 

Down)  on  1st;  this  is  still  a   verv  rare  bird  in 

Ireland.  Rarer  still  was  the  Little  Crake  P. 

patva  on  Skomer  on  2nd.  Fhere  were  typical 

October  records  of  live  passage  Corncrakes 

Crex  crex  and  seven  Cranes  Cnts  gnis. 

Waders 

Fwo  Black-winged  Stilts  Himantopus  himan- 

lopus  were  seen  brielly  at  .\itenborough 

(.Nottinghamshire),  and  a   single  was  at 

Landulph  .Marsh  (Devon)  on  25th.  .\  pratin- 
cole which  had  been  present  at  Elmley 

(Kent)  from  5lh  September  was  finally 
identified  as  an  Oriental  Pratincole  Clareola 

maldivanini  and,  though  elusive,  stayed  long 

enough,  to  8ih,  to  allow  most  patient  birders 

to  catch  up  with  it.  .\  Kentish  Plover 

Charadrius  alexandrinus  was  on  Stanpit  .Marsh 

(Dorset)  on  3rd,  and  American  Golden 
Plovers  Pluvialis  dominica  were  at  Sallholme 

Pools  (Cleveland)  on  1st  and  at  Inch  (C'o. 
Donegal)  from  8th  to  at  least  Ibth.  .\ 

Sociable  Plover  Chettusia  gregaria  proved 

elusive  at  Fairford  (Gloucestershire)  late  in 

the  month. 

Semipalmated  .Sandpipers  Calidri.s  pmilla 
favoured  both  north  and  south  (airnwall,  at 

Bude  and  St  John’s  Lake,  and  White- 
rumped  Sandpipers  C.  fuscicollis  arrived  at 

Fitchlield  Haven  (Hampshire)  and  .Slini- 

bridge  (Gloucestershire)  on  2nd.  t   hree 

Baird’s  Sandpipers  C.  bairdii  included 

Dorset’s  third  and  fourth  records,  with 
another  at  Kilcoole  (Co.  Wicklow)  from 

lOth.  ;\  dozen  Pectoral  Sandpipers  C. 

melanolos  were  all  in  the  eastern  half  ol 

F.ngland,  bar  one  at  Bude  (plate  72).  I   he 

remnants  of  the  early-autumn  invasion  of 

Curlew  Sandpipers  C.  ferruginea  trickled 

through  until  9th,  after  which  there  were 

verv  few.  In  another  poor  year  for  the 

species,  the  only  juvenile  Buff-breasted 

Sandpiper  Tnn^tes  subruficollvi  remained  at 

Musselburgh  (Lothian)  sporadically  from 
8th  to  2bth. 

.\  Great  Snipe  Gallinago  media  on  Stronsay 

(Orkney)  on  7th  >vas  the  first  in  Orkney 

since  1905  and  heralded  a   strong  arrival  of 

Woodcocks  Scolopax  rusticola  from  about 

18th  in  the  Northern  Isles  and  down  the  east 

coast  of  Scotland  and  northeast  England. 

\'erv  rare  in  Shetland  was  the  Long-billed 

Dowitcher  Limnodromus  scolopaceus  on  P'etlar 
on  18th,  as  was  an  Upland  Sandpiper 

Bartramia  longicauda  on  Guernsey  on  1st  and 

2nd.  .\  Lesser  Yellowlegs  Tringa  flavipes 

remained  at  the  Nene  Washes  (Cam- 

bridgeshire) from  18th  to  28th,  and  there 

were  two  in  Ireland,  the  balance  tipping  the 

other  way  for  the  three  Spotted  Sandpipers 

Actitis  macidaria  reported.  Wilson’s  Phalar- 
opes  Phalaropus  tricolor  were  at  F.lmley,  Bude 

and  L’nst  (Shetland),  and  some  hundred 
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Grey  Phalaropes  P.  fulicarius  appeared, 

mainly  during  and  after  the  gales  of  7th- 

11th,  and  included  65  past  St  Ives  (Corn- 
wall) on  7th  and  one  inland  on  Belvide 

Reser\’oir  (Staffordshire)  on  8th  and  9th. 

Skuas  to  auks 

There  was  an  amazing  passage  of  Pomai'ine 
Skuas  Stercorarius  pomarinus  off  the  west  coast 

of  Ireland  on  7th,  when  194  were  recorded 

off  Rocky  Point  (Co.  Donegal)  and  204  off 

Bridges  of  Ross  (Co.  Clare).  The  English 

west  coast  also  fared  well  on  this  date,  with 

85  past  St  Ives.  In  addition  to  these  three 

site  day  totals,  there  were  more  than  400 

other  reports  through  the  month,  the  peak 

days  on  the  east  coast  being  1 1th  and  12th. 

The  unprecedented  autumn  passage  of 

Long-tailed  Skuas  S.  longicaudus  in  late 

September  continued  into  the  first  half  of 

October,  with  a   total  of  about  205,  many  of 

them  full  adults,  reported  off  all  coasts,  but 

especially  northwest  Scotland  and  England 

and  northeast  England.  Impressive  figures 

include  27  past  Hound  Point  (Lothian),  and 

daily  maxima  of  12  off  Whitburn  ('Ey'll  & 
Wear)  on  11th,  between  12  and  20  off 

Seaforth  (Merseyside)  on  7th  (plate  82), 

seven  past  Bridges  of  Ross,  also  on  7th,  and 

nine  past  Mablethorpe  (Lincolnshire)  on 

2nd.  A   couple  even  managed  to  find  their 

way  inland,  to  Drakelow  (Derbyshire)  and 
Belvide.  Three  Great  Skuas  S.  skua  also 

came  inland  on  7th. 

The  concentration  of  wintering  Mediter- 

ranean Gulls  Lams  melanocephalus  built  up  to 

27  at  Copt  Point,  Folkestone  (Kent),  and 

there  were  more  than  50  other  reports  of  this 

species.  Little  Gulls  L.  minulus  showed  well, 

with  42  at  Newcastle  (Co.  Wicklow)  on  23rd, 
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170  off  Titchwell  (Norfolk)  on  31st,  and 

more  than  200*on  several  days  out  of  the  last 

ten  on  Jersey.  Sabine’s  Gulls  L.  sabini 
delighted  seawatchers,  with  72,  mostly  be- 

tween 5th  and  1 1th,  off  all  coasts.  Six  Ring- 
billed Gulls  L.  delawarensis  were  perhaps 

fewer  than  might  be  expected,  and  a 

Laughing  Gull  L.  atricdla  was  in  Cork  City 

(Co.  Cork)  on  23rd.  A   Ross’s  Gull  Rhodos- 
tethia  rosea  was  seen  briefly  off  Whitburn  on 
10th. 

A   veiy'  late  Caspian  Tern  Sterna  caspia 
visited  Frensham  Great  Pond  (Surrey)  on 

3rd,  and  an  even  later  Whiskered  Tern 

Chlidonias  hybridus  appeared  at  Welney  (Nor- 

folk) sporadically  between  17th  and  23rd. 

The  now-regular  Forster’s  Tern  .S',  forsteri 
returned  to  Penmon,  Anglesey  (Gwynedd), 

from  14th  and  Wexford  Harbour  (Co.  Wex- 

ford) from  22nd. 
Unlike  the  other  seabird  movements  of 

the  month,  a   strong  passage  of  Litde  Auks 

Alle  alle  in  the  last  few  days,  involving  more 

than  350  birds,  was  virtually  restricted  to  the 

east  coast  of  Britain,  though  five  did  turn  up 

inland.  The  peak  count  was  161  past  Spurn 

(Humberside)  on  30th.  A   Puffin  Fratercula 

arclica  also  wandered  inland,  to  the  Nene 

Washes  from  24th  to  26th. 

Owls  to  woodpeckers 

Continental  dark-breasted  Bam  Owls  Tyto 

alba  arrived  at  Sandwich  (Kent)  on  16th  and 

Scilly,  w'hile  there  were  half  a   dozen  late 
Swifts  Apus  aptis  from  19th,  one  remaining  at 

Maidenhead  (Berkshire)  well  into  Novem- 

ber. A   possible  Mottled  Swift  .4.  aequatorialis 

from  East  Africa  was  reported  at  .Spurn  on 

23rd  and  again  during  25th-27th,  and  a 

Pallid  Swift  A.  pallidus  was  picked  up  dead 
in  Kent. 
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Another  feature  of  the  month  was  a   late 

influx  of  Hoopoes  Vpupa  epops.  Of  the  22 

reports,  seven  arrived  mid  month,  with  1   1 

more  in  the  last  week.  No  less  than  eitj;ht 

were  in  Scotland,  with  two  in  northern 

Kngland,  four  in  the  north  Midlands  and 

two  in  Wales,  leaving  three  each  in  the  more 

expected  regions  of  southwest  England  and 

East  Anglia.  Some  dozen  Wrynecks  Jynx 

torquilla  were  unexceptional,  but  there  was 

clear  evidence  of  an  influx  of  Great  Spotted 

Woodpeckers  Dendroropos  major  from  12th, 

mainly  in  the  Northern  Isles,  but  including 
the  British  east  coast  as  far  south  as 

Eandguard  (Suffolk). 

(^ne  of  the  main  stars  of  a   star-studded 

month  was  Ireland’s  first  Yellow-bellied 

Sapsucker  Spnyrapicu.s  varius,  found  on  Cape 

Clear  Island  (Co.  Cork)  on  16th.  .An  imma- 

ture male,  it  was  trapped  and  found  to  be  in 

the  high  range  of  expected  weights,  so  had 

probably  arrived  some  days  previously.  It 

was  last  seen,  fit  and  well,  on  19th. 

Larks  to  wagtails 

Scilly  and  Shetland  held  a   monopoly  on  the 

dozen  Short-toed  Larks  Calandrella  brachydac- 

tyla  but  for  birds  on  Hlakeney  Point  (Nor- 
folk) on  1st  and  Dursey  Island  (Co.  Cork)  on 

19th  and  20th.  Woodlarks  I.ulhda  arborea, 

too,  were  unusual  wanderers  to  Scilly  and 

Shetland  from  21st,  while  Spurn  recorded 

five  bird-days. 

.After  a   Red-rumped  Swallow  Hirundo 

daurica  at  Hook  Head  (Co.  Wexford)  on  9th, 

there  were  five  more  from  23rd,  with  three  in 

southwest  England,  one  at  Eirkeel  (Co. 

Cork)  and  another  on  Guernsey.  .Another 

‘unrepeatable’  rarity  to  defy  predictions  was 
the  second  British  Cliff  Swallow  H.  pyrrho- 

nota,  at  South  Gare  (Cleveland)  on  23rd. 

.After  a   Pechora  Pipit  Anihus  guslavi  on 

Eair  Isle  from  5th  to  7th,  St  Maty  ’s  (Scilly) 

scored  with  a   Buff-bellied  Pipit  .-1.  rubescens 

from  9th  to  19th  (plates  76-78),  the  first  in 

Britain  and  Ireland  since  the  BOL'  ‘split’  the 
species  (liril.  Birds  81;  206-21 1),  only  for  Eair 

Isle  to  hit  back  with  our  second-ever  Blyth’s 

Pipit  .-1.  godlnvskii  during  13th-22nd.  What  a 
month! 

Eour  Tawny  Pipits  .-1.  campeslris  and  five 

Red-throated  Pipits  .4.  cerrinus,  not  forget- 

ting the  Siberian  species  already  mentioned, 

complete  the  streaky  brown  jobs.  .Surpris- 

ingly, the  only  reported  Citrine  Wagtail 
Molacilla  ritreola  was  at  Eirkeel  from  22nd  to 

24th,  still  a   veiy  rare  visitor  to  Ireland. 

Waxwing  to  Gray  Catbird 

Waxwings  Rombycilla  garrulus  are  always 

exciting  birds  to  see,  for  most  of  us  an 
occasional  treat  rather  than  an  annual  tick 

on  the  year  fist.  The  last  week  of  what  had 

already  been  an  amazing  month  proved  to 

be  the  cream  on  top,  when  trilling  parties  of 
this  most  beautiful  of  visitors  started 

appearing  all  down  the  east  coast  of  Scot- 
land and  England  from  Shetland  to  Norfolk, 

with  a   handful  farther  south  and  inland.  The 

vanguard  arrived  on  24th,  with  more  than  20 

in  Shetland.  Twenty  more  were  at  Eiley 

Brigg  (North  A'orkshire)  on  29th,  to  be 
followed  by  large  numbers  the  following 

day,  when  there  were  more  than  100  in 

north  Norfolk.  By  the  end  of  the  month, 

several  hundred  were  in  the  country. 

.Although  small  by  comparison  with  the 

huge  invasion  of  1965,  this  certainly  prom- 

ises to  be  at  least  the  equal  of  the  smaller 

influxes  in  1970  and  1974.  It  has  been  a   long 

wait!  Watch  this  space  for  further  news  next 
month. 

.A  Gray  Catbird  Dumelella  carolinensis,  seen 

briefly  in  Cot  A’alley  (Cornwall)  on  28th,  the 
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first  in  Britain  following  records  in  the 

Channel  Islands  and  Ireland,  eluded  all  its 

pursuers.  But  at  least  they  seem  to  be 

getting  here.  Surely  the  next  one  will  oblige? 

Thrushes  and  chats 

Large  falls  of  thrushes  Turdus  occurred 

throughout  the  month,  but  especially  be- 

tween 16th  and  25th.  SufTolk’s  biggest  influx 
of  recent  years  saw  1   (),()()()  grounded  at 

Felixstowe,  while  on  21st  there  was  a   ‘mas- 

sive influx’  to  Northumberland.  .No  less  than 
2,156  Blackbirds  T.  menila  were  ringed  at 

Spurn.  Ring  Ouzels  T.  torquatus  showed 

well,  especially  on  the  English  south  coast, 

with  40  at  St  Catherine’s  Point  (Isle  of 
Wight)  on  6th,  and  well  over  a   hundred  in 

Sussex  on  12th.  I'he  only  rare  thrush  caught 
up  in  the  movement — and  found — was  a 

Black-throated  Thrush  T.  ruficoUis  at 

Dungeness  (Kent).  .More  than  1, ()()()  Robins 

Erithacus  nibecula  were  at  Landguard  on  Kith, 
and  88  Black  Redstarts  Fhoenicums  ochntros 

on  17th  at  only  three  sites  in  Essex  were 

‘without  precedent’  in  the  count) .   Redstarts 
P.  phoeriicurus,  too,  showed  strongly  between 

12th  and  16th,  with  double  figures  on 

several  days  at  Spurn  and  St  /\bbs  (Borders), 
and  individuals  of  the  eastern  races  of  both 

redstart  species  appeared  at  Donna  Nook 

(Lincolnshire),  with  an  eastern  Black  Red- 
start from  16th  to  21st  and  an  eastern 

Redstart  on  19th.  Lhe  great  prize  on  this 

stretch  of  coast,  however,  was  a   Red- 

flanked  Bluetail  Tardger  cyatiurns  trapped  at 

Fheddlethorpe  (Lincolnshire)  on  12th. 
More  than  20  Bluethroats  Luscinia  svecica 

showed  a   wide  coastal  scatter.  Surprisingly 

in  such  a   good  eastern  month,  the  only 

Stonechat  Saxicola  lorquata  of  the  eastern 

races  maura/slejnegeri  reported  was  at  Old 

Head  of  Kinsale  (Co.  Cork)  from  23rd, 

although  our  race  was  much  more  numerous 

than  it  has  been  in  recent  years,  with  such 

reports  as  ‘widespread  on  reserves’,  and 

from  South  Walney  (Cumbria)  ‘best  autumn 

since  the  early  ’70s’,  with  a   daily  maximum 
there  of  seven  on  13th. 

An  Isabelline  Wheatear  Oenanihe  isabellina 

on  .St  Mary’s  on  2nd  and  3rd  (plate  87)  was 
the  second  of  the  autumn,  while  Pied 

Wheatears  O.  pleschanka  arrived  on  Stronsay 

(Orkney)  and  Blakeney  Point  on  26th,  where 

there  was  also  a   report  of  a   Black-eared 

Wheatear  O.  kispanica,  and  again  the  follow- 

ing day  a   few  kilometres  along  the  coast  at 

Salthouse  (Norfolk).  An  adult  male  Desert 

Wheatear  0.  deserti  appeared  on  South 

Ronaldsay  from  22nd  for  several  days,  while. 
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from  the  other  direction,  the  only  .American 

thrush  this  year  was  a   Gray-cheeked 

Thrush  (,'alharus  minimus  on  Cape  Clear 
Island  from  9th  to  12th. 

Warblers 

Late  Lanceolated  Warblers  Locustella  lan- 
ceolata  on  Fair  Isle  from  4th  to  5th  and  on 

lOth  conformed  to  the  pattern  this  month, 

but  a   Savi’s  Warbler  L.  luscinioides  of  the 

eastern  race  /z«c/<.v  at  Icklesham  (East  Sus- 

sex) on  23rd  was  far  less  usual.  .After  man)’ 
lean  years,  the  second  Moustached  Warbler 

Acrocephalus  melonopogon  of  the  autumn  was 

found  on  (juernsey  on  2nd,  and  a   Pad- 

dyfield  Warbler  .^.  agricola  was  a   late  arrival 

on  Fresco  (Scilly)  on  27th-28th.  Fhe  only 

Booted  Warbler  Hippolais  caligata  was  re- 

ported on  .St  Mar)’s  at  the  start  of  the 
month,  and,  together  with  14  Icterine 
Warblers  H.  icterina  and  four  Melodious 

Warblers  H.  polyglolla,  represented  a   slightly 

below-average  recent  showing  for  the  ‘Hip- 

pos’. 

Dartford  Warblers  Syli'ia  undata  were  un- 

usual visitors  to  4'he  Needles  (Isle  of  Wight) 
on  1st  and  to  Beddington  Sewage-farm 

(Surrey)  on  12th  and  13th,  but  an  Orphean 

Warbler  .V.  horiensis  at  Benington  (Lincoln- 

shire) on  16th  was  quite  exceptional.  Half 

the  18  Barred  Warblers  .S',  nisoria  were  in 

.Scotland,  with  five  more  in  northern  Eng- 

land and  none  in  F)ast  Anglia.  Lesser 

Whitethroats  .S',  curruca  showing  characters 
of  the  Siberian  race  blythi  also  showed  a 

northern  bias,  though  the  only  Subalpine 

Warbler  .S',  cantillans  was  at  Sands  Cove,  near 
Foe  Head  (Co.  Cork),  on  9th. 

Perhaps  the  seven  Arctic  Warblers  Phyl- 

loscopus  borealis  belong  with  the  Siberian 

‘Phylloscs’  heading  the  report;  three  were  in 
Scotland,  two  on  Scilly  (plates  74  &   75)  and 

one  each  in  Norfolk  and  Fyne  &   Wear,  with 

five  in  the  second  half  of  the  month.  Fhe 

only  Greenish  Warblers  P.  trochiloides  were 

on  St  Mar)’s  from  13th  to  15th  and  at 

Carnoustie  (   I'ayside)  on  16th,  and  the  single 
Bonelli’s  Warbler  P.  bonelli  was  a   one-day 
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visitor  to  1   he  \a/.e  (Kssex)  on  2nd. 

•Mthough  level-pegginif  in  Britain  with 

Raclde’s  until  this  year,  Dusky  Warblers  F. 
Juscalus  could  manage  only  a   miserable 

four — at  Kilchoman,  Islay  (Strathclyde), 
Donna  Nook  from  12th  to  13th,  Rattray 

Head  (Grampian)  on  ISth,  and  Sumburgh 
(Shetland)  on  27th. 

Large  numbers  ofGoldcrests  Regulus  reg- 
ulus  were  involved  in  the  Hast  Goast  falls: 

there  were  more  than  a   thousand  at  several 

sites  and  on  several  dates  between  12th  and 

22nd,  with  an  estimated  5, ()()()  or  more  on 

the  Lincolnshire  coast  on  2()th  and  21st,  and 

1,393  were  ringed  at  Spurn.  ‘Lnormous  falls’ 
were  reported  at  Heysham  (Lancashire)  on 

14th  and  15th,  and  these  tiny  bundles  of 

feathers  were  very  much  in  evidence  as  they 

scpieaked  their  way  inland  through 

thousands  of  gardens.  The  highest  numbers 

of  Firecrests  R.  ignicapillus  were  20  at  Dunge- 

ness  mid  month  and  30  at  I’orthgwarra 
(Ca)rnwall)  on  1 1th. 

Flycatchers  to  vireos 

Numbers  of  Red-breasted  Flycatchers  Fice- 

dula  patra  reached  a   peak  on  the  east  and 

south  coasts  of  Britain  on  1 1th  and  13th,  but 

there  were  still  a   good  many  reports 

throughout  the  month,  ranging  from  North 

L'ist  (Western  Isles)  and  Fair  Isle  to  Cape 

Clear  Island,  Stilly  and  Guernsey,  totalling 
69  individuals. 

F.rupting  Bearded  Tits  Panums  biannicus 

were  noted  widely  in  the  second  half  of  the 

month.  Long-tailed  Tits  Aegithalos  caudalus 

seldom  feature  in  this  report,  but  seven  at 

I.ochmaddy,  North  L   ist,  and  a   small  flock  in 

Stornoway  Woods,  Lewis  (Western  Isles), 

together  with  eight  at  Harray  (Orkney)  on 

17th,  were  vagrants  just  as  exceptional  as 

those  species  that  spring  readily  to  mind. 
Blue  Tits  Parus  caendeus  and  Great  Tits  P. 

major  were  also  involved.  Fair  Isle’s  last 
records  of  Blue  Tits  were  in  1982  and  1962: 

this  species  reached  double  hgures,  record 

numbers,  in  the  rest  of  Shetland,  and  150  on 

South  Walney  on  5th  was  ‘unprecedented’. 
Skomer  recorded  60  Blue  Fits,  20  Coal  Tits 

P.  ater  and  12  Long-tailed  Tits,  and  there 
was  a   total  of  50  Blue,  Great  and  Coal  on 

Skokholm  on  10th.  .\  clue  to  their  origin 

may  be  the  Dutch-ringed  Great  Fit  trapped 

at  Sandwich  Bay  (Kent)  on  19th.  .\s  part  of 

the  same  movement,  Harris  (Western  Isles) 

recorded  its  first-ever  Treecreeper  Certhia 

familiaris,  and  there  were  three  of  this  species 

on  Shetland,  with  a   Short-toed  Treecreeper 

C.  brachydactyla  at  Sandwich  Bay  from  19th  to 

21  St  and  again  on  24th.  Fhough  only  dis- 

tantly related,  there  was  also  a   record  arrixal 

of  Penduline  Tits  Remiz  pendulinus,  with  five 

at  Brimpton  (Berkshire)  on  1st  (plate  80), 

and  singles  on  St  .\gnes  (Scilly)  from  17th  to 

18th,  at  Stanpit  from  21st  to  22nd,  at 

Stodmarsh  (Kent)  on  25th,  and  at  Dunge- 

ness,  ecpialling  the  whole  of  last  year’s record  total. 

5’et  another  species  to  occur  in  record 
numbers  in  this  outstanding  month,  with  six 

different  individuals,  was  Isabelline  Shrike 

iMTiius  isabellinus.  I'he  first  to  appear  was  at 
Durlston  Country  Park  (Dorset)  from  12th, 

to  be  followed  by  others  at  Spurn  from  14th, 

Sandwich  Bay  from  15th,  Catfirth  (Shet- 

land) on  18th,  Bradwell-on-Sea  (Essex)  from 

23rd,  and  Horsey  (Norfolk)  on  26th.  The 

dozen  Red-backed  Shrikes  L.  collurio  inclu- 

ded one  at  Durlston  Country  Park,  also  from 

1 2th,  for  handy  comparison  with  its  eastern 

cousin.  .\  Lesser  Grey  Shrike  /..  minor  at 

Weymouth  (Dorset)  on  18th  was  most  un- 
seasonal,  but  31  Great  Grey  Shrikes  L. 

exaibitor  arrived  on  cue  through  the  month, 

several  returning  to  traditional  wintering 

sites. 

Parties  of  Jays  Garrulus  glandarius  were 

much  in  evidence  in  parts  of  East  .\nglia, 

with  some  appearing  in  places  from  which 

they  had  been  absent  since  the  invasion  of 

autumn  1983  (Brit.  Birds  78:  61 1-637),  but  no 

major  movements  developed. 

In  addition  to  the  inevitable  juvenile 

Rose-coloured  Starling  Stumus  roseus  in 

Scilly,  on  St  Mary’s,  there  was  also  one  on 
Guernsey  on  15th,  and  an  adult  at  Port- 
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skerra  (Highland)  on  16th.  Red-eyed 

Vireos  Vireo  olivaceus  remained  from  Septem- 

ber on  Cape  Clear  Island  and  at  Porth- 

gwarra,  but  new  arrivals  were  at  Newton, 

North  Uist,  on  1st,  Hoi)  Island  (Northum- 

berland) on  5th  and  6th,  and,  less  unusually, 

two  on  St  Mary’s  from  lOth  to  1 1th,  with  one 
remaining  to  17th  (plates  85  &   86).  Not 

counting  the  extra  ones  last  month,  these 

October  six  equal  last  autumn’s  second  best 
annual  total. 

Finches  to  Northern  Oriole 

There  were  750  Bramblings  Fringilla  monti- 

fringilla  on  Blakeney  Point  on  16th.  \   Serin 

Serinus  serinus,  still  a   rare  vagrant  to  Ireland, 

was  on  Cape  Clear  Island  on  10th,  the  da)’ 

before  another  was  found  on  St  Martin’s 

(Scilly).  Two  Arctic  Redpolls  Carduelis  hotve- 

manni  appeared  in  Shetland,  and,  at  the 

other  end  of  the  country,  a   Trumpeter 

Finch  Biicanetes  githagineus  was  reported 

briefly  at  SandwichdJay  on  16th.  Back  in  the 

Northern  Isles,  there  was  a   strong  arrival  of 

BullBnches  Pyrrhula  pyrrhula  of  the  nominate 

northern  race  from  20th,  with  more  than  20 

on  Fair  Isle,  good  numbers  elsewhere  on 

Shetland  and  a   wide  scatter  in  Orkney  ,   and 
small  numbers  of  Hawfinches  Coccothraustes 

coccothrausles  also  featured  there,  and  along 

the  English  and  Irish  south  coasts  in  the 
middle  of  the  month. 

The  Northern  Parula  Parula  americana 

remained  on  Portland  (Dorset)  to  7th,  and  a 

second  was  found  in  Cot  Valley  on  9th, 

remaining  to  at  least  15th.  I'he  only  Black- 
p>oll  arhXer  Dendroica  striata,  at  Porthgwarra 

on  14th,  was,  surprisingly,  mainland  Corn- 

wall’s first,  while  an  American  Redstart 

Setophaga  niticilla  was  seen  fleetingly  on  St 

Mar)’s  on  17th.  A   Northern  Waterthrush 
Seiurus  noveboracensis  trapped  at  Cibraltar 

Point  (Lincolnshire)  on  22nd  (plate  79)  w'as 

only  the  fifth  for  Britain  and  Ireland,  but 

prize  jewel  of  the  month  must  be  the 

dazzling  immature  male  Blackburnian 

Warbler  D.  fusca  watched  for  less  than  an 

hour  on  Fair  Isle  on  7th,  another  Western 

Palearctic  first  for  that  magic  island. 

A   male  Indigo  Bunting  Passerina  cyanea  of 

unknown  origin  skulked  in  Wells  Woods 

(Norfolk)  from  22nd  to  at  least  30th  (plate 

81),  and  attracted  large  crowds,  encouraged 

by  the  simultaneous  East  Coast  appearances 
of  Cliff  Swallow  and  Northern  W   aterthrush. 

A   Pine  Bunting  Emberiza  leucocephalos 

arrived  on  North  Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  on 

26th.  Half  of  the  dozen  Ortolan  Buntings 

E.  hortiilana  were  in  southwest  England,  while 

the  seven  Rustic  Buntings  E.  ntstica  from 

12th  showed  a   much  wider  scatter,  and 

included  the  third-ever  Irish  record,  on 

73.  Radde’s  Warbler 

Pbylloscopus  schwa rzi, 

Cornwall,  October 

1988  (.V.  (■;.  Hutchings) 
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MIRADOR 
7X42B £125  00 

7x42BGAR/Armoured £129  00 

8x42B 
£119  00 

i   8   X   42  BGA  R   Armoured £125  00 

l0x42B £125  00 

10x42  BGA  R' Armoured £129  00 

10x50  BGA  R/Arrrx)ured £145  00 

All  Mirador  are  supplied  with 

cases  and  lainguard 

BRESSER 
A   new  mnge  ol  quality.  IlghlweighI 

root  prism  binoculars,  complete  with 

sports  case 
6   X   32  BGA  1   ineai 

£123  00 

8x42  BGA  linear £129  00 

10x42  BGA  lineal £131  00 

7   X   42  BGA  Dionl £230  00 

,   10x42BGADiorit 
£230  00 

TELESCOPES 
NikonFieldscope20  x   60ED  £489  00 

Nikon  Eyepieces  15  X   30  x   40  x   60  x 
£64  95 

KowalSNIBody  £265.00 

KowaTSN2Body  £255,00 

Kowa  TSN3  Body  £495 . 00 
KowaTSN4Body  £485.00 

KowaTSN20xW  A   Eyepiece  £79.00 

Kowa  TSN  25  X   40  X   Eyepieces  £59.00 

Kowa  TSN  20-60  Zoom  £119.00 

OplolylhTBS80  £320.00 

Opiolylb  TBS  20  xW  A   Eyepiece  £88.00 
30xE57  40x£58 

Opiicron  Piccolo  15-60  x   60  £152.00 

Opiicron  Classic  22-47  X   75  £157.00 
Nikon  20  X   60  Fieldscope  £289.00 

Kowa  TS9  20  x   50  £99.00 

KowaTS602Body  £169.00 

Kowa  TS602  20-M  Zoom  £94.00 

Kowa  TS602  20  X   W   A   Eyepiece  £49  00 

Kowa  TS602  25  X   40  X   Eyepieces  £49  00 
Mirador  Merlin  25  x   60  £109.95 

Mirador  Merlin  18-40  x   60  £139  00 

Zeiss  Jena  Binocular  Terrestrial 

Telescope  80  500  20  x   up  to 

40  X   complete  with  tripod  and  carry 
case  £1,288  00 

ARhawkins 

SLIK  D2 
Tripod  take  a   tirm stand,  buy  the 

best,  our 

special  price 

£69.95 

MANFROTTO  TRIPOD 
144  Tripod  complete  wilh  200  Iluid 

head  £84.95 

ORDER  NOW  for  “By  Return" Dispatch,  Binoculars  and 
Telescopes  £2.50p  post  and 
Insurance  send  cheque  or 
Visa/Access  accepted  by 

phone!  Stamps  (SOpL  For illustrated  Discount  Price  List 
and  Coloured  Brochures  on 

over  200  Models 
CALLERS  WELCOME! 
Our  Showrooms  are  only  7 
minutes  from  Ml  Exit  15  or  16 
and  2   min.  walk  trom  railway. 

Open  9.00  am-6  pm 
Prices  correct  4   Feb  1989 
subject  to  change  availability. N’PTON 

LTD 

9   MAREFAIR 
NORTHAMPTON  NN1  1SR 
TELEPHONE  0604/39674 

(D478) 



October  reports 

C^ape  Clear  Island  on  14(h,  only  to  be 
followed  by  the  fourth,  at  Old  Head  of 

Kinsale  on  2btli.  After  a   single  Little  Bunt- 

ing  /■..  pusilla  at  Portland  on  3rd,  18  more 
appeared  from  llib,  with  11  of  these  in 

Scotland.  Back  in  the  Northern  Isles,  Shet- 

land experienced  a   large  influx  of  Yellow- 

hammers  h.  citrinella.  the  most  for  many 
years,  with  a   maximum  of  1 1   on  Fair  Isle  on 

129 

26th.  Fhere  were  also  three  in  Orkney  on 

23  rd. 

Fhe  only  Rose-breasted  Grosbeak  Pheuc- 
ticus  ludovicianu.s  this  autumn  was  a   female  on 

Skomer  from  29th  September  to  11th.  Fhe 

Northern  Oriole  Icterus galbula  on  Benbecula 

(Western  Isles)  remained  to  1st,  with  yet 

another  found  on  St  .Agnes  on  4th,  staying  to 

delight  the  Scilly  hordes  until  12th. 

74.  .Arctic  Warbler  Pfnlloscopus  borealis,  Scilly,  October  1988  (George  Reszeter) 

75.  .Arctic  Warbler  P/nlloscopus  borealis,  Scilly,  October  1988  (R.  Hopkins) 

|Thc  inclusion  ol'llic  nhotoi'ranlis  on  paijcs  r”)-l:t4  in  colour  has  Im-cii  subsidised  hv  a   donalion  I'roin  //-.'/.VS  Hof  (irrmany] 
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79.  Northern  Waterlhrush  Seiunis  noveboracen-  80.  Pencliiline  l   it  Remiz  penduliiius,  Berkshire, 
sis,  I.incolnshire,  October  1988  (F.  Davey)  October  1988  (.V.  Cleere) 

76-78.  Left,  Buff-bellied  Pipit  Anlhus  nibescens.  Stilly,  October  1988  {Andrew  Moon) 

81.  Indigo  Bunting  Fasserina  cyanea,  Norfolk,  October  1988  [R  J-  Mellis) 
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83  &   84.  Pallas’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  proregulus,  Humberside,  October  1988  Young) 
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85  &   86.  Red-eyed  Vireo  Vireo  olivaceus,  Scilly,  October  1988  {George  Reszeter) 
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87.  Isabelline  Wheatear  Oenanthe  isabellina,  Scilly,  October  1988  (C.  Bond) 

Points  of  view 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

17.  Will  suppression  become  the  norm? 
Unfortunately,  birdwatching  is  becoming  the  victim  of  its  own  success. 

The  advent  of  a   telephone  information  service  has  meant  that  news  of 

rarities  no  longer  travels  in  slowly  increasing  concentric  circles.  Pre- 

viously, news  was  disseminated  in  such  a   way  that  manageable  numbers 

of  birders  visited  a   site  at  any  one  time.  Nowadays,  several  hundred 

people  can  descend  on  an  area  within  a   couple  of  hours,  resulting  in 

problems  with  parking,  crowd  control  and  the  bird’s  welfare. 
We  all  enjoy  seeing  an  unusual  bird,  but  surely  the  real  satisfaction  is  in 

finding  it  oneself?  This  can  best  be  achieved  by  watching  a   small  area  on  a 

regular  basis.  Is  it  really  in  ornithology’s  long-term  best  interest  to  create  a 
generation  of  birders  whose  prime  concern  is  to  see  as  many  rare  birds  as 

possible? 
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At  the  present  time,  suppression  is  frowned  upon  by  the  majority.  I 

have  little  doubt,  however,  that  it  will  become  the  order  of  the  day  in  the 

not-too-distant  future.  After  all,  where  does  it  stop?  Should  1   feel  obliged 

to  ring  ‘Birdline’  when  a   Nutcracker  Xucijrago  caryocatactes  appears  on  the 
apple  tree  in  my  garden? 

Perhaps  a   new  society  will  be  formed,  called  ‘Suppressors  .\nonymous’. 

"Fhe  problem  of  course  will  be  that  the  membership  list  will  be 
confidential  and  the  monthly  newsletters  no  more  than  blank  sheets  of 

jiaper.  M   o.ss  l'.\  VI.OR 
4   Heath  Road,  Sheringharn,  Sorfolk  XR2(i  8]H 

Reviews 

The  Birdwatcher’s  Yearbook  and  Diary  1989.  Edited  by  John 
Pemberton.  Buckingham  Press,  Maids  Moreton,  1988.  320  pages:  17 

black-and-white  plates;  8   line-drawings.  Paperback  £8.75. 

The  formal  follows  ver>  closely  that  of  previous  years,  with  some  changes  in  layout.  I   he 

regular  features  of  County,  National  and  International  directories  are  updated,  with  a   list 

of  guided  birdwatching  holidays  in  Britain  an  addition  to  the  National.  .\  new  section  is 

that  of  the  'Log  charts’,  which  have  been  ‘designed  to  complement  the  birdwatcher's  field 

notebook’,  providing  columns  for  Life,  ear.  Month,  24-hour,  Ciarden  and  Holiday  lists, 

plus  three  for  personal  designauon — that  should  cover  ever)  thing!  Over  20%  more  pages 

have  been  devoted  to  feature  articles,  making  this  section  one-quarter  of  the  book. 

Interesting  and  varied  as  the  articles  are,  I   basically  see  this  publication  as  a   source  of 

ver\'  useful  information,  not  onlv  on  the  bookshelf,  but  also  as  a   traxelling  companion, 

providing  readv  access  to  information  on  such  things  as  reserves,  observatories  or  
tidal 

limes.  It  is  about  the  size  of  most  field  guides  and  could  have  been  made  even  more 

compact  with  fewer  articles.  In  general,  however,  the  book  is  invaluable:  it  has  
all  the 

necessarv  information  about  the  birdwatching  scene  in  Britain.  D   \\  in  .\1 .   COTTRIDGK 

The  History  of  the  Birds  of  Britain.  Colour  plates  and  drawings  by 

David  Reid-Henry.  Text  by  Colin  Harrison.  Collins,  London,  1988.  224 

pages;  48  colour  plates;  33  line-drawings.  £14.95. 

This  unusual  book  brings  together  a   fresh,  innovative  and  readable  text  with  beautiful  p
lates 

(done,  for  a   ver>  different  purpose,  in  the  1960s).  From  his  studies  of  fossil 
 birds,  his  interest 

in  evolution  and  the  geological  past.  Dr  Harrison  describes  our  avifauna  as 
 it  now  stands  at 

the  end  of  a   period  of  two  million  years:  a   fascinating  storv-  of  shifting  bird  popul
ations 

resulting  from  changes  wrought  bv  climate  and  man.  The  late  David  Reid
-Henr\'  painted  the 

48  colour  plates  30  years  ago  for  a   guide  to  British  birds.  Had  they  been  
published  then,  1 

believe  they  would  have  had  considerable  influence.  Today,  bird  illustratio
n  has  moved  on, 

in  the  hands  of  artists  such  as  Larsjonsson.  But  no  artist  can  fail  to  
learn  from  Reid-Henr\’s 

masterly  handling  of  plumage  and  his  drawing  of  birds’  feet.  The  spir
ited  pencil  drawings  are 

adelight— many  being  studies  for  figures  in  the  plates.  
Robf.RT  Gll.I  MOR 
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Atlas  Hnizdniho  Rozsifeni  Ptaku  V   CSSR  1973/77.  By  Karel 

Stastny,  Aladar  Randfk  and  Karel  Hudec.  Academia,  Prague,  1987. 

483  pages;  203  line-drawings;  over  200  maps.  £17.55. 
We  have  had  a   long  wait  for  this  book.  The  fieldwork  for  the  Czechoslovakian  breeding 

bird  atlas  project  was  carried  out  during  1973-77,  and  the  maps  and  text  completed  not 

long  thereafter.  The  manuscripts  gathered  dust,  however,  while  they  waited  their  turn  in 

the  queue  for  publication. 

The  wait  has  been  worthwhile!  The  ornithologist  with  no  knowledge  of  Czech  will 

nevertheless  recognise  the  now-standard  format  of  a   breeding  bird  atlas:  a   page  of  text 

with  a   breakdown  under  possible,  probable  and  confirmed  breeding  within  each  10-km 

square  (separately  for  the  Czech  Socialist  Republic — Bohemia  and  Moravia — and  the 

Slovak  Socialist  Republic — Slovakia).  Of  the  total  of  1,099  contributors,  913  were  in  the 

CSR  and  186  in  the  SSR;  this  discrepancy  has  led  to  more  thorough  coverage  in  the 

western  part  of  Czechoslovakia  than  in  the  east.  This  is  reflected  in  the  distribution  maps 

(which  take  up  the  full  page  facing  the  text),  and  this  needs  to  be  taken  into  account  when 

interpreting  distributions.  These  full-page  maps  are  oriented  with  north  to  the  left  (rather 

than  the  traditional  north  to  the  top),  to  accommodate  the  flattened  shape  of 

Czechoslovakia.  The  usual  three  sizes  of  dot  are  used  in  the  maps,  and  the  text  pages  are 

enlivened  by  line-drawings  by  Petr  Rob. 

The  achievement  of  the  1,000-odd  ornithologists  in  completing  this  project  in  a 

country  where  fieldwork  usually  had  to  be  carried  out  near  each  observer’s  home  area,  or 
as  a   result  of  using  public  transport  (rather  than  private  cars),  is  matched  by  that  of  the 

organisers,  whose  dedication  and  persistence  has  produced  for  us  a   volume  which  all 

atlas-aficionados  will  wish  to  own. 

A   total  of  203  wild  species  (plus  zoo-escape  Ruddy  Shelduck  Tadoma  ferruginea  and 

introduced  Reeves’s  Pheasant  Syrmaticus  reevesii)  were  proved  to  breed  in  Czechoslovakia 
during  the  survey  years.  With  its  key  position  in  central-eastern  Europe,  a   number  of  bird 

distributions  reach  the  extremes  in  their  range  within  Czechoslovakia,  making  this  atlas 

an  important  contribution  to  European  ornithology.  The  volume  itself  now  takes  its  place 

alongside  the  other  national  atlases,  as  part  of  a   vital  historical  record.  Congratulations 

and  thanks  are  due  to  all  those  concerned  in  its  production.  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock 

The  Sparrows;  a   study  of  the  genus  Passer.  By  J.  Denis  Summers- 

Smith.  Poyser,  Calton,  1988.  342  pages;  8   colour  plates;  62  line- 
drawings;  over  100  maps  and  diagrams.  £22.00. 
Phis  attractive  and  scholarly  monograph  by  an  acknowledged  authority  covers  20  species 

in  the  genus  Passer  and  is  a   major  contribution  to  ornithology.  Based  upon  an  extensive 

assessment  of  the  literature  and  a   lifetime  of  field  research  (the  author  has  seen  all  but 

one  species),  this  book  will  certainly  become  the  standard  reference  on  the  subject. 

Individual  species  accounts  treat  physical  characteristics,  distribution,  breeding 

biology,  feeding  and  other  aspects  of  biology  and  behaviour  and  are  complemented  by  a 

series  of  excellent  colour  plates  by  Robert  (Jillmor.  Additional  general-discussion 

chapters  tackle  trends  and  relationships  within  the  group,  its  evolution  and  systematic 

position,  l   axonomic  issues  receive  extensive  and  detailed  attention.  I'he  author’s  ideas 
make  fascinating,  if  demanding,  reading  and  will  be  influential.  Numerous  tables  and 

maps  show  details  of  features  such  as  the  distribution  of  taxa,  breeding  seasons,  biometric 

data,  and  range  expansions. 

A   book  as  authoritative  as  this  is  difficult  to  fault,  but  1   may  be  allowed  a   few  fairly 

trivial  grumbles.  Regarding  details  of  distribution,  I   detect  a   certain  lack  of  enquiry  into 

the  conventional  wisdom  of  the  travelling  birding  (as  opposed  to  strictly  ornithological) 

community.  Eor  example,  the  well-known  occurrence  of  Desert  Sparrow  Passer  simplex  in 

southern  Morocco  has  been  overlooked;  and  the  range  of  Arabian  CJolden  Sparrow  Passer 

(luleus)  eiichlorus  is  depicted  on  a   distribution  map  as  extending  throughout  the  highlands 

of  southwest  Arabia,  even  east  of  the  highland  plateau  of  North  Yemen,  whereas  1   know 

of  no  evidence  for  this,  the  species  being  confined  exclusively  to  the  lowland  I'ihamah. 
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Such  minor  inaccuracies  are  perhaps  inevitable  in  a   book  which  is  almost  global  in 

scope,  and  they  hardly  detract  from  the  fact  that  this  is  a   magnificent  achievement.  Given 

the  author’s  interest  in  the  subject  over  the  years,  there  cannot  possibly  be  an  equal  on 
the  subject  for  decades.  There  could  be  no  better  book  to  dispel  the  myth  that  sparrows 

are  uninteresting.  Ron  M.-XRTINS 

News  and  comment 

Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

88.  Official  opening  by  Tony  Soper  of  The  ZF.ISS  West  Germany  Wild  (ioose  Observatorv  ' 
at  The  Wildfowl  Trust,  Slimbridge,  Gloucestershire.  November  1988.  Left  to  right.  Dr  Brian 

Bertram  (Director  Cieneral),  Lady  Scott,  Sir  Peter  Scott.  Miss  Kileen  Parsons  (ZKISS  West 

Gennany),  and  Tony  Soper  [Sonlhu'est  \ews) 

New  super-hide  at  Slimbridge  On  28th 

November  1988,  Tony  Soper  opened  a   new 

and  splendid  birdwatching  hide  at  the  Wild- 
fowl Trust,  Slimbridge  (plate  88).  The  hide 

is  actually  called  the  ‘Zeiss  West  Gennany 

Wild  Goose  Obser\ator\ ’   as  it  was  ZEISS 

IT«7  Germany  which  sponsored  its  construc- 

tion. The  Obsenatory  is  large,  L-shaped  (or, 
should  we  say,  with  two  wings),  and  is 

situated  on  a   corner  of  the  copse  at  the 

southern  end  of  the  Trust’s  enclosures, 
where  excellent  views  over  the  southern 

dumbles  and  fields  are  to  be  gained  from 

slots  which  face  south  and  west  on  two 

levels.  Tacilities  at  Slimbridge  are  already 

good  for  birdwatchers  and  we  have  ZEISS 

West  Germany  to  thank  for  making  winter 

birdwatching  there  even  easier  and  more 

comfortable.  {RJE) 

The  Hawaiian  dilemma  1   he  American 

Birding  .Association  is  currently  debating 
whether  or  not  to  add  the  birds  of  Hawaii 

to  its  official  Checklist,  is  inviting  comments 

from  its  members,  and  will  make  the 
decision  as  a   result  of  a   vote  at  its  1990 

Convention.  The  ABA  Newsletter  for  Septem- 
ber 1988  lists  six  pros  and  six  cons.  The 

two  most  important  pros  are  that  (1)  the 

■American  Ornithologists’  L’nion  Checklist 
now  includes  the  birds  of  Hawaii,  and  (2) 

many  of  the  species  are  endangered,  and 

birding  interest  in  them  will  spur  efforts  to 
save  them.  The  two  major  cons  are  that  (1) 

the  birds  of  Hawaii  are  largely  unrelated, 

zoogeographically,  to  the  birds  of  North 

.America,  and  (2)  numbers  of  some  of  the 

endemic  Hawaiian  species  are  so  limited 

that  they  cannot  endure  any  pressure  from 
birders  anxious  to  see  them. 

Clearly,  if  there  is  any  risk  that  birders’ additional  attention  could  jeopardise  the 
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continued  well-being  of  a   species,  this 

should  be  discouraged  rather  than  encour- 

aged. Perhaps,  therefore,  this  decision 

should  be  made  by  the  Council  of  the 

ABA,  on  the  basis  of  expert  opinion  given 

to  it  by  ornithologists  in  Hawaii,  rather 
than  as  a   result  of  a   vote  of  ABA  members 

within  the  mainland  states  of  the  USA, 

where  a   combination  of  lack  of  local  know- 

ledge and  (possibly)  self  interest  could 

result  in  a   seriously  misguided  decision 

being  taken. 

We  hope  that  the  ABA  members  who 
vote  will  remember  that  the  birds  of 

Hawaii  belong  to  the  World.  We  shall 

report  in  due  course  on  the  decision  which 

is  taken,  but,  meanwhile,  encourage  any  of 

our  readers  who  have  relevant  personal 

knowledge  of  the  birds  of  Hawaii  to  make 

their  views  known  to  the  ABA  (PO  Box 

6599,  Colorado  Springs,  CO  80934,  USA). 

iJTRS) 

Birdwatchers’  Conference  1988  The 

B   rO’s  annual  conference  at  Swanwick, 
Derbyshire,  held  over  the  first  weekend  (2nd 

to  4th)  of  December  was,  as  usual,  well 

organised,  well  attended  and  well  enjoyed.  It 

both  started  and  ended  with  highlights 
which  sandwiched  an  excellent  series  of 

speakers  and  other  attractions,  or  were  they 
distractions?  Keith  Shackleton  started  it  all 

with  some  of  his  thoughts  on  painting 

wildlife,  illustrated  with  slides  of  some  of  his 

astonishing  paintings,  mainly  of  Antarctica, 

seabirds  and  the  sea,  vividly  portrayed.  I'his 
more  than  adequately  set  the  scene  for  the 

theme  of  the  conference,  which  was  ‘Birds  of 

the  coast’.  Clare  Lloyd  focused  our  attention 
on  Britain,  with  her  clear  guide  to  the 

formation  and  continuing  importance  of  the 

Seabird  Colony  Register.  Jeff  Kirby  followed 

with  an  update  of  the  B'fO’s  estuary  census- ing. 

After  the  presentation  of  the  BTO’s  Jubi- 

lee Medal  to  Moss  4’aylor  (a  well-deserved 
recognition  of  his  unstinting  support  over 

many  years),  Peter  Evans  was  invited  to  give 

the  20th  Witherby  Memorial  Lecture.  His 

‘Migration  strategies  of  shorebirds’  was  a 
fascinating  overview  of  the  many  ways  in 

which  the  different  species  have  solved  the 

problems  of  movement  between  breeding 

and  wintering  areas.  I   am  particularly 

attracted  to  accounts  of  single-species 

studies  and  was  not  disappointed  this  year. 

Jeff  Craves’s  account  of  courtship  and  extra- 
pair matings  by  Shags  Phalacrocorax  aristotelis 

told  of  all  .sorts  of  naughty  goings-on,  some 

of  which  seemed  interestingly  reminiscent  of 

human  behaviour.  Pete  Ewins  showed  us 

that  life  for  a   Tystie  (Black  Guillemot) 

Ceppkus  gtylle  in  Shetland  is  full  of  problems, 

but  Ian  Patterson  had  just  one  problem:  his 

slides  had  mysteriously  stayed  behind;  even 

so,  his  guide  through  the  Shelduck’s  Tadoma 
tadoma  year  was  none  the  worse  for  it.  Mark 

Avery’  told  us  of  some  good,  but  mostly  bad, 

stories  of  our  breeding  terns,  with  special 

emphasis  on  the  problems  facing  Arctic 

Sterna  paradisaea  and  Roseate  ferns  S.  dougal- 
lii  now.  Potential  problems  for  waders  using 

the  Severn  Estuary  were  highlighted  by 

Nigel  Clark,  whose  study  into  the  possible 

effects  on  waders  of  a   tidal  barrage  is  being 

carried  out  under  a   Bl'O  contract  from  the 
Department  of  the  Environment.  The  most 

tumultuous  applause  greeted  Bobby  Tul- 
loch  after  he  had  given  us  his  impressions  of 

birds  along  the  Shetland  coastline:  evoca- 
tive, humorous,  infonnative,  with  beautiful 

photographs,  and  all  presented  with  such 

style.  A   splendid  finale. 

And  the  ‘distractions’?  Three  competi- 
tions drew  a   lot  of  attention.  The  bird 

sounds  (arranged  by  Graham  I'ucker)  were 
almost  all  correctly  identified  by  Keith 

Betton,  with  John  Marchant  a   close  second, 

fhe  Grisly  Competition  (odd  bits  and  pieces 

of,  and  a   few  whole,  dead  birds  cunningly 

arranged  by  Alan  Knox)  ended  up  with  two 

top  scorers:  Alan  Dean  and  Peter  Grant; 

Alan’s  name  was  drawn  for  the  book  prize, 
presented  by  the  Museum  Shop  at  Tring, 

and  third-place  runner-up  was  John  Mar- 

chant  again.  Our  own  BB  Mystery  Bird 

Photograph  Competition  had  three  correct 

entries:  Alan  Dean  (again!),  Bernat  (Tirrigos 

and  Tim  Inskipp,  and  it  was  Bernat  Garri- 

gos,  visiting  the  UK  from  Catalonia,  Spain, 

who  was  the  lucky  winner  of  the  bottle  of 

champagne. 

The  SOC!  Bookshop  and  Robert  Cillmor’s 
display  of  bird  paintings  were  other  enjoy- 

able distractions  from  the  main  attraction, 

which  was  talking  amongst  one’s  friends.  A 
splendid  conference!  (B/P) 

New  ‘Birds’  editor  Congratulations  to 
long-time  friend  of  BB,  Rob  Hume,  on  his 

appointment  as  editor  of  the  RSPB’s  maga- 
zine, Birds.  Rob  moves  within  fhe  Lodge, 

from  the  VOC  magazine,  Bird  Life,  which, 

under  his  editorship,  won  the  Periodical 

Publishers’  Association  Award  as  the  ‘Con- 

sumer Periodical  of  the  Year’  in  1987  {Bril. 
Birds  80:  390). 
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89.  \’()iing  Ornithologists  of  the  ̂ ’e^lr:  Huw  Prior  (junior  winner),  Chris  Drake  (senior 
winner)  and  Dominick  Spracklen  (intermediate  winner),  with  the  two  Judges,  Dr  I   im 

Sharrock  and  Peter  Holden,  Bedfordshire,  December  1988  (RSPB  &   Chris  Gomersall) 

Young  Ornithologists  of  the  Year  At  the 

usual  pleasantly  informal  gathering  at  The 

Lodge,  Sandy,  on  20th  December  1988,  this 

year’s  three  winners  (plate  89)  were  pre- 
sented with  their  prizes  by  Nick  Hammond, 

Director  of  the  RSPB’s  Communications 
Di\  ision.  Fhe  awards  are  made  on  the  basis 

of  field  notebooks  submitted  by  entrants  for 

the  judges’  critical  scrutiny.  For  details  of 

the  Young  Ornithologists’  Club  and  this 
annual  competition,  which  is  sponsored  by 

British  Birds,  write  to  YOC,  The  Lodge, 

Sandy,  Bedfordshire  sc;i9  2ni.. 

Swarovski  helps  WWF  help  rhinos  Swar- 

ovski  is  not  only  a   high-quality  binocular 

manufacturer,  but  also  makes  cr\stal  orna- 

ments (and  many  other  things).  It  has  just 
donated  DM100,b()()  (about  £35,000)  to  the 

World  Wide  Fund  for  Nature  for  protection 

of  the  black  rhinoceros  Diceros  bicomis.  which 

has  declined  from  about  100,0(K1  individuals 

as  recently  as  1960  to  an  estimated  (and 

highly  endangered)  4,000  now.  Without 

help,  the  species  could  be  extinct  in  ten 

years’  time.  .\s  part  of  an  ‘.\frican  Wildlife 

set  of  crystal  animals,  Swarovski  feature  a 

cnstal  rhinoceros  (and  also  elephant  and 

hippopotamus),  which  will  be  available 
through  retailers  from  spring  1989. 

.\t  a   reception  held  at  Swarovski's  new 
premises  in  Watford,  Hertfordshire.  Sarah 
Bnmwin,  on  behalf  of  the  WWF,  thanked 

this  .Austrian  hrm  for  its  support  of  the  rhino 

project. If  you  would  like  to  make  a   donation  to 

WWF”s  Wtal  work  in  rhino  conser\ation, 

send  your  contribution  to  WAVF-L  nited 

Kingdom.  Dept  BB,  Panda  House,  Weyside 
Park,  Godaiming,  Surrey  GU7  IXR,  or  phone 

Guildford  (0483)  426333  to  make  a   credit- 
card  donation. 

Directory  of  lectures  The  Council  for 
Environmental  Conservation  (CoEnCo)  has 

produced  an  indispensable  aid  to  club  and 

society  secretaries — the  Directory  of  lecturers  in 

Satural  Histon  and  Enihronmental  Consenation — 

listing  nearly  300  lecturers  and  over  1.000 

lectures,  with  subject  and  county-by-county 
indexes  for  easy  reference.  .Available,  price 

£3.50  inch  p   &   p.  from  CoEnCo,  London 
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Ecology  Centre,  80  York  Way,  London  Nl 
9   AG. 

OSME’s  birthday  party  The  Ornithologi- 
cal Society  of  the  Middle  East  celebrated  its 

tenth  anniversary  at  the  Friends’  House, 
London,  on  26th  November  1988.  At  the 

afternoon  gathering,  it  was  announced  that 

OSME’s  growing  membership  had  reached 
825,  and  the  hope  was  expressed  that  the 

1,000  barrier  would  be  broken  during  the 

anniversary  year. 

With  a   birthday  atmosphere  (sandgrouse- 
decorated cake,  cream  tea  and  all),  members 

and  their  guests  were  treated  to  David 

Cottridge’s  magnificent  slides  of  birds  in 
Israel,  concentrating  in  particular  on  the 

techniques  he  employed  when  photo- 

graphing different  Sylvia  warblers. 

Appropriately  for  the  occasion  (OSME 

developed  from  the  Ornithological  Society 

of  Turkey,  which,  at  21,  was  itself  celebrat- 

ing its  coming  of  age).  Resit  ,\kqakaya  from 

Turkey  gave  an  interesting  summary  of  the 

pressures  facing  birds  in  his  country,  from 

the  drainage  of  wetlands  and  the  future  of 

the  Bald  Ibis  Geronticus  eremila  to  the  increase 

in  tourism  along  the  south  coast.  It  was  not 

all  doom,  however,  as  the  Turkish  conserva- 

tion movement  is  gathering  strength  and 

has  had  some  notable  successes  already. 

Richard  Porter  showed  how  the  counts  of 

passage  raptors  by  ornithologists  (and,  in 

particular,  OSME  members)  visiting  such 

migratory  bottlenecks  as  Eilat,  the  Bos- 

phorus and  the  Gulf  of  Suez  could  aid  the 

assessment  of  breeding  populations  within 

the  U.SSR.  He  highlighted  localities  where 

effort  should  be  concentrated  in  the  future, 

and  expressed  the  desire  for  counts  to  be  co- 
ordinated. 

More  than  just  passively  interested  in  the 

Middle  East  and  its  birds,  OSME  is  primar- 

ily concerned  with  conservation  issues.  As 

well  as  being  a   most  enjoyable  occasion, 

through  ticket  receipts,  an  impressive  array 

of  raffle  prizes  and  art  and  book  sales,  the 

birthday  celebration  raised  over  £1,100,  all 

of  which  will  go  towards  conservation  pro- 

jects in  the  Middle  East.  If  you  are  in- 

terested in  helping  OSME  membership  to 

pass  that  magic  1,000,  write  to:  The  Mem- 

bership Secretary,  OSME,  c/o  The  Lodge, 

Sandy,  Bedfordshire  S(;I9  2I)I..  {MB) 

OBC  After  only  four  years,  the  Oriental 

Bird  Club’s  membership  has  reached  660. 

As  well  as  its  fourth  ACM,  the  Club’s  well- 
attended  meeting  at  the  Zoological  Society 

of  London  on  10th  December  1988  included 

talks  by  Ray  Tipper  on  Hong  Kong,  by 

Carol  &   Tim  Inskipp  on  Nepal,  by  Jon 

Eames  on  Vietnam  and  by  Rene  Dekker  on 

megapodes. 

In  1989,  the  OBC’s  conservation  award 
will  be  sponsored  by  the  optical  firm,  Leilz, 

with  the  award’s  title  being  ‘The  Forktail- 

Leica  Award’,  .\nyone  interested  in  further 
details  of  the  award  or  of  the  OBC  should 

write  to  the  Oriental  Bird  Club,  c/o  The 

Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  SG19  2D1.. 

Welsh  Ornithological  Conference  We 

have  just  received  notification  that  the 

Welsh  Ornithological  Society’s  Conference 
will  be  held  at  the  College  of  Librarianship 

Wales  at  Llanbadarn  Fawr,  near  Abery- 

stwyth, from  10  a.m.  to  5   p.m.  on  1st  .^pril 

1989.  I’he  conference  fee  is  £8.00.  For 

details,  please  write  at  once  to  Jean  McBeth, 

Minas  Tirith,  Llanfihangel-y-Creuddyn, 

Aberystwyth,  Dyfed  SY2.'t  4I.A. 

ESC  courses  The  Field  Studies  Council 

runs  residential  courses  at  nine  centres 

scattered  around  Britain.  Anyone  who 

would  like  a   copy  of  the  Council’s  1989 
programme  should  write  (enclosing  a   large 

self-addressed  stamped  envelope)  to  the 

Field  Studies  Council,  Central  Services, 

Preston  Montford,  Montford  Bridge, 

Shrewsbury  SV4  IHW. 

No  dry  reading  from  SOG  Through  the 
kindness  of  the  local  societies  involved,  we 

receive  many  county  reports  and  other 

regional  publications  at  the  BB  office,  and 

these  are  kept  in  our  reference  library  .   One 

that  we  particularly  look  forward  to  is  that 

from  the  Suffolk  Ornithologists’  Croup 
(their  Bulletin  No.  81,  for  July-September 

1988,  just  received),  which  always  provides 

entertaining  reading.  Membership  costs 

£8.00  per  annum;  write  for  details  to 

Andrew  Gregory,  1   Holly  Road,  Ipswich, 

Suffolk  IPI  2QN. 

Cape  May  BO’s  first  Report  (5ne  of  the 

world’s  premier  migration  watch  points. 

Cape  May,  New  Jersey,  USA,  has  now 

produced  its  first-ever  bird  report.  Along  the 

lines  of  reports  published  by  British  and 

Irish  bird  observatories,  the  50-page  Cape 

May  Bird  Report  1987,  written  and  illustrated 

by  David  A.  Sibley,  produced  and  edited  by 

Paul  Kerlinger  and  published  by  the  Cape 

May  Bird  Observatory,  devotes  41  pages  to 

the  systematic  list,  with  summaries  for  the 

commoner  species  and  detailed  records  for 
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the  rarer  ones.  Ihe  centre-page  spread 

shows  a   map  of  Cape  May  and  the  sur- 

rounding area.  I'he  Report  costs  $6.00  ($8.50 
by  post  to  the  UK)  and  is  obtainable  from 

Cape  May  Bird  Observatory,  New  Jersey 

.\udubon  Society,  PO  Box  3,  707  East  Lake 

Drive,  Cape  May  Point,  New  Jersey  08212, 
USA. 

Scilly  in  1987  I’he  60-page  Isles  oj  Scilly  Bird 
Report  1987,  edited  by  M.J.  Rogers,  includes 

a   six-page  review  of  the  year  by  \V.  H. 

Wagslaff  and  M.  J.  Rogers,  as  well  as  the 

expected  41-page  systematic  list  of  1987 

records.  Published  by  the  C^ornwall  Bird 

Watching  and  Preservation  .Society,  the 

Report  is  available  (price  £2.50,  including 

p   &   p)  from  M.  J.  Rogers,  Bag  End, 

Clhurchtown,  I'owednack,  Cornwall  rR2H 

Islamabad  birds  One  of  the  most  interest- 

ing publications  to  come  our  way  recently  is 

Birds  in  Islamabad,  Pakistan,  1985-87.  This  was 

written  (and  privately  produced)  by  Mark 
Mallalieu  and  details  his  observations  over 

2Vi  years  while  he  was  based  in  Islamabad. 

It  is  clearly  a   very  useful  contribution  to  the 

ornithology  of  an  area  we  hear  little  about, 

listing  312  species  in  its  annotated  systema- 
tic list  and  including  a   wealth  of  hackground 

information.  It  also  serves  as  an  object 

lesson  to  anyone  stationed  overseas  for  long 

periods.  Copies,  price  £3  inch  p   &   p,  are 
available  from  the  author  at  504  Darvel 

Road,  Caldermill,  Strathaven  MI.106QI). 

Whatever  next?  Our  thanks  to  .\lan  Dol- 

phin for  sending  us  a   clip  from  The  Economist 

(9th  October  1988)  which  we  quote  verba- 

tim: ‘Air  Pollution.  I’he  Bavarian  Covern- 

ment  wants  people  to  stop  yodelling  in  the 

Alps  because  it  is  harmful  to  the  environ- 

ment. I’he  noise  is  driving  rare  birds  to 

extinction  and  scaring  the  chamois.’ 

By  design?  Prof  Estlin  Waters  has  drawn 

our  attention  to  the  leaflet  advertising  ‘   Tra- 

vel by  Design’ — in  conjunction  with  the 

BTO — and  their  ‘.\tlas  Holidays  1989’, 
which  shows  their  Voxter  Centre,  .Shetland, 

quite  clearly  situated  in  Orkney.  What  price 

accuracy  in  the  new  .AtlcLs,  then? 

Recording  in  Notts  J.  Hopper,  4   Shipley 

Rise,  C'arlton,  .Nottingham,  is  now  joint 
County  Recorder,  with  Steve  .M.  Henson,  for 

Nottinghamshire.  .Ml  ornithological  details 

and  correspondence  should  be  sent  to  Mr 

Hopper. 

Monthly  marathon 

December’s  wader  {Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  353) was  named  by  entrants  as: 

Long-toed  Stint  Calidris subminuta  (73%) 

Least  Sandpiper  C.  minutilla  ( 1 2%) 

Wood  Sandpiper  Tringa glareola  (7%) 

Temminck’s  Stint  C.  temminckii  (3%) 
with  a   small  number  of  entries  for  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  C. 

pusilla.  Pectoral  Sandpiper  C.  melanotos.  Sharp-tailed  Sandpiper 

C.  acuminata.  Buff-breasted  Sandpiper  Tryngites  subruficollis,  Ruff 

Philomachus  pugncix.  Upland  Sandpiper  Bartramia  longicauda,  Solitarv  Sandpiper  Tringa  solitaria 

and  Spotted  Sandpiper  Actitis  macularia.  1   c   • 

The  majority  decision  was,  once  again,  correct.  This  Long-toed  Stmt 

was  photographed  by  Conrad  Greaves  in  Oman  in  November  1987. 

After  the  first  five  hurdles,  the  ‘Marathon’  is  led  by  64  competitors,  each 

of  whom  has  identified  every  photograph  correctly,  closely  followed  by  16 

entrants  with  the  last  four  right  and  82  with  three. 

This  month’s  hurdle  is  represented  by  plate  90.  It  is  worth  having  a   go, 

for  the  prize  is  a   SUNBIRD  birdwatching  holiday  of  the  winner’s  choice, 
in  Africa,  Asia  or  North  America. 

Sponsored  by 
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Monthly  marathon 

90.  Third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  8.  Identify  the  species.  Read 
the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to  Monthly 

Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :tN|,  to  arrive  by  15th  .\pril  1989 

Recent  reports 

Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  13th  January  to  10th  February  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Double-crested  Cormorant  Phalacrocorax  au- 

ritus  Billingharn  (Cleveland),  from  at  least 

31st  January. 

Long-billed  Dowitcher  I Atnnodromus  scolopa- 

ceus  Bann  Estuary  (Co.  Londonderry),  to  at 

least  5th  February. 

Iceland  Gull  /   .ants  glauroides  Individual  of 

race  kutnlieni  near  (ialway  City  (Co.  Galway), 

with  four  nominate  race  individuals  and  ‘20 

Glaucous  Gulls  L.  hyperhoreus,  early  Febru- 
ary. 

Ross’s  Gull  Rhodostethia  rosea  Newlyn  (Corn- 

wall), 25th-27th  January. 

Forster’s  Tern  Sterna  Jorsteri  Holyhead 

((iwynedd),  31st  January  to  at  least  bth 

February;  The  Mullet  (Car.  Mayo)  early 

February  (with  Arctic  Tern  S.  paradisaea\ 

Wexford  Harbour  (Co.  Wexford),  two,  to  at 

least  bth  Februar\\ 

Arctic  Redpoll  Carduelis  hornernanni  Clar- 

noustie  (d'ayside),  to  29th  Januaiy;  Thorpe 
Knd  (Norfolk),  25th  January  to  at  least  bth 
Februaiy . 

Golden-winged  Warbler  I’ennivora  chrysop- 
tera  Maidstone  (Kent),  male,  from  at  least 
Bth  February. 
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HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 
0539  22592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 
catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 
Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S..\.E.; 
I.ady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 
London  EC:2Y  8BO.  Tel:  01-6389968.  (BB623) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  The  Wheelhouse,  St. 

Marys.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all 
year  round,  good  food  and  comfortable 
surroundings  next  to  the  log  count  venue. 
Tel:  0720  22719.  (BB536) 

NR.  NTH  NEK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton. Tel:  33  i   15.  (BB633) 

CHARLTON  HOUSE  HOTEL,  Dawlish.  AA/ 

R.-\C  two  star.  Excellent  food.  Exe  Estuary  and 
Dawlish  Wairen.  Dawlish  863260.  (BB.542) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  \illage,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .■\vailable  all 
year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  Lyndale 

.Avenue,  Londt^i  N\V2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 

(BB670) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY — ‘Seaview  Moorings’,  St 
Mary’s.  Personal  sersice  from  resident  prop- 

rietors, Tony  and  Linda.  Overlooking  harbour, 

close  to  quay  and  town — licensed — in-room  tea 
and  coffee  making  facilities — extensive  breakfast 

menu — p>ets  welcome.  .Also  ‘Tfie  .Aft  Cabin’  our 
own  self-contained  holiday  flat.  S.AE  for  details 
or  telephone  Tony  or  Linda  Dinglev  on  0720 

22327.  '   '   (BB677) 
COTTAGES  GALORE.  We  have  some  200 

delightful  cottages  in  all  parts  of  Britain.  .A  great 
variety  of  individual  properties,  all  inspected. 
Prices  £20  to  £50  per  person  per  week.  Get  our 
free  colour  brochure:  .Amato  Cottage  Holidays, 

22  High  Street,  .Alton,  Hampshire  GU34  IBN. 
Tel:  0420  88892.  (BB714) 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holiday  flat.  Details  0720 

229.35.  (BB651) 

XIX 



Tljn  Beautiful  Georgiaa  Hotel wiith>  £xcellai(Food&AccommodauoQ 

^   .   LMNS  Holt,  Norfolk. 
CLEY 
5   miles 

Bargain 
Breaks 

(BB384) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  The 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  066  83  370.  (BB631) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6-1-2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)  740770.  (BB834) 

SLAPTON — Well  equipped,  self-contained 

wing/bungalow  in  i/r  acre.  Sleeps  4-6.  Sea  view. 
Beautiful  beaches.  Nature  reserve.  Dartmouth  7 

miles.  Pets  welcome.  From  £75.  Tel:  (0548) 

580952  for  brochure,  SAE  ‘Hillcrest’,  Wood 
Lane,  Slapton,  Kingsbridge,  Devon.  (BB704) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 
homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 
woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Mine- 
head.  Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB652) 

UPPER  TEESDALE,  Co.  Durham.  2   self- 

catering holiday  cottages.  Sleeps  4   to  6.  Close  to 
National  Nature  Reserve  and  other  areas  of 

birdwatching  interest.  Tel:  0833  40209.  (BB732) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 
McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Warm 

welcome,  B&B,  EM  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- 
mended. Tel:  0328  7 10381.  (BB781) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 
Tel:  059  87  201.  (BB706) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 
850284.  (BB755) 

Win  a   FREE  ‘BB’ SUB  for  life 

See  page  120 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  22513.  (BB813) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 

from  River  Wye.  .4  comfortable  and  informal 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 

ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  fires.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 

phones, tea/coffee,  colour  T.V.,  Radio,  Hair 

Diyers,  Trouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 

Routier,  E.  F.B.  Three  Crowns,  .\..A.  and  R.,-\.C. 

2   Stars.  Charming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available.  .Apply  the  Green  Man  Inn,  Fownhope, 
Hereford  HR  1   4PE.  Eel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB782) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 
Reserves— 03282942.  (BB644) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint 

stones  Guest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  TV  all  rooms. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  I   el: 
0263  740337.  (BB743) 

PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  lA/  and  Microwave.  Hildick- 
Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  Witley, 
Worcester.  Tel:  Great  Witley  896308.  (BB726) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

BARTLEY  LODGE  HOTEL,  Cadnam.  New 

Forest.  Gracious  Georgian  18th  century  mansion 

set  in  secluded  grounds  surrounded  by  forest. 

Superb  cuisine  complimented  by  elegant  decor. 
All  bedrooms  en-suite.  Brochure.  Tel:  0703 

812248.  (BB718) 

HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Pinewood 

House  Hotel,  open  all  year,  convenient  for 
coastal  reserves.  Friendly  Victorian  style  family 
run  hotel,  licensed  restaurant,  excellent  home 
cooking.  BB  from  £14.  Tel:  04853  33068.  (BB774) 

YORKSHIRE  DALES  (Grassington),  BB  & 

EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  fishing,  birdwatch- 
ing courses.  Bridge  End  Farm,  Threshfield  BD23 

5NH.  Tel:  0756  752463.  (BB763) 

NORFOLK.  Comfortable  brick  holiday  chalet 

Burgh  Castle.  Small  country  site  near  Broads, 

coast.  Pool,  TV,  bar.  Sleeps  4.  From  £50-£80 
week,  £150-£250  month.  Tel:  Norwich  623368 
(evenings).  (BB773) 

CETTI’S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 
B&B  or  self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 
surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Reserve, 

Weymouth,  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Warm  wel- 
come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  Lane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT3  4DF.  (0305) 
772268.  (BB788) 
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NORTH  NORFOLK — Cilavcnside  guest  house 
in  [.eiheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 
Blakeney,  C.ley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 
works  adjoining  mill  &   flov.s  through  4   acres  of 
garden  on  its  v.-ay  to  sea  at  Cley.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 
713181.  (BB530) 
GARA  MILL,  Slapton,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 

2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 
w(K)ds.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

flats  in  16th  c.  cornmill.  Near  Slapton  Ley.  'IVs. 
Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure:  (0803) 
770295.  (BB728) 

SALTHOUSE — comfortable,  well  equipped 
boliday  cottage,  view  over  saltings,  10  mins 

beach,  sleejts  4.  .S.\E:  Ringrose,  Brookside, 

I.idgate,  .Newmarket.  Tel:  0638  7938.5.  (BB795) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  I'V',  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
.Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  .Sur- 

rey CR3  9.SH.  I'el:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB802) 

Bl.AKFiNEY  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 
panoramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Clev 

740  738.  (BB803) 

IREIAND 

IRISH  COTTAGE.  Magnihcent  situation  on 

Dingle  peninsula,  Kerry.  .Sea  and  mountain 

birds,  unspoilt  beaches,  countryside  full  of 

flowers,  quietness.  Mod  cons,  sleeps  4,  £80-£135 
weekly  plus  electricity.  Cierrards  Cross  (0753) 
883082.  (BR751) 

SCOTLAND 

SPF.Y  VALLFiY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

countn  hotel.  2   miles  from  v   illage  of  Carrbridge. 

Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  Moorland, 

Forest.  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

(h'ested  Fits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 
and  their  families.  Ferms  £100  per  week  D,  B/B. 

Brochure  from  Maureen  and  Larry  Faulbut,  Fhe 

Old  Manse  Hotel,  ('arrbridge,  Inverness-shire. 
Fel:  047  984  278.  .\  warm  welcome  guaranteed. 

(BB790) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY.  B&B,  colour  T\',  tea  making 
facilities,  hot/cold  and  central  heating  in  all 

rooms.  Glenview  House,  Portnahaven,  Islay, 

Argyll  PA47  7SL.  Tel:  049-686  303.  (BB835) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  Lochdon.  \S'ell  equipped 
cottage.  Sleeps  4-6.  Electricity  included.  Fishing 
bv  arrangement.  .Auchnacraig,  Lochdon,  Isle  of 
Mull.  Tel:  068  02  486.  (BB716) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

Lady  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel: 
289.  (BB673) 

GALLOWAY.  Hills,  lochs,  forests  and  sea. 

Specialitv,  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 

qualitv  self-catering  houses,  cottages,  flats.  De- 

tails send  30p  stamp  to:  G.  M.  Fhomson  &   C'o. 
27  King  Street,  Ciastle  Douglas.  (BB662) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  .A  stable  converted  into  2 

warm  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Fanu.  Cal- 

gary. Fel:  068  84  265  or  (0573)  24852.  (BB688) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  .Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  All  rooms  have  private 

bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  lA',  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  .Mrs  Eileen  .Mc.Nab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  P.A43  7LB.  'Fel: 
Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   24-1/265.  (BB740) 

RIVERSIDE  FARMHOUSE.  B&B  &   EM  2 

twin  bedrooms  with  en  suite  bathrooms.  Home 

made  bread  and  farm  produce.  'Frout  fishing, 
also  self-catering  cottage.  Sleeps  5   plus  baby. 
Details  from  Prentice,  Cockburn  .Mill,  Duns, 
Berwickshire.  Tel:  0361  8281 1.  (BB721) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  HEBRIDES.  Five  superftly 

equipped  cottages,  open  throughout  year.  Per- 
fect situation  with  views,  minutes  to  channing 

village.  Short  drive  to  R.S.P.B.  reserve  at 

Gruinarl.  Brochure:  Mrs  .Sarah  Roy,  l.orgba 

Holiday  Cottages,  Port  Charlotte,  Isle  of  Islav, 

Argy  ll. 'Fel:  049685/208.  (BB694) 
ELLARY  E.STATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 

situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  Caolis|K)rt.  While 

you  are  at  F.llary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  you 

please.  Fhere  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 

burns  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

birds,  flowers,  etc.  Fhe  perfect  location  for  the 

true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  Fhe  Booking  Office,  Ellarv  7, 

Lochgilphead.  Argy  ll  P.A31  8P.A.  Fel:  08808  232/ 
209  or  054685  223^  (BB737) 

OSPREY  VISITORS  to  Loch  Garten  -i-  At>er- 

nethy?  Locheil  GH  offers  BB:  £9. .50;  DBB:  £14; 

or  self-eater  cottage  (sleeps  6)  rental  £20  nightly, 

and  chalet  (sleeps  4)  £15  nightly.  For  details  + 

150  birdlist,  walks,  slide-talks  etc.,  write: 

Locheil,  Boat  of  Garten,  Inverness-shire.  Fel: 
(M7  983  603.  (BB715) 

HIGHLAND  BIRD-LIFE:  IN  DEPTH 

A   week  with  us  .   .   .   and  you'll  gain  an  unimaginable 
insight  into  our  Iveautirul.  varied  land — its  wild 

mountains.  sv\-ift  rivers,  nufnentus  species  of  birds 

and  other  wildlife — all  at  its  best  in  .Spring  and 

.\utumn.  't’ou'll  be  part  of  a   small  friendly  group, 
driven  daily  by  our  guide  to  a   different  area,  eg 

Toiridon  Mountains.  Cmmarty  Firth  Conservation 

.Area.  Handa  Bird  Island.  Then  we  walk.  Each  night 

you  return  to  our  log  fire  comfort  and  g(K>d 

"Taste  of  .Scotland  "   f(H>d.  Join  us  this  Spring 
or  .Autumn. 

Coul  House  Hotel.  Cetntin,  Ross-shire  IV 14  9EY 

Tel:  (0997)  21487 

(BB764) 

SPEY  V.ALLEA’.  Carrbridge  .Area,  luxury  cara- 
van. Shower,  toilet,  quiet  private  site.  £125.00 

per  week  inclusive.  Tel:  047  984  278.  (BB791 ) 

SEE  PUFFINS,  skuas,  seals  and  a   lot  more 

Private  boat  takes  you  among  otherwise  inacces- 

sible colonies.  .A  nature-lover's  dream.  Full 
board  in  castle,  or  stay  in  self-catering  cottages. 
Send  for  details:  Balfour  Castle,  Shapinsay, 

Orkney.  Fel:  085671  282.  (BB700) 
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NORTH  BERWICK.  Family  run  hotel  with 

warm,  friendly  atmosphere,  comfortable  rooms 

and  home  cooking.  Open  all  year  round.  Over- 
looking Craigleith  Rock  and  within  easy  reach  of 

Bass  Rock,  Fidra  and  .Aberlady  nature  reserve. 

Small  groups  welcome  (max  15).  Belhaven 

Hotel,  Westgate,  .North  Berwick.  I'el:  0620  2573 
for  brochure.  (BB602) 

ELLARY  ESTATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 
situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  Caolisp>ort.  While 

you  are  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  you 

please.  There  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 

bums  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

birds,  flowers,  etc.  The  perfect  location  for  the 

true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  The  Booking  Office,  Ellary  7, 

Lochgilphead,  Argyll  PA31  SPA.  Tel:  08808  232/ 

209  or  054685  223.  '   (BB836) 
ISLE  OF  GIGHA,  .Argyllshire.  For  a   holiday 

surrounded  by  natural  beauty,  sandy  beaches, 

exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 
and  comfortable  accommodation,  Plea.se  contact 

.Mrs  McSporran,  Post  Office  House.  058-35  251. 
(BB799) 

ARGYLL  COAST.  Simple  traditional  cottages 

on  quiet  estate.  Nature  conservancy  S.S.S.I. 

Otters,  wildcats,  deer,  seals  and  much  birdlife  in 

varied  habitats.  Beautiful  sandy  beach  and  miles 

of  unspoiled  shore.  Use  of  dinghy.  Sorry  no 

dogs.  Mrs  Maclean  Ardpatrick,  Farbert,  Argyll 
P.A29  6YA.  Tel:  (08802)  608.  (BB805) 

DUMFRIES.  Kingholm  Quay,  self-catering  flat, 
two  bedrooms,  central  heating,  open  fires,  sleeps 
4/5.  Caerlaverock  five  miles.  Tel:  (0387) 

53748.  (BB814) 

ST  ANDREWS  —   well  equipped  holiday  house, 

sleeps  5   plus  baby.  £125-£175  per  week  June  to 
September.  Good  base  for  birdwatching.  Tel: 

Mrs  Hill,  03 1-667  4360.  (BB830) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Argyll  PA61 

7YP.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £30.00. 

Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 
Tel:  09512  316.  (BB582) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  .300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SY16  2AA.  I'el:  (0686)  25267,  (BB687) 
ANGLESEY.  Excellent  Sea  watching.  Waders, 

Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  Comfortable,  residen- 

tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  Club  or 

Group  field  trips.  Local  infomiation  and  advice, 

Ian  Wright,  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn, 

Holyhead  1.L65 2NQ.  Tel:  0407 860469.  (BB780) 

NORTH  WALES 

p —   500  Cottage*  Seaside  and  Country   7 We  h«ve  wi  cxccUcni  aekctMO  o(  adf  cttehnc 

bobday  propertie*  io  beautiful  Nonh  Wakt 

Pkaae  phooe  today  for  our  FREE  brochure. 

MANN  *   HOLIDAYS 

PWLLHEU 

(07S8)  613666 

ABERGYNOLWYN— bird  watchers/walkers 

paradise.  Peaceful,  scenic  area  of  .Mid  Wales. 

Homely  accommodation.  C/H,  H&Ci,  dogs 

welcome.  B^B  £8.50/£9.50,  EM  £3.50.  Details 

sae.  Riverside  Ciuest  House,  Abergynolwyn, 

Tywyn,  Gwynedd.  I   el:  0654  77235.  (BB796) 

17th  CENTURY  CHARACTER  COTTAGES 

in  picturesque  setting,  fantastic  views.  Sleeps  2- 
12.  Self-catering.  2   miles  Symonds  Yai  with 

peregrines,  buzzards.  Open  fires  &   central 

heating.  .A.A  recommended.  H.  Smith,  Old  Kilns, 

Howie  Hill,  Ross-on-Wye.  Tel:  0989  62051. 
(BB723) 

TREGARON — farmhouse  accommodation  in 

the  heart  of  red  kite  country.  Breath-taking  views 
over  National  Nature  Reserve,  excellent  food, 

moderate  rates.  .Awarded  3   Crowns  by  Wales 
Tourist  Board.  Parties  welcome.  Mrs  M.  Cutter, 

‘Neuaddlas’,  Tregaron,  Dyfed.  Tel:  097  44  380  or 

8905.  "   (BB765) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 
ground’  AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 
Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 
LL65  2YY.  Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB744) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em,  £4.95.  Tel:  Mrs 

Knight,  097  44637.  (BB837) 

OVERSEAS 

CORBIERES  DISTRICT,  upland  village,  stone 

farmhouse,  English  owners.  Magnificent  scenery' 
and  wildlife;  historic  sites  and  leisure  pursuits. 

Tel:  0842  827620  (evenings)  or  010-33- 
68.69.89.19.  (BB731) 

CAMARGUE.  Executive  coach  travelling  at 

Easter  —   17th-26th  March  —   price  including 

ferry,  £75.00.  Accom.  also  available.  Ring  Blands 
Executive  Coaches.  Tel:  0780  65564.  .After  6   pm. 

(BB792) 

BIRD  WA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

LIVE  AN  EXCITING 

and  unique  experience  in  the  most  savage 

parts  of  Natural  Park  in  Monfragiie  and 
Goto  de  Dofiana,  Spain!  During  ten  days  you 

will  have  the  opportunity  to  observe  more 

than  200  species,  80  of  which  you  can’t  find 
in  the  British  Islands.  Enjoy  watching 

glorious  birds:  Egyptian  A’ulture,  Black 
Stork,  Golden  Eagle,  Black  Vulture,  Griflon 

Vulture,  Little  Egret,  Sfioonbill  .   .   .   going 

together  with  expert  Spanish  ornithologists. 

Three  star  hotel,  films,  talks  and  typical 

food.  F’ull  details  from:  Vacaciones  Ornito- 

logicas,  c)  Blanca  de  Navarra,  5.  28010 
Madrid,  Sf>ain.  (BB826) 
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PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

.An  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeology.  Europe’s 

largest  tern  colony.  c!fl  '' 
For  information  on  travel! accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 
Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

VEsiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  balf-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers:  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 
Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 

NSW,  Au.stralia  (BBf>‘K)) 

BIRD  \V  AICH  TO  LAKF  MANY  AS  &   WEST  ANATOLIA 

March  H   April  8   (Easter)  £460  &   April  21-28  073.  Two 
separate  lours  lo  visit  over  10  hint  locations,  including  Lake 

Manvas.  Last  vear's  bird  list  available. 
BIRDS  &   H.0WERS  ofTl'RKEV 

April  21-May  5   £589.  A   unique  grand  tour  through  Turkey. 
RriiLsh  expert  leaders  for  birds  and  flowers  plus  a   Turkish  guide. 

Visit  25  selected  locations. 

Tours  start  from  England  and  include  Experts,  Flight,  All  Food, 
Room  in  ***  hotels,  Air-Cond  Coach,  Guides.  No  hidden 

e.xtras.  Full  details  from: 
NATUREVV  ATCH  TOURS 

Scots  Meadow,  Little  Horwood,  Milton  Keynes 

MK17  OPD.  England.  Tel:  02%7|..3.355 

(BB7.38) 

OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays,  examples — 
hull  board  £290  Turkey,  self-catering  £290 
Spain.  Write  for  brochure  to  Graham  Kaithfull 

.Activity  Holidays  I-td,  3/4  The  Sheeprnarket, 
Stamford,  Lines  PE9  2RB.  (BB680) 

BIRDS  OF  SPEYSIDE:  .A  week  of  crossbills, 

crested  tits,  ospreys  and  lots  more  at  3-star  Boat 

Hotel  (all  private  facs.);  small  group  with  ver\- 
experienced  leader.  4-1 1   June  1989,  just  £235  all 
inch  Write  to:  .\atureguide  (Caledonia),  Shires- 

mill,  Dunfermline  KA'12  8ER.  (BB772) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 
ALGARVE,  PORTUGAL 

1989  /guided  bird  watching  tours 

2nd-9th  April.  1.3th-2t)th  August.  2(ith-27th  August 

PELAGIC  SPECI  ALS 

27th  August-3rd  Sept  .   .3rd- Kith  Sept. 
Write  to:  .32  Coronation  Road.  Mapperles, 

Nottingham  NG.3  .IJS  or  telephone  0602  602.3K7 
tnitwH) 

SKOKHOLM,  remote  island  off  Pembrokeshire 

roast.  Thousands  of  seabirds,  migrants,  rare 

visitors.  Seawatching.  S.AK  Dept  BB,  DW'T,  7 
.Market  .Street,  Haverfordwest,  IKfed  S.A61  INF. 

Tel:  (0437)  .5462.  (BB828) 

KF)NYA,  including  the  Coast,  for  .500  plus 

species:  23  Oct-10  Nov  1989.  Details:  Birding 

(BB),  I,attetiden’s,  .Ashbumham,  Battle,  E.  Sus- 
sex TN.33  9PB.  Tel:  0323  833245.  (BB766) 

DAY  TRIPS  TO  RUTLAND  WATER.  Lon- 

don £17.  Manchester  £18.  Write  for  brochure  to 

Graham  Kaithfull  .Activity  Holidays  Ltd,  3^4 

Sheeprnarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PF.9 2RB.  (BB679) 

CARLISLE  COUNTRYSIDE  •   CARLISLE  COUNTRYSIDE  • 

WADERS,  WILDFOWL 
+   WAXWINGS 

MARCH  I7th,  I8th  &   I9th  1989 
Crest  Motel,  Carlisle 

BEAT  THE  EASTER  RUSH  ON  A   SPECIAL  BREAK  TO 
CARLISLE  FOR  A   UNQUE  BIRDWATCHING  WEEKEND. 

PRICE  £80 

#   2   nights  D/B&B  #   3   star  motel  luxurv’ 
#   Guided  tours  of  Caerlaverock.  Geltside  &   Hadrian's  Wall 
FOR  DETAILS  RING  CARLISLE  TOLTtISM  -   0228  34339 

(BB833) 

CARLISLE  COUNTRYSIDE  •   CARLISLE  COUNTRYSIDE  • 
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SPECIAL  OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays 

for  the  elderly.  Relaxed  style  and  extra  staff. 

Write  for  full  brochure  and  state  ‘Tours  for  the 

Elderly’,  to  Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays 
Ltd,  3/4  The  Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9 
2RB.  (BB681) 

seba 
Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders” 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1 .50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring/Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone;  051-336  8441  (BB807) 

r   ~   >1 
(oSunbirder  a]  EILAT "   I   &om  £290 
Great  price!  Great  birding!  Great  fun! 
November  1989.  Includes  flights,  hotel  B&B  get- 
together  with  log-call  every  evening,  information 

pack,  nu^s  etc.  Daily  minibus  trips  with  Peter  Grant 
&   Killian  MuUamey,  or  do  your  own  thing  with  cheap 
car-hire. 

100%  rated  “highly  successful"  by  1988  groups 
Details  and  potential  birHlist  from; 

SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 

  Telephone:  0767  82969  (BB808)  ̂  

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

COSTA  RICA 

BIRDWATCHER’S  PARADISE 
850 -i-  bird  species  in  a   country  the  size  of 

Wales!  Naturalists  Lodges,  low  rates. 
TRANSWORLD,  Apt  6951,  San  Jose, 

COSTA  RICA  (BB832) 

KENYA  Birdwatching/Wildlife  Safaris.  8th  Sep- 
tember: Masai  Mara,  Samburu  Rift  Valley 

Lakes.  22nd  September  Tsavo,  Amboseli,  Indian 
Ocean.  2   weeks  all  incl.  £1,125.  Adventure 

Africa,  The  .Square,  Ramsbury,  Wilts.  Tel:  0672 
20569.  (BB831) 

ORKNEY  BIRDWATCHING  and  Wildlife 

Holidays:  small  groups,  relaxed  atmosphere, 
(iood  food,  island  farm  accommodation,  guided 

tours  by  boat  and  landrover.  Brochures  from 

Hollinrake,  Lurrowend,  Shapinsay,  Orkney.  Tel: 

(08.56)71373.  (BB801) 

WEST  OF  IRELAND.  Wildlife  holidays,  natural 

history  courses,  field  studies  facilities  for  individuals 

and  small  groups.  Good  food  and  comfortable 

accommodation  overlooking  Connemara  mountains 

and  Lough  Corrib.  Guided  tours  to  Connemara,  the 
Burren  and  the  Cliffs  of  Moher,  Contact  Dr  Tony 

Whilde,  Corrib  Conservation  Centre,  Ardnasillagh, 

Oughterard,  Co.  Galway.  010-353-91-82519  (BB747) 

  FIELD  TRIPS   
NATURALISTS  WEEK  —   6th  to  13th  May 

1989.  Guided  field  trips  wdth  Suffolk  Wildlife 
Trust  to  marshland  reserves,  bird  sanctuaries 

(inc  Minsmere)  heath  and  woodland.  Evening 

lectures  in  licensed  clubhouse.  Self-catering 

bungalows  by  the  side  of  Oulton  Broad.  .Apply 

Broadland  Holiday  Village,  Marsh  Road,  Oulton 

Broad,  Suffolk  NR33  9JY.  Tel:  0502 
573033.  (BB829) 

SITUATIONS  VACANT 

Gibraltar  Point  National  Nature  Reserve 

Warden  required  for  shorebird  protection 

and  reserve  management,  April-September. 
Also  person  for  domestic  and  general  reserve 
duties,  March-November.  £40  p.w.  plus  full 

board.  Apply  to  The  Warden,  Gibraltar 
Point,  Skegness,  Lines.  Tel:  0754  2677. 

(BB754) 

BIRD  REPORTS 

LONDON  BIRD  REPORT  1987,  including 

analysis  of  Sabine’s  Gull  Invasion.  Bargain  at 
£4.00  including  postage  for  200  pages,  available 

from  Mrs  J.  M.  Short,  Upper  Flat,  65  Arthur 
Road,  London  SW19  7DN  Cheques  payable  to 
LNHS.  (BB838) 

BIRDS  OF  OXFORDSHIRE,  1987.  £3  inc. 

p&p,  from  R.  Overall,  30  Hunsdon  Road,  Iffley, 
Oxford  0X4 4JE.  (BB717) 

LINCOLNSHIRE  BIRD  REPORT  1987. 

Includes  Barn  Owls,  Bluethroats,  Lapwings, 

1987  rarities,  Gibraltar  Point  Report.  £2.75  inc 

p&p  Lincolnshire  Bird  Club,  22  Laburnum 

I)rive,  Cherry  Willingham,  Lincoln  LN3  4AS. 
Back  numbers  available.  (BB756) 

KENT  BIRD  REPORT  1987,  £3.  Special  offer 

1986  -t-  1987  £5  (both  incl  postage).  P.  C. 
Heathcote,  9   Greenfinches,  New  Barn, 

Longfield,Kentl)A3  7NI).  (BB804) 

COURSES 

DRAWING  BIRDS,  a   field  study  course 

directed  by  John  Busby,  SWLA,  at  Carberry 
Tower  Residential  Centre  near  Edinburgh.  July 

8-15  for  those  keen  to  improve  their  drawing 
from  life.  SAE  for  details  to  John  Busby,  Easter 

Haining,  Onniston,  E.  Lothian  EH35  5NJ  or  tel: 

(0875)  340512,  numbers  limited.  (BB81 1) 
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Field  Studies  Council 

Courses  for  All 
Nine  Centres  offer  a   full  and  varied 

programme  of  short  courses  in  a 

wide  choice  of  subjects,  including 
many  on  Birds.  These  include: 

Spring  Birds  Weekends  in 
Snowdonia,  Surrey  and 

Yorkshire;  Islands  and  Birds, 
in  Pembrokeshire;  In  Search  of 

the  Red  Kite,  in  Shropshire; 
Birds  of  the  Coast,  in  Somerset; 

Watching  Bird  Migration, 
in  Suffolk. 

There  are  many  more,  from  around  £65 
for  a   weekend,  inclusive  of  accommixla- 
tion,  meals  and  tuition.  Contact  the  Field 

Studies  Council  (BBF),  Montford 

Bridge,  Shrewsbury  SY4  IHW.  Tele- 

phone: (0743)  850674.  (A  first-class 
stamp  is  appreciated). 

Wc  think  you’ll  be  surprised  at  the  choice. 

(BB800) 

PERSONAL 

BIRDING  CANADA  or  United  States?  For 

info,  checklists,  etc.,  write  Dunnock  2409 

Spevside  Dr.,  Mississauga,  Ontario,  Canada 

L5K1X5.  "   (BB769) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

Ijmdon's  leading  ornithological  book  storkirls 

Catalogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 
bird  books  and  reports, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 
natural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Princes  Arcade,  Piccadilly, 
London  SWIY  6DS 

Telephone:  01-439  6151  (BB794) 

QUALITY  BIRD  BOOKS— for  latest  list  write 
to  &   H.  Books,  23  Andrew  Road,  Tunbridge 

Wells,  Kent.  (BB719) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 
to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

Tarporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ONJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. 
(BB648) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 
Coxton  Publications,  p 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  m 

Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  m 

BIRD  BOOKS,  1838-1986.  SAE  for  700  item 
catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Cottages, 
Burton-in-Lonsdale,Camforth,  Lancs.  (BB736) 

NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS.  Secondhand 

and  new,  bought  and  sold.  Catalogues:  J.  E. 

Oliver,  Malt  Cottage,  Croft  Yard,  Wells,  Nor- 
folk. (BB683) 

BIRDWATCHING  IN  CRETE  Enlarged  2nd 
edition.  £2.95  inc.  p.  &   p.  Stephanie  Coghlan,  25 

Thorpe  l.ane,  Huddersfield,  W.  Yorks.  HD5 
8TA.  (BB682) 

BIRD  BOOKS 

.JiND  OTHF.R  N.4TL  R.M.  HKSTORY  B(X)KS 

.M.SO  PRINTS  -   BOUGHT  .AND  SOI.D 

Free  catalogue  from 

Greyfriars  Books  &   Prints  Ltd,  Witton  Lodge, 

Witton,  Norwich.  Norfolk  NR  1 3   5   AS,  England 

Tel:  Norwich  (0603)  713148 

(BB767) 

REGULAR  CATALOGUES  of  secondhand 

Natural  History^  Countryside,  Ecology  books 
sent  on  request.  Little  Holcombe  Books,  52 

Bridge  Street,  Ramsbottom,  Bury,  l.ancashire 

BL0k\Q.  Tel:  070682  5322.  ’   (BB778) 
BOOKS:  Secondhand  and  .Antiquarian:  Natural 

History  Catalogues  regularly  issued.  Write  R.  & 

\'.  Merritt.  174  Old  Bath  Road,  Cheltenham, 
GlosGL53  7DR.  (BB797) 

BANNERMAN,  Birds  of  the  British  Isles, 

volume  1,  with  dust  wrapper,  £55  post  paid. 
Wanted,  volume  5   of  above,  can  pick  up  in 

London.  John  Wall.  76  Brambach  Road,  Scars- 
dale.  New  York  10583,  USA.  (BB812) 

ORNTTHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  ‘Let’s 
look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SW  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
.Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece. 

A'ancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  I.anka,  Lapland 
and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia.  North  West 
Turkev  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

.Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 

A’ictoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 
2P3V.  (BB815) 
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FREE  CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE  FROM: 

60  Whitclow  Road, 

Chorlton-cum-Hardy, 
Manchester, 
M21  IHR. 

OR  TELEPHONE: 

0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

(BB777) 

TETRAD  ATLAS  of  the  Breeding  Birds  of 

Devon  by  H.  P.  Sitters,  available  from  DBWPS, 

Whistley  House,  Axtown  Lane,  Yelverton, 

Devon  PL20  6BU  at  £18  post  free  (payable  to 

DBWPS).  (BB725) 

The  Birds  of  Lincolnshire  and  South  Hum- 

berside by  Keith  .Atkin  and  Steve  Lorand. 

Softback,  approx  220  pp,  70  photographs, 

drawings,  due  out  summer/autumn  1989  at 

£12.50.  Special  pre-publicatipn  offer  price, 
£9  +   £1.50  postage  until  March  25th  only. 
Lincolnshire  Bird  Club,  22  Laburnum  Drive, 

Cherrv  Willingham,  Lincoln.  (BB810) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising'. 
(BB753) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  Many  of  the  original 

bird-drawings  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

photographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 

enquiries  or  offers  will  be  forwarded  if 
addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fountains, 

Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44 

3NJ.  (BB613) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BB653) 

THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 

cassettes.  Also  specially  prepared  Sound  Guides. 

SAE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall  HR5  3HS. 

(BB739) 

BIRD  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Wide  range  of  species,  including  many 
rare  and  unusual  ones.  Prints  from  80p 

each.  Send  stamp  for  catalogue.  P. 

Doherty,  18  Austen  Way,  Larkfield, 
Kent  ME20  6UL.  Tel:  (0732)  841527. 

(BB806) 
THE  BIRDS  of  Frodsham  Marsh.  Well  known 

‘hotspot’.  A   comprehensive  illustrated  species 
and  status  list.  47  species  of  wader.  £3.70  from 
W.  S.  Morton,  53  Percival  Lane,  Runcorn, 

Cheshire  WA74UY.  (BB817) 

FOR  SALE  —   Slik  SL67  professional  tripod 

with  carrying  strap,  £35.00.  Sims,  2   Westwood 

Drive,  Lincoln  LN6  OHJ.  Tel:  (0522) 
692794.  (BB818) 

BARR  AND  STRAND  10  X   42  about  40  years 

old  but  still  working  well.  No  case.  Offers.  Tel: 

(0602)505929.  (BB819) 

BWP  Vols  1-4.  Excellent  condition,  £200  ono. 
Tel:  Dixon  077  478  3983.  (BB820) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1978-1988.  For  sale  un- 
bound. Offers.  Tel:  (0294)822570.  (BB821) 

KOWA  TSl  (45‘”  angle)  telescope  with  case.  20 
X   WA  and  40  X   eyepieces.  Excellent  condition. 

£120.  Slik  88  tripod  available,  £30.  Parkin,  26 

Tetley  Drive,  Birkenshaw,  Bradford.  Tel:  (0274) 
871074.  (BB822) 

BINOCULARS,  Swift  10  X   50,  condition  as 

new  £50,  cash  only.  Tel:  New  Milton,  Hants 

(0425)614396.  (BB823) 

TAMRON  3P  500  mm  Mirror  Lense  Pentax 

bayonet  fitting,  almost  new  £85.00  ono.  Tel:  Jim 

Green,  01-743  1058,  evenings.  (BB824) 

OILPAINTINGS  from  your  favourite  photo- 

graph. Lifelike  reproduction,  birds,  pets,  por- 
traits. Details:  Exquisite  Art,  18  Laciotat  House, 

Old  Taunton  Road,  Bridgwater,  Somerset  TA6 
3SA.  (BB720) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 

signed for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 

mounting.  £30  incl  p&p.  SAE  details,  Richard 

Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  Atherstone 
CV9  1NH.  (BB784) 

ZEISS  WEST,  15  X   60,  great  for  sea  watching, 

very  cheap!  Tel:  0326  74865.  (BB724) 

WANTED 

WANTED  —   Dutch  Birding.  Vol  7,  No  4,  1985 

and  Vol  8,  No  1,  1986.  Tel:  (0934)  712113  and 

name  price.  (BB816) 

Win  a   FREE  ‘BB’ SUB  for  life 

See  page  120 
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93  Squeal  call  of  the  Hen  Harrier  at  winter  roost  R.  Harold 

97  Identification  of  Arabian  Warbler  Hadoram  Shirihai;  illustrated  by 

Alan  Harris  ^ " 

113  Mystery  photographs  141  Thrush  Nightingale  Dr  Colin  Bradshaw Q 

1 15  Seventy -five  years  ago  .   .   . 
Notes 

1 16  Little  Grebe  apparently  imprinted  upon  female  Mallard  Steve  Ritey 

116  Red  Kite  and  Black  Kite  following  mowing-machine  R.  B.  Warren 
116  Interaction  between  Sparrowhawk  and  Magpies  R.  G.  H.  Cant 

1 1 7   Sandwich  Terns  apparently  using  roads  as  navigational  cues  Julian  G.  Greenwood 

1 1 7   Birds’  premonition  of  heav'y  rain  Jean  D.  Garrod 
1 17  Female  Blackcap  passing  material  from  Long-tailed  Tit  nest  to  male  Stephen  G.  Keen 
1 1 8   Magpie  eating  wasp  David  M.  Wilkinson 
1 18  Starlings  attacking  Swifts  in  flight  Norman  A.  Alvin 

Letter 

1 19  Proposed  changes  to  the  Voous  List  Dr  Alan  Knox 

Announcements 

120  Win  free  BBs  for  life! 

120  International  Bird  Identification  Meeting 

120  ‘Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie’ 
120  New  books  in  British  BirdShop 

Request 
120  Colour-marked  birds:  a   reminder 

121  Monthly  reports  October  1988  Ian  Dawson,  Keith  Allsopp  and  Barry 

Nightingale 

134  Points  of  view  17  Will  suppression  become  the  norm?  Dr  Moss  Tcylor 

Reviews 

135  ‘The  Birdwatcher’s  Yearbook  and  Diary  1989’  edited  by  John  Pemberton  David  M. Cottridge 

135  ‘The  History  of  the  Birds  of  Britain’  by  David  Reid-Henry  and  Colin  Harrison Robert  Gillmor 

136  ‘Atlas  Hnizdniho  Rozsifeni  Ptaku  V   CSSR  1973/77’  by  Karel  Stastny,  Aladar  Randik 
and  Karel  Hudec  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Skarrock 

136  ‘The  Sparrows’  by  J.  Denis  Summers-Smith  Rod  Martins 

137  News  and  comment  Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

141  Monthly  marathon 

142  Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

Line-drawings:  93  Hen  Harrier  (Philip  Snow)-,  97  Arabian  Warbler  (Alan  Harris)-,  121  Radde’s 
Warbler  (Alan  Harris)-,  124  Hoopoe  (Phil  Jones)-,  125  Red-rumped  Swallows  and  Swallow 

(J.  P.  P.  Wilczur)-,  126  Arctic  Warbler  (K.  A.  Wilson)-,  127  Isabelline  Shrike  (A.J.  Mackay)-,  128 
Northern  Parula  (T.  N.  Worfolk) 

Front  cover:  Long-tailed  Tits  (David  Daly):  the  original  drawing  of  this  month’s  cover  design, 
measuring  18.5  X   20.7  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal  auction  (see  page  33  in  the  January  issue  for 
procedure) 
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in  focus 
CORPORATE 

OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone)  member 

204  HIGH  STREET 

BARNET,  HERTS. 
EN5  5SZ 

01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  BLACKTOFT 
SANDS,  HUMBERSIDE 

m   Focus  are  pleased  to  announce  a   further  RSP8  F«W  Weekend  th* 
time  at  RSPB  Blacktoft  Sands. 

This  will  take  place  on  the  6th  and  7th  ol  May  and  vwH  otter  the  opportunity  to 

test,  compare  and  purchase  a   wide  rartge  ot  equipment  under  Field 
Conditions,  at  this  wett-known  Reserve 

You  are  invited  to  apply  m   wntmg  or  Oy  phone  it  you  would  hke  to  receive  an 

invitation  to  Ihis  event  Please  indicate  preferred  day  and  approximate  time 

ot  attendance  On  receipt  ol  your  applcation  you  wHI  be  sent  an  Intormation 

Pack  containing  mctructions  on  how  to  gel  to  the  Reserve  a   descnplion  ot 

the  turd  bte  you  are  bkely  to  view,  together  with  your  In  Focus  Guest  Tckel 

Preterence  will  be  given  to  guests  who  have  received  mvrtaiions 

APPLY  NOW  TO  AVCHO  CMSAPPOINTMENT* 

WEST  ZEISS £ 

OialytB  X   206 
169  00 

Ckay  10  X   2SB 209  00 

OialytB  X   20GA 229  00 

OialylS  X   306GAT 
Phone 

Oiaiyt  7   X   426GAT Phone 

Dialyl  to  X   40BT Phone 

Dalyt  10  X   406GAT Phone 

Dialyl  8   X   566GAT Phone 

Accessories 

500 4   00 

Wide  Lanyard 995 

Eye  cups,  rubber(set) 10  00 
1000 

S^re  case  for 
to  X   40BGAT 26  00 

LEITZ £ 

TnnovidB  x   20BC 23600 

TnnovidS  x   20BCA 247  00 

Tnnovid  tO  x   25BC 247  00 

Tnnovid  10  x   256CA 259  00 

Free  case  when  you  purchase  a 

compact 
445  00 

Tnnovid  7   x   426A Phone 

Tnnosridd  x   40SA Phone 

Tnnovid  tO  x   406A Phone 

Tnnovid  10  x   406AN Phone 

Case  tor  compact 
14  00 

Soitcase 34  00 
40  00 

800 
16  00 

NIKON £ 

7   X   206 
74  95 

9   X   206 79  95 

10  *   25B  Waferprod 
149  95 

8   X   206  Root  Pnsm 
134  95 

10  X   25BRootPn9m 149  95 

8   X   30BWCF 199X 

10  X   3S6WCF 219X 

9   X   306  Rod  Pnsm 249  00 

20  X   60Fieldscope 269  00 

20  X   60  Fieidscope  Ed 
489  00 

15-  30x  40x 65  00 

eox 
75  00 
14  25 

HazeUVfrfler 
42  00 

Rubberhood 10  25 
795 

157  00 

AOLERBLICK £ 

8x326 123  00 

8x426 120  00 

lOx  426 125  00 

7-21B 109  00 

8   x   246 11900 

OPTOLYTH £ 

Al{wi8x  306GA 
186  00 

Alpm  7   X   426GA 207  W 
AlpmS  X   406GA 

200  W 

Alpin  10  X   408GA 
205  00 

Alpin  10  X   508GA 221  00 

Osins  8   X   40GA 

145  X 

Osins  10  X   40GA 

147X 

Rainguard 

400 

Tounng?  x   42BGA 
f^tone 

Tounrrg  10  x   4Q6GA 

Phone 

TBG80 320X 
TBS8045 320X 

20x  WA 68X 

M* 

57  X 

40x 
58X 

Soft  case 29X 
35X 

OPTICRON £ 

Classics  X   42 95X 

Classic  10  X   42 95X 
Ehte9  X   35 

1B6X 

8 '42BMC 
140X 

lOx  42BMC 

145  X 

to  X   50BMC 155X 

HR  Body  80mm 
126X 

HR  Body  60mm  45 

1XX 

HRBody60mmGA 
155X 

22*  WA 
XX 

20x-60x 
65X 16X 
107X 

15x-60x  Zoom 

ASX 

20xor40x 22X 

OptiCron  Tnpod 59  95 

KOWA £ 

TSeotbody 
189X 

TS602body 
169X 
49  X 

43X 

20  X   -60  X   Zoom 
94X 

266X 
TSN-2body 255X 
TSN-3  body 

495  X 

TSN-4body 
485X 

20«  WA 

79X 

S9X 

20x-60<  Zoom 

119X 

Case  tor  Scopes 22S0 

PttoloKit 69X 

Spare  OG  duel  caps 6X 

CENTURY £ 

Field  Model  60mm 

ixx 49  X 

20  *   30  *   40« 
19  X 

Case 

1695 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
SUNDAY  DATES 
APRIL  16th  MAY  21st 

OPEN  lOOOam-S  OOpm 

With  the  kind  co-operation  ol  the  Neds  and  Middx  WddWe  Trust  In  Focus 

are  now  able  to  Oder  customers  a   unique  opporkAMy  to  use  compM  and 

purchase  quakty  optical  equsxnent  under  iieid  condqpns  Lemstord  Springs 
Nature  Reserve  is  situated  approximaieiy  20  mies  norVi  ol  London  and  • 

just  IS  rrxns  drive  from  Jurv  23  on  the  U2S  motorway  Th«  compact  wei 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  ol  tkrd  irfe  and  customers  can  expect 
good  views  ol  water  and  woodtarx)  birds  Visriors  are  vivSed  to  take 

advantage  ol  the  ample  pariung  to  the  nghi  ol  the  reserve  gate  toen  make 
their  way  to  reception  At  thrs  poire  customers  can  dacuss  toev  xidvidual 

requirements  with  our  techncal  stall  -   Pvtoculars  are  issued  Irom  t«s  port 
and  can  be  used  on  ■   woodand  waA  or  m   a   prrvaie  fede  where  a   tiA  range 
at  telescopes  can  also  De  viewed  For  ti,tfther  niormason  and  drecttons 
please  contact  fN  FOCLlS 

BRESSER £ 
QUEST AR 

£ 

Actiona  X   40GA 59  95 F«td  Model  3   B6  tuppked  xwh 
AcSonlO  -   50GA X95 

M«  -Xx(24mm)  Len* 

Hood 

Took;  8   *   25GA 

74  95 
Rioto  K4  and  Case 2   242  X 

Tope  to  -   25GA 

79  95 

PorroPnam 

IXX 

8   X   40GARod 

119X 

X*  1X>  |16mm| 

110X 

10  X   40GARod 
7   X   42eLuchsUC 

1I9X 
IXX 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA £ 

10  «   42BLucheMC 

145X 

JerxiptemS  >   X 

44  95 

to  -   506LuchsMC 

155X 

Jenoptem  10  >   X X95 
7   -   426GALochs 

145  X 

DeHnniemS  >   X 

54  96 

10  X   42BGALucr« 

149  X 

Oekarem  lO  *   X M95 
10  X   XBGALuchs 

165  X 
NolaremB  «   326 

114  96 

0«m7  X   426GA 

179X 

Notarem  10  ■   406 

149  95 

Ckont  10  >   42BGA 

1XX 

OctaremS  *   XB 

1X95 

TufmonB  ■   21 X95 

MIRADOR £ ACCESSORIES £ 

8   -   4?B 
110X 

Car  window  mount 22X 

to  X   42B 

114  X 

Unwersaimous 2200 
10  -   5oe 

122X 

Htotmous XX 
Merlin  25  ■   X 

MerknX  *   75 

97X 
119X 

Cuimaf»iSl  Pod 

24  95 

CuamarmOR 

995 

Merlm  18  -   40  *   X 

129X 

Rainguard 

3X 

Uer1in22  *   47  *   75 

157  X 

Leather  lanyard 3X 

Case  tor  Merwi 

16X 

New  Culmarvi  htoe  rnouni 

49  95 

BARBOUR £ 

SWIFT £ The  best  Bnush  clothing  ipr  the 

Osprey  7   5   *   42 

129  95 

worst  British  weather 

AudubonS  5   «   44 

1X95 

Durham  Jacket 32^  to46 52  95 

HABICHT £ Bedale  Jacket 
28  loX 

45  45 

OtwieiO*X6 

Phone 

32  to46 
X95 

Gametav  Jacket 

78  95 

•   zoom 
•   zoom 

BUSHNELL 
Spacemaster  body 

1S  •   45  . 

20  v-60  < 
22  -   WA PtvtoKe 
Case 

Customs  >   368 

Custom  10  «   408 

MANFROTTO 
TRIPODS 
Urn  Pro190 

Uvxprotsoe 

Base  144 
Bas<i448 126  Head 

200  Evil  head 
Tnpod  strap 

Mono  Pod 

SUK  TRIPODS 

Gazs«»9SO 
Master  02 

SL67 
Tnpod  Strap 

156  00 

64  00 

65  00 

44X 

27  00 

16X 

189X 
199X 

£ 
3SX 
40X 45X 

SOX 
34  95 

39  95 
995 24  95 

£ 
37  95 

69  95 
104  95 

695 

32  to  46 
Beaton  Jacket 

32  to46 
Border  Jacket 32*  to  46 

'JACket 

36  to  44 
Northumbna  Jacket 36  '   to  46 Lxxngs 

Hoods 

Serto  tor  ootou  Bartxk^  catalogue 

Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

82  95 

89  95 

96  95 

91  45 19  45 

11  45 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choosg  and  select  from  om 
comprehensive  range  Ol  equip- 

ment Compare  Ze<ss  with  Le4z 

Opidyih  wHh  Kowa  or  NAon  We 

are  a   compistcly  wMpendeni  com- 

pany v^xise  ortf  concern  «   that 
our  customers  select  the  correct 
neirument  tor  tier  personal  needs 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Ckscuss  you  reqkwemems  wen  ou 
tochncal  stall  and  orders  placed 
wtfh  Access  or  V«a  Cards  wd  be 

despatched  same  day 

MAIL  ORDER 

Just  add  £2  to  heto  cover  P&P  arto 

nsuance  and  you  order  w«li  be 
despatched  on  the  same  day  as  we 

receive  ytsu  cheque  Ai  equpment 

«   suppfced  on  14  days  approval 

upon  recetot  ol  lul  remttance 

SECONDHAND 
inatruneras  are  aeways  ava4abte 

Turnover « last  so  we  do  not  pent  a 
hst  Phone  tor  ntormaaon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  pnoes  pato  tor  good  conuton 

equtoment HOW  TO  FIND  US 

We  are  10  nans  tram  U25  and  AiU 

motorways  and  15  mns  waA  irom 
High  Barnet  Undergm^  Slaaon 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFITS 

N   you  purchase  a   scope  and  tnpod 
at  tie  same  sme  we  can  Oder  you  a 

very  speoai  pnoe' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

MIRADbR/SLlk 

OUTFIT MIRADOR  MERLIN 
25  X   60  AND  CASE, 
SLIK  GAZELLE  95D 

AND  STRAP 
OUTFIT  PRICE 

£129.00 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT  ON  THE 
FOLLOWING  INSTRUMENTS 

ZEISS  WEST  8   X   3O0GAT  7   x   42BGAT.  10  x   40BGAT 

LEIT2  TRtNOVlO  8   x   40BA  7   x   42BA  10  x   406AN 

KOWA  TSN-3  or  4   NIKON  FIELDSCOPE  ED 

Smply  select  the  model  ol  your  choice,  pay 
one  third  o<  the  purchase  pnee  «Mth  the  balance 

in  two  equal  payments  one  mortfh  apart 
Phone  write  or  cdN 

mA BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

(D488) 

I 



Direct  from  our  factory  -   same  week  despatch 
FREE  CONTAINER  OF  WAX  WITH  EVERY  JACKET 

Waxproof  ̂ 4  length  observer  jacket 
with  corduroy  collar 

(D437) 

This  superb  jacket  is  made  ol  extra  quality  tightly  woven  Egyptian  COTTON 
thoroughly  WAXPROOF.  water,  thorn,  rot  and  fungus  proof 

★   Specially  designed  DOLMAN  sleeves  (seamless  shoulders)  tor  freedom  of 
movement. 

★   Has  showerproof  check  lining  with  deep  all-round  non  conductive  band  at 
bottom  to  prevent  water  seeping  into  lining. 

★   Stormproof  front  with  two-way  heavy  duty  polycarbonate  zip  and  stud 
fastening. 

Two  large  pouch  pockets  with  weather  openings  and  studded  flaps, 

w   Two  breast  pockets,  large  inside  map  pocket.  Draw  cord  at  hem. 
★   Detachable  hood. 

★   Stormproof  cuffs. 

Colour:  Olive  Green. 
Sizes  36.  38,  40,  42,  44,  46 

Refund  pledge  -   if  not  entirely  satisfied 

Please  make  cheque  or  pasta!  order 

WEARITE  CLOTHING  CO 
Dept  BB,  Park  View  Works,  257  West  Green  Road, 

London  N1 5   SEE. 

Tel:  01-802  3399 

237  Royal  College  Street,  London  NW1 

a   Tel:  01-485  9989  I   CALLERS  WELCOME  I   

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Superior  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field  Price 
lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft.  E221  (inc.  case) 
10x40BGA  19oz  345ft.  £205  (inc.  case) 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft.  £200  (inc.  case) 
8x30BGA  1 4oz  420ft.  £1 86  (inc.  case) 

NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   including  case  -   phone 
Touring  8x32  BGA  including  case  -   phone 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
1 0   High  Street  1 3   Cheap  Street 

Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 
Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 

Weight 
Field Price 

30X75GA 44oz 
120ft. £318  Case  £35 

22X60GA 
35oz 183ft. 

£210 

22X70GA 37oz 
— £290  EYEPIECES 

22-60X70GA 47oz 87-54ft. £353  20xWW  £88 

30x80 £353  20x  £56 
TB  80  Body £344  30x  £57 
TBS  80  Body £320  40x  £58 
TBG  80  Body  straight £320 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

II 



For  details  of  your  nearest  stockist,  contact 
the  exclusive  importers... 

J.  J.  VICKERS  &   SONS  LTD.   

Unit  9,  35  Revenge  Road,  Lordswood,  Chatham,  Kent  ME5  8DW 

Tel:  0634  201284  (24  Hour  Answer  Phone)   



Ai  I   t-s> FOCALPOINT 
Deal  with  birdwatchers  who  understand  your  requirements 

LEITZ  Binoculars 

Beautifully  made  precision  instruments  With 
contrast,  resolution,  llatness  ol  field,  true 

internal  focusing  design,  and  climate  resist- 
ance which  are  unsurpassed  And  all  within  a 

compact  lightweight  design! 
As  used  by  both  principals  of  Focalpoinl- 
and  many  thousands  of  discerning  birders 

throughout  the  world.  All  sizes  are 
available  from  slock 

NEW  -   ADLERBLICK 

'Multicoated'  exceptional  quality 
8   x   42  169.95 

10  x   42  1   79.95 
10  x   50  198.95 

NIKON  Fleldscope  system 
in  stock  —   from  ra9 

NEWS!! 

★   Coming  soon  from  lop  manufacturer 

BUSHNELL  is  the  world's  first  fully  water- 
proof rubber-armoured  60  mm  zoom  tele- 

scope. No  price  available  yet  -   they  should 
be  with  us  in  April,  (But  please  remember 

new  products  can  be  late  arriving  and  in  very 

short  supply.)  We  are  accepting  orders  as 
soon  as  full  details  and  a   price  is  available 
★   OPTOLYTH  ol  West  Germany  have  a 

new  straight  through  prismatic  version  ol  the 

45°  angled  TBs  80  called  the  TBG80  (as 
consolation  for  the  longue-twisting  model 

number  the  price  at  £320  - '   is  actually  £24 
LESS  than  the  older  draw-tube  model!) 
Available  now 

★   CENTURY  field  model,  A   conventional 

60  mm  rubber  armoured  scope  from  one  of 

Japan's  best  manufacturers.  Good  quality 
construction,  good  body  finish,  good  range 

of  eyepieces,  good  carrying  case,  OUT- 
STANDING value  for  money  at  just  £169  - 

with  20  X   eyepiece  or  £199  -   with  20  x 
-45  X   zoom  Available  now 

NEW  Skua  Mkll  cases  for  Kowa  TSN 

telescopes  in  stock  now.  Total  encase- 
ment. ultra  rugged  and  weatherproof. 

Stays  on  the  scope  at  all  times. 
BIRDGUIDES 

Ask  tor  details  of  these  bird  tours 

MAJORCA  March  '89 S.W.  SPAIN  -   May  Full 

KENYA  -   September  '89 
GAMBIA  -   January  '90 

VENEZUELA  -   March  '90 
QUESTAR  -   Mirror  Scopes 
the  best  that  money  can  buy! 

MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 

Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 
P/P  &   INS.  FREE! FOCALPOINT 9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

Telephone:  0606  891098  (04Z2) and  Bank  Holidays 

ZIMBABWE  WILDLIFE 
&   BIRD  TOUR 

10  May  for  19  days  £1550 

Visiting  some  of  the  best  game  areas  and  the 
least  visited  and  accessible  Chazarira  Park 

you  can  be  assured  of  a   memorable  and  exciting 

holiday.  Contact  us  for  full  details. 

Twickers World  / 
22  CHURCH  STREET, TWICKENHAM 

01-892  7506/8164 24  HR  BROCHURE:  01-892  7851  ABTA/iata/PATA 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
4   89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

^   Phone:01-648  8822 
Mon.-Fri.  9am  to  5pm  Sat  9am  to  1 1   30am 

Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

*   Competitive  prices  *   Long-established  workshop  ^   Callers  welcome. 

★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  E 
10x25Dialyt  214 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  245 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvt  389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Pnone 
7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  535 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Tnnovid  235 
8   X   20  BC  A   T   rinovid  247 
10x25BCTrinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x32BATrinovid  445 
8x40  BA  T   rinovid  Phone 
10x40BA/NTrinovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  1 4 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 

tOx40WM  Waterproof  34t 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  29f 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 

OPTOLYTH 
8   X   30  Alpin 
8   X   40  Alpin 
10x40  Alpin 
7   X   42  Alpin 
10x50^pin 
12x50  Alpin 

NIKON 
H   X   20  root  prism 

10x25  roof  prism 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism 

302 

186 

200 
205 

207 
221 
225 

139 

154 
248 
268 

SWALLOW 

10  X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 
pnsm  120 

MIRAOOR 

8x42 
8   X   42  with  rubber 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom 
1 0x40  B   Custom 
OPTICRON 
8x42  HR  II 
10x42  HR  II 
10x50  HR  II 
9x35  BCF  Elite 
RAYBAN 
The  world  s   finest  sunglasses, 
from 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 
20  X   60  Fieldscope 

20x60  ED  FiekJscop^ 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 
Camera  adaptor 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body(45°) TSN-2body 

TSN-3body(45°) TSN-4body 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 
20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 
25  x(LER)  eyepiece 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

TS601  body  (45°) TS  602  body 

20-60  X   eyepiece 
20  X   WW  eyepiece 

OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°) TBG  80  body  (straight) 

TB  eyepieces  from 
22-60  x   70 
22x60 
22x70 

110 

120 

189 
199 

140 145 
155 

186 

42 

289 489 

65 
157 

265 
255 495 485 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 

OPTICRON 60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubb^ 

60mm  HR  body  (45°) 
Zoom  eyepiece 
Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 

CENTURY 
60mm,  rubber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 

20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  plus  30x, 
40x  Of  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon ,   padd^  case 
PICCOLO 
60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces  from 
Other  eyepieces  from E-

 

155 

65 

26 128 

155 
150 

65 
26 125 

160 

19 
49 

187 

15 

107 

45 

22 

59 NIGHT  VISION 

79 

Infra-red.  hand-held  scope. 
99 complefe  in  case 690 119 

Mams  charger 

6£ 

189 

1fi.Q TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

73 

94 

SlikD2 

49 

Slik  Shogun' 

99 

SlikSL67 

105 

320 Manfrotto  MN  1 44  legs  etc 

50 

Manfrotto  MN  1 90  legs  etc 

35 
320 

Manfrotto  MN  1 28  head 
35 

56 Manfrotto  MN  200  head 

40 

353 
Universal  damp 

20 

22 

210 Hide  damp 

290 Car  window  mount 
25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £10  when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  30th  APRIL 

(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 

tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  15  minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (D484) 
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A   bird’s eye  view for  humai 
beings! 

•   Birds  and  birding  from  around 
the  world 

•   Superb  colour  photography 

•   Excellent  value  at  £1 .80 

Birder’s  World 
PLACE  AN  ORDER  WITH 

YOUR  NEWSAGENT  TODAY 

Distributed  by 

COMAG 
>1A(;AZ1NK  AIAKKKTIM. 



LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 

BIRDER'S  ' SCOPE  KIT BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is  a 

» 

wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with  special 

emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for  beginners 
and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse 

Mirador  Merlin 

25  X   60  'scope, 
case. 

Tripod  8t  carry  strap. 
ONLY  £125.00 

Mirador  Merlin 

30  X   75  'scope, 
case. 

Tripod  8i  carry  strap. 
ONLY  £155.00 

ZEISS 

tlyl  7x42  BOAT 
ilyt  8x30  BGAT 

llyl  10x40  BGAT 

Ilyt  8x20  8GA 

llyl  8x20  B 
ilyt  10x25  B 

for 

pncas 

LEITZ 

iy>vtd  7x35  BA PHONE 

ftovid  7x42  BA PHONE 

novid  6x32  BA PHONE 

<tovid  6x40  BA PHONE 

ftovtd  10x40  8 PHONE 

'TOvtd  10x40  BAN PHONE 

>iovid  8x20  BCA PHONE 

•novid  10x25  BCA PHONE 

OPTOLYTH 

m   8x40  BGA 200  00 

m   10x40  BGA 205  00 

<n  10x50  BCA 221  00 

LESCOPES 
v75  GA 31800 

•   TOGA 290  00 

■80  GA 353  00 

10  GA  body 334  00 

•)80  GA  body 320  00 

Xj80  body 344  00 

pieces 
«WA 88  00 
t 66  00 

1 57  00 
‘ 58  00 

OPTICRON 
'•rvi  8x40 170  00 

wva  10x40 175  00 

<v  HR  8x42 140  00 

10x42 145  00 

10x50 155  00 

w9x35 185  00 

tLESCOPES 
Straight  60mm 128  00 

•OHsat  60mm 
150  00 

Straight  60mm  RA 155  00 

•d  mog  ayapiacas 28  00 

Zoom  20x  60x 
65  00 

Piccolo  body 107  00 

Eyapiocea  Irom 
22  00 

Zoom 

45  00 

Classic  Straight  75mm 

107  W 

Fixadmag  eyapiaces 

1600 

Zoom 

50  00 

Tripod 
59  95 

Window  clamp 22  00 

Universal  clamp 
22  00 

Hide  clamp 38  00 

1   NIKON 8x30  ZCF 
196  00 

10x35  ZCF 21800 

8x40  DCF 533  00 

^?L^s5o?’ES 

395  00 

E   0   20x60 489  00 

Spoiling  scope 2G9  00 

Eyepieces  1 5x  30x  40x 

65  00 

Photo  adapt 

149  50 

F   0   Adapt  ring 1500 

BUSHNELL 

Custom  8x36 
179  00 

Custom  10x40 

169  00 

TELESCOPES 
Spacemaster  60mm 

155  00 

Fixed  mag  E   P 39  00 

Zoom  15k-45x 
84  00 

Discoverer  15-60x60 
199  00 

ADLERBLICK 

8x42 

12000 

10x42 

128  50 

10x50 
139  00 

Add  Z 1 8   lor  R   A   i   .nodels 

Multrcoated  8x42 
169  95 

Multiceated  10x42 
179  95 

Multicoaied  10x50 198  95 

BRESSER I 
*N»w  Corvtne 

8x47  11900 

10x50 
129  00 

Luchs  10x42 

152  00 10x50 
164  50 

AddZUtorRA 

f01or  R   A 

124  95 

Linear  10x42 
124  95 

Dforit  10x42 

178  00 

1   KOWA TELESCOPES 
TSN  1   77mm 

265  00 

TSN  2   77mm 

255  00 

TSN  3   77mm 
495  00 

TSN  4   77mm 

485  00 

20x  WA 

79  00 

25x 

59  00 

40x 
59  00 

20x-60x  foem 

11900 

Case 

1950 

TS  601  60mm 

189  00 

TS  602  60mm 

169  00 

20x  WA 

49  X 

25x 

43  X 

40x 

43  X 

20x  60x  room 94X 

Compact  binoculars  7x22 

84  50 

HABICHT 

Diana  10x40  WM 341  X 

8x30  WGAP 287  iO 7x42  SL 

364  X 
10x40  SL 407  X 

8x30  SLC X2X 

SWIFT 

Audubon  8   5x44 

168X 

Osorev  7   5x42 

134X 

TELESCOPE 
Ttlemastar  15  60x60 275  X 

MIRADOR  1 

8x42  11000 

I0i42  1U00 

lOiSO  12400 

TELESCOPES 
60mit<  79  00 

79mm  107  00 

>8  00 

7oem  »vpi>c»%  90  00 

OPTIMA 
TELESCOPE 

Super  60mm  RA 

1XX 

Evepteces  15x  20x  Xx  40x 
25  X 

Zoom  20  45x 

65  X 

MINOLTA 
Mar>r\er  10x40 

199  99 

8x37 

179  99 

Compact  6x24 

74  »9 

ZEISS  JENA 
Notarem  8x32 

114  95 

>0x40 

144  97 

Jenoptem  8xX 

44  95 

DeRr>ntem  6iX 

54  95 

Dexarem  IQxSO 
69  95 

QUESTAR 
A«k  Kv  Quotation  on  •«  moOt«S 

1   SLIK  1 
02 

69  95 

FiiN  range  0>  S>*  mpdeH  m   stock 

MANFROTTO 144  bas< 

45  X 

144  Wack 

XX 

1 28  mm.  video 

34  95 

IX  mm.  pro 35  X 

2X  compect  need 39  95 

OPTICRON 

Tripod 

59  95 
Tfiped  strap 

6   75 (D488) 

HING  TIMES  Shown  here  is  a   small  selection  of  our  vast 

I   —   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday  range  of  optical  equipment  &   accessories. 

'   SSORIES 

ange  of  eyecups,  rainguards,  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

S   BARGAINS 

nteed,  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 

RT  FACILITIES 

lal  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

AGE  DEALS 

ive  discounts  Phone  lor  quotations 

ORDER 

d   postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE  Goods  are  despatched  promptly  upon 

of  full  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone  on 
H050.1 742476 

lUS  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE,  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel:  (0676)  40501 
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★   WE  OFFER  ★ 

A   SPEEDY  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

American  Express/Access/Visa/Credit  Charge.  Post  £t  Packing  please  add  £2.50. 

Prices  correct  1.2.89.  -   Subject  to  availability  -   Open  6'days  Sam  -   5.30pm 

ZEISS  WEST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch     £189. 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £209. 
8   X   30  B   and  K   Case   £379. 
8   X   30  BGA  CF  Et  Pouch   £379. 
8   X   56  B.G.  AT  Et  Case   £544. 
7   X   42  B.G.  AT  &   Case     PHONE 
10  x40  BT  &   K   Case       .£463. 
10  X   40  BGA  CF  Et  Pouch     PHONE 

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 

Very  good  value  with  Hard  Case 
8   X   30  Jenoptem   £   .40. 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   £.  48. 
10  X   50  Jenoptem   £.65. 
1 0   X   50  Dekarem   £.73. 
8   X   32  Notarem   £100. 
10  X   40  Notarem   £343. 
8   X   50  Octarem  B,  or  BGA   £160. 
12  X   50  Dodecarem  B,  or  BGA   £199. 

SWIFT  Supplied  with  Case  (t  Strap 
Belmonts  x   40   £.56. 

Belmont  1 0   x   50 ... '   £.  59 . 
Belmont  1 2   x   50   £.  62 . 
Red  Spot  8   X   32   £.69. 
Red  Spot  8   X   40   £.98. 
Red  Spot  10x50     £.99. 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42   £ .   99. 
Blue  Spot  10  X   42   £325. 
Trilyte  8   x   40   £.99. 
T rilyte  Rubber  1 0   x   40   £325. 
TriMe  10  x   40   £124. 
Osprey  7.5  x   42   £139. 
Audubon  8.5  x   44   £169. 

BUSHNELL 

Spacemaster  Et  Zoom   £225. 
Spacemaster  II  Et  Zoom   £240. 
Spacemaster  25x   LI  80. 
Spacemaster  II  Et  25x   £200. 
Spacemaster  Et  22x  WA   LI  90. 
Spacemaster  II  Et  22x  WA   £203. 

ADLERBLICK 

Case,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   x   42   .£320. 
Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   £336. 
Adlerblick  10  x   42   .£325. 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   .£344. 
Adlerblick  10  x   50   £339. 
Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armour   

£359. 

NEW  ADLERBLICK  -   Multi-coated 
8   X   42   £184. 
10  X   42   .£.186. 

10  X   50   .   £.189. 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  and  Case   £19.99 

7   X   50  and  Case   
£29.99 

12x  40  and  Case   £32.99 

HABICHT  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  WM   . £299. 
7x50M.S.L   .£399. 
lOx  40  M.S.L   .£399. 
lOx  40  WM   .£339. 

TRIPODS 

SLIK  D2   .L  69. 
SLIK  88   .   L   69. 

SLIK  Black  Diamond   .   L   76. 
SLIK  Shogun   .L  99. 

KOWA  TELESCOPES 
TSN1  Body   ,   .£265. 

TSN2  Body   ..£255. 
TSN3  Body   ,.£495. 
TSN4  Body   .   .£485. 
20x  Wide   ,.£.79. 

25x  and  40x   ..£.59. 
Zoom  TSN   ..£139. 

Photo  Adapter   .   .£  ,84. 

TS601    
TS602    ..£169. 
25x  and  40x     ..£.43. 

S3 

20x  Wide   ..£.49. 
Zoom  601   ..£.94. Q 

BAUSH  Et  LOMB 
Discoverer   LI  95. 

Professional  &   Retail  Pholi 

CAfze>^ 
OROUGH  •   YOU  iDU 

If  you  see  this  logo 
on  any  advertisement  you  can  be  sure 

that  the  product  is  reliable,  value  for 

money  and  of  top  quality.  It  will  have 

been  carefully  assessed  by  the  editors 

and  readers  of  the  monthly  magazine 

‘British  Birds’  (bb314) 

Vlll 



Regent  Bowerhird  (Australia) 

For  details  of  these  trips  or  our 

:atalog  of  over  sixty  birding  tours 
worldwide,  please  contact: 

field  guides 

P.O.  Box  160723-C 
Austin.  Texas  78716 

(512)  327-4953 

BIRD  AUSTRALASIA 
Papua  New  Guinea 

July  28 -August  20,  1989 
Leaders;  Jan  Pierson  and 

Derek  Seott 

Australia 
November  7   — December  10.  1989 

Pelagic  pre-trip  extension: 
November  5-9,  1989 

Leaders:  John  Coons  and 

Chris  Doughty 

Amhita  Lodge  (Papua  New  Guinea) 
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SEABIRDS: 
AN  IDENTIFICATION  GUIDE 
Peter  Harrison 

£19.95  448pp  88  colour  plates 

Best  Bird  Book  of  the  Year  - 1983 

SHOREBIRDS:  AN 

IDENTIFICATION  GUIDE  TO 

THE  WADERS  OF  THE  WORLD 

Peter  Hayman,  John  Marchant  and 

Tony  Prater 
£21.95  416pp  88  colour  plates 

Best  Bird  Book  of  the  Year- 1986 

WILDFOWL:  AN  IDENTIFICATION 

GUIDE  TO  THE  DUCKS,  GEESE  AND 
SWANS  OF 

THE  WORLD 

Steve  Madge  and 

Hilary  Bum 
£19.95  304pp 

47  colour  plates 
Best  Bird  Book  of 

the  Year- 1988 

Available  through 

British  BirdS 

CHRISTOPHER  HELM  V 
PUBLISHERS  LIMITED 



British  Birds 
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Field  identification  of  the 
smaller  skuas 

Klaus  Mailing  Olsen 

Illustrated  by  Lars  Jonsson 

Field  identification  of  Arctic  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  Pomarine  5.  pomarinus and  Long-tailed  Skuas  S.  lorigicaudus  has  long  been  considered  difficult. 

Good  reviews  of  the  subject  have  been  published  (Cramp  &   Simmons 

1983;  Glutz  &   Bauer  1982;  Harrison  1983),  as  have  several  skua 

identification  notes  in  British  Birds  (e.g.  Mather  1981;  Jonsson  1984;  Kemp 

et  at.  1984;  Olsen  &   Christensen  1984;  Ullman  1984;  Broome  1987),  but 

there  has  been  no  main  paper  in  English.  Furthermore,  the  various  field 

guides  stress  dilTerent  identification  characters.  \\  hile  there  are  still  many
 

unexplored  aspects,  the  growing  interest  in  seabird  identificat
ion  has 

encouraged  the  examination  of  new  characters  in  this  extremely  variable 143 
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144 Field  identification  of  the  smaller  skuas 

group.  This  variability  and  the  great  care  needed  on  discovering  a   skua  in 

an  unfamiliar  plumage  have  been  well  documented  with,  for  example,  the 

case  of  the  ‘Buckinghamshire  skua’  (Jonsson  1984;  Blincow  1985),  a   pale 
Pomarine  showing  some  characteristics  that  had  recently  been  linked  to 

Arctic.  The  main  problem  lies  in  the  often  great  overlap  between  specific 

plumage  characters,  especially  those  shown  by  juveniles. 

This  paper  summarises  several  years’  study.  1   have  seen  hundreds  of 
skuas  in  South  Scandinavian  waters,  as  well  as  Pomarines  in  Venezuela  in 

January'  1987  and  in  Australia  in  September  1988;  have  examined  skin 
collections  in  the  zoological  museums  in  Copenhagen,  Lodz  (Poland), 

Oslo  and  Stockholm;  have  looked  through  about  2,000  photographs;  and 

have  discussed  skua  identification  with  many  birdwatchers. 

Identification 

Skuas  are  extremely  variable.  It  is  generally  possible,  however,  to  separate 

adults  into  two  quite  distinct  colour  phases:  pale  and  dark,  with  only  a   few 

intermediate-morph  Arctic  (or  even  fewer  Pomarine)  Skuas  occurring. 

Juveniles,  however,  may  be  of  almost  any  shade,  from  very  pale-headed  to 

almost  totally  dark,  and  it  is  now  clear  that  very  dark  juveniles  may 

become  pale-morph  adults.  About  30%  of  juvenile  Long-tailed  Skuas  are 

of  a   dark  type,  whereas  no  dark-morph  adult  Long-tailed  Skuas  have  been 

adequately  documented  (and  those  that  have  been  described  may  in  fact 

be  immatures:  Salomonsen  1951).  With  experience,  jizz  and  flight  actions 

are  of  the  greatest  importance  to  specific  identification.  It  must  be  noted, 

however,  that  there  is  also  overlap  between  the  species  in  this  respect  and, 

for  example,  smaller  individuals  may  behave  atypically.  The  jizz  and  flight 

typical  of  the  three  species  are  covered  below. 

Size  and  structure 

Pomarine  Skua  is  the  largest  and  heaviest  of  the  three,  approaching  the 

size  of  Herring  Gull  Larus  argentatus,  and  its  head  and  bill  resemble  those  of 

that  species.  Pomarine  is  often  full-bodied,  with  its  ‘centre  of  gravity’ 
between  the  breast  and  belly,  often  creating  a   characteristic  impression  of 

a   ‘hanging  belly’,  particularly  on  heavier  individuals.  Its  wings  are  broad, 

both  basally  and  for  the  full  length  of  the  ‘arm’;  the  ‘hand’,  however,  looks 
more  slender,  narrowing  distinctly  towards  the  tip. 

An  identification  pitfall  is  provided  by  Great  Skua  S.  skua,  but,  in 

comparison,  Pomarine  shows  a   smaller  head  and  longer  tail,  and  its  body 

is  never  so  barrel-shaped.  The  dark  brown  plumage  and,  especially,  the 

very  conspicuous  white  wing-patches  of  Great  Skua  may  be  visible  at  long 
range. 

Arctic  is  the  most  frequent  skua  in  British  and  Irish  waters,  and  is  the 

one  with  which  birdwatchers  are  most  commonly  confronted.  Arctic  is 

about  the  size  of  Common  Gull  L.  canus,  and  is  smaller,  more  slender  and 

more  elegant  than  Pomarine;  in  particular,  its  head  is  smaller,  and  its  bill 

is  finer  (but  almost  as  long),  creating  a   small-headed,  or  almost  triangular- 

headed appearance  by  comparison;  well-fed  individuals  often  look 

curiously  small-headed.  The  body  is  more  slender  than  that  of  Pomarine, 
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with  the  centre  of  gravity  being  around  the  breast.  The  wings  are  narrower 

at  the  base  than  on  Pomarine,  but  the  hand  tends  to  be  fuller,  making  the 

wings  appear  more  evenly  broad  over  their  full  length.  Relative  to 

Pomarine,  the  tail  is  a   little  longer:  excluding  the  elongated  central 

feathers,  it  is  about  as  long  as  the  wingbase  (it  is  shorter  on  Pomarine,  but 

judgment  of  this  is  often  difficult). 

Long-tailed  is  the  smallest  of  the  three  species,  although  there  is  some 

overlap  between  large  Long-tailed  and  small  Arctic  individuals.  Long- 
tailed is  always  slender,  and  is  even  more  elegant  than  .\rctic,  often  with  a 

prominent  breast  and  a   flatter  belly.  The  bill  is  shorter  than,  but  as  broad 

as  that  of  Arctic,  and  often  appears  heavier  (see  table  1).  The  wings  are 

more  slender  than  those  of  Arctic,  and  the  hand  is  more  pointed,  being  the 

longest  of  any  of  the  three  species.  The  tail  appears  longer  than  that  of 
Arctic. 

Flight  patterns 

The  flight  patterns  of  the  three  species  are  normally  of  help  when 

identifying  distant  skuas,  and  may  be  of  four  main  types:  migration, 

piratical,  soaring,  and  tail-wind. 

MKiRA'i  lON  Fl.lCJin  Pomarine  Skua’s  active  migration  flight  appears  steady 
and  undisturbed,  with  rather  slow  wingbeats,  recalling  that  of  a   large  gull. 

The  flight  is  broken  by  only  brief  intervals  of  short  glides,  and  even  in 

strong  winds  the  active  flight  is  performed  with  almost  mechanical 

wingbeats;  only  in  very  strong  winds  are  periods  of  shearwater-like  flight 

performed. 

The  activ  e   flight  of  Arctic  Skua  is  less  laboured  than  that  of  Pomarine, 

with  frequent  changes  between  active,  almost  falcon-like  wingbeats  and 

glides  up  and  down  waves,  even  during  rather  light  winds;  in  strong 

winds,  there  is  much  shearwater-like  gliding.  Only  larger  individuals 

regularly  perform  long  periods  of  active  flight. 

The  active  flight  of  Long-tailed  is  even  more  tern-like  and  elegant  than 

that  of  Arctic  Skua,  the  body  often  moving  vertically  with  each  wingbeat. 

In  strong  winds,  there  are  even  longer  periods  of  shearwater-like  flight 
than  shown  by  Arctic  Skua. 

PIRATICAL  FLIGHT  This  type  of  flight,  in  which  a   skua  pursues  a   seabird  in 

order  to  steal  its  prey,  is  virtually  unique  to  skuas,  and,  whereas  gulls 

(especially  Common  Gull)  sometimes  show  it,  the  behaviour  is  much 

more  dramatic  and  acrobatic  when  performed  by  skuas.  Piratical  flight  by 

Pomarine  Skua  is  common  as  short  bouts,  but,  because  of  this  species’ 

heavy  weight,  it  is  not  very  successful.  Pomarine  does,  however,  attack 

more  directly  than  the  two  smaller  species,  and  such  chasing  often 

includes  direct  assaults  on  the  seabird  victim.  Pomarines  have  been 

reported  killing  prey  up  to  the  size  of  Black-headed  Gull  L.  ridibundus 

(Blincow  1985)  and  Kittiwake  Rissa  tridactyla  (J.  Dunn  in  litt.). 

.Arctic  Skua  is  probably  the  best  adapted  of  the  three  to  this  special 
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flight.  Its  attacks  are  very  acrobatic,  with  unexpected  turns,  and  can  last 

up  to  about  30  seconds.  Arctic’s  piratical  flight  is' normally  followed  by  a 
period  of  rest. 

Long-tailed  Skua  performs  its  piratical  flight  in  much  the  same  way  as 

does  Arctic.  Furthermore,  it  has  been  observed  surface-diving,  hovering 

and  catching  ants  and  other  insects  in  a   manner  recalling  Black-headed 

Gull.  On  migration,  this  species  (especially  juveniles)  has  sometimes  been 

observed  feeding  on  invertebrates  in  freshly  ploughed  fields,  a   trait  not 
recorded  for  Arctic  Skua. 

Pomarine  Skua  has  been  observed  landing  in  the  middle  of  gatherings 

of  resting  gulls  without  provoking  aggressive  behaviour.  Arctic,  however, 

is  normally  chased  away  from  such  roosts,  and  is  normally  seen  resting  on 

the  edge  of  them  (K.  Pedersen  in  litt.). 

SOARING  AND  TAIL-WIND  FLIGHTS  In  these  flights,  all  three  species  depress 

the  hand,  with  Pomarine’s  being  held  at  the  lowest  level,  often  well  below 
the  centre  of  the  belly.  Soaring  Long-tailed  often  looks  quite  long-tailed, 

recalling  a   soaring  falcon  (K.  Pedersen  in  litt.). 

Age  determination  and  moult 

Although  adult  breeding  and  juvenile  plumages  are  now  rather  well 

known,  there  is  still  much  to  be  discovered  of  other  immature  and  winter 

plumages.  Most  of  the  following  information  on  moult  is  from  Cramp  & 

Simmons  (1983),  but  some  has  been  gained  from  an  examination  of  skins, 

photographs  and  correspondence. 

Age  determination 

Juveniles  of  all  three  species  have  pale  fringes  to  all  feathers  on  the 

mantle,  scapulars,  wing-coverts  and  tertials;  on  some,  however,  these 

feather  groups,  as  well  as  the  rest  of  the  plumage,  are  dark,  with  only  the 

bases  of  the  primaries  and  the  bare  parts  being  paler.  The  axillaries, 

underwing-coverts  and  tail-coverts  are  barred,  and  the  primaries  have  pale 

tips  or  fringes  (see  ‘Field  identification  of  juveniles’,  below).  The 
outennost  primary  is  often  a   little  shorter  than  the  second  outermost,  into 

September.  The  central  pair  of  tail  feathers  is  never  so  pointed  as  on 

subsequent  plumages,  and  often  has  pale  areas.  The  bill  is  pale,  with  a 

dark  tip,  and  the  legs  are  pale  with  contrasting  black  feet. 

The  following  age  descriptions  relate  to  pale  individuals;  apart  from 

bare-parts  coloration,  it  is  impossible  to  classify  dark  individuals  into 

ages.  Individuals  with  a   very  dark  body  and,  for  example,  traces  of  barring 

on  the  underwing-coverts  are  frequent.  Immature  summer  plumages 
alone  are  dealt  with  owing  to  a   lack  of  information  on  skuas  in  their  winter 

quarters. 

FIRST-SUMMER  As  juvenile,  except  for  uniform  mantle,  back,  scapulars, 

wing-coverts  and  tertials.  After  some  time  in  this  plumage,  dark  feathers 

with  white  fringes  may  occur  on  the  hindneck  (as  they  appear  rather  fresh 

on  skins,  they  may  be  second-winter  feathers).  4Te  head  and  body  start  to 

show  ‘clean’,  pale  areas,  and  the  hindneck  is  paler  (from  about  new  year 
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91.  Juvenile  I’omarine  Skua  Slercorariu.s  pomariniis,  \etlierlands,  N'ovenil)er  19H5  (Ham  Gehius) 

92.  Juvenile  Pomarine  Skua  Slercorariu.s  poinannu.s,  Netherlands,  November  1985  (Ham  Gehius) 
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93.  Adult  summer  Pomarine  Skua  Slercorarius  pomarinus,  Greenland,  May  1978  {Jens  B.  Brum) 

94.  Pomarine  Skua  Slercorarius  pomarinus,  moulting  to  first-summer  plumage,  I\or\  Coast, 

February  or  March  1983  {E.  J.  Markrilt).  Note  pale  hindneck 

on  Pomarines);  and  the  general  impression  is  of  a   rather  greyish-brown 

plumage,  never  showing  the  rusty  colour  of  juvenile  Arctic  and  Pomarine. 

The  central  pair  of  tail  feathers  is  longer  than  on  Juveniles  (see  table  1), 

being  rounded  on  Pomarine  and  pointed  on  Arctic  and  Long-tailed.  The 

dark  on  the  bill  is  more  extensive,  especially  along  the  cutting  edges;  pale 

areas  are  more  greyish  or  yellowish  than  on  juvenile.  Black  starts  to 

appear  on  the  legs,  especially  on  the  tibia,  and  as  dark  spots  on  the  tarsus. 
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95.  Adult  winter 

Pomarine  Skua 

Stercorarius  pomar- 

inus,  Chilf  of  Mex- 

ico, Januan,  1962 
(K.  L.  Marchant) 

96.  Juvenile  Pomarine  Skua  Stercorarius  pomarinus,  Netherlands,  November  1985  (Amoud  B.  van den  Berg) 
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Table  1.  Projection  of  central  tail  feathers  (in  mm)  of  Arctic  Stercorarius  parasiticus, 

Pomarine  5.  pomarinus  and  Long-tailed  Skuas  S.  longicaudus  (after  Cramp  &   Simmons  1983) 

Note:  Pomarine  non-breeding  adult  32-57  mm.  K   sample  of  juveniles  from  Glutz  von 

Blolzheim  &   Bauer  (1982),  Mailing  Olsen  (1983)  and  de  Korte  (1985)  gives:  Arctic  8-25  mm, 

Pomarine  5-22  mm  and  Long-tailed  14.5-34  mm 

Age Arctic Pomarine 
Long-tailed 

Juvenile 
12-22 

7-22 
18-32 

First-summer 30-46 25-70 
36-82 

Second-summer 35-63 36-72 60-134 

Third/fourth-summer 40-80 53-98 
65-213 

From  fifth-summer 

(non-breeding) 
60-105 65-111 135-265 

The  loss  of  rusty  coloration,  the  paler  hindneck,  and  the  greater  amount 

of  pale  on  the  underside  make  first-summer  Arctics  sometimes  look  rather 

similar  to  juvenile  Long-tailed.  Bill  length,  jizz,  and  shape  of  the  central 

pair  of  tail  feathers  are,  however,  typical  of  Arctic. 

-SECOND-SUMMER  Dark  hood  (crown,  forehead  and  lores),  dark-spotted 

breastband,  barred  flanks  and  barred  undertail-coverts  contrast  with  the 

rest  of  the  pale  underparts,  although  the  chin  is  spotted  and  the 

underparts  are  generally  more  spotted  than  on  adults.  Upperparts  are  as 

first-summer,  including  dark/pale  barred  tail-coverts.  Axillaries  and 

underwing-coverts  are  still  barred,  but  some  more  greyish  feathers  may 

appear.  The  general  impression  until  late  in  the  year  is  of  a   rather  adult 

body  and  juvenile  underwing.  For  tail  elongation,  see  table  1.  The  bill  is 

generally  darker  than  on  younger  skuas,  but  the  base  of  the  upper 

mandible  is  somewhat  paler.  The  foot  is  pale  with  dark  spotting,  or  darker 

grey. 
At  this  age,  all  three  species  show  a   variable,  darker,  spotted 

breastband.  As  the  bill  may  still  look  rather  bicoloured,  some  Arctics  of 

this  age  class  may  appear  similar  to  Pomarines. 

THIRD-SUMMER  The  dark  hood  and  breastband  are  even  more  similar  to 

those  of  adult  than  in  second-summer  plumage.  Axillaries  and  underwing- 

coverts  are  mostly  dark,  as  on  adult,  but  with  a   few  barred  feathers, 

especially  on  median  and  greater  coverts.  The  tail-coverts  are  uniform,  or 

dark/pale  barred,  especially  the  undertail-coverts.  The  upperparts  are  as 

on  adults.  For  tail  elongation,  see  table  1.  The  bill  is  normally  dark  (but 

note  that  third-summer  and  adult  Pomarines  have  a   bicoloured  bill).  Legs 

are  dark,  with  pale  traces. 

FOURTH-SUMMER  Probably  not  generally  separable  from  adult  summer, 

but  a   few  barred  underwing-covert  feathers  may  remain  (Cramp  & 
Simmons  1983). 

Moult 

Juvenile  plumage  is  retained  during  the  autumn  migration,  and  the  moult 

into  first-summer  plumage  starts  from  December  or  January  (innermost 

primaries,  head  and  body  first),  and  is  normally  completed  by  April,  but 
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97.  Pale  juvenile  Aretic  Skua  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  Denmark,  September  1983  (Knud  Pedersm) 

98.  \'er\'  dark  juvenile  Arctic  Skua  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  Denmark,  October  1985  (Knud Pedersen) 
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some  individuals  are  in  moult  much  later:  for  example,  Pomarines 

moulting  outermost  primaries  in  July,  and  Arctics  just  starting  primary' 
moult  in  September.  Furthermore,  some  individuals,  probably  weakened 

or  injured,  do  not  moult  in  their  first  summer,  making  them  appear 

extremely  faded  in  their  second  summer.  Grant  (1986)  reported  similar 

cases  for  gulls,  and  noted  that  a   moult  may  be  delayed  where  the  end  of 

migration  is  the  trigger  for  moult  to  commence. 

The  subsequent  moults  are  more  like  adult  moult  cycles.  Adults  moult 

their  body  feathers  twice  a   year,  flight  feathers  annually,  and  central  tail 

feathers  (mostly?)  twice  a   year.  The  post-breeding  moult  starts  with  only 

minor  feather  groups,  and  normally  takes  place  after  arrival  in  the  winter 

quarters.  According  to  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1983),  the  sequence  of  moult 

is  hood,  neck,  back,  throat,  flanks,  tail-coverts,  rest  of  head,  belly,  lower 

belly  and  rest  of  back.  It  seems  that  most  of  the  moult  takes  place  within  a 

rather  short  period,  from  November  to  December. 

Moult  of  remiges  and  rectrices  takes  place  from  October,  and  is 

completed  in  March  or  April.  Primary  moult  of  Pomarines,  studied  from 

photographs  and  in  the  field,  had  reached  the  innermost  three  in 

December,  and  many  showed  a   growing  outermost  in  April.  At  this  time 

of  year,  many  have  missing  central  tail  feathers,  indicating  that  the  growth 

in  winter  of  these  feathers  may  be  missed  in  some  years. 

Greater  coverts  are  normally  moulted  after  the  primaries,  but  they  may 

all  be  moulted  at  once,  creating  a   pale  area  similar  to  that  of  moulting 

Great  Black-backed  Gull  L.  maiinus.  The  wing-coverts  and  most  of  the 

back  are  moulted  once  a   year;  parts  of  the  mantle  and  scapulars  are 

moulted  twice  annually. 

From  late  winter,  usually  in  March  or  April,  breeding  plumage  is 

attained  by  a   moult  involving  the  head,  body  and  central  pair  of  tail 

feathers.  Parts  of  the  winter  plumage  (especially  the  undertail-coverts  and 

uppertail-coverts)  may  be  retained. 

99.  Dark  juvenile  .Arctic  ̂ kua.  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  Denmark,  September  1985  {Knud  Pedersen) 
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100.  Pale  juvenile  Arctic  Skua  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  Denmark,  September  1985  (Knud  Pedersen) 

101.  Intermediatejuvenile  Arctic  Skua  Stercorarius parasiticas,  Denmark,  September  1985  (Knud Pedersen) 

102.  Pale  juvenile  .Arctic  Skua  Stercorarius  parasiticus,  .Norfolk,  autumn  1979  (R  J-  Chandler) 
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Field  identification  of  juveniles 

Identification  of  juvenile  skuas  is  made  difficult  by  their  enormous 

variability,  and  all  types,  from  almost  wholly  dark  to  very  pale-headed 

birds,  may  be  found.  It  must  be  stressed,  however,  that  Pomarine  is  far 

less  variable  than  the  other  two;  about  90%  are  of  a   rather  dark/medium 

.   type,  whereas  very  pale-headed  or  very  dark  individuals  are  less  common. 

Arctic  and  Long-tailed  Skuas  are  both  very  variable,  and  pale  and  dark 

individuals  are  frequent. 

Apart  from  jizz  and  flight  actions,  the  main  features  to  look  for  are  bill 

colour  and  pattern,  presence  and  colour  of  pale  hindneck,  shape  and 

elongation  of  central  pair  of  tail  feathers,  extent  of  pale  tips  to  primaries, 

amount  of  pale  ‘double  patch’  on  underwing,  and  general  coloration; 
unlike  Arctic  in  particular.  Long-tailed  never  shows  any  rusty  tinge  to  its 

plumage,  and  it  also  generally  has  more  contrast  between  the  dark  hood 

and  breastband  and  the  pale  hindneck  and  fore  breast,  often  making 

juveniles  look  older. 

Probably  no  single  feature  is  completely  foolproof.  The  safest  features 

are,  unfortunately,  the  most  difficult  to  see  on  flying  skuas:  shape  of  spots/ 

streaks  on  hindneck  and  chin,  shape  of  central  tail  feathers,  and  extent  of 

pale  tips  to  primaries.  For  all  other  features,  there  is  so  much  overlap  that 

none  of  them  can  be  considered  more  than  75%  safe.  It  is,  therefore, 

necessary  to  note  as  many  of  the  following  points  as  possible. 

Bill  shape  and  coloration 

Pomarine  Skua  has  the  heaviest,  most  hooked  bill.  While  its  bill  is  always 

heavy'  at  the  base,  it  frequently  tapers  towards  the  tip.  The  gonydeal  angle 

is  generally  pronounced,  but  may  appear  flatter  (for  bill  measurements, 

see  table  2).  The  bill  of  yXrctic  Skua  is  much  more  slender,  although  it  is 

almost  as  long  as  that  of  Pomarine.  Its  gonydeal  angle  is  often 

pronounced,  and  the  gonys  is  shorter  than  that  of  Pomarine.  Long-tailed 

has  the  shortest  bill,  but  it  appears  to  be  heavier  than  that  of  Arctic,  owing 

to  its  depth.  The  gonys  is  generally  longer  than  that  of  Arctic,  and  its 

angle  is  never  marked,  appearing  rather  flat  (see  table  3). 

Table  2.  Measurements  (in  mm)  of  skuas  Stercorarius 

Sources  of  data:  wing  and  bill,  Clramp  &   Simmons  (1982);  bill,  gonys  length  and  bill  depth,  KMO; 

tarsus,  Hario  (1986)  PiU  depth  at 

Wing  Bill  proximal  edge  of 

Species  adult  juvenile  adult  juvenile  (Jonys  nostrils,  juvenile  Tarsus 

Pomarine 

.S',  jmmarimis  O"  354-374 CT  334-356 38-44 36-41 ad.  8.3-10.8 
10.5-12.5 48-56 

9   363-382 9   349-363 
imm.  8.1-10.9 

juv.  7. 7-9.9 •\rctic 

.S',  parasiticus  cf  306-336 Cf  293-320 
29-34 29-34 ad.  5.9-8. 2 7.5-9.0 40.6-50.8 

9   310-347 
9   302-323 

imm.  6. 3-7. 7 

juv.  5. 6-7. 7 
1   ,ong-tailed 

.S'.  loiu>icau(tus  cf  292-3 1 8 Cf  280-306 27-30 
26-31 

ad.  (6.4)7.0-9.4 
7.5-10.0 

37.7-47.8 

9   294-323 9285-308 
imm.  7.8-9.2 

juv.  6.6-8.8 
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On  juvenile  skuas,  the  bill  tip  is  dark,  contrasting  with  the  pale  basal 

parts.  The  dark  tip  of  Arctic  and  Pomarine  covers  about  one  third  of  the 

length,  but  that  of  I.ong-tailed  covers  about  40-60%;  and  the  dark  extends 

farther  along  the  cutting  edges  on  Long-tailed  than  on  the  other  species. 

On  all  three  species,  the  paler  base  is  greyish,  w'ith  a   bluish  to  (mostly  on 
Pomarine)  brownish  tinge.  A   pinkish  or  even  greenish  tinge  has  also  been 

reported,  but  this  is  much  rarer. 

The  paleness  of  the  bill  is  an  important  feature;  Pomarine  has  the 

largest  pale  area,  and  the  dark  tip  often  contrasts,  as  on  first-winter 
Glaucous  Gull  L.  hyperboreus.  The  contrast  is  clearly  visible  even  at  a   range 

of  up  to  500  m   in  good  light,  with  a   20x  telescope.  While  the  contrast  on 

Arctic  is  similar,  the  fineness  of  the  bill  makes  the  pale  base  more  difficult 

to  observe,  and  bill  contrast  is  visible  only  to  about  100-150  m. 

Long-tailed  has  the  most  extensive  dark  tip  to  the  bill,  making  any 
contrast  hard  to  see,  even  at  close  range. 

Head  pattern 

Lhe  head  pattern  is  very  variable.  Most  Pomarines,  however,  have  a   rather 

unifonn  brown  head,  often  with  dark  areas  near  the  base  of  the  bill 

(contrasting  with  the  paler  bill  base).  If  the  hindneck  is  pale,  the  head  is 

also  rather  pale.  The  chin  and  hindneck  are  rather  uniform,  or  with 

indistinct  darker  spotting. 

Arctic  Skua  often  has  a   dark  hood,  contrasting  with  the  paler  hindneck, 

which  is  tinged  rusty,  or  even  orange  in  the  most  striking  cases.  Dark, 

often  cjuite  distinct  streaks  appear  on  the  hindneck  and  chin.  .\t  the  base 

of  the  upper  mandible,  there  is  often  a   pale,  diffuse  area  (principally  the 

same  as  on  adults,  but  less  common  and  contrasting  on  juveniles),  giving 

a   pale-fronted  appearance  to  the  head  (Boesman  1985).  The  head  colour 

is  orange-buff  to  rusty,  or  even  foxy-red,  generally  warmer  than  on 

Pomarine,  but  some  show  greyer-brown  head  markings.  A   pale,  rusty- 

tinged  hindneck,  contrasting  with  the  hood,  is  an  important  field  mark  of 

Arctic,  and  is  rarely  (or  never?)  shown  by  Pomarine;  and  the  colour  is 

different  from  that  of  Long-tailed. 

Long-tailed  generally  shows  the  same  pattern  as  Arctic,  but  differs  in 

having  shorter  streaks  (and  even  spots)  on  the  pale  hindneck  and  dark 

feathers  at  the  base  of  the  upper  mandible  (but  these  also  appear  dark  on 

many  Arctics).  The  general  colour  is,  however,  always  cold  (grey  to 

yellowish-tinged  on  paler  birds,  dark  brown  on  darker  individuals),  and 

l.ong-tailed  never  appears  rusty.  This  cold  grey  hindneck,  contrasting 

with  the  dark  hood,  is  one  of  the  most  important  features  ofjuvenile  Long- 

tailed. A   white-headed  juvenile,  considered  to  be  albinistic  (Norman 

1985),  was  probably  a   very  pale-headed  juvenile,  as  such  individuals  
have 

been  reported  (J.  Dunn  in  lift.;  K.  Pedersen  in  litt.). 

Body 

Pomarine  and  Arctic  have  brown  to  greyish-brown  or  rusty-brown 

underparts,  with  darker  barring.  A   dark-barred  breastband  is  of
ten 

present,  contrasting  slightly  with  the  paler  belly. 
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Coloration 

Head 

pattern 

Bill 

L'pperparts 

Uppertail- coverts 

Primaries 
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Table  3.  Characters  of  juvenile  skuas  Stercorarius 

Pomarine  5.  pomarinus  Arctic  S.  parasiticus  *   Long-tailed  S.  longicaudus 

Greyish-brown  to 
blackish-brown.  In  the 

palest,  creamy  with 

slight  rusty  tinge. 

Often  large-headed  and 
full-necked.  Rather  uni- 

form and  mostly  quite 

darkish  grey-brown,  with 
darker  area  around  bill. 

Neck  never  contrasting 

markedly  with  rest  of 
head:  uniform  or  with 

darker  spotting.  Fhroat 

generally  dark  with  in- 
distinct spots. 

Quite  strong  (recalling 

that  of  large  gull),  with 

raptor-like  hook,  dip 

dark,  contrasting  with 

paler  (bluish-grey  to 

brownish-grey)  basal 

two-thirds,  similar  to 

that  on  first-winter 

Cilaucous  Gull  Lams 

hyperboreus.  Gonydeal 

angle  marked  or  flatter. 

Dark,  with  pale  rusty/ 

sandy  fringes.  Carpal 

joint  mostly  dark,  con- 

trasting with  breast  on 

standing  birds.  Greater 

coverts  normally  with 

only  pale  tips,  but  pale 

markings  on  outer  webs. 

Dark/pale  to  brown, 

forming  pale  patch  on  all 

but  the  darkest  indi- 
viduals. 

Dark,  with  pale  shafts  to 

outennost  three  to  eight, 

forming  paler  semicircu- 

lar flash,  especially  visi- 

ble on  spread  wing,  l   ips 

dark  or  with  slightly 

paler  fringes,  normally 

visible  only  at  close 

range. 

Generally  warmer  and 

more  rusty-tinged  than 

Pomarine.  Pale  indi- 

viduals warm  orange- 

tinged. 

Often  small-headed. 

Contrasting  pale  rusty 

hindneck  common. 

Head  often  dark- 

streaked,  especially 

hindneck  and  chin. 

Often  slightly  paler  base 

to  upper  mandible. 
Fhroat  generally  paler 

than  on  Pomarine,  often 

finely  streaked. 

Almost  as  long  as  on 

Pomarine,  but  more 

slender.  Colour  pattern 

as  on  Pomarine,  but 

more  dilTicult  to  observe 

owing  to  its  fineness. 

Gonydeal  angle  gene- 

rally more  pronounced 

and  gonys  shorter  than 
on  Pomarine. 

As  on  Pomarine,  but 

with  generally  broader 
and  warmer  rusty/ 

whitish  fringes.  Lesser 

coverts  often  with  broad 

rusty  fringes,  creating 

pale  leading  edge  to  in- 
ner wing.  Greater 

coverts  normally  with 

both  tips  and  outer  webs 

pale. 

Generally  more  wavy 

pattern  than  on  Pomar- 

ine, and  more  often  uni- 
form or  not  contrasting. 

Pale  patch  only  in  com- 

bination with  pale  hind- 
neck. 

As  on  Pomarine,  hut 

some  show  pale  base  to 

outer  web  of  outermost, 

similar  to  pattern  on 
(ireat  Skua  S.  skua.  Pale 

lips  more  conspicuous 
than  on  Pomarine,  and 

visible  at  moderate 

range  on  all  but  darkest 
individuals. 

Ash-grey  to  blackish- 
brown,  never  rusty- 

tinged,  and  always  cold- 
tinged.  Pale  individuals 

may  appear  almost white-headed. 

Head  often  quite  con- 
trasting, with  pale  grey 

to  yellowish-grey  hind- 
neck. Head  streaks  shor- 

ter than  on  Arctic;  may 

even  be  spots. 

Shorter  than  that  of  .Arc- 

tic, with  dark  tip  and 

basal  half  pale,  pat- 
terned as  on  others. 

Dark  extends  more  to 

cutting  edges  than  on 
others.  Gonys  long  and 

flat,  never  with  distinct 

angle  of  Arctic. 

On  most,  contrast  be- 

tween paler  brownish 
coverts  and  blackish 

flight  feathers.  Generally 

paler  and  broader- 
fringed  than  others, 

creating  saddle  on 

many.  Even  dark  indi- 

viduals may  have  whit- 
ish fringes  to  scapulars 

and  back. 

Dark/pale  barring  on  all 

but  the  darkest  indi- 
viduals. Sometimes  only 

slight  contrast  owing  to 

general  pattern  of  up- 
perparts,  hut  generally 
rather  conspicuous. 

Pale  shafts  to  only  two 

(or  three)  outermost, 

i’ips  as  on  Pomarine, 
but  more  show  white 
fringes. 
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Feature  Pomarine  S.  pomariniLs  Arctic  S.  parasiticus 

Body  Brown  to  blackish-  Generali)’  more  rusty 
brown,  generally  rather  than  on  Pomarine.  Belly 

greyish-brown  with  vari-  often  paler, 
able  amount  of  barring. 

Barred,  darker  breast- 

band  may  be  present. 

L'ndertail- 
coverts 

Barred  dark,  brown  to 

pale.  Uniform  on  only 

ver)'  dark  individuals. 

Underwing  Basal  half  of  primaries 

pale.  Axillaries  and 

underwing-coverts  bar- 

red dark/pale.  Bases  of 

greater  under  primary 

coverts  pale,  tips  dark, 

forming  distinct  pale 

double  patch  on  most. 
Patch  sometimes 

obscured  by  dark  bases 

to  greater  under  primary 
coverts.  Dark  individuals 

with  dark  axillaries  and 

coverts  occur  rarely. 

Blackish,  with  paler 

base.  Projection  of  cen- 

tral feathers  5-22  mm, 

and  broadly  rounded. 

Klongated  feathers  may 

have  small  pale  areas. 

Tarsus  pale  (bluish  to 

whitish),  feet  black.  Tegs 

appear  heavier  than 
those  of  Arctic  and 

Long-tailed. 

Tail 

Legs 

As  on  Pomarine,  but 

often  rather  indistinct 

barring,  following  gene- 

ral body  colour;  barring 

often  appears  wa\y. 

As  on  Pomarine,  but 

pale  on  axillaries  and 

underwing-coverts  gene- 

rally w'anner  brown,  fol- 

lowing general  colora- 
tion of  body.  Pale  double 

patch  always  less  conspi- 
cuous than  on  Pomarine, 

but  present  on  many- 
pale  and  intermediate 

individuals.  Dark  axillar- 

ies and  underwing- 
coverts  occur  on  dark 

phase  and  a   few  interme- diates. 

,\s  on  Pomarine,  but 

base  may  be  paler  on 

pale  individuals,  tail  dis- 
tinctly bicoloured  when 

spread.  Tail  projection 

8-25  mm  and  pointed. 

As  on  Pomarine,  but 

appearing  weaker. 

I.ong-tailed  S.  longicaudus 

Generally  greyish- 

brown,  but  variable  from 

whitish  to  blackish- 
brown.  Breastband  more 

uniform  grey.  Gentre  of 

upper  belly  often  dis- tinctly paler,  forming 

pale  patch.. 
Distinctly  barred  dark 

and  whitish,  even  on 

rather  dark  indi\iduals. 

Uniform  on  only  extre- 

mely dark  individuals. 

Less  than  half  basal  sec- 

tion pale.  .Axillaries  in- 
cluding greater  under 

primary  coverts  barred. 

Rarely,  pale  doidile 

patch  occurs,  but  never 

so  conspicuous  as  on 
Pomarine. 

.\s  on  Pomarine;  elonga- 

tion up  to  34  mm, 

slightly  rounded,  and 

normally  pale-fringed. 

.\s  on  .Arctic. 

Long-tailed  has  colder,  greyish-tinged  upperparts,  and  its  dark  grey 
breastband  looks  more  uniform,  with  only  very  narrow  paler  bars.  This 

often  contrasts  with  the  centre  of  breast  to  lower  belly,  which  is  whitish  to 

pale  grey  and  rather  unmarked.  This  creates  a   quite  clear  contrast 

between  breastband  and  pale  breast,  more  conspicuous  than  on  other 

juvenile  skuas,  thus  making  such  individuals  look  rather  older.  The 

breastband  of  well-marked  individuals  may  contrast  almost  as  markedly 

as  that  of  a   female  Ring  Ouzel  Turdus  torquatus.  \'ery  dark,  uniform- 
coloured  individuals  are,  however,  frequent  in  all  three  species. 

Undertail-coverts 

The  undertail-coverts  are  barred  dark-and-pale,  often  with  a   brown  tinge 

on  Pomarine  and  Arctic.  This  hairing  tends  to  be  wavier  on  .\rctic,  and 
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103.  Second-summer  pale-morph  Arctic  Skua  Slercorariu.s  parasiticus,  Denmark,  September 

1977  (Knud  Pedersen) 

more  Arctic  individuals  show  uniform  undertail-coverts  (dark  on  dark 

individuals,  pale  with  a   few  darker  spots  on  pale  birds).  The  barring  is, 

therefore,  more  conspicuous  on  Pomarine  than  on  Arctic,  but  there  is 

some  overlap. 

Long-tailed  shows  distinct  dark/whitish  barring  on  all  but  extremely 

dark  individuals;  even  on  rather  uniform  dark-plumaged  birds,  this 

undertail-coverts  barring  is  conspicuous,  creating  an  effect  never  found  on 

Arctic,  and  only  rarely  on  Pomarine. 

Underwing 

All  three  species  have  barred  axillaries  and  underwing-coverts.  On 

Pomarine  and  Long-tailed,  the  pale  barring  may  be  conspicuous  even  on 

darker  individuals,  contrasting  clearly  with  the  dark  body.  On  Arctic,  the 

pale  barring  follows  the  general  body  colour,  being  rather  warm  and  rusty- 

tinged  on  most  individuals  and,  therefore,  creating  less  contrast  with  the 

body.  All  three  species  may  show  reduced  pale  barring,  making  the 

underwing-coverts  appear  rather  uniform  at  a   distance,  particularly  on 

dark  and  intermediate  individuals.  Uniform  dark  (adult-like)  underwing- 

coverts  and  axillaries  are  present  on  only  very  dark  Pomarine  and  Long- 

tailed Skuas,  but  are  more  usual  on  Arctic;  even  quite  normal, 

intermediate  Arctics  may  show  uniform  dark  underwing-coverts. 

On  all  three  species,  the  bases  of  the  primaries  are  pale,  this  pale 

extending  up  to  50%  of  the  primary  length  on  Arctic  and  Pomarine,  less  so 

on  l.ong-tailed.  The  bases  of  the  greater  under  primary  coverts  are  pale  on 

most  Pomarines,  contrasting  with  their  dark  tips  and,  together  with  the 

pale  primary  bases,  creating  a   rather  distinct  pale  double  patch  on  the 

underwing,  mentioned  as  the  single  best  feature  of  Pomarine  (Ullman 
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104.  'I'hird-summer  pale-morph  Arctic  Skua  Steramirius  parasiticus,  Denmark,  Sk‘|)lemlK‘r  1979 
{Knud  Pedersen) 

1984),  this  often  being  visible  from  over  500  m.  At  this  distance,  it  is  often 

the  only  plumage  feature  that  can  be  judged.  It  must  be  stressed,  however, 

that  a   number  of  pale  and  intermediate  juvenile  .Arctic  Skuas  may  show  a 

similar  patch,  although  never  so  clear-cut  as  that  of  Pornarine.  Furth- 

ermore, this  patch  may  be  less  conspicuous  on  some  Pornarine  Skuas, 

especially  darker  individuals. 

Long-tailed  Skuas  show  barred  greater  under  primar\  coverts,  which  do 

not  create  a   pale  double  patch.  .\  ver)'  few  individuals  show  a   tendency 

105.  Adult  summer  pale-morph  .Arctic  Skua  Sterrorarius parasiticus,  Norway,  June  1985  (Gordon 
I,angshur\) 
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106.  Adult  summer  pale-morph  Arctic  Skua  Slercorarius  parasiticus,  Norway,  June  1980  (/?. 
Ingleston) 

towards  paler  grey  barring  near  the  bases  of  these  coverts,  and  one 

individual  (out  of  about  200  examined)  showed  a   pale  double  patch.  The 

marks  of  this  rather  dark-plumaged  individual  did  not,  however,  contrast 
so  much  as  those  of  Pomarine,  being  more  as  on  the  Arctics  that  show  the 
feature. 

107.  Fale-morph  and  dark-morph  adult  summer  Arctic  Skuas  Slercorarius  parasiticus,  Norway, 

June  1985  {Norbert  &   Vlrike  Hofmann) 
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Upperpoils 

Pomarine  Skuas  have  dark  brown  upperparts,  with  narrow,  pale,  sandy  to 

rusty-brown  fringes  to  the  coverts;  those  of  the  lesser  coverts  are 
particularly  narrow,  and  the  folded  wing  often  looks  quite  dark,  in 

contrast  to  the  paler  breast.  The  greater  coverts  have  only  pale  tips,  but  a 

few'  pale  individuals  may  even  show  a   buff  line  on  the  edge  of  the  outer 
web,  as  on  most  Arctics  (cf.  Blincow  1985;  Broome  1987).  .\rctic  generally 

shows  broader,  pale  orange  to  rusty  covert  fringes  (a  few  may  even  be 

whitish),  especially  on  the  lesser  coverts,  thus  creating  the  effect  in  flight 

of  a   slightly  paler,  rusty-tinged  leading  edge.  On  the  folded  wing,  the 

coverts  contrast  less  with  the  body.  Very  dark  individuals,  with  pale- 
fringed  lesser  coverts,  show  a   pale  leading  edge  to  the  wings,  in  marked 

contrast  to  their  dark  underparts. 

V   < 

K   -y  >   ’ 

■r 

108.  Pale  juvenile  I.ong-tailed  Skua  Slercorarius  longicaiidus,  Sweden,  August  1978  (Stellan Hed^ren) 

109.  Intermediate  juvenile  I.ong-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicaudus,  Sweden.  August  1978 
(Stellan  Hedgren) 
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Pale  and  intermediate  Long-tailed  Skuas  show  contrast  between  their 

brownish-grey  wing-coverts  and  dark  flight  feathers.  The  tips  of  both  the 

wing-coverts  and  scapulars  are  pale  (whitish  to  yellowish-grey)  and 
broader  than  those  of  Pomarine  and  Arctic,  giving  a   paler  saddle  effect  on 

many  standing  birds.  Even  dark  individuals  normally  show  clear,  but 

narrower,  pale  fringes  to  the  back  and  scapulars,  in  some  contrast  to  the 

rest  of  the  dark  upperparts.  This  feature  is  probably  never  found  on  Arctic 
and  Pomarine  Skuas. 

Upperiail-coverts 

Most  Pomarine  Skuas  have  rather  distinct  brown/dark  barring  on  the 

uppertail-coverts,  and  generally  darker  upperparts  (normally  including 

the  rather  dark,  uniform-looking  head).  Barring  is  present  on  the 

uppertail-coverts  of  most  pale  and  intermediate  Arctic  Skuas,  but  is  often 

more  wavy.  On  many  dark  and  intennediate  individuals,  however,  they 

are  uniform,  or  almost  uniform.  If  these  coverts  are  pale,  it  is  always  in 

combination  with  a   pale  head  or  hindneck.  Paler  barred  patches  are, 

therefore,  not  found  on  dark-headed  Arctic  individuals,  unlike  on 
Pomarine  Skua. 

Long-tailed  Skuas  have  distinct  pale/dark  barring  on  the  uppertail- 
coverts,  but  this  may  appear  less  obvious  on  darker  individuals,  owing  to 

the  more  general  barring  on  the  scapulars  and  back;  individuals  showing  a 

pale  hindneck  and  only  indistinct  barring  are  frequent.  Extremely  dark 

individuals  of  all  three  species  show  all-dark  uppertail-coverts. 

Primaries 

Primaries  are  blackish  on  all  three  species.  Arctic  and  Pomarine  Skuas 

have  between  three  and  eight  pale  shafts  to  their  outer  primaries,  creating 

a   diffuse  semicircular  pattern  on  the  spread  wing.  While  this  may  be 

difficult  to  observe  on  birds  engaged  in  active  migration  flight  (see  above), 

110.  Dark  juvenile  Long-tailed  Skua  Slercorarius  longicaudus,  Netherlands,  October  1981  {Rene 

Pop) 
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it  is  easily  seen  when  they  are  hunting.  Long-tailed  generally  shows  only 
one  or  two  pale  shafts,  creating  a   pale  leading  edge  to  the  hand.  It  should 
be  noted,  however,  that  a   few  Long-tailed  Skuas  show  up  to  four  pale 
shafts,  and  a   few  Pomarines  and  Arctics  only  two  pale  shafts. 

The  outer  webs  of  the  primaries  are  dark  on  Pomarine,  Long-tailed  and 
most  .Xrctics,  whereas  the  inner  webs  are  pale  (see  underwing,  below). 
1   his  is  seen  on  the  spread  wing,  and  Long-tailed  may,  therefore,  show 
more  pale  in  the  wing  when  hunting.  On  some  pale  and  intermediate 
juvenile  y\rctics  only,  a   pale  area  up  to  1.5  cm  long  is  visible  near  the  base 

of  the  outer  web,  together  with  pale  on  the  shafts  and  inner  webs,  forming 
a   small  but  distinct  whitish  flash,  recalling  that  of  Great  Skua.  Primary 
tips  on  all  but  the  darkest  Arctic  individuals  are  pale;  even  quite  dark 

individuals  may  show  rusty-brown  tips  to  primaries,  which  often  appear 
as  pale  round  spots,  sometimes  visible  in  flight. 

Primary  tips  on  Pomarine  are  normally  dark  or  only  ver)'  slightly, 
almost  invisibly,  fringed  paler.  few  especially  pale  individuals  show 

more  distinct  pale  tips,  but  these  tips  only  ver)’  rarely  resemble  the 
distinct  spots  of  most  Arctics.  On  typical  Pomarines,  the  combination  of 

dark  primaries  and  greater  coverts  results  in  rather  dark,  unicoloured 

wings  on  standing  birds.  .Atypical  individuals,  such  as  the  ‘Buckingham- 

shire skua’,  can  show  a   pattern  rather  similar  to  that  of  .Arctic  Skua. 
Long-tailed  Skuas  have  uniform  or  very  narrow  pale-fringed  primar\ 

tips,  as  on  Pomarine  Skuas.  .Again,  a   few  show  clearer  pale  fringes,  but 
never  as  those  of  most  .Arctics. 

111.  Dark  juvenile  I.ong-lailetl  Skua  Sterrorarim  longicaudus,  .Sweden,  .\ue;ust  1987  (Stellan Hedgren) 
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112.  
Pale  ju%enile  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarins  longicaudus,  Denmark,  September  1985  {Knud 

Pedersen) 

113.  Pale  juvenile  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarins  longicaudus,  almost  lacking  breastband, 

Denmark,  September  1982  [Knud  Pedersen) 

1 14.  Extrerneh’  dark  Juvenile  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarins  longicaudus,  Denmark,  September 
1985  {Erik  Christophersen) 
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115.  Dark  juvenile  I.ont;-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicaiidus,  Denmark,  Septeml)er  1985  (Knud Pedersen) 

116.  Pale-tieaded  juvenile  I.ong-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicatuJus,  Denmark,  September  1985 
(Knud  Pedersen) 

> 



Pomarine 

dark  juvenile 

Pomarine 

normal  juvenile 

Arctic 

wholly  dark  juvenile 

Arctic 

barred  with  dark  underwing- 
coverts 

Arctic 

pale/medium 

Arctic 

normal 

Long-tailed 

pale  juvenile 

Long-tailed 

pale/medium 

juvenile 

Long-tailed 
dark  juvenile 

Fig.  1.  Juvenile  Pomarine  Sterammus  pomarimts,  .Arctic  .S',  parasiticus  and  Long-tailed  .Skua.s  .S'. 
longicaudus  {Lars  jonsson) 

I   The  inclusion  of  ligs.  I-S  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  I'rom  Y.EISS  H'ev/  Geniimiy] 
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Held  identification  oj  the  smaller  skuas 
Tail 

JsDedillv  1^"*, 'heir  bases, 
wn  n-  f   ""*y  "how  an  almost  bicoloured 
taib  recalling  that  of  juvenile  Golden  Eagle  Aquila  chnsaetos. 

he  central  jDair  of  tail  feathers  is  elongated;  and  the  shape  and,  to  a lesser  degree,  the  length  of  this  extension  are  verN-  important  held  marks 
omarme  shows  broadly  rounded  tips,  which  extend  5-22  mm  beyond  the rest  ot  the  tail  and  are  often  hard  to  see  in  the  held.  This  difficulty  in 

obsemng  this  projection  may  result  in  the  impression  of  a   rather  square- ended  tail.  Arctic  shows  slightly  pointed  central  tail  feathers  (but  not  so much  as  on  adults),  which  are  elongated  8-25  mm,  their  shape  often making  them  visible  in  the  held.  ^ 

Long-tailed  Skua  has  the  longest  tail  in  this  plumage,  too.  The  tips  of the  protruding  tail  feathers  are  slightly  rounded,  and  mostly  pale-fringed- some  pak  edging  may  occur  on  Arctic  and  Pomarine  tails,  but  it  is  never 
so  distinct  as  on  many  Long-tailed.  Central-tail-feather  projection  is  14.5- 
^4  mm,  making  it  look  rather  conspicuous  in  the  held  (although  on  the 
o   ded  tail  these  feathers  result  in  a   longer,  slightly  rounded-looking  tail). A   bilhtail-elongation  ratio  of  1:1  is  common  on  Long-tailed  Skua-  onlv 
exceptionally  short-billed  and  long-tailed  Arctics  have  similar  propor- tioriQ  ^   I 

Legs 

The  legs  of  all  three  species  are  pale  blue-grey,  with  the  feet  black.  On 
Long-tailed,  only  62-78%  of  the  foot  is  black,  with  the  basal  part  coloured as  the  legs  (de  Korte  1985);  the  extent  of  black  on  Arctic  appears  similar to  that  on  Long-tailed,  but  most  Pomarines  have  whollv  black  feet. 
Pomarines  also  have  the  ffieaviest'  legs. 

Field  identification  of  adults 

If  seen  well,  adult  skuas  should  cause  no  major  identification  problems. 
They  are  much  less  variable  than  immatures,  and  their  colour  morphs  are 
quite  distinct.  In  the  case  of  Arctic  Skua,  the  dark  morph  predominates 
among  southern  populations,  but  the  pale  morph  is  more  common  in  the 
north  and  northeast,  with  up  to  90-95%  pale  (Cramp  &   Simmons  1982) 
Pomarine  Skuas  are  normally  pale,  with  only  5-10%  of  adults  being  of  the 
dark  morph.  Among  Long-tailed,  the  pale  morph  is  the  rule,  and  dark- 
morph  adults  have  still  to  be  fully  documented,  most  claimed  examples 
relating  to  immatures  (e.g.  Salomonsen  1951).  Both  Arctic  and  Pomarine 
Skuas  occur  in  intermediate  morphs. 

.Again,  hight  and  jizz  are  important  features.  In  breeding  plumage,  the 
shape  and  elongation  of  the  central  tail  feathers  are  the  most  important 
features  to  look  for;  other  important  field  characters  are  the  extent  and 
colour  of  the  breastband,  colour  of  underparts,  shape  and  dark  colour  of 
the  hood,  and  upperparts  contrast. 

Bill 

Pomarine  shows  a   bicoloured  bill,  dark  at  the  tip,  and  brownish  on  the 
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basal  two-thirds.  While  the  contrast  is  never  so  clear-cut  as  on  juveniles,  it 

is  visible  at  quite  long  range  because  of  the  weight  of  the  bill  and  the  dark 
colour  of  the  feathers  at  its  base. 

Arctic  and  Long-tailed  Skuas  show  rather  uniformly  dark  bills,  but,  in 

bright  sunlight,  the  base  of  the  upper  mandible  may  look  slightly  paler 

and  olive-tinged. 

Head 

PALE  MORPH  All  three  species  have  a   dark  hood,  contrasting  clearly  with 

the  pale  hindneck  and  chin.  Pomarine  shows  the  most  extensive  dark,  and 

its  hood  often  appears  ‘square’  towards  the  ear-coverts.  Arctic  and  Long- 
tailed both  have  a   smaller  hood,  extending  only  to  the  bases  of  the  cutting 

edges,  whereas  on  Pomarine  the  hood  often  extends  down  to  the  base  of 

the  lower  mandible.  Pale,  and  also  many  intermediate  and  dark.  Arctics 

have  a   pale  wash  to  the  feathers  at  the  base  of  the  upper  mandible, 

extending  somewhat  towards  the  front.  This  character  is  quite  distinct, 

and  is  only  rarely  shown  by  Long-tailed  (one  among  500  examined);  it  has 

never  been  reported  for  Pomarine.  All  pale  skuas  have  a   pale  or  yellowish 

chin  and  hindneck,  warmest  yellow  on  Pomarine,  coldest  greyish-yellow' 

on  Long-tailed. 

INTERMEDIATE  MORPH  These  are  recognised  by  their  pale  chin  and  hind- 

collar,  generally  warmer  brown-tinged  and  darker  than  on  pale  morphs. 

Furthermore,  the  pale  chin  and  collar  contrast  with  the  generally  dark 

brownish  underparts. 

DARK  MORPH  These  have  a   dark  chin  and  hindneck,  only  slightly  paler 

yellowish-brown  and  never  clearly  contrasting  with  the  dark  hood  and 

underparts.  The  darkest  individuals  have  uniformly  dark  head  and 

underparts,  darkest  (almost  blackish,  with  a   slight  purple  tinge)  on 
Pomarines. 

Body 

PALE  MORPH  Pomarine  has  a   variable,  dark  grey  to  brown  breastband, 

which  has  brown  spotting.  On  the  palest,  the  breast  is  pale,  with  the 

breastband  reduced  to  dark  markings  near  the  leading  edge  of  the  wing. 

Individuals  lacking  a   breastband  have  all  proved  to  be  adult  males  (Jens- 

Kjeld  Jensen  in  litt.),  and,  furthermore,  such  birds  showed  ‘cleaner’, 
unbanded  flanks  and,  on  average,  a   longer  tail  projection  than  those  of 
other  adult  males.  Pomarine  often  has  barred  flanks  and  sometimes  a   dark 

patch  extending  from  the  undertail-coverts  towards  the  belly. 
Arctic  Skua  may  also  have  a   breastband,  but,  on  summer  adults,  it  is 

clean  grey  without  (or  with  just  very  faint)  spotting,  and  its  presence  has 

not  been  linked  to  sex.  In  comparison  with  Pomarine,  Arctic’s  breastband 
and  flanks  are  generally  paler,  and  there  is  less  dark  extending  towards 

the  belly.  The  general  impression  is  of  a   cleaner,  paler  body  than  on 
Pomarine. 

Adult  summer  Long-tailed  Skua  never  has  a   breastband;  the  breast  is 
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Feature 
Characters  of  paJe-morph  adult  skuas  Stercorarius 

Bill 

Hood  extendinjE;  to  base 
of  lower  mandible  and 
farther  down  to  ear- 
coverts  than  on  others 
C.hin  and  hindneck  often 
warm  yellow,  throat 
white. 

I   ip  dark,  basal  two- 

thirds  paler  brownish. 

L   pperjiarts  Dark  brown  coverts  and 
back,  not  (or  only 
slightly)  contrasting 
with  flight  feathers. 
Shafts  of  outermost 

three  to  eight  pale. 

I'nderparts  Pale,  with  variable  dark- spotted  breastband,  and 
barred  flanks.  Often  dar- 

ker patch  on  lower  belly. 
Individuals  lacking 
breastband  often  have 

quite  clean  unbarred 
flanks. 

Under\^ing  Up  to  ba.sal  half  of  pri- 
maries pale,  otherwise 

normally  uniform  dark, 

but  paler  base  to  greater 

under  primarv  coverts. 

Hood  extending  to  base 
of  cutting  edges.  Chin 
and  hindneck  generally 

paler  yellow  than  on 
Pomarine.  Pale  patch  at 
base  of  upper  mandible 

on  all  pale  and  many 
intermediate  and  dark 
individuals. 

Dark,  with  slight  olive 
tinge  to  base  of  upper 
mandible  visible  in  good 

light. 

.As  on  Pomarine,  but 
sometimes  more 

greyish-brown. 

Pale,  with  variable  dark 

grey  unspotted  breast- 
band. Hanks  never  bar- 

red. Generally  paler 
than  on  Pomarine. 

■As  on  Pomarine. 

Fail 

I   ,egs 

Central  feathers  elonga- 

ted up  to  1   1   cm, 

broadly  twisted  and 
rounded. 

Dark 

Central  feathers  project 

up  to  10.5  cm,  pointed. 

171 

Hood  as  on  .Arctic,  chin 
and  hindneck  generally 
colder  vellow . 

.As  on  .Arctic,  but  shor- 

ter. 

.Always  contrast  l>etween 

grey  coverts  and  back, 
and  dark  flight  feathers. 

Only  two  (three)  pale 

primaries. 

Breast  pale,  gradually 
darkening  to  grey  on 

belly.  i\o  breastband. 

Dark 

Primaries  normally  all 

dark,  apart  from  visible 

pale  shaft  of  outermost. 
Sometimes,  ver\  little 

pale  \isible  near  base  of 

outermost  primaries. 

Underwing-coverts  all 
dark. 

Central  feathers  project 

up  to  about  25  cm,  and 

generally  longer  than 
distance  from  tip  of  rest 
of  tail  to  trailing  edge  of 

wing. 

Pale,  with  dark  spots 
and  dark  knee.  Feet 
dark. 

always  pale,  with  the  colour  gradually  becoming  grey  on  the  belly.  There 
IS,  however,  variation:  some  individuals  have  a   wholly  grey  belly,  making 
the  pale  breast  stand  out  quite  distinctly,  while  others,  particularly  those 
of  the  Nearctic  race  /.  pallescem,  show  grey  just  on  the  hind  belly. 

D.ARK  AND  l.N  rF.RMF.Dl.A'iT;  MORPHS  On  Pomarine  and  Arctic  Skuas,  the 
breast  to  belly  area  appears  greyish-brown  to  blackish-brown,  generally 
more  greyish-tinged  on  Arctic.  There  may  be  traces  of  a   darker 
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117.  Adult  summer  Long-tailed  Skua  Slercorariiis  longicaiidus,  Norway,  June  1985  (Gordon 

Langsbun') 

breastband.  Intermediate  individuals  are  similar  to  dark  morphs,  but 

generally  paler,  and  some  intermediate  Pomarines  show  darker  barring  on 

tbe  paler  background  (Rim  Fischer  in  litt.). 

Underu'ing 

All  three  species  generally  have  uniform  dark  axillaries  and  underwing- 

coverts;  the  bases  of  the  greater  under  primary  coverts  may,  however,  be 

paler  and  contrast  slightly  (this  character  is  probably  best  developed  on 

Pomarine  Skua).  On  Pomarine  and  Arctic,  up  to  the  basal  50%  of  the 

primaries  are  pale,  creating  a   distinct  pale  patch  on  the  underwing.  This  is 

never  so  on  Long-tailed,  which  usually  has  uniform  dark  bases  to  the 
primaries,  but  sometimes  a   small  pale  area  near  the  base  of  the  outermost. 

This  quite  uniform  dark  underwing  of  Long-tailed  makes  the  pale  shaft  of 

the  outermost  primary  stand  out.  During  moult,  pale  bases  to  the  coverts 

may  be  visible. 

Upperparts 

Pomarine  and  Arctic  Skuas  have  dark  upperparts,  not  or  only  slightly 

contrasting  with  the  blackish  flight  feathers.  The  general  colour  is  darkest 

on  Pomarine,  and  appears  more  greyish-brown  on  Arctic,  but  never  so 

much  as  on  Long-tailed.  Long-tailed  shows  distinct  paler  greyish 
upperparts  in  contrast  to  the  flight  feathers. 

As  on  juveniles,  the  shafts  of  the  outermost  three  to  eight  primaries  are 

pale  on  Pomarine  and  Arctic,  creating  a   pale,  semicircular  flash  on  the 

spread  hand.  In  general,  the  darkest  individuals  show  the  fewest  pale 

primary  shafts,  but  normally  three  or  four  are  visible;  a   veiy  few 

Pomarines  and  Arctics  have  just  two  pale  primai'y  shafts  as  on  Long-tailed 
(see  juveniles,  above).  Adult  Arctics  and  Pomarines  ha\ing  atypically  few 

pale  shafts,  as  well  as  Long-taileds  showing  unusually  many  pale  shafts, 

should  jiresent  no  identification  problems,  since  Long-tailed’s  upperparts are  distinctive. 
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118.  First-summer  or  second-winter  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicaudus,  Denmark. 

September  198b  (Knud  Pedersen) 

Tail 

The  shape  and  elongation  of  the  central  tail  feathers  are  of  importance. 

Pomarine  has  a   broad,  roundly  twisted  tail  projection  of  up  to  1 1   cm,  and, 

while  it  is  not  normally  possible  to  see  the  twisting,  it  usually  has  a 

‘rounding’  effect,  creating  an  S-shaped  outline  to  the  body.  Individuals 

119.  Adult  summer  Long-tailed  Skua  Stercorarius  longicaudus,  Norway,  June  1980  (R.  Ingleston) 
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which  have  lost  parts  of  the  tail  may  still  show  a   jjroad  tail  elongation. 

Arctic  has  a   pointed  tail  projection,  as  long  as  that  of  Pomarine,  but 

never  so  conspicuous  because  the  feathers  are  narrower. 

Long-tailed  shows  the  longest  central  tail  feathers,  and,  on  some,  the 

length  of  the  elongation  is  greater  than  the  distance  from  the  tip  of  the  rest 

of  the  tail  to  the  trailing  edge  of  the  wing  (Ullman  1985).  These  long 

feathers  often  move  in  the  wind.  Individuals  which  have  lost  their  central 

tail  feathers,  or  which  have  one  such  feather  longer  than  the  other,  are 
common. 

Legs 

The  legs  of  Arctic  and  Pomarine  are  dark.  Those  of  Long-tailed  are  pale 

with  dark  spots,  but  generally  darker  on  older  individuals  (de  Korte  1985). 

All  three  species  have  black  feet. 

Winter  plumage 

Winter  plumage  is  normally  attained  after  arrival  in  the  winter  quarters, 

but  some  Pomarines  may  show  winter  plumage  from  September.  As  our 

knowledge,  owing  to  lack  of  information,  is  limited  (there  are  very  few 

skins,  photographs  and  other  information  available),  it  is  safest  to  deal 

only  briefly  with  this  plumage  at  present.  I   should  be  most  grateful  to 

anyone  who  could  supply  further  information. 

I   have,  however,  observed  a   good  number  of  Pomarines  in  Venezuela  in 

January  1987,  as  well  as  good  series  of  photographs  from  West  Africa, 

Australia  and  Florida,  LfSA. 

y\dult  winter  plumage  of  Pomarine  varies  from  being  similar  to  Juvenile 

plumage  to  being  close  to  breeding  plumage,  showing  the  uniform  dark 

axillaries  and  underwing-coverts  of  adults.  The  most  frequent  type  has, 

compared  with  breeding  plumage,  the  hood  contrasting  less  with  the  neck 

and  chin  and  appearing  slightly  pale-spotted.  The  chin  and  hindneck  look 

paler,  showing  at  most  only  traces  of  yellow.  The  underparts  are  whitish, 

with  a   dark-spotted  breastband,  dark  barring  on  the  flanks  and,  to  a   lesser 

degree,  the  belly  and  undertail-coverts. 

The  upperparts  of  Pomarine  are  as  in  breeding  plumage,  but  with  a 

variable  amount  of  white-fringed  feathers  on  the  hindneck.  Individuals 

moulting  their  coverts  have  a   pale  band  on  the  wing,  recalling  that  of 

moulting  Great  Black-backed  Gull.  The  uppertail-coverts  are  barred 
whitish  and  dark.  The  tail  projection  is  variable,  and  the  winter  tail  is 

about  half  the  total  length  of  the  breeding  tail,  but  is  less  twisted,  and 

normally  just  rounded.  It  is  remarkable,  however,  that  some  series  of  skins 

all  lack  the  central  tail  feathers  in  winter  plumage,  whereas  birds  in  other 

series  have  all  acquired  the  winter  tail.  It  may  be  that  the  central  pair  of 

tail  feathers  is  acquired  in  years  of  good  food  supply,  but  not  otherwise. 

A   few  Long-tailed  Skuas  in  winter  plumage  have  a   dark  breastband,  and 

some  show  a   slightly  rounded  tail  projection,  similar  to  that  of  juveniles. 

Albinism 

Partially  albinistic  Arctic  Skuas  have  occurred;  Clegg  (1972)  noted  skuas 

with  white  flight  feathers,  pale  leading  edges  to  the  wings,  and  pale- areas 
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around  the  eyes.  A   relatively  common  variety  of  Arctic  Skua  shows  a   pale 

fore  edge  to  the  wing,  as  on  adult  female  Marsh  Harrier  Circus  aeruginosus. 

On  dark  morphs,  this  is  often  linked  with  a   contrasting  whitish  area  at  the 

centre  of  the  belly;  and  this  pale  area  has  been  recorded  both  on 

immatures  and  on  adults.  Furthermore,  there  are  several  reported  skuas 

with  white  primaries  (Knud  Pedersen  in  lift.).  A   wholly  albinistic  juvenile 

y\rctic  Skua,  even  showing  pale  bare  parts,  is  in  the  Copenhagen 
collection. 

Concluding  remarks 

Phis  paper  deals  with  the  identification  of  juvenile  and  adult  breeding 

skuas.  References  are  also  made  to  immature  and  adult  winter  plumages. 

It  is  not  possible  to  sort  out  skua  identification  in  a   few  pages.  I   have 

therefore  dealt  mainly  with  juveniles  and  summer  adults,  as  material  on 

immature  and  adult  winter  plumages  is  rather  scarce.  It  is  hoped, 

however,  that  new  information  concerning  these  groups  of  skuas  may 

arise.  1   should  greatly  appreciate  any  information  on  these  aspects,  for 

eventual  publication. 
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Summary 

The  field  identification  of  Pomarine  Slncorarius  pomarinus,  .\rctic  5.  parasitiais  and  Long-tailed 

Skuas  .S’,  longicaudus  is  discussed.  Detailed  notes  on  identification  of  juvenile  and  adult 

summer  plumages  are  given;  immature  and  adult  winter  plumages  are  treated  more  briefl
y. 

The  main  problem  in  skua  identification  lies  in  their  often  great  variability,  especially  that  of 

Juveniles.  It  is,  therefore,  necessar\  to  note  as  many  plumage  features  as  possible,  together 

with  jizz  and  flight  pattern,  in  order  to  make  positive  identifications. 
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Mystery  photographs 
-g  O   Would  those  readers  who  have  been  interested,  intrigued, 

infuriated  and,  we  hope,  educated  by  this  long-running  series 

\ttrit.  Hints  Kl.  176-178.  April  I‘m9] 
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please  spare  a   thought  tor  the  poor  authors  who  are  invited  to  write  the 

texts  accompanying  the  myster)'  photographs?  For  what  is  one  meant  to 
do  when,  on  seeing  the  photograph  sent  with  a   request  to  write  a   text  for 

it,  one  says  to  oneself:  ‘Well,  it’s  obviously  an  adult  female  King  Eider. 

What’s  the  mystery  about  identifying  that?’ 
Identification  is  often  like  that,  almost  instinctive;  the  hard  part  is 

conveying  in  words  the  glaringly  obvious  (to  me)  features  that  identify-  this 

duck.  1   will  have  a   go,  but  1   am  not  too  sanguine  about  the  results.  So,  let’s 
identify  it  first,  and  bother  about  age  and  sex  later. 

First,  the  bird  is  a   duck:  that  bill  shape,  that  head  shape,  and, 

especially,  that  bill  shape  allied  to  that  head  shape.  Plus,  of  course,  the 
fact  that  the  bird  is  on  the  water! 

Secondly,  it  is  obviously  (I  hope)  an  eider,  though  it  is  perhaps  less  clear 

why.  Fhe  heaviness  of  the  bill  and  the  large  head  are  certainly  pointers,  as 

are  the  relatively  short  neck  and  squat  body.  Fhe  bill  is  too  wedge- 

shaped — too  deep  at  the  base — for  a   divitig  duck;  the  upper  mandible  too 
smoothly  shaped  for  a   scoter. 

;\nd  finally,  having  got  as  far  as  an  eider,  it  is  (of  course?)  a   King  Eider 

Somateria  spectabilis.  Two  of  the  other  three  species  are  easily  eliminated. 

"Fhe  Spectacled  Eider  S.  fischeti  has  a   quite  differently  shaped  head  and 

bill,  with  the  ‘spectacle’  mark  showing,  if  indistinctly,  even  on  the  Juvenile. 
Steller’s  Eider  Polysticta  stelleri  is  much  more  like  a   dabbling  duck  in 
silhouette,  with  its  steep  forehead  and  comparatively  small  bill.  This 

leaves  Edder  S.  rnollissimo  and  King  Eider,  which,  it  has  to  be  admitted,  are 

capable  of  being  confused  when  in  female  or  juvenile  plumage. 

This  bird  is  close  enough  for  some  of  the  fine  detail  to  be  examined;  not 

always  possible,  admittedly.  Unfortunately,  two  of  the  more  certain 

separation  characters  are  not  very  clear  on  the  photograph:  first,  the 

limited  extension  of  the  upper  mandible  towards  the  eye,  so  much  greater 

on  the  Eider  than  on  the  King  Eider;  and,  secondly,  the  way  the  gape  line 

turns  upward  at  the  end  to  cut  through  a   pale  area  at  the  base  of  the  bill. 

Some  more  comparative  features  are  visible,  though:  the  very  slightly- 

bulging  (not  straight)  forehead;  the  relatively  short  bill;  and  the  fairly 

definite  line  running  back  and  down  from  the  rear  of  the  eye,  separating 

the  nape  feathers  from  the  ‘cheek’.  The  well-pronounced  crescentic 
pattern  on  the  flanks  and  the  virtual  absence  of  patterning  on  the  head  are 

more  confirmatory-  than  diagnostic,  as  is  the  apparent  lack  of  a   hooked  tip 

to  the  bill.  The  bill  of  King  Eider  tends  to  be  blacker  than  that  of  Eider, 

and,  in  a   colour  picture,  the  general  plumage  tones  would  probably 

appear  more  rufous. 

The  flank  markings  are  the  strongest  indication  that  this  is  an  adult 

female,  as  on  the  juvenile  they  are  much  less  well  defined,  being  broader 

and  more  smudgy-.  It  is  also  possible,  just,  to  see  one  of  the  two  feather 

points,  a   little  more  than  halfway-  down  the  back,  which  are  present  only 

on  the  adult,  though  smaller  than  those  on  the  adult  male. 

This  adult  female  King  Eider,  rearing  out  of  the  water,  was  photo- 

graphed on  the  Chunotna  Peninsula,  USSR,  in  July  1970  by  my  much- 

missed  friend,  the  late  Sacha  Kistchinsky.  M.\0 
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Notes 
Mating  behaviour  of  Cuckoos  At  approximately  08.00  CM'I  on  5th 
June  1986,  on  an  alpine  heath,  in  the  vicinity  of  Atnmarnas,  south 

Swedish  Lapland,  I   heard  a   ‘gowk’  call  and  saw  two  Cuckoos  Cuculiis 
canorus  approaching  in  a   wild  and  noisy  pursuit  flight  from  the  adjacent 

birch  wood.  When  they  came  closer,  I   could  see  one  distinctly  smaller 

individual  (female)  being  chased  by  a   larger  one  (male). 

After  this  initial  pursuit,  which  covered  about  200  m,  the  female 

landed  on  a   birch  branch  some  50  m   distant,  and  the  male  started  to 

circle  above  her.  Shortly  after  landing,  the  female  ‘bubbled’  and  took 
off.  She  began  to  fly  in  circles,  with  the  male  making  slightly  larger 

revolutions  above  her.  After  completing  two  circles,  consisting  of  both 

flapping  and  gliding  flight,  the  female  landed  on  the  same  branch  with 

her  tail  lowered.  The  male  completed  one  more  circle  and  landed 

directly  on  her  back. 

Copulation  took  less  than  five  seconds,  and  the  pair  was  silent  during 

both  the  circling  flight  and  the  mating.  Directly  after  coition,  the  male 

flew  off  silently  in  the  same  direction  whence  they  had  originally 

arrived,  and  the  female  started  to  preen.  During  this  time,  a   Cuckoo 

was  heard  calling  from  the  wood,  and,  after  about  two  minutes,  the 

female  stopped  preening  and  flew  off  at  an  angle  of  about  70°  to  that  of 

the  male’s  flight. 

Copulation  by  Cuckoos  is  rarely  observed,  and  this  pre-copulatory 

circling  display  flight  is  not  described  in  liWP  4. 

This  is  a   contribution  from  tlie  ITA'RK-projcct.  Roi.ANl)  SaN'1)HF,R(J 

Ecology  Building,  S-223  62  Lund,  Sweden 
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Meadow  Pipit  evading  Merlin  by  settling  near  human  being  M.  E. 

Taylor’s  recent  note  {Brit.  Birds  79:  592)  about  a   Skylark  Alauda  arvensis 
opportunistically  evading  a   Merlin  Falco  columbarius,  by  diving  towards 

three  human  beings  and  crouching  between  them,  reminded  me  of  the 

following.  On  20th  October  1957,  on  the  sea-wall  of  the  River  Thames, 

near  Egypt  Bay,  Kent,  1   saw  a   Meadow  Pipit  Anthus pratensis  twisting  and 

dipping  over  the  water,  with  a   male  Merlin  in  close  pursuit.  On  drawing 

level  with  me,  the  pipit  suddenly  turned  towards  the  embankment, 

landed,  and  sat  tight  there,  a   few  metres  beyond  me.  The  Merlin  flew 

past,  and,  when  I   walked  on,  the  pipit  flew  over  the  wall  and 

disappeared  into  tall  grass.  I   have  never  been  in  any  doubt  that  the 

Meadow  Pipit  saw  my  presence  as  a   means  of  evading  the  Merlin. 

L.J.  Davenport 
68  First  Avenue,  Gillingham,  Kent  .\iE7  2I.G 

^tUcntp-liUf  pcnrg  ago... 

‘I  t   has  long  been  known  that,  in  the  C^oninion  CTosshill  (I.oxia  cun’irostra)  the  mandibles 

cross  indilterently  on  either  side  in  different  individuals.  Recently,  however,  for  a   special 

purpose,  I   desired  to  ascertain  whether  or  not  individuals  having  the  mandibles  crossed 

to  the  right  and  to  the  left,  respectively,  exist  in  nature  in  about  equal  numbers,  and  (if 

not)  what  proportion  of  individuals  has  them  crossed  to  the  right  and  what  to  the  le
ft. 

•Accordingly,  at  the  British  Museum,  I   examined  the  contents  of  ten  boxes,  selected  at 

random.  The  result  of  my  investigation  was  that  there  were  eighty-four  specimens  which 

were  dextral,  eighty-three  which  were  sinistral,  and  four  which  were  doubtful.  Such  close 

equality  in  the  numbers  of  the  two  forms  is  quite  surprising.’  (Bril.  Birds  7:  316-317,  .Aprd 1914) 

Announcements 
Christmas  Puzzle:  the  solution  I   he  answers  to  the  puzzles  set 

on  page  xix  in  the  December  1988  issue  were  as  follows.  The
 

twitcher  lived  in  Hampshire,  travelling  (via  Surrey)  to  see  a   Stilt 

Sandpiper  at  Cliffe  (Kent)  on  25th  August,  a   Sharp-tailed 

Sandpiper  at  Sandwich  Bay  (Kent)  and  a   Booted  \\  arbler  a
t 

Dungeness  (Kent)  on  4th  September,  and  a   Pied  Wheatear  
at 

Foreness  (Kent)  on  7th  November;  and  (via  Dorset)  to  see  an 

Isabellihe  Shrike  at  Wemburv-  (Devon)  on  8th  November. 

The  BB  reader  saw  that  the  first  species  mentioned  in  the  first 

(Januarv )   issue  of  BB  in  1 988  was  Pied-billed  Grebe,  the
  second 

in  the  second  (February)  was  Mallard,  the  third  in  the  March  iss
ue  was  Lapland  Bunung, 

the  fourth  in  the  .April  issue  was  Corv's  .Shearwater,  the  fifth  in  May
  was  Caspian  1   ern, 

the  sixth  in  June  was  Dunlin,  the  seventh  in  July  was  Herring  Gul
l,  the  eighth  in  August 

was  Fulmar,  the  ninth  in  September  was  Ruff,  the  tenth  in 
 October  was  Bobolink,  the 

eleventh  in  November  was  American  Pipit,  and  the  twel
fth  in  December  was— verv 

appropriately,  in  view  of  this  puzzle's  sponsor— 
Red  Grouse. 

'Hampshire',  ‘Lapland  Bunting'  and  ‘Red  Grouse’  were  correctly  na
med  by  Peter 

Lansdown  (CardilT),  1.  D.  Mullins  (Colchester,  Essex)  an
d  R.  J.  Walker  (Swaffham, 

Norfolk),  each  of  whom  will,  therefore,  be  receiving  a   co
mplimentarv  bottle  of  77te  I-amous 

Grouse  Scotch  whisky. 

Sponsored  by 

.ous 
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Win  free  BBs  for  life  If  you  haven’t  already  done  so,  please  use  the  form  in  last  month’s 

issue  (page  xv)  to  enrol  a   new  subscriber.  I’his  will  entitle  both  you  and  him/her  to  a   free 

entry  in  the  draw  for  FREK  ‘BB’  SUBSCRIP  FIONS  FOR  LIFE.  Good  luck! 

New  books  and  special  offers  in  British  BirdShop  Birds  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-by-month 

guide  by  Pony  Soper  and  Roger  Lovegrove  has  been  added  to  the  British  BirdShop  list  this 

month.  The  following  books  are  still  available  at  special  reduced  prices:  International  Bird 

Identification,  ChdindXeT  s   North  Atlantic  Shorebirds,  Goodwin’s  Crows  oj  the  World,  Harris,  Fucker  & 

V'inicombe’s  The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird  Identification,  Oddie’s  Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie, 

The  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification,  and  SOX’ON’s  Atlas  van  de  Nederlandse  Vogels.  Please  use  the 
British  BirdShop  forms  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv  for  all  your  orders. 

Colour-marked  waders:  an  amendment  Please  report  all  waders  marked  in  some  way 

(other  than  with  ordinary  Bl'O  rings)  to:  Wader  Study  Group,  P.O.  Box  247,  1   ring, 
Hertfordshire  HP23  3JN,  and  not  as  pre\iously  requested  {Brit.  Birds  82:  120). 

Request   
‘Mystery  photographs’  texts  Fexts  have,  in  the  past,  been  written  almost  entirely  by 
invitation,  by  members  of  the  Rarities  Committee  or  other  specialist  experts.  We  should 

now,  however,  like  to  widen  the  range  of  authorship. 

Fhe  aim  is  to  include  an  instructive  photograph  (preferably  good  quality)  which  allows 

the  text  to  cover  useful  aspects  of  the  species’  identification.  (   Fhe  aim  is  not  to  give  a   trick 
photograph.) 

If  you  know  of  a   problem  which  has  not  been  covered  in  this  series,  feel  that  you  are 

qualified  to  write  the  necessar)-  instructive  text,  and  would  like  to  do  so,  please  let  us 
know.  If  you  have  a   suitable  photograph,  so  much  the  better;  but,  if  not,  we  may  be  able  to 

supply  one.  Potential  authors  will  receive  some  guidance  notes  to  help  them  in  their  task, 

and  all  texts  circulate,  as  a   matter  of  course,  to  the  Identification  Notes  Panel  before 

publication.  Please  send  your  offers  of  authorship  to  the  BB  Editorial  Office. 

Review 

The  Skuas.  By  Robert  W.  Furness.  Illustrated  by  John  Busby. 

Poyser,  Calton,  1987.  30  black-and-white  plates;  35  line-drawings. 
£18.00. 

In  a   more  verbose  age,  this  book  would  have  been  subtitled  ‘Being  an  account  mainly  of 

the  Great  and  Arctic  .Skuas  of  the  Shetland  Isles,  with  man)-  of  the  author’s  own 

observations,  and  with  supporting  information  on  other  species.’  Bob  Furness’s  accounts 

ol'  his  encounters  with  skuas  are  a   lively  leavening  to  a   mass  of  data  and  discussion. 
Perhaps  I   enjoyed  this  book  because  I   was  once  as  enthralled  by  the  antics  of  skuas  as  is 

the  author.  Despite  their  piratical  and  aggressive  ways,  skuas  are  easy  to  relate  to,  and  it 

also  gave  me  pleasure  to  read  of  the  (iears  and  Holbourns  of  F'oula  after  all  these  years. 
Fhe  latest  of  the  Poyser  monographs,  it  is,  as  is  usual  with  them,  an  attractive  volume, 

and  much  enlivened  by  John  Busby’s  drawings.  3'et  there  must  be  many  ornithologists 
wondering  whether  their  bookshelves  will  collapse  or  overflow  First.  With  so  many 

blockbusting  encyclopedias  and  dictionaries  summarising  all  that  is  known  about  birds, 

how  many  monographs  do  we  need  to  pad  out  the  already  overwhelming  burden  of 

scientific  journals?  Monographs  should  fit  between:  giving  the  details  that  the 

comprehensive  volimies  cannot  asjiire  to,  and  bringing  together  in  a   readable  fortn  all  the 

exciting  stories  of  bird  life  that  are  etiierging  from  the  current  wa\'e  of  fieldwork.  So,  do 

we  tteed  a   monograph  on  the  skuas,  and  does  this  one  pro\ide  the  goods?  3’es.  ,\gain  my 

bias  may  show,  but  this  is  an  interesting  group  of' birds  and  it  deserves  a   tnonogra|)h. 
First,  the  skuas  ha\e  an  odd  taxonomic  position,  closely  related  to  the  gulls,  but 

interestingly  difTerent.  Eagle  Clarke’s  description  of  skuas  as  ‘gulls  turned  into  hawks’ 
sums  them  u|t  nicely.  And,  within  the  grou|),  relatiotishi|)s  are  not  easy  to  decide. 
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Furness’s  arrangement  of  Stercorarius — the  ‘small  skuas’ —   and  Calharacia — the  ‘lart^e 

skuas’ —   seems  eminently  reasonable. 
The  skuas  also  illustrate  a   number  of  interesting  topics,  such  as  an  unusual  bipolar 

distribution,  trans-equatorial  migration,  polygamy,  reversed  sexual  size  dimorphism,  the 

strange  nomadism  of  the  I’omarine  Skua  .S',  pomarinus,  and  the  group’s  very  varied  and 
variable  feeding  habits,  including  the  kleptoparasitism  for  which  they  are  famous. 

I'nfortunately,  I   found  some  of  the  discussion  disappointing.  I'o  be  fair,  this  was 
sometimes  due  to  the  diHiculty  of  problems  which  have  defied  explanation  despite  a 

considerable  amount  of  research.  There  is,  for  instance,  the  vexed  subject  ol  the 

poly  morphism  of  the  .\rctic  Skua  V.  parasiticus,  with  its  light,  dark  and  intermediate 

plumage  phases.  .\  number  of  hypotheses  ha\e  been  proposed  to  explain  this 

|)henomenon  and  Furness  devotes  a   cha|Jter  to  them.  The  final  sentence  says  it  all: 

‘Doubtless  further  research  will  eventually  shed  light  on  this  complex  and  conlusing 

issue.’ 

I'he  sheer  range  of  skua  behaviour  also  makes  a   coherent  account  dinicult.  It  would 
have  hel|)ed  to  have  had  a   brief  |jen  portrait  of  the  species,  so  that  the  basic  habits  ol  each 

could  be  grasped  as  a   lifeline  through  the  sea  of  concentrated  inlormation.  I   recommend, 

however,  the  closing  cha]>ters  on  conservation,  lor  the  discussion  ol  the  problems  caused 

bv  birds  that  were  once  rare  but  are  now  arguably  o\  erpopulous,  and  ol  diflerent  people's 
attitudes  towards  them.  RoiU  K   l   Ht'R  loN 

News  and  comment 

Robin  Ptytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds 

Seabirds  and  sandeels  .After  recent  dis- 

astrous breeding  seasons  for  some  of  Shet- 

land’s seabirds — owing  to  the  failure  of  the 

right  size  of  sandeel  at  a   critical  time  (Bril. 

Birds  81:  806-607) — the  Shetland  Bird  Club 

has  been  marshalling  the  concern  of  its 

members  (Shetland  Bird  Club  Sewsletter  75, 

December  88).  .At  a   recent  seminar  held  by 

the  Club,  one  of  the  main  outcomes  was 

the  unanimous  agreement  on  the  need  for 

research  into  the  status,  distribution  and 

behaviour  of  sandeels  around  Shetland 

seabird  colonies,  and  how  seabirds  utilise 

them.  This  means  intensi\e  studies  of  li\e 

sandeels  in  the  sea.  not  dead  sandeels 

either  at  the  fisheries  factory  or  in  a   tern 

colony.  Swift  reaction  has  come  from 

Glasgow  and  .Aberdeen  Universities  (in 

conjunction  with  the  .Nature  C.onser\ancy 

Council,  the  Institute  of  Ferrestrial  Kco- 

logv  and  the  Department  of  .Agriculture 

and  Fisheries  for  .Scotland)  who  have  put 

for\vard  just  such  a   research  programme 

for  Government  funding. 

With  conflicting  views  about  the  eHecl 

of  the  fishery  on  sandeel  stocks,  action  in 

that  area  is  dilTicult  to  achieve.  Many  (but 

not  all)  fishermen  maintain  that  the  fishery 

has  not  been  the  cause  of  the  changes  in 

sandeel  stocks.  But  the  committee  of  the 

Shetland  Bird  Cdub  finds  it  hard  to  accept 

that  the  fishery  was  not  at  least  partly 

responsible  for  the  current  problems  and  is 

calling  for  a   moratorium  on  commercial 

fishing  of  sandeels  around  Shetland.  Shet- 

land’s seabird  colonies  are  facing  a   serious 
threat,  and  we  offer  the  Shetland  Bird 

Club  every  encouragement  in  its  valiant 
efforts  to  minimise  that  threat. 

BOU  Annual  Conference  There  is  still 

time  to  book  for  the  British  Ornithologists’ 

Union  conference  on  ‘.Applied  Ornithology  ’, 
to  be  held  at  Surrey  University,  Guildford, 

during  13th- 16th  .April.  With  sessions  on 

Bird  Problems,  Damage  Prevention,  Birds 

Under  Threat,  and  Ornithology  as  an  .Aid  to 

Conservation,  it  promises  to  be  an  interest- 

ing affair.  For  further  details,  contact  Mrs 

C'lwen  Bonham,  .Administrative  .Secretary. 

British  Ornithologists’  Union,  c/o  British 
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Museum  (Natural  History),  I   ring,  Hert- 
fordshire MP2:t  6AP. 

RSPB  launches  Centenary  Campaign 

Monday  16th  Januaiy-  saw  the  launch  of  the 

RSPB’s  centenarv  ‘Action  for  Birds’  cam- 

paign at  London’s  King’s  Cross  Station.  As 
well  as  celebrating  100  years  of  active  bird 

conservation,  the  centenary  is  being  used  to 

appeal  for  £15  million  and  another  half 

million  members  over  the  next  five  years. 

The  RSPB’s  President,  Magnus  Magnusson, 

spoke  of ‘a  100  years  war  not  yet  won’,  with 
our  environment  and  wild  birds  threatened 

as  never  before.  But  the  opportunity  for 

change  for  the  better,  he  continued,  has 

never  been  greater,  with  the  need  to  reform 

the  Common  .Agricultural  Policy  forcing  a 

new  way  of  thinking.  Evidence  of  change 

came  from  the  Pritne  Minister  as  she  laun- 

ched the  .Appeal  by  naming  Locomotive 

89001  Avocet.  A’oicing  sentiments  as  green  as 
her  outfit,  she  drew  attention  to  the  inter- 

relatedness of  ecosystems  and  the  need  to 
cherish  our  wildlife  all  the  more  because  our 

severance  from  the  Continent  of  Europe 

shortly  after  the  last  Ice  .Age  has  left  us  short 

of  many  species.  Old  hat  to  some  of  those 

present,  but  new  to  many,  and  good  to  hear 

the  message  from  On  High. 

Avocet,  also  carry  ing  the  lntercit\  logo  of  a 

Swallow  that  symbolises,  your  correspon- 

dent was  told,  ‘freedom,  speed  and  style’, 
bore  the  great  and  lesser  species  attending 

the  launch  to  Sandy  in  comfort  never 

experienced  in  real  life.  Railway  twitchers 

may  be  interested  that  Avocet  will  be  running 

on  the  East  Coast  line,  through  Sandy  and 

within  two  miles  of  the  BB  offices.  (Contri- 

buted by  Robert  Burton) 

Birds  around  Sheffield  1   he  latest  report 

(1987)  of  the  .Sheffield  Bird  .Study  (iroup  has 

just  arrived  with  us.  It  is  a   neatly  turned  out 

publication,  the  bulk  of  which  (63  pages  out 

of  88)  is  given  over  to  the  systematic  list,  but 

there  are  a   few'  short  articles,  including  a 

review  of  the  year  and  a   report  of  the 
wildfowl  counts  made  for  the  Wildfowl 

I   rust.  C’opies  are  available  (£2.00  including 

postage)  from  I'ony  Morris,  4A  Raven  Road, 
Nether  Edge,  SheBield  S7  isB. 

‘Country  Life’/RSNC  County  Birdwatch 
1989  Last  year,  99  teams  entered  (he  third 

Country  /.//c/Royal  Society  for  Nature  Con- 
ser\ation  County  Birdwatch:  between 

them,  they  raised  almost  £25,000  for  the 

British  Wildlife  Appeal,  and  recorded 

some  232  species  of  birds.  Changes  to  the 

rules  of  this  year’s  Birdwatch  should  en- 
sure increased  support  for  this  annual 

event.  I'he  most  significant  change  is  that 
the  teams  can  choose  which  day  they  want 

to  take  part,  so  long  as  the  chosen  day  is 

between  .Saturday  6th  May  and  Sunday 

21st  May.  With  teams  competing  from  as 

far  apart  as  (juernsey  and  .Shetland,  this 

should  be  a   major  help  in  selecting  the 

best  day  to  see  the  greatest  number  of 

species,  and  also  allows  some  flexibility  in 

the  event  of  bad  weather.  Ehe  controver- 

sial handicap  system  is  also  undergoing  a 

major  revision,  based  on  the  results  of  the 

previous  three  years.  Crispin  Eisher,  chair- 

man of  the  judging  panel,  believes  that  the 

new  handicaps  will  take  more  account  of 

the  physical  difficulties  of  seeing  the  max- 

imum number  of  species  in  a   single  coun- 
‘y- 

.All  results  have  to  be  with  the  organiser, 

David  Eomlinson,  by  the  morning  of 

Wednesday  24th  May.  Ehe  prize-giving 

and  bufTet  reception  at  Rutland  Water  will 

be  the  following  .Sunday,  28th  .May,  to 

which  all  entrants  are  invited.  Eurther 

details  of  the  1989  County  Birdwatch,  plus 

entr)'  forms,  are  now  available  from  David 

Tomlinson  at  Country  Life,  King’s  Reach 
lower,  Stamford  .Street,  London  sf.i  9l.s 

(tel.  01-261  6665). 

Darren  Rees  on  show  Richard  Richardson 

.Award  winner  (1981)  and  regular  Bird  Illus- 

trator of  the  Year  runner-up  (third  in  1982, 

second  in  1984  and  fourth  in  1988),  Darren 

Rees,  has  two  exhibitions  of  his  work  in 

1989.  If  you’re  in  the  area,  make  a   point  of 
visiting  the  Countrv'  Works  Gallery,  Ehe 

.Sawmills,  Kerry,  Newtown,  Powys,  during 

5th  April  to  7th  May,  or  the  Henr\  Brett 

Galleries,  Park  .Street,  .Stow-on-the-Wold, 

Gloucestershire,  during  12th-21st  June.  At 

the  former,  Darren’s  original  illustrations  for 

Barbara  &   Richard  Mearns’s  Biographies  Jor 
Birdwatchers  will  be  on  view,  and,  at  the 

latter,  examples  of  his  recent  watercolours 

and  oil-paintings. 

Memorable  R   &   M   conference  Ehe  21st 

Ringing  and  Migration  Conference,  held  at 

.Swanwick  during  6th-8th  Januaiy  1989,  was 

celebrated  on  the  Saturday  evening  with  a 

five-course  dinner  and  a   thought-inovoking 

view  of  future  priorities  by  Bob  .Spencer. 

I)a|7hne  Watson  had  opened  the  previous 

evening  with  the  1988  .Australian  Wader 

Ringing  Expedition  and  then,  to  start  it  all 
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properly  the  next  morning,  Nick  Davies 

exposed  the  facts  behind  the  apparent  sobri- 

ety of  the  Dunnock’s  lifestyle.  Should  Rev. 
Morris  have  commended  the  latter  to  his 

parishioners  when  polygy  ny,  polyandry  and 

polygynandry  appear  to  be  rife?  (See  Bril. 

Birds  80:  604-624  for  the  full  expose.)  Len- 

nart Karlsson  explained  admirably  the  Fal- 

sterbo  Photo-Project  involving  controlled 

colour  photography  to  investigate  and  illus- 

trate ageing  and  sexing  of  passerines;  then 

Chris  Mead  spoke  on  ring  manufacture. 

I'hree  contributions  on  seabirds  involved 

radio-tracking  (Sarah  Wanless),  Storm  Pet- 

rels (Pony  Martin)  and  recent  breeding 

failures  in  Shetland:  Dave  Okill  and  Jim 

Fowler  put  a   strong  case  for  immediate 

input  of  finance  into  the  study  of  the  sandeel 

decline,  which  appears  to  be  a   major  factor 
in  the  Shetland  crisis. 

First  to  talk  on  Sunday  morning  was  Nigel 

Clark,  who  indicated  the  intricacies  of  the 

movements  of  our  wintering  Dunlins,  and, 

after  him,  Murray  Crant  dicussed  the  elTects 

of  reseeding  heathland  on  breeding  V\  him- 
brels.  Fhe  relevance  of  both,  in  future 

estuarine  developments  and  agricultural 

practices,  was  apparent.  Richard  Collins  will 

long  be  rememljered  for  the  clarity,  effi- 

ciency and  humour  of  his  presentation  on 

the  Mute  Swans  of  Dublin.  Humphrey  Crick's 

appeal  for  additional  co-operation  between 

ringers  and  nest  recorders  was  emphasised 

by  Steve  Percival’s  work  on  owl  populations. 
In  the  BB  Mystery'  Photograph  Competition, 

24  out  of  128  entries  tied  for  first  place,  each 

correctly  identifying  three  of  the  hve  photo- 

graphs. In  the  subsequent  draw,  .Arthur 

Bowles  won  the  bottle  of  champagne.  The 

21st  R   &   .M  Conference  was  one  of  the  best 

so  far,  and  all  the  speakers  and  organisers 

deserve  congratulations.  (Contributed  by  Tony Parsons) 

New  Honorary  Subscriber  W’e  are  delight- 
ed to  acknowledge  the  help  given  to  us  over 

the  years  by  .Swedish  bird-photographer  Dr 

P.  ().  Swanberg  by  electing  him  as  an 

Flonorary  Subscriber.  Dr  .Swanberg  has  just 

celebrated  his  80th  birthday,  and  has  been  a 

subscriber  to  British  Birds  for  41  years.  He 

joins  the  select  ranks  of  BB'n  Honorary 
Subscribers,  currently  comprising  past 

members  of  the  journal’s  Fditorial  Board; 
nonagenarian  H.  (L  .Alexander,  who  has 

been  a   subscriber  since  volume  1,  number  1; 

and  the  father  of  present-day  Irish  ornithol- 

ogy, Major  R.  F.  Ruttledge. 

So  old  and  just  a   slip  J.  C.  Stevens  has  sent 

us  a   misprint  which  gives  details  of  ‘the 

oldest  recorded  migrant’.  It  appeared  in 

Essex  Birds  (autumn  1988:  19)  and  ‘reports 

the  recovery  of  a   Swallow  in  the  Orange  Free 

State,  9261  km  from  Pitsea  where  it  was 

ringed  as  a   juvenile  in  autumn  1895.' 

Monthly 

reports 

November  1988 

Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authentica
ted  records 

Unless  otherwise  sUted.  dates  refer  to  November  1988
 

Anticyclones  nearby,  to  the  east  of  Britain  and  Ireland,  extended  thei
r  influence,  bringing  quiet  weather  unth 

some  southeasterly  winds  over  the  first  eight  days.  .4  brief  period  of  wil
d  westerlies  followed,  until  high  {rressure 

dominated  once  more  on  I2th.  .4  centre  of  high  pressure  dneloped 
 to  the  west  on  1 8th,  and  winds  turned  to  the 

north,  with  a   consequent  drop  in  temperature,  giving  the  first  tas
te  of  winter.  .4^  the  pressure  declined,  westerly- 

winds  brought  in  milder  air  by  30th. 
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Waxwings  widespread 
rhere  cannot  be  many  ornithological  events  that  give  so  much  pleasure  to 

a   wide  audience  as  a   mass  invasion  of  Waxwings  Bomby cilia  garrulus  (plates 

122  &   123),  occuiTing  as  it  often  does  in  suburban  gardens,  parks  and 

roadside  hedgerows.  It  was  soon  apparent  that  we  were  experiencing  a 

major  influx,  of  proportions  probably  not  seen  in  the  last  two  decades. 

During  the  first  week,  these  delightful  visitors  were  evenly  spread  along 

the  British  east  coast,  from  Lothian  to  Kent,  and,  as  early  as  3rd,  some  had 

reached  inland  to  Sandy  (Bedfordshire),  and  by  6th  the  Lancashire  coast 

and  Cumbria.  In  Lothian,  there  were  three  flocks  of  over  50,  and  farther 

south  97  had  arrived  at  Cramlington  (Northumberland),  and  100  at 

Stockton-on-Tees  (Cleveland).  In  Norfolk,  there  were  up  to  80  at  both 
Snettisham  and  Holme,  in  Suflblk  25  at  Westleton  Heath,  and  in  Kent  ten 

at  Sandwich  Bay.  Many  of  the  smaller  flocks  seemed  anxious  to  move  on. 

By  the  second  weekend,  it  was  clear  that  southeast  Scotland  and  the 

northeast  coast  of  England  were  attracting  the  biggest  numbers,  with  220 

at  Rosyth  (Fife),  150  in  Harrison  Park,  Edinburgh  (Lothian),  and  225  in 

Middlesbrough  (Cleveland).  In  Lincolnshire,  Gibraltar  Point  had  a 

maximum  of  ten  on  13th,  and  one  was  found  the  same  day  in  Lincoln 

itself.  Other  inland  records  were  becoming  more  evident,  with  groups  of 

up  to  six  as  far  west  as  Irvine  (Strathclyde)  and  Bangor  (Gwynedd),  and 

one  had  reached  Pennington  (Hampshire)  by  13th.  In  Norfolk,  120  were  at 

Burgh  Castle  and  56  at  Catfield,  and  in  Kent  23  were  exciting  observ'ers  at 
Sandwich  Bay. 

Between  19th  and  22nd,  counts  in  the  North  were  increasing,  to  500  at 

Loanhead  (Lothian),  up  to  200  in  Gosforth  Park  (Tyne  &   Wear)  and  300 

at  Middlesbrough.  About  70  remained  in  Norfolk,  although  most  of  those 

in  Suflblk  had  dispersed,  and  there  was  another  increase  at  inland  sites  on 

19th  and  20th,  in  Cumbria,  Derbyshire,  Nottinghamshire,  Cam- 
bridgeshire and  Lancashire. 

During  the  last  week,  the  Edinburgh  flock  reached  a   peak  of  420;  at 

Middlesbrough,  an  incredible  500-700;  and  at  Houghton-le-Spring  (Tyne 
&   Wear),  110.  In  North  Yorkshire,  there  were  80  at  Kirkbymoorside  and 

50  at  Ganton,  but,  farther  south,  coastal  flocks  had  moved  on,  and  the 

maximum  reported  from  Norfolk  was  1 1   at  Sheringham  on  27th. 

Divers  to  Spoonbill 

In  Shetland,  the  VVhalsay  White-billed 

Diver  Gavia  adamsii  reappeared  on  3rd,  ear- 

lier than  usual,  and  during  I0th-14th  there 
was  a   wide  scatter  of  Great  Northern 

Divers  G.  ininter,  from  as  far  apart  as  South 

(ilamorgan,  Shetland  and  Suffolk.  Cold 

northeasterly  winds  on  19th  brought  more 

records  from  the  British  east  coast,  and  also 

from  inland  waters,  with  appearances  at  five 

sites  during  19th  to  21st. 

Associated  with  the  same  cold  winds  were 

some  unseasonal  seabird  movements,  with 

Cory’s  Shearwater  Caloiiectris  diomedea  o(T 
Humberside  on  18th,  and  Sooty  Shear- 

waters Fnffinus  gmmv  from  six  Hast  Cioast 
sites  on  19th  and  20th. 

Inland  reports  of  Bitterns  liolaunis  slellaris 

were  received  from  Hemington  Water 

Meadows  (Leicestershire)  and  Dinton  I’as- 

tures  (Berkshire),  whilst  more  showy  was 

the  Little  Egret  Kgrelta  garzella  on  the  Taw 
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122  &   123-  Waxwing  Homhvcilla  garrulus,  Kent,  November  1988  {Dominic  Mitchclt) 
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P'stuar)’  (Devon).  Other  southerly  drifters 
included  a   Night  Heron  Nycticorax  nyiiicorax 

at  Milford-on-Sea  (Hampshire),  and  five 

Spoonbills  Platalea  leucorodia  (plate  124), 

including  three  on  the  l   aw  Kstuar). 

Wildfowl 

Three  Teals  .4noi  crecca  of  the  Nearctic  race 

carolinensis  included  one  at  Titchwell.  Species 

with  the  habit  of  returning  to  former  haunts 

include  Ring-necked  Duck  Aythya  collaris, 

reported  from  three  sites.  King  Eider  Sotna- 

teria  speclabilis,  with  a   duck  at  Ronas  \’oe 
(Shetland)  during  5th-8th,  and  Brent  Goose 

Branla  bemida  of  the  race  nigricans,  of  which 

one  stayed  along  the  north  Norfolk  coast  all 

month.  .\lso  present  for  at  least  the  third 

successive  winter  was  a   Bewick’s  Swan 

Cygnus  colurnbianus  of  the  nominate.  North 

.American  race,  which  returned  to  Somerset 

on  27th.  Surf  Scoters  Melanitla  perspicillala 

reappeared  at  (jullane  Point  (Lothian), 

Llanddulas  (Clwyd)  and  Lower  Largo  (Fife). 

There  were  also  two  drakes  at  Dundrum  Bay 

(Co.  Down)  from  1st  into  December. 

Perhaps  more  unexpected  were  several  in- 
land records  of  Velvet  Scoter  M.  Jiisca  on 

19th-20th.  Continuing  the  October  picture, 

there  were  good  numbers  of  Long-tailed 

Ducks  Clangulo  hyemalis,  at  Dungeness 

(Kent)  on  3rd,  .Sker  Pools  (Mid  (ilamorgan), 

with  three  on  8th,  and  then  a   record  Lothian 

count  of  770  between  .\berlady  and  (Jullane 

on  15th.  In  mid  month,  .Suflblk  experienced 

a   minor  influx,  with  15-20  along  coastal 

waters,  and  six  at  Cihew  V   alley  Lake  (Avon) 

on  27th  was  the  highest  count  there  for  over 

30  years. 

Raptors 

Rough-legged  Buzzards  Buteo  lagopus  ar- 
rived on  the  Last  Coast  early  in  the  month, 

with  reports  from  north  Norfolk  during  1st- 

12th,  .Suffolk  on  5th-6th  and  Kent  on  6th. 

Inland,  one  drifted  around  Nottinghamshire 

during  6th- 10th,  whilst  in  Staffordshire  one 
was  over  Park  Hall  on  14th.  One  at 

Heacham  (Norfolk)  on  19th  was  jirobably 

newly  arrived.  In  the  Northern  Isles,  Hoy 

(Orkney)  had  one  on  5th,  whilst  in  Shetland 

three  were  present  during  the  month. 
Red  Kites  Milvus  milvus  showed  on  2nd  in 

Scilly  and  at  Start  Point  (Devon),  and  there 

were  three  sightings  over  southeast  England 

by  the  month  end. 

loonbill  Platalea  leucorodia,  with  Black-headed  (Jull  Larus  ridibundus,  Dorset,  November 
1988  (Peter  Boardrnan) 
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1   wo  impressive  hunters,  themselves 
much  sought  after,  appeared  in  mid  month: 
a   White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeelus  albicilla  on 
Sheppey  (Kent)  on  16th,  which  stayed,  and 
a   Gyrfalcon  Falco  rmtkolus  on  Stronsay 
(Orkney)  on  18th,  which  didn’t. 

Waders 

.\dmiration  must  go  to  the  observer  who 
picked  out  the  Pacific  Golden  Plover  Flu- 
vialis  fulva  from  1,050  Golden  Plovers  P. 
apricaria  at  Muness,  Unst  (Shetland),  on  5th. 

In  an  already-above-average  year  for 
Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla, 
another  stayed  at  Sidlesham  Ferrv'  (West 
Sussex)  from  20th.  ,-\  Pectoral  Sandpiper  C. 
melanotos  in  Worcestershire  and  a   Long- 

billed Dowitcher  I.imnodmnms  scolopaceiis  on 

L'nst  were  the  only  other  highlights  in  what is  traditionally  an  uneventful  month  for 
wading  birds.  Late  migrants  included  a 
Stone-curlew  Ihirhiniis  oedicnemus  on  2nd  at 
La  Hlinerie  (Jersey),  Black-tailed  Godwit 

Limosa  limosa  on  11th  at  Evie  (Orkney)  and 
Spotted  Redshank  Tringa  erythropns  on  7th  at 
Gibraltar  Point. 

Skuas 

five  Pomarine  Skuas  Stercorarius  pomarinus 
off  Hound  Point  (Lothian)  and  two  olT 
I   itchwell  on  15th  were  the  earlv  forerunners 
of  another  strong  late-autumn  movement  of 
this  species  along  the  British  east  coast.  On 

18th,  ahead  of  the  cold  front,  passage  off  the 
Norfolk  coast  included  23  off  Hunstanton, 
whilst,  farther  north,  25  went  past  South 
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Gare  (Cleveland),  17  were  off  Whitburn 
( 1   yne  &   Wear)  and  there  were  seven  at 
Barns  Ness  (Lothian).  On  20th,  28  were  off 
Leysdown-on-.Sea  (Kent),  whilst  records 

from  Norfolk  included  20  past  Litchwell,  2’2 
ofl  Paston,  12  off  Lynn  Point  and  25  at 
Cromer.  Northern  seawatchers  counted  14 
at  Flamborough  Head  (Humberside)  and  20 
off  Hartlepool  (Cleveland),  17  past  Whit- 

burn and  18  off  Hound  Point.  By  21st, 
inland  reports  were  received,  from  Brog- 
borough  Lake  (Bedfordshire)  and  from  Col- 
wick,  only  the  fourth  Nottinghamshire  re- cord. 

.Also  involved,  but  in  smaller  numbers, 
were  Arctic  Skuas  .V.  parasiticus  and  Great 
Skuas  .S.  skua,  with  30  and  16,  respect i\’ely, 
off  Flunstanton  on  18th. 

Gulls 

Mediterranean  Gulls  Larus  melanocephalus 
remained  widespread,  mostly  singles,  but 
there  were  seven  at  Radipole  (Dorset)  on 
10th,  and  the  group  at  C:opt  Hall,  Folke- 

stone (Kent),  increased  to  32. 

Little  Gulls  /..  minutus  also  featured  in  the 
Last  Coast  seabird  movement,  with  15  off 
Hunstanton  on  18th,  whilst,  on  Jersey,  a 
massive  passage  reached  a   peak  on  24th, 
with  over  1,100  at  St  Catherine  Bay.  .A  single 

Sabine’s  Gull  /,.  sabini  was  seen  at  Cley 
(.Norfolk)  on  2nd  and  a   Bonaparte’s  Gull  /,. 
Philadelphia  at  Secombe  ferrv  (.Merseyside) 
on  3rd. 

The  now-a  dult  Ring-billed  Gall  /.. 
delawarensis  (plate  125)  returned  on  12th  to 

125.  .Adult  Rmg-billed  Gull  I mtus  delawarensis,  .Avon,  November  1988  {Brian  Thomas) 
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Chew  V   alley  Lake,  for  its  third  winter,  but  a 

report  of  an  adult  at  Rutland  Water  (Leices- 
tershire) on  7th  was  not  one  of  the  expected 

regular  \isitors. 

Glaucous  Gulls  L.  hyperboreus  were  scarce, 

apart  from  33  at  Burra  Firth  (.Shetland),  and 

Iceland  Gulls  /,.  glaucoides  showed  at  just 

four  East  Coast  sites,  with  only  another 

three  in  Shetland.  Inland,  one  roosted  at 

Ogston  Reserxoir  (Derbyshire)  and,  farther 

west,  one  was  in  Cardiff  Docks  (.South 

(Glamorgan)  on  8th. 

Little  Auks 

Early  in  the  month,  a   light  passage  of  Litde 

Auks  Alle  alle  occurred  ofl'  Norfolk,  to  be 
followed  by  major  movements  along  the 

whole  East  Coast,  but  with  very  much  a 

northern  bias.  On  19th,  155  per  hour  moved 

past  St  .\bbs  (Borders),  173  were  ofl  Ham- 

borough  Head,  an  impressive  300  at  Whit- 

burn and  130  oil  Hartlepool.  I   he  following 

day  saw  260  at  Whitburn,  105  at  .Seaton 

Sluice  (Northumberland),  257  at  flam- 

borough  Head,  200  off  Hartlepool,  90  at 

South  (iare,  and,  farther  south,  several 

counts  of  up  to  20  off  Norfolk. 

Inland  records  included  one  at  Rutland 

Water  on  20th,  the  first  for  that  site,  and 

others  on  21st  at  Marlow  (Buckingham- 

shire), Fairbum  Ings  (West  Yorkshire)  and 

Worcester.  I'he  last  big  movement  was  on 

23rd,  with  196  per  hour  at  St  Abbs,  but 

occasional  indi\iduals  stayed  visible 

throughout  the  last  ten  days  of  the  month, 

from  Stronsay  to  Selsey  Bill  (West  .Sussex). 

Swifts  to  Hoopoe 

.Any  swift  appearing  in  November  is  worth  a 

second  glance  and  one  over  Reading  (Berk- 
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shire)  on  17th  was  a   probable  Pallid  Swift 
Apns  pallidus. 

Kqually  unseasonal  was  a   small  influx  of 

Hoopoes  i'pttpa  epops,  including  one  along the  north  coast  of  Jersey  from  5th  into 
December,  a   well-watched  bird  at  Park  Hall 

during  6th-14th,  and  singles  at  Rame  Head 
(C.ornwall)  on  16th  and  at  Bembridge  (Isle 
of  Wight)  during  20th-24th.  One  stayer  from 
October,  at  Mawbray  (Cumbria),  reap- 

peared and  was  still  present  in  Januar>  1989. 

Passerines 

Shore  Larks  hremophila  alpestris  remained 
scarce,  despite  a   small  arrival  on  13th,  the 

maximum  being  three  at  Covehithe  (Suf- 
folk) on  22nd. 

.\  Short-toed  Lark  C.alandrella  brachydaclyla 

stayed  in  Scilly  on  1st,  but  one  showing 
characters  of  an  eastern  race  at  Nor  W   ick 

(Shetland)  on  9th  was  a   new  arrival. 

Reminiscent  of  the  1987  influx  were 

appearances  of  Red-rumped  Swallows 

Hirundo  daurica  at  Dunstanburgh  Castle 
(Northumberland)  on  13th,  two  at  (iibraltar 

Point  on  14th  and  one  at  .Aberdeen  ((Jram- 

pian)  on  17th. 

Contrasting  with  the  strong  influx  of 

Richard’s  Pipits  Aril/ius  novaeseelandiae  in 
October,  there  were  just  two  new  arrivals: 

one  at  Fife  Ness  (Fife)  during  3rd-5th  and 

one  at  Hale  Lighthouse  (Cheshire)  on  4th. 

I   wo  more-typical  records  from  Scillv  were 

an  October  Olive-backed  Pipit  .4.  hodgsoni 

remaining  until  at  least  3rd  and  a   new  Red- 

throated  Pipit  .4.  cen’inus  on  6th. 

Fhree  Dippers  Cincliis  cinclus  of  the 

nominate  Continental  race  appeared  during 

llth-23rd,  at  \’oe  (Shetland),  Lyng  (.Nor- 
folk) and  Skerton  Weir  (Lancashire). 

Recent  records  of  De.sert  Wheatear  Oenan- 

the  deserti  have  been  late  in  the  year,  so  one 

at  Dunrossness  (Shetland)  on  2nd  was 

perhaps  more  expected  than  the  Rock 

Thrush  Monticola  saxatUis  in  Scilly  on  1st. 

which  must  have  hoped  to  have  been  several 

hundred  kilometres  to  the  south.  Other 

emigrants  behind  schedule  included  a   Red- 

start Phoenicums  phoenicurus  on  11th  at  Bigton 

(Shetland),  Wheatear  Oenanthe  oenanthe  on 

23rd  at  Dungeness,  Whinchat  Saxicola  rubetra 

on  13th  at  Iken  (Suffolk)  and  Ring  Ouzels 

TurdiLs  torquatus  on  11th  at  Gibraltar  Point 

and  on  20th  at  .Spurn  (Humberside).  .\ 

Garden  Warbler  Sylvia  borin  on  12th  at 

Landguard  Point  was  the  latest  ever  for 

Suffolk,  with  another  at  Coupe  (Jersey) 

on  16th,  whilst  a   Whitethroat  .S’,  communis 
lingered  in  Banbury  (Oxfordshire)  on  27th. 
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Recent  Desert  Warblers  .S',  nana  have  been 

unco-operative,  and  one  at  Bembridge  on 
2nd  was  no  exception,  being  seen  by  just 
two  observers. 

In  contrast  to  the  flood  of  Yellow-browed 

Warblers  Phylloscopus  inomalus  in  October, 

there  was  just  one  reported  in  November,  at 

Redcar  (Cleveland)  on  10th,  and  there  were 

just  two  Pallas’s  Warblers  P.  proregulu.s,  at 
Stodmarsh  (Kent)  on  5th  and  Church  Nor- 

ton (West  Sussex)  on  10th. 

Following  the  mention  of  Long-tailed 

Tits  Aegilkalos  caudatus  in  the  monthlv  report 

for  October,  four  at  Helendale  on  12th  were 

the  first  in  Shetland  since  .April  1860  (an 

amazing  128-year  gap!),  and  there  were  two 

records  of  Coal  Tit  Pants  aler  and  a   single 

Blue  Tit  P.  caentlens  in  Orkney,  where  all  tits 
are  rare. 

Penduline  Tits  Remiz pendulinus  continued 

their  recent  high  profile,  with  one  at  Chew 

(.Avon)  on  6th  and  two  at  Blacktoft  .Sands 

(Flumberside)  on  12th,  and  similarly  Isabel- 

line  .Shrike  Lanius  isabellinus,  with  one  at 

Stodmarsh  during  5th  to  13th.  Fhere  was 

also — by  recent  standards — a   good  show  of 

Great  Grey  Shrikes  /..  excubitor,  from  at  least 

12  widely  scattered  sites. 

Reports  of  Bramblings  Pringilla  monlifring- 

dla  were  generally  few,  apart  from  .Shetland, 

although  Gibraltar  Point  had  55  moving 

south  on  Pith,  when  the  same  site  had  a 

strong  southerly  movement  of  Siskins  Car- 
duelis  spinus. 

Fwo  North  Furopean  rarities  made  brief 

appearances:  Arctic  Red{x>lls  C.  honiemanni 

in  Shetland  during  3rd-6th  and  in  Orkney 

during  5th-7th.  and  Two-barred  Crossbill 

Loxia  leucoptera  in  Lancashire  on  6th.  .A 

Scarlet  Rosefinch  Carpodacus  erythrinus 

stayed  at  Point  of  .Ayr  (Clwyd)  on  6th-7th. 

Lapland  Buntings  Calcarius  lapponicus 

were  hard  to  find,  .Spurn  recording  only  nine 

bird, 'days,  with  a   maximum  of  three  on  6th, 
and  Gibraltar  Point  having  a   maximum  of 

just  four  during  5th-14th;  Suffolk’s  peak  was 
two,  but  a   good  record  was  one  inland  at 

Besthorpe  (Nottinghamshire)  on  14th,  feed- 

ing on  plough.  Seekers  of  Snow  Buntings 
Plectrophenax  nivalis  fared  better,  and.  from 

6th,  F'ast  .Anglian  reports  included  flocks  of 
30  along  the  SulTolk  coast.  .Again,  a   good 
inland  find  was  one  at  Rutland  Water  on 

19th. 

Fhe  12th  saw  the  only  Ortolan  Bunting 

Emberiza  horlulana,  at  Gibraltar  Point,  and 

Little  Bunting  E.  pusilla,  at  Nor  Wick: 

surprisingly  few  after  the  excesses  in  Octo- 

ber. 



Monthly  marathon 

As  readers  will  have  discovered,  the  January issue  arriv'ed  late — the  result  of  a   serious 

machine  breakdown  at  the  commercial  com- 

pany which  packs  and  mails  the  issues  of  British 

Birds  for  us  each  month.  VVe  have,  therefore, 

extended  the  ‘Monthly  marathon’  deadline  for 

answers  concerning  photograph  number  6   (plate 

18)  to  15th  March,  and  will  reveal  the  bird’s 
identity  next  month. 

I   he  prize  for  the  winner  of  ‘Monthly  marathon  is  the  choice  c 

SUNBIRI)  birdwatching  holiday  in  Africa,  Asia  or  North  America. 

126.  Third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  9.  Identify  the  .species. 

Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  
to 

Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :tNj,  to  arrive  by  15th 

May  1989 

Sponsored  by 

Recent  reports 
Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  11th  February  to  10th  March  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Double-crested  Cormorant  Phalacrocorax 

auiitus  Billingham  (Cleveland),  to  at  least 

7th  March. 

Little  Egret  Kgretta  garzetta  Tarbert  (Co. 

Kerry),  February  to  early  March. 

American  Black  Duck  .-Inav  ndrnpes  North 

.Slob  Wildfowl  Reserve  (Co.  Wexford), 

female,  late  February  to  at  least  8th  March. 

American  Golden  Plover  Pluvialis  dominira 

Maltreath  ((iwynedd),  to  19th  February. 

Richard’s  Pipit  Anthus  novaeseelandiae  North 
Slob  Wildfowl  Re.serve,  late  February  to  at 

least  8lh  March. 

Waxwing  Bombycilla  gatrulus  Small  parties 

scattered  throughout  Britain  and  Ireland, 

including  flocks  of  150  at  Newcastle  upon 

Tyne  ('Fyne  &   Wear)  and  50  at  Ciarnmoney 
(Co.  Antrim). 
Hawfinch  Coccothraustes  coccothraustes  Small 

parties  in  Ireland,  with  at  least  95  at 

(hirraghchase  (Co.  Limerick). 

Golden-winged  Warbler  Vermivora  chryso- 

ptera  Maidstone  (Kent),  to  at  least  28th 

February'. 
Little  Bunting  Emheriza  pusilla  Perranporth 

Airfield  (Cornwall),  27tb  February. 
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OPTOLYTH 
Choice  of  connoisseurs 

10  X   40  BGA 
TOURING 

The  excellence  of  optical  design  and  construction  engineered 

into  this  instrument,  provide  the  user  with  a   unique  neutral 

image,  exquisite  natural  colours,  superb  contrast  and  definition. 

Full  field  for  spectacle  wearers.  Black  rubber  armoured, 

compact  and  lightweight.  Close  focus  to  approx.  5m. 

For  the  full  range  of  Optolyth  products;  including  the 

8   X   32  BGA  &   7   X   42  BGA  touring,  telescopes  and 

highly  acclaimed  Alpin  binoculars,  please  phone  or  write 
to  Sole  importers. 

OPTICRON.  PO  Box  81,  St.  Albans,  Herts,  ALl  3NT. 

Tel:  (0727)  56516 

MADE  IN  GERMANY 

(D435) 
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0Terrascan  80  mm 
The  new  high  quality  Telescope  for  birdwatchers 

BRITISH  BUILT 

Main  Features 

•   80  mm  air  spaced  objective 

•   Fully  coated  optics  throughout 

•   Unique  quick  change  eyepiece  fit 

•   22  X   wide  angle  eyepiece  as  standard 

•   Optional  high  power  eyepiece 

•   3   element  prism  erector 

•   Performance  comparable  to  top  range  makes 

•   Best  possible  value  for  money 

•   Unconditional  satisfaction  guarantee 

Price  £199.95  inc.  V.A.T., 

£2  postage 

CORPORATE 
MEMBER 

(D4^ 

Available  direct  from:  TerraSCOn, 

111  Todmorden  Road,  Bacup,  Lancs  OL13  7DU.  Tel:  (0706)  877020 

Cysnus  WlltUlfe 

SOVIET  ASIA  &   SIBERIA 

May  26th- June  12th  £1490 
Leader  Cliff  Waller 

Central  Asian  birding  in  the  Kirghiz  mountains, 

several  days  in  the  Steppes  near  Tselinograd,  and  a 

week  in  legendary  Siberia  combine  to  make  this  tour 

a   must'  for  Palearctic  enthusiasts.  Participants  can 
expect  a   fine  selection  of  Soviet  birds  including 

many  of  the  Siberian  species  that  have  occurred  as 

vagrants  to  Britain. 
ETHIOPIA 

November  1 7th-December  3rd  £1400 
Leader  Martin  Davies 

We  look  forward  to  emulating  the  success  of  five 

previous  Ethiopia  tours  on  which  over  400  species 

have  been  regularly  recorded  including  18  ende- 
mics. The  unique  scenery  of  the  Bale  mountains 

and  the  bird-filled  Rift  Valley  lakes  enhance  this  very 
special  East  African  holiday  and  we  invite  you  to  join 

the  increasing  number  of  birders  discovering  the 

attractions  of  Ethiopia. 

for  further  details  of  these  holidays,  and  20  other 

world-wide  destinations  contact: 

Paul  Dukes 

Cygnus  Wildlife  Holidays 
96  Fore  Street,  Kingsbridge 
S   Devon  TQ7  1PY 

Tel :   (0548)  61 78  Telex :   45772  (D469) 

HUNGARY  1989 

with  Gerard  Gorman  and  the  Hungarian 
Ornithological  Society 

Winners  of  RSPB/IESSO  European  Award 

kiskunsAg  national  park 

1 1   DAYS  May  -   £599.00 

HORTOBAGY  MIGRATION 

1 1   days  September  -   £599.00 

TURKEY 
A   new  range  of  tours  from  £350.00 

Special  Raptour  Tours 

BOSPHORUS  MIGRATION  - 
CAPPADOCIA 

11-18  days  September 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE 

8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park,  Solihull, 
West  Midlands  B92  9EL 

Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535 
Fax:  021-704  3342 

ABTA,  ATOL  856 
(Agents  for  Regents  Holidays)  (D466) 
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Birds  of  the 

Middle  East  and 

North  Africa 

by  P.  A.  D.  Hollom, 

R.  Porter,  S.  Christensen 
and  Ian  Willis 

‘This  is  the  definitive  field 
guide  to  the  birds  of  the  arab 

world  (and  even  beyond)  -   from 
Morocco  across  to  Arabia  and 
Iran.  It  covers  over  700  species, 
with  350  illustrated  in  colour  and 
the  distribution  of  510  shown  in 

(breeding)  species  maps. 
A   review  of  the  book  quickly 
becomes  a   eulogy.  It  really  is 
excellent.  The  high  standard  of 
the  guide  is  also  a   reflection  of 

the  long  and  wide  experience  of 

its  authors  and  illustrators." 
Gulf  Times 

320  pages  including  40  colour 
plates,  £14.00  net 

Birds  and 

Berries 
by  Barbara  &   David  Snow 

The  text  offers  many  insights  not 

generally  perceived  by  the 
ornithologist  ck  botanist,  and  is 

illustrated  in  masterly  fashion  by 

John  Busby's  lively  drawings. 

268  pages,  £16.00  net 

T   &   A   D   POYSER 
(D486) 

SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 

NORTH  WEST'S BIGGEST 
RANGE  OF 

MIRAOOR  ■   ■   BUSHNELL 
BRESSER  ■   ■   BRUSH  &   LOMB 

HILKINSON  ■   ■   LEITZ 
SWAROVSKI  ■   ■   GREENKAT 
ZEISS  (east)  ■   ■   SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west)  ■   ■   HELIOS 
OPTICRON  ■   ■   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  ■   ■   NIKON 

KOWA  ■   ■   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 

BOOKS 
ON  BIRDS 

Catalogue  on  request 

WHELDON  & 

WESLEY  LIMITED 

Dept.  BB 
LYTTON  LODGE 

CODICOTE 

Nr.  HITCHIN 

HERTS.  SG4  8TE 

Tel.  Stevenage  (0438)  820370 

(D449) 
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'7  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope.” ( British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

(25  X   60mm) 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 

Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 
spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25  X   /30  X   eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

hUl 
■   Will  UVI\#I 
1 50  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD (0464) 

Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID. 

and  sent  to 
British  Birds  Advertising 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 

(including  15%  VAT) 

£2.20  a   line — average  of  6   words 

£8.40  a   centimetre — min.  2   centimetres 

Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1 .00  extra  per  insertion 

Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 

6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
May  Issue 

April  5 Please  post  early 

to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 

is  most  grateful  to  those 
companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

Sponsors  of 

‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  of 

and  ̂    ‘Bird Collins  I   Photograph 

of  the  Year’ 

Sponsors  of 

‘Bird 

Illustrator  oj 

the  Year’  lelcscopcs 

ZEISS 

West  Germany 
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British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 
total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 
63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

H   OLID  A   Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

England 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 
House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 
Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 

ton. Tel:  331 15.  (BB6.33) 

CHARLTON  HOUSE  HOTEL,  Dawlish.  A.V 
R.\f:  two  star.  Excellent  food.  Exe  Estuary  and 
Dawlish  Warren.  Dawlish  863260.  (BB542) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 
rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  Album,  47  Lyndale 
Avenue,  London  NW2.  Eel:  01-431  2942. 

(BB670) 

ISLES  OE  SCILLY — ‘.Seaview  .Vloorings’,  .St 
Mary’s.  Personal  service  from  resident  prop- rietors, Tony  and  Linda.  CXerlooking  harbour, 
close  to  quay  and  town — licensed — in-room  tea 
and  coffee  making  facilities — extensive  breakfast 

menu — pets  welcome.  .Also  ‘   I'he  .Aft  Cabin’  our 
own  self-contained  holiday  Hat.  S.AE  for  details 
or  telephone  Pony  or  Linda  Dingley  on  0720 

22327.  '   (BB677) 

Tljr  Beautiful  Georgian  Hotel 
r   liicellrnl  Food  &   AcaMnmodadoo ^   wMiiL.  ticelirni  Food « Acaunmod 

.   1   LAWNS  Holt,  Norfolk. (0263)  713390  ̂ 0 

cu;y 5   mil^9 
Bargain 
Breaks 

(BB3H4I 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  The 
Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  06683  370.  (BB631) 

Charehwooid Vhll(3y 
South  Devon 
Self-Catering 

Holiday  Cabins 

BIRDS  -   ARE  YOU  INTERESTED? 
100  acres  of  Woodland  and  Coeistal  Preservatwn 

Area,  listed  as  of  Outstanding  natural  beauty'  and frequently  referred  to  in  handbooks  on  bird  life.  A 
protected  area  of  varied  habitat,  other  Spnng 
Autumn  migration  points  are  within  easy  reach 
together  with  bird  sanctuciries  of  Devon  and  Corn- 

wall. Nature  conservation  can  succeed,  we  have 
built  a   number  of  quality  log  cabins  in  this  peaceful, 
wooded  valley.  The  c^ns  have  bird  tables,  nest 
boxes  and  large  view  picture  windows  (the  birds  can 
watch  the  people  inside!)  Yes,  they  have  central 
heating  and  colour  TV,  in  fact  are  very  comfortable, 
they  have  to  be  for  birdwatching  fcimilies  to  enjoy  a 
relaxing  holiday.  There  is  a   licensed  shop,  riding 
stables,  launderette  and  good  walks,  sailing  Dart- 

moor National  Park  and  the  City  of  Plymouth  are 
near  at  harxt.  We  are  AA  listed  and  Tourist  Board 
graded.  May  we  seixl  you  our  brochure? 
Churchwood,  Wembury  Bay, 
Nr  Plymouth,  Devon  PL9  ODZ. 

fel:  (0752)  862382  (24  hr) 

(BB722) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 
0539  22.592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

COUNTRY  CO'ITAGEIS  between  .Alnwick  & 
Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 

catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 
placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 
Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  .S..A.E.: 
Lady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 
London  EC2Y8BD.  Tel:  01 -638  9968.  (BB623) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  The  White  Horse 

Inn.  .A  charming  I6th  century  freehouse  in  3 
acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 

modem  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

.Ample  car  parking.  CC  location  site.  Bar  snacks 
or  rest,  meals  avail.  Tel:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB685) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6-1-2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 
(0353)  740770.  (BB834) 

RYE  SUSSEX  (ADJACENT  RESERVE)  seclu- 
ded coastguard  cottage,  sleeps  6.  S.AE:  .Mill 

House.  Peasmarsh  (Tel:  340),  Rye.  (BB77 1 ) 

FARM  COTT.AGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 
McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Warm 

welcome,  B&B,  EM  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- 
mended. Tel:  0328  7 10381.  (BB781) 

TOPSHAM.  Tower  flatlet,  sleeps  2/4.  B&B, 

self-catering  or  half  board  throughput  year. 

Panoramic  views  of  Exe  Estuarv'  Bird  Sanctuary 
and  surrounding  countrv’side,  75  yds  from  river. 
Good  home  cooking — pure  meat,  veg  etc.  Boat 
and  boatman  available,  also  Land  Rover  glided 

Dartmoor  walks  and  trips  if  required.  Tel:  0392 
873385.  (BB843) 

PENZANCE.  Convenient  Scillies,  .Marazion, 

Hayie.  Two  singles,  one  twin.  Conventional/ 
vegetarian.  E.  meal  by  arrangement.  Often  all 
year.  Mrs  Champion.  Tel:  0736  601 71.  (BB842) 

BLAKENEY  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 
panoramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Cley 
740  7.38.  (BB803) 
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YORKSHIRE  DALES  (Grassington),  BB  & 

EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  fishing,  birdwatch- 
ing courses.  Bridge  End  Farm,  Threshfield  BD23 

5NH.  Tel:  0756  752463.  (BB763) 

NORFOLK.  Comfortable  brick  holiday  chalet 
Burgh  Castle.  Small  country  site  near  Broads, 

coast.  Pool,  TV',  bar.  Sleeps  4.  From  £50-£80 
week,  £150-£250  month.  Tel:  Norvvdch  623368 
(evenings).  (BB773) 

CETTI’S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 

B&B  or  self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 
surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Reserve, 

Weymouth,  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Warm  wel- 
come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  Lane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT3  4DF.  (0305) 
772268.  (BB788) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Cherlook- 
ing  the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  TV',  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR3  9SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB802) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  22513.  (BB813) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 
from  River  Wye.  A   comfortable  and  informal 
place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 
ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  fires.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 
phones, tea/coffee,  colour  T.V.,  Radio,  Hair 

Dryers,  Trouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 
Routier,  E.T.B.  Three  Crowns,  A. A.  and  R.A.C. 

2   Stars.  Charming  self  catering  cottages  also 
available.  Apply  the  Green  Man  Inn,  Fownhope, 
Hereford  HR  1   4PE.  Tel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB782) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  f’akenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 
Reserves.  Contact  Beverley  Lawson,  South  Mill 
Gate  House,  Shereford,  Fakenham.  Tel:  0328 
2942.  (BB644) 

PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  'TV  and  Microwave.  Hildick- 
Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  Witley, 
Worcester.  Tel:  Great  Witley  896.308.  (BB726) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 
well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Pinewood 

House  Hotel,  open  all  year,  convenient  for 
coastal  reserves.  Friendly  Victorian  style  family 
run  hotel,  licensed  restaurant,  excellent  home 

cooking.  BB  from  £14.  I'el:  04853  33068.  (BB774) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  I   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  Guest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  lA'  all  rooms. 
Evening  meal^^optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sony'  No  Smoking.  Tel: 
0263  740337.  (BB868) 

NORTH  NORFOLK — Glavenside  guest  house 

m   Letheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 
Blakeney,  Cley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 

v.'orks  adjoining  mill  &   flov.'s  through  4   acres  of 
garden  on  its  v.'ay  to  sea  at  Cley.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 
713181.  (BB872) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 
homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 
woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Mine- 
head.  Tel:  0643862475.  (BB873) 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holiday  flats.  Details  0720 
22935.  (BB880) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 
Tel:  059  87  201.  (BB706) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 
the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

P'laneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  'Fwo  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 
850284.  (BB755) 

SCOTLAND 

HIGHLAND  BIRD-LIFE:  IN  DEPTH 

A   week  with  us  .   .   .   and  you’ll  gain  an  unimaginable 

insight  into  our  beautiful,  varied  land — its  wild 

mountains,  swift  rivers,  numerous  species  of  birds 

and  other  wildlife — all  at  its  best  in  Spring  and 

.Autumn.  You’ll  be  part  of  a   small  friendly  group, 

driven  daily  by  our  guide  to  a   different  area,  eg 

Torridon  Mountains,  Cromarty  Firth  Conservation 

Area,  Handa  Bird  Island.  Then  we  walk.  Each  night 

you  return  to  our  log  fire  comfort  and  good 

“Taste  of  Scotland”  food.  Join  us  this  Spring 
or  Autumn. 

Coul  House  Hotel,  Contin,  Ross-shire  IV 14  9EY 

Tel:  (0997)  21487 

    
(BB764) 

ELLARY  ESTATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 
situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  Caolisport.  While 
you  arc  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  yt)u 
please.  There  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 
bums  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 
birds,  flowers,  etc.  The  perfect  location  for  the 
true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  I'he  Booking  Office,  Ellary  7, 
Lochgilphead,  Argyll  PA31  SPA.  Tel:  08808  232/ 
209  or  0.54685  223.  (BB836) 
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LOCH  GARTEN.  Holiday  home.  Sleeps  6-8 people.  Only  a   few  minutes  drive  to  the  RSPB 
Reserve.  Write  to  Harvey  Burton,  Braenedin, 
Nethybridge,  Inverness-shire  FH2.5  3EF.  (BB870) 

ISLE  OF  MULL,  Come  to  this  beautiful  island 
for  birdwatching,  hill  walking,  fishing,  touring. Comfortable  Guest  House.  Good  food.  Mrs 
Isobel  .Adam,  “Cuilgown”,  Salen.  Tel:  06803 

(BB874) 

CAIRNGORMS  —   Nethybridge,  Spey  Valley. 
Choice  of  converted  smithy  and  cottages.  Very 
comfortable  and  well  furnished.  Small  party 
discounts  April/May.  Mrs  C.  Patrick,  Chapelton 
Place,  Forres.  Tel;  0309  72505.  (BB875) 

STRATH’S  BAY.  Enjoy  a   quiet  and  peaceful holiday  in  attractive  guest  house  near  pine 
woods.  We  offer  a   very  high  standard  of  comfort 
and  excellent  food.  Private  facilities  available. 
B&B  from  £1 1.50,  optional  E/M.  Table  Licence. 
For  brochure  contact  Kinro.ss  House,  Woodside 
.Avenue,  Grantown  on  Spey,  Morayshire.  lel; 
0479  2042.  (BB877) 

SEE  PUFFINS,  skuas,  seals  and  a   lot  more. 
Private  boat  takes  you  among  otherwise  inacces- 

sible colonies.  A   nature-lover’s  dream.  Full 
board  in  castle,  or  stay  in  self-catering  cottages. 
Send  for  details:  Balfour  Clastle,  Shapinsay, 
Orkney.  Tel:  085  67 1   282.  (BB879) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  I,ochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 
the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 
year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 
full  central  heating.  All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 
colour  IV,  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 
proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 
BowTHore,  Isle  of  Islay,  -Argyll  P.A43  7LB.  Tel: 
Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   244/265.  (BB882) 

SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

country  hotel.  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 
Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  Moorland, 
Forest,  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 
central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 
Crested  Tits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 
and  their  families.  Tenns  £100  per  week  D/B/B. 
Brochure  from  Maureen  and  Larry  Taulbut,  The 

Old  .Manse  Hotel,  C’arrbridge,  Inverness-shire, 
lei;  0‘17  984  278.  .A  warm  welcome  guaranteed. 

(BB790) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY.  B&B,  colour  T\’,  tea  making 
facilities,  hot/cold  and  central  heating  in  all 

rooms.  Glenview  House,  Portnahaven,  Islay, 
Argyll  P.A47  7SL.  Tel:  049-686  303.  (BB835) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

Lady  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel: 

289.  (BB673) 

GALLOWAY.  Hills,  lochs,  forests  and  sea. 

Speciality,  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 

quality  self-catering  hou.ses,  cottages,  flats.  De- 
tails send  30p  stamp  to;  G.  .M.  Thomson  &   Co. 

27  King  .Street,  Castle  Douglas.  (BB662) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  A   stable  converted  into  2 
warm  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Farm,  Cal- 

gary. Tel:  068  84  265  or  (0573)  24852.  (BB688) 

ISLE  OF  GIGHA,  .Argyllshire.  For  a   holiday 
surrounded  by'  natural  beauty,  sandy  beaches, 
exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 
and  comfortable  accommodation.  Please  contact 
•Mrs  .McSponran,  Post  Office  House.  058-35  251. 

(BB799) 

ARGYLL  COAST.  Simple  traditional  cottages 
on  quiet  estate.  .Nature  conservancy  S.S.S.I. 
Otters,  wildcats,  deer,  seals  and  much  birdlife  in 
varied  habitats.  Beautiful  sandy  beach  and  miles 
of  unspoiled  shore.  Use  of  dinghy.  Sorry  no 
dogs.  .Mrs  Maclean  .Ardpatrick,  Tarbert,  .Argyll 
PA29  6YA.  Tel:  (08802)  608.  (BB805) 

1   HE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  .Argyll  P.A61 
7YP.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £30.00. 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 
Tel:09512316.  (BB.582) 

SPEY  VALLF.Y.  (^airbridge  .Area,  luxury  cara- 
van. Shower,  toilet,  quiet  private  site.  £125.00 

per  week  inclusive.  Tel:  047  984  278.  (BB79 1 ) 

WALES 

WALES.  C^oast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 
selection  of  ;300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 
and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  .Newtown, 
Powys  SY162.A.A.  Tel:  (0686)  2.5267.  (BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Excellent  Sea  watching.  Waders, 
Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  Comfortable,  residen- 

tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  Club  or 
Group  field  trips.  Local  infonnation  and  advice. 
Ian  VN  right.  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn, 
Holyhead  LL65  2NQ.  Tel:  0407  860469.  (BB7k)) 

ABERGYNOLWYN — bird  watchers /walkers 
paradise.  Peaceful,  scenic  area  of  Mid  Wales. 
Homely  accommodation.  C/H,  H&C,  dogs 
welcome.  B&B  £8.50/£9.50,  EM  £3.50.  I>etails 
sae.  Riverside  Guest  House,  .Abergynolwyn, 
Tywyn,  Gwynedd.  Tel:  0654  77235.  (BB7%) 

TREGARON — farmhouse  accommodation  in 

the  heart  of  red  kite  country.  Breath-taking  \-iews 
over  National  .Nature  Reserve,  excellent  food, 
moderate  rates.  .Awarded  3   Crowns  by  Wales 
Tourist  Board.  Parties  welcome.  .Mrs  M.  Cutter, 

‘.Neuaddlas’,  Tregaron.  Dyfed.  Tel:  097  44  380  or 
8905.  (BB765) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 
cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em.  £4.95.  Tel:  Mrs 

Knight,  097  44637.  (BB837) 

PEMBROKESHIRE.  BB/EM,  comfortable 
accommodation  and  good  food  at  reasonable 
rates.  Church  Farmhouse,  Puncheston,  Haver- 

fordwest, Dyfed  S.A62  5RN.  Tel:  0348 
881429.  (BB841) 
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ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 

LL65  2\T.  Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB883) 

OVERSEAS 

CAMARGUE.  Executive  coach  travelling  Sat 

17th  June,  returning  Sat  1st  July.  Price  inclusive 

of  ferry,  £75.  Accommodation  also  available. 
Tel:  Blands  Executive  Coaches  on  0780  65564 

after  6   pm.  (BB840) 

seba 
Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders’’ 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1 .50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring/ Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

    Telephone:  051-336  8441  (bB807)^ 

BIRD  HA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

LIVE  AN  EXCITING 

and  unique  experience  in  the  most  savage 

parts  of  Natural  Park  in  Monfragiie  and 

Goto  de  Donana,  Spain!  During  ten  days  you 

will  have  the  opportunity  to  observe  more 

than  200  species,  80  of  which  you  can’t  find 
in  the  British  Islands.  Enjoy  watching 

glorious  birds:  Egyptian  Vulture,  Black 

Stork,  Golden  Eagle,  Black  Vulture,  Griffon 

Vulture,  Little  Egret,  Spoonbill  .   .   .   going 

together  with  expert  Spanish  ornithologists. 

Three  star  hotel,  films,  talks  and  typical 

food.  Full  details  from:  Vacaciones  Omito- 

logicas,  c)  Blanca  de  Navarra,  5.  28010 

Madrid,  Spain.  (BB826) 

PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

An  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeolog>'.  Europe’s 
largest  tern  colony.  Vjjd, 

For  injormation  on  travel! accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 

Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

SKOKHOLM,  remote  island  off  Pembrokeshire 

coast.  Thousands  of  seabirds,  migrants,  rare 

visitors.  Seawatching.  SAE  Dept  BB,  DWT,  7 

Market  Street,  Haverfordwest,  Dyfed  SA61  INF. 

1   el:  (0437)  .5462.  (BB8281 

BIRDS  OF  SPEYSIDE:  A   week  of  crossbills, 

crested  tits,  ospreys  and  lots  more  at  3-star  Boat 

Hotel  (all  private  facs.);  small  group  with  very 

experienced  leader.  4-1 1   June  1989,  just  £235  all 

incl.  Write  to:  Nalureguide  (Caledonia),  Shires- 
mill,  Dunfermline  KY 12  8ER.  (BB772) 

MIGRATE  TO  FAIR  ISLE  this  year!  Midway 

between  Orkney  and  Shetland  this  beautiful 

rugged  island  offers  a   relaxing  widlife  holiday  for 

all  the  family.  Enjoy  comfortable  full  board 

accommodation  and  explore  the  island’s  magni- 
ficent cliff  scenery,  fine  seabird  colonies,  migrant 

birds,  flora,  knitwear  and  fascinating  island  life. 

For  details/bookings  write  (sae):  Booking  Dept 

(C),  Fair  Isle  Bird  Obseix'atory,  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 
land, or  tel:  035  12  258.  (BB689) 

f   ~   ^ (oSunbirder&]  EILAT 
£200 

Great  price!  Great  birding!  Great  fun! 

November  1989.  Includes  flights,  hotel  B&B  get- 
together  with  log-call  every  evening,  iidormation 
pack,  maps  etc.  Daily  minibus  trips  with  Peter  Grant 
&   Killian  Mullamey,  or  do  your  own  thing  with  cheap 
car-hire. 

100%  rated  “highly  sucxxssful"  by  1988  groups 
Details  and  potential  birdlist  from: 

SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 

  Telephone:  0767  82969   (BBBOe)  ̂  

SPECIAL  OVERSEAS  birdwatching  holidays 

for  the  elderly.  Relaxed  style  and  extra  staff. 

Write  for  full  brochure  and  state  ‘Tours  for  the 

Elderly’,  to  Graham  Faithfull  Activity  Holidays 
Ltd,  3/4  The  Sheepmarket,  Stamford,  Lines  PE9 

2RB.  (BB681) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 

birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB6W) 
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NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 
1989  (ntided  Birdwalchine  Tours 

PORTUGAI,  -   Algarve:  Aug  &   Sepc 
Ind.  Pelagic  ‘Specials’ -   Antlalucia:  Sepi. 

-   Florida:  Nov/Dec. 
-   Feb.  1990. 

H   rilr  to.  32  Loronation  Rd,  Mapperley 
Nottingham  NG3  5JS 
or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 

      (BB«76) 

SPAIN 
U.S.A. 
N.  INDIA 

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

COSTA  RICA 

BIRDWATCHER’S  PARADISE 
850+  bird  species  in  a   country  the  size  of 

Wales!  Naturalists  Lodges,  low  rates. 
TRANS  WORLD.  Apt  6951,  San  Jose 

    COSTA  RICA  ,5533^, 

KENYA  Birdwatching/VVildlife  Safaris.  8th  Sep- 
tember: Masai  Mara,  Samburu  Rift  Valley 

Lakes.  22nd  September  Tsavo,  .Amboseli,  Indian 
Ocean.  2   weeks  all  incl.  £I,I25.  .Adventure 

•Africa,  I'he  .Square,  Ramsbury,  Wilts.  Tel:  0672 (BB831) 

ORKNEY  BIRDWATCHING  and  Wildlife 
Holidays:  small  groups,  relaxed  atmosphere, 
(jood  food,  island  fann  accommodation,  guided 
tours  by  boat  and  landrover.  Brochures  from 
Hollinrake,  Furrowend,  Shapinsav,  Orkney.  TeF 

(0856)71373.  '   (BB801) 
TOURS 

BIRDWATCHING 
AND  NATURAL 

HISTORY  TOURS 

I 
JOHN  E 
mm 

FULLY  ACCOMPANIED 
TOURS 

May: Camargue  and  Corsica 
Dr.  Graham  Hirons 

June;  Iceland 
Mont  Hirons 

July:  East  &   West  Greenland 
Tom  Metcalf 

July:  Seychelles 
Mont  Hirons 

August:  Jotunheim  Mountains 
Margaret  Acors 

September:  Indonesia 
Prof  David  Bellamy  &   Mont  Hirons 

■=[ 

1 

P 

lO 
CO 
00 

m 
CD 

Details  from: 

John  E   Walker  Travel  Ltd., 
Special  Interest  Tours, 

White  Lion  Walk, 

Banbury,  Oxon.  0X16  8DU 
Tel  (0295)  61668  Tlx  837063  JWTRVL 

Fax  (0295)  270091 

'ABTAl 

V^ata J 

  BIRD  REPORTS 
KENT  BIRD  REPORT  1987,  £3.  Special  offer 
1986  +   1987  £5  (both  incl  postage).  P.  C. 
Heathcote,  9   Greenfinches,  New  Barn, 
Longfield,  Kent  DA3  7.ND.  (BB804) 
CAMBS.  BIRD  REPORT  1987,  70pp,  £3.  W. 
Jordan,  61  I.onetree  .Ave.,  Impington, 
Cambs.  (BB884) 

PERSONAL 
BIRDING  CANADA  or  United  States?  For 
info,  checklists,  etc.,  write  Dunnock  2409 
Speyside  Dr.,  .Mississauga,  Ontario,  Canada 
L5K1X5.  (BB769) 

Win  a   FREE  ‘BB’ SUB  for  life 

See  page  120 
in  last  month’s  issue,  (bbh^s) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

/.ondnn’s  leading  nrmlhotngical  hnok  Uockists 

Catalogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 
now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 

bird  books  and  reports 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 
natural  histoiy  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 
HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 
2   Pnitces  Arcade,  Piccadilly, 

London  SWIY  6DS 
Telephone:  01-439  6151  (BB8;59) 

NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS.  Secondhand 
and  new,  bought  and  sold.  Catalogues:  J.  E. 
Oliver,  Malt  Cottage,  Croft  Yard,  Wells,  Nor- 

folk. (BB683) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 
to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 
Tarporley,  Cheshire  CVV6  ONJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. 

(BB866) 

S/HAND  BIRD  BOOKS.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  Cammidge  St.,  Withemsea.  E.  A'orks. (BB885) 

BIRD  BOOKS,  1838-1986.  S.AE  for  700  item 
catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Cottages, 
Rurton-in-Lonsdale,  Camforth,  Lancs.  (BB867) 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 
natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 
bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 
■Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  8 1 2940.  (BB869) 

CATALOGUE.  New  Naturalists,  Birds,  Natural 

History  now  available.  Brook  House  Books,  13 
Friam  Street,  Bridgwater,  Somerset.  Tel:  0278 
422282.  (BB844) 
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The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 

Coxton  Publications,  p 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  ̂  
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  m 

BIRDWATCHING  IN  CRETE  Enlarged  2nd 

edition.  £2.95  inc.  p.  &   p.  Stephanie  Coghlan,  25 

Thorpe  Lane,  Huddersfield,  W.  Yorks.  HD5 

8TA.  (BB682) 

BIRD  BOOKS 

.\ND  OTHER  NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS 

ALSO  PRINTS  -   BOUGHT  AND  SOLD 

Free  catalogue  from 

Greyfriars  Books  Sc  Prints  Ltd,  Witton  Lodge, 

Witton,  Norwich,  Norfolk  NRIS  5AS,  England 

Tel:  Norwich  (0603)  713148 

(BB767) 

REGULAR  CATALOGUES  of  secondhand 

Natural  History,  Countryside,  Ecology  books 

sent  on  request.  Little  Holcombe  Books,  52 

Bridge  Street,  Ramsbottom,  Bury,  I^ncashire 

BL09AQ.  Tel:  070682  5322.  (BB778) 

BOOKS:  Secondhand  and  Antiquarian;  Natural 

History  Catalogues  regularly  issued.  Write  R.  & 
V.  Merritt,  174  Old  Bath  Road,  Cheltenham, 

GlosGL53  71)R.  (BB797) 

WANTED 

WANTED.  American  birder  visiting  Links 

Hotel,  Brora,. June  7-11,  desires  bird  guide  for 

Flow,  etc.  J.  Uehlein,  2012  Fort  Dr.,  Alexandria, 
VA.  22.307,  USA.  (BB878) 

WANTED.  International  Zoo  Yearbook,  Vol- 

umes 1-4,  preferably  hardback.  Tel:  Barry 
Bickerton  on  01-283  2734  day,  or  0707  874461 

after  7   pm.  (BB853) 

  FOR  SALE   
FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

FOR  SALE  British  Birds  1981-1987  inclusive. 

Offers  please.  Tel:  089  273329.  (BB859) 

TAMRON  200-500mm  F6.9  zoom  lens.  Adap- 

tall  2   mount  system  to  fit  most  SLRs.  Mint 

condition,  with  case.  Offers  around  £375.  Tel: 
Dominic  Mitchell  on  01-521  75.59.  (BB858) 

OPTIMA  SUPER  60  telescope  complete  with 

30x  and  60X  lenses.  Very'  good  condition.  £90. 
Tel:  031-339  1004.  Ask  for  Sgt  D.  Massey. 

(BB857) 

FOR  SALE.  Pentax  ‘K’  extension  tubes,  sizes 
36mm,  20mm  and  12mm.  Full  metering  facility. 
Mint  condition,  £60.  Tel:  0592  774066.  (BB856) 

QUANTARAY  500mm  f8  mirror  lens,  Pentax 
K   fitting.  Lenshood  and  case.  £120  and  postage. 
Tel:  0723  360243.  (BB855) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  S\V  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 

Austria,  .South  Morocco,  .North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies.  Sri  Lanka,  l.apland 

and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

.Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 

Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 

2PW.  (BBS  15) 

FREE  CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE  FROM: 

60  Whitelow  Road, 

Chorlton-cum- Hardy, 
Manchester, 
M21  1HR. 

OR  TELEPHONE: 

0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

(BB777) 

SENNHEISER  ME  88  Superdirectional  Micro- 
phone plus  case.  £200  including  p&p.  Per 

Alstrom,  Mandolingatan  43,  421  45  V.  Frdlunda, 
Sweden.  (BB854) 

TELESCOPE.  Broadhurst-Clarkson  (Fuller- 

scopes).  Draw-tube  type.  Ideal  as  a   first  scope. 
Integral  leather  case  and  carrying  strap.  £10  plus 

p&p.  Tel:  (evenings)  0703  558023.  (BB852) 

OCEANIC  BIRDS  OF  S.  AMERICA.  R.  Mur- 

phy (1936  edition)  2   vols.  .As  new  in  slipcase, 
£   1 25  incl  p&p.  Tel;  04862  66517.  ( B B85 1 ) 

PALMER  &   BOSWALL,  Field  Guide  to  Bird 

Songs  of  Britain  &   Europe.  15  LP  di.scs,  boxed  as 

new,  £75.  Tel:  01-908  6850.  (BB8.50) 

THE  PERFECT  BIRDER’S  LENS.  Vivitar 

series  1,  450mm.  f4.5  with  matching  2x  conver- 
ter. Rubber  armoured.  Interchangeable  mount. 

Incredibly  sharp  and  fast.  Nearly  new.  £390  ono. 

Colin  Brad.shaw.  Tel:  091-257  2389.  (BB849) 

HISTORY  OF  THE  BIRDS  OF  SUFFOLK  by 

I'icehurst  1932.  Uncut,  therefore  edges  faded. 
Spine  ends  bumped.  O/W  V’G  copy  £35  post 
free.  Tel:  (evenings)  Fonnby  71115.  (BB848) 
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PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 
siirnecl  for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  Iripod 
monniing.  £;«)  inci  p&p.  .SAE  details,  Richard 
Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  Atherstone 
CV9INH.  (BB784) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 
FROM  BB  .   Many  of  the  original 
bird-drawings  and  prints  of  the  bird- 
photographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 
enquiries  or  ofVers  will  be  forwarded  if 
addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fountains, 
Park  I.ane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44 

(BB613) 

f   NELl„  SP ACF<M  AS  I   ER.  I   elescopr  with 
22 X   W.\  eyepiece  and  ca.se.  Cood  condition. 

£1  10.  rel:068L'j72.'j44.  (BB847) 
TAMRON  .500mm  mirror  lens  and  case.  Excel- 

lent condition,  tTi'S  ono.  Tel:  01-36:i (BB846) 

FOR  SALE  British  Birds,  volumes  72-76  +   78- 
81.  No.  1 1   is  missing  from  volume  78.  Unbound. 
£8  each  volume  or  £65  for  all.  Please  ring  0654 
400447.  (BB845) 
BIRDS  OF  THE  WESTERN  PALEARCTIC. 

\   olumes  1-4.  .\s  new  £175.  Pel:  Crawley  0293 
882852.  (BB860) 

Artificial 

House  Martin’s 
Nest 

Remarkably  successful  readily  accepted 
by  martins,  they  also  encourage  the 
construction  of  natural  nests.  Made  of 

hard  cement  compo  with  hardboard  roof 
and  back  easily  fixed  to  eaves  of  house  or 

barn  with  special  nails  supplied 

Price  £9  for  1 
£16.50  for  2 

including  piost  and  packing  &   V.-XT 

NERINE  NURSERIES 
Welland,  Worcestershire 

(D455) 

22  X   WA  LENS  for  Bushnell  .Spacemasler 
IVIe.scopc.  .Mint  condition,  £30.  fd:  Orpington 
0689  26301.  (BB861) 

BWP  VOLS.  1-4.  £170.  Eagles,  Hawks  and 

Falcons  of  the  World,  £65.  'fd:  (evenings)  02.56 
702848.  (BB862) 

FOR  SALE,  .Nickel  Supra  15-60  X   telescope 
with  ca.se.  Excellent  condition,  £50.  Tel:  0727 
F^930.  (BB863) 

for  sale.  (Iptolyth  .10  X   80Ci.X  telescope, 
induding  case.  .Mint  condition.  £270.  Tel:  01- 
3106249.  (BB864) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

Dadd  Morgan,  Whitmore,  L’mfx’rleigh,  Devon. (BB871) 

THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 
cassettes.  .Also  specially  prepared  .Sound  Guides. 
SAE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall  HR5  3HS. (BB881) 

BIRD  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Wide  range  of  species,  including  many 
rare  and  unusual  ones.  Prints  from  80p 
each.  Send  stamp  for  catalogue.  P. 
Doherty,  18  Austen  Way,  Larkfield, 
Kent  ME20  6UL.  Tel:  (0732)  841527. 

(BB806) 

SOVIET 

BIRD  SONGS 

T wo  cassettes  and  explanatory  book- 
let in  English  including  122  Soviet 

birds.  Price:  £   1 8,  including  postage. 

Payment  is  easiest  made  through  the 
English  Post  Office,  directly  to 
Swedish  Post  Office  Giro  account 

number  463  93  22  -   9/Krister  Mild. 

If  sending  a   bank  cheque  or  an 
international  money  order  the  price 
is  £   19,5.  Krister  Mild,  Kopparvagen 

23,  S-175  72  Jarfalla,  Sweden.  See 
BB  81 :   April  issue,  for  listof  included 

species,  and  BB  81;  Dec  issue  for 
review  (D485) 



British  Birds 
Volume  82  Number  4   April  1989 

143  Field  identification  of  the  smaller  skuas  Klaus  Mailing  Olsen; 

illustrated  by  Lars  Jonsson 

176  Mystery  photographs  142  King  Eider  Dr  M.  A.  Ogilvie 

Notes 

178  Mating  behaviour  of  Cuckoos  Roland  Sandberg 
179  Meadow  Pipit  evading  Merlin  by  settling  near  human  being  L.  J.  Davenport 

179  Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

Announcements 
179  Christmas  Puzzle:  the  solution 
180  Win  free  BBs  for  life 

180  New  books  and  special  offers  in  British  BirdShop 
180  Colour-marked  waders:  an  amendment 

Request 

180  ‘Mystery  photographs’  texts 

Review 

180  ‘The  Skuas’  by  Robert  W.  Furness  Robert  Burton 

181  News  and  comment  Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

183  Monthly  reports  November  1988  Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

190  Monthly  marathon  ^ 

190  Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

Line-drawings:  143  Pomarine  Skuas  (Lars  Jonsson);  183  Waxwing  (Martin 

Hallam);  186  Ring-necked  Duck  (Guy  Thompson);  188  Little  Auk  (Dave 
Pullan) 

Front-cover:  Black-necked  Grebes  (Ernest  l^ahy):  the  original  drawing  of 

this  month’s  cover  design,  measuring  18.6  X   20.8  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal 
auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for  procedure) 
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Sabine’s  Gulls  after  the  October  1987  storm 
Namaqua  Doves  breeding  in  I^^el 

Mystery  photographs 
Notes  •   Letters  •   Reviews 

News  and  comment  ■   December  reports 
Monthly  marathon 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

CORPORATE 
204  HIGH  STREET 
BARNET,  HERTS. 
EN5  5SZ 

MEMBER 
01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  BEMPTON CLIFFS,  YORKSHIRE 
Pocus  are  pleasfKl  to  announce  a   lorthef  RSPB  F.eW  Weekervj  this I   al  RSPB  Bempion  Cliffs 

4   will  take  place  on  tfw*  0fh  ano  9th  of  July  arxJ  will  offer  the  opportunity  to 
compare  and  purchase  a   wide  range  of  equipment  under  Field 

editions  at  this  well  krvwvn  Reserve 

are  invited  to  apply  m   writing  or  by  phone  if  you  would  like  to  receive  an 
ralion  to  this  event  Pleasr*  indicate  preferred  day  and  apprommate  time 
MtendarK  e   On  receipt  ol  your  application  you  wiH  be  sent  an  Information 
«   4   containing  instructions  on  how  to  gel  to  the  Reserve  a   descnpiKin  ol 
■■)ird  life  you  are  likely  to  view  together  with  your  In  Focus  Guest  Tckef '   ererKe  will  be  given  to  guests  who  have  received  invitations 
TY  NOW  TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT' 
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LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
SUNDAY  DATES 

MAY  21sl  JUNE  11th  JULY  23rd 
OPEN  10  00am-4  00pm 

With  the  kind  co-operation  ol  the  Herts  and  Mkjox  W4dkte  Trust  Focus 
are  now  able  to  otter  customers  a   urvqoe  opportunrty  to  use  corrx>axe  vk) 
purchase  quality  opbeaf  equ^ment  under  tietd  corxirtions  Lemsiord  Spmm 
Nature  Reserve  «   srtuated  appronmateN  20  m4es  north  ol  Lorvlon  «x1  • 
iust  15  mins  dnve  from  June  23  on  the  M25  motorway  This  compact  well 
managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  ot  bird  hie  and  customers  can  expect 
good  views  ot  water  and  woodland  birds  Visitors  are  rf>v4eo  to  take 
advantage  ot  the  ample  parking  to  me  right  ol  me  reserve  gale  ffwn  rnake 
their  way  to  recepton  At  this  pomi  customers  can  drscues  me*  *torviduai 
requirements  with  our  lechncai  stall  birxjculafs  are  issued  from  m«  pool 
and  can  be  used  on  a   woodland  waBi  or  m   a   private  htoe  where  a   tuN  lar^e 
ot  telescopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  mtormatoon  and  directions 
please  contact  IN  FCXi^uS 
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8   •   40GA  Roof 
to  •   40GARoof 
7   .   420LuChsMC 

10  ■   426LuchsMC 

10  •   SOBLuchsMC 
7   *   42BGALuchs 

10  *   426GALuchs 
10  •   SOBGALuchs 

Diont7  ■   42BGA 
Diont  10  -   42BGA 

e 
59  95 
69  95 

74  96 

79  95 

11900 
11900 

139  00 145  00 

155  00 
145  00 
149  00 

165  00 

179  00 
189  00 

QUESTAR  e 
Field  Model  3   B8  suppled  wim 
50  • -60  •   (24mm)  Lens  Hood 
Photo  Kit  and  Case 2   242  OO 

140  30 

110  30 

t 

44  95 

69  95 

54  95 

88  95 

11495 
149  95 

199  96 

39  95 

t-uard 

V   jps(sel) 

445  00 

Phone 

Phone 
Phone 

Phorte 
14  00 

34  00 
40  00 

800 
1600 

DON 
:^)6 

>-»B 

.'?58  Waterproof 
>   i8  Rool  Prism 

"’^58  Rool  Pnsm 

c 
74  95 

79  95 

149  95 

134  95 

149  95 

OPTICRON 

Classic  8   ‘   42 
Classic  10  •   42 
Elite  9   •   35 
8   •   42  B   MC 
10  X   42 BMC 

10  •   50BMC 

HR  Body  60mm 

HR  Body  60mm  45 
HR  Body  60mm  GA 

22*  WA 

20--60* 
Case  for  HR 
Piccolo  body 

1 5   '   -60  •   Zoom 

20  >•  or  40  • 

OoheronTnpod 

£ 
95  00 
95  00 186  00 

140  00 
145  00 

155  00 
128  00 

150X 

155  00 

30  00 
65  00 
1600 

107  00 45  00 

22  00 
59  95 

MIRADOR 
8   •   426 

10  •   42B 10  -   SOB 

Merhn2o  «   60 

Merhn  30  •   75 
Merhn  10  •   -40  •   60 

Mefkn  22  •   47  .   75 

Case  for  Merhn 

£ 110  00 
11400 
122  00 

97  00 
11900 

129  00 157  00 16  00 

SWIFT 

Osprey  7   5   ■   42 
AudubonS  5   <■  44 

£ 129  95 
169  95 

Potto  Pr»m 

80*  130*  (l6fTwn) 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA 

JenoptemS  •   30 
Jertoptem  to  •   50 
DettnrrtemS  •   30 

Oekarem  10-50 
NoiaremB  •   326 

Notarem  10  •   406 
Octarem  8   •   50  B 

TurmonB  ■   2i 

ACCESSORIES 
Car  window  rTKH*it 
Universal  mount 
HtoerTTourrt 

CutlntannSl  Pod 

CuBmarwi  OR 
RairtguarO 

Leather  lanyard 
New  CukTiann  hide  mount 

BARBOUR 

Tl^  best  British  ctothmg  tor  the 
worst  Bntish  weather 
Durham  Jacket 

£ 22  00 
22  00 
38  00 

24  95 995 

350 

350 

49  95 

£ 

52  95 

HABICHT 
Diana  10«406 

£ Phone 

t^^BWCF t99  00 

i^SBWCF 21900 

*   6   Rool  Prism 249  00 

1   OFieldscope 269  00 

1   OFieldscopeEd 
489  00 

»   O-.40- 75  00 

75  00 

'•fig 
14  25 

JV  Irfter 42  00 

'   rhood 10  25 

^   ■^cecase 
795 

•   Ki1 157  00 

E€RBLICK £ 
•   3 123  00 
'   3 120  00 
^?B 125  00 
'   3 109  00 

3 11900 

KOWA 
TS601  body 
TS602body 

20*  WA 
25*or40* 
20  -   -60  *   Zoom 
TSN-1  body 
TSN-2body 
TSN-3body 

TSN-4body 

20*  WA 

25«  OC40- 
20  *   -60 »   Zoom 
Case  lor  Scopes 
Photo  Kit 

Spare  OG  dust  caps 

189  00 

169  00 49  00 
43W 

94  00 
265  00 

255  00 495  00 
485  00 

79  00 

59  00 
11900 

22  50 
89  00 

600 

BUSHNELL 
Spacemaster  body 
15  •   -45  •   zoom 

20  •   -60  •   «xyn 

22  •   WA Photo  Krt 
Case 

Customs  •   366 
Custom  10  •   406 

£ issro 
84  00 

65  00 

44OT 

27  00 
16  00 

189  00 
199  00 

45  45 

69  95 78  95 

CENTURY 

MANFROTTO 
TRIPODS 
Mini  Pro  1 90 
Mm  Pro  1906 

Base  144 
Base  144  B 
128  Head 

200  Evil  head 
Tnpod  strap 

Mono  Pod 

Spare  OR  Platform 

£ 
35  00 

40X 
45  00 

50  00 
34  95 

39  95 995 
24  95 
4   95 

32  to  46 
Bedale  Jacket 
28  to30 

32  to46 Gamefair  Jacket 

32  to  46 Beaton  siacket 

32  to  46 Border  Jacket 

32  to46 
Burghley  Jacket 

36  to  44 Northumbria  J^et 

36  to  46 

Lineigs 

Hoods  , , 
Serx)  tor  ootour  Barboi*  catalogue 
Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

62  95 

89  95 
96  95 

91  45 19  45 
11  45 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 
Can  choose  and  select  Irpm  our 
comprehensive  range  ot  equip 

ment  Compare  Ze»ss  wim  Leiu 

Optotym  wr|h  Kowa  o»  Nikon  We 
are  8   completety  ndepenoem  com- 

pany whose  only  concern  «   fhai 
our  customers  select  me  correci 
*istrument  tor  the*  personal  needs 

PHONE  ORDERS 

&SCUSS  you  requrernents  w«m  our 
lechncai  statr  and  orders  placed 

«nm  Access  or  Visa  Cards  we  be 
despatched  same  day 

MAIL  ORDER 

Just  add  C2  to  help  cover  P&P  w) 

meuance  and  yOur  order  w«R  be 
despatched  on  me  same  day  as  we 

receive  yrx*  cheque  Al  equtomem 

«   Supplied  on  14  days  approval 

upon  recept  ot  tul  remetarce 

SECONDHAND 
Instruments  are  atways  ava4abie 

Ti*nover  « fast  so  we  do  not  pnr«  a 

let  Phone  tor  rtormakon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  pnoes  pato  tor  good  condrfeon 

eguprneni HOW  TO  FIND  US 

We  are  10  nans  from  M25  arto  A1M 

motorways  and  1 5   mms  wafc  from 
High  Barnet  Underground  Statw 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFTTS 

(f  )tou  purchase  a   scope  and  tnpod 
at  the  same  tvTie  we  can  otter  you  a 

very  special  once' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

pnees  correct  4   4   89  E4EO 

SPACEMASTER; 
VELBON  OUTFIT 
BUSHNELL  SPACE 
MASTER  20x  60  X 
60  AND  VELBON 

450  TRIPOD 

OUTFIT  PRICE 
£249.00 

Field  Model  60mm 
20  » -45  "   2O0m 

20  -   30  -   40- 

eye  pieces  I   each) 
Case 

150  00 
49  00 

1900 

1695 

SLIK  TRIPODS 
Gazelle  95D 
Master  02 

SL67 
Tnpod  Strap 

E 37  95 

69  96 
104  95 

695 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT  ON  THE 
FOLLOWING  INSTRUMENTS 

ZEISS  WEST  8   »   30BGAT  7   x   428GAT  10  x   406GAT 

LEIT2  TRINOVID  8   x   406A  7   x   42BA  10  x   40BAN 

KOWA  TSN-3  04  4   NIKON  FIELDSCOPE  ED 

Simply  seleci  the  model  of  your  choK*  pay 

one  third  ol  the  purchase  pnee  with  the  balance 

m   two  equal  payments  one  month  apart 
Phone,  wnte  or  caH 

BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

      (D497) 
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Birds  in 

Ireland 
Clive  D.  Hutchinson 

The  author,  a   leading  Irish 
ornithologist,  has  compiled  this 
comprehensive  review  of  birds 
in  the  Republic  and  Northern 
Ireland  to  coincide  with  the  21st 

anniversary  year  of  the  Irish 

Wildbird  Conservancy’s foundation  and  he  has  had  the 

IWC’s  active  support 
throughout. 

The  book  is  timely  for  other 
reasons,  too.  Knowledge  about 
the  status  and  distribution  of 
birds  in  Ireland  has  increased 

greatly  since  the  1960s  and  this 
is  reflected  in  the  detailed 

species  accounts  which  form  the 

major  part  of  the  book.  Factors 
which  led  to  this  greater 
knowledge,  recent  changes  in 
bird  distribution  and  status,  and 
reasons  for  the  absence  of  some 

species  are  topics  discussed  in 

the  book's  introductory  chapters. 
Other  subjects  covered  are 

Ireland’s  topography,  climate 
and  habitats. 

The  text  is  accompanied  by 

more  than  100  of  John  Busby’s 
superb  illustrations. 

Publication  May 
26.5  X   19cm,  212  pages, 
£19.00  net 

T   &   A   D   POYSER 

(D498) 

SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 

NORTH  WEST'S BIGGEST 
RANGE  OF 

MIRADOR  ■   ■   BUSHNELL 
BRESSER  ■   ■   BAUSH  &   LOMB 

HILKINSON  ■   ■   LEITZ 
SWAROVSKI  ■   ■   GREENKAT 

ZEISS  (east)  ■■  SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west) ■■HELIOS 
OPTICRON  ■   ■   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  ■   ■   NIKON 

KOWA  ■   ■   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 

DUTCH 
BIRDING 

Quarterly  journal 

for  every  keen 

birder! 

□   Excellent  papers  on  identification, 

distribution,  movements  and 

behaviour  of  Palearctic  birds. 

□   Latest  news  on  rare  birds  in  the 

Netherlands  and  Belgium. 

□   In  English  or  with  English  summaries. 

□   Well  produced  with  numerous  high 

quality  photographs. 

For  information  write  to: 

Dutch  Birding,  Postbus  5611, 
1007  AP  Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 

(D501) 

Subscribers  to  Dutch  Birding  can  claim  26%  off  a   British 
Birds  subscription 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

'   Phone:  01  -648  8822 
Mon.-Fri.  0am  to  5pm  SaL  9am  to  1 1   30am 

Other  times  by  appointment 

V   Jr  * 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

•k  Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West) c 
10  x   25  Dialyt 214 

8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt 245 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvf 389 

10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt Phone 

7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt Phone 

8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt 535 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid 

235 

8x20BCATrinovid 247 
10x25BCTrinovid 247 

1 0   X   25  BC  A   T   rinovid 
259 

8x32  BA  Trinovid 
44£ 

8x40  BA  Trinovid Phone 

1 0x40  BA/N  T   rinovid Phone 

Miniature  soft  case 
14 BA  soft  case 

34 SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof 34\ 

7   X   42  M   Waterproof 
298 

8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 

shock  proof 302 

OPTOLYTH 

8   X   30  Alpin 
186 

8   X   40  Alpin 
200 

10x40Apin 
205 

7   X   42  Alpin 207 
10x50  Alpin 221 
12x50  Alpin 225 

NIKON 
8   X   20  root  prism 

139 

10x25  roof  prism 154 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism 248 

1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism 268 

SWALLOW 

10  X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 

pnsm 
120 

MIRADOR 

8x42 

110 

8   X   42  with  rubber 

120 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered 

189 

7x42  rubber  covered 
179 

BUSHNELL 

3x36  B   Custom 

189 

1 0x40  B   Custom 

199 

OPTICRON 
8x42  HR  II 

140 

10x42  HR  II 
145 

10x50  HR  II 
155 

9x35  BCF  Elite 
186 

RAYBAN 

The  world's  finest  sunglasses. from 42 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20  X   60  Fieklscope 289 

20x60  ED  Fieldscop^ 
489 

30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 65 

Camera  adaptor 157 

KOWA 
TSN-1  body  (451 

265 

TSN-2body 255 

TSN-3body(45°) 

495 

TSN-4body 

485 

2b  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 

59 

20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 

79 

25  X   (UER)  eyepiece 99 

20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

119 

TS601  body  (45°) 

189 

TS  602  body 
169 

20-60  X   eyepiece 

94 
20  X   WW  eyepiece 49 

OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°) 
320 

TBG  80  body  (straighf) 320 

TB  eyepieces  from 
56 

SPACEMASTER 
60mm  body  155 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from  65 
Other  eyepieces,  from  26 

OPTfCRON 

60mm  HR  body  128 
Ditto,  with  rubber  1 55 

60mm  HR  body  {45")  1 50 
Zoom  eyepiece  65 
Other  eyepieces  from  26 
30  x   75  Classic  125 

CENTURY 
60mm,  rubber-armoured,  wtfh 

20x  eyepiece  and  case  160 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece  19 

20-45X  zoom  eyepiece  49 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  ̂ us  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece  1 87 

Nylon,  padd^  case  1£ 
PICCOLO 

60mm  body  1 07 
Zoom  eyepieces  from  45 

Other  eyepieces  from  22 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red.  hand-held  scope, 
complete  In  case  690 

Mains  charger  69 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SHkD2  73 

Slik  Shogun'  99 SHkSL67  105 
Manfrotto  MN  1 44  legs  etc  50 
Manfrotto  MN  1 90  le^  etc  35 
Manfrotto  MN  1 28  head  35 

Manfrotto  MN  200  head  40 
Universal  damp  22 

Hide  damp  40 
Car  wiixJow  mount  25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £1 0   when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  28th  MAY 

(11.00  am  to  5.00  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 

tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W,  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 6   minutes*  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube. 



The  Birds  of 

Cambridgeshire 
P.  M.  M.  BIRCHAM 

This  annotated  systematic  list  of  bird 

species  recorded  in  Cambridgeshire, 

brings  up  to  date  David  Lack's  classic book  of  1934.  The  new  edition 

includes  chapters  on  the 

Cambridgeshire  countryside  and  on 
where  to  watch  birds,  and  the  text  is 

illustrated  with  line  drawings  of  some 
characteristic  species. 
£19.50  net  0   521  32863  2 

304  pp.  1989 

Cambridge 
University  Press 

The  Edinburgh  Building,  Cambridge  CB2  2RU 

(D500) 

Ospreys 
A   Natural  and  Unnatural  History 

ALAN  F.  POOLE 

A   clear,  entertaining  and  up-to-date 
look  at  the  natural  history  and  status  of 

the  Osprey,  illustrated  by  many 

photographs  and  by  specially 
commissioned  line  drawings,  Alan 

Poole  pays  special  attention  to  the 
successful  restoration  of  threatened 

Osprey  populations  in  Scotland  and New  England. 
£17.50  net  0   521  30623  X 

246  pp  1989 

@Terrascan  80 
mm 

The  new  high  quality  Telescope  for  birdwatchers 
BRITISH  BUILT 

Main  Features 

•   80  mm  air  spaced  objective 

•   Fully  coated  optics  throughout 

•   Unique  quick  change  eyepiece  fit 

•   22  X   wide  angle  eyepiece  as  standard 

•   Optional  high  power  eyepiece 

•   3   element  prism  erector 

•   Performance  comparable  to  top  range  makes 

•   Best  possible  value  for  money 

•   Unconditional  satisfaction  guarantee 

Price  £199.95  inc.  V.A.T., 

£2  postage 

CORPORATE 
MEMBER 

Available  direct  from:  TerraSCaO/ 

1 1 1   Todmorden  Road,  Bacup,  Lancs  OL13  7DU.  Tel:  (0706)  877020 
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COUNTRYSIDE  VIEWING 

BINOCULARS  I   TELESCOPES 

leadiimg  specialists  iim  high  quality  optics 
BIRDER'S  'SCOPE  KIT 

Mirador  Merlin 

25  X   60  'scope, 
case. 

fripod  &   carry  strap. 
ONLY  £125.00 

Mirador  Merlin 

30  X   76  'scope, 
case. 

Tripod  &   carry  strap. 
ONLY  £155.00 

ZEISS 

f1  7t42  BOAT 
ri  8*30  BOAT 

ft  10*40  SCAT 

Ft  6*20  BCA 
FI  ••20  6 

rt  10*26  6 

Phon* 

fo> 
Df'<«S 

LEITZ  1 
•>vttf  7*36  BA 

PHONf 

■Mtd  7*42  BA 
PHONE 

•avtd  B*32  BA PHONE 

»«rd  6*40  BA 
PHONE 

•vid  10*40  B PHONE 

-wid  10*40  8AN 
PHONE 

wtd  •■20  BCA PHONE 

•wtd  10*36  BCA PHONE 

OPTOLVTH  1 

1   6*40  BCA 200  UO 

•   10*40  6GA 205  00 
M^60  BCA 221  00 

.ESCOPES 
S   CA 31BCX) 

OGA 390  00 

0   GA 353  00 

.1  GA  body 334  00 

K)  GA  body 320  00 

K)body 120  00 

•«c*« 
NA 88  00 

5«00 
57  00 

68  00 

OPTICRON  1 
rv«  6*40 170  00 

r««  10*40 175  00 

•HR  B.43 
14000 

10*43 145  00 

10*60 155  00 

9*35 165  X 

ESCOPES 
4f*iBM  BOmm 

13BX 

>TTwt  BOrnm 150X 

•tr*Bn  aOnvm  RA 15SX 

38  00 

loom  20>  60s 
^'CCOlO  txxlv 

(v«pi«CfS  Irom 

^eom 
Clastic  Sirtigrn  76mm 
7i«*d  mag  aytpiacas 

2oom 
Tripod 

Window  Clamp 

Ma^  cl*mp 
44  W 

41  m 

1   NIKON  1 
4*MZCF 

20S  SO 
10*1$  ZCF 

21800 
1*40  OCF S74  00 

Zoom  t-l*a40 

4I2SO 

TELESCOPES 
ED  20*40 SQRQO 
SdMttrMtCOM 

Cy*p  l(*«l1al0M<0 
4710 IS700 

f   O   Ad^  -rv^ 

iSOO 

1   BUSHNELL  I 

Cuatem  8*38 

179  00 

Cuttom  10*40 
189  00 

TELESCOPES 
So4C«m«aicr  60mm 

155  X 

Fii«d  E   p 
39  X 

loom  1   a*  48a 

84  M 

OiSCOvirtf  15-60*60 199X 

1   ADLERBLICK  1 
8x42 

120X 

10*42 >26  50 

10*50 
139X 

Add  ns  for  A   A   rtodeia 

MulKOAtM  •■43 
189  95 

Mut|>cMi*d  10*42 
179  96 

Muldcoaibd  10*50 
198  95 

1   BRESSER  1 
■New  Corvette 

»>42 

BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is  a 
wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with  special 
emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for  beginners 

and  experts  alike 
Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse 

f0i60 

Lwchi  10*43 TOeW 

Ade  ft  tor  R   A Lineor  Bs43 

136  00 163  00 

164  SO 

Un*v  10*43 

>26  95 

0«rrt  10*42 

17IX 

1   KOWA  1 
TELESCOPES 

T$N  1   77mm 

286  X 

TSN  2   77mm 255  X 
rSN  3   77mm 

496  X 

TSN  4   77mm 

486  X 

30m  WA 

79X 

25* 

55  X 

40* 

69  X 

20m  80*  toom 

1I9X 

Cm*    
—   i32  50 

6*10  2CF  .   _   . 20SSO 
IOmISZCF 2I6M 

tM40[x:f  -       

574  X 

Zooml-liHO  . 

41250 

40> 
43  X 

20m  60*  teom 

94X 

Compdct  b>necvi«rt  7*22 

84  iO 

1   HABICHT  1 

Diana  10*40  WM 

341  X 

8*30  WCAP 

387  X 7*42  SL 
384  X 

10*40  SL 
407  X 

•■30  SLC 
X3X 

1   SWIFT  1 
Audubon  •   6*44 

188X 

Oaorov  7   6*43 

134X 

TELESCOPE 
T**OmM(*t  tS  60*80 

276  X 

1   MIRADOR  1 

8*43 

nox 

1<h43 114X 
>0*60 134X 
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SOVIET  BIRD  SONGS 
Two  high-quality  cassettes  and  explanatory  booklet  (in  English),  including 

122  species  of  Soviet  birds,  most  not  to  be  found  on  other  discs  and  cassettes. 

Himalayan  Snowcock,  Pacific  Golden  Plover,  Swinhoe's  Snipe,  Rufous  Turtle  Dove,  Oriental 

Cuckoo,  Pacific  Swift,  Black  Lark,  White-winged  Lark,  Richard's  Pipit,  Olive-backed  Pipit, 

Citrine  Wagtail,  Brown  Shrike,  White's  'Thrush,  Eye-browed  Thmsh,  Blue  Whistling  'Thrush, 

Pied  Wheatear,  Red-flanked  Bluetail,  Eversmann's  Redstart, 
Daurian  Redstart,  Blue-headed  Redstart,  Siberian  Rubythroat, 
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Robin,  YeUow-browed  Warbler,  Hume's  Yellow-browed  War- 
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ceolaled  Warbler,  Paddyfield  Warbler,  'Thick-billed  Warbler, 

Booted  Warbler,  Severtzov's  Tit  Warbler,  Brown  Rycaicher, 
Black -throated  Accentor,  Brown  Accentor,  Red  headed  Bun- 

ting, Chestnut  Bunting,  Yellow-browed  Bunting,  Black-faced 

Bunting,  Rock  Bunting,  White-winged  Grosbeak,  Red -fronted 

Serin,  Long-tailed  Rosefinch,  and  many  other  Soviet  birds. 

SOVIET 

BIRD  SOi^KIS 

KRISTER  MILD,  Kopparvagen  23,  S-175  72  Jarfalla,  Sweden.  Price  £   18, 

including  postage.  Payment  is  easiest  made  from  your  English  Post  Office 

directly  into  Swedish  Post  Office  Giro  account  number  463  93  22-9  /   Krister 

Mild.  If  sending  a   bank  cheque  or  an  international  money  order  the  price  is 

£   19,5.  See  BB  81:December  issue  for  review.  (D492) 
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Sabine’s  Gulls  and  other 
seabirds  after  the  October  1987 
storm 

R.  .4.  llume  and  D.  .4.  Christie 

In  a   country  where  everyone  supposedly  talks  about  the  yveather,  the storm  of  15th/ 16th  October  1987  and  its  aftemiath  yvas  one  of  the  most 

talked-about,  yvritten-about  and  filmed  manifestations  of  yveather  ever 
experienced  in  Britain  (Meteorological  Office  1988).  Media  reaction  to 

yvhat  was  termed,  incorrectly  ,   ‘the  hurricane’  yvas  immediate  and  strong 
(though  many  comments  yvere  misinformed),  and  the  event  continued  to 

receive  coverage  until  the  end  of  the  month  and  beyond  (Glue,  Davis  & 

Whittington  1987). 

[Km.  Hird^ 82:  1 9 1   -208.  M.i>  I   <)8‘»| 
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1 92  Sabine ’s  Gulls  after  the  October  1987  storm 

Hurricane  ‘Floyd’  in  the  Caribbean  spiralled  a   high-speed  stream  of 

warm  air  high  into  the  atmosphere;  on  13th  October,  this  merged  with  the 

jet  stream  moving  eastwards  across  the  North  Atlantic,  forming  a   200- 

mph  (320-kph)  ‘jet  streak’.  In  the  Bay  of  Biscay,  a   series  of  discrete  low 

centres  ran  northeastwards,  and,  with  the  arrival  on  15th  October  of  a 

further  low,  a   major  storm  centre  formed  over  the  bay.  I   he  jet  streak  of 

cold  air  high  over  the  warm  sea  entered  this  depression,  and  from  18.00 

(;.\n  the  low  moved  rapidly  northeastwards,  deepening  steadily  as  it 

tracked  to  the  western  part  of  the  English  Channel,  to  reach  952  millibars 

(fig.  1).  By  the  early  hours  of  16th,  the  exceptional  rise  in  pressure  to  the 

west,  south  and  east  of  the  depression  (rises  of  over  20  millibars  in  three 

hours)  had  created  a   storm  of  awesome  force. 

Fijr.  1.  I   he  meleorological  .si(ua(ion  (a)  in  the  Hay  of  Hiseay  at  18.00  OMlon  l.Sth  Oc  tober 

1987;  (b)  in  (be  Fngli.sh  (Uiannel  and  over  southern  Britain  at  00.00  (;Ntl  (midnight)  on 

15tb/lbtb  October;  and  (c)  at  00.00  (iMPon  lOtb.  (Ha.sed  on  Meteorological  Ollice  report, 

Meteorol.  Mai’.  117,  April  1988) 
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By  this  tune,  winds  of  70  mph  (112  kph)  or  more  had  swept  from 
northern  Biscay  across  the  western  end  of  the  English  Channel,  along  the south  coast  of  Cornwall,  Devon  and  Dorset,  then  northeastwards  across 
England  and  finally,  at  about  06.00  hours  on  16th,  out  over  the  North  Sea 
(fig.  2).  1   he  strongest  winds  were  in  a   band  along  the  south  English  coast 
and  them  northwards  over  Kent,  Essex,  Suffolk  and  Norfolk,  reaching  77 
mph  (124  kph)  in  Reading,  71  mph  (1 14  kph)  at  Dover  and  over  90  mph 
(145  kph)  in  gusts  across  Eondon  (on  the  north  coast  of  Erance,  a   gust  of 
K)9  mph/ 175  kph  was  recorded).  By  dawn,  the  winds  were  strongest — at 
65  mph  (105  kph)  over  the  North  Sea,  and  people  in  the  south  of 
England  were  left  to  contemplate  a   scene  of  amazing  devastation. 

indicate  the  centre  of  the  storm  (based  on  Meleorol.  Mag.  1 17.  April  1988) 

This  was  the  greatest  storm  in  the  southeast  since  records  began  (in 
November  1703,  8,000  people  reputedly  died  in  a   gale,  but  the  birds  went 

unrecorded).  \'et  such  wind  speeds  are  not  unknown  in  the  north  and  west 
of  Britain  (in  the  Cairngorms  in  1981,  winds  reached  144  mph/230  kph, 
and  even  higher  speeds  are  recorded  in  tornadoes).  Nevertheless,  in  the 

‘softer  south’,  15  million  trees  were  estimated  to  have  been  blown  down, 
4,800  km  of  telephone  wires  were  lost,  power  failures  were  the  worst  since 

the  Second  World  War — and,  predictably,  birdwatchers  were  out  in  force. 
This  paper  summarises  and  documents  the  effects  that  this  unpre- 

cedented storm  had  on  those  seabird  species  which  were  caught  out  by  its 

sudden  and  rapid  development.  Particular  emphasis  is  given  to  Sabine’s 
CJull  Latm  sabini,  the  species  which  was  most  affected. 

Method 

An  appeal  was  made  {Brit.  Birds  80;  648)  to  obser\  ers  and  countv  recorders 

in  Britain  for  all  records  of  Sabine’s  Gulls  and  other  seabirds  recorded  in 
association  with  the  storm.  The  response  was  excellent,  and  the 
information  received  forms  the  basis  for  the  summarv  below.  With  so 

many  birds  involved,  however,  it  is  perhaps  inevitable  that  some 

duplication  has  occurred,  particularly  at  inland  sites,  while  birds 
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returning  west  after  the  storm  had  subsided  rr^ay  have  been  logged  at 

several  sites  over  a   period  of  three  or  four  days.  It  is  impossible  to  estimate 

accurately  the  real  amount  of  duplication,  although  some  attempt  has 

been  made  to  do  so  where  this  seemed  likely.  On  the  other  hand,  we 

apologise  for  any  records  we  may  have  overlooked  or  omitted.  In  either 

case,  however,  we  do  not  believe  that  the  general  picture  has  been 

distorted. 

Species  accounts  by  region 

The  immediate  impression  was  that  it  was  Sabine’s  Gulls  (fig.  3)  and  Grey 
Phalaropes  Fhalaropus  fulicarius  (fig.  4)  which  had  been  blown  inland  in 

exceptional  numbers,  with  Leach’s  Petrels  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa  (appa- 

rently surprisingly  few),  skuas  Stercorarius  and  others  in  lesser  numbers, 

and  with  Kittiwakes  Rissa  tridactyla  notably  less  affected.  Only  when  the 

numbers  became  fully  appreciated  over  the  next  few  days  was  it  obvious 

that  this  was,  above  all,  an  unprecedented  ‘wreck’  of  Sabine’s  Gulls,  a 

species  long  since  removed  from  the  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee  list, 

but  still  hard  to  see,  except  at  a   few  favoured  seawatching  sites  and  in  the 

right  weather  conditions.  Suddenly,  people  who  had  seen  just  one  or  two 

distant  individuals,  or  none  at  all,  were  appreciating  the  beauty  of 

Sabine’s  Gulls  several  at  a   time  (and  sometimes  too  close  for  their 

binoculars!).  Interestingly,  where  age  was  specified  (in  most  cases  except 

the  ‘biggest’  seawatches),  76%  of  all  Sabine’s  Gulls  were  adults,  as  would 
have  been  predicted  from  the  1958-66  pattern  analysed  by  Sharrock 
(1974). 

.\part  from  the  major  species,  it  seems  that  several  others,  among  them 

L.ittle  Gull  L.  minutus,  Sandwich  Tern  Sterna  sandvicensis,  perhaps  Black  Tern 

Chlidonias  niger,  and  a   variety  of  waders,  including  Oystercatcher  Haemato- 

pus  ostralegus,  Curlew  Numenius  arquata  and  Redshank  Tringa  totanus,  were 

somewhat  stirred  up  by  the  storm  and  appeared  at  odd  places  afterwards. 

Other  than  phalaropes,  however,  waders  are  not  included  in  the  analysis; 

their  numbers  were  small,  and  it  is  not  clear  which  were  affected  by  the 

winds  and  which  were  ‘normal’  wanderers  at  that  time  of  year. 
It  should  be  noted  here  that,  although  outside  the  scope  of  this  paper, 

reports  of  storm-blown  seabirds  on  Continental  coasts  were  remarkably 

few.  The  whole  event  was  a   particularly  British  phenomenon. 

The  reports  have  been  listed  species  by  species,  by  area,  but  with 

Sabine’s  Gull  placed  at  the  head  of  each  list.  This  is  really  their  stor\'  as 
much  as  anything  else,  and  it  is  that  species  for  which  the  wreck  will  be 

most  remembered.  Unless  otherwise  stated,  all  dates  refer  to  October. 

THE  SOinHVVE.ST  AND  SOII  TH 

In  Cornwall  and  along  the  southern  Bristol  Channel  coasts,  there  were  fair 

numbers  of  petrels  and  skuas  in  places  and  a   scattering  of  phalaropes  and 

Sabine’s  Ciulls,  but  in  general  numbers  were  not  exceptional.  Few  inland 

sites  excelled,  except  Chew  Valley  Lake,' Avon,  which  picked  up  a   good 
series  of  storm-blown  seabirds.  The  main  excitement  was  reserved  for 

observers  on  south  coast  headlands,  especially  in  Dorset  (where  Sabine’s 
Gull  numbers  moving  back  west  after  the  storm  were  truly  sensational). 
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distribution  by  counties  of  Sabint*  s   ̂ i,^.  4.  lotal  distrilnition  by  counties  of  (irey 
Cbills  l.arus  sabini  in  Kngland  during  16th-29th  Phalaro|)es  Phalaropus  fuliairius  in  Kngland  dur- 
October  1987  (most  recorded  during  16th-23rd)  ing  14tb-28th  October  1987  (most  recorded 

during  lbth-21st) 

and  around  the  Hampshire  harbours  and  estuaries  (where  Sabine’s  Gulls 
and  (irey  Phalaropes  remained  in  extraordinary-  numbers  over  a   period  of 
several  days). 

Sabine’s  Gull* 

Cornwall  I'en.Oneat  Newquay  on  16th,  with  another  on  21st;  a   juvenile  at  lxx>e  and  another at  Bass  Point  on  18th;  three  west  off  Porthgwarra  on  18th;  and  three  at  St  Ives  on  21st  (an 
unremarkable  total  for  the  far  southwest). 

Dei'on  Few:  two  at  Dawlish  and  ‘several’  at  Start  Point  on  18th. 
I^orset  i:p  to  125.  .\t  Hengistbury  Head,  seven  on  16th,  one  on  17th,  14  on  18th,  58  on  19th, 
one  on  21st  and  four  on  22nd,  all  of  these  flying  west;  also,  two  east  on  26th,  followed  by 
singles  on  9th,  12th  and  16th  November.  .\t  Durlston  Head,  two  on  17th,  one  on  18th,  three 
on  19th  and  one  on  20th.  .\t  Portland  Bill,  seven  flew  west  on  1 7th,  five  on  18th.  then  singles 
on  19th,  20th  and  26th.  In  addition,  singles  at  Kimmeridge  Bay  on  16th  and  I^moor  on 
17th  and  18th,  two  at  Chesil  Cove  on  17th,  one  at  Studland  and  two  at  West  Bexington  on 
18th,  one  at  .\bbotsbury  on  18th  and  Ferrybridge  on  19th,  one  inland  at  Wormwell  on  23rd 
and  24th,  one  in  Portland  Harbour  and  one  in  Christchurch  Harbour  on  25th.  and  one  at 

Dancing  I.edge  on  26th. 

Hampshire  .\t  least  120  and  probably  over  140.  On  16th,  two  in  Portsmouth  Harbour  and 

inland  two  at  .Aldershot  and  two  flying  southeast  at  Kversley  Gravel-pit.  On  17th  at  eight 

sites,  with  eight  at  Hayling  Island/Langstone  Harbour/South.sea,  eight  at  Netlev  (South- 

ampton Water),  seven  at  Hill  Head,  at  least  12  at  I.epe  Beaulieu  River  and  seven  at 

Pennington/Hurst,  with  three  more  at  two  inland  sites.  (4n  18th  (on  which  date  over  110 

were  in  the  county),  there  were  now  25  (but  up  to  45  reported)  around  Hayling  and 

l.angstone  Harbour,  three  at  Hill  Head,  one  at  Netley  and  one  at  Warsash,  two  at  Calshot, 

30  (only  two  or  three  first-years  and  only  five  of  which  mo\ed  o(T  west)  at  I.epe/Beaulieu 
Ri\er,  and  at  least  50  (40  adults)  around  Pennington/Hurst,  ten  of  which  moved  west,  as  well 

as  one  inland  at  Farnborough.  On  19th,  numbers  were  fewer,  except  for  eight  at  Calshot; 

*'l  he  scientific  names  of  all  species  mentioned  in  the  species  accounts  are  given  in  the 
appendix  on  page  208. 
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there  were  still  three  at  Hill  Head,  (our  in  the  Hayling  area,  Hi  at  Lepe,  and  30  moved  west 

past  Hurst  Castle,  with  three  more  nearby  at  Mil('ord-on-Sea  apd  three  at  Pennington  Marsh. 
On  20th,  four  remained  at  Hayling  and  two  other  singles  were  seen.  On  21st,  there  were  four 

at  l.epe  and  two  at  each  of  three  other  sites;  on  22nd,  two  still  at  Hayling  and  two  at  Hill 

Head;  and  on  23rd  the  last  adult  was  seen  at  Ha)  ling.  .\  final  adult  was  at  fVnnington  on 

14th  N'ovember.  .Most  were  milling  about  just  offshore,  and  it  is  wortfi  noting  tlie  regular 
presence  over  a   seven-day  period  in  the  Hayling  area.  These  were  totally  exceptional 

numbers  for  Hampshire,  where  all  prexious  records  totalled  only  nine. 

Somerset  I   wo:  one  Juvenile  at  Durleigh  on  21st,  and  an  achdt  at  fStoKord  and  Hinckley  Point 

on  28th  (found  dead  on  30th). 

Avon  Four  to  six.  .\t  C4iew  \'alley  f.ake,  an  adult  on  18th  and  19tfi,  ajuvenile  on  19th,  and  an 
adult  on  nearby  fields  from  1st  to  3rd  .November.  One  at  Sand  Bay  and  (the  same?)  at  Royal 

Portburv  Dock  on  18th  (and  again  at  the  dock  in  early  Januarx'  1988),  and  one  at  Sex’ern 
Beach  on  25th. 

Cory’s  Shearwater 
C.onnvall  One  flew  xxest  ofT  Mexagissex  on  18th;  one  olTBass  Point,  Fhe  Lizard,  on  the  same 

day  may  haxe  fteen  tlie  same. 

Great  Shearwater 

Cornwall  One  off  I’orthgwan'a  on  I8tli. 

Devon  One  olVHope's  Nose  on  18th. 

Sooty  Shearwater 
Cornwall  .Sexen  at  four  sites  on  I8tfi. 

Storm  Petrel 

Cornwall  On  18th,  135  off  Mexagissey,  288  xvest  off  Falmouth,  191  off  Bass  Point,  and  248  in 

txvo  hours  oil' I’orthgxvarra.  On  19th,  seven  off  Bass  I’oint,  fixe  in  St  .\ustell  Bay  and  one  off The  Lizard. 

Devon  On  18th,  many  at  Daxvlish  and  afrout  3,000  in  tliree  hours  off  Hope’s  Nose. 

Dorset  Small  numbers  off  the  coast,  except  for  45  off  I’ortland  Bill  on  18th,  xvhen  also  fixe  in 

W’eymoutli  Bay.  One  inland,  near  Dorchester,  on  I7tli. 
Hampshire  Singles  off  .Stokes  Bay  on  I7tli  and  Hurst  Ciastle  on  18th. 

Leach’s  Petrel 

Cornwall  On  18th,  nine  off  Looe,  txvo  off  Rosemullion  Head  and  five  off  Port hgwarra.  On 

19th,  seven  off  Looe,  one  off  Porthgwarra,  one  at  St  .Xustell  and  fix'e  off  Bass  Point. 
Devon  On  18th,  52  at  Daxvlish  Warren  and  several  at  Start  Point. 

Dorset  L’p  to  three  off  Hengistburx  Head  and  14  (on  18th)  at  Durlston  Head,  and  a   maximum 
of  25  off  Portland  Bill  on  18th.  One  inland  at  Wormwell  on  17th,  and  two  in  Weymoitth  Bay 

on  18th.  Fwo  other  unidentified  petrels  inland  on  17th. 

Hampshire  Four  at  Hurst/Pennington  on  17th  and  one  in  Langstone  Harbour  on  18th. 

Avon  One  at  fihew  \'alley  Lake  on  19th. 
Wiltshire  One  in  the  Cotsxvold  Water  Park  on  15th  November. 

Gannet 

Wiltshire  One  at  Bradford-on-.\x'on  on  18th. 

Red-necked  Phalarope 

Dorset  .\t  Hengistltury  Head  on  18th  and  18th. 

Grey  Phalarope 

Cornwall  Fixe  off  .Mexagissey  on  I7lh;  four  at  Nexvc|uay  iind  eight  at  .St  Ives  on  21st;  three 

other  singles  on  18lli  and  21s(. 

Devon  .\l  Plymouth  on  Kith;  many  at  Daxvlish  and  about  80  ;it  Hope’s  Nose  on  18th. 
Dorset  Noted  betxveeti  18di  and  2(ith:  singles  at  five  sites,  up  to  14  (on  19th)  at  Hengistbun' 
Head,  and  (out  at  Durlston  Head  and  three  at  Portland  Bill  on  17th. 
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llmtpshire  One  inland  a(  Fleet  l>oncl  on  I6(h.  From  1 7th  to  24th,  a   total  of  about  23  a.  a   do/.en 

sliue  
Hi"'sf/IVnninsion.  Fhe  most  in  one  year 

isle  of  Wi^h!  One  on  Kith. 

Somerset  .\t  Cheddar  Reser\oir,  one  on  Ihlh,  two  from  18th  to  19th,  one  until  20th. ^   ^   '<>  21st,  with  five  on  18th. 
niUshire  1   wo  in  the  Cotswold  Water  Park  on  IHth. 

Poinarine  Skua 

Cornwall  \oted  at  four  sites  on  18th  (up  to  ten)  and  one  on  19th. Devon  One  at  Dawlish  Warren  on  18th. 

Dorset  ,\t  Portland  Hill,  seven  on  17th  and  eight  on  18th;  two  at  Studland  on  18th. tiawpsliire  One  Hew  west  at  Pennington  on  17th;  one  at  Hurst  on  18th. 
Avon  One  at  New  Passage  on  16th. 

Arctic  Skua 

(■oniwall  .Mostly  small  numbers,  except  for  20  on  17th  and  22  on  18th  at  .Mevagissev  and  63 oil  Kosemullion  Head  on  18th. 

Dorset  Maximum  of  2.3,  on  18th,  at  Portland  Bill. 

Hanipshtre  Un  17th,  singles  flew  west  at  Pennington  and  Hayling  Hay;  on  18th,  singles  Hew west  at  Hill  Head  and  Hayling  and  .south  out  to  sea  at  'l  itchfield  Haven 
Avon  One  at  Clhew  \’allev  Fake  on  Kith. 

Great  Skua 

Coniwall  Small  numbers,  except  for  38  off  Mevagissev  and  47  olF  Rosemullion  Ffead  on  18th 
Dorset  Small  numbers,  except  for  240  off  Portland  Hill,  19-26  at  Studland  and  a   maximum  of 14  at  Flengistbur)  Head,  all  on  18th. 

Hampshire  Small  numbers,  apart  from  15  west  at  Hurst  on  18th.  Inland,  one  on  16th  and  two 
flying  west-northwest  on  19th. 

Kittiwake 

(.oniwall  .At  .\le\agissey,  the  peak  movement  was  of  1,000  passing  west  on  18th. 
Dorset  Fhe  only  notable  movement  was  of  800  at  Portland  Hill  on  17th. 
Dorset  One  at  Durleigh  Reservoir  on  16th. 

Mediterranean  Gull 

Hampshire  Eight  discovered  in  the  county  during  16th- 1 8th. 

Little  Gull 

Mostly  small  numbers,  but: 

Dorset  L   p   to  28  past  Hengistbur>  Head  between  16th  and  19th. 

Hampshire  Fotal  of  100-130  during  17th-23rd.  including  up  to  29  in  the  Hurst/Pennington area  and  40  (on  17th)  at  Hill  Head  Hrownwich. 

Black  Tern 

Cornwall  One  at  St  Ives  on  21st. 

Dorset  Four  records  of  one  or  two  between  16th  and  19th. 

Hampshire  One  at  Lee-on-Solent  on  18th. 

Little  Auk 

Devon  One  at  Hope’s  Nose  on  18th. 
Dorset  .At  Durlston  Head,  one  on  18th  and  two  on  19th;  one  at  Hengistbur>  Head  on  19th. 

41  IF.  SOLTHE.A.ST 

The  numbers  of  Sabine’s  Gulls  in  West  Sussex,  although  exceptional,  do not  compare  with  those  farther  west  along  the  Channel  coast.  In  Kent, 
birds  were  generally  few  and  far  between  after  the  stonn,  much  to  the 
disappointment  of  obser\ers,  who  expected  a   good  weekend. 
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Sabine’s  Gull 

Sussex  I'p  to  33.  I   wo  adults  at  Cuckmere  Ha\en  on  16th,  followed  by  lour  (one  juvenile)  at 

Brighton  .Marina  on  17th  and  three  there  (including  a   dillerenl  adult)  on  18th,  an  adult  at 

worthing  on  17th  and  a   juvenile  there  on  18th,  single  adults  at  Selsey  Bill  on  17lh  and  18th, 

si.x  adults  in  Chichester  Harbour  on  17th  and  one  there  on  18th,  one  at  Hastings  on  18th, 

two  at  Lancing  on  18th  and  a   different  one  there  on  21st,  two  at  Litllehamplon  Irom  18th  to 

21st,  live  ofi  Brighton  on  19th,  one  at  Cdiurch  N'orton  on  19th  and  one  again  at  \\orthing  on 20th. 

Kent  .Six  records  of  one  or  two  before  the  storm,  so  singles  at  Sandwich  Bay,  Hartford  and 

Lower  Hope  Point  on  18th  were  not  unexpected;  a   few  oil  the  North  Kent  coast  alter  the 

storm.  One  at  .Sandwich  Bay  on  22nd. 

Cory’s  Shearwater 
Sussex  Two  at  Beachy  Head  on  18th. 

Sooty  Shearwater 

Kent  On  18th,  37  olf  Dungeness. 

Leach’s  Petrel 

Sussex  One  found  dying  at  Maynards  (Jreen  on  16lh,  one  at  Brighton  Marina  on  17th  ,   and 

one  at  (ihurch  .Norton  on  18th. 

Kent  Singles  at  .Maidstone  and  Sevenoaks  Reserxe  on  16lh,  and  one  at  L)dd  on  17th. 

Grey  Phalarope 

Sussex  From  17lh  to  19th,  13  at  six  sites,  including  five  at  Church  N'orton  on  18th. 

Kent  One  at  FImley  on  17th,  18th  and  25th,  two  at  Scotney,  Lydd,  on  17th  (one  until  19th), 

one  at  Hartford  on  18th,  and  several  ofl 'Fhanet. 

Pomarine  Skua 

Kent  Two  at  Dungeness  on  18th  and  nine  at  Minnis  Bay  on  23rd. 

Arctic  Skua 

Kent  A   few  olTshore,  but  one  inland  at  Hartford  Heath  on  16th. 

Long-tailed  Skua 

Sussex  Singles  at  Beachy  Head  on  18th  and  Selsey  Bill  on  2()th. 

Little  Gull 

Kent  On  24th,  107  flew  west  at  Minnis  Bay. 

LONDON  AND  THE  HOME  COUNTIES 

The  Storm  triggered  some  exceptional  birdwatching  on  the  inland  waters 

around  London  and  neighbouring  counties.  Not  only  were  Sabine’s  Gulls, 
Grey  Phalaropes  and  others  present  in  unprecedented  numbers,  but  they 

also  gave  many  people  the  kind  of  views  they  had  previously  only  dreamed 

about.  Sabine’s  Gulls  too  close  to  focus  binoculars  on  were  not  unusual  at 

a   few  places,  and  the  combination  of  several  exciting  species  at  one  time, 

or  in  series,  was  remarkable  at  many  sites. 

Sabine’s  Gull 

Essex  Perhaps  up  to  40  on  (he  River  Fhames,  but  most  were  very  short  stayers,  or  simply 

passing  through,  and  must  surely  also  be  included  in  other  reports  from  elsewhere. 

Interestingly,  they  were  in  the  London  area,  and  ohserxers  on  Southend  Pier  saw'  only 

Gannets  and  two  Kittiwakes,  but  huge  numbers  of  gulls  passing  on  the  Kent  side  of  the  river, 

too  far  offto  identify.  Fwo  at  Rainham  on  16th,  with  two  adults  and  a   juvenile  on  17th;  seven 

or  eight  at  West  'Fhurrock  on  17lh,  and  one  there  on  18th;  five  at  Barking  on  17th,  12  there 



127.  Adult  Sabine’s  (iull  Lams  sabini.  Queen  Man  Resenoir,  Surrey.  Oetober  l‘»«7  (Trexmr Jenner) 

on  18(li,  then  five  and  eventually  Just  two  until  21st  (all  adults);  and  live  at  Hast  I   ilbun  on 
18th  Mso,  ntne  or  ten  tn  the  l.ea  X’alley:  one  on  Kina;  Ceorge  \'  Resenoir  on  Ibth.  then  four on  17th;  one  at  Walthamstow  Resenoir  on  17th;  two  at  William  Girling  Resenoir  on  17th, 
18th  and  19th,  then  two  adults  and  a   juvenile  on  20th,  an  extra  adult  on  21st.  then  two  on 24tli  and  one  on  25(li. 

Sumy/Gm,tn  l.ondo„  Perhaps  20-80.  Singles  at  Heddington  Seuage-fartn.  on  the  11, antes 
between  Waterloo  and  llungerford  Bridges  and  near  Cirovdon  on  Ibth,  when  there  were  also 
two  at  Hatmnersmith  Bridge,  lour  at  Queet,  Man  Resenoir.  one  at  Wraysbun  and  three  at 
Staines.  1   hree  again  at  Stiiines  on  17th,  when  five  or  six  all  day  at  Queen  .Man  Resenoir. 
five  at  \\  raysbun  ,   four  at  King  George  \’  and  King  George  \   I   Re.senoirs.  four  at  Island  Barn Resenoir,  three  at  Queen  Klizabeth  II  Resenoir  and  three  at  Barn  F.lms  Resenoir.  Then  one 
at  Island  Barn  on  18th.  three  from  I9lh  to  22nd  and  two  on  24ih;  two  at  Queen  Elizabeth  If 

128.  .Sabine's  (bills  Lams  sabini  (two  adults  and  one  juvenile)  and  Grev  Phalaro|)e  Phalaropus Julicarius.  Queen  .Mar>-  Resenoir.  Surrev.  October  1987  (Tom  Crnurhn-\ 

Sabine 's  Gulls  after  the  October  19H7  storm 
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Resenoir  on  18lh;  two  at  Walton  Resenoiron  18th;  four  at  Queen  Man  Reservoir  on  18th 

(Blit.  Birds  81;  plate  51;  82:  plates  127  &   128),  with  three  on-J9th  and  20th;  one  at  I   riinley 

(iravel-pit  from  18th  to  24ih;  one  at  Krensham  Great  Pond  on  20th  and  21st;  singles  at 

Heathrow  Airport  on  23rd  and  at  Pong  Ditton  on  23rd  and  24th;  and  two  at  Pern  Oaks 

Sewage-farm  on  23rd.  4'hese  include  the  first-ever  .Surrev’  records  ol  this  species. 
Berkshire  .About  eight.  Two  adults  and  three  immat tires  at  Queen  .Mother  Resenoir  on  Kith 

and  17th,  with  two  on  18th  (Brit.  Birds  81:  plates  43,  44,  48  &   49;  82:  plate  129)  and  one  on 

22nd.  One  at  Grazeley,  Reading,  and  one  at  Winnersh  on  17th,  and  one  at  I'heale  on  18th. 
Buckinghamshire  .\  juvenile  at  Colnbrook  (Rerkshire/Buckinghamshire)  on  17th,  an  adult  on 

21st,  three  adults  from  22nd  to  24th,  two  on  25th,  and  one  until  28th  (probably  all  from 

Queen  .Marv’  Reservoir). 

Herijord.shire  .About  five.  1   hree  (one  immature)  at  .Amwell  Gravel-pit  on  Kith;  one  at  Rve 

.Meads  on  17th;  two  at  1   ring  Reservoirs  on  Kith  and  two  (possibly  different)  from  18th  to 

20th,  with  one  on  17th  and  21st.  The  two  adults  were  also  waiched  feeding  on  fields  at  latng 

.Marston  on  21st,  with  one  there  on  22nd  and  23rd  (they  had  a   regular  routine  ol  feeding  on 

farmland  and  roosting  at  the  reservoirs,  unexpected  for  such  ocean-going  birds).  These  were 

the  first  county  records  of  the  species. 

Leach’s  Petrel 

Es.sex  One  or  two  on  the  Thames  at  Rainham  on  17th. 

Sutrey /Greater  t.undon  One  at  Island  Barn  Reservoir  on  1   1th,  before  the  storm.  One  at  Queen 
.Mar,  Resenoir  and  two  at  Staines  Resenoir  on  17th. 

Grey  Phalarope 

E.s.sex  .\t  King  George  \’  Resenoir,  one  on  Kith,  three  on  17th-21st  and  one  until  28th.  One 
at  Hanningfield  Reservoir  on  Kith  and  one  at  .Abberton  Resenoir  on  18th. 

Sunn'/ Greater  London  One  at  Krensham  (ireat  Pond  on  16th  and  17th,  one  at  Barn  F.lms 

Resenoir  from  Kith  to  18th;  two  at  Queen  Marv'  Resenoir  on  Ibth  and  at  least  one  on  17th 
(Brit.  Birds  81;  plate  47)  and  18th  (plate  128);  also  on  Kith,  two  at  Staines  Reservoir  and  one 

on  .Staines  Moor.  At  King  (ieorge  \4  Resenoir,  seven  on  1   7th,  six  on  18th  and  19th  and  four 

on  20th.  One  at  Queen  Kli/.abeth  11  Resenoir  on  18th,  and  one  at  Beddington  Sewage-farm 

from  19th  to  22nd  (Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  46). 

Buckinghamshire  .Singles  at  Weston  Tunille  and  Willen  between  16th  and  19th. 

Berkshire  Two  at  Queen  Mother  Resenoir  on  Kith,  one  staving  until  19th;  two  at  Winnersh 
on  16th. 

Hertfordshire  .At  Wilstone  Resenoir,  two  on  16th  and  17th  and  one  on  18th. 

Red-necked  Phalarope 

Suirn/Greater  iMudon  One  at  King  George  \'l  Resenoir  and  also  .Staines  Reservoir  between 
17th  and  7th  November. 

Pomarine  Skua 

E.s.sex  One  on  the  Thames  at  West  Thurrock  on  19th. 

Suney  One  at  Krensham  (ireat  Pond  on  16th  and  one  at  Wraysford.  The  third  and  fourth 

county  records. 

Berkshire  One  at  Queen  Mother  Resenoir  on  16th  and  18th. 

Arctic  Skua 

Suney  One  over  a   golf  course  near  Groydon  on  Kith. 

Buckinghamshire  One  at  .Aston  .Abbots  on  Kith. 

Great  Skua 

Herijord.shire  Singles  at  Tring  Resenoirs  and  Wheathampstead  on  Kith,  the  latter  picked  u|) 

and  released  after  ‘falling  out  of  a   tree’. 

Suney /Greater  London  On  16th,  one  at  Musvvell  Hill  and  three  at  Wraysburv'. 
Berkshire  Two  at  Queen  Mother  Resenoir  on  16th;  one  at  Reading  on  17th. 

Unidentified  skuas 

Sumy/Greater  London  One  at  Staines  on  Kith. 

Oxfordshire  One  at  Karmoor  Resenoir  on  Kith. 
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Essex  On  I7lh,  40  or  50  at  West  riuirrock  and  25  at  Rainham;  50  at  Barking  on  18th.  ,\lso, 
u|)  to  ten  at  Hast  Tilhuiy,  King  (Jeorge  \'  Resen oir  and  Walthamstow  Resenoir,  and  three at  1   lanningfield  Resenoir. 

Suney'/Greater  lAmdon  .Noted  at  four  plac  es  on  16th,  including  15  at  Beddington  Sewage-farm and  15  at  Barn  Kims  Resenoir;  .several  at  Walton  Resenoir  on  IHth. 
lieikshire  L   p   to  ten  at  Queen  .Mother  Resenoir. 
Oxfordshire  ( )ne  at  farmoor  Resen’oir  on  16th. 

Mediterranean  Gull 

Herl/ordshire  One  at  1   ring  Re.senoirs  from  17lh  to  25th  was  believed  to  have  been  brought  in by  the  storm. 

Kittiwake 

Eissex  On  lOth,  55  at  Hast  Tilbury. 

Surrey/ (treatet  t.ondon  On  16th  atul  17th,  uj)  to  three  at  Island  Barn  Resenoir,  four  at  Queen 
Mary  Resc'noir  and  one  at  King  (ieorgc*  \   I   Resen’oir. 

Gommon  I'ern 

Siiney/Crealer  London  Small  numbers,  except  for  50  at  Queen  .Mary  Resenoir  on  19th 
(exceptional  for  so  late  a   date). 

Sandwich  Tern 

Siurey/(jreater  t.ondon  On  16th,  three  at  Beddington  Sewage-farm  and  singles  at  King  George 
\   1,  .Staines  and  Wraysbury  Resenoirs. 

Hertfordshire  One  at  .Xmwell  (iravel-pit  from  Ibth. 
Oxfordshire  One  at  Farmoor  Resenoir  on  Ibth. 

Little  Tern 

Buckinffhainshire  One  at  Marlow  on  18th  (a  late  date). 
Surrey/Greater  London  One  at  Queen  Mary  Resenoir  on  Ibth. 

129.  .\dult  Sabine  s   (>ull  Lams  sohini.  Queen  Mother  Resenoir,  Berkshire,  October  1987 
{.■\ndrew  Moon) 
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Black  Tern 

Essex  One  at  East  'Eilbun  on  19th  and  one  at  Great  W'akeritig  on  20tli. 

Surrey /Greater  I. otidon  One  at  Queen  Mar\’  Resenoiron  17tli,  and  four  there  and  at  Staines  on 
19th. 

Berkshire  L'p  to  four  at  Queen  Mother  Reser\oir  on  17th  and  19th. 

F..\.S  r   .\XGI.1.\  .\X1)  E.VST  .\I11)I..\X1)S 

Numbers  of  Sabine’s  Gulls  and  Grey  Phalaropes  on  the  coast,  although 
not  nearly  so  remarkable  as  farther  south,  were  still  good;  but  it  was  the 

numbers  of  both  these  species  inland,  in  the  western  part  of  East  Anglia 

and  the  East  Midlands,  that  were  really  extraordinar)'.  This  area  had 

particularly  large  numbers  of  phalaropes.  Some  sites,  such  as  Grafliam 

Water,  Cambridgeshire,  had  an  amazing  series  of  seabirds  for  several 

days,  including  the  sunny,  clear  weekend  which  followed  the  storm  itself, 

allowing  very  many  people  to  see  the  birds  in  excellent  conditions. 

Sabine’s  Gull 

Su(jolk  Five.  Singles  at  Felixstowe  and  I.andguard  Point  on  16th,  an  immature  at  Landguard 
on  18th  and  an  adult  there  on  2()th.  One  inland  in  west  Suffolk  on  19th. 

Xoifolk  I'en.  One  on  the  Ouse  Washes  on  16th  and  four  on  19th;  one  at  Holme  on  18th;  one 
at  Gley  on  22nd.  Two  inland  on  Dickleburgh  Moor  from  21st  to  23rd,  and  singles  at  Kings 

I.ynn  and  .Salthouse  on  25th. 

Canihridi’eshire  .\bout  13.  At  least  ten  (one  immature)  at  Grafliam  Water  from  16th  to  25th, 

with  three  the  first  day,  then  five,  seven  on  18th  and  two  or  three  thereafter  {Biit.  Birds  81: 

plates  45  &   50;  82:  plates  130-132).  Singles  on  the  Ouse  Washes  on  Kith,  at  Cambridge  on 

20th  and  at  Fly  Beet  Farm  on  24th.  Fhe  first  in  the  county  since  1839. 

Bedfordshire  One  at  Stewartby  on  17th.  4'he  first  record  for  the  county. 
Xorlham/jtoiishire  Five.  One  at  Pitsford  on  16th  and  17th;  three  at  Ditchford  (from  Grafliam?) 

on  17th;  one  at  Boddington  on  21st  and  22nd. 

I^icestershire  Singles  at  Rutland  Water  on  18th  and  on  15th  November. 

Gannet 

Bedfordshire  One  ‘near  the  .Ml’  on  20th. 

130.  Juvenile  .Sabine’s  (jull  Lams  sabini,  (frafham  Water,  Cambridgeshire,  October  1987 
(I).  Frost) 
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132.  Adult  Sabine’s  Gull  iMms  sabini,  Grafliam  Water,  Cambridgeshire,  October  1987  (R. 
Frost) 

Grey  Phalarope 

Perhaps  40-45  in  total: 
Suffolk  One  on  Haxergate  Island  on  17th  and  one  at  Covehithe  on  8th  .November. 

Xorfbik  One  near  Titcbwell  on  16th;  one  at  Walpole  Island  (ex  Wisbech  Sewage-farm)  on 
17th;  one  in  the  Fens  from  18th  to  20th. 

Cambridgeshire  On  16th,  15-20  at  Grafliam  Water,  easily  the  biggest  flock  inland,  one 
remaining  until  at  least  21st  (plate  133).  One  at  Ely  Beet  Farm  on  16th  and  one  at  Little 
Paxton  on  17th. 

Bedfordshire  ()ne  at  Blunham  from  17th  to  20th. 

Xorlhamplonshire  Five  at  Ditchford  on  17th;  singles  at  Pitsford  on  16th  and  another  on  17lh, 

4'hrapston  on  17th  and  Stanford  on  20th. 
I^icestershire  Three  at  Eye  Brook  Resenoiron  16th;  two  at  Swithland  Re.servoir  on  17th  and 
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18th;  up  to  two  at  Rutland  Water  from  18th  to  22nd;  one  at  Cadeby  from  24th  to  2bth. 

Derbyshire  Singles  on  16th  and  from  18th  to  21st. 

Pomarine  Skua 

Cambridgeshire  On  16lh,  five  at  Gralham  Water  and  one  at  Hemingford  (irey;  one  at 
Brampton  on  17th. 

Arctic  Skua 

Derbyshire  One  on  18th. 

Great  Skua 

Cambridgeshire  five  at  Grafliam  on  16th,  with  one  on  17th;  also  on  17th,  two  at  Ferr\’ 
.Meadows  and  one  at  St  Ives. 

Bedfordshire  Six  at  Brogborough  on  16th,  with  two  on  17th;  two  at  Slewartb\-  on  16th  and 

17th;  one  at  Blunham  on  21st.  There  had  been  only  three  previous  records  for  the  county. 
I^iceslershire  Four  at  Rutland  Water  on  16th  and  17th,  with  two  on  18th;  one  at  Eye  Brook 
from  16th  to  18th. 

Kittiwake 

Suffolk  On  18th,  200  at  Govehithe. 

Notj'olk  One  on  the  Ouse  Washes  on  16th. 
Cambridgeshire  One  at  (irafliam  Water  on  17th. 

Derbyshire  One  on  17th. 

Little  Gull 

Cambridgeshire  I   p   to  at  least  ten  at  (irafham  Water  from  16th  to  21st;  up  to  five  on  the  Ouse 
Washes  between  16th  and  27lh. 

Xorthamplonshire  L'p  to  four  at  Pitsford  Reservoir  from  16th  to  30th. 
Derbyshire  One  on  19th. 

Sandwich  Tern 

Cambridgeshire  Singles  on  the  Ouse  Washes  from  16th  to  19th  and  at  CJrafliam  Water  from 
17th  to  21st. 

Northamptonshire  Three  individuals  noted  on  16th. 

133.  Grey  Phalarope  Phalaropus  fulicarius,  Gralham  Water,  Gambridgeshire,  October  1987 
(D.  Frost) 
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Arctic  Tern 

Camhridi’eshire  Up  to  ei^lu  at  (Jralliain  Water  from  Kith  to  27lh. 
Northamptonshire  Four  individuals  on  16th. 

Black  Tern 

(■amhridi’eshire  ( )ne  or  two  on  the  Ouse  Washes  Irotii  17th  to  19th,  at  Inipint^ton  on  22nd  and 
23rd  and  at  (iralliam  Water  from  Kith  to  22nd. 

Northamptonshire  One  on  1 9th. 

rilK  MII)I..\N1)S  ,\\l)  WF.Sr 

Largely  unadected  by  the  storm,  many  areas  had  no  species  of  jiarticular 
interest.  1   he  Bristol  Clhannel  coast,  however,  was  worth  watching. 

Sabine’.s  Gull 

(iwent  I   hree.  I   wo  on  the  coast  on  17th  and  one  inland  at  Llandegledd  Resersoir  on  13th 
i\'o\einher. 

Mid  (damor!>an  One  on  the  coast  on  Kith. 

(iwynedd  1   wo:  at  Bardsey,  a   first-year  on  22nd  and  an  adult  on  23rd. 

Sooty  Shearwater 

(inynedd  Uj)  to  three  oil  Bardsey  Irom  22nd  to  27lh. 

l,each’s  Petrel 
West  Xtidlands  One  on  27th. 

Grey  Phalarope 
West  Midlands  One  on  Kith  and  17th. 

Stal/brdshire  One  on  Kith,  another  on  17th. 

Wanrickshire  One  at  Draycote  Water  on  18th  and  19th. 
Worcestershire  One  at  Bittell  on  I6lh. 

(doucestershire  I'wo  on  18th. 
Gwent  One  on  19th. 

Mid  Glamorgan  One  at  Otjmore  on  14th,  before  the  storm. 

Lancashire  Three  singles  on  18th. 

Cumbria  One  at  Walney  on  18th. 

Red-necked  Phalarope 

Mid  Glamorgan  One  at  Sker  on  18th. 

Pomarine  Skua 

Staffordshire  One  on  Kith. 

Isle  of  Man  One  on  22nd. 

Great  Skua 

H'arwickshire  Two  at  Draycote  Water  from  18th  to  19th. 
Gwent  Three  on  17th. 

Gwynedd  .\t  Bardsey,  two  on  25th  and  one  on  27th. 

Little  Gull 

Staffordshire  Up  to  three  at  Belvide  Resersoir  from  17th  to  22nd. 
Warwickshire  One  on  19th. 

Mediterranean  Gull 

Worcestershire  One  from  Kith  to  21st. 

Black  Tern 

Staffordshire  One  from  19th  to  21st. 

Little  Auk 

Gloucestershire  One  on  17th. 
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THE  XOR'ni 

Generally  little  remarkable,  but  even  here  there  Vvas  some  penetration  by 

Sabine’s  Gulls  swept  northwards  in  the  tail  of  the  storm. 

Sabine’s  Gull 
Lincolnshire  One  inland  near  Bourne  on  Kith. 

Yorkshire  Singles  well  inland  at  Cdielker  Resenoir  on  2()th  and  24th  and  at  Blackmoorlbot 

Reservoir  on  22nd. 

Sorth  Humberside  One  at  S|iurn  on  27lh. 

Cleveland  One  at  Hartlepool  on  15th  and  another  on  18th. 

Leach’s  Petrel 

\orlh  Humberside  One  oil' Spurn  Head  on  25lh. 

Grey  Phalarope 
I .imolnshire  One  at  (Jihraltar  Point  on  17lh  and  18lh. 

Tyne  &   Wear  One  on  22nd. 

Discussion 

•\lthough  it  is  impossible  to  assess  the  degree  of  overlap  in  records,  it 

seems  obvious  that  some  250  or  more  Sabine’s  (iulls  and  perhaps  at  least 

200  Grey  Phalaropes  occurred  in  England  during  the  second  hall  of 

October  1987.  Even  more  remarkable  is  that,  of  the  Sabine’s,  over  100 

were  seen  inland,  and  that,  of  the  phalaropes,  at  least  80  were  inland; 

some  found  their  way  to  the  ven  heart  of  the  countiy  (figs.  3   &   4).  In 

addition,  there  were  most  unusual  numbers  of  Eittle  (juIIs  at  some  places 

on  the  south  coast  and  at  inland  reservoirs,  while  the  inland  occurrence  in 

October  of  parties  of  up  to  ten  skuas  (of  two  species)  on  one  day  in 

Gambridgeshire  is  of  equal  note. 

Such  a   wreck  raises  many  interesting  questions.  I'his  one  was  caused  b) 
storms  during  the  night,  and  the  way  so  many  birds  appeared  instantly  at 

reser\oirs,  gravel-pits  and  even  patches  of  Hoodwater  is  striking.  It  is 

probable  that  some  skuas  regularly  move  overland,  from  the  W   ash  to  the 

Severn  perhaps,  and  may  ‘know  their  way’  to  some  extent,  but  certainly 

most,  if  not  all,  of  the  phalaropes  and  Sabine’s  Gulls  would  have  had  no 

previous  experience  of  inland  England.  Nor  would  they  have  had  much 

chance,  while  swept  along  on  such  winds,  to  follow  river  valleys  and  in 

that  way  reach  gravel-pits  and  reservoirs.  \'et  the  impression  is  that  few 

birds  were  missed  by  observers  and  that  few  birds  ‘missed’  suitable  areas 
of  water:  they  appear  simply  to  have  been  dragged  up  by  the  storm  and 

deposited  at  lakes  and  reservoirs  with  little  trouble,  rather  than  wrecked  in 

outlandish  places  in  the  way  that,  for  example,  PufTins  Fralercula  arctica  or 

Manx  Shearwaters  Pufjimis  pufjuius  sometimes  are. 

Why  did  the  Sabine’s  (bills,  caught  up  in  the  wind,  not  find  refuge  at 
(he  first  piece  of  coast  they  came  to  and  sit  out  (he  storm  with  the  local 

Black-headed  (iulls  L.  ridibimdus  and  others,  which  did  not  seem  to  have 

been  lifted  wholesale  into  the  night?  It  is  interesting  to  note  that,  in  the 

first  24  hours  following  the  storm,  there  were  fewer  Sabine’s  Gulls  on  the 
south  coast,  and  that  the  really  big  numbers  there  came  later  (on  18th- 

19th)  as  the  gulls  returned  to  the  sea  from  inland  (or  returned  westwards 

from  the  North  Sea).  Both  the  gulls  and  the  phalaropes  seem  to  have 
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simply  ridden  the  winds  and  reached  inland  waters  while  expending  little 
or  no  effort,  either  to  resist  the  wind  or  to  influence  their  ultimate 

destination.  Few  seemed  to  he  utterly  exhausted,  unlike,  for  example. 
Little  Auks  Alle  alle,  which  appear  to  fight  against  gales  until  too  weak  to 
resist  and  are  then  blown  inland  in  a   moribund  state.  Nevertheless,  in  the 
early  hours  of  the  day  and  Just  before  dawn  (the  time  at  which  the  storm 
tracked  northeast  across  Lngland:  fig.  2),  when  the  skv  is  brighter  than  the 
land,  water  reflects  the  sky  and  is  therefore  ven  \isible  from  the  air.  This 

may  suggest  that  the  gulls  (and  phalaropes?)  did  in  fact  ‘choose’  to  arri\e 
at  suitable  waterbodies;  were  they  assisted  in  some  wav  bv  the  topography 
of  the  land?  Vet,  when  they  crossed  the  coast  into  unfamiliar  habitat,  whv 

did  they  not  try  then  to  settle  with  local  gulls  on  a   pla\ing  field,  pier, 
beach  or  whatever  else  was  available?  Or  was  the  wind  too  strong  to  allow 
them  to  do  this? 

Although  there  were  many  individual  species  affected  by  the  storm,  the 
numbers  of  most  were  comparatively  small.  Fhere  were,  for  example, 

relatively  few  Kittiwakes  or  Leach’s  Petrels,  species  often  associated  with 

wrecks.  In  mid  October,  however,  when  Sabine’s  (»ulls  are  j)resent  in  the 
Bay  of  Biscay  and  the  Western  .Approaches,  Kittiwakes  and  Leach’s 
Petrels  are  normally  farther  out  in  the  .Atlantic  vol.  3)  and  so  would 

have  escaped  the  storm,  dlie  suddenness  with  which  the  storm  de\eloped 
in  Biscay,  and  the  rapidity  with  which  it  travelled  northeast,  suggest  that 

only  those  birds  that  happened  to  be  in  that  localised  area  on  15th 

October  were  affected,  rather  than  the  storm  gathering  a   wider  range  of 
birds  from  a   larger  part  of  the  .\tlantic. 

Whatever  the  answers  to  some  of  the  unsolved  Cjuestions  surrounding 

the  event,  the  days  immediately  following  15th  October  1987  will  be 

remembered  by  birdwatchers  not  only  for  the  havoc  wreaked  upon  parts 

of  south  and  east  Lngland,  but  also — and  more  so — for  the  totallv 

unprecedented  numbers  of  Sabine’s  Gulls  and  the  remarkable  numbers  of 

CJrey  F^halaropes  that  arri\ed  in  England. 
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(;.  1).  J.  Messenhird,  Dominic  Mitchell,  Andrew  Moon  and  Steve  ̂    oung.  Hnally,  thanks  to 

the  trulls:  here’s  hoping  the)'  made  it  safely  back  to  sea. 

Summary 

•\  severe  storm  on  the  night  of  15th/lhth  October  1987  brought  large  numbers  of  seabirds, 

particularly  .Sabine’s  Gulls  Lams  sabini  and  (irey  Phalaropes  Fhalaropus  fulicarius,  to  southern 

Britain,  with  record  numbers  of  these  species  appearing  inland.  I   he  development  of  this 

storm  in  the  Bay  of  Biscay  and  its  movemetit  across  southern  England  is  described,  and  the 

numbers  of  each  species  recorded  in  each  county  are  listed. 
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Appendix  1.  Scientific  names  of  species 

Ciorv  ’s  Shearwater  Calonectris  diomedea 
(Jreat  Shearwater  Fit(finus  gravis 

Soot)'  Shearwater  Fitjjinus  griseus 
Manx  Shearwater  Fiifjinus  pulfinus 

.Storm  Petrel  Hydrobates  pelagicus 

Leach’s  Petrel  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa 
Gannet  Sida  ba.'i.sana 

Red-necked  Phalarope  Fhalaropus  lobatus 

(Jrey  Phalarope  Fhalaropus  jidicarius 

Pomarine  Skua  Stercoraiius  pomatinus 

.\rctic  Skua  Stercoraiius  parasiticus 

Great  Skua  Stercoraiius  skua 

mentioned  in  regional  lists 

Long-tailed  Skua  Stercoraiius  longicaudus 

Mediterranean  (kill  Lams  inelanocephalus 

Little  Gull  Lams  ininutus 

Sabine’s  (kill  l.ams  sabini 
Kittiwake  liissa  tiidactyla 

Sandwich  Tern  Sterna  .sandviceirsis 

Common  Tern  Sterna  liimndo 

Arctic  'Pern  Sterna  paradisaea 
Little  Tern  Sterna  albifrons 

Black  Tern  Chlidonias  niger 

Little  Auk  .Alle  alle 
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143 I   he  bird  depicted  last  month  (plate  121,  repeated  here)  is 
clearly  a   pipit  Anthus,  but  which  one?  In  the  absence  of  essential 

information,  such  as  size,  call  and  location,  it  is  necessars  to  e\aluate  all 
available  structural  and  plumage  detail. 

1   he  rather  indistinct  mantle  streaking,  absence  of  pale  ‘braces’, 
subdued  wing-bars  (formed  by  bull  tips  to  the  otherwise  blackish-bix)wn 
median  coverts  and  pale  brown  fringes  to  the  greater  coverts)  and  the  lack 
of  both  olive  and  yellowish  hues,  are  together  sufficient  to  rule  out  free  .1. 

frii’ialis.  Meadow.  1.  pratensis.  Red-throated  .1.  cen'inus  and  Pechora  Pipits  .1. 

gu.stai’i.  1   he  last  of  those  features  and  the  lack  of  a   supercilium  ‘drop’  also 
preclude  Olive-backed  .4.  hodgsoni.  .Although  the  poorly-marked  and 
somewhat  greyish  ujjperparts  could  suggest  a   juvenile  Tawny  Pipit  .1. 

campestris,  the  myster\'  pipit  is  not  long-tailed  and  does  not  appear  to  have 

the  long-legged  look  and  upright  stance  of  the  four  larger  West  Palearctic 

pipits;  it  gives  the  appearance  of  being  (and  in  fact  is)  only  about  the  size 

of  a   Meadow  Pi})it.  In  any  case,  the  extensive  streaking  which  continues 

right  down  onto  the  flanks  is  not  consistent  with  any  of  the  members  of 

that  group.  Is  it  possible  then  that  this  is  one  of  the  races  of  the  Water 

Pipit  .1.  spiuoletta/Kock  Pipit  .1.  /^c/mv/o/Buff-bellied  (.American)  Pipit  .1. 
ntbescens  complex?  There  is  certainly  a   passing  resemblance,  but  the 

obviously  pale  legs  and  lower  mandible  of  the  mystery  pipit  are 

incompatible  with  any  form  of  Rock.  Water  or  BufT-bellied  Pipit,  apart 

from  the  pale-legged  .1.  r.  japonicus  (which  is  darker  above  and  more 

coarsely  marked  below  than  the  myster\-  bird).* 

The  mystery  bird  is  in  fact  Berthelot’s  Pipit  .1.  herthelotn,  an  identifica- 
tion wbich  could  have  been  arrived  at  with  a   good  deal  less  effort  if  the 

location,  IVnerife  in  the  Canary  Islands,  had  been  given.  Photographs  of 

*A  paptT  by  IVr  Alsirbm  and  Krister  Mild  on  the  identification  of  Rock,  Water  and  HnfT- 

bellied  I’ipits  is  in  preparation.  Kl)s 

135.  Mystety  photograph  144.  Identify  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 
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this  species  have,  however,  previously  appeared  in  British  Birds,  in  a 

‘PhotoSpot’  (77:  475-476).  Berthelot’s  Pipit  is  restricted  to  the  Canaries 

and  Madeira,  and  on  Tenerife,  where  I   photographed  this  bird  in  (October 

1988,  it  is  found  in  a   wide  variety  of  habitats  from  sea-level  through  to 

mountainous  regions  in  excess  of 2,500  m.  A   XDREW  S   .   B   L   ri.F.R 

10  Osprey  Grove,  Shadwell,  Leeds,  11  «7  Yorkshire  I.SI7  8\D 

Namaqua  Doves  breeding  in 
Israel 

II.  Shirihai  and  M.  Gellert 

The  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis  is  found  in  south  and  east  Africa,  on 
Madagascar  and  in  Saudi  Arabia,  ranging  up  to  20°N.  .According  to 

Champ  (1985),  the  Namaqua  Dove  breeds  within  the  West  Palearctic 

only  in  the  extreme  south  of  .Algeria,  with  vagrants  reaching  Morocco, 

.Mauritania,  Egypt,  Jordan,  Kuwait  and  northern  Saudi  .Arabia.  Harri- 

son (1982)  suggested  a   more  extensive  breeding  range,  including 

central  Saudi  .Arabia  and  northwards  along  the  Red  Sea  border. 

Jennings  (1977,  1978,  1981)  suggested  that  the  Namacpia  Dove  has 

shown  a   marked  expansion  of  its  range  in  recent  years.  Breeding  has, 

however,  not  been  previously  documented  in  the  West  Palearctic. 

.Northward  range  expansioJi  occurred  in  the  wake  oi  the  extension  ol 

agricultural  fields  and  water  sources,  especially  after  1975;  apparently 

as  a   result  of  these  changes,  the  first  iiulividuals  reached  Israel. 

\linl.  limh  H'.':  '2I()-'2I9.  Mav 
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Occurrence  in  Israel 

1   he  first  record  was  on  19th  December  1961,  in  the  Western  \egev.  In 
the  mid  1970s,  there  were  sightings  during  the  spring  and  summer  in 
the  South  and  hast,  with  a   few  in  the  Beit  Shean  \   alle\  and  Ciolan 
Heights  to  the  north. 

In  1975,  a   pair  was  first  seen  in  the  Northern  Ara\a;  since  1976,  pairs 
have  been  regularly  recorded  in  the  agricultural  fields  of  kibbutz  Eilot 

during  spring,  summer  and  autumn,  d'he  first  e\  idence  of  nesting  was 
from  these  fields:  five  pairs  with  young  were  seen  by  H.S  in  1980.  In  May 
and  June  each  year  from  1980  onwards,  pairs  were  seen  engaged  in 

courtship  displays,  cojjulation  and  the  transportation  of  nest  material. 

Later,  pairs  with  young  were  seen;  ten  pairs  bred  in  1983,  seven  in  1984, 
filteeti  in  1985,  and  six  in  1986. 

1   he  first  nest  with  eggs  was  discovered  in  June  1985  by  Natan 
.Minkovski.  In  Jidy  1986,  another  nest  was  disco\ered  by  l)a\  id  Mendel, 
and  this  was  kept  under  continuous  ohser\ation  by  HS  and  .M(i  from 

the  time  eggs  were  laid  until  the  young  fledged.  ()hser\ations  on  this 

j)air  form  the  basis  of  this  |)aper;  additional  data  were  collected  on  the 

breeding  of  another  fi\e  pairs  in  1986. 

Namacjua  l)o\es  arrive  at  Lilat  in  .March  or  .\j)ril,  and  tnost  leave  in 

Se})tember  or  October.  Oidy  a   few  are  seen  throughout  the  winter;  in 

other  parts  of  its  range,  the  species  is  resident. 

Nesting  period 

In  Lilat,  breeding  takes  place  o\er  about  four  months:  from  the  end  of 

.\|)ril,  pairs  are  seen  in  courtship  displays  and  copulation;  towards  the 

end  of  May,  incubation  starts,  with  most  pairs  sitting  on  eggs  hv  June; 

in  July,  late  breeders,  or  those  making  a   second  attempt,  can  still  be 

found  incubating.  Most  pairs  care  for  the  nestlings  some  time  between 

mid  June  and  the  end  of  July,  and  there  are  ju\eniles  hying  from  mid 

June.  "Ellis  is  summarised  in  fig.  1. 
Kig.  1.  The  timing  of  breeding  of  \amaqua  Doves  Oena  capensis  at  Eilat,  Israel,  1986 
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Unlike  the  populations  in  Africa,  the  Naniaqua  Dove  in  Uilat 

migrates  south  for  the  boreal  winter;  the  resident  populations  ol 

Central  Africa  are  already  incubating  b)  February/March,  while  the 

South  African  population  nests  in  our  winter.  I   he  pair  we  observed 

appeared  to  take  less  time  to  complete  its  breeding  than  would  be 

normal  for  the  resident  populations. 

Habitat 

During  1980-86,  Namaqua  Doves  bred  in  agricultural  or  semi-natural 

areas;  the  nests  were  probably  in  high  bushes  such  as  sea-blite  Suaeda 

monoica  or  shrubb)  orache  Atriplex  halinius.  The  nest  we  observed  was 

built  in  dr)  reeds  Phragmites  australis,  near  a   water  source. 

Description  of  nest  and  eggs 

The  nest  was  made  ol  twigs  from  tamarisk  Tamarix  or  saltwort  Salsola 

that  grow  near  the  nest  site.  It  was  1 1   cm  in  diameter  and  was  typical  for 

a   dove,  but  was  thicker  and  more  densely  jjacked.  The  first  Israeli  nest 

was  built  1.5m  above  ground  level  in  a   mango  tree  Mangifera  indica, 

while  the  second  was  on  dry  reeds,  at  a   height  of  10 cm.  Both  the 

structure  and  site  of  the  Israeli  nests  are  typical  for  the  species 

(Cioodwin  1983;  Cramp  1985). 

The  two  oval  eggs  were  cream-coloured,  and  measured  15.2  X 

18.9cm  and  14.8  X   19.3cm,  which  is  smaller  thati  measurements  given 

for  the  ,\frican  populations  (Chapin  1939;  Bannerman  1951; 

Mackworth-Praed  1969;  Cramp  1985;  Harrison  1985). 

136.  Nest  and  eggs  of  Namaqua  Dove  Oetia  capemis  Israel,  June  1986  (Hadorani  Shiii/iai) 
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137.  Male  Xamaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis,  Israel,  April  1987  (/'.  Doherty) 

138.  Adult  I'emale  Namacpia  Dove  Oena  capensis,  Israel,  April  1987  (F.  Doherty) 

I'he  inclusion  of  plates  137-144  in  colour  has  l>een  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZEISS  M   e.rf  Oermarn  ] 
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139.  Male,  juvenile  and  female  Xamaqua  Doves  Oena  capensis,  Israel,  summer  1986  (Hadoram Shirihai) 

140.  Juvenile  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis,  Israel,  November  1986  {Anumd  li.  van  den  Berg) 
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142.  Female  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis  stretching,  Israel,  (October  1986  {P.  Doherty) 
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143.  Juvenile  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis  one  month  after  fledging,  Israel,  September  1986 

{Hadoram  Shirihai) 

144.  Male  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis,  Israel,  September  1985  (Hadoram  Shirihai) 
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Courtship  behaviour 

1   he  male’s  many  display  flights  iinolved  gliding  with  wide-spread  tail 
in  front  of  the  female;  the  males  turned  circles,  with  their  heads  l)ent 

downwards,  tail  j)ointing  upwards  and  their  feathers  spread  and 

quivering.  Before  copulation,  there  was  some  soft  cooing  and  throat- 

fluttering,  and  the  sexes  appeared  to  feed  each  other. 

Table  1.  Incubation  period  of  Namaqua  Doves  Oena  capmsis 

Incubation 

Authority C'ountrv' I.atitude 

j>eriod US  &   MC  (1986) 

Cramp  (1985) 

Israel 

Somalia  and 

30°N 

May- July 

•North  Mauritania 

10-2()°N 

•Mid  April-July 

Mackworth-Praed  ( 19()9) 

Bannerman  (1951); 

Northern  Zambia 

15°S 

May-October 

Mackworth-Praed  ( 1969) 
.South  Africa 

25-30°S 

Whole  year 

esp.  july-Jan. 

Division  of  labour 

Both  adults  incubated  throughout  the  breeding  period,  the  female  for  an 

average  of  17  hours  per  day.  The  male  incubated  only  during  the  hot 

afternoons,  spending  around  three  hours  per  day  doing  so.  d   hus,  in  the 

relative  cool  of  early  morning  and  later  afternoon,  the  nest  was  left 

unattended  for  about  four  hours  per  day,  during  nine  of  the  14  days  of 
incubation  on  which  the  nest  was  watched. 

This  observation  is  supported  hy  the  presence  of  other  pairs  in  feeding 

areas  at  these  times  of  day  only.  The  doves  wet  their  belly  feathers  prior  to 

145.  First-summer  female  Namaqua  Dove  Oena  ('apen.us  incubatiniJ,  Israel.  June  1986 
(Hadoram  Shirihni) 
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incubation,  a   familiar  cooling  behaviour  of  many  desert  species  in  the 

45°C  heat. 

The  male  is  more  wary  than  the  female  during  incubation,  and  he 

quickly  leaves  the  nest  on  the  approach  of  intruding  human  beings  or 

dogs.  The  female,  better  camouflaged,  does  not  leave  the  nest  so  readily, 

and  neither  sex  left  when  raptors  passed  overhead. 

Care  of  young 

The  female  usually  fed  the  nestlings  in  the  morning,  brooding  them  in  the 

heat  of  the  day.  The  male  did  not  feed  the  nestlings,  but  stood  guard  on 

vantage  points  around  the  nest.  The  chicks  fledged  after  about  1 1   days, 

and  the  adults  did  not  feed  the  fledged  young. 

The  family  group  is  maintained  around  the  nest  area  for  three  to  four 

weeks  after  fledging,  but  the  nest  is  not  used  once  the  young  have  left. 

146.  .\amaqua  Dove  Oena  capensis  two-day-old  chicks  in  nest,  Israel,  June  1986  (Hadomm S/iiiihai) 

Dedication 

This  paper  is  dedicated  to  the  memor\'  of  the  late  Don  Parr:  a   good  Iriend. 
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Summary 

From  the  late  1970s,  Namatpia  Doves  Oena  rapensis  ha\e  been  regular  summer  \isitors  to 

Filat,  Israel.  From  1980,  there  has  been  evidence  of  breeding  there,  and  the  first  nests  were 

found  in  198,5.  I'he  first  nests  to  be  kejtt  under  obser\ation  in  the  West  Palearctic  were  at 
F.ilat,  in  1986;  and  this  jtaper  describes  that  breeditig  episode. 
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Notes 

Cable-roosting  by  Cormorants  On  29th  March  1986,  at  the  C'ottam 
power  station,  on  the  River  Trent,  Nottinghamshire,  I   saw  approxi- 

mately 25  Cormorants  Blialacrocorax  carho  Hshing,  or  perching  on  a 

147.  Cormorants  Bhalacrocoras  carho  perching  on  o\erhead  cables,  .Nottinghamshire, 

March  1988  (Philip  Painter) 
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washed-up  tree.  Whenever  a   boat  approached,  the  Cormorants  would 

fly  up  to,  and  land  on,  overhead  power  cables,  returning  only  when  the 

danger  had  passed.  During  the  afternoons,  the  birds  would  fly  onto  the 
cables  and  remain  there  at  least  until  dark.  Phii.IP  Pai.MER 

Maples,  Kennel  Drive,  Bamby  Moor,  Retford,  Nottinghamshire  DN22  8QLJ 

Unusual  plumage  of  Lesser  Black-backed  Gull  On  10th  November 

1986,  while  looking  through  a   flock  of  gulls  Laras  at  Marshside, 

Southport,  -Merseyside,  1   came  across  a   Lesser  Black-backed  Gidl  L. 

fuscus  in  adult/fourth-winter  plumage.  Phis  itidi\idual,  however,  had  a 

black  bill,  black  irides,  pale  flesh/pale  yellow  legs,  and  all-black 
primaries  lacking  white  mirrors;  it  also  had  extensive  streaking  on  the 

head.  Its  mantle  and  scapulars  were  dark  ash-grey  (darker  than  on 

nearby  Lesser  Black-backs),  but  not  so  dark  as  its  primaries  (recalling 

the  race  L.  f   intermedius) .   .\ccording  to  (bant  (1986,  Gulls:  a   guide  to 

identipcation),  the  coloration  of  the  bare  parts  suggests  a   fourth-winter 

Lesser  Black-backed  (iull  retaining  traces  of  immaturity,  although 

absence  of  w   hite  mirrors  or  tips  on  the  primaries  is  not  mentioned.  The 

gull  was  not  oiled  and,  apart  from  bare-parts  coloration,  showed  no 
other  signs  of  immaturity. 

P.  J.  (frant  has  commented  {in  litt.)  that  he  knows  of  no  firm  case  of 

melanism  in  gulls,  and  that  the  all-black  primaries  must  represent 

some  form  of ‘normal’  or  regular  aberration.  .\t  a   long  distance,  or  in 

underparts  clean 
white 

primaries 
all-ltlack 

legs  pale  (lesh/pale  yellow 

eye  black 

bill  black 

(perhaps  with  pale 

extreme  tip) 

tail  lull,  completely  white 

extensive  dark 

streaking  on  head 

(especially  face) 

white trailing 

edge 

wing  full  (no 

missing 

primaries) 

white  leading 
edge 

mantle,  scapulars  and 

wing-coverts  dark ash  grey wingtip  completely 

black  (no  white) 

fig.  1.  Adult-winter/fourth-winter  Lesser  Black-backed  (bill  Lams  fuscus,  Merseyside, 
lOth  November  I98(i  [Paul  (i.  I).  \torfiaii) 
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brief  views,  this  gull  could  have  been  misidentified  as  a   l.aughing  (kdl 

/..  atricilla.  In  any  case,  it  demonstrates  a   further  ‘pitfall’  that  can 
confront  gull-watchers.  P.U’l,  G.  I).  Mor(;a.\ 

Panda,  57  Hayfield  Avenue,  Hughton,  Preston,  Lancashire  PR5  ai.V 

Little  Owl  and  grey  squirrel  in  same  nest-box  On  13th  April  1986,  at 
the  Wetlands  Waterfowl  Reserve,  near  Retford,  Nottinghamshire,  1 

inspected  a   nest-box  erected  for  Little  Owls  Athene  noctua.  To  my  surprise, 
the  nest-box  contained  not  only  a   Little  Owl  incubating  three  eggs,  but 
also  a   grey  stjuirrel  Sciurus  carolinensis  (plate  148).  1   he  i)ox  was  left 

undisturbed,  and  three  days  later  the  number  of  eggs  had  increased  to 

five,  but  the  squirrel  was  not  present. 

I'he  nest-box  had  been  occupied  by  breeding  Little  Owls  for  several 
years,  and,  in  the  previous  winter,  a   grey  squirrel  had  hibernated  in 
it.  P.M.MFR 

Maples,  Kennel  Drive,  Pamby  Moor,  Retford,  Nottinghamshire  D\22  8Qt' 

Dfrek  Goodwin  has  commented  as  follows:  ‘Was  it  a   temporary  association  through 
the  squirrel  having  fled  for  cover  on  the  approach  of  the  obserxer?  I   once  reared  two  grey 

scjuirrels,  and  they  used  to  get  under  a   broody  domestic  hen  and  lie  beneath  her  (among 

the  eggs),  presumably  for  warmth.’  Kl)S 

148.  I.ittle  Owl  Athene  noctua  and  grey  squirrel  Sciurus  carolinensis  in  same  nest-box, 

Nottinghamshire,  April  1986  {Philip  Palmer) 

Tree  Pipit  with  Tawny  Pipit  measurements  On  the  afternoon  of  18th 

September  1986,  on  Lundy,  Devon,  two  pipits  Anthus  were  trapped 

together  in  low  gorse  Ulex.  One  was  obviously  a   Tree  Pipit  .4.  trivialis, 

but  the  other  was  larger,  with  a   more  orange-buff  coloration  to  the  head 

and  breast.  This  larger  pipit  had  the  following  measurements:  wing  94 
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149  &   150.  1   ree  Pipit  Anthus  Iriviali.s,  originally  misiclenlified  as  l   awny  Pipit  4.  campeslris 

Devon,  September  1986  (second  Tree  Pipit  trapped  at  same  time  shown  for  comparison 

in  lower  plate) (/?.  A.  Duncan) 
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mm,  tail  65.5  mm,  tarsus  25.2  mm,  hind  claw  8.8  mm  and  bill-to-skull 

15  mm.  1   hese  measurements  (with  the  exception  of  bill  length)  are 
more  within  the  range  for  Tawny  Pipit  A.  campestris  than  for  Tree  Pipit. 

1   he  tail  and  head  patterns  and  the  plain  rump,  however,  pointed 
more  towards  Tree  Pipit.  After  much  deliberation,  the  bird  was 

identified  as  a   Tawny  Pipit,  probably  in  first-summer  plumage,  both 
because  of  its  measurements  and  because  of  the  marked  difference 

between  these  and  those  of  the  other  (more  typical)  Tree  Pipit  trapped. 

Subsequently,  the  ‘Tawny  Pipit’  was  re-identified  as  Tree  Pipit  by  R. 
Dean,  P.  J.  Cirant,  S.  C.  Madge  and  Killian  Mullarney,  from 

photographs  (plates  149  &   150).  R.  ,\.  Drxc.w 

31  Beechwood  Avenue,  Bottisharn,  Cambridgeshire  CBj  9BG 

I   his  is  a   cautionary  note  for  anyone  wiio  regularly  catches  birds.  Identification  needs 

to  be  based  on  all  the  evidence  (including  plumage  details)  and  not  on  a   single 
characteristic  such  as  one  critical  measurement.  F.Ds 

Feeding  behaviour  of  Collared  Flycatcher  On  13th  and  14th  .May 

1985,  a   first-summer  male  Collared  Flycatcher  Ficedula  albicollis  was  at 

Lowestoft,  Suffolk  (Bril.  Birds  79;  575).  It  sj)ent  \   irtually  the  whole  of  the 

late  afternoon  and  evenitig  of  13th  feeding  on  the  ground  (plate  151). 

Initially,  it  kept  fairly  rigidly  to  the  vicinity  of  two  bowling  greens  aiui 

the  rockery  gardens  around  them.  On  the  greens,  it  dashed  around  in 

the  manner  of  a   Pied  Wagtail  .Motacilla  alba,  snapping  up  flies;  it  left 

only  when  bowlers  came  out  to  play  in  the  exening.  It  then  went  into 

the  gardens  of  some  private  houses  immediateb  adjacent,  where  it  still 

kept  to  the  ground,  but  occasionally  perched  on  posts  and  other  objects 

up  to  1   m   in  height.  The  park  and  gardens  cotitain  a   large  number  of 

mature  trees,  but  the  flycatcher  virtually  ignored  these,  apparently 

preferring  to  feed  on  the  ground.  On  the  following  day,  it  spent  periods 

of  time  behaving  as  described  above,  but  it  disappeared  for  longer 

151.  Fir.sl-.summer  male  Collared  Flycatcher  Ficedula  albicollis,  .SulTolk,  .May  1985  (B.  J. Bmwii) 
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periods,  when  it  could  not  be  found  at  all.  It  was  not  seen  after  12.30 

(iM  I   on  the  second  day. 

Interestingly,  the  literature  indicates  that  Collared  Flycatcher  feeds 

higher  up  in  the  canopy  than  does  Pied  Flycatcher  F.  hypoleuca,  and 

rarely  takes  food  from  the  ground;  it  is  also  said  to  be  more  difficult  to 

observe  after  young  have  flown.  Moreover,  1   am  told  that  a   male 

Collared  f   lycatcher  present  at  Foreness,  Rent,  during  24th  May-9th 

June  1984  {Brit.  Birds  78:  578)  was  extremely  difficult,  to  the  point  of 

impossible,  to  see.  B.  J.  Brown 

24  Clifton  Road,  Lowestoft,  Suffolk 

Letters 
The  separation  of  Northern  and  Isabelline  Wheatears  On  returning  to 

the  beautifully  illustrated  paper  ‘Field  identification  of  West  Palearctic 

wheatears’  {Brit.  Birds  80;  137-157,  187-238),  1   noticed  a   feature  separating 

Isabelline  Oerianthe  isabellina  from  ‘Northern’  Wheatears  0.  oenanthe,  which 
was  not  mentioned  in  the  text.  On  Isabelline  Wheatear,  standing  with  the 

wings  neatly  folded,  the  border  between  the  white  rump  and  the  darker 

lower  back  falls  in  line  with  the  tips  of  the  longest  tertials  and  the 

secondaries,  whereas  on  Northern  this  border  is  approximately  1   cm 

higher  up,  above  the  tips  of  the  longest  tertial  and  secondaries.  This 

difference  results  mainly  from  the  white  on  the  rump  extending  farther  up 
the  back  on  Northern  than  on  Isabelline. 

I   have  found  seven  birds  on  six  photographs  in  British  Birds  (vols.  74-80) 

in  which  this  feature  may  be  assessed,  of  which  six  (Isabelline:  Brit.  Birds 

76:  430,  plate  174;  80:  194  &   195,  plates  84  &   86.  Northern:  Brit.  Birds  78: 

304,  plate  140;  80:  191,  plate  81)  support  my  observation.  On  the  seventh 

{Brit.  Birds  80,  plate  78),  the  Northern  Wheatear  does  not  look  relaxed,  and 

may  have  its  right  wing  slightly  raised,  so  affecting  the  position  of  the 

rump  border  relative  to  the  tertials;  posture  may  affect  this  relationship  in 

both  species. 

Sometimes,  the  upper  border  of  the  white  rump  is  not  clearcut  {Brit. 

Birds  80:  197,  plate  84),  but  never  confusingly  so.  On  Isabelline  Wheatear, 

the  positions  of  the  secondaries  and  the  tips  of  the  tertials  are  always 

visible  owing  to  their  broad  huffish  fringes,  whereas  on  Northern  the 

position  may  be  difficult  to  see  on  the  worn  plumage  of  late  spring  and 
summer. 

As  I   have  no  field  experience  of  Isabelline  Wheatear,  I   would  welcome 

confirmation  ofthis  theory.  F   ARS  N   II.SSON 

Kampagrdnderi  21  B,  S-223  76  Lund,  Sweden 

/tU'Pvol.  5   stales  that  the  upper  rump  of  Isabelline  Wheatear  is  isabelline,  whereas  that 
of  Northern  Wheatear  is  white,  but  this  clifTerence  has  not  previously  been  quantified  in 
relation  to  the  wing  feathers.  F.DS 
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American  Pipits  in  Iceland  In  his  paper  on  ‘Taxonomy  of  the  Rock/ 
Water  Pipit  superspecies  Antfius  petrosus,  spinoletta  and  rubescens'  {Brit. 
Birds  81 :   206-2 11),  Dr  Alan  Knox  listed  records  of  the  American  or  Bufi- 
bellied  Pipit  Anthus  rubescens  in  Europe,  but  excluded  the  three  records 
from  Iceland. 

All  three  individuals  were  collected  and  the  skins  are  now  preserved 
in  the  Natural  History  Museum  in  Reykjavik.  Ehe  full  details  are  as 
follows:  (1)  Hvalsnes  a   Mi(5nesi,  Gull.,  on  16th  October  1977,  (2) 
Sandgerdi,  Ciull.,  on  13th- 14th  November  1977  (Petursson  &   Skar- 
phertinsson  1978),  and  (3)  Hafnir,  (iull.,  on  5th  (October  1983 
(Petursson  &   Olafsson  1985).  CiiN\i,.\rf;F,R  Pf  ri  RssoN 

Cautlandi  21,  1 08  Reykjavik,  Iceland 

RFFFRFXCF.S 

1*KH  RssoN,  (1.,  &   Ol.AlssoN,  K.  1985.  SjaklKa’fir  luiJlar  a   l.slandi  1983.  [Rare  birds  in 
Iceland  in  1983]  WM/ 4:  i:3-:W. 

    &   .Sk ARI’llK.dlN.ssoN,  K.  11.  1978.  1- la*kiini;srui'lar  a   .S\'-landi  haustirt  1977.  [X’agrant 
birds  in  .S\V-lceland  in  autumn  1977]  Xdlliiruverkur  10-31. 

Announcements 

XX  IOC  Final  Notice:  the  20th  International  Ornithological  C^ongress  will 

^   V   take  place  in  Christchurch,  New  Zealand,  during  2nd-9th  December  1990. 
/   The  Congress  programme  will  include  seven  plenary  lectures,  48  symposia, 

■   contributed  papers  (spoken  and  poster),  workshops,  round-table  discussions 

and  films.  There  will  be  a   mid-Congress  excursion  day.  Longer  tour^  are 

\"  ̂    planned  to  interesting  ornithological  sites  in  New  Zealand  before  and  after 
the  Congress,  including  the  post-Congress  cruises  to  sub-antarctic  islands. 

\   The  Second  and  Final  Circular  of  the  Congress  will  be  available  from  1st 

October  1989  and  will  include  the  registration  papers  and  forms  for  submitting  papers.  In 
late  1990,  New  Zealand  will  also  host  the  20th  World  Conference  of  the  International 

Council  for  Bird  Presercation  in  Hamilton  during  21st-27th  November  1990  and  a   Pacific 
Festival  of  Nature  Films  in  Dunedin  during  27th  November  to  1st  December  1990. 

Requests  for  this  Final  Circular,  which  includes  information  on  the  above  events,  should 

be  sent  to:  Dr  Ben  D.  Bell,  Secretary-General,  20th  International  Ornithological 

Congress,  School  of  Biological  Sciences,  \'ictoria  L'niversity  of  Wellington,  PO  Box  600, 
Wellington,  New  Zealand  (Telex  NZ30882  \'L’WLIB;  Facsimile  NZ  64-4-712070). 

Back  issues  SPECIAL  REDUCED  PRICES  The  normal  price  of  back 

issues  of  British  Birds  is  £3.25  a   copy,  but  Jor  two  months  only  we  are  making 

them  available  to  subscribers  for  £2.50  a   copy,  or  any  12  for  £25.00. 

Please  use  the  order  form  on  page  xiv.  (Numbers  not  listed  are  no 

longer  available.) 

Red-backed  Shrikes  Fhe  RSPB  and  the  Forestr\  Commission  will  be  publicising  the 

Santon  Downham  (Suffolk)  Red-backed  Shrikes  iMnius  collttrio  on  ‘Birdline’  and  in  the  media, 

if  they  return  and  breed.  Birdwatchers  are  requested  to  avoid  the  site  until  details  are 
announced. 
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‘Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland’  EXCLUSIVE,  SPECIAL,  PREPUBLICATION 

OFFER  This  new  Poyser  book,  by  Nick  Dymoncl,  Pete  Fraser  and  Steve  (janllett,  updates 

Scarce  .\lii>raiit  Birds  in  Biilain  and  Ireland  (1974)  and  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland  (1976). 

Publication  is  expected  in  late  July,  but  BB  subscribers  ordering  copies  \(4\\  can  obtain  it 

for  £17.50  (saving  £1.50)  receive  it  PO.S  T   FREE.  Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on 

pages  XV  &   xvi. 

Request 
Transparencies  of  1988  rarities  .\n\one  with  high-quality  colour  transparencies  o(  a   1988 

rarity  is  asked  to  loan  the  originals  to  us  for  possible  use  (perbaps  in  colour)  in  the  next  rarities 

report.  1   o   be  considered,  transparencies  must  airive  with  Dr  J.  I   .   R.  Sharrock  (fountaitis. 

Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  tNj)  before  15th  June.  I'hank  you. 

^fbentp-fibf  pears  ago... 
‘SNIPF^  ,\\D  REDSH.WK  IN  SUSSEX.  ,\s  they  do  not  arrive  till  the  end  of  March,  and 

leave  before  the  shooting-season  commences,  they  remain  undisturbed  during  their  stay.’ 
(Brit.  Birds  7:  333,  May  1914) 

Review 

Seabirds  of  the  World:  a   photographic  guide.  By  Peter  Harrison. 

Christopher  Helm,  London,  1987.  317  pages;  741  colour  photographs; 

23  colour  illustrations;  24  pages  of  line-drawings.  Paperback  £15.95. 

Standing  (and  1   use  the  term  somewhat  loosely)  on  the  deck  of  a   converted  prawn-trawler, 

with  one  hand  firmly  clasped  around  one’s  Dialyts  and  the  other  desperately  searching 
for  a   section  of  railing  or  rigging,  it  can  be  guaranteed  that  the  best  bird  of  the  day  will 

immediately  be  followed  by  the  biggest  rising  swell  of  the  day.  I'o  obtain  photographs 
that  are  anything  like  decent  is  a   real  challenge,  and  the  photographers  who  have  spent  so 

much  time  and  energy  taking  these  are  all  to  be  congratulated.  Peter  Harrison,  in  having 

the  foresight  and  energy  to  produce  such  a   vibrant  book  from  their  collective  efforts,  is 

also  to  be  congratulated. 

This  guide  is  intended  as  a   ‘pocket-sized  companion  volume’  to  Seabirds:  an  identification 
guide  (Harrison  1983),  and  in  that  context  is  indispensable.  It  is  possible,  however,  that 

this  book  will  have  an  even  wider  audience  than  its  companion  volume,  and  it  should  not 

be  assumed  that  every  purchaser  of  this  photographic  guide  will  have  a   copy  of  Seabirds 

(1983).  Though  this  is  the  only  photographic  guide  to  all  of  the  world’s  seabirds.  Seabirds 
of  Australia,  published  by  the  National  Photographic  Index  of  the  Australian  Museum  in 

1986,  is  an  alternative,  excellent  seabird  photographic  book.  I'he  special  value  of 
Harrison’s  guide,  however,  lies  in  the  fact  that  there  are  llight  shots  of  some  of  the 
potentially  more  complex  groups  of  birds  to  identify  in  the  world.  A   petrel  at  its  nesting 

burrow  can  almost  certainly  be  identified  on  range  alone,  but  one  at  sea  is  a   completely 
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ciilTerent  proposition.  A   photograph  of  a   petrel  resting  on  its  haunches  outside  its  burrow 
is  almost  totally  useless  at  sea.  Now,  we  have  flight  shots;  excellent!  Photographers  the 

world  over,  however,  should  note  Harrison’s  request  for  better  photographs,  as  it  will 
probably  be  a   long  time  before  we  have  excellent  portraits  of  all  the  world’s  seabirds. 

I   his  guide  also  shows  how  variable  birds  can  look  when  viewed  (to  say  nothing  of 
photographed)  under  different  light  conditions.  Compare,  for  instance,  photographs  471 
and  474  of  adult  winter  Black-tailed  (iulls  Lams  crassirostris\  or  the  .Audubon’s  Shearwaters 
Pujfinus  Iherminieri  (both  taken  in  .August) — is  208  a   race,  P.  1.  persicus?  Perhaps  it  would 
have  been  useful  to  include  the  locality  of  each  photograph — where  known — along  with 
the  time  of  year.  Bill  colour  alone  can  be  amazingly  deceptive  through  binoculars  and 
camera  lenses.  Wedge-tailed  Shearwaters  P.  pacificus,  for  instance,  can  sometimes  show 
bills  as  pale  as  those  of  Hesh-footed  Shearwater  P.  canieipes  under  certain  combinations  of 
light  and  weather  conditions:  sun,  rain,  sea-water  and  water  secreting  from  the  nostrils 

can  all  have  an  efTect  upon  the  apparent  colour  of  a   Wedge-tailed’s  normally  dark-looking 
bill.  Whether  an  individual  is  in  w'orn  plumage,  normal  plumage  or  fresh  plumage  can 
strikingly  change  the  way  it  looks  at  sea. 

One  of  the  more  exciting  moments  in  a   dedicated  seabirder’s  life  is  when  a   vagrant 
appears.  1   he  introduction  to  this  book  should  perhaps  have  stressed  that  the  potential 
for  vagrancy  is  probably  greater  (pro  rata)  among  seabirds  than  any  other  group  of  birds. 
1   his  fact  is  ably  demonstrated  by  the  Chatham  Island  .Albatrosses  Diomedea  (cauta)  eremila 

photographed  in  Australian  waters,  ofT  Wollongong,  N.SW,  and  in  the  Bass  Strait  between 
\   ictoria  and  lasmania.  Seabird  maps  will  probably  never  be  correct  until  the  whole 
world  is  coloured  blue! 

Species  such  as  Pacific  Diver  Gavia  pacifica,  I.easi  Pern  Sterna  antillamm,  and  't'ellow- 
footed  CJull  Lams  livens  that  have  achieved  full  status  since  the  publication  of  Seabirds 
(1983)  should  perhaps  have  been  given  more  detailed  coverage  in  the  text,  as  well  as  a 

more  direct  reference  to  the  relevant  paper  which  raised  them  to  species  level. 

More  emphasis  could  have  been  placed  on  the  Flight/Habits/Jizz,  as  this  section  in 

Seabirds  WHS  very'  well  received.  Jizz,  particularly  of  some  Pterodroma  species,  is  often  the 

‘clincher’,  and  having  started  to  make  more  people  aware  of  it  in  Seabirds  it  should  have 
been  used  more  effectively  here. 

There  are  several  minor  discrepancies  as  well  as  the  ones  on  the  erratum  list  supplied 

by  the  publishers:  ‘cauta’  albatrosses  are  grey-backed,  not  black-backed;  Parkinson’s 
Petrel  Procellaria  parkinsoni  may  be  separated  from  Westland  Petrel  P.  westlandica  on  bill 

colour.  The  Murphy’s  Petrel  Pterodroma  ultima  in  photograph  163  looks  like  a   fresh- 
plumaged  Providence  Petrel  P.  solandri,  so  it  would  have  been  useful  to  know  where  it  was 

photographed. 

Harrison  does  seem  to  hnd  it  difficult  to  get  to  grips  with  dark  shearwaters  and  Wedge- 

tails  in  particular.  The  illustrations  on  pages  296  and  297  are  not  very  good:  Flesh-footed 
Shearwater  is  very  seldom  seen  with  its  wings  arced  in  such  a   way;  they  are  much 

straighter,  like  those  of  a   large  Short-tailed  Shearwater  Pujfinus  tenuirostris.  He  had  similar 
problems  in  Seabirds  (1983). 

The  end  result,  though,  is  a   very  pleasing  ‘guide’.  Harrison  has  performed  Herculean 
tasks  in  compiling  these  two  marvellous  works,  published  within  four  years  of  each  other, 

and  is  to  be  heartily  congratulated.  Concerning  this  photographic  guide.  I’ll  finish  with 
the  now  standard  ‘no  serious  birdershould  be  without  it’.  .At  .McBride 

Short  reviews 
The  Book  of  Naturalists.  Edited  by  Wil- 

liam Beebe.  (Princeton  University  Press, 

Princeton,  1988.  £7.00)  Reprinted  anthol- 

ogy of  natural  history  writings  (first  pub- 
lished in  1940),  ranging  from  .Aristotle  to 

the  mid  twentieth  century',  strung  together 

with  rather  quaint  comments  from  the 

editor.  It  includes  some  relatively  obscure 

work  by  famous  authors,  such  as  Darwin 

and  I.inne,  from  which  one  cannot  gain  a 
true  measure  of  their  influence  on  natural 

history  thinking.  The  introductory  essay  is 
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absorbing,  but  the  book  sufTers  from  many 

minor  faults  (e.g.  a   lack  of  death  dates  for 

the  more  modern  contributors).  I   would 

have  enjoyed  finding  this  volume  in  a 

second-hand  bookshop,  but  I   cannot  see 

its  having  a   large  market  as  a   cheaply 

bound  modem  paperback.  [Mark  Boyd) 

A   Himalayan  Ornithologist:  the  life  and 

work  of  Brian  Houghton  Hodgson.  By 

Mark  Cocker  and  Carol  Inskipp.  (Oxford 

University  Press,  Oxford,  1988.  87  pages. 

£40. 00)  Fascinating  stud\  of  a   remarkable 

man,  whose  name  is  best  known  to  Orien- 

tal twilchers  as  a   prefix  to  many  a   good 

lifer.  Sadly,  he  never  received  the  recogni- 

tion he  deserxed  and  was  mis-treated  by 

some  of  the  great  names  of  his  day — 

including  (iould,  Blyth  and  the  B.M.  His 

observations  spanned  the  first  western 

study  of  Buddhism,  the  peoples  and  top- 

ography of  Nepal,  the  instigation  of  tea 

plantations  in  the  Himalayas  and  getting 
the  (iurkhas  involved  with  the  British 

■Army.  His  remarkable  series  of  reference 

paintings  has  stood  the  test  of  time  and  is 
better  than  those  found  in  modern  works 

on  the  birds  of  the  subcontinent;  49  exam- 

ples are  included.  Sadly,  this  book  is 

grossly  over-priced.  [S  IF-VF.  M.\ih;f] 

The  New  Where  to  Watch  Birds.  By  John 

Gooders.  (Papermac,  l.ondon,  1989.  224 

pages.  £4.99)  Phis  favourably  reviewed 

title  [Brit.  Birds  79:  362-363)  is  now  avail- 

able in  paperback,  making  it  e\en  better 

value  for  money.  [Mark  Boxd] 

A   Birdfinding  Guide  to  the  Toronto 

Region.  By  Clive  E.  Goodwin.  ((Joodwin, 

Toronto,  1988.  153  pages.  Ci$8.95  +   4.75 

p&p)  Phis  is  a   substantially  revised  edi- 

tion of  the  author’s  earlier  guide  (1979). 
The  result  is  a   most  comprehensive  guide 

to  the  best  birding  sites  within  a   radius  of 

30  miles  (48km)  of  Toronto.  There  are 

useful  introductory  sections  and  a   full 

species  checklist  which  includes  bar 
charts.  The  bulk  of  the  book  details  the 

sites  themselves,  which  are  categorised 

according  to  importance.  This  book  is 

essential  for  any  birder  visiting 

Toron to.  [   N   u;  F   F   R   F I ) M   A   N   ] 

The  Redshank.  By  W.  G.  Hale.  (Shire 

Publications,  Princes  Risborough,  1988.  24 

pages.  Paperback  £1.25)  The  author  of 

Collins’  l\'ader.i  (1980)  covers  the  Redshank 
Trint’a  lolanus  in  just  24  pages,  incitiding 

many  photographs. 

The  RSPB  Book  of  British  Birds.  By 

Peter  Holden  and  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock. 

Illustrated  by  Hilary  Burn.  (Papermac, 

l.ondon,  1989.  217  pages.  Paperback 

£3.99)  This  guide  to  the  262  most-common 

British  species  (reviewed  Bril.  Birds  75:  603) 

is  now  axailable  in  paperback. 

Les  Mesanges,  leurs  chants,  leurs  cris. 

By  Daniel  J.  Pernin.  (Pernin,  France, 

1988.  FF’95.00)  The  Marvellous  Bird 
Songs.  By  Daniel  J.  Pernin.  (Pernin, 

France,  1988.  £5.20)  Les  Mhanges  (‘The 

Tits’)  is  a   comprehensive  collection  of  the 

sounds  made  by  the  main  Northwest  F.uro- 

pean  tits,  including  Bearded  Tit  Fanurus 

biannicus  and  Penduline  Tit  Remiz  penduli- 

nus.  Most  bird-song  tapes  simpb  give  a 

couple  of  brief  samples  of  each  species,  but 

this  tape  lasts  for  almost  an  hour  and 

proxides  in  most  cases  at  least  ten  exam- 

ples of  each  species  (xvith  no  less  than  32 
xaried  sounds  of  the  Great  Tit  Farus  major). 

The  Marvellous  Bird  Songs  also  lasts  for 

almost  an  hour  and  has  lengthy  recordings 

of  14  species  of  mainly  woodland  birds. 

Whilst  pleasant  to  listen  to  and  of  a   verx' 
high  quality,  the  recordings  on  this  tape 

offer  nothing  that  is  not  available  else- 
where in  a   more  convenient  format. 

[Kfiiii  Bfiion] 

Birds  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-by- 

month  guide.  By  Tony  Soper  and  Roger 

Lovegrove.  (Webb  &   Boxver,  Kxeter,  1989. 

143  pages.  £12.95)  .\  readable  and  xv'ell- presented  book,  greatly  enhanced  by  John 

Busby’s  loose  draxvings.  Bird  ecology  and 
behaviour  are  excellently  covered,  and 

there  are  useful  details  of  the  various 

recording  schemes.  Information  on  xvinter- 

feeding,  nestboxes  and  garden  cbemicals 

u))dale  Tony  Soper’s  The  Bird  Table  Book. 
The  sections  on  plants  (e.g.  berry-bearing 

shrubs)  are  less  authoritatixe,  xvith  some 

omissions  and  inaccuracies.  The  next  edi- 

tion shotild  surely  include  an  index  and  a 

fuller  bibliography.  |.\  ANCX  1)  \\\  soN  | 

Birding  Sites  around  Perth.  By  Ron  van 

Delft.  (LIniversity  of  Western  .Australia 

Press,  Nedlands,  1988.  132  pages.  Paper- 

back, £4.50)  This  handy  little  guide  to  bird- 

watching areas  around  the  city  of  Perth 

(Australia,  not  Scotland)  contains  two  pages 

oti  each  of  38  sites  and  eight  pages  on 

nearby  Rottnest  Island.  F.ssential  for  any 

birdwatcher  visiting  the  city,  especially  if 

xvithout  local  contacts.  [D.wil)  Fi.siii.r] 



News  and  comment   
Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Rrytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

Don  Parr  (1921-1988)  \\V  were  saddened 

to  learn  of  the  unliinely  death  of  Don  Pan- 

last  December,  Just  a   few  days  short  of  his 

(i7th  birthday.  Don  was  one  of  those 

peo|)le  who  involved  himself,  actively  and 

positively,  in  whatever  was  going  on 

around  him  on  the  bird  scene  and  who, 

often  from  behind  the  scenes,  made  a 

tremendous  coittribution  on  many  fronts. 

From  early  days  in  .Surrey  (he  was  a 

founder  meml)er  of  the  Surrey  Bird  Club, 

BIO  re|).  for  18  years  and  editor  and 

organiser  of  the  1972  liirds  in  Siirrer)  to  his 

last  years  in  Malvern  (where  tie  was  ac- 

ti\ely  involved  in  bird  conservation  mat- 

ters with  the  Malvern  Mills  Conservators), 

he  took  part  in  or  organised  all  manner  of 

things,  llis  great  interest  in  the  .Middle 

Hast  naturally  led  to  his  tieing  a   founder 

member  of  OSMF,;  as  well  as  being  in- 

volved in  much  fieldwork  in  the  region,  he 

was  F.ditor  of  Sand^rou.se  until  his  death, 

and  did  much  to  establish  the  journal  in  its 

first  decade.  He  was  a   widely  travelled, 

knowledgeable,  conscientious  and  kindly 

man,  who  will  be  much  missed  in  birding 

circles.  Our  deepest  condolences  go  to  his 

family. 

Arthur  Gilpin  Hon.  MSc.,  FRPS  (1908- 
1988)  W   ith  the  sudden  death  of  .\rthur 

(iilpin  on  27th  November  1988,  at  the  age  of 

80,  there  was  a   feeling  of  sad  loss  to  all  who 

appreciated  bird  and  wildlife  photography. 

Born  in  Feeds,  he  spent  his  apprentice  days 

experimenting  with  techniques  and  sub- 

jects, and  he  first  photographed  birds'  nests 
and  eggs  in  the  early  1920s.  His  careful  and 

detailed  work  began  to  be  noticed,  and  in 

1984  he  was  invited  to  join  the  Zoological 

Photographic  COub  and  became  a   member  of 

the  .Nature  Photographic  .Society.  In  1985, 

he  submitted  a   few  photographs  to  The 

Royal  Photographic  Society's  .Annual  K\- 
hibition:  two  were  hung,  and  one  was 

reproduced  in  ‘   The  Year's  Photography'. 
The  Royal  Photographic  Society  awarded 
him  its  medal  for  his  natural  histors  work. 

.After  becoming  first  an  .Associate  and  then  a 

Fellow  of  The  Royal  Photographic  Society, 

he  served  on  the  .Nature  Section  of  the 

committee  that  awards  those  honours  and 

ultimately  became  its  chairman.  Latterly,  he 

was  the  Honorary  .Secretaiy  of  the  .\ssocia- 
tion  of  Natural  History  Photographic 

Societies.  He  was  a   founder  member  of  the 

Leeds  Birdwatchers’  Club  (which  is  short K 
to  celeirrate  its  40th  anniversarx).  For  a 

period,  he  was  a   Member  t)f  C^ouncil  of  the 

5’orkshire  Naturalists’  (now  Wildlife)  Frust 
and  of  the  R.SPB,  and  he  serxed  as  chairman 

of  the  Ornithological  Section  of  the  5’ork- 

shire  .N'atunilists’  Union  during  1978-75.  In 
1978,  the  University  of  Leeds  conferred  on 

him  an  honorary  degree  of  Master  of  .Science 

in  recognition  of  his  work  in  natural  histoix 

photography.  In  1978,  he  drew  together  all 

his  knowledge,  experience  and  skill  in  |)ro- 

ducing  a   book  entitled  Xatiire  Photography. 

.\rthur  (ulpin's  very  warm  and  kindb’  na- 
ture. his  energx  and  his  dedication  will  all  be 

sadly  missed.  Our  deepest  sym|)athies  are 

extended  to  his  wife,  .Anne,  and  his  daugh- 

ter. Weirdie.  (Coiitribuled  h\  Cine  I   Vr/Yi  ) 

New  Forest  Dartfords  Our  thanks  to 

David  (drristie  for  sending  us  a   cutting 

from  the  Southern  Evening  Echo  (7th  Febru- 

ary 1989),  in  which  the  Hampshire  and  Isle 

of  Wight  Naturalists'  Frust  rexeals  a   New 
Forest  population  of  over  450  pairs  of 

Hartford  Wartrlers  Sylvia  undata — a   fourfold 

increase  in  four  years — in  1988.  1   his  is 

good  news.  It  is  also  commendable  that,  in 

publicising  this,  the  Frust  and  the  Echo 
have  drawn  attention  to  the  enormous 

pressures  on  what  remains  of  the  heath- 
lands  of  southern  Fbigland,  one  of  the 

major  conservation  problems  for  the 
1990s. 

The  first  CPO  For  the  first  time  since  the 

1981  Wildlife  and  Country  side  .\ct  became 

law,  the  .Nature  Conservancy  Council  has 

used  its  powers  of  compulsory  purchase  to 

save  an  important  wildlife  site.  Fhe  Com- 

pulsoix  Purchase  (Arder  cov  ers  part  of  the 

W   esthay  Moor  .S.S.Sl  on  the  nationally 

important  .Somerset  Levels.  Fhe  area’s 
special  wildlife  interest  covers  plants  and 

invertebrates  as  well  as  birds.  It  is  hearten- 

ing to  see  the  N'CC  flexing  its  muscles  over 
something  of  real  importance,  but  also 

important  to  realise  that  it  was  forced  to 

do  so  after  more  than  three  years  of 

unsuccessful  negotiations. 
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Severn  and  North  Norfolk  protection  In 

Febriiai)  1989,  tlie  \CC  announced  (lia(  il 

had  notified  the  Severn  Kstuarv  as  an  SSSl, 

alter  extensive  consultation  with  fanners, 

fishermen,  w ildfowlers,  water  autliorities 

and  local  authorities.  The  estuary  is,  of 

course,  threatetied  l)y  a   barrage  scheme, 

the  implications  of  which  are  still  being 

studied.  It  is  already  clear  that  a   liarrage 

would  have  a   verv  considerable  efTect  on 

estuary  birds  (the  Severn  holds,  for  exam- 

ple, over  10%  of’  our  wintering  i)unlins 
Calidris  alpiiia).  Hopefullv,  SSSI  status  will 

at  least  afford  some  real  protection  if  the 

barrage  scheme  becomes  a   reality;  we  shall 

see.  .Nobody  needs  any  introduction  to  the 

■North  .Norfolk  Cioast,  nor  indeed  to  be  told 

that  much  of  it  is  i^rotected  in  various  ways 

already,  f)ut  it  was  good  to  learn,  in 

January,  of  its  designation  under  the  K.uro- 

pean  Clommunitv  birds  Directive  as  a 

Special  Protection  Area,  and  as  a   Wetland 

of  International  Importance  under  the 
Ramsar  Convention,  fhe  area  involved 

runs  from  Holme  east  to  Weybourne. 

Israeli  raptor  news  We  are  grateful  to 

Brian  L'nwin  for  sending  us  a   summary  of 
the  1988  Raptor  Migration  Survey  in 

Israel,  in  which  he  and  several  «)ther 

British  birders  took  |)art.  f   he  Survev 

(.\ugust  18th  to  October  Kith)  was  carried 

out  in  the  Je/.reel  and  Beit  Shean  valleys, 

running  between  Haifa  and  the  Jordan 

border,  having  been  moved  80km  north 

from  the  1987  site  as  a   result  of  the 

Palestinian  uprising.  Full  details  will  be 

published  elsewhere  in  due  course,  but 
some  idea  can  be  had  from  a   few  selected 

figures:  25  species  definitely  identified, 

involving  a   grand  total  of  over  450, ()()() 

raptors;  346,313  Honey  Buzzards  Fenii.s 

apivorus;  3,004  .Short-toed  Eagles  (jrcaelii.s 

39,920  Levant  Sparrow-hawks  .4cc/- 
j)iter  brevif)es\  73,231  Lesser  Spotted  Eagles 

Aquiln  poiiiarina;  and  2,822  Red-footed  Fal- 

cons Falco  vespertinus.  ‘Other  things’  inclu- 
ded over  67,000  White  Pelicans  Pelecamis 

ononoinlus,  over  200,000  White  .Storks  Cico- 
nio  ciconia  and  over  800  Black  Storks  C. 

nigra.  \   footnote  mentioning  three  Israeli 

records  of  Kittlitz’s  Sand  Plover  Charadriu.'i 
pecuarius  interested  us,  too.  It  is  not  too  late 

to  book  in  for  the  autumn  1989  counts,  as 

the  Israel  Raptor  Information  Centre 

would  welcome  some  help:  write  to  5'ossi 
Leshem,  IRIC,  Har  (iilo  Field  Centre, 

Hoar  Na  /.fon,  Yehuda  90907,  Israel,  for 

more  details. 

Birdwatching  in  Crete  1   his  is  a   much- 

enlarged  (42  pages  against  24)  second  edi- 

tion of  Ea.ster  liirdu'atching  in  Crete,  which  we 
noticed  in  these  columns  {Biil.  Bird.s  79:  142). 

•   \s  the  nevv  title  implies,  the  booklet  now 

attempts  year-round  coverage.  Fhe  initial 

description  of  the  island,  including  how  to 

get  there,  areas  to  stay,  weather,  food,  travel 

whilst  there,  and  so  on,  has  been  completelv' 

rewritten.  Fhe  site  descriptions,  now  num- 

bering 42,  are  greativ  enhanced  with  details 

of  location,  jjarking,  liest  time  of  vear, 

directions  to  get  there  and  liirds  to  look  out 

for.  .Similarly,  the  systematic  list  has  been 

expanded  to  include  all  sightings  since  1970 

(though  including  some  unauthenticated), 

thus  becoming  easily  the  best  checklist  for 

the  island.  Fhe  booklet  also  includes  check- 

lists of  butterflies,  rejitiles  and  mammals,  as 

well  as  a   few  paragraphs  about  the  marvel- 
lous flowers.  Strongly  recommended  for  all 

visitors  to  the  island,  the  booklet  is  available 

for  £2.95  (including  |3&p)  from  Mrs 

Stephanie  Coghlan,  25  I'horjje  Lane, 
■Mmondbui')',  Huddersfield  IlD.Vur.V  (.1/.4D) 

Bumper  breeding  numbers  Fhe  prelimin- 

ar)’  results  of  the  1988  Common  Birds 
Ciensus,  revealed  bv  John  Marchant  {BTO 

Xews  160:  7),  indicate  a   remarkable  10% 

increase  in  breeding  numbers  (of  all  species 

combined,  residents  and  summer  visitors,  in 

woodland  and  on  farmland)  com|jared  with 
1987.  It  is  normal  for  increases  of  some 

species  to  be  balanced  by  decreases  of 

others,  but  1988  was  clearly  exceptional,  one 

relevant  factor  obviously  being  the  mild 

winter  of  1987/88  in  Britain. 

Fhe  largest  increases  (in  descending 

order)  were  shown  bv’  (ioldfinch  Carduelis 

eardnelis  (about  -f67%),  .Spotted  Flycatcher 
Muscieopa  striata.  Moorhen  Gallinida  ehloropus, 

CdiilTchaff  Bhylkmopus  eollyhita.  Sedge  Warb- 

ler .Acrocephalus  sehoenobaenus.  Swallow  Uinmdo 

m.stica.  Wren  Troglodytes  troglodytes,  Blackca]) 

Sylvia  atricapilla  and  Song  I'hrush  Tardus 
philonielos.  .Species  showing  significant  de- 

creases in  1988  compared  with  1987  were 

Red-legged  Partridge  .Mectoris  raja,  Free- 

creeper  Ceriliia  Janiiliaris,  (irev’  Partridge  Ber- 
dix  perdix  and  Reed  Bunting  Emberiga 
schoeniehts, 

Fhe  B   FO’s  Common  Birds  Census  |)io- 
vides  invaltiable  information.  .Although 

dedication  is  rec|uired  from  obseiAers,  il  is 

enormous  fun  and  verv  satisfying  birdwalch- 

ing.  Over  the  years,  my  own  f:Bf:  fieldwork 

in  ordinaiT  Bedfordshire  farmland  has  pro- 

vided bonuses  including  breeding  Fieldfares 
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Turdw,  pilaris,  and  inigranis  such  as  Golden 

Oriole  Orioliis  oriolus  and  Honey  Bu/y.ard 

Penii.s  apivorus,  but  there  is  just  as  much 

enjoyment  in  ilie  discovers-  of  new  pairs  o( 

far-commoner  species  and  watching  the 
year-to-year  lluct nations,  and  local  colonisa- 

tions and  extinctions,  and  how  these  tie  in 

with  the  national  trends. 

1   he  HTO  needs  volunteers  for  new  GBG 

plots  on  farmland  and  in  woodland.  If  vou 

are  interested,  write  to  John  .\Iarchant, 

BIO,  Beech  Grose,  I   ring,  Hertfordshire 

ll|o;t  .5\R.  [JTIiS] 

fliints  tetrad  atlas  During  the  five  years 

1979-8!!,  obsersers  in  Huntingdonshire  and 

from  neighbouring  areas  carried  out  the 

standard  breeding  bird  atlas  fieldsvork  on 

svhich  The  lireeding  Birds  oj  Huntingdon  and 

Peterborough,  1979-83  is  based.  This  42-page 

booklet,  by  Julian  l.imentani,  (Jraham 

K.lliott  and  Mike  Isserett,  includes  tetrad 

(2km  X   2km  s(|uare)  maps,  shosving  18,074 

records  relating  to  108  species  (but  exclud- 

ing 05  records  relatitig  to  confidential  re- 

cords ol  rare  birds),  and  maps  of  tosvns. 

ris  ers  and  |3i  imars'  roads;  rivers,  grasel/brick 
pits  and  resenoirs;  and  svoodlands.  Three  of 

the  area's  585  tetrads  svere  not  covered — all 
svere  in  the  Peterborough  area,  and  I   hope 

that  obsersers  there  svho  failed  to  help  nosv 

base  appropriately  red  faces.  We  shall, 

hosves'er,  nes-er  knosv  who  t lies'  are,  for  there 

is  no  list  of  contributing  obsersers  (a  pity!), 

despite  plenty  of  blank  space.  I   he  only 

other  c|uibble  is  that  there  is  not  a   svord  of 

interpretation  svith  the  maps;  if  you  are  a   BB 

reader,  you  do  not  need  any,  but  this  booklet 

might  have  had  a   svider  appeal  and  larger 

sale  if  there  had  been  just  one  or  tsvo  lines  of 

explanation  belosv  each  map. 

If  you  svmdd  like  a   copy,  it  is  priced  sers 

reasonably  indeed,  at  only  £2.00  (including 

p&p),  and  can  be  obtained  from  (!.  1). 

K.lliott,  c/o  RSPB,  The  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bed- 

fordshire S(;i9  21)l..  {JTRS) 

Naturalists’  bonus  While  a   fesv  tsvitchers 

are,  perhaps,  interested  only  in  birds,  most 
birdwatchers  have  an  interest  in  other 

aspects  of  natural  histors .   Khe  adsantages  of 

being  a   member  of  a   local  natural  histors 

society  is  amply  demonstrated  by  the  con- 
tents of  7he  Bedfordshire  Naturalist  (no.  42,  for 

1987)  just  published  by  the  Bedfordshire 

Natural  Histors-  .Society.  .\s  svell  as  36  pages 

on  birds,  including  the  usual  full  systematic 

list,  this  72-page  publication  includes  re- 

ports on  a   further  17  topics:  beetles,  bugs, 

bumble-bees,  butterflies,  dragonflies,  flower- 

ing plants  &   ferns,  fungi,  geologv  & 

palaeontology,  lacewing  flies,  lichens, 

macro-moths,  mammals,  meteorology, 

micro-moths,  mosses  &   liverworts,  reptiles 

&   amphibians,  and  slugs  &   snails. 

I'here  must  be  something  there  fore\er)- 

one,  to  provide  interest  on  that  'birdless' 

day. 

We  do  recommend  contacting  your  own 

local  natural  history  society  (as  well  as  your 

local  bird  club)  and  becoming  a   member.  If 

you  live  in  or  near  Bedfordshire,  the  person 

to  write  to  is  the  Honorary  Secretary,  R.  B. 

.Stephenson,  9   .\spen  .\\enue,  Putnoe,  Bed- 
ford MK4I  KH\ 

Photographic  winner  Mike  Wilkes,  winner 

of  our  Bird  Photogra|>h  of  the  5’ear  title  in 
1977,  has  recently  won  two  of  the  12 

categories  in  the  Kodak  Wildlil'e  Photo- 

grapher of  the  5’ear  1988  competition  (BBC 

Wildlife  6:  675-679,  I-XXIII).  I'wo  scpial)- 

bling  Mag|)ies  hea  piea  topped  the  '.\nitnal 

behaviour — birds'  category-,  and  an  intjuisi- 
tive  grass-snake  Satrix  natrix  won  the 

'.\nimal  behaviour — other  animals'  categ- 
ory. .Mike  also  ca[)tured  the  runner-up  spot 

in  'I’rban  wildlife'  with  a   Snowy  Kgret 

Egretta  thula  in  .Miami,  Florida. 

Sumburgh  garden  face-lift  If  you  have 

been  to  Shetland,  you  are  almost  certain  to 

know  the  garden  of  the  Sumburgh  Hotel:  a 

famous  migrant  'hot-spot'.  I   he  Shetland  Bird 
Club  Xeu'sletter  (75,  December  1988)  reports 
that,  as  a   result  of  recommendations  from 

the  .Shetland  Bird  C!lub,  the  Shetland  .\men- 

ity  I   rust  has  started  work  on  restoring  and 

replanting  this  garden  with  a   v   ariety  of  trees. 
.\s  Dave  Okill  comments  in  the  Xeusletter, 

'Hopefully,  those  who  birdwatch  in  the 

garden  will  contribute  towards  its  upkeep.’ 
Congratulations  are  due  to  all  those  con- 

cerned, for  this  delightful  garden  is  poten- 

tially a   scenic  amenity  as  well  as  a   haven  for 

tired  migrants  (and  a   splendid  place  for 

watching  them). 

Fair  Isle  .\  £200,000  project,  funded  by  the 

Highlands  and  Islands  Development  Board, 

Shetland  Islands  Council  Charitable  Trust, 

the  Kuropean  Regional  Development  Fund 

and  the  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory  .Appeal, 

is  to  improve — very  substantially — one  of 

the  world’s  foremost  bird  observatories.  The 

project  guarantees  a   viable  future  for  the 

observ  atory ,   but  is  also  of  very  considerable 

importance  to  Fair  Isle  itself  and  its  69 

residents;  the  observatory  has  long  been  an 

integral  and  important  part  of  the  life  of  this 
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isolated  coiniminily.  Birders  e\eryu here, 

whellier  they  have  visited  Fair  Isle  or  not, 

shoidd  be  delighted  by  this  splendid  news. 

Bedfordshire  artist  arrives  late  in  Norfolk 

.   .   .   and  artist/poetry-buff  has  identity 
crisis  on  Fair  Isle  (Jordon  Trunkfield 

draws  oiir  attention  to  Shelley’s  oft- 
misquoted  lines: 

Hail  to  tlm\  lUyth's  Pipit! 
Bird  thou  never  ivert. 

Best-dressed  bird?  It  was  inevitable  ...  a 

number  of  cuttings  have  reached  us,  from 

several  newspapers,  telling  us  about  the 

Double-breasted  Cormorant  at  Hillingham. 

Best  of  all  in  nhis  connection,  though,  was 

the  reporter  who  asked  the  RSPB  whether 

the  arrival  of  this  .American  bird  was  con- 
nected with  the  visit  of  the  Princess  of  Wales 

to  the  L'S.\! 

Changes  of  Recorder  Bill  (W.  F.)  Curtis 

(Farm  Cottage,  Church  Fane,  .\twick, 

Driflield  HDIl)  writes  to  tell  us  that  he  is 

now  County  Recorder  for  North,  South  and 

West  A'orkshire  and  North  Humberside, 

replacing  J.  F.  Dale.  Mike  Earp  (H3  h   inghoe 

Road,  Bushey,  Watford,  Hertfordshire  \\l):i 

tsw)  has  taken  over  from  .Andrew  Moon  as 

recorder  for  the  London  .Area  ((Jreater 

London).  Phil  Bristow  (10  Lis\ane  .Street, 

(Jathays,  CardifT  (;I2  41.1.)  has  taken  over 

from  J.  R.  .Smith  and  Richard  (J.  Smith  as 

Recorder  for  Mid  and  South  (Jiamorgan. 

P.  R.  Cordon  (4  Craigielaw,  Longniddry, 

East  Lothian  I.li:i2  oi’V)  is  now  Recorder  in 

place  of  .Man  Brown  for  Lothian  (East 

Lothian,  except  .Musselburgh  lagoons).  J. 

Hopper  is  now  sole  Recorder  for  Notting- 
hamshire (see  Brit.  Birds  82:  141). 

Change  of  address  of  Recorder  Paul 

James,  Recorder  for  East  and  West  Sussex, 

has  now  moved  to  23  Islingword  Place, 

Brighton,  East  Sussex  KN2  ‘iX(;. 

Monthly 
reports 
December  1988 

Keith  Allsopp  and  Barry  Nightingale 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  otherwi.se  stated,  dates  refer  to  December  1988 

An  anticyclone  developed  quickly  over  Scandinavia  on  1st,  bringing  chill  easterly  air,  only 

to  he  replaced  by  cold  notiherlies  on  5th,  as  another  anticyclone  took  control  from  the 

west.  Die  centre  of  high  pressure  subsequently  moved  south,  hut  remained  close  for  the 

rest  of  the  month,  resulting  in  settled,  mild  westerly  weather. 
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South  sea  ducks 

An  indication  of  unusually  high  numbers  of  Long-tailed  Ducks  Clotigula 
hyemalis  in  the  North  Sea  was  given  in  the  November  report,  and  records 
this  month  show  that  many  individuals  have  flown  farther  south  than 

usual  this  winter.  I'he  30  reported  off  Holme  (Norfolk)  were  not unexpected,  but  70  of1  the  Lssex  coast  were,  as  were  the  small  Hocks  seen 
all  along  the  English  Channel  coast,  involving  some  50  individuals. 
Inland,  a   similar  number  was  found  at  over  20  waters,  mainly  in  ones  and 
twos,  except  for  16  at  C-ovenham  Reservoir  (Lincolnshire)  and  seven  at 
Chew  Valley  Lake  (Avon).  In  contrast,  the  species  was  reported  missing 
from  its  normal  Hebridean  winter  quarters.  Disruptive  weather  during 
migration  or  failure  of  normal  food  supply  may  both  provide  explanations. 
In  parallel,  but  not  so  obvious,  was  the  increase  in  reports  of  Velvet 
Scoters  Xlelnnitta  fused  from  the  C'hannel  coast,  with  over  30  seen  off 
Dorset,  and  13  inland  on  London  reservoirs  out  of  the  70  reported  in 
scattered  groups  across  England  and  Wales. 

Divers  to  wildfowl 

Kxceptional  concentrations  of  Red-throated 

Divers  Gavio  stellata  were  noted  off  the 

SulTolk  coast,  witli  200  at  Minsinere  on  5th 

and  280  at  Covehithe  on  7tli;  and  18  inland 

on  Chasewater  (W'est  Midlands)  on  17th. 
Black-throated  Divers  G.  arctica  were 

scarce,  except  for  the  00  aloni^  the  Cornish 

south  coast,  which  was  al.so  host  to  40  Great 

Northern  Divers  G.  (plate  152).  Red- 

necked Grebes  Podiceps  ̂ risegena  were  also 

commonest  in  Cornwall,  with  12  reported, 
and  from  SulTolk  to  London  with  14. 

.\  Cory’s  Shearwater  Calonectiis  diomedea  at 
Newc|uay  (Cornwall)  on  4th  was  an  unseas- 

onal  surprise,  as  was  a   Leach’s  Petrel 
Oceanodroma  leucorhoa  at  Hoxeringham  (Not- 

tinghamshire) on  17th.  Once  rarely  seen 

away  from  their  breeding  sites.  Bitterns 

Botaunts  slellaris  have  been  wintering  regu- 

larly in  unlikely  places,  further  reports  this 

month  coming  from  Woolaton  Park  (Not- 

152.  (ireat  Northern  Diver  Gavia  immer,  Kssex.  December  1988  (/?.  /.  MellLs) 

tinghamshire),  Brent  Reser\oir  (London) 

and  Swithland  Reservoir  (Leicestershire). 

The  European  Swan  Count  on  18th  suc- 

ceeded in  finding  a   substantial  proportion  of 

the  expected  population,  logging  9,300  Be- 

wick’s Swans  Cjgnus  columbianus.  and  4,400 
Whoop>er  Swans  C.  ognus.  .Also  on  18th,  an 

estimated  38,000  Pink-footed  Geese  Ansn 

brachyrhynchus  were  in  Lancashire.  Thirty  of 

the  recently  naturalised  Mandarins  .4/.v 

galericidata  collected  on  Connaught  Water 
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(Greater  London)  on  29th,  but  the  popula- 

tion has  a   long  way  to  go  to  catch  the 

numbers  of  Ruddy  Ducks  Oxyura  jamaicensis: 

600  at  Blithfield  Reservoir  (Staffordshire)  on 

6th,  500  in  Leicestershire  and  480  at  Chew 

Valley  Lake  (Avon),  this  species  showing 

little  further  expansion  outside  these  areas. 

.\dditional  rare  ducks  reported  this  winter 

were  three  American  Wigeons  .4/ja,v  amer- 

icana,  a   Ferruginous  Duck  Aylhya  nyroca  at 

Chorlton  Water  Park  (Greater  Manchester), 

a   Lesser  Scaup  .4.  qffinis  ar  Lurgan  (Co. 

Down)  and  three  Surf  Scoters  Melanitta 

perspidllata  af'Harlech  (Gwynedd)  on  31st. 

There  was  a   good  scattering  of  Smews 

Mergus  albellus,  including  modest  concentra- 
tions of  27  in  London,  and  14  at  Dungeness 

(Kent). 
Birds  of  prey 

Red  Kites  Milvus  milvus  were  seen  over 

Harlow  (Essex)  on  5th,  Holme  (Norfolk)  on 

8th,  and  on  the  Isle  of  Wight  on  24th,  but 

most  exciting  was  the  discovery  of  a   second 

153.  Mediterranean  Gull  Lants  melanocephalus,  Essex,  December  1988  {R.  J.  Mellis) 

154.  Laughing  (iull  Larus  atricilla,  Co.  Down,  December  1988  {Jack  Malins) 
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wintering  White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeetus  albi- 
cilla,  at  Butley  (SufTolk)  on  17th.  The  same 

area  also  held  three  Rough-legged  Buz- 
zards Buleo  lagopus,  with  others  seen  at 

Winterton  (Norfolk)  and  Islay  (Strathclyde) 
on  3rd,  in  Orkney  on  12th,  in  Lincolnshire 

and  at  for\’ie  Nature  Reserve  ((irampian).  A 
late  Osprey  Fattdion  haliaelu.s  on  24th  Novem- 

ber at  Southampton  (Hampshire)  was  not- 

able, as  are  the  increasing  reports,  12  this 

month,  of  Peregrines  P'alco  peregrinus  at lowland  waterbird  sites. 

Waders 

1   he  mild  weather  brought  a   few  surprises;  a 
Dotterel  Charadrius  morinellus  was  found  in 

\\  arwickshire,  a   Pectoral  Sandpiper  (,'alidris 
melanotos  was  seen  at  Sandbach  (Cheshire) 

on  27th,  some  18  Common  Sandpipers 
Actitis  hypoleucos  remained  at  various  reser- 

voirs, a   Long-billed  Dowitcher  ! .imnodromiis 

scolopaceus  sVAyt^A  at  Castlerock  (Co.  London- 

derry), and  a   Grey  Phalarope  Fhalaroptts 

Julicarius  was  at  Druridge  Bay  (Northumber- 
land) on  7lh.  Notable  concentrations  were 

12,000  Knots  Calidris  canutus  at  Spurn  Point 

(Humberside)  on  7th,  325  Dunlins  C.  alpiiia 

at  Rutland  Water  (Leicestershire)  on  bth, 

100  Ruffs  Fhitomochus  pugriax  at  Martin  Mere 

(Lancashire)  and  440  Black-tailed  Godwits 

Limosa  limosa  at  Nacton  (Suffolk).  Jack 

Snipes  I.ymnocryptes  minimus  were  well  scat- 

tered, in  small  parties  involving  42  indi- 
viduals. 

Skuas,  gulls,  terns  and  auks 

.\  few  Pomarine  Skuas  Stercorarius  pomarinus 

remained  around  all  coasts  in  small  num- 

bers, and,  of  the  14  reports,  three  were 

inland,  two  in  Nottinghamshire  and  one,  a 

regular,  at  Brogborough  (Bedfordshire); 

another  was  trapped  at  Sandwich  Bay 

(Kent)  on  26th,  and  nine  were  se^n  at 

Hornsea  (Humberside)  on  1st.  .\  Great 

Skua  S.  skua  was  seen  on  Guernsey  (Channel 

Islands)  on  12th.  Of  the  57  reported  coastal 

Mediterranean  Gulls  Larus  melanocfphalus 

(plate  153),  32  were  at  Copt  Point  (Kent); 

another  17  were,  however,  found  inland,  the 

mild  weather  making  winter-roost  scanning 

bearable.  Similarly,  nine  reported  Ring- 
billed  Gulls  /-.  delawarmsis  were  coastal,  and 

four  more  were  inland,  including  one  at 

Swithland  Reservoir,  a   new  species  for 

Leicestershire.  Most  of  the  16  Iceland  Gulls 

/..  glaucoides  seen  were  coastal,  as  were  the 

majority  of  the  30  Glaucous  Gulls  L. 

hyperboreus,  six  of  w   hich  were  at  Fraserburgh 

(firampian).  .\  first-winter  Laughing  Gull 
A.  atricilla  was  discovered  at  Lurgan  (plate 
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154)  on  28th,  and  a   Bonaparte’s  Gull  L. 
Philadelphia  was  at  Godreavy  Point  (Corn- 

wall) on  29th.  \   Sandwich  Tern  Sterna 

sandvicensis  was  still  present  at  Stronsay 

(Orkney)  on  4th  and  6th. 

.\  remarkable  southerly  passage  of  Little 

Auks  Alle  alle  occurred  on  the  first  three  days 

of  the  month:  on  1st,  45  passed  Girdleness 

((irampian),  and  14  passed  Filey  Brigg 

(North  5'orkshire);  on  the  following  day, 
1,500  passed  there  in  three  hours,  and  167 

were  also  logged  in  1V4  hours  at  .Spurn  Point 

on  2nd,  as  well  as  42  at  Hornsea  (Humber- 

side). In  the  following  days,  a   few  more  Little 
.\uks  were  seen  on  Fast  .Anglian  coasts,  and 

three  Puffins  Fratercula  arctica,  a   rarity  for  the 

county,  were  seen  passing  Suffolk. 

Owls  to  passerines 

Short-eared  Owls  Asia  ftammeus  were  cpiite 
numerous  in  .southern  counties,  with  30  in 

Hampshire,  13  in  Wiltshire,  12  on  the 

.Somerset  levels  and  ten  in  .Sussex.  I   here 

were  15  in  both  Derbyshire  and  l.ancashire, 

with  many  reported  in  Cumbria,  eight  in 

both  Worcestershire  and  (iloucestershire, 

and,  in  the  east,  ten  at  Rainham  (Essex)  and 

12  in  Lincolnshire.  In  addition  to  the  two 

long-staying  Hoopoes  rpupa  epops,  at  .Maw- 

bray  (Caimbria)  and  on  Jersey,  another  was 
found  at  Frensham  Little  Pond  (.Surrev)  on 

14th. 

During  the  first  week  of  the  month,  a 

Swallow  Hirundo  rustica  and  a   House  Martin 

Delichon  urbica  were  to  be  found  on  the  Isle  of 

Wight,  with  another  of  the  latter  sp>ecies  at 

Brockenhurst  (Hampshire)  on  8th.  .\  late- 

autumn  Richard’s  Pipit  Anthus  novaeseelan- 
diae  was  discovered  at  Whitby  (North  \   ork- 

shire)  on  29th  to  30th,  and  ten  wintering 

W'ater  Pipits  .4.  spinolelta  were  reported. 
Sightings  of  Waxwings  Bombycilla  gamdus 

(plates  155  &   156)  again  dominated  obser- 

vers’ reports.  The  north  still  held  the  major- 
ity of  them,  with  flocks  of  250  still  in 

Edinburgh  (Lothian)  and  .Middlesbrough 

(Cleveland),  and  200  in  Sunderland  (Tyne  & 

Wear)  and  Werneth  Low  Country  Park 

(Greater  .Manchester),  and  a   flock  of  150  at 

Geltsdale  (Cumbria).  .Apart  from  a   flock  of 

105  at  Fintwhistle  (Derbyshire),  the  mid- 

lands and  the  south  of  England  had  to  be 
content  with  much  smaller  and  more  mobile 

groups.  Wales  and  Ireland  also  missed  out 

with  few  sightings,  12  at  Bangor  (Co.  Down) 

Ijeing  the  largest  flock. 

■A  Bluethroat  I.uscinia  siecica  w   as  a   surprise 

find  at  Basingstoke  (Hampshire)  on  15th, 

but  the  ‘twitch’  of  the  month  was  to  Inver- 
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155.  Waxvvings  BombydUa  gamilus,  Lancashire,  December  1988  {Stei’e  Young) 

ber\ie  ((Jrampian),  to  see  an  American 

Robin  Turdus  migratorius  (plate  157)  during 

25th-28th,  the  first  obliging  individual  since 

October  1976.  Dartford  Warblers  Sylvia 

undata  should  have  benefited  from  the  mild 

winter,  and  two  wanderers  at  Pagham  Har- 

bour (West  .Sussex)  and  one  at  Minsmere  on 

1st  were  good  signs.  Great  Grey  Shrikes 

l.anius  excubitor  were  again  reported  from  a 

dozen  scattered  sites.  .\n  Arctic  Redjx)ll 

Carduelis  honienianni  was  well  watched  during 

27th-31st  at  Carnoustie  (   Tayside),  and 

Hawfinches  Coccothraustes  coccolfirausles  were 

seen  in  good  numbers,  with  37  at  Clumber 

Park  (Nottinghamshire)  on  15th,  44  in 

Devon  on  14th,  and  22  at  Odiham  (Hamp- 

shire) on  11th.  I'he  numbers  of  Lapland 
Buntings  Calcarius  lapponicus  and  Snow 

Buntings  Plectrophenax  nivalis  reported  were 

disappointing,  apart  from  on  the  Sullolk 

coast,  where  420  of  the  latter  species  were 

found. 

156.  Waxw'ing  BombydlJa  garrulus,  Lancashire,  December  1988  (Steiv  Young) 
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157.  American  Rol)in  Turdus  migratorius,  (Jrampian,  December  19H8  (.V.  M.  I).  Alexander) 

Monthly  marathon 

The  sixth  puzzle  picture  (Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  Sponsored  by 18)  was  clearly  far  too  easy:  98%  of  entrants 

correctly  identified  it  as  a   Pied-billed  Grebe 

Fodilymbus podiceps,  the  remaining  2%  all  misnam- 
ing it  as  Little  Grebe  Tachybaptus  ruficollis. 

The  seventh  photograph  {Brit.  Birds  81:  plate 

56)  created  a   greater  problem,  with  competitors 

naming  12  species  (although  the  majority  again 

got  the  answer  right): 

Short-billed  \)ow\\.c\\qv  Limnodromus griseus{lb%) 

Long-billed  DowitcherL.  scolopoceus  (12%) 

Nordmann’s  Greenshank  Tringa guttifer  (3%) 
Grey-tailed  Tattler  Heteroscelus  brevipes  (2%) 
(ireenshank  T.  nebularia  (2%) 

and  1%  or  less  each  for  Knot  Calidris  canutus.  Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  himantopus,  RufT 

Philornachus  pugnax.  Greater  Vellowlegs  T.  melanoleuca.  Wood  Sandpiper  T.  glareola. 

Wandering  Tattler  H.  incanus  and  Willet  Catoptrophorus  semipalmalus. 

After  these  two  further  stages,  59  competitors  lead  this  Marathon, 

with  seven  correct  answers  in  a   row;  they  are  followed  by  14  with  six,  61 

with  five,  42  with  four,  18  with  three  and  133  with  two.  The  prize,  of  a 

SUNBIRD  birdwatching  holiday  in  .Africa,  .Asia  or  North  .America,  will 

be  won  by  the  single  competitor  who  correctly  names  ten  photographs 

in  a   row  (or,  if  more  than  one  competitor  achieves  this,  the  one  who  in 

due  course  identifies  more  than  does  any  other  competitor).  There  may- 
be a   hard-fought  finish  to  this  competition! 
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158.  Third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  10.  Identify  the 
.specie.s.  Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a 

postcard  to  Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Hlunham,  Bedford  MK44  :iN|,  to 

arrive  by  15th  June  1989 

Recent  reports    
Compiled  by  Bany  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  1 1th  March  to  14th  April  1989 

The.se  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Long-billed  Dowitcher  l.imnodromus  srotnpnreiis 

Rhymney  River  F.sliiar\-  (.South  (ilamorgan),  1.5th 
March  to  at  least  9lh  ,\pril. 

.Sabine’s  Gull  /y;r«.s  sahiiii  I.ady'.s  Island  Lake  (Co. 
Wexford),  adult  in  lull  summer  plumage,  9lh 

.\pril. 

Thayer’s  Gull  /..  lhayeri  (ialway  (Co.  (iaiway), 
I2lh-5lsi  .March. 

Caspian  Tern  Strnui  rnspiti  Kenlig  Local  Nature 

Reserve  (.Mid  (damorgan),  llth  ,\pril. 

Great  Spotted  Cuckoo  Clamotor glandorins  Dtirlslon 

Head  (Dorset),  Ilth-I2th  March. 

Scops  Owl  Otus  \(Yy>.v  fresco  (Scilly),  5rd  .\pril. 

Red-rumjjed  Swallow  lliiuiidn  dauritn  l.is.sagridin 

(C.o.  Cork),  28th  March. 

Richard’s  Pipit  Aiilhus  novaeseetandiae  PorlhgAvarra 

(Cornwall).  lst-2nd  .April. 

Desert  Wheatear  Oenanthe  deserti  Barn  f.lms  Reser- 

voir (Greater  London),  15th- Lllh  .April. 

Subalpine  Warbler  Sylvia  raiitillans  The  l.i/ard 

(Cornwall),  2nd-8lh  April. 

Song  .Sparrow  /oiwtrirhia  metmlin  l   air  Isle  (.Shet- 

land), I   1   lh-1  111)  .April. 
Northern  Oriole  hiems  galbuln  Roch  (Dyferl),  2nd 

January'  to  at  least  lOlh  April. 
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Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 
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THE  IRISH 

NATURALISTS’ 
JOURNAL 

A   quarterly  Journal  of 
Irish  natural  history 

Edited  by  Elizabeth  Platts 
Assistant  Editor  -   Robin  Govier 

Annual  subscription  £10.00, 
IRE12.00  ($20.00) 

Further  information  from  the 

Honorary  Secretary,  INJ, 
Department  of  Biology, 

Queen’s  University  of  Belfast, 
Belfast  BT7  INN, 
Northern  Ireland 

(D496) 

DIETER  SCHIERENBERG  BV 

just  published  a   very 

important 
ORNITHOLOGICAL 

CATALOGUE  No.  55 

with  over  330  journals  and 
series  and  almost  400  rare  and 

tine  books. 

DIETER  SCHIERENBERG  BV 

Prinsengracht  485-487 
1016  HP  Amsterdam 

Netherlands 

Tel.:  (0)20-225730 
Telex:  13408  schie 

Please  ask  for  a   free  catalogue 
and  send  vour  want  list. 

^   (D494) 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 

and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 
(including  15%  VAT) 

£2.20  a   line — average  of  6   words 

£8.40  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 

Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1 .00  extra  per  insertion 

Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 
6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
June  Issue 
May  5 

Please  post  early 
to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 

is  most  grateful  to  those 

companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

ZEISS Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

West  Germany 

Sponsors  of 
‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  of 

and  yy  ‘Bird 

Collins  X   Photograph 

o   f   the  Year’ Sponsors  of ‘Bird 

Illustrator  of 

the  Year’  telescopes 

British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 

total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 

63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

HO  LI  DA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton. Tel:  331 15.  (BB633) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 

woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Mine- 
head.  Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB873) 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holiday  flats.  Details  0720 

22935.  (BB880) 

GARA  MILL,  Slapton,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 

2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 

woods.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

flats  in  16th  c.  commill.  Near  Slapton  Ley.  TV's. 
Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure;  (0803) 

770295.  (BB728) 

RYE  SUSSEX  (ADJACENT  RESERVE)  seclu- 

ded coastguard  cottage,  sleeps  6.  S.AE:  Mill 

House,  Peasmarsh  (Tel:  340),  Rye.  (BB77 1 ) 

TOPSHAM.  Tower  flatlet,  sleeps  2/4.  B&B, 

self-catering  or  half  board  throughout  year. 

Panoramic  views  of  Exe  t^stuary  Bird  Sanctuary 

and  surrounding  countryside,  75  yds  from  river. 

Good  home  cooking — pure  meat,  veg  etc.  Boat 
and  boatman  available,  also  Land  Rover  guided 

Dartmoor  walks  and  trips  if  required.  Tel:  0392 

873.385.  (BB843) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Fann- 
house  accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Tel:  0.59  87  201.  (BB706) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  ITamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 

£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  tm  (0262) 

8.50284.  (BB755) 

will 
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I5TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 
Hereford  amidsi  Keiule  W(M)ded  hills,  two  fields 
from  River  Wye.  comrortahle  and  informal 

plaee  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 
ales  and  civilised  prices.  I.ot;  fires.  C.H.  15 
bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-snite,  tele- 

phones, tea/coflee,  colour  T.\'.,  Radio,  Hair 
I)r\ers,  I   rouser  Presses  etc.  Kgon  Ronay,  Relais 
Routier,  1..  I   H.  Three  Crowns,  and  R   .A.C. 

2   .Stars,  (.harmint;  sell  caterinj^  cottages  also 

available.  Apply  ilie  (ireen  .Vlan  Inn,  Townhope, 
Hereford  HRl  tPK.  Tel:  (0 1.T2  77)  2 15.  (BB911) 

YORKSIIIRL  DALES  ((irassington),  BB  & 
EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  .Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  fishing,  birdwatch- 
ing coti.  ses.  Bridge  End  Earm,  Threshfield  BD25 

5NH.  Tel:  07.56  7.52465.  (BB914) 

ISLES  OF  .SCill.LY.  'Sea  \'iew  .Moorings’,  St 

Mail’s.  Originally  a   lishennan’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  witli  wonderftil  views  across  tlie  harbour 

to  tfie  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

aiul  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .A  varied  Itreakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios  -full  licence  -central  heating-  -packetl 

hmches — [>ets  welcome.  .Alsr) — ‘   The  .Aft  (iabin’ 

two/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .At  the  rear  of 

'Sea  View  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 
balcony.  Eully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22527.  (BB9I8) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  Wheelhou.se,  St 

Mary’s.  Licensed  (iuesi  Hou.se.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  anti  comfortable  surroundings 

next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 

2‘27I9.  (BB888) 
ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  .St. 

Mark’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  2251.5.  (BB815) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  .Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 

Reserves.  C'ontact  Beverley  I.awson,  South  .Mill 
Ciate  House,  .Shereford,  Fakenham.  Tel:  0528 

2942.  (BB6TI) 

PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  TV  and  Microwave.  Hildick- 

Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  Witley, 

Worcester.  Tel:  Great  Witley  896508.  (BB726) 

CETTI'S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 

B&B  or  .self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 

surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Reserve, 

5Veymouth,  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Warm  wel- 
come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  Lane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT5  4DF.  (0505) 

772268.  (BB788) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  (iuest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  IV  all  nxmis. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorr\-  No  .Smoking.  Tel: 
0265  740557.  (BB868) 

holy  island.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Tel: 0661  852.545.  (BB686) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  l\,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 

.Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR5  9SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-52) 

2015.  (BB802) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  Ijed- 

rooms,  large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  .Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  I.yndale 

Avenue,  London  .NW2.  Tel:  01-451  2942. 

(BB670) 
FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  ITie 

Fames  and  C^heviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. .Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 

land. Tel:  06685  570.  (BB651 ) 

•   m   Ttic  ̂ ^utifiil  Georpao  HoteJ CLEY 5   mile* 

Barpiin 
Breaks 

(BB3H4» 

»   Lawns  Hoti,  Nodoa. 

CLEY.  5   Quality  cottages  (sleep  f,  6   anti  6-*- 2) 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Hnn  hure: 

(0555)710770.  (BB851) 

FARM  COTTAGE.S  between  Lindisfame  Re- 

serve and  The  Fames.  C^omfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

McNish.  Outchester  Fann,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  066  85  556.  (BB705) 

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Wami 

welcome,  B&B,  EM  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- 

mended. Tel:  05‘28  7 10:581 .   (BB78I ) 

BLAKENEY  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 

panttramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Ctev 

740  7:58.  (BB80;5) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6.  weekK 

lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tei: 

0559  22.592,  office  hours.  (BB795) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES,  between  .Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 

catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

glaced  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 

Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S..A.F:.; 

l.adv  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 

London  EC2Y8BD.  Tel:  01-6.589968.  (BB625) 

SCOTLAND 
ORKNEY  ISLES:  CJlen,  Rackwick.  Isle  of  Hov. 

Small  hill  farm  adjacent  to  RSPB  Reserve, 

ornithologist’s  paradise;  sea  birds,  moorland, 
meadow,  birds  of  prey.  Bed  and  breakfast.  I 

double,  I   twin;  evening  meal  optional.  Sprecial 

rate  for  5   days.  DBB  £.56  p>er  pterson  inch  Tel: 

Rendall.  Hoy  262  (085679).  (BB921) 

SPEY  V.ALI.EY  CAIRNGORMS 

Small,  friendly,  traditional  Highland  house  owned 

by  ouidcKir  enthu.siasts  offering  home  c(M>king  inc 

wholefiMKl  and  vegetarian  dishes.  Outd<x>r  activity 

holidays  arranged,  details  on  request.  f:olin  and  \'al 
Hunter.  Kinchvie  (iuest  House,  Carrhridge.  Inver- 

nevs-shire.T«l:(M79«4  24:5.  (BB9-22I 
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ELLARY  ESTATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 

situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  Caolisport.  While 

you  are  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  you 

please.  There  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 

bums  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

birds,  flowers,  etc.  The  perfect  location  for  the 

true  countrv'  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  The  Booking  Office,  Ellarv’  7, 
Lochgilphead,  Arg>  ll  PA31  8PA.  Tel:  08808  2?>2I 

209  or 054685  223. '   (BB836) 

LOCH  GARTEN.  Holiday  home.  Sleeps  6-8 

people.  Only  a   few  minutes  drive  to  the  RSPB 

Reserve.  Write  to  Harvey  Burton,  Braenedin, 

Nethybridge,  Inverness-shire  PH25  3EF.  (BB870) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  Come  to  this  beautiful  island 

for  birdwatching,  hill  walking,  fishing,  touring. 

Comfortable  Guest  House.  Good  food.  Mrs 

Isobel  .4dam,  “Ciuilgown”,  Salen.  Tel:  06803 
386.  (BB874) 

BEAULY  near  Inverness.  Luxury  six  berth 

caravans  overlooking  Beauly  Firth.  Quiet  Ooft. 

All  mod  cons.  Tel:  (0463)  782660.  (BB920) 

CAIRNGORMS  —   Nethybridge,  Spey  Valley. 

Choice  of  converted  smithy  and  cottages.  Very 

comfortable  and  well  furnished.  Small  party 

discounts  .\pril/May.  Mrs  C.  Patrick,  Cihapelton 

Place,  Forres.  Tel:  0309  72505.  (BB875) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  .Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  All  rooms  have  private 

bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  TV',  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  PA43  7LB.  Tel: 

Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   244/265.  (BB882) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  \   stable  converted  into  2 

warm  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Farm,  Cal- 

gary. Tel:  068  84  265  or  (057.3)  24852.  (BB688) 

ISLE  OF  GIGHA,  .Argyllshire.  For  a   holiday 

surrounded  by  natural  beauty,  sandy  beaches, 

exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 
and  comfortable  accommodation.  Please  contact 

Mrs  McSporran,  Post  Office  House.  058-35  251. 

(BB799) 

ARGYLL  COAST.  .Simple  traditional  cottages 

on  quiet  estate.  Nature  conservancy  S..S.S.I. 

Otters,  wildcats,  deer,  seals  and  much  birdlife  in 

varied  habitats.  Beautiful  sandy  beach  and  miles 

of  unspoiled  shore.  Use  of  dinghy.  Sorry  no 

dogs.  Mrs  Maclean  Ardpatrick,  Tarbert,  Argyll 

PA296YA.  Tel:  (08802)  608.  (BB805) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Argyll  PA6I 

7YP.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £30.00. 

Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 

Iel:095123l6.  (BB.582) 

ISLE  OF  RAASAY,  by  Skye.  Quiet  island  ideal 

for  hillwalkiry;,  fishing  and  birdwatching.  Splen- 

did view's  of  Skye  mountains,  etc.  Friendly  hotel 

offers  modern  comforts  and  good  food.  Daily  car 

ferries  from  Skve.  C.ontact  Isle  of  Raasay  Hotel, 

Raasay,  Kvie  i\10  8PB.  Tel:  047  862' 222  or 226.  (BB889) 

STRATHSPEY.  Enjoy  a   quiet  and  peaceful 

holiday  in  attractive  guest  house  near  pine 

woods.  We  offer  a   ver)'  high  standard  of 
comfort  and  excellent  food.  Private  facilities 

available.  B&B  from  £11.50,  optional  E/M. 

Fable  Licence.  For  brochure  contact  Kinross 

House,  Woodside  Avenue,  Grantown  on 

.Spey,  Morayshire.  I   el:  (0479)  2042. 

(BB877) 

SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

countiy  hotel.  2   miles  from  village  of  C'.arrhridge. 
Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  .Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Cirested  Tits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  Terms  £1 10.00  per  week  D/B/ 

B.  Brochure  from  Maureen  and  I.arr>-  Taulbut, 

The  Old  Manse  Hotel,  (iarrhridge,  Inverness- 
shire.  Tel:  047  984  278.  A   warm  welcome 

guaranteed.  (BB913) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY.  B&B,  colour  lA’,  tea  making 
facilities,  hot/cold  and  central  heating  in  all 

rooms.  Glenview  House,  Portnahaven,  Islay, 

Argyll  PA47  7SL.  Tel:  049-686 .303.  (BB835) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  300  self-catering  fannhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  .SYl 6   2AA.  Tel:  (0686)  2.5267.  (BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Excellent  Sea  watching.  Waders, 

Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  Comfortable,  residen- 

tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  Club  or 

Group  field  trips.  Local  infonnation  and  advice. 

Ian  Wright,  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn, 

Holyhead  I.L65  2NQ.  Tel:  0407  860469.  (BB780) 

ABERGYNOLWYN— bird  watchers/walkers 

paradise.  Peaceful,  scenic  area  of  Mid  Wales. 

Homely  accommodation.  CVH,  H&C,  dogs 

welcome.  B&B  £8..50/£9..50,  EM  £.3..50.  Details 

sae.  Riverside  finest  House,  .Abergynolwyn, 

Ty'W'yn,  Gwynedd.  Tel:  06.54  77235.  (BB796) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Cofl'ee  Shoppe.  Home 
cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em,  £4.95.  Tel:  Mrs 

Knight,  097  44637.  (BB837) 

PEMBROKESHIRE.  BB/EM,  comfortable 

accommodation  and  good  food  at  reasonable 

rates.  Church  Farmhouse,  Puncheston,  Haver- 

fordwest, Dyfed  S.A62  5RN.  Tel:  0348 

881429.  (BB841) 
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NORTH  WALES 

I —   500  Cottage*  Seaside  and  Country   ^ 
We  have  ao  occlknt  ackcuoo  o(  aelf  catenns 

bohday  propentes  in  beautiful  Noah  Wakt 

^   V   Flcaac  phooe  today  foe  our  FREE  brochure. 

MANN  *   HOLIDAYS 
PWLLHEU 

(0758)  613666 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  lieach.side  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserv'es  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  C^ome  to  ‘High- 

ground’  .X.A/R.AC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  I'rearddur  Bay,  (Jwynedd 
1 .1 .6.5  25' 5' .   Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB883) 

TREGARON — finest  House  accommodation 

in  the  heart  of  red  kite  country.  Breath-taking 
views  over  National  Nature  Reser\e,  excellent 

food,  moderate  rates.  .Awarded  3   (irowns  by 

Wales  I'ourist  Boartl.  Parties  welcome.  Mrs  ,M. 

(hitter,  ‘Neuaddlas’,  Tregaron,  Dyfed.  Tel:  097 
44  380  or  8905.  (BB912) 

OVERSEAS 

CAMARGUE.  Executive  coach  travelling  Sat 

17th  June,  returning  Sat  1st  July.  Price  inclusive 

of  ferry,  £75.  Accommodation  also  available. 
Tel:  Blands  Executive  Coaches  on  0780  65564 

after  6   pm.  (BB840) 

BIRDWA TCHING  HOLIDA  YS 

LIVE  AN  EXCITING 

and  unique  experience  in  the  most  savage 

parts  of  Natural  Park  in  Monfragiie  and 

Goto  de  Donana,  Spain!  During  ten  days  you 

will  have  the  opportunity  to  obser\e  more 

than  200  species,  80  of  which  you  can’t  6nd 
in  the  British  Islands.  Enjoy  watching 

glorious  birds:  Egyptian  Vulture,  Black 

Stork,  Golden  Eagle,  Black  Vulture,  Griffon 

X'ulture,  Little  Egpret,  Spioonbill  .   .   .   going 
together  with  expert  Spanish  ornithologists. 

Three  star  hotel,  61ms,  talks  and  typical 

food.  Full  details  from:  Vacaciones  Omito- 

logicas,  c)  Blanca  de  Navarra,  5.  28010 

Madrid,  Spain.  (BB826) 

seba  ̂
 

Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seablrders’’ 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1 .50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring.  Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

  Telephone:  051-336  8441  ̂ qqqq-j)^ 

loSunuuuii 
\   Blrdlnii  p*K'kacf  hollda>t< 

Sunbirder  ̂  EILAT 
from  £290 

Great  price!  Great  birding!  Great  fun! 

November  1989.  Includes  flights,  hotel  B&B  get- 
together  with  log-call  every  everung,  mformation 
pack,  maps  etc.  Daily  miitibus  trips  with  Peter  Oant 
&   Killian  MuUamey,  or  do  your  own  thing  with  cheap 
car-hire. 

V 

100%  rated  “highly  successful"  by  1988  groups 
Details  and  potential  birdlist  from: 

SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 
Telephone;  0767  82%9  CBBSOe) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1989  Guided  Birdivatching  Tours 

PORTUGAL  -   .Mgarve:  .-\ug  &   .Sept 

Inch  Pelagic  'Sirecials' SP.AIN  -   .\ndalucia:  Sept. 
U.S.A.  -   Florida:  .Nov/Dec. 
N.  INDIA  -   Eeb.  1990. 

H'rile  to:  32  Coronation  Rd,  Mapperley 
Nottingham  NG3  5JS 

or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 
BB«76) 

SKOKHOLM,  remote  island  off  Pembrokeshire 

coast.  Thousands  of  seabirds,  migrants,  rare 

visitors.  Seawatching.  S.\E  Dept  BB,  DWT,  7 

Market  Street,  Haverfordwest,  Dvfed  S.A61  INF. 

Tel:  (0437)  5462.  '   (BB828) 

PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

,\n  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeology.  Europe’s 

largest  tern  colony.  tia,  ' 
For  information  on  travel /accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 
Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  g^roups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 
Mr  R.  L   Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB690) 
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WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS    BIRD  REPORTS 

KENT  BIRD  REPORT  1987,  £3.  Special  offer 

1986  +   1987  £5  (both  incl  postage).  P.  C. 
Heathcote,  9   Greenbnches,  New  Barn, 

Longfield,  Kent  D.\3  7ND.  (BB804) 

HERTFORDSHIRE  BIRD  REPORT  1987  £3 

(inc.  postage),  I-.  M.  .Smith,  24  Mandeville  Ri.se, 

Welwyn  Garden  City,  Herts  .-\l.8  7JU.  (Cheques 
Herts  NH.S).  (BB923) 

COSTA  RICA 

BIRDWATCHER’S  PARADISE 
850+  bird  species  in  a   country  the  size  of 

Wales!  Naturalists  Lodges,  low  rates. 
TRANSWORLD,  Apt  6951,  San  Jose, 

COSTA  RICA  (BB832) 

KENYA  Birdwatching/Wildlife  Safaris.  8th  Sep- 

tember: Masai  .Mara,  Samburu  Rift  N’alley 

Lakes.  22nd  September  I'savo,  .-Xinboseli,  Indian 
Ocean.  2   weeks  all  incl.  £1,12.').  .\dventure 
.Africa,  The  Square,  Ramsbury,  Wilts.  Tel:  0672 

20569.  '   (BB831) 

ORKNEY  BIRDWATCHING  and  Wildlife 

Holidays:  small  groups,  relaxed  atmosphere. 

Good  food,  island  farm  accommodation,  guided 

tours  by  boat  and  landrover.  Brochures  from 

Hollinrake,  Lurrowend,  Shapinsay,  Orkney.  Tel: 

(0856)71373.  '   (BB801) 

COURSES 

Field  Studies  Council 

Courses  for  All 
Nine  residential  Centres  offer  a 

varied  programme  of  short  courses 
in  a   wide  choice  of  subjects, 
including  many  on  Birds. 

These  include: 

Islands  and  Birds,  in 

Pembrokeshire;  Birds  of  High 
Summer  in  Somerset;  Birds  and 

their  Habitats  in  South-East 

England;  An  Introduction  to 

Bird-Ringing  in  Shropshire; 
Watching  Bird  Migration  in 

Suffolk. 

There  are  many  more,  from  around  £65 

for  a   weekend,  inclusive  of  accommoda- 
tion, meals  and  tuition.  Contact  the  Field 

Studies  Council  (BBF),  Montford 

Bridge,  Shrewsbury  SY4  IHW.  Tele- 

phone: (074.3)  850674.  (A  first-class 
stamp  is  appreciated). 

We  think  you'll  he  surprised  at  the  choice. 
(BB88/) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

l/>ndon's  leading  ornithological  book  stockists 

Ca'alogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 
bird  books  and  reports, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 
natural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Princes  Arcade,  Piccadilly, 
London  SWIY  6DS 

Telephone:  01-439  6151  (bb886) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 

bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

Larporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ONJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. 
(BB866) 

S/HAND  BIRD  BOOKS.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  Cammidge  St.,  Withernsea,  E.  Yorks. 
(BB885) 

BIRD  BOOKS,  1838-1986.  SAE  for  700  item 
catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Cottages, 

Rurton-in-Lonsdale,  Carnforth,  Lancs.  (BB867) 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 
bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 

Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  812940.  (BB869) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 
Coxton  Publications,  p 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  ̂  

Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU  17  8RP  | 

VISITING  CANADA?  C.  Goodwin’s  Bird- 
finding  (juide  to  the  T   oronto  Region  now  whollv 

revised  and  again  available.  Locations,  bar 

charts,  systematic  lists,  notes  on  habitats  and 

sea.sonal  changes.  C$13. 70  incl.  p&p  from  T'he 
(ioodwins,  103-45  LaRose  .Ave.,  Weston, 

Ontario,  Canada  M9PI.A8.  (See  review  on  page 

228ol  this  month’s /fnVw/i /lirdv).  (BB891) 
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To  Advertise  Phone  0621  815085 

WESTERN  EOlINDATION  OE  VERTEBRATE  ZtKHTXiY 

**  RECENT  PUBLICATIONS  ** 
BOOKS 

The  parrots  ot  l.uquillo:  Natural  history  and  consersation  of  the  Puerto 
Rican  Parrot.  By  Noel  F.  R.  Snyder,  James  W.  Wiley  and  Cameron  B 

Kepler.  Hard-boimd.  Pp.  xiii  +   ?iH?>  pp..  Ulus.,  8   colour  pis.  +   numerous  tigs, 
in  text.  Publ.  1987    $32.50 

PROCEEI)IN(;S 

Status  of  uncommon  and  previously  unreported  birds  of  El  Salvador.  By 
Walter  A.  Thurber,  J.  Francisco  Serrano.  Alfonso  Sermeho  and  Manuel 

Benitez.  Pp.  109-293.  lODecember  1987   $12.tKI 

Hawks  and  owls  of  the  world;  a   distributional  and  taxonomic  list.  By  Dean 
Amadon  and  John  Bull,  with  the  genus  Ofus  bv  Joe  T.  Marshall  and  Ben  F. 

King.  Pp.  294-.357.28July  1988      SIO.IK) 

All  publications  are  sent  postpaid.  To  order,  send  check  or  money  order  (US 
funds)  payable  to  Western  Foundation  of  Vertebrate  Zoology  and  mail  to 

same  at  1 100  CJIendon  Ave.,  Suite  141 1.  I,os  Angeles.  CA  ̂ f(K)24  USA.  A 
complete  list  of  publications  will  be  sent  upon  request.  (BB892) 

HAEMATOPUS 
OSTRALEGUS? 

Vol  1   (Of  2)  of  E 
Birds:  scientific 

descriptions 

explained'  to  be 

published  in  June  '89. Each  volume  contains  translations  of 

scientific  names  of  British  birds  of  BWP, 

E3.75  including  p&p.  Pre-publication  offer. 

To  reserve  your  copy  of  volume  1   -   write 
to  Richard  Morris,  Hunters  Moon,  Race 

Farm  Lane,  Kingston  Bagpuize,  Oxon 

0X13  5AU.  (BB919) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let's 

look  at  .   .   .’  .series,  Majorca,  S\V  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
.Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka.  I,apland 

and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

■Australia  £3. ,30  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 

2PW.  (BB815) 

FREE  CATALOGUE 

AVAILABLE  FROM- 
60  Whitelow  Road, 

Chorlton-cum-Hardy, 
Manchester, 
M21  1HR. 

OR  TELEPHONE: 

0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

(BB777) 

B(X)K,S:  Secondhantl  and  .Antiquarian:  Natural 

History  Catalogues  regularly  issued.  Write  R.  & 
V.  .Merritt,  171  Old  Bath  Road,  Cheltenham, 

(;iosGL53  7I)R.  (BB797) 

A   BIRDWATCHER’S  GUIDE  TO  NEPAU  by 
Carol  Inskipp,  £8.7.5.  Prion  Ltd.  Essential  for 
travellers  to  Nepal.  From  IxMikshops  or  .NHBS,  2 

Wills  Road,  I'otnes,  Devon.  lel;  (0803)  86.5913. 
(BB92t) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  .Advertising'. (BB753) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  Many  of  the  original 

bird-drawings  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

photographs  published  in  British  Birds 
can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 

enquiries  or  offers  will  be  forwarded  if 
addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fountains, 
Park  I,ane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44 

3NJ.  (BB613) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

Darid  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BB871) 
THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 

cassettes.  .Also  spiecially  prepared  Sound  Guides. 
SAE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lvonshall  HR5  3HS. 

(BB881) 
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HABICHT  DIANA  10  x   40  binoculars.  \'er\' 
good  condilion.  £110  ono.  Tel:  (0823) 

331162.  (BB907) 

1 190  GEPE  A/N  glass  slide  mounts.  £95  inc 

p&p.  .A.  Dixon,  21  Green  Lane.  Stockport  SK4 

3LE.  I'el:061-431  9355.  (BB908) 

NORFOLK  NATURALISTS  TRUST  BIRD 

&   MAMMAL  REPORTS  1966-1979,  complete 
with  .Annual  Reports  (including  1976  (iolden 

Jubilee  Issue).  Oilers.  Please  send  S.AE  to  Robin 

Wake.  Polgreen  Farm,  St  Mawgan,  \r  Newquay, 

Cornwall  LR8  4.A(;,  or  telephone  0637 
860700.  (BB909) 

CHAPIN.  Fhe  Birds  ol  the  Belgian  (iongo  (4 

vols — wrappers).  Vol  1   has  dam|3  stain  afl'ecting 
last  50  pages.  £290  postpaid.  John  Wall,  76 

Brambach  Road,  Scarsdale,  New  A'ork  10583. 
USA.  Day  tel:  212-696-.5642.  (BB9I0) 

BIRD  STUDY,  vols  28-31  unbound  with  inde- 

xes. ( )ITers.  I'el:  (0943)  608370.  (BB9I5) 

FOR  SALE.  ‘British  Birds’,  1960/61/63/64/66/ 

67,  1971/73  to  1983.  .All  bound.  I’el:  .Shellield 
666497  (evenings).  (BB9I6) 

BRITISH  BIRD.S.  Feb  1946  No.  2,  July  1949 

No.  7,  1950,  all  except  No.  6   (June  missing), 

1951  .August  .No.  8,  £1  per  copy.  Contact:  J. 

Stallbrd,  l.’plands,  9   ,\lill  Flill,  Shoreham-by-.Sea 

B.N4  5'F(;.  (BB897) 

THORNE  MOORS:  BIRDS  AND  MAN. 

Comprehensive  illustrated  account  of  the  birds 

of  Fhorne  Moors  (.S.  A'orks/N.  Humb  border). 
£1.50  inch  p&p.  .M.  Limbert,  23  Brockenhurst 

Road,  Hatfield,  Doncaster  DN7  6.SH.  (BB896) 

BRITISH  BIRDS.  1907-1987  inc.  index  1-12, 

1907-1937  in  brown  buckram,  1937-1979  in 

standard  binding,  1980-1984  in  binders,  1984- 

1987  in  parts.  Price  £800.  I’el:  (0532) 
585495.  (BB895) 

BIRD  NOTES  (RSPB)  A’ols  23  to  31  (winters 

1947-1965)  complete.  V'ols  23  to  24  bound,  rest 
in  61  parts  as  issued.  Excellent  condition.  Offers 

please.  Tel:  Bamburgh  (06684)  232.  (BB894) 

FOR  SALE — Witherby’s  Handbook,  5   vols. 
V.G.  condition  (tatty  d.w.).  First  edition,  £100. 

Tel:  (04574)  3763.  '   (BB893) 
BRITISH  BIRDS  1947-58.  For  sale  unbound. 

Offers  (059584)  410.  (BB890) 

Please  mention 
British  Birds 

when  replying  to 
advertisements 

BIRO  PHOTOGRAPHS 

Wide  range  of  species,  including  many 
rare  and  unusual  ones.  Prints  from  80p 

each.  Send  stamp  for  catalogue.  P. 

Doherty,  18  Austen  Way,  Larkfield, 
Kent  ME20  6UL.  Tel:  (0732)  841527. 

(BB806) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  WITH  THEIR  NESTS 

AND  EGGS  by  H.  S.  Slater.  Illustrated  by  F.  W. 
Frohawk,  6   volumes,  lei:  Houston  (07918) 

3688.  (BB903) 

PENTAX  SPOTMATIC  camera  with  300mm 

fl  and  50mm  fl.4  lenses  and  spare  Praktica 

Super  FI.IOOO  body.  Portsmouth  (0705) 

370559.  ”   (BB906) 

NIKKOR  Reflex  18  .500mm  .Mirror  Lens.  Little 

used.  First  class  condition.  £185.  Fel:  (0454) 

613313.  (BB905) 

ZEISS,  CARL  JENA  10  x   40  NOTAREM. 
Roof  prism  binoculars.  Boxed,  leather  case,  etc. 
F)xcellent  condition,  less  than  one  year  old. 
Genuine  reason  for  sale,  £90.  Fel:  (0740) 

5.5066.  (BB904) 

HERTEL  AND  REUSS  2.5-60  x   60  zoom 

telescope.  Recently  overhauled  and  in  excellent 

condition  with  real  leather  case,  £85  ono.  Ply- 
mouth (0752)  406033.  (BB902) 

JOHN  PINCHES  ‘Peter  Scott’s  Birds’  collec- 
tion of  35  sterling  silver  medallions  in  original 

black  display  frames  and  presentation  box. 
Fenn,  13A  Belhaven  Road,  Dunbar  I/H42  11)1). 

Tel:  (0:i68)  64653.  (BB90I) 

FIELD  GUIDE  TO  WESTERN  BIRDS  (USA), 

Peterson.  Good  condition.  £6.  Fel:  (0932) 

846838.  (BB900) 

GAME  BIRDS  of  India,  Bunna  and  Oylon.  FL 

C.  .Stuart  Baker,  illus.  Gronvold,  Keulemans  & 

Lodge.  Published  by  Bombav  Nat.  Hist.  Soc. 

A’ols  1-11  1921;  A'ol  i'll  I9;U).  'Aol  1   Ducks  and 
their  allies;  Vol  II — .Snipe,  Bustards,  Sand- 

grouse;  A'ol.  Ill — Pheasants,  Bustard-Quail. 
Slightly  imperfect.  Offers.  Mike  Rogers,  Rarities 

C’.ommittee.  (BB899) 

BWP  VOLUME  I.  Ivxcellent  condition  £35  + 

postage.  Fel:  Lister  (0509)  212952 

(evenings).  (BB898) 

WANTED 

WANTED.  Desperately.  BWP  A’ols  1-4.  AA'ill 
collect,  within  reason.  Phone  .Alastair  Rest  01- 

222  4333  (day)  orOl-2'29  7816  (evening).  (BB91 7) 
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University  Microfilms  International 

reproduces  this  publication  in  microform:  micro- 
fiche and  16mm  or  35mm  film.  For  information 

about  this  publication  or  any  of  the  more  than 
13.000  titles  we  offer,  complete  and  mail  the 
coupon  to;  University  Microfilms  International. 
300  N.  Zeeb  Road,  Ann  Arbor,  MI  48106.  Call  us 

toll-free  for  an  immediate  respon.se:  800-521-3044 
Or  call  collect  in  Michigan.  Alaska  and  Hawaii: 
313-761-4700. 

University 
Microfilms 

International 

This , 

publication  is 
available  in 
microform. 

(D525) 
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191  Sabine’s  Gulls  and  other  seabirds  after  the  October  1987  storm 
R.  .-1.  Hume  and  D.  .4.  Christie 

208  Mystery  photographs  143  Berthelot’s  Pipit  Andreu^  S.  Butler 

210  Namaqua  Doves  breeding  in  Israel  //.  Shirihai  and  M.  Gellert o 

Notes 

219  Cable-roosting  b\  Cormorants  Philip  Palmer 
220  Unusual  plumage  of  Lesser  Black-backed  Cull  Paul  G.  D.  Morgan 
221  Little  Owl  and  grey  squirrel  in  same  nest-box  Philip  Palmer 
221  I   ree  Pipit  with  Lawny  Pipit  measurements  R.  .-1.  Duncan 
223  Feeding  behaviour  of  Collared  Flycatcher  li.J.  Brown 

Letters 

224  Lhe  separation  of  .Northern  and  Isabelline  Wheatears  iMrs  Sihson 

225  ̂\merican  Pipits  in  Iceland  Gunnlauger  Peturason 
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225  Red-backed  .Shrikes 

226  ‘Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland’ 

Request 
226  Lransparencies  of  1988  rarities 

226  Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

Review 
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227  Short  reviews 
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237  Monthly  marathon 
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210  Namaqua  Dove  (Alan  Hams)',  232  Ixmg-tailed  Duck  (ll’flVHc  Ford)',  233  Ferruginous  Duck and  Red-crested  Pochard  (Phil Jones) 

Front  cover:  Puffins  {Danen  Rees)\  the  original  drawing  of  this  month’s 
cover  design,  measuring  18.8  X   20.8  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal  auction  (see 
page  33  in  Januarv'  issue  for  procedure) 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

CORPORATE  204  HIGH  STREET 
BARNET,  HERTS. 

EN5  5SZ 

01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

MEMBER 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

‘IN  FOCUS’  AT  RSPB  BEMPTON 
CLIFFS,  YORKSHIRE 

^ocus  are  pteased  to  annourx»  a   return  vtail  to  Bempton  Cliffs,  where 

■   wifl  be  holding  a   Field  Weekend  on  the  8th  and  9th  July,  oftenng  the 
[«*ortun<ty  to  lest.  conx>are  and  purchase  a   wide  rar^  of  equipment  under 
t   i   corKMions  at  this  spectacular  reserve 

•i  are  invited  to  apply  m   writing  or  by  phone  if  you  would  hke  to  receive  an 
Mabon  to  this  event  Please  indicate  preferred  day  and  approximate  time 

iR«ltendarx:.e  On  recerpt  of  your  application  you  will  be  sent  an  formation 
A   contairvng  instructions  on  how  to  get  to  the  Reserve  a   descrtohon  ol 

bed  life  you  are  likely  to  view  together  with  your  In  Focus  Guest  TcKet 

ts^ererve  will  be  grven  to  guests  who  have  received  mvitattons 

»LY  NOW  TO  AVOID  DtSAPPOiNTMENT’ 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
SUNDAY  DATES 

JUNE  1 1th  JIA.Y  23rd  AUGUST  20th 

OPEN  10.00efn-4  00pm 

Wito  the  kmd  co-operation  ol  the  Herts  and  KAddx  WSdkfe  Tiuet  In  Focus 

are  now  able  to  otter  cuelomers  a   urvque  opportunity  to  uae  oornpare  and 

purchase  quality  optical  equpment  under  held  conrMona  Lamelord  Springs 
Nature  Reserve  «   situated  approximately  20  miee  norti  of  Loridon  and  « 

juat  1 5   rmns  dnve  from  Juic  23  on  the  M25  rnolonway  Th»  oompacl  wen 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  vanety  of  bed  He  and  cuHomeri  can  expect 

good  views  of  water  and  woodland  beda  V«rtors  are  nwiad  to  take 

advantage  of  the  ample  partwig  to  the  ngts  of  toe  reserve  gtfe  toan  make 
thee  way  to  reception  At  this  pent  customers  can  decusa  thee  ndwiduai 

reqmremenls  w«h  our  lechneaf  statt  bexxulars  are  eauad  from  th»  pose 

and  can  be  used  on  a   woodtond  wah  or  vi  a   prwale  hde  where  a   kJ  range 
of  leleacopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  niormiaon  and  dracS(y« 
please  contact  IN  FOCUS 

IN  FOCUS 
In  NORFOLK 

M   SnarUtWi  Holtl.  TNcNeell 
WmAsiN  Oatas 

3-4  JUNE  1-2  JMY  AUG 

Opaa  »-« 

w>Hi  m*  tuna  c»-operai«n  or 

oMar  ineoTB  to  Iha  Norto  Norlolk 

EEISSWEST £ 

wefytS  X   206 189  00 

welyl  10x256 209  X 

wetytB  X   20BGA 22900 

-^fyt8  X   30BGAT Phone 

•dlyl  7   X   42BGAT Phone 

waiyi  10  X   406T Phone 

mM10x40BGAT Phorte 

Mlyte  X   S6BGAT Ftoone 

-   toessones 
vvnguard 5X 

i-^yard 

4X 

kvde  Lanyard 
995 

.   ecupsteetl 10X 

r^eojps.  hardtsaO 10X 

ware  case  tor 
’   X   40 26X 

renz £ 

nnovidd  X   20eC 235X 

nnovxie  X   208CA 247  X 

nnovidlO  X   2SBC 247  X 

hnovid  10  X   25BCA 259  X 

OPTOLYTH 

case  when  you  purchase  a 
mmpact 
nryjvtoS  X   32BA Ftoorte 

nnovid  7   X   426A Phone 

nnovid8  X   40BA Phone 

.novid  10  X   406A 
Phone 

nnovid  10  X   406AN Phone 

txcessones 

*   ft  case  for  compact 
MX 

IT  ft  case 34X 

pnrdcase 
40X 

fe-teiguard 
8X 

ead>s(sal) 
t6X 

mKON £ 

20 74  95 

25 79  95 

208  Roof  Pnsm 134  95 

X   25  Roof  Pnsm 149  95 

XRoofPnam 249  X 

vXZCF 199X 

X352CF 219X 

X   XFieidsoope 269X 

X   X   Fieldecope  Ed 
489X 

x.X>  40x  andXx 75X 

toernng 
1425 

kvjeuvifter 
42X 

n-tjberhood 
1025 

*   epdcecase 695 

>i*oto  adaptor 
159X 

lOOLERBLICK £ 

•   426 99X 

X   426 XX 

X   506 129X 

Alpm6  X   306GA 

106X 

AlpmS  X   40BGA 
200X 

AlpinlOx  40BGA 
205X 

Alpin  10  X   50BGA 
221  X 

Owns  8   X   40GA 

145X 

Owns  10  X   40GA 
147  X 

Touring  7   x   40BGA 
Phorte 

Tounng  10  x   426GA 
Phone 

TBGSOBody 3XX 
TBGeOBody 3XX 

Xx  WA XX 

Xx 

57  X 

40x 58  X 

22  X   X   X   Zoom 
135X 

Soft  case  tor  scope XX 

Hard  case  for  scope 35X 

OPTICRON £ 

Ctas8x:8  x   42 95  X 

OassK:i0x  42 96X 
HR8  X   42 MC 

140X 

HR  10  X   42  MC 
14SX 

HRiOx  XMC 1S5X 

HR  Body  60mm 
1XX 

HR  Body  60mm  45 

1XX 

HR  Body  60mm  GA 15SX 

22x  WA XX 

Xx  -60x  Zoom 65X 

Case  tor  HR 

16  X 

Piccolo  60M 
107  X 

One  Action  Tnpod 56  95 
Photo  Krt 22X 

KOWA £ 

TSiXibody 1XX 

TS2602body 
169X 

Xx  WA 

49X 

Xxor40x 
43X 

Xx-60x  Zoom 94X 

TSN-t 
265X 

TSN-2 
255X 

TSN-3 

495  X 

TSN-4 

485  X 

Xx  WA 

79X 

2Sx  or40x 

S9X 

Xx  -60x  Zoom 

119X 

CasakkTSN 
22X 

CasetorXi  2 
1995 

Skua  case X95 
PttoloKit 89X 

Spare  OG  dust  cover 

CENTURY 
Field  Model  GA 

20  X   -45  *   zoom 

a0«  30x  40X 
eye  pieces  leech) 
Case 

150  00 
49  00 

1900 
1695 

BRESSER £ 

Topc8  X   25GA 

74  95 

Tope  10  X   25GA 

79  95 

6   X   40GA  Roof  Pnsm 

119X 

10  X   40GA  Roof  Pnsm 
119X 

7x  42Lu*MC 1XX 

10  X   42LuxMC 
USX 

10  X   xluxia: 

156X 

7   X   42LuxGAMC 
USX 

lOx  42LuxGAMC 

149  X 

lOx  XLunGAMC 

165X 

Dont7x42eGA 

179X 

Diont  10  X   426GA 
1XX 

MIRAOOR £ 
8x426 

110X 

10x426 

1UX 

10  X   506 
122X 

MerViXxX 97  X 

MerlmX  X   75 

119X 

Medm  18  X -40  X   X 

129X 

Mertoi  22  X   .47  X   75 
157  X 16  X 

SWIFT £ 

Osprev75x42 

129  95 

AudubonS 5 x   44 

169  95 

HABICHT £ 

Diana  10>40 

Phone 

BUSHNELL £ 
155X 

IS  x-45  X 
64X 

6SX 

22  X   WA 

34X 

3SX 
25X 

16  X 

IX  X 

Custom  10  X   40 

199X 

MANFROTTO £ 

MnProiX 3SX 
Mv>  Pro  1908 

40X 
45X 

Base  1446 
XX 

128  Fki«  Head 
34  95 

2X  Ex  Li^  Fluid  Hd 
39  95 

995 24  95 

Spare  0   R   Ptattorm 

495 

QUESTAR 
£ 

Field  Model  3>  with  Broad  Band 

Coatmg  suppited  iwith 
(24mm)  Eye  Piece  Lens  Hood. 
Photo  K4  and  Case 2.240X 
Potto  Pnsm 

140X 

Xx-lXx(i&nm) 

110X 

SUK Gazeto950 
Master  02 
Tnpod  Strap 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA 

£ 
37  95 

6095 
695 

JenoptomB  x   X 

44  95 

Jenoptom  10  x   X 
X95 

OcJtontemB  x   X 
54  95 

Dekarem  10  x   X X9S 
NotaremS  x   326 

11495 

Notarem  lO  x   406 
TurmomB  x   21 

149  95 

42  95 

CULLMANN 
ShOuldsrPod 
ORHead 

Spare  O   R   PtaHorm FkdeMour4 

ACCESSORIES 
Car  window  moitol 
Urwersal  moun 
Fkde  mount 

Ramguard 
Lanyard 
Oeanmgkrt 
NewVetxto450Tpd 

£ 
24  95 

995 

495 

49  95 

£ 
22  00 
22  00 

38  00 

400 

400 

395 
69  95 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  chooee  and  aelaci  from  our 
comprehensive  range  of  equip 

merit  Compare  Za«s  w<h  La4z 

eptafyto  veto  Kowa  or  Neon  We 
are  a   corhplale»|f  mdependani  com 

pany  whoee  oriy  oonoem  •   that 
our  cualomers  select  toe  oorraci 
nath^nerS  lor  toev  personal  rveds 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Diecuaa  your  requremeras  eatoour 
lechncai  stall  and  ordars  placad 

wdh  Acoaas  or  V«a  Cards  wd  be 

BARBOUR  £ 

The  best  Bntish  ctotfsng  tor  the 
worst  Bnbsh  weather 
Dirham  Jacket  52.95 

3T  to  4« Bedaie  JttAei 

26'lo30'  46  45 
32- 1046'  69  95 

Gamefar  Jacket  78  95 32*10  46 

Beatortsiacket  8295 32*10  46 

BorderJacket  8995 32*  to46 

Burghley  Jacket  96  95 

36'to46* 

Norlhimbna  Jacket  91  45 36'  to  46 

Lrsngs  19  45 
Hoods  11  45 
Send  tor  ootoir  Berbour  catalogue 
Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

MAH.  ORDER 

Just  add  £2  to  hato  oower  PAP  and 
tosuranca  and  your  order  wd  be 

dsepaiched  on  toe  same  day  as  we 

reoewe  you  cheque  Al  equatmetk 
«   suppfdd  on  14  days  approval 

upon  reoepi  of  Ad  rerrdance 

SECONDHAND 
Instomerds  are  always  avaiabto 
Turnover  •   taat  so  we  do  not  prvt  a 

k$t  Phone  tor  wiofrnaSon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  prees  peto  tor  good  oorddon 

eqjpment HOW  TO  FIND  US 

We  are  lOmrtsIrom  M25and  AIM 

motorways  and  15  mr«  waA  horn 

Hi^  Barnet  Undergrouto  Slaiion 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFITS 

If  you  purchase  a   scope  and  topod 
ar  toe  same  sme  we  can  offer  you  a 

very  special  pree* PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 
Prices  oonecl  4   4   89  E&EO 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT 

ON  SELECTED 

Zeiss.  Leitz.  Kowa  aod 

Nikon  products 

Ptiofie  or  write  lor  details 

BARBOUR  SUMMER 

DISCOUNT  VOUCHER 

£7.50 
OFF  TH£  PRKX  OF  ANY 
BARBOUn  JACICn  OFFER 

FROM  1   8.8S-11.I.8B 

BINCXJULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 
(D509) 

1 



THE  INCOMPARABLE 

M 
PRISMATIC  TELESCOPE 

BYBUSHflELL 
DIVISION  OF  BAUSCH  AND  LOMB 

IN  A   WORLD  OF  ITS  OWN 

SPACE  AGE  TECHNOLOGY  AVAILABLE  IN  THE 
CONSERVATION  OF  THE  ENVIRONMENT, 

ARGUABLY  THE  TELESCOPE  DEMANDED 
BY  BIRD  WATCHERS. 

LARGE  60mm  OBJECTIVE  LENS.  BODY  CAN 
BE  SUPPLIED  WITH  CHOICE  OF  15x,  20x, 

22  W/A,  25x,  60x  AND  15x-45x  EYEPIECES. 

INCOMPARABLE!!  ASK  FOR  A   TEST 
STOCKED  BY  MOST  QUALITY 

BIRD  WATCH  SUPPLIERS' 

J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 
Sole  U.K  Importer  of 

BUSHNELL  -   DIVISION  OF 
BAUSCH  AND  LOMB  PRODUCTS 

FOR  NEAREST  STOCKIST  CONTACT: 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD.  UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD 

LORDSWOOD,  CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW  (Phone  0634  201284) 

® 

TWICKERS  WORLD 
THE  NATURAL  CHOICE 

Our  wildlife  and  bird  tours  encompass:  Ecuador  & 

Galapagos  ★   Peru  ★   Venezuela  ★   Brazil  ★   Costa  Rica 

Canada  ★   Antarctica  &   The  Falklands  ★   Baja  California 

Iceland  ★   Zambia  ★   Zimbabwe  ★   Botswana  ★   Namibia 

Kenya  ★   Tanzania  ★   Oman  ★   Papua  New  Guinea 

Madagascar  ★   India  &   Nepal  ★   Australia. 

Contact  us  for  a   copy  of  our  brochure. 

Twickers World  / 
22 CHURCH  STREET, TWICKENHAM 

01-892 1W)6/8164 24  HR  BROCHURE;  01-892  7851 ABTA/IATA/PATA 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
V   89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

A   ̂   Phone:  01-648  8822 Mon.-Frl.  9ain  to  5pm  Sat.  9am  to  1 1 .30am 
      Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

MIRAOOR  SPACEMASTER 
8x42  lie  60mm  body 
8   X   42  with  aibber 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered 
7x42  rubber  covered 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom 
1 0x40  B   Custom 

OPTICRON 
8x42  HR  II 

10x42  HR  II 
10x50  HR  II 
9x35  BCF  Elite 
RAYBAN 

The  world's  finest  sunglasses, from 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20  X   60  Fieldscope 

20x60  ED  Reldscope 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 
Camera  adaptor 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45°) TSN-2body 

TSN-3body(45°) TSN-4body 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 

20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 

25  X   (LER)  eyepiece 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

TS601  body  (45°) TS  602  body 

20-60  X   eyepiece 
20  X   WW  eyepiece 

OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°; 
TBG  80  body  (straight) 

TB  eyepieces  from 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £1 0   when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 

Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West) 

10  X   25  Dialyt 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt 
8   X   30  BOAT  Dialvt 
10  X   40  BOAT  (P)  Dialyt 
7   X   42  BOAT  (P)  Dialyt 
8   X   56  BOAT  Dialyt 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8   X   20  T   nnovid 
8x20BCATrinovid 
10x25BCTrinovid 
10x25BCATrinovid 
8   X   32  BA  T   rinovid 
8x40  BA  Trinovid 
10x40  BAN  Trinovid 
Miniature  soft  case 
BA  soft  case 

SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof 

C 

214 
245 
389 

Phone 

Phone 
535 

235 

247 
247 
259 
445 

Phone 

Phone 
14 

34 

341 
298 

8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 302 

OPTOLYTH 

8x30  Alpin 
8x40  Alpin 
10x40  Alpin 
7x42  Alpin 
10x50  Alpin 
12x50  Alpin 

NIKON 
8x20  roof  prism 
10x25  roof  prism 
9x30  DCF  roof  prism 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism 

SWALLOW 

1 0   X   40  Of  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 

prism  1 20 

186 

200 
205 

207 
221 225 

139 

154 
248 
268 

lie 
120 

189 
179 

189 199 

140 

145 155 
186 

42 

289 
513 

68 
165 

265 

255 
495 
485 

59 
79 

99 

119 189 

169 

94 

49 

320 

320 
56 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 

OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubber 

60mm  HR  body  (45") Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 

CENTURY 

60mm,  rubber-arrrxxjred,  with 

20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm.  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece.  20x  |5lis  30x. 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padd^  case 
PICCOLO 
60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces  from 

Other  eyepieces  from 

C 

155 

65 
26 

128 
155 150 

65 
26 

125, 

170 

20 

52 

187 

15 

107 

45 

22 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red.  hand-held  scope, 

complete  in  case 
Mains  charger 690 

69 
TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 
Slik  D2 

Slik  Shogun' 
SlikSL67144B 
Manfrotto  MN  144B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc 

Manfrotto  MN  200  head 
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KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAG
HAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  25th  J
UNE 

(1 1 .00  am  to  5.00  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binocul
ars,  telescopes, 

triDods  etc  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  tor  and  handed  in.  The 
 Reserve  is  in  the 

Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  
necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 

(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube,  (osio) 

VISA 
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Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Reid  Price 

lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft.  £221  (inc.  case) 

10X40BGA  19oz  345ft.  £205  (inc.  case) 

8x40BGA  1 9oz  330ft.  £200  (inc.  case) 

8x30BGA  14oz  420ft.  £186  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Supenor  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight 

44oz 

35oz 

37oz 47oz 

Reid 

120ft. 

183ft. 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

30X75GA 
22X60GA 
22X70GA 

22-60X70GA  47oz  87-54ft. 

30x80 TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   including  case  -   phone 
Touring  8x32  BGA  including  case  -   phone 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
1 0   High  Street  1 3   Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 

Price 

£318  Case  £35 
£210 

£290  EYEPIECES 

£353  20xWW  £88 
£353  20x  £56 
£344  30x  £57 
£320  40x  £58 

£320 

FOCALPOINT 
Deal  with  birdwatchers  who  understand  your  requirements 

WHAT’S  NEW? 
★   BUSHNELL  have  some  top  quality 
roof-prism  binoculars  soon  to  be 
released.  They  are  designed  to  equal 
or  better  the  equivalent  models  from 
Leitz  and  Zeiss.  Time  alone  will  tell!  - 

but  they  won't  be  cheap.  More  details as  soon  as  they  are  available  to  us. 

★   An  extra  strong  heavy-duty  tripod 
strap  is  now  available.  British  made  in 

‘olive  drab’  heavy  duty  fabric  it  fits  all 
tripods.  Just  £7.50 

★   Surprisingly  the  most  requested 
small  item  which  we  have  previously 
been  unable  to  supply  has  been  a   case 
for  spare  eyepieces!  We  now  have  top 
quality  black  leather  cases  with  red 
lining  for  just  £9.50  (they  take  one 
large  eyepiece  e   g.  Kowa  ̂ xWA  for 
TSN  or  two  small  such  as  the  Nikon 
30x  &   40x). 

FOCALPOINT  at 
LEIGHTON  MOSS 
R.S.P.B.  RESERVE 

Silverdale,  North  Lancs. 

On  Sunday  1 1th  June  1989  (10.30  am 
to  4   pm)  the  Focalpoint  Team  will  be 

at  the  North  West’s  premier  R.S.P.B. reserve.  Each  member  of  the  team  is  a 

keen  birder  with  a   thorough  know- 
ledge of  optics  so  can  offer  expert 

advice  on  which  instruments  would 

suit  you  best.  We  shall  have  all  the 

most  popular  and  best  value  binocu- 
lars, telescopes  and  tripods  on  display 

for  you  to  try  and  buy. 

Don't  miss  this  oppodunty  to  test  lop 
quality  (inci  Questar!)  and  budget 
optics  on  marsh  harriers,  bearded  tits, 
the  black-headed  gullery,  ducks  and 
waders! 

NEW  Skua  Mkll  cases  for  Kowa  TSN 

telescopes  in  stock  now  Total  encase- 
ment, ultra  rugged  and  weatherproof 

Stays  on  the  scope  at  all  times 
BIROGUIDES 

Ask  lot  details  of  these  bird  lours 

S   W   SPAIN  May  Full 

KENYA  September  '89 
GAMBIA  January  '90 

QUESTAR  -   Mirror  Scopes 
BUY  NOW  AND  BEAT 
THE  PRICE  INCREASE 

MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS  FREE' FOCALPOINT 9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 

SERVICING 
Telephone:  0606  891098 

and  Bank  Holidays 
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SWAROVSKI  HABICHT 

SL  BINOCULAR 
MODEL  ILLUSTRATED  8   <   S6 
TWELVE  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

The  SL  represents  the  greatest  step  forward 

in  binocular  design  and  construction  in  the 

last  quarter  of  a   century.  Clad  in  a   dense 
ftjiyurethane  that  does  not  transmit  heal 

or  cold,  the  unique  body  shell  is 

ergonomically  designed  to  tit  the  human 
hand  and  will  not  slip  even  when  wet. 

Tremendously  robust,  it  is  fully  waterproof, 

fogproof  and  shockproof  with  an  optical 
performance  that  is  secorKf  to  none 

SLC  BINOCULAR 
MODEL  ILLUSTRATED  8   x   30 
SIX  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

The  compact  SL  model  has  a   new  roof  prism 

system  to  provide  a   neat  and  lightweight  binocular 

you  can  take  anywhere  Like  its  big  brother  the 

prisms  are  first  laser  aligned  then  secured  so  they 

are  shock  resistant.  This  process  also  eliminates 

those  slight  mis-alignments  which  you  can't  usually 
see  but  can  cause  eye-strain  and  sometimes 
headaches 

TRADITIONAL  BINOCULARS 
MODELS  ILLLtSTRATED  t0x40GREENRUBBERARMOUR£0 
AND  10x40  BLACK 

TEN  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

Each  ol  these  products  is  manufactured  in  Austria  and  carries  the  standard 
Swarovski  40  year  warranty. 
For  further  informatioo  and  cokxir  brochure  please  write  to: 

SWAROVSKI  UK  LIMITEDl, 
One  The  Boulevard,  Blackmoor  Lane,  Watford,  Herts.  WD1  8YW. 

Telephone;  0923  816366.  Telefax:  0923816005.  Telex;  24958  SWARO  G 

Widely  known  in  omithologisi  circles  as  the  'Diana', the  Habicht  traditional  binocular  remains  a   firm 

favourite  of  the  observer  who  knows  the  true 

vatue  of  high  quality  optics.  Each  and  every 

model  has  been  designed  to  ensure  the  highest 

resolution,  brightness  arxf  contrast.  The  ability 
to  focus  down  to  4   metres  with  excetlent  depth 

of  fietd  makes  the  K)  x   40  wide  angle  models 

particularly  well-suited  for  bird  watching. 

(D519) 



Ireland 
Clive  D.  Hutchinson 

The  author,  a   leading  Irish 
ornithologist,  has  compiled  this 
comprehensive  review  of  birds 
in  the  Republic  and  Northern 
Ireland  to  coincide  with  the  21st 

anniversary  year  of  the  Irish 

Wildbird  Conservancy’s foundation  and  he  has  had  the 

IWC’s  active  support 
throughout. 

The  book  is  timely  for  other 
reasons,  too.  Knowledge  about 
the  status  and  distribution  of 
birds  in  Ireland  has  increased 

greatly  since  the  1960s  and  this 
is  reflected  in  the  detailed 

species  accounts  which  form  the 
major  part  of  the  book.  Factors 
which  led  to  this  greater 
knowledge,  recent  changes  in 
bird  distribution  and  status,  and 
reasons  for  the  absence  of  some 

species  are  topics  discussed  in 

the  book’s  introductory  chapters. 
Other  subjects  covered  are 

Ireland’s  topography,  climate 
and  habitats. 

The  text  is  accompanied  by 

more  than  100  of  John  Busby’s 
superb  illustrations. 

Publication  May 
26.5  X   19cm,  212  pages, 
£19.00  net 

T   &   A   D   POYSER 
(D498) 

“/  can  onfy  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope. 
(British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 

spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  infotmation  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

I   will  CiVIWI 
1 50  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

(D464) 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 

BIRDER'S' 
SCOPE  KIT 

Mirador  Merlin Mirador  Merlin 

26  X   60  ‘scope. 30  X   76  'scope. 
case. case. 

Tripod  8i  carry  strap. Tripod  &   carry  strap. 

ONLY  £125.00 ONLY  £155.00 

BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is  a 

wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with  special 

emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for  beginners 
and  experts  alike 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse 
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SLR  camera  adaptability 
Rubber  eyecup  for  comfort 
Ergonomic  styling  for  ease-of-use 
45%  offset  eyepiece  on  TSN-1  model 
77mm  objective  lens  delivering  crisp  images 
Interchangeable  20x ,   25x ,   40x  .   20-60  x   eyepieces 
with  bayonet  fitting  

ye^ieces 

. . .   A   superb  image 

Officially  appointed  distributor  for  Kowa  Telescopes 
Pyser  Ltd.,  Fircroft  Way,  Edenbridge,  Kent  TN8  6HA. 
            (0516) 

Great  Snipe  by  Martin  Hattam  BIY  '88 
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Marsh 

Warblers 

in  Britain 

M.  G.  Kelsey,  G.  II.  Green, 

M.  C.  Garnett  and  P.  V.  Ilayman 

The  breeding  range  of  Marsh  Warblers  Acrocephalus  palustris  lies  almost entirely  within  the  Western  Palearctic,  in  a   belt  across  Central  Europe 

from  the  basin  of  the  Kama  and  Ural  Rivers  in  the  east  (Dementiev  & 

Gladkov  1968)  to  the  North  Sea  and  the  English  Channel  coast  of  Western 

Europe.  The  species  breeds  as  far  north  as  southern  Finland  and  Sweden, 

southwards  to  northern  Italy  and  the  Balkan  Peninsula  and  southeast- 

wards  to  northeastern  Turkey  and  northern  Iran.  Marsh  Warblers  migrate 

through  the  Middle  East,  most  making  landfall  on  the  Sudanese  Red  Sea 

coast.  Passage  continues,  after  an  apparent  stopover  in  northeast  Africa, 

through  East  .\frica  to  final  wintering  quarters  in  southeastern  Africa,  as 

far  south  as  Cape  Province,  South  Africa  (Dowsett-Lemaire  &   Dowsett 
1987). 

Marsh  Warblers  normally  occupy  sites  dominated  by  a   tall,  dense 

ground-layer  of  herbaceous  vegetation,  often  with  scattered  shrubs  or 

trees.  The  sites  are  frequently  in  damp,  fertile  situations,  often  ‘derelict’  or 

with  a   history  of  disturbance,  with  species  such  as  common  nettle  Urtica 

dioica  and  meadowsweet  Fitipendula  ulmaria  being  important.  In  many 

British  sites,  species  such  as  great  willowherb  Epilobium  hirsutum  have  also 

been  dominant.  Nesting  in  arable  crops  has  also  been  reported  (e.g.  Klafs 

&   Stiibs  1977;  Mildenberger  1984),  indicating  the  catholic  and  opportu- 

nistic nature  of  site  selection  by  Marsh  \\  arblers. 

[Brit.  RirdsWi.:  239-256, June  19«9| 239 



240 Marsh  Warblers  in  Britain 

In  Britain,  the  Marsh  Warbler  has  probably  always  been  a   scarce  and 
localised  species.  In  recent  times,  a   declining  population  was  centred  in 
the  West  Midlands,  with  occasional  breeding  also  reported  at  sites 
elsewhere  in  southern  England.  This  paper  reviews  the  history  of  the 
species  in  Britain,  the  dynamics  of  recent  population  changes,  factors 
which  may  have  led  to  the  loss  of  the  West  Midlands  population  and 

future  prospects  for  the  Marsh  W'arbler. 

Methods 

GHG  carried  out  fieldwork  on  Marsh  Warblers  in  Worcestershire  during 
the  1960s,  and  organised  surveys  of  the  county  population  from  1969.  In 
1983,  MGG  undertook  a   thorough  collation  of  existing  literature  on  the 

species  and  made  a   preparatory  field  study  of  a   ‘core’  population  in 
Worcestershire.  From  1984  to  1986,  MGK  continued  and  developed  this 
study.  From  1983,  every  site  in  Worcestershire  known  to  have  been 

occupied  by  Marsh  Warblers  since  1969,  and  all  known  sites  containing 
suitable  habitat  but  for  which  no  Marsh  Warbler  records  existed,  were 
visited.  Following  findings  from  fieldwork  carried  out  in  1984,  survey 
methods  were  extended  from  1985.  Sites  were  visited  regularly  from  the 
last  week  of  May  (the  main  arrival  period  of  Marsh  Warblers)  to  early 
July.  Whereas  earlier  work  merely  involved  counting  singing  males,  from 
1984  (at  core  sites)  and  from  1985  (at  all  sites),  the  pairing  and  breeding 
success  of  every  Marsh  Warbler  located  was  determined.  PVH  was 

responsible  for  much  of  the  survey  work  during  1985-87. 
Surveys  in  Gloucestershire  were  undertaken  by  the  RSPB,  and  further 

information  was  collected  by  correspondence  with  observers  elsewhere. 

The  European  background 

It  is  important  to  place  the  British  population  in  the  context  of  the 

European  breeding  population,  which  is  widespread  and  relatively 
abundant.  A   range  expansion  northwards  has  taken  place.  For  example. 
Marsh  Warblers  are  thought  to  have  first  arrived  in  Finland  in  the  1940s 

(Eriksson  1969).  Although  Eriksson  (1969)  suggested  that  some  of  the 

apparent  increase  of  both  Marsh  Warblers  and  Blyth’s  Reed  Warblers  A. 
dumetorum  could  be  accounted  for  by  improved  observer  activity  and 
ability,  Koskimies  (1980)  discounted  this  on  the  basis  of  rigorous  work 
within  his  study  area.  Some  northward  expansion  is  probably  still  taking 
place  (P.  Koskimies  in  litt.).  Marsh  Warblers  first  arrived  in  Sweden  in  the 

1930s  (Wingstrand  1949);  an  increase  occurred  in  the  1960s  and  1970s, 
with  several  thousand  pairs  now  breeding  in  southern  Sweden  (J-A 
Holmbring  in  lift.).  A   rapid  northwesterly  expansion  into  the  Leningrad 
region  of  Russia  occurred  in  the  early  1960s,  with  a   further  expansion  in 
the  1970s  (Malichevski  &   Pukinski  1983). 

Within  Gentral  Europe,  there  appears  to  be  no  evidence  of  decline.  In 
Poland,  A.  Dyrcz  (in  litt.)  describes  the  species  as  common  and  numerous. 
In  the  German  Democratic  Republic,  decline  may  have  occurred  in  some 
regions  (H.  Stein  in  litt.),  but  increases  have  occurred  elsewhere:  for 

example,  Kocher  &   Kopsch  (1982)  recorded  a   seven-fold  increase,  mainly 
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159.  Marsh  \S dLrhX^r  Acrocephahvi  palustris,  Worcestershire,  June  1979  (.V/.  C.  Wilkes) 

during  the  1970s,  in  the  number  of  breeding  pairs  in  districts  near  Leipzig. 

Declines  in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  have  occurred  in  areas  of 

agricultural  intensification  (K.  Schulze-Hagen  in  litt.).  Mildenberger 

(1984)  noted  a   decline  by  90%  from  250  pairs  in  1971  in  one  region  of 

Rhineland  without  apparent  habitat  change.  In  other  regions,  however, 

populations  over  the  same  period  remained  stable  or  have  increased. 

Berndt  &   Frantzen  (1974)  described  a   70%  decline  in  a   Marsh  Warbler 

population  near  Brunswick,  by  comparing  historical  records  from  1858 

with  surveys  carried  out  in  the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s,  and  a   50% 
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decrease  from  1966  to  1974.  Even  larger  declines  were  noted  for  Reed 

Warblers  A.  scirpaceus  and  Sedge  Warblers  A.  schoenobaenus.  Although  local 

habitat  deterioration  was  considered,  Berndt  &   Frantzen  thought  that 
detrimental  factors  farther  afield  were  more  important,  such  as  persecu- 

tion and  habitat  loss  on  migration  routes  and  in  the  African  winter 

quarters.  This  hypothesis  is  not  convincing,  since  Marsh  Warblers  take  a 
different  migration  route  and  winter  in  different  areas  compared  with 

Reed  and  Sedge  W'^arblers  from  western  Europe  (Dowsett-Lemaire  & 
Dowsett  1987);  also,  there  does  not  appear  to  be  an  equivalent  decrease 

elsewhere  in  Europe  which  one  would  expect  if  such  factors  were 

operating  powerfully.  Finally,  their  suggestions  are  based  on  a   single, 

small  population  (16-20  pairs  in  1858,  six  pairs  in  1974),  from  which 
extrapolations  are  clearly  hazardous. 

In  Switzerland,  local  fluctuations  are  noted,  probably  mainly  due  to 
vegetational  succession  (P.  Geroudet  in  lift.),  but  with  no  evidence  for 

decline  (N.  Zbinden  in  litt.).  Indeed,  around  Zurich,  surveys  in  1975 

revealed  486  singing  males.  By  1985,  this  figure  had  increased  to  564 
males  (W.  Muller  in  litt.).  Focal  increases  are  evident  in  Austria  (A.  Griill 
in  litt.). 

Quite  clearly,  the  decline  in  the  population  of  Marsh  Warblers  in  the 

English  West  Midlands  has  not  been  matched  by  concomitant  changes 

throughout  Europe.  Local  fluctuations  might,  in  part,  be  explained  by 
habitat  changes,  and  in  part  by  the  particularly  patchily  distributed  nature 

of  Marsh  Warbler  populations  (Mildenberger  1984).  These  appear  to  be 
dynamic  in  character,  giving  rise  to  a   succession  of  colonisations  and 
extinctions. 

Table  1.  Number  of  years  in  which  breeding  by  Marsh  Warblers  Acrocephatus  pqtuslris  was 
proven  or  considered  probable  in  individual  counties  in  Britain,  during  1890-1986 

General  literature  sources  and  reviews  consulted  include:  Witherby  et  at.  (1943);  Garnett 
(1983);  reports  of  the  Rare  Breeding  Birds  Panel  (published  in  British  Birds)  and  annual 

County 

No. 

years 

county  bird  reports 

References 

Worcestershire 
97 

Tomes  (1908);  Harthan  (1947);  G.  H.  Green 
Gloucestershire 

84 
Swaine  (1982);  RSPB 

Somerset 
72 

Palmer  &   Ballance  (1968) 

Sussex 39 Walpole-Bond  (1933) 
Kent 

25 
Taylor  et  at.  ( 1981 ) 

Oxfordshire 
24 

Warde-Fowler  (1906);  Radford  (1966) 
Dorset 16 Prendergast  &   Boys  (1983) 

Herefordshire 
15 

Walker  (1984) 

Hampshire 14 Cohen  &   raverner  (1972) 

Berkshire 7 Radford  ( 1 966) 

London/Surrey 7 London  Nat.  Hist.  Soc.  (1964);  Parr  (1972) 
Wiltshire 7 Buxton  (1981) 

Devon 4 Moore  (1969) 

Huntingdonshire 4 

Staffordshire 4 Smith  (1938);  Harrison  (1982) 
Warwickshire 4 Harrison  (1982) 

Buckinghamshire 3 

Cambridgeshire 2 Lack  (1934) 

(jwent 1 Ferns  et  at.  (1977) 

Nottinghamshire 1 Dobbs  (1975) 
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Breeding  status  and  range  in  Britain  during  1890-1986 

During  the  period  1890  to  1986,  Marsh  Warblers  were  recorded  ‘breeding’ 

in  19  counties  in  England  and  one  county  in  Wales.  ‘Breeding’  was 
denoted,  for  the  puq)ose  of  this  analysis,  either  by  proven  breeding  or 

possible  breeding  (pair  of  Marsh  Warblers  seen  together  and  breeding 

suspected  or  alami  behaviour  of  an  adult  suggesting  the  presence  of 

nearby  nest  or  young).  Records  in  which  the  identity  of  the  birds  was 

strongly  doubted  and  records  of  singing  males  present  for  just  a   brief 

period  (possibly  birds  of  passage),  or  singing  for  a   long  period  (e.g.  over 

two  weeks),  indicating  a   probable  failure  to  pair,  were  excluded.  Table  1 

shows  that,  during  this  period,  in  only  three  counties  (Worcestershire, 

Gloucestershire  and  Somerset)  did  breeding  occur  in  more  than  half  of  the 

years.  Most  (65%)  of  the  counties  produced  breeding  records  in  few  er  than 

10%  of  the  years.  Fig.  1   shows  a   map  illustrating  the  pattern  of  occupancy 
in  Britain. 

Re^onal  distribution 

WEST  MIDLANDS  (WORCESTERSHIRE,  CLOfCES  rERSHIRE,  HEREFORDSHIRE, 

STAEEORDSHIRE,  WARWICKSHIRE,  WILTSHIRE  AND  GWEN  T) 

Centred  along  the  valleys  of  the  Rivers  .Won  and  Severn,  this  population 

Fi^.  I.  Distribution  by  counties  of  breeding  records  of  Marsh  Warblers  Acrocephatus  palustris
  in 

England  and  Wales  during  1890-1986.  Dots  are  placed  centrally  within  counties 
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had  been  the  largest  and  apparently  most  stable.  VVillis-Bund  (1891) 

described  Marsh  Warblers  as  a   ‘local  spring  migrant’  to  Worcestershire 
and  adjoining  counties.  Harthan  (1947)  stated  that  Marsh  Warblers  were 

fairly  common  in  the  Avon  Valley  and  along  the  banks  of  the  Severn  up  to 
Worcester.  A   survey  carried  out  along  the  River  Severn  from  Upton-upon- 
Severn  to  Worcester  in  1942  found  Marsh  Warblers  more  common  than 

Sedge  Warblers.  None  was  present  in  1970  (Harrison  1982).  No  extensive 
surveys  were  properly  reported  from  Worcestershire  before  the  1960s, 
although  A.  J.  Harthan  {in  litt.  to  GHG)  had  located  Marsh  Warblers  in  the 

1930s  at  sites  rediscovered  by  GHG  in  the  1960s.  During  the  1960s,  there 
may  have  been  at  least  95  pairs  breeding  in  the  Avon  Valley  in  most  years. 
The  recent  situation  in  Worcestershire  will  be  discussed  later  in  this 

paper. 
In  Gloucestershire,  during  the  latter  part  of  the  nineteenth  century, 

there  may  have  been  up  to  ten  pairs  present  in  each  of  several  sites  along 
the  Vale  of  Severn.  Breeding  was  regular  up  to  at  least  the  1930s  at  about 
ten  sites  between  Burton  and  Tewkesbury  (Swaine  1982).  By  the  1950s,  a 
decline  was  evident,  and  during  the  1960s  the  total  population  varied  from 
one  to  12  pairs.  By  the  1970s,  breeding  was  erratic,  with  no  records  in 
some  years.  The  last  proven  breeding  occurred  in  1984. 

In  Herefordshire,  a   small  population  became  established  from  the  late 

1930s  along  the  River  Wye  at  Hereford  (four  or  five  pairs  in  most  years) 
and  breeding  also  occurred  occasionally  at  Ross  on  W'ye.  Breeding  was 
last  recorded  in  1953;  unpaired  males  were  present  at  Ross  in  1954,  but 
there  have  been  no  subsequent  records  (Walker  1984). 

Elsewhere,  breeding  was  sporadic,  usually  involving  single  pairs  at  sites 
occupied  for  one  year  only.  The  most  recent  records  were  a   pair  breeding 
in  the  Gwent  Levels,  the  only  Welsh  breeding  record  (Ferns  et  al.  1977), 
and  one  pair  in  Wiltshire  from  1976  to  1980  (Buxton  1981). 

SOITHWF..ST  (SOMER.SET,  DFA’ON  AND  DOR.SET) 

Breeding  occurred  annually  at  several  sites  in  Somerset  up  to,  at  least, 
1961  (Palmer  &   Ballance  1968).  No  estimate  was  made  of  the  population 
size,  and  there  were  no  subsequent  breeding  records. 

Breeding  was  rarely  recorded  in  Devon  (Moore  1969),  but  more 
frequently  in  Dorset.  Up  to  eight  pairs  were  present  at  one  site  in  1949 
(Prendergast  &   Boys  1983).  In  recent  years,  in  southern  Dorset,  one  pair 
was  probably  present  in  1977,  probably  three  in  1978,  one  pair  in  1979  and 
two  pairs  in  1985. 

MFDDEE  AND  I.OWER  THA.ME.S,  AND  HOME  COL’N'FIE.S  (OXFORDSHIRE,  BERKSHIRE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE  AND  EONDON/SURREV) 

Breeding  was  always  sporadic.  Small  populations  in  Oxfordshire  (Warde- 
Fowler  1906;  Radford  1966)  during  1893-1904  and  1941-47  were  the  only 
instances  of  regular  breeding.  There  have  been  no  reliable  reports  of 
breeding  since  1960. 

SOU'I  IIEAST  AND  .SOU'I'HERN  ENGEAND  (KEN  F,  SIISSF.X  AND  HAMPSHIRE) 
Past  records  in  Kent  have  been  subject  to  some  confusion,  and  this 
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analysis  follows  Taylor  et  al.  (1981)  in  rejecting  records  from  the 

Sevenoaks  area  since  1950.  Breeding  in  Kent  was  probably  regular  from 

the  early  1970s,  although  the  breeding  record  in  1980  was  the  first  fully 

confirmed  case  since  the  1930s.  Three  pairs  were  known  to  breed  in  1986, 

but  Marsh  Warblers  were  certainly  under-recorded  in  Kent.  Marsh 
Warblers  breed  around  Calais  in  France,  and  this  nearby  population 
might  act  as  a   pool  for  Kent  pairs. 

The  Sussex  population  was  well  documented  by  Walpole-Bond  (1933). 
Up  to  20  pairs  bred  in  Sussex  from  1920  to  1930  (Shrubb  1979).  Regular 

breeding  has  been  reported  since  1966  (up  to  four  pairs  in  one  year).  As  in 

Kent,  the  species  was  probably  overlooked,  and  some  recent  records  are 
known  to  have  been  withheld.  An  accurate  assessment  of  status  is, 

therefore,  not  possible. 

In  Hampshire,  breeding  was  probably  regular  in  the  1890s  (Cohen  & 

Faverner  1972),  but  was  rare  subsequently.  I'he  most  recent  records  were 
of  two  cases  of  suspected  breeding  on  the  Isle  of  Wight  (now  a   separate 

county)  in  1977  and  1979  (Batten  et  al.  1979;  Sharrock  et  al.  1981). 

OTHER  ARE.VS 

There  were  scattered  breeding  records  from  Cambridgeshire,  Hunting- 
donshire and  Nottinghamshire.  Other  records  (e.g.  Norfolk  in  1901  and 

1906)  were  generally  rejected  (Riviere  1930). 

Summary  of  British  status  and  range 

Whilst  remembering  that  any  examination  of  historical  records  in  the 

literature  will  contain  biases  arising  from  changes  in  observer  activity  and 

knowledge,  the  impression  gained  is  that,  outside  certain  core  areas, 

breeding  was  erratic.  Even  in  regularly  occupied  regions,  occupancy  at 

most  sites  had  been  transient.  Walpole-Bond  (1933)  found  that  his  Sussex 

sites  were  used  by  Marsh  Warblers  only  irregularly,  and  that  the  total 

population  fluctuated  greatly  (e.g.  from  19  pairs  in  1925  to  two  pairs  in 

1927).  The  distribution  in  Europe  is  patchy  on  a   local  scale,  with 

populations  forming  small  ‘islands’  (Mildenberger  1984)  and  Marsh 

Warblers  being  absent  from  sites  which  are  apparently  suitable  (Dowsett- 
Lemaire  1978). 

It  was  not  possible  to  estimate  accurately  the  size  of  the  breeding 

population  of  Marsh  Warblers  in  Britain  for  the  early  part  of  this  centur\-. 

In  peak  years,  the  population  might  have  been  over  180  pairs  (100+  in 

Worcestershire,  50+  in  Gloucestershire,  perhaps  about  20  in  Somerset 

and  10+  elsewhere).  This  is  speculative  and  indeed  it  is  probably 

incorrect  to  think  that  there  were  ‘peak’  years,  implying  that  the  British 

population  can  be  thought  of  as  a   single  unit. 

Fig.  2   shows  the  mean  number  of  counties  holding  breeding  Marsh 

Warblers,  averaged  for  each  decade.  Over  most  of  this  century',  about  five 

counties  per  year  supported  Marsh  Warblers.  Then,  from  the  1960s, 

despite  the  ever-increasing  numbers  of  birdwatchers,  the  number  of 

counties  with  breeding  Marsh  Warblers  declined  each  year.  This  was  an 

indication  of  the  decline  in  the  incidence  of  sporadic  breeding  in  areas 

outside  the  heartland  of  the  West  Midlands.  Such  evidence  has  to  be 
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Hg.  2.  Mean  number  of  counties  with  breeding  records  (proven  or  probable)  of  Marsh 
Warblers  Acrocephalus  palustris  per  year  for  each  decade  from  1890 

treated  with  care.  For  example,  a   purely  coincidental  loss  of  a   number  of 
small  independent  populations  might  have  occurred  then. 

During  the  whole  of  this  time,  the  British  population  was  dominated  by 
the  Worcestershire  component.  This  was  particularly  so  since  the  1960s 
(from  which  time  we  have  a   more  reliable  idea  of  the  size  of  the 

Worcestershire  population).  Fig.  3   shows  the  importance  of  the  Worces- 

tershire population  since  the  early  1970s.  This  gives  the  number  of  singing 
males  present  rather  than  breeding  pairs,  and  thus  almost  certainly 
inflates  the  effective  population  size.  Much  of  the  remainder  of  the  paper 
is  devoted  to  a   more  detailed  examination  of  the  Worcestershire 

population. 

Other  records  of  Marsh  Warblers  in  Britain 

The  considerable  identification  problems  in  separating  non-singing  Reed 
and  Marsh  Warblers  in  the  field,  especially  in  autumn,  has  meant  that 
there  are  very  few  reliable  records  of  Marsh  Warblers  away  from  the 
breeding  areas.  Apart  from  annual  records  of  solitary  males  establishing 
territories,  mainly  in  southern  counties,  most  records  have  been  of 
individuals  trapped  at  coastal  ringing  observatories.  The  incidence  of 
these,  however,  was  very  low:  for  example,  only  seven  records  (either 
trapped  birds  or  singing  males)  at  Dungeness  Bird  Observatory,  Kent, 
during  1974-86  (Taylor  et  al.  1981;  I.  Hodgson  in  litt.).  Only  on  Fair  ls\e[ 
Shetland,  were  Marsh  Warblers  regularly  recorded.  Of  the  75-83  records 

on  Fair  Isle  during  1968-83,  two-thirds  occurred  in  June  (Thom  1986).  A 
recovery  in  June  1979  on  Copinsay,  Orkney,  of  one  ringed  the  previous 
autumn  in  Jutland,  Denmark  (Spencer  &   Hudson  1980),  supports  the 
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Fii^.  3.  Number  of  territon  -liolding  male  Marsh  \\  Arh\^T^  Acnnephalus paluslris  (birds  probably 

on  migration  excluded)  present  in  (a)  Worcestershire,  and  (b)  rest  of  Kngland,  during  1974- 

8b  (from  Kelsey  1987b) 

suspicion  that  those  on  Fair  Isle  probably  originate  from  the  expanding 

Scandinavitm  population.  .Autumn  sight  records  have  occurred  occasio
n- 

ally, for  example  in  the  Isles  of  Scilly  (Penhallurick  1978),  but  should  be 

treated  with  caution  because  of  possible  confusion  with  Reed  Warblers, 

especially  of  the  eastern  race  fmciis. 

Population  change  in  Worcestershire 

Marsh  Warblers  were  recorded  at  a   total  of  38  sites  in  Worcesters
hire 

during  1969-87.  .All  but  two  were  situated  in  the  .Avon  X’alley.  Fig.
  4   shows 

the  number  of  singing  males  recorded  from  1969.  Up  to  1979,  
the 

Worcestershire  population  stood  at  about  50-60  singing  males
.  Fluctua- 

tions in  the  population  size  during  the  preceding  ten  years  can  be
 

accounted  for  mainly  by  uneven  sur\ey  coverage  during  that  period
.  In 

some  years,  it  was  not  possible  to  visit  many  of  the  sites,  
and  these  \ears 

correspond  with  ‘poor  years  on  the  graph.  Unfortunately,  no  surx
eys  were 

carried  out  in  1980  and  1981.  By  1982,  the  population  stood  at  48  m
ales^ 

There  was  an  increasingly  rapid  decline  subsequently,  leading  
to  a   1987 

population  of  just  four  males  (Hayman  1987). 

From  1984,  the  size  of  the  breeding  population  has  been  
determined 

and  this  is  presented  in  table  2   for  each  year.  The  breeding  popu
lation  fell 

from  22  pairs  in  1984  to  three  pairs  in  1987.  About  30%  of  males 
 in  1984, 

and  40%  in  1985,  were  unpaired.  .Applying  this  stati
stic  to  earlier 

population  data  would  give  a   breeding  population  
in  Worcestershire  in 

the  1970s  of  about  40  pairs. 

Closer  examination  of  data  from  each  site  within  Worc
estershire  shows 

that  between  one-third  and  half  of  the  population  in  the 
 1970s  was  at  just 
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^ ’R-  -dumber  o(  territon-holding  singing  male  Marsh  Warblers  Acrocephaliis  paliistris  in 
Worcestershire  during  1969-87.  (No  sur\eys  in  1980-81) 

Table  2.  Number  of  territory-holding  male  Marsh  Warblers  Acrocephalus  paliistris  and  the 
number  of  males  subsequently  successful  in  pairing  in  Worcestershire,  during  1984-87 

\’ear 
No.  of 

rerritorv-bolding  cTo" 

N'o.  of  cTcT 

subsequently  
paired 

1984 

31 
22 

1985 

27 

16 

1986 8 7 

1987 4 3 

four  sites.  The  population  at  these  ‘core’  sites  remained  fairly  stable 
(between  16  and  26  males)  until  1986,  when  only  six  males  were  found. 
The  population  decline  was  evident  at  core  sites  later  than  at  other  sites, 
where  the  population  almost  halved  between  1983  and  1984.  The 
population  at  these  other  sites  was  also  lower  in  1982  (27  males)  than  the 

1970s’  average  of  about  40  males.  Unfortunately,  the  lack  of  data  from 1980  and  1981  make  it  impossible  to  assess  the  exact  timing  of  the  start  of the  recent  decline. 

Despite  the  difficulties  in  comparing  Worcestershire  survey  results  from 
the  1980s  with  those  of  earlier  years,  a   picture  of  the  decline  does  emerge, 
rhe  Worcestershire  population  of  Marsh  Warblers — the  longest-lived  and 
most  robust  population  in  England— probably  remained  fairly  stable  until 
the  late  1970s  (although  there  is  some  evidence  of  a   decline  along  the 
Severn  in  the  1950s  and  early  1960s).  dTe  population  in  the  early  i980s 
was  about  40%  lower  than  that  estimated  from  the  1960s.  If  this 
represented  a   real  decline,  the  loss  probably  occurred  before  about  1970, 
since  the  evidence  suggests  relative  stability  during  the  1970s.  By  the 
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1980s,  a   rapid  decline  occurred,  first  at  outlying  sites  and  then,  by  1986,  at 

core  sites.  Two  important  details  will  remain  forever  unknown.  First, 

whether  the  size  of  the  breeding  population  was  stable  during  the  1970s,  or 
whether  a   decline  had  started  at  some  time  before  it  became  evident  in  the 

population  of  singing  males.  Secondly,  the  precise  date  when  the 

population  of  males  started  to  decline  rapidly. 

Possible  causes  of  decline 

4Wo  factors  are  usually  invoked  as  being  largely  responsible  for  the  Marsh 

Warbler’s  decline:  habitat  loss  and  climatic  change. 

Evidence  for  habitat  loss  and  deteiioration 

Sharrock  (1976)  described  the  loss  of  traditional  sites,  especially  due  to 

the  abandonment  of  osier-bed  management,  as  a   possible  cause  for  the 

decline  of  Marsh  Warblers.  Whilst  osier-beds  were,  in  the  past,  an 

important  habitat  for  the  species,  particularly  in  Ciloucestershire  and 

Somerset,  the  population  in  recent  decades  in  Worcestershire  tended  to 

occupy  marginal  disused  land,  (ireen  (1983)  listed  37  sites  in  Worcester- 

shire where  Marsh  Warblers  had  bred  in  the  1960s,  and  looked  at  habitat 

changes  over  the  following  20  years.  Only  five  sites  had  been  completely 

destroyed  and  these  had  supported  a   maximum  of  five  pairs.  .\  further 

seven  sites  had  deteriorated  in  quality;  these  held  a   maximum  of  26  pairs. 

Habitat  change  probably,  therefore,  accounted  for  the  loss  of  about  30 

pairs  in  the  period  up  to  the  early  1980s.  This  probably  accounts  in  part 

for  the  difference  between  the  1960s  population  estimate  of  95  pairs  with 

that  of  the  early  1970s  of  55  singing  males,  from  which  time,  until  the 

early  1980s,  the  population  appeared  stable.  If  so,  this  would  suggest  that 

the  main  impact  of  habitat  loss  occurred  about  20  years  ago. 

There  were,  however,  a   further  eight  sites  (supporting  a   maximum  of  1 1 

pairs)  which,  by  the  early  1980s,  had  been  abandoned  by  Marsh  Warblers,
 

but  in  which  there  had  been  no  major  habitat  change.  Since  1983,  thanks 

to  the  efforts  of  the  Worcestershire  Nature  Conserxation  Trust  and  the 

Nature  Conser\ancy  Council,  only  two  sites  have  suffered  major  habitat
 

loss,  at  neither  of  which  had  Marsh  Warblers  been  recorded  since 
 the 

earlv  1970s.  Although  successional  changes  (to  which  the  preferred 

vegetation  of  dense  herbaceous  cover  and  scattered  trees  and  s
hrubs  is 

liable)  have  doubtless  rendered  some  sites  less  suitable,  the  r
esults  of 

habitat  sun  eys  suggest  that  habitat  had  not  been  a   limiting  fact
or.  W   ithin 

the  period  of  rapid  decline,  sites  of  suitable  habitat  have  b
een  abandoned, 

and  no  loss  of  habitat  at  core  sites  could  account  for  the  decline  
witnessed 

there.  This  opinion  was  shared  by  RSPB  sur\ey  workers  
in  Gloucester- 

shire. 

Evidence  for  climatic  change 

Voous  (1960)  described  the  western  and  norther
n  limit  of  the  Marsh 

Warbler’s  breeding  range  as  closely  correlated  with 
 the  62°F  (=16.67°C) 

July  mean  isotherm.  Lamb  (1977)  documen
ted  a   rise  in  summer 

temperatures  in  central  England  between  1920  and  1
960,  especially 
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between  1933  and  1952.  Changes  in  air  circulation  since  1950  had  brought 
about  a   subsequent  lowering  of  average  temperatures  to  the  levels 
experienced  during  1900-20.  This  cooling  was  longer  sustained  than 
during  any  other  period  of  downward  trends  since  1770  (banib  1977). 
The  mean  July  temperature  for  1955-84  at  Pershore  (within  the 

Worcestershire  breeding  range  of  Marsh  Warblers)  was  lb.7°C.  4>n-year 
means  at  nearby  Worcester  (where  a   longer  run  of  temperature  data  was 

available)  showed  that  July  temperatures  fell  below  an  average  of  16.67°C: 
during  the  1950s  and  1960s.  Recent  summers  have,  however,  been 
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warmer.  The  ten-year  averages  of  July  temperatures  at  Pershore  show  an 

increase  by  about  1°C  between  1957-66  (16°C)  and  1967-76  (17.1°C)/1977- 

86(17°C). 
Swaine  (1982)  suggested  that  the  cooling  trend  in  recent  decades  might 

have  been  a   factor  reducing  the  Gloucestershire  Marsh  W   arbler  popula- 

tion in  the  Severn  Valley  (along  which  the  62°F  July  isotherm  runs), 

causing  it  to  contract  into  the  more  sheltered  Avon  \   alley.  Cooler 

summers  might  have  caused  some  decline  in  the  period  up  to  the  late 

1960s.  Since  then,  there  is  evidence  of  a   warming  trend.  The  earlier 

cooling  trend  cannot  account  directly  for  the  major  decline  in  \\  orcester- 
shire  in  the  1980s.  The  influence  of  other  climatic  variables  is  more 

diflicult  to  assess.  Summer  rainfall  hgures  showed  large  local  variance, 

due  mainly  to  the  influence  of  localised  storms.  Many  of  the  Marsh 

Warbler  sites  along  the  River  Avon  were  buttered  against  drought,  as  they 

were  situated  along  spring  lines  at  the  base  of  river  terraces. 

By  themselves,  habitat  loss  and  climatic  change  do  not  seem  satisfactor- 

ily to  explain  the  decline  of  Marsh  Warblers.  We  now  examine  the 

characteristics  of  the  Worcestershire  population  which  may  also  have 

been  important  factors. 

Evidence  for  isolation 

Most  male  and  nestling  Marsh  Warblers  were  colour-ringed  during  1984- 

86.  rhose  that  were  not  marked  were  either  at  outlying  sites  (fieldwork 

was  concentrated  at  core  sites),  had  evaded  capture,  or  were  broods  which 

it  was  considered  injudicious  to  ring  because  of  nest  safety.  If  it  is 

assumed  that  the  return  rate  of  unringed  birds  will  be  the  same  as  for 

colour-ringed  birds,  and  that  the  sex  ratio  of  nestlings  was  50:50,  then  the 

number  of  unringed  males  arriving  the  following  year  could  be  predicted 

using  the  return  rates  observed  for  colour-ringed  males.  The  nu
mber  of 

unringed  males  would  be  significantly  greater  than  the  expected  val
ue  if: 

(a)  there  was  net  immigration  from  other  populations,  or 

(b)  a   part  of  the  local  population  had  remained  undetecte
d  during  survey  work. 

Table  3   compares  expected  values  with  observed  numbers 
 of  colour- 

ringed  males.  The  close  match  suggested  strongly  that  the  Worce
stershire 

population  did  not  receive  recruits  from  elsewhere,  and  that  s
urvey  work 

had  been  efficient  in  locating  singing  males. 

Table  3.  Expected  versus  observed  return  rates  
of  unringed  male  Marsh  Warblers 

Acrocephalu.s  palustris  to  breeding  sites  in  Worcestersh
ire  during  1985-87 

Similarity  between  columns  provides  evidence  fo
r  lack  of  immigration  into  Worcestershire 

population  (see  text) 

\'ear 
\o.  of  unringed  CfO" 

expected  to  arrive 

Observ  ed  no.  of 

unringed  cfcT  arriving 

1985 14-15 
16 

1986 
4 3 

1987 

<1 
1 
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Petfomiance  of  the  population 

The  patchy  and  dynamic  nature  of  Marsh  Warbler  populations  has 
already  been  commented  on.  Dowsett-Lemaire  (1978)  estimated  that  75% 
of  Marsh  \\  arblers  arriving  at  her  Belgian  study  site  had  previously  bred 
or  were  reared  elsewhere.  In  Europe,  the  species  would  appear  to  behave 
like  a   successful  coloniser  and  pioneer  in  early  successional  habitats 
(Diamond  &   May  1981).  The  smaller  that  a   population  becomes,  however, 
the  disproportionately  more  vulnerable  it  becomes  to  extinction  following 
random  setbacks  (Krebs  1978).  The  problem  of  survival  of  such  a 
population  may  be  greater  if  the  species  is  migratory  ,   like  the  Marsh 
Warbler.  Losses  through  emigration  are  likely  to  be  higher.  If  the 
population  is  cut  off  from  other  populations,  as  the  Worcestershire 
population  was,  these  inevitable  emigration  losses  are  unlikely  to  be 
compensated  for  by  gains  from  immigration.  This  need  not  give  rise  to  a 
net  reduction  of  the  population  if  stability  is  maintained  through  a   high 
birth  rate  and/or  low  death  rate,  or  if  there  is  a   floating  population  which 
can  fill  the  gaps  left  by  emigrants. 

I   he  breeding  productivity  was,  however,  lower  than  that  of  European 
populations  (Kelsey  1987a  and  in  press),  the  death  rate  unknown,  and, 
because  there  appeared  to  be  a   surplus  of  males  in  the  W'orcestershire 
population,  emigration  losses  (perhaps  mainly  involving  females)  would 
not  have  given  rise  to  increased  breeding  opportunities  for  such  birds. 
There  appears  to  be  a   high  turnover  within  European  populations  of 
Marsh  Warblers  (Dowsett-Lemaire  1978),  meaning  that  there  must  be 
considerable  interchange  between  populations.  Isolated  from  all  others, 
the  Worcestershire  population  was  clearly  at  a   disadvantage. 

Summaty 

The  recent  population  decline  in  W   orcestershire  miffht  have  been  caused 
by: 

(a)  lower  breeding  productivity  than  in  previous  yeans, 
(b)  habitat  loss, 

(c)  climatic  change,  and/or 

(d)  uncompensated  emigration  losses  and  other  factors  operating  on  an  isolated  ‘island’ 
population. 

There  was  no  evidence  that  either  (a),  (b)  or  (c)  had  been  significant  in 
the  last  ten  years,  although  (b)  and  (c)  may  have  been  important  earlier. 
Background  changes  in  climate  or  habitat  loss  in  the  1950s  and  1960s 
might  have  been  factors  which  reduced  the  population  size,  making  it 
increasingly  more  vulnerable  to  demographic  and  random  factors  (such  as 
bad  weather)  during  the  1970s.  After  that,  these  demographic  factors  by 
themselves  could  have  driven  the  population  even  faster  into  a   spiralling 
decline  and  eventual  demise.  Some  comparison  may  be  made  with  the  fate 
of  the  Red-backed  Shrike  hanius  collurio,  which  became  so  uncommon  in 
Britain  (probably  in  part  because  of  habitat  change  and  persecution)  (hat 
the  population  became  vulnerable  to  factors  from  which  larger  poj)ula- 
tions  may  be  buffered,  and  low  return  rates  (emigration  losses)  jeopardi- 

sed survival  ofthe  population  (Ash  1970).  Pettersson  (1984)  in  his  study  of 
the  extinction  of  the  Middle  Spotted  Woodpecker  Dendrocofjos  medius  in 
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Marsh  Warblers  Acwcephalus  pahistris  at  nest,  Worcestershire,  June  1979  (.4.  W
lnspear 

C.undalD 

Sweden  noted  that  some  birds  tailed  to  find  mates  (38%  of  the  population 

were  unpaired)  and  the  long  isolation  of  a   tiny  population  may  have  le
d  to 

inbreeding  depression,  which  might  accelerate  the  decline 
 of  a   relict 

population. 

Future  prospects  for  Marsh  Warblers  in  Brita
in 

riie  Worcestershire  Nature  Conservation  Trust  protected  impor
tant 

Marsh  Warbler  sites  (almost  60%  of  British  .Marsh  Warblers  were  presen
t 

on  W'NCT  reserves  in  1985:  Kelsey  1987b)  and  buffered  the  Worcester
- 

shire population  from  further  habitat  loss.  .Management  work  by 
 the 

WNC  r   and  recently  by  the  Severn-Trent  Water  Authority  on  pa
rticular 
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sites  have  made  significant  improvements  in  habitat  quality.  Despite  these 
efforts,  the  causes  of  the  decline  appeared  to  lie  ih  the  intrinsic  nature  of 

the  Marsh  Warbler  population  and,  perhaps,  originated  over  30  years  ago, 
well  before  the  first  Marsh  Warbler  reserv'es  were  set  up  in  Worcestershire 
in  the  early  1970s.  The  Marsh  Warbler  reserves  in  the  Avon  Valley  in 
Worcestershire  protect  a   habitat  type  which  is  both  locally  and  nationally 
important  for  other  animal  and  plant  species.  We  hope  that  the 
disappearance  of  the  Marsh  Warbler  will  not  lead  anyone  to  devalue  the 
conservation  importance  of  such  areas. 

The  Marsh  Warbler  will  almost  certainly  become  extinct  in  Worcester- 
shire. The  species  will  probably  continue  to  breed  in  small  numbers  in 

southern  England,  as  it  has  done,  on  and  off,  throughout  this  century. 
WTether  or  not  stable  populations  become  established  in  sites  that  have 

become  occupied  recently  may  be  influenced,  to  some  extent,  by  the 
behaviour  of  birdwatchers  attracted  to  Marsh  W^arbler  sites.  The 
behaviour  of  the  several  hundred  visitors  each  year  to  the  Worcestershire 
Marsh  W   arbler  reserves  was,  almost  without  exception,  beyond  reproach 
(Dayman  1987).  The  future  of  the  species  as  a   breeding  bird  in  Britain  is 
extremely  precarious.  We  urge  that  birdwatchers  give  due  regard  to  the 
possible  implications  of  visiting  known  sites  and  extend  to  Marsh 
Warblers  the  sensitivity  that  such  a   rarity  warrants. 
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Summary 

In  Europe,  the  Marsh  Warbler  Acrocephalus  palustris  is  a   widespread  and  fairly  abundant 
species:  there  is  no  evidence  of  decline,  indeed  there  has  been  a   northward  range  expansion. 
Focal  fluctuations  that  have  occurred  may  be  attributable  to  habitat  loss,  generally  from 
agricultural  practices,  or  to  the  dynamic  nature  of  patchily  distributed  populations,  showing 
a   succession  of  colonisation  and  extinction.  In  Britain,  however,  where  breeding  has  been 
proven  in  20  counties,  there  has  been  a   dramatic  decline.  Only  in  the  West  Midlands  has 
breeding  been  recorded  regularly,  and  a   contraction  in  range  was  evident  from  at  least  the 
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1950s.  Recently,  only  Worcestershire  supported  a   regular  breeding  population.  1   his 

probably  decreased  during  the  1960s,  was  apparently  stable  in  the  1970s,  but  then  showed  a 

rapid  decline  during  the  1980s.  Whereas  habitat  loss  and  even  climatic  factors  might  have 

contributed  to  the  early  decline,  demographic  factors  (isolation  and  uncompensated  loss 

through  emigration)  by  themselves  appeared  sufTicient  to  account  for  recent  changes. 

Although  Marsh  Warblers  may  disappear  from  the  West  Midlands,  small  numbers  are  likely 

to  continue  to  breed  in  southern  Kngland. 
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Items  included  in  this  feature  have  been  submitted  by  the  manufacturers  or  their  agents.  Fhe 

reviews  are  the  personal  opinions  of  the  reviewers;  they  are  not  the  result  of  technical  tests, 

but  are  assessments  made  after  use  in  appropriate  conditions  (e.g.  in  the  held).  Neither 

British  Birds  nor  the  individual  reviewers  can  accept  responsibility  for  any  adverse 

consequences  of  opinions  stated,  and  items  are  accepted  for  review  on  this  understanding. 

We  aim,  however,  to  be  helpful  both  to  our  readers  and  to  manufacturers  of  goods  used  by 

birdwatchers.  Kl)S 

First,  and  most  important,  this  telescope  is  optically  magnificent,  with 

phenomenal  clarity  and  a   superbly  large  field  of  view. 

108. 

Product 

Kowa  TSN-3 

[Hnl.  Krd.\  H2:  Jiim- 
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When  choosing  a   telescope,  it  is,  these  days,  not  merely  a   matter  of 

choosing  a   make  or  even  a   model,  but  one  needs  to  specify  the  eyepiece 

lens  (or  lenses).  I’he  Kowas  unique  bayonet  eyepiece  attachment  system 
allows  different  lenses  to  be  attached  instantly.  This  makes  a   zoom  lens 

(always  optically  less  satisfactory  than  a   single-magnihcation  lens)  less 

necessarv',  for  a   higher-  (or  lower-)  powered  lens  can  be  substituted  almost 

instantly  by  clicking  into  place,  without  time-consuming  screwing,  for 

field  use  of  the  Kowa  TSN-3,  a   standard  20  X   wide-angle  eyepiece  was 

usually  used,  and  comparisons  made  with  other  telescopes  with  the  same 

specification.  The  Kuwa  was  always  at  least  as  good  as  the  comparable 

models  of  other  makes,  and  came  into  its  own  especially  when  conditions 

were  less  than  ideal.  The  brightness  on  dull,  drizzling  or  misty  days  was 

equalled  by  only  one  other  model  (the  i\ikon  F'ieldscope  ED).  Even  more 
remarkable,  however,  was  the  performance  when  viewing  towards  (not  at) 

the  sun.  A   Tufted  Duck  Aythya  fuligula  swimming  in  the  sun’s  glare  on  a 
lake  in  late  afternoon — almost  invisible  to  the  naked  eye,  a   silhouette  in 

binoculars,  and  of  indeterminate  colour  through  other  telescopes — clearly 

had  a   bright  yellow  iris,  and  all  its  bill  detail  could  be  seen  through  the 

Kowa.  Wonderful!  Amazing! 

Having  used  a   variety  of  makes  of  telescope  regularly  for  almost  30 

years,  I   know  that  there  is  an  initial  reluctance  to  admit  that  any  other 

model  is  better  than  that  which  one  is  currently  using;  but  that  this  may 

be  followed — if  a   better  model  is  discovered — by  excessive,  ecstatic  praise 

of  the  new  telescope.  There  are  always,  however,  cons  as  well  as  pros.  I   he 

TSN-3  (like  the  TSN-1)  has  an  angled  eyepiece,  whereas  the  TSN-4  (and 

TSN-2),  like  all  my  previous  telescopes,  has  a   ‘straight-through’  eyepiece. 

Ehe  45°-angled  eyepiece  has  several  advantages:  it  is  less  neck-breaking, 

especially  when  watching  birds  which  are  above  eye-level;  it  is  useful  for
 

bird-artists,  who  can  look  at  sketchpad  with  one  eye  and  through  the 

telescope  simultaneously  with  the  other;  it  is  invaluable  for  anyone  
over 

5   ft  8   in.  (1.7  m)  in  height,  who  usually  has  to  stoop  to  peer  through  
a   non- 

angled  eyepiece  when  a   telescope  is  mounted  on  a   standard  trip
od,  even  if 

it  is  fully  extended.  It  does,  however,  also  have  several  disadv
antages. 

High  reeds,  a   high  hedge  or  a   high  wall  can  be  peered  over  
only  if  the 

telescope  is  rotated — which  can  be  done  easily — so  that  t
he  angled 

eyepiece  points  sideways  or  down  (rather  than  up),  which  
does,  however, 

make  viewing  more  (not  less)  awkward  than  with  a   standard  ey
epiece;  the 

upward-pointing  lens  is  more  vulnerable  to  drops  of  moist
ure  in  fog  or 

drizzle;  and  aiming  the  telescope  with  angled  rather  than
  straight-through 

vision  is  distinctly  more  difTicult  (particularly  in  woodland,  
where  there 

are  fewer  unique  reference  points),  and  especially  when
  the  owner  has 

been  used  to  operating  a   straight-through  telescope  fo
r  30  years.  There  is 

a   well-placed  sighting-ridge  along  the  body  of  the  Kowa, 
 which  helps  a   lot, 

but  it  is  still  rather  like  tr\ing  to  shoot  a   gun  aroun
d  a   corner.  On  the 

whole,  however,  I   personally  found  the  angled  ey
epiece  (TSN-3)  more  of 

an  advantage  than  a   disadvantage,  but  anyone  feeling  
differently  can  opt 

for  the  same  telescope  and  a   non-angled  eyepiece  
(TSN-4),  with  the  same 

high-quality,  77-mm,  fluorite  objective  lens  
and  multicoating. 
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This  Kowa  has  a   small  knurled  focusing  wheel  placed  centrally  8   cm 
away  from  the  eyepiece  on  the  top  of  the  telescope.  It  protrudes  slightly, 
making  it  easy  to  find  and  easy  to  use,  even  in  gloves  on  a   cold  day.  A   very 
great  plus,  especially  in  rain,  drizzle  or  mist,  or  in  bright  sunshine,  is  a 

pull-out  lens  hood,  which  can  be  extended  50  mm  beyond  the  objective 
lens,  shielding  it  from  wetness  or  glare.  Why  don’t  all  telescopes  have  this feature? 

I   now  come  to  what  are  perhaps  the  only  snags  with  this  splendid 
telescope:  its  weight  and  its  price.  At  1,390  g,  it  is  around  30%  heavier 
than  some  of  its  rivals;  even  when  mounted  on  a   standard  tripod  (e.g. 
Slikmaster),  the  telescope-plus-tripod  combination  is  10%  heavier  than  with 

some  other  frequently  used  telescopes.  Even  after  three  months’  use,  I   still 
notice  the  heavier-than-usual  load  on  my  right  shoulder.  I’m  prepared  to 
put  up  with  this,  however,  for  the  gains  more  than  compensate  for  some 
minor  discomfort. 

Although  cheaper  than  the  Nikon  Fieldscope  ED,  the  Kowa  TSN-3/4  is 
around  double  the  price  of  the  Kowa  TSN-1/2.  Is  it  worth  it?  Yes;  if  you  are 
a   birder  who  is  seeking  the  best  possible  telescope  and  you  can  afford  to 
pay  the  difference,  the  optical  gain  is  significant,  especially  in  the  worst 
viewing  conditions.  It  is  an  elite  instrument,  to  be  treasured  by  those 
fortunate  enough  to  own  one.  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock 

Mystery  photographs   
I   A   A   pattern  of  this  gull  shows  it  to  be  one  of  the  ‘hooded’ 

trulls  in  immature  or  winter  plumage.  The  dark  markings  are 
immediately  helpful;  the  combination  of  the  dark  ear-covert  spot  and  dark 
bar  running  over  the  crown  from  the  eye  is  shared  at  some  stages  in  their 
plumage  sequence  by  only  a   few  of  the  possible  West  Palearctic  species. 
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For  most  readers,  Black-headed  Gull  Lams  ridibundus  is  much  the  most 

familiar  of  the  possibilities  (surely  this  species  could  not  be  a   candidate 

for  ‘Mystery  photographs’?),  but  there  are  others:  Bonaparte’s  Gull  L. 
Philadelphia^  Grey-headed  (iull  L.  cirrocephalus  and  perhaps  also  Little  Gull 

/>.  minutus.  (Brown-headed  Gull  L.  bmnnicephalus,  known  in  the  West 

r^alearctic  from  only  one  Israeli  record,  is  not  included  in  this  discussion.) 
though  other  hooded  gulls  have  dark  head  markings  in  corresponding 

plumages,  none  at  any  stage  shares  the  head  markings  of  the  mystery'  bird. 

d'he  first  impression  of  this  bird  is  that  it  may  indeed  be  a   Black-headed 
(iull.  Certainly  two  other  possibilities  can  be  quite  quickly  eliminated. 

Bonaparte’s  and  I.ittle  Gulls  are  both  small,  more  delicate,  finely 
structured  gulls,  with  short,  rather  pointed,  dark  bills,  rounded  heads  and 

more  compact  bodies  than  the  mystery  bird.  Slender-billed  Gull  I.,  genei, 
while  it  shares  some  structural  similarities  with  the  mystery  bird,  and  has 

a   dark  ear-spot  in  winter,  lacks  the  transverse  bar  on  the  rear  crown. 

So,  the  choice  lies  between  Black-headed  and  the  closely  related  Grey- 

headed Ciull.  What  age  is  our  bird?  .\  check  to  sec  if  it  has  the  brownish 

markings  on  wing-coverts  of  an  immature  individual  shows  nothing 

obvious,  though  it  has  the  untidy  look  often  exhibited  by  sub-adults. 

White  tips  to  the  primaries  indicate  an  adult,  whether  Black-headed  or 

(irey-headed,  and  these  are  missing  on  our  bird.  This  combination  of 

163.  Adult  winter  Black-headed  Gull  I.ants  ridibundus,  (Jwynedd,  August  1985  (/?.  J. 
Chandler) 

ifia  Rl:irL--hp:ided  Gull  I.ams  ridibundus.  Greater  London,  Februarv  1981  (/?../•  Chandler) 
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adult-type,  uniformly  grey  wing-coverts  and  sub-adult,  unmarked,  dark 
primary  tips  rules  out  Black-headed  Gull,  which  attains  adult  winter 

plumage  in  its  second  winter,  when  it  combines  all-grey  wing-coverts  with 

white-tipped  primaries  (plate  163).  The  white  primarv'  tips  of  adult  Black- 
headed Gull  are  quite  readily  worn  away,  leaving  a   largely  dark  wing- 

point,  though  white  on  the  leading  edge  is  usually  visible  on  the  folded 

wing  (plate  164).  In  its  first-winter.  Black-headed  Gull  has  extensively 
brown-marked  wing-coverts  and  dark  primaries.  Grey-headed  (iull,  in 
contrast,  generally  does  not  become  adult  until  its  third  winter;  as  a 

consequence,  in  its  second  winter  it  combines  largely  uniform  grey  wing- 
coverts  with  all-dark  primaries,  as  does  the  mysteiy  bird. 

The  impression  given  by  our  bird  is,  however,  a   little  misleading: 

second-winter  Grey-headed  Gulls  may  have  restricted  white  ‘mirrors’  near 
the  tips  of  the  two  outer  primaries,  which  on  occasion  can  show  in  the 

folded  wings.  Moreover,  at  this  age.  Grey-headed  Gulls  have  dark, 
brownish  markings  on  the  secondaries,  forming  a   secondary'  bar  which  can 
be  seen  in  flight,  but  not  in  the  folded  wing.  Care  should  be  taken  though, 
since  some  Grey-headed  Gulls  acquire  adult  plumage  in  their  second 
winter;  these  birds  will  presumably  show  the  pale  iris  that  is  a   useful 
identification  feature  of  the  adult  Grey-headed. 

Indeed,  in  flight,  any  confusion  with  Black-headed  Gull  would  instantly 
be  removed:  Grey-headed  has  a   striking  upperwing  pattern,  with  a   broad 
white  area  separating  the  largely  black  outer  primaries  from  the  medium- 

grey  mantle  and  inner  wing.  It  also  has  a   dark  underwing.  Even  sitting  on 
the  water,  however,  its  heavier,  patterned  bill,  reminiscent  in  shape  of  that 
of  a   Mediterranean  Gull  L.  melanocephalus,  gives  it  a   subtly  different 
appearance  that  would,  hopefully,  invite  a   more  detailed  examination. 

When  seen  with  Black-headed,  Grey-headed  is  marginally  the  larger. 
I   photographed  this  gull  in  The  Gambia  in  January  1988.  Grey-headed 

Gull  is  perhaps  a   little  unlikely  to  occur  in  Britain,  but  visitors  to  the 
Mediterranean  may  be  luckier.  Chandler 
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Sponsored  by  Collins  T   and  Christopher  Helm 

We  say  it  every'  year,  but  every  year  it  is  equally  true:  the  standard  of 
photography  just  goes  on  improving.  This  year,  the  Judges’  task  was 

again  the  hardest  ever,  with  only  half  a   dozen  transparencies  which  could 

instantly  be  dismissed  as  non-contenders  for  a   prize,  and  the  majority  of 

the  entries  drawing  the  comment  from  doyen  of  bird-photography,  senior 

judge  Eric  Hosking:  ‘This  is  always  one  of  the  best  days  of  the  year  for  me, 

l)ut  this  year’s  set  is  even  more  interesting  than  usual.’  Not  only  is  the 
standard  of  photography  rising  (so  that  a   greater  and  greater  proportion 

of  entries  are  top  quality),  but  the  subjects  illustrated  are  more  and  more 

exciting  and  interesting.  "Ehis  year,  therefore,  we  shall  be  taking  readers 
through  the  judging  process. 

After  a   quick  run  through  ol  all  the  transparencies,  to  gain  a   general 

impression  of  the  standard  and  for  the  judging  panel  to  ‘get  its  eye  in’,  a 

slower  projection  of  the  entries  resulted  in  an  initial  short-listing  of  50 

transparencies.  Two  photographers  demonstrated  their  consistency  by 

having  all  three  of  their  entries  retained  at  this  stage;  Roger  Tidman  and 

Mike  Wilkes  (our  1977  winner).  Incidentally,  throughout  the  judging,  only 

JTRS  (in  his  capacity  of  Managing  Editor)  knows  the  identity  ol  the 

photographers,  reading  the  accompanying  notes  out  aloud  to  the  other 

judges  when  necessar\  ,   so  the  three  photographic  judges’  assessments  are 

based  only  on  what  they  see  (and  there  is  no  subconscious  favouritism!). 

The  initial  short-list  included  work  by  33  photographers,  as  follows; 

S.  M.  1).  Alexander,  Keith  Atkin,  Dr  Kevin  Carlson  (2),  David  Cottridge  (2).  A.  de  KnijIT (2). 

Paul  Doherty,  M.  Dyson  (2),  Hanne  Kriksen  (2),  Jens  Eriksen,  Hans  Gebiiis.  R.  Glover  (2), 

Dennis  Green  (2),  .V  R.  Hamblin  (2),  B.  Holt,  E.  A.  Janes,  Jan  Kat,  David  Kjaer.  Chris 

Knights,  Gordon  Eangsburs-  (2),  Dr  Harr\  J.  Eehto,  Tim  Eoseby,  M.  J.  McKavett  (2),  Lionel 

Maumar\-,  Gene  Moedt,  Piet  Munstemian  (2),  C.  E.  Oldershaw,  Marc  Raes.  George 

Reszeter  (2),  Hans  Schouten  (2),  Roger  Tidman  (3),  Amoud  B.  van  den  Berg,  Mike  Wilkes 

(3)  and  Steve  Young. 

The  difficult  task  of  reducing  this  initial  batch  of  50  transparencies, 

down  to  a   final  ten  to  15  on  which  the  judges  could  vote,  took  far  longer, 

with  every'  transparency  subjected  to  intense  inspection  and  discussion, 

ranging  from  its  photographic  quality,  its  composition  and  its  a
esthetic 

appeal  to  its  scientific  interest  and  the  difficulties  which  the  photographer 

would  have  encountered  in  achieving  the  end  result.  Photographs  with 

serious  faults  were  almost  non-existent  this  year— no  badly  ‘gardened
’ 

nest  sites  or  worried-looking  adults  (usually  presumed  to  be  near 

disturbed  nests),  and  no  methods  described  which  conflicted  wi
th  the 

judges’  high  standards.  Indeed,  it  was  with  great  difficulty  and  much
 

agonising  that  31  transparencies  were  eliminated,  to  give  a   sec
ond  short- 

list of  19  entries; 

Dr  Kevin  Carlson  (2),  David  Cottridge,  Paul  Doherty,  Hanne  Eriks
en  (2),  Hans  Gebuis, 

R.  Glover,  A.  R.  Hamblin,  Jan  Kat,  Cihris  Knights,  Lionel  Mauma
r>,  Gene  Moedt,  Piet 

Munstemian,  Hans  .Schouten,  Amoud  B.  van  den  Berg  and  Mike  W
ilkes  (3). 
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Note  that,  at  this  stage,  previous  winner  Mike  Wilkes’s  three 

transparencies  are  all  still  retained,  as  are  two  of  l>i'  Kev'in  Carlson’s  three 

(remember  his  string  of  second  places,  and  his  much-acclaimed  win  in 

1987)  and  two  by  newcomer  Hanne  Eriksen. 

Yet  another  ultra-critical  weeding  process  produced  (after  much, 

constructive  argument)  a   final  set  of  13  transparencies:  few  enough  for  the 

judges  to  make  independent,  secret  votes,  placing  the  set  in  their 

preferred  order  from  1   to  13.  This  method  has  become  our  standard 

practice,  for  the  days  of  picking  out  two  or  three  entries  which  are  head- 

and-shoulders  above  all  the  rest  are  long  past.  Nowadays,  nearly  all  are 

good,  but  some  are  ‘a  little  bit  gooder’  than  others. 
The  final  placings,  as  a   result  of  the  vote,  were  as  follows: 

1st  Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year:  Blue-cheeked  Bee-eaters 

Merops  superciliosus  copulating,  by  Hanne  Eriksen  (Sultanate 

of  Oman)  (plate  166) 

2nd  Avocets  Recurvirostra  avosetia  in  rain,  by  Hans  Schouten 

(Netherlands)  (plate  167) 

3rd=  Crab  Plover  Dromas  ardeola  in  flight,  by  Paul  Doherty  (Kent) 

(plate  168) 

3rd=  Red-breasted  Flycatcher  Ficedula  parva  singing,  by  Hans 

Gebuis  (Netherlands)  (plate  169) 

5th  =   Jay  Garrulus  glandarius  with  begging  juvenile,  by  A.  R. 

Hamblin  (Warwickshire)  (plate  170) 

5th  =   Common  Gulls  Lams  canus  displaying,  by  Piet  Munsterman 

(Netherlands)  (plate  171) 

7th  Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus  pygargus  preening,  by  Dr  Kevin 
Carlson  (Norfolk)  (plate  172) 

8th  Red  Grouse  Lagopus  lagopus,  male  displaying  to  female,  by 

Mike  Wilkes  (Worcestershire)  (plate  173) 

9th  Grey  Partridge  Perdix  perdix,  two  males  with  brooding  female, 

by  Chris  Knights  (Norfolk) 

10th  Kittiwakes  Rissa  tridactyla  at  Norwegian  colony,  by  Lionel 

Maumaiy'  (Switzerland) 
1 1th  House  Sparrow  Passer  domesticus  with  feather,  by  Mike  Wilkes 

12th  Jay  Garmlus  glandarius  by  R.  Glover  (Essex) 

13th  Black-winged  Stilt  Himantopus  himantopus,  very  young  juvenile, 

by  Hanne  Eriksen 

Congratulations  to  Hanne  Eriksen  on  winning,  and  also  on  having  two 

transparencies  in  the  final  13,  a   distinction  shared  by  Mike  Wfilkes.  This 

year’s  results  have  a   strongly  international  flavour,  as  well  as  including 
several  newcomers  to  the  competition:  trends  which  we  naturally 

welcome.  Old  hands  are  also  well  in  evidence,  with  four  previous  winners 

(Bob  Glover,  1988,  and  Chris  Knights,  1985,  as  well  as  Kevin  Carlson  and 

Mike  Wilkes)  among  the  top  placings. 

Through  the  generosity  of  the  competition’s  sponsors,  Christopher 
Helm  Publishers  Ltd  and  William  Collins  Sons  &   Co.  Ltd,  we  can  show 

the  top  eight  photographs  in  colour  this  year  (plates  166-173). 
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166.  Bird  Biioichjrai’M  ok  iiik  \'f.ar:  Blue-cheeked  Bee-eaters  Merops  xupernliosus  copulating,  Oman. 
April  1988  {Hanne  Eriksen)  (Nikon  FA.  600mm  Novoflex,  f.8.  l/250th.  Kujichrome  1(H)  Professional) 

167.  •\vocets  Recun'irostra  avosetta  in  rain,  Netherlands,  .\pril  1988  (Hans  Schouien)  (Nikon  FK2.  6.8/ 
560mm  l.eit/..  f.8.  l/60th.  Kodak  Fktachrome  1(M)  Prof.  KDN) 
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168.  Clrab  V\o\cr  Dramas  ardeola  in  flight,  Kenya,  March  1988  (Paul  Dohertv)  (Nikon  F3.  400  mm  Nikkor. 
f.3.5  1/lOOOih.  Kodachrome  64) 

169.  Red-breasted  Flycatcher  Fkedula  pan<a  singing,  Netherlands,  May  1988  (Hans  Gebuis)  (Asahi 
Pentax  l.X.  600mm.  1.5.6.  Kodachrome  64) 
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1170.  Jay  Camilus  (^tmidarius  w\{h  heggine;  juvenile,  Warwickshire,  July  19H8  (.-1.  R.  Hamblin)  (Olympus 

OM2N.  200mm  Zuiko.  1.8.  l/'2(M)th.  Kodachrome  64) 

1171.  C’.ommon  (lulls  /m/vs  canus  displaying,  Netherlands,  May  1988  (F.  Munsterman)  (Nikon  FK2.  6.8/ 
560  mm  I.eii/.  1.8.  1 /250th.  Kodachrome  64) 
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172.  Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus  fngargm  preening,  Portugal,  June  1988  (Kevin  Carlson)  (Nikon  FE2. 
600mm  N'ovoflex.  f.8.  j /250th.  Kodachrome  64) 

173.  Red  Grouse  Lagopus  tagopus,  male  displaying  to  female,  Yorkshire,  April  1988  (Mike  Wilkes) 
(Canon  r90.  500mm  Canon,  f.4.5.  l/750th.  Kodachrome  200) 
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Hanne  Eriksen’s  winning  photograph  of  Blue-cheeked  Bee-eaters 
mating  on  the  ground  (plate  166)  was  obtained,  near  a   recently  discovered 

breeding  colony  of  40  pairs,  using  a   car  as  a   hide.  "Ehe  male  is  holding  a 
bunch  of  the  female’s  crown  feathers  in  his  bill — a   normal  habit  when  bee- 

eaters  copulate — perhaps  to  increase  her  arousal,  or  perhaps  to  subdue 
her,  but  perhaps  merely  to  help  him  to  maintain  his  balance. 

On  a   cold  and  showery'  April  day  in  the  Netherlands,  a   female  .\vocet 
provided  warm  shelter  from  the  wind  and  rain  for  her  recently  hatched 

young.  The  occasion  is  brilliantly  captured  by  Hans  Schouten  (plate  167), 

the  dull,  cold  tones  of  the  rippled  water  conveying  the  atmosphere,  and 

the  photographer’s  skill  shown  by  the  detail  in  the  bird’s  white  plumage 
(apparent  on  the  original  transparency  and,  we  hope,  retained  when 
printed  here  in  British  Birds). 

What  can  one  say  about  Paul  Doherty’s  flying  Crab  Plover  (plate  168)? 
Every  feather  is  absolutely  pin-sharp  and  the  bird  is  positioned  exactly 
right  to  show  every  feature  of  its  upperwing  pattern.  It  is  diflicult  to 

imagine  a   better  portrait  of  a   flying  bird.  Wonderful! 

The  Red-breasted  Flycatcher  photographed  by  Hans  Gebuis  (plate  169) 

was  a   lone  male  which  took  up  territory  for  a   few  weeks  in  .May-June  in  an 

old,  dark  Dutch  forest,  outside  the  species’  normal  breeding  range.  The 
judges  also  picked  another  photograph  of  the  same  bird  in  their  initial 

short-list  (one  by  A.  de  Knijft',  which  was  in  close-up,  with  the  rictal 
bristles  clearly  visible  around  the  singing  bird’s  gape),  but  were  especially- 
taken  by  this  shot,  with  its  dark  background  hinting  at  the  sombre 

woodland,  but  the  fly  catcher  spotlighted  so  clearly  on  its  perch  by  a   ray  of 
sunshine. 

A.  R.  Hamblin’s  photograph  of  adult  and  Juvenile  Jays  (plate  170),  like 

Hanne  Eriksen’s  Blue-cheeked  Bee-eaters,  sums  up  what  we  seek  in  this 
competition:  a   faultless  photograph  show  ing  an  interesting  aspect  of  bird 

behaviour  (or  the  bird  instructively  portrayed  in  its  natural  habitat)  and 

preferably  with  action  taking  place  (or  implied).  In  this  case  we  can  do  no 

better  than  quote  Tony  Hamblin  verbatim:  ‘Adjacent  to  a   constructed 
woodland  pool,  I   baited  the  site  with  acorns.  A   family  party  of  six  Jays 

arrived.  So  much  was  happening,  with  Jays  bathing  and  drinking,  but  one 

of  the  adults  performed  an  interesting  piece  of  behaviour  by  taking  an 

acorn,  swallowing  it  partially,  then  regurgitating  it  and  deliberately 

“goading”  the  youngster  by  turning  its  head  away,  making  the  juvenile 

beg  frantically.  The  adult  performed  the  swallowing-regurgitating- 

headturning  routine  some  ten  to  15  times  during  a   five-minute  session. 

The  juvenile  was  calling  and  spreading  its  wings,  begging  even  more 

frantically  (although  it  was  quite  capable  of  feeding  itself,  since  it  later 

caught  a   bee  on  the  wing  and  proceeded  to  scrape  the  sting  out  on  the 

perch  before  consuming  it).’ 

In  May  1988,  Piet  Munstennan’s  visit  to  a   Dutch  colony  of  Common 

Gulls  resulted  in  that  most  evocative  portrait  of  antagonistic  long-call 

display  (plate  171),  in  which  birds  call  with  wide-open  bills,  the  neck 

swollen  and  bent  upwards  and  forwards  in  a   quarter-circle,  the  bill 

pointing  downwards,  the  neck  feathers  raised  and  the  carpal  joints  raised. 
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The  blurred  background  to  the  photograph  does  not  distract  from  the 

action  (one  can  almost  hear  the  cacophony!),  and  the  foreground  reveals 

the  pair’s  sand-dune  habitat.  The  photographer’s  skill  has  captured  even 
the  difficult  whites  and  greys  in  crisp  detail. 

Dr  Kevin  Carlson  always  manages  to  come  up  with  a   really  interesting 

photograph.  He  noted  that  this  female  Montagu’s  Harrier  (plate  172) 
came  to  rest  and  preen  on  a   number  of  posts  around  her  nesting  field  in 

Portugal,  so  he  erected  a   hide  15m  away  from  the  one  most  often  used. 

Inevitably,  she  then  took  to  using  different  posts,  but,  a   good  many  hide- 

hours  later,  Kevin’s  persistence  paid  off  and  she  landed  on  the  right  post 
and,  after  a   spell  of  rain,  began  to  preen  her  feathers  carefully. 

Knowing  our  present  sponsors’  tastes,  we  feel  sure  that  they  will  not 

mind  us  commenting  that  this  year’s  eighth-placed  photograph  should 
have  been  submitted  a   few  years  ago,  in  the  days  when  The  Famous  Grouse 

Scotch  whisky  sponsored  Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year.  Mike  Wilkes,  on  a 

photographic  trip  to  Yorkshire,  was  following  this  pair  of  Red  Grouse  in 

his  van  when  the  male  briefly  displayed  to  his  mate;  the  whole  action 

lasted  barely  a   couple  of  seconds,  but  Mike  Wilkes’s  experience,  foresight, 
preparation  and  readiness  ensured  that  the  moment  was  captured  for  us 

all  (plate  173).  Those  who  usually  see  Red  Grouse  only  in  flight,  after  they 

have  been  flushed  from  the  heather,  may  be  surprised  to  see  how  different 
are  the  two  sexes. 

After  yet  another  magnificent  batch  of  entries,  we  four  judges  are  all 

eager  to  see  the  results  of  bird-photographers’  1989  efforts.  For  all  of  us, 

the  day  spent  judging  ‘BPY’  is  one  of  the  most  enjoyable  of  the  year. 
R.  J.  Chandler,  Eric  Hosking,  J.  T.  R.  Siiarrock  and 

Don  Smith 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

Notes 

Dunlin  with  pale  legs  On  31st  July  1987,  at  Welney 

Washes,  Norfolk,  I   observed,  in  bright  evening  sunshine, 

a   feeding  Dunlin  Calidris  alpina  which  clearly  showed  pale 

yellowish/buffy  legs.  It  was  an  adult  moulting  out  of 

summer  plumage  (though  still  retaining  much  of  its 

black  belly)  and,  apart  from  its  unusual  leg  colour,  was  a 

typical  individual.  A   pale-legged  Dunlin  seen  in  less 
distinctive  plumage  or  in  poor  conditions  (or  both) 

could,  I   believe,  pose  a   possible  identification 

pitfall.  Paul  Mead 

41  Thurlestone  Avenue,  Ilford,  Fssex  IG3  9I).\ 

Neither  I   layman,  Marchanl  &   Prater  ( 1 987,  Shorebirds:  an  identification  g^uide  to  the  waders  of 

the  World)  nor  /tI17' vol.  3   mention  the  possibility  of  pale-legt^ed  Dunlins.  El)S 
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Field  characters  and  voice  of  Swinhoe’s  Snipe  Within  recent 
discussion  ot  Snipe  Gallina^o  gallinago  and  Pintail  Snipe  C.  stemira  (e.t^. 

Taylor  1984;  Madge  1986,  1989),  reference  has  been  made  to  Swinhoe’s 
Snipe  G.  rnegala.  Between  25th  and  29th  May  and  on  8th  June  1980, 

along  with  other  members  of  a   tour  to  the  Irkutsk  region  of  Siberia,  1 

saw  nearly  30  Swinhoe’s  Snipes.  Initially,  cold  weather  concentrated  up 
to  ten  in  riverine  wasteland;  these  behaved  largely  as  migrants  and,  in 

the  rush  lor  ‘ticks’,  we  took  them  for  Pintail  Snipes  and  were  much 
disturbed  to  be  told  otherwise  by  local  ornithologists.  Later,  the  odd 

male  began  to  display,  and,  on  the  last  date,  we  fully  recovered  our 

mistake  with  birds  in  song  and  full  display  over  the  taiga.  On  26th  .May 

and  8th  June,  1   spent  over  three  hours  obserxing  respectively  a   tired 

party  of  five  migrants  as  close  as  15  m,  and  three  singing  males,  passing 

about  20  m   overhead.  The  following  field  characters  were  noted. 

SI/I-:  AM)  siiaI'K  a   rather  larj^e,  Inil  not 

tubby,  long-billfcl  and  i^fnerally  C|uitf  bjiu; 

snipe,  with  obvious  tail  extension  l)eyoncl 

the  primary  tips  at  rest,  but  relatively  little 

rear-body  and  tail  |)rojertion  in  llitjbt.  In 

flight,  cpiite  broad  and  blunt-ended  wings; 

bill  held  up,  even  to  the  bori/ontal. 

IIF.AI)  very  open  ‘face’,  with  ‘oatnieally’ 
ear-coverts  and  lacking  any  obvious  cheek- 

bar,  but  with  blackish  median  crown-stripe 

and  eye-stripe,  bill  with  contrasting  dusky 
distal  hall. 

l   IM’I  KSIDI  Rather  pale,  hut  dull,  lacking 

strong  reliefs,  excejjt  for  blackish  blotches 

and  dull  dun  margitis  to  mantle  and 

scapulars  (not  producing  contrasting  back 

strip<-s),  ‘ama/.ingly  pale'  overlay  of  cream- 
bull  wing-co\erts  bar  some  dark  marks  on 

the  largest  inner  feathers,  and  a   verv  broad 

reddish  band  over  a   black-and-white- 

tipped  tail  (creating  only  obvious  patch  of 
colour  on  whole  bird). 

I   NDKRSIDK  \o  marked  pattern  in  llight. 

with  quite  strongly  and  e\enly  barred 

174.  Swinhoe’s  Snipe  Gallinago  rnegala^  USSR,  June  1982  (A.J.  Randall) 
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wiiig-C()\erts,  some  flank-bars  and  some 

breast  mouliiu!;,  prodiieing  neither  a   dark 

breast  nor  a   sbinino  belly,  as  both  on  a 

creann,  not  white,  t^roimd  colour, 

t   I’t'l.RU  tN(.  Rather  subtle,  but  distincti\e 

|)attern,  with  a   dark,  but  dull,  brown 

‘band’  contrasting  with  a   dull,  but  paler, 
dun  ‘arm’,  on  which  no  discrete  pale 
transverse  or  trailing  band  showed;  both 

the  pale  cream-bulT  w ing-co\erts  and  the 

pale  dun  secondaries  contrasted  onh'  dully 

with  a   narrow'tlark  leading  edge  near  the 

shoulder  and  the  largest  wing-co\erts. 

II. K, III  .\  ‘worried’  rather  than  jjanicky 
escape  flight,  lacking  zigzags. 

(:\l.l.  Except  in  displa\,  lew  calls  except  for 
an  occasional  hard  incisive  alarm  note 

wiitlen  ‘Scaak’  or  ‘S\aak’  and  uttered  in 

response  to  repeated  flushing. 

rvo 

Fig. 

I.  Swinhoe’s  .Snipe  Gallhiago  megala  {/).  1.  M.  IIV;//rtce) 

About  ten  Snipes  were  seen  in  the  same  period,  and  they  eoidd  lie 

distinguished  from  the  larger  and  paler/dunner  Swinhoe’s  Snipes  hy skilled  observers. 

Despite  our  initial  confusion,  I   believe  that  we  saw  two  Pintail  Snipes 
in  tussock  swamp  near  the  Angara  River.  They  showed  more  contrast- 

ing, blacker  plumage,  with  classic  hack  lines,  a   stronger  upperwing 

pattern  (hut  with  a   broad,  mealy  wing-coveit  jianel  and  onh'  a   slightly 
more  distinct  pale  trailing  edge  to  the  secondaries,  still  noticeably 
different  from  Snipe),  and  a   (luttering  and  short  escape  (light.  Phev 

called  ‘Skaak’  in  alarm,  the  note  being  harder,  hut  not  so  incisi\e  as 

Swinhoc’s,  and  half  sang  ‘Sacker-sacker  .   .   .’  in  short,  not  full,  display (cf.  /dCTyoI.  4). 
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In  contrast,  the  initial  song  of  unsettled  Swinhoe’s  Snipe  began  with 

‘(iriz/.-grizz  .   .   during  a   shallow'  dive  and  ended  with  ‘Grizz-vvizz  .   . 

in  the  terminal  pullout.  Full  song  of  settled  Swinhoe’s  commenced  with 

a   fuller  ‘Grippa’  or  ‘Grikka’,  repeated  up  to  ten  times  in  level  flight, 
changing  into  ‘Ghrizz’  or  ‘Ghizz  .   .   in  steeper  dives  and  turns,  and 

ending  with  ‘Chirtly  .   .   in  a   continued  bank  and  terminal  pullout.  The 
performance  reminded  me  of  a   shell  passing  overhead. 

Finally,  the  larger  size  of  Swinhoe’s  compared  with  the  other  two 
species  should  be  stressed.  Published  measurements  suggest  that  it 

would  have  a   5-10%  greater  wingspan  than  Snipe  and  Pintail  .Snipe,  and 

this  is  noticeable  in  the  field.  "Fhus,  if  an  odd  snipe  strikes  you  as  larger, 
paler  and  duller  than  Snipe,  you  are  a   long  way  from  Pintail. 

I).  1.  M.  Wai.i.acf. 

Elton  House,  Chapel  Lane,  Newhorough,  Burton  on  Trent,  East  Staffordshire 

RKFEKF.NCrvS 
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Inland  Mediterranean  Gulls  According  to  /dl'Pvol.  3,  the  Mediterra- 
nean Gull  Lams  melanocephalus  ‘does  not  normally  winter  inland,  except 

in  the  Netherlands.’  I).  J.  Britton,  however  (1986,  Mediterranean  Gull 

account  in  L'he  Atlas  of  Wintering  Birds),  showed  records  in  31  scattered 
English  squares,  and  inland  records  are  mentioned  not  infrequently  in 

‘Monthly  reports’  in  British  Birds. 
In  our  experience,  Mediterranean  Gulls  are  mainly  inland  feeders  in 

some  areas,  with  foraging  behaviour  most  similar  to  that  of  Common 

Gull  L.  canus.  At  some  sites  (such  as  Plymouth,  Devon,  and  the  Camel 

Estuary,  Cornwall),  Mediterranean  Gulls  feed  along  the  shore  as 

expected;  but  those  that  we  have  watched  from  other  roosts  on  the 

Dorset,  Devon  and  Cornwall  coasts  feed  mainly  on  inland  fields.  Our 

observations  from  the  roost  at  West  Bexington,  Dorset,  suggest  that 

Mediterranean  Gulls  associate  mainly  with  Common  Gulls  (rather  than 

with  Black-headed  Gulls  L.  ridibundus),  and  feed  mainly  on  the  pasture 

and  ploughed  fields  of  hilly  inland  areas,  particularly  the  Dorset  dow  ns. 

During  severe  weather.  Common  and  Black-headed  Gulls  resort  more 

to  scrounging  around  human  habitations  and  rubbish  dumps,  but 

Mediterranean  Gulls  (in  these  areas  at  least)  make  little  or  no  use  of 

these  potential  food  sources.  D.  J.  CnoWN  and  P.  G.  Akers 
46  Sandhurst  Road,  Yeovil,  Somerset 

Guillemot  with  complete  dark  neck-band  On  1 2th  August  1985,  a 

winter-plumaged  Guillemot  Uria  aalge  was  found  moribund  at  South 

Walney  Nature  Reserve,  Cumbria.  I   was  surprised  to  see  that  it  had  a 

complete  dark  neck-collar,  which  was  ver\  solid  and  varied  in  depth  from 

20  mm  to  30  mm  (plates  175  &   176;  fig.  ij.  The  feathers  around  the  lower 
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175  &   176.  Dead  (Juillemo(  Vria  aalge  with  dark  neck-band, 

Cumbria,  Ausjiist  1985  {Tim  Dean) 

neck  were  approximately  20  mm  in  length,  the  basal  15  mm  or  so  being 

dusky  white  and  the  remainder  forming  a   grey-black  tip  (fig.  1 ).  The  collar 
was  as  prominent  as  that  on  a   Puffin  Fratercula  arctica.  There  are  no 

illustrations  of  this  feature  in  any  of  the  standard  reference  works.  liWT 

(vol.  4,  page  170)  does,  however,  state  that  first-winter  Guillemots  of  the 

nominate,  northern  race  aalge  and  of  the  far  northern  race  hyperborea  have 

‘In  winter,  dark  collar  on  lower  throat  pronounced,  often  appearing  to 
form  complete  band  round  neck’.  T I M   D   E   A   N' 

Coastguard  Cottages,  South  Walney  Nature  Reserve,  W'alney  Island, 
Barrow-in-Fumess,  Cumbria  IAI4  3Y(y 

On  lst-2nd  March  1986,  a   Guillemot  found  ‘wrecked’  on  the  River 
Nene  at  Northampton  was  photographed  by  Martin  Izzard  (plates  177 

&   178).  It  had  a   complete  dark  ‘chinstrap’,  though  this  was  not  nearly 
so  wide  as  the  neck-band  on  the  South  Walney  individual  described 
above.  Graham  Robinsox 

3   Ilarpenden  Close,  Bedford  MK44  9RG 

The  Handbook  slates  that  adult  winter  (and  implicitly  also  first-winter)  Guillemots  of  the 

southern  race  alhionis  have  the  ‘feathers  of  throat  .   .   .   usually  slightly  tipped  or  margined 
blackish,  and  occasionally  making  definite  dark  hands  across  throat’;  and  that  the  race 
aalge  has  ‘in  winter  black  tips  to  feathers  of  lower-throat  often  so  extensive  as  to  form  a 

band’,  (dulz  von  Blotzheim  &   Hauer  (1982,  Handhurh  der  Vogel  Mitteleuropas,  vol.  8,  part  2) 
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Fig.  1.  Dead  C>uillemot  Vria  aalge  with  dark 

neck-band,  Cumbria,  .\ugiist  1985  {Favlo 
Za  I   low. ski) 

'   fei  V’ 

177.  Guillemot  L'ria  aalge  with  dark  neck- 

band, Northampton.shire,  .March  1986  (Mar- 
lin Izzard) 
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did  not  add  to  this.  While  some  winter-plumaged  Guillemots  do  show  a   dark  (often 

mottled)  neck-band,  the  particularly  broad  and  solid  dark'tollar  of  the  South  Walney 
individual  certainly  seems  to  be  unusual;  Guillemots  with  this  feature  could  well  cause 

identification  problems,  especially  on  a   seawatch.  Kl)S 

178.  (Juillemot  I'ria  aalge  with  dark  neck-band,  Northamptonshire,  March  1986.  (Martin /zzard) 

Sand  Martins  nesting  in  artificially  protected  holes  Nests  of  Sand 

Martins  Riparia  riparia  in  the  sandy  banks  of  the  River  Avon  at 

Hamilton,  Strathclyde,  have  constantly  suffered  from  flooding,  erosion 

and  vandalism.  v\t  a   bend  of  the  river,  the  bank  has  been  clad  in  vertical 

steel  sheeting,  which  is  overhung  by  a   concrete  lip.  The  Sand  Martins 

have  discovered  7-cm  holes  near  the  top  of  this  sheeting,  which  give  access 

179.  Juvenile  Sand  Martin  Riparia  riparia  at  entrance  hole  of  nest  protected  by  steel 

sheeting,  .Strathclyde,  July  1986  (/.  Maxwell) 
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to  dry  sand  soil,  and  have  excavated  these,  successfully  rearing  broods 
(plate  179). 

1   have  heard  of  Sand  Martins  nesting  in  metal  pipes,  but  not  in  the 

safety  of  this  kind  of  armoured  location.  J   im.M'*  M   axwf.I.I. 
7   Lilac  Hill,  Hamilton,  Strathclyde 

The  Penllergaer  Phylloscopus  puzzle  On  17th  May  1985,  at  Penller- 
gaer  Forest,  near  Swansea,  West  Glamorgan,  RAH  was  collecting  records 

for  the  West  Glamorgan  Breeding  Bird  Atlas.  .\t  about  13.00  (JMT,  he 

located  a   Phylloscopus  warbler,  and,  after  an  initial  period  of  confusion,  was 

excited  by  the  realisation  that  the  grey-and-white  bird  resembled  a 

Bonelli’s  Warbler  P.  bonelli.  It  was  ‘obviously  different  from  a   Wood 

Warbler  P.  sibilatrix',  which  was  vigorously  chasing  the  bird  around  its 
territorv'. 

d’he  grey  bird  was  very  active,  feeding  mainly  among  birch  lietula  and 
oak  Quercus,  but  moving  easily  into  nearby  conifers.  W   hile  it  fed,  it  sang  a 

short  trill  which  RAH  described  as  harsher  than  the  song  of  W'ood 

Warbler,  and  lacking  the  acceleration  of  that  species’  song.  It  frequently 

crossed  a   path,  its  flight  ‘fluttering  like  a   flycatcher’,  its  tail  ‘wobbling  from 
side  to  side’. 

"Fhe  warbler  was  watched  down  to  2   m   for  an  hour  by  R.\H,  and  he 

noted  ‘a  very  grey  warbler  with  uniform  dirty-white  undeq^arts  and 
greenish-yellow  wing-patch;  head  grey,  slightly  paler  than  the  grey 

mantle,  a   large-headed  appearance;  bill  thin,  noticeable  white  supercilium 

.   .   .   rump  brighter  yellow-green  than  wing-patch;  did  not  appear  as  bulky 

or  elongated  as  Wood  Warbler.’ 

Some  local  birders  agreed  with  its  identity  as  Bonelli’s  Warbler;  but,  to 
other  eyes,  the  head  pattern,  long  wings  and  occasional  upright  posture 

suggested  W-ood  Warbler;  a   grey  Wood  Warbler? 
It  was  established  that  the  grey  bird  was  associating  with  a   breeding 

female  Wood  Warbler.  On  at  least  one  occasion,  it  was  seen  copulating 

with  her;  and  the  more  normal  male  Wood  Warbler  that  had  been 

defending  that  territory'  had  left  the  area  by  20th.  It  cannot  be  proved  that 

the  grey  bird  was  the  father  of  the  nestlings  it  later  helped  to  feed,  and 

further  speculation  was  quashed  after  the  nest  suffered  predation. 

Soon  after  05.30  GMT  on  12th  June,  the  grey  bird  was  trapped  by  D.  M. 

Hanford,  W.  N.  .\.  Nelson  and  SJM;  on  wing-formula,  the  bird  could  not 

possibly  have  been  Bonelli’s.  The  following  description  was  taken: 

BARK.  PAR  IS  Legs  and  feet  pale  brown,  as  on 

Willow  Warbler  F.  trochilus;  soles  yellow- 

ochre.  Lower  mandible  pink,  with  brown  tip; 

upper  mandible  dark  brown,  darkest  at  tip, 

but  with  pink  cutting  edge.  Iris  ver\-  dark 
brown,  pupil  black. 

I   PPK.RPARTS  Crown  grey,  sparsely  streaked 

with  pale  yellowish-green.  Lores  and  eye- 

stripe  grey,  poorly  marked  in  front  of  eye, 

more  distinct  and  broadening  behind. 

Supercilium  whitish,  with  yellow  suffusion 

at  join  with  crown.  Thin  buff  eye-ring. 

Mantle  grey,  suffused  with  green,  more  so 

towards  back.  Rump  greenish-yellow. 

Uppertail-coverts  olive-brown.  Tail  dark 
olive  brown,  with  narrow  buff-white  edge  to 

inner  webs  of  each  feather,  and  fine  buff- 

white  tip  and  yellow-green  edge  to  outer 

web,  except  on  two  outermost  feathers. 

Flight  feathers  dark  olive-brown  as  tail,  with 
broad  white  fringes  to  inner  webs  and  bright 

vellow-green  edges  to  outer  webs;  tertials 

broadly  edged  off-white.  Greater  and  me- 

dian coverts  brown  with  yellow-green  outer 
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fringes  and  white  inner  fringes;  lesser 

coverts  brown  with  distinct  yellow-green 

edges  and  tips,  especially  green  at  base  of 
wing. 

I   NDKRI’AR  Is  Cdiin,  throat,  breast,  belly  and 

undertail-coverts  white,  sulTused  pearly  grey 

under  tail.  Flattks  white,  sulTused  yellow- 

buff;  an  area  of  bright  yellow  at  bend  of  wing 

noticeable  as  thin  edge  above,  more  exten- 
sive below. 

Table  1.  Wing-formulae  of  Bonelli’s  Phylloscopus  bonetti,  Wood  F.  aibilatrix,  and  the 
Penllergaer  Warbler  Phylloscopus 

.Ml  measurements  are  in  mm,  p   —   primarv',  wp  -   wingpoint,  pc  -   primary  cov'erts 

Bonelli’s  Wood  Penllergaer 

Wing  length 58-66 71-78 

72 

2nci  p   = 5th-7th 3rd-5th 5th/6th 

Wing  point 3rd  =   4th 
3rd 

3rd 

2nd  p   <   wp 5-7 
1.5-5 

2.5 

4th  p   <   wp 
0 

0.5-2 

0.5 

5th  p   <   wp 0.5-2.5 4-6 4 

hth  p   <   wp 

3-5.5 8-1  1.5 
10 

7th  p   <   wp 

6-8.5 
12-15 

13 

8th  p   <   wp 

8-12 
15-18 

15 

lOth  p   <   wp 1   1.5-15 20-22 

22 

1st  p   ±   pc 
4-  3-6 

-4-6 

-4.5 

The  British  Museum  (Natural  Histor)),  Tring,  suggested  that  the 

Penllergaer  Fhylloscopus  was,  on  biometrics,  a   Wood  Warbler,  although  a 

variety  which  had  lost  its  yellow  pigment.  They  did  not  have  any  aberrant 

individuals  in  their  long  series  of  skins,  but  plumage  aberrations  such  as 

xanthism  have  been  recorded  for  Wood  Warbler  {Brit.  Birds  55:  201-225, 

plates  44  &   45).  The  short  outermost  primary  could  not  be  ignored,  nor 

could  the  fact  that  all  the  measurements  fell  within  the  range  which 

Williamson  (1967,  Identification  for  ringers:  the  genus  Bhylloscopus)  gave  for 

Wood  Warbler.  I'he  wing  was  not  only  long,  but  also  the  inner  primaries 

were  far  too  short  for  Bonelli’s.  Primary  projection  on  Wood  Warbler 
equals  or  exceeds  the  length  of  the  visible  tertials,  whereas  primaiy 

projection  is  about  half  the  length  of  the  bunched  tertials  and  secondaries 

on  Bonelli’s  (A.  R.  Dean  in  litt.). 
A   grey  Wood  W   arbler  trapped  at  Portland  Bill,  Dorset,  on  20th  May 

1987  (previously  identified  in  the  field  as  Bonelli’s)  ‘lacked  the  brightness 
of  normal  Wood  Warbler.  Only  at  veiy'  close  range  was  some  yellow 

streaking  visible  on  its  breast,  none  on  the  throat  and  some  yellow  at  start 

of  supercilium  .   .   .   The  under|3arts  in  most  lights  appeared  wholly  white, 

but  lacking  the  silkiness  of  Bonelli’s  .   .   .   The  upperparts  were  greyer  [than 
on  normal  W   ood],  particularly  around  the  head,  and  the  bright  fringes  to 

flight  feathers  were  much  reduced  ...  in  Bonelli’s  the  green  fringes  are 
usually  more  confined  to  the  inner  primaries  and  outer  secondaries, 

producing  more  of  a   panel  effect.  Our  bird,  although  duller,  did  show 

bright  fringes  to  all  the  wing,  i.e.  not  a   panel’  (G.  Walbridge  in  litt.  to  P.  (b 
Lansdown). 

In  summary,  all  observers  agreed  that  (he  grey  bird’s  song  was  that  of 

Bonelli’s  Warbler:  a   rattling  trill  made  up  of  half  a   dozen  rapidly  repeated 
syllables,  lasting  less  than  two  seconds,  and  on  one  note;  there  are, 

however,  individual  variations  in  the  song  of  W'ood.  Most  obseiA'ers  felt 
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that  many  ol  the  plumage  characteristics  resembled  those  of  Bonelli’s, 
perhaps  dilTering  only  in  having  rather  too  strongly  contrasting  a   head 
pattern  (with  the  supercilium  being  strong,  and  bulging  just  to  the  rear  of 
the  eye,  and  with  the  possibility  of  a   terminal  flourish),  bright  green  edges 
to  all  flight  feathers,  producing  an  extensive  patch  rather  than  a   restricted 

panel  on  the  closed  wing,  and  very  long  wings.  The  bird’s  behaviour  was 
less  stereotyped. 

It  is  tempting  to  suggest  a   hybrid  origin,  and  such  cases  are  known: 

Schneider  (1969,  /.  ()m.  110:  101-102)  reported  a   brood  of  Bonelli’s  X 
Wood  hybrids  in  .\ustria.  But,  although  there  is  concrete  evidence  for 

Wood  W'arbler  parentage  (structure/wing-formula),  there  is  little  to 
suggest  Bonelli’s,  except  perhaps  song. 

It  is  worth  noting  that  a   Bonelli’s  W   arbler  on  Brv  her,  Isles  of  Scilly, 
during  10th- 14th  October  1986  was  judged  to  show  a   well-defined 

supercilium  and  eyestripe.  \   review  of  records  of  Bonelli’s  Warbler  may 
be  necessary. 

We  wish  to  thank  R.  (t.  Smith,  1).  C.  Davies  and  Peter  Wheeler  for  making  photographs 

available  to  us  and  (1.  Walhridge  for  allowing  us  to  cpiote  from  his  letter  to  P.  (i.  l.ansdown. 

I.ee  (1.  R.  F.vans  made  available  to  us  a   tap<*  recording  of  the  Penllergaer  warbler’s  song,  and 

Isobel  Ball  kindly  translated  Schneider’s  paper. 

S.  J.  Moon  and  R.  ;\.  Hfrhkrt 

Kenfig  Resewe  Centre,  Ton  Kenfig,  Ryle,  Mid  Glamorgan  CF33  41^7 

Letter 

Black-and-white  bird-photographs  While  1   agree  with  your  distin- 

guished panel  {Brit.  Birds  81:  505-515)  that  the  standard  of  black-and- 
white  printing  has  generally  declined,  I   cannot  accept  its  diagnosis  as 
to  the  reasons. 

My  two  prints  in  the  ‘Best  recent  black-and-white  bird-photographs’ 

feature  were  not  printed  on  ‘Galerie’,  but  on  a   paper  of  ‘multigrade 

characteristics’,  albeit  with  a   traditional  fibre  base.  The  negative  of  the 
Kestrel  Falco  finnunculus  (plate  244)  was  particularly  tricky  to  print 

because  the  bird  was  in  deep  shadow,  and  the  light  background  is  a 

sunlit  field.  Only  the  precise  contrast  control  offered  by  a   variable- 
contrast  paper  allowed  me  to  get  a   full  range  of  tones  without  loss  of 

detail.  It  is  my  belief  that  the  finest  variable-contrast  papers  are 
indistinguishable  from  the  best  graded  papers  in  terms  of  print  quality. 

Resin-coated  papers  have  been  the  salvation  of  industrial  and 

commercial  black-and-white  printing,  and  I   regularly  see  machine- 

processed  prints  on  resin-coated  papers  which  could  not  be  bettered  on 

fibre  base.  I   prefer  a   fibre-based  paper  for  most  of  my  work,  however, 

simply  because  I   prefer  the  print  appearance,  particularly  the  surfaces. 

I   agree  with  your  reviewers  that  black-and-white  bird-photography  is 

far  from  dead.  I   hope  that  readers  of  BB  will  be  encouraged  to  tr\-  black- 

and-white  photography,  and  contribute  to  your  future  selections.  I 

certainly  shall — providing  I   can  find  the  birds.  T O.NV  Bond 

9   Beech  Drive,  Leigh,  Lancashire  M'\7  31.] 
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‘Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland’  I'his 
new  Poyser  book  combines  and  brings  up  to 
date  Scarce  Migrant  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

(1972)  and  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

(1976).  For  the  rarest  birds,  it  is  based  on 

BB\  annual  ‘Report  on  rare  birds  in  (Jreat 

Britain’,  and  is  published  with  the  authority 
of  the  Rarities  Committee.  For  the  less  rare 

species,  the  information  has  been  collated 

from  the  systematic  lists  of  all  of  the  county 

bird  reports,  and  information  for  Ireland  has 

been  extracted  from  the  annual  ‘Irish  Bird 

Reports’  in  Irish  Birds,  with  the  assistance  of 
the  Irish  Rare  Birds  C'ommittee. 

Fhe  authors  are  IVick  Dymond  (fomier 

Hon.  Secretarv'  of  the  Rarities  Committee), 

Pete  Fraser  and  Steve  (Jantlett  (present 

member  of  the  Rarities  Clommittee).  Fhe 

book  is  decorated  with  line-drawings  by  15 

artists,  and  all  306  species  accounts  include 

either  a   lull  list  of  records  (the  rarest 

species)  or  maps  and  histograms  showing  the  distributions  of  records  in  each  year  since  1958 

and  month-by-month  through  the  year. 

1   he  usual  price  of  this  480-page  book  is  £19.00,  but  BB  subscribers  can  order  it  through 

British  BirdShop  lor  £17.50,  post  free.  Please  use  the  form  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

RARE  BIRDS 
in  Britain  and  Ireland 

by  J.  N.  Dymond,  P.  A.  P’raser 
and  S.  J.  M.  Gantlett 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  One  major  new  book  (due  to  be  published  in  late  June/ 

July)  is  added  this  month: 

Furner  &   Rose  .4  Handbook  to  the  Swallows  and  Marlins  of  the  World 

We  also  draw  readers’  attentions  to  the  various  SPECIAL  OFFERS,  all  of  which  are 
EXCEUSI\'E  FO  ‘BB’  READERS: 

Dymond,  Fraser  &   (iantlett  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland  (S.W'E  £1.50) 

Oddie  Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie  (.S.W’E  £2  on  hardback,  £1  on  paperback) 

SO\'ON  AtlcLs  van  de  Nederlandse  Vogels  (S.W’E  £3) 

and  the  two  British  Birds  books  which  ‘BB’  readers  can  obtain  at  CX)NCiESSION/\R5'  |)rices: 
International  Bird  Identification  (£7.50  instead  of  £8.50) 

Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  (£8.95  instead  of  £9.95) 

Please  order  AEE  your  bird  books  on  the  British  BirdShop  list  using  the  cut-out  forms  on 

pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

Back  issue.s  SPECIAL  REDUCED  PRICES  Fhe  normal  price  of  back  issues  of  British  Birds 
is  £3.25  a   copy,  bm  Jor  one  more  month  we  are  making  them  available  to  subscribers  for  £2.50  a 

copy,  or  any  12  (or  £25.00.  Please  use  the  order  form  on  page  xiv  in  last  month's  issue. 
(Numbers  not  listed  are  no  longer  available.) 
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OSME  opts  out  \\V  regret  to  announce  that  the  Council  o(  the  ( )rnitliological  Society  ofthe 

Middle  l,ast  has  decided  to  withdraw  from  the  special  suliscription  scheme  which,  until  now. 

allowed  ()SMf,  members  to  claim  a   concessionaiA'  rate  (25%  oil")  on  their  liritish  Hirds 
subscript  ions. 

Diary  dates 

This  list  covers  July  1989  to  June  1990 

25th  July  HRinsti  ( )K\i  i   itt ttot.isis’  Ct.i n. 

Dr  .Margaret  Carswell  on  '   The  I'ganda  Atlas 
of  birds’,  flentral  London.  N'on-members 
should  write  (enclosing  S,\F,)  ;it  least  21 

days  before  to  Hon.  Secretary ,   R.  I'.  I’.  Real, 
2   Chestnut  Lane,  .Sevenoaks,  Kent  t   \i  t   i\K. 

27th  July  RSRb  (fu  \   I’Rt  \tll  Rt:.  'Swan 

Lake’  by  the  Bolshoi  Ballet.  London  C.ol- 
iseum.  Details  from  RSRB,  The  Lodge, 

•Sand),  Bedfordshire  s(.i*»2I)l,. 

August  RSRB  Kniiihi  t   ION.  '.Action  for 

birds’.  Natural  History  .Museimi,  London. 
Details  from  RSRB. 

3rd-13th  August  SociKtN  or  Wtt  t)l  It  l 

.\R  l   tsis'  ,\N\t  At  I'Nttim  iloN  (including  di.s- 

play  of  winning  entries  in  'Bird  Illustrator  of 

the  \'ear’  and  '   I'he  Richard  Richardson 

.Award’  competitions).  The  Mall  (iaileries, 

I'he  Mall,  London  s\\  i.  Open  10a.m.-5  p.m. 
.\dmission  £1.00  (free  to  .S\V1..\  members). 

27th  August  Orif.m  At  Bird  CO.t  b.  Blake- 
nev  \   illage  Hall,  Blakeney,  .\orfolk.  Details 

from  OBC,  c/o  I'he  Lodge,  .Sandy,  Bedford- 
shire S(il9  21)1.. 

28th  August-lst  September  I\ IKRNA I   lowi 

Bird  CrNst  s   C:oMMiriKK/l',i  Roi*KA\ 
Orm  i   iioi.o(.k;.\i.  .Vn..\s  CoMMiri  KK.  XI  1\- 

rKRNA  i   ioNAi.  Com  i-  RKNOK  ON  Bird  Ck.nm  s 

AM)  .\ll..vs  \VoRK.  Rrague,  Czechoslovakia. 

'Utilisation  of  birds  in  ecological  monitor- 

ing.’ Details  from  Dr  Karel  Stastny,  Institute 
of  ,\pplied  Ecology  and  Kcotechnology , 

.\gricultural  University  Rrague,  281  03 

Koselec  nad  Cernymi  lesy,  Czechoslovakia. 

14th-17th  September  I   1   HI  .S^\ll‘OSIt  ^l  oi 

IHK  IM  KRN.V  I   lONAI.  BlOACOrs  i   ICS  C'Ot  NCII.. 

Emmanuel  College,  Cambridge.  Details 

from  Ron  Kettle,  c/o  National  .Sound  .\rc- 

hive,  29  Exhibition  Road,  London  su7  2A.s. 

1. 5th- 17th  September  BOU  .At  1 1   \IN  .St  ii  n- 

IIIK  Mll  iINt..  'Cost  ()('  reproduction  in 

birds.’  Details  from  Dr  Rat  .Monaghan, 

Department  o(' /.oology ,   University  of  (das- 
gow  (.12  MOtg. 

26th  .September  BOC.  Roger  Beecroll  on 

'Birds  in  ihe  .Sahara'.  Central  London. 
Details  from  Hon.  .Secretary. 

30th  September  RSRB  .St oriisii  .Mimbkrs' 
D\v  &   R.SRB  .\C.M.  .McEwan’s  Hall,  Edin- 

burgh. Details  (rom  David  .Mitchell,  RSRB 

.Scottish  Ollice,  17  Regent  I   errace.  E.din- 

burgh  1 117  .iBN. 

October  ()B(f  Isles  of  .Scilly.  Details  from OBC. 

October  Ell  I   II  1 1   \l  I \n  Com.rkss  or 

Ornh  iioi ot.'i .   Rome.  Details  from  Raolo 

Eortuna,  Segretaria  del  X”®  Cainvegno  Iia- 

liano  di  Ornitologia,  \’ia  Dint)  Erescobaldi 
76,  00137  Rome.  Italy. 

7th  November  BOC.  Reter  Robinson  on 

'Enforcement  or  conservation  manage- 

ment— what  is  the  R.SRB  actually  achieving 

through  its  Investigations  work?'  C'entral 
London.  Details  from  Hon.  Secretary  . 

11th  November  B   I'O/Si  RRFV  Bird  Cl. t   B 
Onf-dav  Coni  frfncf.  (biildford.  Details 

from  Dr  Ernest  Carcia.  2   Busdens  C3o.se. 

Milford.  Ciodalming,  .Surrey  ta  »   .yjs. 

10th-12th  November  Stornsii  Ornuho- 

I.Ot.ISTs'  Cl  t   B   .\NNt  VI  CoNFFRFNCF. 
.Marine  Hotel.  .North  Berwick.  Details  from 

SOCL  21  Regent  Eerrace,  Edinburgh  F.H7 
3BF. 

17th-19th  November  Irish  Wii  dbird 

C()N.SFR\  ANCV  B   ro  .\l  i   r.MN  Com  FRFNCF. 

Clonea  Hotel.  Dungarvan,  Ca).  \Vexford. 

Ireland.  Details  from  IWC,  Ruttledge 

House,  8   Longford  RIace,  Monkslown,  Co. 

Dublin.  Ireland. 
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18th-19th  November  SconisH  Ri.\(;krs’ 
CoNrKRKNCK.  Fife  Anns  Hotel,  Braemar. 

Details  from  Steve  Moyes,  1st  Floor,  8 

(iray’s  Lane,  Lochee,  Dundee  i)i)'2  ;tAN. 

22nd  November  BOLVFai  n'a  &   Fi.ora  Prk- 

sKRV  vnoN  SociF.  iA  Joint  Mkhting.  Zoologi- 

cal Society  of  London,  Regent’s  Park,  Lon- 
don. Details  from  BOU,  c/o  The  British 

.Museum  (Natural  History  ),  Sub-department 

of  Ornithology,  I   ring,  Hertfordshire  HP2:t 
6AP. 

25th  November  RSPB  Gai.a  Concf.r  r. 

Royal  .Albert  Hall,  London.  Details  from 
RSPB. 

28th  November  BOC’.  Dr  P.  J.  Jones  on 
Fhe  migration  strategies  of  Palearctic  mig- 

rants in  West  .Africa  in  relation  to  Sahelian 

droughts’.  Central  London.  Details  from 
Hon.  .Secretary  . 

lst-3rd  December  B'FO  .Awi  ai.  Com  f.r- 
KNCF.  &   .\(L\1.  Hayes  Conference  Centre, 

.Swanvvick,  Derbyshire.  Details  from  .Mrs 

.Audrey  Causer,  B'FO,  Beech  Grove,  I'ring. Hertfordshire  llPi:!  .SNR. 

2nd-3rd  December  't'OC  ,Ac  rio.\  for  Birds 

AND  Pkopi.f  Wf.f.kf.nd.  Details  from  ’t'OC:, 
The  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  s(;i‘i '2DI.. 

8th-10th  December  .\  vriowi.  F.xiiim  i   ion 

OF  Cagf.  AM)  ,A\i.\R'i  Birds.  National  Ex- 

hibition Centre,  Birmingham.  Details  from 

Brian  Byles,  Editor,  ‘C’age  and  .Aviary  Birds’, 
Prospect  House,  9-13  Ewell  Road,  Cheam, 
Sutton,  .Surrey  s.\ii  4QQ. 

16th  December  OBC  .A(iM.  London.  De- 

tails from  Publicity  Officer,  OBC,  c/o  Fhe 

Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  .S(;i9  2l)l,. 

5th-7th  January  B'FO  Ringing  and  Migra- 
l   lON  CoNFF.RF.NCK.  Hayes  Conference  Cen- 

tre, Swanwick,  Derbyshire.  Details  from 

Chris  Mead,  B'FO. 

31st  January  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year’. 

31st  January  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Best  recent  black-and-white  bird- 

photographs’. 
2nd-4th  March  RSPB/IWC  .Ai  I -Irf.i.and 

CoNFF.RK.NGF.  I'albot  Hotel,  Wexford,  Ire- 
land. Details  from  IWC. 

14th  March  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Bird  Illustrator  of  the  ̂ 'ear’. 

6th-8th  April  RSPB  .Mimhi  rs’  Wf.f.kf.nd. 
CnixersitN  of  Exeter.  Details  from  Camfer- 

ence  Ollice,  RSPB. 

April  BOC  .Anni  AI.  Coni  frf.ncf..  ‘Long- 

term po|nilalion  studies.’  .\berdeen.  Details from  BOC. 

Sheila  D.  Cobban,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  lilunham,  Bedford  MK44  3\J 

Reviews 

The  Complete  Birdwatcher’s  Guide.  By  John  Gooders.  Illustrated 
by  Alan  Harris  and  Terence  Lambert.  Kingfisher,  London,  1988.  360 

pages;  20  colour  plates;  1   black-and-white  plate;  .370  colour  and  black- 
and-white  illustrations.  £16.95. 

Phis  rather  awkward  format  book  (23  X   2.5  cm)  is  divided  into  three  sections:  ‘.All  about 

Birds  and  Birdwatching’  gives  a   clear  34-page  summary  of  how  birds  live  and  how  to 

watch  them.  Fhe  186-page  ‘Field  Guide’  is  essentially  the  ‘Kingfisher  Guide’,  which  was 
well  reviewed  by  Dr  Richard  Chandler  {Hrit.  Birds  79:  453-454),  expanded  to  cover  more 

than  300  species:  the  extra  50,  again  beautifully  painted  by  .Alan  Harris,  are  an  odd 

choice,  including  many  great  rarities;  though  there  is  still  no  place  for  birds  such  as 

Pectoral  .Sandpiper  Calidris  melanolos  and  5'ellow-browed  Warbler  Bhylloscopus  hwmatus. 

Full-page  portraits  by  I'erence  Lambert  introducing  each  group  of  species  are  another 

line  addition.  Finally,  the  104-page  ‘Site  Directory’  covering  189  birdwatching  sites 
includes  most  that  spring  to  mind.  Fhe  maps  are  clear  and  the  information  up-to-date.  .A 

checklist,  complete  to  1986,  with  a   few  lines  of  text  per  species,  provides  an  excellent 
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quick  guide  to  status.  In  summary',  this  is  a   useful  guide  for  the  less-experienced  birder  or 

foreign  visitor  to  Britain.  Otherwise,  it  is  w'orth  considering  primarily  for  its 
illustrations.  I. AN  D.awson 

Rare  Birds  of  the  World:  a   Collins/ICBP  handbook.  By  Guy 
Mountfort.  Illustrations  by  Norman  Arlott.  Collins,  London,  1988. 

256  pages;  32  colour  plates;  over  50  line-drawings.  £12.95. 
I   his  timely  publication  is  an  account  of  1,029  of  the  world’s  birds  which  are  considered  to 

be  most  at  risk  from  extinction.  'I'he  author  gives  a   brief  account  of  each  species 
(arranged  by  zoogeographic  regions)  which  includes  status,  range,  current  threats  and 

conservation  measures.  The  illustrations  are  of  a   high  standard  and  very  pleasing  to  the 

eye.  Plate  Xll  is  particularly  poignant,  showing  birds  in  a   N'eotropic  bird  market;  how 
much  better  these  same  species  appear  in  natural  surroundings  on  the  front  cover.  Two 

appendices  give  a   systematic  list  of  the  1,029  species  and  a   list  of  those  species  presumed 
to  have  become  extinct  since  1600. 

.Mthough  much  of  the  information  has  previously  been  published  in  Red  Data  Books  or 

similar  pidilications,  this  book  completely  succeeds  in  its  aim  of  bringing  the  plight  of 

endangered  birds  home  to  a   wider  audience  and  publicising  the  work  of  the  ICiBP.  Both 

the  author  and  illustrator  have  donated  their  royalties  from  this  book  to  the  ICBP. 

It  seems  churlish  to  pick  out  errors  in  such  a   worthy  book,  but  in  my  copy  page  187  is 

out  of  secjnence,  bird  5   on  plate  X\I\’  is  Biak  Paradise  Kingfisher  not  Paradise 
Flycatcher,  the  caption  of  White-winged  Colinga  on  plate  XI  is  misspelt,  and  the  main 

wintering  grounds  of  Whooping  Crane  are  at  the  .\ransa.s  National  Wildlife  Refuge,  not 
.Arkansas. 

In  these  days  of  a   more  enlightened  attitude  towards  conservation,  it  is  a   sobering 

thought  that  30  of  the  species  dealt  with  are  in  the  Palearctic  section  (with  42  additional 

candidates  mentioned)  and  12  species  in  the  Nearctic  section  (with  16  additional 

candidates).  Not  all  endangered  birds  occur  in  'Fhird  World  countries  or  on  remote 
oceanic  islands. 

Phis  is  a   book  that  every  birder  should  read  if  only  to  become  fully  aware  of  how  serious 

are  the  problems,  and  how  much  still  has  to  be  done  to  safeguard  the  world’s  birds. 
Iain  Robkrtson 

News  and  comment 
Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

HGA  100  Congratulations  to  survey,  cen- 

sus and  /V/v//oico/?M.v-identification  pioneer, 

Horace  Alexander,  on  reaching  his  100th 

birthday  on  I8th  .April.  ‘HG.A’,  who  has 
subscribed  to  BB  since  the  very  first  issue, 

now  lives  in  the  US.A.  His  autobiography. 

Seventy  Years  of  Birdwaiching,  was  published  by 

r.  &   .A.  I).  Poyser  in  1974. 

A   goodbye  to  Derek  Ratcliffe  In  July,  Dr 

Derek  Ratclifi'e  is  due  to  retire  from  the 

N’CC  after  a   long  period  during  which  he 

has  made  a   most  distinguished  contribu- 

tion as  their  Chief  .Scientist.  Many  of  us 

will  know  of  him  for  his  studies  of  the 

Peregrine  Falco  peregrinus  and  for  his  role  in 

the  major  conservation  breakthrough 

which  identified  the  low  breeding  success 

of  many  birds  of  prey  with  the  effects  of 

organochlorine  insecticides.  The  new 

Chief  Scientist  will  be  a   leading  .Australian 

ecologist.  Dr  Peter  Bridgewater,  who  will 

start  to  take  over  from  May,  and  we  wish 

him  all  success.  We  also  wish  Derek 

RatcIilTe  well  in  his  retirement,  and  trust 

that  he  will  be  as  busy  as  ever. 

James  Bond  We  have  heard  that  the 

distinguished  North  .American  ornitholog- 

ist James  Bond  died  in  February  this  year 

in  Philadelphia,  aged  89.  Many  birdwatch- 
ers will  remember  him  for  his  field  guide. 

Birds  of  the  West  Indies,  especially  those  who 

have  travelled  that  way.  He  was  for  many 
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years  Curator  of  Birds,  at  the  Academy  of 

Natural  Sciences  in  Philadelphia,  and  he 

took  a   special  and  life-long  interest  in  the 
birds  of  the  Caribbean. 

Trust  changes  name  In  order  to  reflect  its 

growth  and  broadening  interests,  I'he 
Wildfowl  Trust  will  become,  from  this 

month,  d'he  Wildfowl  and  Wetlands  I'rust. 
This  is  the  second  change  of  name  since 

the  Trust  was  founded  in  1946  as  the 

Severn  Wildfowl  I'rust. 

Swallows  in  Bangkok  We  promised  some 

time  ago  {Brit.  Birds  78:  1 18)  to  report  on  the 
effects  on  the  massive  roost  of  Swallows 

Hirundo  rustica  at  .Silom  Road  in  the  centre  of 

Bangkok,  Thailand,  when  the  overhead 

wires  (used  by  the  roosting  birds)  were 

replaced  by  underground  cables.  The  Bang- 
kok Bird  Club  has  censused  this  roost 

annually  for  some  years.  Its  count  in  Kebru- 
arv  1988  was  210, ()()()  Swallows,  almost  all 

on  the  wires.  Now  that  most  of  the  wires 

have  gone,  the  Swallows  are  roosting  in  trees 

and  on  the  buildings  (recalling  Pied  \Vag- 

tails  .\lotacilla  alba  and  London  Starlings 

Slumus  vulgari.s).  The  Bangkok  Bird  filub’s 

1989  census  produced  an  estimate  of  ‘over 

159,()0()  individuals’,  but  it  must  be  far  more 
diflicult  to  count  the  birds  now  that  they  are 

no  longer  spaced  out  on  wires  like  light 

bulbs  at  a   seaside  resort  (see  photograph  in 

Bril.  Birds  78:  plate  12). 

BOU  name  changes  Despite  the  predict- 
able enthusiasm  of  Burt  L.  Monroe  Jr  (Bril. 

Birds  81;  472-473),  there  is  a   fair  amount  of 

opposition  to  the  BOU’s  proposals  on 
changes  to  English  bird  names  (81:  353- 

374) — not  just  at  individual-species  level, 
but  also  in  terms  of  the  exercise  as  a   whole. 

Indeed,  the  BOU  may  have  made  several 

false  assumptions  about  both  the  need  for 

^fheiitp-fihe  pearsi  ago... 

and  the  desirability  of  such  widespread 

changes,  as  weTl  as  about  how  readily  they 

will  be  accepted  here.  There  are  already 

mutterings  about  boring  conformity,  too 

much  Americanisation,  minority  hobby- 

horse riding,  and  so  on.  Our  own  views  (as 

it  always  says  above,  not  necessarily  those 

of  BB)  tend  to  set  us  on  that  side  of  the 

argument  where  opinions  range  from  a 

general  lack  of  enthusiasm  across  to  strong 

opposition;  but  it  is  up  to  us  as  individuals 

to  tell  the  BOU  what  we  think.  W’e  urge  all 

BB  readers,  ‘pro’  or  ‘anti’,  to  do  the  same: 
the  more  detailed  and  constructive  com- 

ments the  BOU  receive,  the  more  realisti- 

cally will  they  be  able  to  assess  whether  all 

this  really  is  ‘a  great  leap  for  mankind’,  a 
lot  of  unpopular  nonsense,  or  something 

that  is  not  particularly  important  anyway. 

4'he  address  to  write  to  is;  British  Ornitho- 

logists’ Union  Records  Committee,  c/o 
British  Museum  (Nat.  Hist.),  Sub- 

Department  of  Ornithology,  Tring,  Hert- 
fordshire HP2.t  6.\P. 

Far-flung  trumpetings  When  the  Tost 

Office  takes  ten  days  or  so  to  deliver  a   first- 
class  letter,  we  are  swift  to  voice  our 

criticism.  In  fairness,  therefore,  let  it  be 

known  that  air-mailed  copies  of  the  March 

1989  issue  of  BB  reached  both  Bangkok 

and  the  Falkland  Islands  on  28th  Februar)'. 

[JTRS  &   Phil  Gregor}') 

Changes  of  County  Recorders  Mrs  Cilly 

Jones,  4   The  Poplars,  Lichfield  Road, 

.Abbots  Bromley,  Rugeley,  Staffordshire 
w.si.s  has  taken  over  from  C.  Evans  as 

Recorder  for  Staffordshire.  Michael  R. 

Leven,  43  Riccarton  Road,  Linlithgow, 

West  Lothian,  is  now  Recorder  for  Mid 

and  West  Lothian  in  place  of  LJ.  .Andrews. 

‘NOTES  ON  THE  RED-NECKED  PHALAROPE  IN  THE  OU  TER  HEBRIDES.  Bv 

M.\ry  (L  S.  Be.st  .\NI)  Maud  D.  Havii.and.  W'f,  jjaid  several  visits  to  a   long-established 
breeding  station  of  the  Red-necked  Phalarope  (Phalaropiis  hyperboreu.s)  whilst  working  in 

the  Outer  Hebrides  last  summer  ...  It  is  difficidt  to  say  how  many  Phalaropes  breed  in 

this  bog.  From  what  we  saw,  we  should  be  inclined  to  pul  the  number  at  anything 

between  twenty-five  and  thirty-five  pairs.  The  owner  of  the  bog  gives  the  birds  all  the 

protection  in  his  power,  but  unfortunately  he  only  exercises  sporting  rights  over  part  of 

the  place,  which  actually  belongs  to  the  glebe  land.  The  spot  is  well  known  to  collectors, 

and  these  unfortunately  not  only  visit  it  themselves,  but  ha\e  taught  the  neighbouring 

crofters  that  the  eggs  have  a   commercial  value.  The  Phalaropes’  best  protection  probably 
lies  in  the  nature  of  their  nesting-ground  itself,  for,  owing  to  the  treacherous  going  and 

the  depth  of  the  swamp,  many  of  the  reedbeds  and  islets  are  inaccessible,  even  by 

swimming.’  (Brit.  Birds  H:  11-12,  June  1914) 



Monthly  reports 

JPPtV 

Harry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 
Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  January  1989 

A   high-pressure  region  remained  close  to  the  south  of  Britain  and  Ireland  throughout  the 

month.  The  Atlantic  depressions  and  their  associated  weather  fronts  tracked  eastward 

farther  north  than  usual,  bringing  some  spells  of  had  weather  to  Scotland,  hut  mild 

westerly  air  elsewhere. 

The  effects  of  the  mild  winter 

With  the  generally  mild  weather,  many  areas  reported  verv  atypical 

situations  for  January.  Land-locked  counties  particularly,  which  rely  on 

hard  weather  to  disperse  coastal  birds  inland,  commented  on  a   month  of 

only  moderate  interest.  Sites  holding  long-staying  rarities,  therefore, 

attracted  more  than  the  usual  share  of  attention. 

In  the  north,  higher  numbers  of  Ringed  Plovers  Charadrius  hiaticula, 

Oystercatchers  Haernatopus  ostralegus  and  Redshanks  Tringa  totanus  stayed 

in  Shetland,  a   Whimbrel  Numenius  phaeopus  wintered  on  Unst  (Shetland), 

Chiffchaffs  Phylloscopus  collybita  stayed  as  far  north  as  Orkney,  and 

Firecrests  Regulus  ignicapillus  appeared  in  V\  est  \   orkshire. 

Fieldfares  Turdus  pilaris  and  Redwings  T.  iliacus  were  scarce,  particu- 

larly in  the  south,  but,  in  contrast,  the  English  midland  counties  reported 

high  numbers  of  wildfowl.  Hoopoes  Upupa  epops  and  Sandwich  Terns 

Sterna  sandiHcensis  lingered  and  apparently  thrived,  as  did  a   Little 
 Stint 

Calidris  minuta  in  Suffolk. 

Divers  to  cormorants 

Black-throated  Divers  Gavia  arctica  re- 

mained scarce,  with  just  two  reports  from 

southern  counties,  and  the  only  gatherings 

of  Great  Northern  Divers  G.  immer  were  ten 

in  Quendale  (Shetland)  and  six  on  l.ough 

Conn  (Co.  Mayo). 

In  contrast,  the  grebes  featured  more 

prominently,  with  Red-necked  Grebe  Podi- 

ceps  grisegena  in  eight  southerly  localities, 

Slavonian  Grebe  P.  auritus  with  a   more 

northerly  bias,  including  nine  at  1   resta 

(Shetland),  and  Black-necked  Grebe  P. 

nigricotlis  scattered  along  the  English  south 

coast,  with  up  to  eight  in  Tor  Bay  (Devon), 
five  in  Portland  Harbour  (Dorset)  and  up  to 

30  off  Hayling  Island  (Hampshire). 

The  star  of  the  month  in  terms  of  rarity 

value  was  the  Double-crested  Cormorant 

Phatarrocorax  auritus  at  Billingham  (Cleve- 

land) (plates  180-182),  the  first  occurrence 
in  the  Western  Palearctic,  which  was  finally 
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180-182.  Double-crested  C'ormorant  Fhalacrocorax  aiiritus,  Cleveland.  January/Februar)  1989 
(left.  Jeff  Youngs;  rigfil.  Sieve  Young;  below,  Brian  Little) 

identified  on  31st,  having  been  present  for 

probably  two  weeks.  Impressive  inland 

gatherings  of  its  European  cousin,  the  Cor- 
morant P.  carbo,  included  I   14  at  Holme 

Pierrepont  (Nottinghamshire)  and  225  at 

Rutland  Water  (Eeicestershire). 

Wildfowl 

On  Ibth,  a   count  of  603  Whooper  Swans 

Cygnus  cygnus  was  an  all-time  high  for  the 
Ouse  Washes  (C^amhridgeshire),  whilst  on 

the  nearby  Nene  Washes  1,489  Bewick’s 
Swans  C.  columbianus  was  a   significant  total. 

Potentially  a   new  species  for  the  listers,  the 

nominate  North  American  race  of  Bewick’s 
Swan  remained  on  (airry  Moor  (Somerset) 

all  month,  whilst  two  Brent  Geese  Branla 

bemicla  of  the  race  nigricans  appeared  on 
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I'horney  Island  (Hampshire),  the  regular 
one  loitered  at  Cley  (Norfolk)  and  a   fourth 

briefly  showed  at  Lynn  Point  (Norfolk), 

which  locality  also  proved  attractive  to  a 

Red-breasted  Goose  ll  niJicoUh  on  22nd. 

Seven  drake  American  Wigeons  Anas 

americana  were  reported  from  six  sites,  and  a 

duck  was  on  (iuernsey,  and  there  were  also 

eight  Red-crested  Pochards  S'etta  rufina 
reported  from  southern  sites  and  the  same 

number  of  Ring-necked  Ducks  Aythya  col- 

laris,  but  with  a   wider  geographical  spread. 

Regular  King  Eiders  Somaleria  speclabilis 

appeared  as  expected,  but  a   duck  at  Cric- 

cieth  ((iwynedd)  from  28th  was  the  first 
record  for  Wales. 

Long-tailed  Ducks  Clani>ula  hyemalis  (plate 

183)  continued  to  gather  in  good  numbers, 

and  910  between  .\berlady  and  (iullane  on 

22nd  was  a   record  Lothian  count.  Kc|ually 

impressive  were  Goldeneyes  liucephala  clau- 

sula, with  351  at  Rutland  Water  in  mid 

month  and  555  at  Musselburgh  (Lothian)  on 
8th. 

I'en  Surf  Scoters  Melanitla  perspicillata 
included  a   rare  English  south  coast  record 

from  Dorset,  whilst  sawbills  were  numerous 

with  108  Goosanders  Mergus  mersanser  at 

South  Muskham  (Nottinghamshire)  worth  a 

mention,  and  Smews  M.  alhellus  were  noted 

widely,  including  20  at  Dungeness  (Kent), 

14  at  Wraysburv  (Buckinghamshire)  and 
nine  on  Rutland  Water.  Good  Irish  records 

were  of  up  to  nine  Goosanders  and  a   Smew 

at  Lough  Cullin  (Co.  Mayo),  where  both 

species  are  rare.  .\lso  in  Ireland,  both  the 

Lesser  Scaup  Aythya  a(finis  at  Lurgan  (Co. 

Down)  and  a   drake  Blue-winged  Teal  Anas 

discors  at  Limerick  (Co.  Limerick)  stayed 

throughout  the  month. 
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Raptors 

Wandering  Red  Kites  Milvus  niilvus  con- 
tinued to  tantalise,  with  sightings  on  the  Isle 

of  Wight,  near  Kosbur\-  (Wiltshire),  at  Dod- 
discombsleigh  (Devon),  on  Bodmin  Moor 

(Cornwall),  at  Canterbun,  (Kent)  and  over 

the  .Menai  Straits  (Gwynedd),  whilst  the 

long-staying  White-tailed  Fugles  Haliaeetus 
albicilla  remained  at  Klmley  (Kent)  until  at 

least  15th  and  at  Butley  (Suffolk)  through- 

out the  month.  As  well  as  hordes  of  bird- 

watchers, the  latter  site  attracted  three 

Rough-legged  Bu/./.ards  Ituleo  lasopus, 
whilst  others  were  seen  in  Norfolk,  inland  at 

Chatteris  (Cambridgeshire),  at  Sands  of 

For\ie  ((Jrampian)  and  in  Orkney. 

Waders 

1   here  were  few  rarities,  as  expected  in 

JanuaiA:  the  wintering  Pectoral  Sandpiper 
Calidris  melanotos  remained  near  Sandbach 

(Cheshire)  all  month,  an  American  Golden 

Plover  Plui'ialis  dominica  showed  occasionally 

at  Malltraeth  (Gwynedd)  from  15th  to  29th. 

the  Long-billed  Dowitcher  l.imnodromtis  sco- 

lopaceus  stayed  at  Balta  .Sound  (Shetland) 

from  December  to  30th,  and  a   Dotterel 

Charadrius  morinellus  lingered  on  Welles- 
bourne  .Airfield  (Warwickshire). 

183.  l.ong-tailed  Ducks  Clangula  hyemalis,  Merseyside.  Januaiy  1989  (Stei'e  Young) 

I 
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184.  Ross’s  Ciull  Rhodostethia  rosea,  Cornwall,  Januar\'  1989  (Richard  G.  Smith) 

In  Suflblk,  the  mild  weather  encouraged 

good  numbers  of  Avocets  Recun'irostra  avo- 

setta  to  gather  at  Iken — 108  between  3rd  and 

8th — and  up  to  400  Black-tailed  Godwits 
Limosa  limosa  were  seen  at  Nacton. 

In  the  absence  of  hard  frosts,  both  Golden 

Plovers  Pluvialis  apricaria  and  Lapwings 

Vanellus  vanellus  were  numerous;  two  large 

flocks  of  the  latter  were  of  4,000  at  South 

Muskham  and  7,000  near  Derby. 

Gulls  and  terns 

Mediterranean  Gulls  I.arus  melanocephalus 

continue  to  increase  all  around  the  English 

coast,  but  there  was  only  one  inland,  at 

Croxley  Green  (Hertfordshire).  Rarer  finds 

included  a   Ross’s  Gull  Rhodostethia  rosea  at 

Newlyn  (Cornwall)  between  24th  and  28th 

(plate  184),  and  a   Bonaparte’s  Gull  Larus 
Philadelphia  on  the  Plym  Estuary  (Devon)  on 

6th,  whilst  the  Laughing  Gull  /,.  atricilla 

stayed  at  Lurgan.  Ring-billed  Gulls  A. 

delaivarensis  ■were  reported  from  eight  English 
and  two  Scottish  sites,  and  one  each  from 

northern  and  southern  Irish  localities,  but 

appear  to  have  deserted  their  former  Welsh 

haunts.  Of  the  white-winged  gulls,  up  to 
nine  Glaucous  Gulls  A.  hyperboreus  were 

attracted  to  Ullapool  (Highland),  and  up  to 

ten  to  Burrafirth  (Shetland),  and  Ullapool 

also  held  ten  Iceland  Gulls  A.  glaucoides.  The 

regular  Forster’s  Tern  Sterna  forsteri  reap- 
peared at  Holyhead  (Gwynedd)  on  21st,  but 

watchers  had  to  be  aware  of  the  wintering 
Sandwich  Tern  S.  sandvicensk  at  the  same 

locality.  Two  others  stayed  off  Stronsay 

(Orkney)  for  part  of  the  month. 

Hoopoe  to  passerines 

Eour  Hoopoes  IJptipa  epops  continued  to 

overwinter:  at  Mawbray  (Cumbria),  at  Eren- 

sham  Little  Pond  (Surrey),  at  Bembridge 

(Isle  of  Wight)  and  on  Jersey,  and  probably 

outnumbered  Shore  Larks  Eremophila  alpes- 

tris,  which  were  very'  thin  on  the  ground, 

with  two  in  Suffolk  the  only  report.  Suffolk 

also  had  up  to  five  Water  Pipits  Anthus 

spinoktta,  with  others  at  Holme  Pierrepont 
and  Aberlady. 

Waxwings  Rombycilla  garrulus,  a   con- 

tinuing feature  of  this  winter,  remained 

widespread,  with  the  largest  numbers  in 

Scotland  and  the  northeast  of  England, 

including  140  at  Darnley,  Glasgow  (Strath- 

clyde), flocks  of  85  and  1 10  in  Cleveland  and 

105  in  Bradford  (West  Yorkshire).  Smaller 

gatherings  were  still  present  in  many  south- 

ern English  counties,  including  17  in  Lowes- 

toft (Suffolk)  which  included  two  ringed  in 
.\berdeen  earlier  this  winter. 

Two  Dippers  Cincltcs  cinclus  of  the  nomin- 

ate Continental  race  were  reported;  the  long 

stayer  at  Lyng  (Norfolk)  all  month  and  one 

at  Saltbum  (Cleveland)  during  6th-8th. 

Firecrests  Regulus  ignicapillus  wintered  at 

one  coastal  and  three  inland  localities,  and 

at  five  sites  on  Guernsey;  not  unexpected  in 
view  of  the  mild  weather.  Of  more  interest  at 

the  last  site  were  ten  Bearded  Tits  Panunis 

biarmicus,  the  first  on  that  island  since  1981. 

Penduline  Tits  Remk  peiidulinus  continued 

their  recent  run,  with  one  in  Poole  Harbour 

(Dorset)  on  lOth,  whilst  numbers  of  Great 

Grey  Shrikes  Lanins  excubitor  remained  con- 

stant, with  12  reports  from  a   scatter  of 
locations. 
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A   i^ood  find  on  25lh  was  an  Arctic 

Redpoll  (^arduelis  homemanni  near  Norwich 

(Norfolk),  followiniJ  the  other  long  stayer  at 

Carnoustie  ( I’ayside);  and  finally,  on  29th,  a 
Pine  Bunting  Emberiza  leucocephalos  was 

lound  dead  near  Kwhurst  (Surrey). 

Recent  rarities  decisions 

The  record  of  Varied  Thrush  Zovtfwra  naei'ia 

at  Nantjuidno  (Clomwall)  in  November  1982 

has  been  accepted  by  both  the  British  Birds 
Rarities  Committee  and  the  British 

Ornithologists’  Union  Records  (Committee 

and  is  to  be  placed  in  C.ategor\  of  the 

British  and  Irish  list.  The  record  of  Two- 

barred  Crossbill  Imxui  leucoptera  in  the  New 

Forest  (Hampshire)  in  March  and  .\pril 

1984  has  been  accepted  by  the  BBRCi.  The 

record  of  Yellow-browed  Bunting  Emberiza 

chrysophrys  at  Holkham  (Norfolk)  on  19th 

October  197.T  lias  been  accepted  by  both  the 

BBRC  and  the  BOURC  and  will  become  the 

first  record  of  this  sjx*cies  in  Britain  and 

Ireland;  the  individual  on  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 

land, in  October  1980  thus  becomes  the 

second  record.  (Contributed  by  Peter  iMusdown) 

Monthly  marathon 

No,  plate  90  did  not  show  ‘Pheasant  (deceased)’  as more  than  one  competitor  suggested  (recalling 

John  Cleese’s  Norwegian  Blue  Parrot). 
The  bird,  which  was  dust-bathing  (not  dead)  when 

photographed  in  Lancashire  by  Steve  Young  in  .April 

1987,  was  correctly  identified  as  a   Pheasant  Phasianus 

colchicus  by  94%  of  entrants,  but  was  also  named  as 

Lady  Amherst’s  Pheasant  Chrysolophus  amherstiae 

(3%),  Hazel  Grouse  Bonasa  bonasia  (2%),  Black  Grouse 

Tetrao  tetrix,  Capercaillie  T.  urogallus.  Red-legged  Partridge  Alectoris  rufcc 

Double-spurred  Francolin  FrancoUnus  bicolcaratus,  Grey  Partridge  Perdix 

perdix,  Blood  Pheasant  Ithaginis  cruentus  (we  do,  in  fact,  include  species  on
ly 

if  they  have  been  recorded  in  the  Western  Palearctic),  Ruff  Philo
machus 

pugnax  and  Pin-tailed  Sandgrouse  Pterocks  alchata  (all  1%  or  less). 

After  eight  photographs,  this  Marathon  is  headed  by  51  compe
titors 

with  all  eight  correctly  named;  close  behind,  another  14  ent
rants  each 

have  a   seven-in-a-row'  sequence  and  56  have  achieved  six.  The  race  t
o  win 

the  SUNBIRD  birdwatching  holiday,  to  North  .America,  .Afri
ca  or  Asia 

may  well  prove  to  be  a   matter  of  endurance.  The  latest  p
uzzle  picture 

appears  as  plate  185. 

Sponsored  by 
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Last  month,  we  omitted  to  note  that  the  Pied-billed  Grebe  Fodilymbus 

podiceps  was  photographed  in  Wisconsin,  USA,  in  June  1987  by  Dr  Peter 

Gasson,  and  the  Short-billed  Dowitcher  Limnodromus  griseus  was  photo- 
graphed in  Florida,  USA,  by  Michael  J.  McKavett. 

185.  I'hird  ‘Monthly  marathon’  comptMition.  Photos^ra|)h  number  II.  Identify  the  species. 
Read  the  ndes  on  pas>e  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to 
Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Fane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44:iN),  to  arrive  by  I5th  July 1989 

Recent  reports 
Compiled  by  Bany  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  15th  April  to  12th  May  1989 
These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Great  White  Egret  F.grella  nlhri  Kingshridge  Eslii- 

ary  (Devon),  23rtl-24tli  .April;  Holywell  Pond 

(Northumberland),  8th  May. 

Black  Stork  C.iamia  nigra  Hayle  K.stuary  (Cornwall). 

Ith  .May;  one  (perhaps  same  indixidual)  seen 

(lying  over  three  sites  in  (iwynedd,  last  seen 

heading  north  over  Conway,  8th  May. 

White-tailed  Eagle  I laliaeelns  alhicilla  Spurn  (Hum- 

herside),  8th  May. 

Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus  pygargii.s  racutnshin  (Co. 
Wexford),  hth-7th  May. 

Semipalmated  .Sandpiper  Cniidris  pusilla  Saltholtn 

Pond  (   Teesside),  8th-9th  May. 

Spotted  .Sandpiper  Aclilis  manilatia  I'armoor  Re- 

servoir (Oxfordshire).  1st  May. 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  t.nrus  Philadelphia  Dimgeness 

(Kent).  I.'ith  April. 

Forster’s  Tern  Sterna  Jorsteri  I   wo  at  Wexford 
Marhonr  (Co.  Wexford),  until  at  least  80th  ,\|)ril. 

Rock  Thrush  Monlieola  saxalilis  Horsey  (N'orlolk), 
8()th  .\|)fil;  Portland  Bill  (Dorset),  (ith  .May. 

Woodchat  Shrike  l,anius  senator  Isles  of  St  illy,  ,8th- 

9th  Ma\;  St  Catherine's  Point  (Isle  of  Wight),  I   Ith 
May. 

Scarlet  Rosefinch  Carfrodaeus  erythrinus  Co|)eland 

Island  (Co.  Dowti),  28rd  .A|)ril. 

Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustiea  Cape  Clear  Island 

(Co.  Cork),  2.8tli  .April. 
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Perri  ns  Collins  Sew  Generation  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe   Paperback  £7.95  □   Hardback  £   1 0.95  □ 
P\  le ,   Howell,  5   unick  &   DeSante  Identification  Guide  to  Sorth  American  Passerines  (Slale  Creek  Press)   £15.00  [HI 
Redman  &   Harmp  Birdwatching  in  Britain:  a   site-hy-site guide  {C.  Helm)   £12.95  CD 
Reid-Henry  &   Harri.son  Ihe  History  ofthe  Birds  of  Britain  (Collins)   £   1 4.95  D 

*Sharrock  'Ihe  hvntiers  of  Bird  Identification  (British  Birds)  (I'M  aihkick  £9.95)   £8.95  I   I 

Simpson  &   May  E'leld  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Australia  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £1 1 .95  □ Snow  A   Study  of  Blackbirds  Revised  edn  (British  Museum)   Paperback  £7.95  CD 
Soper  &   I .ovegrove  Birds  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-hy -month guide  (Webb  &   Bower)   £   1 2.95  □ 

*S(  )\'()N  .•l//a.vcrtnr/r.Verfer/fl/it/.se  Eot;e/.vE\(;u  siM'.RF.mcKm'KlCK  (usually  £2 1 .00)   £18.00  CD 
1   ulloch  Bobby  Tullmh's Shetland [WacmxWan)   £14.95  CD 

*   I   umer&  Rose.l  Haruihook  to  the  Swallows  and  Martins  of  the  World  (C.  Helm)   £19.95  CD 

\'iney  &   Phillipps  Birds  of  Hong  Kong  Ath  edn   Paperback  £14. .50  CD \   oous  Owls  oj  the  Sort  hem  Hemisphere  ((iollins)   £45.00  CD 

British  Birds  The  'British  Birds  List  of  Birds  oJ  the  liestem  Palearctic 
  1 984  edn,  ifother  books  ordered,  £1 .00  CD  1 984  edn  £1 .85  CD 

If  you  know  the  current  price,  you  can  order  \\A  natural  history  btMtk  in  print  by  using  the  wki  it-in  ordf.rs 

.section  lielow.  On  these  write-in  orders,  plea.se  add  10“X>  for  postage  and  packing  (up  to  a   maximum  of  £3.50) 

*.\ll  lx)oLs  published  by  I'.  &   .\.  I).  Poyser  can  lx*  ordered  in  the  wrut.-in  ordf.rs  section  below. 
WRFFF-INORDFRS   

Binders 
The  British  Birds  WtWer  (holds  12  i.ssues  &   index)   £6.95  CD 

Ties 
l   ies,  with  Red  (Jrouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  CD  (Jreen  CD  Brown  CD  Maroon  CD 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  JUNE  1989 
Make  all  chcque.s  and  POs  payable  to  British  Birds.  Payment  can  be  made  in  U.S$  or  Irish  punts  at  current  exchange  rates. 
■Sterling  payments  can  also  be  made  directly  into  UK  Giro  account  number  .37  .588  6303.  but  please  still  pttst  this  form.  Please 

allow  28  days  for  delivery  in  UK.  longer  if  abroad.  To  qualify'  for  PO.ST  FREE  please  quote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name.... 

.Address 

Ref. 

No. 

Total  £ 
Cheque/PO enclosed  CD  (Jiro  payment  made  CD 

V'ou  can  also  pay  using  If  your  address  for  credit  card  purposes  is  different  fnrm  that  above,  give  it  here these  credit  cards: 

Please  debit  my  AccessA’isa/MiisteKiard/EunK-ard 

Expiry  date 

Signature   

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  please  quote  vour  BB  ref.  no.  as  well  as  your  credit  card  no 

FKi..  I'otnes  (0803)  86.5913 

Send  order  to:  Briti.sh  BirdShop,  do  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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FIEID  GUIDE  TO  THE 

BIRDS  OF  AUSTRALIA 

Ken  Simpson  and 
Nicolas  Day 

•   Every  bird  species 
of  Australia  illustrated  in 

over  2000  painted  images 

on  1 28  colour  plates. 

•   Fully  updated  and 

including  a   new  species. 

•   Simple  to  use  Key  to  Families. 

•   Field  information  and  maps 

adjacent  to  each  plate. 

£11.95pbk  352pp 

0-7470-3027-5 

BIRDS  OF  ISLAY 

Richard  Elliott 

A   comprehensive 

account  of  the  species 

to  be  found  on  this 

superb  birding  island. 

£11.95pbk  224pp 

0-7470-0803-5 

Amilable  through  British  BirdShop 

PUBLISHERS  LIMITED 

(D511) 

VV 



ADLERBLICK  GO  GREEN 
EmONME^TAND  USER  FRIEHDLY  BINOCUIARS 

ALSO  NOW  WITH  GREEN  MULTI-COAT  LENSES 

MODELS  AVAILABLE 
8   X   42  M/C 

10  X   42  M/C 
10  X   50  M/C 

MINIMUM  ADVERTISED 
PRICE  (Inc  VAT) 

169.95 
179.95 
198.95 

Soft  touch  leather  finish.  Short  focus.  Lightweight 
Rainguard  available. 

For  details  of  your  nearest  stockist,  contact: 

THE  EXCLUSIVE  IMPORTERS  — 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 
UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD, 

LORDSWOOD  INDUSTRIAL  ESTATE, 
CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW 

TEL:  0634  201284 

BIRO  WATCHING  REVIEW  (April  S9) 

impresses  with  clear  natural  coloured  image  m   all  light 

conditions  FocuS  down  to  I3>t  Light  and  comfortable  to  use 
Eiceiient  depth  ot  field  Contender  lor  mid  price  honours 

HEARTILY  RECOMMENDED 

MANUFACTURER  S   WRITTEN  QUOTE 

Adierbiich  binoculars  have  mutli  coating 

on  all  Surfaces  including  pnsm  reflecting 

surfaces  ihey  are  superior  especially  m   light 
transmission  —   Green  mulli-coat  achieves 

approi  99  4%  transmission  at  each  surface 

(D517) 

EACH  LENS  AND  PRISM 

REFLECTING  SURFACE 

ACHIEVES  ALMOST 

100%^  LIGHT  TRANSMISSION. 

@Terrascan  80 mm 
The  new  high  quality  Telescope  for  birdwatchers 

BRITISH  BUILT 

Main  Features 

•   80  mm  air  spaced  objective 

•   Fully  coated  optics  throughout 

•   Unique  quick  change  eyepiece  fit 

•   22  X   wide  angle  eyepiece  os  standard 

•   Optional  high  power  eyepiece 

•   3   element  prism  erector 

•   Performance  comparable  to  top  range  mokes 

•   Best  possible  value  for  money 

•   Unconditional  satisfaction  guarantee 

Available  direct  from:  TerroSCan, 

Price  £199.95  inc.  V.A.T., 

£2  postage 

CORPORATE 
MEMBER (D45^ 

1 1 1   Todmorden  Road/  Bacup,  Lancs  OL13  7DU.  Tel:  (0706)  877020 



Birdwatchers 

The  British  T rust  for 

Ornithology  keeps  computerised 

records  of  all  British  species  - 
breeding  patterns,  the  movement  of 
migrants,  the  growth  and  decline  of 
populations  and  habitats,  and  the 

effects  of  changing  environments. 

This  information  is  published  and  is 
used  for  Atlases  and  Censuses,  and 

by  Government  and  conservation 

bodies  in  a   great  variety  of  ways,  to 

ensure  the  protection  of  Britain’s 
bird  populations. 
But  the  collection  of  this 

information  depends  on  dedicated 

bird-watchers  like  yourself.  Put  your 

bird-watching  to  practical  use  - 
become  a   BTO  Member  today! 

The  British  Trust 

for  Ornithology 
Patron;  HRH  The  Duke  of  Edinburgh  KG,  KT 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR 

Reg.  Charity  2 1 6652 

^o  The  British  Trust  for  Ornithology, 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR. 

Please  enrol  me  as  a   member  of  the  BTO. 

I   enclose  my  cheque/PO  for  £   1 2   made 

payable  to  ‘The  BTO  Q 
Please  send  further  details  of  the  BTO  Q 

I   enclose  my  donation  £ 

NAME  (Block  letters  please)    

ADDRESS 

  _   jWhj 
(D514) 

A   sti>rv  i>f  hope,  a   sti>rv  i>f  siir\  i\al, 
a   stt>rv  of  o\\  Is. 

AmENT 
OUTARY 

Reign 

Set  in  a   secret  ntK'turnal  land, 

an  enthralling'  saj>a  t>f  adventure, 

coura;’e,\\  isdt>m  and  mastic. 

Lit. 95  Hunlhack 

GRAFTON  BOOKS 
(D515) 

SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 

NORTH  WEST’S BIGGEST 

RANGE  OF 

MIRADOR  ■   ■   BUSHNELL 
BRESSER  ■   ■   BAUSH  &   LOMB 

HILKINSON  ■   ■   LEin 
SWAROVSKI  ■   ■   GREENKAT 

ZEISS  (east)  ■   ■   SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west)  ■   ■   HELIOS 
OPTICRON  ■   ■   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  ■   ■   NIKON 

KOWA  ■   ■   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 



WESTERN  EOUNDA TION  OF  VERTEBRATE  ZOOLOGY 

**  RECENT  PUBLICATIONS  ** 
BOOKS 

The  parrots  of  Luquillo:  Natural  historv'  and  conservation  of  the  Puerto 
Rican  Parrot.  By  Noel  F.  R.  Snyder,  James  W.  Wiley  and  Cameron  B. 

Kepler.  Hard-bound.  Pp.  xiii  +   383  pp.,  illu.K.,  8   colour  pis.  +   numerous  tigs, 
in  text.  Publ.  1987    $32.50 

PROCEEDINGS 

Status  of  uncommon  and  previously  unreported  birds  of  El  Salvador.  By- 
Walter  A.  Thurber,  J.  Francisco  Serrano,  Alfonso  Sermeho  and  Manuel 

Benitez.  Pp.  109-293.  10  December  1987   $12.(K) 

Hawks  and  owls  of  the  world:  a   distributional  and  taxonomic  list.  By  Dean 

Amadon  and  John  Bull,  with  the  genus  ()tu.<i  bv  Joe  T.  Marshall  and  Ben  F. 

King.  Pp.  294-357, 28  July  1988    '.   SIO.tKI 
All  publications  are  sent  postpaid.  To  order,  send  check  or  money  order  (US 
funds)  payable  to  Western  Foundation  of  Vertebrate  2Loology  and  mail  to 
same  at  1 1(H)  Glendon  Ave..  Suite  1411.  Los  Angeles.  CA  9(X)24  USA.  A 

complete  list  of  publications  will  be  sent  upon  request.  (BB892) 

HUGE  STOCKS  -   WE  OFFER  ••  HUGE  STOCKS 

A   SPEEDY  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

American  Ezpress/Acceaa/Visa/Credit  Charge.  Post  &   Packing  pleax  add  £2.50. 

Prices  correct  1.4.89.  -   Subject  to  availability  -   Open  6   days  9am  -   5.30pm 

ZEISS  WEST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch     £189 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £209 

8   X   30  BGA  CF  Sc  Pouch     £379 
8   X   56  B.G.  AT  Sc  Case     £544 
7   X   42  B.G.  AT  Sc  Case   
10  X   40  BT  &   K   Case   

PHONE 

  £^3 
10  X   40  BGA  CF  Sc  Pouch   PHONE 

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 
Wecy  good  value  with  Hard  Case 

8   X   30  (enootem     f   an 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   

10  X   50  Jenoptem     £.65 
10  X   50  Dekarem   
8   X   32  Notarem   

  i.73 

10  X   40  Notarem     £143 

8   X   50  Octarem  B,  or  BGA     £160 

12  X   50  Dodecarem  B,  or  BGA...   £199 

SWIFT  Supplied  with  Cate  4   Strip 
Belmont  8   x   40   £.56 
Belmont  10  x   50   £.59 
Belmont  12  x   50   £.62 
Red  Spot  8   X   32   £.69 
Red  Spot  8   X   40   £.98 
Red  S^  10  X   50   £.99 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42   £.99 
Blue  Spot  10  X   42   £125 
Trilyte  8   x   40   £.99 
Trilyte  Rubber  10  x   40   £125 
Trilyte  10  x   40   £126 
Osprw  7.5  X   42   £139 
AuduSon  8.5  x   44   £169 

BUSHNELL 

Spacemaster  8c  Zoom   £225. 
Spacemaster  II  &   Zoom   £240. 
Spacemaster  25x   £180. 
Spacemaster  II  Sc  25x   £200. 
Spacemaster  &   22x  WA   £190. 
Spacemaster  II  Sc  25x  WA   £203. 

BAUSH  Sc  LOMB 
Discoverer        £199. 

ADLERBUCK 

Cate,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   x   42   £120 
Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   £136 
Adlerblick  10  x   42   £125 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   £144 
Adlerblick  10  x   50   £139 
Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armotir   £159 

NEW  ADLERBUCK  •   Multi-coated 
8   X   42     £169 
10  X   42   £179 
10  X   50   £189 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8   X   30  and  Case     £19.99 
7   X   50  and  Case     £29.99 
12x40  and  Case     £32.99 

HABICHT  BINOCL^LARS 
8   X   30  WM   £299 
7   X   50  WMSL   £399 
lOx  40  WMSL   £399 
lOx  40  Diana   £339 

TRIPODS 

SLIK  D2   £   69 
SLIK  88   £   69 
SLIK  Black  Diamond   £   76 
SLIK  Shogun   £   99 

TSNI 
TSN2 
TSN3 
TSN4 

KOWA  TELESCOPES 
Body   £265 
Body     £255 

iS3)::::::::::.PLEASE
 

20x  Wide     PHONE   .£..79 
25x  and  40x       £.59 
Zoom  TSN   FOR   £1J9 

TSMI  packa
ge     PRICES   1169 25x  and  40x   £.43 

20x  Wide   £.49 
Zoom  601   !....£. 94 

Professional  &   Retail  Pholii 

SCARBOROUGH  •   von  idu  •   Tel.  (0723)  365024 



British  Birds 
HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

SCILLY  ISLES.  Holiday  Hats.  Details  0720 

229:1.').  (BB880) 

NR.  NTH  NEK  RESERVES  Licensed  (;uest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  ,\venue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton, lei:  :I3 1 15.  (BB6:«) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  I   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  (iuest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C   H, 

H&C:,  tea/colTee  makini'  facs.  Col  lA'  all  rooms. 
F.vening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

I’lease  ring  for  bnx  hure.  Sorrs’  No  Smoking.  Tel: 
026:i  740337.  (BB868) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C:.H., 

well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852:145.  (BB686) 

CLEY.  Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 
year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  .N'\V2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 

(BB670) 

EXM(K)R.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

hr>mes  in  National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 

w'(K)ds  and  m<M>rland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spriiig/autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Park  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Mine- 

head.  I'el:  6frf3  862475.  (BB873) 

TOPSHAM.  lower  flatlet,  sleeps  2/4.  B&B, 

self-catering  or  half  board  throughout  year. 

Panoramic  views  of  F.xe  Estuarv’  Bird  Sanctuary 
and  surrounding  countryside,  75  yds  from  river, 

(iood  home  cooking — pure  meat,  veg  etc.  Boat 
and  boatman  available,  also  Land  Rover  guided 

Dartmoor  walks  and  trips  if  required.  Tel:  0392 

873:185.  (BB843) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  .Spring  and 

.Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/F..M  from 

£:I8.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

GARA  MIl.L,  Slaplon,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 
2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 

woods.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

flats  in  16th  c.  cornmill.  Near  Slapton  Ley.  TVs. 

Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure:  (0803) 
770295.  (BB728) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  ITie  White  Horse 

Inn.  .A  charming  16th  century  freehouse  in  3 
acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 

modem  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

.Ample  car  parking.  GC  location  site.  Bar  snacks 

or  rest,  meals  avail.  I’el:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB685) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  .St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
l(K)king  the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Pel:  0720  2251.3.  (BB8I3) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  The 

Fames  and  Chesiots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Pel:  06683  370.  (BB63I) 

TTjr-  Beiutifnl  Georguii  Hotel Eicrifaw  Food  A   .\cco— KKfaOBii mMs  IL^  tlmlHW  rood  a   .Acco— wid 

•   LWNS  Hoh,  Norfolk. 
w   mrrrrt  /Aiot  iiima 

CLEY 
S   miles 

Bargain Breaks 

(BE3H4I 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6-1-2). 
Quiet.  Comliirlable.  Excellent  value.  Bnahure: 

(0:i53)7M)770.  (BB831) 

FARM  CO  ri  AGES  Itetween  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  Phe  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  .Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

.Mc.Nish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 
berland. Pel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

WELliwNEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Wami 

welcome,  B&B,  P'.M  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- mended. Pel:  0328  710381.  (BB78 1 ) 

BLAKENEA'  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 
panoramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Cley 
740  738.  (BB803) 

RYDAl~  Phree  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 

lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland.  Kendal.  I   el: 
0539  22.592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 

catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Chetiot 

Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S..A.E.: 

Lady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 
I   x)ndon  EC2Y  8BD.  Tel:  0 1   -638  9968.  (BB623) 

NORTH  NORFOLK — Glavenside  guest  house 

m   I.etheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 

Blakeney,  Cley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 

works  adjoining  mill  &   flows  through  4   acres  of 

garden  on  its  way  to  sea  at  Cley.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 
713181.  (BB872) 

NORTH  BERWICK.  F   amily  nin  hotel  with 

warm,  friendly  atmosphere,  comfortable  rooms 

and  home  cooking.  Open  all  year  round.  0\Tr- 

looking  Craigleith  Rock  and  within  easy  reach  of 

Bass  R<x-k,  Fidra  and  .Aberlady  nature  reserve. 

Small  groups  welcome  (max  15).  Belhaven 

Hotel,  Westgate,  North  Berwick.  Pel:  0620  2573 

forbrx)chure.  (BB932) 

CETTI’S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 

B&B  or  .self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 

surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Reserve, 

Weymouth.  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Warm  wel- 
come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  l.ane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT3  4DF.  (0305) 
772268.  (BB788) 
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PEMBROKESHIRE,  Broad  Haven,  Modern 

chalet,  sleeps  6,  TV'  and  Microwave.  Hildick- 

Smith,  Redmarley  Orchards,  Great  VVitley, 

Worcester.  Tel:  Great  VVitley  896308.  (BB726) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  oiler.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  .Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Kakenham — equidistant  to  all  .North  C'oast 
Reserves.  Ciontact  Beverley  Lawson,  South  Mill 

(iate  House,  Shereford,  Kakenham.  I'el:  0328 
2942.  (BB6T1) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  VVheelhouse,  St 

Mar\'‘s.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  lood  and  comlortable  surroundings 

next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 

22719.  (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘Sea  \   iew  Moorings’,  ,St 

•Mary’s.  Originally  a   fisherman’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  views  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  lor  just  12  peo|)le.  .V  varied  breakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks  — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunche.s — pets  welcome.  .Also — ‘   The  .Vft  (iabin’ 
two/four  persons  self-catering  Mat.  .\l  the  rear  of 

‘.Sea  View  .Moorings’,  southerlv  facing  with 
balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22327.  (BB9I8) 

YORKSHIRE  DALES  (Grassington),  BB  & 

EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  fishing,  birdwatch- 

ing courses.  Bridge  End  Farm,  Fhreshfield  Bl)23 

.5NH.  Fell  07,56  7,52463.  (BB9I4) 

I5TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 

Irom  River  Wye.  .\  comfortable  and  informal 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 

ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  fires.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  itic.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 

phones, tea/cofl'ee,  colour  F.V.,  Radio,  Hair 
Dryers,  Frouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 

Routier,  F,.'F.B.  Fhree  Oowns,  ,\.A.  and  R..V.C. 
2   .Stars.  (Tiarming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available.  .Apply  the  Cireen  Man  Inn,  Fownhope, 

Hereford  HR  1   4PE.  Fel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB9I  1 ) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  FV',  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  .Sur- 

rey CR3  9.SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 

2013.  (BB93.5) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 

house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 

from:  French,  Brendoti  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Fel:  0.59  87  201.  (BB943) 

SELF'  CATFiRING  Cornwall,  .St  Just,  ('.lin'lo|i 
Fannhouse.  Basic  accommodation  for  7.  Walks, 

Birdwatching,  valleys,  coves,  town,  shops,  hall 

mile  Rowe,  (Joldings,  St  Just.  Phone  from 

Pen/.ance  07.36  788-784.  (BB931) 

SCOTLAND 
ORKNEY  ISLES:  (den,  Rackwick,  Isle  of  Hoy. 

Small  hill  farm  adjacent  to  RSPB  Reserx’e, 

ornithologist’s  paradise;  sea  birds,  moorland, 
meadow,  birds  of  prey.  Bed  and  breakfast.  I 

double,  1   twin;  evening  meal  optional.  .Special 

rate  for  3   days.  DBB  £36  per  person  incl.  Fel: 

Rendall,  Hoy  262  (085679).  (BB92 1 ) 

SPEY  VALLEY/CAIRNGORMS  ^ 
.Small.  Iriendly,  traditional  Highland  house  owned 

by  outdoor  enthusiasts  oflering  home  cooking  inc 

wholefood  and  vegetarian  dishes.  Outdoor  activity 

holidays  arranged,  details  on  request.  Colin  and  Val 

Hunter.  Kinchyie  (iuest  House,  Carrbridge,  Inver-  ' 
ness-shire.Tel:  047984  24:4  (BB922) 

ELLARY  ESTATE— MOST  ATTRACTIVE 

choice  of  self-catering  cottages  and  chalets 

situated  on  the  shores  of  Loch  ('aolisport.  While 
you  are  at  Ellary  you  are  free  to  go  wherever  you 

please.  Fhere  are  hill  walks,  many  lochs  and 

bums  where  you  can  fish,  numerous  wildlife, 

birds,  flowers,  etc.  Fhe  perfect  location  for  the 

true  country  lover.  For  full  colour  brochure 

please  write  to:  Fhe  Booking  Office,  Ellary  7, 

Lochgilphead,  Argyll  PA31  8IAA.  Fel:  08808  232/ 
209  or  0,54685  223.  (BB836) 

LOCH  GARTEN.  Holiday  home.  .Sleeps  6-8 

people.  Only  a   few  minutes  drive  to  the  RSPB 

Reserve.  Write  to  Harvey  Burton,  Braenedin, 

Nethybridge,  Invernes.s-shire  PH25  3EF.  (BB870) 

ISLE  OF  MULL.  Come  to  this  beautiful  island 

for  birdwatching,  hill  walking,  fishing,  touring. 
Comfortable  (iuest  House,  (iood  food.  Mrs 

Isobel  .Adam,  “Cuilgown”,  Salen.  Fel:  06803 
386.  (BB874) 

ISLE  OF  GIGHA,  Argyllshire.  For  a   holiday 

surrounded  by  natural  beauty,  sandy  beaches, 

exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 

and  comfortable  accommodation.  Please  contact 

Mrs  McSporran,  Post  Office  House.  058-35  251. 

(BB799) 

ISLE  OF  RAASAY,  by  Skye.  Quiet  island  ideal 

for  hillwalking,  fishing  and  birdwatching.  Splen- 

did views  of  Skye  mountains,  etc.  Friendly  liotel 

offers  modern  comforts  and  good  food.  Daily  car 
ferries  from  Skye.  Contact  Isle  of  Raasay  Hotel, 

Raa.say,  Kyle  lA'lO  8PB.  Fel:  047  862  222  or 
226.  (BB889) 

STRATHSPEY,  linjoy  a   t|uiet  and  peaceful 

holiday  in  attractive  guest  house  near  pine 

woods.  We  offer  a   very  high  standard  of 

comfort  and  excellent  food.  Private  facilities 

available.  B&B  from  £11. .50,  optional  F,/M. 

Fable  Liceitce.  For  brochure  contact  Kinross 

House,  Woodside  .Avenue,  Grantown  on 

Spey,  Morayshire.  Fel:  (0479)  2042. 

(BB877) 
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BEAUI-Y  nt*ar  Inverness.  I.nxury  six  berth 

caravans  overlooking  Beanly  Firth.  ('rol't. 
,\ll  mod  cons.  I   el:  (046:i)  782660.  (BB920> 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  I.ochside  Hotel.  .Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  Superli  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  All  rooms  have  private 

bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  TV',  radio,  telephone  &   tea/colTee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  l.ochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  PA43  71, B.  Fel: 

Bowmore  (049-681)  244/26.5.  (BB882) 

SPEY  VALLE.Y,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

countiy  hotel.  2   miles  from  village  of  ( larrbridge. 

Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  .Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Crested  fits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatt  hers 

and  their  families.  I'erms  tl  10.00  per  week  1)/B, 
B.  Brochure  from  .Maureen  and  Larry  l   aulbut. 

File  Old  .Manse  Hotel,  Carrbridge,  Inverness- 

shire.  4'el:  047  984  278.  .\  warm  welcome 
guaranteed.  (BB913) 

SPEY  VALLEY  —   year  round  attractions  in  an 

area  of  outstanding  natural  beauty.  Self-catering 

£70-)l360  p.w.  .Sleeping  2-8.  fraditional,  modern 

cottages  and  houses.  Cottage  Care.  Dulnain 

Bridge  PH26  31. S.  fel:  047  98.5322.  (BB942) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  .\rg>  II  l>.\61 

75  P.  Demi-pension  (Private  batft)  from  £!58.00. 

Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  recpiest). 

fel:09.512316.  (BB9I.5) 

HALES 

WALES.  Cioast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  3(K)  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  .Newtown. 

Powys  SY 1 6   2AA.  fel:  (0686)  25267.  ( BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Excellent  .Sea  watching.  Waders, 

Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  C'.omfortable,  residen- 
tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  C3ub  or 

(iroup  field  trips.  Local  information  and  advice. 

Ian  Wright,  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn. 

Holyhead  1.1.65  2NQ.  fel:  0407  860469.  (BB7'80) 
TREGARON.  C.ambrian  Coffee  Shoppie.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em,  £4.95.  Tel:  .Mrs 

Knight.'^ 097  41637.  (BB939) 

PEMBROKESHIRE.  BB  FiM,  comfortable 

accommodation  and  good  food  at  reasonable 

rates.  Church  Farmhouse,  Puncheston.  Haver- 

fordwest, Dyfed  S.A62  5RN.  lel:  0348 

881429.  (BB841) 

TREGARON — finest  House  accommodation 

in  the  heart  of  red  kite  coimtrs  .   Breath-taking 

views  over  .National  Nature  Reserve,  excellent 

food,  moderate  rates.  .Awarded  3   firowns  by 

Wales  fourist  Board.  Parties  welcome.  .Mrs  .\l. 

fiutter,  ‘.N'euaddlas',  fregaron,  Dyfed.  fel:  097 
44  380  or  8905.  (BB9I2) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  .AA/R.AC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  .Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  frearddur  Bay,  (iwvnedd 

1.1,65  2A  Y.  I   el:  0407  86(K)78.  '   (BB883) 

IRELAND 

IRISH  COTTAGE.  .Magnihcent  situation  on 

Dingle  peninsula,  Kerry.  Sea  and  mountain 

birds,  unspoilt  beaches,  countryside  full  of 

flowers,  (|uietness.  Mod  cons,  sleeps  4,  £80-£135 

weekly  plus  electricity,  (ierrards  Cross  (0753) 

883082.  '   (BB751) 

OVERSEAS 

CAMARGUE.  Executive  coach  travelling  .Sat 

17th  June,  returning  Sat  1st  July.  Price  inclusive 

of  ferry,  £75.  .Accommodation  also  available, 

fel:  Blands  Executive  Coaches  on  0780  6556-t 

alter  6   pm.  (BB840) 

BIRD  W   A   TCHING  HOLIDA  YS 

HUNGARY  1989 
with  Gerard  Gorman  and  the  Hunganan 

Omitholoqical  Society 

Winners  of  RSPB  lESSO  European  Award 

Hortobagy  Migration  -   1 1   days  September  -   £599.00 

TURKEY 
Bosphorus  Migration  -   Lakes  of  Centrai  Turkey 

1118  days  September 

CHRiS  L.  SLADE.  8   The  Grange.  Elmdon  Park. 
Solihull.  West  Midlands  B92  9EL 
Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535  (D505) 

seba 
Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders' 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1 .50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring  Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge. 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone:  051-336  8441 

(BB807) y 
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f   ~   ^ (oSunbirderc^]  EILAT 
i^20O 

Great  price!  Great  birding!  Great  fun! 
November  1989.  Includes  flights,  hotel  B&B  get- 
together  with  log-call  every  evening,  information 
pack,  maps  etc.  Daily  minibus  trips  with  Peter  Grant 
&   Killian  MuUamey,  or  do  your  own  thing  with  cheap 
car-hire. 

V. 

100%  rated  “highly  successful"  by  1988  groups 
Details  and  potential  birdlik  from: 

SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 

  Telephone:  0762  82969   (bb806)  ̂  

MIGRATE  TO  FAIR  ISLE  this  year!  Midway 

between  Orkney  and  Shetland  this  beautiful 

rugged  island  offers  a   relaxing  widlife  holiday  for 

all  the  family.  Enjoy  comfortable  full  board 

accommodation  and  explore  the  island's  magni- 
ficent cliff  scenery,  fine  seabird  colonies,  migrant 

birds,  flora,  knitwear  and  fascinating  island  life. 

For  details/bookings  write  (sae):  Booking  Dept 

(Cl),  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory',  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 
land, or  tel:  035  12  258.  (BB689) 

PAPA  WESTRAY,  ORKNEY 

An  island  with  superb  birdlife, 

rare  plants,  seals  and 

archaeology.  Europe's 
largest  tern  colony. 

For  injormalion  on  travel /accommodation: 

B.B.,  Papay  Community  Co-operative  Ltd, 
Beltane  House,  Papa  Westray,  Orkney. 

Telephone  08574  267  or  251  (BB727) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know'.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow- 
Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 

NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1989  Guided  Birdirntchin^  Fours 

PORTUGAL  —   .\lgarve:  .\ug  &   .Sept 

Incl.  Pelagic  ‘Specials' 
SPAIN  -   .\ndalucia:  Sept. 
U.S.A.  -   Florida:  Nov/Dec. 
N.  INDIA  -   Feb.  1990. 

H'ritc  to:  32  Coronation  Rd,  Mapperley 
Nottingham  NG3  5JS 

or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 
|IIIIH7I|| 

-COURSES 

Field  Studies  Council 

Courses  for  All 
Nine  residential  Centres  offer  a 

varied  programme  of  short  courses 
in  a   wide  choice  of  subjects, 

including  many  on  Birds. 
These  include: 

Islands  and  Birds,  in 

Pembrokeshire;  Birds  of  High 
Summer  in  Somerset;  Birds  and 

their  Habitats  in  South-East 

England;  An  Introduction  to 
Bird-Ringing  in  Shropshire; 
Watching  Bird  Migration  in 

Suffolk. 
There  are  many  more,  from  around  £65 
for  a   weekend,  inclusive  of  accomnuxla- 
tion,  meals  and  tuititrn.  Contact  the  Field 

.Studies  Council  (BBF).  Montford 

Bridge.  Shrewsbury  SY4  IHW'.  Tele- 
phone: (074.1)  850674.  (A  first-class 

stamp  is  appreciated). 

We  think  you'll  he  surprised  at  the  choice. 
(BB887) 

BOOKS 

SANimLIISG 
FREE  CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE  FROM: 

60  Whitclow  Road, 
Chorlton-cum- Hardy, 

Manchester, 

M21  IHR. 

OR  TELEPHONE: 
0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

p5SCq"
 

(BB777) 

liUH.DlS’G  I   AND  FOR  SALK  ‘bird  books’.  Good  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

Tarporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ON).  Tel:  0829  51804. 

(BBBtitS) 

BUILDING  Pl.OT,  with  planning  permission, 

4   bed  det,  near  Welney  Bird  Sanctuary,  F.lv  7 

miles  -   details  0638  76795  eves.  (BB9:t0) 
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HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

London’s  leadinij;  ornitJiolojrical book  sellers 

Special  Announcement 

On  May  25tli  we  are  moving  back 
into  a   newly  refurbished  section 

within  our  main  shop,  in 
Sackville  Street 

We  will  now  be  displaying,  in 
conddrtable  and  un-crarnped 

conditions,  our  enormous  range  of 
new  and  secondhand  books  and 

reports  on  birds,  and  natural  bistors. 

Monday  to  Friday  -   9.30-6  p.m. 
Saturday  -   10  a.m.-2  p.m. 

Now  available: 

I.MI’OR  l   AN  F   blRl)  AREAS  IN 
EL’ ROPE 

by  R.  E.  .\.  (irimmet  &   T.  Jones 

2,444  sites  ol  importance  in  32 
countries  described  in  900  pages. 

£21.30  plus  £2  postage. 
Available  from: 

HENRY  ,SOrilER.\N  El  l).  • 
2   Sackville  Street,  Piccadilly, 

London  WIN  21)P 

  01-439  6131   (Hiwi) 

ORNITHOI.IDAYS  GUIDE.S  in  the  bet’s 
look  at  .   .   series,  Majorca,  S\N  Spain,  fhe 
Cainargue,  Montenegro.  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
•Austria,  .South  Morocco,  .North  East  (ireece, 

\   ancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  banka,  bapland 
and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  (Jamhia,  .North  West 

burkey  and  .Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 
•Australia  £3. .30  per  copy.  Ornitholidays.  1-3 

A'ictoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P02I 
2PW.  (BB8I5) 

S/HAND  BIRD  BOOKS.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  Cammidge  St.,  Withernsea,  E.  A'orks. (BB885) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 

Coxton  Publications,  ^ 
Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  ̂  
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  S 

VISITING  CANADA?  C.  Goodwin's  Bird- 
tinding  (iuide  to  the  Toronto  Region  now  whollv 
revised  and  again  available,  bocations,  bar 

charts,  systematic  lists,  notes  on  habitats  and 
seasonal  changes.  C$I3.7()  incl.  p&p  from  The 
Goodwins,  I03-15  l.aRose  .\ve.,  Weston, 

Ontario,  (ianada  M9PI.A8.  (See  re'iew  on  page 

228  of.May's  HriUsh Birds).  ( BB89 1 ) 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 
natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 

bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Waieringbur>-, 
Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  812940.  (BB869) 

BIRD  BOOKS,  1838-1986,  SAE  for  700  item 

catalogue.  Crack  Books,  Sawmill  Cottages, 
Biirion-in-bonsdale,  Camforth,  I.ancs.  (BB867) 

  FOR  SALE   
FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 
advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 
single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising'. 
(BB753) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umljerleigh,  Devon. 
(BB87I) 

THE  VOCABULARY  of  127  British  Birds  on 

cassettes.  .Also  specially  prepared  Sound  Guides. 
■S.AE  to  Lewis,  Ro.sehill,  Lyonshall  HR3  3HS. 

(BB88I) 

TAMRON  500mm  MIRROR  LENS  AND 

CA.SE,  excellent  cotidition  £120  ono.  .Also  Nikon 

TCI  .   I   X   convertor  £150.  Ring  after  1 0pm  or 
before  Kkun.  0708  755064.  (BB934) 

EOR  SALE.  Schmidt  &   Bender  Tele.scope  15-60 
X   (50.  Pair  condition.  Plus  rase.  £30.  Tel:  0225 

767626.  (BB928) 

BIRDS  OF  FIFE.  The  original  line  drawings 
trom  this  book  for  sale.  E.arh  with  grev  Heckled 

mount  measuring  7'//’  X   7".  £l6..50p  each  post 
paid.  Phone  0382  4.5841 1   evenings.  (BB927) 

IBIS  Bound  1957-19.59.  1962-1970.  Not  Bound 

1960,  1971-1984.  Offers  to  Houston.  16  Shirleys 
Ditrhiing.  Sussex  BN6  8UD.  Tel:  07918  3688. 

(BB929) 

“TURKEY  —   BIRDING  GUIDE.  1988.  C:om- 
prehensive  Spring  Summer  Birding  Guide.  32 
sides  compiled  from  6   weeks  birding  and  3   other 

reports.  £4.00  each  inc.  p&p  from  .Mark  Telfer, 
.Midwood  House,  36  Elm  Park  Road,  Pinner. 

-Middlesex  H.A5  3LN."  (BB926) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  132  back  numlx'rs  Itetween 

1946-65.  incl  2   full  years,  and  some  IBIS  (1966- 

74,  80-85)  and  .Al'K  (68-74).  Details  and  offers 
0723.583119.  (BB936) 

NOVEMBER  1988  ISSUE.  Cover  a   bit  scniflFv. 

but  othetxvise  undamaged.  £9  o.n.o.  Write;  Nov. 
88  BB,  c/o  Fountains.  Park  Lane.  Blunham, 

Bedford  .MK44  3NI.  (BB937) 

PENT.AX  Ht0-600mm  zoom  lens.  Excellent 

condition.  £295.  Tel:  Paulerspury  (032  733)  32 f. 

(BB940) 
VIDEOS  (MOVIES):  Birds  of  Eilat,  £20;  Rare 

Birds  in  Britain.  1975  82  £19.  1983 '85  £18 
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MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
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ZEISS  (east)  ■   ■   SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west) ■■HELIOS 
OPTICRON  ■   ■   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  ■   ■   NIKON 

KOWA  ■   ■   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 

Please  order 

all  your 
BIRD  BOOKS 

from 
‘BRITISH 

BIRDSHOP’ 
Please  use  the  form  on  the 

cut-out  page  in  this  issue. 

The  purchase  of books  and 
recordings  through 

‘British  BirdShop’ 
subsidises  every  subscription, 

and  adds  extra  pages 

and  extra  photographs 

to  every  issue  of British  Birds  (3^5,5) 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  ttUALITY  OPTICS 
Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
ample,  free  and  safe  parking.  Testing  facilities  are  probably the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is  across 
a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more  distant 
views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
Mperience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our  beautifiul 
Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely  relaxed  atmos- 

phere' Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out  to  be  more  of  a 
social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition. 

BOOKS  VIOEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is 

a   wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with 

special  emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for 
beginners  and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse. 

ZEISS 

Di«lvl  7x4?  BGAT  Phone 
Oielyl  8x30  BOAT  (or 

Oialyt  10x40  BGAT      prices 
Oialyl  8x70  BGA 
Otalyl  8x20  B 

Oialyl  10x28  B 

LEITZ 

Tnnovid7x35BA  PHONE 
Tnnovid  7x4?  BA  PHONE 
Trinovid  8x32  BA  PHONE 
Tnnovid  8x40  BA     PHONE 
Tnnovtd  10x40  B     PHONE 
Tnnovid  10x40  BAN  PHONE 
Tnnovid  8x?0  BCA     PHONE 

Tnnovid  10x2S  BCA  PHONE 

OPTOLYTH 

Alpin8x40     200.00 
Aipin  10x40  BGA      2OS.0O 
Alpin  lOxSOBGA     22100 

TELESCOPES 

30x7$  QA      318  00 
22x70  GA      290.00 
30x80  GA      353.00 
TBSOGAbodv      334.00 
TBSSOGAbody     320  00 
TBG80  body     320.00 
Eyepieces 
20xWA      88  00 
20x      56,00 
30x      57  00 
*0x      58  00 

OPTICRON 

Minerva  8x40     170.00 
Minerva  10x40     175  00 
New  HR  8x42      140  00 

10x4?     142  00 
10x50      155  00 

Elite  9x35      185.00 

TELESCOPES 

HR  Straight  60mm     128  00 
Offset  60mm     ISO  00 

HR  Straight  60MMRA  155  00 

Fixed  mag  eyepieces  28  00 
2oom20x  60x..  .65  00 

Piccoiobody.  .   10700 

Eyepieces  from  22  00 
Zoom     45  00 

Classic  Straight  75mm  .   107  00 
Fixed  mag  eyepieces  18.00 
Zoom      50,00 
Tripod      59  95 
Window  Clamp     22.00 
Universal  clamp  22  00 
Hide  clamp     42  00 

NIKON 

8x30  ZCF  205  50 
10x35ZCF  .   21800 
8x40  OCF  574  00 

Zoom  8-16x40  412.50 

TELESCOPES 

E

.

 

O

.

 

 

2
0
x
6
0
 
 

 
   506  00 

Spotting  scope  279  95 
Eyepieces  5x30x40      67  50 

Photo-adapt     C15700 

F

.

 

O

-

 

Adapt-nng 
 

   15  00 

BUSHNELL 

Custom  8x36     179  00 
Custom  10x40      189  00 

TELESCOPES 

Spacemaster  60mm  ...  155.00 
Fixed  mag  E.P     39.00 
Zoom  13x45x     84  00 

Discoverer  15-60x60     195.00 

ADLERBLICK 

8x42      120  00 
10x42  .   128  50 
10x50  .   139  00 
Add  118  for  R.A.  models 
Mulficoaled8x42     169  95 
Multicoated  10x42       179.95 
Mutticoated  10x50     198  95 

BRESSER 

•New  Corvette 

8x42      119  00 

10x50  129  00 
Luchs  10x4?  152  00 

10x50  164  50 

Add  C8  for  R   A 
Linear  8x42  124  95 
Linear  10x42  129  95 

Oiont  10x42      178  00 

KOWA 

TELESCOPES 
TSN  1   77mm  265  00 
TSN  2   77mm  255  00 
TSN  3   77mm  495  00 
TSN  4   77mm     485  00 
TOxWA  7900 
?5x      59  00 
40x      59  00 
20x6Oxzoom  ..  119  00 

Case     C22  50 
8x30  ZCF  205  50 
10x35  ZCF     218  00 
8x40  DCF     574.00 

Zoom  8-16x40      412-50 
40x      43  00 
20x  60x  zoom      C94  00 

Compact  binoculars  7x22  84.50 

HABICHT 

Diana  10x40  WM        34100 
8x30  WGAP      287  50 
7x42  SL     364  50 
10x40  SLC     407,00 
8x30  SLC     3T3  00 

SWIFT 
Audubon  8.5x44      168  00 

Osprey  7.5x42     134.50 
TELESCOPE 

Telemaster  15  60x60     275  50 

MIRAOOR 

8x42           110  00 
10x42     114.00 

10x50      124  00 

TELESCOPES 
Merlin  60mm         79.00 

75mm            107.00 

Fixed  mag  eyepieces  18  00 
Zoom  eyepieces  50  00 

OPTIMA TELESCOPE 

Super  60mm  RA  160  00 
Eyepieces  15x20x30x40b  25  00 

Zoom  20  44k  65  00 

ZEISS  JENA 
Notarem8x32  114  95 

10x40  144  97 
Jerwptem  8x30  44  95 
Deitnntem  8x30  54  95 
Oekarem  10x50  (99  95 

QUESTAR 

Ask  for  quotation  on  an  models 

SLIK D2  69  95 

Full  range  of  Siik  modeit  <n  stock 

MANFROTTO 144bMiC 

45 

00 

144bl»ck 
50 00 

128  mini  video  h«»d 

34 

95 
190  mirv  pro 

35 

00 

200  compact  heed  . ........ .   39 95 

OPTICRON 

Tripod      59  95 

Tripod  strap  6   75 

BtROERS'  SCOPE  KIT 
Mirador  Merlin  25x60  scope, 

case  tripod  8c  carry  strap 
ONLY  £125  00 

Mirador  Merlin  30  x   75 

scope,  case,  tnpod  8i  carry 

strap 

ONLY  £155  00 

OPENING  TIMES 

1 0   am  —   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday 

ACCESSORIES 

'   Wide  range  of  eyecups.  rainguards.  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

USED  BARGAINS 

Guaranteed,  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 

EXPORT  FACILITIES 

Personal  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

PACKAGE  DEALS 

Attractive  discounts  Phone  for  quotations 

MAILORDER 

Shown  horo  is  s   small  solsction  of  our  vast 

rongs  of  optical  squipmsnt  &   accsasorioa. 

Insured  postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE  Goods  are  despatched  pramptly  upon 

receipt  of  full  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone  on 
0676-40501/42476 

E.  8   O   Pnces  correct  *t  31.-3-89 

OCUS  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE,  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel:  |0676|  40501 

(D521) 
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OPTOLYTH 
Choice  of  connoisseurs 

10  X   40  BGA 
TOURING 

The  excellence  of  optical  design  and  construction  engineered 
into  this  instrument,  provide  the  user  with  a   unique  neutral 
image,  exquisite  natural  colours,  superb  contrast  and  definition. 
Full  field  for  spectacle  wearers.  Black  rubber  armoured, 
compact  and  lightweight.  Close  focus  to  approx.  5m. 
For  the  full  range  of  Optolyth  products;  including  the 
8   X   32  BGA  &   7   X   42  BGA  touring,  telescopes  and 
highly  acclaimed  Alpin  binoculars,  please  phone  or  write 
to  Sole  importers. 

OFFICRON.  PO  Box  81,  St.  Albans,  Herts,  ALl  3NT. 
Tel:  (0727) -56516 

MADE  IN  OERMANV 

IV (D435) 



SWAROVSKI  HABICHT 
—   X" 

SLC  BINOCULAR 
MODEL  ILLUSTRATED  8   «   30 
SIX  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

The  compact  SL  model  has  a   new  roof  prism 
system  to  provide  a   neat  and  lightweight  binocular 
you  can  take  anywhere.  Like  its  big  brother  the 
prisms  are  first  laser  aligned  then  secured  so  they 
are  shock  resistant.  This  process  also  eliminates 

those  slight  mis-alignments  which  you  can’t  usually 
see,  but  can  cause  eye-strain  and  sometimes 
headaches. 

SL  BINOCULAR 
MODEL  ILLUSTRATED  8   «   56 

TWELVE  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

The  SL  represents  the  greatest  step  forward 

in  binocular  design  and  construction  in  the 

last  quarter  of  a   century.  Clad  In  a   dense 

ftjiyurethane  that  does  not  transmit  heat 
or  cold,  the  unique  body  shell  is 

ergonomically  designed  to  fit  the  human 
hand  and  will  not  slip  even  when  wet 

Tremendously  robust,  it  is  fully  waterproof, 

fogproof  and  shockproof  with  an  optical 
performance  that  is  second  to  none 

TRADITIONAL  BINOCULARS 

MODELS  ILLUSTRATED  lOxWGREENRUSBERARMOURED 
AND  10  X   40  BLACK 
TEN  MODELS  IN  THE  RANGE 

Widely  known  in  ornithologist  circles  as  the  'Diana', the  Habicht  traditional  binocular  remains  a   firm 

favourite  of  the  observer  who  knows  the  true 

value  of  high  quality  optics.  Each  and  every 
model  has  been  designed  to  ensure  the  highest 

resolution,  brightness  and  contrast  The  ability 
to  focus  down  to  4   metres  with  excellent  depth 

of  field  makes  the  10  x   40  wide  angle  models 

particularly  well-suited  for  bird  watching 

Each  of  these  products  is  manufactured  in  Austna  and  
carries  the  stanrJard 

Swarovski  40  year  warranty 

For  further  information  and  colour  brochure  please  write  to
: 

SWAROVSKI  UK  LIMITEQ  ^   v*,m  nvw 
One  The  Boulevard.  Blackmoor  Lane,  Watford,  Her

ts.  WD1  8YW. 

Telephone:  0923  816366.  Telefex:  0923  816005.  Tele
x;  24958  SWARO  G 

(D519) 
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TO:  B.I.S.  STONERUNNER,  COAST  ROAD,  CLEY-NEXT-THE-SEA,  HOLT 
NOREOLK  NR25  7RZ 

Please  enrol  me  as  a   member  of  the  Bird  Information  Service,  which  entitles  me  to  12  issues 
of  Birding  World. 

I   enclose  £15  □   (£20  overseas  □),  £5  Special  Introductory  Offer  □ 
Cheques  made  payable  to  B.I.S. 

Name  Mr/Mrs/Miss   

Address   

Postcode 

Special  Introductory  Offer:  For  a   4-month  trial  subscription  to  Birding  World,  just  fill  in  the 
coupon  and  send  only  £5.  (D522) 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
^   *   89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. ^   '   Phone:01-648  8822 

Mon.-Frt.  9am  to  5pm  Sat.  9am  to  11 .30am 

Other  times  by  appointmerit 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. ★   Phone/mail  order  service 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  C 

10  X   25  Dialyl  214 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  245 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvt  389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 

7   X   42  BGAT  ( P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  Phone 

LEIT2  (Leica) 
8   X   20  T   rinovid 
8x20BCATrinovid 
10x25BCTrinovid 
10x25BCATnnovid 
8x40BATrinovid 
10x40  PTrinovid 

10x40  BA  NTnnovid 
Miniature  soft  case 
BA  soft  case 

SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 

235 

247 
247 
259 

Phone 

Phone 
Phone 

14 

34 

341 
298 
i 

302 

OPTOLYTH 

8x30Alpin 
8x40Alpin 
10x40  Al  pin 
7x42Alpin 
10x50Alpin 
12x50Alpin 

NIKON 
8x20  roof  prism 
10x25  roof  prism 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism 
12x36  DCF  roof  prism 

186 

200 
205 207 

221 225 

139 

154 
248 
268 

SWALLOW 

10  X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 

orism  ^   20 

MIRADOR 

8x42 
8   X   42  with  rubber 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered 
7x42  rubber  covered 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom 
1 0x40  B   Custom 

OPTICRON 

8x42  HR  II 

10x42  HR  II 

10x50  HR  II 
9x35  BCF  Elite 
RAYBAN 

The  world's  finest  sunglasses, 
from 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20  X   60  FiekJscope 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 
Camera  adaptor 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45-') TSN-2body 

TSN-3body(45°) TSN-4  body 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 
20  x(W  A)  eyepiece 

25  x(LER)  eyepiece 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

TS  601  body  (45") TS  602  body 

20-60  X   eyepiece 
20  xWW  eyepiece 

OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°) 
TBG  80  body  (straight) 

TB  eyepieces  from 

110 
120 

189 
179 

189 199 

140 
145 
155 
186 

42 

289 

513 68 165 

265 

255 495 
485 

59 
79 

99 119 

189 169 

94 

49 

320 

320 

56 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 

OPTICRON 60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubber 

60mm  HR  body  (45 ') Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 

CENTURY 

60mm,  rubber-cirmcKjred.  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 
60mm.  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 

straight  eyepiece.  20x  ̂ us  30x. 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padded  case 
PICCOLO 60mm  body 

30  X   eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 

C 155 

65 

26 

128 
155 
150 

65 

26 

125 

170 
20 

52 

187 

15 

107 
26 
22 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red,  hand-held  scope, 
complete  in  case 
Mains  charger 690 

69 
TRIPODS  (one-hand  .-ontrol) 
SlikD2 
Slik  Observer 
SlikSL67 
Manfrotto  MN  144B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc 

Manfrotto  MN  200  head 
Universal  clamp 
Hide  clamp 

Car  window  mount 

73 

75 

105 

54 

43 
40 

38 

40 
25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £1 0   when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 

Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  
renowned  P^GHAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY,
  30th  JULY 

(1 1 .00  am  to  5.00  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  bu
y  binoculars,  telescopes, 

trioods  etc  Also  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed
  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 

Sffiste?  ama  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.
  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minutes'  drive  from  the  M25 

(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube,  (os^a) 
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British  Birds 

Subscription  Order  Form 
Send  to:  Win  BB  for  Life,  Mrs  Erika  Sharrock,  British  Birds,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 

Bedford  MK44  :$Nj 

NAMKANnAf)t)RF..ssor  RECOMMENDING SI  BSCRIBF.R   

Please  send  me  more  of  these  forms  (enter  number  requi 

NAMF  AND  ADDRF.SS  OF  NEW  SI  BSCRIBF.R 

Postcode 

New  subscription  to  start  in  JANUARY  1989  D   or  with  latest  issue  D   or  with  next  issue  CH 
Direct 

Subscription  category 

Sterling 

Irish  pounds  US  dollars 
Debit 

Standard  (libraries,  universities,  etc.) £31.50 IR£38.50 $62.20 

Personal  (individual  birdwatchers) £25.80 IR£3I.60 $49.50 £24.80 

Concessionary  (members  of  RSPB,  B   I'O,  IWC, 
and  eligible  clubs  &   societies)* 

£19.35 IR£23.70 
$36.75 

£18.35 

Airmail  rate  (outside  Europe) £43.00 IR£52.70 
$85.00 

£42.00 

Payment  is  to  be  at 

STANDARD  R.ATF.  CD  or  PFRSONAI.  RAFF  CD  or  CONCT-SSIONARV  RATF  CD  Or  AIRMAII.  RATF  CD 

Cheque/PO/Bank  draft  enclosed  for  £/IR£/$  Payable  to  British  Birds  Ltd 

OR  DIRFCT  DF.BIT  payment  made  (on  bottom  part  of  form,  below)  CD 

OR (ilROpayment  made  intoGiRO  Account  Number37  5886303  CD  on   (date) 

*Ifconcessionary  rate  claimed,  this  is  because  of  personal  current  membership  of   

  (name  ofclub  or  society) 

DIRECT  DEBH  MANDATE  (Part  A) 

I   o   the  Manager  (name  and  address  of  your  UK  bank)   

I/We  authorise  you  until  further  notice  in  writing  to  charge  to  my/our  account  with  you 
unspecified  amounts  which  may  be  debited  thereto  at  the  instance  of  British  Birds  Ltd  by  Direct 
Debit. 

Name  of  Account  to  be  debited 

Bank  Account  Number Bank  Sorting  Code 

Signature   Date. 

Return  this  form  to:  Win  BB  for  Life,  Mrs  Erika  Sharrock,  British  Birds,  Fountains,  Park  Lane, 
Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :tN|. 
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ZOOLOGY  LIBRARY 

Monthly  reports 

February  1989 

Allsopp  and  Bany  Nightingale 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records.  Unless  otherwise 
stated,  dates  refer  to  February  1989 

The  mild  westerly  weather  ofjanuaiy  continued  into  February,  but,  as  the  high  pressure 
to  the  south  declined  after  12tk  the  cooler  and  very  unsettled  weather,  which  had  been 
affecting  Scotland,  moved  south.  Temperatures  dropped,  as  Arctic  air  covered  Britain 
and  Ireland  from  24th,  but  snow  did  not  affect  southern  districts. 

Hidden  jewels 
Finding  a   rare  passerine  away  from  the  coastal  migration  watchpoints  is 
one  of  the  ultimate  achievements  of  birdwatching,  especially  when  the 
species  is  a   new  one  for  Europe  and  spectacularly  plumaged.  The  Golden- 

winged Warbler  Vermivora  chrysoptera  found  on  7th  on  a   housing  estate  in 
Maidstone  (Kent)  was  certainly  that  (plates  186  &   188),  and  naturally 
attracted  hordes  of  eager  birders  (plate  187).  This  Nearctic  wood-warbler, 
which  breeds  in  the  eastern  USA  and  normally  winters  in  South  America, 

[Brit.  Birds H2:  289-295.July  1989] 
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290 Febmary  reports 

probably  flew  the  Atlantic  last  autumn  and  survived  in  the  mild  winter.  A 

not-so-rare  but  equally  exotic  Northern  Oriole  Icterus  galbula  was 
identified  in  February,  after  appearing  in  a   garden  in  Dyfed  since  January', 
and  a   second  record  this  winter  of  an  American  Robin  Turdus  migratorius 
came  from  Maidenhead  (Berkshire)  on  19th.  Equally  pleasing  was  the 
finding  of  a   wintering  Yellow-browed  Warbler  Phylloscopus  inomatus  in 
Cornwall.  So,  keep  an  eye  open  on  your  own  patch,  as  you  would  on  the 
coast,  and,  with  a   bit  of  luck,  you  too  could  be  entertaining  a   few  thousand 
friends. 

187.  Small  portion  of  crowd  of  estimated  2,500  twitchers  watching  Golden-winged  Warbler 
Vermivora  chrysoptera,  Kent,  February  1989  (David  Tipling) 

( I   he  inclusion  of  plates  186,  188  &   189  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  fmm  7.KISS  West  Gemum] 
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Divers  to  wildfowl 

Concentrations  of  Red-throated  Divers 

Gavia  slellata  included  33  olT  (nbraltar  Point 

(Lincolnshire),  50  at  Cley  (Norfolk)  on  1 1th, 

and  in  die  Forth,  with  34  in  (iullane  Bay 

(Lothian).  Inland,  two  Great  Northern 

Divers  G.  immer  were  seen  on  Farmoor 

Reservoir  (Oxfordshire)  until  24th,  and 

there  were  two  on  Rutland  Water  (Leicester- 

shire) on  26th.  Single  Red-necked  Grebes 

Fndiceps  griseifena  were  reported  in  scattered 

sites  in  southeast  Kngland,  and  four  were 

exceptional  in  Orkney  on  8th,  but  39  at 

Gosford  (Lothian)  on  24th  was  expected,  as 

were  45  Slavonian  Grebes  F.  aurilus  at  the 

last  locality  on  26th.  A   Great  Shearwater 

FulJmus  gravis  was  seen  near  St  Kilda  (West- 

ern Isles)  and  a   Sooty  Shearwater  F.  griseus 

was  a   surprise  at  Filey  Brigg  (North  York- 

shire) on  18th.  'Fhe  Double-crested  Cor- 
morant Fhalacrocorax  aurilus  at  Billingham 

(Cle\eland)  remained  until  27th. 

Some  noticeable  goose  movements  occur- 

red at  the  beginning  of  the  month  in  south- 

east England.  White-fronted  Geese  Atiser 

albifrons  collected  at  Sandwich  Bay  (Kent), 

peaking  at  118  on  3rd,  thereafter  decreasing 
to  25  at  the  end  of  the  month.  In  SulTolk,  230 

were  at  Minsmere  on  5th  and  6th,  260  at 

Kessingland  from  8th  to  18th,  92  at  Sud- 

boume  and  47  at  Orfbrdness  on  12th,  and, 

in  Essex,  nine  on  Holland  .Marshes  on  1st 

and  five  at  .\bberton  Reser\oir  on  11th.  .\ 

few  Bean  Geese  A.Jabalis  were  also  involved: 

on  Holland  .Marshes,  there  were  seven  on 

1st  and  eight  on  5th,  and  there  were  seven  at 

Sandwich  Bay  from  9th  to  16th.  Two  were 
seen  in  Bedfordshire  on  4th  and  three  at 

Blakeney  (Norfolk)  on  3rd. 

Duck  counts  were  unusual  in  the  mild 

winter  conditions.  .\  verv  low  Wigeon  Anas 

penelope  total  of  153  on  Chew  \   alley  Lake 

(.Won)  on  12th  contrasted  with  a   count  of 

21,500  at  .Martin  Mere  (Lancashire).  .\n 

American  Black  Duck  .-1.  rubripes  w   as  a   rare 
find  on  the  .North  Slob  (Co.  \\  exlord). 

I'otals  of  16  Red-crested  Pochards  Sella 

ntfina  and  12  Ring-necked  Ducks  Aylhya 

collaris  were  the  month’s  tallies,  being  widely 

scattered  geographically.  Three  Ferrugi- 
nous Ducks  .-1.  nyrora  were  seen;  one  left 

Cdiorlton  Countrs  Park  (Greater  Manche.s- 

ter)  on  4th,  another  stayed  on  Dorchester 

(iravel-pits  (Oxfordshire)  from  12th  to 

22nd,  and  one  dropped  into  .\llerton  By- 

water (West  5'orkshire)  on  27th.  l^ng-tailed 
Ducks  Glangula  hyeinalis  remained  on  many 

inland  waters,  and  several  flocks  of  about  30 

were  reported  from  the  west  coast  of  Ireland. 

.\  Velvet  Scoter  .Uelanilla  fusca  was  a   regular 

186  8c  188.  Fop  left  and  below,  (iolden-winged  Warbler  Vermivora  chrysoplera,  Kent,  Febniarv- 
1989  (George  Reszeler) 
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at  Pitsford  Reservoir  (Northamptonshire), 
and  12  were  seen  with  other  duck  flocks  in  St 

Brides  Bay  (l)yfed). 

Birds  of  prey 

Red  Kites  Milvus  milvus  continued  to  be  seen 

on  Bodmin  Moor  (Cornwall)  and  in  Wilt- 

shire until  18th,  with  others  passing  over 
Kenfig  (Mid  G1  amorgan)  on  3rd  and 
Fakenham  (Norfolk)  on  11th.  The  White- 

tailed Eagle  Hatiaeelus  albicilla  at  Butley 
(Suffolk)  was  last  reported  on  22nd.  The 

same  area  also  held  two  Rough-legged 
Buzzards  Buteo  lagopus  until  14th,  with 
others  seen  at  Belton  Marshes  (Suffolk)  on 
19th,  Massingham  Heath  (Norfolk)  until 
1 1th,  in  Orkney  from  1st  to  3rd,  at  Sledmere 

(Humberside)  from  January'  until  9th  and  at 

f’orvie  Nature  Reserve  (Grampian)  until 18th.  A   white  Gyrfalcon  Falco  nistkoliis  was 

reported  from  Firee  and  .Mull  (Strathclyde) 
on  18th  and  19th. 

Waders 

I'he  number  of  Avocets  Recurvirostra  avoselta 
increased  to  250  at  Iken  (Suffolk)  by  12th,  16 
had  returned  to  Cley  (Norfolk)  by  21st  and 
one  was  found  at  Spurn  (Humberside)  on 
16th.  \   Kentish  Plover  Charadrius  alexandri- 
nus  was  found  at  Burnham-on-Sea  (.Somer- 

set) on  19th,  the  Dotterel  C.  tnoririellus  in 

Warwickshire  stayed  through  the  month, 
and  the  Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidris  melanolos 

was  last  seen  at  Sandbach  (Cheshire)  on 

26th.  Nine  Common  Sandpipers  Actitis 

hypoleiicos  remained  at  reserv'oirs,  and  the  53 

Jack  Snipes  I.ymnoayptes  minimus  reported 
were  well  scattered.  Black-tailed  Godwits 

Limosa  limosa  and  Spotted  Redshanks  Tringa 
erythropus  were  reported  as  early  migrants, 
and  a   Whimbrel  Niimenius  phaeopus  wintered 
in  the  Isle  of  Wight. 

Skuas,  gulls  and  auks 

Iwo  Pomarine  Skuas  Stercorarius  pornarinus 

remained  off'  Lowestoft  from  13th  to  18th 
and  others  were  seen  at  Cromer  (Norfolk) 

on  14th  and  at  Clevedon  (Avon).  .'X  Great 
Skua  S.  skua  returned  to  Orkney  on  15th, 
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and  others  were  seen  passing  Filey  Brigg  on 
15th,  on  RockclilTe  Marshes  (Cumbria)  on 
22nd  and  at  sea  near  St  Kilda  on  25th.  Of 

the  76  Mediterranean  Culls  Imtus  melano- 

cephalus  reported,  45  were  at  Copt  Point 

(Kent),  the  other  31  being  widely  scattered. 

190.  W'axwing  Bombvcilla  gamilus,  Kent, 
F   ebruary  1989  {David  Tipling) 

\   Bonaparte’s  Gull  /..  Philadelphia  was  re- 

ported from  Weymouth  (Dorset),  and,  of  the 

18  Ring-billed  Gulls  /..  delawarensis  reported 

(plate  195),  four  were  inland.  Fhe  numbers 

of  Iceland  Gulls  L.  glaucoides  increased 

through  the  month,  with  eight  of  the  35  seen 

being  in  Stornoway  Harbour  (\Vestem  Isles) 

during  20th  to  22nd,  and  one  of  the  race 

kumlieni  at  Banff  (Grampian)  (plates  191  & 

192).  Glaucous  Gulls  L.  hyperboreus  in- 

creased similarly,  with  30  at  Ullapool  (High- 

land), five  in  Stornoway  Harbour,  and  a   total 

of  50  in  small  numbers  elsewhere.  Fwo 

Sandwich  Terns  Sterna  sandzncensis  returned 

to  Jersey  by  12th  and  three  were  seen  at 

Holyhead  (Gwynedd),  where  the  Forster’s 
Tern  .S',  forsteri  continued  to  perform  (plate 

193).  Fwo  other  Forster’s  Ferns  were  re- 
ported, from  Co.  Mayo,  at  the  Mullet 

Peninsula  on  1st  and  Killala  Bay  on  19th 
and  20th. 

.\  party  of  34  Little  Auks  Alle  alle  shel- 
tered in  Broad  Bay,  Lewis  (Western  Isles), 

from  12th  to  19th,  two  were  seen  from  the 
Isle  of  Man  on  15th  and  one  wjis  found  on 

Mull  on  13th. 

Owls  to  passerines 

Some  32  Long-eared  Owls  .4«o  otus  were 

reported  from  eight  sites  and  120  of  the 

much  more  readily  seen  Short-eared  Owls 

.4.  Jlammeus  were  still  present  after  the  large 
influx  last  December.  wintering  Wryneck 

/ynx  lorquilla  was  found  in  cast  Cornwall. 

Shore  Larks  Eremophila  alpestiis  were  still  to 

be  found  in  twos  at  Benacre  (Suffolk), 

Fiasington  (Humberside),  at  Fifeness  (Fife) 

and  in  North  Lincolnshire.  Swallow 

Hinindo  rustica  was  an  early  bird  on  18th  in 

Dyfed,  as  was  a   House  Martin  Delichon  urbica 

there  on  5th,  preceding  others  at  St  .\ustell 

(Cornwall)  on  19th  and  possibly  three  on 

the  Isles  of  Scilly  on  20th.  .\nother  had  Ijeen 

reported  in  Buckinghamshire  on  22nd  Janu- 

ary. /\  Richard’s  Pipit  Anlhits  novaeseelandiae 
was  discovered  at  the  North  Slob  on  15th, 

staying  to  21st.  Sightings  of  Waxwings 

Rombycilla  garrulus  (plate  190)  were  again 
numerous.  The  north  still  held  the  majority, 

with  the  largest  flocks  in  West  5orkshire, 

but  now  well  below  100,  apart  from  a   flock  of 

72  at  Woodhall  Hills,  West  Leeds.  .\ 
Wheatear  Oenanthe  oenanihe  was  another 

early  migrant,  on  Rockcliffe  Marshes  on 

26th.  Dartford  W’arblers  Sylvia  undata  were 
found  at  Dungeness  (Kent),  with  two  on 

1 1   th.  and  another  obliging  indiWdual  stayed 

on  Walthamstow  Marshes  (Essex)  from  12th 

to  24th  (plate  194).  The  Arctic  Redpolls 
Carduelis  homemanni  at  Carnoustie  (Tayside) 
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(plate  189)  and  near  Norwich  remained 

throughout  the  month.  The  numbers  of 

Lapland  Buntings  Calcatius  lapponicus  were 

low,  apart  from  55  reported  from  Eyemouth 
(Borders)  on  9th.  Inland,  one  was  found  at 

.\dswood  (Greater  Manchester)  on  25th. 

Febmary  reports 

f   locks  of  Snow  Buntings  Plectrophmax  nivalis 

rarely  exceeded  100  individuals  on  the 
British  east  coast.  A   Little  Bunting  Emberiza 

pusilla  was  a   good  find  on  Ferranporth 
Airfield  (Cornwall)  on  25th  to  27th. 

191  &   192.  Iceland  Gull  Imws  glaucoides  of  race  kumlieni,  with  Herring  Gulls  L   argentatus, 
(•rampian,  lebruary  1989  (above,  S.  M.  I).  Alexander;  below,  .Steve  Young) 
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193.  Forster’s  Fern  Sterna  forsteri,  Anglesey,  Februan,'  1989  (Daind  Tipling) 

194.  Dartford  Warbler  Sylina  undata,  Essex,  F'ebruaiA  1989  {R.  J.  Melds) 

195.  Adult  Ring-billed  Gull  Lams  delawarensis,  Cornwall,  Februar>-  1989  (D.  S.  Flumm
) 



Identification  of  marsh  terns  in 

juvenile  and  winter  plumages 

The  three  marsh  terns,  Whiskered  Chlidonias  hybridus.  Black  C.  niger  and 
White-winged  Black  C.  leucopterus,  were  for  a   long  time  considered  ver>' 

difficult  to  tell  apart  in  juvenile  and  winter  plumages.  Williamson  (1960) 

pointed  out  a   number  of  distinguishing  features,  since  when  a   few 

additional  characters  have  been  discovered,  and  most  of  the  important 

field-marks  are  mentioned  under  ‘plumages’  in  BIVP  (Cramp  1985).  The 

purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  summarise  present  knowledge  about  the 

identification  of  juvenile  marsh  terns,  with  additional  reference  to  winter 

plumage.  The  information  is  based  mainly  on  personal  field  observations 

in  Europe  and  Asia,  complemented  by  examination  of  skins  in  the  British 

Museum  (Natural  History),  Tring,  and  the  Zoologisk  Museum,  Copen- 

hagen, and  study  of  a   large  number  of  photographs. 

Size  and  structure 

Whiskered  Tern  is  slightly  larger  and  heavier  than  either  Black  or  White- 

winged Black.  It  usually  has  a   noticeably  heavier  and,  particularly 

compared  with  White-winged  Black,  slightly  longer  bill  (though  the 

longest-billed  males  of  Black  and  White-winged  Black  overlap  female 

Whiskered  in  this  respect).  The  wings  of  Whiskered  Tern  are  slightly 

longer  and  broader  than  those  of  the  other  two  species,  and  often  appear 

to  be  of  slightly  more  uniform  width  throughout  their  length.  The  tail  is 

slightly  more  deeply  notched  than  on  White-winged  Black.  Whiskered 

also  has  proportionately  slightly  longer  legs  than  the  other  two. 

Black  Tern  is  marginally  bigger  than  White-winged  Black,  and  on 

average  has  a   proportionately  slightly  longer  bill,  a   slightly  more  deeply 

forked  tail,  and  marginally  longer  wings.  The  forehead  tends  to  be  a   little 

more  sloping  on  Black  than  on  White-winged  Black.  The  latter  may  show 

noticeably  longer  legs  than  Black  when  perched  (P.  j.  (irant  in  litt.). 

Fig.  1.  White-winged  Black  Chlidonias  leucopterus  (loji),  Black  C.  nii’er  (centre)  and  Whiskered 

Ferns  C.  hyhridus  in  full  juvenile  plnmage.  Inset  are  heads  viewed  from  behind  {Per  Alstrdm) 

296 \liril.  H2:  29f)-:tl<.).july  I9H91 
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?’ig.  2.  White-winged  Black  Chlidonias  leucoplerus  (left  two),  Black  C.  niger  (cen
tre)  and 

Whiskered  Terns  C.  hybridus  (right  two)  in  winter  plumage  (Per  Alstrbm) 

Moult 

Adults  of  all  three  species  have  a   complete  autumn  moult  (but  w
ith  moult 

of  flight  feathers  arrested),  usually  starting  as  early  as  June  to  July.  The
 

post-juvenile  moult,  however,  is  very  variable.  Whiskere
d  Terns  often 

start  moulting  head  and  body  feathers  rather  soon  after  fledging, 
 but  some 

individuals  are  still  in  nearly  full  juvenile  plumage  in  early  December
; 

according  to  Cramp  (1985),  moult  of  primaries  can
  start  soon  after 

fledging,  but  my  own  experience  suggests  that  it  probably  no
rmally  starts 

considerably  later  than  that  (for  example,  one  second-ca
lendar-year 

Whiskered  on  12th  March  had  all  juvenile  flight  feathers  reta
ined). 

Juvenile  Black  and  White-winged  Black  Terns  usually  start  head  an
d  body 

moult  later  than  Whiskered,  usually  not  until  in  the  winter  quarter
s, 

although,  rarely,  at  least  White-winged  Black  can  be  
in  full  first-winter 

plumage  as  early  as  mid  September;  according  to  Cramp  (1985),  
moult  of 

primaries  starts  in  late  November  to  early  February. 

Juvenile  plumage 
Head 

The  head  pattern  of  Whiskered  is  distinctly  different  from  t
hat  of  the 

other  two:  the  dark  patch  on  the  ear-coverts  does  not  extend  so  
far  down 

as  on  Black  and  White-winged  Black,  and  the  white  behind  the  ear-
coverts 

patch  does  not  extend  nearly  so  high  up  onto  the  sides  of  the  cr
own  as  on 

White-winged  Black  and  usually  not  quite  so  high  up  as  on  Black  Tern
 

(see  fig.  1).  The  head  pattern  is  thus  more  reminiscent  of  that  of  a
   juvenile 

Comrnon  Sterna  hirundo  or  Arctic  Tern  S.  paradisaea.  This  feature  is  mos
t 

obvious  on  perched  birds.  The  appearance  of  the  head  when  view
ed  from 

behind  is  also  distinctive  (fig.  1).  The  dark  cap  generally  reaches  to  the 

mantle  on  Whiskered,  whereas  Black  and  White-winged  Black  usually 

Fig.  3.  White-winged  Black  Chlidonias  leucoptems  (top),  Black  C.  niger  (centre)  and  Whiskered 

Ferns  C.  hybridm  (bottom)  in  full  juvenile  plumage  (Per  ALstrbm) 
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show  a   distinct  white  collar.  This  character  is,  however,  usually  of  little 

use  on  perched  birds,  and  often  v^ery'  difficult  to  see  in  flight.  The  eye-ring 

generally  seems  to  be  slightly  narrower  on  W'hiskered  Tern  than  on  the 
other  two  species. 

On  very  fresh  juveniles,  the  dark  cap  frequently  reaches  farther 

forward — onto  the  forehead — on  W'hiskered  than  on  the  other  two,  and 
the  forehead  is  often  browner,  merging  with  the  blackish  cap  (see  fig.  1 
and  plate  197).  The  cap  tends  to  be  less  solidly  dark  on  Whiskered,  but 

this  is  of  little  value  in  the  field.  As  moult  progresses,  Wffiiskered  usually 
acquires  a   paler  and  more  streaked  cap  than  the  other  two  species, 

especially  when  compared  with  Black  Tern  (see  under  ‘W'inter  plumage’, belowj. 

The  head  patterns  of  Black  and  White-winged  Black  Terns  are  basically 
similar  to  each  other.  On  average,  the  white  behind  the  ear-coverts 

reaches  considerably  higher  up  on  White-winged  Black;  this,  in  combina- 

tion with  the  species’  usually  short  but  distinct  supercilium,  often  makes 
the  dark  ear-coverts  patch  look  more  isolated  from  the  dark  crown  than  on 
Black  Tern.  When  moult  of  crown  feathers  begins  (often  as  early  as  in 
August),  the  crown  usually  becomes  obviously  paler  on  White-winged 

Black  (see  under  ‘W'inter  plumage’,  below). 
Mantle  and  scapulars 

In  fresh  plumage  (before  the  post-juvenile  moult  has  begun),  all  three 
species  have  rather  dark  mantle  and  scapulars.  On  Whiskered  and  White- 

winged Black,  there  is  usually  a   great  contrast  between  the  dark  ‘saddle’ 

and  the  wings  (on  Wffiite-winged  Black  further  emphasised  by  the  white 
collar  and  rump).  On  Black  Tern,  this  contrast  is  usually  much  less 
pronounced,  mainly  because  of  its  darker  wings. 

On  W'hiskered  Tern,  the  scapulars,  especially  the  rear  ones,  often  look 
rather  huffish  with  contrastingly  blackish  crescents,  creating  a   rather 
variegated  pattern,  usually  most  noticeable  in  flight.  This  pattern  is 
caused  by  at  least  some  of  the  feathers  having  huffish  internal  markings, 
and  in  fresh  plumage  most  have  rather  wide  huffish  tips  (see  fig.  1   and 
plates  196  &   198).  Sometimes  the  huffish  centres  are  not  apparent,  and 
the  pale  fringes  can  be  quite  inconspicuous;  the  dark  saddle  then  looks 

more  uniformly  dark,  more  reminiscent  of  that  of  White-winged  Black 
Tern  (see  plate  197). 

The  mantle  and  scapulars  of  White-winged  Black  look  more  uniformly 
dark.  Although  the  feather  centres  are  paler  than  the  tips  (see  fig.  1   and 
plate  199),  the  contrast  is  much  less  than  on  Whiskered,  and  it  never 
shows  the  conspicuous  blackish  and  huffish  pattern  of  many  Whiskered. 
Pale  tips  are  either  lacking  or  very  narrow. 

On  Black  Tern,  the  scapulars,  especially  the  rear  ones,  are  usually  a 
little  paler  than  on  White-winged  Black,  and  the  rear  scapulars  in 
particular  usually  show  fairly  wide  pale  tips  (see  plates  202  &   203). 

On  average,  the  post-juvenile  moult  starts  earlier  in  W'hiskered  than  in 
the  other  two  species  (see  above),  and,  as  the  number  of  grey  winter 
feathers  increases,  the  contrast  between  the  upperparts  and  the  wings diminishes. 
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196.  Whiskered  Tern  Chlidonias  hybridus  in  iinmaculale  juvenile  plumage,  Japan,  13th 

November  1986  (it  is  exceptional  lor  Whiskered  to  l>e  in  full  juvenile  plumage  so  late  in 

autumn)  {Y.  Oyaiirhi).  Although  the  dark  patch  on  the  ear-coverts  reaches  unusually  far 

down,  the  head  pattern  is  still  typical  of  the  species.  Note  distinct  whitish  tips  and  pale 

internal  markings  of  rear  scapulars,  also  tertial  pattern 

197.  Whiskered  Tern  Chlidonias  hybridus  in  full  juvenile  plumage,  France,  .\ugust  1978  (Keith 

Atkin).  Pattern  of  scapulars  of  this  individual,  with  no  obvious  pale  tips  or  internal  markings, 

is  very  similar  to  that  of  juvenile  White-winged  Black  Tern  C.  leucopterus.  Fertials  also  lack 

distinct  pale  tips  and  internal  markings,  but  are  still  more  contrastingly  patterned  than  on 

most  White-winged  Black 

On  all  three  species,  the  pattern  of  the  uppenvings,  especially  of  the  flight 

feathers,  varies  to  some  extent  with  the  angle  of  light.  This  is  illustrated  by 

plates  213-215,  which  show  the  same  White-winged  Black  Tern  from 

slightly  different  angles:  note  how 'the  darkness  of  the  primaries, 

secondaries  and  fore  edge  of  the  wing  varies. 
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198.  \\  hiskered  1   em  C.hlidotiias  hybridus  moulting  from  juvenile  to  lirst-vvinter  plumage,  Israel. 
October  1986  (Paid  Doherty,  from  colour  transparency).  Crown  still  mainly  dark 

199.  White-winged  Black  'fern  Chlidonias 
leucoptems  in  juvenile  plumage,  Lancashire, 

September  1969  (.Maurice  Jones).  N'ote  that 
white  behind  ear-coverts  reaches  ver\  high 

up  compared  with  Whiskered  C.  hybridus  and 

most  Black  'Lems  C.  niger.  so  that  dark  ear- 
coverts  patch  looks  nearly  isolated  from 

dark  crown;  also  that  crown  is  still  seem- 

ingly all-dark 

The  wings  of  Whiskered  Tern  usually  look  rather  uniformly  pale 
greyish,  with  darker  alula  and  variably  dark  primaries  and  secondaries. 

They  lack  the  dark  fore  edge  of  the  other  two  species,  or  have  only  a   very 
poorly  marked  one.  Sometimes,  however,  there  appears  to  be  a   fairly 
broad,  darker  fore  edge  (see  plate  210),  which  is  to  some  degree 
dependent  on  the  angle  of  view.  The  prominence  of  the  dark  leading  edge 

of  the  bird  in  plate  210  ‘could  almost  be  lost  at  certain  angles  and  in 
strong  light.  When  this  photograph  was  taken  (on  18th  September),  the 
dark  colour  was  evidently  at  its  strongest;  other  photographs  show  little 

dark  on  the  coverts’  (Hume  &   Porter  1981).  The  tertials  of  Whiskered  are 
either  rather  contrastingly  patterned  with  internal  buffish  markings  and 
fringes  (see  plate  198),  or  simply  grey  with  blackish  tips  and  buflish 
terminal  fringes  (see  plate  197). 
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200.  Adult  winter  W’hite-winijed  Black  1   ern  ('.hlidonids  leitatpU’nis.  South  Africa.  1974  (dem 
\kh()U\).  Note  vc-n  pale  crown  and  distinct,  almost  isolated,  dark  patch  on  ear-coverts 

201.  Black  I'erns  (.'/ilidoiiia.s  in  juvenile  |)luniane  (with  adult  in  centre,  (   ommon  l   ern 
Sti'iiKi  liinmdo  at  far  riu;ht),  .Netherlands.  Aumist  or  .September  1974  (1‘.  Mimstnman).  (   om|)are 
head  pattern  ol  birds  on  this  and  ttext  two  plates  with  that  of  \\  hiskered  (,.  /nhiidw^  and 

\\’hite-w  inired  Black  (..  Ifiuoptems  (fitj.  1.  plates  19b-2!lO).  .Note  also  lack  of  contrast  between 
scapulars  and  cov  erts,  ven  distinct  dark  fore  edi;e  to  inner  vvint^  and  distinct  dark  breast-side 

patches 
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202.  Juvenile  Black  Ter  ns  Chlido»ia.\  iii^cr.  N'elherlands,  Seplembei'  1974  (! Ians  Schouteu).  Bale 
tips  to  rear  sca])ulais  more  dislinci  than  in  plate  201 

203.  Ju\enile  Black  Terns  C/tlidonias  nigei,  Netherlands,  Aitgusl  1971  (F.  Atunslennan) 
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204.  Black  'I'crns  Cfilidonia.s  nii/fi  in  wimcr  plnmaiic  (at  Icasi  on<-  jn\cnilc  in  back^roniul i . 

\cl licrlatKls,  Scpicinhcr  l‘)79  (/'.  Miinslrniian).  Noic  licad  paitcm  and  distinci  dark  paicltcs 
on  sides  ol  hreasi 

205.  Whiskered  Tern  Chlidonias  hybridus  moultinie:  from  juvenile  lo  firsi-winter  plumage. 

Spain.  5tli  October  198b  {Kd  Mackrilt).  Note  comparatively  uniformK  patterned  wings 

206.  Whiskered  lern  Chlidonias  hxbiidiis  moulting  from  jmenile  to  first-winter  plumage, 

Spain,  5th  October  1986  (Ed  Mnckrilf).  Note  narrow  dark  lore  edge  to  wing,  narrow  white 

neck-collar  and  fairly  distinct  breast-side  patch  of  this  individual 
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207.  W   hiskered  I   ern  (Jilidonias  hybridus  in  nearly  full  firsl-winler  plumage,  Spain.  5th  Orlober 
1980  (b.d  Mackrill).  Note  lack  ol  distinct  dark  fore  edge  to  inner  wing;  rump  and  tail 

concolorous  (except  for  dark  bar  at  tip  of  tail) 
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210.  Kirsl-winter  Whiskered  Tern  ('.hlidonias  hybridm,  Camhridneshire,  18lh  September  1979 
{Je(f  Pick).  Note  triangular,  dark  area  on  inner  forewing  (see  page  302  for  discussion) 

211.  First-winter  Whiskered  Fem  C.hlidonias  hybridus,  Spain,  5th  October  1986  {Ed  Mackrill). 

Note  distinct  dark  patch  on  side  of  breast  of  this  individual 

White-winged  Black  Tem  also  shows  rather  pale  wings,  usually  clearly 

contrasting  with  the  dark  mantle  and  scapulars,  but  there  is  normally  a 

distinct,  although  narrow,  dark  fore  edge  (apparently  there  is  a   slight 

overlap  in  this  character  between  White-winged  Black  and  Whiskered). 

The  tertials  are  generally  darker  and  less  contrastingly  patterned  than  on 

Whiskered,  and  never  show  the  internal  huffish  markings  and  wide, 

huffish  fringes  often  present  on  that  species. 

The  wings  of  Black  Tem  are  usually  darker  than  on  the  other  two, 

normally  contrasting  only  slightly  with  the  scapulars.  Sometimes, 

however,  the  contrast  is  rather  strong,  as  for  example  in  plate  227.  The 

dark  fore  edge  is  usually  more  prominent  than  on  White-wnnged  Black. 

The  tertials  are  similar  to  those  of  White-winged  Black,  but  generally 

show  distinctly  wider  pale  tips.   

208.  Centre  left.  Whiskered  Fern  Chtidonuis  hbridus  in  nearly  full  first-winter  plumage,  Spain, 

5th  October  1986  {Ed  Mackrill).  Faint  dark  fore  edge  to  inner  wing,  rather  distin
ct  neck-collar 

on  this  individual 

209.  Bottom  left.  Whiskered  Fern  Chlidonias  hybridm  moulting  from  juxenile  to  first-w
inter 

plumage,  Romania,  Septemlter  1980  {Jan  Shrik).  Faint  dark  fore  edge  to  inner 
 wing,  mainly 

pale  crown 
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1   he  undenving  pattern  is  basically  the  same  on  all  three  species:  a 

darker,  diffuse  trailing  edge  to  the  primaries  and  secondaries,  usually 

palest  on  Whiskered  and  darkest  on  Black  (as  on  the  upperwing,  the 
shade  of  darkness  varies  with  the  angle  of  light). 

Back,  rump  and  tail 

On  V\  hiskered,  back,  rump  and  tail  are  usually  concolorous,  rather  pale 
grey,  although  sometimes  the  rump  is  slightly  paler.  There  is  frequently  a 
dark  subterminal  bar  on  the  tail.  The  outer  web  of  the  outermost  tail 
feather  is  white. 

On  White-winged  Black,  the  rump  is  usually  white,  contrasting  clearly 
with  the  dark  scapulars  and  back  and  with  the  grey  uppertail-coverts  and 
tail.  A   dark  subterminal  bar  to  the  tail  is  less  frequently  present  than  on 
V\  hiskered.  The  outer  web  of  the  outermost  tail  feather  is  white,  as  on 
Whiskered. 

Black  Tern  has  a   grey  rump,  uppertail-coverts  and  tail.  Occasionally, 
the  rump  is  slightly  paler,  but  is  never  white  as  on  White-winged  Black 
(the  white  of  the  underparts  does,  however,  often  reach  up  onto  the  sides 
of  the  rump:  see,  for  example,  plate  227);  nevertheless,  juvenile  Black, 
with  a   combination  of  palish  rump  and  stronger-than-average  saddle 
effect,  can  provide  a   pitfall  (see  plate  227).  A   dark  subterminal  bar  to  the 
tail  is  sometimes  present.  The  outer  web  of  the  outermost  tail  feather  is 
only  slightly  paler  than  the  rest  of  the  tail,  not  white  as  on  the  other  two 

species;  it  may,  however,  look  rather  pale  in  the  field. 

Underparts 

The  breast  of  \\  hiskered  is  white,  either  unmarked  or  with  a   darker  patch 
on  the  sides.  This  patch,  however,  if  present,  is  usually  not  so  large  and 
distinct  and  probably  never  so  dark  as  on  Black  Tern.  The  flanks  may 
sometimes  be  mottled. 

The  underparts  of  White-winged  Black  are  white  and  unmarked. 
Exceptionally,  there  is  a   brownish  patch  on  the  sides  of  the  breast,  but  it  is 

never  so  large,  clear-cut  and  dark  as  on  Black  Tern. 

The  underparts  of  Black  Tern  are  white,  with  a   large,  distinct,  dark 
patch  on  the  sides  of  the  breast.  The  flanks  are  sometimes  mottled  with 
dark. 

Bare  patis 

fhe  colour  of  the  bare  parts  is  essentially  the  same  on  all  three  species: 
bill  blackish,  sometimes  with  some  brownish-orange  at  the  base  of  the 
lower  mandible;  legs  and  feet  pale  brownish-pink  to  brownish-red  or 
rather  dark  brownish. 

2t3.  C:en(re  right,  tVhite-winged  Black  I'ern  Chlidonim  leucoptems  moulting  from  juvenile  to 
tirst-winter  plumage,  Dorset,  2()th  .Septemher  l‘)82  (P.  IV/tev).  Note  grey  feathers  appearing  in 
mantle,  scapulars  and  rump;  distinctly  speckled  crown;  ver>  faint  dark  fore  edge  to  inner 
wing  of  this  individual.  Compare  head  pattern  with  that  of  Whiskered  C.  Iivhndiis  urn]  Black 

I   enis  nif^er.  .\ote  also  distinct  white  neck-collar 

214.  Bottom  right.  White-winged  Black  I'ern  Chlidonias  leucopimts,  same  individual  as  in  plate 213  (P.  Vines).  Compare  impression  of  the  flight  feathers  with  that  given  in  plate  213. 
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212.  First-year  Whiskered  Fern  Chlidonias  hyhridus,  Israel.  Ot  lober  198H  [Haul  Dohertx.  from 

(oloin  tramparemy).  L’nderwint?  comparatively  pale.  I’he  rather  dee|>ly  notched  tail  is  well 
shown 
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215.  \\  hite-vvinged  Black  I   ern  Chlidonias  leucopterus,  same  indi\'idual  as  in  plates  213  and  214 
(.4.  /.  Croitcher).  Note  that  in  this  photograph  a   broad  dark  fore  edge  to  the  inner  wing  is 

apparent 

216.  AlM)ve,  juvenile  White-winged  Black 

Tern  Chlidonias  leucopterus,  Lincolnshire,  Sep- 

tember 1974  (Keith  Atkin).  A   classic  indi- 
vidual in  all  respects 

217.  Left,  juvenile  White-winged  Black  1   ern 
Chlidonias  leucopterus,  Netherlands,  September 

1979  (J.  />  Ridder).  I   he  light  conditions 

make  the  wings  look  rather  dark  and  exag- 

gerate the  paleness  of  the  tail  and  up|)ertail- 
coverts 
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2 1 8.  Juvenilt*  \Vhilt*-wine;rd  Black  Tem  ( ,'hlidoniti.s  leucnpterus,  (a>rn\vail,  St-pU-mbt-r  or  ( )clober 

1982  (ir.  R.  Hiixl).  Although  ihc  nianlle  and  scapulars  of  ibis  indi\'idual  arc  cxccptionalh 
pale,  in  all  other  resjwcis  il  is  lypiial 

219.  White-wini^ed  Black  I'em  Chtidonias  leucopterus.  same  indh  idual  as  in  plate  218  (M'.  R. 
f   first).  White  outer  ueb  of  outermost  tail  feather  and  lack  of  dark  patch  on  side  of  breast  arc 

well  shown 

Summary  of  most  important  distinguishing  features 

Perched 

\\  hiskered  can  easily  be  identified  by  head  pattern.  In  addition,  the  rear 

scapulars  usually  differ  significantly  from  those  of  the  other  two  species  in 

having  bulfish  internal  markings  and  distinct  huffish  tips.  This  pattern  is, 

however,  not  always  obvious,  particularly  at  a   distance,  when  the 

upperparts  look  quite  similar  to  those  of  White-winged  Black  Tern. 
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Whiskered  also  difVers  from  most  White-winged  Black  in  lacking  a   dark 

lore  edge  to  the  wings  (or  having  only  a   very  faiitt  one),  and  the  tertials 

usually  have  a   more  contrasting  pattern  than  on  the  other  two  species. 

1   he  heavier  bill  and  longer  legs  can  also  be  of  some  use. 

White-winged  Black  and  Black  Terns  are  ver\-  similar  to  each  other 

when  perched.  The  presence  or  lack  of  a   prominent  dark  patch  on  the  side 

ol  the  breast  is  the  best  way  of  distinguishing  between  them.  On  White- 

winged Black,  the  wings  are  usually  paler  and  contrast  more  with  the 

mantle  and  scapulars  (though  this  is  generally  more  obvious  in  flight),  and 

the  dark  fore  edge  to  the  wing  is  usually  narrower  and  paler  than  on  Black 

lern.  1   hese  differences  are,  however,  sometimes  rather  slight.  In 

addition,  the  two  species  usually  have  a   head  pattern  at  least  slightly 

different:  on  W   hite-winged  Black,  the  dark  cap  is  often  less  solidly  dark  (if 
moult  of  crown  leathers  has  commenced),  and  the  white  on  the  sides  of 

the  head  usually  reaches  higher  up  behind  the  dark  ear-coverts  patch, 

which  usually  looks  more  detached  from  the  dark  crown  than  on  Black 

fern.  The  shorter  bill  and  more  rounded  head  of  White-winged  Black  can 

also  be  of  some  help. 

In  flight 

\\  hiskered  and  W   hite-winged  Black  show  pale  wings  and  contrastingly 
dark  saddles.  Moult  to  first-winter  plumage,  however,  normally  starts 
much  earlier  in  Whiskered  (usually  as  early  as  late  July  to  August,  at  least 

in  Western  populations),  thus  reducing  the  contrast  between  saddle  and 

wings  (see,  for  example,  plate  208).  The  dark  saddle  of  Whiskered  is 

usually  not  so  uniformly  dark  as  on  W'hite-winged  Black  fern;  at  the  rear 
it  often  looks  rather  huffish  with  blackish  crescentic  marks,  thus  having  a 

more  \ariegated  pattern  than  on  White-winged  Black.  The  lack  of  a 

distinct  dark  fore  edge  to  the  inner  wing  is  also  a   good  character  of 
Whiskered;  it  should,  however,  be  borne  in  mind  that  some  Whiskered 

show'  a   naiTow  dark  fore  edge,  and  some  appear  to  have  a   fairly  broad, 
darker  forearm,  while  some  White-winged  Black  Terns  show  a   ver\  poorly 

marked  dark  fore  edge.  I'he  concolorous  grey  back,  rump,  uppertail- 
coverts  and  tail  (rump  sometimes  slightly  paler)  is  also  characteristic  of 

Whiskered  compared  with  White-winged  Black.  The  former’s  slightly 
larger  size,  longer  and  heavier  bill,  longer  wings  and  more  forked  tail  can 

also  be  of  some  help.  Differences  in  head  pattern  are  usually  more  difficult 
to  judge  on  terns  in  flight  than  w   hen  perched. 

White-winged  Black  Tern  is  most  similar  to  Black  Tern.  It  can, 
however,  always  be  told  from  the  latter  by  the  lack  of  a   prominent  dark 
patch  on  the  sides  of  the  breast.  The  saddle  is  usually  slightly  darker  on 

White-winged  Black  and  usually  contrasts  much  more  with  the  distinctlv 
paler  wings  than  on  Black  Tern.  Rarely,  however,  the  saddle  is  not  \er\- 
dark  (see,  for  example,  plate  218).  .Some  Black  rerns  show  a   rather 

strongly  contrasting  dark  saddle  (plate  227),  but  this  is  almost  invariably 
|)aler  at  the  rear  than  on  White-winged  Black,  fhe  dark  fore  edge  of  the 
wings  is  usually  narrower  and  less  distinct  on  White-winged  Black,  fhe 

contrastingly  white  rump  of  White-winged  Black  is  a   very  good  field-mark. 
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220.  \\  lOack  Terns  ( '.hlidonias  leitcophrus.  Israel,  September  10H4  (Paul  Doherty,  tram 

colour  traii.s/xireiin).  boll)  jiixt-iiiles  anrl  adults  in,  and  moullini;  into,  winter  pluniatje  are 
shown 

221.  [menile  blai  k   I'ern  (.'hluloiiias  uit’er.  Lincolnshire.  .September  1074  (keith  \lkiu).  Note  the 
rather  imiTormlv  patterned  upper  surface  of  the  bird,  and  distinct  pale  tips  to  rear  scapulars 
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222.  Juvfiiilr  Black  Tern  Chlidonios  nii>ei\  Nelhcrlancls.  3()tl>  AiigusI  \975jRohiti  Williams). 
Mantle  anti  fore  cds>c  of  winij;  darkest  jiarts  on  upper  surface 

223.  Juvenile  lilack  Tern  Chlidonias  niger.  Menorca,  September  1976  (Ihian  Thomas) 

but  it  should  be  remembered  that  on  Black  J   ern  the  rump,  especially  the 
sides,  may  look  rather  pale. 

It  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  interbreeding  between  White-winged 
Black  and  Black  Terns  has  occurred  at  least  in  the  I’SSR  (Dementiev  & 
Cdadkm  1968),  Sweden  (.Mexandersson  1979),  the  .Netherlands  (van 
IJ/endoorn  1980)  and  C:anada  (.Anon.  1986),  and  that  possible  hybrids 
have  been  encountered  in  Britain  (\'inicombe  1980;  Davis  1982). 
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225.  Two  juvenile  Black  Tems  (Mdonias  niger  (let'i  and  centre)  and  one  adult  winter  (or 

possibK  second-calendar-year).  Bulgaria.  .September  l‘)79  (Imssc  J.  /.nine).  I   he  ri^ht-hand 

juvenile  shows  rather  strong  contrast  between  dark  saddle  (paler  at  rear)  and  paler  wings 

Winter  plumage 

rhe  w   inter  pluinage  of  all  three  species  is  basically  rather  uniformly  grey 

on  mantle,  scapulars,  back,  rump,  uppertail-coverts,  tail  and  upper^ving. 

First-winters  can  be  told  from  adults  so  long  as  they  retain  at  least  some 

juvenile  wing  or  tail  feathers.  .Second-calendar-year  birds  remain  in 

‘winter  plumage'  throughout  spring  and  summer;  full  breeding  plumage  is 
not  attained  until  spring  of  the  third  calendar  year  (Cramp  1985). 

Although  my  experience  of  marsh  terns  in  adult  winter,  first-winter  and 

first-summer  plumages  is  comparatively  limited,  they  are  not  difficult  to 

identify  if  seen  reasonably  well,  and  the  follow  ing  differences  are  good  for 

quick  and  easy  identification  in  the  field.  Whiskered  can  easily  be  told 

from  the  other  two  by  head  pattern:  the  dark  does  not  project  far  below 
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226.  Juvenile  Black  I'ern  (Mdomas  niger,  Norfolk.  Aut^ii.s!  1979  (R.  J.  Chandler).  .Note comparatively  dark  under  surlace  ol  lliglii  feathers,  prominent  dark  patch  on  side  of  breast 

227.  Juvenile  Black  I'ern  Chlidonins  niger,  Cornwall,  August  1983  (R.  ].  Chandler).  I'his 
individual  (at  least  on  this  photograph)  looks  rather  like  White-winged  Black  I'ern  C. 

leucoptems  owing  to  rather  pronounced  contrast  between  dark  'saddle'  and  paler  wings, 
seemingly  whitish  rump  (but  in  hid  only  sides),  and  apjiarently  jiale  outer  well  of  outermost tail  feather 

the  level  of  the  eye  (distinctly  less  so  than  on  Juvenile),  and  the  while  on 
the  sides  of  the  head  behind  the  ear-coverts  does  noi  reach  nearly  so  high 
up,  especially  compared  wilh  White-winged  Black;  moreover,  the  crown  is 
distinctly  paler  than  on  Black,  and  tends  to  be  j)aler  than  on  Wliite- 
wmged  Black,  too,  and  is  streaked  rather  than  mottled  (see  plate  228). 
Whiskered  usually  lacks  the  distinct  while  collar  of  the  other  two  species 
(a  narrow  collar  can  often  be  seen,  though),  although  this  character  is  of 
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228.  Adult  Whiskered  l   ern  Chlidoiiias  hyhridns  in  nearly  lull  winter  [)lumai;e  (still  some  dark 

trrey  on  flanks),  Co.  Cork,  August  l‘»84  (Kiernn  (.r<ne).  Compare  head  pattern  with  that  of 

White-winged  Black  C.  Inuvpleni.s  and  Blaek  C.  iiif-t-r.  Note  also  that  the  dark  Ih-IuiuI  eye  does 

not  extend  downwards  onto  the  ear-eoverls  as  on  juvenile  \S  hiskered 

229.  Black  I'erns  Chlidonias  tiiger  in  winter  plumage  (still  moulting),  .Netherlands,  .Septemlx-r 

1979  (/'.  Miinstenmin).  Note  head  pattern  and  dark  breast-side  patches 
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230.  \\  hi(e-\vingecl  Black  I'ern  CJiHdimias  leiicoptems  near  coinplelion  of  moult  from  summer  to winter  plumage,  Spain,  5th  October  1986  (Ed  Mackritl) 

less  importance.  Its  upperparts  are  slightly  paler  than  on  White-winged 
Black  Tern  and  distinctly  paler  than  on  Black  Tern.  Normally,  the  mantle/ 
scapulars  and  upperwing  are  rather  uniformh  grey.  Whiskered  thus 
usually  lacks  the  dark  anterior  part  of  the  mantle  and  the  dark  fore  edge  of 
the  inner  wing  often  seen  on  White-winged  Black  and  Black.  Whiskered 
also  usually  has  less  strong  contrast  between  the  older,  darker  flight 
feathers  and  the  newer,  paler  ones.  It  lacks  dark  breast-side  patches  (or 
has  onl\  \er\  faint  ones),  and  the  outer  webs  of  its  outermost  pair  of  tail 
feathers  aie  white  (as  on  White-winged  Black).  Size  and  proportions  are 
also  of  some  help.  The  head  patterns  of  White-winged  Black  and  Black 
T   erns  are  basically  alike.  I   he  crown  of  White-winged  Black  is,  howe\er, 
distinctly  paler  than  that  of  Black,  which  has  a   solidly  dark  crown  rather 
sharply  demarcated  from  the  white  forehead.  On  WTiite-winged  Black,  the 
white  tends  to  reach  higher  up  behind  the  ear-coverts  patch,  which  usually 
looks  more  isolated  than  on  Black  Tern  (see  plate  200).  The  upperparts 
are  paler  grey  on  White-winged  Black  Tern,  which  also  lacks  Black  Tern’s 
distinct  dark  patch  on  the  sides  of  the  breast  (Black’s  dark  patch  is  not  so 
dark  in  adult  winter  as  in  juvenile  plumage,  but  is  still  very  obvious).  TTie 
outer  webs  of  the  outermost  pair  of  tail  feathers  are  white  on  White- 
winged  Black  Tern,  whereas  they  are  only  slightly  paler  than  the  rest  of the  tail  on  Black  Tern. 

A.  R.  Dean  has  reported  {in  lift.)  that  White-winged  Black  Terns  in 
otherwise  full  winter  plumage  often  show  a   little  black  on  the  underyving- 
coverts,  especially  in  late  autumn  and  late  yvinter  (moult-related?),  sucli 
individuals  of  course  being  easily  identifiable. 

Confusion  risks  with  other  species 

T   o   the  inexperienced  eye  especially.  Whiskered  Tern  in  particular  could 
be  confused  with  Clommon  and  Arctic  Terns.  TTiese  are,  hoyvever,  larger, 

with  a   noticeably  different  build,  and  they  show  a   much  yvhiter  ruinp’ uppertail-coverts  and  tail,  a   more  distinct  dark  trailing  edge  to  the 
primaries  below,  a   black  outer  web  to  the  outermost  tail  feather,  and  never 
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have  a   pale  crown.  In  jmenile  plumage,  they  have  a   darker  lore  edge  to  the 

wing  and  never  so  dark  a   saddle  as  full  juvenile  Whiskered.  Moreover, 

they  usually  plunge-dive  for  food,  instead  of  snapping  from  the  surface  as 
all  Chlidonias  terns  usually  do. 
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Mystery  photographs   
^   A   [T  At  first  glance,  the  bird  shown  in  plate  165  (repeated  here) 

would  appear  to  be  a   pipit  Anthus.  A   second  look,  however,  and 
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comparison  with  the  vegetation,  shows  that  this  is  a   small  (even  tiny)  bird, 
with  short,  rounded  wings  and  a   tail  length  that  is  far  too  short  for  a   pipit. 
With  pipits  eliminated,  we  can  turn  to  the  next-most-likely  group: 
warblers  of  the  genera  Acrocephalus,  Cisticola,  Locustello,  Frinia  and  Scotocerca. 
()1  the  Acrocephalus  warblers,  only  Sedge  Warbler  .4.  schoenobaeuus  and 
Aquatic  W   arbler  A.  paludicola  have  lieavily  streaked  mantles,  but  both  have 
prominent  supercilia  and  the  latter  species  would  also  show  a   con- 

spicuously striped  crown  with  a   pale  central  stripe.  Fan-tailed  Warbler  C. 
juficidis  has  a   neatly  streaked  crown,  w'ell-marked  mantle  and  short  wings 
like  the  bird  under  review,  but  has  an  unstreaked  breast  and  a   tiny  stub  of 
a   tail,  far  shorter  than  that  of  our  bird.  Graceful  W   arbler  P.  gracilis  and 
Scrub  Warbler  S.  inquieta,  on  the  other  hand,  both  have  longer  tails,  which 
are  frequently  cocked. 

We  are  left  with  the  genus  Locustella,  and  only  one  species  has  all  the 
characters  of  the  bird  in  our  photograph.  The  combination  of  apparent 
small  size,  short  wings,  heaviK'  streaked  upperparts  and  streaked  breast 
and  flanks  all  point  to  Fanceolated  Warbler  L   lanceolata.  Lanceolated 
Warbler  can  be  confused  with  Grasshopper  Warbler  L.  naei'ia,  but  the 
latter  is  larger,  and  appears  much  fuller'-tailed  in  flight,  .\lthough  some 
(grasshopper  Warblers  can  show  a   few  small  streaks  on  the  underparts, 
these  are  usually  verv'  faint  and  confined  to  a   thin  gorget.  I’he  ultra- 
secreti\e  nature  of  Lanceolated  Warbler  is  a   useful  pointer  to  its 
identifrcation.  It  is  usually  \ery  reluctant  to  take  flight,  pr'eferring  to  run  in 
a   mouse-like  marrner  from  one  clump  of  cover  to  another,  and  has  a 
propensity  for  vanishing  that  is  quite  baffling  at  tinres.  It  is  very  hard  to 
flush  and  usually  extremely  difficult  to  observe  in  the  field.  Fven  those 
srnging  on  their  breeding  grounds  can  be  difficult  to  track  down.  The 
small  size,  rather  thin  tail  and  whirring  flight  recalling  that  of  a   Wren 
Troglodytes  troglodytes  are  further  distinctions  from  other  Locustella  warblers 

232.  .\Iy.ster\'  photograph  146.  Identify  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 
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in  the  held.  3   he  hrsi-ever  ‘Mysterv  photographs’  problem  [Brit.  Birds  69: 
495,  December  1976)  also  concerned  this  species. 

Our  bird  was  photographed  in  an  unusually  open  situation  for  this 

species,  on  Fair  Isle,  Shetland  (where  else!),  in  September  1982,  by  John 
Hewitt.  Iain  Roberison 

European  news 

With  this  twenty-fifth  selection,  we  are  again  delighted  to  be  able  to include  records  from  26  countries.  New  contacts  in  unrepresented 

West  Palearctic  countries  will  be  ver\  welcome.  The  official  correspon- 

dents whose  detailed  six-monthly  reports  are  summarised  here  are 

acknowledged  at  the  end.  This  feature  is  intended  as  a   news  ser\ice; 

anyone  retpiiring  further  information  or  c|uoting  records  in  other 

publications  should  refer  to  the  literature  of  the  relevant  countiA  . 

If  you  ha\e  made  observations  in  any  of  the  countries  not  included  here 

and  do  not  know  to  whom  records  should  be  sent,  we  suggest  you  send 

them  to  British  Birds,  and  we  shall  do  our  best  to  pass  them  on  to  the 

appropriate  person;  for  countries  which  are  included  here,  we  suggest  that 

you  send  a   copy  of  your  records  to  the  relevant  ‘European  news’ 
correspondent  listed  at  the  end  of  this  summaiy  next  month. 

Records  awaiting  formal  verihcation  by  national  rarities  committees  are 

indicated  by  an  asterisk  (*). 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  all  records  refer  to  single  individuals 

White-billed  Diver  Gavia  adamsii  \1  SIRIA 

.Sixth  record:  juvenile  near  Craz.  Siyria. 

from  29th  October  1988  oiuvard.s. 

Cory's  Shearwater  (.aloneriri.s  diomedea  \OR- 

\v.\N  .Second  record:  .\lolen,  \’estfold.  on 
20th  September  1985  (first  also  from  Molen. 

on  19th  October  1983,  Brit.  Birds  79:  285). 

Great  Shearwater  Piijjinus  orai'is  suKliKN 
Ninth  to  eleventh  records:  Kullen  on  25lh 

September  1988*.  and  Cietterdn  on  10th 

October  1988*  and  14th  Januarv  1989*. 

Sootv  Shearwater  Bu(finus  "n.vcM.v  oiHRU.l  \R 

Ninth  record:  flviny;  east  on  1st  (October 

1988. 

Manx  Shearwater  Bulfiniis  puffinus  suil)K\ 

Filth  record  of  W   est  .Mediteiranean  race  B. 

f).  maiirrldnicus:  Getterdn  on  lOih  September 
1986. 

Little  Shearwater  Bii/finus  assimilis  \tsiRi\ 

1   bird  record:  Rhinedelta.  Lake  Constance, 

on  26th  August  1988.  BKl.t.ltM  First  record: 

Koksijde  on  18th  .September  1988*.  I   RWcK 

Small  inllux:  olT  Ouessant,  Finistere:  2nd 

September  1988*.  two  and  possibK  four  on 

23rd  September  1988*.  27th  September 

1988*  and  28th  .September  1988*.  t.lBRU  TAR 
Second  record:  flying  west  on  21st  .\ugust 
1988. 

Red-footed  Booby  Sula  suin  \OR\VA^  First 

record:  immature  at  Molen.  \’estfold,  on 
29th  June  1985  (first  record  for  Europe). 

Cormorant  Fhatacrocorax  carho  isRAFl.  Clon- 

tinued  increase  in  winter:  at  least  6,000  in 

winter  1988  89.  3.500  of  them  at  Hula 

reserve.  sI’ain  Highest-ever  winter  count: 

8,734  during  winter  1987  88.  swiT/KRl  AM) 

Highest  winter  count:  6.593  at  roosts  in 

Januarv  1988. 

Pvgmy  Cormorant  Phalacrocorax  pygmeus 

\t  S   TRIA  X'agrant:  three  adults  near  Giissing. 
South  Hurgenland,  on  20th  .\ugust  1988. 

Bittern  Botaurus  slellaris  SPAIN  Decrease:  in 

recent  vears,  none  found  in  fomier  breeding 

areas  in  centre  and  south,  and  onlv  alxnit  six 

[ttni.  lliriis  iS2:  I   -   Jiilv  l'W»] 
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pairs  in  Catalonia  (Kbro  Delia  and 

Aiguamolls  de  I'Kinporda)  (cf.  decline  in 
France,  Bril.  Birds  77;  586). 

Little  Bittern  I\obrycliu.s  minulm  DI.WIaRK 

I’robable  firsi  breeding  record:  (emale,  male 
and  first-year  seen  on  4lh  June,  I8tli  June 
and  12th  .\iigust  1987  in  .S\V-Zealand. 

Night  Heron  Xycticorax  nycHcorax  si>\i\ 
Recent  population  estimate:  about  1,300 
pairs  in  1988. 

Squacco  Heron  .Ardeola  rcdloide.s  si>\i\  De- 

crease; less  than  250  pairs  estimated  in 
1988. 

Western  Reef  Heron  F.grella  giilaii.s  i   ranci 

\agrant:  C.'amargue  from  mid  .\ugusl  to 
September  1988*. 

Little  Egret  Ks’ietUi  gnrzelta  i   vRoi;  isi  wds 
first  record:  .SandsNaln,  Sandov,  from  I7lli 

.\pril  1988,  found  dead  on  20lb  April. 
I   INLAND  .Seventh  and  eiglilb  records:  Kaski- 

nen  during  4lb-6lb  June  1988,  and  Fckeri) 

on  3lsi  JuK  and  1st  .\ugusl  1988.  n aia 

Increased  wintering:  3,300  during  1983-85, 
mainly  in  northeast  lagoon. 

Grey  Heron  .Ardea  cinerea  Hl  l.tat  \I  Highesl- 

ever  breeding  numbers:  1,850  pairs  in  Flan- 

ders in  1988.  (Cf.  recent  increases  in  Italy 
and  Spain  and  first  breeding  records  in 
.Morocco,  Brit.  Birds  78;  63f);  79:  285-286.) 

Black  Stork  (.  iconia  idirra  (.K.RMAN  dkmocra- 

ik;  rkih  hi.ic  Increasing:  60  pairs  in  1988  (40 
in  1985). 
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African  Spoonbill  Btalalea  alba  ai  stria  First 

record;  one  (.origin  unknown)  at  two  dif- 

ferent places  in  the  .Sleiermark,  on  7lh  and 

I2lb  .November  1987,  and  the  same  indi- 

\idual  in  the  Rbinedelta  of  the  Bodensee, 

from  lsi-8tb  December  1987  (per  Limicola). 

( 1   his  species  has  not  prexiously  been  men- 

tioned in  a   'European  news’  summarw) 

Greater  Flamingo  BhoenicopteriLs  ruber  (,F.R- 

MAN  IILMOCRAIIC  RKPi  Bi.ic  X’agrani;  near 
Malle  in  October  1988  (no  ring).  N()R\\A^ 

First  accepted  record:  adult  at  Jomfruland, 

I   elemark,  during  3rd-16tb  September  1987. 

(   1   his  record  is  the  first  for  the  .Nonvegian  .\- 
lisi  and  relates  to  the  race  B.  r.  ro.seu.s\  it 

showed  no  indications  of  being  an  escape 
and  none  was  re|)orled  in  the  period.)  SPAIN 

Besi-ever  breeding  season  at  Fuente  de 
Riedra  lagoon:  8,5()()-9,()0()  chicks  fledged 
from  12,500  pairs  in  1988. 

Lesser  Flamingo  Bhoemcopterus  minor  nor- 
\\ A\  first  record  (but  possible  escape):  adult 

at  L'isira,  Rogaland,  cluring  22nd-26lb  .\pril 
1986.  (   Ibis  species  has  not  previously  been 

mentioned  in  a   'fairopean  news’  summaiA.) 

Bar-headed  Goose  .\nser  indicu.s  N()R\\■A^■ 
First  accepted  record;  two  adults  at  llene. 

\   eslfold,  during  23rd-26lb  June  1985  (in 
future,  records  for  this  species  in  \on\ay 
wilf  be  treated  in  the  same  wa\’  as  those  of 
(.anada  Goose  Brania  canaden.sis.,  unless  indi- 

viduals are  proved  to  be  escapes).  (   I   bis 

s|jecies  has  not  |)reviousl\'  been  mentioned 

in  a   'Kuropean  news’  summaiA  .) 

233.  (iroup  of  five  Lesser  White-fronted  (ieese  .An.ser  eiytliropu.s  with  White-fronted  Geese 
d.  albifroTLs,  Netherlands,  Januar>-  1988  {Hans  Gebuis)  (see  Brit.  Birds  82:  15) 
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Brent  Goose  Urania  bcniicia  W   lx.llM  First 

record  of  race  U.  b.  nigricans:  Zeehrii^ne  on 

25lh  and  2(itli  March  19HH*.  Clor- 

rection:  thirty-first  recorcf  was  of  race 

li.  I),  beniicia  [Bril.  Birds  8f;  33 f.) 

Wood  Duck  .-l/\  sponsa  Vt  (.( )SI..\\  i   \   t   hird 
record  for  Sfo\enia  since  i9f0:  female  at 

Spodnja  Idrija  from  \o\einher  1987  to 

March  1988  (second  was  in  1978,  Brit.  Birds 

78:  839.) 

American  Wigeon  .-tmv  americana  i   im.and 

Sixth  record:  male  in  l.iminka  during  3()th 

May  to  12th  June  1988.  \()RU  \^■  Third 
record:  immature  male  at  Orrevatn,  Klep|>, 

Rogaland,  during  13th-20th  December  1988 

(second  was  on  25lh-28ih  Ma\  1988,  Brit. 

/i/;Y/.v80:  10). 

Teal  .Anas  cmra  NOKU AN  I'hird  record  of 

N’earctic  race  .1.  c.  caroliiwnsis:  adult  male  at 
Grudavain,  Kle|)ji,  Rogaland,  on  5th  May 
1985.  SPAIN  First  record  of  .1.  c.  carolinrn.sis: 

adult  male  at  Gorme-I.axe,  l.a  Coruna,  I'rom 

22nd  JanuaiA  to  5th  Fehruar\  1989*. 

American  Black  Duck  .Anas  tvbripes  NORW  \N 

First  record:  adult  male  at  1   lofstad,  Hegra, 

.\ord- 1   rondelag,  on  12th  .\|)ril  1981.  ('I'his 
species  has  not  |)re\iously  been  mentioned 

in  a   'I’.uropean  news’  summaiT.) 

Blue-winged  Teal  lw/,v  discors  I IM  \M)  Fifth 

record:  male  in  Rantasalmi  on  7th  May 

1988.  I   KDI  KAI.  ur.pt  HI.IC  ()l  t.l  RMANV  Second 

record:  male  near  Salzderhelden,  Xieder- 

sachsen,  during  18th-29lh  .\pril  1988*. 
MOROCCO  Sixth  record:  male  at  Oued  Massa 

on  5th  .May  1988. 

Red-crested  Pochard  Setta  ni/ina  1IM..\M) 

Small  influx:  four  records  in  1988.  alter 

being  nearly  absent  during  1980-88  (grand 
total  now  28  records). 

Ring-necked  Duck  .-lv//tv«  collaris  morocco 

Fifth  record:  male  at  I.ac  de  Sidi-Bou-Rhaba 

on  18th  Januan-  1988  (one  on  28th  Januarv 

1988,  Bril.  Birds  81:  331,  becomes  the  sixth 

record).  s\\  1 1 /K.RI.ani)  Ninth  record:  female 

at  Lac  Leman  on  15th-18th  Januar\-  1989. 

Ferruginous  Duck  .-lv//nfl  nyroca  NtOROCCO 

High  wintering  numbers:  138  at  Larache  on 

29th  JanuaiA  1988  (most  since  1950s).  spain 

First  recent  breeding  record:  female  with 

fiNe  ducMings  at  HI  Rocio,  Guadalcpn\ir 

.Marismas,  on  20th  June  1987. 

Eider  .Somateria  moUissima  CRKF.CK  1   enth  re- 

cord: immature  male  shot  in  F,\ros  Delta,  on 
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lOlh  November  1988.  su  i   i   /k.ri. \\D  First 

breeding  record:  Lake  Ziirich,  1988. 

King  Eider  Somateria  sperlabilis  I   ra\(  I 
■Second  record  this  cenluiA:  immature  at  La 

Furballe,  Loire-.Atlaniitpie.  during  10th- 

18lh  December  1988*.  lit  \(. \RN  Second 

record:  juvenile  female  seen  (and  finally 

shot)  during  7lh-l8lh  JanuatA  1973  (the  one 

during  3rd-8ih  April  1988,  Bril.  Birds  81:  15, 
becomes  the  third). 

Harlequin  Duck  Histrionicus  histrionicus  BK.I  - 
(.It  \i  First  record:  Oosiende  on  19lh 

November  1988*.  I   KRMMW  ssR  First  re- 

cord: male  in  Lvov  Region  on  12lh  June 
1988. 

Long-tailed  Duck  Claminla  liyemalis  I   R   \NCF 
Influx:  in  November  1988.  including  u|j  to 

23  together  in  Camargue.  U|)  to  80  along 

\   endee  coasts,  and  many  inland  (cf.  high 

numbers  in  F.ngland,  Bril.  Birds  82:  233). 

Barrow’s  Goldeneye  Bncephala  islandira 

\t  sl  RI\  \’agranl:  male  near  Leibnitz,  .South 

■Slyria,  on  22nd  November  1988  (Mew  obser- 
\ations  in  .\uslria;  in  this  case,  may  be  of 

wild  origin').  N'ORW  \N  I'hird  record:  adult 

male  at  Buvika,  Skaun,  S(»r-’Frondelag,  on 
22nd  December  1988,  returned  in  No\ ember 

1987  (Bril.  Birds  H2:  15)  and  again  from  29th 

October  1988  until  at  least  7ih  Februan 

1989*. 

Goldeneye  Bncephala  clans’ula  l)K\M\RK  Cior- 
reclion:  1988  breeding  records  (Brit.  Birds  82: 

15)  were  in  north  and  west  of  Zealand. 

Goo.sander  .\lergus  merganser  t   KR  \l\l.\N  ssR 

First  breeding  record:  Ciarpaihian  .Moun- 
tains on  18th  July  1987  (cf.  breeding  range 

extensions  in  .\usiria  and  Cizechoslovakia, 

Bril.  Birds  73:  754;  77:  234). 

Ruddy  Duck  Oxvura  jatnaicen.sis  DKNM  \RK 
Fourth  and  fifth  records:  two  in  summer 

autumn  1988  (first  to  third  records  were  on 

2nd  .\ugusl  1985  and  in  1987.  Brit.  Birds  81: 
15.  332). 

White-headed  Duck  Oxyura  leucocephala 

POl.AM)  Fifth  record:  adult  male  at  Lesko  on 

28th  .\pril  1988  (fourth  was  in  1985.  Bril. 

Birds  79:  288).  spain  Range  expansion:  first 

breeding  on  southeastem  coast,  w   here  four 

pairs  reared  up  to  22  chicks  in  now- 

protected  .\dra  lagoon.  .Mmen'a.  during 
1988  (part  of  a   continuing  increase  and 

expansion  in  Spain,  Bril.  Birds  80:  10). 
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Black-shouldered  Kite  Ehutus  rfinnli’ii.s 

(.IBKM.l  \k  Secoiid  record;  one  fl\iiu;;  north 
on  Hill  Ma\  I9B8. 

Black  Kite  Mi/vii.s  nii^nins  (.iiikAi.iVK 

Highesl-e\er  one-da\  total:  5.7()0  south  on 
2 1   St  ,\uti;nst  1988. 

Red  Kite  .l/z/r/o  diHvii.s  sw  i   di  n   Record  aii- 

tiiinn  numbers;  !5l!5  at  I'alsterbo  in  autumn 1988. 

White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaccliis  albuilla 
( :/l.(  IK  )M ,( )\  \KI  \   Recolon  i   sat  ion  cont  inuing: 
in  1988,  highest  number  o(  breeding  jjairs  in 
I   febon  basin,  southern  Bohemia:  three  con- 

firmed breeding  |)airs  (one  pair  raised  three 

\oung!).  and  another  two  probable  bioeding 
pairs;  also,  prexiously  withheld  inlormation: 

probable  and  confirmed-unsuccessrtil  breed- 

ing ol  one  pair  in  southern  .\lora\ia  since 

1984  (with  two  broken  eggs  in  I98,t  and  one 

broken  egg  in  l<)88)  (d.  Bnt.  HirHs  80:  10). 
IINI.WI)  Best-e\er  breeding  residt:  42 

fledglings  in  1988.  t.lkMW  Dl.Mt  x   k   \   I   K 

kl  l’t  Ki.K  Breeding  census:  situation  stabil- 

ised, at  120  pairs  in  1988  (I  1.")  pairs  in  198;"), 
Biil.  Birds  81 :   15). 

Lammergeier  (iyfHu'tus  hmixilus  si>\i\  .\ppa- 
rently  extinct  in  Andalucia:  not  seen  for  two 

\ears  at  last  site,  the  ( ia/orla-Segura  range. 

Griffon  Vulture  (.yj)s  Jidvtis  Hl  l.t.lt  Ai  l'hird 
record  this  centiuy;  Brugge  on  80th  .\pril 
1988*.  I   \l\i  \\ssk  Fifth  record:  in  southeast 
in  .\ugust  1988. 

Bateleur  Terathopius  ecoudalus  Iskvi  i   I'hird 
record:  Eilat  on  6th  May  1989.  (   This  species 

has  not  previously  been  mentioned  in  a 

‘Fmropean  news’  summary.) 

F4en  Harrier  Circus  cyaneus  DI  NM  \kk  .Second 

breeding  record:  pair  fledged  three  juveniles 

in  S\V-Zealand  in  1987  (first  was  in  1943). 

si*\i\  Range  expansion  into  southern 
Meseta:  recent  breeding  records  for  the 

provinces  of  (iuadalajara  (1981),  Toledo 

(1985).  .Madrid  (1988.  17-18  breeding  pairs 
estimated)  and  Ciudad  Real  (1988). 

Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus  pyparnus  vfsikiA 
(b)od  breeding  season:  minimum  of  12  pairs 
in  Lake  NeusiedI  area  in  1988.  ri\l..\M) 

llighesl-ever  annual  total:  24  individuals  in 

1987,  including  the  fourteenth  instance  of 

confirmed  breeding,  ̂ ■()ku.\^  Seventh  re- 
cord: adult  nude  at  Borsesjo,  Skein,  Tele- 

mark, about  lOth  June  1985. 

Tawny/Steppe  Eagle  Acpiila  rupcn  iim..\M) 

.N'inth  record:  \   artsilii  on  3()th  ,\pril  1988 
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(seventh  and  eighth  were  in  1985  and  1986. 

Bid.  Birds  80:-B24;  81:  Ki).  t.iKkAl  I   \k  First 

record:  one  (King  north  on  23rd  .M;iy  1988. 

SWI  DI  N   l   ifteenlh  and  sixteenth  records; 

(Jotland  during  15th  .May  to  18th  ,Se|)tember 

and  Talsterbo  during  7th-9th  .Septend)er 
1988. 

Imperial  Eagle  Ac/uila  Miuca  I   ini..\nd  First 

record;  \   antaa  on  2nd  June  1981.  swi.DI  N 

Ninth  record:  adult  at  Talsterbo  on  17th- 

18th  Septend)er  1988*  (eighth  was  in  1987, 
B, it.  Birds  H\:  :m). 

Booted  Eagle  tUcraactus  pcuuntus  Dl.N\tAkK 

First  record:  light-|)ha.se  at  Stege  on  .Mon  on 

13th  June  1986.  sui.di  n   F.leventh  and 

twelfth  records:  dark-|)hase  on  Oland  from 

19th  .May  until  .\ugust  1988,  and  light- 

phase  at  Talsterbo  on  1   Ith  October  1988. 

O.sprey  Baudioii  ludiaelus  t.l  kMAN  Dl.NtockA- 

nc  kl.l’t  KI.K :   Breeding  nund)ers  increasing; 
140  pairs  in  1988  (120  in  1985.  Bid.  Birds  : 

16). 

Le.sser  Kestrel  Fulco  uaumauui  Dl.NMAkK  Fifth 

record:  second-year  male  at  Cedser  on  20th 

Septend)er  1986  (fourth  was  in  1981.  Btd. 
Birds  78:  340). 

Eleonora’s  Falcon  Folco  elcoiwruc  Kl  l.t.lt'M 
Second  record:  Zeebrugge  on  23rd  .\pril 
1988*.  SWI.DI  N   Third  record:  Oland  on  2nd 

September  1988  and,  probabK  the  same, 

Talsterbo  on  4th  September  1988  (first  and 
second  were  both  in  1983,  Bid.  Birds  77:  235). 

Saker  Falco  cherntp,  Hl  l.t.lt  M   First  record:  sub- 

adult at  Zeebrugge  on  12th  .September 

1988*. 

Andalusian  Hemipode  I'uruix  sxlvatico 
Mokocct)  Onl\  recent  obserxation  during 

breeding  season:  male  singing  near  Skhirat 
on  15th  .\pril  1988. 

Sora  Borzniia  Carolina  swi.DI  N   Second  and 

third  records:  1987  records  (/(b/.  /(/W.v8I;  16) 
refer  to  two  individuals,  one  at  SkattkiiiT, 

\armland,  on  25th-26th  June,  and  one  at 
Mora,  Dalarna.  duritig  22nd  June  to  7th  July 
(first  record  was  in  1986). 

Crane  Ctius  ̂ nis  DK.NMakk  Second  winteritig 
record:  Rabjerg  Mo.se,  X-Jutland,  on  31st 
December  1988  (first  was  in  winter  1987, /88, 
Brit.  Birds  82:  17). 

Houbara  Bustard  Chlam\dotis  uiidulata  fuerta- 
veuturar  C.WAkV  lsi..\\DS  Censtis  on  Tuerte- 
ventura  in  December  1988  recorded  123 

individuals,  giving  estimated  population  of 
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2H‘2-!il8,  more  than  |)revionsly  siip|)osecl 
(ICliP  1979  and  1984  expediti(ms),  but  no 

prooCol  real  increase  ovvinjy;  to  diflerences  in 

methodolof^-  employed. 

Cireat  Bustard  Olis  tarda  (il.KMAN  DKMOCRA- 

l   ic  Rl  l’t  lU.K.  Decreasiiu;:  800  individuals  in 
1988  (cC.  400  in  1983,  lint,  liirds  81:  832). 

Cream-coloured  Courser  C.ursoriiis  cursor 

sWK.DKN  Kourib  record:  S(")derhamn  in  early 
.September  1988  (third  was  in  1942). 

Black-winged  Pratincole  (dareola  aordiiiaiiiii 

I’oi  \Ni)  Kiftb  record:  juvenile  at  Je/iorsko 
Reservoir  on  18tb  .\ugust  1988  (fourtb  was 

in  l‘)84,  liiit.  liirds  78:  041). 

Killdeer  C/iaradrius  vocijerus  sf\l\  First  re- 

cord: adult  at  budino  lagoon,  Porrino,  I’on- 

tevedra,  on  8tb  Se])tember  1988*. 

Kittlitz’s  Sand  Plover  Charadrius  pcatariits 
ISRAI  I   Vagrants:  six  wintered  during  14tli 

November  1988  to  Otli  .March  1989.  (Ibis 

s|H’cies  has  not  pre\iously  been  mentioned 

in  a   ‘Kuropean  news’  summatA.) 

Greater  Sand  Plover  Charadrius  le.scheuaultii 

I   IDI'RAI.  Rl  l’l  HI.IC  ()l  (.I  RMANA  First  record: 

1   lauke-Haien-Koog,  .Schleswig-Holstein,  on 

2nd-8rd.July  1988*. 

Greater/l.esser  Sand  Plover  Charadrius 

leschcnaultii/C.  luonn’olus  t.l  RMAN  DKAlot  RMIC 

Rl.l’t  Bt.lC  \   agrant:  adult  male  near  Ribnitz- 

Damgarten  on  lOtb  July  1987. 

Caspian  Plover  Charadrius  asiaticus  I'RANCK 

Fhird  record:  adult  on  Otb  .\ugust  1988* 

(previous  records  were  in  1980  and  1985, 

lirit.  Birds  78:  041). 

American  Golden  Plover  Fluvialis  dominica 

I   KDKRAI  RKin  Hi  ic  Of  oK.RMANV  First  record 

this  cenlun:  male  in  breeding  plumage  at 

Hottsand,  near  Kiel,  Schleswig-Holstein, 

during  8()th  July  to  0th  .\ugust  1988*. 

^■OR\\A^■  Second  record:  adidt  at  Saeviga, 

I.isata,  \'e.st-.\gder,  on  27th  and  29th  June 

1980  (first  was  in  June  1983,  Brit.  Birds  81: 

17). 

Pacific  Golden  Plover  Fluvialis fulva  \OR\\  AN 

First  record:  adult  at  Orrevatn,  Klepp. 

Rogaland,  on  28rd  July  1987  (five  earlier 

records  were  not  specifically  identified  and 

are  now  treated  as  .\merican  Pacific  Golden 

Plover). 

White-tailed  Plover  Chettu.sia  leucura  Ml  \- 

OARN'  Second  record:  \   iragoskuti  fishponds, 

llortobagN,  on  15th  November  1987. 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla 

I   R   wcf.  I   hire!  record:  ju\enile  at  .Marais 

d’Olonne,  \   endee,  on  Pith- 1 8th  Sejjtember 
1988*.  NORWAY  First  record:  adult  at  Rev- 

tangen,  Klepp,  Rogaland,  during  10th-12th 

.\ugust  1987. 

Western  .Sandpiper  Calidris  uiaiiri  swkdkn 
First  record:  adult  at  ROnnen.  .Skane,  during 

19th-22nd  August  1988*. 

Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  mpcollis  Bfl.t.lt  \i 

First  record:  Zelzate  on  10th  .August  1988*. 
DfNMVRK  First  record:  adult  in  summer 

plumage  at  Hrigsted.  F-Jutland,  on  3rd 

.\ugust  1980.  (Cf.  records  during  1983-87  in 

.\ustria,  the  Netherlands  and  Sweden,  Brit. 

Birds  80:  11,  824;  81:  888.) 

White-rump>ed  .Sandpiper  Calidris  Juscirollis 
Df.NM  \RK  Fourth  and  fifth  records:  Harboore 

l   ange,  NW-Jutland,  on  27th  July  1985  and 

•   Mlandshage,  Copenhagen  area,  on  20th  July 

1980.  fi  Di  RAl.  Rfft  HI  It;  of  (.KRMWV  Fhird 

record  near  F.uskirchen,  .Nordrhein- 

W'estfalen,  on  22nd-28rd  .May  1988*. 
NORW  AN  I   bird  record:  immature  at  Hodene, 

Klepp,  Rogaland,  on  22nd  July  1987  (second 

was  in  June  1980,  Brit.  Birds  70:  .508). 

Pectoral  .Sandpiper  Calidris  melanotos  I'oi  AM) 
Sexenth  to  ninth  records:  l.ewin  Brzeski  on 

22nd  May  1988  (the  second  spring  record), 

Pakoskie  l.ake  on  18th  .September  1988  and 

Mietkdw  Reservoir  on  15th  October  1988. 

Curlew  .Sandpiper  Calidris  fenv^inea  I   KDfR  Al 

RKin  HI.IC  Of  (.KRMANN  Large  influx:  very 

high  number  of  juveniles  in  late  .August  and 

earlv  September  1988.  (4  his  species  has  not 

previouslv  been  mentioned  in  a   ‘F.uropean news’  summatA .) 

Purple  Sandpiper  Calidris  maritima  l.NfN'l.NN 
ssR  Fhird  record:  Pape  on  24th-25th  .August 

1988  (second  was  in  1983,  Brit.  Birds  70:  508). 

NtOROC.t'.o  Seventh  record:  l.arache  on  2nd 

FebruaiA  1988  (sixth  was  in  1980.  Brit.  Birds 

81:  17).' 

Dunlin  Calidris  alpitia  flM.AM)  Population 

estimate:  about  80  pairs  in  1987  (less  than 

half  of  estimates  in  1970s). 

Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  himantopus  NOR- 
u   AN  First  record:  adult  at  Hamningberg, 

F’inmark,  on  lOth-1 7th  June  1987*  (cf.  first 

F   innish  record,  also  in  June,  in  1983,  Brit. 
Birds  70:  508). 

Buff-breasted  Sandpipter  Tryn^tes  suhnifi- 

collis  BKl.t;ilM  Fhird  and  fourth  records:  Zee- 
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on  I'Jih  Jmu'  I9«8*  and  lOih  St*p- 
lemhei  1988*.  poi  wd  St-venlh  record:  at 
Biat\stok  on  1   Itli  August  1988. 

Long-billed  Dowitcher  l.intnodromus  stolopa- 
ceils  I   K.DKK.M  RKCl  I5I.K.  ( )l  (,l  R.\|.\^^  I'irsl 
record  lor  the  hKCi  (one  belore  in  West 
Berlin):  jucenile  near  Hannover,  .\ieder- 
sachsen,  during  2nd-l5lh  October  1988* 
(also  unidentified  dowitcbers:  near  .Miinster, 
.Nordrbein-Westfalen  in  .May  1988*  and  on 
Scharluirn.  .Xiedersachsen.  on  3()tb  Jul\ 

1988*).  (.Kk\i  \\  I)i:m()(  R \   i   K.  Ri  ft  ki.ic  Vag- 
rant: at  l.angenwerder,  near  W   ismar,  on 

9tb-10th  September  198b.  \l  riii  Ri wd.s 
Se  cond  to  filth  records:  Ameland.  Friesland, 
on  17tb  May  198b.  Zierikzee,  Zuidbolland, 

on  8th  ,\ugust  198(>.  1   .auersnieer,  I'riesland. 
during  llth-30th  juh  198b.  and  Lauers- 
meer.  (.roningen.  during  4th-8tb  .Ma\  1988. 

Dowitcher  l.inimidrowiis  l’< >| wd  Third  and 

loiirth  records:  adult  at  Trzciel  on  8th  May 
1988  and  at  .Mietkow  Reserxoir  on  9th 
.\ugust  1988. 

Woodcock  .Scolopftx  nistiiola  (,ihr\i  i\r 
Second  record:  bth-15th  .November  1988. 

Slender-billed  Curlew  .\iiineiiiii.s  teuuirostris 

MOROCCO  Winter  r<‘cord:  one  at  .Merja 
/erga  on  29th  December  1988.  (We  are 

publishing  all  records  leceived  ol  this  spe- 
cies.) 

Marsh  Sandpiper  Trini^a  sta^ualilis  \oR\\  \^ 

Fourth  record:  achdt  at  Cnidavatn.  Klepj). 
Rogaland.  on  bth  June  1987  (First  three  were 
in  1983-84,  lint.  Biids  80:  11).  poi.wd  First 
breeding  record:  adult  with  young  at  Narew 
River  near  .Narewka  in  eastern  Poland  dur- 

ing /th-23rd  June  1988  (cf.  recent  breeding 
in  Finland  and  the  Latvian  SSR.  Brit.  Birds 
81:  18;  82:  18). 

Greater  Yellowlegs  I riiipo  nielauoleuca 
U   STRIA  Deletion:  record  of  two  near  .Mar- 

chegg  on  7th  September  1981  (Brit.  Bird.s  80: 
325)  now  rejected.  DKN.mark  First  record: 

adult  in  summer  plumage  at  Hjarno,  F- 
, Jutland,  on  7th  .\ugiist  1988*. 

Le.sser  \ellowleg.s  Trin^a  flaiifm  dkvmark 

I   hire!  record:  Skallingen.  SW’- Jut  land,  on 
28th  .May  1987  (first  two  were  in  1912  and 
1982).  \ORU  \^  Fourth  and  lifth  records: 

Vestre  Jakobseb.  \'adso.  on  2bth  June  1982 
and  immature  at  Fisnes,  K\aloya.  1   roms. 
on  I4ih  .May  198b. 

Terek  Sandpiper  \emis  cimmis  morocc.o 
1   irsi  record:  two  at  Oiied  .Sous  estiian  on 
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4th  December  1988*.  M   l   lll  Rl.wiis  Seventh 
record:  at  B^ggeiuim,  Limburg,  during 

lbth-2lst  .May  1988.  \()R\VA^  Filth  recorcl: 

adult  at  Rostianclet,  Rost,  .N'ordland,  on 
20th  .May  198b  (Tourth  was  in  1983,  Brit. 
Bird.s  79:  287). 

Spotted  Sandpiper  .Actitis  niaadaria  TKDKR  \l 

RKI’l  HI  i(  Ol  (.i  RMW'i  First  iwentieth- 
centuiy  record:  .south  of  .Munich,  Bavaria, 

on  21st  .May  1988*. 

Wilson’s  Phalarope  Blialmnpus  tricolor 
NT  I   llI.RI.WDs  Fourteenth  recorcl:  at  Lauers- 

meer.  Croningen.  during  .Ma\-June  1988. 

Poniarine  Skua  Stcrcorarius  pomarinu.s  sw  i   di.n 
Influx  in  autumn  1988:  about  200  in  Baltic 

region,  and  ;ibout  50  along  west  coast  (cl. 
influx  to  Britain  and  Ireland.  Brit.  Bird.s  82: 40-41,  124). 

Long-tailed  Skua  Stcrcorariii.s  lon^i(  aiidiis 
DTWIMCK  .\iitumn  influx:  main,  almost  all 

adults,  in  aiilunm  1988,  |)robably  (he  best 
year  e\er;  Blavand.  SW  lip  oT  Jutland,  had 
the  highest  number  on  one  cla\,  with  71  on 

8th  (   k'tober.  \oR\\  \S  Large  influx:  extremeK 
high  numbers  during  autumn  |)assage 
l!)88,  imiinK  .\ugust  to  ()ctober.  including 

hundreds  at  I'.spaecer.  Horclaland.  on  21  si 
September  1988*.  swi  Dl  \   \   eix  large  influx 
in  autumn  1988:  seceral  (locks  of  up  to  30 
individuals.  (Cf.  influx  to  Britain  and  Ire- 

land, Brit.  Bird.s  82:  40- f   I.  124.) 

Great  Black-headed  Ciull  l.aru.s  ic/it/noctics 
DKN.MARK  First  recorcl:  adult  at  Skagen.  \- 

jutlanci.  on  12th  October  1987*  (records  in 
19;55  and  I9b0  ha\e  nou  been  rejc'cted  by 
Danish  rarities  committee).  NORW  First 
recorcl:  .Molen.  Wstfcild.  on  8th  .March  198b. 

Mediterranean  Gull  l.ariis  mclanoccp/i(ilii.s 
I   INI  \Ni)  .Sc’concI  record:  second-summer  in 
Inkooon  l8lh.Ma\  1 988.  c.KR.M  \\  DK.Mot :i<  \- 

1 1(  Rl.l’t  BMC  I'irst  inland  l)reecling:  pairs 
near  .Merseliiirg.  si>\i\  First  breeding  in 
mainland  Iberia:  single  pairs  at  Fbro  Delta 
in  1987  and  1988  (in  1988  bred  successfully). 
(f  I.  breeding  establishment  or  increases  in 

.Austria,  (   zechoslovakia.  I   c'deral  Rejnifjlic 
of  (iermany,  France,  ltal\,  Poland  and 
Sweden,  Brit.  Birds  79:  288;  82;  19.) 

Laughing  Gull  l.ani.s  (itririllin,mK  M   l   \R  First 
ic*coid.  fiist-winter  on  15th  Xovc'mber. 
I’ol.ANi)  First  record:  adult  at  jastarnia  on 
Del  Peninsula  on  7th  .March  1988.  swi  dkn 

•Second  recorcl:  juxenile  at  I’tliingan  on  4th 
and  bth  October  1987  (first  was  in  I9b4). 
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Franklin’s  Gull  l.anis  })i()i\ain  Bl  l.(.U  Ai  I'irsi 
record;  Kelnnhoul  on  8tli  and  11th  June 

1987*.  IRWCI'.  Sixth  record;  second-winter 
at  Oiiessant  duriniJ  lst-8th  December 

1988*.  NKHI1  KI.ANDs  .Second  record;  at  Ros- 

tergaart,  Friesland,  on  20th  June  1988. 

NORW.w  Filth  record;  second-winter  at 

Molen,  N'estlold,  on  9th  October  1985. 

Sabine’s  Gull  I.aius  sahini  s\vn /i  hi  \nd 

Kitrhth  record;  jmenile  at  l.ac  de  .\euchatel 

on  !lrd  September  1988  (seventh  was  in 

1984,  lint,  liirds  78;  (ill). 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  Lams  philadelpliia  m   i.t.lt  \t 
Second  record;  .\ntwerpen  on  2nd-5rd  .\u- 

trust  1988*.  ( /I cttosi.ox  AKI  \   First  record; 

adult  on  Hradecky  pontl  in  Fovacov,  central 

.\Iora\  ia,  on  24th  .\|)iil  1988.  M- 1   m.Kl.  WDs 
Second  record;  at  Ijmuiden,  Noordholland. 

from  Ibth  June  to  December  1988  (First  was 

in  1985,  Urit.  liirds  78;  (ill). 

Black-headed  Gull  /   .ams  lidibii Ildus  (.ki-ici 

First  breeding  record;  two  nests  at  Fake 

Kerkini  on  2nd  June  1987. 

Grey-headed  Gull  /   .ams  dnvcephalus  isKAKI 
First  record;  one  in  Falai  on  15ih  .March 

1989.  (   Fhis  species  has  not  previously  been 

mentioned  in  a   ‘Furopean  news'  summary.) 

Slender-billed  Gull  /   .ams  peitei  sivuN  Con- 

tinued increase  on  Kbro  Della;  429  pairs  in 

1988  (where  (irsi  bred  in  1975  and  where  280 

pairs  in  1984,  linl.  liiids  80;  12;  cl.  increase  in 

C'amarsue,  France,  from  70  pairs  in  1986  to 
over  250  pairs  in  1988.  nrit.  Birds  82;  19). 

Audouin’s  Gull  Lams  audouinii  (ilBRAl  lAR 

Highest-ever  one-day  total;  514  on  21st 

.\usust  1988  (1,433  Hew  west  during  July- 

September  1988).  si'AiN  Increase  continues; 

about  6,500  pairs  in  1988  (2,861  on  Fibro 

Delta.  2.816  on  the  Chafarinas  Islands.  597 

on  the  Balearic's  and  225  on  the  Cailum- 

bretes  Islands). 

Ring-billed  Gull  Imivs  delauareusis  BFl.taiM 

Second  record;  (4ostende  on  4th  October 

1988*.  l-AROK  isi.ANDs  First  record;  first- 

winter  at  Torshavn,  Streymoy.  on  29th 

Januarv  1981.  Norway  I   bird  to  fifth  re- 

cords; adult  and  second-summer  at  Fveite- 

vann,  Bergen,  Hordaland,  during  20th 

.\ugust  to  27th  October  1986.  and  adult  at 

Brusand,  Ho.  Rogaland,  on  9th  December 

1987. 

Common  Gull  I.ams  caniis  c/KC  lIosi,o\  AKI  \ 

Fhird  breeding  record;  pair  raised  three 

voting  at  gravel-pit  in  northern  Moracia
  in 

1988;  another  probable  breeding  on  \o\om- 

Ivnske  je/ero  lake,  southern  .\Iora\ia  (cl. 

range  expansion  into  .\usiria.  Belgium  and 

Hungarv,  Bril.  Birds  82;  19). 

Iceland  Gull  Ixims  ̂ laurr'des  DKWlvRK  First 

record  of  race  /,.  j;.  kundimi:  third-year  seen 

in  harbour  of  Hansiholm,  .\\V-Jutland,  on 
22nd  Februan,  1987. 

Gull-billed  Tern  Gelwhelidon  niloiica  I   IM  AM) 

First  record;  Porkkala  on  25lh  May  1988 

(details  of  1979  claim,  Bril.  Birds  72;  591, 

were  ne\er  submitted  to  the  Finnish  rarities 
committee). 

Caspian  Tern  Slema  ca.spia  si’\l\  First  breed- 

ing; pair  successlully  bred  at  Fbro  Della  in 
1988. 

Lesser  Crested  Tern  Slema  benualemis  t.llt- 

R\l  I   \R  Seventh  to  eleventh  records;  two  on 

1st  October,  two  on  I5lh  Ociol*-r,  six  on 
2nd  ,\o\ember,  three  on  3rd  .November  and 

one  on  13th  Novemljer  1988.  (.Rl-.t(.l  first 

record:  adult  in  colony  ol  Sandwit  h   I   erns  .S'. 
saudvieensis  in  Kvros  Della  during  llih-13lh 

June  1987.  (C:f.  other  recent  F,uro|MMn  re- 
cords, Bril.  Biids  80:  12.  276-280.) 

Sandwich  Tern  Slema  saudvieensis  BKl.t.ltM 

First  breeding  record:  /.eebrugge  in  1988*. 

SPUN  Increase;  755  pairs  in  the  only  IlH-rian 

colony,  at  Fbro  Delta,  where  first  bred  in 

1961  and  330  pairs  in  1984. 

Elegant  Tern  Slema  elegans  BKl.t.ltM  first 

record:  /.eebrugge  on  12th  June  and  12th 

and  15th  July  1988*.  (   fhis  species  has  not 

previously  been  mentioned  in  a   'Furopean 
news'  summarv  .) 

Roseate  Tern  Slema  dougallii  swkdkn  Second 

record:  Nvkdping  on  7th  and  1 1th  June  1984 

(first  was  in  1949;  cf.  first  and  second 

Norwegian  records,  on  2nd  June  1984  and 

llth-r2th  Julv  1984,  Bril.  Birds  80:  12;  81; 19). 

Common  Tern  Slema  himiido  SP.UN  Impress- 

ive increase  in  main  Iberian  breeding  col- 

ony: 5,495  pairs  in  1988,  from  2.256  in  1980. 

.4rctic  Tern  Slema  paradisaea  Al'.sTRI.x  First 

record  of  summering:  at  least  three  adults 

during  May-July  1988  in  colony  of  Common 

■fenis  ,V.  himndo  in  Rhinedelta,  l^ke  Con- 

stance; at  least  two  juveniles  there  in  mid 

.Ii'iy- Sootv  Tern  Slema  juscala  BKI.t. UM  First 

record;  Oostende  on  23rd  July  1988*.  isRAKi 
Fhird  record:  12  on  30th  July  1988. 
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Whiskered  Tern  Chlidonias  hybridus  i   inland 
Second  record:  Helsinki  on  H)(h  May  1987 
(first  was  in  1986,  lint.  Birds  80:  12). 

White-winged  Black  Tern  Chlidonias  leiicop- 
tenis  DF.NM ARK  Influx:  four  records  involving 
seven  individuals  in  late  spring/summer 

1988.  N()R\VA\'  Sixth  and  seventh  records: 
first-summer  at  Orrevatn,  Klepp,  Rogaland, 
during  19th  July  to  I8th  August  1986,  and 

adult  at  (iaulosen,  Sor- I'rondelag,  on  20th- 
21st  .September  1986. 

Little  Auk  .\lie  alle  farok  islands  High 

winter  numbers:  ‘several  thousands’  in  Fug- 
loyarfjordur  during  Januar\/Februar\  1989; 

the  period  and  the  numbers  staying  in 
inshore  waters  are  both  unusual  (cf.  high 
numbers  in  eastern  Britain  in  November/ 

December  1988,  Bril.  Birds  82:  188,  235). 

Collared  Dove  Streptopelia  decaocto  FINLAND 

Declining  winter  population:  present  num- 

bers about  one-tenth  of  those  in  the  1970s, 

according  to  winter  bird  censuses  (cf.  de- 

cline in  .\orwav’,  but  colonisation  of 

.Morocco  and  expansion  in  Spain,  Brit.  Birds 
82:  20). 

Rufous  Turtle  Dove  Streptopelia  orientalis 

FINLAND  Fifth  record:  \'aasa  on  28th-29th 
November  1987  (first  to  fourth  were  in  1985- 
87,  Bril.  Birds  78:  642;  82:  20). 

Laughing  Dove  Streptopelia  senegalensis  FIN- 

LAND Fhird  record:  .Mantyharju  during  7th- 
27th  October  1987  (cf.  recent  records  in 

Cireece,  Italy;  and  Morocco,  Brit.  Birds  80:  13, 
326;  81:  19;  82:  20). 

Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo  bflgum  Census:  14 

pairs  in  Wallonie  in  1988  (cf.  two  pairs 
successful  in  1982,  the  first  breeding  for  70 
years,  Bril.  Birds  75:  571). 

Alpine  Swift  Apus  melba  SWFDF.N  Seventh 

record:  Kungsbacka  on  11th  .August  1984. 

Little  Swift  Apus  affinis  swf.dfn  Fourth 
record:  Hbrnefors,  Vasterbotten,  on  8th 
October  1988. 

Roller  Coracias  gamdus  gfrman  dfmocra  i   k: 

RKPI  BLIC  Danger  of  extinction:  only  three 

pairs  breeding  in  1988  (there  were  135  pairs 
in  1961,  Brit.  Birds  81:  335). 

Black  Woodpecker  Dryocopus  martins 
DFNMARK  First  record  from  island  of  Fyn 
(Funen):  November  1988  (the  island  had 

been  a   ‘Black  Woodpecker-free  gap’  be- 
tween Jutland,  colonised  from  (Germany, 
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and  Zealand  and  Bornholm,  colonised  from 
Sweden). 

White-backed  Woodpecker  Dendrocopos 
leucotos  DF.N.MARK  Deletion:  sole  recftrd,  from 

Furesoen,  Zealand,  on  2nd  January  1967, 

has  now  been  rejected  by  the  Danish  rarities 

committee.  FINLAND  Decreasing  steadily:  in 

1988,  17  pairs  plus  27  singles  were  found; 

present  population  estimate  30-50  pairs. 

Dunn’s  Lark  Eremalauda  dunni  lsrafi.  Mas- 
sive influx  in  winter  1988/89:  at  least  120  in 

.Arava  valley  during  November  1988  to 

March  1989.  (Th  is  species  has  not  pre- 

viously been  mentioned  in  a   ‘Fmropean news’  summary.) 

Dupont’s  Lark  Chersophilus  duponti  .slain 
Census:  in  spring  1988,  estimated  minimum 

of  7,000-8,000  pairs,  most  in  Iberian  System 

highlands  (some  70%)  and  the  Ebro  V’alley 
(26%). 

Calandra  Lark  A'lelaiiocorypha  calartdra 
DFNMARK  Deletion:  only  record  (in  1895)  has 

been  reassessed  and  rejected  by  the  Danish 
rarities  committee.  NORWAY  F/ighth  record: 
immature  at  RekeQord,  .Sokndal,  Rogaland, 
on  29th  July  1986. 

Short-toed  Lark  Calandrella  brachydactyla 
MOROCCO  First  winter  records:  six  at  .Meija 

Zerga  on  24th  January  1988  and  one  at 

Oued  Massa  on  9th  January'  1988.  NF.'FIIFR- 
I.ANDS  Eighth  and  ninth  records:  at 

Bloemendaal,  Noordholland,  on  24th  .April 
1988,  and  at  Egmond  aan  Zee,  Noordhol- 

land, on  30th  .April  1988. 

Crag  Martin  Ptyonoprogne  rupestris  Finland 
First  record:  Eagskar  bird-station  on  9th- 

10th  June  1988  (cf.  range  expansions  in 
.Austria,  Federal  Republic  of  (iermany, 
Romania  and  Switzerland,  Brit.  Birds  77:  238- 82:  20). 

Red-rumped  Swallow  Hiniudo  daurica  can- 
ary ISLANDS  Exceptional  number  of  sight- 

ings: up  to  15  for  over  six  weeks  at  locality  in 

north  I'enerife  during  February-March 1989.  FINLAND  Eighth  record:  near  Porvoo  on 
1st  May  1988. 

Richard’s  Pipit  Aiitlius  uovaeseelandiae  FIN- 
LAND Second-highest  annual  total:  27  indi- 

viduals during  5th  September  to  2nd 
November  1987  (cf.  record  numbers  in 

Denmark,  Brit.  Birds  81:  335).  Morocco 
Ninth  record:  one  at  Merja  Zerga  on  29th 
December  1988*.  swf.dfn  Large  influx:  at 
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234.  Northern  Mockingbird  Xfimus  polygbttos,  Netherlands,  ()ctol>er  1988  (Amoud  B.  i<an  den 

Berg) 

least  70  during  autumn  1988  (half  the 

previous  grand  total). 

Olive-backed  Pipit  Anthus  hodgsoni  KK.DKRAI. 
rkpi  bi.k:  ok  {;f,rmanY  Fourth  to  sixth  re- 

cords: Heligoland,  Schleswig-Holstein,  on 

3rd-4th  October*,  13th- 15th  October*  and 

14th-24th  October  1988*  (first  was  in  May 
1961,  second  in  October  1986  and  third  in 

October  1987).  KRANCK.  Second  record; 

Ouessant  on  22nd  October  1988*.  \KIHF.R- 
l..\Nn.s  Second  record:  at  .Mphen  aan  den 

Rijn,  Zuidholland,  on  20th  ,\pril  1988. 

NORWAY  Sixth  to  ninth  records:  L’tsira, 

Rogaland,  on  9th  October  1978  and  27th- 

30th  October  1978,  Harestadmyra,  Rande- 

berg,  Rogaland,  on  4th  November  1983,  and 
Utsira  on  2nd  October  1987.  SWF.DF.N  First 

record:  Stora  FJiideragg  on  17th  October 

1988*. 

Yellow  Wagtail  Motacilla  flai'a  nF.wtARK 

Probably  highest-ever  count:  7,500  at 

Kongelunden  (in  the  Copenhagen  area)  on 

24th  August  1988.  NF.THF,RI.AND.s  First  record 

of  black-headed  race  M.  J.  feldegg:  at  Delfzijl, 

Groningen,  on  10th  May  1988. 

Citrine  W'agtail  Motarilla  citreola  DENMARK 
Sixth  and  seventh  records:  male  at  Skagen 

on  26th  May  1988*  and  first-year  on  Christ- 

ianso  on  8th  September  1988.  FF.DERAI, 

REPL’BI.IC  OF  GERMANY  Influx:  five  difl'erent 

males  in  northern  Bavaria  and  Nordrhein- 

Westfalen  between  22nd  April  and  19th 

May  1988*  (only  four  previous  records  this 

centiirv).  I.,AIAI\N  ssR  Fourth  record:  male 

near  Jelgava  on  1st  May  1988. 

Pied  Wagtail  Molacdla  alba  fim.aM)  .Second 

record  of  race  M.  a.  yarrellii:  Porv  iKi  on  16th 

.\pril  1988  (first  was  in  1985,  Brit.  Birds  80: 13). 

Waxwing  Bombyrilla  gamdiis  DENM  ARK  Major 

invasion:  flocks  of  hundreds,  and  concentra- 
tions of  thousands  from  mid  October  1988, 

e.g.  1,000  at  .\rhus,  K-Jutland;  3,000  at 

Frederikshavn.  N-Jutland,  on  13th  Novem- 

ber; 3,(K)0  at  .Mborg,  N-Jutland,  in  Novem- 
ber. FF.DERAI.  REPl  BMC  OF  GERMANY  Huge 

influx  in  north;  from  25th  Octoljer  1988. 

FRANCE  Small  influx;  in  autumn /winter 

1988/89,  including  five  on  5th  November 
1988  at  Lefrincoucke,  Nord,  and  up  to  20  in 

Jura  in  Januarv-  1989.  Hl  NGARY  Invasion: 
several  records  in  winter  1988/89  (in  some 

vears,  there  are  hardly  any).  swrrZERl..\ND 

Very  strong  influx:  several  thousand  from 

January'  to  mid  Februan'  1989.  (Cf.  influx 
into  Britain  and  Ireland,  Bril.  Birds  82:  125, 

184.  The  last  irruption  was  in  autumn  1981, 

affecting  Austria,  Bulgaria,  Denmark  and 
the  Faroe  Islands,  Brit.  Birds  75:  572.) 

Northern  Mockingbird  Mimus  polyglotlos 

NETHF.RI.ANDS  First  record:  Schiermonni- 

koog,  Friesland,  during  16th-23rd  October 

1988  (plate  234).  (This  species  has  not 

pre\iously  been  mentioned  in  a   ‘European news’  summary  .) 

(To  be  concluded  next  month) 



Notes 
Migrating  Steppe  Eagles  taking  prey  disturbed  by 
farm  machinery  BWT  (2:  221)  states  that  numbers  of 

Steppe  Eagles  Aquila  rapax  may  be  attracted  together  by 
locally  abundant  sources  of  food.  On  5th  October  1984, 

on  a   farm  at  Haradh  in  eastern  Saudi  Arabia,  J.  H. 
Morgan  and  1   observed  a   total  of  51  migrating  Steppe 
Eagles  feeding  in  a   circular  field  of  approximately  50  ha 
which  was  in  the  process  of  cultivation.  The  field  had 

already  been  harvested  and  the  stubble  and  straw  burnt, 
and  it  was  being  prepared  with  scuffles  and  disc  harrows 

for  resowing.  Some  40  eagles  had  roosted  in  it  overnight,  and  with  first 
light  others  flew  in  from  the  surrounding  low  hills  to  join  them. 
Cultivation  began  at  dawn.  The  eagles  stood  about  waiting  for  the  tractors 
to  pass,  and  watching  for  prey  to  be  disturbed  or,  presumably,  injured  by 
the  machinery;  they  would  fly  a   short  distance,  usually  not  more  than 
50  m,  to  snatch  items  from  the  soil.  Although  we  were  not  close  enough  to 
identify  prey  specifically,  we  saw  several  rodents  and  a   lizard  being  taken. 
The  rodents  were  swallowed  immediately,  but  the  eagle  with  the  lizard 
seemed  rather  uninterested  in  its  prey:  it  toyed  with  it  and  may  not 
actually  have  eaten  it.  Sometimes  two  eagles  would  fly  to  take  the  same 
prey,  and  a   short  scuffle  would  ensue.  By  late  morning,  all  the  eagles  had 
stopped  feeding,  and  we  counted  66,  including  two  juvenile  Imperial 
Eagles  A.  heliaca,  soaringover  the  field.  John  Palferv 

Tolpeth,  Burton  Row,  Brent  Knoll,  Somerset  TA9  4BX 

Pipit-like  gait  of  Ean-tailed  Warbler  On  6th  February  1987,  several 
members  of  the  British  Birds  trip  to  Thailand  watched — but  were  unable 

to  identify — a   small,  streaked  passerine  which  was  feeding  in  a   damp 
paddy  near  Chom  Thong.  It  was  with  Yellow  Wagtails  Motacilla  jiava 
and  a   Citrine  Wagtail  M.  citreola,  and  behaved  very  much  like  a   pipit 
Anthus  or  wagtail,  striding  around,  with  horizontal  carriage,  feeding  like 
the  accompanying  wagtails.  We  called  to  P.  D.  Round  who  was 

watching  nearby  with  other  members  of  the  group.  He  was  equally 
puzzled.  It  was  clearly  not  a   Red-throated  A.  cervinus,  a   Richard’s  A. 
novaeseelandiae  or  an  Olive-backed  Pipit  A.  hodgsoni,  which  we  had  all  seen 
well  over  the  previous  week,  nor  a   Rosy  Pipit  A.  roseatus,  which  some  of 
us  also  knew.  The  plumage  recalled  Fan-tailed  Warbler  Cisticola  juncidis, 
and  we  briefly  considered  that  possibility,  but,  as  the  bird  continued  to 
behave  in  a   wholly  pipit-like  fashion  for  several  minutes,  we  dismissed 
it  as  a   ridiculous  idea. 

After  about  five  minutes,  however,  the  strange  ‘pipit’  flew  towards 
some  vegetation  and,  even  in  flight,  before  it  landed,  became  instantly 
identifiable  as  a   Fan-tailed  Warbler,  a   bird  which  we  had  all  seen 

frequently  over  the  previous  ten  days.  Despite  the  species’  fairly 
330 
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distinctive  plumage,  the  behaviour  of  this  individual  created  an 

identification  pitfall  of  which  we  had  been  unaware. 

J.  T.  R.  Sharrock 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

‘Locustella’  locomotion  In  Eilat,  Israel,  in  late  March  1987,  a   group  of 
experienced  observers  was  amazed  to  see  an  unstreaked  brown  warbler 

walking  in  a   ditch  along  the  edge  of  a   reedbed.  It  moved  at  a   relatively 

slow,  deliberate  pace,  while  feeding  on  small  items  picked  from  the 

ground  and  reed  stems.  We  expected  a   warbler  to  hop,  but  this,  being  a 

Savi’s  Warbler  Locustella  luscinioides,  did  otherwise.  Is  the  normal  form  of 
locomotion  of  all  Locustella  warblers  a   walking  (rather  than  a   hopping) 
motion?  R.G.  NEWELL 

Old  Beach  Farm,  Green  Fnd,  Landbeach,  Cambridge  CB4  4ED 

The  Handbook  (1940,  vol.  2,  page  32)  states  that  Savi’s  Warbler  is  ‘difficult  to  observe  on 

ground,  but  usually  runs,  with  more  rapid  movements  and  without  peculiar  deliberation 

of  Grasshopper-Warbler  [L.  naevia]  .   .   .   one  seen  l^y  M.  J.  Nicoll  in  Egypt  “waddled  along 

like  a   parrot.”  ’   The  mouse-like  creeping  of  Lanceolated  Warbler  /,.  lanceolata  is  a   well- 

known  field  character,  and  the  gaits  of  Pallas’s  Grasshopper  Warbler  /..  certhiola  and  Savi  s 

Warbler  are  similar.  The  answer  to  Mr  Newell’s  final  question  is  apparently  ‘Yes’.  El).s 

Raven  foot-paddling  On  8th  March  1986,  I   observed  a   Raven  Conms 

corax  foot-paddling  in  rough  grassland  beside  a   group  of  crofts  in 

Shetland.  For  two  minutes,  it  proceeded  with  almost  continuous  foot- 

paddling on  the  same  spot,  twice  obtaining  a   small  worm-like 

invertebrate,  before  flying  off.  Although  not  to  my  knowledge  pre- 

viously reported  for  this  species,  foot-paddling  is  a   common  feeding 

technique  for  gulls  Larus  on  grassland.  In  Britain,  Ravens  are  largely 

scavengers,  but  small  numbers  of  earthworms  and  insects  have  been 

found  in  their  pellets  (Marquiss  et  al.,  1978,  J.  Applied  Ecol.  15:  129- 

144).  P.J.Ewins 

Nature  Conservancy  Council,  7   Eastcheap,  Letchworth,  Hertfordshire  SG6  3DG 

^rtentp-fibe  pears;  ago... 

‘On  March  16th,  1914,  whilst  staying  at  Dungeness,  Kent,  I   had  an  excellent  
view  of  an 

Iceland  Gull  (Larus  leucopterus)  in  adult  plumage.  A   violent  gale  was  blo
wing  all  the 

morning,  and  a   great  deal  of  refuse  was  thrown  up  by  the  tide  all  along
  the  beach.  When 

the  tide  turned  soon  after  midday,  great  numbers  of  Gulls  came  to  fee
d,  and  w   hilst  I   was 

watching  them  from  the  window  of  Mr.  Austen’s  bungalow,  I   noticed
  this  beautiful  white- 

winged Gull  amongst  the  crowd  of  Herring-,  Black-headed  and  other  species
,  not  more 

than  a   hundred  yards  away.  H.  G.  Ai.f.xandf.r.  (Brit.  Birds  8:  53,  July 
 1914) 
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Compact  Handbook  of  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan  together  with 
those  of  Bangladesh,  Nepal,  Bhutan  and  Sri  Lanka.  By  Salim  Ali  and 
S.  Dillon  Ripley.  Illustrated  by  John  Henry  Dick.  Oxford  University 
Press,  Delhi,  Oxford  &   New  York,  1987.  844  pages;  90  colour  plates  and 
14  black-and-white  plates;  numerous  maps  and  line-drawings.  £75.00. 
If  you  intend  to  take  just  one  book  on  your  trip  to  the  Indian  subcontinent,  this  is  the  one 
to  take.  -Although  it  has  a   new  title,  it  is  also  noted  as  the  second  edition  oi  The  Handbook  of 
the  Birds  oj  India  and  Pakistan:  Compact  hdition  ( 1 983),  which  was  described  in  a   recent  rev'iew 

{Brit.  Birds  78:  67).  The  text  pages  from  the  lO-volume  original  are  reproduced  four  to  a 
page  (and  those  for  volume  4,  as  well  as  volumes  1-3,  have  been  revised).  The  major 
difference,  however,  is  that  the  old  plates  are  now  replaced  by  those  by  John  Henry  Dick 
originally  published  in  .4  Pictorial  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  the  Indian  Subcontinent  ( 1 983),  which  was 

review'ed  earlier  {Brit.  Birds  77:  389).  With  some  1,200  species  known  in  the  Indian 
subcontinent,  it  is  hardly  surprising  that  the  illustrations  do  not  depict  every  plumage, 
and  for  many  species  show  just  one.  I   hese  are,  however,  a   great  improvement  on  those  by 
a   variety  of  artists  in  the  original  ten  volumes  and  in  the  first  ‘Compact  edition’  where  the 
hotchpotch  of  styles,  ranging  from  the  excellent  to  the  frankly  amateurish,  could  be  ver)' 
confusing  when  two  similar  species  were  portrayed  by  different  artists. 

Despite  its  high  price,  this  2'/>-kg  volume  is  excellent  value  for  money. 
J.  r.  R.  Sh.vrrock 

The  Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe.  By  Hakan 
Delin  and  Lars  Svensson.  Hamlyn,  London,  1988.  288  pages;  over  1,300 
colour  plates.  £14.95. 

I   he  dust  jacket  says  ‘the  most  comprehensive  photographic  guide  ev'er  published’,  a   bold claim,  but  one  that,  for  European  birds,  is  probably  justified.  It  is  not  (and  is  not  claimed  to 

be)  a   field  guide;  its  near  A4-size  format  counts  against  it  in  that  respect.  Nor  is  it  entirely 
complete  in  the  species  and  plumages  it  covers,  an  observ'ation  that  will  cause  no  surprise  to 
anyone  who  has  perused  a   similar  photographic  guide. 

As  the  Introduction  makes  clear,  the  text,  distribution  maps  and  useful  line-drawings  are 
taken,  with  only  minor  changes,  from  the  Country  Life  Guide  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe 
(reviewed  in  Brit.  Birds  80:  28-29).  This  rightly  places  the  emphasis  of  the  book  on  the 
photographs,  raising  the  questions  of  how  comprehensive  is  the  collection  of  photographs, 
and  of  their  quality.  The  answer  is  that  both  selection  and  quality  are  good.  While  there  are 
some  photographs  of  birds  in  the  hand — mainly  rarer  passerines — nearly  all  European 
species  are  illustrated,  in  many  of  their  major  plumages.  Inevitably,  the  quality  of  a   few  is 
less  than  might  be  hoped  for,  but  these  are  only  a   very  small  proportion  of  the  large  number 
of  photographs  that  are  included. 

The  layout  has  up  to  12  photographs  to  the  page,  facing  the  text,  and  this  works  well.  Ehe 
criticisms,  which  are  minor,  come  at  the  detailed  level.  Annoyingly,  the  sequence  is  not  the 

now  familiar  Voous  list,  but  ‘that  of  an  ev'olutionar)’  order’,  placing,  for  example,  the 
accentors  after  the  crows.  I   he  names,  though,  follow  Voous;  thus  we  have  ‘Pratincole’,  not 

Collared  Pratincole,  ‘Bearded  Vulture’,  not  Lammergeier.  Missing  species  include  Golden 
Pheasant  and  White-breasted  Kingfisher;  within  a   few  lines,  the  .Andalusian  Hemipode  is 
mentioned  both  as  being  illustrated  and  as  not  illustrated  (in  fact  it  is  not).  There  is  text  for 
Kriiper  s   Nuthatch  and  for  Yellow-browed  Bunting,  but  no  photographs.  The  text  says  that 

juvenile  White  Wagtail  is  ‘impo.ssible  to  distinguish  in  the  field  from  juvenile  Pied’,  yet  a juvenile  White  Wagtail  is  confidently  illustrated  (but  no  juvenile  Pied). 

The  Introduction,  quite  rightly,  makes  much  of  the  debt  owed  to  the  photographers.  This 
debt  is  apparently  not  appreciated  by  the  publishers,  who  do  not  give  the  photographic 
acknowledgments  in  the  captions  to  the  photographs,  but  list  them  separately.  The 
disadvantage  of  this  is  that,  while  one  can  see  how  many  photographs  a   particular 
photographer  has  supplied,  it  is  extremely  tedious  to  discover  who  provided  a   particular 
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photograph.  And,  if  1   declare  my  interest,  of  those  of  mine  that  have  been  used,  two  (of  ten) 

are  incorrectly  attributed.  1   wonder  how'  well  the  other  photographers  fared? 
In  conclusion,  this  is  a   fine  photographic  reference  for  European  birds,  published  at  a   price 

that  is  remarkably  low  for  the  number  of  photographs  that  are  included.  It  deserves  a   place 

on  the  shelves  ofever\-  birder’s  libraiA .   R   •   J   •   C   it  ANDIE  R 

The  Popular  Handbook  of  British  Birds.  By  P.  A.  D.  Hollom.  5th, 
revised  edition.  H.  F.  &   G.  VVitherby,  London,  1988.  486  pages;  136  colour 

plates;  15  black-and-white  plates;  over  100  line-drawings.  £14.95. 
This  book  needs  no  introduction.  ,\s  this  fifth  edition  demonstrates,  it  has  been  a   remarkably 

durable  work  and  I   can  honestly  say  that,  during  the  fonnative  years  of  my  birdw  atching,  the 

fourth  edition  was  my  most-thumbed  bird  book.  Twenty  years  later,  the  illustrations  still 

look  good,  particularly  the  line-drawings  (though,  with  improved  knowledge,  the  drawing  of 

a   I.ittle  Bunting  head  now’  looks  more  like  that  of  a   Reed  Bunting).  For  this  edition,  the  text 
has  been  reset,  and  the  status  and  distribution  sections  thoroughly  revised;  these  accounts 

are  succinct,  infonnative  and  mostly  reliable  (though  Banff  gull-watchers  will  Ije  surprised  to 

learn  that  ‘there  are  no  subspecies’  of  Iceland  Gull).  My  main  criticism  concerns  the 
selection  of  species:  thus.  Ivory  Gull  is  included,  but  there  is  no  mention  of  Ring-billed  Gull; 
Water  Pipit  is  still  classified  as  a   subspecies  of  Rock  Pipit;  and  there  are  no  recently 

naturalised  (‘Category  C’)  species.  I'hese  could  have  been  included  if  some  of  the  extreme 

rarities  (such  as  Spotted  Eagle,  ‘Flamingo’  and  Short-billed  Dowitcher)  had  l>een  relegated 
to  the  companion  volume,  .   .   .   Rarer  British  Birds. 

In  short,  this  book  remains  an  accessible  source  of  reliable  infonnation,  but  it  requires  a 

more  comprehensive  update  for  the  late  1980s,  and  beyond.  C.  I).  R.  Heard 

Short  reviews 
Atlante  degli  Uccelli  Nidificanti  nel 

Mendrisiotto  (1981-1985).  By  Roberto 
Lardelli.  ( 1   icinese  di  Scien/.e  Naturali, 

I.ugano,  1988.  222  pages.  Paperback 
SFr.20.00)  Phis  atlas  of  the  distribution  of 

the  breeding  birds  in  the  Mendrisiotto 

region  of  southern  Switzerland  is  based  on 

fieldwork  carried  out  during  1981-85  in 
133  1   km  X   1   km  squares.  .\  total  of  91 

breeding  species  was  recorded;  ten  species 
found  in  1972-76  were  not  discovered,  but 

eight  new  species  were  found.  Text  in 

Italian,  but  the  maps  and  habitat  photo- 

graphs are  equally  useful  in  any  language. 

Birds  in  the  Doncaster  District.  By  R.  J. 

Rhodes.  (Doncaster  and  District  Ornitho- 

logical Society,  Doncaster,  1988.  269 

pages.  Hardback  £1 1.50;  paperback  £6.50) 
How  sad  it  is  to  read,  in  the  foreword  to 

this  publication,  that  in  recent  years  ‘the 
Doncaster  and  District  Ornithological 

Society,  in  common  with  many  local 

societies,  has  suffered  a   drop  in  member- 

ship and  revenue.  The  advent  of  natural 

history  programmes  on  television,  the 

growth  of  national  societies  such  as  the 

Royal  Society  for  the  Protection  of  Birds, 
and  a   wealth  of  excellent  and  often  cheap 

publications,  instead  of  affording  stimula- 
tion, appear  to  have  suppressed  local 

interest.’  That  is,  indeed,  true,  and  is  a 
story  which  we  have  heard  repeated  from 

other  local  ornithological  societies,  bird- 

watching clubs  and  natural  history- 
societies.  Yet  local  birdwatching  is  what 

the  hobby  is  really  all  about;  and  books 

such  as  this  are  the  invaluable  end-product 
of  thousands  of  hours  of  local  study.  Let  us 

hope  that  the  trend  reverses,  and  that  local 
birdwatching  resumes  its  important  place 

in  ornithology,  .\nyone  living  in  or  going 

near  the  Doncaster  district  of  South  Y   ork- 

shire shoidd  certainly  not  be  without  this 

well-produced  book,  crammed  with  facts, 
and  including  16  habitat  photographs  in 
colour. 

Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie:  the  bird- 

watcher’s handbook.  By  Bill  Oddie. 
(Macmillan,  London,  1989.  199  pages. 

Paperback  £4.99)  This  beginners’  guide  to 
how  to  start  birdwatching  (reviewed,  Brit. 

Birds  81:  504-505)  is  now  published  in 

paperback. 

Dr  /.  T.  R.  Sharrock,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedfordshire  MKH  3SJ 



Announcements 
Win  free  BBs  for  life  Do  yourself  (and  a   friend)  a   good  turn:  enrol  a   friend  as  a   British  Birds 

subscriber,  using  the  form  on  page  viii,  and  you  will  not  only  be  helping  BB,  but  you  and  your 

friend  will  also  qualify  for  entry  in  the  draw  for  free  life-long  subscriptions  to  BB. 

‘Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland’  VVe  have  been  informed  by  T.  &   A.  D.  Poyser  that, 
owing  to  production  delays,  this  new  book,  by  Nick  Dymond,  Pete  Fraser  and  Steve  Gantlett, 

will  be  published  in  mid  August  rather  than  late  July.  BB  subscribers  can,  however,  order  this 

book  NOW  at  the  EXCLUSIVE  REDUCED  PRICE  and  will  receive  their  copy  POST  EREE 
as  soon  as  it  is  available.  Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  pages  xi  &   xii. 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  The  major  new  book  this  month  is  the  long-awaited 

Best  Days  with  British  Birds  edited  by  Malcolm  Ogilvie  &   Stuart  Winter 

It  is  published  by  BB,  and  features  accounts  of  their  most  exciting  birding  experiences 
chosen  by  34  well-known  names  in  birdwatching  circles.  All  the  authors,  artists  and 
photographers  have  donated  their  royalties  to  BB,  and  we  hope  that  every  BB  subscriber  will 
wish  to  buy  a   copy. 

It  is  offered  at  the  special  PREPUBLICATION  PRICE  of  £12.95  (a  reduction  of  £2.00  on 

the  full  price  of  £14.95)  if  ordered  NOW.  Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  pages  xi  & xii. 

News  and  comment 
Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

Whitefront  nonsense  We  were  appalled  to 

learn,  in  April,  that  the  Department  of 

Agriculture  and  Fisheries  for  Scotland 

(DAFS)  has  once  again  granted  licences  for 

the  shooting  of  Greenland  White-fronted 

Geese  An.ser  albifrons flavirostris  on  the  island  of 

Islay;  more  than  70  were  shot  in  1988,  when 

similar  licences  were  granted.  The  decision 

flies  in  the  face  of  advice  from  the  Nature 

Conservancy  Council  and  strenuous  objec- 

tions from  conservationists  and  ornitholog- 

ists. One  important  point  which  is  over- 

looked is  the  world  rarity  of  this  race  and  the 

work  which  is  done  to  safeguard  the  popula- 

tion on  its  breeding  grounds.  More  crucial, 

perhaps,  is  the  reason  for  the  licences:  they 

allow  geese  to  be  shot  if  they  are  found  to 

cause  serious  damage  to  crops  and  if  all  other 

methods  of  control  have  failed.  I’he  DAFS 

appears  to  be  unable  to  substantiate  ‘serious 

damage’  and  also  to  ignore  the  fact  that  the 
answer  to  the  problem — if  there  really  is 

one — is  to  scare  the  geese  away.  Fhis  can  be 

done,  even  if  it  is  time-consuming.  What  is 

more,  grants  are  available  from  both  the 

DAFS  and  the  NCC  to  cover  80%  of  the 

costs.  It  really  is  time  that  the  DAFS  got  its 

act  together  over  this  one. 

Democracy?  fhe  BOlI  Records  Committee 

asked  the  world’s  ornithologists  to  comment 
upon  proposed  amendments  to  the  English 
names  of  birds  on  the  British  list  (Ibis  130: 

supplement;  Brit.  Birds  81:  355-377).  Fhe 

BOU  members  present  at  the  Union’s 
recent  ACM  at  the  University  of  Surrey, 

however,  voted  on  a   resolution  (raised  with- 

out notice  under  ‘Any  other  busine.ss’)  that 

334 
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‘   I'his  meeting  instructs  the  Records  Com- mittee to  desist  from  further  work  on  the 

development  of  a   standardised  list  of  verna- 

cular names  of  British  birds.’  Phis  resolu- 

tion was  passed  with  only  one  dissenter. 

What  will  the  BOU  do  now:  ignore  the 

piles  of  correspondence  sent  in  response  to 

its  invitation,  or  ignore  its  members  who 

voted  at  the  .ACM  to  retain  the  status  quo 

regardless  of  world  opinion? 

How  many  members  were  present  at  the 

ACM?  Twenty-eight — the  vote  being  27:1. 

Congratulations  No  reader  in  Wales  needs 

to  be  told  who  Jack  Donovan  is.  Our 

congratulations  to  him  on  his  creation  as  an 

MBK,  marking  not  just  his  41  years  with  the 

.Agricultural  Development  and  Advisory 

Ser\ice,  but  also  his  many  elTorls  aimed  at 

bringing  fanners  and  wildlife  conservation- 

ists together. 

Sir  Peter  .Scott  needs  !io  introduction:  our 

congratulations  to  him  on  his  award  as 

‘Conser\'ationist  of  the  ̂ ’ear’  by  the  .Amer- 
ican magazine  Wildlife  Art  Sews. 

Norfolk  art  exhibition  The  West  Norfolk 

RSPB  Members’  C.roup  will  hold  an  RSPB 

Centenaiy  exhibition,  ‘Celebration  of  Birds’, 
at  the  Formoy  .Art  Calleries,  Kings  l.ynn, 

Norfolk,  from  23rd  August  to  23rd  .Septem- 

ber. The  exhibition,  to  be  opened  by  Robert 

Ciillmor,  presents  an  opportunity  to  see  one 

of  the  most  comprehensive  collections  of 

bird  art  ever  assembled.  It  will  include 

paintings  and  book  illustrations  by  contem- 

porarv’  artists,  such  as  John  Busby,  Robert 
(ullmor,  Bruce  Pearson,  .Sir  Peter  Scott  and 

Keith  Shackleton,  alongside  examples  by 

past  masters,  such  as  Ennion,  Richardson, 

Seaby  and  Tunniclin'e.  There  will  also  be  a 

showing  of  original  plates  from  books — 

including  some  by  Nonnan  .Arlott,  Hilarv 

Burn  and  Roger  Tor\  Peterson — and  many 
rare  works,  on  loan  from  the  British 

.Museum  (Natural  History),  will  also  be  on 

view,  including  illustrations  by  Grdnvold, 

Keulemans  and  Lodge.  Pictures  will  also  be 

on  sale  and  a   percentage  of  the  proceeds  will 

be  donated  to  the  RSPB.  (Contributed  by 

Sonnan  Arlott) 

New  Dungeness  warden  \\  e   are  grateful 

to  Harr\-  Cawkell  for  writing  to  tell  us  that 

Dungeness  Bird  Obserxatory  has  a   new 

warden.  Sean  McMinn  resigned  early  in  the 

year,  and  in  his  place  the  Ciommittee  has 

appointed  David  W   alker,  well  known  to 

many  from  his  work  as  Warden  at  the  Calf  of 

Man  over  the  past  five  years.  David  already 

knows  something  of  his  new  patch,  having 

been  a   summer  assistant  at  Dungeness 

under  Nick  Riddiford  in  1978.  Sean 

McMinn  made  many  friends  during  his 

seven  years  at  the  ’Ness,  and  we  join  them 
and  the  Dungeness  Committee  in  wishing 

him  well  for  the  future.  .Another  snippet  of 

new.s — Harry  also  tells  us  that  there  are  now 

two  new  sea-watching  hides  (courtesy  of  the 

C^entral  Electricity  Generating  Board)  to 

replace  those  which  were  swept  away  in  the 
October  1987  storm. 

Good  news  for  rainforests  Since  a   high 

proportion  of  the  world’s  most  seriously 
endangered  bird  species  live  in  rainforests, 

any  news  involving  the  salvation  of  some  of 

that  beleaguered  habitat  is  good  news.  We 

were  |)leased  to  hear,  in  .March,  therefore, 

that  a   huge  loan  negotiated  between  the 

government  of  Brazil  and  the  World  Bank 

had  been  scrapped;  it  involved  $5(K)  million, 
w   hich  was  to  have  financed  the  construction 

of  hydro-electric  dams  in  .Amazonia.  The 
outcome  would  have  been  the  inundation  of 

vast  areas  of  rainforest.  The  decision  came 

after  a   year’s  delay,  and  soon  after  the 
astonishing  and  much-publicised  demon- 

stration by  hundreds  of  .Amazonian  tribes- 
men in  the  Brazilian  town  of  .Altamira.  It  is 

said  that  pressure  from  many  thousands  of 

their  customers  (threatening  to  withdraw 

their  monies,  presumably)  also  led  to  a 

consortium  of  commercial  banks  (including 

Lloyds  and  The  Midland)  withdrawing  a 

second  proposed  loan,  S600  million  to 

finance  part  of  Brazil’s  energy  plans.  On  the 
more  positive  side  of  things,  the  World  Bank 

now  proposes  an  environmental  protection 

loan  of  some  S350-400  million,  plus  new 

money  for  energy  conservation  schemes. 

Thanks  to  a   combination  of  political  and 

financial  pressure,  it  seems  that,  at  long  last, 

some  steps  have  been  taken  in  the  right 

direction.  The  problems  of  the  long-term 
destruction  of  the  .Amazon  rainforests  are 

notoriously  complex:  we  would  hesitate  to 

go  as  far  as  Eriends  of  the  Earth — who 
claimed  what  has  happened  as  a   turning 

point  in  the  battle  to  save  the  rainforests — 
but  we  would  most  certainly  applaud  a 

major  victory  in  this  long  war.  What  hap- 

pens next  remains  to  be  seen. 

Birdlog  We  have  received  details  of  this 

new  birdwatchers’  database,  running  on 
the  .Acorn  .Archimedes  series  of  personal 

computers.  .Apparently,  it  is  easy  and  fun 

to  use,  and  a   great  time-saver,  cutting  out 
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each  year  many  hours  of  boring  and  error- 

prone  clerical  work.  Among  the  1 1   special 

features  claimed  for  Birdlog  is  an  auto- 

matic index  which  produces  a   full  system- 

atic list,  ready  formated  and  printed,  for 

sending  to  bird  recorders.  It  claims  to 

make  tetrad  recording  quick  and  easy.  All 

in  all,  it  should  be  ideal  for  county'  bird 
recorders,  ringing  stations,  observatories 

and  reserv'es  (those,  that  is,  which  have  not 

already  devised  their  own  system).  Birdlog 

is  supplied  complete  with  all  necessary 

utilities  and  a   9,600-word  user  guide  (on 

disk).  Birdlog’s  author  has  placed  it  in  the 
public  domain:  apart  from  any  nominal 

copying  and  handling  charge,  the  software 

is  absolutely  free,  though  regular  users  are 

asked  to  make  a   small  donation  to,  or  join, 

Greenpeace.  You  can  get  further  informa- 

tion from  Jonathan  Barnes,  30  Cassiobury 

Park  .\venue,  Watford,  Hertfordshire  wm 

71. B,  but  if  you  need  no  further  convincing 

send  £5.99  (no  VAT  or  p&p)  for  your  full 

working  copy  to  David  Pilling,  PO  Box  22, 

Thornton  Cleveleys,  Blackpool  FY.5  li.R. 

Page  3   bird  How  many  BB  readers  spotted 

the  bird  in  the  news  on  13th  April?  An 

unfortunate  Red-crested  Pochard  Netta 

rufina,  killed  when  it  hit  a   car  near  Ports- 

mouth, Hampshire,  led,  so  the  driver 

claimed,  to  him  having  to  make  a   hasty 

retreat  to  avoid  an  approaching  band  of 

angry  birders.  The  bird  was  portrayed  on 

page  3   (where  else?)  of  The  Sun.  How  do  we 

know?  We  glanced  at  a   copy  being  read  by  a 

fellow  passenger  on  a   train.  (   The  story  also 

appeared  in  The  Times — spotted  by  Dominic 
Mitchell,  but  not  by  us.) 

Change  of  recorder  Andy  Harding,  15 

Jubilee  Terrace,  Stony  Stratford,  Milton 

Keynes  MKli  IDL’  has  taken  over  from 

John  Marchant  as  Recorder  for  Bucking- 

hamshire. Andy’s  phone  numbers  are:  0908- 
565896  (home);  0908-653328  (work). 

Change  of  address  of  Recorder  R.  E. 

Davis,  Recorder  for  Leicestershire,  has 

moved  to  31  Tysoe  Hill,  Glenfield,  Leicester 
I.F.3  8AR. 

Requests 
Useful  fieldwork  for  fun  Carrying  out  a   Common  Birds  Census  is  hard  work,  involving 
commitment  to  return  to  the  same  area  at  regular  intervals  throughout  April  to  July  for 
several  successive  years,  and  involves  plotting  of  registrations  on  maps  back  at  home  after 
the  fieldwork  is  over.  Nevertheless,  those  who  are  involved  in  it  find  this  form  of  fieldwork 

very  enjoyable  and  very'  satisfying.  The  BTO  is  currently  appealing  for  new  volunteers  for 
the  CBC,  and  requires  new  plots  in  both  farmland  and  woodland.  Unless  your  interest  is 

restricted  to  chasing  after  rarities,  you  are  likely  to  find  contributing  to  the  CBC  one  of 

the  most  interesting  and  stimulating  forms  of  birdwatching.  The  changes  from  one  year 

to  another  within  your  ‘home  patch’  are  likely  to  amaze  you,  and  will  be  all  the  more 
interesting  when  you  see  how  they  fit  into  the  national  picture  revealed  by  the  CBC. 

We  strongly  encourage  BB  subscribers  in  the  United  Kingdom  to  write  for  details  to 

John  Marchant,  Census  Studies  Department,  B   TO,  Beech  (Irove,  Station  Road,  Tring, 
Hertfordshire  HP23  ,5NR. 

Photographs  and  information  for  ‘Birds  of  Israel’  This  Dunn’s  Lark  Eremalauda  dunni 
(plate  235)  is  one  of  210  individuals  that  were  found  in  November  1988  in  South  Arava, 

Israel,  by  Hadoram  Shirihai.  There  is  still  time  to  get  more  high-standard  photographs  and 
any  information  about  distribution  of  birds  in  Israel  for  inclusion  in  the  forthcoming  book 
Birds  of  Israel  (see  Bril.  Birds  81:  341).  Please  send  these  to  Hadoram  Shirihai,  The  Rarities  & 
Distribution  Committee  of  Israel,  PO  Box  4168,  Eilat  88102,  Israel.  -s 

[   I'he  inclusion  of  plate  235  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  7.EISS  West  Germany] 
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235.  Dunn’s  Lark  Eremalauda  dunni,  Israel,  November  1988  (Hadoram  Shirifuii) 

Monthly  marathon 
^Competitors  named  the  bird  in  plate  126  as 

^   follows: 

Blackbird  (69%) 

Siberian  Thrush  Zoothera  sibirica  (11%) 

Dusky  Thrush  T.  naiimanni  (6%) 

Black-throated  Thrush  T.  ruficollis  (4%) 

American  Robin  T.  migratorius  (3%) 

Song  Thrush  T! (3%) 

Redwing  T.  iliacus  (2%) 

Sponsored  by 

and  also  Bluethroat  Luscina  si’ecica.  Rock  Thrush  Montkola  saxatilis.  Ring  Ouzel  T.  torquatus, 

Eye-browed  Thrush  T.  obscunts.  Fieldfare  T.  pdaris  and  Mistle  Thrush  T.  i-isdvorus.  each  with 
1%  or  less. 

One  entrant  commented:  ‘So,  what  is  the  snag  with  photograph  no.  9? 

The  snag  is  that  there  is  no  snag,  which  is  a   very-  good  snag.  Thus,  the  bird  is 

simply  a   Blackbird.’  He  was  right;  the  Blackbird  was  photographed  in 
London  by  Dr  Peter  Gasson  in  Januarv  1988. 

A   surprisingly  high  proportion  of  the  front  runners  were  caught  out  this 

time:  after  nine  photographs,  the  leading  pack  consists  of  21  subscribers 

with  all  nine  right,  followed  by  five  entrants  with  eight  in  a   row  and  20 

competitors  with  seven. 

If  plates  158  or  185  eliminated  all  but  one  entrant,  to  leave  an  outright 

winner  of  the  prize — a   SUNBIRD  holiday  to  Africa,  Asia  or  North 
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America — we  11  now  be  into  the  fourth  ‘Marathon’  competition;  if  not, 
plate  236  will  be  the  twelfth  hurdle  in  the  third  Marathon.  In  either  case, 
it  s   worth  having  a   go,  but  please  read  the  rules  first. 

236.  third  .Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  12.  Identify  the  species. 
Read  the  ndes  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to 
.Monthly  .Marathon,  tountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ,  to  arrive  by  15th 

August  1989 

Recent  reports 
Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  13th  May  to  16th  June  1989 
These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Ring-necked  Duck  Aythya  collaris  Males, 
Inch  (Co.  Donegal),  3rd  June  and  Tacum- 

shin  (Co.  Wexford),  through  May  to  early 
June. 

Rpd-footed  Falcon  Palco  verspertinus  Loch 

Money  (Co.  Down),  4th-8th  June  (fifth  Irish 

record);  at  least  20,  mostly  in  eastern  and 

southeastern  counties  of  Flngland. 

Quail  Cotumix  cotumix  Six  to  eight  in  south 
Co.  Wexford,  early  June. 

Great  Snip>e  Gallinago  media  North  Ronald- 

say,  24th  May;  .Spurn  (Humberside),  28th- 

29th  May;  Dagenham  Chase  (London),  2nd 

June. 

Terek  Sandpiper  Xenns  cinereus  Cliffe 

(Kent),  1 2th- 13th  June. 

Lesser  Crested  Tern  Sterna  bengalensis  Gib- 

raltar Point  (Lincolnshire),  3()th  May;  per- 

haps same.  Fame  Islands  (Northumberland) 
on  lOth  June. 

White-cheeked  Tern  Sterna  repressa  Dunge- 

ness  and  St  Margaret’s  Bay  (both  Kent), 
13th  May  (first  for  Britain  and  Ireland  if 
accepted). 

Thrush  Nightingale  Luscinia  luscinia  Cley 

(Norfolk),  20th-22nd  May;  Dungeness,  2()th- 
21st  May;  Hartlepool  Headland  (Cleve- 

land), 23rd-24th  May;  lair  Isle  (Shetland), 
four  between  21st  and  26th  May;  Calf  of 
Man,  26th  May. 
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. .   particular! v'  useful  in  confined 
habitats,  such  as  woodland  or  forest:  _ 

I   for  seawatching  or  raptor-watching... ' 
I   (British  Birds  \b!  79  No.  6   June  1986) 

Zeiss  -   a   tradition  of  excellence. 

The  preferred  binocular  of  experienced  birdwatchers 

worldwide.  Unsurpassed  in  quality  and  performance. 

E.xcellent  image  contrast;  superior  light  transmission 

at  dawn  and  dusk;  genuine  “B”  special  eyepieces  with 

unrestricted  viewing  for  spectacle-  and  non  -spectacle 
wearers  alike,  true  For  brochure  and  nearest  stockist  please  contact: 
close  focusing  (5m). 

Sturdy  and  dependable. 

Available  with  or 

without  rubber  armour. 

Carl  Zeiss 

(CX>ef  kochen)  Ltd ZEISS 
POBox78 

Woodfield  Road 
Welwyn  Garden  City 

Herts  AL7  1LU 
Teleptxjne 

(0707)331144 

West  Germany 
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FOCALPOINT 
Deal  with  birdwatchers  who  understand  your  requirements 

WHAT’S  NEW? 
★   BUSHNELL  have  some  top  quality 
roof-prism  binoculars  soon  to  be 
released.  They  are  designed  to  equal 
or  better  the  equivalent  models  from 
Leitz  and  Zeiss.  Time  alone  will  tell!  - 

but  they  won't  be  cheap.  More  details 
as  soon  as  they  are  available  to  us. 

'*■  An  extra  strong  heavy-duty  tripod strap  is  now  available.  British  made  in 

'olive  drab'  heavy  duty  fabric  it  fits  all tripods.  Just  £7.50 

★   Surprisingly  the  most  requested 
small  item  which  we  have  previously 
been  unable  to  supply  has  been  a   case 
for  spare  eyepieces!  We  now  have  top 
quality  black  leather  cases  with  red 
lining  for  just  £9.50  (they  take  one 
large  eyepiece  e.g.  Kowa  20xWA  for 
TSN  or  two  small  such  as  the  Nikon 
30x  &   40x). 

WATERPROOF 

SPACEMASTER 

We  now  have  the  new  fully  water,  dust 

and  fogproof  rubber-armoured  Space- 
master  from  stock.  This  extra  sturdy 

scope  comes  complete  (15x-45x 
zoom  eyepiece)  and  is  nitrogen 
purged.  Ideal  for  rain  forest  birding  or 
English  summer  days!  £345.00 

NIKON  -   we  have  a   limited  number  of 

the  rare  (accidental?)  30  x   and  40  x 

eyepieces  in  stock!  ASK 

NEW  Skua  Mkll  cases  for  Kowa  TSN 

telescopes  in  stock  now.  Total  encase- 
ment, ultra  rugged  and  weatherproof. 

Stays  on  the  scope  at  all  times. 

OPTOLYTH  -   we  have  these  splen- 
did ranges  in  stock  Osiris/Alpin  and 

the  newer  Touring  models. 

ZEISS  WEST  10  X   40  8GA/T*  (P) 
close  focus  -   the  price  is  shorter  than 
the  name!  TRY  US! 

BIRDGUIDES 

Just  two  places  left  on  our  classic 
November  tour  to 

THE  GAMBIA 

QUESTAR  -   Mirror  Scopes 
BUY  NOW  AND  BEAT 
THE  PRICE  INCREASE 

MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS  FREE! FOCALPOINT 

'   9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

Telephone:  0606  891098 and  Bank  Holidays 

Best  Days 
British  Birds 

^   Their  most  exciting  birdwatching 
experiences,  described  by 

Ian  Prestt  Chris  Mead 

Guy  Mountfort  Peter  Grant 

Bill  Oddie  &   many  others 

Edited  by  Makolm  O^kne  &   Stuart  Winter 

Published  by  British  Birds  Ltd,  Park  I^ane, 
Blunharn,  Bedford  MK+t  a\) 

Available  from  all  good  bookshops 

£14.95  hardback  ISBN  0   9.50«47l  3   5 

SPKCIAI.  RF.DIICKI)  PRK:K  IF  ORDFRFI)  FlIROtlGH  ‘BRITISM  BIRDSHOP’ 

(1)526) 



HUGE  STOCKS  WE  OFFER  HUGE  STOCKS 
A   SPHKDY  MAIL  OHDK.K  SKRVICH  AND  HXPF.R T   ATTHNTION  FOR  PFRSONAl.  CALLERS 

American  Express/Acccss/Visa/Credit  Charge.  Post  &   Packing  please  add  £2.50. 
Prices  arirect  1 .4.89  —   Subject  to  availability  —   Open  6   days  9am  —   5.50pm 

ZKISS  Wi-:ST  BINOCULARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   £189 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £209 
8   X   30  B   and  K   Case   £379 
8   X   30BGACF&  Pouch   £379 
8   X   .56  BG  AT  &   Case   £544 
7x42BGAT&Case     PHONE 
10x40BT&KCase   £463 
10  X   40  BGA  CF&  Pouch     PHONE 
15X60BGA   £899 

ZKISS  EAST  BIN(K:UI,ARS 

Very  good  value  with  Hard  Case 
8   X   30Jenoptem   £40 
8   X   ,50  Oeltrintem   £48 

10  X   .50Jenoptem   £65 
10  X   ,50  Oekatrem   £73 
8x.32Notarem   £100 
IOx40Notarern   £143 
8   X   32Notarem  Armour   £127 
10  X   40Notarem  Armour   £165 
8   X   50  Octarem  B ,   or  B(}  A   £   1 60 
12  X   .SODodecaremB.or  BGA   £199 

SWIFT  Supplied  with  Case  &   Strap 
RedSpot8x40   £109 
RedSptrtlOx.50   £119 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42   Special  £99 
Blue  Spot  10x42   £1.39 
Trilyte 8x40    Special £99 
Trilyte  Rubber  10  X   40   £139 
Trilyte  10x40   £139 
Osprey7.5x42   £129 
Audubon  8.5  x   44   £166 

NEW  BUSHNELI. 

Spacemaster  Bixly   £147 
Spacemaster  II  Body   £1.59 
Spacemaster  Armoured  Body   £160 
Spacemaster  Waterprixrf 

Btxiy&  I5x — 45x  zoom   £319 
1 5   X — 45  X   Zixrm  Lens   £84 

22 X   Wide  Angle  l.ens   £44 
25x.40x,60x  Lenses   £37 

BAUSCH  &   LOME 

Discoverer   £199 

ADLEKBLICK 

Case,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   X   42   £120 
Adlerblick  8   x   42  Anrarur   £   1 36 
Adlerblick  10x42   £125 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   £144 
Adlerblick  10x50   £139 
Adlerblick  10  x   50  Armour   £159 

NEW  ADLERBLICK  —   Multi-coaled 
8x42   £169 
10  X   42   £179 
IOx.50   £189 

RUSSIAN  BINfK'ULARS 8x  ,30andCase   £19.99 
7x50  and  Case   £29.99 
l2x40andCase   £32.99 

HABICHT  BINfK  ULARS 
8X.30WM   £299 
7x  50WMSI   £.399 
10X40WMSI   £.399 
10  X   40  Diana   £3.39 

TRIPODS 

SLIKD2   £69 
SL1K88   £69 
Sl.lK  Black  Diamond   £76 

SI. IK  Shogun   £99 

KOW  A   TELFSCOPFIS 

TSNl  Bixlv   £265 
TSN2  BtxJv   £255 
TSN3  Body   
TSN4  Bixlv     „ 

20x  Wide ;     PHONE   £79 
25 X   and40x   pQR   

Zoom TSN   DA  A z ’ ir    £119 

Photo  Adapter   PACKAUif.    £g4 TS601   DEAI>S   £189 

TS602   £169 
25  x   and  40  X     £43 
20  X   Wide   £49 
Zxx)m601   £94 

PLEASE 

r- 

CM 

ir> 

Q 

ProtesMonal  &   Retail  Phulugraphers 

OROUGH  •   YOU  lou 

If  you  see  this  logo 

on  any  advertisement  you  can  be  sure 

that  the  product  is  reliable,  value  for 

money  and  of  top  quality.  It  will  have 

been  carefully  assessed  by  the  editors 

and  readers  of  the  monthly  magazine 

‘British  Birds’ 
(BB314) 
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Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 
W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field  Price 
lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft.  E221  (inc.  case) 
10X40BGA  1902  345ft.  E205  (inc.  case) 
8X40BGA  1902  330ft.  E200  (inc.  case) 
8X30BGA  1402  420ft.  El  86  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Superior  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight 
30X75GA  4402 
22X60GA  3502 
22X70GA  3702 

22-60x70GA  4702 
30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

Field  Price 

120ft.  E318CaseE35 

183ft.  £210 
_   E290  EYEPIECES 

87-54ft  £353  20xWW  E88 E353  20x  ES6 
E344  30x  E57 

E320  40x  E58 

E320 
NEW  -   Touring  10x40  BGA  -   including  case  -   phone 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

Touring  8x32  BGA  including  case  -   phone 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
1 0   High  Street  1 3   Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D377) 

BOOKS 
ON  BIRDS 

Catalogue  on  request 

WHELDON  & 
WESLEY  LIMITED 

Dept.  BB 
LYTTON  LODGE 

CODICOTE 

Nr.  HITCHIN 

HERTS.  SG4  8TE 

Tel.  Stevenage  (0438)  820370 

(D449) 

Limicola 
r 

das  Magazin 

fur begeisterte 

Vogelbeobachter 

erscheint  zweimonatlich  mit  aus- 

fiihrlichen  Arbeiten  iiber  die  Be- 
u 

stimmung  schwieriger  Arten  • 
.a 

Mitteilungen  iiber  Okologie,  Ver- 

halten  und  Verbreitung  •   aktuel- 
X 

len  Beobachtungen  in  Mittel- 

J
J
 

europa  •   interessanten  Reisezie- 
c len  fur  Vogelbeobachter  •   Ratsel- 
£ vogel  •   Literaturbesprechungen  • 
u 
0 Veranstaltungen . . .   und  vielen 
Z 

SchwarzweiB-  sowie  Farbfotos. 
00 

2 
Jahresabonnement  im  Inland  DM  51,—, 
im  Ausland  DM  52,50  (inch  Versand). 

< Zu  beziehen  iiber: 

Limicola,  C.  Weber,  Thieplatz  6   A, 
C/3 D-3410  Northeim. 

(D504) 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 
and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 
(including  15%  VAT) 

£2  20  a   line — average  of  6   words 
£8.40  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 

Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1.00  extra  per  insertion 
Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 

6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
August  Issue 
July  5 
Please  post  early 
to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 

is  most  grateful  to  those 

companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

ZEISS Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

West  Germany 

Sponsors  oj 
'Monthly 

marathon’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  oJ 

and  ^   'Bird 

Collins 't"  Photograph 

of  the  Year’ Sponsors  of 
'Bird 

Illustrator  oJ 

the  Year’  
lelesoopes 

British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 

total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 

63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

HO  LI  DA  Y   A   CCD  MM  PDA  TION 

ENGLAND 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES  Licensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Havdn  House,  .Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton, lei:  ttsi  15. 

EXMCXIR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  .Marshes, 

woods  and  mtHirland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/auf amn  terms.  Of)en  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Horse,  .-Mlerford,  nr  .Mine- 
head.  Tel:  OfTtS  862475.  (BB873) 

.SCII.I.Y  ISl.ES.  Holiday  Hats.  Details  0720 

229:15.  (BB880) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flambomugh  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

.Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  .Stay  at  the 

Klaneburg  Hotel,  Klamborough.  BB/EM  from 

£.38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

8.50284.  (BB7.55) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wmided  hills,  two  fields 

from  River  Wye.  .A  comfortable  and  informal 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 

ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  fires.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 

phones, tea/coffee.  colour  F.A’.,  Radio.  Hair 
Dr\ers,  Trouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 

Routier,  E.  T.B.  Three  Crowns.  .A. .A.  and  R..A.C. 

2   .Stars.  Charming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available.  .Applv  the  Green  Man  Inn.  Fownhope, 

HerefordHRI  4PF:.  Tel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB911) 

YORKSHIRE  DALES  (Grassington),  BB  & 

EM.  Idyllic  surroundings.  .Accom.  riverside  cot- 

tage, home  cooking,  private  fishing,  birdwatch- 

ing courses.  Bridge  End  Farm,  Threshfield  BD23 
5NH.  Tel:  0756  752463.  (BB914) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY’.  ‘Sea  A’iew  Moorings’,  St 

Marv's.  Originally  a   fisherman’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  \iews  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .A  varied  breakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — pets  welcome.  .Also — ‘The  .Aft  Cabin’ 
two/ four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .At  the  rear  of 

‘Sea  A'iew  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 

balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22327.  (BB918) 
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ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  VVheelhouse,  St 

Mark’s.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings 
next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 
22719.  (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  225 13.  (BB813) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 
Reserves.  Contact  Beverley  Lawson,  South  Mill 
Gate  House,  Shereford,  Fakenham.  Tel:  0328 
2942.  (BB644) 

CETTI’S  WARBLER,  Ring-bills  at  Radipole 
Nature  Reserve;  migrations  at  Portland  Bill. 

B&B  or  self-catering  accommodation  in  superb 
surroundings  at  edge  of  Fleet  Nature  Resetv'e, 
Weymouth,  Dorset.  Home  cooking.  Warm  wel- 

come. Mrs  Mowlam,  6   Fleet  Lane,  Chickerell, 

Weymouth,  Dorset  DT3  4DF.  (0305) 
772268.  (BB788) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 
well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

CLEY.  Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 
rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  F).  Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NW'2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 
(BB670) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  The 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  066  83  370.  (BB631) 

NORFOLK,  GLEY-NEXT-SEA  I   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  Cruest  House,  Wiveton  Holt,  full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/colTee  making  facs.  Col  lA'  all  rooms. 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 
Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  I   el: 
0263  740337.  (BB972) 

THE  BOATHOUSE  and  birdwatchers  go 

together!  Small  guesthouse  situated  on  Town 
Beach.  Write  or  phone  for  brochure.  Hugh 

Town,  St  Mary’s  (0720)  22688.  (BB973) 

SUNNY  ESTUARYSIDE  COTTAGES  to  let 

October  to  May.  Cosy,  mod  cons.  Between 
ancient  tidal  overgrown  quarries,  habitat  for 

many  birds.  View,  tides  and  saltmarsh,  winter- 
ing ground  waders  —   migrants.  SAE  June  and  Joe 

Folder,  Tything  Bam,  West  Williamston,  Carew 

Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire  SA68  OTN.  Tel:  (0646) 
651452.  (BB977) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 
ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  TV,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 

Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 
rey CR3  9SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB935) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Fami- 
house  accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from;  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon, 
lei:  059  87  201.  (BB943) 

SELF  CATERING  Cornwall,  St  Just,  Cdilltop 
Farmhouse.  Basic  accommodation  for  7.  Walks, 

Birdwatching,  valleys,  coves,  town,  shops,  half 

mile  Rowe,  Goldings,  St  Just.  Phone  from 
Penzance  0736  788-784.  (BB931) 

Beautiful  Georgian  Hotel 
wiiuL  ExceUeni  Food  &   AccoouDodatMn 

LAWNS  Holt,  Norfolk. 

^lL//2ZEaA  RAC 

CLEY 
6   milM 

Bargnin Breaks 

(BB384I 

ISLES  OF  SCII.LY.  Self  catering.  3   to  6.  Linen, 

towels  provided.  Well  furnished  and  equipped. 

Nerina,  Church  Road,  St  Mary’s.  Tel:  0720 
22479.  (BB9.55) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6-t-2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 
(0353)  740770.  (BB834) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure;  Mr  J. 
McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

WELLS-NEXT-THE-SEA,  NORFOLK.  Wann 

welcome,  B&B,  EM  opt.  Les  Routiers  recom- 
mended. Tel:  0328  710381 .   (BB781) 

BLAKENEY  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 
panoramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Cley 
740  738.  (BB803) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 

lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 
0539  22.592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Guest  house,  en  suite 

rooms,  tea/colfee  facilities,  licensed.  Clo.se  to 

harbour,  nature  trail.  Good  food,  friendly  atmos- 

phere. The  Bylet,  Clunx'h  Road,  .St  Marx's.  I'el: 0720  22479.  (BB954) 

NORTH  NORFOLK — -<>lavenside  guest  house 
m   Letheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 

Blakeney,  Cley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 

v.'orks  adjoining  mill  &   flows  through  4   acres  of 
garden  on  its  way  to  sea  at  Clev.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 

713181.  ’   (BB872) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 
catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 

Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  Ijeaiity.  S.A.E.: 
Lady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  Hou.se,  Barbican, 
Ixjndon  EC2Y  8BD.  Tel:  0 1   -638  9968.  (BB623) 
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SCOTLAND 

ORKNEY  ISl.ES:  (ilen,  Rackwick,  Isle  ol  Hoy. 

Small  hill  farm  adjacent  to  RSPB  Reserve, 

ornithologist’s  paradi.se;  sea  birds,  moorland, 
meadow,  birds  of  prey.  Bed  and  breakfast.  1 

double,  1   twin;  evening  meal  optional.  Special 

rate  for  3   days.  DBB  £36  per  person  inch  I'el: 
Rendall,  Hoy  262  (08.3679).  (BB92 1 ) 

.SPEY  VALLEY/CAIRNGORMS 

Small,  friendly,  traditional  Mi)(6land  house  owned 

by  outdoor  enthusiasts  ofTering  home  eiH)king  ine 

wholef(HKl  and  vegetarian  dishes.  ()utd(M>r  aelivily 

holidays  arranged,  details  on  request.  Colin  and  Val 

Hunter,  Kinchyle  (JuesI  Mouse,  Carrljridge,  Inver- 

ness-shire. Tel:  (H7984  248.  (BB922) 

BEAUl.Y  near  Inverness.  Luxury  six  berth 

caravans  overlooking  Beattly  Firth.  Quiet  Croft. 

.Ml  tnod  cotis.  I'el:  (0463)  782660.  (BB920) 

ISl.E  OF  GIGHA,  Argyllshire.  For  a   holiday 

surrounded  by  natural  beauty,  satidy  beaches, 

exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 
and  comfortable  accommodatioti.  Please  contact 

Mrs  Mc.Spttrran,  Post  Office  House.  0.38-3.3  231. 

(BB799) 

ISLE  OF  RAA.SAY,  by  .Skye.  Quiet  island  ideal 

for  hillwalkitig,  fishing  and  birdwatching.  Splen- 
did views  of  Skye  mountains,  etc.  Friendly  hotel 

oilers  modern  comforts  and  good  food.  Daily  car 

ferries  from  Skye.  Catntact  Isle  of  Raasay  Hotel, 

Raa.say,  Kyle  IV 10  8PB.  lel;  047  862  222  or 
226.  (BB889) 

STRATHSPEY.  Enjoy  a   quiet  and  peaceful 

holiday  in  attractive  guest  house  near  pine 
woods.  We  offer  a   ver\  high  standard  of 

comfort  and  excellent  hxxl.  Private  facilities 

available.  B&B  from  £ll..30,  optional  E/M. 

I'able  Licence.  F'or  bnn'hure  contact  Kinross 
House,  Woodside  .Avenue,  (Jrantown  on 

.S(x*y,  Morayshire.  I'el:  (0479)  2(H2. 

(BB877) 

SPEY  VALLEY,  heautiful  secluded  informal 

coimtrs  hotel.  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 

Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lakes.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Crested  Fits  k«  al.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  I   enns  £1  lO.(M)  per  week  D/B 

B.  Brochure  from  .Maureen  and  Oirry  Faulbul, 

I'he  Old  Manse  Hotel.  Carrbridge.  Inverness- 

shire.  Eel:  047  984  278.  A   warm  welcome 

guaranteed.  (BB9I3) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Ciolonsay,  Argyll  PA61 

7'S’P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £38.(K). 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 
Iel:093l2316.  (BB943) 

ISLE  OF  BUTE  Bird  watch  and  stay  in  a   most 

relaxing  atmosphere.  Birdwatching  holidays  on 
the  Isle  of  Bute,  wide  variety  of  birds  and 

habitat,  guided  tours  by  landrover  and  boat, 

local  expert  advice.  Stay  as  a   hou.se  guest  in  this 

friendly  run  family  house  on  the  shores  of 

Rothesay  Bay.  Enjoy  the  g(x>d  home  cooking,  all 

centrally  heated  bedrooms  have  colour  IW.  and 

a   hospitality  tray.  For  further  information  con- 
tact Hazel  Davie,  .Alamein  House — 0700 

2393.  (BB936) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Ixtchside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  l.x>ch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  .Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 
full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  I’V,  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Bn>chure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Ixu'hside  Hotel, 
Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  P.A43  7LB.  lel: 

Bowmore  (0-49-68 1 )   244/263.  (BB973) 

ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND.  C.omfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  .Stamp  please  for  free  6-4-page 
colour  bnuhure.  Holiday  (Cottages  (Scotland) 

Ltd,  Lilliesleaf,  .Melrose,  Roxburghshire  'FD6 
9|D.  l   el:  08,3.37  481.  (BB979) 

HALES 

WALES,  (’.oast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 
selection  of  .300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SY 1 6   2AA.  Tel:  (0686)  23267.  (BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Fixcellent  Sea  watching.  Waders, 

Wildfowl  and  Breeders.  Comfortable,  residen- 

tial centre,  wholesome  food,  ideal  for  Club  or 

(Jroup  held  trips.  Local  information  and  advice. 
Ian  Wright,  Outdoor  .Alternative,  Rhoscolyn, 

Holyhead  LL632NQ.  Tel:  0407  86(4469.  (BB7'S0) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nihcent  views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty,  (’arme  to  ‘High- 

ground’  .A.A/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  (Jwynedd 

LL63  2AT.1>I:  0407  860078.  (BB976) 

,   NORTH  WALES 

f—  500  (>>ttace*  Seaside  and  Country   Te  brrt  excclkxn  ociecuoo  o(  *etf  cMcnn^ 

bolsd«y  pfopcrtiet  is  b«autiW  North  Wt)«  ^ 

PWmt  phooe  today  for  our  FREE  tmxhorc 

MANN’S  HOLIDAYS 
PWLLHEU 

(0758)  613666 
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TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em,  £4.95.  Tel;  Mrs 

Rnighi,  097  446.57.  (BB939) 

TREGARON — Guest  House  accommodation 

in  the  heart  of  red  kite  countrj'.  Breath-taking 
views  over  National  Nature  Reserve,  excellent 

food,  moderate  rates.  Awarded  3   Crowns  by- 
Wales  Tourist  Board.  Parties  welcome.  Mrs  M. 

Cutter,  ‘Neuaddlas’,  Tregaron,  Dyfed.  Tel:  097 

44  380  or  8905.  ”   (BB912) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

I9fl9  Guided  Birdwatching  Tours 

PORTUGAL  -   Algarve:  Aug  &   Sept 

Incl.  Pelagic  ‘Specials’ SPAIN  -   Andalucia:  Sept. 
U.S.A.  -   Florida:  .Nov/Dec. 
N.  INDIA  -   Feb.  1990. 
Write  to:  32  Coronarion  Rd,  Mapperley 

Nottingham  NG3  5JS 

or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 

BIRD  WA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 
WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS 

NEW  ZEALAND  ‘BIRDWATCH’.  Day  trips 
from  Mt.  Cook,  Wanaka,  Queenstown  areas. 

.Mso  seven  day  tours  southern  South  Island  and 

Stewart  Island.  .Monthly.  .Andy  .Anderson,  Box  1, 

I'arras,  Otago.  New  Zealand.  (BB959) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 
Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  203 1 

NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

r seba 
Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders” 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1.50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring/ Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 
Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone:  051-336  8441 
(BB807) y 

r   ^ 

Great  price!  Great  birding!  Great  fun! 
November  1989.  Includes  flights,  hotel  B&B,  get- 
together  with  log-call  every  evening,  information 
pack,  maps  etc.  Daily  trunibus  trips  with  Peter  Grant 
&   Killian  MuUamey,  or  do  your  own  thing  with  cheap 
car-hire. 

l(X)%  rated  “highly  success/uT  by  1988  groups 
Details  and  potential  birdlik  from: 

SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy,  Beds  SG19  IDF 

Telephone:  0767  829S9   (BBBOfl)  ̂  

KENYA  Birdwatching/Wildlife  Safaris.  15th 

December  Tsavo,  Amboseli,  Indian  t)cean.  29th 

December  Masai  Mara,  Samburu,  Rift  Lakes. 

2-weeks  .All  Inclusive  £1 185.  1990  Safaris  include 
Namibia  SW  Africa  and  Zimbabwe/Botswana. 

Itineraries:  .ADVENTURE  .-AFRICA,  The 

Square,  Ramsbury,  Wiltshire.  Tel:  0672 
20569.  (BB957) 

TOURS 

IT’S  CHILE  FOR  BIRDS! 
20  days,  February  1 990  £2,200 
(with  extension  to  Juan  Fernandez  &   Easter  Islands) 

My  1989  tour  was  highly  successful!  254  species 

included  penguins,  albatrosses,  condors,  many 

Chilean  &   Patagonian  endemics;  Magellanic  & 

Diademed  Plovers,  seedsnipes,  earthcreepers, 

tapaculos,  ground  tyrants,  hummingbirds. 

Chile  is  beautiful  and  friendly.  Chile's  top  birder  will 
co-lead  another  journey  with  me  from  Tierra  del 
Fuego  to  Patagonia,  Andes,  Pacific  pelagic  trips, 

and  Atacama  desert.  Join  us. 

SAE  for  full  details,  Peter  Roberts,  Chile  Birding, 
3   Chlldscroft  Road,  Rainham,  Kent  ME8  7ST. 

(BB978) 

COURSES 

PAINTING  &   SKETCHING  BIRDS 

with  DARREN  REES  Aug  27-29  1989 
at  SHORELAND.S  home  of  the  late  Charles 

Tunnicliffe.  B&B  available  at  other  times. 

Details:  P.  Rogers,  Shorelands,  Malltreath, 

Anglesey.  Tel:  0407  840396. "   (BB953) 

PROPERTY  FOR  SALE 

DETACHED  BUNGALOW  by  North  Norfolk 

roast.  Adjacent  Nat.  Trust  woodland,  easy  reach 

of  Cley,  etc.  Large  gardens,  2   bed,  2   recep, 

luxury  bathroom,  large  consetv’atory,  0.1. R.O. 
£109,9.50.  Tel:  0263  75  82.30.  (BB964) 

BIRD  REPORT 

ORKNEY  BIRD  REPORT  1988  available  from 

A’ishabreck,  Evie,  Orkney.  £2.80  including 
p&p.  (BB9.58) 
BERKSHIRE  BIRD  REPORT  for  1987  avail- 

able at  £2.75  incl.  P&P  from  ROC,  7   Llanvair  Dr, 

South  Ascot,  Berks.  SL59HS.  (BB986) 
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BUILDING  LAND  FOR  SALE 

BUILDING  PLOT,  with  planning  permission, 

4   bed  del,  near  Welney  Bird  Sanctuary,  Kly  7 

miles  -   details  06!I8  76795  eves  (BB950) 

SITUATIONS  VACANT 

KILCOLMAN  WILDFOWL  REFUGE.  Assis- 

tant required  for  approx  six  months  from  Au- 
tumn 1989.  .Accommodation  provided  plus  very 

small  remuneration.  .Apply  in  writing  with  cur- 

rent C\’  and  references  to  Margaret  Ridgway, 
Kilcolman  Wildfowl  Refuge,  Buttevant,  Co 

Cork.  (BB981) 

BIRDS  OF  THE  WESTERN  PALEARCTIC 

Ornithologist  required  to  research  literature  and 

write  text  for  BWP,  largely  behaviour  and  voice. 

Requires  methodical  approach  and  ability  to 

adapt  to  fixed  style  and  to  produce  concise  text 

accurately  and  to  deadlines.  Knowledge  of  Ger- 

man necessary,  other  languages  useful.  Two- 
year  contract,  probably  based  Oxford.  Salary  on 

scale  equivalent  to  University  Research  Staff 

grade  IB.  C\'  to  Dr  I).  Snow,  British  Museum 
(Nat.  Hist.),  .Akeman  St,  Tring,  Herts  HP28 

6.AP.  '   (BB982) 

  BOOKS   
HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

Ijmdon's  Ifading  ornithological  hook  stockists 

(Catalogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 
bird  books  and  reptirts, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 

natural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Princes  Arcade,  Piccadilly, 
London  SWIY  6DS 

Telephone:  01-439  6151  (BB946) 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  Ixioks  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 

bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 
Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622812940.  (BB869) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 

bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

Tarporley,  f’heshire  CW6  O.NJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. (BB866) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SW  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
.Austria,  South  .Morocco,  North  East  (ireece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  l.anka,  l.apland 

and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  (Jambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  0.(X)  per  copy  and 

.Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 

A'ictoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P02I 
2PW.  (BB815) 

S/HAND  BIRD  BCK4K.S.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  Cammidge  .St.,  Withernsea,  E.  5'orks. 
(BB885) 

VISITING  CANADA?  C.  (ioodwiiTs  Bird- 

finding  (iiiide  to  the  Toronto  Region  now  wholly 

revised  and  again  available.  Locations,  bar 

charts,  systematic  lists,  notes  on  habitats  and 
seasonal  changes.  C$13.70  incl.  p&p  from  The 

(ioodwins,  103-45  l.aRose  .Ave.,  Weston, 

Ontario,  Canada  M9IM.A8.  (See  review  on  page 

228  of  May's  British  Birds).  ( BB89 1 ) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  cxxicise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  159 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to; Coxton  Publications,  ^ 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  g 

Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  S 

WESTERN  EOl  NDA TION  OF  VERTEBRATE  ZOOLOGY 

**  RECENT  PI  BLICATIONS  ** 
BOOKS 

The  parrots  of  Luquillo:  Natural  history  and  conservation  of  the  Puerto 

Rican  Parrot.  By  Noel  F.  R.  Snyder.  James  W.  Wiley  and  Cameron  B. 

Kepler.  Hard-hoimd.  Pp.  xiii  -f-  pp..  dins..  8   colour  pis.  -r  numerous  figs. 

intcxt.Publ.  1987   S32..‘s() 
PROCEEDINGS 

Status  of  uncommon  and  previously  unreported  birds  of  El  Salvador.  By 

Walter  A.  Thurber.  J.  Francisco  Serrano.  Alfonso  Sermcho  and  Manuel 

Benitez.  Pp.  109-293, 10  December  1987   $I2.(KI 

Hawks  and  owls  of  the  world:  a   distributional  and  taxonomic  list.  By  Dean 

Amadon  and  John  Bull,  with  the  genus  Otiis  by  Jw  T.  Marshall  and  Ben  F. 

King.  Pp.  294-3.37.  28  July  1988    SIO.(X) 

All  publications  are  sent  postpaid.  To  order,  send  check  or  money  order  (US 

funds)  payable  to  Western  Foundation  of  Vertebrate  Zoology  and  mail  to 

same  at  I   KK)  Glendon  Ave..  Suite  1411.  Los  Angeles.  CA  9(K)24  USA.  A 

complete  list  of  publications  will  be  sent  upon  request.    (BB892) 
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FREE  CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE  FROM: 

OR  TELEPHONE: 

0760  24813  (daytime) 
061  860  7595  (night) 

60  Whitelow  Road, 

Chorlton-cum-Hardy, 
Manchester, 
M21  1HR. 

(BB777) 

FOR  SALE 

FREE  BIRD  PAINTING  (16"  X   20"),  beautiful 

bird  oil  paintings  8"  X   10"  £15.99.  Free  offer, 
samples.  For  details  write  D.  R.  Nagrani,  10 

Clifton  Avenue,  London  W129DR.  (BB971) 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

BB  VOLS  71  TO  80  INCLUSIVE  No  4   missing 

Vol  79.  (1978-1987).  Offers  Chris  Lowmass 

■Seaford  (0323)  8977.58.  (BB952) 

SNIPES’  TAILS:  framed  and  glazed  display: 

Swinhoe’s,  pintail,  solitary,  common  and 
painted  £1.50.  New  Nats:  Fulmar  £45,  Yellow 

Wag £.35,  Heron  £40—090381.5215.  (BB951) 
SPACEMA.STER  I   ZOOM  LENS  20  X   45  X 

V.C.C.  £30.  Tel:  05242  61 724.  (BB950) 
EAGLES,  HAWKS  AND  FALCONS  OF  THE 
WORLD.  3rd  Edition  1979.  Excellent  condition 

£70  ono.  Tel:  (0823)  33 1 1 62.  (BB949) 

BWP  Vols  1-V  RSPB  edition  MIN  F   condition 

£2.50.  Tel:  (0924)  262649  after  9   p.m.  (BB948) 

THE  BIRDS  OF  THE  BRITISH  ISLES, 

Bannerman/Lodge  12  volumes,  good  condition 

with  dust  wrappers  £400.  Evenings  Tiverton 

(0884)  2.54732.  (BB947) 
OPTICRON  CLASSIC  TELESCOPE  and 

leather  case  complete  with  22  X   WA  and  20-60 
Zoom.  £80  o.n.o.  Tel:  0329  66.5008.  (BB984) 
ZEISS  DEKAREM  BINOCULARS  10  X   40. 

Good  cond.,  plus  leather  case.  £40.  Phone 

( Irpington  (0689)  26301 .   (BB985) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  Many  of  the  original 

bird-drawing.s  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

photographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  be  purchased.  Letters  containing 

entjuiries  or  offers  will  be  forwarded  if 
addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  photographer,  c/o  Fotintains, 

Park  Lane,  Bhinham,  Bedford  MK44 

3NJ.  (BB613) 

TOKINA  SOOimn  f.8  mirror  lens,  Olympus  OM 

fit,  inc  case  and  filters.  Excellent  condition  £115. 

Tel:  0403  54107  evenings.  (BB961) 

SWITZERLAND.  10  DAY  WILDLIFE  HOLI- 

DAY FOR  rWO  LEAVING  Tunbridge  Wells 

21st  July,  return  30th  July.  £385  each  includes 
travel,  hotels.  Interested,  contact  Pete  Chapman, 

Crowborough  661 612  evenings,  Hartfield  377 

days.  (BB962) 

SWIFT  AUDUBON  Mk  2   binoculars  —   very 
good  condition,  little  used  £100.  Tel:  (0623) 

860691.  (BB963) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1970-88.  1970-71  bound,  rest 

unbound  with  indexes.  Complete  sets  in  excel- 
lent condition.  Offers.  Tel:  0536  202246. 

(BB965) 

QUESTAR  3'//'  field  model  with  broad  band, 
low  reflection  and  fast  focus,  extras,  Barlow  lens 

I 'A  X,  porro  prism  all  in  padded  suitcase,  set  of 

4   eyepieces  in  separate  case.  £3,000.  Tel:  Crab- 
tree 01-946  1 132  (evenings)  or  01-947  1041  (day 
time).  (BB966) 

ZEISS  WEST  8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  bincoculars 

and  ca.se.  £450.00.  Tel:  Crabtree  01-946  1132 

(evenings)  01-947  1041  (daytime).  (BB967) 

ANNUAL  REPORTS  for  Oxford  Ornithologi- 

cal .Society,  years  1915-1981,  excluding  years  30, 
31,  :I4,  35,  36,  39,  47,  48,  .54,  70,  71.  Tel:  Kightley 

Nuneaton  (0203)  384639  before  9   pm  in 

evening.  (BB968) 

HERTEL  &   REUSS  25-60  x   60  zoom  telescop>e 
with  leather  case.  £70  o.n.o.  Carl  Zeiss  Jena 

Jenoptem  8   X   30.  Good  condition  £30  o.n.o. 

Carl  Zeiss  Jena  Jenoplem  10  X   5   £40  o.n.o.  Tel: 

Gerry  Hinchon,0 1-399  8258.  (BB969) 

FREE  TO  GOOD  CAUSE  -   quantity  of  Brituh 

Birds,  Soc,  US  bird  journals.  P.  Bristow,  112 

Belgrave  Road,  London  SW I .   (BB970) 
BRITISH  BIRDS  volumes  72  to  79  bound,  80 
and  81  unbound.  BWP  volumes  1   to  3.  All 

excellent  condition.  Offers  to  D.  Cotterill,  71 

Lower  Street,  Tettenhall,  Wolverhampton. 
(BB983) 

NORFOLK  NATURALISTS  TRUST  BIRD 

&   MAMMAL  REPORTS  1966-1979,  complete 
with  Annual  Reports  (including  1976  Golden 

Jubilee  Issue).  £50  inc  p&p.  Robin  Wake, 

Polgreen  Farm,  St  Mawgan-in-Pydar,  Cornwall 
TR8  4AG.  Tel:  0637  860700.  (BB980) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BB8/H HERTEL  AND  REUSS  2.5-60  X   60  zoom 

lele.scope  and  leather  ca.se.  Excellent  condition 

and  ideal  first  scope.  £70.  Telephone:  Bexley 

(0322)  .5265 1 7.  (BB960) 

  WAmFD   

WANTED  by  collector.  '/Tie  Ibis  for  Jan  and  April 
1876,  July  1877,  1878  (all),  Jan  and  Oct  1880. 

Any  condition.  Please  <-an  anyone  help?  Various 
1863-1885  duplicates  (plates  mainly  xerox) 
available  for  exchange.  Robert  Hudson,  4   King 

Street,  Tring,  Herts  HP236BE.  (BB974) 
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313-761-4700. 

University 
Microfilms 

International 

University  Microfilms  International 

repr(xiuces  this  publication  in  microform;  micro- 
fiche and  16mm  or  35mm  film.  For  information 

about  this  publication  or  any  of  the  more  than 
13.000  titles  we  offer,  complete  and  mail  the 

coupon  to;  University  Microfilms  International. 
300  N.  Zeeb  Road.  Ann  Arbor.  MI  48106.  Call  us 

toll-free  for  an  immediate  response;  800-521-3044 
Or  call  collect  in  Michigan.  Alaska  and  Hawaii; 

This . 

publication  is available  in 
microform. 

(D525) 
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Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
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CENTURY 
60mm,  rubber-armoured,  with 

20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  ̂ us  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padded  case 
PICCOLO 60mm  body 

30  X   eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 

NIGHT  VISION  -   Ask  for  details. 
SPERVYER  CASES 

Skua  II  (80mm)  39 
Puffin  (60mm)  38 

NIKON 

20  X   60  Fieldscope 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 
Camera  adaptor 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45=) TSN-2body 

TSN-3body(45=) TSN-4  body 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 

20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 

25  X   (LER)  eyepiece 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 
TS601  body  (45) 
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20-60  X   eyepiece 
20  X   WW  eyepiece 
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TBS  80  body  (45=) 
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TB  eyepieces  from 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £10  when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 

Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 
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TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SlikD2  73 
Slik  Observer  75 
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Manfrotto  MN  144B  legs  etc  54 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc  43 

Manfrotto  MN  200  head  40 
Universal  clamp  38 

Hide  clamp  40 

Car  wirxJow  mount  25 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Infomnation  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAG
HAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURE  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY,  27th  AUGUST 

(11.00  am  to  5.00  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binocular
s,  telescopes, 

trioods  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The
  Reserve  is  in  the 

Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  n
ot  necessary. 

Q We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 

(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (ds37) 
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Rare  Birds 

in  Britain  and 

Ireland 

byj.  N.  Dymond,  P.  A.  Fraser 

and  S.  J.  M.  Gantlett 

This  book  is  a   successor  to  two 

out-of-print  works,  Scarce  Migrant 
Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

(Sharrock  1974)  and  Rare  Birds  in 
Britain  and  Ireland  (Sharrock  1976). 
It  unifies  and  updates  both  books, 
adding  more  than  80  species . 

The  authors  have  analysed  and 
considered  some  45,000  records 

for  the  period  1958-85,  More  than 
300  species  accounts  are  now 
included,  most  of  them 
accompanied  by  histograms  of 
occurrences,  with  maps  showing 
distribution  in  spring  and  autumn  or 
at  particular  times  of  year.  For 
rarities  with  12  or  fewer 

occurrences,  the  place,  date  and 
other  relevant  information  is  given 
for  each  record. 

Every  species  is  illustrated  by  a   line 
drawing. 

Thanks  to  the  expertise  and 
diligence  of  the  authors  the  reader 
can  readily  discover: 

HOW  MANY  were  seen 

WHEN  did  they  occur 
HOW  REGULARLY  did  they  arrive 
WHERE  were  they  seen 

Publication  August  1989 
24  X 16  cm,  368  pages,  £19.00  net 

T   &   A   D   POYSER 

(D529) 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Come  birdwatching  with  us  in 

Northern  Greece 

September  18th-October  16th 
1   week  -   £390.00 
2   weeks  -   £610.00 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britannia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL52  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

(D536) 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  ttUALITY  OPTICS 
Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
ample,  free  and  safe  parking  Testing  facilities  are  probably 
the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is  across 
a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more  distant 
views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our  beautifiul 
Warwickshire  countryside  m   a   completely  relaxed  atmos 
phere?  Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out  to  be  more  of  a 

social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition 
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An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is 

a   wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with 

special  emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for 
beginners  and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse. 
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^ACCESSORIES 
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Congratulations 
to 

John  Cox 

Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year 
1989 

Officially  appointed  distributor  for  Kowa  Telescopes 

Pyser  Ltd.,  Fircroft  Way,  Edenbridge,  Kent  TN8  6HA. 

(1)538) 
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ZOOLOGY  LIBRARY 

‘Bird  Illustrator 
of  the  Year’  and  ‘The 
Richard  Richardson 

Award’ 

Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year’  enters  its  second  decade,  supported  once again  by  the  welcome  sponsorship  of  Koiva  telescopes.  Judging  the 

268  drawings  was  no  easier  this  year,  and  the  regular  trio  of  judges  was 

glad  to  be  joined  by  Alan  Harris,  one  of^^’s  art  consultants  a
nd  a   former 

winner  and  judge.  The  winners  were  as  follows: 

Bird  Ii.lustr.ytor  of  the  Ye.ar,  1989 

1st  John  Cox  (Romford,  Essex) 

2nd  Mark  Hulme  (Worthing,  West  Sussex) 

3rd  George  Brown  (Braintree,  Essex) 

Runner-up  Stephen  Message  (Cranbrook,  Kent) 

The  Richard  Richardson  .Award 

1st  Stephen  Message  (Cranhrook,  Kent) 

There  were  a   great  many  excellent  individual  drawings,  and  the 
 general 

standard  of  work  maintained  the  high  of  last  year.  The  same  
number  of 

339 

Sponsored  by 

telescopes 

British  Birds 
\'()I.UME  82  number  8   AUGUST  1989 

[Brit.  Birds  82:  339-:t46,  August  1989] 
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artists  took  part,  and,  although  the  number  under  the  age  of  21,  and 

therefore  eligible  for  the  Richard  Richardson  Award,  increased  by  three, 

we  should  welcome  even  more  from  up-and-coming  young  artists. 

Looking  back  to  the  start  of in  1979,  and  re-reading  the  detailed 

comments  made  in  the  early  annual  reports,  we  feel  that  many  of  the 

points  made  have  been  noted  and  assimilated  and  that  the  standard  of 

black-and-white  illustrations  has  made  a   steady  and  noticeable  improve- 

ment. If  we  are  right,  this  alone  has  amply  justified  the  establishment  of 

these  annual  awards.  It  has  certainly  meant  a   great  deal  to  many  of  the 

winners,  who,  as  a   result,  have  been  commissioned  to  do  work  that  might 

otherwise  not  have  come  their  way.  This,  indeed,  is  a   major  encourage- 

ment to  take  part.  Many  publishers,  and  others  in  a   position  to 

commission  work,  visit  the  Mall  Galleries  to  look  over  the  drawings 

selected  for  display  from  those  entered  for  the  BIY  awards.  This  year,  93 

drawings  by  51  artists  will  be  on  view  throughout  the  26th  Annual 

Exhibition  of  the  Society  of  Wildlife  Artists  at  the  Mall  Galleries,  The 

Mall,  London  SWl,  during  3rd  to  13th  August  1989. 

This  year’s  short  list  included,  in  addition  to  the  winners  listed  above, 
the  following  ten  artists:  Richard  Allen,  Nik  Borrow,  John  Davis,  Andrew 

Hutchinson,  Charlotte  Matthews,  William  Neill,  Dan  Powell,  Darren 

Rees,  Andrew  Shaw  and  Andrew  Stock. 

The  eventual  winner,  John  Cox,  had  won  the  Richard  Richardson 

Garganeys  Anas  querquedula  and  Teal  A.  crecca  (John  Cox) 
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Immature  White-tailed  Kagle  Haliaeetus  albicilla.  SiilTolk  1988  [John  Cox) 

Award  last  year.  We  particularly  liked  his  cover  design  (and  frontispiece) 

of  a   pair  of  Little  Ringed  Plovers  Charadrius  dubius  set  against  a   stylised 

background  of  grass  and  flowers,  boldly  drawn,  with  reduction  well 

considered.  His  White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeetus  albicilla  is  also  a   strong 

design,  although  the  aeroplane  perhaps  lacks  the  jizz  evident  in  the 

drawing  of  the  bird. 

Mark  Hulme  was  placed  second  on  the  strength  of  excellent  bird 

drawing  and  clean  technique.  His  Jackdaws  Corvus  monedula,  sunlit  against 

a   dark  background,  and  the  Moorhens  Gallimda  chloropus,  crisply  drawn 

and  well  composed,  particularly  pleased  the  judges. 
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Jackdaws  Coitus  monedula  (Mark  Hulme) 

Moorhens  Gallimila  chloropus  (Mark  Hulme) 
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Fieldfares  Turdiis  pilaris  and  Hen  Harrier  Circus  cyaneus  [Stephen  Message'. 

George  Brown’s  drawings  have  always  impressed  by  their  quiet 

restraint,  attractive  textures  and  good  observation  of  the  poses  of  the 

birds.  They  reduce  and  reproduce  well,  and  this  year  we  placed  him  in 

third  place  for  an  admirable  set. 

Stephen  Message  was  runner-up  in  the  Richard  Richardson  .\ward  
for 

the  last  two  years  and  the  improvement  in  his  work  has  brought  him 
 first 

place  this  year.  In  the  two  drawings  reproduced  here,  he  has
  used 

mechanical  tints  effectively,  and  achieved,  in  his  drawing  of  Fieldfares
 

Turdus  pilaris  (and  a   Hen  Harrier  Circus  cyaueus).  a   good  sense  of  
scale  and 
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WiNNF.R  OK  'niK  PJC  Award:  \Vaxwins;s  Bombycilla  garruliis  (Darren  Rees) 

design.  Stephen  was  also  unofficially  placed  fourth  in  the  main  competi- 
tion. 

For  the  PJC  Award,  created  by  David  Cook  in  memoiy  of  his  wife, 

Pauline,  we  are  free  to  choose  a   single  drawing  of  individual  merit.  The  set 

by  Darren  Rees  had  greatly  impressed  us  with  its  veiy  free  pen  work. 

Although  there  were  infelicities  in  a   couple  of  his  drawings,  his  VVaxwings 

Bombycilla  gomdus  (not  surprisingly,  a   species  chosen  by  six  artists  this 

year)  captured  their  stubby  shape  well  in  a   spare — hut  striking — composi- 

tion, and  won  the  judges’  vote  for  the  PJC  Award.  A   quite  dilTerent 
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Ringed  Plovers  C.haradrius  hialicuhi  at  Rye  Harbour,  Hast  Sussex  (Stephen  Message) 

drawing  by  Jan  Wilczur  was  our  unanimous  runner-up  for  this  award.  His 

group  of  gulls  I   Minis  stand  in  strong  light  against  a   dark  background:  there 

are  no  outlines,  just  pattern,  tone  and  texture.  Both  drawings  show  artistic 

understanding  and  sound  ornithological  obser\ation. 

I'he  cover  designs  of  BB  for  the  next  12  months  will  again  mostly 

comprise  drawings  submitted  for  this  year’s  awards,  and  many  others  will 
be  used  within  the  magazine.  Following  our  strongly  worded  comments 

last  year,  it  was  surprising  to  find  several  wrongly  sized  drawings,  and 

even  some  in  which  the  vertical  was  treated  as  the  horizontal.  Cienerally, 

there  were  far  fewer  drawings  in  which  the  scale  of  the  bird  to  its 

surroundings  was  ill  considered.  W   e   noted  some  drawings  with  discordant 

backgrounds,  with  birds  out  of  balance  (their  legs  being  set  in  the  w   rong 

position),  or  with  bills  which  did  not  meet  the  skull  at  the  correct  angle. 

The  artists  chose  a   great  spread  of  species  for  their  draw  ings.  The  most 

popular  groups  were  waders  (32),  birds  of  prey  and  ow  ls  (29).  ducks  (18) 

and  gulls  (15).  The  majority  of  drawings  showed  the  bird  on  its  perch, 

rarely  doing  anything  more  than  an  occasional  preen.  Richard  .Mien, 

however,  included  an  attractive  drawing  of  a   flock  of  Brent  Geese  Branta 

bemicla  flying  offshore,  and  Gordon  Trunkfield’s  quartet  was  drawn  with  a 
lively  feeling  for  texture,  tone  and  composition.  Brian  Small  is  another 

Common  (bill  t.ants  canus  with  Black-headed  Gulls  /..  ridihundus  (Jan  (Cilczur) 
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with  a   fresh  approach.  Andrew  Mackay  has  a   clean,  tight  style,  and  his 

Bluethroat  Luscinia  svecica  will  appear  on  a   future  cover.  Andrew  Stock,  as 

always,  produced  some  excellent,  richly  detailed  drawings,  but  just  one  let 
him  down. 

We  hope  that  many  readers  will  get  to  the  Mall  Galleries  in  August  to 

see  the  illustrations  as  well  as  the  Society  of  Wildlife  Artists’  exhibition, 
which  will,  for  the  hrst  time,  fill  both  main  galleries. 

Robert  Gillmor,  Alan  Harris,  Keith  Siiackleton 

and  J.  T.  R.  SllARROCK 

Mystery  photographs 

-j  >1^  The  bird  featured  last  month  (plate  232,  repeated  here)  is 
obviously  a   lark.  It  has  a   crest  and  a   streaked  breast,  which 

quickly  narrows  down  the  field  of  prospective  candidates  to  Skylark  Alaudo 

arvensis,  Oriental  Skylark  A.  gulgula,  Razo  Lark  A.  razor,  Woodlark  Lullula 

arhorea,  Crested  Lark  Galerida  aistata  and  Thekla  Lark  G.  theklae.  We  can 

immediately  eliminate  Woodlark  by  the  lack  of  a   prominent  supercilium 

and  the  absence  of  a   white  patch  on  the  primary  coverts.  The  apparently 

short  crest  suggests  Skylark,  Oriental  Skylark  or  Razo  Lark,  but  the  bill  is 

\Hrit.  liirdsH'I:  ;H6-:518,  Aukusi,  1<)89] 
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far  too  robust  for  either  of  the  first  two  species.  Additionally,  Skylark 

would  have  a   well-defined  broad  hand  of  fine  streaks  on  the  breast,  and 

the  wingtip  would  project  considerably  beyond  the  tertials;  although 

Oriental  Skylark  would  have  the  tips  of  the  tertials  more  or  less  equal  to 

the  wingtip,  as  on  our  mystery'  bird,  it  would  also  have  a   similar  pattern  of 

breast  streaking  to  Skylark,  a   more  prominent,  well-defined  supercilium 

and  a   rather  dumpy,  Calandrella-Wke^  appearance.  Razo  Lark  seems  a 

distinct  possibility,  as  it  shows  our  bird’s  more  robust  bill,  short-looking 
crest  and  general  appearance;  it  would,  however,  appear  paler,  with  more 

thinly  streaked  breast  (particularly  in  the  centre),  and  with  the  primaries 

entirely  cloaked  by  the  tertials  (were  we  to  know  that  the  photograph  was 

not  taken  on  Razo  Island  in  the  Cape  \’erde  Islands,  our  task  would  be 
infinitely  simpler!). 

So,  we  arc  left  with  the  two  very  similar  Galerida  larks,  both  of  which 

present  complex  identification  problems  in  the  field,  let  alone  in  a 

photograph.  There  is  a   considerable  amount  of  variation  in  the  many 

races  of  these  two  species  which  can  lead  to  an  overlap  in  some  plumage 

features,  or  even  a   complete  reversal  of  characters.  The  shorter,  less  spiky 

crest  of  Thekla  Lark  is  a   useful  character,  but  here  the  crest  is  depressed 

and  gives  us  little  or  no  hint  of  how  large  it  might  be  when  erect.  .\n  often- 

quoted  feature  for  separating  the  two  species  is  the  shape  and  extent  of 

the  streaking  on  the  breast.  Thekla  usually  shows  rather  bold,  blob-like 
markings  on  a   clean,  whitish  breast  (on  some  races,  these  can  look  as 

obvious  as  the  breast  spotting  of  a   Song  Thrush  Turdus  philomelos);  the 

streaking  tends  to  be  more  distinct  and  more  dense  towards  the  sides  of 

the  breast  and  extends  to  the  side  of  the  neck.  Crested  l   .ark  tends  to  have 

much  finer  and  less-well-defined  streaking,  though  this  character  varies 

racially.  Fortunately  ,   the  races  of  Crested  Lark  with  the  heaviest  breast 

streaking  occur  in  the  Middle  East,  well  outside  the  range  of  Thekla  Lark; 

unfortunately,  however,  the  least-well-streaked  forms  of  Thekla  occur 

within  the  range  of  Crested  Lark  in  northwest  .\frica.  Our  bird  appears  to 

be  rather  poorly  marked  on  the  breast  and  the  streaking  is  more  distinct  in 

the  centre,  becoming  less  obvious  towards  the  side  of  the  neck,  which 

favours  Crested  Lark.  There  is  a   hint  of  a   pale  collar  between  the  darker 

ear-coverts  and  the  upper  edge  of  the  breast  streaking,  but  this  is  not  very 

conspicuous  (although  hard  to  Judge  with  a   bird  in  the  position  shown); 

this  also  suggests  Crested  Lark,  as  Thekla  usually  shows  a   fairly  clear  pale 

collar.  Thekla  also  has  a   more  distinctly  streaked  nape  than  our  bird,  but 

again  this  is  difficult  to  judge.  The  most  useful  character  visible  in  the 

photograph  is  the  bill:  this  is  long  and  tapering  with  a   gradual  cur\  e   of  the 

upper  mandible  along  its  whole  length,  which  is  typical  of  Crested  Lark. 

All  races  of  Thekla  (not  just  that  in  Europe)  have  a   shorter,  stubbier  bill, 

with  a   steeper  cur\  e   towards  the  tip  of  the  upper  mandible.  Conveniently  , 

the  longer-billed  fonns  of  Crested  Lark  occur  in  northwest  .\frica,  where 

the  plumage  characters  of  the  two  species  are  extremely  similar. 

If  we  knew  where  the  photograph  was  taken,  we  could  be  a   lot  more 

confident  about  the  identification.  This  bird  was  photographed  by  Mike 

\Yeston  in  the  Netherlands  in  July,  a   fact  that  allows  us  to  identify  it  as  a 
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Crested  Lark.  The  nearest,  non-migrator)',  Thekla  Larks  to  the  Nether- 

lands occur  in  southern  France.  From  the  shortness  of  the  crest,  the 

apparent  pale  spotting  on  the  crest  and  mantle  and  the  pattern  of  the 

wing-coverts,  this  individual  would  seem  to  be  a   juvenile. 

In  life,  we  might  attempt  to  see  the  colour  of  the  underwing-coverts:  a 

rusty  colour  on  Crested  Lark  and  greyish  to  sandy-buff  on  Thekla,  though 

this  is  notoriously  difficult  to  see  in  the  field.  On  Thekla,  we  might  detect 

that  the  lower  rump  and  uppertail-coverts  have  a   rufous  tinge  which 

contrasts  with  the  greyish  back;  on  Crested,  these  areas  would  be  uniform. 

Racial  variation,  however,  is  great,  and  these  distinctions  (as  well  as 

Thekla’s  heavier  breast  and  nape  markings)  apply  only  when  comparing 

nominate,  European,  Thekla  with  the  Iberian  race  pallida  of  Crested,  and, 

in  part,  when  comparing  the  coastal  (but  not  inland)  northwest  African 

races  of  both  (see  BWP  vol.  5).  A   better  clue  is  a   combination  of  habitat 

and  song.  The  two  species  rarely,  if  ever,  share  the  same  habitat,  though 

an  inexperienced  observer  might  find  some  habitat  differences  rather 

subtle  and  difficult  to  perceive.  Crested  Larks  favour  flat  or  gently 

undulating  countrv',  including  grassland,  semi-desert,  cultivated  fields 

and  around  habitation.  Thekla  Larks  rarely  occur  away  from  stony 

hillsides  and  rugged  country,  often  where  bushes  or  trees  are  present  or 

where  different  habitats  such  as  woodland  and  bare  ground  meet.  The 

songs  of  the  two  species  are  rather  similar,  but  an  experienced  observer 

might  detect  Thekla’s  richer,  more  intense  voice.  Thekla  Larks  will  often 

sing  from  the  tops  of  bushes  and  trees  or  from  wires,  as  well  as  in  flight, 

while  Crested  Larks  sing  from  perches  much  less  frequently. 
Iain  Robertson 

I   Central  Avenue,  Clitheroe,  Lancashire  BB7  8EF 

238.  Mystery  photograph  147.  Identify  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 



Ecuador 

Type  locality  of  the  El  Oo  Para/ctvt,  El  Oro  Prot  iTU.1.’,  Southern  Eeiuulor 

From  misty  cloud  forest  below  snow-capped  peaks  to  the  verdant 

jungles  of  the  Oriente,  tiny  Ecuador  boasts  one  of  the  worlds 

richest  avifaunas.  Over  the  last  three  years  we  have  operated  eight 

tours  to  Ecuador.  So  popular  were  these  tours  and  so  rich  the 

birding — even  for  veterans  of  more  than  6000  life  birds — that  we 

have  expanded  our  1990  offering  to  five  tours.  Not  only  is  Ecuador 

a   preeminent  destination  for  birding,  but  it  remains  one  of  the 

friendliest  and  safest  countries  in  all  of  Latin  America. 

Southern  Ecuador  Jan.  22-Feb.  7 

Northeastern  Ecuador  Feb.  7-20 

Galapagos  jul.  18-31 

Southern  Ecuador  Jul.  30 -Aug.  15 

General  Ecuador  Aug.  15— Sep.  2 

field  guides 

Leaders  in  the  Field 

For  detailed  itineraries  of  the.se  tours  or  our  1990  catalog  of  over 

65  birding  tours  worldwide  please  write  to: 

P.O.  Box  160723-C,  Austin,  Texas  78716  USA;  phone  512-327-495
3; 

telex  494-3693  fieldgui.  British  reference  available  upon  request.  (,^-3 
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European  news 
(continued  from  last  month) 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  ail  records  refer  to  single  individuals 

Dunnock  Fnmella  modularis  l   AROF.  islands 

Autumn  influx:  five  ringed  on  Nolsoy  on 

22nd  October  1988,  in  the  same  small 

garden,  is  unusual  for  a   species  on  the 

rarities  list.  ( I'his  species  has  not  pre\iously 

been  mentioned  in  a   ‘European  news’  sum- 
mary.) 

Siberian  Accentor  Prunella  montanella  SWK- 

DKN  Sixth  and  seventh  records:  llolmsund, 

\   asterhotten,  on  17th  October*  and  E.gge- 

grund  on  19th  October  1988*  (none  was 

reported  in  ‘F.uropean  news’  for  nine  years, 
between  1976  and  1986,  but  there  have  now 

been  eight  or  nine  in  three  years:  one  in 

Finland,  one  in  Poland  and  six  or  seven  in 

Sweden,  Brit.  Birds  80:  327;  81:  336;  82:  21). 

Alpine  Accentor  Pninella  collaris  DKNNtARK 

Seventh  record:  Christianso  on  10th- 11th 

.April  1986  (cf.  records  in  .\pril-.\lay  1986  on 

Heligoland,  Federal  Republic  of  fiermany, 

in  the  Netherlands  and  in  .Sweden,  Biit.  Birds 

81:  327). 

Thrush  Nightingale  l.iiscinia  tiiscinia  M.M.I  A 

Sixth  and  seventh  records:  September  1981 

and  .August  1988. 

Moussier’s  Redstart  Phoenicurus  moussieri 

(;rkf.c:f.  First  record:  adult  male  at  Methoni, 

south  Peloponnese,  on  30th  .March  1988  (cf. 

records  on  Sicily,  Italy,  in  February  1987 

and  in  Wales  in  .April  1988*,  Brit.  Birds  81: 
410;  82:  21). 

Isabelline  Wheatear  Oenanthe  isabellina  FIN- 

l.AM)  Fourth  record:  Pori  on  6th  June  1988. 

NtAl.l  A   A’agrant:  one  in  September  1988  (rare 
and  irregular:  last  recorded  in  .May  1984). 

Pied  Wheatear  Oenanthe  ple.schanka  FF.DF.RAI 

RF.in  BMC  OF  (.KRMANY  Sixth  record:  Heligo- 

land, Schleswig-Holstein,  on  13th  October 

1988*.  NF.l  llF.Rl  ANDs  First  record:  Schier- 

monnikoog,  Friesland,  on  28th  .May  1988 

(plate  239).  swf.df.n  Third  to  fifth  recf)rds: 

males  on  (fotland  on  11th  October*  and 

during  16th-23rd  October*,  and  female  at 

Holmon  on  15th-16th  October  1988*  (cf. 
first  two  in  1987,  Brit.  Birds  81:  336). 

Black-eared  Wheatear  Oenanthe  hispanica 

FIM..\NI>  Second  record:  female  at  I.agskar 

bird-station  on  29th  .May  1988  (first  was  in 

1987,  Brit.  Birds  81:  336).’ 

Nightingale  Luscinia  niegarhynchos  NORWAY 

Fourth  to  ninth  records:  L'tsira,  Rogaland, 
on  12th  May  1980,  14th  May  1980,  1st  June 

1982  and  during  8th-llth  October  1986, 

\   estfossen,  Buskerud,  in  May-June  1981 

and  Store  Ferder,  Tjome,  A’estfold,  on  25th 
May  1982. 

Desert  Wheatear  Oenanthe  deserti  BF.I.GItAt 

First  record:  Heverlee  on  1st  October  1988*. 

FF.DF.RAI.  RKPI  BLIC:  OF  (iF.RMANY  .Seventh  re- 

cord: Sylt,  Schleswig-Holstein,  on  17th 

October  1988*.  FIM.AND  Fifth  record:  male 

at  I-agskiir  bird-station  during  31st  .March  to 

7th  .April  1988. 

239.  Pied  Wheatear  Oenanthe  pleschanka,  Netherlands,  May  1988  (.\moud  B.  iHin  den  Berg) 

[Bril.  BirdsR2: 321-329, 349-3.35.July-August  1989] 
349 
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240  &   241  White’s  Thrush  Zoothera  dauma,  Finland,  October  1988  (Kamo  Mikkola) 

Rock  Thrush  Monticola  saxatilis  SWEDEN 

Second  record:  Ahisko  during  8th-10th 

October  1988*  (first  was  in  1954).  (4'his 
species  has  not  previously  been  mentioned 

in  a   ‘F.uropean  news’  summar\'.) 

White’s  Thrush  Zoothera  dauma  EINEAND 

Second  record:  Lagskar  bird-station  on  5th 

October  1988  (plates  240  &   241)  (first  was  in 

1961).  NORWAY'  Filth  record:  adult  at  Molen, 
Vestfold,  on  2nd  June  1979. 

Eye-browed  Thrush  Turdus  obscurus  lU'N- 
(iARV  First  record  (unconfirmed):  four  in 

Flortobagv'  National  Park  on  27th  October 

1988  (seen  by  single  observer,  but  the 

Hungarian  Rarities  Committee  requires  at 

least  three  observers  for  a   new  species). 

NE'EHERI.ANDS  4'hird  record:  at  Texel,  Noord- 
holland,  during  30th  September  to  4th 

(October  1988  (first  and  second  were  in 

October  1843  and  April  1977,  Brit.  Birds  72: 

279-280). 

Black-throated  Thrush  Turdus  mficollis  atro- 

gularis  EINEAND  Twelfth  and  thirteenth  re- 

cords: Helsinki  during  24th-26th  December 

1987;  Pietarsaari  during  f’ebruar)'  to  March 
1988. 

Fieldfare  Turdus  pilaris  \SR.\¥.\.  Massive  influx 

in  winter  1988/89:  at  least  10,000  (usually 

fairly  rare:  50  per  year  maximum). 

Cetti’s  Warbler  Cettia  cetti  I’oi.AND  First 

record:  singing  male  at  Br/.es/.c/.e,  Upper 

Silesia,  on  17lii  May  1988. 

Pallas’s  Grasshopper  Warbler  Locustella 
certhiola  N()R\VA^■  Second  record:  immature  at 

Utsira,  Rogaland,  on  7th-8th  October  1988* 

(only  previous  records  noted  in  ‘European 
news’  were  in  Nonvay  in  September  1986 
and  France  in  .August  1987,  Brit.  Birds  81: 

337;  82:  21). 

Lanceolated  Warbler  Locustella  lanceolata 

BEl.GU'M  First  record:  caught  at  Diksmuide 

on  10th  September  1988.*  EINEAND  Eleventh 
record:  Fankar  bird-station  on  10th  October 
1988. 

Savi’s  Warbler  Locustella  luscinioides  EINEAND 

.Seventh  record:  Kuopio  during  22nd-24th 

June  1987  (the  record  from  Eagskiir  in 

October  1987,  Brit.  Birds  82:  21,  becomes  the 

eighth). 

Paddyfield  Warbler  Acroceplialus  agricola 

EAROE  ISEANDS  First  record:  ringed  on 

Nolsoy  on  13th  October  1988  (the  only 

Acrocephalus  of  the  year!).  EINEAND  .Seventh 

record:  singing  male  in  Varkaus  during 

26th-27th  June' 1988. 

Blyth’s  Reed  Warbler  .4nwr/>/ifl/H.v  dumetonim 

EINEAND  \’ery  numerous  in  spring  1988:  total 
|)opulation  exceeding  5,000  singing  males/ 

pairs  (cf.  increasing  numbers  in  Eatvian  SSR 
and  Sweden,  Brit.  Birds  80:  14;  82:  22). 

Great  Reed  Warbler  .Acrocephalus  amndinaceus 

GERMAN  DEMOGRAIIC  REl’l  HElc  Decline: 

.Atlas  fieldwork  shows  strong  decrease  (cf. 

decrease  in  Czechoslovakia  in  late  1970s, 

hut  continuing  increase  in  Sweden,  Brit.  Birds 

IT.  592;  82:  22). 

B(M)ted  Warbler  Hippolais  caligata  HEl.GU'M 
Second  record:  Zeebrugge  on  10th  Sejitem- 

ber  1988*.  DENMARK  First  record:  caught  on 

Eangli,  SW-Jutland,  on  8th  September 
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198tt*.  NK.l'liKRi.ANDS  Third  record:  at 

Hloemeiidaal,  Noordholland,  on  21st  Sep- 
tember 1988.  .SWKDKN  Second  record:  one 

sinjiring  on  Gotland  on  12th  May  1988*. 

Icterine  Warbler  Hippolai.s  iclerina  morocco 

Ninth  record:  near  Rissani  on  7th  May 

1988*. 

Dartford  Warbler  Sylvia  undala  BKi.(;ilM 

Second  record;  /eebrugge  during  30th 

October  to  1st  November  1988*  (first  was  in 

.\pril  1988,  lint.  Birds  82;  22).  swf.dk.n  Second 

record:  on  island  olT  Gothenburg  on  7th 

May  1988*  (first  was  in  May  1983,  Brit.  Bird.s 
77:241). 

Subalpine  Warbler  .Sylvia  cautillam  c\\\R\' 
ISI..\NI).S  First  for  12  years:  total  of  six  at 

three  localities  on  'I'enerife  in  mid  .March 
1989. 

Riippell’s  Warbler  Sylvia  meppelli  i   KR  aim  an 
ssR  First  record  for  ILSSR:  male  in  Odessa 

Region  on  21st  .\pril  1988. 

Desert  Warbler  Sylvia  nana  l'i\i..\M)  .Sixth 

record:  .Siiderskiir  during  17-20th  October 

1988.  Ni  l   llK.Ri.ANDS  First  record:  near  .\er- 

denhout,  Noordholland,  during  30th  Octo- 

ber to  4th  November  1988*  (plates  242  & 
243).  SWKDKN  Ninth  record:  Forhamn  on 

21st-22nd  October  1S)88*. 

242  &   243.  Desert  Warbler  Sylvia  nana, 

Netherlands,  November  1988  (above,  F. 

.Munstennan:  below,  .-{nioud  B.  van  den  Ben’) 

Orphean  Warbler  .Syli'ia  hortensis  M()R()CC:<) 
First  winter  record;  .\gadir  on  9th  Januars 
1988. 

Greenish  Warbler  Ffiylloscopus  trocbiloides 

BKI.(;iCM  .Second  and  third  records:  I-ier 

Raversijde  on  11th  and  18th  .Se|Jtember 

1988*.  kranc:k.  Sixth  record:  Ouessant  on 

30th  .September  1988*. 
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Arctic  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  borealis  I'RANCE 
1   bird  to  fifth  records:  on  (^uessant  on  6th 

September  1988*,  29th  September  1988* 

and  during  22nd-28th  October  1988*. 
MAI.TA  Second  record:  October  1988. 

Palla.s’s  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  proregulus  SPAIN 
First  record:  Sierra  de  Cazorla,  Jaen,  on  1 7th 

April  1987*.  t   kraiman  ssr  I’hird  record 

(and  first  in  West  Region):  in  L’vov  Region 
on  8th  November  1986. 

Yellow-browed  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  inoiva- 

lus  FKDF.RAI.  RFPI’BFK:  OF  (iFRMANV  Spring 

record:  Heligoland  on  29th  April  1988*  (cf. 
Danish  record  in  May  1988,  Bril.  Birds  82: 

22).  .Autumn  influx:  up  to  20  per  day  during 

first  week  of  October  1988  (first  very  early: 

on  14th  September  1988).  finfand  Highest- 
ever  annual  total:  36  individuals  during  1 2th 

September  to  2nd  November  1987.  francf 

Influx:  in  autumn  1988*,  at  least  100  during 

19th  September  to  28th  November,  espe- 

cially on  Ouessant  (75  individuals).  First 
records  of  F.  i.  humei:  two  on  Ouessant 

during  28th  November  to  8th  December 

1988*.  I..VIAIAN  SSR  Highest-ever  numbers: 

30  caught  in  Pape  in  autumn  1988  (previous 

highest  numbers  12  in  1984  and  12  in  1985). 

Radde’s  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  schwarzi  FFI)F- 
RAF  RFPI'BI.IC:  OF  GERMANY  Fourth  record: 

Heligoland,  .Schleswig-Holstein,  on  4th 

October  1988*.  fini.and  Fiighth  record: 

Lagskiir  bird-station  on  9th  October  1988 

(plate  244).  NORWAY  Second  record:  imma- 
ture at  Helle,  Kragaro,  Felemark,  on  31st 

October  1987  (first  was  on  8th  October 

1981).  .SWEDEN  I'hirteenth  and  fourteenth 
records:  Svenska  Hogarna  on  4th  October 

1988*  and  Falsterbo  on  7th  October  1988*. 

Dusky  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  juscatus  I'INI.AND 
Correction:  the  autumn  1987  records  total 

nine,  bringing  total  to  21  (Brit.  Birds  81 :   338). 

I   RANGE  Ninth  record:  27th  October  1988*. 

GIBRAFTAR  First  record:  3rd  January  1989. 

NORWAY  Second  record:  immature  at  Utsira, 

Rogaland,  on  31st  October  1984  (cf.  au- 
tumn 1984  records  in  Finland,  Poland  and 

245.  Dusky  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  fuscatus,  Finland,  October  1988  (Kamo  Mikkola) 
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Sweden,  Brit.  Birds  78:  344,  844).  l'()l..\Nl) 

Sixtii  and  seventh  records:  Sopot  on  3()th 

.\pril  1888  and  Jastarnia  on  27th  .August 

1988.  SWKDK.N  I   wentieth  record:  L'tklippan 
on  3rd  October  1988*. 

Chiffchaff  Phylloscopus  collybita  dknmark 

First  overwintering  records:  in  very  mild 

winter  of  1988/89,  singly  at  Kongelunden  on 

15th  December  1988  and  at  A'odskov,  i\- 
Julland,  on  6th  January  1989. 

Firecrest  Reirulti.s  ii>nU(ipillus  l.  \   r\  l.\\  SSR 

High  numbers:  five  in  autumn  1988  (pre- 
vious highest  annual  total  was  four  in  1970). 

Red-breasted  Flycatcher  h'icedida  parva 
DKNMARK  Kighth  to  tenth  breeding  records: 

on  .Skagen,  adult  with  two  juveniles  in  1983 

and  pair  with  two  juveniles  in  1986;  at 

Hillerod,  N’-Zealand,  pair  on  23rd  and  25th 
July  1986  with  three  Hedged  juveniles. 

Collared  Flycatcher  P'icediila  albicollis 
DKNMARK  High  numbers:  11  records  in  1987 

(best-ever  year).  Hybridisation  with  Pied 

Flycatcher  F.  hypoteuca:  male  C.ollared  X 
female  Pied  seen  in  a   wood  in  .North 

Zealand  from  18th  June  to  ‘July’,  and  reared 
seven  juveniles;  this  is  the  lirst  noted  hybrid- 

isation of  these  species  in  Denmark.  NOR- 
WAY Fourth  and  fifth  records:  adult  males  at 

l.eirdalen,  Slagen,  \’estft)ld,  on  26th  .May 

1985,  and  at  KamQordlia,  SandeQord,  \’est- 
fold,  on  5th  May  1986. 

Bearded  Tit  Famtrus  biarmiats  dknmark  Big- 

gest count  since  recolonisation:  64  at  1   ryg- 

gelev  Nor  on  20th  November  1988  (cf. 
decrease  in  winter  1977/78  and  increase 

from  1985,  Bril.  Bird.s  72:  280;  79:  290). 

I   INI, AND  First  breeding  record:  female  with 

four  to  six  fledglings  in  Sauvo  in  July  1987 

(there  are  now  1 7   records  referring  to  70 

individuals;  the  influx  started  in  1984,  Brit. 

Birds  SO:  14). 

Coal  Tit  Pams  ater  DKNMARK  Major  invasion: 

all  over  the  country  ,   even  by  July/.\ugust; 

peaks:  .Stensnaes,  NF-Jutland,  11,800  mig- 

rating on  4th  .September  1988,  Blavand, 

6,500  migrating  on  9th  September  1988; 

origin  indicated  In  5(K)  that  came  in  fn>m 

northwest  across  Skagerrak  at  Hansiholm 

on  10th  .September,  and  one  dead  at  fano, 

S\V-Jutland,  had  Norwegian  ring.  (Massive 

movements  were  also  reported  in  autumn 

1985,  Brit.  Birds  79:  291.) 

Blue  Tit  Pams  caemleus  DKNMARK  Marked 

invasion:  in  autumn  1988,  e.g.  at  least  l.fHM) 

at  Stevns,  F,-Jutland,  on  17th  October  ctiin- 

ing  over  the  Baltic  from  direction  of  Fal- 

sterbo,  .Sweden,  only  25  km  to  ENK.  (Mas- 

sive movements  were  also  reported  in  au- 
tumn 1985,  Brit.  Birds  79:  291.) 

Azure  Tit  Pams  cyanus  MM..\nd  Sixteenth 

record:  .Savonlinna  on  28th-29th  December 
1988. 

Wallcreeper  Tichodroma  muraria  dknmark 

Deletion:  report  from  Mon  in  1988  (Bril. 

Birds  82:  22)  now  rejected  by  the  Danish 
rarities  committee. 

Penduline  Tit  Remiz  penduliuus  KINI ,.\ND 

I   welfth  record:  Helsinki  on  7th  June  1988. 

MAM  A   Influx:  up  to  four  on  seven  dates  at 

three  localities  in  winter  1988/89  (lirst  re- 

corded in  1972,  then  six  records  up  to  1984, 

and  seven  records  in  winter  1986/87). 

Brown  Shrike  iMtiiu.s  crislatus  DKNM  \RK  First 

record:  first-year  caught  and  ringed  at  Ced- 

ser  (southern  tip  of  Falsler)  on  15th  October 

1988*.  (1  his  species  has  not  previously  been 

mentioned  in  a   ‘Furoj>ean  news’  summaiy.) 

Lsabelline  Shrike  iMuiiis  isabellinus  IINI.\ND 

Fhird  record:  Korsniis  on  17th  October 

1987.  KRANCK  Fourth  record:  juvenile  on 

Ouessant  during  4th-7th  October  1988*. 
SWKDK.N  .Second  and  third  records:  l.;mdsort 

during  18th-22nd  October  and  L   tliingan  on 
23rd  Octol>er  1988  (first  was  in  1967). 

Red-backed  Shrike  Ixmius  colliirio  mor(k:c:o 

Fifth  record:  female  at  .Agadir  on  18th 

Januaiy  1988*. 

Lesser  Grey  Shrike  Ijanius  minor  Norway 

Eighth  record:  adult  at  Froya,  Sor- 

Emndekag,  on  lst-2nd  June  1984. 

Siberian  Jay  Perisoreus  infaustus  KlNl.AND  De- 
creasing: steady  decline  continued  through 

1970s  and  1980s  according  to  results  of 
winter  bird  censuses. 

Magpie  Pica  pica  FINI.\ND  Increasing;  popu- 
lation has  doubled  during  the  last  30  years, 

as  revealed  by  indices  derived  from  winter 
bird  censuses. 

Nutcracker  Xucifra^a  caryocatactes  DKNMARK 

Brief  invasion:  end  .August/beginning  Sep- 

tember 1988.  all  over  the  countiy  ,   but  most 

in  east  and  south;  maximum  count  was  47 

migrating  and  35  resting  at  .southern  tip  of 

Langeland  on  9th  September  1988.  (Pre- 
vious invasions  in  W   estern  Eurojje  were  in 

1968.  1977  and  1985,  Brit.  Birds  71:  586;  79: 291.) 
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Spanish  Sparrow  Passer  hispaniolensis  NOR- 
WAY First  record:  adult  male  at  Molen, 

\’estfold,  on  13th  May  1988*.  vl'G().si,A\’IA 
First  confirmed  record  for  Slovenia:  male 

trapped  at  Vrhnika  on  10th  October  1988. 

Dead  Sea  Sparrow  Passer  moabiticus  CRF.F.c:K 
First  record:  about  20  near  Kalithea  on 

Rhodes  in  October  1972  (Bril.  Birds  82:  380- 
381). 

Indian  Silverbill  Euodice  rnatabaiica  ISR.VFF 

New  breeding  species:  perhaps  as  many  as 

100  pairs  now  breeding  in  the  .Arava  valley, 

from  Eilat  to  Bet-shean,  probably  originat- 

ing from  escapes,  (d'his  species  has  not 

previously  been  mentioned  in  a   ‘European 

news’  summary.) 

Red-eyed  Vireo  Vireo  oUvaceus  franc:f  I'hird and  fourth  records:  on  Ouessant,  adult  on 

10th  October  1988*  and  juvenile  during 

12th-lbth  October  1988*. 

Redpoll  Carduelis fJatnrnea Invasion: 
sevend  records  in  winter  1988/89  (in  some 

years,  there  are  hardly  any). 

Crossbill  iMxia  cimnroslra  C.\RR.\\:\  .\R  .Seventh 

record:  one  on  7th  November  1988. 

Bullfinch  h'lrkiila  pyniiula  gibrai.tar  Second 
record:  male  on  7th  November  1988. 

Hawfinch  Coccolfiraustes  coccothraustes  I’.AROF 
ISI.ANDS  Second  to  fifth  records:  all  in  spring, 

in  1986,  1987  and  1988. 

Pine  Bunting  Etnberiza  leucocephalos  FINI.ANI) 

Third  record:  male  at  Lagskar  bird-station 

during  2nd-4tb  April  1988.  NOR\v.^^■  1   bird 

European  news 

record:  aduirmale  at  Kurland,  Saqjsberg, 

Ostfold,  during  15th  January  to  15th  Febru- 
ar\  1986.  SWFDFN  Fifth  record:  Oland  during 

22nd-24th  October  1988.  VI'GOSI.AVIA 

Tenth,  eleventh  and  twelfth  records  Tor 

Slovenia:  two  females  at  X'odice  near  Ljubl- 

jana on  12th  November  1988,  male  at 

Ribnica  on  12th  No%  ember  1988  and  male  at 

Nova  Gorica  on  13th  November  1988,  all 

four  ringed. 

Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustica  itFl.GH'Nt 
Third  record:  Heist  on  30th  October  to  1st 

November  1988*. 

Little  Bunting  Emberiza  pusilla  ilt’NGAR'i' First  record:  first-winter  ringed  near  Oesa 
on  7th  November  1988. 

Reed  Bunting  Emberiza  schoenidus  (..\RR.\\:\'.\R 
Deletion:  April  1988  record  (Brit.  Birds  82: 

24)  now  rejected. 

Black-headed  Bunting  Emberiza  rnelano- 

cephala  FAROF  l.si.AND.s  First  record:  adult 

male  on  a   ship  200  km  west  of  Faroe  Islands 

on  12tb  and  13th  August  1988*. 

Corn  Bunting  Miliaria  calandra  GF.RMAN 

DFMOCRA tic:  RFPt’Hl.lG  Decline:  Allas 

fieldwork  shows  strong  decrease. 

Rose-breasted  Grosbeak  Pheuclicus  ludovi- 

ciatius  SWFDFN  First  record:  first-winter  male 

ringed  on  Gotland  on  10th  October  1988*. 

Brown-headed  Cowbird  Mololhnis  ater  NOR- 

WA^  First  record:  adult  female  at  Jomfru- 

land,  Telemark,  on  1st  June  1987.  (   This 

species  has  not  previously  been  mentioned 

in  a   ‘European  news’  summaiy.) 
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RFI.GIUM  Rene  de  Eiedekerke  &   Drs  F.  L.  L.  Tombeur,  rue  des  Haies,  20,  B-5296,  Pailhe 

CANARY  ISI.ANDS  Keith  Emmerson  &   Dr  Aurelio  Martin,  Departamento  de  Biologia  .Animal 

(Zoologia),  Universidad  deja  Laguna,  38206  Ea  Laguna,  Tenerife 

C:/.FCII()SI.0VAKIA  Dr  Karel  Stastny,  Institute  of  Applied  Ecolog)'  and  Ecolecbnology, 

.Agriculture  Lbiiversity  in  Prague,  281  63  Kostelec  n.c.lesy 

DFNMARK  Henrik  Dissing  &   Lars  Norgaard  Andersen,  BaekkeskovAcj  53,  DK-2700,  Bronshoj, 
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FAROF  isi  ANDS  Soren  Sorensen,  Bratskowe)  5,  DK-2720  Valose 
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IIUNGARN  Dr  (iabor  Magyar  &   Zoltan  Walic/.ky,  11-1 138  Budapest,  Ne])fiird6  u.  17/B  VI. 28 
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ri  Al.Y  Marco  (Justin,  Stazione  Romana,  Osser\a/,ione  e   Protezione  L'ccelli,  via  Palo  Laziale 
2,  00055  c/o  Bosco  cli  Palo  VVVVF,  l-adispoli,  Roma 

l.A  IA'IAN  SSR  Dr  J.  Baumanis,  Tahoratory  of  Ornithology,  Miera  3,  229021  Salaspils 

MAI.  I A   Joe  Sultana  &   Charles  (Jauci,  Sciberras  Flats/3,  Fleur-de-Fys  Junction,  Birkirkara 

MOROCCO  Michel  I'hevenot,  l.aboratoire  de  Biogeographie  et  Kcologie  des  Wrtebres,  Case 
100,  Universite  de  Montpellier  11,  F-34060  Montpellier  Cedex,  France 

Nl  l   llKRl.ANDs  Edward  van  Ijzendoorn,  Fweede  JanSteenstraat  80,  1074  CR  Amsterdam 

NORWAY  Andrew  \V.  Clarke,  (ironlia  21,  3190  Horten 

I’Oi.ANl)  Dr  Fadeusz  Stawarczyk,  Wroclaw  University,  WTadysfaw  Rydzewski,  Museum  of 

Natural  Histoi’y,  Sienkiewicza  21,  50-335  Wroctaw 

SPAIN  Dr  Eduardo  de  Juana  A.,  Catedra  de  Zoologia  (V'erlebrados),  Facultad  de  Biologia. 
Universidad  Complutense,  28040  Madrid 

SWF.DK.N  Erik  Hirschfeld,  S.  Fiirstadsg.  62,  S-211  43  Malmci 

s\vri'/.FRi,.\Nl)  Dr  Niklaus  Zbinden,  Schweizerische  V'ogelwarte,  (41-6204  Sempach 

I'KRAINFSSR  1.  Corban,  West  Ukrainian  Avifaunistic  Commission,  Department  of  Zoology  . 

E’vov  L'niversily,  E’vov  290005 
Yt  (;osi,A\  lA  Tztok  (Jeister,  64202  Naklo,  Pokopaliska  pot  13 

No  information  was  received  from  Albania,  Bulgaria,  Cyprus,  Iceland,  Euxembourg, 

Portugal  or  Romania. 

Monthly  reports 

W 

Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  March  1989 

\   m   unseated  but  mainly  mild  westerly  weather  persisted  from  the  beginning  of  the 

month,  as  the  Atlantic  depressions  tracked  eastward  to  the  north  of  Britain  and  Ireland. 

The  Azores  high-pressure  region  which  had  remained  just  to  the  southwest  extended 

northeastwards  on  25th,  bringing  a   more  settled  period  until  the  end  of  the  month. 

Early  spring  migrants 

Many  county  recorders  will  be  rewriting  the  record  books  after  one  
of  the 

earliest  spring  passages  in  recent  years.  However,  whilst  some  species,  for
 

example  Sand  Martin  Riparia  riparia,  appeared  in  good  numbers,  others. 
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such  as  House  Martin  Delichon  urbica,  were  still  thinly  scattered  even  by 

early  May. 

For  many  observers,  Wheatears  Oenanthe  oenanthe  are  the  heralds  of 

spring,  and  the  first  March  report  came  from  Suffolk  on  8th,  and  by  12th 

others  were  seen  as  far  north  as  Derbyshire  and  Cumbria.  Sand  Martins 

appeared  on  9th  in  Suffolk,  their  earliest  ever,  and  in  Nottinghamshire, 

and  by  12th  were  widely  reported.  Derbyshire  commented  on  ‘high 

numbers  by  the  end  of  March’  and  Cumbria  reported  ‘the  best  numbers 

for  years’.  The  period  llth-13th  brought  a   strong  fall  of  many  species, 

with  migrant  Chiffchaffs  Phylloscopus  collybita  as  far  north  as  Cumbria  on 

12th  and  Shetland  on  13th,  a   Turtle  Dove  Streptopelia  turtur  in  Bedfordshire 

on  12th,  and  a   Swallow  Hirundo  nistica  at  Fairburn  Ings  (West  Yorkshire) 

on  the  same  day.  Spurn  (Humberside)  reported  their  earliest-ever  Swallow 

on  29th.  House  Martins  were  seen  over  Leicestershire  and  Bedfordshire, 

also  a   record,  on  13th.  Ring  Ouzels  Turdus  torquatus  had  returned  to 

Derbyshire  by  19th  and  the  next  day  the  same  county  reported  the  first 

Willow  Warbler  Phylloscopus  trochilus.  Both  Spurn  and  Gibraltar  Point 

(Lincolnshire)  had  their  earliest  ev^er  records  for  Willow  Warbler  on  28th. 

Yellow  Wagtails  Motacilla  flava  arrived  at  Sandwich  Bay  (Kent)  on  27th, 

whilst  earlier  in  the  month,  on  6th,  70  Pied  Wagtails  M.  alba  of  the  British 

race  yarrellii  at  Yellowcraig  (Lothian)  was  a   good  early  passage.  Sedge 

Warblers  Acrocephalus  schoenobaenus  had  returned  to  Minsmere  (Suffolk)  on 

28th  and  Grasshopper  Warblers  Locustella  naevia  to  Nottinghamshire, 

their  earliest  ever,  on  30th.  On  the  same  day,  a   Redstart  Phoenicwus 

phoenicurus  appeared  at  Bawdsey  (Suffolk),  with  others  on  31st  in 

Derbyshire,  their  earliest,  and  Bedfordshire. 

Divers  to  herons 

■\part  from  a   gathering  of  29  Great  North- 

ern Divers  Gavia  immer  at  Quendale  (Shet- 

land), the  only  other  reports  were  the  long- 

stayers  at  Kenfig  Pool  (Mid  Glamorgan)  to 

20th,  two  at  Farmoor  Reservoir  (Oxford- 

shire) to  the  end  of  the  month  and  two  on 

Rutland  Water  (Leicestershire)  to  1 0th.  The 

regular  White-billed  Diver  G.  adamsii  re- 

mained off  Whalsay  (Shetland)  all  month. 

Slavonian  Grebes  Fodiceps  anritus  had  a 

northerly  bias,  from  Humberside  and  ̂ Vest 

Yorkshire  to  Lothian,  where  62  at  (iosford 

on  27th  was  not  unexpected,  and  the  best 

Shetland  count  was  14  on  3rd.  In  contrast. 

Red-necked  Grebes  P.  grisegena  were  scat- 

tered more  widely,  from  Kent  to  Shetland, 

and  were  mainly  singles. 

The  lonely-looking  Double-crested 
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Cormorant  Fhalacrocorax  aurilu.s  showed  o(T 

and  on  at  Billingham  (Cleveland)  throughout 

the  month;  more  fleeting  was  the  White 

Stork  Ciconia  ciconia  over  Cromer  (Norfolk) 

on  19th,  whilst  a   Little  Egret  Egretla  garzetta 

remained  at  I'arbert  (Co.  Kerry)  until  5th. 
.\n  unusual  feature  of  this  period,  no 

doubt  encouraged  by  the  mild  weather,  was 

the  long-staying  Spoonbills  Platalea  leucor- 

()dia,  with  three  in  Devon,  two  in  D)fed  and 

one  on  Anglesey  (Cwynedd),  augmented  by 

brief  visitors  to  north  Norfolk  until  12th,  and 

again  during  27th-31st,  Minsmere  on  24th 

and  (Utristchurch  Harbour  (Dorset)  during 

15th-19th. 

Wildfowl 

Rare  Nearctic  ducks  continued  to  please, 

with  American  Wigeon  Ana.\  americana  at 

Melby  (Shetland)  on  18th,  and  on  the 

Duddon  Estuary  from  9th  to  the  end  of  the 

month,  Cumbria’s  first.  An  American  Black 
Duck  .4.  rubtipes  remained  on  the  North  Slob 

Wildfowl  Reserv’e  (Cio.  Wexford)  all  month 
and  three  Teals  .4.  crecca  of  the  race  carolinen- 

sis  lingered  at  Ditchford  Gravel-pits  (North- 

amptonshire), Welney  (Norfolk)  and  Caer- 

laverock  (Dumfries  &   Galloway).  Ring- 

necked Ducks  Aythya  collaris  (plate  248) 

numbered  seven,  and  the  Lesser  Scaup  .4. 

alfmis  re-appeared  on  C'.orbett  Lough  (Co. 
Down)  on  29th.  Common  Scoter  Melanitta 

nigra  of  the  Nearctic  and  east  Siberian  race 

americana  showed  in  Gosford  Bay  on  14th, 

where  up  to  six  Surf  Scoters  M.  perspicillata 

also  gathered.  Other  records  of  this  once 

ver\'  scarce  duck  were  received  from  six  sites 

including  Largo  Bay  (Fife),  with  up  to  four 

until  24th.  The  duck  King  Eider  Somateria 

spectabilis  stayed  at  Criccieth  (G\\-ynedd) 
until  11th,  and  drakes  showed  at  three 

Scottish  sites. 

Of  the  common  species.  Goldeneyes 

Bucephala  clangula  were  prominent  at  .-\bber- 
ton  Reservoir  (Essex)  on  12th  with  a   count 

of  1,002,  and  early  returning  Garganeys 

Anas  querquedula  showed  at  Bough  Beech 

Reser\’oir  (Kent)  on  5th,  with  the  main 

arrival  during  25th-27th,  with  a   scatter  of 

records  including  one  from  Birsay  (Orkney). 

Raptors 

rhe  Rough-legged  Buzzard  Ruteo  lagopus  on 

Lundy  (Devon)  notched  up  its  12-month 

stay,  whilst  others  were  at  Lammermuirs 

(Lothian)  on  10th,  Sudboume  (Suffolk)  on 

12th,  two  at  Massingham  Heath  (Norfolk)  to 

20th  and  at  Cley  (Norfolk)  on  26th;  in 

Shetland,  there  was  one  at  Quendale  on 

24th  and  at  Spiggie  on  26th. 

.\n  earl)  Osprey  Randion  haiiaelus  at  Port 

Meadow  (Oxfordshire)  on  9th  was  followed 

by  others  at  Bough  Beech  Reservoir  on  26th 

and  Egleton  Reservoir  (Leicestershire)  on 

27th.  Also  in  Kent,  there  was  a   Red  Kite 

Milvus  milvus  at  Langton  Green  on  23rd, 

whilst  on  28th  a   Black  Kite  .V/.  migrans,  the 

first  of  what  was  to  be  many  this  spring,  flew 

overGrantown  (Highland).  More  typical  but 

nonetheless  splendid  was  a   Gyrfalcon  Falco 

rusticolus  at  Benbecula  (North  L   ist)  on  14th. 

Waders 

Wintering  Long-billed  Dowitchers  I.imno- 

dromus  scolopaceus  stayed  at  Baltasound  (Shet- 

land) all  month  and  on  the  Bann  Estuary 

(Co.  Londonderry)  until  29th,  with  an  elu- 
sive inrlividual  on  the  Rhymney  Estuary 

(.South  Glamorgan)  from  lOth  to  the  month 

end.  Also  staying  on  was  the  Kentish 

Plover  Charadrius  aUxandrinus  at  Bumham- 

on-.Sea  (.Somerset)  until  17th,  with  a   new 

arrival  at  Ferry  bridge  (Dorset)  on  27th-28th. 

Early  in  the  month,  the  first  Little  Ringed 

Plover  C.  dubius  appeared  at  Pegwell  (Kent) 

on  7th.  Of  the  more  common  waders,  high- 
tide  roosts  at  (fibraltar  Point  on  7th  and  8th 

included  7,(KK)  Grey  Plovers  Pluiialis  squalar- 

ola,  1 1 ,000  Bar-tailed  Godwits  IJrnosa  lappo- 

nica,  25,000  Knots  Calidris  canutus,  8,000 

Oystercatchers  Haematopus  oslralegus  and 

3,500  Dunlins  Calidris  alpina. 

Gulls  to  terns 

\’isits  to  rubbish-tips  continued  to  prove 

rewarding  for  gull-watchers,  with  the  discov- 

ery of  a   Thayer’s  Gull  Imuis  thayeri,  the  first 
for  the  Western  Palearctic,  in  Galway  (Co. 

Galway)  on  1 1th  (plates  246  &   247),  and  an 

Iceland  Gull  /,.  glaucoides  of  the  race  kumlieni 

on  a   tip  at  Catterick  (West  Yorkshire), 

which  stayed  from  17th  to  25th.  The  regular 

kumlieni  individual  remained  at  Banff  (Gram- 

pian) until  27th.  Numbers  of  the  nominate 
race  were  fewer  than  in  February,  with  just 

18  reported,  half  of  w   hich  were  in  Shetland, 

whilst  the  23  Glaucous  Gulls  L.  hyperboreus 

were  more  widely  scattered  and  included  a 

mixture  of  lingerers  and,  mainly  on  4th-5th, 

birds  of  passage.  Of  the  16  Ring-billed 

Gulls  L.  delawarensis,  six  were  from  south- 

west England,  four  from  Wales,  four  from 
Northern  Ireland  and  two  from  Orkney, 

and,  of  the  42  Mediterranean  Gulls  L. 

melanocephalus,  22  were  at  the  traditional  site 

at  Copt  Point  (Kent).  Rather  more  unex- 

pected were  two  Ivory  Gulls  Pagophila  ebur- 
nea.  one  in  Belfast  (Co.  Down)  on  2nd  and 
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246  &   247.  Thayer’s  (iull  Lams  lhayeri,  Co.  Galway,  March  1989  (Jack  Malins) 

248.  Female  Ring-necked  Duck  Aylhya  collaris  with  Cioot  hulica  atra,  Greater  London,  March 
1989  (Chris  Lamsdell)    
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another  in  Wick  Harbour  (Highland)  on 
27th. 

Sandwich  Terns  Stenia  sandvicen.sis  had 

returned  to  Humphrey  Head  (Cumlrria)  on 

18th  and  North  Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  on 

22nd,  and  two  had  joined  the  overwinterint? 

birds  at  Stronsay  by  2bth.  I   he  Forster’s 

Tern  S.  forsteri  remained  at  Holyhead  ((iv\y- 
nedd)  until  15th  and  the  first  Common 

Tern  S.  hinmdo  reported  was  at  Swithland 

Reservoir  (Leicestershire)  on  27th. 

Cuckoos  to  Wryneck 

Great  Spotted  Cuckoos  Clamator  glandariii.s 

are  still  great  rarities,  so  one  at  Durlston 

Head  (Dorset)  on  llth-12lh  was  unex- 

pected, but  welcome.  More  typical  was  the 

arrival  of  Hoopoes  I'pupa  epops  during  26th- 
28th  on  Lundy,  at  Mathrv  and  at  Newport 

(both  Dyfed),  at  Siddick  (Cumbria),  at 

fitchfield  Haven  (Hampshire)  and  in  Scilly, 

where  at  least  six  were  seen,  fhe  wintering 

individuals  at  Mawbray  (Cumbria)  and  on 

Jersey  stayed  on,  and  a   Wryneck  Jynx 

torquilla  was  found  in  the  Cot  X'alley  (Corn- 
wall) on  27th. 

Passerines 

fhe  first  swallow  Hinmdo  in  Ciuemsey  this 

year  was  a   Red-rumj>ed  Swallow  H.  daurica 

on  15th,  followed  by  another  at  Lissagriffm 

(Co.  Cork)  on  28th.  .Also  in  Ireland,  a 

Richard’s  Pipit  Anthus  novaeseetandiae  re- 
mained on  the  North  Slob  Wildfowl  Resene 

until  8th,  and  there  was  another  at  Durlston 

Head  during  20th-28th.  .Also  early  was  a 

Tawny  Pipit  .4.  campestris  at  Wooltack  Point 

(Dyfed)  on  19th,  but  less  rare  were  W'ater 
Pipits  .4.  spinoletta  with  six  at  Minsmere  on 

27th.  Returning  Waxwings  Bornhycilla  gami- 

lus  passed  through,  with  the  biggest  num- 
bers in  Scotland  and  northern  F.ngland, 

including  300  in  the  Leeds  area  (West 

^   orkshire)  early  in  the  month  and  150  at 

.Newcastle-upon- fyne  (Tyne  &   Wear)  be- 
tween 6th  and  19th. 

.A  trickle  of  Black  Redstarts  Phoenkums 

ochmros  was  noticed,  mainly  during  26th- 

30th,  including  six  at  Landguard  (Suffolk) 

on  28th.  One  of  the  species  that  will  have 

benefited  from  the  mild  winter  is  Cetti’s 
Warbler  Cettia  cetti,  and  one  at  Minsmere 

during  16th-27th  was  the  first  there  after  an 

absence  of  two  years,  .\notber  species  to 
suffer  in  hard  winters  is  the  Goldcrest 

Regidus  regtdus,  and  passage  of  this  enchant- 
ing bird  was  noted  at  tbe  end  of  the  month, 

with  70  at  .Sumburgh  Head  (.Shetland),  60 

on  Lundy  on  27th  and  60  at  Spurn  on  28th. 

Firecrests  R.  ignicapitius — even  more 

delightful — appeared  from  7th,  at  Shipley 

Park  (Derbyshire)  and  Landguard,  with  24 

of  the  32  reported  appearing  between  27th 
and  31st. 

fhe  1 3   Great  Grey  Shrikes  Imnius  excubitor 

were  widely  scattered  and  included  several 

long-stayers,  as  indeed  were  the  Arctic 

Redpolls  CarduelLs  honiemami  at  Carnoustie 

(   fayside)  and  near  Norwich  (Norfolk),  lin- 

gering until  8th  and  25th  respectively. 

Serins  Sennits  seriniL^  appeared  at  Portland  Bill 

(Dorset)  on  25th  and  27th,  and  the  Golden- 

winged Warbler  I'enriiiora  chrysoptera  con- 
tinued to  perform  intennittently  during  the 

month  at  New  Hythe,  Maidstone  (Kent). 

Unexpected  reports  of  Lapland  Buntings 

Calcarius  lapponicus  included  one  on  Lundy  on 

5th-6th  and  one  or  two  near  Otterv  St  Marv 

(Devon)  on  17th.  Snow  Buntings  Plectrophe- 
nax  nivalis  were  noted  as  scarcer  than  normal 

in  Shetland,  and  at  Gibraltar  Point  two  on 

8th  was  their  only  record  for  the  month. 

One  or  two  Little  Buntings  Emberiza 

pusilla,  a   species  appearing  more  regularly 

now  in  winter,  stayed  at  Slapton  l>ey  (De- 

von) during  29th-31st,  and  last,  but  by  no 
means  least,  the  Northern  Oriole  Iclents 

galbula  at  Roch  (Dyfed)  continued  to  pull  the 
crowds  until  the  end  of  the  month. 



The  identification  of  juvenile 

Red-necked  and  Long-toed 
Stints 

Per  Alstrbm  and  Urban  Olsson 

The  identification  of  stints  Calidris  has  received  much  attention  in  recent years.  Three  major  papers,  all  with  the  same  outstanding  paintings  by 

Larsjonsson,  were  published  in  1984  (Jonsson  &   Grant;  Jonsson;Jonsson 

&   Veit);  and  four  problem  stints  in  Britain  were  discussed  by  Grant 

(1986). 

This  has  resulted  in  a   wealth  of  information,  to  which  little  can  be 

added.  We  feel,  however,  that  it  would  be  useful  to  comment  further  on 

some  potentially  confusing  variation  in  the  range  of  juvenile  plumages  of 

Red-necked  C.  ruficollis  and  Long-toed  Stints  C.  subminuta.  We  have 

thoroughly  studied  these  on  trips  to  eastern  Asia  in  1982  and  1984  (and 

also  juvenile  Semipalmated  C.  pusilla,  Western  C.  mauri  and  Least 

Sandpipers  C.  minutilla  in  North  America  in  1981,  1982  and  1984),  as  well 

as  in  a   number  of  photographs  and  skins.  A   few  comments  on  the  summer 

plumage  of  Long-toed  Stint  are  also  included,  but,  as  our  experience  of 

Least  Sandpiper  in  this  plumage  is  very  limited,  a   lot  more  could  probably 
be  added. 

Confusion  between  juvenile  Red-necked  and  Little  Stints 

The  two  illustrations  by  Jonsson  of  juvenile  Red-necked  Stints,  their  three 

accompanying  texts,  and  Grant  (1986),  imply  that  in  this  plumage  it  is 

rather  easily  separated  from  juvenile  Little  Stint  C.  minuta.  Grant  (1986) 

stated  for  Red-necked:  ‘bill  of  Red-necked  averages  shorter,  straighter  and 

blunter-tipped.’  Jonsson  &   Grant  added  for  Red-necked:  ‘bulky-bodied 

with  long  body-line  and  attenuated  rear-end,  mainly  an  effect  of 

comparatively  short  legs  and  long  wings  and  tail  .   .   .   crown  typically 

lacking  strong  split-supercilium  or  “ridge”  effect  .   .   .   mantle  V   and 

scapular  V   both  faint  or  lacking  .   .   .   general  coloration  and  pattern  of 

innerwing-coverts  and  lower  scapulars  rather  plain  and  grey,  contrasting 

360 l/<rt^.  Hirds  82:  360-372,  .\ujgust  I9K9] 
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with  blackish-centred,  rufous-fringed  upper  scapulars  and  mantle  feath- 
ers; tertials  with  rather  pale  greyish  centres,  blackish  shaft  streaks  and 

whitish  fringes  (any  rufous  tones  on  fringes  confined  to  near  tip)  .   .   .   [and] 

.   .   .   breast-side  streaking  extensive,  faint  and  usually  diffuse.’ Jonsson  & 
Veit  added:  ‘The  breast  band  is  distinctly  darker  and  grayer,  not  as  buffy 
as  that  of  a   Little  Stint  in  fresh  plumage.’  While  these  comments  can  be 

correctly  applied  to  many  Red-necked  Stints,  and  while  Jonsson’s 
paintings  are  perfect  illustrations  of  what  many  Red-necked  Stints  look 

like,  many  other  individuals  are  much  more  similar  to  Little  Stint  (plates 
249-251);  and  in  such  cases  some  of  the  above-cited  characters  cannot  be 

applied. 

The  structural  differences,  although  usually  fairly  obvious,  are  often  of 

little  or  no  help.  For  example,  the  bill  shape  of  Red-necked  Stint  can  be 

extremely  similar  to  that  of  many  Little  Stints.  It  is  true  that  Red-necked 

Stint  only  rarely  shows  rather  sharply  defined,  narrow,  pale  lateral  crown- 

stripes,  unlike  most  Little  Stints,  but  Red-neckeds  almost  invariably  show 

paler,  greyer  and  usually  more  finely  streaked  sides  to  the  crown,  usually 

contrasting  with  a   distinct  dark  central  ‘ridge’  (as  well  illustrated  by 
Jonsson;  see  also  plates  249-252). 

Some  Red-necked  Stints  show  fairly  prominent  white  mantle  lines, 

definitely  as  clear  as  on  many  poorly  marked  Little  Stints;  even  on  well- 

marked  Red-necked  Stints,  however,  they  are  usually  less  distinct  at  the 
rear  than  on  Littles. 

The  lower  scapulars  are  often  extensively  dark,  without  the  typically 

anchor-shaped  subterminal  markings;  thus,  they  may  be  ver\'  similar  to 
those  of  Little  Stint  (see  plates  249  &   250).  In  most  cases,  however,  as  in 

plate  250,  the  feathers  of  the  lowest  row  of  scapulars  are  not  quite  so 
blackish  as  on  Little. 

The  lesser  and  median  coverts  are  usually  not  quite  so  pale  grey  as  on 

Jonsson’s  paintings,  and  they  frequently  look  considerably  darker- 
centred,  sometimes  also  with  distinct  rufous  fringes  (e.g.  plates  249  & 

251).  The  centres  are,  however,  probably  never  so  dark  as  on  a   normal 

l.ittle  Stint,  and  the  fringes  are  less  contrasting  and  more  diffuse. 

iVIoreover,  when  present,  the  rufous  is  usually  confined  to  the  tips  (edges 

normally  paler,  as  shown  by  Jonsson);  on  Little,  the  pattern  is  often  the 

reverse  (rufous  edges  and  whitish  tips).  .\lso,  the  greater  coverts  and 

tertials  often  look  darker  than  on  Jonsson’s  paintings.  The  centres  of  the 
innermost  greater  coverts  and  of  the  tertials  are  never  blackish,  unlike  on 

Little  Stint.  That  seems  to  be  the  most  consistent  plumage  difference 

between  the  two  species.  It  is  often  necessarv  to  view  those  feathers  from 

different  angles  to  be  sure  of  the  actual  colour;  under  certain  light 

conditions,  dark  centres  may  look  paler,  and,  conversely,  paler  centres 

sometimes  look  darker  than  they  actually  are.  The  edges  of  the  tertials 

may  be  rather  distinctly  rufous  (plates  249  &   251),  but,  typically,  they  are 

less  sharply  defined  and  less  contrasting  than  on  Little  Stint. 

The  breast  pattern  usually  differs  distinctly  from  that  of  Little  Stint.  As 

stated  by  Jonsson  &   Veit,  this  is  usually  darker  and  greyer  than  on  Little 

Stint,  the  darker  tone  often  extending  across  the  breast  as  a   fairly  wide 
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pectoral  band.  The  sides  of  the  breast  in  particular,  however,  may  be
 

rather  strongly  orange-tinged.  The  streaking  on  the  sides 
 of  the  breast 

shows  great  variability,  but  is  almost  always  distinctly  differ
ent  from  that 

of  Little  Stint.  Some  individuals  show  no  obvious  streaking  at  all,  whil
e 

others  have  a   few  very  hne  and  sharply  defined  streaks.  Some  
have  more 

diffuse,  but  still  small  and  not  very  dark,  streaks/spots;  compared  wi
th 

Little  Stint,  the  streaks  are  fainter  and  finer  and  often  more
  diffuse. 

Rarely,  the  streaking  approaches  that  of  a   poorly  marked  L
ittle  Stint.  The 

streaking  is  not,  however,  necessarily  more  extensive  than  
on  Little  Stint. 

A   minor  additional  difference  is  that  the  dark  of  the  ear
-coverts 

generally  reaches  to  the  eye  on  Red-necked,  whereas  on
  Little  there  is 

usually  a   paler  area  just  behind  the  eye  (as  illustrated  byjo
nsson).  The 

head  pattern  often  looks  duskier  on  Red-necked. 

The  easiest  and  safest  way  to  distinguish  Red-necked  from  Little  is
  by 

call  (cow/ra  Jonsson  &   Grant  1984).  The  normal  flight  call  of  R
ed-necked  is 

a   ‘kreet’,  ‘kreep’,  ‘chreek’  or  similar,  either  fairly  ‘straight’  or  with  slight 

inflection  of  the  ‘ee’.  It  sounds  rather  similar  to  the  normal  flight  calls  of 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper  and  to  some  of  the  flight  calls  of  W
estern 

Sandpiper.  Compared  with  Semipalmated  Sandpiper,  the  voi
ce  is 

generally  more  shrill  and  slightly  more  cracked  ,   and  often  slightly 

higher-pitched,  too|  and  the  ‘r  sound  tends  to  be  a   little  less  dist
inct.  It  is 

generally  slightly  lower-pitched  and  slightly  less  drawn  out  t
han  the  calls 

of  Western.  Other  calls  often  heard  from  Red-necked  are,  for  example, 

‘krep’,  ‘kiep’  and  ‘klyt’,  the  latter  recalling  the  flight  call  of  Sanderling  C. 

alba\  these  calls  are  usually  mixed  with  the  calls  first  described. 

To  summarise,  the  very  Little-Stint-like  Red-necked  Stints  can  usua
lly 

be  distinguished  from  Little  Stints  by  a   combination  of  plumage 

characters,  in  particular  the  pattern  of  the  tertials  and  innermost  g
reater 

coverts  and  of  the  breast.  The  call  will  always  separate  a   Red-necked  f
rom 

a   Little  Stint. 

Confusion  with  Semipalmated  Sandpiper 

Another,  even  greater  and  largely  overlooked,  problem  is  the  separation  of
 

some  Red-necked  Stints  from  Semipalmated  Sandpipers.  Some  are 

actually  so  similar  that,  to  be  100%  sure  of  the  species,  the  presence  or 

absence  of  webbing  between  the  toes  should  be  seen. 

Structurally,  the  two  species  are  usually  very  similar.  The  bill  and  the 

legs  tend  to  be  shorter  on  Red-necked;  the  very  long  bills  of  some 

Semipalmated  Sandpipers  (mainly  females  from  eastern  populations)  are 

not  matched  by  any  Red-necked.  The  rear  end  tends  to  look  slightly 

longer,  and  the  primary  projection  is  usually  a   little  longer  o
n  Red- 

necked, but  apparently  there  is  some  overlap. 

Even  on  those  less-rufous  Red-necked  Stints  (mainly  worn  individuals), 

the  upper  scapulars  are  usually  more  contrastingly  rufous  than  on 

Semipalmated,  but  there  is  some  overlap  here,  too. 

The  pattern  of  the  lower  scapulars  is  highly  variable  on  both  species, 

and  is  generally  not  separable,  d'here  is  a   tendency  for  the  dark  centres  to 

be  more  extremely  anchor-shaped  on  Semipalmated  and  more  drop- 
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249.  Juveiiilf  Red-necked  Slinl  Calidris  nt/ia)lli.\,  Ja|)an,  September  l9H  t   (I  rban  Olsson). 

I'.xtreinely  I.iHle-Slint-like,  but  note  paler  centres  to  tertials  and  inner  I'reater  coverts 

250.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Stint  Ca/tc/n.v  n//icc)///.v.  Japan,  September  1984  [Urban  Olsson).  Rather 

I.ittle-Stint-like,  but  note  pattern  of  breast,  wing-coverts  and  tertials,  and  lack  of  white  \   on 
mantle 

251.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  mJicollis.]:\pixn.  September  1984  (Uri>an  Ohson).  Little- 

Stint-like.  Note  pattern  of  breast,  inner  greater  coverts  and  tertials.  White  mantle  lines  less 

well  marked  at  rear  end  than  on  nonnal  Little  Stint 

.1  I n liiiUeirtiiifH  tiv  donation  from  7.EISS  West  Cetviarn] 
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252.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Slim  C.oUdris  n/yiV«//i.v,  Japan,  September  1984  {Urban  Olsson). 

Semipalmated-Sandpiper-like  individual.  Note  head  paltern  and  compare  with  Semipahna- 
ted  in  plate  253 

253.  Juvenile  .Semipalmated  Sandpiper  (,'alidris  pusilla,  \'ew  \'ork,  L’S.\,  .\ugust  1984  {Urban 
Olsson).  Ciap  ver\'  bright  on  this  indi\idual 

254.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  nt/tco/Z/.v,  Japan,  September  1984  {Urban  Olsson).  Cf. 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper  in  plate  255,  especial!)  head  pattern 
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255.  jiivcnilf  .Sfinipalmalfcl  Saiul|)i|)cr  (.'alulm  pusilla,  \t‘w  5'ork,  I'SA.  Aimusl  I9K4  (I  rhau 
Olsson).  Kfd-ticckccl  is  ru-vcr  so  loiu;-l)ilU-cl 

256.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  n///V«///,s.  Japan,  September  1984  {,1’rhan  Olsson).  Rather dull  individual 

257.  Juvenile  Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  n///Vo///.v.  Japan,  September  1984  (Crban  Olsson).  Rather 
didl  individual 
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258.  [menilt*  Western  Sandpiper  (.'alidiis  maun,  W'asltint^lon,  L'SA,  Angusl  1984  (t’rbau 

Olssou).  Sh()rt-l)illed  individual,  conl'iisable  willi  Red-necked  Stint,  but  note  distinct  liead 

pattern  and  deep  rufous  l)and  along  upper  scapulars  to  tips  ol’ tertials 

259.  Juvenile  Long-toed  Stint  Calidris  submimila,  ]npnn,  Se|5teniber  1984  [Urban  Ol.s.um). 

Classic,  fresh  individual.  Note  prominence  of  supercilium  in  front  of  eye,  dark  forehead 

connecting  with  loral  stripe  (‘anterior  loral  spot’),  and  pattern  of  lores,  breast  and  wing- 
coverts.  Cf.  Least  .Sandpiper  in  plate  2b0 

260.  Juvenile  Least  .Sandpiper  Catidris  minutdla,  Massachusetts,  l'S.\,  September  1981  [t.ars 

Jonsso/i) 
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261.  Juvenile  I.oni^-loed  Stint  C.olidris  Mihminiila,  ]A\yAU,  September  1984  (I  rbaii  Olsson).  Rather 

worn  and  bleached,  showing  little  contrast  between  scapulars  and  wing-coverts,  but 

otherwise  nortnal.  Cl.  Least  Sandpi|)er  in  |)late  262 

262.  Ju\enile  Least  Sandpiper  C.alidris  minu-  263.  Long-toed  Stint  Cniidris  siibminula, 

lilla,  Washingtoti,  L'S.\.  .August  1984  (I’rbofi  Japan,  May  1986  (Yasiio  I’eki).  Fairly  nomial. 
Olsson).  Cr.  plate  261  CL  Least  in  plates  265  &   266.  Breast 

streaked  right  across  on  this  individual; 

forehead  appears  pale  just  above  bill  base 

264.  Long-toed  Stint  Calidris  siibmimita.  Hong  Kong,  .April  1986  (Tim  l.oseby).  Classic 

individual,  but  note  rather  indistinct  supercilium 
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265.  Least  Sandpiper  Calidris  miniililla,  Man- 

itoba, Cianada,  June  1982  {De?mis  Paulson). 

I'ypical.  Breast  rather  sparsely  marked  in centre 

09  -   ^ 

267.  Least  Sandpiper  Calidris  mimililla,  L'SA, 

May  1984  (Lars  Jonsson).  L'nusually  bright 
(cf.  plate  268).  .\ote  scalloped  edges  to 

innermost  tertial  and  innermost  greater 

coverts 

266.  Least  Sandpiper  Calidris  nrinulilla, 

Washington,  L'SA,  May  1986  {Dentds  Paid- 
sou).  Note  scalloped  edge  to  innermost 

\   isible  greater  covert 

268.  Long-toed  Stint  Calidris  suhiuinula,  Hong 

Kong,  .\pril  1986  (Tim  I.osehy).  Dull  indi- 
vidual. Forehead  not  appearing  dark,  at 

least  from  this  angle.  Cl',  plate  267 

269.  Red-necked  Stint  Calidris  n//(fo/fa,  Japan,  September  1984  (Kaorit  Isliie).  Note  ver>’  grey 

ini|jression 
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shaped  on  Red-necked.  Some  Red-necked  show  all-grey  lower  scapulars, 

with  only  a   blackish  shaft-streak  (and  whitish  tip).  That  pattern  is  perhaps 
never  seen  on  all  of  the  lower  scapulars  on  Semipalmated,  on  which  at 

least  the  rearmost  always  seem  to  be  the  more  strongly  marked. 

Red-necked  Stint  generally  starts  the  post-juvenile  moult  distinctly 
earlier  than  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  (and  Little  Stint),  usually  being  first 

apparent  on  the  mantle  and  upper  scapulars,  thus  reducing  the  effect  of 

the  contrastingly  rufous-fringed  upper  scapulars. 
On  average,  the  pale  fringes  to  the  coverts  are  slightly  less  distinct  and 

slightly  more  diffuse  on  Red-necked.  Some  Semipalmateds  show  dark 
subterminal  markings  on  the  innermost  greater  coverts,  which  are 

probably  never  present  on  Red-necked  Stint. 

fhe  breast  pattern  is  very  similar  on  the  two  species;  that  Semipalma- 

ted is,  on  average,  slightly  more  strongly  marked  is  of  no  assistance  in  the 

field.  The  darker  and  more  prominent  pectoral  band  of  many  Red-necked 
Stints  can  be  of  some  help. 

The  head  pattern  is  by  far  the  most  reliable  plumage  character 

separating  Red-necked  Stint  from  Semipalmated  Sandpiper.  On  Red- 
necked, the  sides  of  the  crown  are  almost  invariably  distinctly  greyer  and 

more  finely  streaked  than  the  centre  of  the  crown;  a   dark  central  ridge  is 

thus  formed.  On  Semipalmated,  the  crown  is  very  evenly  coloured  and 

streaked,  creating  a   distinct  capped  appearance.  On  some  fresh  Semi- 

palmated Sandpipers,  the  entire  crown  is  ver\'  bright  rufous,  unlike  that  of 

Red-necked  Stint,  fhe  supercilium  is  generally  less  distinct  on  Red- 

necked, and  the  upper  demarcation  is  usually  less  clear-cut  than  on 

Semipalmated  because  of  the  paler  grey  sides  of  the  crown.  Moreover,  the 

lores  tend  to  be  more  extensively  dark  on  Red-necked  (a  lot  of  overlap 

here,  though),  and  the  ear-coverts  are  often  paler  than  on  Semipalmated, 

often  being  concolorous  with  the  hindneck,  which  is  only  rarely  so  on 

Semipalmated.  The  latter  points  were  also  made  by  Jonsson  &   \   eit. 

To  summarise.  Red-necked  Stint  can  be  extremely  similar  to  Semipal- 

mated Sandpiper.  The  best  plumage  character  for  their  separation  is  the 

head  pattern,  particularly  the  contrastingly  darker  centres  of  the  crown  of 

Red-necked. 

Confusion  with  Western  Sandpif>er 

Confusion  could  also  arise  with  exceptionally  short-billed  Western 

Sandpipers;  even  a   short-billed  Western  (plate  258),  however,  has  a 

proportionately  longer  and  usually  finer-tipped  and  less-straight  bill
  than 

any  Red-necked.  Moreover,  the  rufous  upper  scapulars  are  usually  even 

more  prominent  on  Western;  the  face  usualK  looks  cleaner  ,   whiter  and 

generally  more  distinctly  patterned  (usually  more  distinct  supercil
ium, 

especially  behind  the  eye,  and  usually  narrower  loral  stripe);  and 
 the 

breast  is  generally  paler  and  more  distinctly  streaked  on  the  
sides. 

Identification  of  juvenile  Long-toed  Stint  and  Least  Sandpiper 

In  juvenile  plumage,  the  head  pattern  of  Long-toed  Stint
  usually  differs 

significantly  from  "that  of  Least  Sandpiper,  as  stated  by  Jonsson  &   Gra
nt, 
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Pig.  1.  Juvenile  I.ong-toed  Stint  C.'alidris  subminuta  (Per  Alsirbm).  Supercilium  often  poorly 
defined  above/behind  eye,  but  distinct  and  bulbous  in  front  of  eye 

Jonsson  and  Jonsson  &   Veit.  A   few  comments  could,  however,  be  made  on 
some  of  their  statements. 

It  is  true  that  the  supercilium  of  Long-toed  is  usually  whiter  and  more 

prominent  than  that  of  Least,  but  that  is  consistent  only  in  front  of  (and  to 

a   lesser  degree  above)  the  eye.  Behind  the  eye,  the  supercilium  of  Long- 

toed is  frequently  rather  poorly  marked,  and  it  is  not  so  long  as  Jonsson 

has  shown  it  to  be  (not  longer  than  on  Least;  e.g.  plate  259  and  fig.  1).  In 

front  of  the  eye,  the  supercilium  of  Long-toed  is  virtually  unmarked  and 

widens  to  form  a   clear-cut  whitish  ‘drop’  or  ‘bulb’.  That  characteristic 
shape  is  formed  because  the  dark  of  the  loral  stripe  is  narrower  in  the 

middle  (see  below)  and  because  the  dark  of  the  forehead  reaches  to  the 

base  of  the  bill  and  connects  with  the  loral  stripe. 

There  is  usually  a   distinct  difference  between  the  two  species  in  the 

pattern  of  the  lores.  It  is  shown  byjonsson’s  illustrations  and  mentioned 
in  the  text  by  both  Jonsson  and  Jonsson  &   Veit.  It  should,  however,  be 

pointed  out  that  it  is  not  usual  for  the  lores  of  Long-toed  to  be  quite  so 

pale  as  in  Jonsson’s  paintings,  or  as  in  plate  261.  The  crucial  point  is  that, 
on  Long-toed,  the  loral  stripe  appears  to  be  bisected  in  the  centre  (fig.  1); 
i.e.  it  is  formed  by  two  spots  which  barely  meet  in  the  centre. 

Long-toed  usually  shows  a   paler  area  on  the  ear-coverts,  just  behind  the 

eye,  as  on  Least  Sandpiper  (confra  Jonsson  &   Grant,  Jonsson  and  Jonsson 

&   Veit).  Although  subtle,  the  shape  of  the  dark  patch  on  the  ear-coverts 

tends  to  differ  between  the  two  species.  On  Long-toed,  it  is  typically 

restricted  to  the  upper  rear  end  of  the  ear-coverts  (fig.  1),  whereas  on 

Least  it  usually  reaches  farther  down  the  rear  end  of  the  ear-coverts  (as 

perfectly  shown  by  Jonsson). 

Pale  lateral  crown-stripes  are  not  commonly  seen  on  juvenile  Long-toed 

Stints  (but  see  adults  below),  although  when  present  they  are  characteris- 
tic. 

The  mantle  is  normally  very  distinctly  striped  blackish  and  rufous  on 

Long-toed,  which  is  probably  never  so  clear  on  Least  (as  first  pointed  out 

to  us  by  Dennis  Paulson).  That,  too,  can  be  seen  on  Jonsson’s  paintings, 
but  it  is  not  mentioned  in  the  accompanying  texts. 

Phe  contrastingly  ‘whitish  tips  and  fringes  on  innerwing-coverts’  of 
I.ong-toed  described  by  Jonsson  &   Grant,  Jonsson  and  Jonsson  &   Veit, 

and  shown  on  Jonsson’s  plates,  is  usually  a   very  good  field  mark,  but, 
rarely.  Long-toed  shows  rufous  fringes  to  the  coverts,  and  on  worn 
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individuals  the  contrast  with  the  upperparts  is  not  always  obvious. 
Another  character  shown  by  Jonsson  and  described  by  Jonsson  and 
Jonsson  &   Veit  is  that  the  dark  centres  of  the  lesser  and  median  coverts 

break  their  pale  fringes  at  the  tips,  whereas  on  Least  these  pale  fringes  are 

complete.  That,  too,  is  usually  a   reliable  character,  but  it  should  be 

pointed  out  that  on  some  (mainly  worn)  Leasts  the  dark  centres  may 

break  the  pale  fringe  in  a   similar  way. 

Jonsson  &   Grant  stated  that  ‘breast-streaking  (over  bufi  wash)  averages 
more  complete  on  Least,  often  forming  breastband,  whereas  breast-centre 

often  paler  or  unstreaked  on  Long-toed’.  Jonsson  &   Veit  claimed 

otherwise:  ‘The  breast  is  finely  streaked,  more  extensively  than  in  a   Least 

Sandpiper,  so  that  the  streaks  more  often  continue  to  the  center.’  W’e  feel 
that  there  is  much  overlap  between  the  two  species  in  the  amount  of 

streaking  in  the  centre  of  the  breast,  and  that  this  character  is  thus  of  no 

significance;  Long-toed  tends  to  be  whiter,  less  huffish,  than  Least  in  the 
centre  of  the  breast. 

Lhe  breast  streaking  does,  however,  usually  still  differ  significantly 

between  the  two  species.  The  streaks  on  the  sides  of  the  breast  are  usually 

distinctly  finer  on  Long-toed,  not  so  coarse  and  ‘spotty’  as  on  Least,  and 
the  streaking  generally  continues  obviously  farther  down  the  sides  of  the 

lower  breast/upper  flanks  on  Long-toed.  "Fhat  is  fairly  well  shown  by 
Jonsson  (compare  also  plates  259  and  261  with  260  and  262). 

To  summarise,  juvenile  Long-toed  is  usually  quite  easily  told  from 
juvenile  Least  on  the  structural  dilTerences  described  by  Jonsson  &   Grant, 

Jonsson  and  Jonsson  &   Veit;  the  proportionately  shorter  bill  of  Long-toed 
is  often  obvious,  too.  Other  differences  include:  usually  pale  base  to  the 

lower  mandible  (extremely  rarely  on  Least,  too);  head  pattern  (particu- 
larly the  dark  of  the  forehead  reaching  the  base  of  the  bill  and  connecting 

with  the  loral  stripe,  which  tends  to  be,  or  actually  is,  bisected;  and  the 

distinct,  sharply  defined,  whitish,  bulbous  supercilium  in  front  of  the  eye; 

also,  distinct  lateral  crown-stripes,  when  present,  clearly  indicate  Long- 

toed); generally  more  distinctly  striped  mantle,  with  usually  more  distinct 

white  V   on  sides;  usually  contrastingly  pale  fringes  to  the  lesser  and 

median  coverts,  with  the  dark  centre  piercing  the  pale  fringe  at  the  tip; 

usually  more  finely  streaked  sides  of  breast,  with  the  streaking  generally- 

reaching  farther  down;  and  call  (as  described  by  Jonsson  &   Grant,  Jonsson 

and  Jonsson  &   \'eit). 

Identification  of  summer  Long-toed  Stint 

Long-toed  and  Least  are  much  more  difficult  to  separate  in  summer 

plumage  than  in  juvenile  plumage. 

The  supercilium  of  Long-toed  is  generally  less  well  marked  in  summer 

plumage  than  on  juveniles,  and  frequently  as  poorly  marked  as  on  Least. 

It  is  usually  not  distinctly  bulbous  in  front  of  the  eye  as  on  juveniles. 

clear  split-supercilium  is  frequently  seen  in  summer  plumage.  A   few  Least 

Sandpipers,  too,  show  a   rather  distinct  split-supercilium,  but  the  majority- 

lack  that  feature.  The  loral  stripe  of  summer  Long-toed  is  broader  and 

usually  not  so  obv-iously  narrower  in  the  centre  as  on  juvenile;  still,  it 
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tends  to  be  less  broad  than  on  Least,  especially  in*the  centre.  The  dark  of 

the  forehead  of  Long-toed  does  not  always  connect  with  the  loral  stripe, 

and  occasionally  the  dark  does  not  even  appear  to  reach  all  the  way  to  the 

base  of  the  bill  (plates  263  and  268).  On  summer  adult  Least,  however,  the 

dark  of  the  forehead  often  reaches  to  the  base  of  the  bill  and  may  even 

seem  to  meet  the  loral  stripe,  unlike  on  juvenile  plumage.  On  Long-toed, 
the  malar  area  tends  to  be  less  heavily  streaked  (in  comparison  with 

Least),  particularly  immediately  below  the  loral  stripe. 

The  pattern  of  the  mantle,  including  the  pale  V-mark,  seems  to  be  of 

little  importance  for  identihcation,  since  there  is  much  overlap  between 

the  two  species.  The  differences  in  breast  pattern  are  also  usually  less 

pronounced  than  on  juveniles,  since  the  sides  of  the  breast  are  generally 

more  coarsely  marked  on  Long-toed  in  summer  plumage  than  in  juvenile. 

The  streaking  generally  reaches  slightly  farther  down  the  flanks  on  Long- 

toed. On  average.  Long-toed  shows  a   less  complete  breastband,  but  there 

is  much  overlap. 

Rarely,  Least  shows  ver)'  broad  and  brightly  coloured  edges  to  the 

scapulars,  tertials  and  some  coverts  and  so  looks  very  similar  to  Long-toed 

in  that  respect.  Conversely,  some  Long-toed  Stints  are  very  dull  (plate 
268),  and  sometimes  even  show  narrow  whitish  edges  to  the  tertials. 

As  was  described  by  Hayman,  Marchant  &   Prater  (1986),  Least  often 

(but  certainly  not  always)  shows  scalloped  edges  to  the  tertials,  unlike  on 

Long-toed.  That  is  frequently  the  case  with  the  inner  greater  and  median 
coverts,  too. 

To  summarise.  Long-toed  and  Least  are  much  more  similar  in  summer 

than  in  juvenile  plumages,  mainly  because  the  differences  described  in 

head  and  breast  pattern  of  juveniles  are  not  consistent  on  adult  Long- 
toed; adult  and  juvenile  Least  are  generally  more  similar  to  each  other  in 

this  respect.  Long-toed  is  generally  more  brightly  coloured  on  the 

upperparts  than  Least.  Structural  differences,  colour  of  base  of  lower 

mandible  and  call  are  thus  of  greater  importance  in  summer  than  in 

juvenile  plumages. 
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Notes 
Little  Gulls  associating  with  auks  in  winter  On  2nd  February  1986,  I 

noticed  a   (iuillemol  Uria  aalge  feeding  off  Oxvvich  Point,  West 

Glamorgan,  and  a   group  of  five  or  six  Little  Gulls  Larus  miuutus  feeding 

around  it;  these  were  later  joined  by  a   few  more.  For  the  next  hour,  a 

stream  of  Little  Gulls  passed  this  group,  flying  farther  east.  Two 

Razorbills  Alco  fordo  were  feeding  much  closer  in  and  also  had  a   group 

of  Little  Gulls  feeding  around  them.  The  gulls  regularly  sat  on  the 

water,  but  mostly  dipped  down  to  pick  items  off  the  surface.  .\s  the 

auks  drifted  west,  so,  too,  did  the  gulls.  Of  the  53  Little  Gulls  seen,  only 

13  were  first-winters.  1   revisited  the  site  two  days  later  and  saw  only  1 1 

Little  Gulls;  but  these,  again,  seemed  to  be  attracted  by  two 

(Juillemots.  On  frecjuent  occasions,  many  Little  Gidls  were  seen  to  pass 

Port  Eynon  Point,  3.2  km  away  across  the  bay,  but  only  a   few  attempts 

to  feed  were  made  by  individual  gulls  and  no  auks  were  seen  feeding. 

Only  one  Kittiwake  Rissa  tridactyla  was  seen  to  be  attracted  by  the 

proceedings  at  Oxwich  Point.  Gi.iX'F.  F\’.\.\s 
89  Robert  Street,  Manselton,  Swansea,  West  (Ramorgan  SA5  9\A 

The  gulls  and  the  auks  may  have  been  attracted  by  the  same  Tood  supply,  hut  Clive 

Evans’s  obser\ations  do  suggest  the  possibility  that  the  gulls  used  the  auks  as  indicators 

of  the  presence  of  food.  Eds 

Great  Reed  Warblers  feeding  from  spiders’  webs  On  18th  October 

1985,  at  Abqaiq  in  eastern  Saudi  .\rabia,  I   watched  four  Great  Reed 

W   arblers  Acrocepfialus  arimdinaceus  feeding  on  the  edge  of  a   small  bed  of 

reeds  Phragmites  australis.  As  one  clambered  about  the  reed  stems,  it 

came  across  a   spider’s  web  and  proceeded  to  take  about  eight  small 

insects  trapped  in  it,  in  the  course  of  which  it  completely  destroyed  the 

web;  shortly  afterwards,  a   second  warbler  found  a   web  and  took  several 

items  from  it.  The  second  warbler  had  difficulty  in  swallowing  one  item, 

which  appeared  to  adhere  to  the  tip  of  its  bill,  but  otherwise  I   saw  no 

sign  that  either  bird  had  any  problems  with  the  stickiness  of  the  webs, 

and  neither  was  seen  to  clean  its  bill  after  feeding.  John  Palffrv 

Tolpeth,  Burton  Row,  Brent  Knoll,  Somerset  T.\9  4BX 

Long-tailed  Tit  using  foot  to  hold  nut  .\t  Tournerbury  W   oods, 

Hayling  Island,  Flampshire,  Long-tailed  Tits  Aegithalos  caudatus  come 

regularly  to  a   nut-basket  hanging  just  outside  the  kitchen  window, 

often  in  groups  of  a   dozen  or  more,  sharing  the  pitch  with  Blue  Parus 

caeruleus.  Great  P.  wfljor  and  Coal  Tits  P.  ater,  but  on  21st  March  1987  
I 

obsei-ved  behaviour  that  I   had  never  seen  before  from  any  tit. 

One  particular  Long-tailed  Tit  was  hanging  upside  down  from  the 

base  of  the  basket — a   square,  wire-mesh,  RSPB  type — pecking  up- 

wards. It  had  been  working  away  for  a   few  seconds  in  conventional 

manner,  when  it  suddenly  paused  and,  transferring  all  its  hanging 

weight  to  one  foot,  began  to  operate  on  the  chosen  nut  with 
 the  toes  of 
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Fig.  1.  Long-lailed  Fit  Aegithatos  caudalus  feeding  on  nut  held  in  one  foot,  Hampshire, 

March  1987  (Keith  Shackleton) 

the  other.  W   ithin  a   further  few  seconds,  it  had  successfully  winkled  the 

nut  out  whole,  and  was  now  gripping  it  firmly  with  its  foot,  as  we  would 

hold  an  apple  in  a   hand.  It  then  proceeded  to  peck  into  it,  holding  it 

apple-fashion  the  while  (hg.  1). 

The  Long-tailed  Tit  kept  this  up  for  an  appreciable  time — perhaps 

ten  seconds — still  hanging  upside  down  by  one  foot,  occasionally 

looking  around,  then  returning  its  attention  to  the  nut.  It  seemed  in 

neither  haste  nor  discomfort,  giving  every  impression  that  this  was  a 

well-practised  exercise.  Systematically,  it  devoured  the  nut  with  an 

action  better  described  as  biting  or  chewing  than  pecking,  until  it  was 

all  but  gone.  The  Long-tailed  Tit  hnally  transferred  the  last  little  bit 

from  foot  to  bill,  hung  by  both  feet  for  a   moment  or  two,  and  then  flew 

off.  Kefi  II  Shacki.etox 

28  Ladbroke  Square,  London  117/  3SB 

Derek  Goodwin  has  commenled:  ‘   Fhis  is  normal  and  usual  behaviour  if  a   Long-tailed 

Fit  finds  an  insect  too  big  to  be  swallowed  immediately:  the  bird  hangs  from  a   twig  with 

one  foot  and  holds  the  food  in  the  other.  Fits  do  indeed  not  do  this;  but  Long-tailed  Fits 

are  not  tits  (Paridae),  any  more  than  Cape  Pigeons  Daption  capen.se  are  pigeons 

(Columbidae).’  Fins 

Reaction  of  nesting  Coal  Tits  to  nearby  nesting  House  Martins  On 

1st  June  1986,  we  were  watching  a   pair  of  House  Martins  Delichon  urbica 

building  a   new  nest  below  three  old  ones,  under  the  gable  end  of  a 

house  near  Sherburn  in  Elmet,  North  Yorkshire.  On  one  occasion, 

when  a   House  Martin  perched  on  its  part-completed  nest,  we  noticed 

an  agitated  Coal  Tit  Pams  ater  carrying  food  at  the  gable  end.  At  first  we 

thought  that  the  tit  was  bothered  by  our  presence,  but,  as  soon  as  the 

martin  left,  the  tit  flew  into  one  of  the  old  nests,  some  6   m   from  the 

ground. 
VVe  watched  the  site  for  about  20  minutes  and,  whenever  a   House 

Martin  was  present,  the  tits  showed  signs  of  distress;  one  was  not 

prepared  to  enter  its  nest  whilst  a   martin  was  present.  In  the  absence  of 

the  martins,  the  tits  entered  their  nest  without  hesitation. 

B.  NA'FFRESsand  R.  Hainsworfh 

25  West  Lea  Drive,  West  Ardsley,  Wakefield,  West  Yorkshire 
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The  Felixstowe  stint  Having  studied  in  detail  the  article  by  P.  J.  Grant 

{Brit.  Birds  79:  617-621)  regarding  the  identification  of  the  Felixstowe  stint, 

I   am  of  the  opinion  that  his  apparently  conclusive  eight-point  identifica- 
tion in  favour  of  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla  is  rather  more 

open  to  doubt  than  it  would  appear.  Following  the  eight-point  summar\’  of 
the  original  article: 

1.  Although  the  bill  is  described  as  ‘not  too  long  for  an  extreme  long-billed  Semipalmated’, 
there  is  no  explanation  as  to  how  the  actual  bill  length  was  calculated.  How  much  emphasis 

has  been  placed  solely  on  plates  317-319?  If  these  plates  have  been  relied  upon  to  a   lan^e 

extent,  surely  the  photographic  aspect  of  each  should  have  Iwen  dealt  with  in  detail? 

Measurements  based  solely  on  plates  3 1 7   and  318,  one  head-on  and  the  other  slightly  turned 

away,  would  both  give  shorter  measurements  than  a   lull  side-on  photograph;  foreshortening 

caused  by  the  use  of  telephoto  lenses  would  also  be  involved.  In  plate  272,  taken  from  a 

greater  distance,  a   slightly  dilTerent  photographic  angle  makes  the  bill  appear  appreciably 

longer  than  in  plate  318.  In  addition,  from  plates  270  &   271,  the  bill  could  look  much  finer- 

tipped  than  is  shown  in  plate  317. 

As  to  the  conclusion  drawn  from  point  1,  that  the  bill  is  not  too  long  for  an  extreme 

individual  Semipalmated,  surely,  by  inference,  the  bill  is  not  ‘too  short’  for  a   Western 
Sandpiper  C.  mauri,  so  this  point  cannot  be  taken  to  favour  either  ca.se? 

2.  The  bill  shape  quoted  as  ‘thick  for  its  whole  length’  must  be  ba.sed  on  plate  317,  as  the 
bill  looks  much  finer-tipped  in  plates  318  and  270.  In  317,  the  tip  of  the  bill  is  slightly  blurred 

at  the  edges,  suggesting  slight  movement  which  may  be  contributing  to  its  apparent 

thickness.  In  plate  272,  water  adhering  to  the  underside  of  the  bill  tip  gives  the  same 

thickening  elTect,  one  common  in  photographs  of  waders  which  have  paused  during  feeding 

in  water,  (oven  only  the  published  photographs  of  Western  Sandpiper  for  comparison,  there 

appear  to  be  no  appreciable  differences  in  shape  and  decurvature  between  the  bills  shown  in 

plates  317  and  320.  The  shape  of  the  Felixstowe  bird’s  bill  certainly  appears  verv  similar  to 
that  of  Westerns  shown  on  plate  273. 

3.  Fhe  statement  that  the  crown  and  ear-coverts  are  uniformly  dark  and  clear<ut  is  just  not 

borne  out  by  plates  317  and  318,  and  presumably  refers  to  plate  319.  Here  again,  the  effect  of 

photographic  under-exposure  has  affected  the  appearance  of  the  bird,  and  this  cannot  be 

regarded  as  a   reliable  feature.  Indeed,  the  crown  and  ear-covert  pattern  shown  in  plate  317 

appears  to  be  the  same  as  that  shown  in  plate  320. 

4.  Fhe  prominence  of  the  ‘complete  white  eye-ring’  appears  to  be  shown  equally  by  plates 

318  and  320  and  is  more  prominent  in  320  than  321.  While  this  general  feature  is  clearly 

shown  in  some  photographs  of  Semipalmated,  it  appears  to  be  lacking  in  others,  such  as 

those  of  the  Ballycotton  individual  of  September  1982  (Irish  Birds  2:  387,  plate  49;  Bril.  Birds 

74:  508,  plate  294). 

Secondly,  when  the  eye-ring  is  studied  closely,  that  shown  on  the  Felixstowe  bird,  plates 

317  and  318,  can  clearly  be  seen  not  to  be  ‘complete’,  but  broken  in  front  of  the  eye,  the  same 

as  on  the  Westerns  in  plates  320  and  323;  whereas  that  of  the  Semipalmated  in  plate  321  is 

unbroken,  as  is  that  shown  in  Brit.  Birds  76:  51 1,  plate  213.  Could  this  point  then  be  taken  as 

pro-Western? 

5.  Fhe  ‘Supercilium  rather  narrower  and  clear-cut  in  front  of  eye’  is  not  supported  by  plate 

317  and  the  under-exposure  of  plate  319  gives  a   false  impression  of  contrast  betwe
en  the 

crown,  ear-coverts  and  supercilium. 

6.  The  almost  total  lack  of  any  fringes  to  the  upper  scapulars,  presumably  lost  thr
ough 

wear,  seems  to  fail  to  demonstrate  whether  or  not  they  were  initially  rufo
us  on  the  inner 

webs;  even  on  Semipalmated,  there  should  be  a   much  broader  fringe  (e.g.  
plate  321). 

7.  Any  dilTerence  in  shape  between  the  remaining  visible  lower  scapula
rs  in  plate  318  and 

those  in  plate  320  would  appear  to  be  at  best  minimal,  especially  
taking  into  account  the 

obvious  wear  visible  at  the  feather  tips. 
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270  &   271.  Stint  Calidris,  accepted  by  the  BBRC  as  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  C.  pusilla, 

Suffolk,  November  1982  (left  Colin  Slater,  right  David  Bowes) 

8.  Again,  the  visible  difference  in  breast-side  markings  between  plates  319  and  323  would 

seem  to  be  minimal  from  the  evidence  presented. 

Other  points  not  mentioned  in  the  discussion  which  seem  more  pro- 
Western  include;  (a)  the  presence  of  some  unmoulted  lower  scapulars 

with  rufous  centres,  not  mentioned  under  Semipalmated  in  Brit.  Birds  77: 

303-304,  points  more  towards  Western;  (b)  the  long  tarsi,  very  obvious 

and  striking  in  the  field  (and  shown  in  plate  319  as  easily  equalling  those 

of  the  Western  in  plate  320),  and  the  more  apparent  palmations;  (c)  the 

shape  of  the  unmoulted  row  of  upper  scapulars  is  clearly  rounded. 

272.  Stint  Calidris,  accepted  by  the  BBRC  as  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  C.  pusilla,  Suffolk, 

November  1982  {Colin  Slater) 
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273.  WcsttM-n  Sandpipers  Calidris  mouri,  Peru,  July  1981  (Ed  Mackril!) 

whereas  most  photographs  of  Semipalniated  show  distinctly  anchor- 

shaped feathers  here  (e.g.  Brit.  Birds  74:  506,  plates  289  &   290;  76:  511, 

plate  213);  (d)  the  actual  jizz/behaviour/feeding  action  of  the  bird  seems 

to  have  received  no  mention.  If,  however,  the  comment  in  British  Birds  (77: 

304)  regarding  Western  ‘feeding  action  often  (more  methodical,  with  less 

frequent  pecks  and  more  probing)  and  Dunlin-like;  tends  to  wade  in 

deeper  water  than  do  other  stints’  is  in  any  way  accurate,  then  the 
Felixstowe  bird  fitted  perfectly.  It  spent  most  of  its  time  feeding  with 

Dunlins  C.  alpina  (often  belly-deep  and  almost  always  at  least  knee-deep  in 

water)  and  looking  like  a   miniature  version  of  them;  most  obser\ers 

claimed  it  as  suggesting  a   small  Dunlin  rather  than  a   stint,  both  in  size 

and  jizz. 

In  conclusion,  therefore,  I   would  claim  that  of  the  eight  ‘diagnostic’ 

points  in  favour  of  identification  as  Semipalniated  Sandpiper,  at  least  six 

are  very  open  to  question  and  at  least  three  alternative  points  could  be 

used  to  argue  in  a   similar  way  for  identification  as  Western  Sandpiper.  It 

would  thus  seem  to  be  unwise  at  this  stage  to  make  such  a   certain  claim  of 

correct  identification. 

As  no  single  point  appears  to  be  totally  diagnostic,  it  would  surely  be 

preferable  to  leave  the  record  open  until  such  time  as  we  are  presented 

with  a   fully  proven  case;  perhaps  a   photograph  of  the  much-discussed 

‘long-billed’  Canadian  birds,  which  could,  by  inference,  look  similar  to  the 

Felixstowe  stint,  as  no  other  published  Semipalmated  photographs  do. 

Grah.wi  P.  Catlf.v 

13  West  Acridge,  Barton-on-Humber,  South  Humberside  DXI8  5AJ 

The  BBRC  worked  from  numerous  photographs  of  the  Felixstowe  in
dividual,  not 

simply  those  published  in  British  Birds.  Eos 
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The  Felixstowe  stint  Without  attempting  to  detract  from  the  excellent 

diagnosis  of  the  identification  of  the  ‘Felixstowe  stint’  by  P.  J.  Grant  {Brit. 
Birds  19:  617-621),  an  additional  feature  which  has  many  times  been 

described  in  the  literature  is  perhaps  worth  reiterating  in  regard  to  this 

individual.  Prolonged  views  of  about  50  Semipalmated  Sandpipers  Calidris 

pusilla  in  Ontario,  Canada,  and  six  Western  Sandpipers  C.  mauri  in  British 

Columbia,  Canada,  in  August  1986  left  me  in  no  doubt  as  to  the  quite 

distinct  differences  in  body  shape  between  the  two  species: 

Sk.mipai.m ATK.l)  Sandi'IPKR  Generally  appeared  clumpy,  plump  and  compact-bodied,  mainly 

the  result  of  being  distinctly  full-breasted  and  pot-bellied.  At  times,  appeared  ver)'  ‘round- 

backed’,  further  emphasising  the  dumpy,  rotund  look,  or  ‘flat-backed’  (though  never  so 

strikingly  as  on  Western  owing  to  Semipalmated’s  less  attenuated  appearance).  Carriage  of 
body  higher  above  the  horizontal,  in  more  upright  posture  than  that  ol  Western. 

Wksi  kkn  Sandpipkr  (Generally  appeared  very  long  and  slender-bodied,  ver\  often  strikingly 

‘flat-backed’.  .\t  times,  appeared  more  round-shouldered.  Scjuat  postures  would  make 

individuals  appear  dumpier,  though  never  so  pot-bellied,  rotund  and  compact  as  most 

Semipalmateds,  though  this  more  a   consequence  of  body  shape  and  stance  than  angle  alone. 

This  experience  applied  to  my  memories  and  notes  taken  during  three 

hours’  observ  ations  of  the  Felixstowe  stint  on  2nd  November  1982,  as  well 

as  examining  photographs  taken  by  Tim  Loseby,  clearly  indicate  the  body 

shape  and  structure  to  be  closest  to  those  of  Semipalmated  Sandpiper. 

Furthermore,  I   believe  that  this  structural  difference  is  clearly  hinted  at  by 

the  comments  of  North  American  birders  that  it  ‘looks  much  more  like 

Semipalmated  than  Western.’ 
It  is  important  to  remember  that  these  structural  differences  are  of  any 

real  use  only  in  conjunction  with  all  other  field  characters. 

Incidentally,  I   was  in  the  ‘Western  camp’  until  I   had  the  opportunity  to 
study  both  species,  when  the  seeds  of  doubt  were  sown,  and  finally 

confirmed  on  seeing  P.J.  Grant’s  analysis.  M.\R  fix  S.  C.\R\ER 

Overton  House,  School  Lane,  Frodshani,  Cheshire  ir.46'  6.\F 

I   he  long,  tapered  body,  flat  back  and  round  shoulders  of  Western  Sandpiper  were 

mentioned  byjonsson  &   Grant  (Brit.  Birds  77:  293-315).  Ei).s 

The  Felixstowe  stint  Grant  (1986)  discussed  the  identification  of  four 

problematic  stints,  including  one,  either  Semipalmated  Calidris  pusilla  or 

\Vestern  Sandpiper  C.  maun,  present  at  Felixstowe,  Suffolk,  from  30th 

October  1982  to  April  1983.  I   believe  that  Grant’s  rationale  for  its 
identification  as  Semipalmated  is  based  on  the  application  of  criteria 

that  are  in  some  cases  unproven  or  incorrect  or  that  do  not  rule  out 
Western. 

On  arrival,  the  bird’s  plumage  was  substantially  as  shown  in  plates 

317-319  of  Grant’s  article,  taken  on  21st  November  1982.  It  was  well 

advanced  in  moult  from  juvenile  to  first-winter  plumage,  and  though  it 

retained  some  ‘identification-important’  juvenile  feathers,  notably 
amongst  the  scapulars,  they  were  old  and  much  abraded.  This 

significantly  undermines  the  efficacy  of  the  scapular  fringe  coloration 

as  a   useful  identification  criterion  for  this  individual,  a   factor  not 

acknowledged  by  (irant.  Yet  ‘any  rufous  tones  become  reduced  through 
wear  and  fading,  so  that  juveniles  [stints  in  general]  average  less  rufous 
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later  in  the  autumn’  (Jonsson  &   Grant  1984),  so  it  is  reasonable  to  insist 
that  this  consideration  must  be  applied  in  the  analysis  of  the  Felixstowe 
stint. 

Compounding  this  oversight,  colour  photographs  of  full  juvenile 

Western  and  Semipalmated  Sandpipers  are  presented,  inviting  direct, 

unqualified  comparisons  (plates  320  &   321).  These  photographs  are 

labelled  ‘September’,  thus  depicting  birds  at  least  seven,  and  perhaps 
as  much  as  eleven  weeks  earlier  in  the  autumn,  and  in  a   rather  difierent 

state  of  plumage  from  that  shown  by  the  Felixstowe  bird  in  plates  317- 
319. 

To  address  Cirant’s  eight-point  summar)': 

1.  Bill  length;  ‘Bill  not  too  long  for  an  extreme  long-billed  Semipalmated  .   .   thus, 
presumably,  not  too  short  for  a   Western  either.  From  the  plates,  an  accurate 

measurement  of  bill  length  is  not  possible,  though  in  plate  319,  given  that  the  bill  tij)  is 

apparently  buried  in  mud,  the  bill  length  appears  to  be  at  least  three  times  that  of  the 
loral  distance. 

2.  Bill  shape:  the  photographs  do  not  alh)\v  a   precise  judgment  of  the  degree  of  hill-tip 

ex|)ansion,  which  ‘can  be  assessed  when  the  bill  is  viewed  head-on  with  the  bill  held 

slightly  downwards’  (Jonsson  &   (Jrant  1984).  A   slight  bill-tip  expansion,  comparable  with 
that  illustrated  for  both  species  in  fig.  1   19  of  Jonsson  &   (Jrant  (1984),  could,  however,  be 

seen  in  the  field  (pers.  obs.,  C.  I).  R.  Heard  in  lilt.).  The  bill  of  the  Felixstowe  stint  lacked 

the  blunt-tipped  shape  of  classic  Semipalmated  (in  plate  319,  it  is  clearly  slightly  open); 

to  me,  it  appeared  long  and  comparatively  fine-tipped. 

3.  Head  pattern:  ‘Crown  and  ear-coverts  rather  uniform  and  dark,  giving  contrasting 

pattern  and  making  supercilium  more  prominent  and  clear-cut  .   .   First,  the  crown 

clearly  has  a   mixture  of  Juvenile  and  first-winter  feathers,  making  an  exact  determination 

of  what  the  pattern  was  when  the  bird  was  in  full  Juvenile  plumage  diBicult  or  impossible. 

Secondly,  the  photographic  evidence  is  contradictory:  compare  plates  317  and  318,  where 

the  supercilium  does  not  contrast  greatly  with  the  ear-coverts  and  sides  of  the  crow  n,  and 

where  the  centre  of  the  crown  is  clearly  more  heavily  marked  (by  retained  Juvenile 

feathers),  with  plate  319,  where  a   change  in  lighting  conditions  and  focus  have  produced 

a   clear-cut,  capped  efTect  and  dark  ear-coverts.  Which  is  correct?  The  former  seems  more 

likely,  but  it  is  a   classic  illustration  of  the  caution  needed  in  the  interpretation  of 

photographs. 

4.  Prominence  of  eye-ring:  ‘Supercilium  faintly  grey-streaked  over  eye,  so  that  white 

eye-ring  complete  (not  all-w  hite,  lacking  upper  half  of  eye-ring,  as  on  typical  Western).’ 

Vet  the  Juvenile  Western  Sandpiper  depicted  on  plate  320,  immediately  below  this 

statement,  clearly  shows  faint  grey  streaks  throughout  the  supercilium — including  the 

area  above  the  eye— and  a   clear  and  discrete  upper  half  to  the  eye-ring  (as  does  the 

winter-plumage  Western  depicted  in  Brit.  Birds  78:  291,  plate  126).  I   believe  this  character 

to  be  of  little  value  in  distinguishing  between  the  two  species. 

5.  Width  of  supercilium:  ‘Supercilium  rather  narrower  and  clear-cut  in  front  of  eye  .   .   .’. 

Plate  319  shows  the  fore-supercilium  to  be  narrower  than  the  extreme  rear,  whilst  plates 

317  and  318  show  the  fore  part  of  the  supercilium  as  apparently  the  widest.  Moult  of  the 

crown  feathers,  however,  makes  determination  of  precise  supercilium  shape  difficult  in 

all  photographs  and,  notably,  we  believe  that  the  bird  had  lost  a   number  o
f  feathers  at  the 

base  of  the  bill  when  the  photographs  were  taken;  earlier  obserxations  noted 
 that  the 

supercilia  Joined  across  the  forehead  (pers.  obs.,  C.  I).  R.  Heard  in  li
ti.). 

6.  Coloration  and  pattern  of  retained  Juvenile  upper  scapulars:  ‘Fringes  on
  inner  webs 

of  retained  Juvenile  upper  scapulars  thin  and  only  slightly  (if  at  all)  war
mer-toned  than 

rest  of  upperparts  .   .   .’.  As  noted  above,  these  feathers  are  old  and  had  been  subject  to 

wear  and  fading.  In  fact,  field  notes  from  early  November  record  narro
w,  warmer-toned 

fringes  to  the  upper  scapulars  (pers.  obs.,  C.  IV  R.  Heard  in  Hit.). 
 Would  a   Semipalmated 

with  similarly  worn  scapulars  show  any  warm  tones  at  all  (see  plate  114,  (ig.  C
,  in  Jonsson 

&   Grant  1984)? 
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1.  Shape  of  rear  lower  scapulars:  ‘Tips  of  rear  lower  scapulars  rounded  (not  rather 

pointed  as  on  typical  Western)  .   .   .   I’his  feature  is  not  mentioned  in  Jonsson  &   Grant 

(1984),  but  examination  of  their  plate  120  indicates  that  the  diOerences  in  the  shape  and 

pattern  of  the  upper  row  of  lower  scapulars  is  marginal  and  thus  perhaps  unreliable  when 

these  feathers  are  abraded  (see  also  Brit.  Birds  76:  plate  213,  where  the  rear  feather  of  the 

upper  row  of  lower  scapulars  on  an  October  juvenile  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  is 

noticeably  pointed). 

8.  Breast  pattern:  ‘Breast-side  streaking  rather  thin,  diffuse  and  extensive  (slightly 

thicker,  sharper  and  more  restricted  on  juvenile  Western).’  Comparison  of  plates  317  and 

318  with  fig.  5   and  plates  114  and  116  of  Jonsson  &   Grant  (1984),  however,  puts  the 

Felixstowe  stint  as  close  to  Western  as  to  Semipalmated,  with  sparse,  thin  and  clear-cut 

streaking;  though  the  fact  that  the  bird  is  in  body  moult  militates  against  any  firm 
conclusion. 

Based  on  these  eight  points,  Grant  concluded  that  the  bird  was  a 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper,  and  the  record  was  accepted  as  such  after  its 

third  circulation  of  the  Rarities  Committee.  Whilst  he  has  demons- 

trated that  the  bird  should  not  be  accepted  as  a   Western  Sandpiper,  he 

has  not,  in  my  opinion,  proved  that  it  should  be  accepted  as  a 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper.  Of  his  eight  points,  I   judge  six  to  be 

indeterminate,  one  (the  eye-ring)  to  be  spurious,  and  another  (the 

shape  of  the  rear  lower  scapulars)  to  be  of  unproven  validity.  Grant 

acknowledges  that  none  of  these  criteria  is  diagnostic  of  Semipalmated; 

his  is  a   ‘composite’  identification,  based  especially  on  his  evaluation  of 

the  head  pattern  and  upper-scapular  coloration,  the  two  characters  I 

feel  to  be  the  least  useful  in  this  case.  That  being  so,  he  is  enshrining 

these  characters  in  the  literature,  especially  for  a   problem  bird,  when 

their  value  remains  open  to  question. 

1   am  indebted  to  Rod  Martins  and  C.  I).  R.  Heard  for  comments  on  a 

draft  of  this  note  and  to  the  latter  Cor  five  years  of  interesting 

discussion.  SiMO.N  H.\RR.\P 

‘El  Coqui’,  23  Folgate  Road,  Heacham,  King’s  Lynn  PE31  7BQ_ 
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P.  J.  Grant  has  commented  (79:  621)  in  relation  to  this  record:  ‘Debate  over  the 
identification  of  this  individual  will  doubtless  continue,  hopefully  aided  by  the  reasons 

given  here  for  acceptance  as  Semipalmated.  Naturally,  it  is  hoped  that  the  BBRCPs 

carefully  considered  decision  was  correct,  and  that  it  will  become  more  widely  endorsed 

among  the  many  observers  who  studied  the  bird  during  its  stay.  It  should  be  stressed, 

however,  that  (as  with  all  rarity  decisions),  this  case  is  not  closed,  and  the  BBRC:  will 

always  review  the  record  on  receipt  of  a   considered,  contrary  case.’  Fhe  above 
contributions  were  received  in  response  to  this  invitation.  Further  comments  should  be 

sent  direct  to  the  BBRG’s  Hon.  .Secretary,  M.  J.  Rogers,  Bag  End,  Ghurchtown, 
Fowednack,  Clornwall  i   R26  :tA/..  Eds 

First  European  record  of  Dead  Sea  Sparrow  During  the  first  week  of 

October  197‘2,  the  Danish  Ornithological  Society  (Dansk  Ornithologisk 
Forening)  visited  the  (Jreek  island  of  Rhodes.  On  several  visits  to  the 

tamarisks  outside  Kalithea  (the  northernmost  town  on  the  cast  coast),  we 
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noticed  a   flock  of  approximately  20  Dead  Sea  Sparrows  Passer  moabiticus, the  hrst  record  of  this  species  in  Europe. 
Summers-Smith  (1988)  mentioned  recently  discovered  breeding  in 

Cyprus  and  records  from  the  Mediterranean  coast  of  southern  Turkey. 
Birdwatchers  visiting  the  islands  in  the  eastern  part  of  the  .Aegean  Sea 
should  look  out  for  this  interesting  new  colonist  of  Europe. H.  Hakrf.s'I  Ri'p  .Axdf.rsex 

St  Emmerske,  Toender,  Denmark 

RF.FKRF.XCK.S 

llARRKSTRi  p   Andk.kskn,  H.,  &   Fros I -I .ARSKN,  K.  1972.  Report  on  the  D.O.F. Istonbul  (ind  Rhodes.  Copenhagen. 

SrMMKR.s-S.Mirii,  J.  I).  198H.  The  Sparrows:  a   study  oj  the  nenus  Ra.s.ser.  Callon. 
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Birds  in  Mallorca.  By  John 
120  pages;  135  colour  and 
£16.95. 

Busby.  Clhristopher  Helm,  Eondon,  1988. 
black-and-white  paintings  and  drawings. 

I   o   use  John  Busby’s  own  words,  this  book  came  about  through  a   desire  to  give  the  many friends  that  he  met  there  ‘a  book  of  visual  memories’,  .\nyone  who  has  visited  .Mallorca 
wdl  instantly  be  captivated  by  John  Busby’s  evocative  drawings:  a   mere  flick  through  the pages  will  release  to  the  eye  and  memory  instantly  recognisable  shapes  and  forms  of 
rocky  crag,  patchwork  fields,  wooded  slope  and  glassy  seascapes.  His  birds  are  not  in 
feather-by-feather  detail,  but  are  studies  of  movement  and  life.  Fhe  text  is  Confined  to 
personal  obseiAalion  of  the  island  and  its  birds,  of  places  known  to  many  and  of  others 
less  known.  I   his  is  a   book  for  those  who  have  savoured  the  delights  of  Mallorcan  birding 
and  wish  to  reminisce.  Kqually,  it  is  for  those  who  are  contemplating  such  a   trip:  any 
qualms  the\’  may  have  with  regard  to  the  Holiday  Brochure  Package  interpretation  of Mallorca  will  soon  vanish.  It  is  not  a   substitute  for  the  late  F.ddie  Watkinson's  well-known 
Ciuide  to  Birdwatching  in  .Mallorca,  but  a   companion,  and  a   visual  memor\'  bank. 

I   loved  every  page.  A.  .\.K.  Laxca.stkr 

The  Complete  Book  of  British  Birds.  Edited  by  Michael  Cady  and 
Rob  Hume.  AA  &   RSPB,  Basingstoke  &   Sandy,  1988.  384  pages;  179 
colour  plates;  over  1,000  colour  illustrations;  240  distribution  maps 
£19.95. 

Produced  in  celebration  of  100  years  of  the  RSPB,  this  is  a   sumptuous  book,  lavish  in  its 
use  of  colour  and  design.  The  boldness  of  the  title  indicates  that  here  is  a   volume  which 
attempts  to  cover  every  facet  of  British  birds.  No  single  publication  can  of  course 
encompass  every  scrap  of  knowledge,  yet  the  editors  have  succeeded  in  pulling  together  a 
synthesis  of  most  information  that  might  be  of  use  to  the  beginner  and  of  interest  to  the 
hardened  birdwatcher.  Cramming  so  much  into  384  pages  inevitably  means  that  the  size 
of  type  is  rather  small.  This  is  offset  by  spectacular  design,  with  a   blaze  of  colour  on 
almost  every  page. 

\   team  of  26  RSPB  staff  has  contributed  the  texts,  while  ten  of  Britain’s  foremost  bird 
artists  have  put  brush  to  this  particular  canvas.  There  are  six  main  sections:  what  birds 

are,  bird  families,  birds  in  their  setting,  the  birds,  regional  guides,  and  helping  the  birds. 
Each  is  prefaced  by  colour  plates  of  various  species,  cleverly  inlaid  on  a   larger  plate 

showing  a   close-up  of  the  particular  species’  contour  feathers.  .\  comprehensive  three- 
part  index,  covering  birds,  places  and  subjects,  precedes  a   complete  (as  of  July  1986)  list 
of  British  and  Irish  birds. 

The  section  on  what  birds  are  details  their  development,  their  feathers,  flight,  bills. 
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feet,  eggs  and  nests.  It  contains  many  facts  and  figures:  biggest,  smallest,  fastest,  highest 

flier,  fastest  runner  (nice  to  know  that  the  Pheasant  Phasianus  colchicus  lays  claim  to  fame 

here  at  21  mph — 34  km  per  hour),  most  abundant  breeding  bird,  and  the  most 

widespread  breeding  bird.  A   Gannet  Sula  bassana  (by  David  Quinn)  is  used  to  illustrate 

feathers  and  wing  structure.  This  two-page  spread  is  an  early  example  of  much  in  this 

book  that  is  sheer  delight  to  the  eye. 

4’he  familiar  information  imparted  in  the  sections  on  families  and  birds  in  their 

settings  contains  some  excellent  illustrations:  the  vole’s  view  of  a   Kestrel  halco  tinnunculus, 

plummeting  with  malicious  intent,  and  the  more-than-lifesize  legs  of  a   Black-winged  Stilt 

Himantopus  himantopus  provide  an  excellent  foil  to  the  mass  of  small  type  which  describes 

large  birds  in  the  air,  and  waders. 

It  is  in  the  species  section  that  this  book  comes  alive  and  the  true  celebration  of  birds 

begins.  In  290  pages  of  colour  and  beautifully  accurate  illustration,  244  species  are  shown 

to  magnificent  effect.  Each  has  a   general  portrait  (male  and  female  where  necessary), 

occasionally  set  within  its  typical  habitat.  Additional  colour  and  monotone  drawings 

show  various  postures  and  behavioural  aspects,  captioned  in  italics.  1   he  two  pages 

devoted  to  the  Lapwing  Vanellus  vanellus  are  a   typically  fine  example.  Each  species  has  a 

distribution  map  with  an  adjacent  column  indicating  when  the  bird  can  best  be  seen  (i.e. 

breeding,  wintering,  present,  absent),  with  added  information  on  size,  weight,  where  to 

look,  nest,  eggs,  food  and  voice. 

After  the  birds  come  regional  guides,  each  with  a   list  of  useful  addresses  (e.g.  county 

trusts,  .N'CC  and  RSPB  regional  offices),  and  brief  details  of  the  main  birdwatching  areas, 

including  location,  access  and  a   six-figure  map  reference. 

While  the  information  presented  is  not  new,  and  some  of  the  photographs  are  familiar, 

the  book  as  a   whole  is  a   most  pleasing  publication.  It  is  reasonably  priced  at  £19.95  and, 

as  a   present,  even  for  a   non-birder,  the  book  is  sure  to  delight  even  the  most  discerning.  I 

thoroughly  recommend  it.  4   D.\\  IS 

Handbook  of  the  Birds  of  Europe,  the  Middle  East  and  North 

Africa.  The  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic.  vol.  V:  tyrant 

flycatchers  to  thrushes.  By  S.  Cramp  et  al.  Oxford  University  Press, 

Oxford,  1988.  1,063  pages;  84  colour  plates;  numerous  line-drawings. 
£75.00. 

This  volume,  the  first  catering  for  the  literature-starved  passerinophile,  describes  and 

illustrates  1 15  species,  including  Acadian  Elycatcher  Empidonax  virescens,  larks,  swallows, 

pipits,  wagtails,  bulbuls,  Waxwing  Bombycilla  garrulus,  Grey  Hypocolius  Hypocotius 

ampelimis,  Dipper  Cinclus  cinclus.  Wren  Troglodytes  troglodytes,  mockingbirds,  accentors,  chats 

and  thrushes.  It  is  well  up  to  the  standard  of  the  previous  volumes,  and  the  team  of 

contributors  and  editors  is  to  be  congratulated  for  maintaining  the  momentum  over  the 

last  15  or  so  years  since  work  began  on  volume  1. 

At  1 ,063  pages,  this  is  the  thickest  volume  so  far,  so  it  is  a   pity  that  the  binding  has  not 

been  improved;  one  section  of  pages  in  the  review  copy  is  insecurely  attached  to  the 

spine.  There  is  a   38-page  introduction — four  pages  longer  than  that  in  volume  1   (the 

difference  being  due  largely  to  an  expanded  Habitat  section) — and  this  is  followed  by  the 

systematic  section,  which  has  an  average  of  8.6  pages  per  species,  ranging  from  22  pages 

on  the  Wheatear  Oenanthe  oenanthe  to  six  lines  on  the  Red-vented  Bulbul  Pycnonotus  cafer. 

The  long  accounts  contain  some  very  extensive  sections  on  Movements,  Eood,  Voice, 

Plumages  and  Social  pattern  and  behaviour;  these  have  few  headings  and  require  careful 

scrutiny  to  track  down  the  subject  one  is  seeking.  I'he  delightful  line-drawings 
illustrating  different  facets  of  behaviour  provide  welcome  breaks  in  the  solid  banks  of 
text. 

I'he  introduction  claims  that  the  sequence  and  taxonomy  has  adhered  precisely  to  that 
used  by  Voous  (1977,  List  of  Recent  Holarctic  Bird  Species).  This  is  so  for  the  described 

species,  but  discussion  of  extralimital  forms  has  deviated  from  the  List  in  the  lumping  of 

Delichon  dasypns  with  D.  iirbica  and  the  splitting  of  Alauda  japonico  from  .4.  on’ensis  (in  the  text, 

but  not  on  the  map).  It  is  a   pity  that  innovative  changes  such  as  the  latter  case  (and  the 

splitting  of  Javan  Plover  Charadrius  javanicus  in  volume  3)  are  not  more  fully  Justified. 
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A   lack  of  editorial  interest  in  English  names  is  demonstrated  by  the  continued  use  of 

parochialisms  such  as  Wheatear  for  O.  oenanthe  and  the  omission  of  five  North  American 

names  that  differ  from  the  accepted  English  ones  (particularly  unforgivable  since  the 
corrections  to  volume  4   at  the  end  of  this  volume  include  the  insertion  of  six  North 

American  names). 

I'he  very  clear  distribution  maps  are  informative  and  generally  accurate,  but  it  is  a   pity 
that  migration  routes  are  not  also  mapped,  at  least  within  the  Western  Palearctic.  One 

has  to  plough  through  the  Movements  section  to  appreciate  that  Isabelline  Wheatear  O. 

isabellina  has  a   strong  westerly  component  in  its  migration.  It  can  be  impossible  to 

determine  whether  a   species  occurs  in  a   particular  country  if  it  neither  breeds  nor  winters 

there  and  is  not  a   vagrant.  One  is  forced  to  seek  out  regional  avifaunas  to  answer  such 

questions;  this  process  would  be  simplified  if  RWP  included  a   list  of  the  most  useful  works 

for  each  country.  Incidentally,  why  are  .\ndorra,  Gibraltar  and  Eiechtenstein,  all  of  which 

have  recent  avifaunal  summaries,  consistently  ignored  in  BWT?  It  is  annoying  that 

distribution  information  is  not  referenced,  since  it  is  often  impossible  lo  check  its 

accuracy.  Several  minor  errors  relating  to  distribution  were  noted:  only  part  of  the 

African  range  of  Gommon  Bulbul  Fycnonotus  barbatus  is  mapped;  the  Siberian  Rubythroat 

I.uscinia  calliope  winters  in  the  Nepal  lowlands  and  probably  throughout  the  north  Indian 

plains;  for  Borneo  in  the  account  of  Red-vented  Bulbul,  read  Burma;  the  Gitrine  W   agtail 

Molacilla  cilreola  does  not  winter  in  southern  Thailand;  and  the  .\lpine  .\ccentor  Prunella 

collaris  is  a   vagrant  to  East,  not  West,  (iermany  (it  breeds  in  the  latter). 

The  colour  plates  are  by  Norman  .\rlott  (22),  Hilary’  Burn  (9),  l)r  P.J.  K.  Burton  (1), 

.Man  Harris  (3),  Viggo  Ree  (7),  the  late  Eaurel  Tucker  (4)  and  I).  I.  .M.  Wallace  (22).  .Ml 

have  been  executed  very  competently  and  are  generally  excellent  for  identification 

purposes.  I   think,  however,  that  Hilarv  Burn’s  and,  especially,  .Man  Harris’s  plates  are 

rather  stylised  and  ‘wooden’,  and  I   much  prefer  \   iggo  Ree’s  soft  and  sensitive  redstarts. 

The  plates  generally  cover  intraspecific  variation  very  well,  but  it  is  unfortunate  that 

neither  Calandrella  (rufescens)  leucophaea  nor  Anlhus  (spinolella)  japonicus  (recently  split  with 

rubescens,  Brit.  Birds  81:  206-211)  is  illustrated.  There  are  a   few  minor  niggles  regarding 

some  of  the  plates:  the  illustration  of  Small  (Oriental)  Skylark  .Alauda  gulgula  is  nothing 

like  the  species  in  life  (compare,  for  example,  with  Brit.  Birds  79,  plates  93  &   94).  I   he 

outer  web  of  the  outer  tail  feather  of  .4«/A«.v  spinoletta  littoralis  is  incorrectly  illustrated  as 

whiter  than  that  of  .4.  (s.)  rubescen.s;  the  text,  however,  correctly  describes  this  feature: 

typically  all-white  on  rubescens  and  pale  olive-grey,  darker  towards  the  tip  on  littoralis.  The 

axillaries  and  greater  underwing-coverts  of  first-autumn  ‘Siberian’  Stonechat  Sa.xicola 

torquata  maura  (plate  55,  no.  10)  are  shown  as  paler  than  those  of  5.  /.  rubicola.  even  though 

these  areas  may  be  black,  like  those  of  adults,  by  September  (Brit.  Birds  70:  240).  Despite 

previous  criticism,  plate  captions  are  still  excessively  difficult  to  interpret,  and  this  has  
no 

doubt  led  to  the  omission  of  a   caption  for  plate  55,  no.  13. 

The  six  plates  of  eggs  cover  all  of  the  breeding  species  of  the  area,  with  the  exc
eption  of 

the  poorly  known  Dunn’s  Lark  Eremalauda  dunni.  the  recently  establis
hed  Red-vented 

Bulbul,  and  Giildenstadt’s  Redstart  Phoenicurus  erythrogaster.  The  use  of  pale  backgrou
nds 

has  rendered  the  white  eggs  of  the  martins  well  nigh  invisible  and  ma
de  some  others 

appear  murky  and  dull:  those  of  Black-eared  Wheatear  O.  hisp
anica  compare  most 

unfavourably  with  those  in  Makatsch  (1976,  Die  Eier  der  \~6gel  Europas
  2).  This  latter  work 

has  plates  of  eggs  of  many  of  the  same  species  and  also  in
cludes  Giildenstiidt’s  Redstart. 

I’he  minor  nature  of  most  of  these  criticisms  is  indicative  of  the  very  high  standard  
of 

this  immense  and  important  work.  .Mthough  expensive,  the  succeeding 
 volumes  are 

increasing  in  price  at  the  rate  of  only  Ip  per  page.  The  total 
 cost  of  all  seven  volumes 

should  be  about  £400,  and  I   am  sure  that,  in  years  to  come,  this  wil
l  seem  ver\  reasonable 

for  such  an  essential  work.  
INSKIPP 

Biographies  for  Birdwatchers:  the  lives  of  those  commemorated
  in 

Western  Palearctic  bird  names.  By  Barbara  and  Richard  Mearns. 

Illustrated  by  Darren  Rees.  Academic  Press,  London,  1988.  512  pages; 

78  black-and-white  plates;  11  line-drawings;  14  maps.  £17.50. 

This  book  is  possibly  (he  most  original,  enjoyable  and  i
nteresting  that  I   have  read  for  a 

long  time.  It  is  not,  however,  essential  reading  for  tho
se  whose  sole  aim  is  to  increase 
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iheir  ornithological  knowledge,  nor  will  reading  it  improve  your  birding;  so,  what  is  it, 

and  why  do  I   recommend  it  so  highly? 

rhe  bulk  of  Biographies  for  Birdwatchers  details  the  li\'es  of  all  those  people  whose  names 

appear  in  the  English  or  scientific  names  of  West  Palearclic  birds.  Although  their 

demographic  details  are  given,  the  accounts  concern  mainly  the  travels  and  exploits  ol 

these  people.  Many  of  the  names  are  familiar,  both  as  people  and  as  birds:  .Aristotle  (Shag 

Bhalacrocorax  aristolelis),  Gilbert  White  (White’s  I'hrush  Zoothera  daunia)\  but  others  will  be 

less  so:  .Antoine-Barthelemy  Glot  (Thick-billed  Lark  Rhamphocoris  clolbey),  Edward  .Arthur 

Butler  (Hume’s  l   awny  Owl  Slrix  butleri),  and  the\'  have  lived  (or  are  living)  v'aried  lives. 

For  example,  Henr\  Morris  Upcher  (L’pcher’s  Warbler  Hippolais  languida)  travelled  in 
the  .Middle  East  with  Tristram  (he  of  Warbler,  Crackle  and  Serin  lame),  principally  as  an 

expert  marksman,  but  later  he  settled  on  his  Norfolk  estate  as  a   farmer  and  became  active 

as  a   conserxationist,  urging  fellow  landowners  not  to  shoot  rare  birds  such  as  Pallas  s 

Sandgrouse  Svrrhaptes  paradoxus  in  the  British  invasion  ol  1888. 

By  contrast,  Thekla  Klothilde  Bertha  Brehm  had  no  particular  interest  in  birds  and 

died  at  the  age  of  24.  Her  father,  the  (lerman  ornithologist  fUiristian  Ludwig  Brehm, 

considered  her  ‘unforgettable’,  and  seized  on  the  chance  ol  a   living  memorial  when 

Thekla’s  brother  shot  a   pre\iously  undescribed  species,  Thekla  Lark  Galerida  theklae. 

These  are  parts  ofonh'  two  of  over  100  accounts  in  this  beautifully  produced  and  well- 

researched  book.  Wherever  possible,  a   contemporary'  portrait  is  used  to  illustrate  the 

people,  and  each  species  has  a   pleasing  line-drawing  by  Darren  Rees.  .Appendixes  cover 

those  people  who  might  otherwise  have  slipped  the  Mearns’s  net,  through  association 

only  with  subspecies,  rarely  used  English  names  or  species  not  fully  accepted  onto  the 
West  Palearctic  list. 

1   he  style  of  writing  is  refreshing,  often  humorous  and  manages  to  maintain  its  pace 

even  on  some  of  its  less  inspiring  subjects.  Unless  your  interest  in  birds  is  exceptionally 

narrow,  put  this  book  on  your  wanted  list.  M   ,\R  K   B   OYI) 

For  Love  of  Birds:  the  story  of  the  Royal  Society  for  the  Protection 

of  Birds,  1889-1988.  By  Tony  Samstag.  RSPB,  Sandy,  1988.  160 

pages;  33  colour  plates;  32  black-and-white  plates;  1 1   black-and-white 
line-drawings.  £12.95. 
The  fact  that  the  RSPB  evolved  from  a   meeting  in  Didsbury,  Manchester,  in  Eebruary 

1889,  of  a   few  ‘formidable’  Victorian  women  devoted  to  the  suppression  of  the  plumage 

trade  for  millinery  purposes  has  been  well  publicised  in  its  Gentenary  ^■ear.  Eor  those 

wanting  to  know  more  about  the  Society’s  history,  this  book  chronicles  the  whole  story  in 
great  detail,  from  its  birth  and  through  its  development  over  the  years  into  what  it  is 

today:  Europe’s  largest  conservation  body.  It  includes  many  extracts  from  the  relevant 
literature,  especially  during  the  early  years,  as  well  as  potted  biographies  of  the  most 

influential  people  connected  with  the  .Society  over  the  100  years.  1   did  find,  however,  that 

the  interspersion  of  these  and  of  photographs  with  extended  captions  (some  splitting  the 

stor\’  in  mid  sentence)  tended  to  distract  from  the  flow  of  the  ston, . 

There  are  chapters  on  the  acquisition  of  land  for  reserves  (‘Land  hunger’), 

‘Gonvergence:  politics,  professionalism  and  the  law’,  ‘Pollution  and  pesticides’,  ‘Gops 

and  robbers’,  ‘Gatching  them  young’  (children,  not  birds),  ‘International  relations’  and 

‘   The  Lodge:  the  RSPB  today’.  There  is  also  a   chapter  on  ‘Birds’ — but  not  until  halfway 
through  the  book!  The  photographs  of  birds  and  habitats  are  excellent,  and  it  seems  a 

pity  that  more  were  not  included,  since  it  would  have  been  an  ideal  opportunity  to 

portray  the  aesthetic  side  of  the  title.  .A  succinct  chronology  forms  an  appendix,  and  there 

is  a   useful  bibliography  in  case  appetites  have  been  whetted  by  the  extracts  contained  in 
the  book. 

.Although  it  makes  interesting  reading,  I   was  somewhat  disappointed  in  the  style  of  this 

book,  and  I   do  wonder  if ’Tony  Samstag  was  the  right  author  for  it.  He  hints  at  stories 

‘behind  the  stories’  that  would  have  made  more  exciting  reading,  and  occasionally  is  side- 

tracked into  propounding  his  ow'ti  views  on  a   variety  of  subjects  which  have  no 
connection  with  the  theme  of  the  book.  I   have  yet  to  work  out  whether  he  is  really  on  the 

side  of  the  birds — or,  itideed,  of  the  RSPB.  S 1 1 K 1 1..\  1) .   G   ORit  \   N 



Announcements 

‘BB’-Sunbird  trip  to  Thailand 
I'liai  expert  Phil  Round  will  be  leading  another  special  ‘BH’  trip  to 
Thailand  during  21st  Januar\  to  8th  Februar\  1990.  The  trip  will  be 

organised  Tor  British  Birds  by  the  hirdwatching  holiday  company 

.SL’N’BIRl),  and  ‘BB’  subscribers  will  not  only  have  the  opportunity  Tor 

priority  booking,  hut  will  also  be  eligible  for  a   I()'‘/o  discount  on  the  price. 
Numbers  will  be  limited  to  six  to  ten  participants.  For  more  details,  or 

to  make  a   provisional  booking  to  ensure  your  place  on  the  trip,  write  or 

telephone  to  David  Fisher  or  Jennifer  Thomas,  Sunbird,  P()  Box  7(i, 

.Sandy,  Berlfordshire  s(;i<)  IDF;  telephone  Sandy  (0767)  82969. 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’  This  new  book,  due  to  be  published  next  month,  includes 
all  the  most  exciting 

most  fascinating 

most  enjoyable,  and 

most  memorable  days  of  birdwatching,  chosen  and  revealed  by  .Norman  .\rlott, 

TIilarv  Burn,  John  Busby,  Bruce  Campbell,  Richard  Chandler,  l)a\id  Cottridge,  Paul  Dukes, 

David  Fisher,  Steve  (iantlett,  David  (due,  Peter  (Jrant,  (iavin  Haig,  .\ndrew  llarrop,  Peter 

Holden,  Peter  J.  Hopkin,  David  Hunt,  Clive  Hutchinson,  Bernard  King,  Ian  l.ewington, 

.Steve  Madge,  Chris  Mead,  (iuy  .Mountfort,  Bill  Oddie,  .Malcolm  ( )gilvie,  John  Phillips,  Ian 

Prestt,  Robin  Prv  therch,  Tim  Sharrock,  Norman  Sills,  Don  I   aylor.  Laurel  I   ticker,  Keith 

\   inicombe,  Steve  Webb  and  Stuart  Winter. 

.Ml  the  authors,  artists  and  photographers  have  waived  their  royalties  in  favour  ol  ‘BB  and 

we  hope  that  all  ‘BB'  readers  will  respond  by  buying  a   co)})  .   It  provides  compelling  reading! 

‘BB’  subscribers  can  order  copies  NOW  and  receive  an  exclusive  prepublication  discount 

(£2.00  oil)  when  using  the  British  BirdShop  order  form  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  The  Birds  of  Egypt  by  Steven  M.  (loodman  and  Peter  L. 

Meininger  and  The  (treat  Crested  Grebe  by  K.  K.  L.  Simmons  are  added  this  month. 

We  also  draw  readers’  attentions  to  the  following  SPKCl.M,  OFTKRS,  both  o(  which  are 

FXCLI'SIN’F  TO  ‘BB’  RF.XDF.RS: 

Dymond,  Fraser  &   Cantlett  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland  (S.WF)  £l..i0) 

Ogilvie  &   Winter  Best  Days  with  British  Birds  (S.W’F!  £2.00) 
Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  pages  xiii  &   xiv. 

^tUfntp-fihc  wars  ago... 

‘DFLS'TRUC  TION  (9F  SF,.\-B1RDS  IN  ST(9RM  .KT  TEES.MOUTH.  Never
  within  the 

memory  of  Cleveland  residents  has  there  been  such  a   remark
able  storm,  nor  one  so 

disastrous  to  bird-life,  as  that  which  arose  with  startling  suddenness
,  and  swept  over  the 

Teesmouth,  shortly  after  noon  on  July  2nd,  1914.  .\  vivid  a
nd  alarming  display  of 

lightning  heralded  a   cyclone  of  terrific  violence,  accompanied  
by  a   heavy  fall  of  hail,  with 

large  lumps  of  clear  ice,  and  it  was  afterwards  found  that 
 great  havoc  had  been  wrought 

amongst  the  seabirds  in  the  estuary,  several  hundreds  bei
ng  killed  and  washed  up  to 

high-tide  mark.’  {Brit.  Birds  8:  67,  .\ugust  1914) 
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Request 
Changes  to  the  English  names  of  British  birds  ‘   I'he  British  Birding  CHub  has  announced 
the  following  name  changes,  all  aimed  at  simplifying  the  common  English  names  of  British 
birds: 

Red-throated  Diver  Gavia  stellaia  TO  BECOME  Diver 

Mute  Swan  Cygnus  olor  'YO  BEC:OME  Swan 
Common  Sandpiper  Actitis  hypoleucos  TO  BECX)ME  Sandpiper 

C'ommon  Gull  Lams  canus  TO  BECOME  Gull 

Tawny  Owl  Strix  aluco  TO  BECOME  Owl’ 

Imagine  the  furore  if  such  amendments  were  made.  ‘Ridiculous!’  would  be  the  universal comment. 

But  we  do  already  have  just  such  a   situation,  regarded  as  equally  ridiculous  by 

birdwatchers  in  .Africa,  .America,  .Asia  and  .\ustralasia,  for  we  in  Britain  call  Botaums  slellaiis 

‘Bittern’,  Buleo  buteo  ‘Buzzard’,  Gni.s  gms  ‘Ch'ane’,  Cuadus  canonis  ‘Catckoo’,  Apus  apus  ‘Swift’, 

and  Akedo  alibis  ‘Kingfisher’,  despite  there  being  many  other  bitterns,  buzzards,  cranes, 
cuckoos,  swifts  and  kingfishers  in  the  world. 

It  is  only  because  we  are  so  familiar  with  the  names  that  we  do  not  appreciate  the  stupidity 
of  them. 

1   his  is  Just  one  of  the  several  reasons  given  b>  the  BOL'  Records  Committee  for 
suggesting  name  changes.  The  deadline  for  commenting  on  the  proposed  new  names  (Ibis 

130,  Supplement;  Bril.  Birds  81:  355-377)  is  1st  October  1989.  Please  read  ihe  Ibis  or  British 

Birds  arlicle  carefully  before  sending  in  your  commenls  to  The  Secretarv’,  Records  Committee,  British 

Ornithologists’  Union,  c/o  British  .Museum  (Nat.  Hist.),  Sub-Department  of  Ornitholog), 
1   ring,  Hertfordshire  IIP2:t  tiAP. 

News  and  comment 

Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

Crispin  Fisher  Everyone  who  knew  him 

will  be  very'  sad  to  hear  of  the  death  of 

Crispin  Eisher  on  14th  June.  Crispin  was 

one  of  those  people  who  brightened  every 

gathering  and  whose  arrival  always  brought 

smiles  to  the  faces  of  those  present.  He  was 

the  very  first  winner  of  the  title  ‘Bird 

Illustrator  of  the  Year’  and,  as  natural 
history  editor  with  Collins,  was  intimately 

involved  with  ‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year’. 
■A  full  obituary  will  a[>pear  in  due  course.  We 

send  our  sympathy  to  his  wife,  Jane,  and  his 

family. 
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WMBC  Diamond  Jubilee  I   n   a   year  of 
much  warranted  celebration  in  connection 

with  another  more-famous  anniversary ,   let 

us  apjrlaud  the  6()lh  birthday  of  the  West 
Midland  Bird  (dub.  The  Club  celebrated 

its  Diamond  jubilee  in  Birmingham,  at  a 

reception  on  21st  March  1989  at  which 

many  natiotial  organisations,  includitig 

BIf  were  represented.  We  wish  the  Club  all 

success  in  the  coming  years. 

WeLsh  Conference  I   he  second  one-day 

Welsh  Ornithological  (ionference,  held  at 
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Al)erystwyth  on  1st  April  1989,  was  a   great 

success.  About  110  people  were  enter- 

tained and  informed  by  a   pleasant  variety 
of  talks.  Continuing  an  idea  started  last 

year,  there  were  talks  on  a   Welsh  bird 

island  and  a   Welsh  county.  Ian  Jones  set 

the  scene  on  that  exciting  island  of  Bard- 

sey  and  Jack  Donovan  gave  us  a   broad 

picture  of  the  varied  potential  for  birds  in 

Pembrokeshire.  Problems  facing  the  Black 

(irouse  in  Wales — a   bird  decreasing 

there — were  explained  by  John  Cayford. 
Myrfyn  Owen  gave  a   potted  review  of  the 
status  of  Welsh  wildfowl  and  their  habitats 

and  this  was  followed  by  a   series  of 

excellent  slides  of  Welsh  birds  by  Richard 

Smith.  ,\t  the  etid  of  the  conference,  the 

formation  of  the  Welsh  Ornithological 

Society  was  olTicially  adopted  during  its 

first  general  meeting.  Sandwiched  in  the 

middle  of  the  day  was  a   most  entertaining 

Welsh  bird  tpiiz  devised  and  presented  by 

Peter  Lansdown.  The  highest  score  won 

Reg  I'horpe  the  lili  bottle  of  champagne. 

Shetland  sand-eels  Not  sitting  idle  as 

seabird  populations  sulTer,  the  Shetland 

Bird  Club’s  petition  calling  for  a   ban  on 
sand-eel  fishing  was  delivered  personally  to 

Number  10  in  May  (plate  274).  The  Cov- 

ernment’s  response — which  needs  to  be 
positive  and  swift — is  awaited. 

Skye  lark  Eric  Ravenscroft,  of  Bristol, 

sent  us  a   copy  of  an  article  in  The  Scotsman 

which  tells  a   most  intriguing  stor\  of  the 

third  British  record  this  century  of  the 

Ringed  Cmckoo,  on  the  island  of  Skye. 

.After  mentioning  that  the  bird  is  indige- 
nous to  the  .South  .Atlantic  and  that  most 

breed  on  the  island  of  I.a  Puta,  the  author, 

James  O’Hagan,  goes  on  to  suggest  that  its 
rarity  is  due  to  the  fact  that  it  is  hunted 

relentlessly  for  its  crest,  which  is  used  as  a 

powerful  charm  by  the  inhabitants  of  I.a 

Puta.  Fortunately  for  the  bird,  its  survival 

could  be  assured  by  its  strictly  nocturnal 

habits.  It  also  prefers  to  perch  inconspi- 

cuously on  the  ground  and  birdwatchers 

are  warned  that  if  they  travel  to  Skye  they 

are  unlikely  to  see  the  bird.  .A  rare  photo- 

graph of  the  Ringed  Cuckoo  is  reproduced; 

it  was  taken  by  Dr  F.dfield  Fare  and  Mr  P. 

d’.Avril.  We  need  hardly  mention  that  the 
article  was  published  on  1st  .April. 

New  award  from  OBC  I'he  Oriental  Bird 
Cdub  has  announced  two  new  schemes  to 

encourage  conserxat ion-based  research  in 

the  region.  .An  annual  award  of  £5(K),  to  be 

known  as  the  Forktail-I.eica  award  (don- 

ated by  l.eitz  Scientific  Instruments),  will 

be  given  to  a   project  fitting  one  of  four 

categories:  a   forest  survey  useful  to  bird 

conser\ation,  a   surxey  or  study  of  a   glo- 

274.  Martin  Fleubeck  and  Dennis  Coutts  hand  in  the  .Shetland  Bird  Club  sand-eel  petition  at 

Number  10,  Downing  Street,  London,  May  1989 

£   ̂ 
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bally  threatened  species,  a   study  of  a   little- 

known  protected  area,  or  conservation 

education  with  an  emphasis  on  birds. 

Closing  date  for  the  1989  award  is  15th 

August  1989  but  the  Club  will  also  occa- 

sionally make  small  grants  to  birdwatchers 

who  wish  to  undertake  sur\eys  useful  to 

bird  conser\ation.  These  can  be  applied 

for  throughout  the  year.  Further  details 

can  be  obtained  from  Carol  Inskipp  or 

Paul  Jepson,  Conser\ation  Oflicers,  OBC, 

c/o  The  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  S(;i9 

21)1.,  or  telephone  Shrewsbury  (0743) 
791169. 

Will  Red  Kites  recolonise  England?  We’ll 
never  know,  for  the  NCC  and  the  RSPB  plan 

to  release  young  Red  Kites  Milvus  milvus 

(some  hatched  from  surplus  Welsh  eggs  and 

others  flown  in  from  .Sweden  by  the  RAF)  in 

suitable  areas  of  England  and  Scotland, 

starting  this  summer. 

I’he  English  and  Scottish  populations 

were  persecuted  to  extinction  in  the  nine- 

teenth century,  so  human  assistance  in  the 

form  of  restocking  is,  arguably,  justified. 

Purists,  however,  will  doubtless  criticise  the 

action,  and  maybe  most  of  us  will  have  a 

tinge  of  regret  and  get  a   little  less  excited 

when  we  see  a   Red  Kite,  with  the  thought 

that  ‘It’s  probably  only  one  of  those  released 

ones.’  Fhe  timing  seems  odd,  too,  for  the 

Welsh  population  has  been  doing  very'  well 
lately,  and  seemed  on  the  verge  of  bursting 

out  of  its  restricted  area  and  establishing 

itself  elsewhere.  {JTRS) 

Sir  Peter  honoured  again  Congratula- 
tions to  .Sir  Peter  Scott,  who  has  been 

awarded  the  Conservation  Medal  of  the 

National  Zoological  Park  in  W'ashington 

DC,  LIS.A,  in  recognition  of  his  life’s  work 
for  the  environment.  A   special  honour,  one 

could  say,  in  that  it  is  the  Park’s  centenary' 

year  and  Sir  Peter’s  80th. 

Sex  statistics  .Much  has  been  written  on 

w/iY  there  is  a   higher  proportion  of  female 

birdwatchers  in  the  USA  than  there  is  in 

Britain  (e.g.  Bril.  Birds  80:  122,  638-642),  but 

BB's  Circulation  Department  has  no.w  come 

up  with  figures  to  quantify  the  difference.  Of 

personal  subscribers  in  Britain,  3.8%  are 

listed  as  Mrs,  Miss  or  Ms,  compared  with 

I   1%  (nearly  three  times  as  many)  in  the 

USA.  (E.\fS) 

‘New’  magazine  and  new  editor  Linking 

with  the  Wildfowl  1   rust’s  name  change,  to 

the  Wildfowl  and  Wetlands  I'rust  (Brit.  Birds 

82:  282),  the  frust’s  magazine,  which 

started  out  as  Wildfowl  News  and  became 

Wildfowl  World  in  1980,  has  now  changed  its 

name  again — with  its  100th  issue,  in  May 

1989 — to  Wildfowl  &   Wetlands.  'The  new 

magazine’s  Editor  is  Fim  Da\is,  who  mo\'ed 
to  the  WW  r   from  the  B   FO  last  year  (Brit. 
Birds  81:  477). 

Congratulations  to  Swarovski  1   he  first 

prize  for  the  best  ‘Premium  Incentive  Pro- 
duct’ at  ‘Incentive  89’  held  at  (Olympia, 

London,  during  22nd-25th  May  1989,  was 

won  by  .Swarovski  UK  Ltd.  Fhe  company’s exhibition  included  not  only  a   selection  ol 

its  binoculars,  but  also  its  crystal  .\lrican 

Wildlife  series,  produced  in  support  of  the 

fight  by  the  Worldwide  Fund  for  Nature 

(WWF)  to  save  the  black  rhinoceros  Diceros 

bicornis  (Bril.  Birds  82:  139).  Optiks  Sales 

Manager,  John  Brinkley,  and  Premium  In- 

centive Sales  Manager  for  Swarovski  Crys- 

tal, Alan  Coulling,  were  presented  with  a 

gold  cup  at  the  Incentive  89  Dinner  and  Ball 
held  at  the  London  Hilton  Hotel. 

Bob  does  it  again  Do  you  remember  Bob 

Clover’s  photograph  of  Brent  Ceese  Brania 
bemicla  flying  over  Essex  saltings,  which 

won  our  ‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year’  last 
year  (Brit.  Birds  ̂ \  \   plate  137)?  Bob  has  now 

won  the  RSPB’s  competition  for  photo- 

graphs taken  at  RSPB  reserves,  with  an 

evocative  picture  of  flocks  of  Brent  Ceese 

flighting  over  Old  Hall  Marshes,  F.ssex 

(Birds,  summer  1989:  36-37). 

‘We’ll  do  better  next  time’  .So  said  the 

members  of  the  ‘BB’  team  which  entered  the 

Countty  /q/c/Royal  Society  for  Nature  Con- 

servation one-day  County  Birdwatch  com- 

petition in  May.  Fhe  ‘BB’  team,  consisting 
of  Keith  /Mlsopp,  David  Fisher.  Barry  Night- 

ingale and  Fim  Sharrock,  missed  three 

‘certs’  (Barn  Owl  Tyto  alba.  Lesser  Spotted 

Woodpecker  Dendrocopos  minor  and  l   lavN  linch 
Coccotliraustes  roecolliransles),  but  still  achiexed 

1 1 1   species  in  the  day,  beating  the  previous 

Bedfordshire  record  by  four  species.  Our 

team  came  seventh  in  the  competition  co\- 

ering  the  whole  of  Britain  (results  will 

appear  in  this  column  later),  but,  with  only- 

two  of  those  three  missed  ‘certs’,  would  have 
won  the  Inland  County  title.  Maybe  next 

year  .   .   . 

Name  change?  So  that's  what  ‘BB’  stands 
for!  Fhe  editorial  oflice  has  just  received  a 

letter  from  Central  Independent  Felevi- 

sion  addressed  to  Budgerigar  Bulletin, 

Fountains,  Park  Lane  .   .   . 
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275.  Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo.  West  Sussex,  Februan  1989  {Sick  Cobb) 

Close  encounter  On  the  ‘Night  of  the 

Sabine’s  Chills’  (15th/ 16th  October  1987), 
when  the  violent  storm  was  wreaking  other 

havoc  in  southeast  England,  a   cage  con- 

taining an  Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo  was  blown 

away  in  bird  Cardens  in  Bognor  Regis, 

West  Sussex.  Since  then,  the  Eagle  Owl  in 

question  has  taken  up  happy  residence  in 

the  grounds  of  Cihichesler  Ciathedral, 

where  it  has  been  growing  fat  on  a   diet  of 

grey  squirrels  Sdurus  carolinensis  and  feral 
Rock  Doves  Columba  livia  (plate  275). 

Monthly  marathon 

There  was  not  much  to  go  on  in  plate  158,  but most  competitors  decided  that  it  looked  like  a 

Dunnock  Fninella  modularis,  the  votes  being: 

Dunnock  Piimelln  modularis  (93%) 

Black  Redstart  Phoenicurus  ochniros  (4%) 

Alpine  Accentor  Prunella  collaris  (2%) 

and  less  than  1%  each  for  Wren  Troglodytes  troglodytes  and  .Ant- 

chat  Myrmecocichla  aethiops. 

Far  too  easy!  It  was  indeed  a   Dunnock,  photographed  in  Hertfordshire 

in  Februar)  1981  by  D.  L.  Rayment. 

After  ten  photographs,  there  are  still  21  competitors  who  have  nam
ed 

each  one  correctly,  five  with  nine  in  a   row  and  1 7   with  eight;  perhaps  plate 

185  or  plate  236  will  have  detemiined  the  winner.  Plate  276  will  either
  be 

the  thirteenth  puzzle  in  the  third  ‘Marathon’  or  the  hrst  or  seco
nd  in  a 

new,  fourth  competition. 

Sponsored  by 
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Monthly  marathon 

276.  Third  ‘Monihiv  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  13.  Identify  the  species. 
Read  the  niles  on  page  36  in  the  ]anuar\  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to 

Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  :tN],  to  arrive  b\’  15th 

September  1989 

Recent  reports 

Compiled  by  Bany  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  17th  June  to  14th  July  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Hobby  Fcdco  subhuten  Amongst  good  reports 

fV)r  Ireland,  one  at  Lady’s  Island  Lake  (Co. 
Wexford),  cou|de  of  days  in  mid  June; 

|)erhaps  same  individual,  racumshin  (also 

Ck).  Wexford),  2nd-3rd  July. 

Broad-billed  Sandpiper  Limicola  Jalcinellus 

'!  acumshin,  2nd-3rd  July. 

Brunnich’s  Guillemot  I'ria  lonivia  Sum- 

burgh  Head  (Shetland),  16th  June  to  9th 

Great  Spotted  Cuck(M)  Claniator  glandaiius 

Dungeness  (Kent),  8th  July. 

Blue-cheeked  Bee-eater  Merops  superciliosus 

Great  (a)vvden  (North  Humberside),  from 

about  25th  June  to  lOth  July. 

River  Warbler  h)custella  Jhiviatilis  Boughton 

Fen  (Norlbik),  8th  to  at  least  13lh  July. 
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Recordings  Plea.se  add  £I  .75  p   &   p   per  order  IHeasetuk 

Slure  Palmer  &   JelTer)  Boswall  .1  Field  Guide  to  the  liird  Sunf>.\  of  Britain  and  F.umpe 

‘Complete  set  of  16  cassettes  in  four  packs  (runninjr  time  appr<,x  l!i  h()urs)  (l  st  M   t'KK  K   1105)   t95.0()  LH Individual  cassette  packs  (£28. (M)  each)   

  Divers  to  gulls  lZ];  'I  erns  to  warblers  dl  ;   Coldcrest  to  crows  CH:  Accidentals  CH 
‘Complete  set  of  15  I, P   discs  of  birds  (running  time  approx  12  hours)  (i  si  \i  prick  £105)   £95.(K)  d 
•Complete  set  of  15  l.P  discs  of  birds  and  2   1,P  discs  of  mammals  (i  si  \i  prick  £120)   £108.90  (Zl 
Companion  set  oj  recordings  of  69  British  and F.uropean  mammals  (2  LP  discs)   £   1 5.90  dl 

To  order  individual  discs,  filease  use  the  British  BirdShop  order  form  on  pages  xv  &   x\i  in  your  Januan  1989 
issue. 

Kettle  British  Bird  Son^s  and  Calls  (2-cassette  pack)   £15.99  dl 
Mild  Soviet  BirdSontrs  (2  cassettes)     £   19.95  C 

Books  and  other  items  are  included  in  British  BirdShop  only  if  they  are 

approved  by  British  Birds  and  considered  to  he  generally  reliable,  good  value 

and  useful  additions  to  a   birdwatcher’s  lihratA.  Any  item  ordered  through 
British  BirdShop  which  fails  to  meet  your  approval  can  be  returned  and  your 

money  will  be  refunded  without  (juestion.  It  is  our  aim  to  provide  British  Birds 

subscribers  with  the  best  and  most  reliable  service  possible.  All  correspond- 

ence concerning  British  BirdShop  should  be  addressed  to  British  BirdShop, 

c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  1Q9  5X.\. 

Books  All  listed  hooks  are  POS  T   FRKK.  New  books  and  special  olTers  marked  * 

.\li  &   Ripley  Compact  l/andhookofthe  Birds  of  India  and  Fakistan.  Nkw  ,   rk\  isKDlDl  i   los  (( )l'P)   £75.(M)  CH 
•British  Birds/I  BCP.  International  Bird  Identipcation  (t  M   \l  l   ̂   £8.50)   Paperliack  £7.50  C 

Bruun,  Delin,  .Svensson,  Singer  it  /etterstrom  Birds  oj Britain  and /•j/rrYw  (Harnlyn)   Paperback  £5.95  O 

PIA'S  British  Bird  Son^s  and  Calls  (5-cassette  pack)   £19.95  Ul 
Busby  Birds  in  .Mallorca  (C..  1   lelm)   £   1 6.95  D 
Cadv  it  Hume  fhe  Complete  Book  of  British  Birds  (.\.\  it  R.SPB)   £19.95  LJ 
( ̂ handler  .\orth  Atlantic  .Shorebirds  (Macmillan)   £   1 2.95  CH 

C'heng  I   so-Hsin  .1  SYtiop.sisof  the  .Avifauna  of  China  (Parey)   £98.(M)  CD 

Cocker  it  1   nskipp  .1  Himalayan  Omithologf.st:  the  life anduvrk  of Brian  Houghton  Hodgson  (Ol’P)   £   lO.tK)  ED 
Colston  it  Burton  .5  Field  Guide  to  the  Waders  of  Britain  and  F.urope  with  Sorth  .Africa  and  the  .Middle  Fast 

(Hodder  it  .Stoughton)       £9.95  D 

(aamp  Birds  of  the  H   estem  Balearctic  vol.  1   £75  ED  vol.  2   £75  ED  vol.  5   £75  ED  vol.  4   £7.5  ED  vol.  5   £75  U 

Delin  it  S\ensson  Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  F.urope  ( Hamlyn)   £   1 4.95  U 

Dufl',  Hatton  it  Stirrup.\W««///   Paperi>ack£l.70U 
•Dymond,  Fraser  it  (iantlett  Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland  (Poyser)  Fixi  l.l  sl\T  RFDl CF.D  prk  F 

(usually  £19.(M))   £17.50  □ 

Klliott  Birds  of  Islay  (C.  Helm)   ^   ^   PaperlFack  £   1 1 .95  U 

Karrand  Audubon  Staster  Guide  to  Hirding   vol.  1   £   10.95  LJ  vol.  2   £ !   0.95  LJ  \   ol.  £   10.95  LJ  \   ols.  1   -3  £30.95  U 

Ferguson- bees.  Willis  it  Sharrock  fhe  Shell  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Ireland  ̂ [ichae\]osephW   £9.95  U 

Fry.  Keith  it  L'rban  The  Birds  of  .Africa  (.\cademic  Press)   vol.  1   £75. .50  ED  vol.  2   £76. .50  ED  vol.  5   £75.50  Q 
(ienslnd  Birds  of  Prey  of  Britain  andtlurope.  Sorih  .Africa  attd  the  Middle  East  (Collins)   £14.95  ED 

(iooders  Whereto  Watch  Birds  in  Britain  and  F.urope  (C.  Helm)   PapierlFack  £9.95  D 

•Coodman  it  .Meininger  Ihe  Birds  of  F.gppt  ((41  P)   £70.00  D 

Creen  it  Clade  Where  to  Watch  Birds  in  Dorset.  Hampshire  &   the  Isle  of  Wight  (C.  Helm)   Paperljack  £9.95  U 

Harris.  Fucker  it  \   inicomlie  Ihe  .Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird  Identification  (S\Acm\\\an)   £   1 4.95  □ 

Harrison,  C..  it  Reid-Henry  .4  History  of  the  Birds  of  Britain  (Collins)   £14.95  O 

Harrison,  P.  Seabirds:  an  identification  guide  Rex'ised  edn.  (C.  Helm)  Bf-s  i   Bird  B(K)k  of  1983   £21 .95  IJ 

Harrison,  P.  Seabirds  of  the  World:  a   photographic  guide  (C.  Helm)   Paperljack  £15.95  ED 

Ha\  man,  Marchant  it  Prater  Shorebirds:  an  identification  guide  to  the  waders  of  the  World  (Cb  Helm) 

Bt.s  i   Bird  Book  OF  1986   £22.95  D 

Hollom  fhe  Popular  Handbook  of  British  /inrfv5th  edn.  (\(  itherby)   £14.95  U 

Johnsgard  'Ihe  (fiiail.s.  Partridges  and  Francolias  of  the  World  (Ol'P)   £47.50  jJ 
King,  Dickinson  it  Woodcock  .4  Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of. South-East. A.sia  (Collins)   Paperback  £9.95  U 

Lack  'Ihe. Atlas  of  Wintering  Birds  in  Britain  &   Ireland  (?o\%er)  Bfst  BirdBikikof  1987   £21.00  EJ 

.Madge  it  Burn  Wildfowl:  an  identification  guide  to  the  ducks,  gee.se  and  sivaas  of  the  W   orld  (C.  Helm) 

BF..VI  Bird  Book  OK  1 988   ^ EJ 

Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  page  xiv  to  complete  your  order. xiii 
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ALL  LISTED  BOOKS  ARE  POST  EREE  TO  ‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  SUBSCRIBERS 

Please  tick 

iVl  earns,  Mearns  &   Rees  Biographies for  Birdwatchers  (Academic  Press)  
 ^   1 7.50  D 

Oddie  BUI  Oddie’s  Little  Black  Bird  Book  (Methuen)   
Paperback  £   1 .95  l_l 

*Oddie  BirdwatchitiP  with  Bill  Oddie  (Macmillan)  Exci.fsnF.  RF.mc'.Ki)  PKiCT.s  (£2  off  &   £1  oO) 

'   Hardback  £6.95  U   Paperback  £3.99  U 

*Ogilvie  &   Winter  Best  Days  with  British  Birds  (British  Birds)  Exci.t  si\  F   rfdlcfd  frf.fi  bf
ic.vho.x  fricf. 

(usualprice£14.95).'.   
Paz  &   Eshbol  Ihe  Birds  of  Israel  (C.  Helm)    

—       £21 .95  U 

Verr\n%  Collins  New  Generation  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  F.urope   Paperback  £7.95  I — I   Hardback  £10.95  U 

P\  le,  Howell,  Vunick  &   DeSante  Identification  Guide  to  North  American  Passerines  (Slate  C
reek  Press)   £   1 5.00  LJ 

Redman  &   Harrap  Birdwatching  in  Britain:  a   site-by-site  guide  (C-.  Helm)   
£ '   2.95  U 

*Sharrock  The  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  (British  Birds)  (L'st.M. fricf  £9.95)   
£8.95  U 

♦Simmons  Ihe  Great  Crested  Grebe  (Shire)   
Paperback  £1 .95  U 

Simpson  &   Ddy  Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Australia  (C.  Helm)   
Paperback  £1 1.95  U 

A   Study  of  Blackbirds  KeCxsed  edn  (British  Museum)   
Paperback  £7.95  IJ 

Soper  &   Lovegrove  Birds  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-by-month  guide  (Webb  &   Bower)   
£   1 2.95  U 

Tulloch Bobby  Tulloch’s Shetland (Mdcm'iWdn)   
£14.95  U 

'Eumer  &   Rose  .4  Handbook  to  the  Swallows  and  Martins  of  the  World  (C.  Helm)   
£19.95  U 

\'iney  &   Phillipps/?irdiq/'//ongA'ong4thedn   
Paperback £14.50  U 

Voous  Owls  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere  (Collins)   
£45.00  LJ 

British  Birds  The  'British  Birds'  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic 

  1984  edn,  if  other  books  ordered,  £1 .00  I — I   1984  edn  £1 .85  I — I 

Other  titles 

.All  the  above  titles  are  POST  FRE^E.  Any  other  natural  history  books  in  print  may  be  
ordered 

from  the  NHBS.  Please  refer  to  the  NHBS  catalogue  for  details  of  current  prices  and  posta
ge 

rates.  Free  copies  of  the  NHBS  catalogue  are  available  on  request. 

Binders 

The  British  Birds  Binder  {hiMs  12  issues  &   index)   

Ties 

l   ies,  with  Red  Crouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  D   Green  D   Brown  CH  Mar
oon  EH 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  AUGUST  1989 

Make  all  cheques  ami  POs  payable  lo  the  NHB.S.  Payment  can  be  made  in  I’SS  at  curre
nt  exchange  rate.  Please  allow  28  days 

for  deliven  in  UK.  longer  if  abroad.  '   To  qualify  for  POSl  P   RF.I-,  please  quote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name   

.Address   

        Total  £ 

Ref. 
No. 

Cheque/PC)  enclosed  ED  Giro  payment  made  ED 

Vou  can  also  pay  using 
these  credit  cards: 

If  your  address  for  credit  card  purposes  is  different  from  that  above.  gi\  e   it  here 

VBA 

Please  debit  my  Acce.ssA'isa/MasteK"ard/Eun)card 
Expir\'  date  |   | 

Signature   

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  please  quote  your  BB  ref  no.  as  well  as  your  cre
dit  card  no. 

IT.F.  T'otnes  (0803)  865913 

Send  order  to:  British  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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FOCALPOINT 
at  Martin  Mere,  Southport  on  Sunday  13th  August  1989 

BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE  DISPLAY  10.30  am  to  4   pm 

OPTICRON 
OPTOLYTH 
ZEISS  WEST 
BUSHNELL 
BAUSCH  &   LOMB 
NIKON 
ADLERBLICK 
KOWA 
MIRADOR 
LEITZ 
CENTURY 
QUESTAR 
SWAROVSKI 
AlCO 
DANUBIA 
CULLMAN 
SLIK 
SWIFT 
SANSEI 
ZEISS  JENA 
SKUA  cases 

The  Focaipoint  Team’  will  again  be  at  the Wildfowl  and  Wetlands  Trust  Reserve  at 

Martin  Mere.  We  shall  be  in  the  splendid 
Catty  Bank  hide  which  affords  excellent 
views  of  the  main  lagoons.  Ducks  and 
returning  passage  waders  will  provide 

ideal  subjects  to  test  and  compare  binocu- 

lars and  telescopes. The  Team'  who  are 
nationally  known  experienced  birdwatch- 

ers with  a   thorough  knowledge  of  optics, 
will  be  on  hand  to  ensure  that  you  obtain 
the  finest  possible  equipment  within  your 
price  range.  There  will  also  be  a   large 

display  of  Manfrotto  tripods  and  accessor- 
ies. You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  all  the 

most  popular  instruments  —   look  out  for 
the  show  day  special  offers! 

(D533) 

NEWER  ITEMS 
WILL  INCLUDE 
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MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS  FREE' FOCALPOINT 9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

Telephone:  0606  891098 
and  Bank  Holidays 

WHAT’S  HAPPENING 
IN  THE 

BIRDWATCHING  WORLD 

Phone  ‘BIRDCALL’ 
0898  700227 

AND  FIND  OUT! 

Bird  Call  is  updated  weekly, 
but  for  all  the  National  Bird  news 

Phone  ‘BIRDLINE’ 
the  24  hr  rarity  hotline  updated  up  to  20  times  a   day. 

For  further  details  of  'Birdline' Phone  0263  741139 
or  send  a   s.a.e.  to 

Stonerunner,  Coast  Road,  Cley-next-the-Sea, 

Holt,  Norfolk  NR25  7RZ 

BIRDCAI.I.  IS  CHARGFD  AT  .W  PFR  MIN  INC.  V.AT  PFAK  AN
D  STANDARD. 

2.SP  PER  MIN  INC.  VAT  CHEAP  RATE 
(D54I) 
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“/  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope." (British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1 986). 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm /60mm /75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 
spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25  X   /30  X   eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

I   will  UVIWI 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

Have  you 
wised  up? 

TRY 

‘Birding  World’ 
special  introductory  offer 

4   issues  —   send 

only  £5.00 

Bird  Information  Service, 

Stonerunner,  Coast  Road, 

Cley-next-the-Sea,  Holt, 
Norfolk  NR25  7RZ 

(1)542) 

DUTCH 
BIRDING 

Quarterly  journal 
for  every  keen 

birder! 

□   Excellent  papers  on  identification, 

distribution,  movements  and 
behaviour  of  Palearctic  birds. 

□   Latest  news  on  rare  birds  in  the 

Netherlands  and  Belgium. 

□   In  English  or  with  English  summaries. 

□   Well  produced  with  numerous  high 

quality  photographs. 

For  information  write  to; 
Dutch  Birding,  Postbus  5611. 
1007  AP  Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 

Subscribers  to  Dutch  Birding  can  claim  25%  off  a   British 
Birds  subscription 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 
and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 
(including  15%  VAT) 

C2.20  a   line — average  of  6   words 
£8.40  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 

Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1.00  extra  per  insertion 
Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 

6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
September  Issue 
August  5 
Please  post  early 
to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 
is  most  grateful  to  those 

companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

Sponsors  oj 
‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

ZEISS 

West  Germany 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  of 

and  ^   ‘Bird 

Collins Photograph 

of  the  Year’ Sponsors  of 
‘Bird 

Illustrator  of 

the  Year’  '   telescopes 

British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 

total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 

63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

HO  LI  DA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TIPS 

ENGIAND 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RF.SERVt:S  l.icensed  Gue.st 

Mou.se  run  hy  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars.  Maydn  Mouse,  .\venue  Road.  Munsian- 

lon.  rel::LM  15.  (BBb5;t) 

EXMCX)R.  IVaeeful  s/catering  r/heale<l  holiday 

homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  .Marshes, 

w(K>ds  and  m<M>rland  -rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/aufumn  terms.  ()p>en  all  year.  Stamp  to 

.Sheila  Wright,  Pack  Morse,  .Mlerford,  nr  .Mine- 

head.  Pel:  ()h4:t  862475.  ( BBH75) 

SCH.I.Y  ISLES.  Holiday  Hats.  Details  (1720 

22<M5.  (BB880) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  lor 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

.\utumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flanehurg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB  EM  from 

£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

15TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Herelord  amidst  gentle  wixrded  hills,  two  lields 

from  River  \N've.  .-\  comfortable  and  infonnal 

place  with  proper  em|ihasis  on  real  ftxrd.  real 

ales  aitd  civilised  prices.  Log  hres.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite.  tele- 

phones, tea/colTee,  colour  I'.V..  Radio,  Hair 
Drvers,  Trouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronav.  Relais 

Routier,  K.  T.B.  Three  Crowns,  and  R..\.C:. 

2   .Stars.  Charming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available,  .\pplv  the  (jreen  Man  Inn.  Kownhope. 

Hereford  HRI  4PE.  Tel:  (0432  77)  243.  (BB91 1 ) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘Sea  View  Moorings'.  St 

Mary's.  Originallv  a   fisherman's  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  Mews  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  l>edrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .-V  varied  breakfast 
menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — [>et.s  welcome.  .-VTso — "I'he  .-\ft  Cabin’ 
two/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .-\t  the  rear  of 

‘Sea  View  Moorings',  southerly  facing  with 
balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22:127.  (BB918) 
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ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  I   he  Wheelhouse,  St 

Man’s.  licensed  Ciuest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings 

next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 

22719.  '   (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SiCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  22513.  (BB81.3) 

NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  olTer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 
Resenes.  Contact  Beverley  Lawson,  South  Mill 

Gate  House,  Shereford,  Fakenham.  Tel:  0328 

2942.  (BBOff) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Fel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  Available  all 

year.  Details  from  .Mrs  E.  Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NVV'2.  Fel:  01-431  2942. 
(BB670) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holy  Island,  The 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land.  Tel:  06683  370. (BB63I) 

•   -   Tuc  Beautiful  Georgian  Hotel 
-   -p  ,   fitiiL  Exccllcm  Food  &   Accommodaiion 

.   LAWNS  Holt,  Norfolk. 

/yOTH-AA  RAC 

Cl^Y 5   mi1e9 

Bargain 
Breaks 

(BB384) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6+2). 

Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochtire: 

(0353)740770.  (BB834) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfarne  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 
berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB705) 

BLAKENEY  self-catering  holiday  bungalow, 

panoramic  views,  sleeps  4/6,  details,  tel:  Cley 
740  738.  (BB803) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 

lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Fel: 
0539  22592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  I   MILE.  Flint 
stones  Guest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/colTee  making  facs.  Col  4A’  all  rooms. 
Fivening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  Tel: 

026.3  740337.  (BB972) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Fann- 

house  accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 

from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Tel:  059  87  201.  (BB943) 

THE  BOATHOUSE  and  birdwatchers  go 

together!  .Small  guesthouse  situated  on  I   own 

Beach.  Write  or  phone  for  brochure.  Hugh 

Town,  St  Mary  ’s  (0720)  22688.  (BB973) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  IV,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 

Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR3  9SH.  'Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 2013.  (BB9.35) 

SUNNY  ESTUARYSIDE  COTTAGES  to  let 

October  to  May.  Cosy,  mod  cons.  Between 

ancient  tidal  overgrown  quarries,  habitat  for 

many  birds.  A’iew,  tides  and  saltmarsh,  winter- 
ing ground  waders  -   migrants.  SAF,  June  and  Joe 

Folder,  Tythmg  Barn,  West  W'illiamston,  Carew 

Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire  SA68  OTN.  Tel:  (0646) 
651452.  (BB977) 

SELF  CATERING  Cornwall,  St  Just,  CliITtop 

Farmhouse.  Basic  accommodation  for  7.  Walks, 

Birdwatching,  valleys,  cov’es,  town,  shops,  hall 

mile  Rowe,  Goldings,  St  Just.  Phone  from 

Penzance  0736  788-784.  (BB931) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Self  catering.  3   to  6.  Linen, 

towels  provided.  Well  furnished  and  equipped. 

Nerina,  (ihurch  Road,  St  Mary’s,  lei:  0720 
22479.  (BB955) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  (   Juest  house,  en  suite 

rooms,  tea/colfee  facilities,  licensed.  Close  to 

harbour,  nature  trail.  Good  food,  Iriendly  atmos- 

|)here.  Tbe  Bylet,  Church  Road,  St  Mary’s.  Fel: 
0720  22479.  ’   (BB9.54) 

COUNTRY  COTTAGES  between  Alnwick  & 

Belford  sleep  up  to  6.  Fully  equipped,  self- 

catering, available  throughout  the  year.  Well 

placed  for  Holy  Island  &   Fame  Islands,  Cheviot 

Hills  and  many  places  of  natural  beauty.  S.A.FF: 

Lady  Gadsden,  606  Gilbert  House,  Barbican, 
London  EC2Y  8BD.  Tel:  0 1   -638  9968.  ( BB623) 

GARA  MILL,  Slapton,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 
2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 

woods.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

flats  in  16th  c.  cornmill.  Near  .Slapton  Ley.  TVs. 

Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure:  (0803) 
770295.  (BB728) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  The  White  Horse 

Inn.  A   channing  16th  centtiry  freehouse  in  3 

acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 
modern  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

Ample  car  parking.  C-C  location  site.  Bar  snacks 

or  rest,  meals  avail.  I   el:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB685) 

Nr  COCKERMOUTH,  Cumbria.  Small  E.  1   B. 

Listed  guest  house,  close  Northern  lakes  &   fells. 

.Solway  coast  10  miles.  .All  3   rooms  C.H,  h&c, 

D.B.B.  £100  p.w.p.p.  Daily  rates  avail.  Field  End, 

Parsonby,  .Aspatria  (06973)  2 1 720.  (BB996) 
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DELICIOUS  FOOD.  Easy  rrach  various 

reser\es/moors/coasl/dales/goir  courses.  N'ork 
10  miles,  l.uxurv'  hh/em  from  £24.  Brochure: 

(ihyll  House,  Lining,  'i'ork  V06  IRB.  04477  440. 
(BB994) 

SCOTLAND 

BEAULY  near  Inverness.  Luxury  six  berth 

caravans  overlooking;  Beauly  Firth.  Quiet  Croft. 

All  mod  cons.  l   el:  (0464)  782660.  (BB920) 

ISLE  OF  GIGIIA,  .\rj^41shire.  For  a   holiday 

surrounded  by  natural  beauty,  sandy  beaches, 

exotic  gardens,  birds,  wild  flowers,  good  food 
and  comfortable  accommodation.  Please  contact 

Mrs  .Mc.Sporran,  Post  Ollice  Flouse.  0.58-45  251. 
(BB799) 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  .\rgyll  PA6I 

75  P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £48.00. 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  re(juest). 
Iel:095l2416.  (BB915) 

ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND.  Comfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  Stamp  please  for  free  64-page 
colour  brochure.  Holiday  Cottages  (Scotland) 

Ltd,  Lilliesleaf,  Melrose,  Roxburghshire  11)6 

9JD.  Tel:  08457  481.  '   (BB979) 

ISLE  OF  BUTE  Bird  watch  and  stay  in  a   most 

relaxihg  atmosphere.  Birdwatching  holidays  on 

the  Isle  of  Bute,  wide  variety  of  birds  and 

habitat,  guided  tours  by  landrover  and  boat, 

local  expert  advice.  Stay  as  a   house  guest  in  this 

frieitdlv  run  family  house  on  the  shores  of 

Rothesay  Bay.  Faijoy  the  good  home  cooking,  all 

centrally  heated  bedrooms  have  colour  'F.\'.  and 
a   hospitality  tray.  For  further  information  con- 

tact Hazel  Davie,  .Mamein  House — 0700 
2495.  (BB9.56) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  .Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  IT,  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 

facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tarifT  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  .Argyll  P.A43  7LB.  Tel: 

BowTTiore  (049-681 )   244/265.  (BB975) 

ISLAY,  geese.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

Lady  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel: 

289.'  (BB988) 

SPEY  V'ALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

countrv-  hotel,  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 

FTcellent  Birdwatching  amidst  .Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lochs.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Crested  Fits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  Ferms  £1 10.00  per  week  I)  B 

B.  Brochure  from  Maureen  l   aulbut,  I   he  Old 

Manse  Hotel,  Carrbridge,  Inverness-shire. 

Fel:  047  984  278.  .A  warm  welcome 

guaranteed.  (BB997) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY.  Bungalow  sleeps  four,  on  farm 

near  sea.  Walking,  birdwatching  all  year  round. 

Sally  Underwood,  C.arraig  Fhada  Farm,  Port 
Ellen,  lslay.049621 14.  (BB004) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  4(K)  self-catering  famihouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SY 1 6   2.A.A.  l   el:  (0686)  25267.  ( BB687) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  .A.A/RACi  listed,  licensed,  for  wann 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Frearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 

1.1.65  25'V.  I   el:  0407  86(K)78.  '   (BB976) 

TREGARON,  (iambrian  Coffee  Shop|)e.  Home 

rooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Km.  £4.95.  lel:  .Mrs 

Knightio‘)7  44647.  (BB949) 

ABERGYNOLWYN  A   bird  watchers  walkers 

paradise — Red  Kites,  Buzzards  etr/hills,  moun- 

tains (inri.  Ciadar  Idris).  Peaceful,  scenic  area — 
ideal  touring  base  for  .Mid/North  Wales. 

Homely,  C/H,  H   &   C,  beverage  facilities,  reduc- 

tions O.AP's  &   children  ( 16yrs).  dogs  welcome.  B 
&   B   £8.50/£9.50,  E..M.  £4.50.  Mini  breaks 
weekiv  tenns  available.  Riverside  Guest  House. 

Pel:  06.54-77245.  (BB990) 

RED  KITE  COUNTRY — Tregaron — Guest- 
House  standing  in  22  acres,  overlooking  the 

C.ambrian  Mountains  and  on  the  doorstep  of  the 

Ciors  ('.aron  Nature  Reserve.  C.entral  for  Dinas 

and  5'nys-hir  RSPB  reserxes.  Parties  welcome. 
W'l'B — 4   crowns.  For  brochure,  phone  Margaret 
Clutter. 0974 298480  298905.  (BB995) 

OVERSEAS 

■ANDORR.A.  Pvrenees.  Supterb  scenerx .   Plenty 

of  sunshine.  Ski-ing  in  winter,  walking  in  moun- 
tains and  watching  nature  all  year  round.  Small 

friendly  hotel,  excellent  cooking.  Brochure: 
Hotel  Residencia  Relax.  Career  Bella-vista  8. 

Encamp,  .Andorra.  Tel:  010  44  628  42547. (BB998) 

S.E.  SPAIN:  Small  house  near  super  wetland. 
Reitsonable.  Details:  0243  628547.  (BBOIO) 

SOUTH  OF  FRANCE.  l.anquedoc  area,  An 

Ornithologists  must  Resident  guide,  open  all  the 

vear  B&B  E.M.  Write  or  Phone  Joe  Higginson,  40 

Clough  .Avenue,  Steeton,  Nr.  Keighley.  West 

Yorkshire  BD‘20  6SH.  05(45  54744  Evening. 
(BBOOl) 
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WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS 

KENYA  Birdwalching/Wildlil'e  Safaris.  15th 
December  Tsavo,  .\mboseli,  Indian  Ocean.  29th 
December  .Masai  .Mara,  Samburu,  Rift  Lakes. 
2-weeks  .\ll  Inclusive  £1 185.  1990  Safaris  include 
.Namibia  SW  .\frica  and  Zimbabwe/Botswana. 

Itineraries;  .\D\'EN  LURE  .AFRI(’..\,  The 
Square,  Ramsbury,  Wiltshire.  Tel:  0672 
20.569.  (BB957) 

COSTA  RICA 
BIRDWATCHERS  PARADISE 
10%  world  Bird  species  (850  species)  in  a 

country  the  size  of  Wales!  Various 
Birdwatcher  programs:  TRANSWORLD, 

Apt.  695 1 ,   San  Jose,  COSTA  RICA. 

(BB992) 

BIRD  W’A  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

NEW  ZEALAl^D  ‘BIRDWATCH’.  Day  trips 
from  .Mt.  C'.ook,  Wanaka,  Queenstown  areas. 
.Also  .seven  day  tours  southern  South  Island  and 
Stewart  Island.  Monthly.  .Andy  .Anderson,  Box  1, 

Tarras,  Otago,  .New  Zealand.  (BB959) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 
needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 
Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

BUILDING  LAND  FOR  SALE 

BUILDING  PLOT,  with  planning  permission, 
4   bed  det,  near  Welney  Bird  Sanctuary,  Ely  7 
miles  —   details  0638  76795  eves.  (BB9.30) 

seba  ̂
 Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders' 
Seabird  Slide  Library;  copies  £1 .50  each 

Seawatchers  Network  Scheme 

Spring/ Autumn  Seawatches;  3-4  day  breaks 
Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone:  051-336  8441  (bB807)^ 

BIRD  RETORT 

ORKNEY  BIRD  REPORT  1988  available  from 

X’ishabreck,  Evie,  Orkney.  £2.80  including 

p&p.  (BB9.58) 

GWENT  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  Bumper  issue, 

many  articles.  £;l  from  Brian  (iregor\,  .Mon- 

mouth School,  Monmouth,  Gwent  Nl’5  3XP. 
(BB994) 

1988  CHRISTCHURCH  HARBOUR  BIRD 

REPORT,  £2.75  inc  p&p.  262  species,  92  pages, 
articles.  Paul  Morrison,  33  Minterne  Road, 
Christchurch,  Dorset.  (BB002) 

CUMBRIA  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  £2.80  inc 

p&p  from  M.  Hutcheson,  (Jarden  Cottage, 
.Sizergh  Ciastle,  Kendal,  Cumbria  L.A8 

8AE.'  (BBOII) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1989  Guided  Birdwalching  Tours 
PORTUGAL  -   .Algarve:  .Aug  &   Sept 

Inch  Pelagic  ‘Specials’ SPAIN  -   .Andalucia;  .Sept. 
U.S.A.  -   Florida:  Nov/Dec. 
N.  INDIA  -   Feb.  1990. 
Write  to:  32  Coronation  Rd,  Mapperley 

Nottingham  NG3  5JS 

or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 

MIGRATE  TO  FAIR  ISLE  this  year!  Midway 

between  Orkney  and  Shetland  this  beautiful 

nigged  island  offers  a   relaxing  widlife  holiday  for 

all  the  family.  Enjoy  comfortable  full  board 

accommodation  and  explore  the  island’s  magni- 
ficent cliff  scenery,  fine  seabird  colonies,  migrant 

birds,  flora,  knitwear  and  fascinating  island  life. 

For  details/bookings  write  (sae):  Booking  Dept 

(C),  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory,  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 
land,ortel:035  12258.  (BB689) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

Ijondon's  leading  omithologtcal  book  stockisls 

Catalogue  now  available. 

NEW  specialist  natural  history  bookshop, 

now  open,  containing  our  full  range  of 
bird  books  and  reports, 

plus  a   comprehensive  selection  of  other 
natural  history  titles 

(new  and  secondhand) 
HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2,  Sackville  Street, 

Piccadilly,  Ixmdon  WIX  2DP 
Telephone;  01-439  6151  (BB987) 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  field  sports 
bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 

Maidstone,  Kent.  I'el:  0622  8 1 2940.  (BB869) 
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'BIRD  BOOKS’,  (iood  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  ofTers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  I.ane,  Kelsall, 

Tarporley,  Cheshire  (iVVh  ONJ.  Tel;  0829  51804. 
(BB8Wi) 

ORNITHOI.IDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  ‘Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  S\V  Spain.  I'he 
C.ainargue,  .Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
•Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  (ireece, 

Vancouver  and  1   he  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka,  Ui|)land 

and  .Arctic  .Norway.  The  (ianihia.  North  West 

I   urkey  and  Northern  India,  £5.00  per  copy  and 

.Australia  £5.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-5 

\’ictoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P02 1 
2PW.  (BB8L5) 

S/IIAND  BIRD  BOOK.S.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  (^ainmidge  St.,  Withernsea,  E.  N’orks. 
(BB885) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 

Coxton  Publications, 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington.  ̂  
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  S 

Please  order 

all  your 
BIRD  BOOKS 

from 

‘BRITISH 

BIRDSHOP’ 
Please  use  the  form  on  the 

cut-out  page  in  this  issue. 

The  purchase  of  books  and 

recordings  through 

‘British  BirdShop’ 

subsidises  everv'  subscription, 
and  adds  extra  pages 

and  extra  photographs 

to  every  issue  of 
P? itish  Pivds  ̂ BB5I5) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  'Free  BB  .Advertising’. (BB755) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  C^ounty  Reports,  etc.), 

David  .Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umlx*rleigh.  Devon. 
(BB87I) 

DRAWINGS  &   PHOTOGRAPHS 

FROM  ‘BB’.  .Many  of  the  origitial 

bird-drawing.s  and  prints  of  the  bird- 

pfiotographs  published  in  British  Birds 

can  lie  pitrcbased.  Letters  containing 

encjtiiries  or  oilers  will  be  forevarded  if 

addressed  to  the  named  individual 

artist  or  pliolograpber,  c/o  Fountains, 

Park  Lane,  Blunbam,  Bedford  .MKLt 

3\J.  (BBbLl) 

ZEISS  DI.ALA’T  lOx  tOB,  or,  Optolvth  .\lpin 
IDX 40B(i.\,  in  good  condition,  with  cases  etc., 

lor  sale,  or,  exch.mge  either  lor  g(M>d  (|ualit\  8x 

50  or  8X  to.  Lei:  0225  5 1 8«(M).  i   BB999) 

NEW  NATURALIST.  25.  mainh  1st  eds. 

S.,\.E.  for  list  to:  NN  ( )l1er.  97  Forest  Road. 

Dalston,  London  E8  5BH.  iBBtttll) 

C.ASE  F'OR  KOW.A  rSN-2  telesco(>e.  as  new 

£5.00.  Phone  I'iptree  (062I )   819566.  (BBIM)5) 

SOFT  C.ASE  for  Hahicht  Diana  ItlXlO  or 

similar  sized  biiUKulars.  as  new  £5.00.  Phone 

Fiptree  (082 1 )   819568.  (BB0I>6) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 

signed for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 

mounting.  £50  incl  p&p.  S.AE  details.  Richard 

Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road.  .Atherstone 
CV91NH.  (BB989) 

NEW  N.ATUR.ALIST  —   Fits.  I'hrushes.  Wad- 
ers. Finches,  Birds  of  Prey,  Woodland  Birds; 

perfect  £50  each,  o.n.o.  all  six.  Hudd  0985 
215167.  (BB991I 

.ALL  SIX  VOI.UMES  British  Birds  with  their 

Nests  and  Eggs.  Illustrated  by  F.  W.  Frohawk. 
.\uthors:  .\.  G.  Butler,  M.  .\.  Mathew,  H.  O. 

Forbes,  J.  Cordeaux,  W.  B.  Legetmeier,  H.  H. 

Slater,  O.  \’.  ,\plin  &   H.  .A.  .Maepherson.  Offers, 

(ireen.  115  A'anbrugh  Hill,  SEIO  9HB. 
(BBW17) 

OPTICRON  HIDE  MOUNT,  as  new.  £20.  Tel: 

02.56  780028.  (BB008) 

BINOCULARS  10  X   .50  Swift  Newport  and 

case.  Immaculate  condition  £45.  I'el:  (0425) 
614596.  (BB(H19) 
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20x  WA 
79m 

20x-60x  Zoom 
119m 

59 
40x., 59 
PhotoKH 

89m 
Case  tor  TSN 22  50 

CaseforGOl  2 1995 

Skuacase 39  95 

Spare  dust  cover  (OG) em 

New  dust  cover  eye  ptoce 

1495 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS  FIELD  DAYS 
'in  locus' SUNDAY  DATES 

SEPT  17»i  OCT  22nd  NOV  19m 

WiRi  the  kmd  coK)perabon  of  the  Herts  and  MxJdx  WSdMe  Trust  'In  focus' 
are  now  able  to  offer  customers  a   unique  opportusty  to  use.  compare  and 

purchase  quality  opticai  equsxnent  urxJer  field  condrtons  Lemstord  Sprwigs 
Nature  Reserve  «   situated  approximately  20  rnSes  north  of  London  and  « 
)u8t  1 5   rntTYs  dnve  from  June  23  on  the  M25  motorway  Th«  comped  we> 

managed  reserve  has  a   good  variety  of  bxd  Me  and  customers  can  expect 

good  views  of  water  and  woodUind  birds  Veitors  are  mvited  to  lake 

advantage  of  the  ample  parking  to  the  ngN  of  ffie  reserve  gate  ffien  make 
thetf  way  to  reception  At  this  pomt  customers  can  d«cuss  lhe«  mdMdual 

requirements  with  our  lechmcel  staff  -   bmoculars  are  issued  from  th«  pomt 
and  can  be  used  on  s   woodUmd  wait  or  m   a   pnvale  htoe  where  s   ful  range 

of  telescopes  can  also  be  viewed  For  further  mformabon  and  (krecsons 

pfease  corsad  In  focus' 

in  NORFOLK 

At  BnsrftsMt  Hetsf.  Tilciiwtfl 
Wteksed  Dstts 

2   3SePT  74  OCT  4-5  NOV 
Opan  M   SAT  AND  SUN 

lAWi  h*  hnd  CD-«par«San  (K 

BnarUMM  Hoip  Si  tocu*  w   aCW 

10  eSar  .wtori  «   h*  Nom  Norlo* 

ooMi  h*  occxmL^isy  si  im  com- 
part and  pk^cnaaa  ou  M   'anga  or 

onooxara  laiaaoapaa  svodi  ana 

W   In  iecua  *narouaa  ia>«  Da 
■Si Mad  e   ha  '•e  or  ha  not# 
compw»  <Mh  tpando  ivwwi  ewarha 

adiacaw  RSP6  naaann For  Nmnar  *aor*n«aor  ana  i>»acaona 

{Maaa  coraao  ‘Si  kicua 

BUSHNELL £ 
issm 

Specemaster  GA 

169m 

15X-45X 
84m 

20X-60X 

65m 

22x  WA 
34m 

40x 3sm 
lem 

Photo  Kit 2sm 
Customs  X   36 

189m 

Custom  10  X   40 

199m 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA £ 

JenoptemS  x   30 

4495 

Jerxiptem  10  x   50 69  95 
OeltrvitemS  x   30 

5495 

88  95 
NolaremS  x   326 

114  95 

Notarem  10  x   406 

149  95 

NotaromtOx  40BA 

199  95 
42  95 

MIRADOR £ 

8   X   426 
110m 

114m 

10x506 

122m 

Merkn  25^60 
97  m 

Merbnl8x-40x60 

129m 

Merhn30  X   75 

119m 

Merkn22  x-47  x   75 

157  m 

Case  tor  Merkns 

lem 

CENTURY £ 

FeU  Model  GA 
isom 

20x-45x  Zoom 

49m 

20x.  30x.  40x 
Eye  Pieces  (eech) 

19m 
1695 

BRESSER £ 

Toped  X2SGA 

7495 

Tope  10  X   25GA 

79  95 

8   X   40GA  Roof  Pnsm 

119m 

10  X   40GA  Roof  Pnsm 

119m 

7   X   42LuxMC 139m 145  m 

10x  SOLuxMC 
155m 

7x42  Lux  GAMC 

145m 

10x42  Lux  GAMC 

149  m 

10x50  Lux  GAMC 165m 

Diont7x426GA 
179m 

Dionn0K426GA 

189m 

HABICHT £ 

Oians  10  X   40 

Phone 

MANFROTTO £ 

|y^PROi90 35m 
k*nPROl906 

4o.m 

Base144 

45m 

Basel44B som 128  Fluaj  Head 
3495 

zmCxLghtFtutoHd 3995 
995 

Spare  0 'R  Ptattorm 

495 

Pro  Mono  Pod 
24  95 

SWIFT 
£ 

Osprey75  x   42 

149  95 

AudubonSSx  44 

199  95 

£500  CYGNUS  HOLIDAY  VOUCHER 
TO  BE  WON  EVERY  MONTH 
Each  iTKinth  lor  the  riexl  sa  rnonths  ‘In  tocua'  anl  be  grwng  sway  a   CSOO 

Cygnus  Hobday  Voucher  to  one  of  «s  lucky  customers  Al  you  need  to  do 

«   purchase  aqutoFFieni  to  toe 
value  of  £100  or  more  and  you 

wiH  automadcaty  be  entered  mio 

our  draw  Cygnus  Brnkwatchmg 

Hohday  Venues  mdude  Thsi- 
larto.  Texas.  Kenya.  Camargue 

Hungary.  Nepal  and  many  more 

ADLERBLICK £ 

8   X   426 99m 
10  X   426 99m 
10  X   506 

129m 

SLIK 

£ 

69  95 

695 
CULLMANN 

£ 24  96 

995 

SpereO  R   Platform 

495 

HtoeMoiKit 

49  95 

Popular  4561 

49  95 

ACCESSORIES £ 

Car  window  mourx 22m 
Urw^rsal  mOiirt 

22m 

Hate  mount 38m 

4m 
4m 

Leather  Eye  Piece  Case 995 
New  Vetoon  4   so  Tpd 69  95 
Leather  Tnpod  Strtto 

14  95 

BARBOUR £ 

The  best  Bnksh  ctottwig  tor  toe 
worst  British  weather 
Duhem  Jacket 52  95 

32-  to  46- 

Bedate  Jacket 

2TIO30' 

45  45 

32"  to  46* 

69  95 

78  95 

32- 10  46' 

82  95 

32- to  46* 

Border  Jacket 

89  95 

32-  to  46" 

Burghley  Jacket 
96  95 

36"  10  46* 

Northurrtma  Jacket 91  45 

36*  to  46" 

Linngs 

19  45 Hoods 
11  45 

Send  lor  colour  Bartxmr  catatogue 
Poet  FREE  on  Bartxxir 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  and  select  from  our 
comprehenswe  range  of  equp 

mers  Compare  Za*ss  w4i  Leit7 

Optofyto  Mto  Kows  or  NAon  We 

are  a   compfetefy  mdapendent  com- 
pany whose  orSy  concern  a   toaf 

our  cuatomers  setset  toe  oorred 
mstrument  tor  toes  pereoi^  needs 

MAIL  ORDER 

Jusi  add  C2  to  help  towards  PAP 

and  msiKance  and  your  order  ymS 
be  sers  toe  same  day  as  we 

recenre  your  cheque  AAequtoment 

a   sitoPM  on  14  days  approval 
upon  reostot  of  tol  remsiance 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Otocuss  you  requrements  iwth  our 
lechrscaf  staff  and  orders  placed 
iMth  Access  or  V«a  Cards  wM  be 

despatched  same  day 

SECONDHAND 
Instomaras  are  always  avaSabie 
Turnover  s   fast  so  we  do  not  pnnt  a 

hst  Phone  tor  mIoiTnaeon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  prices  pato  tor  good  conckSon 

equtoment 
HOW  TO  FIND  US 

We  are  lOrrwisfrom  M25and  A1M 

motorways  and  IS  mre  waft  from 
High  Barnet  Lbxlerground  Stabon 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFITS 

If  you  purchase  a   scope  and  topod 
d   toe  same  tne  we  can  Oder  you  a 

very  speoaf  price' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

WTIREST  FREE  CREDIT 

ON  SELECTED 

Zeiss.  Leiti.  Kows  and 

Nikon  pnducts 
Phone  or  write  lor  detiils 

MS4 BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 
(D552) 
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ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1990 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-five  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

Kenya 
Botswana 

The  Seychelles 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 
Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Florida 

Canada  and  the  Rockies 

Thailand 

Nepal 
Assam  and  Sikkim 

Jordan 
Israel 

Cyprus Corfu 
N.  E.  Greece 

Yugoslavia 

Turkey 

Lake  NeusiedI 
The  Camargue 
Andorra 

S.  W.  Spain 

Majorca 
The  Spanish  Pyrenees 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BDGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243  821230  (D544)  ATOL  LICENCE  No.  743 ABTA 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field 
lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft. 
10X40BGA  19oz  345ft. 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft. 
8X30BGA  14oz  420ft 

Price 

E221  (inc.  case) 
£205  (inc.  case) 
£200  (inc.  case) 
£186  (inc.  case) 

Superior  definition  Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight  Field 
44oz  120ff. 

35oz  183f1. 

37oz  — 47oz  87-54ft 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

30X75GA 
22X60GA 
22X70GA 
22-60X70GA 

30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

Touring  7x42  BGA  -   8x32  BGA  -   10x40  BGA 
all  Including  case.  Please  phone  for  price 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  Street  13  Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D530) 

£318  Case  £35 

£210 
£290  EYEPIECES 

£353  20xWW  £88 
£353  20x  £56 
£344  30x  £57 

£320  40x  £58 

£320 

11 



Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

A   Phone:  01  -648  8822 fck.-  Moo.-Ffi.  9am  to  5pm  SaL  9am  to  1 1 .30am 

K»i  ‘it-  '         ,   Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

•k  Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 

■k  Competitive  prices  k   Long-established  workshop  k   Callers  welcome. 
k   Phone/mail  order  service  k   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  C 

i0x25Diaiyt  214 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  245 
8   X   30  BOAT  Dialvt  389 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyl  Phone 

7x42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  Phone 

LEITZ  (Uica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
8x20BCATrinovid  247 
10x25KTrinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x40bATrinovia  Phone 
1 0   X   401B  T   rinovid  Phone 

10x40  BA/N  Pnnovid  Phone 

Miniature  soft  case  14 
BAsotfcase  34 

SWAROVSKI 

10  X   40  WM  Waterproof  341 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof  302 

OPTOLYTH 

8   X   40  Alpin  200 

10x40Alpin  205 
7x42  Alpin  207 
10x50  Alpin  221 
12x50Alpin  225 

l0x40Tounng  378 

NIKON 

6   X   iiu  root  prism  1 39 
10x25roofprism  154 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism  248 
12x36  DCF  roof  prism  268 

BRESSER  (Linear) 

10  X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 

onsm  1 20 

MIRADOR 

8x42  110 

BRESSER  OIORPT 
10x40  rubber  covered  189 
7x42  rubber  covered  1 79 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom  189 
1 0x40  B   Custom  1 99 

OPTICRON 

8x42  HR  II  140 
10x42  HR  II  145 
10x50  HR  II  155 
9x35  BCF  Minerva  169 

RAYBAN 

The  world's  finest  sunglasses, 
from  42 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20  X   60  RekJscope  289 

20x60  ED  FiekJscope  513 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces  68 
Camera  adaptor  1 65 
KOWA 

TSN-1body(45°)  265 
TSN-2body  255 

TSN-3body(45°)  495 
TSN-4body  485 
25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece  59 

20  x(WA)  eyepiece  79 

25  X   (LER)  eyepiece  99 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece  119 

TS  601  body  (45“)  189 
TS602body  169 

20-60  X   eyepiece  94 
20  X   WW  eyepiece  49 

OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45")  320 
TBG  80  body  (straight)  3M 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 
OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubb^ 

60mm  HR  body  (45°) 
Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 

CENTURY 
60mm,  mbber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45x  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  plus  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padded  case 
PICCOLO 
60mm  body 

30  X   eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 

C-
 

155 

65 
26 

128 
155 
150 

65 

26 

125 

170 
20 

52 

187 

15 

107 26 
22 

NIGHT  VISION  -   Ask  for  details 
SPERWER  CASES 

Skua  II  (80mm)  39 
Puffin  (60mm)  38 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SlikD2 
Slik  Observer 
SlikSL67 

Manirono  MN  144B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc 

Manfrofto  MN  200  head 
Universal  damp 
Hide  damp 

Car  wirxJow  riKiunt TB  eyepieces  from 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £1 0   when  buying  a   telescope  ai  id  tripod  together. 

Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHA
M 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURAL  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY,  24th  SEPTEMBER 

(1 1 .00  am  to  5.00  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  Duy  binoculars,  telescop
es, 

tripods  etc  Also  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  
is  in  the 

Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

Q We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  trie  M25 

(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  trion  the  Merton  Turn-off) 
or  2   minutes'  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (PS46) 

WS4 
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Sunbird 
The  best  of  birdwatching  tours 

In  a   survey  by  British 
Birds  magazine, 
Sunbird  was  voted 

the  best  of  the  major 
birdwatching  holiday 
companies.  Come  with  us  and 
see  why.  Join  our  professional 
leaders  Bryan  Bland, 
David  Fisher,  Peter  Grant, 
Tom  Gullick,  and  Don  Turner  in 

friendly  small-group  holidays. 

Our  1990  destinations  include: 

Australia,  Austria,  Brazil, 
Camargue  and  Pyrenees, 
California,  India,  Israel,  Kashmir 
and  Ladakh,  Kenya,  Majorca, 
Morocco,  New  Zealand,  Rwanda, 

Seychelles,  Spain,  Texas  and 
Arizona,  Thailand,  Trinidad  and 

Tobago,  and  Venezuela. 

Discover  our  tours!  Contact  us  now  for  our  1990  brochure... 

\ 

Sunbird,  P.O.  Box  76,  Sandy,  Beds, 
SG19  IDF.  Telephone  0767  82969 

^   (D550)^ 

Announcing ...  2   New  Regional  Birdlines 

Birdline  East  Anglia 
Enquiries  Norwich  (0603)  633326 

Birdline  South  East 
Enquiries  (01)  6768747 

Birdlinc  South  West,  South,  Wales,  Midlands,  North  West,  North  East, 

and  Scotland  coming  soon  from 

THE  BIRD  INFORMATION  SERVICE  (0263)  741139 

(0555) 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 
Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
ample,  free  and  safe  parking.  Testing  facilities  are  probably 
the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is  across 
a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more  distant 

views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our  beautifiul 
Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely  relaxed  atmos 
phere?  Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out  to  be  more  of  a 

social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition 

BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is 

a   wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with 

special  emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for 
beginners  and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse. 

ZEISS 

Dialyt  7x42  BOAT  PHONE 
Diatyt  8x30  BOAT  PHONE 
0>«lyt  10x40  BOAT  PHONE 
Dislyt8x20BGA  PHONE 
Di«lyt8x20B  PHONE 
Oixlyl  10x25  B       PHONE 

LEITZ 

Tnnovid  7x42  BA  PHONE 
Trmovid  8x32  BA  PHONE 
Tnnovid  8x40  BA  PHONE 
Tnnovid  10x40  B       PHONE 
Tnnovid  10x40  BAN  PHONE 
Tnnovid  8x20  BCA  PHONE 
Tnnovid  1 0x25  BCA  PHONE 

OPTOLYTH 

Alp»n8x40      200  00 
Alpin  10x40  BGA      205  00 
Alpin  10x50  BGA  22100 

TFIfSCO^B 

30X75GA      31800 
22x70  GA      290  00 
30x80  GA     353  00 

TBSOGAbodv     334  00 
TBS80  GA  body      320  00 
TBCaObody     320  00 

Eyopiocos 
20xWA     88  00 
20x  ...  56.00 
30x  ...  .   57.00 
40x  ...  ..  58  00 

OPTICRON 

Minerva  8x40     170.00 
Minerva  10x40        175.00 
New  HR  8x42      140  00 

10x42     142-00 
10x50     155.00 

Elite  9x35      185.00 

TELESCOPES 

HR  Straight  60mm      128.00 
OWaeteOmm     150.00 

HR  Straight  60mm  RA  ..  155.00 

Fixed  mag  eyapiecei  26  00 
Zoom  20x-60x  65  00 
Piccolobody       10700 
Eyepiece*  from          22  00 
Zoom  ..      45  00 
Window  Clamp  ..  22  00 
Univerul  damp  .   22  00 

Hide  damp         42  00 

NIKON 

8x30  ZCF      205  50 
10x35ZCF      25400 
8x40  OCF       574  00 
Zooms  16x40          412  50 

TELESCOPES 

E

.

 

O

 

 

20x60  -  

  
 506  00 

Spotting  scope  ..  278.50 
Eyepiece*  ISx.  30x.  40x  67  50 
Photo-adept     157  00 

F

.

 

O

.

 

 

Adapt-nr>g 
 

   15.00 

BUSHNELL 
Custom  8x36  179  00 
Custom  10x40  18900 

TELESCOPES 

Spacemaster60mm      155.00 
Spacemaster  60mm  RA  165  00 
Fixed  mag  E   P     39.00 
Zoom  15x45x      84  00 

Discoverer  15-60x60     195.00 

ADLERBLICK 

8x42          120  00 
10x42    -         128  50 
10x50        139  00 
Add  C18  for  R.A.  models 
Multicoated  8x42  .... —     169  95 

Muhicoated  10x42     1 79.95 
Mutticoated  10x50     198  95 

BRESSER 

•New  Corvette 

8x42        119.00 
10x50      129  00 
Loch*  10x42      152  00 

10x50  164  50 

Add  C8  tor  R   A 
Linear  8x42  124  95 
Lif>ear  10x42  129  95 

Diont  10x42  178  00 

KOWA 

TELESCOPES 
TSN  1   77mm  265  00 
TSN  2   77mm  255  00 

TSN  3   77mm  495  00 
TSN  4   77mm      485  00 
20xWA  79  00 
25x  59  00 
40x  59  00 

20x  60xzoom  119  00 
Case   22  50 
TS60160mm      18900 
TS  602  60mm  169  00 

20x  WA  eyepiece  49  00 
25x  WA  eyepiece  43.00 
40x      43  00 

20x-60x  zoom  ....  94.00 
Compact  binoculars  7x22  ..  84  50 

HABICHT 
Diana  10x40  WM      341.00 

8x30  WGAP  1   394  00 
7x42  SL      -     364  50 
10x40  SLC     407.00 
8x»SLC     303  00 
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Red-necked 
Stint:  new  to 
Britain  and 

Ireland  ^ 
Brett  Richards 

On  leaving  my  home  on  the  outskirts  of  Hull,  Humberside,  on  23rd  July 1986,  the  weather  was  fairly  nasty:  cool,  overcast  and  raining, 

sometimes  heavily.  The  choice  for  me  lay  between  seawatching  at 

Hornsea  or  visiting  Blacktoft  Sands  RSPB  Reserve;  only  at  the  last 
moment  did  I   decide  on  the  latter. 

On  arriving  at  Blacktoft,  I   learned  that  the  ‘Little  Stint  Calidris  minutd 
reported  the  previous  day  was  still  present  in  front  of  Xerox  hide,  but  I 

was  in  no  hurr\'  to  see  it,  and  did  not  enter  that  hide  until  10.30  GMT.  On 

seeing  the  stint,  1   immediately  suspected  that  it  might  be  a   summer- 

plumaged  Red-necked  Stint  C.  nificollis.  The  uniform  chestnut-red  colour 

of  the  chin,  throat  and  upper  breast,  completely  unmarked  by  any  dark 

streaking  or  spotting,  and  the  border  of  dark  speckles  below  this  on  the 

white  background  of  the  lower  breast,  seemed  quite  wrong  for  Little  Stint; 

the  legs  also  appeared  rather  short  for  that  species,  and  I   therefore  took  a 

careful  description  of  the  bird. 

Description 

SIZE  AND  SHAPE  Noticeably  smaller  than 

Dunlin  C.  alpina,  but  direct  size  comparisons 

with  Little  Stint  not  obtained.  More  attenu- 

ated rear-end  than  on  Little  Stint,  owing  to 

longer  wings  and  tail.  Longer  tertials,  and 

shorter  primary  projection  beyond  them, 
than  on  I.ittle,  but  this  difficult  to  see.  Head 

longer  than  that  of  Little  Stint,  with  flatter 

and  more  sloping  forehead  and  slight  bulge 

over  front  of  eye.  Head  held  below  line  of 

[Hrit.  Birds  H'i:  :59l-:59.i.  .S.-pu-mlx-r  1989) 
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back,  giving  more  hunched  appearance  than 

lattle,  which  carried  its  head  more  or  less 

level  with  mantle.  Red-necked  deeper- 

bodied  at  lower  belly,  with  ‘step’  between 
vent  and  undertail-coverts,  unlike  more 

smoothly  curved  appearance  of  Little. 

HF.vn  .AND  NK.C'K  Chin  (to  bill  base),  throat, 

foreneck,  upper  breast  and  sides  of  ‘face’ 
unmarked  chestnut-red  (paler  at  sides  of  bill 

base,  under  eye  and  on  ear-coverts),  this 

colour  extending  onto  side  of  neck  as  broad 

wedge;  dark  brown  loral  line  and  eye-stripe, 

latter  ending  in  diffuse  blob  at  top  rear 

corner  of  ear-coverts.  Supercilia  whitish- 

buff,  with  very  faint  orangey  wash,  con- 

tinuous across  forehead,  widening  towards 

eye,  and  broader  behind  eye  owing  to  eye- 

stripe  being  at  lower  level  than  loral  line. 

V'iewed  from  side,  supercilia  seemed  to  fade 
out  at  rear,  at  same  time  looking  fairly 

square-ended,  but  actually  continuing  onto 

nape,  where  just  about  meeting  immediately 

below  rear  of  crown,  although  very  thin 

there  and  perhaps  a   shade  more  orangey. 

Crown  finely  streaked  dark  brown  and 

white,  with  dark  streaks  being  ver)'  slightly 
the  wider.  Hindneck  streaked  dark  brown 

and  white,  as  crown,  but  both  dark  and  pale 

streaks  slightly  broader,  almost  continuous 

from  crown,  and  separated  only  by  super- 
cilia. ,\t  sides  of  hindneck,  these  streaks  met 

by  spotting  of  lower-breast  border. 

LPPF.Rt’ARTS- Mantle  dark  brown,  very 

sparsely  and  thinly  streaked  whitish  in 
centre,  almost  unifonn  dark  brown  towards 

sides,  and  showing  thin,  but  distinct 

creamy-white  line  down  each  side.  Centre  of 
back  to  rear  mantle  lines  often  showed 

strongly  rufous.  'Fail  and  rump  dark- 
centred,  with  white  sides  to  rump,  pale  grey 

sides  to  tail,  perhaps  paler  than  on  Little 

Stint.  Upper  visible  row  of  scapulars 

brownish-black  with  conspicuous  rufous 

inner  edges,  pale  buff  tips  and  pale  outer 

edges.  Middle  row  of  fore  scapulars  velvety- 

black,  with  whitish-buff  edges  and  tips,  rest 

of  scapulars  centred  dark  brown,  with  more 

pronounced  and  wider  whitish-buff  edges 
and  tips  towards  rear  scapulars,  giving  more 

scaly  elTect. 

WINGS  Tertials  darkish  grey-brown  with 

buff-white  outer  edges  and  tips.  Primary 

projection  blackish.  Greater  coverts 

blackish-brown,  a   shade  darker  than  tertials, 

with  buff-white  edges  and  tips,  slightly 
wider  than  those  of  tertials.  Median  and 

lesser  coverts  grey-brown  with  broad  whitish 

edges  and  tips;  appearing  generally  rather 

greyish  from  a   distance.  Alula  dark  brown. 

Distinct  wing-bar,  as  extensive  and  promin- 

ent as  Little  Stint’s. 

UNDFRI’.-XRT.S  Dark  spotting  of  lower-breast 

border  extending  into  angle  formed  by 

i   rhc  inclusion  of  plates  277-279  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZI'.ISS  lt>t(  f>Vmi«nv| 
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chestnut-red  of  upper  breast  and  bend  of 

wing;  this  border  consisting  of  broad  band  of 

fine  dark  brown  (greyish  from  a   distance) 

speckles  immediately  below  chestnut-red  of 

upper  breast.  \’ery  thin  white  area,  curved 
towards  right  side  of  bird,  separated  two 
halves  of  border  in  centre  of  lower  breast. 

Spots  on  ends  of  border  at  sides  of  lower 

breast  sparser,  larger,  blacker,  at  times 

aligning  to  form  broken  ‘V’s  pointing  to- 
wards head.  Spotting  here  continued  down 

sides  of  lower  breast,  almost  forming  streaks 

at  times,  depending  on  lie  of  plumage.  All 

this  spotting  on  white  background;  rest  of 

underparts  also  white. 

B.VRK.  P.VRis  Bill  length  approximately  1.75 

times  loral  distance,  with  almost  straight 

culmen,  curved  just  perceptibly  at  the  tip. 

Lower  mandible  very  slightly  decurved 

along  lower  edge,  with  verv'  slight  gonys 

bulge  just  discernible  at  close  range.  \o 

lateral  expansion  at  tip  when  viewed  from 

front;  not  particularly  deep-based,  but  fairly 

blunt-tipped;  appeared  generally  short  and 

stubby  compared  with  that  of  Little  Stint, 

especially  at  close  range.  Iris  black  or  dark. 

Shorter-legged  than  Little  Stint.  Legs  and 

feet  grey-black,  marginallv  paler  than  black 
bill. 

BKM.WIOI  R   Shorter  legs  than  Little  Stint 

resulted  in  different  feeding  action,  bolding 

its  body  horizontal  and  moving  only  its  head 

up  and  down  in  rapid  pecking  motions; 

Little  had  more  pronounced  pecking  action, 

pivoting  its  body  slightly  each  time,  describ- 
ing larger  arc  of  movement  with  its  bead. 

3’hat  evening,  I   called  on  Steve  James  and  checked  my  description 
against  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1982)  and  Hayman  et  at.  (1986).  This  left  me 

in  little  doubt  that  the  bird  was,  in  fact,  a   Red-necked  Stint,  my  only 

reserv  ations  being  caused  by  the  contrary  opinions  of  more  experienced 

birdwatchers,  who  considered  it  to  be  a   Little  Stint. 

The  lack  of  dark  streaking  or  spotting  on  the  chestnut-red  colour,  and 

the  fact  that  all  the  dark  speckling  was  on  a   white  background  and  not 

‘overlain  on  orangey  wash  at  sides  of  breast’  (Hayman  et  at.  1986, 
describing  Little  Stint),  apparently  eliminated  Little  Stint.  The  lack  of  a 

white  throat  was  also  diagnostic.  Little  Stint  ‘always’  having  a   white  chin 

and  throat,  whereas  Red-necked  usually  has  chestnut-red  throat;  also  the 

‘chin  .   .   .   sometimes,  also  mainly  rufous’  (Cramp  &   Simmons  1982).  The 

short  legs  also  suggested  Red-necked  Stint. 

I   returned  to  Blacktoft  the  next  day  (24th)  to  make  a   more  detailed 

description,  but,  unfortunately,  I   could  not  discuss  it  with  the  warden, 

.\ndrew  Grieve,  as  he  was  away  for  a   few  days.  During  the  course  of  my 

study  of  the  bird  on  this  day,  I   became  convinced  beyond  any  doubt  that 

we  were  watching  Britain’s  first,  long-awaited  Red-necked  Stint,  and,  after 

much  discussion,  some  of  the  other  birders  in  the  hide  seemed  favourable 

to  this  identification. 

I   again  returned  to  Blacktoft  the  following  day  (25th),  and,  on  this 

277-279.  Red-necked  .Stint  C.alidris  ntficoUis,  Humberside,  July  1986  (David  At.  Cottridge) 
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occasion,  Bryan  Dodsworth,  who  had  been  impressed  with  the  wader  on 

the  previous  day,  announced  that  he  also  was  sure  that  it  was  a   Red- 

necked Stint,  having  studied  Jonsson  &   Grant  (1984).  He  had  brought  this 

paper  along  with  him,  and  we  were  able  to  use  it  to  confirm  our 

identification.  A   Little  Stint  had  also  arrived  at  Blacktoft,  accentuating  the 

differences  in  shape  of  the  Red-necked,  and  enabling  us  to  detect  a 

difference  in  feeding  action. 

I   had  already  put  out  the  news  locally  that  there  was  a   Red-necked  Stint 

at  Blacktoft,  but  this  was  met  with  little  positive  response  because  of  the 

differing  opinions  of  other  birders.  1   now  felt  compelled  to  inform 

birdwatchers  in  general,  and  telephoned  in  to  ‘Nancy’s’  the  news  that  a 
Red-necked  Stint  had  been  present  at  Blacktoft  since  22nd  July.  Even 

then,  I   was  not  generally  believed,  as  some  people  were  equally  convinced 

that  the  bird  was  a   Little  Stint.  Their  reasoning  centred  around  lines  down 

the  edges  of  the  mantle,  which  they  considered  to  be  too  distinct  for  Red- 

necked, and  the  comparative  lack  of  contrast  between  the  wing-coverts 

and  the  scapulars.  With  regard  to  the  latter.  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1982) 

stated  that  the  wing-coverts  of  Red-necked  are  ‘grey-brown  .   .   .   and 

noticeably  paler  than  back,  unlike  C.  mmi/to.’ Jonsson  &   Grant  (1984) 

stated  ‘inner  wing-coverts  and  tertials  (and  often  some  lower  scapulars) 

mainly  or  wholly  winter-patterned’,  but  noted  in  their  introductory 

comments  for  all  stints  that  ‘feathers  grown  later  in  the  moult,  as  the 

individual  comes  into  full  breeding  plumage,  are  increasingly  richly- 

coloured’,  and  ‘it  may  be  useful  to  be  aware  of  this  source  of  individual 

variation.’  Hayman  et  at.  (1986)  stated  ‘wing-coverts  and  tertials, 
sometimes  some  lower  scapulars,  often  remain  grey  as  in  non-breeding 

plumage.’  The  use  of  the  word  ‘often’  indicated  that  this  was  not 
invariable;  in  any  case,  the  median  and  lesser  coverts  at  least  were  not 

brightly  patterned,  and  at  times  contrasted  fairly  well  with  the  scapulars, 

although  perhaps  to  a   lesser  extent  than  the  literature  led  one  to  believe 

was  normal.  1   now  understand,  however,  that  such  plumage  variation  has 

been  more  widely  acknowledged. 

As  for  the  mantle  lines,  whereas  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1982)  stated 

‘upperparts  .   .   .   lack  .   .   .   pale  lines  on  edge  of  mantle  shown  by  C.  minuta\ 
Hayman  et  al.  (1986)  and  Jonsson  &   Grant  (1984)  stated  that  the  mantle 

lines  were  ‘faint  or  lacking’  and  also  ‘   “weaker”  than  on  Little’  (Hayman  et 
aL),  showing  that  the  presence  of  mantle  lines  did  not  necessarily 

eliminate  Red-necked.  To  ignore  the  absolutely  diagnostic  patterning  of 
the  underparts  in  favour  of  a   slight  variation  in  the  strength  of  the  mantle 

lines,  and  in  the  degree  of  contrast  between  the  inner  wing-coverts  and  the 

scapulars,  seemed  illogical,  and  1   was  not  dissuaded  from  my  original 
identification. 

General  recognition  of  this  bird  as  a   Red-necked  Stint  came  on  27th 

July,  and,  thanks  to  Andrew  Grieve’s  expert  management  of  the  resulting 
twitch,  at  least  1,872  people  were  able  to  see  it,  raising  £573  for  the  RSPB 

in  the  process  (Dawn  1986).  4Te  stint  departed  on  the  evening  of  29th 

July,  when  a   low-flying  light  aircraft  disturbed  all  the  birds  on  the  scrape, 
and  it  was  not  seen  subsequently. 
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Distribution 

"Fhe  Red-necked  Stint  breeds  during  May  to  July  across  the  Siberian 
tundra,  and  (possibly)  sporadically  in  West  Alaska,  wintering  chiefly  in 
Southeast  Asia  (Burma  to  South  China)  and  in  Australasia.  There  are 

previous  records  of  westward  vagrancy  in  the  USSR  (October  1957  and 

October  1958),  the  Federal  (ierman  Republic  (August  1968),  the  German 

Democratic  Republic  (July  1979),  and  Austria  (June  1975  and  August 

1984),  and,  of  three  Swedish  records,  one  at  Malmo  in  July  1986  just 

preceded  the  Blacktoft  individual.  The  only  subsequent  vagrancy  to  date 

concerns  one  reported  from  the  Netherlands  in  May  1987. 
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Summary 

.\  summer-plumaged  Red-necked  .Stint  Calidris  ruficollis  was  present  at  Blacktoft  .Sands  R.SBB 

Reserve,  Humberside,  during  22nd-29th  July  198b.  This  was  the  first  record  for  Britain  and 

Ireland  of  this  highly  migratory  species.  Its  identification  is  di.scussed,  and  the  species' 
distribution  and  vagrancy  patterns  are  summarised. 
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Brett  Richards,  70  Giffords  Close,  Bransholme  North,  Hull,  North  Humberside  H175BH 

(4f  the  1,800-or-so  observers  who  saw  this  bird,  four  submitted  notes  to  the  Rarities 

Committee.  ITie  detailed  documentation  received  from  Bryan  Dodsworth,  Steve  Elliot,  Douglas 

Page  and  Brett  Richards  resulted  in  the  acceptance  of  this  record  (Brit.  Birds  81:557). 

Peter  (irant  has  commented:  ‘I’m  pretty  sure  that  [certain  of  the]  “discrepancies” 

[between  the  literature  and  the  Blacktoft  individual]  will  prove  to  be  well  within  the  [range 

of]  normal  variation  of  adult  summer  Red-necked:  (1)  colour  of  chin  throat  breast/ 

upperparts  feather-fringes  can  be  bright  orange:  it  does  not  have  to  be  rufous-toned;  (2) 

mantle  V   can  be  whitish;  (3)  supercilium  can  be  whitish;  (4)  wing-coverts/tertials  do  not  have 

to  be  uniform,  contrastingly  pale  grey:  perhaps  through  a   degree  of  wear,  the  feather-centres 

can  be  dark,  thus  (with  the  pale  feather-fringes)  giving  a   scaly  pattern  which  matches  the 

scaly  pattern  of  the  scapulars/ mantle.  The  of  the  feathers  are  whitish,  however,  not 

rufous  or  orange,  so  they  do  contrast  with  the  colour  of  the  scapulars/mantle.’ 

Peter  Lansdown  (Chairman,  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee)  and  John  .Mather  (Chair- 

man, B(4U  Records  Committee)  have  commented  as  follows:  ‘This  most  considerate 

individual  appeared  following  publication  of  Cramp  &   Simmons  (1982)  and  Jonsson  & 

(irant  (1984)  and  very  soon  after  the  publication  of  Hayman  et  al.  (198b).  So,  whilst  
the 

previous  pitfalls  of  adult  summer  Sanderling  and  Little  Stint  had  to  be  kept  in  mind
,  B. 

Richards’s  identification  of  the  Blacktoft  Sands  bird  as  Red-necked  Stint  was  comfortably 

and  unanimously  supported  by  both  the  BBRC  and  the  BOURC  on  a   single  
circulation  of 

the  record  to  each  Committee.  Categorisation  of  this  species  presented  no  proble
ms  to  the 

BOl’RC;  being  highly  migratory  it  was  a   long-awaited  and  expected  visi
tor  to  Britain  and 

Ireland.  Acceptance  of  this  Red-necked  Stint  (Brit.  Birds  81:  557;  Ibis  in  press)  resulted  in  the
 

species  being  placed  in  Category  .\  of  the  British  and  
Irish  list.’  Eds 



Lesser  Crested  Tern:  new  to 
Britain  and 
Ireland 

C.  Hurford 

-   ^   ^   ^   V   V   ̂    ̂    VX' 

On  the  morning  of  13th  July  1982,  John  Chester  and  I   were  awaiting  the arrival  of  ringers  on  the  beach  of  Cymyran  Bay,  Anglesey,  Gwynedd, 

using  the  time  to  count  recently  fledged  Arctic  Terns  Sterna  paradisaea  that 

were  gathered  along  the  shoreline,  when  my  attention  was  caught  by  the 

presence  of  a   large,  yellow-billed  tern  amongst  them.  I   called  John  over 

and,  after  watching  the  bird  for  a   short  while,  he  suggested,  to  his  eternal 

credit,  that  we  had  better  take  some  field  notes,  at  which  point  the 

following  details  were  noted: 

si/K  AM)  SHAPF,  Considerably  larger  than 

Arctic  I'ern,  though  slightly  smaller  than 

Sandwich  I'ern  -V.  sandvicensis,  both  of  which 
were  available  for  direct  comparison.  Up- 

right stance  recalled  that  of  .Sandwich  I’ern, 
and,  at  rest,  wingtips  extended  beyond 

shallowly  forked  tail. 

rpPFRPAR'l.s  Head  heavy  and  Sandwich 

Tern-like,  with  dense  black  cap  running 

from  base  of  bill,  through  eye,  and  ending  at 

rear  of  crown  in  short  ragged  crest,  giving 

head  square-ended  appearance.  Shoulders, 

mantle,  rump  and  tail  uniform  medium 

grey,  noticeably  darker  than  that  of  Sand- 

wich Fern.  Upperwing:  in  flight  appeared 

pale  whitish-grey,  with  three  or  four  dark 

shafts  showing  in  outer  primaries,  recalling 

upperwing  pattern  of  Roseate  I’ern  S.  dougal- 
lii.  U   nderwing  appeared  generall)  pale,  with 

only  trace  of  darker  shading  near  wingtips. 

I’NDKRPARls  Cdlin,  ‘cheeks’,  throat,  breast, 

belly,  flanks  and  undertail-coverts  all  white. 

TAll.  In  flight,  appeared  very  short  and 

barely  forked.  On  one  occasion,  as  bird  was 

alighting  on  beach,  tail  was  fanned  and 

looked  almost  rounded,  losing  all  semblance 
of  a   fork. 

B.ARK  P.ARi'S  Bill  orange-yellow,  length 

approximately  that  of  Sandwich  I’ern’s  bill, 
but  heavier  and  slightly  downcurved.  Legs 
and  feet  black. 

BKilWIOl  R   f   light  heavy  and  ponderous  (in 

comparison  with  Arctic  I’ern’s),  No  call heard. 

For  the  greater  part  of  the  time  that  the  bird  was  present  (probably  no 

longer  than  ten  minutes  in  total),  it  stood  with  the  Arctic  Terns  on  the 

shoreline,  preening  occasionally.  It  undertook  two  short  flights,  each  of 

approximately  50  m   along  the  beach,  and,  on  alighting  from  the  second  of 

these,  it  stood  directly  alongside  a   Sandwich  Tern,  making  direct 

comparison  possible.  One  or  two  minutes  later,  it  flew  off  southwest 

towards  Rhosneigr  and  was  not  seen  again. 

Initial  thoughts  on  the  identification  of  the  bird  turned  to  Elegant  Tern 

S.  elegans,  purely  on  the  strength  of  the  knowledge  that  a   tern  of  that 

species  had  been  present  in  Ireland  during  the  period  immediately  prior 

to  the  sighting.  Later,  on  referring  to  the  literature.  Elegant  Tern  was 

ruled  out  by  the  medium  grey  uniformity  of  the  mantle,  rump  and  tail  on 

the  bird  that  we  had  observed  (Elegant  Tern  showing  a   white  rump  and 
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tail,  and  also  a   deeply  forked  tail  and  a   proportionately  longer,  more 

slender  bill).  Both  Caspian  Tern  S.  caspia  and  Royal  Tern  S.  maxima  were 

discounted  on  size  and  never  seriously  considered.  Cayenne  Tern  S. 

eurygnatho  was  ruled  out  on  the  strength  of  bill  shape  and  coloration  and 

the  uniform  medium  grey  upperparts.  This  left  only  C^rested  Tern  S.  bergii 

and  Lesser  Crested  Tern  S.  bengolensis,  and  Crested  Tern  was  ruled  out  on 
size  and  bill  colour. 

I'he  field  notes  taken  indicated  that  the  bird  was  in  fact  an  adult  Lesser 
Crested  Tern  in  summer  plumage,  the  combination  of  size,  bill  shape  and 

coloration,  and  the  uniform  medium  grey  of  mantle,  rump  and  tail 

eliminating  all  other  species. 

Since  this  sighting  in  1982,  I.esser  Crested  "ferns  have  been  recorded 
annually  in  (ireat  Britain,  a   trend  in  keeping  with  that  of  the  Mediter- 

ranean countries  of  Lurope,  where  sightings  have  been  increasing  since 
1969  (Brichetti  &   Foschi  1987). 

Two  races  of  Lesser  Crested  "fern  are  recognised  currently  {BUT  \ol. 
4):  the  nominate  race,  which  breeds  from  the  Red  Sea  and  Last  .\frica 

east  to  Sri  Lanka,  and  S.  b.  torresii,  which  breeds  in  .Australia  and  southern 

New  (iuinea,  Pakistan  and  the  Persian  (Julf,  and  in  the  .Mediterranean, 

with  large  numbers  in  the  Gulf  of  Sirte,  Libya,  and  one  or  two  pairs  in 

recent  years  in  Italy  and  Spain. 

It  seems  likely  that  the  British  records  relate  to  birds  of  the 

Mediterranean  population  of  S.  b.  tonesii,  which  migrates  east  along  the 

coast  of  North  Africa  in  spring,  having  been  recorded  from  Morocco  and 

Algeria  to  Libya,  then  moving  west  again  in  the  autumn,  fhe  wintering 

range  remains  uncertain,  though  some  are  known  occasionally  to  winter 

along  the  coasts  of  Libya  and  Morocco,  and  some  wintering  sites  are 

known  in  Senegal  and  the  Gambia  (also  Nigeria  in  January  1982). 

The  individual  observed  on  .Anglesey  by  John  Chester  and  myself  has 

been  accepted  by  the  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee  and  the  BOU 

Records  Committee  as  the  first  record  of  Lesser  Crested  Tern  in  Britain 

and  Ireland.  The  second,  on  the  north  Norfolk  coast  in  .August  1983  (Brit. 

Birds  81;  282-283),  and  a   record  of  Royal  Tern  in  Mid  Glamorgan  in 

November  1979  (Brit.  Birds  76:  335-339),  raised  many  problems  concerning 

separation  of  Lesser  Crested  from  Royal,  largely  resolved  with  the 

publication  of  Harrison  (1983),  Cramp  et  al.  (1985)  and,  especially, 
Gantlett  «&  Harris  (1987). 
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Peter  Lansdown  (Chairman,  British  Birds  Rarities  Committee)  and  John  Mather 
 (Chair- 

man B(4U  Records  Committee)  have  commented  as  follows:  ‘Predating  this  te
rn  record 
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were  two  others  which  caused  much  discussion  and  some  differences  of  opinion;  those  of  a 

Royal  Tern  in  Mid  Glamorgan  in  November  1979  (Brit.  Birds  lb:  510;  76:  335-339)  and  an 

Rlegant  'fern  in  Co.  Down  in  June  and  July  1982  and  in  Co.  Cork  in  August  1982  (Brit.  Birds 

81:  567).  During  the  BBRC’s  deliberation  of  this  Lesser  Crested  Tern  record  came  another: 
a   well-watched  Lesser  Crested  Tern  in  Norfolk  in  August  and  September  1983  (Brit.  Birds-79: 

556;  81;  282-283),  which  generated  even  more  discussion  and  disagreement  amongst 

observers  than  had  the  previous  two  records.  By  late  1983,  it  was  abundantly  clear  that  the 

larger  terns  required  research  and  a   general  clariffcation  o(  identiffcation  features  to  fill  in 

the  gaps  in  the  literature.  With  the  publication  of  Harrison, (1983),  letters  and  notes  in  British 

Birds  (77:  371-372,  372-377;  78:  236-238)  and  Cramp  et  al.  (1985),  the  characters  of  the  group 

began  to  emerge.  This  new  literature  was  supplemented  by  a   ver)'  full  discussion  on  large- 

tern  identification,  and  that  of  Lesser  Crested  Tern  in  particular,  during  the  record’s  three 

circulations  to  the  members  of  tbe  BBRC,  who  unanimously  supported  C.  Hurford’s  and  J. 

Chester’s  identification  of  the  Anglesey  bird  as  Lesser  Crested  Tern.  This  was  endorsed  by 

the  BOL'RC,  which  was  able  to  comment  that  the  species’  escape  likelihood  was  very  slight 
and  that  its  appearance  in  British  waters  was  to  be  expected.  Acceptance  of  this  Lesser 

Crested  'Fern  as  a   wild  individual  (Brit.  Birds  79:  556;  Ibis  130:  334)  resulted  in  the  species 

being  placed  in  Category  A   of  the  British  and  Irish  list.’  El).s 

^ebentp-fibr  pears  ago... 
‘LAND-RAIL  INQUIRY  REPORT.  Bv  H.  C.  Ai.f.xandk.r.  Personally,  I   should  find  it 
much  easier  to  believe  that  the  corn-drill  was  partly  responsible,  for  its  effect  would  be  to 

limit  the  number  of  possible  breeding-sites;  only  it  does  not  appear  from  the  information 

received  that  any  considerable  proportion  of  Land-Rails  now  nest,  or  have  ever  nested,  in 

corn  ...  As  for  changes  in  the  type  of  cultivation,  these  do  not  seem  to  be  sufficiently 

identical  over  the  large  area  affected  to  provide  a   satisfactory  explanation.  Fhe  machines 

used  in  cutting  the  hay  certainly  have  more  to  be  said  for  them.  If  the  objection  made  to 

the  autumn  shooting  and  telegraph  wire  solutions  were  raised  again  here,  I   think  it  would 

be  fair  to  answer  that  the  effect  of  the  machines  is  much  greater  and  more  general,  and 

still  more  that  it  affects  the  species  in  the  most  vital  way  possible  by  killing  off  an 

immense  proportion  of  the  new  stock  every  year;  it  does  not  kill  chance  individuals,  some 

old,  some  young,  but  it  kills  whole  families  of  young.  Moreover,  the  machine  is,  I   believe, 

used  far  more  in  the  parts  where  the  Land-Rail  has  been  practically  exterminated  than  in 

the  north  and  west  of  our  islands  .   .   .   Possibly  the  truth  is  that  we  are  too  apt  to  explain 

things  as  the  direct  result  of  human  instrumentality.  I   do  not  doubt  that  civilization  has 

had  a   vast  effect  on  the  whole  of  nature  in  this  and  all  other  civilized  countries;  but  this 

effect  is  brought  about  much  less  by  actual  destruction  of  species  than  by  indirect  means; 

when  man  reclaims  virgin  ground  he  changes  the  balance  of  nature  far  more  even  than 

when  he  becomes  an  inveterate  collector  of  specimens.  If  it  could  be  shown  that  any  of  the 

changes  in  agriculture  in  the  last  fifty  years  had  indirectly  affected  either  the  food-supply 

or  the  supply  of  nesting-sites  of  the  Land-Rail  we  should  soon  know  the  cause  of  its 

decrease;  but  at  present  I   doubt  if  enough  is  known  of  the  bird’s  requisites  to  permit  even 
of  speculation  on  the  subject. 

‘The  decrease  of  the  Land-Rail,  however,  is  no  mere  isolated  phenomenon,  and  it  must 
not  be  treated  as  if  it  were.  Many  other  species  show  a   marked  tendency  either  to 

decrease  or  to  increase,  and  we  know  no  more  why  the  Redpoll  and  Hawfinch  have 

increased  than  why  the  Land-Rail  and  Martin  have  decreased.  I   am  inclined  to  think  that 

ornithologists,  in  common  perhaps  with  other  naturalists,  have  been  too  much  disposed 

to  regard  evolution  as  a   process  which  works  so  slowly  that  no  natural  change  can  be 

expected  to  show  itself  in  any  period  short  of  a   million  years;  and  consequently,  when 

they  see  an  evolutionary  change  (even  of  distribution)  taking  place  rapidly  under  their 

own  eyes,  they  resort  to  the  explanation  that  man  is  upsetting  nature.  However  this  may 

be,  it  is  clear  that  a   proper  comprehension  of  the  problems  of  distribution,  in  particular 

those  of  changing  distribution,  can  only  be  gained  by  a   study  of  ecology;  and  from  the 

ornithological  point  of  view  ecology  is  still  in  its  infancy.’  (Brit.  Birds  8:  90-91,  September 
1914) 



Curlew  Sandpipers  in  Britain 
and  Ireland  in  autumn  1988 

J.  S.  Kirby,  K.  K.  Kirby  and  S.  J.  Woolfall 

Curlew  Sandpipers  Colidris  fnniginea  breed  in  Arctic  Siberia  and,  like 
many  other  waders,  undertake  long  migrations  to  warmer,  more- 

southerly  wintering  areas.  The  latter  are  extensive,  from  Africa  in  the 

west,  through  the  Indian  Ocean  and  East  Indies,  to  Australia  and  New 
Zealand  in  the  east,  f   ew  winter  in  Britain  and  Ireland  (Prater  1981). 

Migrant  Curlew  Sandpipers  in  Europe  are  on  passage  to  and  from  their 

.African  wintering  areas.  In  autumn,  they  journey  along  three  main  routes 

(Cramp  &   Simmons  1983):  via  the  White  Sea  to  the  coast  of  western 

Europe,  thence  to  West  Africa;  south  across  Eastern  Europe  to  the 
Mediterranean  and  on  into  West  .Africa;  overland  from  the  USSR  to  the 

Black  and  Caspian  Seas,  thence  via  the  Middle  East  to  East  and  South 

.Africa.  Thus,  Britain  and  Ireland  lie  on  the  western  extreme  of  their 

normal  migrator)  routes,  and  the  numbers  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  recorded 

here  in  autumn  are  usually  relatively  small.  .A  few,  mainly  adults,  arrive  as 

early  as  mid  July,  but  have  largely  disappeared  by  mid  .August  (Prater 

1981).  .At  about  this  time,  larger  numbers  of  Juveniles  arrive,  their 

numbers  usually  reaching  a   peak  in  September.  October  numbers  are 

much  lower,  and  few  linger  on  into  .November  (Prater  1981). 

In  some  autumns,  however,  much  larger  influxes  occur,  as  was  the  case 

in  1946  (Gibb  &   Tucker  1947),  in  1953  (.Nisbet  &   Vine  1956),  in  1969 

(Stanley  &   Minton  1972)  and,  most  recently,  in  1985  (Moser  1985).  In 

each  of  these  years,  poor  weather  conditions  over  the  Continent  were 

thought  to  have  displaced  the  Curlew  Sandpipers  from  their  normal,  more 

easterlv  route,  driving  them  westwards  to  make  landfall  in  Britain  and 

Ireland.  It  has  been  suggested  that  the  duration  of  poor  weather 

conditions  influences  the  magnitude  of  such  influxes,  making  that  of  1969, 

for  example,  far  larger  than  that  of  1953  (Stanley  &   \linton  1972).  Indeed, 

Wilson  et  al.  (1980)  suggested  that  the  influence  of  inclement  weather 
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conditions  during  the  migration  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  is  the  main  factor 

controlling  their  abundance  here  in  the  autumn.  High  breeding  success 

was,  however,  also  considered  necessary  to  the  appearance  of  large 

numbers  here,  where  juveniles  predominate  (Wilson  et  al.  1980). 

Roselaar  ( 1979)  believed  that  Curlew  Sandpipers  exhibit  a   three-year  or 

four-year  cycle  of  abundance,  itself  related  to  the  cycle  of  numbers  of 

lemmings  Lemmas  sibiricus/Dicrostonyx  torquatus  on  their  Arctic  breeding 

grounds.  In  years  when  lemmings  are  scarce,  waders  might  be  expected  to 

have  low  breeding  success,  due  to  increased  predation  by  Arctic  foxes 

Alopex  lagopus  and  other  lemming  predators.  This  has  recently  been 

suggested  for  a   number  of  species:  dark-bellied  Brent  Geese  Branta  bemicla 

bemicla  overwintering  in  Britain  (Summers  1986;  Summers  &   Underhill 

1987);  and  Sanderlings  Calidris  alba  and  Curlew  Sandpipers  wintering  in 

South  Africa  (Summers  et  al.  1987;  Underhill  1987). 

This  paper  describes  the  1988  autumn  influx  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  into 

Britain  and  Ireland  and  draws  comparisons  with  documented  influxes 

from  previous  years.  A   longer-term  data  set  is  examined  to  identify  the 

estuaries  supporting  most  Curlew  Sandpipers  on  autumn  passage,  and 

the  species’  abundance  at  a   sample  of  these  is  related  to  known  breeding 
success. 

Methods 

Autumn  counts  of  Curlew'  Sandpipers,  during  July-October  1988,  were 
collated  from  127  sites  within  Britain  and  Ireland.  These  data  comprised 

dates  of  each  visit  to  particular  sites  and  the  numbers  and  age-ratios 

(where  noted)  of  the  Curlew  Sandpipers  present.  Observers  were 

particularly  encouraged  to  submit  repeat  counts  from  the  same  site.  Peak 

autumn  counts  were  used  as  an  indication  of  the  relative  importance  of  a 

particular  site  though,  owing  to  rapid  movement  of  birds  through  a   site, 

they  should  be  treated  as  minimum  values.  Information  from  12  sites  was 

sufficiently  comprehensive  for  the  precise  timing  of  movements  to  be 
examined. 

Data  from  the  BTO’s  Birds  of  Estuaries  Enquiry  (BoEE),  consisting  of 
once-monthly  roost  counts  at  the  majority  of  the  119  estuaries  in  the 

United  Kingdom  (see  Salmon  et  al.  1988),  were  analysed  to  provide 

information  on  Curlew  Sandpipers  from  previous  years.  Using  data  from 

1969-87,  the  main  estuarine  resorts  for  Curlew  Sandpipers  were  identified 

on  the  basis  of  average  (mean)  peak  autumn  counts.  Some  of  these 

estuaries  supported  Curlew  Sandpipers  regularly  (i.e.  in  more  than  70%  of 

the  years  in  which  autumn  counts  had  been  made).  The  numbers  of 

Curlew  Sandpipers  recorded  at  these  key  sites  were  examined  in  relation 

to  the  species’  known  breeding  success  in  particular  years,  as  indicated  by 
Underhill  (1987). 

Results 

llie  influx  of  autumn  1988 

Small  numbers  of  adult.  Curlew  Sandpipers  were  recorded  at  numerous 

sites  during  July  and  early  August.  The  majority  of  records  at  this  time 
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referred  to  one  or  two  individuals,  though  up  to  ten  adults  were  present  at 
a   small  number  of  sites.  Nine  Curlew  Sandpipers  captured  on  the  Wash 

between  30th  July  and  2nd  August  were  all  adults,  whereas  13  captured  at 

the  end  of  August  (27th-31st)  were  all  juveniles  (P.  Ireland  in  lift.);  this 
later  arrival  of  juveniles  was  reflected  nationally.  Indeed,  during  the  last 

days  of  August  and  the  first  few  days  of  .September,  much  larger  numbers 

of  juvenile  Curlew  Sandpipers  were  recorded  at  a   wide  scatter  of  sites. 

On  the  east  coast  of  Britain,  the  influx  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  appeared 

very  suddenly  at  the  more  northerly  sites,  whilst  the  southerly  sites 

seemed  to  experience  a   more  gradual  increase  (fig.  1).  Peak  numbers  were 

recorded  earlier  in  the  north,  becoming  gradually  later  at  sites  farther 

south;  thus  peak  counts  at  North  Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  occurred  on  27th 

.August,  at  Blacktoft  (Humberside)  on  31st  .August,  and  during  lst-3rd 

September  in  Norfolk,  .Suffolk  and  Kent  (fig.  1).  .At  West  Coast  sites  (fig. 

2),  the  first  influxes  occurred  at  a   similar  time  (late  .August  to  early 

.September),  although  peak  numbers  were  recorded  noticeably  later:  9th- 

10th  September  at  Frodsham  (Cheshire),  Slimbridge  (Gloucestershire) 

and  Dawlish  Warren  (Devon).  The  peak  at  Frodsham  corresponded  with 

westerly  departures  from  Blacktoft  recorded  during  7th-9th  September  by 

.A.  Grieve  {in  lift.).  .At  Christchurch  Harbour  (Dorset),  peak  numbers  were 

recorded  somewhat  later  (1  lth-16th  September).  Similarly,  peak  numbers 
at  Dundrum  Bay,  Northern  Ireland,  occurred  on  12th  September  (fig.  2) 

Farther  west  still,  though  the  data  received  were  limited.  Curlew 

.Sandpipers  were  recorded  in  Co.  Galway  on  19th  .September  (P.  .Mackie  in 

litt.)  and  at  various  sites  in  Co.  Waterford  from  25th  September  to  7th 

October  (B.  Forristal  in  litt.).  There  was  some  evidence  of  a   second, 

smaller  influx  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  at  a   number  of  sites  towards  the  end 

of  September  (see,  e.g.,  Blacktoft  in  fig.  1). 

It  seems  likely  that  Curlew  Sandpipers  arrived  in  Britain  from  a 

northerly  direction,  which  would  explain  the  earlier  arrival  in  the  north. 

280.  Jin  enile  Curlew  Sandpiper  Calidris  Jerruginea.  Kent,  September  1986  (R.  J.  Chandler) 
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Fig.  1.  Autumn  1988  counts  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  ferruginea  at  seven  localities  on  the 

east  coast  of  Britain:  1   North  Ronaldsay,  2   Lossiemouth,  3   Washington,  4   Blacktoft,  5 

Holkham,  6   Minsmere,  7   Elmley 

for  example  at  North  Ronaldsay.  Synoptic  weather  charts  for  Western 

Europe  provide  some  support  for  this  suggestion.  A   deepening  depression 

moved  rapidly  across  Britain  during  16th- 19th  August,  and  by  21st-22nd 
August  was  situated  over  the  Baltic  Sea  and  Scandinavia.  Curlew 

Sandpipers  moving  through  the  Baltic  at  this  time  may  well  have  been 

diverted  to  the  north  and  west  by  this  depression.  The  winds  veered  north 

to  northeasterly  on  25th  August,  possibly  bringing  birds  into  northern 
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Fig.  2.  Autumn  1988  counts  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  ferruginea  at  five  localities  on  the 

west  coast  of  the  United  Kingdom:  1   Dundrum  Bay,  2   Frodsham,  3   Slimbridge,  4   Dawiish 

Warren,  5   Christchurch  Harbour 

Britain  a   few  days  later.  Further  southerly  progress  was,  however,  likely  to 

have  been  halted  by  a   series  of  cold  fronts  moving  in  a   southeasterly 

direction  across  Britain,  which  brought  unsettled  weather,  including 

thundery  showers,  between  27th  August  and  2nd  September.  Brief 

periods  of  more  favourable  weather  between  these  frontal  systems  may 

have  allowed  restricted  southerly  movement,  but  it  was  not  until  at  least 

5th  September  that  more  favourable  conditions  for  migration  persisted  for 

any  length  of  time. 

Once  within  Britain,  Curlew  Sandpipers  dispersed  widely,  presumably 

moving  to  sites  offering  suitable  and  profitable  feeding  opportunities. 

During  August  and  September,  large  numbers  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  were 
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Fig.  3.  Autumn  1988  peak  counts  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  jerru^nea  at  various  localities 
in  Britain  and  Ireland 

recorded  at  many  sites  across  Britain  and  Ireland,  particularly  in  the  north 

and  east  of  Scotland  and  in  the  northwest  and  southwest  of  England  (fig. 

3).  In  Scotland,  285  were  recorded  at  Findhorn  Bay  on  the  Moray  Firth, 

whilst  at  around  the  same  time  (7th- 1 1th  September)  80  were  recorded  on 

the  Montrose  Basin,  63  on  the  Fden  and  53  on  the  Ythan.  Unprecedented 

numbers  were  recorded  in  the  Western  Isles  (e.g.  122  at  Ardivachar,  South 

Uist)  and  at  North  Ronaldsay  (59  on  27th  August).  A   Hock  of 

approximately  100  was  recorded  on  the  North  Solway  on  2nd  September. 
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In  northwest  England,  Frodsham  (134)  and  two  sites  on  the  Dee 

Eistuary — Heswall  (45)  and  the  Point  of  Ayr  (50) — attracted  the  largest 
numbers,  all  on  the  same  date  (lOth  September).  Smaller  numbers 
occurred  at  numerous  other  localities  in  the  Northwest.  In  southeast 

England,  a   minimum  of  250  was  recorded  on  the  Wash,  at  the  mouth  of 

the  River  Ouse  (G.  Easy  in  litt.).  Farther  east,  43  were  counted  at  Holkham 

(Norfolk)  on  2nd  September,  and  83  on  Breydon  Water  a   day  later.  The 

Table  1.  Main  estuarine  resorts  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  Jerruginea  on  autumn 

passage  through  the  United  Kingdom  (BoEE  data  for  1969-87) 

EsluaiA’ 

No.  of 

years  with autumn  counts 

%   of 

years  with Curlew  Sandpipers 

.\yerage  peak 

autumn  count 

l   aw/ Torriclge 17 

29 

4 

Camel 

Vi 

54 

5 

llavle 
14 

71 7 

Exe 
17 

88 4 

I   he  Fleet 

15 

33 4 

Poole 
15 

27 

10 

CUiristehiirch 10 40 

12 

iWV  Solent 
18 

67 3 

Southampton  Water 19 

84 

11 

Fangstone  Hbr 19 

90 

6 

Chichester  Hbr 
15 

27 

4 

Pagham  Mhr 17 53 7 

Pegwell  Bay 15 80 8 

Swale 13 46 23 

Medway 
13 

77 

21 Thames 16 69 16 

Dengie 11 36 

17 

Blackwater 

15 

73 

10 

Ore  complex 16 38 6 

Blyth  (Suffolk) 
14 

50 

8 

Breydon  Water 
13 

69 

23 Wash 11 100 33 

Humber 
15 

60 

33 Tees 
18 

89 

20 

Findisfarne 19 

84 

7 

Tyninghame 13 

46 

3 

Forth 13 

92 
10 

Tav 
14 50 

3 

\'than 

13 

31 

4 

Inner  Clyde 9 44 7 

Solway 16 

31 

8 

Morecambe  Bay 10 60 

17 Kibble 
13 

77 9 

Mersey 18 

56 

8 

Dee 
15 

53 6 

Dsfi 12 67 9 

cieddau 

15 
40 

2 

Swansea  Bay 16 94 7 

Severn 19 89 

12 

Dundrum  Bay 

13 

54 

2 

Belfast  Fough 
7 

57 

5 

Bann 

15 
53 5 

Fough  Foyle 

12 
42 

2 
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nearby  reserves  of  Titchwell  and  Cley,  however,  recorded  very  few.  In 

Suffolk,  the  numbers  at  Minsmere  (104  on  1st  September)  represented  the 

highest  ever  for  the  county  (R.  Macklin  in  litt.).  In  Kent,  Elmley,  Pegwell 

Bay  and  Motney  Hill  held  good  numbers:  96  on  3rd  September,  61  on  9th 

September  and  32  on  26th  September,  respectively.  Slimbridge  (Glouces- 
tershire), Marazion  (Cornwall)  and  Dawlish  Warren  (Devon)  supported 

the  highest  numbers  in  southwest  England,  with  a   maximum  of  92  at 

Dawlish  Warren  on  10th  September. 

A   sharp  decrease  in  numbers  was  observed  at  most  sites  during  late 

September,  and  few  Curlew  Sandpipers  remained  in  Britain  beyond  early 
October. 

Numbers  at  the  main  estuarine  resorts  for  Curlew  Satidpipers 

No  Curlew  Sandpipers  have  been  recorded  during  autumn  BoEE  counts 

at  35  of  the  119  designated  UK  estuaries.  At  a   further  41  estuaries,  they 

have  been  recorded  very  infrequently — during  three  or  fewer  of  the 
autumns  in  which  counts  have  taken  place.  The  remaining  43  UK 

estuaries  have  supported  Curlew  Sandpipers  more  frequently  (table  1). 

During  the  years  prior  to  1988,  14  estuaries  held  Curlew  Sandpipers  in 

more  than  70%  of  the  autumns  in  which  counts  took  place  (table  1):  Hayle, 

Exe,  Southampton  Water,  Langstone  Harbour,  Pegwell  Bay,  Medway, 

Blackwater,  Wash,  Tees,  Lindisfarne,  Forth,  Ribble,  Swansea  Bay  and 

Severn.  These  sites  did  not,  however,  necessarily  support  the  highest 

average  numbers  (table  1).  Additional  sites  holding  relatively  high 

numbers  included  the  Swale,  Breydon  Water  and  Humber. 

In  only  four  of  the  autumns  during  1969-87  (in  1972,  1978,  1981  and 
1985)  have  the  numbers  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  recorded  been  above 

average  at  a   high  proportion  of  their  most  regular  estuarine  resorts  (table 

2).  In  three  of  these  years  (1972,  1978  and  1985),  breeding  success  of 

Curlew  Sandpipers  was  known  to  have  been  high,  but  in  1981  was 

suggested  to  have  been  poor  (table  2).  High  numbers  were  not  recorded  at 

281.  Juvenile  Curlew  Sandpiper  Calidris  ferruginea,  Kent,  September  1986  {/t. /■  (Jiandler) 
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Table  2.  Autumn-passage  abundance  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  femiginea  at  sample  of 
estuaries  in  the  United  Kingdom  during  1969-87,  in  relation  to  breeding  success  and 

numbers  of  lemmings  I^imus  sibiricus/Dicrostonyx  torqualus 

Data  on  Curlew  Sandpiper  breeding  numbers  and  lemming  abundance  are  from  Underhill 

(1987)  and  (for  1985-87)  L.  Underhill  in  litl. 

Ukmming  ABrNl)ANt:K:  NK  =   not  known;   =   very'  small;  —   -   small;  *   =   average; 

+   =   moderate;  ++  —   large  numbers 
Curlew  Sandpiper 

\'ear 

Number  of  UK 

estuarine  sites 

counted  in  autumn 

Number  (%)  of 

sites  with 

high  numbers 

breeding  success 

(+  =   good; 
—   =   {X)or) 

Lemming 

abundance  in 

Arctic  Siberia 

1969 11 4   (36) -1- + 

1970 13 
2   (15) 

4- 

1971 13 
4   (31) — — 

1972 13 11  (85) -1- — 

1973 13 
2   (15) 

-1- 
4-  + 

1974 14 3   (21) - — 

1975 10 3   (30) - - 

1976 9 1   (12) - 

+   4- 

1977 16 
0   (0) - - 

1978 10 
5   (50) -1- 

• 

1979 10 2   (20) + 

4-4- 

1980 8 1   (13) - - 

1981 10 
6   (60) 

- — 

1982 13 
3   (23) 

-1- 

4-4- 

1983 
12 1   (8) - - 

1984 14 1   (8) - - 

1985 14 8   (57) + NK 

1986 14 2   (14) 
- NK 

1987 14 
1   (8) — NK 

these  sites  in  all  the  years  of  high  breeding  success,  though  it  is  noticeable 

that  very  few  sites  had  high  numbers  in  poor  Curlew  Sandpiper  years  (e.g. 

1976,  1977,  1980,  1983,  1987).  High  numbers  were  recorded  in  Britain  in 

1969  (Stanley  &   Minton  1972),  though  the  influx  occurred  between  the 
BoEE  count  dates. 

Discussion 

It  is  difficult  to  assess  from  these  kinds  of  data  the  magnitude  of  the  1988 

Curlew  Sandpiper  influx.  It  is,  however,  possible  to  compare  the  numbers 

reported  at  particular  sites  in  1988  with  the  numbers  recorded  at  them 

during  earlier  influxes.  Caution  is  necessary  when  making  such  compari- 
sons, for  a   number  of  reasons:  for  example,  there  are  now  far  more 

birdwatchers  to  document  such  influxes;  the  quality  of  optical  instru- 
ments is  far  higher  than  in  earlier  years;  the  suitability  of  particular  sites 

for  Curlew'  Sandpipers  may  have  changed  radically  between  years.  The 
1988  influx  was  clearly  greater  than  that  of  1953,  when  the  largest 

recorded  flock,  at  Lynn  Point  (Norfolk),  consisted  of  only  50  individuals 

(Nisbet  &   Vine  1956).  On  the  other  hand,  it  would  appear  that  the  1988 

influx  was  of  similar  magnitude  to  that  of  1985.  For  instance,  1988 

maxima  at  Blacktoft  and  Elmley  (95  and  96,  respectively)  were  similar  to 

the  maxima  of  1985  (109  and  113)  at  these  sites  (in  Moser  1985). 

Comparisons  with  the  1969  influx,  using  data  from  Bonham  &   Sharrock 

(1969)  are  less  straightforward.  Higher  maxima  were  recorded  in  1988 
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than  in  1969  at  a   number  of  sites:  104  compared  Xvith  76  at  Minsmere  and 

134  compared  with  35  at  Frodsham.  Vet,  lower  peak  counts  in  1988  than 

in  1969  were  recorded  at  other  sites:  seven  compared  with  82  at  Spurn  and 

68  compared  with  100  at  Slimbridge.  It  seems  likely,  however,  that  the 

1969,  1985  and  1988  influxes  were  of  similar  magnitudes. 

Though  not  absolutely  certain,  a   low-pressure  system  over  the  Baltic 

and  Scandinavia  may  have  been  responsible  for  diverting  large  numbers  of 

Curlew  Sandpipers  (that  normally  follow  a   more  easterly  route)  to  Britain 

and  Ireland  in  1988.  Previous  influxes  have  been  attributed  to  such 

weather  conditions.  In  1988,  the  Curlew  Sandpipers  apparently  arrived  by 

a   more  northerly  route  (possibly  via  Norway)  than  is  usual;  their 

distribution  within  Britain  was  certainly  more  northerly  than  in  1969 

(Stanley  &   Minton  1972)  and  1985  (Moser  1985).  The  timing  of  the  main 

arrival  in  1988  (27th  August  to  3rd  September)  was  similar  to  that  of  1969 

(27th  August  to  4th  September),  though  was  approximately  one  week 

later  than  in  1953  and  eight  to  ten  days  earlier  than  in  1985  (Nisbet  & 

Vine  1956;  Stanley  &   Minton  1972;  Moser  1985).  The  timing  of  each  of 

these  influxes  spanned  periods  of  only  about  two  weeks,  suggesting  that 

the  autumn  migration  of  juvenile  Curlew  Sandpipers  occurs  at  approxi- 

mately the  same  time  each  year. 

The  1969,  1985  and  1988  influxes  occurred  in  years  of  high  breeding 

productivity  (Underhill  1987;  P.  Tomkovich  in  litt.).  VTt  there  have  been 

other  years  of  high  breeding  productivity  when  Curlew  Sandpipers  have 

not  been  diverted  to  Britain  and  Ireland  by  adverse  weather,  and  only 

relatively  low  numbers  have  been  recorded  here.  Sadly,  therefore,  routine 

BoEE  counts  cannot  monitor  effectively  the  annual  fluctuations  in 

breeding  success  of  this  species,  and  are  more  likely  to  reflect  the  weather 

conditions  encountered  by  Curlew  Sandpipers  on  migration.  BoEE  counts 

of  this  species  are  also  limited  in  two  other  respects.  First,  Curlew 

Sandpipers  frequent  a   wide  diversity  of  sites  on  migration  (including 

inland  pools,  reservoirs,  sewage-works),  many  of  which  fall  outside  the 

remit  of  the  BoEE.  Secondly,  BoEE  counts,  being  restricted  to  one  day  in 

each  month  (usually  mid  month),  may  grossly  underestimate  or  indeed 

miss  the  passage  of  migrating  species  which  pass  through  rapidly.  This  is 

especially  so  for  Curlew  Sandpipers,  which  have  shown  a   tendency  to 

appear  at  the  end/beginning  of  the  month  (i.e.  between  count  dates).  For 

such  species,  data  from  bird  observatories  and  daily  counts  from  nature 

reserves  are  particularly  valuable. 
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Summary 

Towards  the  end  of  August  1988,  large  numbers  of  jmenile  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris 

Jerruginea  arrived  in  Britain  and  Ireland  probably  as  a   consequence  of  poor  weather  conditions 
over  the  Baltic  and  Scandinavia.  Peak  numbers  were  recorded  earlier  in  the  north  of  Britain, 

whereas  arrivals  to  the  south  and  west  were  noticeably  later.  Within  a   period  of  around  ten 
days,  however,  large  numbers  were  recorded  from  most  areas  of  Britain  and  Ireland,  with 

numbers  at  some  sites  being  unprecedented.  Curlew  Sandpifjers  enjoyed  high  breeding 

productivity  in  1988,  and  also  in  the  years  of  previous  influxes.  High  productivity  does  not, 

however,  always  result  in  high  numbers  in  Britain  and  Ireland,  as  nonnally  the  birds  migrate 

along  routes  to  the  east  of  Britain.  Routine  Birds  of  Estuaries  Enquiry  (BoEE)  counts  do  not 

monitor  this  species  effectively;  data  from  bird  obser\atories  and  daily  counts  from  nature 

reserves  are  thus  an  important  means  of  monitoring  rapidly  migrating  species  such  as  the 

Curlew  .Sandpiper. 
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Mystery  photographs 

■j  ̂    Our  mystery  wader,  with  its  proportionately  small  head,  bill 
X   A   /   longer  than  head,  and  longish  neck  and  legs,  is  clearly  a   Tringa. 

At  first  glance,  it  looks  like  one  of  the  larger  species,  but  it  is  not  always 

easy  to  judge  the  size  of  a   bird  simply  by  its  proportions.  A   longer  look 

confirms  a   stout  body,  rather  long  sturdy  legs  and,  more  importantly,  a 

long  two-toned  bill  which  is  fairly  stout  throughout  its  length  and 

noticeably  up-tilted.  None  of  the  smaller  Tringa  species  shows  this 
combination  of  structural  features. 

So,  it  is  one  of  the  larger  species,  but  which?  Most  of  us  will  have  no 

experience  of  Nordmann’s  Greenshank  T.  guttifer,  but  we  eliminate  that 
species  because  it  is  shorter-legged  and  straighter-billed,  and  with  such 
good  views  we  might  even  see  more  webbing  between  the  toes.  The 

choice,  therefore,  lies  between  Greenshank  T.  nebularia  and  Greater 

Yellowlegs  T.  melanoleuca.  Ageing  often  assists  with  the  identification  of 

waders.  This  bird  is  a   juvenile,  the  best  characters  being  the  general 

freshness  of  the  plumage,  and  the  short  scapulars  leaving  most  of  the 

wing-coverts  exposed. 
A   structural  difference  between  these  two  species  is  visible  in  the 

photograph.  On  Greenshank,  the  folded  wingtips  fall  level  with,  or 

marginally  beyond,  the  tip  of  the  tail.  On  Greater  Yellowlegs,  the  wingtips 

usually  project  noticeably  beyond  the  tail,  a   product  of  the  shorter  tail  and 

longer  wings  of  Greater  Yellowlegs  in  comparison  with  Greenshank. 

There  is  no  evidence  of  the  deeper-chested  appearance  of  the  American 

species.  The  neatly  fringed  scapulars  and  wing-coverts  and  faintly 
notched  tertials  also  point  firmly  to  Greenshank.  Although  the  tertials  and 

greater  coverts  of  juvenile  Greenshanks  are  variable,  and  many  indi- 

viduals show  well-marked  edge-spotting  with  small  alternative  white-and- 

dark  spots,  they  never  show  the  striking  pattern  of  most  juvenile  Greater 

Yellowlegs,  on  which  these  areas  have  rather  large  white  notches  at  the 

feather  edges  producing  a   strongly  spotted  appearance.  Our  mystery  bird 

410 \firil.  82:  410-41  l.Septcmbfr  1989] 
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is  indeed  a   juvenile  (ireenshank,  photographed  by  Graham  Sutton  at  the 
Lower  Tamar  Lake,  Cornwall,  in  August  1983. 

In  the  held,  we  would  have  the  benefit  of  leg  colour.  The  Greenshank 

usually  shows  greyish-green  or  greenish-yellow  legs,  whereas  Greater 

Yellowlegs  has  bright  yellowish-orange  or  yellow  legs.  Some  Greenshanks 

do  have  yellow  legs,  but,  typically,  these  are  pallid,  and  never  show  the 

intensity  of  those  of  most  Greater  Yellowlegs.  Leg  colour  can,  therefore, 

be  a   pitfall  for  the  unwary'  and  should  always  be  supported  by  other 
characters.  Another  colour  feature  is  the  browner,  less  greyish,  upperparts 
of  Greater  Yellowlegs.  In  flight,  Greenshank  shows  an  extensive  white 

wedge  up  the  rump  and  back.  This  is  obviously  different  from  the  pattern 

shown  by  Cireater  VTllowlegs,  on  which  the  white  is  restricted  to  a   smaller, 

scjuarer  patch  on  the  rump  and  uppertail-coverts.  .\l.AN  Brown 

23  King's  Court,  Longniddry,  East  Lothian  EH32  OQF 

283.  Myster>  photograph  148.  Identifj  the  species.  .Answer  next  month 

Letters 

The  identification  of  large  terns  The  paper  on  the  ‘Identification  of 

large  terns’  {Brit.  Birds  80:  257-276)  gave  the  impression  (fig.  2)  that 

Royal  Tern  Sterna  maxima  has  an  almost  blood-red  bill,  not  especially 

dissimilar  from  that  of  Caspian  S.  caspia.  In  our  experience  of  both 

subspecies  of  Royal,  this  is  not  so.  In  both  non-breeding  and  early 

breeding  plumages,  S.  m.  albidorsalis  shows  a   deep-yellow  bill  at  a 

distance,  and  a   darker  or  more  orange-yellow  bill  at  closer  range. 

Similarly,  the  bill  colour  of  Lesser  Crested  Tern  S.  bengalensis  is  almost 
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banana  yellow,  somewhat  paler  than  that  of  Royal.  The  description  of 

the  bill  of  adult  Royal  in  winter  stated  ‘becoming  slightly  yellow-orange 

and  losing  any  reddish  tinge’,  but  this  contrasts  somewhat  with  that 

given  in  the  table  on  page  270,  where  it  states  that  the  bill  is  ‘Orange  .   .   . 
fading  to  yellowish  at  the  tip.  Non-breeders  slightly  yellower,  lacking 

reddish  tinge.’  Neither  of  these  descriptions  matches  the  colour  in  fig. 
2,  and  both  understate  the  amount  of  yellow  that  is  visible  in  the  field. 

The  Royal  Tern  in  Kent  in  July  1965  had  a   ‘brilliant  orange’  bill 
(Davenport  &   Hollyer  1968),  and  that  in  Glamorgan  in  November  1979 

was  described  as  having  a   bill  ‘bright,  rich  yellow  at  a   distance,  but,  at 
close  range,  matt  ochre-yellow  tinged  orange,  especially  on  upper 

mandible.’  This  bird  was  seen  to  within  3   m   (Moon  1983).  As  neither  of 
us  has  seen  Royal  at  a   breeding  colony  in  summer,  it  seemed 

appropriate  to  refer  to  colour  photographs.  That  on  page  1062-3  of 

Gooders  (1969-1971)  clearly  showed  the  bill  colour  as  orange.  The 

photograph  was,  however,  most  probably  of  an  individual  of  the 
Nearctic  race  maxima. 

Gantlett  gave  insufficient  emphasis  to  the  size  and  stance  of  Lesser 

Crested:  it  is  smaller  than  Royal,  and,  especially,  it  is  much  shorter- 

legged,  appearing  much  closer  to  the  ground  than  Royal,  so  one  does 

not  really  need  to  worry  about  tarsus  or  tibia  length.  For  all  cases  that 

we  have  seen  (and  this  is  borne  out  in  published  photographs),  the 

mantle,  back  and  wing-coverts  of  Lesser  Crested  Tern  are  always 

darker  grey  than  those  of  Royal,  and,  in  photographs  from  The 

Gambia,  are  clearly  much  darker  than  those  of  Sandwich  S.  sandvicensis. 

In  our  experience,  those  parts  of  the  plumage  of  Royal  are  always  paler 

than  either  Sandwich  or  Lesser  Crested,  and  become  paler  later  in  the 

year  (through  bleaching)  and  in  strong  sunlight,  so  any  possible 

overlap  seen  on  museum  specimens  would  be  less  visible  in  the  field. 

In  flight,  other  differences  come  to  light.  Royal  is  thick-bodied  and 

dumpy,  this  ‘cigar-shape’  being  given  emphasis  by  the  rather  stubby  or 
blunt-ended  rear  body;  even  on  those  individuals  with  long  or  fully 

grown  outer  tail  feathers,  this  impression  is  still  apparent.  Also,  Royal 

is  much  bigger  than  Lesser  Crested,  and  this  is  conveyed  in  the  rather 

slow  or  ponderous  flight  and  the  long  and  fairly  broad  (for  a   tern) 

wings.  On  the  other  hand.  Lesser  Crested,  being  much  closer  to 

Sandwich  in  size,  looks  not  especially  large,  has  a   slender,  more 

tapering  body,  narrower  wings  and  a   relatively  faster  wing  beat. 

In  plumages  where  the  full  crest  is  not  present,  the  forehead  of  Lesser 

Crested  rises  somewhat  more  sharply  (with  a   peak  over  the  eye)  than  that 

of  the  almost  flat-headed  Royal.  This  partly  accounts  for  Lesser  Crested’s 
head  appearing  smaller  and  its  head-shape  more  rounded. 

In  our  opinion,  whilst  Gantlett’s  paper  goes  quite  some  way  towards 
simplifying  the  task  facing  anyone  wishing  to  identify  a   possible  Royal  or 

Lesser  Crested  Tern,  it  does  not  give  sufficient  emphasis  to  the  points  we 

have  raised,  which  we  believe  to  be  important. 
Petfr  Clement  and  Leo  Batten 

69  ilarecroft  Road,  Wisbech,  Cambridgeshire  PEI3  IRL 
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Simpson  &   Day  Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  .Australia  (C .   Helm )   Paperback  £   1 1 .95  01 

Snow  .4  Sturf;  of  Blackbirds  Revised  edn  (British  Museum)   Paperback  £7.95  01 

So{)er&  Lovegrove  fiiriiv  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-by-month  guide  {W’ehb  &   Bower)   £12.95  01 
Tulloch/ioA^'7u//ocA’F.9/!e</<i/tt/(Macmillan)   £14.95  01 

I'umer  &   Rose  .4  Handbook  to  the  Swallows  arui, Martins  of  the  World  (C.  Helm)   £19.95  01 
Viney  &   Phillipps  Birds  of  Hong  Kong  Ath  edn   Paperback  £14.50  01 

Voous  Owls  of  the  Sorthem  Hemisphere  (Collins)   £45.00  01 

British  Birds  The  ‘British  Birds’  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic 
  1984  edn,  il  other  books  ordered,  £1 .00  01  1984  edn  £1.85  01 

Other  titles 
.Ml  the  above  titles  are  POS  E   FREE.  ,\ny  other  natural  history  books  in  print  may  be  ordered 

from  the  NHBS.  Please  refer  to  the  NHHS  catalogue  for  details  of  current  prices  and  postage 

rates.  Free  copies  of  the  NHBS  catalogue  are  available  on  request. 

Binders 
The  British  Birds  Binder  (ho\ds  12  issues  &   index)   £6.95  01 

Ties 
l   ies,  with  Red  Grouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  01  Green  01  Brown  01  Maroon  01 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  SEPTEMBER  1989  for  all  special  offers  (and  for  overseas 
customers  only,  also  during  the  following  month).  Other  prices  quoted  are  subject  to  any  publishers’  increases. 

Make  ail  cheques  and  POs  payable  to  the  NHB.S.  Payment  can  Ire  made  in  l'.S$  at  current  exchange  rate.  Please  allow  28  days 

for  delivery  in  UK.  longer  if  abroad.  To  qualify’  for  PO.ST  FREE  please  quote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name.... 

.Address 

Ref. 

No. 

Total  £ Cheque/P( )   enclosed  d (hro  payment  made 
□ 

A’ou  can  also  pay  using these  credit  cards: 
If  your  address  for  credit  card  purposes  is  different  from  that  alxrve,  give  it  here 

Plea.se  debit  my  AccessA’isa/MasterCard/EunKard 

Expiry  date 

Signature 

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  plea.se  cpiote  your  BB  ref.  no.  as  well  as  your  credit  card  no. 

IT.I..  Totnes  (0808)  865918 

Send  order  to:  British  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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Davknpori,  M.,  &   Hoi.iakR,  J.  N.  1968.  Royal  Fern  in  Kent.  Bril.  Birds  61:  559-561. 

Goodf.r.s,  J.  1969-71.  Birds  of  the  World.  Fondon. 

Moon,  S.  J.  1983.  The  eventual  identification  of  a   Royal  Fern  in  .Mid  (ilamorgan.  Brit. 
Birds  76:  335-339. 

S.J.  \F  Gantlett  has  replied  as  follows:  ‘   Fhe  text  description  of  the  bill  of  Royal  Fern 

stated:  “almost  always  orange,  but  sometimes  tends  to  reddish,  especially  at  base,  at  peak 
of  breeding  season;  tip  usually  fading  to  yellowish  .   .   .   never  scarlet  (normal  on  Gaspian) 

nor  yellow  with  greenish  tinge  (normal  on  Grested)  ...  [in  non-breeding)  fades  slightly, 

becoming  slightly  yellower-orange  and  losing  any  reddish  tinge.”  I   can  see  no  anomalies 
between  the  above  and  the  rather  lengthy  comments  by  Messrs  Glement  and  Batten. 

However,  these  colour  tones  are  all  quite  subtle  (as  well  as  variable)  and  there  has  been  a 

slight  but  noticeable  and  regrettable  change  in  the  reproduced  colour  plates  from  .Man 

Harris’s  fine  originals.  Fhe  originals  did  indeed  show  more  contrast  between  the  colours 

of  the  Gaspian  and  Royal  Fern’s  bills  (orangier — yellower,  if  you  like — on  the  Royal)  and 
less  contrast  (in  fact  almost  none)  between  the  bills  of  the  Fesser  Grested  and  the  Royal. 

‘My  paper  clearly  stated  the  size  difference  (quoted,  in  different  places  in  the  text,  as 

“about  25%  smaller”,  “distinctly  smaller”  and  being  in  the  “Sandwich  Fern  size-group, 

roughly  half-way  between  the  Royal/Grested  group  and  Catmmon  Fern”),  so  again  1   see 
no  anomaly  here. 

‘I  believe,  as  stated  in  my  paper,  that  use  of  leg  length  is  a   verv  uncertain  character,  the 

appearance  of  which  depends  so  much  on  stance;  it  is  certainly  of  verv’  limited  use  as  an 
identification  character  of  a   single  vagrant  tern.  1   have  not  noticed  a   proportional 

diflerence  between  Fesser  Grested  and  Royal  to  compare  with  that  between  .\rctic  and 

Gommon  (it  would  be  more  apparent  when  .Arctic  and  Gommon  are  together  anyway 

because  they  are  the  same  size,  which  the  other  two  are  not). 

‘My  paper  also  clearly  stated  the  differences  in  the  darkness  of  the  grey  on  the  mantle, 

back  and  coverts  of  Royal,  Fesser  Grested  and  Sandwich  Ferns  which  are  reiterated  in 

very  similar  detail  by  Messrs  Glement  and  Batten. 

‘Finally,  the  observation  on  forehead-shape  difference  between  Royal  and  Fesser 

Grested  is  interesting  and  seems  likely  to  be  valid  much  of  the  time;  but  again  the 

character  must  be  used  with  extreme  caution  and  seems  unlikely  to  be  diagnostic,  since 

forehead  and  crown  feathers  can  be  raised  or  lowered  with  mood  (just  as  they  are  with 

.\crocephalus  and  Hippolais  warblers,  for  which  groups  the  feature  was.  at  one  time,  thought 

to  be  an  important  character).’ 

.Alan  Harris  has  added:  ‘1  spent  the  whole  of  one  morning  at  the  printers,  w   here  everv  one 

worked  verv  hard  to  get  the  colours  as  close  to  the  original  painting  as  possible.  5'ou  only 
have  to  look  at  a   handful  of  bird-books  to  see  how  difficult  it  is  to  print  grey,  for  example. 

Fhe  original  paintings  did  sriow  Royal  Fern’s  bill  with  more  orange,  and  Grested  Tern’s  with 
a   hint  of  green,  (fbviously  w   ith  not  enough  of  either.  Most  people  reading  this  paper  will  be 

largelv  unfamiliar  with  most  of  the  species  dealt  with.  Gonsequently  the  paper  purposely 

leant  towards  those  features  that  observers  without  experience  will  be  best  able  to  evaluate; 

jizz,  comparative  leg-lengths,  and  so  on  would  not  really  be  a   great  help.  Fns 

The  identification  of  large  terns  The  recent  paper  on  the  ‘Identification 

of  large  terns’  {Brit.  Birds  80:  257-276)  was  commendably  cautious,  but  I 
found  the  depiction  of  Crested  Tern  Sterna  bergii  in  fig.  2   rather  puzzling.  I 

have  seen  many  Crested  Terns,  in  December/Januaiy  (Thailand  and 

Kenya),  September  (Sinai),  and  May/June  (South  Baluchistan  and  the 

Persian  Gulf),  usually  with  Lesser  Crested  Terns  S.  bengalensis  present  for 

comparison,  and  have  noted  the  bill  colour  as  dull  straw-yellow  or  olive- 

yellow,  a   ‘washed-out’  yellowish-orange  and  pale  orangey-yellow  (once 

comparing  it  with  ‘the  colour  of  unripe  apricots’).  Colour  photographs  of 

the  species  in  Gooders’s  Birds  of  the  World  (1969-71),  Harrison’s  Seabirds  of 
the  World:  a   Photographic  Guide  (1987)  and  Ian  Sinclairs  Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of 
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Southern  Africa  (1984)  show  comparable  bill  colburs.  This  is  all  very 

difTerent  from  the  bright  lemon  yellow  shown  in  Alan  Harris’s  painting.  I 
have  never  seen  (in  life  or  in  print)  a   Crested  Tern  with  this  bill  coloration, 

although,  interestingly,  a   similar  colour  is  found  in  the  illustrations  of 

Crested  Tern  in  Herman  Heinzel’s  The  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  with  North 
Africa  and  the  Middle  East  (1972),  and  in  BIVP  vol.  4;  one  suspects  a 

transferred  error  in  paintings  of  this  species.  C.  D.  R.  Heard 

3   Waterside  Lodge,  Raymead  Road,  Maidenhead,  Berkshire 

S.  J.  M.  Gantlett  has  replied  as  follows;  ‘1  described  the  bill  of  Crested  Tern  as  “yellow, 
usually  with  a   distinct  greenish  tinge,  fading  to  paler  yellow  at  tip  .   .   .   slightly  duller  in 

non-breeding.”  this  is  clearly  compatible  with  CDRH’s  “dull  straw-yellow  or  olive- 

yellow”.  These  subtle  colours  are,  however,  clearly  as  difficult  to  describe  as  they  are  to 

reproduce  faithfully  in  print.  It  is  a   shame  that  the  distinct  greenish  tinge  in  Alan  Harris’s 
excellent  original  has  been  lost  in  the  reproduction  of  the  plate  and  that  this  has  resulted 

in  the  bill  of  fig.  2   changing  noticeably  in  tone  and  appearing  too  bright  and  “banana 

yellow”.  1   am  not  too  sure  what  colour  unripe  apricots  are  (although  I   know  my  bananas), 

but  1   am  surprised  that  CDRH  has  ever  noted  bill  colour  as  “yellowish-orange”.  This,  to 
me,  implies  a   basically  orange  bill  with  a   yellowish  tinge;  it  may  be  a   matter  of  colour 

description,  but  I   should  be  surprised  if  the  colour  ever  approached  that  of  an  orange 

(well,  maybe  an  unripe  one!).  I   would  have  hoped  that  CDRH  would  have  given  us  more 

credit  than  to  have  copied  from  illustrations  from  Heinzel  or  BWP — we  had  plenty  of 

photographs,  not  to  mention  personal  experience,  to  go  on.’ 

.Man  Harris  has  added:  ‘.As  criticism  goes,  C.  1).  R.  Heard’s  is  less  welcome.  His 

implication  is  that  my  paintings  were  merely  a   “photofit”  from  a   few  popular  bird  books.  He 

may  think  it  is  something  I   did  in  between  watching  “EastEnders”  and  going  to  the  pub. 
Well,  thanks  very  much.  C.  1).  R.  Heard  can  consider  himself  struck  off  my  Christmas  card 

list.’  Eds 

Sandwich  Tern  with  all-yellow  bill  In  his  excellent  article  on  the 

identification  of  large  terns  {Brit.  Birds  80:  257-276),  Steve  Gantlett  stated 

that  there  are  ‘no  proven  incidents  of  undoubted  nominate  Sandwich 

Terns  having  all-yellow  or  all-orange  bills.’  On  30th  August  1986,  at  Cley, 
Norfolk,  with  a   number  of  other  observers,  I   watched  a   fully  grown,  free- 

flying  Sandwich  Tern  Sterna  sandvicensis,  presumably  of  the  nominate 

European  race,  with  an  all-yellow  bill,  perhaps  paler  than  the  yellow  tip  of 
the  normal  bill  pattern  and  lacking  any  darker  markings.  In  all  other 

respects  (plumage,  structure  and  voice),  it  appeared  to  be  a   typical 

juvenile  Sandwich  Tern,  with  at  least  one  of  its  parents  still  in  attendance; 

the  juvenile  spent  much  of  its  time  calling  to  and  begging  from  one 

particular  normal-billed  adult  Sandwich  Tern.  Dominic  M   itcheel 
.9  Elmfield  Road,  Walthamstow,  London  El  7   7HS 

Alan  Dean  has  commented:  ‘/tH'7^  gives  the  bill  colour  of  downy  young  as  “blue-grey 

sometimes  with  yellow  or  pink  tinge”,  though  juveniles  typically  have  black  bills.  Perhaps 
the  yellow  was  a   retained  fledgling  character  which  would  eventually  disappear  with 

ageing.’  Et)S 

Wing  patterns  of  Common  and  Arctic  Terns  Reading  the  items  on 

tern  Sterna  identification  in  Frontiers  of  Bird  Identification  is  like  reading  a 

very  interesting  serial  story,  where  the  understanding  of  the  plumages 
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of  the  terns  is  gradually  growing  all  the  time.  Unfortunately,  it  goes 
most  of  the  way,  but  not  all. 

Regarding  the  plumages  of  adult  Common  S.  hirundo  and  Arctic 

Terns  S.  paradisaea,  R.  A.  Hume  &   P.  J.  Grant  gave  accurate  descriptions 

of  the  different  upperwing  patterns  of  these  two  species.  Their 

explanation  of  the  fact  that  Common  has  a   dark  wedge  on  the  outer 

primaries  which  Arctic  lacks  is  that  the  outer  primaries  of  Common 

Tern  are  older,  being  moulted  during  mid  winter,  than  the  inner  ones, 

which  are  moulted  just  prior  to  the  spring  migration.  Through  wear, 

the  pale  bloom  is  lost  on  the  outer  and  older  primaries,  but  not  on  the 

inner  and  newer  ones,  thus  making  the  blackish  pigmentation  of  the 

outer  feathers  visible.  The  reason  given  by  Hume  &   Grant  why  Arctic 

does  not  show  a   dark  wedge  on  the  outer  primaries  is  that  all  primaries 

are  shed  during  mid  winter,  and  consequently  all  primaries  are  of  the 

same  age,  and  thus  are  equally  worn.  A   second  thought  will  reveal  a 

slight  gap  in  this  argument,  and  actually  1   think  it  is  wrong:  the 

difference  between  Arctic  and  Common  Terns  is  not  properly  under- 
stood. 

In  a   postscript  to  the  paper  in  ̂ Frontiers\  the  authors  quote  P.  J. 
Curry,  who  pointed  out  that  the  inner,  non-blackish  primaries  of 
Common  Tern  are  of  a   slightly  different  texture  and  pigmentation  from 

the  outer  ones.  Unfortunately,  Hume  &   Grant  did  not  grasp  this 

opportunity  to  produce  a   valid  explanation  for  the  different  upper- 
wing patterns  of  Common  and  Arctic  Terns. 

Now,  why  does  Common  Tern  show  a   dark  wedge  on  the  outer 

primaries  while  Arctic  does  not?  The  explanation  that  the  outer 

primaries  are  older  and  more  worn  than  the  inner  ones  on  Common, 

but  of  the  same  age  on  Arctic,  obviously  cannot,  in  itself,  be  the  reason, 

since  both  species  moult  their  outer  primaries  at  the  same  time,  during 

mid  winter.  When  these  species  arrive  on  the  breeding  grounds  in 

spring,  their  outer  primaries  are  of  roughly  the  same  age  and  are 

equally  worn.  So  there  must  be  some  other  explanation. 

It  is  important  to  understand  that  the  darkish  colour  of  Common’s 
outer  primaries  is  not  added  to  the  feathers  during  wear,  but  is  revealed 

because  the  pale  bloom  has  worn  off.  Actually,  Arctic  Tern  is  largely 

lacking  this  dark  pigmentation,  so,  when  the  whitish  bloom  is  worn  off, 

the  colour  of  the  primaries  does  not  change.  This  is  the  reason,  not  any 

difference  in  moult  cycles. 

P.  J.  Curry  is  perfectly  right  about  the  inner  primaries  of  Common 

Tern.  Just  as  on  Arctic,  they  lack  darkish  pigmentation  under  the  pale 

bloom.  It  is  true  that  these  feathers  are  newer  and  less  worn  than  the 

outer  ones,  but  they  would  never  turn  dark,  no  matter  how  old  they 

became. 

The  reason  given  by  Hume  &   Grant  for  the  different  upperwing 

patterns  of  these  terns  is  often  repeated  in  the  literature.  In  BWP,  under 

‘Field  characters’,  it  is  even  stated  that  on  Common  Tern  the  primaries 

are  ‘almost  as  translucent  as  in  S.  paradisaea’  during  December  to 

February  when  they  are  fresh.  I   have  never  seen  Common  Tern  during 
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the  winter,  so  perhaps  I   should  be  wise  enough  not  to  state  an  opinion 

on  this  matter;  but  I   have  strong  doubts.  Arctic  Tern  has  all  its 

primaries  translucent,  since  they  all  lack  darkish  pigmentation.  On 

Common,  only  the  inner  ones  lack  dark  pigmentation  and  are 

translucent.  How  could  the  outer  primaries  of  Common  ever  be 

translucent,  no  matter  how  fresh  they  are?  The  dark  pigmentation  is 

there  all  the  time — not  visible  to  our  eyes  perhaps,  but  still  opaque 

enough  to  stem  the  sun’s  rays.  I   think  it  is  likely  that  the  outer 
primaries  of  Common  Tern  are  always  non-translucent. 

Why  should  a   bird  have  darkish  feathers,  covered  with  some  kind  of 

pale  surface?  Almost  all  sea-tems  are  pale  grey-and-white.  This  could  be 

an  adaptation  to  their  aerial  hunting  methods,  the  pale  colours  making 

them  less  visible  to  their  prey  against  the  sky.  Dark  pigmentation  does, 

however,  make  the  feathers  stronger  and  less  prone  to  wear.  With  darkish 

outer  primaries  covered  by  a   pale  grey  bloom.  Common  Tern  (as  well  as 

other  species)  has  adapted  to  both  these  needs.  Why  Arctic  has  not,  I   do 

not  quite  understand. 

I   wish  to  thank  Nils-Otto  Preuss  for  access  to  skins  at  the  Universitetets 

Zoologiske  Museum,  Copenhagen.  M   AGNUS  U   llman 

Iliongr.  K:  104,  S-223  71  Lund,  Sweden 

A.  R.  Dean  has  commented  that  the  irmer  webs  of  the  outer  primaries  of  Common  Tern 

are  translucent,  so  the  dark  pigment  is  presumably  confined  to  the  outer  webs.  Also,  since 

‘portlandica  Arctic  Terns  (first-year  and  second-year  plumages)  do  have  dark  pigment,  this 
must  be  lost  when  the  feathers  are  replaced  in  later  plumages.  If  this  is  the  case,  he 

deduces  that  there  may  be  an  advantage  to  Arctic  in  not  possessing  dark  pigment,  rather 

than  its  absence  being  a   disadvantage.  Et).s 

Cuts  at  the  BM  It  seems  regrettable  that  anyone  might  be  left  with  the 

impression  that  any  complaints  about  the  situation  at  the  Subdepart- 

ment of  Ornithology  of  the  British  Museum  (Natural  History)  at  Tring 

were  due  to  bad  proof-reading  by  the  British  Ornithologists’  Union 
{Brit.  Birds  81:  344;  82:  91),  when  in  fact  their  press  release  (said  to  have 

been  approved  by  the  President)  was  merely  summarising  widespread 

comment  also  reported  by  staff  of  the  American  Museum  of  Natural 

History  {Nature  333:  292). 

In  the  past,  the  staff  of  the  Bird  Room  in  the  British  Museum 

(Natural  History)  at  South  Kensington  have  normally  included  some  of 

the  most  distinguished,  active  and  popular  people  in  British  ornithol- 

ogy (as  well  as  a   few  of  the  other  sort),  who  have  frequently  played  an 

important  part  in  both  our  national  ornithological  affairs  and  those  of 

the  museum  regardless  of  any  paper  ‘qualifications’.  It  seems  regrett- 
able that  complaints  about  the  cuts  in  the  staff  of  the  Subdepartment  of 

Ornithology  at  Tring  (which  has  replaced  it)  have  now  been  misrepre- 
sented as  criticism  of  the  work  of  their  successors,  when,  so  far  as  I 

know,  nobody  was  complaining  about  it,  but  only  that,  now  that  the 

staff  has  been  cut  by  more  than  half  and  the  last  one  with  a   university 

degree  declared  redundant,  they  may  be  unable  to  maintain  it. 

Anyone  who  failed  to  protest  may  be  interested  in  the  result.  Letters 
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to  the  Chairman  of  the  Trustees  and  the  Director  merely  resulted  in  a 

2.2-line  acknowledgment  from  the  Secretar).  That  to  the  Minister  of 

the  Arts  resulted  in  a   1.2-page  reply  from  his  .Assistant  Private 

Secretary  that: 

.   .   decisions  of  this  nature  are  the  responsibility  of  the  t   rustees  of  the  Museum,  and 

judgements  have  to  be  based  on  information  drawn  from  many  quarters  and  equated  with 

an  established  set  of  criteria  and  a   careful  assessment  of  priorities  across  a   wide  spectrum 

of  work  .   .   .   frhese]  changes  were  only  made  after  a   review  of  research  and  curation  in  one 

of  the  science  departments  ...  by  a   Visiting  (iroup  of  scientists  w   ith  a   w   ide  experience  of 

managing  research,  and  drawn  not  only  from  this  country,  but  also  .\merica. 

‘The  recommendation  of  the  Group  to  cease  taxonomic  research  on  certain  groups  of 

animals,  which  was  endorsed  by  the  I'rustees,  was  based  on  the  need  to  invest  more 
resources  in  work  that  has  a   higher  priority.  The  priorities  are  clearly  laid  out  in  the  198b 

Corporate  Plan  for  the  Museum.  It  w'as  accepted  in  the  plan  that  “priorities  will  take  into 
account  the  individual  excellence  and  experience  of  Staff  and  work  that  is  intrinsically  of 

high  intellectual  value”.  I   should  also  like  to  reassure  you  that  the  Trustees,  while 

endorsing  the  cessation  of  research  on  some  groups  have  reafTirmed  their  support  for  the 

curation  of  the  associated  collections  and  the  continuing  need  to  make  them  available  to 

the  scientific  community.  Consequently,  highly  qualified  staff  will  be  retained  in  these 

areas  to  maintain  the  collections  and  the  associated  serx'ices.’ 

It  was  foreseeable  that,  when  the  bird-men  were  moved  out  to  an 

inaccessible  site  at  Tring  some  years  ago,  they  might  lose  influence  in 

Museum  affairs,  where  they  have  traditionally  been  strongly  repre- 

sented (and  have  in  the  past  provided  both  a   highly  respected 

Chairman  of  the  Trustees  and  Director),  and  might  suffer  in  hard 

times.  In  the  event  (perhaps  owing  partly  to  a   certain  unworldliness 

among  some  past  senior  staff  who  cared  more  for  birds  than 

departmental  politics),  when  the  axe  fell  and  there  was  a   frenzied 

struggle  at  South  Kensington  to  see  who  should  be  thrown  out  of  the 

boat,  the  ornithologists  were  no  longer  represented  either  there  or 

among  the  Trustees  and  Visiting  Body,  and  suffered  disproportion- 
ately. 

I   hesitated  to  comment  on  the  performance  of  the  new  regime  earlier, 

since  it  seemed  desirable  to  give  it  a   chance  to  demonstrate  its  capacity. 

But,  when  1   eventually  gave  a   fortnight’s  notice  that  I   would  be  making 

a   500-mile  journey  to  visit  Tring  on  business  recently,  I   found  on  arrival 

that  nothing  had  been  done  about  any  of  the  points  I   had  raised,  and 

that  the  mammalogist  who  is  now  in  charge  is  present  in  Tring  for  only 

two  days  a   week,  so  that  it  was  difficult  to  do  anything  further  then. 

When  I   remained  for  an  extra  two  hours  after  lunch  in  an  attempt  to 

telephone  him  at  South  Kensington,  he  could  not  be  found  there  
either. 

It  seems  alarming  that  (as  with  some  Departments  at  the  \fic
toria  and 

.Albert  Museum)  the  Subdepartment  of  Ornithology  at  the  B
ritish 

Museum  (Natural  History  )   has  not  only  lost  its  scientific  staf
fbut  has  also 

not  even  been  left  in  the  charge  of  an  ornithologist,  since,  w   hen  con
ditions 

change  and  expansion  is  allowed  again,  it  will  now  presumably  no 
 longer 

have  either  any  voice  in  the  higher  councils  of  the  museum,  
or  a   scientific 

base  on  which  to  rebuild.  Unless  any  British  ornithologists 
 who  are  still 

interested  make  their  views  felt  more  forcefully,  the  damage 
 now  seems 

likely  to  be  pemianent.
  P-  Boi  R\F. 

Department  of  Zoology',  The  University,  Aberdeen 
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P.  G.  Lansdown  and  the  Rarities  Committee 

Sponsond 

West  Germany 

Committee  membership  is  listed  on  the  inside  front  cover  each  month, and  on  the  back  of  the  title  page.  In  the  absence  of  further 

nominations  {Brit.  Birds  81:  464-465),  Chris  Heard  started  his  term  of 

membership  on  1st  April  1989,  replacing  Tim  Inskipp  who  retired  as  the 

longest-serving  member  on  31st  March  1989.  Tim  served  for  ten  years, 
during  which  time  he  gave  the  Committee  the  benefit  of  his  full  range  of 

bird-related  talents.  His  expertise  in  identification  matters,  particularly 

concerning  ‘difficult’  species-groups,  his  attention  to  extreme  detail  in 
both  identification  characters  and  research  into  useful  references  and  his 

knowledge  of  the  bird-trade  and  the  distribution  of  species  and  races  have 

all  been  invaluable  to  the  Committee’s  deliberations.  Tim  has  agreed  to 
join  the  Identification  Notes  Panel,  so  his  knowledge  will  not  be  lost  to 
British  Birds. 

The  following  points  of  interest  arise  mainly  from  the  Committee’s 
annual  meeting  at  Blunham,  Bedfordshire,  on  8th  April  1989. 

Rare  birds  records  without  descriptions 

These  fall  into  two  categories,  the  first  of  which  is  the  photograph-only 

submission.  Over  the  years,  we  have  pleaded  (and  continue  to  do  so)  for 

submitted  rarity  descriptions  to  be  accompanied  by  photographs  or 

transparencies,  if  available,  as  these  really  do  assist  the  record  assessment 

process.  Photographic  evidence  on  its  own,  however,  does  create  extra 

work  for  the  Committee,  for  it  is  BBRC  policy  that  all  accepted  records  on 

file  must  contain  descriptive  notes.  To  achieve  this  in  such  cases,  it  is 

necessary  for  a   member  of  the  Committee  (normally  the  first  voter)  to 

describe  the  characters  of  the  bird  which  are  visible  in  the  photograph.  Of 

course,  this  can  be  avoided  if  the  observer  provides  the  written  evidence, 

and  county  and  regional  recorders  could  help  greatly  by  pointing  this  out 
to  those  who  submit  such  records.  Whereas  there  is  some  excuse  for 

photograph-only  records  in  cases  of  ‘I’m  not  a   birdwatcher;  I   took  this  in 

my  garden  and  thought  you  should  see  it  as  I’m  told  it’s  a   rare  bird’,  there 

is  not  in  cases  of ‘Here’s  a   photograph.  I’m  sure  it  will  do;  I   didn’t  write 

any  notes.’  The  second  category  is  a   lack  of  understanding  by  some 
observers  that,  for  records  to  be  accepted,  and  as  part  of  the  permanent 

archives,  the  Committee  requires  written  descriptive  ‘evidence’  that  the 
bird  was  as  claimed.  There  are  those  experienced  observers  who  have  seen 

many  of  the  species  abroad  and  who  basically  submit  ‘I  know  the  species 

well;  you  know  how  distinctive  it  is:  it  was  just  like  those  I’ve  seen  before’, 
and  there  are  those  who  are  less  experienced  and  provide  pages  on  the 

circumstances  of  the  sighting,  the  terrain,  the  weather  and  what  a   good 
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bird  it  was,  without  a   hint  of  a   description.  Neither  type  of  submission  can 
be  acceptable  to  the  BBRC  and,  here  again,  the  local  recorder  can  assist 
by  informing  the  observer  so. 

Election  of  new  member 

The  Committee’s  nominee  lor  the  next  vacancy,  which  will  arise  on  or 
before  31st  March  1990  from  resignation  or  the  longest-serving  member’s 
automatic  retirement,  is  G.  P.  Catley.  (iraham  is  a   v'ery'  experienced 
birdwatcher  whose  contributions  to  this  journal,  in  addition  to  the 

occasional  letter  and  review  and  numerous  notes  and  photographs,  are 

(with  I).  Hursthouse)  ‘Parrot  Crossbills  in  Britain’  {Brit.  Birds  78;  482-505) 

and  (with  ].  K.  Baker)  ‘Yellow-browed  Warblers  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

1968-85’  {Brit.  Birds  80:  93-109).  He  lives  in  Barton-on-Humber,  South 
Humberside,  has  been  recorder  for  Lincolnshire,  and  is  widely  travelled  in 
the  Western  Palearctic. 

As  usual,  we  invite  other  nominations,  which  should  be  sent  to  me  by 

31st  December  1989.  If  further  nominations  are  received,  a   postal  election 

will  take  place,  in  which  county  and  regional  recorders  and  bird 
observatories  will  be  invited  to  vote. 

B.  G.  iMtLsdowm  197  Springivood,  Llanedeym,  Cardiff  CF2  6VG 

284.  1’articipanis  in  annual  meeting  of  the  Rarities  Committee.  Bedfordshire,  April  1989. 
Left  to  right,  Dr  R.  J.  Chandler,  P.  R.  Colston,  C:.  D.  R.  Heard. J.  H.  .\larchant,  M.J.  Rogers, 

K.  H.  Vinicombe,  P.  G.  I.ansdown  (Chainnan),  S.  J.  M.  Gantlett,  .\.  R.  Dean,  D.J.  Britton 

and  Dr  J.  P.  R.  Sharrock  (R.  J.  (.handler) 
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‘BB’-Sunbird  tour  of  Egypt  In  1990,  we  shall  be  running  a   ten-day  trip  to  Eg>'pt  during  5th- 
15th  April.  The  leaders  will  be  David  Fisher  and  Mike  F,verett.  1   he  trip  will  be  based  at  four 

centres —   Ciairo,  Luxor,  .\swan  and  Hurghada — and  will  \isit  all  of  the  main  Fgcptian 

birdwatching  sites  in  search  of  such  Western  Palearctic  specialities  as  Black-shouldered  Kite 

Elanus  caenileu.s.  Purple  Gallinule  Eorphyrio  porphyria.  Painted  Snipe  Rusiraliilo  benghalensLs, 

Senegal  'I'hick-knee  Burhimts  senegalensis,  Kittlitz’s  Sand  Plover  Charadriiis  peaiarius.  Sooty  (iuH 
Imtils  hemprichii.  White-eyed  Gull  L.  leucophthalmwi.  Lesser  Crested  Tern  Sterna  bengalensis,  White- 

cheeked I'ern  S.  repressa  and  .Nile  \’alley  Sunbird  Anlhreptes  metalliais.  \s  well  as  these  breeding 
species,  there  will  be  a   host  of  spring  migrants  passing  through  Fg\pt  at  this  time,  including 

some  impressive  raptor  passage. 

‘HB’  subscribers  are  entitled  to  claim  a   10%  discount  on  this  tour,  and  ha\’e  the 

opportunitN  for  priority  booking.  Details  of  the  tour  can  be  obtained  from  David  Fisher  or 

Jennifer  I'homas,  Sunbird,  PO  Box  7b,  .Sands  ,   Bedfordshire  s(;i<)  iDl';  telephone  Sandy  (0767) 
82969. 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  The  following  books  are  added  this  month: 

Conder  The  Wheatear  (C.  Fielm) 

Heath  &   .Maitland  Kmmet  The  Moths  and  Butterflies  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland  (Harley), 

including  the  new  vol.  7   (Butterflies,  part  1) 

Ridgely  &   Fudor  The  Birds  of  South  America  (OUP)  vol.  1   (of  4-v’olume  work) 
Please  also  note  that  the  following  SPECl.XL  OFFERS  are  still  available,  exclusively  to  British 
Birds  subscribers: 

Oddie  Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie  (Macmillan) 

Ogilvie  &   Winter  Best  Days  with  British  Birds  (British  Birds) 

Please  use  the  form  on  pages  xi  &   xii. 

Request 
‘The  Birds  of  Cyprus’  BOL'  Check  List  No.  6   by  Flint  &   Stewart  is  now  out  of  print  and 
the  data  are  being  revised  for  a   new  printing.  Unpublished  notes  would  be  gratefully 

received  by  the  authors.  Please  send  to  Peter  Stewart,  10  Digby  Road,  Evesham, 

Worcestershire  \vrii  6B\v. 

Reviews 

A   Birdwatcher’s  Guide  to  Japan.  By  Mark  Brazil.  Kodansha 
International,  1987.  219  pages;  62  maps.  £8.95. 

Fhis,  the  best  of  two  recently  published  books  on  bird-finding  in  Japan,  is  essential  to  any 

birder  visiting  the  country.  .Sixty  sites  and  areas  are  treated.  For  each  locality  a   general 

introduction  precedes  a   summary'  of  ‘Birds  and  seasons’,  and  a   section  on  ‘How  to  get 

there’  complements  the  excellent  maps  and  provides  useful  suggestions  for  accommoda- 
tion. 1   he  main  introduction  includes  short  summaries  of  the  climate  and  seasons, 

vegetation,  and  the  Japanese  avifauna.  .\  chapter  on  practical  advice  ably  covers  the 

options  and  technicpies  for  getting  around  and  summarises  the  various  accommodation 
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options  (certain  establishments  cater  mainly  for  birders).  A   checklist  is  the  most 

comprehensive  and  up-to-date  available. 

1   his  bird-site  guide  transcends  the  normal  characteristics  of  the  genus  and  is  no  wear) 
gazetteer.  It  is  a   lively,  authoritative  and  often  thought-provoking  read:  unresolved 
questions  of  status  and  distribution  are  outlined  where  relevant.  .Alternative  attractions 

are  often  mentioned,  vocalisations  of ‘target  species’  are  usually  described,  identification 
pitfalls  are  remarked  upon,  interesting  or  visible  mammals  are  mentioned,  and  the  whole 

book  is  written  in  a   refreshing,  personal  style. 

It  would  be  complete  madness  for  any  birder  facing  the  challenge  of  travel  in  Japan  to 
be  without  this  book.  Rot)  M   .^RTINS 

The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird  Identification.  By  Alan  Harris, 

Laurel  Tucker  and  Keith  Vinicombe.  Macmillan,  London,  1989.  224 

pages;  94  colour  plates.  £14.95. 
Despite  there  being  many  identification  field  guides  to  both  British  and  F.uropean  birds  in 

print,  no  book  to  date  has  really  dealt  with  the  identification  of  difficult  species  and 

species  groups  in  sufficient  detail,  fhe  reason  for  this  is  obvious — lack  of  space  for  each 
bird  when  dealing  with  between  500  and  800  species.  This  new  guide  immediately  solves 

this  problem  by  omitting  the  easily  identified  species  and  concentrating  on  the  more 

tricky  ones.  Written  specifically  with  British  birdwatchers  in  mind,  the  authors  have 

chosen  just  over  200  species  which  they  deal  with  in  great  detail.  Rarity  is  not  a 

consideration  here:  the  separation  of  Song  Thrush  Turdus  philomelos  from  Mistle  flirush  T. 

I’iscivorus  is  covered  as  thoroughly  as  is  that  of  freecreeper  Certhia  familiaris  from  Short- 

toed freecreeper  C.  brachydactyla.  I'hey  have  produced  a   book  to  help  British  birdwatchers 
at  all  levels  (except  perhaps  the  extreme  beginner)  which  contains  a   wealth  of  incredibly 

accurate  and  up-to-date  information. 
Kach  group  of  species  is  covered  in  a   chapter  varying  in  length  between  one  page 

(House  Passer  domesticus  and  free  Sparrows  P.  monlanus)  and  \\'/i  pages  (eclipse  male, 
female  and  Juvenile  dabbling  ducks  Anas).  .All  of  the  appropriate  plumages  are  superbly 

illustrated  by  Alan  Harris  and  the  late  Laurel  fucker  and  the  book  is  worth  obtaining  for 

these  alone.  However,  when  accompanied  by  such  a   succinct  and  accurate  text,  this  guide 
becomes  of  immense  value  and  stands  head  and  shoulders  above  any  other  guide  that  has 

yet  been  produced  on  bird  identification  in  this  countrv'. 
I   read  each  chapter  through  carefully  and  I   think  it  fair  to  say  that  I   learnt  something 

new  in  almost  ever)'  one.  For  example,  how  many  people  realise  that  some  female 

Gadwalls  .Anas  strepera  lack  a   white  speculum?  Or  that  juvenile  Black-tailed  Godwits 

Limosa  limosa  of  the  Icelandic  race  are  as  bright  orange  on  the  throat  and  breast  as  are 

adults  in  summer  plumage?  Or  that  perhaps  the  easiest  way  to  separate  Lesser  Grey- 
Shrike  Lanius  minor  (other  than  obvious  adult  males)  from  Great  Grey  Shrike  L.  excubitor  is 

by  the  much  longer  primar)  projection?  1   certainly  didn’t. 
I   found  it  very  difficult  to  fault  this  book  in  any  way.  .A  few  minor  points  caught  my  eye: 

the  shape  of  Sooty  Shearwater  Puffinus  griseus  is  described  as  ‘albatross-like’,  which  doesn’t 
seem  quite  right;  the  pale  wing-panels  on  Icterine  Warbler  Hippolais  icterina  and  Isabelline 

Shrike  Lanius  Lsabellinus  are  described  as  being  formed  by  pale  edgings  to  the  tertials, 

whereas  these  panels  are  made  up  primarily  by  the  pale  edgings  to  the  secondaries  (and 

the  largest  lowest  tertials);  and  male  Serin  Serinus  serinus  is  described  as  having  bright 

yellow  wing-bars,  but  is  illustrated  as  having  brown  wing-bars.  1   am,  however,  really 

nitpicking  here,  and  include  these  points  only  to  illustrate  how  ver)  few  faults  I   could 
find. 

Fhis  really  is  a   book  that  all  birdwatchers  in  Britain  would  benefit  from  reading 

thoroughly  from  cover  to  cover  and  re-reading  and  referring  to  at  regular  intervals.  I   can’t 
think  of  a   more  useful  book  to  earn)  with  you  in  the  field  in  Britain  and  my  copy  w   ill  be 

based  in  my  car  for  easy  reference  from  now  on.  If  you  haven’t  gathered  already  from  this 

review,  I   can’t  recommend  this  book  too  highly.  Go  out  and  buy  a   copy  today. 

Wouldn’t  it  be  wonderful  if  this  volume  was  to  inspire  similar  guides  to  difficult  species 

in  other  countries  as  well?Just  imagine  one  for  Israel  by  Killian  Mullarney  and  Hadoram 

Shirihai  and  one  for  North  .America  by  Jon  Dunn  and  Dave  Sibley;  or  am  I   letting  my 

imagination  run  away  w   ith  me? 
D.win  Fishf.r 
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Birds  in  Ireland.  By  Clive  D.  Hutchinson.  T.  ̂    A.  D.  Poyser,  Calton, 

1989.  215  pages;  13  black-and-white  photographs;  100  drawings  by  John 
Busby;  25  maps;  65  histograms;  62  tables.  £19.00. 

For  a   country  with  such  a   small  number  of  ornithologists,  Ireland  has  produced  some 

remarkable  books  about  its  avifauna,  providing  from  time  to  time  a   stocktaking  of  the 

current  knowledge  about  the  status  and  distribution  of  its  birds.  The  publication  of  the  first 

book  on  the  birds  of  Ireland,  William  Thompson’s  Natural  History  of  Ireland,  was  in  1849-51;  in 

1900  came  Ussher  &   Warren’s  Birds  of  Ireland  (the  year  in  which  was  also  published  R.  M. 

Barrington’s  outstanding  The  Migration  of  Birds  as  Observed  at  Irish  Lighthouses  and  Lightships); 
another  Birds  of  Ireland  followed  in  1954,  this  one  by  Kennedy,  Ruttledge  &   Scroope;  and  in 

1966  appeared  Ireland's  Birds  by  Major  Ruttledge.  The  present  work,  which  is  published  to 

coincide  with  the  ?lst  anniversary  year  of  the  Irish  Wildbird  Conservancy’s  foundation,  is  a 
comprehensive  review  of  birds  in  the  Republic  and  Northern  Ireland,  concentrating 

particularly  on  recording  the  enormous  strides  which  have  been  made  in  Irish  ornithology  in 

the  years  1966  to  1986,  but  fully  documenting  the  status  and  distribution  of  all  397  species 
on  the  Irish  List  from  the  earliest  known  records. 

The  result  is  an  exceptional  book,  in  every  respect.  Intended  as  a   companion  volume  to  the 

same  publisher’s  Birds  in  Scotland,  published  in  1986,  it  inevitably  invites  comparison  with  that 
outstanding  publication.  The  comparison  is  very  favourable,  and  in  some  aspects  it 

surpasses  the  earlier  volume. 

In  his  introduction,  Clive  Hutchinson  describes  the  explosion  in  knowledge  of  Irish  birds 

in  the  last  20  years,  where,  as  in  Britain,  much  of  the  work  has  been  carried  out  by  the 

growing  army  of  amateur  birdwatchers  with  increasing  work  by  professionals. 

He  deliberately  has  tried  to  provide  more  than  just  a   statement  of  the  status  of  each 

species,  placing  the  birds  in  the  context  of  their  environment  in  a   chapter  on  the  factors 

affecting  the  distribution  of  birds;  outlining  briefly  the  history  of  ornithology  and  of  the 

conservation  movement  in  Ireland  as  further  background  in  a   subsequent  introductory 

chapter;  and  summarising  recent  changes  in  status  in  a   third  one.  This  section  of  the  book 

makes  for  really  compelling  reading.  4’he  style  is  brisk  and  authoritative;  the  facts  are  well 
researched  and  often  surprising  (for  example,  there  are  tables  showing  that  there  is  good 

evidence  for  more  species  increasing  than  decreasing  over  the  last  20  years);  and  the  author’s 
opinions  are  stimulating  and  challenging.  He  acknowledges  that  some  birds  have  been  found 

to  be  more  common  than  was  previously  suspected,  and  that  generally  changes  in  status  are 

difficult  to  measure  because  of  the  increase  in  intensity  of  observation  over  the  last  two 

decades.  He  acknowledges  the  contribution  made  to  migration  studies  by  experienced 

British  birdwatchers  assisting  what  he  calls  novice  Irish  birdwatchers  in  the  late  1950s  and 

1960s,  but  there  were  plenty  of  very  able  and  energetic  Irishmen  active  at  the  time,  and 

certainly  an  ever-increasing  number  since  then  who  are  doing  first-class  work,  as  evidenced 

by  the  species  accounts. 

As  one  would  expect,  these  take  up  the  major  part  of  the  book.  The  accounts  are  very 

readable,  lucidly  set  out  to  relate  many  records  to  the  main  periods  covered  by  the  previous 

literature,  and  giving,  for  all  397  species  recorded  in  Ireland  up  to  1986  (exactly  100  fewer 

than  in  Scotland),  a   comprehensive  summary  of  all  that  is  known  about  them.  The  quality 

and  detail  of  the  information  gathered  is  very  impressive,  and  clearly  represents  an 

enormous  amount  of  time  in  research  and  correspondence.  Fhe  very  clear  histograms  and 

the  numerous  tables  assist  the  reader  to  absorb  an  immense  amount  of  data  without  any 
effort. 

The  Poyser  touch  ensures  an  attractively  laid-out  book  of  the  highest  quality.  John  Busby’s 
pictures  are  a   delight,  whether  evocative  Irish  scenes  or  drawings  of  birds  in  his  distinctive 

style;  and  having  one  artist,  rather  than  a   dozen  as  in  the  companion  volume,  makes  for  a 

more  pleasing  and  consistent  appearance.  Fhe  photographs  are  by  Richard  Mills,  familiar  to 

British  birders,  and,  like  the  author,  a   resident  of  Cork. 

Clive  Hutchinson  has  produced  a   book  which  will  clearly  be  the  standard  reference  on 

Irish  birds  for  many  years.  It  will  be  a   major  source  of  infonnation  and  inspiration,  for  the 

author  acknowledges  that  much  still  remains  to  be  done  in  the  future.  He  deserves  the 

thanks  of  all  who  are  interested  in  birds,  ornithology  and  conservation  in  Ireland  for  his 

achievement.  Tony  M.nrr 
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Owls  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere.  By  Karel  H.  Voous.  Illustrated 

by  Ad  Cameron.  Collins,  London,  1988.  320  pages;  48  colour  plates; 

numerous  line-drawings;  24  distribution  maps.  £45.00. 
Just  once  in  a   while,  among  the  hosts  of  ordinar)  bird  books  pouring  oH  the  presses, 

something  exceptional  comes  one’s  way.  It  happens  all  too  rarely,  but  when  it  does  it  is 
sheer  delight.  To  pick  up  a   book  that  looks  and  feels  good,  has  an  authoritative  yet 

literate  text,  is  superbly  illustrated  in  both  colour  and  black-and-white,  and  in  every  way 

is  a   pleasure  to  read,  to  look  at,  and  to  handle,  is  an  experience  that  comes  much  less 

frequently  than  one  would  like,  though  is  perhaps  even  more  pleasurable  because  of  its 

scarcity.  Yes!  I   like  this  book! 

Professor  V’oous,  author  of  the  pioneering  Atlas  of  European  Birds  (1960)  and  on  the 
editorial  board  of  BWF  since  its  inception,  has  written  a   fine  treatise  on  his  life-long 

interest,  owls.  The  47  species  occurring  north  ol  the  tropics  each  receive  detailed 

treatment,  with  from  two  to  ten  pages  of  text,  a   full-page  colour  plate  and  one  or  more 

pages  of  line-drawings. 

The  text  for  each  species  begins  with  a   discussion  on  relationships,  taxonomic  and 

ecological,  then  covers  distribution  (with  maps  at  the  end  of  the  book),  habitat, 

geographical  and  morphological  variation,  structure  and  senses,  behaviour,  ecology, 

breeding,  food  and  feeding,  movetnents  and  population  dynamics,  and  concludes  with  a 

section  on  life  in  man’s  world.  For  some  species,  some  of  these  sections  arc  necessarily 
brief,  though  neatly  highlighting  the  gaps  in  knowledge. 

The  text  is  clear,  comprehensive  and  well  researched,  as  the  nine-page,  densely  packed 

bibliography  demonstrates.  check  of  the  Harn  Owl  Tylo  alba,  a   species  I   am  currently 

interested  in,  showed  that,  although  the  recent  (mainly  since  1985)  study  in  Ohio  is  not 

mentioned,  coverage  of  other  work  in  North  .America,  as  well  as  Kurasia,  is  verv’  thorough. 

Fhe  plates,  and  the  line-drawings,  in  this  book  are  nothing  less  than  outstanding.  F!ach 

fidl-page  colour  plate  (and  the  book  measures  325  X   250mm)  shows  an  adult,  or  the  pair, 

sometimes  with  food  in  claw  or  bill,  or  at  the  nest  with  chicks,  and  all  meticulously  detailed. 

And  those  eyes!  I   don’t  think  1   have  ever  been  glared  at  so  much.  Large,  staring,  yellow  eyes 
fix  one  with  an  unwinking,  piercing  inspection,  with  more  than  a   touch  of  superiority.  .\s  if  to 

lighten  the  effect,  the  pages  of  line-drawings  are  just  the  opposite;  pages  from  a   sketch-book 

of  sleepy  owls,  preening  owls,  feeding  owls,  and  just  more  and  more  delightful  owls. 

It  may  seem  like  a   lot  of  money,  but  it  isn’t,  not  for  this  book.  Go  and  buy  it.  Beg  it  as  a   gift. 

Borrow  it,  though  preferably  don’t  steal  it.  This  is  THF.  book  on  owls,  and  author,  artist  and 

publisher  are  all  to  be  congratulated  on  producing  such  a   magnificent  work  devoted  to  these 

fascinating  birds.  Ogii.xIF, 

rt  is  very-  hard  for  a   competition  compiler  to  assess  whether  a   particular puzzle  is  easy  or  difficult.  He  or  she  may  think  that  the  solution  is 

glaringly  obvious  (or  impossibly  difficult),  but  the  entrants  may  not  spot 

the  essential  clue,  or  may  see  something  that  the  compiler  missed.  In  the 

case  of  photograph  1 1   (plate  185),  this  compiler  had  a   severe  case  of  self- 
doubt when  none  of  the  first  two  dozen  entries  correctly  identified  the 

bird,  which  had  seemed  (until  then)  to  pose  a   not-too-difficult  problem. 

Luckily,  the  photographer  had  taken  more  than  one  shot  of  this 

individual,  and  a   second  print  confirmed  beyond  question  the  identifica- 
tion. 
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The  species  named  were  as  follows: 

C   hough  P)'>rhocora.x  pynhocorax 

Rook  Con'usfmgilegus 

Alpine  Chough  F.  graculus 
Carrion  Crow  C.  corone 

Brown-necked  Ra\  en  C.  ruficollis 

Black  Lark  Melanocotypha  yeltomemis 

and  less  than  1%  each  for  Black  Kile  Milvus  migrans,  Marsh  Harrier  Circus  aeivgitiosus,  Buzzard 

Huleo  buteo.  Spoiled  Eagle  Ac/uila  c/a«gfl.  Jackdaw  Coivus  monedula.  Ra\  en  corax  and  Ean-lailed 
Raven  C.  rhipidunis. 

The  bird  was  in  fact  a   Raven,  photographed  by  Michael  Tarrant  near 

Midelt  in  Morocco  in  April  1986. 

Among  those  who  failed  at  this  eleventh  hurdle  were  ALL  of  the  21 

competitors  who  had  achieved  ten  in  a   row,  and  all  five  who  had  reached 

nine  in  a   row.  Our  commiserations  must  go  to  them. 

(Jnly  four  competitors  identified  the  Raven,  to  remain  in  the  running: 

R.  N.  Hobbs  (who  reaches  a   nine-in-a-row  sequence),  Richard  Drew  (with 

Monthly  marathon 

Sponsored  by 

285.  Third  ‘.\lonlhly  marathon’  competition:  pholograph  number  14  (or  fburlh  'Monthly 

marathon':  |)hotograph  number  1).  Identify  the  species.  Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the Januaiy 
1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  a   postcard  to  Monthly  .Marathon,  Fountains,  Bark  Lane, 

Blunham,  Bedford  MKO  :t\J,  to  arri\e  by  15th  October  1989 
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eight  in  a   row),  the  Revd  Canon  John  Crook  (six)  and  P.  Adhemar  (one). 

Depending  upon  these  lour  competitors’  success  with  plates  236  and 

276,  this  month’s  puzzle  (plate  285)  will  be  either  the  fourteenth  hurdle  in 

this  third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  or  the  first  stage  in  a   fourth  ‘Monthly 

marathon’.*  In  either  case,  it’s  worth  having  a   go;  the  prize  is  a   SUNBIRD 

birdwatching  holiday  of  the  winner’s  choice,  in  Africa,  .\sia  or  North .\merica. 

*l'he  winner  of  this  third  ‘Marathon’  will  need  to  achieve  at  least  an  1 1-in-a-row  sequence, 
since  21  competitors  have  already  simultaneously  reached  ten  in  a   row  before  failing  on  their 
next  one. 

News  and  comment 
Mike  F.verett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds' 

Desmond  Nethersole-Thompson  When 

Desmond  Nethersole- fhompson  died  in 

March  this  year,  Britain  (and,  in  particular, 

the  Scottish  Highlands)  lost  not  only  a   great 

character,  but  also  a   very  remarkable  field 

ornithologist.  His  work  on  Greenshanks, 

Snow  Buntings,  Dotterels  and  what  he 

called  Bine  Crossbills  was  the  end-product 

of  a   truly  phenomenal  amount  of  time  spent 
in  the  field,  often  in  the  most  extreme 

privation,  and  of  a   great  thirst  for  knowledge 
which  drove  him  on  when  many  lesser 

mortals  would  have  given  up.  He  was  an 

unusual  man  in  many  ways — not  just  physi- 

callv  very  large  (with  a   voice  to  match),  but 

bombastic,  sometimes  intolerant,  often  ‘bol- 

shie’, driven  by  idealisms,  yet  also 
approachable,  wann  and  friendly.  Because 

of  some  of  his  past  actions  and  opinions, 

and  especially  because  he  had  been  an 

active  egg-collector,  he  was  ostracised  and 

even  pilloried  for  years  by  a   whole  genera- 

tion of  ornithologists — some  of  whom,  in 

retrospect,  seem  like  pygmies  beside  him,  in 

more  wavs  than  one.  It  is  to  his  eternal 

credit  that  he  pressed  on,  vindicated  himself 

and  won  his  ‘rehabilitation’,  largely  through 
his  own  efforts,  but,  importantly,  with  the 

support  of  a   few  who  believed  in  him.  In 

1983,  w   hen  the  University  of  .Aberdeen  gave 

him  an  honorary  doctorate,  there  were  many 

who  thought  it  was  no  less  than  he  desened. 

His  writings — especially  the  four  mono- 

graphs he  produced — are  both  an  enonnous 
contribution  to  our  knowledge  and  remark- 

able testaments  to  the  man  himself  He  was 

one  of  the  very  few  naturalists  of  our 

generation  who  really  did  earn  the  adjective 

‘great’.  \Ve  offer  our  deepest  sympathy  to 
his  family. 

More  on  HG  Michael  Rowntree  writes:  ‘I 
was  able  to  Msit  H.  G.  .Alexander  on  his 

100th  birthday  on  18th  .April — an  old  friend, 
with  whom  I   first  went  birding  in  the  1930s. 

1   was  glad  to  be  able  to  represent  his  many 

British  birding  friends.  He  has  lived  for  the 

past  decade  in  a   retirement  home  in  Penn- 

sylvania. Though  very  frail,  and  with  both 

sight  and  hearing  severely  impaired,  he 

retains  a   lively  interest  in  matters  ornitholo- 

gical. I   was  able  to  read  to  him  the  para- 

graph in  .April  British  Birds  about  his  being  a 

subscriber  since  \’ol.  1   No.  1.  His  current 

copv  was  in  his  room,  but  he  can  no  longer 

read  it  himself,  and  he  appreciated  the 

reference  to  him.  He  has  received  a   great 

many  messages,  including  greetings  from 

both  the  Queen  and  President  Bush,  and 

particularly  values  the  greetings  from  his 

British  friends.’ 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
Who  missed  a   tick  because  he  was  reaching 

into  his  car  to  get  his  breakfast?  The 

answer’s  in  the  book  (and  also  on  page  426). 
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286.  Bird  Photodr apii  or  nir,  Vkar  Awards.  Left  to  right,  Paul  Doherty  (joint  3rd),  Hans 

Schouten  (2nd),  J   I'RS  (judge),  Hanne  Kriksen  (Winnf.r),  Eric  Hosking  (judge),  I’ony  Soper 
((niest  Presenter)  and  RJC  (judge)  {David  Collridge) 

Top  photographers  honoured  Phe  presen- 
tations of  our  Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year 

.\vvards  were  made  b\  Pony  Soper  at  a   Press 

Reception  in  London  on  22nd  June  (see 

plate  286).  I'he  competition,  sponsored  by 
the  publishers  Cdiristopher  Helm  and  Col- 

lins, profluced  a   fine  variety  of  action 

photographs  (Bril.  Birds  82:  261-268,  plates 

166-173),  and  the  Reception  once  again 

provided  a   relaxed  occasion  for  chatting 

with  many  of  the  world’s  top  bird- 
photographers. 

Proposed  split  of  NCC  We  deplore  (Gov- 

ernment plans  to  change  the  structure  of  the 

\CC,  which  will  involve  disbanding  the 

Scottish  and  Welsh  offices  and  handing 

their  responsibilities  over  to  newly  struc- 
tured Countryside  Commissions  in  each  of 

those  nations.  "Phis  surely  cannot  be  good 
for  nature  conservation  in  Creal  Britain. 

Plants  and  animals  are  not  aware  of  man- 

made boundaries;  they  will  be  best  ser\ed  by 

an  organisation  that  can  oversee  the  prob- 

lems countrywide.  Fragmentation  will  con- 

tribute to  higher  costs,  with  less  elTective- 

ness.  Phe  costs  of  the  proposals  would  he 

belter  spent  on  an  already  underfunded  and 

understaffed  N('.C.  If  you  agree  with  us, 
write  to  your  MP  without  delay. 

Happy  egg  story  In  May  this  year,  slaH Of 

the  RSPB  were  involved  in  a   most  amazing 

episode  with  an  egg  which  was  stolen  from 

the  nest  of  a   Stone-curlew  Burhinus  oedicne- 

mtis.  Phe  egg  was  one  of  two  taken  on  the 

morning  of  7th  May  from  Weeting  Heath, 

Norfolk.  It  was  recovered  the  same  day  in 

Staffordshire,  240  km  away,  but  with  great 

presence  of  mind  the  egg  w   as  rushed  back  to 

Norfolk,  where  it  was  placed  in  an  incuba- 

tor. Phree  weeks  later,  the  egg  was  transfer- 

red to  a   Stone-curlew  nest  containing  one 

infertile  egg.  At  the  last  report,  both  chick 

and  foster  parents  were  doing  well.  Congra- 
tulations to  all  concerned;  well,  except 

perhaps  the  thief 

WMBC  tops  2K  Congratulations  to  the 

West  Midland  “Bird  Club,  which,  in  its 

Jubilee  \'ear,  has  achieved  its  target  of 
enrolling  over  2, ()()()  members. 

Serpent  Eagle  rediscovered  We  learn  from 

Habitat  (25:  5)  that  the  Cambridge  Madagas- 

car Rainforest  Ex]iedition  watched  a   Mada- 

gascar SeiiH-nl  Eagle  Eutriorchis  astur  I'or  45 
minutes  last  year — a|)parenlly  the  first 

sighting  of  ibis  veiy  rare  bird  since  1930. 

Phe  Expedition,  which  was  partially  funded 

by  the  Fauna  and  Flora  Preservation  .So- 

ciety, was  coni|)iling  bird  and  mammal 

information  in  the  Maejoejy  Resene  in  the 
northeast  of  the  island. 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
.4«,viee;v  Don  Paylor 
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Keith  Allsopp  and  Barry  Nightingale 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  April  1989 

.4//  anticyclone  developed  over  Scandinavia  during  the  first  week,  introducing  cold 

Siberian  air  over  Britain  and  Ireland  and  divetiing  the  eastward-fiowing,  warmer 

Atlantic  air  to  the  south.  'Fhese  unsettled  and  warmer  westerlies  moved  north  for  the 
second  week,  after  which  colder  northerlies  arrived  as  pressure  rose  in  mid  .Atlantic,  with 

temperatures  returning  to  nonnal  only  in  the  last  few  days,  as  the  westerlies  returned.  In 

many  areas,  mean  temperatures  were  below  those  of  .March. 

Unexpected  spring  migrants 

Most  species  have  individuals  which  turn  into  vagrants  and  appear  in 

unexpected  places.  Sometimes,  however,  the  wanderlust  simultaneously 

afflicts  several  individuals  of  a   species  normally  thought  of  as  sedentary. 

The  Hawfinch  Coccothraustes  coccothraustes  was  such  a   species  in  April,  .\fter 

being  found  in  good  concentrations  during  the  winter,  a   scatter  was 

reported  in  the  first  half  of  the  month  along  the  British  east  coast  at  eight 

migration  watchpoints  from  Sandwich  Bay  (Kent)  to  Shetland.  Elsewhere, 

they  were  found  at  Durlston  CountiA  Park  (Dorset),  at  the  Cotswold 

Countr)'  Park  and  at  Malvern  (Hereford  &   Worcester).  These  could  have 

been  displaced  Continental  birds,  which  may  be  more  migrator) ,   as  were 

the  unusual  numbers  of  Ring  Ouzels  Turdus  torquatus,  seen  also  along  the 

East  Coast,  but  mainly  around  17th,  when  a   vigorous  cyclone  crossed  the 

North  Sea  into  the  Continent  with  strong  easterlies  on  its  northern  flank. 

Eifteen  were  found  at  Spurn  (Humberside)  and  40  on  Eair  Isle  on  18th, 

and  20  were  concentrated  at  Witham  (Lincolnshire)  on  20th.  Blows  Down 

(Bedfordshire),  a   traditional  migrant  staging  area,  held  six  on  1 1th,  and  1 1 

reported  on  the  Malvern  Hills  on  16th.  .\  return  passage  involving 
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were 
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seven  reports  of  Richard’s  Pipits  Anthus  novaeseetandiae  was  very’  unusual: 
singles  were  found  at  Porthgwarra  (Cornwall)  on  1st  and  2nd,  on  Skoiner 

(D)'fed)  and  Coatham  Marsh  (Cleveland)  on  9th,  at  Inskip  (Lancashire) 

from  13th  to  17th,  at  Conway  (Gwynedd)  on  20th,  at  South  Care 

(Cleveland)  on  27th  and  on  Blakeney  Point  (Norfolk)  on  30th.  These, 

following  the  two  reports  in  March,  indicate  the  existence  of  a   new 

wintering  area. 

Divers  to  herons 

flock  of  14  Red-throated  Divers  Gavia 

stellata  at  Willen  Lake  (Buckinghamshire)  on 
2nd  and  3rd  was  an  isolated  occurrence 

inland  after  the  passage  of  a   weather  front. 

,\t  Kirkstanton  (Cumbria),  however,  36  were 

noted  inshore  on  3rd,  with  further  reports 

from  nearby  South  W’alney  (C'.umbria)  often 
on  22nd  and  20  on  23rd,  with  five  Black- 
throated  Divers  G.  arclica  there  also  on 

22nd.  Fdeven  Great  Northern  Divers  G. 

imrner  were  concentrated  at  Kettleness  (.Shet- 

land) on  6th,  and  the  lone  White-billed 

Diver  G.  adamsii  at  W’halsay  (Shetland)  was 
seen  until  12th.  .Several  Red-necked  Grebes 

Fodiceps  grisegena,  some  having  moulted  into 

summer  plumage,  stayed  on,  and  migrant 

Slavonian  F.  auritus  and  Black-necked  Gre- 

bes F.  nigricollis  stopped  briefly  on  inland 

waters.  The  Double-crested  Cormorant 

Fhalacrocorax  auritus  at  Billingham  (Cleve- 

land) was  last  reported  on  29th.  A   few 

vagrant  herons  were  sighted:  a   Night  Heron 

Xycticorax  nycticorax  at  Fairburn  Ings  (West 

\'orkshire)  on  1st  and  2nd,  Little  Egrets 
Egretta  garzetta  at  .Arne  (Dorset)  on  13th  and 

on  Guernsey  during  12th  to  15th,  Great 

White  Egrets  E.  alba  at  Loriston  Loch 

(Grampian)  on  21st  and  on  Kingsbridge 

Estuar)'  (Devon)  on  23rd  and  24th,  and 
Purple  Herons  Ardea  purpurea  at  Dungeness 

(Kent)  on  1st,  Budleigh  Salterton  (Devon) 
from  4th  to  1 1th,  and  at  Minsmere  (Suffolk) 

on  15th.  Spoonbills  Flatalea  leucorodia  had  all 

left  their  wintering  areas  by  27th. 

Wildfowl 

Fhe  American  Wigeon  .4«m  americana  on 

Duddon  Estuar\-  (Cumbria)  stayed  on  into 

.April,  and  seven  Teals  .4.  crecca  of  the 

Nearctic  race  carolinensis  were  found,  includ- 

ing two  on  the  Ouse  Washes  (C:am- 

bridgeshire).  Some  60  sightings  of  Gar- 

ganeys  .4.  querquedula,  more  than  in  other 

recent  springs,  were  noted,  and  nine  Ring- 
necked Ducks  Aythya  collaris  were  reported. 

A   Ferruginous  Duck  Aythya  nyroca  was  on 

Brothers  Marsh  (Caimbria)  until  18th  and 

the  Lesser  Scaup  Aythya  afjinis  on  Ciorbett 

Lough  {Co.  Down)  stayed  into  May  (plate 

287).  Other  late  departers  were  five  King 

Eiders  Somateria  spectabilis  in  Scotland,  and 

ten  Surf  Scoters  Melanitta  spectabilis  in  C!os- 

ford  Bay  (Lothian)  on  13th,  with  a   single 

being  a   surprise  find  on  (irafliam  Water 

(Ciambridgeshire)  from  26th  to  29th.  .At 
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(Uievv  \alley  Lake  (Avon),  Goldeneyes 

Ihuepbala  clani’ula  reached  a   record  179  on 

2nd.  Long-tailed  Ducks  Claiigiila  hyemalis 
were  slill  numerous  in  the  south  of  Hritain, 

with  14  in  Blakeney  Harbour  (.Norfolk)  on 

L'ith,  and  several  Velvet  Scoters  Melariilta 

Jusca  were  found  on  inland  waters,  with  15 

staying  in  West  \'orkshire  from  24th  to  4()th. 

Birds  of  prey 

Black  Kites  Mih’us  migran.s  are  becoming 

regular  on  spring  passage,  the  eight  re- 

ported this  month  coming  from  Welwyn 

(Hertfordshire)  on  Ibth,  .\rne  (Dorset)  and 

in  the  lest  X’alley  (Hampshire)  on  19th, 
Minsmere  on  2bth,  ritchfield  (Hampshire) 

on  28th,  Cuckmere  (Last  Sussex)  on  29th, 

Gloucester  on  8()th  and  the  Forest  of  How- 

land (Lancashire)  also  on  80th.  Red  Kites 

M.  niili’us  also  were  seen  at  Hredons  FLird- 

wicke  (Hereford  &   Worcester)  and  Benacre 

(SulTolk)  on  8th,  and  Breydon  (Norfolk)  and 

Faversham  (Kent)  on  23rd.  Fwo  White- 

tailed Eagles  Haliaeelus  albicilla  were  in 

Orkney  during  the  month,  giving  hopes  of 

further  successes.  .\t  Spurn  Point,  a   record 

number  of  passage  Sparrowhawks  Accipiler 

nisus  were  seen,  19  on  8th,  and,  on  the  same 

day,  ten  were  recorded  on  the  Suffolk  coast. 

.\  Rough-legged  Buzzard  Jiuteo  lagopus  re- 

mained on  Forxie  Nature  Reser\e  (Ciram- 

pian)  until  15th,  three  were  slill  on  Orkney, 

one  on  Lundy  (Devon),  one  at  Whiteadder 

Reservoir  (Borders)  on  16th  and  four  in  F.asl 

.\nglia.  Forty  sightings  of  Ospreys  Pandion 

haliaetus  on  passage  were  noted,  and  three 

Gyrfalcons  Fako  ni.sticolus  were  present  in 

the  Outer  Flebrides  until  15th,  with  another 

on  .Mdernev  (Channel  Islands)  from  16th  to 

18th. 

Crakes  and  waders 

.\n  exciting  report  was  of  a   Spotted  Crake 

Forzana  porzana  heard  calling  in  the  Cam- 

bridgeshire fens  on  27th.  Single  Cranes  (ims 

gnts  were  seen  at  several  .Norfolk  localities, 

at  West  .Sedgemoor  (.Somerset)  from  5th  to 

7th,  and  in  Shetland  on  2()th.  Seven  Kentish 

Plovers  Charadriiis  alexandrinus  were  present 

in  southeast  England  and  Dotterels 

morinellus  on  passage  were  found  in  small 

numbers  (plate  288).  Black-tailed  Godwits 

l.inwsa  limosa  on  the  Ouse  5\  ashes  (Cam- 

bridgeshire) reached  1.637  on  31st  March 

before  their  departure,  and  a   small  passage 

of  Whimbrels  S’umenius  phaeopus  was  noted, 
increasing  in  the  second  half  of  .\pril. 

288.  Dotterel  Charadrins  morinellus,  Cornwall,  May  1989  (Paul  Hopkins) 
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289.  Northern  Oriole  Icterus  galbula,  with  House  Sparrows  Passer  domeslicus.  Greenfinch 

Carduelis  chloris  and  (ireat  l   it  Farus  major,  Dyfed,  April  1989  {David  Tipling) 

Skuas  to  terns 

A   Pomarine  Skua  Stercorarius  pomarinus 
toured  West  Midland  reservoirs  on  23rd  and 

another  stayed  at  Bowness-on-Solway 

(Gumbria)  until  late  April.  Arctic  Skuas  .S'. 
parasiticus  returned  to  Shetland  by  12th,  and 

a   Great  Skua  .S',  skua  was  seen  in  Notting- 
hamshire on  23rd.  Mediterranean  Gulls 

hirus  melanocephatus  were  seen  less  frequently 

as  the  roosts  declined.  The  flock  of  Little 

Gulls  /..  minutns  at  Seaforth  (Merseyside) 

reached  700  on  Kith  before  disjtersing; 

elsewhere,  22  in  Northamptonshire  on  15th 

was  the  only  significant  count.  Two  Bona- 

parte’s Gulls  /,.  Philadelphia  were  found,  one 

at  Dungeness  on  15th  and  another  at  Fraser- 

burgh ((irampian)  on  23rd.  Only  three 

Ring-billed  Gulls  /..  delawarensis  were  re- 
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ported  this  month  and  the  five  Iceland 

Culls  /,.  glaucoides  were  all  from  coastal  sites, 

as  were  the  six  Glaucous  Gulls  I.,  hyper- 

boreus.  A   Caspian  Tern  Sterna  caspia  made  a 

brief  visit  to  Kenfig  Pool  (Mid  (ilamorgan) 

on  1 1th.  .\n  inland  passage  of  Arctic  Terns 

S.  paradisaeo  started  on  23rd,  reaching  a 

maximum  of  232  at  Fairburn  Ings  (North 

Yorkshire)  on  27th;  the  first  ones  noted  in 

Orkney  were  on  28th.  few  Black  Terns 

Chlidonias  niger  were  seen,  with  one  White- 

winged Black  Tern  C.  leucoptenis  at  Slapton 

Ley  (Devon)  on  18th. 

Cuckoo  to  passerines 

1   he  earliest  reported  Cuckoo  Ctiatlus  canonis 

was  at  Portland  Bill  (Dorset)  on  30th  .March, 

blit  most  arrivals  took  place  between  8th  in 

Cornwall  and  2hth  in  Cambridgeshire,  one 

having  reached  Shetland  by  7th.  .\  Scops 

Owl  Otus  scops  appeared  briefly  in  the  Isles  of 

Scilly  on  3rd.  Swifts  Apus  apus  arrived  in 

numbers  after  20th,  with  50  over  Chew 

\   alley  Lake  on  24th;  more  Hoopoes  I   pupa 

epops  arrived  after  last  month’s  influx,  with  a 
further  16  scattered  across  England;  and  six 

Wrynecks  Jyiix  torquilla  were  also  widely 

spread,  fhe  summer  passerines  had  mostly 

arri\ed  by  the  end  of  the  month,  with  Sand 

Martins  Riparia  riparia  being  ver\  numerous, 

fwo  more  spring  Red-rumped  Swallows 
Hirundo  daurica  were  seen,  at  Sidlesham 

(West  Sussex)  on  22nd  and  at  .\rdsley 

Reser\’oir  (West  5’orkshire)  on  24th.  .\  pipit 
Anthus  at  Portland  Hill,  thought  to  be  a 

Blyth’s  Pipit  .4.  godleivskii  baffled  obser\ers 
until  its  departure  on  27th.  Two  Tawny 

Pipits  .4.  campestris  were  at  West  Runton 

(Norfolk)  on  30th  and  a   Red-throated  Pipit 

.4.  cervimts  on  .Skomer  on  Pith.  Flocks  of  up  to 

100  Pied  Wagtails  MotaciUa  alba  of  the 

nominate  race  were  noted  passing  through 

Cannbria  presumably  en  route  to  Iceland, 

and  some  large  flocks  of  Waxwings  Ihmby- 

cilla  gamdtis  had  collected  in  northeast  Eng- 

land prior  to  departure,  with  90  at  fhornaby 

(Cleveland)  from  12th  to  15th  and  75  at 

Washington  (Tyne  &   Wear)  on  11th  being 

290.  Desert  Wheatear  Oenanthe  deserti,  London,  .April  1989  {David  Ttpling) 

[Thf  in<  lu,sion  of  plate  '->90  in  eolour  has  t)een  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZEISS  H>(/  Germany] 
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ihe  largest.  A   Desert  Wheatear  Oenanihe 

deserti  was  an  unseasonal  find  at  Barn  Elms 

Reser\oir  (London)  on  13th  and  14th  (plate 

290),  and  a   Rock  Thrush  Monticola  saxatilis 

was  a   brief  visitor  to  Horsey  (Norfolk)  on 

30th.  \’agrant  warblers  reported  were  a 
Savi’s  Warbler  Lociistella  lusdnioides  at  Holm 

Oaks,  Landguard  (Suflblk)  on  23rd  and 

24th,  an  Icterine  Warbler  Hippolais  kterina 

on  Blakeney  Point  on  30th,  a   Dartford 

Warbler  Sylvia  undata  at  Bindley  Wood 

Reservoir  (North  Yorkshire)  from  23rd  to 

26lh,  and  three  Subalpine  Warblers  Sylvia 

cantillans,  on  the  Lizard  (Cornwall)  until  8th, 

at  Holland-on-Sea  (Essex)  on  18th  and  on 
Portland  Bill  on  20th.  ,\  Penduline  Tit 

Reiniz  pendulinm  at  Minsmere  from  13th  to 

25th  was  a   new  species  for  SulTolk.  Great 

Grey  Shrikes  I.anius  excubilor  left  their  winter 

Apfil  reports 

sites  during  "the  month  and  several  were 

seen  on  passage  on  Fair  Isle  and  in  Shet- 

land, and  the  long-staying  Arctic  Redpoll 

Carduelis  honiernanni  at  Carnoustie  (I'ayside) 
was  reported  last  on  17th.  Four  Serins 

Serinus  seiinus  were  found  along  the  South 

Coast,  and  the  Little  Bunting  Kmberiza 

pusilla  at  Slapton  Ley  remained  until  21st, 
with  others  found  on  Skomer,  two  on  9th, 

and  at  Swindon  (Gloucestershire)  on  15th 

(and  a   late  report  of  one  at  Bromham, 

Wiltshire,  on  27th  March).  Finally,  the 

spectacular  Golden-winged  Warbler  Vemii- 
vora  chtysoplera  at  Larkfield  (Kent)  could  still 

be  seen  until  9th,  the  Northern  Oriole 

Ictems  galbula  at  Roch  (Dyfed)  until  23rd 

(plate  289),  and  a   not-quite-so-glamorous 
Song  Sparrow  Zonotrichia  melodia  appeared 
on  Fair  Isle  from  1 1th  to  26th. 

Recent  reports 

Compiled  by  Bany  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  15th  July  to  10th  August  1989 
These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

l.ittle  Egret  Egretta  garzetla  Influx  of  12-20 

(probably  about  15)  on  English  south  coast 

in  early  .\ugust;  one  at  4'acumshin  (Co. 
Wexford)  from  mid  Jidy  to  at  least  10th 

-August. 

Quail  Coturnix  colurnix  (iood  numbers  in 

England  and  southern  Scotland  at  least  until 

early  .August. 

Pacific  Golden  Plover  Pluvialis  fulva  Holme/ 

Thornham  Harbour  (Norfolk),  21st-22nd 

July. 

White-rumped  Sandpiper  Calidris  fusciadlis 

Minsmere  (SulTolk),  28th-30th  July;  Barassie 

(Strathclyde),  30th  July  to  3rd  August;  Tees- 

side  Reclamation  Pool  (Cleveland),  6th-7th 

.August;  Blacktoft  Sands  (Humberside),  9th 

■August. 

Broad-billed  Sandpiper  Limicola  Jalcimdlus 

Breydon  Water  (Norlbik),  31st  July  to  1st 

■August. 

Lesser  Crested  Tern  Sinva  bengalemis  Seaton 

Sluice  (Tyne  &   Wear),  31st  July;  Mussel- 
burgh Lagoon  (Lothian),  with  Sandwich 

Tern  S.  .sandvicenxis,  feeding  juvenile,  pre- 

sumed hybrid. 

Black-headed  Bunting  Emberiza  melano- 
(cptiala  Finstown  (Orkney),  22nd  July. 
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. .   particularly  useful  in  confined 

habitats,  such  as  woodland  or  forest: 

for  seawatching  or  raptor-watching. . . ' 
(British  Birds  Vol  79  No.  6   June  19B6) 

Zeiss  -   a   tradition  of  excellence. 

The  preferred  binocular  of  experienced  birdwatchers 
worldwide.  Unsurpassed  in  quality  and  performance. 

Excellent  image  contrast:  superior  light  transmission 

at  dawn  and  dusk;  genuine  “B"  special  eyepieces  with 
unrestricted  viewing  for  spectacle-  and  non  -spectacle 
wearers  alike,  true  For  brochure  and  nearest  stockist  pteasc contact: 
close  focusing  (5m). 

Sturdy  and  dependable. 

Available  with  or 
without  rubber  armour. 

Carl  Zeiss 
(Oberkochen)  Ltd ZEISS 
POBox78 

WoodfiekJ  Road 
Welwyn  Garden  City 

Herts  AL7  1LU 

Telephone 

(0707)331144 
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BIRDWATCHING  HOLIDAYS  1990 
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For  our  brochure  please  contact:  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 
Lancashire  BB6  9QY.  Tel:  025486  317. 
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SLIK 
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ZEISS  JENA 
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PLEASE  NOTE! 
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holidays. 

Full  service  during  this  period  will  be 
available  from  our  agents: 

The  Wildfowl  &   Wetlands  Trust 
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Closed  Sundays 
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AT  LAST... 
The  magazine  that 

every  British  naturalist 

has  been  waiting  for.  •   • 

BRITISH 

WILDLIFE 

In 

TNi  MAGAZINE  FOR  TNE  MODERN  NATURALIST 

G   Six  64-page  information-packed  issues  a   year 

Fully  illustrated  -   many  photographs  and  line  drawings 

I   ,   G   Wide-ranging  -   coverage  of  nearly  every  aspect 

'   of  British  natural  history  and  conservation 
G   Accessible -written  for  the  non-specialist 

Authoritative-published  with  the  support  of  major  British 

wildlife  organisations,  including  the  Nature  Conservancy  Council 

‘   Society  for  Nature  Conservation 
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British  river  plants,  the  return  of  the  Large  Blue  Butterfly,  the 
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HUGE  STOCKS  WE  OFFER  HUGE  STOCKS 
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“/  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope." 
(British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 

Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 

spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

IVIM  CJVIN^I 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 
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BIRDWATCHING 
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Park  your  car  in  a 
fully  secure  compound 
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★   24  hr  Guard  Dogs 
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★   Cars  locked  at  all  times 

JENNINGS  STREET 

GARAGE 

DEPT  B/B, 

JENNINGS  STREET, 
PENZANCE 

Tel:  Penzance  65366  -   Day 

(D545) 
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British  Birds 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 
and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 
(including  15%  VAT) 

£2.20  a   line — average  of  6   words 
£8.40  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 

Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1 .00  extra  per  insertion 
Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 
6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
October  Issue 

September  5 
Please  post  early 
to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 

is  most  grateful  to  those 

companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

Sponsors  oj 
‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  of 
and  ^ 

Collins  ̂  

Sponsors  of 
‘Bird 

Illustrator  oJ 

the  Year’ 

‘Bird 

Photograph 

of  the  Year’ 

telescopes 

West  Germany 

British  Birds 
has  over  10,000  subscribers:  a 

total  of  around  40,000  readers  in 

63  countries,  and  99.6%  of  them 

keep  their  copies  of  ‘BB’  perma- 
nently, for  future  reference. 

HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  National  Trust  Village.  Marshes, 

woods  and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced 

spring/autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to 

Sheila  Wright,  I’ack  Horse,  .\llerford,  nr  Mine- 

head.  I'el:  064:t  862475.  (BB873) 

SCIELY  ISLES.  Holiday  flats.  Details  0720 

22935.  (BB880) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  .Stay  at  the 

Klaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 

£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

I5TH  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  fields 

from  River  Wye.  A   comfortable  and  informal 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 
ales  and  civilised  prices.  Log  Ores.  C.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 
phones, tea/coffee,  colour  T.V.,  Radio,  Hair 

Dryers,  I'rouser  Presses  etc.  Egon  Ronay,  Relais 
Routier,  E.  F.B.  T   hree  Crowns,  and  R..\.C. 

2   Stars.  C:harming  self  catering  cottages  afso 

available.  .Appiv  the  Green  Man  Inn,  Fownhopte, 

Hereford  HR  1   4PE.  Tel:  (0-f32  77)  243.  (BB91 1 ) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘Sea  \’iew  Moorings’,  St 

Mary’s.  Originally  a   hsherman’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  views  across  the  harbour 
to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .A  varied  breakfast 
menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — pets  welcome.  .Also — ‘The  .Aft  Cabin’ 
two/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .At  the  rear  of 

‘Sea  View  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 

balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably- 
appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22327.  (BB918) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  Wheelhouse,  St 

Mary’s.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings 

next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 
22719.  (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  225 13.  (BB813) 
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NORTH  NORFOLK.  Birders  offer.  B.B.  in 

comfortable  home.  Secluded  position  in  2   acres 

near  Fakenham — equidistant  to  all  North  Coast 
Reserves.  Contact  Beverley  Lawson,  South  Mill 
Gate  House,  Shereford,  Fakenham.  Tel:  0328 

2942.  (BB644) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

CLEY.  Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 
rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NW2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 
(BB670) 

Beautiful  Georgian  Hotel 
wliiL.  ExctUeotFood&  AccoouDodaiJOD 

LJWNS  Holt,  Norfolk. 
RAC 

CLEY 
5   miles 
Bargain 
Breaks 

{BB384> 
FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 

serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  066  83  336.  (BB705) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 

lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 
0539  22592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

SUNNY  ESTUARYSIDE  COTTAGES  to  let 

October  to  May.  Cosy,  mod  cons.  Between 

ancient  tidal  overgrown  quarries,  habitat  for 

many  birds.  View,  tides  and  saltmarsh,  winter- 

ing ground  waders  -   migrants.  SAE  June  and  Joe 
Folder,  Tything  Bam,  West  Williamston,  Carew 

Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire  SA68  OTN.  Tel:  (0646) 
651452.  (BB977) 

THE  BOATHOUSE  and  birdwatchers  go 

together!  Small  guesthouse  situated  on  Town 

Beach.  Write  or  phone  for  brochure.  Hugh 

Town,  St  Mary’s  (0720)  22688.  (BB973) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers,  farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Tel:  059  87  201.  (BB943) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  Guest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  TV  all  rooms. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  Tel: 
0263  740337.  (BB972) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Self  catering.  3   to  6.  Linen, 

towels  provided.  Well  furnished  and  equipped. 

Nerina,  Church  Road,  St  Mary’s.  Tel:  0720 
22479.  (BB95.5) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Guest  house,  en  suite 

rooms,  tea/coffee  facilities,  licensed.  Close  to 

harbour,  nature  trail.  Good  food,  friendly  atmos- 

phere. The  Bylet,  Cffiurch  Road,  St  Mary’s.  Tel: 
0720  22479.  (BB9.54) 

ROSELAND  PENINSULA,  Cornwall.  Self- 

catering accommodation  available  in  grounds  of 

18th  century  manor  house,  overlooking  the  sea. 

Private  woods  with  water  frontage  and  quay  on 

River  Percuil,  surrounded  by  National  I'rust 
countryside.  Contact  Steve  Kendall,  Trewince 

■Manor,  Portscatho,  Cornwall.  Tel:  087-258 
289.  (BB026) 

B&B  IN  PURBECK  from  £10  per  night.  EM 

opt.  Family  residence,  IVi  miles  south  of  Ware- 

ham.  Home  from  home,  ‘Hyde  Hill’,  64  Furze- 
brook  Road,  Wareham,  Dorset  BH20  5.AX.  Tel: 
0929  552392.  (BB025) 

GARA  MILL,  Slapton,  Devon.  Self-catering  for 
2-6  in  secluded  four  acres  overlooking  river  and 

woods.  Eight  detached  cedar  lodges  plus  2   CH 

flats  in  16th  c.  commill.  Near  Slapton  Ley.  TVs. 

Dogs  welcome.  Free  brochure:  (0803) 
770295.  (BB728) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  The  White  Horse 

Inn.  A   charming  16th  century  freehouse  in  3 

acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 

modern  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

Ample  car  parking.  CC  location  site.  Bar  snacks 
or  rest,  meals  avail.  Tel:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB685) 

Nr  COCKERMOUTH,  Cumbria.  Small  E.  T.B. 

Listed  guest  house,  close  Northern  lakes  &   fells. 

Solway  coast  10  miles.  .All  3   rooms  CH,  h&c, 

D.B.B.  £100  p.w.p.p.  Daily  rates  avail.  Field  End, 

Parsonby,  Aspatria  (0697.3)  2 1 720.  (BB996) 

WEYMOUTH,  Birchfields  licensed  Guest 

House,  close  to  RSPB  reserves.  BB  from  £10. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Ideal  winter/spring 
breaks.  Parties  welcome.  For  details  phone  0305 

773255.  (BB041) 

DISCOVER  CORNWALL.  Stay  midway  be- 

tween Land’s  F.nd  and  the  Devon  border,  over- 
looking the  finest  beaches  in  Europe,  in  a   warm 

comfortable  hotel.  Superb  restaurant.  .Ample 

leisure  facilities.  AA/RAC***  Best  in  the  West. 

Hotel  Riviera,  Lusty  Glaze,  Newquay.  Tel:  0637 

874251.  '   (BB042) 
BITTERNS,  Marsh  Harriers,  Otters.  Leighton 

Moss,  Silverdale,  Lancashire.  Delightful  guest 

house,  lovely  cottages  within  easy  reach. 
Brochure,  Tel:  0524  701454.  (BB027) 

ULSWATER,  Hartsop,  spacious  modernised 

self-catering  apartment  in  17th  centur)'  cottage. 
Sinclair,  Hartsop,  Patterdale,  Cumbria.  Tel: 
08532438.  (BB022) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  jsleep  4,  6   and  6   +   2). 

Quiet.  Comfortable.  Fixcellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)  740770.  (BB032) 

NORTH  NORFOLK — Glavenside  guest  house 
in  Letheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 

Blakeney,  Cley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 

v.'orks  adjoining  mill  &   flov.'s  through  4   acres  of 

garden  on  its  v.'ay  to  sea  at  Clev.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 

713181.  '   (BB872) 
OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  'I’M,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR3  9SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (088-32) 
2013.  (BB043) 

SCOTLAND 
THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Arg>ll  PA61 

7VP.  Demi-|tension  (Private  bath)  from  £38.00. 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 

'Pel:  09512  316.  (BB94.5) 
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BEAULY  near  Inverness.  Luxury  six  berth 
caravans  overlookinj^  Beauly  Firth.  Quiet  Croft. 

All  mod  cons.  I'el:  (0463)  782660.  (BB920) 
ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND.  Comfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  .Stamp  please  for  free  64-page 
colour  brochure.  Holiday  Cottages  (.Scotland) 

Ltd,  Lilliesleaf,  Melrose,  Roxburghshire  41)6 

9)1).  I'el:  08357  481.  (BB979) 

ISLE  OF  BUTE  Bird  watch  and  stay  in  a   most 

relaxing  atmosphere.  Birdwatching  holidays  on 

the  Isle  of  Bute,  wide  variety  of  birds  and 

habitat,  guided  lours  by  landrover  and  boat, 

local  expert  advice.  Stay  as  a   house  guest  in  this 

Iriendly  run  family  house  on  the  shores  of 

Rothesay  Bay.  F.njoy  the  good  home  cooking,  all 

centrally  healed  bedrooms  have  colour  I'.V.  and 
a   hospitality  tray.  For  further  infonnalion  con- 

tact Hazel  Davie,  .Alamein  House — 0700 

2395.  (BB956) 

SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  .secluded  informal 

country  hotel,  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 

Excellent  Birdwalching  amidst  .Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lochs.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  healing,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Crested  Fits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  I'erms  £1  10.00  per  week  1)/B 
B.  Brochure  from  Maureen  I'aulbui,  The  Old 

.Manse  Hotel,  (’arrbridge,  Inverness-shire. 
I'el:  047  984  278.  .\  warm  welcome 
guaranteed.  (BB997) 

DUMFRIES.  Kingholm  Quay,  self-catering  Hat, 
two  liedrooms,  central  heating,  open  fires,  sleeps 

4/5.  Caerlaverock  five  miles.  I'el:  (0387) 
53748.  (BB814) 

BOAT  OF  GARTEN — comfortable  modern 

cottage.  .Sleeps  4/5  +   cot.  10  min  drive  R.SPB 

Reserves,  close  to  steam  railway,  nature  reserves 

and  wildlife  parks  30  min.  Cottage  Care,  Dul- 

nain  Bridge  PH26  3LS.  4'el:  047  985 

322.  "   (BB023) 
ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  I.ochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 
full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  TA',  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  .Argyll  PA43  7LB.  Tel: 

Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   244/265.  (BB975) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8.  7   or  2. 

Lady  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel: 

289.  (BB988) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SA16  2A.A.  Tel:  (0686)  25267.  (BB687) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  F'm.  £4.95.  4   el:  Mrs 
Knight.  0974  298637.  (BB039) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwvnedd 

LL65  2YY.  4   el:  0407  860078.  (BB976) 

ABERGYNOLWYN  .A  bird  watchers/walkers 

paradise — Red  Kites,  Buzzards  eic/hills,  moun- 

tains (incl.  C:adar  Idris).  Peaceful,  scenic  area — 

ideal  touring  base  for  .Mid/North  Wales. 

Homely,  (7H,  H   &   C,  beverage  facilities,  reduc- 

tions OAP’s  &   children  (16yrs),  dogs  welcome.  B 
&   B   £8.50/£9.50,  E.M.  £3.50.  .Mini  breaks/ 

weekly  terms  available.  Riverside  Guest  House, 

lei:  0654-77235.  (BB990) 

RED  KITE  COUNTRY  fregaron— Guest- 
House  standing  in  22  acres,  overlooking  the 

Cambrian  Mountains  and  on  the  doorstep  of  the 

C.ors  (^aron  Nature  Reserve,  ('.eniral  for  Dinas 

and  ̂ 'nys-hir  RSPB  reserves.  Parties  welcome. 
W'l'B-  -3  crowns.  For  bnK  luire.  [)hone  Margaret 
Culler,  0<)74  298380  298905.  (BB995) 

DISCOVER  THE  TEEMING  BIRD  LIFT  in 

this  beautiful  county.  Dale  Estuary,  .Skomer 

Island  among  many  riches.  Large  beachside 

hotel,  heart  of  National  Park.  Superb  views, 

every  comfort,  home-cooked  cuisine,  from  £17 
B&B,  en-suite.  Pets  welcome.  .A.A  and  R.AC 

listed.  BnK'hure  and  sight  sheet.  Broad  Haven 
Hotel,  nr  Haverfordwest,  Pembrokeshire  S.A62 

3JN.  I'el:  0437  781366.  (BB029) 

OVERSEAS 

ANDORRA.  Pvrenees.  Superb  scenery.  Plenty 

of  sunshine.  .Ski-ing  in  winter,  walking  in  moun- 
tains and  watching  nature  all  year  round.  Small 

friendly  hotel,  excellent  cooking.  Brochure: 

Hotel  Residencia  Relax,  Carrer  Bella-vista  8, 

Encamp,  .Andorra.  4'el:  010  33  628  32547. (BB998) 

S.E.  SPAIN:  Small  house  near  sup>er  wetland. 
Reasonable.  Details:  0233  628547.  (BBOlO) 

BIRD  WA  TCHING  H   OLID  A   YS 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1989  Guided  Birdwalching  Tours 

PORTUGAL  -   Algarve:  .Aug  &   Sept  ̂ 

Incl.  Pelagic  ‘Sptecials’ SPAIN  -   .Andalucia:  Sept. 

U.S.A.  -   Florida:  N'ov/Dec. 
N.  INDIA  -   Feb.  1990. 
Write  to:  32  Coronation  Rd,  Mapperley 

Nottingham  NG3  5JS 

or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 
( BRS76) 

NEW  ZEALAND  ‘BIRDWATCH’.  Day  trips 
from  Mt.  Cook.  Wanaka,  Queenstown  areas. 

.Also  .seven  day  tours  southern  .South  Island  and 
Stewart  Island.  Monthly.  .Andy  .Anderson,  Box  1, 

Tarras,  Otago,  New  Zealand.  (BB959) 
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r seba 
Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirdars’' 
Seabird  Slide  Library 

European  Seawatchers  Network 
Seawatchers  Breaks  &   Pelagics 

Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Paddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone:  051-336  8441 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 

birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  indiv'iduals 
and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 
needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 
NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

(BB040)y 

liIRDmTCHING  TOURS 

ITS  CHILE  FOR  BIRDS! 

20  days,  February  1 990  £2,200 
(with  extension  to  Juan  Fernandez  &   Easter  Islands) 

My  1989  tour  was  highly  successful!  254  species 

included  penguins,  albatrosses,  condors,  many 

Chilean  &   Patagonian  endemics:  Magellanic  & 

Diademed  Plovers,  seedsnipes,  earthcreepers, 

tapacubs,  ground  tyrants,  hummingbirds. 

Chile  is  beautiful  and  friendly.  Chile's  top  birder  will 
co-lead  another  journey  with  me  from  Tierra  del 
Fuego  to  Patagonia,  Andes,  Pacific  pelagic  trips, 

and  Atacama  desert.  Join  us. 

SAE  for  full  details,  Peter  Roberts,  Chile  Birding, 
3   Childscroft  Road,  Rainham,  Kent  ME8  7ST. 

(BB978) 

WILDLIFE  HO  LI  DA  YS 

KENYA  Birdwatching/Wildlife  Safaris.  15th 

December  Tsavo,  Amboseli,  Indian  Ocean.  29th 

December  Masai  Mara,  Samburu,  Rift  Lakes. 

2-weeks  All  Inclusive  £1 185.  1990  Safaris  include 
Namibia  SW  Africa  and  Zimbabwe/Botswana. 

Itineraries:  ADVENTURE  AFRICA,  The 

Square,  Ramsbury,  Wiltshire.  Tel:  0672 
20569.  (BB95^) 

COSTA  RICA 
BIRDWATCHERS  PARADISE 

10%  world  Bird  species  (850  species)  in  a 
country  the  size  of  Wales!  Various 

Birdwatcher  programs:  TRANSWORLD, 
Apt.  6951,  San  Jose,  COSTA  RICA. 

(BB992) 

BIRD  REPORTS 

ORKNEY  BIRD  REPORT  1988  available  from 

V'ishabreck,  Evie,  Orkney.  £2.80  including 

p&p.  (BB958) 
GWENT  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  Bumper  issue, 

many  articles.  £3  from  Brian  Gregory,  Mon- 
mouth School,  Monmouth,  Gwent  NP5  3XP. 

(BB994) 

BIRDS  IN  NORTHUMBRIA  1988  now  avail- 

able, £3.60p  inc  p&p,  Northumberland  and 

Tyneside  Bird  Club,  27  Eddrington  Grove, 

Newcastle  upon  T   yne  NE5  IJG.  (BB021) 

PROPERTY  FOR  SALE 

DETACHED  BUNGALOW.  W.  Runton,  N. 

Norfolk  coast.  Adj  Nat  Trust  woods,  easy  reach 

of  Cley.  App  'A  acre.  2   bed,  2   recep,  luxury 

bathroom,  19  X   9'  10"  conservatory,  c/h,  2   open 
hres.  GIRO  £109,995.  Tel:  0263  7582.30.  (BB035) 

BOOKS 

RARE  AND  SECONDHAND  books  on  birds, 

natural  history,  gardening  and  held  sports 

bought  and  sold.  Peter  Blest,  Wateringbury, 

Maidstone,  Kent.  Tel:  0622  8 1 2940.  (BB869) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 

bought  and  sold.  I’ree  catalogue  from,  and  offers 
to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

Tarporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ONJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. 
(BB866) 

GOLDENEYE  BOOKS.  Secondhand  bird  and 

natural  history  books  bought  and  sold.  Please 

write  for  catalogue  to  230  Alwold  Road,  Weoley 

Castle,  Binningham  B29  5JS.  (BB024) 

BOOK  ON  BIRDS.  New  and  secondhand 

catalogue  30p  stamps.  Surplus  books  urgently 

sought.  BB  bought  and  sold.  Open  Monday  to 

Saturday.  Grant  Demar,  Old  Forge,  Stone  Street, 
Sevenoaks,  Kent  TN15  OLP.  Tel:  0732  810482. 

(BB028) 

NEW POSTAL  BOOK  SERVICE 

OPENING  MID  OCTOBER  1989 

SUBBUTEO 
NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS  ltd 
COMPLETE  WILDLIFE  AND 

TRAVEL  SPECIALISTS 

ALL  BOOKS  POSTAGE  FREE 

OVER  1000  TfTLES  COVERING 

ALL  NATURAL  HISTORY  SUBJECTS 

f   CHECKLISTS,  UK  and  WORLD 
TRAVEL  BOOKS  ^   MAPS 

Send  for  free  comprehensive  catalogue 

DEPT  BB,  FFORDD-Y-LLAN, 
TREUDDYN,  MOLD,  CLWYD,  CH7  4LN 
Tel:  0352  770581  (24  hr  Answerphone) 

(BB031 
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HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

l-ondon's  leading  nmilhotogical  booksellers 

VVe  have  moved  back  iiuo  a   newly 
refurbished  section  within  our  main  shop, 

in  Sackville  Street 

where  we  are  now  displaying  our  enormous 
range  of  new  and  secondhand  lK>oks  and 

reports  on  birds  and  natural  history 

Monday  to  Friday  9.30  am-6  pm 
Saturday  10  am-2  pm 

iVIail-order  catalogue  available 

Now  available; 

A   BIRDKR’S  (;UII)K  FO  COS  TA  RICA 
An  Introduction  to  Bird  Finding;  A 

•Self-Made  Tour  for  the  Independent  Birder. 

By  K.  Taylor.  A4  size,  l.'iS  pages,  illustrated 
with  maps  and  drawings. 

Paperback.  £14  plus  £1..')0  postage. 
.Available  from: 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Sackville  Street,  Piccadilly, 
London  VVIX  2I)P 

Tel:  01-439  6151 
(BB012) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 

Coxton  Publications,  ^ 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  g 
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  g 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  S\V  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  Lmka,  I,apland 

and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Omitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 
2PW.  (BB815) 

S/HAND  BIRD  BOOKS.  S.a.e.  list.  Bookshop, 

21  Cammidge  St.,  Withemsea.  E.  Yorks. 
(BB885) 

NHBS  LTD 

Ring  0803  865913 
For  free  catalogue 

listing  over  3,000  natural 

history'  books  and  videos 

Appointed  distributors  for 

British  BirdShop  (BB044) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  Study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh,  Devon. 

(BBH7I) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 
signed for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 

mountitig.  £30  incl  p&p.  S.AF.  details,  Richard 
Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  .Atherstone 
CV9  1NH.  (BB989) 

Pl.ATES  BY  ALAN  HARRIS  from  Bird  Identi- 

fication (Harris,  Tucker  and  A'inicombe)  £75- 
£2.50.  Details:  .Alan  Harris,  117  Spring  Hills, 
Harlow,  Essex  CM20  TTA.  (BB018) 

BWP  VOLS  1-V,  mint  condition,  l>est  offer  over 

£200,  plus  postage.  'Tel:  0235  35720 evenings.  (BB017) 

PENTAX  ME  SUPER  .50mm  FI. 7   with  Hani- 

mex  75-3(M)mm  F5.6,  also  'Tokina  X   2   convertor 
£150.  Tel:  0734  696206  evenings,  01-269  8771 

day.  (BB016) 

BINOCULARS  7   X   50.  F.x-Canadian  Forces. 

Bau.sch  and  I.omb  type.  Separate  eyepiece  fcKus- 
■ing.  Solid  hide  case.  Ex  cond.  C.ollectors  item, 
£65  ono.  Tel :   0603  501376.  ( BBO 1 5) 

SLIK  GAZELLE  955  TRIPOD,  as  new,  £20. 

Tel:  Tiptree  (062 1)819366.  (BBO  14) 

JENOPTEM  10  X   50  BINOCULARS,  gcxKl 
condition.  £30.  Tel:  Tiptree  (0621) 
819366.  (BB013) 

WITHERBY’S  Handbook,  1st  Edition.  5   vols. 
in  good  condition.  £115  ono.  Tel:  (0823) 
331162.  (BB036) 

BRITISH  BIRDS,  vol.  64  (1971)  nos.  6-8  and  9 
missing.  Offers  to  S.  l>\naene,  1   weebunders  7, 
B   3200  Kessel-Lo,  Belgium.  (BB020) 

ZEISS  DIALYT  10  x   40B  with  case.  Good 
condition.  £200.  Tel:  0684  572544.  (BB034) 

WITHERBY'S  Sound  Guide  to  British  Birds.  by- 
North  and  Simms.  2   l.Ps  plus  book.  Offers.  Tel: 

0486266517.   (BB038 

V/i"  QUESTAR.  the  ultimate  field  scope.  Virtually 
unused  and  in  mint  condition.  With  BBI.R  coatings, 

fast  focus  unit,  four  eyepieces  (12mm.  16mm,  24mm 

and  :V2mm),  1'4  X   Barlow  lens.  Porrt)  prism  unit, 

adaptors  and  cases.  £1,955  (save  £1,.3I2!1.  Kay- 

Optical  (01-648  8822).  No  time-wasters  please. 
(BB033) 

  WANTED   
A   HANDBOOK  of  Coniferae  and  Ginkgoceae 

by  W.  Dallimore  and  A.  B.  Jackson,  revised  by  S. 

F'.  Harrison,  published  by  E.  .Arnold,  Ixjndon, 
1966.  Offers  to  S.  Deviaene,  Tweebunders  7,  B 

3200  Kessel-l.o,  Belgium.  (BB019) 
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391  Red-necked  Stint:  new  tcT'Britain  and  Ireland  Brett  Richards 

396  Lesser  Crested  Tern:  new  to  Britain  and  Ireland  C.  Hurford 

398  Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

399  Curlew  Sandpipers  in  Britain  and  Ireland  in  autumn  1988 
J.  S.  Kirby,  K.  K.  Kirby  and  S.  J.  Woolfall 

410  Mystery  photographs  /47  Greenshank  Alan  Brown 

Letters 

41 1   The  identification  of  large  terns  Peter  Clement  and  Dr  Uo  Batten;  C.  D.  R.  Heard 
414  Sandwich  Tern  with  all-yellow  bill  Dominic  Mitchell 
414  Wing  patterns  of  Common  and  Arctic  Terns  Magnus  Ullman 
416  Cuts  at  the  BM  Dr  IV.  R.  P.  Bourne 

418  Rarities  Committee  news  and  announcements  F.  G.  iMnsdown  and 
the  Rarities  Committee 

Announcements 

4

2

0

 

 

‘BB’-Sunbird  tour  of  Egypt 

420  

New  
books  

in  
British  

BirdShop 
Request 

420  ‘The  Birds  of  Cyprus’  Peter  Stewart 
Reviews 

420  ‘A  Birdwatcher’s  Guide  to  Japan’  by  Mark  Brazil  Rod  Martins 
421  ‘The  Macmillan  Field  Guide  to  Bird  Identification’  by  Alan  Harris,  laurel  Tucker and  Keith  Vinicombe  David  Fisher 

422  ‘Birds  in  Ireland’  by  Clive  D.  Hutchinson  Tony  Marr 
423  ‘Owls  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere’  by  Karel  H.  Voous  Dr  M.  A.  Ogihie 
423  Monthly  marathon 

425  News  and  comment  Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

427  Monthly  reports  April  1989  Keith  Allsopp  and  Barry  Nightingale 

432  Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

Line-drawings:  391  Red-necked  Stint  {Erik  van  Ommen);  396  Lesser  Crested  Tern  with 
Sandwich  Tern  {Darren  Rees);  399  Curlew  Sandpipers  {John  Davis);  427  Ring  Ouzel  {Phil  Jones); 
429  Surf  Scoter  {S.  R.  Cole);  431  Little  Gulls  {Phil  Jones);  432  Wheatear  and  Desert  Wheatear 
{/an  IVilczur) 

Front-cover:  Wood  Sandpiper  and  Little  Stints  {Ernie  I^ahy):  the  original 
drawing  of  this  month’s  cover  design,  measuring  24.8  X   27.7  cm,  is  for 
sale  in  a   postal  auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for  procedure) 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

BRITISH  MUSEUIVJ 
(NATURAL  HISTORY)  ; 

-2  5   OCT  1989 
CO  tf*ORA 

EET 

S. 

MEMBER 01-449  1445 
01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

‘in  focus’  AT  RSPB 
DUNGENESS,  KENT 

FIELD  WEEKEND 

OCTOBER  Mth-15th 

We  are  pleased  to  anrxx>nce  a   further 

.field  weekend  at  RSPB  Dunger^ess 

offenr^  ojstomers  the  opporturwty  to 
test,  compare  arxj  purchase  a   wide 

range  of  equipment  under  field  cothIh 

tiorfs  at  this  popular  reserve  Please 

phorw  or  wnte  tor  guest  ticket  irvjicat- 

irrg  your  preferred  day  and  time  of 

attendance  PrefererKe  will  be  given 

to  guests  who  have  received  invita- 
tions APPLY  NOW' 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS 
FIELD  DAYS 

SUNDAY  DATES 
OCT  22nd  NOV  19th  DEC  10th 

This  «   a   urvque  opportunity  to  test, 

compare  and  purchase  our  fufl  range 
of  equtprr>ent  urvjer  field  conditions  at 

ttvs  compact  well  managed  reserve 
near  Welwyn  Garden  City.  Herts 

Visrtors  are  invited  to  take  advantage 

of  the  ample  parking  to  the  nght  of  the 

reserve  gate,  then  make  their  way  to 

reception  At  this  pomt  they  can  d«- 

cuss  their  requirements  with  our  tech- 
nical staff  arxf  then  go  on  to  view 

equipment  from  two  private  hides 
(Phor>e  lor  directions) 

CHEW  VALLEY 
LAKE,  AVON 
HELD  WEEKEND 

NOVEMBER  2Stt>-2«th 

A   good  opportunsy  tor  bxNraichers 
from  the  west  country  to  lest,  corrv 

pare  and  purchase  from  our  tul  range 
of  We  have  arranged  Ore 
use  of  the  mam  h«)e  lor  9v8  event  arrd 

visitors  are  asked  lo  use  adjacent 

car  park  and  book  m   at  the 'In  locus' reception  We  wil  be  open  9   30  am 

4   pm  each  day  For  further  details  and 

dvections  pisaae  contact  In  focus'. 

‘in  focus’  in 
NORFOLK 

at  Brtarfketds  Hotel.  TRchwei 
FIELD  WEEKENDS 

OCT  7-8.  NOV  44 

Open  9-*  Set  and  Sun 
With  the  kind  co-operalion  of 

Bnarheids.  In  locus'  are  able  to  offer 
visitors  to  the  North  NortoAi  coast  the 

oppor^mrty  to  test  compare  and  p^M■ 
chase  our  tul  range  of  equpmerS 

The  'In  locus'  rnarquee  wd  be  »K;- 
ated  at  Vw  rear  of  the  hotel  comptex 

with  spienckd  views  over  Vie  adjacent 

RSPB  Reserve  For  turVwr  nio  oorv- 

tact  in  focus' 

£500  CYGNUS  HOLIDAY  VOUCHER 
TO  BE  WON  EVERY  MONTH 
Each  morVh  tor  the  next  so  rrxinlhs  'In  focus'  wd  be  gweig  away  a   C500 

Cygnus  Hokday  Voucher  to  one  of  4s  lucky  customers  Al  you  need  to  do 

ZEISS  WEST e 
Dialyld  X   206 189  00 

Diafyt  10  X   25B 209  00 

Diatyt  8   x   20BGA 229  00 

[>afyl8  X   306GAT Phone 

Dialyt  7   X   42BGAT Phone 

Diafyl  10  X   40BT Phone 

Diafyt  to  X   406GAT Phone 

Dialyt  8   x   568GAT Phone 

Accessories 

Rainguard 500 

^yard 
400 

.^yard  Wide 995 

Eye  cups  (set) 
10  00 

rye  cups,  hvd  (set) 1000 

$pare  case  for  10  x   40 26  00 

LEITZ £ 

rnnovidS  x   20BC 235  00 

rnnovidS  X   20BCA 247/00 

rnnovid  10  x   258C 247  00 

rnnovid  10  X   2S6CA 259  00 

-ree  case  when  you  purchase  a 
tompaci 
r nnovid  7   X   426A Phone 

'nnovidS  x   406A 
Phone 

'nnovid  10  x   40BA 
Phone 

'nnovid  10  x   406AN 
Phone 

tocessones 

iofi  case  for  compact 
1400 

ioftcase 34  00 
800 

eye  cups  (set) 
1600 

dlKON £ 

x20 
74  95 

X   2S 79  95 

X   20  Roof  Pnsm 134  95 

0   X   25  Roof  Prfsm 149  95 

X   30  Roof  Pnsm 249  00 

X30ZCF 199  00 

3   X   35ZCF 21900 

x-12x24lXF 329  00 

X   40  DCF 539X 
}   X   aOFieidscope 269X 

3   X   60  Fieldscope  Ed 489  00 

‘5x.30x.40x  ̂ 60x .   7500 

.14  25 
42  00 

1025 

'reprececase 995 
159  00 

jUESTAR £ 

■Sid  Model  3'e'  with  Broad  Band 
uatmg  suppked  with  SOx-dOx 
vnm  Eye  Piece  Lens  Hood. 
w3to  Kit  and  Case  224000 

X-130X  (16mm)  11000 

x-50x  Eyepiece  ttOOO 
■ToPnsm  140  00 

6CHENBACH  t 
<32BGA    12900 

X42BGA  139  00 

BAUSHANDLOMB  £ 
EtiteS  X   42BGA 699  00 

OPTOLYTH £ 

Osins  8   X   40GA 
145  00 

Osins  10  X   40GA 
147  00 

Alpin  8   X   306GA 

186  00 

Alpin  8   X   406GA 200  00 

Alpin  to  X   40BGA 
20500 

Alpm  10  X   506GA 221  00 

TounngS  x   306GA 
Phone 

Toonng  7   x   406GA 
Phone 

Tounng  tO  x   426GA 
Phone 

TBGSOBody 320  00 

20x  WA 
86  00 

30x  . 
57  00 

40x 
58  00 

22  X   -60  X   Zeom 
135  00 

Soft  case  for  scope 29  00 

Hard  case  Mr  scope 35  00 

OPnCRON £ 

95  00 

Classic  10x42 95  00 
HR7  X   42MC 

138  00 

HR8X42MC 
140  00 

HR10X42MC 
145  00 

HRiOxSOMC 
155  00 

Piccolo  60mm 
107  00 

HR0ody6Omm 
128W 

HR6ody60mm45 
150X 

HR  Body  60mm  GA 
155  00 

20x-60x  Zoom 65  00 

22xWA 30  00 

Classic  1 F   eOnrvn 99  00 
< z X CO 22  00 

25x 

22  00 

25HPX 
25.00 

I8x-40x  Zoom 50  00 

(Classic  1 F   75mm   ..  119X 

22xWA 
22  00 

XxHP 
25X 

22x-47xZoom 50  00 

C^aseforHR 

16  00 

One  Action  Trtood 59  95 

Macro  Monocular  8   x   20 

49X 

KOWA £ 

TSI  601  Body 
189X 

TS2602Body 
169  00 

20x  WA 

49  m 

20x-60x  Zoom 94  00 

TSN-t 
265  00 

TSN-3 

495  X 

TSN-4 

485X 

20x  WA 

79X 

20x-60x  Zoom 
119X 

25x 

59 

40x 

59 

Photo  Kit 89X 

Case  for  TSN 22M 

C3asetor60i  2 

19  96 

39  95 

Spare  dust  cover  (OG)  . 6X 

New  dust  cover  eye  ptoce 

14  95 

BUSHNELL £ 

Spacemaster 

155X 

Spacemaster  (3A 

169X 

15x-45x 
84X 

20X-60X 
65X 

22x  WA 

40x 
Photo  Kit 

2SX 

Customs  X   36 

169X 

Custom  to  X   40 

199X 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA £ 

JenoptemS  x   30 

44  95 

Jenoptem  tO  x   so 

69  95 

Deltnntemd  x   30 

54  95 

Dekarem  10  x   50 
88  95 

NotaremSx  32B 

11495 

Notarem  tO  x   406 

149  95 

Notarem  10  x   406A 
199  95 

TumiomS  x   21 
42  95 

UIRADOR £ 

8   X   426 

110X 

to  X   426 
114X 

10  X   506 122X 

Mertn  25x60 97  X 

Mertn  18  x   -40  x   60 
129X 

MertviXx  75 

119X 

PiAerlin  22  X -47x75 
157X 

Case  lor  Medvis 

16X 

CENTURY £ 
1XX 

20x-45x  Zoom 

49  X 

20x.  Xx.  40x 
Eye  Pieces  (each) 

19X 

C^ 
1695 

BRESSER £ 

Acltond  X   40 59  95 
X95 

8x42GARoof 
119X 

10x42  GA  Roof 

119X 

Dtonl7x42BGA 
179X 

Dtont10x42BGA 

189X 

PEMTAX £ 

8X40PCF X95 

lOxXPCF 
104  95 

8x  42  DCF  Roof 
169  95 

lOx  420CFFtoof 
189  95 

HABICHT £ 

Diana  10  x   40 

Phone 

MANFROTTO £ 
MnPFfOiX 

XX 
Mr«PROl90e 

40X 

B^144 

45X 

Basc144B 

XX 128  Fluto  Head 
34  95 

2XExU^RutoHd 
X95 
995 

Spare  0   R   Ptattorm 

495 

24  95 

SWIFT £ 

Oaprey7,5*42 

149  95 

AudubonSSx  44 

199  95 

Audubon?  xXBGA 325X 

IS  purchase  aqutomerv  to  the 
value  of  £100  or  more  and  you 

will  automaticaVy  be  entered  ireo 

our  draw  Cygnus  Birdwalcfvig 

Hobday  Venues  mdude  Thai- 
land. Texas  Kenya.  Camargue 

Hungtvy  Nepal  and  many  more 

ADLERBLICK £ 
6x426 99X 
10x426 

99X 

10x506 129X 

SLIK 
£ 

Master02 

X95 
Tnpod  Strap 

695 

CULLMANN £ 
24  95 

OR  Head 995 

Spare  0   R   Ptattorm 

495 
49  95 

Popular  4X1 

49  95 

ACCESSORIES £ 
Car  window  mourV 

22X 

22X 

XX 

4X 

Leather  Eye  Piece  Case 995 
NewVetoon4XTpd 

X95 
Leather  T   npod  Strap 

14  95 

BARBOUR £ 
The  best  Bnteh  doffwig  lor  (he 
vtorst  British  weather 
Durham  Jacket 

52  95 

32^  to  46" 

Bedate  Jacket 

28'lo30' 

45  45 

32't046'...„ 
X95 

Gamefar  Jacket 

78  95 

32- 10  46" 
82  95 

32*  10  46- 

Border  Jacket 
69  95 

32'to46' 

Burghley  Jacket ..  X95 

36-10  46' 

Northumbria  Jacket 91  45 

36*to46' 

Linings 
1945 

Hoods 

11  45 
Sand  for  cotour  Barbour  catalogue 
Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  and  setsct  Vom  our 

comprehensrwe  range  of  squto- 
mem  Cornpare  Zees  Lett. 

OptotyVi  «nr>  Kowa  or  Nkon  We 

are  a   completefy  ndependent  com- 

pany nmose  only  conoam  «   that 
our  customers  select  Vie  correct 
nstrvmerv  tor  mar  personal  rweds 

MAIL  ORDER 

Just  add  £2  to  help  towards  P&P 

and  insurance  and  your  order  wVI 
be  sent  Vie  same  day  as  we 

receive yotf  cheque  AJequtoment 

e   suppked  on  14  days  appiovai 

itoon  recetot  of  kJ  remvtance 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Dtocuss  yew  requrements  wVh  om 
techiveat  staff  and  orders  plaoed 
vMth  Access  or  Visa  Cards  wi  be 

despathed  same  day 

SECONDHAND 
tosVumerVs  are  always  avaVabie 
Tumever « fast  so  we  do  not  pnni  a 

fest  Phone  tor  mformaton 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  prices  oato  tor  good  condAon 

ecMpihent 

HOW  TO  RND  US 

We  are  10  rrsnstrom  M2S  and  AIM 

motorways  and  IS  mms  wafk  from 
fkgh  Barnet  Underground  StaVon 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFITS 

If  ̂    purchase  a   scope  and  tnpod 
at  fhe  same  tme  we  can  offer  you  a 

very  special  pnee' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

INTEREST  FREE  CREOTT 

ON  SELECTED 

Zwts.  Uitz.  ICam  and 

Nikon  product! 
Plionn  or  writ!  lor  details 

MM BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 
(D552) 



MARK  BEAMAN 
STEVE  MADGE 

NIGEL  REDMAN 
IAIN  ROBERTSON 

fibSt u(  fie£cl 
BIRDWATCHING  HOLIDAYS  1990 

ANTARCTICA,  SOUTH  GEORGIA  &   THE  FALKLANDS  •   ARGENTINA  • 
BORNEO  &   THE  MALAY  PENINSULA  •   BRAZIL  •   CAMEROON  •   COSTA  RICA 
•   EGYPT  •   ETHIOPIA  •   THE  GALAPAGOS  •   HONG  KONG  &   TAIWAN  • 
HUNGARY  •   INDONESIA  •   ISRAEL  •   KENYA  •   MEXICO  •   MOROCCO  • 
MOROCCO  WITH  A   DIFFERENCE  •   NEPAL  •   NEW  ZEALAND  •   NORTHERN 
INDIA  •   PERU  •   THE  PHILIPPINES  •   POLAND  •   RWANDA  &   ZAIRE  •   THE 
SEYCHELLES,  MAURITIUS  &   REUNION  •   SIBERIA  •   TANZANIA  •   THAILAND  • 
TURKESTAN  &   THE  CAUCASUS  •   TURKEY  •   VENEZUELA  •   ZIMBABWE  & 
THE  OKAVANGO 

For  our  brochure  please  contact:  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 
Lancashire  BB6  9QY.  Tel:  025486  317. 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field 
tOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft. 
10X40BGA  19oz  345ft 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft. 
8x30BGA  14oz  420ft. 

Price 

£221  (inc.  case) 

£205  (inc.  case) 
£200  (inc.  case) 
£186  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Superior  definition/Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

30X75GA 

Weight 
44oz 

Field 

120ft. £318  Case  £35 
22X60GA 35oz 

183ft. 
£210 

22X70GA 
37oz 

— £290  EYEPIECES 
22-60x70GA 47oz 87-54ft. £353  20xWW  £88 
30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight 

£353  20x  £56 
£344  30x  £57 

£320  40x  £58 

£320 

MAIL  ORDER 

WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

Touring  7x42  BGA  -   8x32  BGA  -   10x40  BGA 
all  including  case.  Please  phone  for  price 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  Street  13  Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 
Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D530) 

11 



Great  Snipe  try  Martin  Hattam  BIY  '88 

SLR  camera  adaptability 
Rubber  eyecup  for  comfort 
Ergonomic  styling  for  ease-of-use 
45%  offset  eyepiece  on  TSN-1  model 
77mm  objective  lens  delivering  crisp  images 
Interchangeable  20  x   ,   25  x ,   40  x ,   20-60  x   eyepieces 
with  bayonet  fitting 

A   superb  image 

Officially  appointed  distributor  for  Kowa  Telescopes 

Pvser  Ltd.,  Fircroft  Way,  Edenbridge,  Kent  TN8  6HA. ^   ’   (D^li 

iii 



TWICKERS  WORLD 
THE  NATURAL  CHOICE 

THE  FALKLAND  ISLANDS 

Visit  the  breeding  grounds  of  more  than  50  species  of  birds 

nesting  and  rearing  their  young  during  the  short  sub-Antarctic 

summer,  and  take  a   look  at  settlement  life  in  these  remote 
islands. 

Price  £2,760  for  18  days. 

Departures: 
20th  Nov  &   18  Dec  1989 

22  Jan  &   8   Feb  1990 

Contact  us  for  a   copy  of  our  brochure. 

Twickers  World 
22  CHURCH  STREEXTWICKENHAM 

01-892  7606/8164 24  HR  BROCHURE:  01-892  7851  ABTA/IATA/PATA 

ADLERBLICK  GO  GREEN 
EWIROmi^T  AND  USER  FRIENDLY  BINOCULARS 

ALSO  NOW  WITH  GREEN  MULTI-COAT  LENSES 

MODELS  AVAILABLE 
8   X   42  M/C 

10  X   42  M/C 
10  X   50  M/C 

MINIMUM  ADVERTISED 
PRICE  (inc  VAT) 

169.95 
179.95 

198.95 

Soft  touch  leather  finish.  Short  focus.  Lightweight 
Rainguard  available. 

For  details  of  your  nearest  stockist,  contact: 

THE  EXCLUSIVE  IMPORTERS  — 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 
UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD, 

LORDSWOOD  INDUSTRIAL  ESTATE, 
CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW 

TEL:  0634  201284 

BIRO  WATCHING  REVIEW  (April  99) 

impresses  withi  clear  natural  coloured  image  m   all  light 
conOiiions  Focus  down  to  t3ii  Light  and  comioMabte  to  use 

Excellent  depth  ol  tieid  Contender  lor  mid  price  honours 

  HEARTILV  RECOMMENCE D 

MANUFACTURER'S  WRITTEN  QUOTE 
Adlerblick  binoculars  have  mutli  coalmg 

on  all  surfaces  including  pnsm  reflecting 
surfaces  —   they  are  superior  especially  m   Tight 

transmisBion  —   Green  multi-coat  achieves 
approi  994<M)  transmission  at  each  surface 

(D517) 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

^   Phone:01-648  8822 
Mon.-Fri.  9am  to  5pm  Sat  9am  to  1 1 .30am 

Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 
★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  C 
10  X   25  Dialyt  Phone 

8

 

 

X   20  BGA  Dialyt  Phone 

8   X   30  BGAT  DIalvt  Phone 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  Phone 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
8   X   20  BC  A   T   rinovid  247 
1 0   X   25  BC  T   rinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x40  Ba  1   rinovid  Phone 
10x40  BTrinovid  Phone 
1 0x40  BA/N  r rinovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  14 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 
1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof  34 1 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof  302 

OPTOLYTH 

8   X   40  Alpin 

10x40^pin 
7x42  Alpin 
10x50  Alpin 
12x50  Alpin 
10x40  Touring 

200 

205 

207 
221 225 

378 

NIKON 
8   X   20  roof  prism  139 
10x25  roof  prism  154 
9   X   30  DCF  roof  prism  248 
12x36  DCF  roof  prism  268 

BRESSER  (Linear) 
1 0   X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 
prism  1 20 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered  1 89 
7x42  rubber  covered  1 79 

BUSHNELL 
8x36  B   Custom  1 89 
1 0x40  B   Custom  199 

OPTICRON 

8x42  HR  II  140 
10x42  HR  II  145 
10x50  HR  II  155 
9x35  BCF  Minerva  1 69 
8x40  BCF  Minerva  170 
1 0x40  BCF  Minerva  1 75 

RAYBAN 

The  world's  finest  sunglasses, 
from  42 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 
20  X   60  FiekJscope  289 

20x60  ED  Rektecope  513 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces  68 
Camera  adaptor  1 65 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45°)  265 
TSN-2  body  255 
TSN-3  body  (45°)  495 
TSN-4  body  435 
25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece  59 
20  X   (WA)  eyepiece  79 
25  x(LER)  eyepiece  99 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece  119 

TS  601  body  (45°)  189 
TS602body  169 
20-60  X   eyepiece  94 
20  X   WW  eyepiece  49 
OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°)  320 
TBG  80  body  (straight)  320 
TB  eyepieces  from  56 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 
OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubber 

60mm  HR  body  (45°) 
Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 
CENTURY 
60mm,  rubber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  wrth  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  ̂ us  30x, 
40x  Of  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon ,   padd^  case PICCOLO 
60mm  body 

30  X   eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 

C 

155 

65 
26 

128 155 

150 

65 
26 125 

170 

20 
52 

187 

15 

107 
26 

22 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red  scopes  ard  binoculars. 
Ask  for  details: 
SPERWER  CASES 
Skua  II  (80mm) 39 
Puffin  (60mm) 38 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SlikD2 

73 

Slik  Observer 

75 

SlikSL67 

105 

Manfrotto  MN  1 44B  legs  etc 

54 

Manfrotto  MN  1 90B  legs  etc 

43 

Vanfrotto  MN  200  head 

40 

Universal  clamp 38 Hide  clamp 

40 

Car  window  mount 

25 

*   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £10  when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 
HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURAL  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY,  29th  OCTOBER 
(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 

tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  arxJ  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes'  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (D567) 

VISA 
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"I  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope.” (British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

6 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 

Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 

spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

■   VIII  ««IVIWI 
1 50  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

NATURETREK 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 

1990 including 

BIRDING  TOURS  A 
TREKS 

in CHINA 
INDONESIA 
BOTSWANA 
AUSTRALIA 
GALAPAGOS 

NEW  ZEALAND 
SOUTHERN  INDIA 
NEPAL  •   KENYA 

BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA 
LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA 
KASHMIR  •   TANZANIA 

For  our  brochure  please  contact: 
40  The  Dean,  Alresford, 
Hants  S024  9AZ 
Tel:  0962  733051 

s 

in 

'SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 

NORTH  WEST'S BIGGEST 
RANGE  OF 

MIRADOR  B   H   BUSHNELL 
BRESSER  ■   H   BAUSH  &   LOMB 

HILKINSON  H   B   LEITZ 
SWAROVSKI  B   B   GREENKAT 

ZEISS  (east)  BB  SWIFT 
ZEISS  (west) BB  HELIOS 
OPTICRON  B   B   MIZAR 
OPTYLYTH  B   B   NIKON 

KOWA  B   B   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

iiKflHiPHi 
051-709  4149 

i 
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NEW  FROM  OXFORD 

The  Birds  of 
South  America 
Volume  I: 
The  Oscine 
Passerines 
R.  S.  Ridgely  and 
G.  Tudor 

Encompassing  over  700 

species,  this,  the  first  modern 
field  handbook  for  all  the  birds 

of  South  America,  features 

colour  plates  by  Guy  Tudor 
and  describes  the  habitat, 

range,  habits,  and  voice  of 
each  species.  Specially 

prepared  distribution  maps 
based  on  published  sources 
and  recent  observations  are 

included.  This  guide  will  he  of 
immense  value  to 

ornithologists,  ecologists,  and 
others  interested  in  animal 

behaviour,  tropical  rain 
forests,  and  conser\ation. 

0   19  857217  4,  672  pp.,  illus., 
November  1989  £45.00 

Quelea  Quelea:  Africa’s  Bird  Pest 
Richard  L.  Bruggcrs  and  Clive  C.  H.  Elliott 

The  red-billed  quelea  destroys  cereal  crops  in  many  parts  of  Africa. 

Though  millions  are  killed  every'  year,  it  continues  to  thrive.  This  book  is 
a   collection  of  information  on  all  aspects  of  quelea  ecology  and 

management.  It  discusses  quelea  distribution,  population,  migration 

patterns,  breeding  behaviour,  monitoring  and  marking,  and  methods  of 
control.  The  result  is  a   definitive  account  of  the  most  destructive  of  bird 

pests. 

0   19  857607  2,416  pp.,  illus., 

December  1989  £45.00 

Publishers  of  the  second  edition  of 

The  Oxford  English  Dictionary 

OXFORD  UNIVERSITY  PRESS 
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SPACE  AGE  TECHNOLOGY  AVAILABLE  IN  THE 
CONSERVATION  OF  THE  ENVIRONMENT 

ARGUABLY  THE  TELESCOPE  DEMANDED 
BY  BIRD  WATCHERS. 

LARGE  60mm  OBJECTIVE  LENS.  BODY  CAN 
BE  SUPPLIED  WITH  CHOICE  OF  15x,  20x, 

22  W/A,  25x,  60x  AND  15x-45x  EYEPIECES. 

INCOMPARABLE!!  ASK  FOR  A   TEST. 
STOCKED  BY  MOST  QUALITY 

BIRD  WATCH  SUPPLIERS'. 

J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 

Sole  U   K   Importer  of 
BUSHNELL  —   DIVISION  OF 

BAUSCH  AND  LOMB  PRODUCTS 

THE  INCOMPARABLE 

rK) 
PRISMATIC  TELESCOPE 

BYBUSHHELL 
DIVISION  OF  BAUSCH  AND  LOMB 

IN  A   WORLD  OF  ITS  OWN 

FOR  NEAREST  STOCKIST  CONTACT: 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD.  UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD 

LORDSWOOD,  CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW  (Phone  0634  201284) 

Cygnus  WiMUfe 
Holidays  for  Birdwatchers  1990 

January-June July-December 
Kenya £1850 

Hungary £760 

Northern  India £1290 Brazil £2390 

Tiger  Special 
£1450 Massachusetts £1450 

Venezuela £1980 Ecuador  and  Galapagos £2490 

Texas £1280 Gambia 
£1100 

Zimbabwe  &   Malawi £2690 Ethiopia £1400 

Austria £670 
Kenya 

£2090 

Hungary £650 Argentina 
£2500 

Soviet  Asia  and  Siberia £1690 Switzerland £690 

Yugoslavia 
£725 

Majorca £490 

Assam,  Darjeeling  &   Sikkim £1590 

Egypt £1690 

Tour  groups  have  a   maximum  of  18  participants,  are  escorted  by 
experienced  leaders  and  we  cater  for  all  levels  of  expertise.  If  you  would  like 
further  information  about  any  of  these  holidays,  we  will  be  delighted  to 

receive  your  enquiry  at  the  following  address: 

CYGNUS  WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS, 
96  FORE  STREET,  KINGSBRIDGE,  DEVON  TQ7  1PY 

Telephone  0548  6178  ^557) 
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LEADING  SPECIALISTS  IN  HIGH  QUALITY  OPTICS 
Our  showroom  is  set  »n  7   acres  of  private  grounds  with 
ample,  free  and  safe  parking.  Testing  facilities  are  probably 
the  best  in  the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is  across 
a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird  visitors  and  to  more  distant 

views  of  the  countryside.  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the  heart  of  our  beautifiul 

Warwickshire  countryside  in  a   completely  relaxed  atmos- 
phere? Visits  to  our  showroom  often  turn  out  to  be  more  of  a 

social  occasion  than  a   shopping  expedition. 

BOONS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS  BOOKS  VIDEOS 
An  added  attraction  to  a   visit  to  our  showroom  is 

a   wide  selection  of  books  and  videos,  with 

special  emphasis  on  ornithology,  to  cater  for 
beginners  and  experts  alike. 

Send  for  a   price  list  or  come  and  browse. 

ZEISS 

Dialyt  7k4?  SCAT  PHONE 
Dislyt  8x30  SCAT  PHONE 
Di«iyt  10x40  SCAT  PHONE 
Oialyt  8x?0  BGA  PHONE 
Oialyt8x?OB  PHONE 
Dialyt10x2SB  PHONE 

LEITZ 

Trinovid  7x42  BA  PHONE 
Tnnovid8x32BA  PHONE 
TrinovKl  8x40  BA  PHONE 
Trinovid  10x40  B     PHONE 
Trmovid  10x40  BAN  PHONE 
Tnnovid8x20BCA  PHONE 
Trinovid  10X2SBCA  PHONE 

OPTOLYTH 

Alptn  8x40      200.00 
Alpin  10x40  BGA      20S00 
Alpin  10x50  BGA  22100 

mfscorcs 
30x75  GA      318  00 
22x70  GA      290  00 
30x00  GA     353  00 

TBSOGAbodv     334.00 
TBSaO  GA  body  320  00 
TBG80  body     320-00 
Ey«p»«c«s 
20xWA     88  00 
20x      56-00 
30x      57  00 
40x      58  00 

OPTICRON 

Min«rva8x40     170.00 
Mmarva  10x40        175.00 
N«wHR8x42.^     140  00 

10x42     142  00 
10x50     155.00 

Ehta9x35          185.00 

'mJESCOrcS 
HR  Straight  60mm        1?8.00 

Offset  60mm      150.00 

HR  Straight  60mm  RA  ......  155.00 

Fixed  mag  ayapiecat  28  00 
Zoom  20x-60x  ...  65  00 
Piccolo  body  1 07  00 

Eyepieces  from  ...  22  00 
Zoom  .   45  00 
Wirtdow  Clamp  22  00 
Universal  clamp  22  00 
Hide  clamp     42  00 

NIKON 

8x30  ZCF      205  50 
10x35  ZCF      254  00 
0x40  OCF     574  00 
Zoom816x40      41250 

TlL£SCOPCS 
£.0  20x60         506  00 

Sponmg  scope     278.50 
Eyepieces  15x.30x.40x  67  50 
Photo-adapt      157  00 

F.O  Adapt-nr>g         15.00 

BUSHNELL 

Custom  0x36  179  00 
Custom  10x40  .   189  00 

TELCSCOPC8 

Spacemaster  60mm  155  00 
Spacemaster  60mm  RA  165  00 

Fixed  mag  E   P   39.00 
Zoom  15x45x      84  00 
Discoverer  15-60x60  195  00 

ADLERBLICK 

8x42      -     120  00 
10x42      128  50 
10x50      139  00 
Add  CIS  for  R.A.  models 
Muiticoated  8x42     169  95 

Multicoated  10x42  179  95 
Muiticoated  1 0x50     1 96  95 

BRESSER 

•   New  Corvette 

8x42    -     119-00 
10x50      129  00 
Luchs  10x42      152  00 

10x50 
164  50 

Add  C8  for  R   A 
Linear  8x42 

124  95 

Linear  10x42 
129  95 

Dtorit  10x42 

178  00 

1   KOWA  1 

TCLKSCOPCS 

TSN  1   77mm 
265  00 

TSN  2   77mm 
255  00 

TSN  3   77mm 
495  00 

TSN  4   77mm 
485  00 

20xWA 79  00 

25x 

59  00 

40x 

59  00 

20x  60x  loom 

119  00 

Cate 22  50 
TS601  60mm 

189  00 

TS  602  60mm 

169  00 

20x  WA  eyepiece 

49  00 

2Sx  WA  eyepiece. 

43  00 

40x 

43  00 

20x  -60x  loom 94  00 
Compact  brnoculert  7x22 

84  50 

1   HABICHT  1 Oiena  10x40  WM    
341.00 

axMWGAP    

30400 
7x42  SL     

*364'5fi 

10x40  SLC   
407  00 

8x30  SLC   303  00 

SWIFT 

Audubon  8   5x44      199  00 

Osprey  7   5x42  149  00 
HELESCOPC 

Taiemaster  15  60x60  275  50 

MIRADOR 

8x42      110  00 

10x42      114  00 
10x50            124  00 

TfLfSCOPCS 
Merlin  60mm     79  00 

75mm 
107  00 
1800 

50  00 

Fixed  meg  eyepieces 

Zoom  eyepieces 

1   OPTIMA  1 
TE  LESCOT 

Super  60mm  RA 

160  00 

Eyepieces  15x20x30x40x 
25  00 

Zoom  20-44X 
65  00 

ZEISS  JENA 
Notarem  8x32 

11495 

10x40 
144  97 

Jer>op(em  8x30 

44  95 

Dettrirnem  8x30 
54  95 

Oakerem  10x50 
89  95 

QUESTAR 

Ask  lor  Quotation  on  all  rnodeis 

SKUA  CASES 
SkuaMhU     »S0 

(for  Kowa  TSN  rangel  " 
Puffin           35  00 

(for  Opbcron  HR,  etc) 

TRIPODS 

SLIK 02      69  95 

Full  range  of  Slik  models  in  stock 

MANFROTTO 

144  basic        45  00 
144  black     50  00 

128  mini  video  head  34  95 
190minipro     35  00 

200  compact  head  39  95 

OPTICRON 

Tnpod        59.95 

Tnpod  strap        6.75 

SI»own  here  is  •   smell  selection  of  our  vast 

ran9s  of  optical  apuipmant  A   accassorias. 
WPENING  TIMES 

0   am  —   5   pm  Monday  to  Saturday 

laCCESSORIES 

i-VKle  range  of  eyecups.  rainguards.  lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  eic 

'USED  BARGAINS 

juaranieed.  secondhand  equipment  available  at  bargain  prices 

I'XPORT  FACILITIES 

V   trsonal  and  postal  export  orders  welcomed 

siACKAGE  DEALS 

ttractive  discounts  Phone  for  quotations 

lUAIL  ORDER 

'usurad  postage  and  packing  FREE  OF  CHARGE  Goods  are  despatched  promptly  upon 
x«aqit  ol  lull  remittance  Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  to  order  by  telephone  on 
IT76-4050I/42476 

E   &   O   Pncss  correct  al  31  7   8 

)0CUS  OPTICS,  CHURCH  LANE.  CORLEY,  COVENTRY  CV7  8BA.  Tel:  (0676)  40501 
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FOCALPOINT 
BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

OPTICRON 
OPTOLYTH 
ZEISS  WEST 
BUSHNELL 
BAUSCH  &   LOMB 
NIKON 
ADLERBLICK 
KOWA 
MIRADOR 
LEITZ 
CENTURY 
QUESTAR 
SWAROVSKI 
AlCO 
DANUBIA 
CULLMAN 
SLIK 
SWIFT 
SANSEI 
ZEISS  JENA 
SKUA  cases 

FOCALPOINT 

at  the  Wildfowl  (&  Wetlands)  Trust  H.Q., 

Slimbridge,  Gloucestershire  on  Sunday 
22nd  October  1989  10.30am  to  4pm. 

The  Trust  have  kindly  allowed  us  to  use 
one  of  their  finest  hides  in  which  you  will 
be  able  to  field  test  instruments  under  ideal 

viewing  conditions.  We  shall  have  all  the 
leading  binoculars,  telescopes  and  tripods 
for  you  to  try  and  buy.  Come  and  enjoy  a 

super  day’s  birding,  see  the  best  the 
optical,  world  has  to  offer,  and  meet  The 

Focalpoint  Team’  who  are  all  experienced 
birders. 

BIRDGUIDES  -   1990  Bird  tour  brochure  from 
Peter  Wolstenholme,  31  South  Park  Road, 

Gatley,  Cheadle,  Cheshire.  Tel:  061-428  2175 

NEW  ITEMS 
INCLUDE 
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MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS.  FREE! FOCALPOINT 9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

(D565)  Telephone:  0606  891098 
and  Bank  Holidays 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1990 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-five  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

Kenya 
Botswana 

The  Seychelles 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 
Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Florida 

Canada  and  the  Rockies 

Thailand 

Nepal 
Assam  and  Sikkim 
Jordan 
Israel 

Cyprus Corfu 
N.  E.  Greece 

Yugoslavia 

Turkey 

Lake  NeusiedI 
The  Camargue 
Andorra 

S.  W.  Spain 

Majorca 
The  Spanish  Pyrenees 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BOGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243  821 230  (D544)  aTOL  LICENCE  No.  743 ABTA 
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HUGE  STOCKS  WE  OFFER  HUGE  STOCKS 
A   SPF.KDY  MAIL  ORDKR  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTHNTION  I-OR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

American  Kxpress/AcccssA/isa/Credit  Charge.  Post  &   Packing  please  add  £2.5u. 

Prices  correct  1.9.89.  —   Subject  to  availability  —   Open  6   days  9am  —   5.30pm. 

ZKISS  VVKST  BIN(K'IJI.ARS 
8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   £219 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £229 
8x  30BandKCase   £419 

8   X   30  BC;  A   C'F  &   Pouch   £419 
8x56B.G.AT&Case   £599 
7x42B.G.AT&Case     PHONE 
10x40BT&KCase   £499 
10x40BGACF&Pouch     PHONE 
15  X   60BGA   £899 

ZEISS  EAST  BINCK  Ul.ARS 

Very  gorxl  value 
8   X   30Jenoptem   £40 
8   X   30  Deltrintem    £48 

10  X   .SOJenoptem    £65 
10  X   .50  Oekatrem   £73 
8   X   32  Notarem   £   1 1 5 
10  X   40  Notarem   £155 
8   X   32  Notarem  Armour   £130 
10  X   40  Notarem  Armour   £169 
8   X   .5()Octarem  B.or  BCiA   £160 
1 2   X   .50  Dodccarem  B,  or  BGA   £199 

SWIKr  Supplied  with  Case  &   Strap 
Red  Spots  X   40   £109 
Red  Spot  10x50   £119 
Blue  Spot  9   X   42   Special  £99 
Blue  Spot  10x42...   £139 
Trilyte  8   x   40     Special  £99 
Trilvte  Rubber  10  x   40   £139 

Trilyte  10x40   £139 
Osprey7.5  x42   PHONE 
Audubon  8.5  X   44     PHONE 

BUSHNEEI. 

Space  master  Body   £147 
Spacemaster  II  Body   £159 
Spacemaster  Armoured  Body   £160 
Spacemaster  Waterproof  PI, EASE 

Body&  15x — 45xzix>m   PHONE    £-319 
15  X — 45  X   Zoom  Lens     EOR    

22x  Wide  Angle  Lens   PACKAGE   £"£* 
25x ,40x , 60x  Lenses     DE-M  S   

BAESCH  &   LOMB 
Discoverer   £199 

ADI.ERBLICK 

Case,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   X   42   £120 
Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   £136 
Adlerblick  10x42   £125 
Adlerblick  10  x   42  Armour   £144 
Adlerblick  10x50   £139 
Adlerblick  10  x   .50  Armour   £159 

NEW  ADLERBLICK  —   Multi-coated 
8x42   £169 
10x42   £179 
lOx.50   £189 

Rll.SSIAN  BIN(KT  LARS 
8x30  and  Case   £19.99 
7   X   50  and  Case   £29.99 
12x40andCase   L32.99 

HABICHT  BIN(XT!LARS 
8X.30WM   £299 
7X.50WMSL   £399 
10X40WMSI   £.399 
10x40  Diana   L3.39 

TRIPODS 
SLIKD2   £69 
SI.IK88   £69 
Sl.IK  Black  Diamond    £76 

SI.IK  Shogun   £99 

KOW  A   I'ELKSCOPKS 
TSNl  Bodv   £265 
TSN2Bodv   £2.55 
TSN3  Bixiv   HI  IT  *   c- IT   £W 

  £485 
T^N-iB:;:;v:::::::::::Pi^KASE::: 20xWide;     PHONE 
25x  and-lOx    EOR 

p^m  Adapter::::.;  package; TS601   DEAIvS   
TS602   £169 
15  X   and  40  X     £43 
20  X   Wide   £49 
ZcHsmOOl     £94 

..£79 

..£59 

£119 
..£84 

£189 

SCARBOROUGH  •   von  IDU  •   Tel.  (0723)  365024 

Best  Days  with  British  Birds 
Their  most  exciting  birdwatching  experiences,  described  by 

Ian  Prestt,  Chris  Mead,  Guy  Mountfort,  Peter  Grant,  Bill  Oddie 
and  many  others 

Edited  by  Malcolm  Ogiliie  &   Stuart  H'inter  .Available  from  all  good  bookshops 
Published  by  British  Birds  Ltd,  Park  lane, 
Blunham,  Bedford  MK+4.3NJ  £14.95  hardback  I 

ISBN  0   9508471  3   5 

Special  reduced  price  if  ordered  through  ‘British  BirdShop’
  (D526) 
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Where  To  Watch  Birds  in 

SCOTLAND 
Mike  Madders  and  Julia  Welstead 

Ninth  volume  in  the 

Christopher  Helm 
“Where  to  Watch 

Birds”  series.  This 
comprehensive 
guide  covers  in 
detail  over  120 
main  sites  and 

many  additional 
locations. 

Indispensable. 

£10.95  pbk 

368  pages 
48  maps, 

70  line  drawings. 

Available  through 
British  BirdShop 

PUBLISHERS  LIMITED 
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British  Birds 
VOLUME  82  NUMBER  10  OCTOBER  1989 

Editorial 

In  early  spring  1989,  we  invited  the  leaders  of  Britain’s  three  main political  parties  to  use  the  pages  of  British  Birds  to  explain  their  personal 

views  on  ‘Conservation’. 

In  recent  months,  everyone  concerned  with  the  environment,  conserva- 
tion or  natural  history  will  have  been  encouraged  by  the  increasing 

emphasis  being  given  to  these  matters  by  politicians,  as  well  as  by  ‘the 
media’.  Thus,  events  have  made  our  invitations  particularly  timely,  and 
we  are  delighted  to  present,  in  this  issue,  statements  by  all  three  of 

Britain’s  main  political  leaders.  (As  always,  the  contributions  are 
published  in  alphabetical  order,  by  aifthor.) 

[Brit.  Birds  82: 433-44 1 ,   October  1 989] 
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The  Democrats, 
conservation 
and  British 
birds 

A   personal  view  by  the 
leader  of  the  Social  and 

Liberal  Democrats 

The  Social  and  Liberal  Democrats  have  already  put  the  green  agenda 
right  at  the  top  of  our  priorities.  And  we  intend  to  make  sure  that 

conservation,  and  the  future  of  British  birds,  are  part  of  that  agenda. 

Whether  one  is  talking  about  resident  species  such  as  the  Chaffinch, 

winter  visitors  such  as  VV'hite-fronted  Geese,  Bewick’s  Swans  and 
Redwings,  summer  visitors  like  Chiffchaffs  or  even  rare  vagrants  like  the 

Pied-billed  Grebe,  the  essential  ingredient  is  ‘habitat’.  All  our  efforts 
should  be  aimed  not  just  at  maintaining  and  safeguarding  the  habitats  we 

have,  but  where  possible  at  maximising  new  habitat  possibilities. 

To  achieve  this,  we  need  not  just  an  exercise  in  public  education,  vital 

though  that  is.  It  also  involves  the  agribusiness,  land  use  and  planning, 

policies  for  recreation  and  much,  much  more. 

Take  the  first  point.  We  must  get  it  home  to  the  public  that  what 

matters  for  birds,  like  all  wildlife,  is  continuity  of  habitat. 

People  generally  do  not  appreciate  that  it  is  quite  useless  to  put  up  huge 

numbers  of  nest-boxes  if  there  is  nothing  to  sustain  the  resulting 

fledglings.  Very  few  people  understand  that  our  native  Grey  Partridge  has 

been  becoming  rarer  because  the  wild  flowers  and  their  associated  insects 

are  much  scarcer  in  today’s  weed-free  cornfields,  or  that  the  Dartford 
Warbler  is  threatened  by  the  breaking  up  of  its  heathland  habitat  due  to 

rampant  urban  development  in  areas  such  as  Bournemouth  and  its 
surrounds. 

Gardens— which  all  together  cover  a   huge  area— could  be  an  enormous 
conservation  resource,  if  only  we  could  apply  our  minds  and  our  efforts  in 

the  right  direction. 

We  should  encourage  people  to  plant  beech  or  holly  hedges  (which 

have  a   high  conservation  value)  rather  than  the  Leyland  cypress,  whose 

conservation  value  (it  supports  little  insect  life)  is  much  lower.  We  should 
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encourage  them  to  plant  more  native  trees  and  shrubs.  If  those  lucky 

enough  to  enjoy  verv'  large  gardens  were  prepared  to  put  aside  a   small 
area  as  truly  ‘wild  garden’,  they  would  find  that  the  extra  habitat  created for  tits,  tbrushes  and  others  would  be  tremendous. 

In  more  macro  terms,  1   want  to  see  agriculture  moving  towards  a   regime 
of  lower  inputs.  But  even  within  existing  constraints  there  is  much  that 
could  be  done. 

I   he  elimination  of  cosmetic  spraying,  for  example,  would  lower  the 

pesticide  input,  which  in  the  long  run  has  got  to  be  good  for  birdlife. 
Cirants  that  subsidise  the  destruction  of  hedgerows  should  be  withdrawn, 

and  those  tor  planting  them  increased.  Small,  left-over  areas  could  be 

planted  with  trees,  or  turned  into  ponds.  Over  the  last  20  years,  nearly 

50%  of  farm  ponds  have  disappeared,  with  consequent  loss  of  habitat  for 
birds  sucb  as  Moorhens  and  Coots.  If  only  we  could  persuade  eveiyone  to 

stop  using  flail  mowers  on  hedges  in  the  breeding  season,  this  one  step 

would  be  a   huge  leap  forward.  My  party  is  currently  considering  whether 
legislation  will  be  needed  in  this  area. 

Land  use  and  planning  has  a   critical  role,  of  course.  It  starts  from 

strategic  issues  like  the  National  Parks  and  Areas  of  Outstanding  Natural 

Beauty.  Fhey  require  carefid  planning  and  sensitive  strategies. 

;\  great  deal  could  be  done  with  extractive  industries  such  as  gravel, 

dliey  leave  large,  often  deep,  wet  pits.  Many  of  them  could  have  great 

conservation  value  if  they  could  be  landscaped  around  parts  of  their 

perimeters.  This  would  leave  the  deep  water  for  the  di\  ing  species  such  as 
the  Great  Crested  Grebe  and  Tufted  Duck,  and  leave  beach  areas  of  mud, 

sand  or  coarse  shingle  as  nesting  and  feeding  areas  for  birds  such  as  the 

Little  Ringed  Plover. 

Plant  willows  and  alders  around  the  edges,  and  you  have  further  habitat 

for  Willow  Warblers  and,  eventually,  even  Little  Owls  in  the  breeding 

season,  and  flocks  of  tits  and  Siskins  in  the  winter.  In  no  time  at  all, 

reedbeds  will  develop,  and  with  them  will  come  the  Reed  Buntings,  Sedge 
W   arblers  and  much  more  besides.  The  whole  could  then  become  a   nature 

reserve  with  controlled  public  access  and  be  handed  over  to  the  local 

conservation  trust  or  the  RSPB  for  long-term  sensitive  management.  This 
would  require  both  more  finance  and  a   change  in  the  law,  but  this  would 

certainly  be  a   valuable  use  of  the  nation’s  limited  resources. 
I   greatly  admire  the  role  played  by  bodies  such  as  the  RSPB  and  the 

National  Trust,  plus  all  the  local,  regional  and  county  bodies  in 

conservation  in  general,  and  in  the  conserxation  of  bird  habitats  in 

particular.  I   feel  most  strongly  that  their  largely  voluntary  nature  means 
that  even  a   small  measure  of  additional  funding  from  public  sources 

would  have  an  effect  out  of  all  proportion  to  the  sums  involved. 

The  legal  framework  for  conser\ation  does  require  some  reconsidera- 

tion. I   want  to  suggest  three  areas  where  the  law  needs  some 

strengthening. 

First  is  the  control  of  pollution,  especially  of  the  discharge  of  oil  at  sea. 

Recent  incidents  have  alerted  us  once  more  to  the  devastating  damage 

that  can  be  wreaked  by  oil  spills.  It  is  quite  unacceptable  to  have 
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thousands  of  oiled  auks,  divers  and  grebes  washed  up  onto  our  beaches. 

Action  is  needed,  even  if  this  requires  the  imposition  of  fierce  legislation 

at  European  or  national  level. 

Secondly,  I   believe  that  we  must  do  more  to  prevent  the  poisoning  of 

rare  predators  such  as  the  Golden  Eagle.  I   personally  favour  imposing  a 

legal  duty  on  landowners  to  make  it  a   condition  of  service  for  gamekeepers 

not  to  use  such  practices.  It  would  then  be  possible  to  put  effective 

sanctions  into  place  against  offending  landowners  or  institutions.  This 

would  surely  make  them  think  again. 

And  finally,  I   hope  that  we  can  recognise  the  need  for  international,  co- 
ordinated action.  Many  birds  use  our  islands  only  for  part  of  the  year.  We 

must  use  our  influence  within  the  European  Community,  the  Common- 
wealth and  the  United  Nations  to  put  real  pressure  on  those  nations  who 

do  not  meet  high  standards  in  the  conservation  of  the  world’s  precious wildlife. 

It  has  been  a   pleasure  to  research  and  contribute  this  article.  I   hope  that 

our  joint  efforts  can  lead  to  real  progress.  There  is  certainly  much  to  be 
done.  Paddy  Ashdown 

The  House  of  Commons,  London  SWIA  OAA 

Conservation 

A   personal  view  from 

the  Leader  of 

The  Opposition 

I   have  always  understood  that  care  of  the  environment  is  an  integral  part of  being  a   socialist.  There  is  plenty  of  evidence  to  sustain  the  view.  In 

1884,  the  great  socialist  visionary  William  Morris  told  a   lecture  audience: 

‘I  feel  sure  that  the  time  will  come  when  people  will  find  it  difficult  to  believe  that  a   rich 

\Brit.  Birds  82:  436-439,  October  1989) 
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conimunily  such  as  ours,  havine;  such  command  over  external  Nature,  could  have  submitted 

to  live  such  a   mean,  shabby,  dirty  life  as  we  do.’ 

In  the  intervening  century'  our  impact  on  ‘external  Nature’  has  multiplied 
at  a   dramatic  rate.  Our  ability  to  ‘command’  has  seemed  less  certain.  But 
the  time  has  now  come  when  individuals,  gov'ernments  and  industries  all 
over  the  world  are  waking  up  to  the  fact  that  we  cannot  go  on  as  we  are. 

I   hat,  of  course,  is  to  be  welcomed.  The  environment  is  certainly  a   live 
issue  for  us  in  the  Labour  Party  and  I   am  proud  of  the  fact  that  our  record 

of  concern  goes  back  not  only  to  lectures  but  to  .\cts  of  Parliament — the 

first  Town  and  Country  Planning  Acts,  the  establishment  of  the  .National 

Parks  in  1949,  the  Wildlife  and  Countryside  .Acts  of  1967  and  1968,  the 

Control  of  Pollution  Act  and  many  others.  More  recently  we  produced  a 

major  statement  on  environment  policy  for  our  1986  conference  which 

proposed,  amongst  many  other  measures,  a   Wildlife  and  Countryside 

Service  to  work  alongside  an  Environmental  Protection  Executive 

ensuring  that  the  policies  of  Government  were  both  well-infonned  and 
well-enforced. 

With  the  final  report  of  our  Policy  Review,  Meet  the  Challenge,  Make  the 

Change,  pul)lished  a   few  months  ago,  we  have  sought  to  push  the  process 

forward  again,  attempting  to  re-define,  in  a   rapidly  changing  picture,  the 
key  principles  upon  which  any  coherent  environment  policy  for  the  1990s 
must  rest. 

Present  public  concern  for  the  environment  is,  understandably, 

dominated  by  the  immediate  global  dangers  posed  by  the  ‘greenhouse 

effect’,  ozone  depletion  and  the  negligent  disposal  of  toxic  wastes.  But  we 
argue  that  an  environment  policy  cannot  just  be  about  pollution  control. 

It  has  to  be  painted  on  a   much  broader  canvas.  It  must  be  about 

sustaining  and  improving  our  quality  of  life.  It  must  start  with  people. 

It  follows  that  it  must  have  as  one  of  its  essential  ingredients  a   sense  of 

partnership  between  Government  and  people,  uniting  individuals,  com- 
munities and  industries  in  a   common  purpose. 

We  are  fortunate  in  Britain  in  having  voluntary  organisations  of  real 

standing  and  expertise  which  will  always  act  as  a   popular  spur  to 

legislative  action  and  provide  vital  monitoring  and  research  that 

augments,  and  even  challenges,  the  work  of  Government.  Government 

needs  that  pressure  and  vigilance.  It  is  the  essence  of  democracy  .   But 

equally,  individual  responsibility  needs  the  support  of  collective  action  if 

it  is  to  be  effective.  People  are  more  likely  to  be  thoughtful  in  the  way  they 

dispose  of  litter  when  the  streets  are  swept  and  the  bins  are  emptied.  In 

the  same  way  individual  enjoy  ment  of  the  countryside  and  respect  for  its 

flora  and  fauna  is  more  likely  in  a   society  with  a   planning  framework 

robust  enough  to  resist  commercial  pressures  and  an  education  system 

which  clearly  and  unambiguously  accords  status  to  these  concerns.  That 

has  not  been  the  message  coming  from  Mrs  Thatcher’s  Government  at 

any  time  in  this  last  decade  of  mounting  environmental  concern. 

Nor  is  a   sense  of  partnership  best  served  by  a   Government  privatising 

national  nature  reserves  in  the  hope  that  enough  organisations  and 

individuals  will  feel  obliged  to  rescue  them  however  difficult  the  burdens 
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of  cost.  It  can  only  suffer  further  under  the  impact  of  water  privatisation 

and  the  consequent  restriction  of  access  to  land  which  should  be 

protected  for  the  benefit  of  wildlife  and  the  enjoyment  of  people. 

Of  course  partnership  is  not  something  to  be  seen  in  national  terms 

alone.  It  must  be  international.  It’s  not  just  Atmospheric  and  marine 

pollution  which  are  global  in  their  significance.  When  so  much  of  Britain’s 
rich  bird  life  is  migratory,  we  must  recognise  that  we  have  worldwide 

obligations  to  ensure  that  our  estuaries  and  wetlands  and,  most  urgently, 

our  heathlands,  are  all  able  to  play  their  part  in  providing  vital  links  in  a 

global  chain.  We  have  a   part  to  play,  too,  in  ensuring  that  the  points  of 

origin  and  destination  of  migrating  birds,  from  the  Arctic  Circle  to  the 

tropics,  are  protected.  We  welcome  the  EC  Habitats  Directive,  the  Berne 

Convention  and  the  ‘Ramsar’  Agreement  as  important  first  steps  along 
that  road  of  establishing  common  global  responsibilities  and  standards. 

The  increasing  significance  of  European  standards  and  European  action 

should  be  a   source  of  optimism  for  all  who  are  concerned  about  the 

environment.  The  British  Labour  Group,  now  the  largest  single  group  in 

the  European  Parliament,  and  with  one  of  its  members  re-confirmed  as 

Chairman  of  the  Parliament’s  Environment  Committee,  is  particularly 
aware  of  those  possibilities. 

Environment  policy  must  also  be  long-term.  You  can’t  buy  solutions  off 
the  shelf  or  allow  short-term  economic  considerations  to  guide  research 

and  policy-making.  A   systematic  approach  is  the  only  one  that  makes 

sense.  The  careful  nurturing  of  breeding  Ospreys  over  three  decades  in 

the  north  of  Scotland  from  a   bleak  and  total  absence  to  more  than  50  pairs 

is  a   graphic  illustration  of  the  point. 

Above  all,  a   systematic  long-term  approach  means  that  we  must  adopt 

what  has  come  to  be  called  the  ‘precautionary  principle’.  The  rule  must  be 

‘If  in  doubt — don’t’  and  it  must  apply  across  the  board,  to  pesticides, 
planning  applications  and  untried  industrial  processes.  Pumping  sewage 

into  an  estuary  in  the  hope  that  tides  and  currents  will  carry  it  away  can 

no  longer  be  regarded  as  acceptable.  There  is  too  much  damning  evidence 

to  the  contrary,  all  of  which  serves  to  emphasise  the  vital  need  for 

research.  In  our  policy  review  we  put  science  and  research  at  the  centre  of 

the  picture — both  in  terms  of  adequate  funding  for  the  long-term  basic 
observation,  analysis  and  modelling  of  environmental  change  and  for  the 

purpose  of  creating  an  authoritative,  publicly  funded  body,  independent 

of  Government  to  enforce  existing  standards  and  set  new  targets  for  the 
future. 

If  those  targets  are  widely  perceived  to  be  practical,  intelligent  and 

necessary  then  it  is  realistic  for  a   Government  to  go  the  next  step  and 

argue  that  the  polluter  must  pay.  That  does  not  mean  that  pollution  is 

somehow  acceptable  if  you  can  raise  the  money  to  pay  a   fine.  It  does  mean 

that  there  should  be  real  financial  pressures  to  strive  for  the  best.  It  means 

that  when  a   catastrophe  such  as  the  holing  of  the  Exxon  Valdez  occurs,  in 

the  circumstances  in  which  it  occurred,  or  when  a   ship  pumps  out  bilges 

in  violation  of  known  and  established  rules,  (hen  there  must  be  penalties 

which  will  deter  and  penalties  which  will  meet  the  cost  of  remedial  action. 
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We  put  science  and  standards  at  the  heart  of  our  policy  for  good  reason. 
We  do  not  believe  that  environmental  problems  will  be  dealt  with  by 
trying  to  stop  the  economic  clock.  They  will  be  dealt  with  by  creating  a 

high-tech,  highly  educated,  highly  responsible  society.  And  Government 
must  set  the  pace.  All  the  evidence  from  countries  where  tough 
environment  policies  are  in  operation  points  to  the  fact  that  they  are  not  a 
burden  on  industry  and  consumers  but  an  aid  to  greater  efficiency,  a 
driving  force  for  new  employment  possibilities  and  new  technologies. 

Closely  allied  to  that  need  for  authoritative  action  is  the  need  for 

authoritative  information.  Governments  have  a   duty  to  keep  in  touch  with 

the  people  who  know — the  experts  who  can  monitor  and  advise — but  also 
with  the  people  who  want  to  know,  the  people  who  want  to  be  able  to  make 
informed  choices  about  the  products  they  buy,  about  their  food  and  water 

and  who  want  to  play  an  active  part  in  ensuring  a   safe  and  secure  world  for 
themselves  and  their  children. 

I   finish  with  another  quote  from  William  Morris.  His  advice  in  the 
matter  of  environmental  care  was: 

‘   l   ake  Irouble,  and  turn  your  trouble  into  plea.sure.’ 

The  injunction  was  not  to  take  trouble  simply  to  make  the  world  cleaner 

and  greener,  but  to  take  trouble  so  that  the  world  could  be  more 

pleasurable  too.  That  seems  to  me  an  excellent  guiding  light  for 

environmental  concerns.  Our  concern  must  be  with  the  quality  of  life — 
not  just  with  preserving  life  but  with  preserv  ing  a   life  worth  living.  That  is 

why  the  conservation  of  natural  habitats  and  the  enjoyment  of  Nature 

must  be  an  integral  part  of  any  serious  environment  policy. 

The  threats  are  of  a   completely  different  magnitude  from  those  about 

which  Morris  spoke.  But  the  possibilities  for  action — both  technological 

and  legislative — are  also  infinitely  greater.  What  is  really  needed  is  a 

change  of  attitude,  a   determination  not  to  ‘submit’  to  ‘such  a   mean, 

shabby,  dirty  life  as  we  do’.  That  change  is  now  happening  at  great  speed 
and  it  will  go  on  because  of  the  commitment  of  individuals,  of  voluntary 

organisations,  of  lobby  groups  and  because  of  the  responsible  action  of  an 

increasing  number  of  governments.  There  are  grounds  for  confidence — as 
long  as  we  are  prepared  to  take  the  trouble.  Neil  Kixnock 

The  House  of  Commons,  London  5H7.4  OAA 
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The  Prime  Minister’s 

personal  views 

For  centuries  mankind  has  worked  on  the  assumption  that  we  could pursue  the  goal  of  steady  progress  without  disturbing  the  fundamental 

equilibrium  of  the  World’s  atmosphere  and  its  living  system.  That 
comfortable  assumption  has  now  been  shattered  by  scientific  discoveries 

which  show  that  we  could  be  undermining  the  very  systems  needed  to 

maintain  life  on  our  planet. 

In  the  past  we  have  treated  the  atmosphere  as  a   cost-free  waste  dump. 
Now  scientific  studies  have  revealed  the  existence  of  serious  threats  to  our 

environment  such  as  the  depletion  of  the  stratospheric  ozone  layer  and 

excessive  emissions  of  carbon  dioxide  and  other  greenhouse  gases  which 

could  lead  to  future  climate  changes. 

Swift  action  is  required,  but  it  is  no  good  some  of  us  acting  to  solve  the 

problems  while  others  go  on  as  before.  Protecting  the  environment  calls 

for  a   determined  and  concerted  international  response  to  environmental 

problems  based  on  sustainable  development. 

To  this  end  we  should  support  the  efforts  of  the  Intergovernmental 

Panel  on  Climate  Change  (IPCC)  to  secure  agreement  on  strategies  for 

providing  for  the  reduction  of  gases  which  harm  the  atmosphere.  A   UK 

initiative  calling  for  a   global  climate  convention  has  recently  been 

endorsed  by  the  15th  Economic  Summit  of  Industrialised  Nations  in 

Paris.  Work  on  this  framework  convention  should  be  taken  forward  by  a 

strengthened  United  Nations  Environment  Programme  in  co-operation 
with  the  World  Meteorological  Programme  (WMP).  The  UK  has  already 

doubled  its  financial  support  for  UNEP  this  year  and  I   hope  that  other 

countries  will  quickly  follow  suit. 

The  developing  countries  have  particular  problems  and  we  need  to  help 

them  to  stop  deforestation,  particularly  of  the  tropical  rainforests.  We 

have  just  signed  an  agreement  with  Brazil  to  encourage  sensible 
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management  and  sustainable  develojDrnent  and  ha\e  identified  some  20 

other  countries  where  we  think  we  can  help.  In  India  we  have  committed 

an  extra  £40  million  towards  forestry  projects. 

d'here  is  general  agreement  that  environmental  policies  must  he  based 
on  sound  science  and  sound  economics.  Indeed  economic  growth, 

properly  managed,  has  to  provide  us  with  the  resources  for  looking  after 

our  environment.  An  important  element  in  our  strategy'  must  he  to  place  a 
proper  value  on  the  services  provided  by  the  environment  so  that  those 

who  benefit  from  it  are  faced  with  the  true  costs  of  what  they  purchase.  To 

the  maximum  extent  possible,  governments  should  be  seeking  to  change 

attitudes  through  market  forces  rather  than  increased  regulation. 

In  Britain  we  are  taking  action  across  a   number  of  fronts  to  improve  the 

environment.  Government  and  industiy  are  in\esting  £2  billion  to  reduce 

air  pollution,  £1.3  billion  in  the  water  industry  and  £100  million  a   year  on 

schemes  to  improve  the  (juality  of  coastal  bathing  waters. 

As  individuals  too,  we  can  all  contribute  to  improving  the  global 

environment  by  ensuring  our  homes  use  energy  efficiently,  by  not  leaving 

litter  in  public  places,  by  seeking  out  ozone-friendly  products  in  the  shops. 

In  the  end  it  is  only  with  the  active  co-operation  of  millions  and  millions  of 

people — people  who  understand  the  need  to  restore  the  balance  of  nature 

before  it  is  too  late,  people  who  are  ready  to  change  their  customs  and 

habits  in  what  they  buy  and  what  they  do — that  we  shall  overcome  one  of 

the  greatest  challenges  which  life  on  Earth  has  yet  faced. 

No  generation  has  a   freehold  on  this  Earth.  .\11  we  have  is  a   life 

tenancy — with  a   full  repairing  lease.  M   A   R   (;  .\  R   F.  r   1'  1 1 A   rc;  i   l   F.  R 
10  Downing  Street,  London  .VM7.-1 2AA 

pears  ago... 

‘INCREASE  AND  DECRE.ASE  IN  SUMMER  RESIDENTS.  Rf.porton  the  1913  Inqciry. 

Red-backed  Shrike  .   .   .   there  can  be  no  reasonable  doubt  that  it  is  decreasing  .   .   .   The 

Spoited  Ei.YCATCHER  .   .   .   appears  to  be  holding  its  own  almost  evervAvhere  .   .   .   The 

ChiffchaeE  .   .   .   appears  to  be  maintaining  its  position  without  difficulty  .   .   .   The  Wiu.ow- 

\V ARBI. F.R  ...  is  holding  its  own  in  all  parts  of  the  country  ...  1   HE  \\  HINCH.AT  ...  is  steadily 

decreasing  and  seems  to  be  almost  extinct  in  localities  in  which  it  was  comparatively 

common  a   few  years  ago  .   .   .   The  Redstart  ...  is  decreasing  e\erywhere  .   .   .   The 

■NightinCi.m.e  .   .   .   seems  to  have  some  difficulty  in  holding  its  own  .   . .   The  W   ryneck  . . .   there 

is  strong  evidence,  negative  as  well  as  positive,  to  prove  that  this  species  has  been  and  is 

decreasing.’  (Brit.  Birds  8:  106-1 10,  October  1914) 



Little  Bitterns  breeding  in 
South  Yorkshire 

Andrew  M.  Allport  and  David  Carroll 

The  Little  Bittern  Ixobrychus  minutus  occurs  in  Africa,  Europe,  Asia  and 
Australia.  It  is  a   summer  visitor  to  Europe,  where  it  breeds  locally 

throughout  central,  southern  and  eastern  Europe,  but  is  absent  from 

Scandinavia  and  Britain  and  Ireland  (Cramp  &   Simmons  1977).  It  is  an 

accidental  of  almost  annual  occurrence  in  Britain  and  Ireland,  with  140 

records  in  the  27  years  1958-84,  mainly  in  the  south  of  England  and  East 

Anglia,  with  70%  of  all  spring  vagrants  being  south  of  a   line  from  The 

Wash  to  the  mouth  of  the  Severn.  Individuals  (including  ‘barking’  males) 
and  apparent  pairs  also  summered  during  that  time.  Pairs  were  present  in 

Somerset  during  June-August  1958  (Pyman  1960),  in  Huntingdonshire  in 

June-July  1960  (Pyman  1961),  and  elsewhere  in  1979  and  1980  (Sharrock 

et  al.  1981,  1982),  and  males  stayed  for  six  weeks  in  Somerset  in  June-July 

1970  (Smith  et  al.  1971)  and  perhaps  from  June  to  August  in  West 

Glamorgan  in  1976  (O’Sullivan  et  al.  1977).  Occasional  breeding  was 
strongly  suspected  in  East  Anglia  in  the  nineteenth  century  and  in  Kent  in 

1947,  and  doubtfully  occurred  in  Surrey  in  1956  (Parslow  1973),  but,  until 
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the  events  described  in  this  paper,  there  was  no  definite  record  of  breeding 
in  Britain  and  Ireland.  By  1977,  there  were  only  six  records  of  Little 
Bitterns  in  Yorkshire  this  century.  Four  of  these  occurrences  were  in 
autumn,  and  one  in  winter;  the  sixth  record  concerned  a   male  at  Hornsea 

Mere  from  29th  May  to  11th  June  1977,  and  this  was  the  last  Yorkshire 

record  prior  to  1984  (Mather  1986).  In  view  of  past  records,  therefore,  it 
was  most  unexpected  that  this  species  should  first  be  proved  breeding  in 
northern  England. 

In  1984,  a   pair  of  Little  Bitterns  arrived  at  Potteric  Carr,  a   140-ha  nature 

reserve  in  South  Yorkshire.  From  11th  June,  when  the  male  was 

discovered  by  R.  P.  Lambe  and  later  seen  by  S.  Boyes,  the  site  was  closely 

watched.  By  late  July,  successful  breeding  was  confirmed. 

Study  method 

Observations  made  by  AM  A,  Yorkshire  Wildlife  Trust  warden  at  the  time, 

varied  from  three-quarters  of  an  hour  to  six  hours  per  day.  This  took  place 
on  27  out  of  the  67  days  on  which  the  Little  Bitterns  were  known  to  be 

present.  Fhe  total  of  about  80  hours  of  watching  provided  most  of  the 

observations  described  in  this  paper.  ,\  number  of  other  observers 

contributed  details  on  the  frequency  of  sightings,  and  records  for  those 

days  when  the  warden  was  not  in  attendance. 

Nest  site 

The  nest  site  was  well  hidden,  in  the  middle  of  a   small,  secluded  area  of 

common  reed  Bhragmites  australis  standing  in  water  approximately  30  cm 

deep.  On  one  occasion,  the  male  was  seen  carrying  a   reed  stem.  The  nest 

was  some  12  m   from  the  edge  of  Low  Fillers  Marsh,  which  covers  an  area  of 

13  ha.  Habitat  surrounding  the  site  includes  mixed  reed-fen,  open  water 

and  w'illow-carr  Salix.  This  is  criss-crossed  by  drier  areas,  with  some  scrub- 
invaded  railway  embankments  and  areas  of  woodland,  predominantly 
birch  Betula. 

Observations 

The  male  was  seen  frequently  in  flight,  often  ever\-  half  hour  or  so  for  the 

first  few  days.  .At  this  time,  he  inhabited  many  different  areas  of  the  reed- 
fen  around  the  nest  site,  and  occasionally  visited  adjoining  areas  of  water 

and  reedbed.  He  soon  established  a   routine.  From  about  20th  June 

onwards,  he  would  most  often  be  seen  in  the  morning,  flying  370  m   from 

his  regular  feeding  area  alongside  a   ditch,  to  the  reedbed  nest  site. 

Observ  ations  indicated  that  there  w   as  a   fairly  large  population  of  common 

frogs  Raua  temporaria  and  common  toads  Bufo  bufo  in  the  surrounding 

marshes.  The  male  Little  Bittern  was  seen  to  take  amphibians  on  several 

occasions,  but  smaller  food  items  could  not  be  identified. 

The  female  may  have  arrived  wTth  the  male,  but  she  was  not  seen  until 

15th  June,  and  was  much  less  frequently  observed.  Moreover,  throughout 

late  June  and  earlyjuly,  the  female  was  not  seen  for  several  days  at  a   time. 

She  was  most  often  seen  in  the  early  morning  and  evening,  but  generally 

did  not  fly  far  from  the  nest  site.  Feeding  often  took  place  some  20-30  m 
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away  from  the  nest.  She  was  markedly  more  crepuscular  and  secretive  in 

behaviour  than  the  male.  Both  adult  Little  Bitterns  were  normally  ver)' 

quiet,  and  only  on  veiy  few  occasions  were  calls  heard  from  either 

individual.  On  17th  June,  the  male  was  heard  during  late  evening,  uttering 

a   bark-like  croaking.  This  was  heard  intermittently  for  a   period  of  30 

minutes  while  the  bird  remained  concealed.  The  only  other  call  made  by 

the  adults  was  when  signalling  the  juveniles  to  be  fed,  and  is  described 
later. 

While  it  was  difficult  to  establish  unquestionable  conclusions  from  the 

discontinuous  observations  and  limited  data  collected,  the  following 

impression  was  formed  from  the  frequency  and  timing  of  nest-site  visits.  It 

was  evident  that  the  majority  of  the  incubation  was  carried  out  by  the 

female.  The  male  seemingly  incubated  the  eggs  only  for  relatively  short 

periods;  the  activity  of  both  parents  indicated  probable  male  incubating 

times  from  30  minutes  to  three  hours,  and  appeared  to  occur  in  the 

middle  of  the  day  or  in  the  evening. 

From  9th  July  onwards,  there  was  a   considerable  increase  in  sightings 

and  nest-site  visits  by  both  adults.  It  is  likely  that  this  was  the  period  when 

the  juveniles  were  becoming  increasingly  demanding  of  the  parents,  as 

they  rapidly  developed.  Indeed,  juvenile  begging  calls  could  be  heard  on 

18th  July,  and  subsequently  on  most  occasions  when  a   parent  bird 

approached.  The  male  appeared  to  carry  out  most  of  the  feeding  of  the 

young.  Observations  indicated  that  he  fed  the  juveniles  as  many  as  ten 

times  more  frequently  than  the  female  in  the  early  part  of  their 

development. 

The  juveniles  seemed  not  to  foray  from  the  nest  for  some  time,  and  in 

fact  were  not  seen  near  the  edge  of  the  nest-site  reedbed  until  26th  July.  y\t 

this  stage,  they  were  evidently  still  quite  dependent  on  their  parents,  and 

retained  vary  ing  amounts  of  down  on  crown,  nape  and  mantle. 

By  26th  July,  the  feeding  rate  had  increased,  with  intervals  between 

feeds  vary  ing  from  five  to  30  minutes.  Lulls  occurred  around  midday/early 

afternoon,  when  two  hours  could  elapse  without  any  sign  of  feeding.  Over 

the  two  weeks  or  so  prior  to  their  dispersal,  feeding  increasingly  followed  a 

predictable  pattern.  An  adult  would  often  settle  on  a   dead  branch  out  in 

the  open,  a   few  metres  away  from  a   juvenile.  It  would  call,  uttering  a   soft 

‘quer  .   .   .   quer’,  whereupon  one  or  two  of  the  young  birds  would  fly  to  the 

adult  while  giving  a   raucous  ‘kraar  .   .   .   kraar’,  recalling  a   crow  Conms. 
Upon  alighting,  they  flapped  their  wings  vigorously,  with  undenving- 

coverts  flashing  white.  One  young  would  then  grab  hold  of  the  adult’s  bill 
at  its  base,  and  pull  downwards  until  food  was  regurgitated  directly  into 

the  juvenile’s  throat. 
A   number  of  interspecific  encounters  were  noted  during  the  Little 

Bitterns’  stay.  Virtually  all  involved  the  resident  colony  of  Black-headed 
Gulls  Larus  ridUmndus.  Adult  encounters  were  generally  of  an  aggressive 

nature.  When  approached  by  a   Black-headed  Gull,  and  on  one  occasion 

by  a   Carrion  Crow  Conms  corone,  the  male  Little  Bittern’s  crown  and 
mantle  feathers  were  raised  in  threatening  posture.  When  mobbed,  he 

would  strike  upwards  with  his  bill  partially  open.  In  comjiarison,  on  the 
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two  known  occasions  when  juveniles  received  this  mobbing,  thev  adopted 

a   typical  ‘bittern-stance’,  witb  cbest  feathers  ruflled  and  bill  pointing 
skywards.  In  one  instance,  while  exhibiting  this  ‘concealment’  posture, 
the  juvenile  was  perched  conspicuously  on  a   dead  branch  in  open  water. 

■\s  no  specific  obseiAations  supplied  egg-laying  or  hatching  dates,  the 
incubeition  and  fledging  periods  are  conjectural.  If  we  assume  that  the 

advertising  calls  of  the  male  on  17th  June  were  prior  to  the  full  clutch 

being  laid,  and  that  the  juveniles  fledged  fully  around  5th  .\ugust,  the 
periods  of  incubation  and  fledging  would  be  consistent  with  recent 

literature.  Clramp  &   Simmons  (1977),  for  example,  gave  incubation  at  17- 

19  days,  and  fledging  at  25-30  days.  They  also  suggested  that  juveniles 
become  independent  at  or  soon  after  fledging.  Obserxations  at  Potteric 

Ciirr  showed,  however,  that  the  young  were  certainly  dependent  on  the 

adults  for  several  days  after  fledging.  They  continued  to  be  fed  by  the 

parents  until  at  least  two  days  before  their  apparent  dispersal  from  the 
area. 

.\t  least  three  juveniles  fledged,  one  of  which  was,  when  last  seen,  still 

significantly  smaller  than  the  other  two.  It  had  paler  plumage  and  was  less 

developed,  with  considerable  amounts  of  down  across  the  crown  and 

nape.  Some  diflWence  in  rates  of  development  are  to  be  expected,  of 

course,  owing  to  asynchronous  hatching.  Phis  smaller  juvenile  was  last 

seen  on  11th  August,  the  day  after  the  others  had  apparently  dispersed. 

The  last  Little  Bittern  to  be  seen  was  the  male,  on  16th  .\ugust. 

Possible  difliculties  in  separating  female  and  juvenile  plumages  may 

have  contributed  towards  uncertainty  about  the  exact  number  of  young 

reared.  This  is  obvious  from  records  already  published.  Mather  (1986) 

stated  that  three  fledged  juveniles  were  present,  and  this  is  the  considered 

opinion  of  the  finders  and  of  .\M.\.  Lour  young  are  claimed  by  some 

observers  whose  records  appear  in  the  1984  ornithological  reports  of  the 

5’orkshire  Naturalists’  L’nion  and  the  Doncaster  and  District  Ornithologi- 

cal Societ)’;  Rhodes  (1988)  accepted  the  latter  records  of  four  young  birds. 

Subsequent  records 

For  the  second  successive  year,  a   male  and  female  Little  Bittern  occurred 

at  Potteric  Carr,  but  they  did  not  breed.  The  male  was  present  from  19th 

May  to  5th  June  1985  and  the  female  (possibly  immature)  from  21st  to 

27th  May  1985  (Rhodes  1988).  In  contrast  to  the  warm,  settled  weather  of 

spring  1984,  the  cold  and  wet  conditions  in  1985  may  have  contributed  to 

their  disappearance. 
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Summary 

.\  pair  of  Little  Bitterns  Ixobrychus  minutus  reared  at  least  three  young  at  Potteric  Carr,  .South 

\   orkshire,  in  1984:  the  first  confimied  breeding  by  this  species  in  Britain  and  Ireland. 

.\spects  of  the  breeding  behaviour  are  described,  based  on  about  80  hours  of  observations 

between  11th  June  and  16th  .\ugust. 
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Notes 
Male  King  Eider  displaying  to  Eiders  The  note  on  a 

male  Red-breasted  Merganser  Mergus  serrator  displaying 

to  a   party  of  Goosanders  M.  merganser  {Brit.  Birds  79:  89) 

prompts  the  following.  In  the  evening  of  23rd  May  1986, 

while  watching  200-300  Eiders  Somateria  mollissima  feeding 

and  displaying  at  the  mouth  of  the  River  Ythan, 

Aberdeenshire,  I   noticed  that  one  group  of  eight  males 

included  a   male  King  Eider  S.  spectabilis.  The  male  Eiders 

performed  their  variety  of  display  movements,  including 

throwing  head  back,  neck-stretching,  holding  neck  stiffly 

vertical,  then  bending  forward  low  over  the  water  in  reaching-display,  and 

upright  wing-flapping;  the  King  Eider  repeatedly  made  the  same 

movements  and  acted  entirely  as  one  of  the  group,  competing  for  the 

attention  of  several  nearby  female  Eiders,  while  the  male  Eiders  appeared 

completely  to  accept  the  King  Eider.  It  is  of  interest  to  note  that  mixed 

pairs  of  Eider  and  King  Eider,  occasionally  resulting  in  hybrid  offspring, 

have  been  recorded  in  Iceland  {Brit.  Birds  70:  107-113). 
Kenneth  M.  Greig 

7   King  Edward  Road,  Christ’s  Hospital,  Horsham,  West  Sussex  RHI3  7ND 

Yorkshire  DN5  8IJI 
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Ring-billed  Gull  displaying  to  Common  Gull  On  17th  Februar*)'  1986, 
at  Newcastle  upon  lyne  General  Hospital,  "Fyne  &   Wear,  1   watched  a 
second-year  Ring-hilled  (lull  Lams  delawarensis  with  three  Black-headed 
(iulls  L.  ridibundus  on  the  top  of  a   building  some  30  m   away.  After  30 
minutes,  an  adult  Common  Gull  L.  canus  flew  in  and  landed  about  60  cm 

from  the  Ring-hilled  (iull:  both  gulls  immediately  adopted  the  ‘salute’ 
(Upright)  courtship  posture,  stretching  their  necks  until  the  bills  pointed 
straight  up;  they  then  stretched  into  the  diagonal  posture.  This  was 
repeated  for  four  minutes,  until  the  Common  Gull  flew  off. 

Brian  Ci.aspfr 

1   Qiieens  Drive,  Sedgejield,  Co.  Durham 

Adult  Ring-billed  Gulls  have  pre\iously  been  recorded  displaying  intraspecificallv  in 
Britain  {Ihit.  liirds  11:  208;  79:  42),  and,  in  the  second  instance,  uttered  threat  calls  to 

approaching  Goinmon  (iulls.  Although  there  are  few  records  of  one  species  displaying  to 

another,  it  is  not  surprising  that  a   Ring-hilled  (iull  should,  in  the  absence  of  members  of  its 

own  species,  display  to  a   Ciommon  Gull.  Kl)S. 

294.  Second-year  Ring-billed  Gull  Imtus  delawarensis  displaying  to  adult  Gommon  (iull  L. 

canus,  Tyne  &   Wear,  February  1986  {Brian  Clasper) 

Fighting  between  Grey  Wagtail  and  Goldfinch  At  16.00  G.M  I   on  8th 

October  1986,  near  West  Bagborough,  Taunton,  Somerset,  I   saw  two 

Grey  Wagtails  Alotacilla  cinerea  feeding  near  a   shallow  pond.  Five 

Goldfinches  Carduelis  carduelis  landed  to  feed  below  a   nearby  hedge,  and 

soon  one  of  them  flew  to  the  edge  of  the  pond  and  started  drinking. 

Almost  at  once,  one  wagtail  attacked  the  finch,  and  the  two  became 

locked  together  by  their  feet.  Pecking  vigorously,  the  struggling  pair  fell 

on  their  sides  on  the  mud,  and  continued  fighting  for  seven  or  eight 

seconds.  The  combatants  then  separated;  the  Goldfinch  flew  off  and  the 

Grey  Wagtail  resumed  feeding.  The  Goldfinch  surprised  me  by  its 

fierce  defence  against  the  larger  aggressor.  A.  P.  Radford 

Crossways  Cottage,  West  Bagborough,  Taunton,  Somerset  TA4  3EG 

House  Sparrows  eating  lichen  At  about  12.30  GMT  on  26th  January- 
1985,  at  Blyborough  Grange,  near  Gainsborough,  Lincolnshire,  I   was 

watching  a   male  and  four  female  House  Sparrows  Passer  domesticus 

sunbathing  on  a   lichen-covered  concrete  ledge  above  a   garage  door  when 
two  of  the  females  were  seen  to  peck  at  and  swallow  small  pieces  of  the 
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lichen  Xonthoria  parietina.  On  later  examination,  1   found  no  insect 

infestation  or  any  other  small  animals  on  or  under  the  lichen. 

I.  R.  Harh.fv 

Homefield,  Snitterby  Road,  Waddingham,  Gainsborough,  Lincolnshire 

Letters 

Identification  of  Pechora  Pipit  The  excellent  paper  on  ‘Field  identifica- 

tion of  Pechora  Pipit’  Anthus  gustavi  {Brit.  Birds  81;  452-463),  by  C.  I).  R. 
Heard  and  G.  Walbridge,  has  clarified  the  field  characters  of  a   potentially 

confusing  species. 

It  may  be  useful,  however,  to  highlight  what  seems  to  be  a   slight 

discrepancy  between  the  text  and  the  photographs  in  the  article.  4   he  loral 

streak,  or  front  part  of  the  eye-stripe,  is  stated  to  be  dark  and  well  defined 

on  Pechora  Pipit  as  opposed  to  the  bare-faced,  clear  lores  of  Red-throated 

Pipit  A.  ceivinus.  44ie  photographs  of  Pechora  Pipit,  however,  all  of  which 

were  taken  in  May  and  are  presumably  of  adult-plumaged  birds,  appear  to 

show  individuals  with  plain  lores  and,  at  most,  a   short  thin  streak 

immediately  before  the  eye,  which  would  probably  not  be  obvious  in  the 

field.  The  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory  Report  for  1976  includes  a   photograph  of  a 

Pechora  Pipit  taken  in  September  (presumably  a   first-autumn  bird),  and 
this  individual  does  show  a   well-defined,  dark  loral  streak  from  the  eye 

almost  to  the  base  of  the  bill,  so  it  may  be  that  the  presence  of  a   loral 

streak  is  age-related.  H .   P   A(;E 

11  Ashley  Court,  Finningley,  Doncaster,  South  Yorkshire  D\9  3R.A 

Are  Lesser  Whitethroats  associated  with  oaks?  By  the  time  Lesser 

Whitethroats  Sylvia  curruca  arrive,  blackthorns  Bmnus  spinosa  in  their  nesting 

habitat  have  finished  flowering  and  are  relatively  free  of  invertebrates.  1 

have  recently  noticed  that,  within  their  territory'.  Lesser  VVhitethroat  song 
can  often  be  heard  coming  from  an  oak  Quercus,  where  numerous  insects 

are  attracted  to  the  catkins.  I   have  found  oaks  to  be  present  in  all 

territories  examined  and  wonder  whether  they  are  a   prerequisite  for  the 

species.  P-  L   Morris 

Caughall  Farmhouse  Cottage,  Caughall  Road,  Upton-by-Chester,  Cheshire  CH2  II.Q 

John  Marchani,  team  leader  of  the  B   TO’s  C’.ensiis  Unit,  has  commented;  'Since  19(i2, 
more  than  70  Lesser  VVhitethroat  territories,  along  witli  the  habitats  they  do  and  do  not 

occupy,  have  been  mapped  annually  on  farmland  by  contributors  to  the  Common  Birds 

Census.  I’he  territories  are  often  remarkably  large,  sometimes  containing  over  1   km  of 
hedge,  and  some  certainly  lack  oak  trees.  NO  full  investigation  has  yet  been  made  ol 

Lesser  VVhitethroat  habitat  selection.  It  is  my  impression,  however,  that  variety  of  tree 

and  shrub  species  and  a   large  volume  of  foliage  are  likely  to  be  important,  but  that  the 

presence  of  particular  species  is  probably  not.’  Ll)s 
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KtiVirr  5th-15th  .April  1990  David  Fisher  &   Mike  Everett 

Nkw  Zf.aI.ANI)  16th  November- 1st  December  1990  David  Fisher  &   Tim  Sharrock 

In  each  case,  the  aim  will  be  to  ensure  that  all  participants  enjoy  the  trip:  what  the  country 

has  to  offer  as  well  as  the  special  birds — the  unique  .Asiatic  experiences  of  Thailand,  the 

historic  aspects  of  Egypt,  and  the  scenic  wonders  of  New  Zealand,  as  well  as  Siberian 

Ruby-throats  Luscinia  calliope,  Senegal  Coucals  Centropus  .senegalensis  and  Wrybills  Anarlnnchus 

frontalis. 

For  more  details  or  to  make  a   provisional  booking,  write  or  telephone  to  David  Fisher  or 

Jennifer  Fhomas,  Sunbird,  PO  Box  76,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  SGI9  IDF;  telephone  Sandy  (0767) 
82969. 
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The  ‘British  Birds’ 
Best  Bird 
Book  of  the  Year 

Fior  the  benefit  of  those  who  may  wish  to  acquire  (or  give  as  a   present) just  one  of  the  many  bird  books  published  each  year,  British  Birds  selects 

annually  its  choice  of  the  ‘Best  Bird  Book  of  the  Year’  from  those  reviewed 
in  the  journal  during  the  previous  12  months.  The  winner  may,  in  one 

year,  be  an  important,  erudite  scientific  treatise  and,  in  another,  a   lighter, 

less  academic  work,  but  it  will  always  be  reliable,  well  produced  and 

thoroughly  worthy  of  inclusion  in  any  birdwatcher’s  library. 
Our  choice  for  Best  Bird  Book  of  1989  is 

Owls  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere.  By  Karel  Voous. 

Illustrated  by  Ad  Cameron.  Collins.  £45.00.  (Review:  Brit. 

Birds  82:  423) 

Two  other  books  were  very  close  contenders  this  year.  The  collabora- 

tion between  Macmillan  and  British  Birds  over  ‘The  Macmillan  Field 

Guide  to  Bird  Identification’  by  Alan  Harris,  Laurel  Tucker  and  Keith 
Vinicombe  (members  of  the  British  Birds  Identification  Notes  Panel  acted 

as  consultants  and  examined  all  the  texts  and  illustrations)  would  clearly 

lay  us  open  to  criticism  if  this  book  were  selected  for  this  award,  but, 

despite  that  risk,  it  could  not  be  denied  second  place  (see  review:  Brit.  Birds 

82:421). 

There  was  also  no  doubt  that  ‘Birds  in  Ireland’  by  Clive  D.  Hutchinson 
(T.  &   A.  D.  Poyser)  was  in  the  top  league  of  bird  books,  and  it  achieved 

third  place  (see  review:  Brit.  Birds  82:  422). 

Reviews 
The  Birds  of  Egypt.  Edited  by  Steven  M.  Goodman  and  Peter  L. 

Meininger.  Oxford  University  Press,  Oxford,  1989.  551  pages;  6   colour 

plates;  17  black-and-white  plates;  126  maps.  £70.00. 

Today  s   bird-book  reviewer  has  one  constant  moan — that  the  prices  of  books  seem  so 

enormous.  1   cannot  help  saying  that  this  is  the  case  here,  which  is  a   great  pity,  since  I 

consider  this  book  to  be  excellent  in  all  other  respects.  There  has  been  nothing 

comprehensive  on  this  particular  subject  since  Meinertzhagen  wrote  NkoU's  Birds  of  Eirypl 
nearly  60  years  ago,  so  this  new  and  long-awaited  work  is  an  important  publication;  it  is  also 
undoubtedly  a   major  contribution  to  the  ornithological  literature  of  North  .MVica  and  the 
Middle  East. 

It  certainly  has  a   nice  ‘feel’  to  it,  and  a   good  appearance.  'The  layout  is  superb,  the  text  is 
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clear,  and  the  maps,  in  particular,  are  of  a   ver\'  hiffh  standard.  I   like  the  hlack-and-white 

photographs  which  illustrate  the  introductor\-  chapters,  but,  while  I   cjuite  like  them  as 
pictures,  I   am  not  sure  why  the  six  colour  plates  have  been  included  in  a   work  of  this  kind. 

1   he  first  100  or  so  pages  form  a   general  but  wide-ranging  introduction  to  the  main  part  of 
the  hook  and  make  absorbing  reading — not  least  because  thev  are  so  well  written.  .\  small 
and  admittedly  personal  cjuihhie  is  that  relatively  little  is  said  about  the  extraordinarv  record 

of  the  country' s   birds  left  to  us  by  the  .\ncient  Kgyptians;  otherwise,  the  short  historical 
survey  of  Kgyptian  ornithology  (mainly  ‘Alter  Meinertzhagen’)  is  very'  useful,  especially  since 
it  is  augmented  by  no  feyver  than  27  pages  of  bibliography.  The  chapters  on  the  countr\’’s 
geography  and  on  hoyv  birds  have  reacted  to  environmental  changes  in  Kgy  pt  are  first  class, 
and  there  are  interesting  short  accounts  on  bird  conservation  and  bird  hunting. 

Most  of  the  book  comprises  the  species  accounts,  yvritten,  where  appropriate,  on  a   region- 

hy-region  basis,  yvith  detailed  maps  for  breeding  species  and  a   number  of  others  illustrating 

aspects  of  migration.  Having  recently  had  to  yvade  (‘paddle  comfortably’  savs  it  better) 
through  about  150  of  these  accounts  yvhile  compiling  a   report  on  a   recent  visit  to  Kgy  pt,  1   can 

testify  to  the  book’s  thoroughness  and  to  the  general  excellence  of  each  entry  .   .Some  nit- 
pickers  yvill  no  doubt  grumble  about  one  or  two  of  the  taxonomic  treatments  employed 

(resulting,  for  instance,  in  no  accepted  records  of  ‘Herring  Gull’  for  Kgypt:  the  birds 
occurring  there  are  all  named  I-ants  cachinnans)  and  others  may  yvell  knoyv  of  infonnation 
yvhich  has  not  been  included  (that  is  either  their  fault  for  not  letting  the  authors  knoyv  or,  as 

in  my  oyvn  case,  because  it  came  too  late  to  he  included).  If  the  book  is  very  slightly  out-of- 

date  in  a   feyy  details,  it  hardly  matters. 

What  is  important  is  that,  at  last,  yve  have  a   detailed  and  reliable  information  base  from 

yvhich  to  yvork:  the  Kditors  and  their  ]irincipal  collaborators,  Sherif  .M.  Haha  el  Din,  Joseph  J. 

Hobbs  and  W’im  G.  Mullie,  deserve  both  our  thanks  and  our  praise  for  their  efforts.  They 
have  not  lost  the  opportunity  to  point  out  that  much  remains  to  be  discovered  about  the 

birds  of  Kg)  pt.  British  birders  could  certainly  contribute  to  future  yvork:  it  does  seem  a   pity 

that  so  many  have  rather  tended  to  ignore  Kgy  pt  in  recent  years  in  favour  of  other  Middle 
Kast  locales.  M   I K   K   K   \   K   R   K   i   t 

Birds  and  Berries:  a   study  of  ecological  interaction.  By  Barbara  and 

David  Snow.  f.  &   A.  1).  Poyser,  Calton,  1988.  268  pages;  46  line- 
drawings.  £16.00. 

I   his  fine  book  strikes  a   timely  and  yvelcome  blow  for  the  science  of  field  ornithology-  by 
amateurs  in  Britain.  It  comes  at  a   point  when  so  much  energy  is  being  devoted  either  toyvards 

chasing  around  the  country  tyvitching  or  taking  part  in  mass  organised  surveys,  all  requiring 

relatively  little  original  thought.  Here,  tyvo  amateur  (if  exceptional?)  birdyvatchers  have 

taken  a   relatively  little-studied  subject,  'birds  and  berries’,  spent  some  2,0(X)  hours  patiently 
observ  ing  in  the  field,  searched  through  the  scanty  British  literature,  and  combined  with  one 

of  our  foremost  publishers  to  produce  a   volume  that  yvill  be  read  and  referred  to  by  both 
birdyvatchers  and  botanists  for  decades  to  come. 

The  last  20  years  have  seen  a   considerable  upsurge  in  the  study  of  fruit-eating  and  seed 

dispersal  by  animals,  especially  birds.  .Most  of  the  research  has  been  undertaken  in  the 

tropics,  yvhere  David  and  Barbara  Snovv  have  contributed,  firstly  in  Trinidad,  latterly  in 

South  .America.  But  in  Kurope,  yvith  the  exception  of  southern  Spain,  this  ecologically 

important  subject  has  strangely  been  neglected.  The  Snoyvs  have  now  helped  to  plug  this  gap 

in  our  knoyvledge  through  the  findings  of  an  intensive  ‘sit,  yvait,  yvatch.  record  and  interpret’ 
study  undertaken  in  an  area  of  central  southern  Kngland  embracing  much  of  the  Chiltems 

and  A’ale  of  .Aylesbury ,   and  covering  yvoodland  reserves  and  fannland  as  yvell  as  gardens.  The 
study  relies  almost  exclusively  upon  direct  observations  of  selected  trees  and  shrubs,  and 

little  use  of  faeces  or  regurgitated  seeds,  leading  to  potential  biases.  These,  and  the  limited 

nature  of  the  study  plot,  are  accounted  for  in  the  narrative. 

The  book  emphasises  strikingly  hovv  the  relationship  betyveen  birds  and  berries  is  far  more 

complicated  and  interesting  than  the  generally  portrayed  mutually  advantageous  picture  of 

‘you  eat  my  fruits.  I'll  spread  your  seeds’ — food  in  return  for  help  yvith  dispersal.  Part  one  of 
the  book  covers  the  range  of  trees  and  other  plants  to  be  found,  and  yvill  be  helpful  to  the 

conservationist.  The  second  section  deals  yvith  the  birds  which  fed,  attempted  to  feed,  or 

prevented  other  species  from  feeding  on  fruits.  We  learn  yvhich  of  our  British  birds  come  into 
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the  category'  of  regular  dispersers,  the  pirate  exploiters,  pulp-predators  and  seed-predators 

that  feed  at  the  plant’s  expense.  The  book  certainly  stimulates  one  to  look  more  carefully  at 

the  behaviour  of  birds  when  out  in  the  field.  I'he  study  does  not  claim  to  be  comprehensive, 

and  I   can  see  the  scope  for  a   spate  of  short  notes  from  diary  records,  plus  fieldwork  hopefully 

in  other  parts  of  Britain. 

The  book  is  beautifully  enlivened  by  John  Busby’s  rapidly  drawn  angular  sketches,  which 

convey  action,  plus  an  excellent  colour  jacket  show’ing  a   voracious  Blackcap.  Some  colour 

plates  helping  to  identify  the  wide  array  of  fruits  described  would  have  been  helpful  to  most 

readers.  But,  then,  this  modestly  priced  book  (by  today’s  standards)  may  have  been  beyond 

the  resources  of  many  young  inquisitive  birdwatchers,  in  whose,  hands  it  deser\'es  to 

be  '   '   D.avid  Gi.uf. 

News  and  comment 

Robin  Prytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

Duich  Moss  latest  I'he  NCC  has  at  last 
been  able  to  put  the  final  seal  of  safety  on 

the  future  of  Duich  Moss  peat  bog  on  Islay. 

Not  only  has  the  Moss  been  declared  a 

National  Nature  Reser\e,  but  money  will 

also  be  spent  to  repair  damage  caused  by 

peat  extraction.  As  part  of  the  agreement. 
United  Malt  and  Grain  Distillers  Ltd  will 

surrender  its  rights  to  extract  peat  from 

Duich  Moss  in  return  for  rights  to  extract 

peat  from  a   nearby  site  at  Castlehill.  So,  the 

future  of  whisky  production  is  assured  and, 

more  importantly  for  some,  Duich  Moss  is 

saved  for  the  Greenland  White-fronted 

Geese  Anser  albifrom  Jlavirostris  and  much 

more  besides. 

Kenfig  now  a   NNR  Kenfig  Pool,  Mid 

Glamorgan,  and  its  surrounding  dunes  are 

well  known  by  birdwatchers  because  of  some 

notable  rarities  in  recent  years.  It  is  also 

regularly  visited  by  local  birdwatchers  for 

more  general  watching.  It  is,  however,  pri- 

marily of  importance  for  its  botanical  in- 
terest as  well  as  for  wintering  wildfowl.  A 

Local  Nature  Reserve  since  1978,  it  has  now 

been  declared  by  the  NCC  as  the  Kenfig 
National  Nature  Reserve. 

Threat  to  Spanish  wetland  I'he  Marismas 
de  Santona  are  an  extensive  area  of  tidal 

mudflats  and  wet  meadows  at  Santona,  on 

Spain’s  Biscay  coast,  between  Santander 
and  Bilbao.  They  comprise  a   major  staging- 

post  for  thousands  of  waders,  and  also  a 

significant  number  of  Spoonbills  Platalea 

leucorodia,  and  are  one  of  the  few  major 

wetlands  of  the  region.  Parts  of  the  mudflats 

are  under  threat  since  a   new  (and  non- 

essential)  access  road  to  the  peninsula  has 

been  started,  cutting  off  an  extensive  area 

completely  from  the  sea.  The  matter  was 

referred  by  the  Spanish  Ornithological  Soci- 

ety to  the  EEC  Commission,  who  decreed  a 

stay  of  execution  of  the  works.  These  in- 

structions were  ignored  by  the  local  admi- 
nistration, and  work  was  proceeding  apace 

when  1   visited  the  site  on  7th  .'\pril  this  year. 

Local  ornithologists  would  be  grateful  if 

interested  persons  would  write  to  the  of- 
ficials involved,  urging  that  the  work  be 

abandoned  and  that  the  conservation  value 

of  Santona  be  recognised.  Write  to:  Excmo. 

Sr  D.  Juan  Hormaechea  Cazon,  Presidente, 

Diputacion  Regional  de  Cantabria,  Casi- 
miro  Sainz  4,  39071,  Santander,  Spain.  A 

similar  request  on  behalf  of  the  Los  Lances 

beach  at  Tarifa  (Bril.  Birds  81:  83)  was  highly 

successful,  and  that  area  is  now  an  ornitho- 

logical reserve,  so  please  do  send  a   short 

note.  (Contributed  by  Ernest  Garcia) 

Happy  birthday,  Eric!  With  wit,  humour, 

skill  and  energy  to  shame  many  a   younger 

man,  Eric  Hosking  reaches  his  80th  birthday 

on  2nd  October.  A   great  friend  of  BB,  and 

held  in  alTection  by  all  who  know  him,  Eric’s 
name  is  known  and  respected  worldwide  by 

all  those  thousands  of  people  who  have 

enjoyed  the  results  of  his  trail-blazing 

photographic  mastery.  Many  happy  returns! 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
What  did  James  Robertson  Justice  give?  The 

answer’s  in  the  book  (and  also  on  page  454). 
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295.  ‘Clhri.su  luircli  Cho^gers’,  winiu'rs  of  the  1989  Counhy  l.ifelKS'SV.  Hirciwatch:  left  to  riijhl, 

John  Hall,  Marlin  Reid  (team  leader),  Paul  Slanclifle  (with  ’scope)  and  Dave  Smith  (David Tomlinson) 

New  24-hour  birdwatch  record  Phis  year’s 
Connin’  /.//e/RSNC  County  Birdwatch  Cham- 

pionship was  convincingly  won  by  a   team 

from  Dorset,  the  Christchurch  Choggers, 

which  recorded  158  species  in  24  hours. 

I'his  is  a   new  British  record  for  a   24-hour 
birdwatch,  and  ensured  that  the  Choggers 

won  not  only  the  Country  Life  Wigeon  IVophy 

(plus  £500)  for  the  highest  score  on  hand- 

icap (some  92.94%),  but  also  the  Collins 

Books  Publishers’  ,\ward  (worth  £500)  for 
the  highest  actual  score.  Winners  of  the 

Country  Life  Books  Trophy  (and  £300)  for  the 

highest  inland  score  on  handicap  were  the 

.Notts  Birdwatchers,  whose  1 16  species  ga\e 

them  87.87%  of  their  handicap  figure. 

The  High  Tech  Hawks  II  team,  represent- 

ing the  Shropshire  Wildlife  Trust,  used 

everything  from  a   light  aircraft  to  infra-red 

binoculars  in  their  effort.  I'hey  were  re- 
warded not  only  by  being  placed  a   satisfac- 

tory 8th,  but  also  by  winning  the  Barbour 

Trophy  (worth  £500)  for  raising  the  most  in 

sponsorship,  and  sharing,  with  the  Cam- 

bridgeshire Wildlife  Trust,  the  British  Tele- 
com .\ward  for  special  elTort. 

The  ‘BB’  team  won  no  prizes,  but  was 
placed  7th,  with  1 1 1   species  and  a   handicap 
score  of  86.7 1%. 

The  event  provided  a   lot  of  fun  and  also 

raised  an  estimated  £20,000  for  the  British 

Wildlife  .\ppeal;  it  will  be  repeated  next 

year.  (Contributed  by  David  Tottdinson) 

Ron  Hoblyn  earns  award  The  man  whose 
elTorls  allowed  thousands  of  birdwatchers  to 

see  Red-backed  Shrikes  Lanius  coUurio  has 

been  awarded  ibe  Individual  category  of  the 

RSPB/Ksso  Birds  and  Countryside  .\wards. 

Ron  Tloblyn,  a   forester  with  the  Forestry 

Commission  at  Thetford  Forest,  arranged 

the  wardening  and  viewing  facilities  at  what 

was  thought  to  be  the  last  pair  of  Red- 
backed  Shrikes  in  Britain.  But  this  has  been 

only  a   part  of  Ron’s  work,  as  he  has  been 
involved  in  protecting  Nightjars  Caprimulgus 

europaeus  and  Coshawks  Accipiter  ̂ entilis,  as 

well  as  creating  the  Thetford  bird  trail. 

Congratulations  from  all  of  us,  Ron. 

Zeiss  centenary'  celebrations  Congratula- 
tions to  the  Carl  Zeiss  Foundation,  parent 

company  of  our  Rarities  Committee  spon- 
sors, Zetss  West  Germany.  ,\  new  DM10  coin 

has  been  minted  by  the  West  German 

Government,  featuring  a   portrait  of  Carl 

Zeiss,  the  optical  pioneer,  commemorating 

the  centenary  of  his  death  and  the  subse- 

quent formation  of  the  Carl  Zeiss  Founda- 
tion. The  event  was  celebrated  in  the  UK, 

with  a   reception  in  London  in  July .   (RJC) 

BBRC  Identification  Meeting  F.ach  year, 

the  Rarities  Committee  meets  to  discuss 

policy  and  other  general  matters.  In  most 

vears,  a   further  meeting  is  held  to  research 

identification  problems  related  to  the  Com- 

mittee’s current  and  anticipated  work.  The 
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latest  such  meeting  was  held  on  1st  July 

1989  at  the  British  Museum  (Natural  His- 

tory) at  1   ring.  I'he  BBRC  is  most  grateful  to 
the  British  Museum  for  this  facility,  and  for 

allowing  a   wide  sample  of  all  relevant  skins 

to  be  available  for  study.  On  several  occa- 

sions, field  characters  were  also  clarified  by 

reference  to  slides.  Most  of  the  13  items 

covered  resulted  either  in  the  discovery  or 

confirmation  of  useful  characters  of  separa- 

tion between  species,  races  or  ages,  or  in  the 

conclusion  that  races  or  ages  of  some 

species  are  not  safely  distinguishable  in  the 

field  owing  to  the  range  of  variation  within 

each  race  or  age.  Discussion  took  place  on 

Matsudaira’s  Petrel  Oceanodroma  matsudairae 

(compared  with  'I'ristram’s  Petrel  O.  tristrami, 

Swinhoe’s  Petrel  0.  monorhis,  Markham’s 
Petrel  0.  markhami.  Black  Petrel  0.  melania, 

Ashy  I’etrel  0.  homochroa  and  dark-rumped 

Leach’s  Petrel  0.  leucorhoa).  Double-crested 
Cormorant  Phalacrocorax  auiilus  (compared 

with  Cormorant  F.  carbo).  Shag  P.  arislolelLs  of 

the  races  desmarestii  and  arislolelis,  Brent 

Goose  Branta  beniida  of  the  races  nigricans  and 

bemicla,  eclipse  male,  adult  female  and  first- 

winter  Blue-winged  Peal  Anas  discors  (com- 

pared with  equivalent  age  and  sex  of  Cinna- 

mon Peal  .4.  cymioptera),  first-summer  female 
and  adult  female  Red-footed  Falcon  Falco 

vespertinus.  Western  Sandpiper  Calidris  mauri 

(compared  with  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  C. 

pusilla),  Blyth’s  Pipit  Anlhus  godlewskii  (com- 

pared with  Richard’s  Pipit  .4.  novaeseelandiae 
and  lawny  Pipit  ,4.  campestris),  male  Black 
Redstart  Phoenicurus  ochmros  of  the  races 

phoenicuroides,  ochruros  and  gibraltariensis, 

female  Redstart  P.  phoenicurus  of  the  race 

samammcus  (compared  with  female  Black 

Redstart  of  the  race  phoenicuroides),  male 

Stonechat  Saxicola  torquata  of  the  races  stejne- 

geri  and  rnaura,  female  Spanish  Sparrow 

Passer  hispaniolensis  (compared  with  female 

House  Sparrow  P.  domeslicus  of  the  race 

italiae)  and  first-winter  and  adult  Red-eyed 
Vireo  Vireo  olivaceus.  The  skins,  slides  and 

exchanges  of  views  resulted  in  an  absorbing 

and  informatively  rewarding  day.  Phe  Com- 

mittee does  not  pretend,  however,  that  the 

problems  associated  with  the  above  have  all 

been  removed,  in  particular  those  relating 

to  the  petrels  and  the  larger  pipits.  {Contri- 
buted by  Peter  Lansdown) 

Birds  on  disc  Phose  who  are  desperate  to 

know  what  Palearctic  bird-sound  recordings 

have  been  published  since  1980  will  be 

delighted  to  know  that  the  latest  instalment 

of  the  serial  discography,  started  by  Jeffery 

Boswall  in  BB  in  1964,  has  now  been 

published  in  the  new  journal  Bioacoustics  (vol. 

I,  no.  2/3).  It  covers  the  years  1981-87, 

under  the  co-authorship  of  14on  Kettle  and 

Jeffer)-  Boswall.  Reprints  are  available  from 
Ron  Kettle,  c/o  National  Sound  Archive,  29 

Fixhibition  Road,  London  SW7  2.\S. 

NIOC  Rare  Bird  Alert  The  Northern 

Ireland  Ornithologists  Club  has  arranged  a 

telephone-answering  ser\ice  for  infonning 
birdwatchers  about  rare  birds  in  Ireland. 

The  information  will  be  on  an  answering 

machine  in  the  home  of  George  and  Pat 

Gordon,  so  the  charge  of  your  call  will  be  at 

the  normal  private  rate.  Phe  information 

will  be  updated  as  necessary’  and  you  will 

have  an  opportunit)’  to  leave  a   message  at 
the  end  of  the  recorded  announcement.  Phe 

number  is  Bangor  (0247)  467408. 

Delicious  birds  David  Brazier  has  sent  us  a 

copy  of  a   menu  which  he  devised  for  a   recent 

supper-party  given  for  members  of  the  Isle 

of \Vight  Ornithological  Group  (see  below). 

IV/OG5 
Dipper/  ̂ upp^r 

lisi 

Hisrs  DiT<T6  Roiimop 

Auk  Re  3V1  \oiii 

iri»d  Smew  Boiled  k 

bA'JA  k   OrViTrlS 

Ptum  i 

Tc<iV)ur  Sneni 

^utuitik  rcrat  OiiUMi 

init  CUu^  K 

Wrc/i  or  ZmU 

AU: 

Mwjiiv  'A4riw/ 

t 

Can  readers  suggest  any  other  items  which 

might  be  included  on  such  a   menu?  Send 

your  suggestions  to  us,  and  we  shall  publish 
a   selection  of  the  best  ones  in  a   future  issue. 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
Ansiver:  \   great  bellow  (at  Bernard  King). 
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Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  May  1989 

Seated  anticyclonic  weather  predominated  during  the  month.  For  the  first  ten  days,  the 

high-pressure  area  was  centred  over  Britain  and  Ireland  with  higher-than-average 

temperatures.  On  1 1th,  the  pressure  declined,  and  cold  unsettled  weather  arrived  from 

the  north.  By  15th,  another  anticyclone  to  the  east  became  established,  ei'entually 

bringing  a   flow  of  hot,  settled,  southeasterly  air  from  19th.  With  the  centre  of  high 

pressure  moving  across  to  the  north  and  west  after  25th,  cooler  air  again  came  in  from 
the  north. 

Raiders  from  the  east 

Although  there  were  a   number  of  extreme  rarities  during  the  month,  May 
will  be  best  remembered  for  the  influx  of  Red-footed  Falcons  Falco 

vespertinus:  the  most  impressive  since  1973.  It  shared  a   remarkable 

resemblance  to  that  year,  not  only  in  scale,  but  also  in  that  most  were 

females,  which  arrived  much  earlier  than  the  males. 

The  first  was  a   female  on  St  Mar\  ’s  (Scilly)  on  7th,  which  stayed  into 
June,  followed  by  another  on  Guernsey  on  9th,  the  first  record  for  the 
Channel  Islands.  Then,  between  12th  and  19th,  seven  more  females  were 

reported,  from  Durlston  Country  Park  (Dorset)  on  12th,  \ene  Washes 

(Cambridgeshire)  on  13th,  Wdnterton  Dunes  (Norfolk)  on  14th,  Blaxhall 

(Suffolk)  on  16th,  Redcar  (Cleveland)  on  17th,  Byker  (Northumberland) 

on  18th  and  Felixstowe  (Suffolk)  on  19th. 

Between  21st  and  30th,  up  to  16  more  were  reported,  and,  although  this 

perhaps  involved  some  duplication,  the  first  of  four  males  was  involved:  at 

Dungeness  (Kent)  on  21st.  On  the  same  day,  a   female  was  seen  on 

Guernsey,  followed  by  reports  from  Oare  (Kent)  on  22nd,  Sheringham 455 
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(Norfolk)  on  23rd,  VVinterton  and  Southwold  (Sufiolk)  both  on  24th,  St 

Osyth  (Essex)  on  25th,  Redcar  on  27th,  Flamborough  Head  (Humberside) 

on  28th,  and  Eston  Nabs  (Cleveland)  and  Spurn  (Humberside)  on  29th. 

Inland  records  during  this  second  period  included  a   pair  in  Cotswold 

Water  Park  (Wiltshire)  from  25th,  and  a   male  at  Little  Paxton 

(Cambridgeshire) (plate  296)  and  a   female  at  Chingford  (Essex),  both  on 
28th. 

Reports  continued  into  June,  including  more  from  inland  counties, 

presumably  as  some  wandered  away  from  their  coastal  landfalls. 

296.  Male  Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vespertinus,  Cambridgeshire,  June  1989  (Peter  Gasson) 

Fulmar  to  herons 

Sea  passage  was  typically  quiet,  but  a 

Fulmar  Fulrnams  gladalis  at  Hoveringham 

(Nottinghamshire)  on  27th  was  a   good 

inland  record.  More  expected  were  over- 

shooting southern  herons,  which  included 

five  Night  Herons  Nycticorax  nycticorax,  in 

East  Sussex,  Norfolk,  Suffolk,  Humberside 

and  Co.  Wexford,  and  a   Great  White  Egret 

Egretla  alba  in  Northumberland  on  8th-9th, 

with  another  or  the  same  in  West  \'orkshire 

on  lOth  (plate  297).  There  were  11  widely 

spread  Little  Egrets  E.  garzetla,  and  a   total  of 

12  Spoonbills  Platalea  leucorodia,  at  nine 

localities.  Purple  Herons  Ardea  purpurea 

appeared  in  Suffolk,  South  Yorkshire,  Co. 

\Vexford  and  on  Scilly,  the  last  area  also 

proving  attractive  for  a   Little  Bittern  Ixo- 

brychus  minutus  between  21st  and  28th.  A 

good  sequence  of  Black  Storks  Ciconia  nigra 

started  in  North  Yorkshire  on  1st,  then 

Cornwall  on  4th,  Gwynedd  on  7th  and  8th, 

Hertfordshire  on  14th,  Anglesey  (Gwynedd) 

on  16th,  the  Isle  of  Wight  on  27th  and  28th, 

and  ended  in  Kent  on  28th.  In  contrast, 

there  were  only  three  White  Storks  C. 
ciconia:  one  in  Lothian  on  4th  and  two  over 

(ireater  London  on  7th.  A   Glossy  Ibis 

Plegadis  falcinellus  was  a   surprise  at  Fen 

Drayton  (Cambridgeshire)  during  8th- 14th, 

one  stayed  briefly  at  Bothal  Pond  (North- 
umberland) on  10th,  and  then  another  from 

25th,  which  wandered  between  Doncaster 

(South  \’orkshire)  and  Oulton  (\Vest  York- 
shire) before  settling  down  at  Fairbum  Ings 

(North  Yorkshire),  where  it  stayed  until 

June. Wildfowl 

Garganeys  Anas  querquedula  (plate  301)  were 

still  widely  reported,  including  good  north- 
ern records  from  Cumbria,  where  there  were 

records  from  five  sites.  Falcated  Duck  .4. 

falcala  returned  to  Cley  (Norfolk)  from  11th 

to  28th,  and  the  end  of  the  month  saw  a   late 

trickle  of  Long-tailed  Ducks  Clangula  hyema- 
lis,  with  two  at  Gosford  (Lothian)  on  27th, 

one  at  Dunstable  Sewage-works  (Bedford- 

shire) on  29th,  and  still  eight  around  Fair 
Isle. 

Nearctic  ducks  included  an  American 

Wigeon  A.  americana  on  Holy  Island  (North- 

umberland) on  20th,  and  Blue-winged 
Teals  .4.  discors  on  Sanday  (Orkney)  on  7th 

and  at  Stanford  Warren  (Essex)  from  9th  to 

12th,  three  Teals  .I.  crecca  of  the  race 

carolinensis  included  lingerers  from  April  and 

a   new  report  from  Fitchlield  Haven 
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297.  (jreal  VVliite  Kt^ret  Ef^etta  alba.  West  Yorkshire,  Ma)  1989  {John  Hewitt) 

(Hampshire)  on  27lh,  and  six  Ring-necked 

Ducks  Aythya  collaris  included  one  at  I'acum- 

shin  (Co.  VV'exford);  the  long-staying  Lesser 

Scaup  Aythya  affinis  was  last  seen  at  Hills- 
borough Lake  (Co.  Down)  on  3rd. 

.'\  duck  King  Eider  Somateria  spectabilLs  at 

I'ywyn  ((iwynedd)  on  29th-30th  was  pre- 
sumably the  one  seen  in  March  ofTCriccieth 

(Gwynedd),  and  drakes  showed  at  three 

Scottish  sites  (plate  299).  Eight  Surf  Scoters 

Melanitta  perspicillota  remained  laithlul  to 

(ioslord  Hay  until  bth,  with  two  at  Spurn  on 

4th,  and  the  first-summer  drake  at  (irafham 

Water  (Cambridgeshire)  remained  until  5th. 

Raptors 

Of  the  19  Black  Kites  .\tilvus  migrans,  six 

were  reported  on  1st  or  2nd,  and  a   further 
nine  between  20th  and  29th,  this  second 

wave  correlating  strongly  with  the  Red- 

footed Falcons.  Making  its  now  regular 

appearance  in  ‘Monthly  reports’,  a   White- 
tailed Eagle  Haliaeetus  albicilla  passed  Flam- 

borough  Head  and  Spurn  on  8th,  but  much 

rarer  was  the  Lesser  Kestrel  Falco  naumanni 

two  days  earlier  on  Lundy  (Devon).  .\  good 

scatter  of  Montagu’s  Harriers  Cirats pygargns 
included  a   rare  Scottish  record  at  Dowlaw 

(Borders)  on  9th,  and  many  areas  also 

reported  a   strong  passage  of  Marsh  Har- 

riers C.  aeniginosus.  I'hirteen  of  the  22 

reports  of  Ospreys  Pandion  haliaetus  came  in 

the  period  10th-15th,  including  singles  on 

Hoy  (Orknev)  on  lOth  and  on  Fair  Isle  on 
12th. 

Game-birds  to  waders 

Quails  Cotumix  cotumix  passed  through  in 

good  numbers,  records  from  opposite  ends 

of  the  countrv  including  lb  in  Scilly  on  15th, 

and  smaller  numbers  on  Fair  Isle,  Papa 

Westray  and  Sandwick  (Orkney)  and  St 

.\bbs  (Borders).  1   he  only  report  of  Crane 

Grusgnis  came  from  Dowlaw  on  9th. 

In  contrast  to  the  remarkably  extrovert 

Baillon’s  Crake  Porzana  ptLsilla,  which  de- 
lighted observers  in  Sunderland  (Tyne  & 

Wear)  between  17th  and  20th  (plates  303  & 

304),  a   Little  Bustard  Tetrax  tetrax  on  North 

Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  on  23rd  departed  be- 
fore an  audience  could  assemble.  Corn- 

crakes Crex  crex  passed  through  in  perhaps 

greater  numbers  than  in  recent  years,  in- 

cluding migrants  on  the  Calf  of  Man  on  3rd 

and  Lundy  on  bth,  and  a   Spotted  Crake  P. 

porzana  performed  well  at  Pennington  Flash 

(Greater  Manchester)  on  27th. 

.A  strong  passage  of  Dotterels  Charadrius 

morinellus  included  reports  from  traditional 

sites,  with  up  to  23  at  Fowimere  (Cam- 

bridgeshire) during  1st- 13th  and  four  at 
Pendle  Hill  (Lancashire)  on  Ibth,  but  a 

Black-winged  Stilt  Himantopus  himantopus  on 

Jersey  on  8th  was  the  only  one.  The  six 
Kentish  Plovers  C.  alexandrinus  included  one 

at  Penzance  (plate  300),  a   good  Cornish 

record,  but  more  rare  were  spring  records  of 

Semipalmated  Sandpipers  Calidris  pusilla: 

(The  inclusion  of  plate  297  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZEISS  0>.v/  Germany] 
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one  at  Dorman’s  Pools,  Teesside  (Cleve- 

land) from  8th  to  10th  and  one  at  Cley  from 

14th  to  17th.  Other  Nearctic  waders  inclu- 

ded a   summer-plumaged  Spotted  Sand- 

piper Actitis  macularia  at  Farmoor  Reservoir 

(Oxfordshire)  on  1st,  five  Pectoral  Sand- 

pipers Calidris  melanotos  (plate  298),  and  the 

long-staying  Long-billed  Dowitcher  Lim- 

nodromus  scolopaceus  on  the  Bann  Estuary  (Co. 

Londonderry). 

Both  Temminck’s  Stints  Calidris  temminckii 

and  Broad-billed  Sandpipers  Limicola  falci- 

nellus  showed  in  above-average  numbers,  the 
latter  with  five  in  Norfolk  between  18th  and 

31st,  as  did  Great  Snipes  Galtinago  media,  in 

relative  terms  at  least,  with  singles  on  North 

Ronaldsay  on  24th  and  at  Spurn  on  28th- 

29th.  Migrant  Red-necked  Phalarof>es  Pha- 

laropus  lobatus  appeared  on  the  Ouse  Washes 

(Cambridgeshire),  at  Martin  Mere  (Lan- 
cashire) and  at  Sandwich. 

Skuas  to  terns 

Typical  movements  of  Pomarine  Skuas 

Stercorarius pomarinus  included  132  past  Seaham 

(East  Sussex)  and  91  off  Dungeness  on  5th, 

and  27  at  Bowaiess-on-Solway  (Cumbria)  on 

2nd  and  15  there  on  3rd.  Single  Long-tailed 

Skuas  S.  longieaudus  passed  Papa  Westray  on 

19th  and  Pair  Isle  on  26th.  Sabine’s  Gulls 

Lotus  sabini  appeared  off  Hoy  on  10th  and 

Gibraltar  Point  (Lincolnshire)  on  20th,  and  a 

Ring-billed  Gull  L.  delawarensis  stayed  at 

Hayle  (Cornwall)  all  month. 

A   White-cheeked  Tern  Sterna  repressa,  a 

potential  first  for  Britain  and  Ireland,  was 

seen  off  Dungeness  and  then  St  Margaret’s 

Bay  (Kent)  on  13th,  and  a   Lesser  Crested 

Tern  S.  bengalensis  was  tracked  along  the  East 

Sussex  and  Kent  coasts  on  6th,  with  pre- 

sumably the  same  individual  off  Gibraltar 
Point  on  30th. 

298.  Pectoral  Sandpiper  Calidris  melanotos,  Cumbria,  May  1989  {N.  A.  Littlewood) 

299.  f’irst-summer  male  King  Eider  Somateria  spectabilis,  Grampian,  June  1989  {Jeff  Blincow) 
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Caspian  Terns  S.  caspia  appeared  briefly 

at  Ardsley  Reservoir  (West  Yorkshire)  on 

23rd,  Colwick  Country  Park  (Nottingham- 

shire) on  28th  and  Lackford  Gravel-pits 
(Suffolk)  on  30th.  A   Whiskered  Tern  ChUdo- 

nias  hybridus  visited  Jersey  from  6th  to  8th, 

and  one  moved  between  Welney  (Norfolk) 

and  Purls  Bridge  (Cambridgeshire)  during 

12th  and  13th.  To  complete  this  impressive 

list,  a   Cull-billed  Tern  Gelochelidon  nilotica 

appeared  off  Spurn  on  31st. 
Sad  news  from  Fair  Isle,  however,  was 

that  the  Arctic  Terns  Sterna  paradisaea  were 

reduced  to  eating  earthworms,  indicative  of 

the  ecological  disaster  befalling  the  breeding 
seabirds  in  the  Northern  Isles. 

Swifts  to  woodpeckers 

Alpine  Swifts  Aptis  melba  were  reported  from 

Winchester  (Hampshire)  on  18th  and  Fol- 

kestone (Kent)  on  22nd,  vastly  outnum- 

bered by  the  36  Bee-eaters  Merops  apiastei 

reported  fron\  a   total  of  ten  sites.  Other 

southern  exotics  included  a   long-staying 

300.  Kentish  Plover  Charadrius  alexandrinus,  Cornwall,  May  1989  (Paul  Hopkins) 

301.  Male  Garganey  Anas  querquedula,  Norfolk,  May  1989  (Slei>e  Young) 
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302.  Roller  Corflrifli  ;oa/rw/«.v,  Devon,  June  1989  (George  Reszeter) 

Roller  C   oracias  gamilus  at  East  Budleigli 

C'ommon  (Devon)  from  28th  until  June 
(plate  302),  and  a   sprinkle  of  six  Hoopoes 

Upupa  epops  during  the  month.  Single  Wry- 

necks j(v«-v  torquilla  appeared  at  five  localities 

between  4th  and  17th,  with  a   further  three 

on  Fair  Isle  on  12th- 13th. 

Pas.serines 

Short-toed  Larks  Calandrella  bracliydactyla 
were  noted  between  3rd  and  13th  from  five 

sites  and  Red-rumped  Swallows  Hitvndo 

daurica  at  Huddersfield  (West  Yorkshire)  on 

2nd,  at  Southwold  from  3rd  to  5th,  on 

Lundy  on  18th  and  at  Portland  Bill  (Dorset) 

on  20th,  the  latter  coinciding  with  a   heavy 

passage  of  Swallows  H.  rvstica  at  Spurn 

between  20th  and  23rd,  with  up  to  2,200  per 

day. 

Whilst  both  passage  and  breeding  Tree 

Pipits  Anthus  trivialis  were  reported  as  low, 

the  increase  of  spring  reports  of  the  rarer 

pipits  continues.  I'wo  Richard’s  Pipits  .4. 
novaeseelandiae,  ten  site-reports  of  Tawny 

Pipits  A.  campestris  and  three  Red-throated 

Pipits  ,4.  cervinus  completed  the  trio.  Ehe 

eight  reported  Thrush  Nightingales  Lusci- 

nia  hiscinia  were  loyal  to  their  normal  late- 

May  arrival,  all  between  20th  and  26th,  but 

with  a   wider  geographical  spread  than  usual, 

from  Dungeness,  Walsey  Hills  (Norfolk), 

Hartlepool  Headland  (Cleveland),  Calf  of 
Man  and  Fair  Isle.  Fhe  last  site  also 

attracted  the  peak  numbers  of  Bluethroats 

/..  svecica,  with  12  on  21st,  and  Wheatears 

Oenanthe  oenanl/ie,  with  450  on  2nd,  240  on 

11th  and  360  on  12th. 

Black-eared  Wheatears  O.  hispanica  show- 

ed on  North  Lfist  on  19th-20th  and  at 

Jaywick  (Essex)  on  26th,  and  Rock 
Thrushes  Monlicola  saxatilis  at  Portland  Bill 

on  6th  and  at  Le/.iate  Common  (Norfolk)  on 

20th. 

Marsh  Warbler  Acrocephalus  pahistris  at 

Drakelow  (Derbyshire)  on  20th  was  an 

unexpected  find,  as  was  a   singing  Melo- 

dious Warbler  Hippolais  polyglotta  at  Round- 

hay,  Leeds  (West  Yorkshire)  on  the  same 

day.  Fhe  three  Great  Reed  Warblers  .4. 

arundinaceiis  were  outnumbered  by  Sub- 

alpine  Warblers  Sylvia  cantillans,  of  which 

there  were  up  to  12,  and  a   local  rarity  was  a 

Dartford  Warbler  .S',  undata  at  Red  Rocks 
(Merseyside)  on  20th.  Fair  Isle,  typically, 
attracted  most  of  the  Icterine  Warblers  H. 

iclerina,  with  four  on  22nd,  but,  in  keeping 

with  other  coastal  migration  stations,  re- 

ported low  numbers  of  Garden  Warblers  .S'. 
borin.  Similarly,  Spotted  Flycatchers  Musci- 
capa  striata  were  reported  from  many  areas  as 

few  in  number  and  late  in  arrival.  'Fhere 

were  three  Red-breasted  Flycatchers  Fice- 

dula  patva,  on  Fair  Isle  and  at  Flamborough 

Head  on  21st  and  at  Sandwich  Bay  on  29th, 

and  a   Firecrest  Regtilus  ignicapilliis  on  Fair  Isle 

on  2nd,  which  was  onl\  their  second  ever. 

Fhe  same  island  had  a   peak  of  12  Red- 
backed  Shrikes  l.anius  collurio  on  22nd,  and 

late  Great  Grey  Shrikes  L.  excubitor  were 

found  on  1st,  at  Spurn  and  at  Eyemouth 



May  reports 

(Borders).  At  least  nine  W<Kxlchat  Shrikes 

L.  senator  ajjpeared,  and  a   Lesser  Grey 
Shrike  /,.  minor  was  found  at  Bristol  (Avon) 
on  18th,  with  it  or  another  at  .Sloford 

(Wiltshire)  on  2O1I1.  Arrivals  of  Serins  Serinus 

serinus  along  the  south  coast  of  F.ngland 
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between  4th  and  22nd  were  augmented  by 

others  at  Spurn  on  31st  and  a   good  inland 

record  at  Lea  Bridge  (Derbyshire)  on  20th. 

Scarlet  Rosefinches  Carpodacus  erythrinus 

were  few,  with  two  at  Spurn,  three  on  Fair 
Isle  and  one  at  Holm  (Orkney). 

303  &   304.  Baillon’s  Crake  Porzana  pusilla  and  some  of  its  many  admirers,  Tyne  &   \N’ear,  May 
1989  (above,  Dai’id  Tipling\  below,  ,Steve  Young) 

[   I'he  inclusion  of  plates  302  &   304  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  ZPl.SS  West  bVmm/n  ) 
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A   White-throated  Sparrow  Zonotrichia 

albicollis  appeared  at  Dale  (Shetland)  on 

27th,  staying  until  the  next  day,  whilst,  from 

the  opposite  direction,  came  a   Yellow- 
breasted Bunting  Emberiza  aureola  to  Birsay 

(Orkney)  on  15th.  Other  rare  buntings 

included  Black-headed  Buntings  E.  melano- 
cephala  at  Redpoint  (Highland)  on  24th,  on 

St  Mary’s  (Scilly)  on  25th  and  on  Fair  Isle 
during  23rd-31st,  Little  Buntings  E.  pusilla 

on  Skomer  (Dyfed)  during  2nd- 12th  and  on 
Fair  Isle  on  14th,  and  a   Rusdc  Bunting  E. 

May  reports 

rustica  also  on  Fair  Isle  on  22nd.  Red-headed 

Buntings  E.  brunkeps  were  reported  from  the 

Calf  of  Man  during  27th-31st  and  in  Dyfed 
on  30th-31st. 

Finally,  neyys  of  two  species  not  normally 

appearing  in  ‘Monthly  reports’:  three  Tree 
Sparrows  Passer  montanus  on  Guernsey, 

where  they  are  extreme  rarities,  caused 

excitement  on  7   th,  and  a   pair  of  Nuthatches 

Silta  europaea  bred  in  the  Borders,  the  first 

proven  breeding  record  for  Scotland. 

recent  black-and-white 

photographs   

We  present  this  year  a   selection  of  15  photographs  by  six  photo- graphers. Tony  Hamblin  has  had  no  less  than  six  photographs 

included,  an  all-time  record;  it  is  the  fourth  year  in  which  his  photographs 

have  been  selected.  Tony  Bond’s  work  is  represented  for  the  eleventh 
successive  year,  with  a   selection  of  three  photographs,  the  first  time  he  has 

had  three  included.  Other  ‘long-serving’  photographers  include  Dennis 

Best 
bird 

\Hrit.  Birds  82:  41)2-472,  October  1989] 



’305.  Common  Gulls  Imtus  canus,  Sirathclvde,  June  1988  (.-1.  R.  //flwi/m)(()lympus  OM2N;  3(K)  mm 
Zuiko;  Ilford  XPl) 

’306.  Oystercatcher  Haemalopus  oslralegus,  Merseyside,  January  1988  (Tony  Iiond)(C.Anon  A-1;  3(X)  mm 
Canon;  Ilford  XIM) 





i09.  Marsh  Fit  Pams  palustris  and  Coal  Tit  P.  ater.  Warwickshire,  Februar\  1988  (.-1.  R. 
F/flmW/n)(Olympus  OM2N;  85-250  mm  Zuiko  zoom;  3   flash  heads;  Ilford  XPl) 

507.  House  Martins  Delichon  urbica  nest-building,  Strathclyde,  June  1988  {Tom  fion</)(Canon  A-1;  70- 
MO  mm  Canon  zoom;  Ilford  KP4) 

508.  Wren  Troglodytes  troglodytes  feeding  young,  [.ancashire.  May  1988  {Dennis  Greew)(Hasselblad  500C/ 

d;  150  mm  Sonnar;  .ME  I'Z  402  flash;  Kodak  I   -M.\X) 



310.  Pintails  .-Inm  acuta,  .Netherlands,  .April  1987  {Hans  Gebuis) {¥enta.x  LX;  600  mm  Novafiex;  Kodak Plus-X) 

311.  Shelduck  Tadonia  tadonia.  West  Glamort^an,  May  1988  {Harold  E.  Grenfell) {Nikorx  F301;  300  mm 
Nikkor;  Ilford  XPl) 



312.  Razorbill  Aka  lorda,  Lothian,  June  1988  (.-1.  R.  Hamblin) (,n\\mpus  OM2N;  24  mm  Zuiko;  Ilford 

XIM) 

313.  Grey  Phalarope  Phalaropus Julicarius,  Merseyside,  October  1988  (Tony  /lon</)(C:anon  FI;  300  mm 
Canon;  Ilford  FP4) 



314.  Redshank  Tringa  totanus.  West  Glamorgan,  April  1988  (Harold  E.  6Ven/e//)( Nikon  1301;  300  mm 
Nikkor  +   1 .4  converter;  Ilford  XPl) 

315.  Rock  Pipit  Anthus  spinoletta,  Strathclyde,  June  1988  (.4.  R.  Hamblin)(i')\ymp\\s  OM2N;  300  mm Zuiko;  Ilford  XPl) 



316.  Goldfinch  CarduelLs  cardiielis,  Warwickshire,  September  1988  (d.  R.  //rtwW;n)(()lympus  ()M2\;  85- 250  mm  Zniko  zoom;  Ilford  XIM) 

317.  Blackbird  Turdti.s  menda,  Gloucestershire,  Februarv  1988  (A.  R.  //rtw/>/m)(()lympus  OM2.\;  Zuiko 300  mm;  Ilford  XIM) 



318.  Curlew  Numenius  arquata,  Merseyside,  April  1988  {Steve  Young)  (Nikon  1M2;  600  mm  Nikkor; 
Ilford  XPl) 

319.  Barnacle  Geese  Urania  leucopsis,  Netherlands,  January  1986  {Hans  Ge/>Mt,y)(Pentax  LX;  300  mm 

Pentax;  Kodak  IVi-X) 
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Green,  the  fourteenth  year  in  which  he  has  had  an  entry,  following  his 

‘debut’  in  1972;  while  Harold  Grenfell  is  included  for  the  twelfth  year 
since  his  first  in  1967. 

This  year’s  selection  is  as  fine  as  ever.  Tony  Hamblin’s  mating 
Common  Gulls  Lxirus  conus  (plate  305)  makes  a   superb  wing-flapping 

action  shot,  with  Tony  Bond’s  delicately  preening  winter  Oystercatcher 
Haematopus  ostralegus  (plate  306)  providing  a   foil  in  that  it  has  interest,  but 

much  less  vigorous  action.  The  second  of  Tony  Bond’s  trio,  a   pair  of 
House  Martins  Delichon  urbica  nest-building  (plate  307),  is  another  delight. 

Again  an  action  shot,  both  birds  at  the  nest  together  with  each  individual 

clearly  shown — no  awkwardly  turned  heads  or  ‘blank’  eyes  lacking 
highlights. 

Another  nest  shot,  this  time  of  a   Wren  Troglodytes  troglodytes  feeding 

young  (plate  308),  provided  Dennis  Green  with  a   fine  picture,  as  the  adult 

presents  a   meal  to  one  of  its  youngsters.  The  nest  is  in  a   pair  of  old  socks 

hanging  on  a   nail  in  a   shed.  Little  imagination  is  required  to  hear  the 

young  calling  vigorously.  A   noisy  confrontation  is  provided  by  Tony 

Hamblin’s  winter  feeding  shot  of  a   Marsh  Tit  Pams  palustris  and  Coal  Tit  P. 
ater  disputing  some  (no  doubt  baited)  feeding  site  (plate  309).  Again,  both 
birds  are  well  shown. 

Hans  Gebuis  is  represented  for  the  second  year,  and  we  particularly 

liked  his  drake  Pintails  Anas  acuta  with  their  fine  reflections  (plate  310) — 

an  unusual  picture.  Another  duck,  a   Shelduck  Todoma  tadoma,  apparently- 

looking  up  briefly  while  feeding  (plate  311),  provides  the  first  of  Harold 

Grenfell’s  two  selections.  We  thought  it  captured  well  the  character  of  this 

species. 

Tony  Hamblin’s  Razorbill  Alca  torda  (plate  312)  is  a   straightforward 

portrait,  to  which  we  were  drawn  by  the  clear  feather  detail,  together  with 

the  strong  sense  of  habitat  introduced  by  the  out-of-focus  rocks  dropping 

away  to  the  sea.  The  Grey  Phalarope  Phalaropus Julicarius  (plate  313),  Tony 

Bond’s  third  entry,  is  another  portrait,  slightly  unusual  in  that  the  bird  is 

wading,  rather  than  swimming  as  is  more  usual  with  this  species. 

Another  wader  is  provided  by  Harold  Grenfell’s  fine  study  of  a 

Redshank  Tringa  totanus  (plate  314),  showing  a   scattering  of  dark, 

breeding-plumage,  upperparts  feathers.  Its  complete  isolation  from  a 

distant  out-of-focus  background  adds  to  the  visual  impact. 

A   fairly  common  sight  on  British  coasts  in  June  are  Rock  Pipits  Anthus 

spinoletta  feeding  young;  Tony  Hamblin  s   shot  (plate  315)  succeeds 

because  again  the  photograph  shows  so  well  the  rocky  habitat  of  th
e 

species. 

Goldfinches  Carduelis  carduelis  feeding  on  thistles  or  teasels  Dipsacus 

fullonum  are  a   common  sight  in  late  summer  and  autumn,  and  we  admire
d 

Tony  Hamblin’s  fine  portrait  of  one  perched  on  a   teasel  head  (plate  316), 

pausing  while  feeding  with  a   seed  at  the  tip  of  its  bill.  In  winte
r,  another 

common  sight  is  thrushes  feeding  on  iv-y  Hedera  helix,  and  again  Tony  has 

done  justice  to  his  subject  with  a   well-caught  female  Blac
kbird  Turdus 

memla  in  the  act  of  swallowing  a   berry,  surrounded  by  a   mass  of  sunli
t  ivy 

leaves  (plate  317). 
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Flight  shots  of  waders,  particularly  single  birds,  are  not  often  attempted 

by  bird-photographers.  VVe  particularly  liked  Steve  Young’s  Curlew 
Numenius  arquata  in  flight  low  over  the  sea  (plate  318),  the  water  adding 

greatly  to  the  atmosphere  of  the  shot.  The  final  photograph  is  also  of  birds 

in  flight.  Barnacle  Geese  Branta  leucopsis  (plate*  319)  on  their  Dutch 
wintering  grounds.  This  picture,  by  Hans  Gebuis,  shows  a   small  group, 

presumably  just  arriving  or  simply  moving  a   short  distance  in  the  feeding 

area,  other  birds  on  the  ground  behind  putting  the  whole  picture  in 
context. 

We  hope  that  our  readers  have  enjoyed  seeing  these  photographs  as 

much  as  we  enjoyed  selecting  them.  We  shall  be  making  a   similar 

selection  next  year,  and  invite  bird-photographers  to  submit  their  best 

recent  black-and-white  bird  photographs  for  consideration;  the  closing 

date  is  31st  January'  1990. 

We  should  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to  remind  nest-photographers 
of  the  requirements  of  the  Wildlife  and  Countryside  Act  (1981). 

R.  J.  Ceiandler,  Eric  HosivING,  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock 
and  Don  Smith 

Mystery  photographs 

AO  This  small,  crouching  passerine  looks  like  a   pipit  Anthus,  but  has 

a   seed-eater’s  bill.  The  tail  is  quite  long,  and  the  plumage  is 
comparatively  plain  but  for  a   fairly  strong  head  pattern  and  some  distinct 

streaking  on  the  underparts.  From  this  combination,  it  is  a   bunting 

(Emberizidae),  as  no  West  Palearctic  finch  (Fringillidae)  is  quite  so 
streaked  below  and  so  well  marked  on  the  head,  whilst  it  is  too  streaked 

below,  too  long-tailed  and  too  small-headed  for  a   sparrow  Passer. 
Of  the  buntings,  the  drab,  streaky  plumage  means  that  this  is  one  of  the 

‘LBJ’  species  (‘little  brown  jobs’,  i.e.  excluding  distinctive  summer 
\lint.  Birds  82;  472-474,  Oc  tober  1989] 
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males) — Reed  Emberiza  schoeniclus,  Pallas’s  Reed  E.  pallasi,  Little  E.  pusilla, 
Rustic  E.  rustica,  Lapland  Calcarius  lapponicus,  or  perhaps  Black-faced  E. 

spodocephala  or  Yellow-browed  Buntings  E.  chrysophrys — rather  than  one  of 
the  bright,  colourful  group. 

Now  is  the  time  to  look  critically  at  it.  The  bill  is  relatively  quite  long 

and  pointed.  The  cheeks,  lores  and  fore  supercilium  appear  to  be  uniform 

and  give  a   bland  look  to  the  front  of  the  ‘face’.  This  is  accentuated  by  the 
lack  of  an  eye-stripe  in  front  of  the  eye  and  the  fact  that  the  moustachial 
stripe  stops  under  the  eye  and  does  not  reach  the  bill.  In  this  uniform  area, 

a   very  clear-cut  white  eye-ring  stands  out.  There  is  a   prominent,  broad, 
pale  supercilium  behind  the  eye  reaching  almost  to  the  nape.  This  is 

bordered  on  its  lower  side  by  a   thick  black  eye-stripe  from  the  eye 
backwards,  which  broadens  to  form  dark  triangles  at  the  rear  upper  and 

lower  angles  of  the  cheek  patch  and  loops  around  to  form  the  moustachial 

stripe,  which,  as  already  noted,  does  not  reach  the  bill.  There  is  a   broad, 

pale  sLibmoustachial  stripe,  and  a   thick,  black  malar  stripe  which  forms  a 

triangle  on  the  side  of  the  neck  before  splitting  into  three  or  four  rows  of 

distinct,  black  streaks,  two  of  which  continue  right  along  the  flanks.  Less 

obvious  are  a   pale  central  crown-stripe,  parallel  light  and  dark  lines  on  the 

mantle,  and  two  pale  wingbars,  the  median-covert  more  obvious  than  the 

greater-covert  bar.  The  median  coverts  appear  to  be  the  darkest  part  of 
the  wing. 

Black-faced  Bunting  has  a   noticeably  dull  supt'rcilium  and  its  moustach- 

ial stripe  reaches  the  bill,  l.apland  is  a   bulky  bunting  with  a   relatively 

short  tail,  and  can  also  immediately  be  eliminated  by  the  fact  that  it  has  a 

conspicuously  long  primaiy  projection.  Reed  and  Rustic  Buntings  are 

more  similar  to  our  bird,  but  they  have  no  obvious  eye-ring  and  have  a 

dark  area  between  the  eye  and  the  bill  which  sometimes  (especially  on 

Reed)  amounts  to  an  eye-stripe;  on  both,  the  moustachial  stripe  reaches 

the  bill,  which  is  generally  stouter  than  that  of  our  mysterv  bird,  and  there 

is  a   marked  contrast  between  the  cheeks  and  the  fore  supercilium  (so  they 

lack  the  unifonn  look).  In  addition.  Rustic  does  not  show  streaking  like 

this  below  (its  streaking  is  chestnut-brown  and  more  diffuse,  and  therefore 

less  obvious),  while  Reed  tends  to  have  a   white  submoustachial  stripe 

w   hich  contrasts  more  with  the  rest  of  the  ‘face’  than  on  our  bird. 

Pallas’s  Reed  Bunting  has  a   very  indistinct  facial  pattern  with  a   dusky 

area  between  the  bill  and  the  eye;  its  supercilium  is  unremarkable,  the 

moustachial  stripe,  though  slight,  reaches  the  bill,  and  the  malar  stripe 

varies  a   lot  and  can  be  as  little  as  an  isolated,  triangular  dark  patch  on  the 

side  of  the  neck  or  ven  prominent. 

So,  we  are  left  with  Yellow-browed  Bunting  and  Little  Bunting. 

.Although  full  adult  male  Yellow-browed  has  a   very  distinctive  black,  white 

and  yellow  head  pattern,  females  and  immatures  are  less  well  marked;  the 

latter,  however,  usually  have  a   large,  conical  bill,  do  not  have  a   distinct 

malar  stripe  and  have  only  an  indistinct  eye-ring. 

There  is  in  fact  only  one  species  of  bunting  that  displays  all  the  features 

noted  on  our  mysterv'  bird,  and  especially  the  uniform  front  of  the  head  in 

combination  with  a   prominent  eye-ring.  The  small  bill  and  crouched 
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posture  are  two  other  good  features  and,  had  the  bird  called,  the  quiet  ‘tip’ 
is  distinctive  and  characteristic  of  Little  Bunting.  I   photographed  this 

confiding  individual  in  Northumberland  in  September  1987. 

Colin  Bradshaw 

9   Tynemouth  Place,  North  Shields,  Tyne  &   Wear  NE30  4BJ 

321.  Mystery  photograph  149.  Identify  the  species.  Answer  next  month 

PhotoSpot   
28.  Canary  Islands  Chaffinch 
For  a   nation  to  whom  the  common  Chaffinch  Fringilla  coelebs  is  so 

ubiquitous,  the  most  striking  features  of  the  female  Canary'  Islands 
Chaffinch  F.  teydea  are  not  its  similarities  to  that  species,  but  its  obvious 

differences:  primarily,  its  larger  size  and  distinctly  longer  bill.  The  male  in 

fresh  autumn  plumage  is  like  no  other  Palearctic  finch,  with  slaty-blue 

plumage  relieved  only  by  white  undertail-coverts. 

In  spring,  the  song,  like  a   slurred  version  of  the  Chaffinch’s  song,  is 

immediately  identifiable  as  such,  whilst  in  autumn  the  plaintive  ‘chueet’ 

calls  advertise  the  species’  presence,  but  are  often  of  little  help  in  locating 
individuals:  1   have  seen  them  sit  motionless  for  over  half  an  hour,  giving 

just  the  occasional  call  from  a   canopy  of  pine.  Andrf.W  S.  Bi:tlf,R 

10  Osprey  Grove,  Shadwell,  I^eds,  West  Yorkshire  LSI?  8\l) 

[Kril.  Krds  82:  474-47,'j,  Oclobcr  1989] 
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322.  Male  Canary  Islands  Chaffinch  Fringilla  teydea,  I'enerife,  October  1988  (.-1.  S.  Butler) 

323.  Female  or  first-winter  male  Canary  Islands  Chaffinch  Fringilla  teydea.  Tenerife,  October 

1988  {A.  S.  Butler) 

[The  inclusion  of  plates  321-323  in  colour  has  been  subsidised  by  a   d
onation  from  ZEISS  H   «/  Germany] 



Monthly  marathon 

'he  bird  in  plate  236  was  named  by  competi- 
A   tors  as: 

Green-backed  Heron  Butorides  striatus  (85%) 

Western  Wtvon  Egretta gularis  (7%) 

Purple  Heron /Irrfea/Jwr/jMrra  (4%) 

Egretta  ardesiaca  (3%) 

Sponsored  by 

with  a   few  votes  for  Black  Bittern  Ixobrychus  flavicoUis,  Night  Heron  Nycticorax  nycticorax,  Black 

Stork  Ciconia  nigra  and  Glossy  Ibis  Pkgadis  falcinelliis 

The  majority  got  it  right;  the  superb  photograph  of  a   bashful  Green- 

backed  Heron  was  taken  by  Paul  Doherty  in  Florida,  USA,  in  October 
1988. 

Our  three  leaders  all  got  it  right,  R.  N.  Hobbs  thereby  advancing  to  ten 

in  a   row  (equalling  the  achievement  of  the  21  contestants  who  were  foiled 

by  that  Raven  Corvus  corax  in  plate  185  in  June),  Richard  Drew  to  nine  in  a 

row  and  the  Revd  Canon  John  Crook  to  seven  in  a   row.  If  R.  N.  Hobbs 

succeeds  with  plate  276,  he  will  win  the  SUNBIRD  birdwatching  holiday 

of  his  choice  in  Africa,  Asia  or  North  America,  and  a   new,  fourth  ‘Monthly 

marathon’  will  have  started  with  plate  285  last  month;  if  he  fails,  perhaps 
one  or  both  of  his  two  close  rivals  may  have  fared  better  .   .   .   Next  month, 

we’ll  find  out. 

324.  ‘Monthly  marathon’  (number  15  in  third  competition;  or  number  1   or  number  2   in 
fourth  competition).  Identify  the  species.  Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then 

send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to  Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 

Bedford  MK44  3NJ,  to  arrive  by  15th  November  1989 
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Summer  1990  Birding  Tours 

Preening  Brown  Pelican,  Galapagos 

JUNE 
Northeastern  Mexico 

Churchill 

Alaska 

Baffin  Island:  Pond  Inlet 

Durbin  (West  Virginia) 
Weekend 

JULY 
Venezuela 

Tikal/Belize 

Grand  Manan  (Canada) 

Northern  Australia 

Rwanda  &   Eastern  Congo 

Basin 

The  Gaspe  (Canada) 
Galapagos 

Papua  New  Guinea 
Southern  Ecuador 

AUGUST Kenya 

Southeast  Arizona 

General  Ecuador 

field  guides 
INCORPORATED 

Leaders  in  the  Field 

For  detailed  itineraries  of  these  tours  or  our  1990  catalog  of  over 

65  birding  tours  worldwide  please  contact: 

P.O.  Box  160723-C.  Austin.  Texas  78716  USA;  phone  512-327-4953; 

telex  4943693  fieldgui.  British  reference  available  upon  request. 

(D563) 
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People  who  know  the  country,  know  why  they  need  B0rbOUr*C  OUN'IRY  CLOTHING 
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Rare  breeding  birds  in  the 

Robert  Spencer  and  the  Rare  Breeding  Birds  Panel 

Tliis  is  the  fifteenth  animal  report  published  by  the  Panel:  the 
fourteenth  report,  for  1986,  was  published  last  year  {Brit.  Birds  81:  417- 

444).  Recorders  have  been  generous  with  their  time  in  supplying  data  to 

the  Panel  and  it  is  a   pleasure  to  acknowledge  their  support.  In  a   report 

such  as  this,  the  aim  must  ever  be  to  obtain  full  cover,  but  this  is  not 

always  achieved.  Changes  in  the  recording  arrangements  for  the  large  and 

ornithologically  important  county  of  \’orkshire  have,  for  a   second  year, 
delayed  submission  of  data,  and  there  has  been  a   hitch  in  the  provision  of 

information  from  the  equally  important  county  of  Inverness-shire.  In 

partial  compensation,  forms  have  been  submitted  by  some  individual 

obseners,  and,  in  addition,  the  Panel  has  access  to  the  returns — for  the 

species  it  cox  ers — which  each  holder  of  a   Schedule  1   licence  must  make 

to  the  Nature  Consenancy  Council. 

.\s  a   Panel,  we  have  been  much  encouraged  by  the  trouble  which 

readers  have  taken  to  augment  or  correct  our  published  statements.  In 

particular,  the  comment  in  the  1986  report  under  Cetti's  Warbler  Cettia 

cetti,  ‘Note  the  first  presence  in  South  \S  ales’,  led  to  several  letters  which, 

taken  together,  give  a   historv-  of  presence  going  back  over  a   decade.  In  like 

manner,  a   note  that  the  Panel  would  appreciate  any  records  of  Snow 

Buntings  Plectrophemx  nivalis  seen  in  the  high  mountains  between  May  and 

.August  sent  several  hill  walkers  thumbing  through  their  held  notebooks. 

In  this  report,  we  have  not  published  as  separate  entries  the  records  which
 

we  have  receixed  relating  to  former  years,  but  these  past  data  xvill  be 

published  next  year.  The  species  year-tables  have,  howexer,  bee
n 

updated,  and,  in  a   sense,  they  form  the  heart  of  the  report;  more  
of  them 

will  be  introduced  as  the  hies  groxv  fuller,  or  more  complete.  Contrib
u- 

tions and  corrections  to  any  entries  in  the  Panel’s  reports  xvill  alxvays  
be 

welcome,  but  xve  recommend  that,  unless  there  are  special  circums
tances, 

the  normal  line  for  initial  reporting  should  be  through  the  appropriate 

[The  publication  of  this  report  has  been  subsidised  by  a  
 donation  from  the  RSPB] 

\Krit.  Birds  82:  477-304,  (Xtob<-r  1989) 
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county  or  regional  recorder.  Anything  of  national  interest  is  likely  to  be  of 

regional  interest,  and  often  the  local  recorder  is  the  person  best  able  to  put 

an  observation  in  its  wider  context,  whether  temporally  or  geographically. 

dliere  is,  of  course,  another  aspect.  Records  of  rare  birds  are  all  subject 

to  the  rigorous  discipline  of  scrutiny  and  evaluation  by  the  Rarities 

Committee.  What  does  one  do  about  the  records  of  rare  breeding  birds 

which,  by  virtue  of  their  conhdentiality,  cannot  be  subjected  to  external 

scrutiny  without  breaching  the  solemn  undertakings  of  confidentiality 

which  the  Panel  gives?  Proof  of  identity  must  be  separated  from  proof  of 

breeding.  The  Panel  can  send  identification  notes  to  the  Rarities 

Committee  and  withhold  names  or  places.  trusting  chain  of  relation- 
ships, between  the  observer  and  the  recorder,  and  between  the  recorder 

and  the  Panel,  is  probably  the  most  effective  way  of  resolving  this 

particular  problem. 

Trust  is,  to  be  sure,  a   vital  element  in  the  Panel’s  relationship  with 

others.  If,  for  example,  a   person  with  some  recognised  ‘rights’  over  a   first- 
time breeder  decrees  that  not  even  a   mention  that  it  is  breeding 

somewhere  in  the  UK  may  be  published,  the  Panel  must  observe  such  a 

dictate.  In  the  end,  it  is  not  the  Panel,  but  the  observers  and  the  recorders 

who  determine  what,  and  in  what  detail,  may  be  published. 

It  is  time  to  look  at  events  in  1987 — the  year  in  question — and  to  seek 

some  yardstick  by  which  to  measure  change.  Fortunately,  we  are  well 

served.  Thirty  years  ago,  this  journal  published  a   survey  by  several 

authors  entitled  ‘The  rarer  birds  of  prey:  their  present  status  in  the  British 

Isles’  {Brit.  Birds  50:  129-155)  and  this  permits  some  fascinating  compari- 
sons. Thus,  P.  A.  D.  Hollom,  writing  about  the  Goshawk  Accipiter  gentilis, 

quoted  D.  .\.  Bannerman  ‘There  does  not  appear  to  have  been  any  reliable 

evidence  of  nesting  since  1951’,  but  he  was  able  to  add  in  a   postscript  that 
Col.  Meinertzhagen  had  in  1956  seen  one  carrying  food  into  a   tree  in 

circumstances  indicative  of  breeding.  Records  available  to  us  suggest  a 

present-day  population,  despite  continuing  persecution,  which  is  prob- 
ably somewhere  between  60  and  120  pairs. 

Of  the  Red  Kite  Milvus  milvus,  Col.  Morrey  Salmon  was  able  to  write 

that,  at  the  end  of  a   good  breeding  season  in  1954,  the  known  population 

was  about  55  individuals  and  that  ‘61  young  Kites  were  seen  to  fly  in  the 

six  years  1949-54’,  an  average  of  only  ten  a   year.  Thirty-nine  young 
fledged  in  1987. 

Max  Nicholson  contributed  the  feature  on  the  Marsh  Harrier  Circus 

aemginosus,  noting  that  the  number  of  broods  reared  ‘rose  again  to  1   by  ca. 

1908’,  and  concluded  that  the  species  ‘now  appears  to  have  a   fair  prospect 

of  recovery  under  vigilant  protection.’  Despite  severe  setbacks  in  the 
1950s  and  1960s,  apparently  due  to  the  effects  of  pesticides,  the  recovery 

continues,  and,  from  some  45  nests,  122  or  more  young  fledged  in  1987. 

Philip  Brown,  at  that  time  the  head  of  the  RSPB,  j^repared  the  text  on 

the  Hobby  P'alco  subbuteo.  ‘It  breeds  in  strength’,  he  wrote,  ‘only  in 
Hampshire,  Sussex,  Dorset  and  W   iltshire  .   .   .   the  grand  total  for  the  whole 

four  counties  would  be  unlikely  to  be  above  50  .   .   .   The  number  of 

breeding  pairs  in  any  one  season  in  (beat  Britain  may  well  fall  between  60 
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and  90  jDairs.’  Today,  tlie  ujjper  limit  almost  certainly  exceeds  250  pairs, 
perhaps  by  a   wide  margin. 

How  does  one  evaluate  these  striking  changes?  What  proportion  of  the 

increase  should  he  attributed  to  better  coverage  (almost  certainly  partly 

true  of  the  Hobby,  for  example)  and  how  much  to  genuine  population 

growth,  often  under  the  strenuous  guardianship  of  various  formal  and 

informal  protection  bodies?  d'hat  all  is  not  due  simply  to  better  counting 

may  be  seen  in  the  far  less  happy  stor\  of  Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus 

pygargus.  Of  this  species.  Max  .\icholson  was  able  to  write  ‘the  total  British 

breeding  population  is  probably  of  the  order  of  some  40-50  pairs.’  Today’s 
much  bigger  network  of  observ  ers  cannot  put  the  hgure  above  four  or  fi\  e 

pairs.  Clearly,  there  has  been  a   prolonged  and  substantial  decline  in  the 

status  of  this  harrier,  and,  if  the  position  is  beginning  to  look  slightly  more 

hopeful,  this  is  partly  due,  as  we  commented  last  year,  to  the  willingness 

of  farmers  to  reschedule  their  harvesting  routines. 

I'his  measurement  of  change,  be  it  long-term  or  short-term,  swift  or 
slow,  is  an  important  function  of  the  Panel,  and  the  speed  of  change,  like 

the  advance  of  a   cold  front,  or  the  growth  of  inflation,  can  exceed 

expectation.  Just  one  year  ago,  we  wrote  of  the  .\vocet  Recuivirostra  ovosetla 

‘If  the  i^resent  trends  continue,  the  population  will  soon  exceed  300  pairs.’ 
‘Soon’  in  this  case  was  to  mean  ‘next  year’ — i.e.  in  1987!  In  all  such 
attempts  to  foresee  future  trends,  one  needs  a   long  run  of  data.  In  the  ca.ses 

of  the  Quail  Cotumix  cotuniix  and  of  the  Clorncrake  (nex  crex,  both  species 

introduced  for  the  first  time  in  the  report  for  1986,  there  is  no  such  long 

run.  Certain  it  is  that  the  numbers  of  both  the.se  species  were  much  higher 

in  1987,  but  in  these  early  days  how  are  we  to  determine  whether  1987  was 

a   bumper  year  and  1986  ‘normal’,  or  1987  normal  and  1986  poor?  With 

reports  of  Corncrakes  breeding  in  two  western  English  counties — a   sadly 

rare  event  these  days — we  may  perhaps  suspect  the  former  to  be  the  case. 

The  winter  of  1986/87  was  not,  on  balance,  kindly  to  the  smaller  birds. 

.\fter  an  unusually  mild  December,  early  Januarv  produced — to  quote 

Climate  Monitor  {\6:  12) — ‘one  of  the  coldest  spells  on  record  in  many  areas 

...  By  12th  Central  England  Temperature  had  dropped  to  —   7.6°C, 

making  it  the  coldest  day  since  1945.'  Perhaps  one  need  seek  no  further  to 
account  for  the  continued  low  fortunes  of  the  easterly  populations  of  our 

two  rare  wintering  warblers,  Cetti  s   \S  arbler  Cettia  cetti  and  Hartford 

Warbler  Sylvia  undata.  The  former  was  reported  to  be  extinct  in 

Cambridgeshire  and  Essex  and,  more  surprisingly,  for  it  was  once  a   major 

stronghold,  even  in  Kent.  The  Surrey  centres  of  the  Hartford  Warbler  all 

had  lower  numbers  to  report.  In  contrast,  the  westerly  populations  of  both 

warblers  were  judged  by  many  observers  to  be  little  changed.  Two 

successi\e  veiy  mild  winters  since  then  may,  in  due  course,  be  found  to 

have  done  something  to  permit  a   recover)  in  the  east. 

The  species  dealt  with  by  the  Panel  fall  naturally  into  two  categories: 

the  ‘regulars’,  which  may  be  relied  upon  to  nest  annually,  or  almost  so, 

and  the  ‘irregulars',  with  a   habit  of  making  occasional  summer  forays  to 

brave  our  sometimes  inhospitable  climate.  So  far,  this  introduction  has 

been  devoted  solely  to  the  regulars,  and  it  is  clear  that  many  of  them  fared 
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reasonably  safely  or  even  prospered  in  1987.  Not  so  the  occasionals,  the 

fortunes  of  which  were  ver\'  uneven.  There  was  no  suggestion  of  breeding 

by  Bluethroats  Luscinia  svecica  or  Scarlet  Rosehnches  Carpodacus  eiythrimis, 

let  alone  by  Shore  Larks  Eremophilo  alpestris  and  Lapland  Buntings  Calcarius 

lapponicus  which,  a   decade  ago,  it  was  tempting  to  regard  as  regulars,  ̂ 'et 
the  picture  was  not  entirely  one  of  absences,  for  there  was  the  first 

attempted  breeding  by  Little  Gulls  Lams  minutus  since  1978,  unhappily 

ending  in  failure,  and  the  first  successful  breeding  by  Black-winged  Stilts 

Himantopus  himantopus  since  1945,  although  a   pair  did  lay  eggs  in 

Cambridgeshire  in  1983. 

This  report  is  being  finalised  for  the  printers  in  April  1989.  The  rare 

breeding  bird  events  of  1988  are  already  historv',  although  the  Panel  has  as 

yet  received  data  from  only  one-tenth  of  recorders.  Furthermore,  at  this 

veiy  moment,  pairs  of  rare  birds  are  settling  themselves  into  their 

breeding  territories,  whilst  by  the  time  that  you — the  reader — see  these 

pages  another  entire  breeding  season  will  have  run  its  course.  How  good  it 

would  be,  and  how  singularly  useful  to  the  NCC  and  the  RSPB,  if  the 

entire  process  of  passing  data  from  observers  to  recorders,  and  from 

recorders  to  the  Panel,  could  somehow  be  shortened  so  that  the 

information,  at  least  in  provisional  form,  was  available  to  them  in  time  to 

use  before  the  next  breeding  season.  The  starting  point  must  lie  with  the 

observers,  who  could  surely  report  their  breeding-season  findings  by — 

say — October. 

The  Panel 

The  membership  of  the  Panel  remained  unchanged  in  1987:  Dr  L.  A. 

Batten,  R.  H.  Dennis,  Richard  Porter,  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock  and  Robert 

Spencer  (Secretary  ).  Whilst  the  work  of  the  Panel  is  sponsored  and  wholly 

funded  by  the  NCC,  the  RSPB,  the  BTO  and  British  Birds^  it  is  considered 

important  that,  in  the  framework  of  the  Panel’s  activities,  the  members 
should  be  free  to  have  allegiance  primarily  to  the  birds.  For  that  reason, 

their  appointments  to  the  Panel  are  in  a   personal  capacity,  albeit  with  a 

specialised  knowledge  of  the  interests  and  requirements  of  the  sponsoring 
bodies. 

Key  to  geographical  regions  used  in  this  report 

Numbers  refer  to  fig.  1. 

1.  N'ortIIF.RN  Irf.I.AM)  Antrim,  .\rmagh,  Down,  Fermanagh,  Londonderry,  'I'yrone 
2.  En(;i.ani),  S\V  Avon,  Cornwall,  Devon,  Dorset,  Gloucestershire,  Hampshire.  Isle  of 

Wight,  Isles  of  Scilly,  Somerset,  Wiltshire 

3.  Enc;fanI),  .SFi  Bedfordshire,  Berkshire,  Buckinghamshire,  Essex,  Cireater  London, 

Hertfordshire,  Kent,  Middlesex,  Oxfordshire,  Surrey,  Sussex  (East  and  West) 

4.  F)N(;i.anI),  E.  Cambridgeshire,  Huntingdonshire,  Lincolnshire  &   South  Humberside, 

Norfolk,  Northamptonshire,  Suffolk 

5.  FiN(a.ANl),  Cfn'IRAF  Derbyshire,  Herefordshire,  Leicestershire  (with  Rutland),  Notting- 
hamshire, Shropshire,  .Staffordshire,  Warwickshire  (\Vest  Midlands  in  the  new  county 

structure),  W'orcestershire 
6.  EN(;i,anI),  N   Cheshire,  Cdeveland,  Caimbria,  Durham,  (heater  Manchester,  Isle  of  Man, 

Lancashire,  Merseyside,  Northumberland,  North  Humberside,  Fyne  &   Wear, 

^’orkshire  (North,  South  and  West) 
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7.  VV.M  F,s  All  present-day  counties  (i.e.  includes  the  former  Monmouth) 

8.  Scori.ANi)  S   The  former  counties  of  Ayrshire,  Berwickshire,  Dumfriesshire,  Kirkcud- 

brightshire, Lanarkshire,  Lothian  (East,  Mid  and  West),  Peeblesshire,  Renfrewshire, 

Roxburghshire,  Selkirkshire,  Wigtownshire 

9.  Scori.ANi),  Mil)  Aberdeenshire,  Angus,  Banffshire,  Clackmannanshire,  Dunhartonshire, 

Fife,  Kincardineshire,  Kinross,  Morayshire,  Nairn,  Perthshire,  Stirlingshire 

10.  Scxrn.ANl),  N   &   W   .\rg)  ll,  Bute,  Caithness,  Inverness-shire,  Orkney,  Ross  &   Cromarty, 

Shetland,  Sutherland,  Western  Isles  (Outer  Hebrides) 

Systematic  list 
Great  Northern  Diver  Gaina  immer 

Two  localities:  probably  one  individual. 

Scotland,  Mid  I'wo  localities:  (1)  one  on  22nd  July;  (2)  one  on  5th  August;  the  two  lochs 

concerned  are  about  20  km  apart,  so  records  presumed  to  relate  to  the  same  individual. 

The  circumstances  suggest  that  this  was  a   non-breeding  subadult. 

Red-necked  Grebe  Podiceps  grisegena 

Ten  localities:  one  pair  and  at  least  seven  other  individuals. 

England,  S   &   E   Five  localities:  (1)  adult  present  all  summer,  with  two  in  Augus
t, 

accompanied  by  a   ver>’  young  juvenile,  thought  probable  that  the\  could  
have  bred  in  the 

area;  (2)  one  on  adjacent  waters  on  22nd  March,  9th  .\pril,  from  6th  June  to  19
th  .August  and 

during  7th-27th  September;  (3)  one  from  7th  June  to  30th  August;  (4)  one  fro
m  29th  March 

to  5th  May,  and  from  19th  July  to  4th  October;  (5)  one  from  15th  to  17t
h  April. 

England,  N   Two  localities:  (1)  one  on  25th  May,  ver>-  vocal;  (2)  one  on  near
by  water  on  30th 

May,  possibly  the  same  individual. 

Scotland  Three  localities:  (1)  one  on  22nd  June;  (2)  one,  presumed  to  be 
 the  same 

individual,  on  6th  July;  (3)  one  from  23rd  .April  to  27th  May,  at  site  wher
e  pair  thought  to 

have  attempted  nesting  in  1986. 
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1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

\o.  localities  2   0   1   3   3   2   2   1   1   5   10 

\o.  individuals  2   0   142231459 

N'o.  pairs  0   0   0   10  0   10  1   1   1 

Although  the  presence  of  a   ‘very'  young’ juvenili*  in  August  might  not  be 
thought  to  constitute  absolute  proof  of  breeding  in  the  UK,  there  can  be 

little  doubt  that  there  is  an  increasing  summer  presence  of  this  lovely 

grebe. 

Slavonian  Grebe  Fodiceps  auritus 

35  localities:  60-70  pairs  breeding. 

Scotland,  S   Three  localities:  (l)-(3)  probabi)  one  individual  moving  between  three  waters, 

and  thought  to  be  the  bird  which  summered  in  1986. 

Scotland,  Mid  I   wo  localities:  (1)  one  on  1 1th  April  and  pair  on  15th  April;  (2)  one  in  June. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   30  localities:  (l)-(30)  combined  total  of  60  pairs  monitored,  of  which  57 

pairs  were  judged  to  have  attempted  breeding,  with  a   minimum  of  46  young  known. 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

1982 1983 1984 
1985 

1986 1987 

.\o.  localities 
15 18 

27 36 
35 25 44 

26 

40 

43 

35 

Confirmed  (pairs) 
42 

37 
58 53 

52 

51 

41 

39 

63 68 

60 Possible  (pairs) 9 
18 19 

27 

19 8 38 

21 

18 19 

10 

.Max.  total  (pairs) 51 
55 77 

80 
71 59 79 60 

81 87 

70 

It  is  possible  that  several  waters  were  either  not  reported  on  or  not 

visited,  and  so  the  totals  above  suggest  that  no  change  has  taken  place. 

The  numbers  of  young  reported  were  encouragingly  high. 

Black-necked  Grebe  Fodiceps  nigricollis 

16  localities:  26-36  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW,  SE,  E   8c  Central  Six  localities:  (1)  adult  with  two  young  from  26th  July  to  4th 

.\ugust,  the  juveniles  lingering  until  14th  August;  (2)  maximum  of  five  in  spring,  including  a 

displaying  pair,  and  a   pair  feeding  one  young  in  early  .Xugust;  (3)  one,  in  breeding  plumage, 

on  3rd  and  24th  .April,  6th  and  14th  May  and  27th  June;  (4)  pair  on  20th  April;  (5)  pair  on 

23rd  .April  (probably  the  pair  from  locality  4)  and  one  from  30th  April  to  14th  May;  (6)  three 

from  7th  May  to  5th  .August. 

England,  N   Two  localities:  (1)  three  adults  from  10th  May  to  22nd  August,  two  young 

reared,  and  presence  of  a   third,  much  younger,  juvenile  indicated  the  possibility  of  a 

bigamous  male;  (2)  13  pairs  reared  25-26  young. 

Scotland,  S   &   Mid  Eight  localities:  (1)  one  on  inland  water  from  21st  to  23rd  June;  (2)  pair 

made  two  breeding  attempts,  the  first  brood  being  eaten  by  a   pike  Ksox  Indus,  and  the  second 

brood,  of  two,  did  not  surv'ive  beyond  about  one  week;  (3)  two  pairs,  each  with  two  well- 

grown  young  in  .August,  and  a   third  pair  present;  (4)  two  pairs  displaying  on  15th  May, 

reducing  to  two  individuals  on  1st  June  and  to  singles  on  12th  and  19th  June;  (5)  two  adults 

and  two  fledged  young  on  23rd  July;  (6)  two  on  24th  April  and  one  on  7th  June;  (7)  14  on 

24th  .April,  two  pairs  with  three  young  on  2nd  June,  seven  pairs,  five  with  broods  of  two,  one 

with  a   single  chick,  and  one  large,  unattached  juvenile,  all  on  14th  July;  (8)  six  on  27th  .April 

and  one  juvenile  on  23rd  July. 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

1982 
1983 1984 1985 1986 

1987 

IS'o.  localities 
7 6 6 9 7 

13 19 17 17 15 

16 

Confirmed  (pairs) 1 1 
13 

12 

1 1 5 1 1 1 1 

17 

9 1 1 

26 Possible  (pairs) 5 2 2 10 7 

12 

21 

13 

13 

22 

10 Max.  total  (pairs) 
16 15 14 

21 

12 

23 32 

30 22 

33 36 

The  best  year  for  this  species  since  the  Panel  started  collecting  data, 

with  breeding  widely  distributed. 
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Black-browed  Albatross  Diomedea  melatwphris 
One  locality:  one  summered  with  Gannets  Sula  bassana. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality. 

sukh.anI)  One  locality:  adult  in  gannetr\  at  Hermaness,  L’nst,  from  16th  Februar\  to  2nd 
.h'ly- 

An  early  arrival  and  a   very  early  departure. 

Bittern  Botaums  stellaris 

12  localities:  22  or  23  booming  males. 

England,  E   11  localities:  (1)  two  boomers,  and  a   young  bird  found  starving;  (2)-(7)  one 

booming  regularly  at  each  locality;  (8)(9)  three  booming  at  each  in  spring;  (10)(11)  single 
boomers. 

England,  N   One  locality:  six  or  seven  boomers. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities  18  17  21  19  16  15  18  18  15  12  12 

Cionlirmeci  (pairs)  0   2   14  1   10  5   0   0   1 

Booming  males  43  47  51  48  47  35  44  36  28  23  22 

I'he  population  has  halved  in  a   decade.  One  must  hope  that  the  mild 
winters  1987/88  and  1988/89  will  have  done  something  to  halt  the  decline. 

Whooper  Swan  Cygnus  cygniis 

Seven  localities:  two  feral  pairs,  four  wild  pairs. 

Scotland,  Mid  One  locality. 

DfMURlONSlllRl,  One  locality:  two  feral  |)airs,  one  of  which  reared  four  young. 

Scotland,  N   &:  W   .Six  localities:  (1)  one  on  8th-10th  June;  (2)  pair  (rom  10th  June  to  20th 

July;  (3)  two  pairs  on  1   lth-13th  June;  (4)  one  all  summer;  (5)  pair  on  16th  June;  (6)  one  on 
29th  June  and  7th  July. 

More  jsairs  in  June  than  usual,  some  individuals  |)ossibly  originating  in 
Dunbartonshire. 

Pintail  Anas  acuta 

15  localities:  7-20  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW  Two  localities. 

DORSF.  I   I’wo  localities:  ( 1   )(2)  summering  male,  moving  between  two  localities,  and  joined  by 

a   female  at  least  once;  possibly  of  feral  origin. 

England,  E   Five  localities. 

c:.A\tBRll)(;K.suiRK  Fwo  localities:  (1)  three  pairs  in  early  .April,  reducing  to  one  pair  by  16th 

.April  and  not  seen  thereafter;  (2)  singles  throughout  the  summer  and  one  eggshell  found. 

.sriTOl.K  I'hree  localities:  (1)  pair  probably  bred;  (2)(3)  singles  on  single  dates. 

England,  N   Fwo  localities. 

CIIKSUIRF.  Fwo  localities:  (1)  individuals  from  .March  to  June,  but  no  evidence  of  nesting;  (2) 

pair  until  late  .April,  but  no  evidence  of  nesting. 
Scotland,  N   &   W   Seven  localities. 

.VRCVI.I  One  locality:  female  with  young  on  19th  June. 

ORKNF.Y  Six  localities:  (1)  five  or  possibly  six  pairs  bred,  females  seen  with  broods  of  one.  four 

and  five;  (2)  pair  in  .April  and  May,  and  female  in  June,  probably  bred;  (3)  pair  in  .April  and 

female  in  June,  probably  bred;  (4)  pair  with  three  young  on  5th  June;  (5)  pair  in  May, 

thought  to  have  bred;  (6)  agitated  female  on  5th  June,  probably  bred. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 
15 

10 19 
15 

16 

18 

23 

15 15 13 15 

Confirmed  (pairs) 10 7 10 9 8 7 

12 

5 9 6 7 

Possible  (pairs) 
16 16 

31 
16 23 25 

20 

13 

10 

11 

13 

Max.  total  (pairs) 26 
23 41 25 

31 

32 32 

18 19 17 

20 
There  has  been  little  change  in  the  population  level  for  several  years. 
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Garganey  4/Wi  querquedida 

36  localities:  8-45  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  Five  localities:  1-6  pairs  breeding. 

C:onnt\ 

Breeding 

Localities  confirmed 

Breeding 

probable-* 

Breeding 

possible 

Maximum 

total 

.\von 1   1 0 1 2 

Devon 4   0 3 1 4 

England,  SE  Se\en localities:  2-7  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
.Maximum 

Clounty Localities  confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

bnckinghamshire 1   0 0 1 1 

Hertfordshire 1   1 0 0 1 

Kent 3   0 0 3 3 

•Sussex 2   1 1 0 2 

England,  E   23  loca lities:  5-31  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

Clounty Localities  confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Clanibridgesbire 2   4 6 0 10 

Lincolnshire 1   1 0 0 1 

.Norfolk 17  0 2 

15 17 

Northamptonshire 2   0 0 2 2 

Suffolk 1   0 1 0 1 

England,  N   One  locality:  0-1  jjair  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

Clounty Localities  confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

C:heshire 1   0 1 0 1 

1980  1981 1982  1983 1984  1985 1986  1987 

.No.  localities 34  48 66  59 46  32 42  36 

Clonfirnied  (pairs) 4   8 10  15 4   4 8   8 

Possible  (pairs) 50  50 84  55 53  36 47  37 

■Max.  total  (pairs) 54  58 94  70 57  40 55  45 

Except  in  the  two  peak  years,  the  population  seems  to  be  consistently 

between  40  and  60  pairs. 

Pochard  Aythya  Jenna 

62  localities:  87-117  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  Se\en  localities:  19-20  pairs  breeding. 

County Localities 

Breeding 

confirmed 

Breeding 

probable 

Breeding 

possible 

Maximum 
total 

Dorset 2 1 1 0 2 

Hampshire 3 
13 

0 0 

13 

Wiltshire 2 5 0 0 5 

England.  SE  24 

Clounty 

localities:  60-86 

Localities 

jiairs  breeding. Breeding 

confirmed 

Breeding 

probable 

Breeding 

possible 

Maximum 
total 

Buckinghamshire  2 4 0 0 4 

Kent 5 9 

24 

0 33 

Essex 2 8 1 0 9 

Hertfordshire 6 9 0 0 9 

l.ondon/Midcllesex/ 

Surrey 9 30 0 1 

31 
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England,  E   l   eu  localilit •s:  lb- 11)  pairs  breeding,  51 
young  re|jorted. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

-Maximum 

County  1 .ocalities confirmed 

|)robable 

possible 

total 

1   lunlingdonshire 1 1 1) 

II 

1 

1   .incolnsbire 4 b 2 1 

1) 

Nortbamptonshire 1 1 0 0 1 

SulVolk 4 8 0 0 8 

England,  Central  Six  localities:  2-7  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

.Maxinuim 

Ciounty  1 .ocalities confirmed 

|)robable 
possible 

total 

Sbropsbire 

1) 

2 (1 5 7 

England,  N   I'.igbt  localities;  24-2b 
pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

.Maximum 

Count\  I -ocalities confirmed 

|)robable 

possible 

total 

(   diesbire 8 
10 

1 1 

12 

Cle\'eland 1 1 1) 0 1 

1   .ancashire 2 (i I) 0 b 

N'ortbumberland 
2 7 (I 0 7 

Wales  Two  localities:  :t-b  pairs  bit 

■eding. 

Breeding Breeding Breeding 

.Maximum 

Count)  1 -ocalities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Carmarthen  I)\fed 1 0 0 8 

West  (JIamorgan 1 8 

I) 

0 8 

Scotland  five  localities 
:   5-1)  pairs  1 

breeding. 
Breeding Breeding Breeding 

.Maxitnum 

Count)  1 [.ocalities confirmed 

probable |)ossible 

total 

Borders 1 8 0 4 7 

Cramj)ian 1 2 0 

II 

2 

i'he  totals  are  veiy  similar  to  those  recorded  in  1986 — the  first  year  in 

which  the  Pochard  featured  in  the  Panel's  reports.  .\  paper  by  Dr  1   on\ 
Kox  reviewing  the  Pochard  breeding  population  will  be  published  shortly. 

Scaup  Ayt/mi  mania 

Phree  localities:  0-3  pairs  breeding. 
Scotland,  Mid  One  localit>  . 

I’l  R nisiiIRl  One  locality;  a   male  tiying  to  associate  with  a   (emale  1   ulted  Duck  A.  fuligula  on 

15th  May. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   1   wo  confidential  localities:  (1)  two  pairs  on  2tith  .\pril;  (2)  8-10 

individuals  on  8th  May. 

This  species  has  shown  no  signs  of  emulating  the  Goldeneye  Encephala 

clangula. 

Common  Scoter  Melanitta  nigra 

Pen  localities:  27-46  pairs  breeding. 
Northern  Ireland  One  localitN  . 

CO.  i   F.RMANAt.ll  One  localitv:  ten  pairs,  with  minimum  total  of  four 
 broods  reared. 

Scotland,  Mid  1   wo  localities. 

1)1  NHAR  roNsfllRF./sTlRI.lNX.suiRF.  One  locality:  pair  and  two  additiona
l  males. 

I’F.R FIlsillRF  One  localitv:  three  males  and  two  females  on  1 1th  June,  female 
 with  six  downy 

young,  and  four  separate  females  on  4th  July,  female  with  four  downy  young  on 
 11th  July 

(perhaps  a   dilferent  brood). 
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Scotland,  N   &   W   Seven  localities. 

C.M  lUNF.ss  Three  localities:  (1)  three  males  on  5th  June,  five  males  and  two  females  on  12th 

July,  three  Females  on  15th  August;  (2)  pair  on  29th  May;  (3)  female  on  28th  June. 

iWK.RNK.ss-smRF.  I'hree  localities:  (l)-(3)  total  of  16-21  pairs. 
Ross-SHIRF.  One  locality:  two  broods  of  four  and  possible  third  pair. 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

1982-
* 

1983 1984 
1985 

1986 1987 

\o.  localities 

13 

9 17 10 6 

17 

6 9 

25 

35 

10 Confirmed  (pairs) 24 
16 98 7 5 

14 

10 17 2 8 

27 Possible  (pairs) 137 125 

30 
106 77 98 

75 

52 

72 92 19 

.Max.  total  (pairs) 156 141 128 113 
82 

112 
85 

69 

74 100 

46 Part  of  the  dramatic  reduction  of  numbers  in  1987  was  probably  due  to 

fewer  breeding  waters  being  visited,  but  at  least  in  Northern  Ireland  there 

is  blear  evidence  of  a   long-term  decline.  The  sjjecies  has  nevertheless  been 

reported  in  midsummer  from  inland  waters  in  northern  England  and 
southern  Scotland. 

Goldeneye  Bucephalo  clangula 

16  localities:  80-96  pairs  breeding. 
England,  N   Eight  localities. 

C.OI  N'F^’ c:oNFll)F.\'n.\l,  I'wo  localities:  (1)  two  males  and  one  female  until  8th  June,  one  male 
remaining  until  lllh  jidy,  and  seen  with  a   female  on  9th  July;  (2)  two  adult  and  one 

immature  males  with  one  female  until  31st  May. 

CfMliRIA  .Six  localities:  ( 1 )   two  pairs  in  May  and  June;  (2)  immature  on  9th  June;  (3)  pair  at  a 

river  site  on  15th  June;  (4)  female  on  a   tarn  on  27th  July;  (5)  female  on  17th  July;  (6) 

immature  during  2nd-5th  July. 
Scotland,  S   Four  localities. 

BORDF.Rs  Four  localities:  (1)  immature  male  on  21st  May  and  adult  male  on  22nd  July;  (2) 

female  to  30th  June  and  possibly  the  same  female  on  19lh  August;  (3)  two  females  on  27th 

June;  (4)  female  on  13th  June. 

Scotland,  Mid  Three  localities. 

I.O  FHIAN  Fwo  localities:  (1)  five  arrived  on  20th June  and  summered;  (2)  immature  male  from 

5lh  June  to  1st  July. 

I’F.R  I IISHIRF  One  locality:  two  females  on  29th  May. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  extended  locality.  Of  80  nests,  48  contained  incubated  eggs,  and  at 

least  332  ducklings  hatched  from  the  37  successful  clutches. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Confirmed  (pairs)  6   12  22  26  29  27  47  53  67  77  80 

Young  hatched  11  40  110  165  286  220  209  311  336  390  332 

With  so  many  young  hatching  each  year,  it  must  be  only  a   matter  of 

time  before  there  is  a   marked  extension  of  the  current  breeding  range.  The 

Panel  is  indebted  to  Roy  Dennis  and  his  RSPB  colleagues  for  the  detailed 

information  about  breeding  success  in  Highland  Scotland. 

Honey  Buzzard  Pemis  apivorus 

Seven  localities:  1-7  pairs  breeding. 

Great  Britain  Seven  localities:  (1)  pair  reared  one  young,  and  a   sub-adult  also  present 

nearby;  (2)  several  sightings  during  May-July;  (3)  one  displaying  on  2nd  May  and  seen  again 

on  25th  August;  (4)  one  on  7th  August;  (5)  seen  on  five  dates  between  31st  May  and  5th 

September,  with  pair  in  wing-clapping  display  on  30th  August,  in  area  frequented  in  1985 
and  1986;  (6)  one  displaying  at  a   regular  site  on  16th  June;  (7)  one  on  4th  July. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981'!  982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Confirmed  (pairs)  2   12  3   2   2   3   2   1   1   1 

Max.  total  (pairs)  8   9   4   5   9   3   5   2   4   6   7 
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This  species  can  live  unobtrusively,  and  is  probably  under-recorded.  It 

is  certainly  under-reported,  and  the  Panel  members  hope  that  those 
observers  withholding  information  on  the  grounds  of  security  will  now  feel 
able  to  forward  their  data. 

Red  Kite  Milvus  milvus 

57  pairs,  of  which  43  pairs  laid  eggs  and  fledged  39  young. 

England,  Central  Two  localities:  (1)  one  for  four  weeks  up  to  5th  April;  (2)  one  on  26th  July. 

Wales  57  localities:  (l)-(57)  total  of  57  pairs  known,  of  which  50  built  nests  and  43  laid  eggs. 

Of  these,  27  pairs  reared  a   total  of  39  young  to  fledging  from  16  broods  of  1,  ten  broods  of  2, 

and  one  brood  of  3.  .\n  uncommonly  high  proportion  of  the  juveniles  survived  and  remained 

in  Wales.  Failures  included  two  robberies,  three  clutches  which  failed  to  hatch  after  full-term 

incubation,  one  nest  blown  down,  and  three  desertions,  one  of  them  due  to  human 

recreational  activities.  One  chick  choked  to  death  on  a   ball  of  wool.  The  remainder  were 

losses  of  eggs  or  young  from  unknown  causes. 
1977 1978 1979 

1980 1981 1982 1983 
1984 

1985 1986 1987 

Fotal  pairs 34 39 

42 42 

46 47 46 46 

54 57 57 Breeding  pairs 
28 

32 30 

29 

32 

38 

33 33 

43 

39 50 .Successful  pairs 

12 
13 14 

21 

18 19 

20 

13 19 

23 

27 5’()ung  reared 
17 

22 
18 

27 21 23 24 21 25 29 

39 

Phe  best  year  for  many  decades.  "Phe  Panel  is  very  grateful  to  Peter 
Davis  of  the  NCT’  for  this  detailed  account  of  developments  in  W   ales. 

White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeetus  alhicilla 

Re-introduction:  six  pairs  nested. 

Scotland  Six  pairs  nested,  two  of  them  successlully,  rearing  broods  of  one  and  two 

respectively. 

Slow,  Steady,  pleasing  progress. 

Marsh  Harrier  Circus  aeruginosus 

45  nests:  122-125  young  reared. 

Great  Britain  .\s  the  population  continues  to  increase,  breeding  numbers  and  results  for  this 

species  become  more  and  more  dilTicult  to  monitor  each  year.  Of  45  known  breeding 

attempts,  six  failed  due  to:  flooding  (2),  disturbance  by  reed-cutters  (1),  predation  (1), 

deliberate  destruction  (1)  and  removal  of  eggs  by  a   collector  (1).  Mean  fledged  young  per 

attempt  was  2.7,  and  for  successful  nests  3.1.  Thirty-one  per  cent  ol  all  nests  were  occupied 

by  females  mated  to  bigamous  males.  .\  further  20  individuals  summered,  of  which  12  were 

paired,  and  three  of  these  pairs  may  have  bred  and  failed. 

1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Breeding  males 
14 11 16 17 

19 

21 27 28 

26 

39 Breeding  females 
14 

16 

20 20 

24 

28 32 

31 

32 

45 

Fledged  young 36 
38 44 48 

59 71 6B 86 82 

122 

Mean  fledged  young 2.6 
2.4 

2.2 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.4 
3.0 

2.0 2.7 

Over  the  last  ten  years,  the  mean  annual  breeding  population  increase 

has  been  12.8%,  rising  to  33.3%  during  1986-87.  This  has  been  a 

remarkable  recovery  by  a   species  on  the  edge  of  extinction  in  Britain,  with 

just  one  breeding  pair  (at  Minsmere)  only  16  years  ago,  in  1971. 

Montagu’s  Harrier  Circus  pygargus 
Si.'c  nests:  13  young  reared. 

Gn  at  Britain  Fhe  population  of  this  species  remains  low,  although  produ
ctivity  returned  to 

normal  after  last  year’s  poor  results.  Five  nests,  four  in  cereal  crops  and
  one  in  rough  grass 
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and  reeds,  were  successful,  with  broods  of  2,  4   and  4 

young  reared  from  two  nests  by  females  paired  to  the 

long  grass,  was  probabK’  robbed  b)’  a   predator. 

No.  localities 

Confirmed  (pairs) 

Possible  (pairs) 

Max.  total  (pairs) 

Fledged  young 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981 

2   7   4   8   8 

12  2   2   2 
15  2   0   7 

2   7   4   8   9 

0   3   7   4   4 

young  reared  by  pairs,  and  ol  2   and  3 
same  male.  1   he  unsuccesslul  nest,  in 

1982  1983  1984  1985  1980  1987 

7"*  8 

3   0 

5   4 

8   10 
4   9 

2   8 
1   3 

1   0 

2   9 

3   7 

0   10 

7   0 

3   4 
10  10 

13  13 

The  Panel  is  grateful  to  John  Day  for  assembling  much  detailed 

information  about  this  and  the  preceding  species,  and  for  preparing  the 
texts. 

Goshawk  Accipiter  getitilis 

77  localities:  48-87  pairs  breeding. 

England  &   Wales  58  localities  involving  20  counties:  (l)-(58)  41  pairs  known  to  have 

attempted  breeding,  rearing  about  59  young,  with  a   further  seven  pairs  regarded  as 

'probables’  and  20  as  ‘possibles’. 
Scotland  Nineteen  localities,  involving  five  regions:  (1)-(19)  seven  pairs  said  to  have  bred, 

with  one  case  of  probable  breeding  and  a   further  1 1   ‘possibles’. 1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1980  1987 

C:ounties* 

15 
19 22 

21 

27 

17 

19 22 

18 

30 31 Confirmed  (pairs) 
15 15 

24 

17 

16 

24 

34 

36 

34 54 

48 

Possible  (pairs) 
22 

26 

21 

32 

36 

19 

27 

42 

39 

59 

39 .Max.  total  (pairs) 37 41 

45 49 

52 

43 

61 

78 

73 
1 13 

87 
*Regions  in  Scotland. 

Of  all  the  raptors  monitored  by  the  Panel,  the  Goshawk  is  the  most 

persecuted,  and  a   direct  result  of  this  is  that  some  observers  are  reluctant 

to  supply  data  to  the  Panel.  Whilst  entirely  sympathising  with  the  concern 

over  persecution,  it  is  the  Panel’s  opinion  that  its  report,  couched  in  such 
general  terms,  cannot  in  any  way  endanger  the  welfare  of  the  species. 

Despite  the  acknowledged  persecution,  which  is  relentless  in  some 

counties,  the  species  is  beginning  to  prosper. 

Rough-legged  Buzzard  Buteo  lagopus 
One  locality:  one  individual. 

England,  E   One  locality. 

sriTOl.K  One  locality:  one  in  suitably  afforested  countrv  between  22nd  and  2fith  June. 

The  only  previous  entrv  in  the  Panel’s  files  referred  to  spring  1975. 

Osprey  Fandion  haliaetus 

51  known  pairs:  30  pairs  fledged  56  young. 

Scotland  Of  the  51  pairs  traced,  44  are  known  to  have  laid  eggs,  30  pairs  hatched  eggs  and 

reared  young.  The  mean  brood  size  was  1.87  young,  and  productivity  was  only  1.12  per 

occupied  nest,  which  is  the  lowest  since  1978.  Fen  pairs  failed,  mainly  in  late  May  and  June, 

during  very'  bad  weather,  four  nests  were  rohbed,  and  two  pairs  were  disturbed  by  illegal 

bird-photography.  One  pair  summered  to  the  south  of  (he  central  lowlands  of  Scotland. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Pairs 

20 

22 
25 

25 

25 

30 

30 31 34 

42 

51 

.Successful  pairs 7 1 1 16 19 

20 

21 20 

21 

22 

24 30 

\'oung  reared 

13 
19 

30 
41 

42 45 

45 

47 

53 

48 

56 
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The  Panel  members  are  grateful  to  Roy  Dennis  and  his  RSPB 

colleagues  for  yet  another  admirably  detailed  report.  4'he  best  year  for 
many  decades  and,  since  Ospreys  do  not  normally  breed  until  they  are 

th  ree  years  old,  there  are  grounds  for  belieying  that  the  process  of 
recolonisation  will  gather  momentum. 

Hobby  Falco  subbuteo 

262  localities:  107-266  pairs 
breeding. 

England,  SW  (i‘2-124 pairs  hreedin g,  89  young  known. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
.Maximum 

C'.oimtN 
Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Avon 3 3 0 0 3 

Dfvon 5 6 0 0 8 

Dorset 
28 

18 

12 

0 

28 
Cloueestershire 3 2 0 2 4 

I   lamps  [lire .32 
25 

0 

27 

52 

Somerset 9 3 2 5 

If) Wiltshire 

20 

7 5 9 

21 
England,  SE  22-hl  p 

•airs  breeding. 
38  young  known. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Hedibrdshire 2 1 1 0 2 

Buckinghamshire 8 4 4 0 8 

Essex 4 1 2 1 4 

1   lert  fordshire 

42 

2 8 

34 

42 

Kent 4 3 0 1 4 

.Middlesex 3 3 0 0 3 

Surrey 13 7 

fi 

0 13 

.Sussex 5 1 4 0 5 

England,  E   18-41  pairs  breeding,  ! 23  young  known. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

Clou  nty Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Cambridgeshire 9 7 0 2 9 

Huntingdonshire 5 2 3 0 5 

I.incolnshire/South 

Humberside 2 1 1 0 2 

Norfolk 2 2 0 0 2 

Northamptonshire 
15 

8 5 4 

15 

SufTolk 8 0 8 2 8 

England,  Central  3- 12  pairs  breeding,  fi\e  young 
known. 

Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Derbyshire 1 1 0 0 1 

Herefordshire 1 0 0 1 1 

Leicestershire 1 1 0 0 1 

Shropshire 
4 0 4 0 4 

\\  arwickshire 2 0 2 0 2 

Worcestershire 3 1 2 0 3 

England,  N   Prohablv  only  one  indi\idual.  but  displaying  for 
six  weeks. 

Breeding 
Breeding 

Breeding 

Maximum 

Clou  nty Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Cheshire 1 0 1 0 1 
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Wales  2-7  pairs  breeding,  five  young 
known. 
Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County  Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 
Gwent  6 2 2 2 6 

Montgomeryshire  1 0 

1   
•* 

0 1 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Confirmed  (pairs) 51 
70 80 64 

51 97 

80 93 98 

91 

107 

Possible  (pairs) 68 
86 

52 
91 

109 
105 

182 
116 

148 202 
159 

Max.  total  (pairs) 

Young  reared 

119 156 132 
155 160 202 262 

209 246 293 266 

(minimum) 78 96 
72 

86 
89 

63 

104 

91 

117 126 158 

There  remain inconsistencies  between  counties  regarding  the  reporting 

of  casual  records,  the  recorders  for  some  counties  reporting  every  sighting 

of  a   bird  in  a   suitable  habitat,  in  that  it  is  technically  a   ‘possible’,  whereas 
other  recorders  select  what  they  submit  to  the  Panel.  It  is  unlikely, 

therefore,  that  the  figures  presented  exaggerate  the  true  situation. 

Quail  Cotumix  cotumix 

147  localities:  1-241  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  57  localities:  0-83  pairs  breeding. Breeding 
Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed probable/ possible total 

De\on 10 0 6 6 

Dorset 16 0 16 16 

Hampshire 1 1 0 16 16 

Somerset 8 0 

12 

12 

Wiltshire 
12 

0 33 33 

England,  SE  34  localities:  0-70  pairs 
breeding. 

Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 
probable/possible 

total 

Buckinghamshire 2 0 2 2 

Essex 5 0 6 6 

Hertfordshire 6 0 8 8 

Kent 7 0 22 22 

Sussex 14 0 32 

32 

England,  E   28  localities :   0-50  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 
probable/possible total 

Cambridgeshire 4 0 7 7 

I.incolnshire/South 

Humberside 5 0 

12 
12 

Northamptonshire 6 0 6 6 

SulTolk 

13 

0 

25 25 
England,  Central  20  localities:  1-27 pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed probable/ possible total 

Derbyshire 6 0 8 8 

Leicestershire 1 0 1 1 

Shropshire 5 0 9 9 

Warwickshire 3 1 2 3 

Worcestershire 5 0 6 6 
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England,  N   Seven  local 

County 

1987 

ities;  0-10 

Localities 

pairs  breeditig. Breeding 

confirmed 

Breeding 

probable/possible 

491 

.Alaximum 

total 

Cflieshire 1 0 4 4 
Cleveland 1 0 1 1 
Cumbria 2 0 2 2 
Lancashire 3 0 3 3 

Scotland,  S   One  locality:  one  individual. 

BORDK.RS  One  present  throughout  June. 

The  year  1987  was  only  the  second  for  which  the  Panel  collated 

information  about  Quail  numbers,  so  some  of  the  increase  (the  numbers 
more  than  doubled  compared  with  1986)  could  be  due  to  better  reporting. 

Even  allowing  for  that,  the  evidence  points  to  1987  being  ‘a  Quail  year’. 

Spotted  Crake  Porzana  porzana 

Seven  localities:  2-20  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SE  I   wo  localities:  (1)  one  singing  on  25th  June;  (2)  one  singing  on  14th  and  25th 
.August. 

England,  E   Four  localities:  (1)  up  to  three  singing  in  late  .May,  silent  in  June,  and  juveniles 

seen  in  two  areas  in  .September;  (2)  singing  from  24th  .April  to  bth  May,  with  two  singing  on 

29th  .April,  thought  possible  that  breeding  was  atteinj)ted;  (3)  five  singing  from  early  .May  to 

late  June;  (4)  one  singing  on  Kith  June. 

Scotland  One  locality. 

lN\'F.RNF..s.s-.stIlRF.  One  locality:  present  from  2(ith  May  to  (ith  July,  with  five  to  seven  singing. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982'  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 
Counties  36  2   1   3   1   33234 

No.  localities  46  4   34  2   64237 

No.  singing  7   6   8   4   9   31 2   10  3   418 

The  best  year  on  record  for  this  species,  but  as  yet  there  is  no 

understanding  of  what  factors  regulate  the  numbers  present  each  year. 

Corncrake  Crex  crex 

18  localities:  2-24  pairs  breeding. 
England,  S   One  locality:  1   pair  breeding. 

DFVON  One  locality:  singing  from  24th  May,  three  juveniles  with  adult  about  first  week  of 

July- 
England,  E   One  locality:  0-1  pair  breeding. 
C.VMBRIDGFSHIRF  One  locality:  one  singing  from  13th  to  15th  May  and  one  flushed  from 

another  area  on  1 1th  .August. 

England,  N   Five  localities:  1-8  pairs  breeding. 

CHFsniRF  One  locality:  female  in  mid  May  and  male  on  1st  June,  both  e\idently  road 

casualties. 

C.UMBRI.\  One  locality:  adult  with  four  juveniles  from  15th  to  18th  July. 

ISI.F  OF  Nt.AN  Two  localities:  (1)  one  on  25th  May;  (2)  two  singing  simultaneously  on  27th 

June. 

COI  NTS’  N.wtF  wiTHHFl.n  One  locality:  three  pairs  probably  bred. 

Scotland  11  localities:  0-14  pairs  breeding. 

BORDFRS  One  locality:  one  singing  on  5th  and  6th  June. 

IN\  FRNFS.S-SHIRF  (4ne  locality:  adult  caught  by  ringer. 

C.MTIINF.SS  Seven  localities:  (1)  one  singing  from  5th  to  28th  June;  (2)  one  singing  from  13th 

to  23rd  June;  (3)  one  singing  on  5th  and  9th  June;  (4)-(6)  singles  singing  on  single  dates 

between  28th  May  and  26th  June;  (7)  two  singing  on  7th  June. 

SHFTr..\NI)  Two  localities:  (1)  three  singing  on  23rd  June  and  one  on  24th  June;  (2)  one 

singing  on  9th  July. 
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4’his  remarkable  series  of  records  suggests  that  C'orncrakes  reached 

Britain  in  larger  numbers  than  for  several  years,  dliis  was  only  the  second 

year  in  which  the  Panel  had  compiled  data,  and  we  do  not  yet  know 

whether  this  is  a   species  whose  numbers  can  fluctuate  considerably  from 
vear  to  year. 

Black-winged  Stilt  Himantopus 
himantopus 

One  locality;  one  pair  breeding. 

England,  E   One  locality. 

NORI'OI.K  One  locality;  pair  arrived  at  Holme 
on  17th  May  and  laid  the  first  egg  only  four 

days  later,  fhree  young  hatched  and  two 

fledged.  I’he  adults  departed  on  18th 
.August  and  the  juveniles  on  3 1st  .August; 
the  latter  were  at  BeKide  Reserxoir,  Staf 

fordshire,  from  1st  to  7th  September. 

The  only  previous  instance  of  successful  breeding  in  the  UK  was  in 

Nottinghamshire  in  1945,  but  a   pair  which  laid  eggs  in  Cambridgeshire  in 

1983  was  robbed,  probably  by  a   fox  \idpes  vulpes  [Brit.  Birds  79:  69).  The 

1987  breeding  is  described  in  detail  in  the  Norfolk  Bird  &   Mammal  Report 
1987. 

Avocet  Recuri’irostra  avosetta 

18  localities:  341-342  pairs  reared  at  least  315  young. 

England,  S   &   E   18  localities:  at  Havergate,  109  pairs  bred,  but  only  eight  young  were  reared; 

in  contrast,  84  pairs  at  Minsmere  reared  94  young,  and  it  w'as  a   good  breeding  season  at 
manv  colonies. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

.\o.  localities  6   3   3   5   5   9   9   II  14  15  18 

Confirmed  (pairs)  146  145  147  168  201  190  238  237  269  255  341 

A’oung  reared  (minima)  14  92  99  101  155  150  192  118  245  227  315 

A   great  leap  forward  in  the  affairs  of  the  species,  with  some  of  the 

additional  pairs  founding  new  colonies  and  others  hnding  room  in 

existing  communities.  If  further  new  colonies  become  established,  the 

Panel  is  conhdent  that  observers  will  accord  them  the  same  freedom  from 

disturbance  which  has  made  possible  the  rapid  build-up  of  numbers. 

Stone-curlew  Burhinus  oedicnemus 

Nine  counties:  137  pairs  laid  a   total  of  1 78  clutches,  of  which  24  are  known 

to  have  hatched  young. 

England,  SW  fhree  counties;  30  pairs  laid  44  clutches. 

England,  SE  fhree  counties:  nine  pairs  laid  1 1   clutches. 

England,  E   fhree  counties;  98  pairs  laid  123  clutches. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

Confirmed  (pairs) 4 
20 34 

8 10 8 

20 

19 

68 
103 

137 

Possible  (pairs) 23 
14 

47 

37 

43 

59 

76 52 47 

12 

0 

Max.  total  (pairs) 27 34 81 

45 
53 67 96 71 

1 15 115 

137 
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1   lie  ligures  are  based  on  extensive  work  by  an  RSPB  team  led  bv  Dr 

R.  K.  (   been,  to  whom  grateful  acknowledgment  is  made.  4   he  yearly  totals 

give  the  impression  of  a   growing  population,  but  the  reverse  is,  alas,  true, 

and  the  higher  numbers  recorded  in  recent  years  reflect  the  thoroughness 

of  the  suiA’ey  work. 

Dotterel  Charadrius  morinellm 

Census  revealed  613  individuals  in  .May;  probably  520  breeding  pairs. 

Great  Britain  The  most  comprehensive  sutAey  of  Dotterels  so  far  undertaken  was  co- 

ordinated by  the  NGC:  71  obser\ers  took  part,  covering  175  mountains,  totalling  100  km'. 
total  of  61 3   individuals  was  seen  in  May,  and  breeding  was  proved  in  57  10-km  squares.  .\n 

estimate  of  at  least  520  pairs  breeding  in  Britain  was  made  by  extrapolating  from  the  density 

of  numbers  of  pairs  observed  in  the  area  covered  to  the  number  likely  to  l>e  present  in  the 

total  area  suitable  for  the  species.  Only  one  breeding  pair  was  found  in  Kngland;  and  a   single 

individual  was  seen  in  Wales  on  likely  habitat  in  mid  summer,  but  there  was  no  evidence  ol 

breeding.  .\  detailed  report  on  the  1987  and  1988  results  is  being  prepared  by  the  organisers 

for  publication  in  due  course. 

The  Panel  is  most  grateful  to  Dr  Des  Thompson  for  preparing  this 

summarv'. 

Temminck’s  Stint  Calidris  temminckii 

One  locality:  4-5  pairs  breeding. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality;  four  pairs  proved  to  have  bred  and  fifth  possibly  did  so;  nine 

young  ringed. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 3 3 4 5 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 

Confirmed  (pairs) 
0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 

Possible  (pairs) 
5 5 4 5 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 

.Max.  total  (pairs) 5 6 6 6 1 3 2 1 2 3 5 

An  important  year,  with  at  least  four  pairs  breeding  and  possibly  a   fifth. 

No  report  was  received  for  two  localities  which  normally  have  the  species 

present  in  the  breeding  season,  possibly  because  they  were  not  visited  by 

observers  in  1987. 

Purple  Sandpiper  Calidris  maritima 

One  locality;  3   pairs  breeding. 
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Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality:  three  pairs,  one  with  an  unknow'n  clutch  size,  one  with  a 
clutch  of  3   and  one  with  a   brood  of  3. 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 1987 

\o.  localities 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 

Confirmed  (pairs) 0 1 0 1 0 1 

•*  0 

1 1 1 3 

Possible  (pairs) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 

Max.  total  (pairs) 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 

The  best  year  to  date,  with  three  breeding  pairs. 

Ruff  Fhilomachus  pugnax 

15  localities:  at  least  one  pair  attempted  breeding. 

England,  SE  Six  localities:  (1)11  males  lekking  until  late  May;  (2)  four  males  displaying;  (3) 

up  to  five  until  mid  May,  with  a   female  on  27th  June;  (4)  57  on  12th  April,  five  of  them 

lekking;  (5)  47  on  4th  May;  (6)  two,  probably  late  migrants,  on  25th  April. 

England,  E   Three  localities:  (1)  lekking  by  presumed  migrants  to  mid  .April,  later  13  males 

and  14  females  seen  at  lek,  but  only  seven  females  regularly,  no  females  between  18th  May 

and  13th  June:  suggestive  of  breeding;  (2)  up  to  six  leks  reported,  with  a   total  population  on 

7th  May  of  99  males  and  56  females,  but  no  evidence  of  breeding;  (3)  two  males  and  two 

females  displaying  on  2nd  June. 

England,  N   Five  localities:  (1)  one  or  two  males  displaying  to  several  females  at  a   locality 

frequented  in  1986;  (2)  one  or  two  on  6ve  dates  in  May  and  two  dates  in  June,  with  a   black- 

headed male  displaying  to  a   female  on  the  very  late  date  of  30th  July;  (3)  three  males  and 

three  females,  lekking  in  May  and  still  present  in  early  June;  (4)  two  males  and  up  to  18 

females  in  late  .April,  lekking  and  copulation  observed;  (5)  nest  with  four  eggs  on  4th  June, 

deserted  during  second  half  of  the  month. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality:  male  on  5th  June. 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
1985 

1986 1987 

No.  localities 6 4 

12 
10 

10 

13 

8 6 8 7 

15 

Nests 0 0 3 3 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 

Max.  no.  females 

possibly  nesting 
16 

4 22 

13 
13 

23 

32 6 8 9 68 

.\n  under-performer,  in  stock-market  terms,  which  never  seems  to  live 

up  to  its  potential  in  Britain.  Or  is  the  female  unusually  good  at 

concealing  her  domestic  life? 

Black-tailed  Godwit  Limosa  Umosa 

13  localities:  28-40  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  f   wo  localities. 

.SOMERSET  Two  localities:  (1)  one  displaying  on  26th  April;  (2)  nest  and  eggs  found,  but  later 

destroyed,  probably  by  a   mammal. 

England,  SE  Two  localities:  (1)  three  pairs  attempted  breeding,  but  all  failed;  (2)  pair  at  a 

known  breeding  site  from  24th  May  to  6th  June,  no  evidence  of  breeding. 

England,  E   Five  localities:  23-30  pairs  breeding. 
C.AMBRIDGESHIRE  Two  localities:  (1)  ten  pairs,  with  four  clutches  of  4   eggs  between  16th  and 

25th  April,  at  least  six  fledged  from  the  13  eggs  known  to  have  hatched;  (2)  seven  or  more 

pairs  bred,  hve  known  to  have  been  successful  and  at  least  15  young  fledged. 

NORFOI.K  One  locality:  five  pairs  attempted  breeding,  but,  due  to  adverse  weather,  reared 

only  one  young  to  flying  stage. 

El..SE\vuERE  Two  localities:  (1)  pair  displayed  in  May,  but  moved  away  because  of  farming 

activities;  (2)  four  pairs  probably  bred. 

England,  N   One  locality. 

CME.smRE  One  locality:  six  records  during  May,  including  pair  displaying  on  4th. 

Scotland,  Mid  Fwo  localities:  (1)  pair  displaying  in  May;  (2)  pair  on  8th  June;  single  seen 

about  W'l  km  distant  could  have  been  one  of  the  pair. 
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Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality. 

•SIIKII.ANI)  One  locality:  pair  of  Icelandic  race  L.  1.  islandka  reared  two  young;  said  to  be  the 

only  pair  of  this  race  breeding  in  Britain. 
1977  1978  1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

No.  localities 11  13  13 11 5 

13 

10 

12 11 19 13 

Confirmed  (pairs) 37  50  39 52 22 38 32 55 22 

23 

28 

Possible  (pairs) 33  18  25 25 4 

31 

12 
25 

17 

24 

12 

Max.  total  (pairs) 70  68  64 77 

26 
69 44 

80 39 

47 40 

Few  amongst our  established rarer  breeding  species show  such  a 

tendency  to  annual  fluctuations  in 1   numbers 

Wood  Sandpiper  Tringa  glareola 
Three  localities: 

2-4  pairs  breeding. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   I'hree  localities:  (1)  pai 
r   bred,  and  possibly  a   second 

pair; 
(2)  pair 

•   with 

young  on  2hth  June; (3)  pair  displaying  on 1   21st  June. 
1977  1978  1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1985 
1986 1987 

No.  localities 4   7   3 4 1 4 3 4 3 2 3 

Confirmed  (pairs) 2   4   2 7 1 3 1 4 2 2 2 

Possible  (pairs) 3   (i  2 5 0 3 4 1 1 1 2 

Max.  total  (pairs) 5   10  4 
12 

1 6 5 5 3 3 4 

There  are  ground.s  for  thinking  that  this  species  sometimes  goes 

undetected  (or  unreported)  and  that  individuals  may  have  been  present  at 

a   fourth  site.  In  the  absence  of  more  precise  information,  it  seems 

preferable  to  report  known  minima. 

Red-necked  Phalarope  Phalaropus  lobatus 

Seven  localities:  12-17  pairs  breeding. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   Seven  localities:  (1)  two  males  with  two  females  on  Ihth  June;  (2)-(5)  12  or 

13  pairs  bred  and  12  broods  located,  with  the  first  one  fledging  ot.  r2th  July;  (6)(7)  pair  at 
each  site,  said  to  have  bred,  hut  no  details  supplied. 

If  anything,  a   slightly  better  result  than  in  1986,  hut  still  giving  little 

cause  for  optimism. 

Mediterranean  Gull  Lams  melanocephalus 

Three  localities  in  three  counties:  1-3  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SE  One  locality. 

KK.Nl  One  locality:  three  eggs  laid,  two  hatched,  but  believed  that  neither  young  fledged. 

England,  E   One  locality. 

lUN  nNC;i)ONSlllRK  One  locality:  pair  in  full  adult  plumage  displaying  on  the  edge  of  a   colony 

of  Black-headed  Gulls  Laws  ridihundus  on  5th  .\pril  and  at  least  one  present  on  11th  .\pril.  but 

no  e\  idence  of  breeding. 

Scotland,  N   One  locality:  one  in  May. 

Despite  the  presence  of  small  flocks  at  scmie  localities,  this  species  is 

still  not  showing  any  real  signs  of  becoming  established  as  a   British 

breeding  bird. 

Little  Gull  Lams  mimitiis 

One  locality:  one  pair. 

England,  Central  One  locality:  a   breeding  attempt  fi\iled  at  the  egg  stage. 

The  fourth  nesting  record:  single  pairs  laid  eggs  on  the  Ouse  Washes  in 

Cambridgeshire/Norfolk  in  1975,  and  at  a   site  in  Norfolk  and  at  Fairburn 
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Ings  in  North  \’orkshire  in  1978,  but  in  each  case  the  eggs  failed  to  hatch 

or  were  taken  by  a   predator.  There  has  still  been  no  successful  breeding  in 
the  UK. 

Roseate  Tern  Sterna  dougallii 

fen  localities:  169-333  pairs  nesting. 

England,  SW  1   \vo  localities:  (1)  two  pairs  bred,  possibly  a   third;  (2)  one  or  two  present  in  a 
ternen . 

England,  N   One  localit)':  17  pairs  bred  and  there  was  one  non-breeding  pair;  from  nine 

clutches  of  1   and  eight  clutches  of  2,  a   total  of  23  eggs  hatched,  and  16  young  fledged. 

Wales  Two  localities;  (1)  21  pairs  bred,  laying  14  clutches  of  1   and  seven  clutches  of  2   eggs, 

with  at  least  15  young  fledging;  (2)  about  200  pairs  present,  but  only  40  pairs  attempted 

breeding;  of  those  pairs  laying  eggs,  at  least  22  deserted;  only  seven  young  were  seen,  of 

which  only  one  is  known  to  have  fledged. 

Scotland  1   wo  localities:  (1)  20  pairs  nested  and  at  least  ten  had  broods,  a   total  of  15  chicks 

being  found  for  ringing;  (2)  two  pairs  reared  two  chicks  between  them. 

Northern  Ireland  Three  localities:  (l)-(3)  a   total  of  67  pairs  attempted  breeding,  but  no  data 

regarding  breeding  success. 

This  is  our  rarest  and  most  vulneraljle  seabird,  and  the  Panel  would 

appreciate  any  records  suggestive  of  breeding.  Observers  may  assume  that 

major  colonies  will  be  fully  monitored. 

Snowy  Owl  Nyctea  scandiaca 

One  locality:  one  female. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality. 

sitl.  I   t..\\t)  One  locality:  of  two  females  early  in  the  year,  one  remained  throughout  May  and 

June  and  laid  a   clutch  of  unfertilised  eggs.  -i  _i 

No  male  has  been  present  to  accompany  the  females  since  1975.  If  birds 

experience  loneliness,  only  the  Black-browed  Albatross  in  a   Shetland 

gannetry  may  be  as  lonely  as  this  female  Snowy  Owl. 

Wryneck  /)7/.v  torquilla 

Five  localities:  1-5  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SE  One  locality. 

BrCKlNcai.WtsitlRK  One  locality:  a   pair  said  to  have  bred  in  a   private  garden,  in  1985,  1986 

and  1987.  (No  evidence  of  breeding  in  1988,  but  the  presence  of  at  least  one  Wryneck  was 

confimied  by  an  independent  observ'er.) 

England,  E   Three  localities. 

NORTil.wmoNSitlRF.  Three  localities:  (l)-(3)  singles  on  26th  .\pril,  7th  May  and  19th  May, 

respectively. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality:  one  singing  and  seen  on  21st  June,  in  habitat  suitable  for 

breeding. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 17 
22 

7 

1 1 

2 9 14 9 9 9 5 

C:onfirmed  (pairs) 7 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Possible  (pairs) 

12 
19 

8 

13 

2 10 

15 10 

8 8 4 

Max.  total  (pairs) 19 23 9 14 2 

10 

15 

10 9 9 5 

The  interlude  in  Buckinghamshire  does  nothing  to  alter  the  impression 

that  this  is  a   species  in  terminal  decline. 

Woodlark  Lidlula  arborea 

109  localities:  28-193  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  24  localities:  0-78  pairs  breeding. 
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CORNWAI.I.  1   hree  localities:  (l)-(3)  total  of  four  singing,  March  to  June. 

DFA'ON  Kight  localities:  (l)-(8)  four  singing  in  April  and  May  were  thought  to  represent 
probable  breeding  pairs;  three  others  were  present  and  singing  for  shorter  periods. 
DORSKT  len  localities:  (I)-(IO)  thought  that  11  pairs  probably  bred  and  that  three  others 
possibly  did  so;  no  details  available. 

HAMPSHIRF.  1   hree  broad  localities:  (1)  16  pairs  or  singing  males,  but  coverage  partial;  (2)  36 

pairs  or  singing  males;  (3)  one  pair  or  singing  male. 

England,  SE  Nine  localities:  25-38  pairs  breeding. 

.SURRFY  Seven  localities:  (l)-(7)  total  of  24  pairs  proved  to  have  bred,  with  a   further  nine 

probable  and  three  possible  pairs.  (The  position  is  confused  because  data  from  two  separate 

sources  have  been  received,  and  it  would  appear,  in  the  absence  of  map  references,  that 

different  names  may  be  used  for  the  same  locality.) 

.SU.SSFX  I'wo  localities:  (1)  pair  from  8th  February,  carrying  food  on  20th  July,  but  no  young 
seen,  four  present  on  9th  August,  three  remaining  into  October;  (2)  one  singing  from  17th 

April,  with  pair  on  5th  May,  but  not  after  9th. 

England,  E   74  localities:  2-75  pairs  breeding. 

c;orN  n’  not  NAMFD  About  50  sites  in  two  broad  localities:  (1)  26  pairs  or  singing  males;  (2) 
24  pairs  or  singing  males. 

I.INCOl.NSHlRF  One  locality:  two  pairs  and  single  male;  one  pair  reared  three  young,  but  the 
other  failed. 

NORFOLK  Several  localities:  23  pairs  or  singing  males,  all  of  them  in  clear-felled  forest  and 

none  on  open  heathland. 

England,  Central  One  locality:  pair  fledged  three  young  on  1st  July. 

Wales  One  locality. 

GWFNT  One  locality:  one  at  clear-felled  forestry  site  from  7th  to  14th  May. 

The  influence  of  forestry  operations  on  this  species — adverse  after  the 

early  stages  of  planting  and  beneficial  at  the  clear-felling  stage — is 
becoming  increasingly  apparent.  Once  again,  the  Panel  is  indebted  to 

Chris  Bowden  for  very  detailed  information  on  productivity  of  22  pairs. 

Black  Redstart  Fhoenicums  ochruros 

11  localities;  46-109  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  I’hree  localities:  2-3  pairs  breeding. 
DFVON  One  locality:  pair  displaying  on  13th  March. 

DORSFT  One  locality:  pair  reared  four  young,  only  the  third  record  of  successful  breeding  for 

the  county. 

HAMPSHIRF  One  locality:  male  singing  on  5th  April  and  female  cairving  food  into  a   farm 

building  on  9th  July;  an  immature  male  held  territory  from  13th  .April  to  3rd  July. 

England,  SE  43  localities:  21-56  pairs  breeding. 
FSSFX  Four  localities:  (1)  two  singing  males,  one  pair  bred  successfully;  (2)  pair  bred;  (3)(4) 

single  singing  males. 

KFNT  11  localities:  (l)-(ll)  6ve  pairs  bred,  with  a   further  ten  probable  and  three  possible 

cases  of  breeding.  One  pair  nested  in  an  open  hling  cabinet  at  an  abandoned  colliery.  The 

recording  area  of  the  London  Natural  History  Society  extends  into  Kent  (as  well  as  into 

other  Home  Counties)  and  it  is  hoped  that  no  duplication  has  crept  into  the  hgures. 

I.ONDON/middffsfX  14  localities:  (1)-(14)  seven  pairs  bred,  with  a   further  ten  probable  and 

two  possible  pairs. 

.si’RRFY  Eight  localities:  one  brood  of  1,  one  of  2   and  three  broods  of  3   reported,  and  there 

were  a   further  three  cases  of  possible  breeding. 

SUSSFX  Six  localities:  (1)  male  with  a   fledged  juvenile  on  30th  May;  (2)  pair  fledged  two 

young;  (3)  pair;  (4)-(6)  singing  males. 

England,  E   24  localities:  23-42  pairs  breeding. 

CAMBRIDGFSHIRF  One  locality:  one  singing  on  a   number  of  June  days. 

HUNTINGIX)N.SHIRF  Six  localities:  (l)-(6)  singles  singing  at  each. 

I.INCOFNSHIRF/.SOUTH  Hl'MBFRSIDF  Five  localities:  (1)  two  pairs  bred  and  a   third  pair  probably 

did  so;  (2)  two  pairs  fledged  young,  one  double-brooding;  (3)  pair  bred  successfully;  (4)  pair 

summered,  not  known  to  have  bred;  (5)  one  singing  from  6th  to  13th  June. 
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NORFOLK  Six  localities:  (1)  two  pairs  bred;  (2)(3)  single  pairs  bred  at  sugar  beet  factories; 

(4) (5)  single  pairs  bred;  (6)  five  singing  males. 

SI'FFOI.K  Six  localities:  (1)  six  pairs  reared  a   minimum  combined  total  of  12  young;  (2)  pair 

bred;  (3)  pair  reared  three  young,  and  a   further  two  pairs  probably  bred;  (4)  one  probable 

and  one  possible  breeding  pair;  (5)  two  pairs  bred;  (6)  paij;  bred. 

England,  Central  One  locality:  one  male. 

.SHROPSHIRF,  One  locality:  one  singing  in  suitable  habitat  on  4th  June. 

England,  N   Six  localities. 

I.ANC.ASHIRF.  Six  localities:  (1)  one  singing  from  20th  May  to  June,  female  occasionally  present 

and  three  birds  on  30th  June,  at  a   dock  site;  (2)  one  on  16th  June,  at  a,  dock  site;  (3)  one 

singing  on  22nd  .^pril,  7th  and  9th  June;  (4)  one  singing  on  14thjuly;  (5)  one  singing  on  27th 
June;  (6)  one  at  a   farm  on  28th  May. 

This  species  was  dropped  from  the  Panel’s  list  after  1976,  and  not 
restored  until  1985.  The  numbers  involved  are  possibly  the  highest  ever, 

and  it  would  seem  that  the  species  is  well  established  on  the  East  Coast 

(as  far  north  as  Cleveland  in  1986)  and  is  now  present  on  the  Lancashire 
coast. 

Fieldfare  Turdus  pilaris 

Seven  localities:  1-7  pairs  breeding. 
England,  E   One  locality. 

SCFFOI.K  One  locality:  one  trapped  at  a   coastal  site  on  28th  June. 

England,  N   (3ne  locality. 

i,anc:a.shirk  One  singing  in  fell  country  on  11th  June. 

Scotland,  S   4'hree  localities. 
BORDF.RS  Three  localities:  (1)  one  giving  anxiety  calls  on  26th  April;  (2)  two  giving  anxiety 

calls  from  25th  to  28th  April;  (3)  one  calling  persistently  from  22nd  to  31st  May  and  one 

nearby  from  7th  to  10th  June. 

Scotland,  Mid  One  locality. 

LOTHIAN  One  locality:  single  during  12th- 17th  July. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality. 

INVF.RNK.SS-SMIRF,  One  locality:  pair  laid  two  clutches,  but  both  infertile. 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 

1987 

No.  localities 6 3 6 5 6 7 10 4 3 2 7 

Confirmed  (pairs) 4 1 1 1 0 2 3 0 0 2 1 

Possible  (pairs) 2 3 5 4 6 5 9 4 3 0 6 

.Max.  total  (pairs) 6 4 6 5 6 7 

12 

4 3 2 7 

The  summer  occurrences  were  rather  more  widespread  than  for  several 

years,  but  hardly  constitute  evidence  that  the  process  of  colonisation  has 
resumed. 

Redwing  Turdus  iliacus 

28  localities:  6-37  pairs  breeding. 
England,  E   Two  localities. 

SUFFOI.K  Two  localities:  (1)  one  in  suitable  breeding  habitat  on  13th  June;  (2)  one  singing  on 

14th  June. 

England,  N   One  locality. 

CUMBRIA  One  locality:  one  on  25th  July. 

Scotland,  Mid  One  locality. 

PF.RTHSHIRF,  One  locality:  one  singing,  date  not  supplied  to  Recorder. 

Scotland,  N   &   W   24  localities. 

c:aitiiness  One  locality:  one  carrying  food,  date  not  supplied  to  Recorder. 

INVERNESS'S! IIRF,  One  locality:  pair  carrying  food,  one  adult  giving  alarm  calls  suggestive  of 

presence  of  fledged  young. 
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sHK.ri.ANl)  One  locality:  one  singing  on  2nd  July,  ‘definitely  did  not  breed’. 

si"niKRl..\Ni)  21  localities:(l)-(21)  a   repeat  survey  byj.  &   C.  F.  Barrett  located  three  breeding 

pairs,  five  pairs  probably  breeding  and  21  pairs  possibly  breeding  (most  of  the  ‘possible’ 
pairs  probably  did  attempt  breeding). 

1977  1978 1979  1980 1981  1982 1983 1984  1985 1986  1987 

No.  localities 10  12 6   18 6   42 65 57  35 32  28 

Confirmed  (pairs) 2   3 2   7 4   30 17 31  12 20  6 

Possible  (pairs) 14  14 7   25 7   32 

51 

47  23 26  31 

Max.  total  (pairs) 16  17 9   32 11  62 

68 

78  35 46  37 

As  in  1986,  it seems  likely  that  the  reduced  totals  result  from  reduced 

fieldwork,  especially  in  the  northern  counties  of  Scotland,  or else  from 

observers  omitting  to  submit  their  data. 

Cetti’s  Warbler  Cettia  cetti 
74  localities:  31- 187  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  51  localities:  29-142  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

C.ounty I.ocalities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

C’.ornwall 4 1 

10 

0 11 

Devon 8 0 

20 

8 

28 Dorset 

12 

26 
13 0 

39 Hampshire 
21 

0 

55 

0 55 

Isle  of  Wight 1 0 0 1 1 

Somerset 3 1 0 5 6 

Wiltshire 2 1 1 0 2 

England,  SE  4\vo  localities:  two  individuals. Breeding Breeding Breeding 
Maximum 

County I.ocalities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Kent 1 0 0 1 1 

Sussex 1 

^   0 

0 1 1 

England,  E   17  localities:  0-28  pairs 
breeding. 
Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

Countv  not  named 1 0 1 1 2 

Norfolk 16 0 

26 

0 

26 
Wales  Four  localities:  2-15  pairs  breeding. Breeding Breeding Breeding 

Maximum 

County Localities confirmed 

probable 
possible 

total 

IXfed  (Carmarthen) 1   2 
0 3 0 3 

IXfed  (Pembroke) 1 2 0 0 2 

West  Glamorgan 1 0 10 0 10 

1977  1978 1979  1980 1981  1982 1983  1984  1985 1986  1987 

No.  counties 10  14 14  11 16  12 

13 

13  13 11  14 

Confirmed  (pairs) 13  30 46  19 56  29 90 78  59 4   31 

Possible  (pairs) 140  144 117  179 106  173 157 
238  190 175  156 

Max.  total  (pairs) 153  174 163  198 162  202 247 316  249 179  187 

An  erroneous  comment  in  the  report  for  1986 — ‘note  the  first  presence 

in  south  Wales’ — prompted  several  observers  to  submit  data  for  a 

sequence  of  past  years.  The  Panel  is  indebted  to  these  correspondents.
 

Wales  may  now  hold  as  much  as  8%  of  the  total  population  and  SW 

England  nearly  76%,  whilst  the  components  from  SE  England  and  Eas
tern 
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England  are  reduced  to  about  1%  and  15%  respectively.  It  will  be 

interesting  to  learn  whether  the  two  consecutive  mild  winters,  1987/88 

and  1988/89,  bring  about  any  changes  in  numbers  or  distribution. 

Savi’s  Warbler  Locustella  luscinioides 

16  localities:  0-20  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SW  I'hree  localities:  (1)  one  singing  from  22nd  April  to  19th  May;  (2)  male  on  4th, 
13th  and  14th  June;  (3)  male  on  25th  and  26th  April. 

England,  SE  One  locality:  maximum  of  three  males  singing  between  21st  April  and  19th 
May. 

England,  E   Ten  localities:  (1)  two  singing  between  16th  April  and  end  of  May;  (2)  singing 

males  during  23rd-25th  April;  (3)  singing  male  during  19th-27th  May;  (4)  singing  male  on 
19th  and  20th  May,  and  4th  June;  (5)  one  singing  on  25th  May;  (6)  one  singing  on  13thjuly; 

(7)  one  singing  on  17th  and  18th  June;  (8)  one  singing  between  31st  May  and  12th  July;  (9) 

two  singing  between  30th  May  and  15th  June;  (10)  one  singing  on  20th  May. 

England,  Central  One  locality:  one  singing  between  26th  April  and  23rd  May. 

I   Wales  One  locality:  one  singing  daily  during  13th-20th  May. 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

1982 1983 1984 
1985 

1986 1987 

No.  localities 
13 

15 
15 

14 8 11 

12 

10 

12 

9 16 

Conhrmed  (pairs) 3 4 6 2 5 0 2 0 1 1 0 

Possible  (pairs) 23 
24 24 

27 10 

18 15 

12 

14 11 

20 

Max.  total  (pairs) 26 28 
30 

29 

15 18 

17 

12 

15 

12 

20 

There  would  seem  to  have  been  a   more  widespread  arrival  than  usual, 

with  the  species  reported  from  eight  counties. 

Marsh  Warbler  Acrocephalus  palustris 

11  localities:  10-21  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW  One  locality. 

H.-\MPSHIRF.  One  locality:  one  singing  from  14th  to  21st  June. 

England,  SE  Seven  localities,  in  two  counties:  (1)  present  from  30th  May,  with  up  to  three 

males,  and  three  fledged  young  seen  on  24th  August;  (2)  present  from  8th  June,  a   pair  reared 

three  young,  and  second  male  during  4th- 17th  July;  (3)  present  from  14th  June,  hve  pairs 
rearing  at  least  13  young;  (4)  one  singing  on  13th  and  15thjune;  (5)  two  singing  from  1st  to 

21st  June,  with  occasional  song  intojuly;  (6)(7)  singles  singing  on  16th  June  and  13th  July 
respectively. 

England,  Central  I'wo  localities:  3-4  pairs  breeding. 
woRCF..STF.RSFtlRF,  Two  localities:  (1)  three  pairs  bred,  fledging  young  between  4th  and  17th 

July;  (2)  one  singing  from  late  May  to  early  July. 

England,  N   One  locality:  one  singing  for  at  least  four  days  at  the  end  of  June. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 6 
15 

15 

8 3 8 

10 12 

10 

15 

9 

Conhrmed  (pairs) 2 4 1 2 0 2 3 4 2 5 7 

Possible  (pairs) 9 11 22 10 3 7 9 9 9 14 

10 

Max.  total  (pairs) 11 
15 

23 

12 

3 9 

12 13 

11 

19 

17 

As  usual,  the  year-table  omits  figures  from  the  fast-declining  Worces- 
tershire population.  Fortunately,  the  recently  established  population  in 

SE  England  seems  to  be  increasing  slowly,  and  breeding  successfully.  The 

recent  history  of  the  Marsh  Warbler  as  a   British  breeding  species  has  been 

the  subject  of  a   detailed  paper  {Brit.  Birds  82:  239-256). 

Dartford  Warbler  Sylvia  undata 

Eight  counties:  8-247  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW  33  localities. 
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C.ORNWAl.l.  1   WO  localities:  (1)  pair  present  from  March  to  July  may  have  bred;  (2)  pair  on 
23rd  April.  (Also  four  autumn  sightings,  of  at  least  three  individuals,  at  a   third  site,  a   fonner 
breeding  stronghold.) 

DF.VON  I   wo  localities:  (1)  four  pairs  reared  a   minimum  of  four  broods;  (2)  two  pairs  present. 

DOR.SK  I   22  localities:  ( 1   )-(22)  poor  cover:  ‘the  majority  of  reports  were  of  the  “present/several 

pairs”  type:  the  cold  early  winter  thought  to  have  had  little  effect  on  the  population.’ 
M.wlPsiiiRK  Six  localities,  one  extensive:  (1)  two  pairs,  one  rearing  four  young;  (2)-(6) 
combined  total  estimated  to  be  about  200  breeding  pairs. 

I.si.F.  OF  WIGH'F  One  locality:  one  pair  fledged  four  young  on  25th  July,  thought  to  be  a   second brood. 

England,  SE  Three  localities. 

.s^RRF^■  I   wo  localities:  (1)  six  pairs  or  singing  males,  and  breeding  proved;  (2)  one  singing. 
srs.SF.X  One  locality:  one  singing  on  23rd  May,  but  not  subsequently. 

England,  Central  One  locality. 

llFRFFORD.sinRF  One  locality:  one  singing  from  24th  May  to  1st  June. 

The  Surrey  population  was  even  more  depleted,  but  the  westerly 

populations  seem  still  to  be  secure.  There  would  appear  to  be  parallels 

with  the  fortunes  of  Cetti’s  Warbler. 

Firecrest  Regulus  ignicapillus 

37  localities:  8-82  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW  15  localities. 

DF.VON  One  locality:  juvenile  accompanying  adult  on  28th  July. 

DORSFT  Two  localities:  (1)  adult  feeding  two- — perhaps  six — fledged  young  on  29th  May;  (2) 

juvenile  on  1st  August. 

II.AMPSKIRF.  Nine  localities:  (l)-(9)  total  of  28  pairs  or  singing  tnales,  breeding  success 

apparently  poor,  with  no  evidence  of  breeding  at  four  of  the  localities. 

WIi.lsiiiRF  Three  localities:  (1)  one  singing  on  4th  and  16th  May,  6th  June  and  4th  July,  with 

two  males  singing  on  9th  and  10th  May;  (2)  one,  sometimes  two,  males  singing  between  3rd 

June  and  7th  August,  with  female  on  3rd  June;  (3)  two  singing  on  6th  June  and  one  on  26th 

June,  at  site  of  first  proved  breeding  for  the  county. 

England,  SE  14  localities. 

BFDFORDSiliRF.  One  locality:  one  singing  on  26th  .April. 

Bl  CKINCill.VM.sillRF  One  locality:  16  territories  in  100-ha  study  area,  two  broods  seen  and  a 

female  carrying  either  food  or  nesting  material  in  another  territory. 

F..SSFX  Two  localities:  (1)  one  pair  bred,  with  two  young  present  in  July,  and  a   second  male 

singing  in  late  May;  (2)  one  singing  in  late  May. 

HFRTFORDSMIRF  Two  localities:  (1)  one  singing  throughout  May;  (2)  a   male  displaying  to  a 

Wood  Warbler  Phylloscopus  sibilatrix. 

KFNT  One  locality:  four  singing  males  on  17th  June. 

■Sl  RRFY  Four  localities:  (1)  singing  male,  thought  to  be  probably  breeding;  (2)  three  singing 

males,  also  thought  probably  breeding;  (3)(4)  single  singing  males. 

si\s.SFX  Three  localities:  (1)  male  singing  from  1st  May  to  21st  June;  (2)(3)  single  singing 

males  on  11th  May  and  16th  June  respectively. 

England,  E   Three  localities. 

c:()l  N   IT  NOT  N.\MFD  One  locality:  one  caught  on  5th  .April  in  wood  where  breeding  occurred 

in  1970s. 

•SI  FFOI.K  Two  localities:  ( 1 )   pair  bred,  but  nestlings  taken  by  predator;  (2)  pair  and  additional 

male  present  in  suitable  habitat  during  May. 

England,  Central  One  locality. 

WORCF.STFR.SHIRF.  One  locality:  two  singing  males  present  during  .April  and  May. 

Wales  Four  localities. 

GWFNT  Three  localities:  (1)  pair  with  four  young  in  August;  (2)  one  singing  in  May  and  June; 

(3)  one  singing  on  26th  May. 

MONTGOMFRYSHIRF  One  locality:  two  singing  males,  dates  not  submitted. 
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1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
1982 1983 1984 1985 

1986 1987 

No.  localities 

12 

7 
25 30 

35 

21 

75 

47 

24 

19 

37 Confirmed  (pairs) 2 1 9 7 15 4 6 4 5 1 8 

Possible  (pairs) 29 
10 

64 
71 

87 

40 169 78 

41 28 

74 

Max.  total  (pairs) 
31 

11 73 

78 102 

44 

-475 

82 46 

29 

82 

This  was  a   better  year  for  the  species,  whose  numbers  are  presumably 

much  determined  by  the  strength  of  the  spring  migration. 

Gk>lden  Oriole  Oriolus  oriolus 

22  localities;  11-31  pairs  breeding. 

England,  SE  &   E   22  localities:  (1)  two  pairs  and  two  unmated  males  from  27th  April  to  3rd 

September,  one  pair  rearing  four  young;  (2)  female  on  4th  May;  (3)  pair  during  the  breeding 

season;  (4)  possible  pair  on  16th  May;  (5)-(8)  singing  males  on  dates  between  3rd  May  and 

10th  June;  (9)-(l  1)  single  pairs  bred;  (12)  male  present  from  12th  June  to  16th  July;  (13)  up 

to  six  singing  males,  but  only  one  pair  proved  to  have  bred;  (14)  pair  bred;  (15)  two  singing 

between  8th  May  and  2nd  June,  but  no  evidence  of  breeding;  (16)-(20)  single  pairs  bred;  (21) 

male  on  30th  April,  male  and  female  on  28th  May  and  female  on  11th  June;  (22)  singing 

male,  on  14th  June, and  possibly  a 
1977  1978 

female  present. 
1979  1980  1981 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

No.  localities 16 14 17 
17 13 

12 

14 11 

12 

13 

22 Conhrmed  (pairs) 6 7 3 2 4 3 2 4 4 5 11 

Possible  (pairs) 
15 

21 
27 26 

22 

18 

19 

14 

11 11 

20 

Max.  total  (pairs) 
21 

28 30 28 26 

21 21 

18 

15 

16 

31 

In  terms  of  numbers,  the  best  year  since  the  Panel  started  collecting 

data  on  a   national  scale.  This  may  reflect  a   special  survey  which  took 

place  rather  than  a   steady  build-up,  but,  as  with  so  many  species, 

judgment  must  be  suspended  until  more  years’  data  are  available.  It  was, 
unfortunately,  a   poor  breeding  season. 

Red-backed  Shrike  Lanius  collurio 

Ten  localities:  2-10  pairs  breeding. 

England  Six  localities  in  five  counties:  (1)  male  singing  occasionally  on  25th  May;  (2)  female 

on  25th  May;  (3)  male  on  30th  May;  (4)  male  in  suitable  breeding  habitat  on  21st  June,  not 

seen  subsequently;  (5)  pair  reared  four  young;  (6)  pair  nested,  but  eggs  taken  by  predator, 

probably  weasel  Muslela  nivalis  or  stoat  M.  enninea. 

Scotland  Four  localities:  (1)(2)  at  adjacent  localities,  one  on  14th  June,  with  impaled  prey 

reported,  and  one  on  5th  July;  (3)  male  from  second  week  in  June,  with  pair  from  14th  to 

about  24th  June,  a   probable  female  (but  possibly  an  immature)  on  9th  August;  (4)  one,  sex 

not  reported,  on  21st  July. 
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1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
1986 1987 

No.  counties 
13 II 

It) 5 6 2 3 4 7 3 7 

Confirmed  (pairs) 48 

13 

14 23 
11 

5 II 6 6 4 2 

Possible  (pairs) 
16 

24 

38 
8 

29 

3 1 4 6 2 8 

Max.  total  (pairs) 64 
37 

52 
31 

40 8 

12 

10 

12 

6 10 

Most  of  the  records  listed  above  seem  all  too  likely  to  relate  to  migrants, 
and  the  true  breeding  population  is  now  so  low  that  the  chances  of  a   male 

finding  a   female  must  be  very  small  indeed. 

Brambling  Fringilla  rnontifringilla 

I'hree  localities:  1-3  pairs  breeding. 
England,  N   One  locality. 

ca’MBRlA  One  locality:  pair  with  four  young,  in  last  week  of  July. 
Scotland,  N   &   W   1   wo  localities. 

siiKl l..\NI)  One  locality:  territorial  male  from  25th  June  to  8th  July. 

Sf  I   I1K.RI..\NI)  One  locality:  pair  sitting  on  telegraph  wires  on  31st  May. 

1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 2 2 3 3 1   10 8 

10 

3 1 3 

Confirmed  (pairs) 0 0 1 0 1   2 1 1 0 0 1 

Possible  (pairs) 3 2 3 4 0   8 7 8 3 1 2 

Max.  total  (pairs) 3 2 4 4 1   10 8 9 3 1 3 

This  was  the  fourth  successive  year  in  which  summer  Bramblings  have 

been  reported  from  either  Cumbria  or  the  Borders. 

Serin  Serinus  serinus 

Five  localities:  0-6  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW  One  locality. 

DKVON  One  locality:  two  males,  irregularly,  between  30th  .\pril  and  early  .August,  at 

established  breeding  site. 

England,  SE  One  locality:  singing  male  from  15th  to  17th  .April  and  female  on  1st  and  3rd 

June. 

England,  E   I’wo  localities. 
NORFOl.K  One  locality:  one  singing  in  June  and  July. 

sriTOl.K  One  locality:  pair  present  in  suitable  breeding  habitat  during  14th-20th  June. 

Wales  One  locality. 

DVI'F.I)  (c;.\RM.\RTUF.NSHlRF.)  One  locality:  pair,  with  the  male  singing,  on  12th  .April;  said  to 

have  been  present  for  two  preceding  weeks. 
1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 

No.  localities 0 4 0 1 3 5 7 4 5 2 5 

Conhrmed  (pairs) 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 

Possible  (pairs) 0 3 0 1 4 6 5 3 5 3 6 

Max.  total  (pairs) 0 4 0 1 6 7 7 5 6 3 6 

Although  there  was  no  known  case  of  breeding,  the  presence  of  pairs  or, 

at  least,  of  males  and  females  holds  out  some  promise  for  the  future. 

Scarlet  Rosefinch  Carpodacus  erythrinus 

One  locality:  one  individual. 

England,  SW  One  locality. 

ISI.F.S  OF  .SCit.I.Y  One  locality:  one  singing  from  16th  to  19th  June. 

With  five  individuals  reported  in  1986,  it  seemed  then  that  the  process 

of  colonisation  was  proceeding  apace.  Perhaps  not  so! 
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Snow  Bunting  Plectrophenax  nivalis 

One  locality:  5-13  pairs  breeding. 
Scotland,  N   &   W   One  locality:  five  nests  found  and  an  estimated  five  to  eight  additional 

pairs  probably  breeding. 

The  Panel  is  glad  to  receive  all  records  of  this  species  seen  in  the  high 

mountains  between  May  and  August,  but  please  give  accurate  map 

references  so  that  possible  duplications  can  be  recognised  and  allowed  for. 

Girl  Bunting  Emberiza  cirlus 

Four  counties:  12-57  pairs  breeding. 
England,  SW 

CORNW.AI.I.  One  locality:  up  to  four,  including  three  males,  present,  with  pair  feeding  young 

in  late  July. 

DEVON  About  50  localities:  (l)-(50)  1 1   pairs  known  to  have  bred,  and,  although  only  six  more 

were  judged  ‘probable’,  it  seems  likely  that  most  of  the  pairs  attempted  breeding. 
.SOMERSET  Two  localities:  (1)  singing  males  on  28th  March,  one  or  two  between  17th  April 

and  30th  May,  and  one  from  10th  to  18th  August;  (2)  one  singing  on  7th  May. 

COUNTV  NOT  NAMED  One  locality:  one  seen  in  suitable  habitat  on  8th  June. 

A   further  small  decline,  showing  up  most  markedly  in  Somerset. 

Rare  Breeding  Birds  Panel,  Iredale  Place  Cottage,  Loweswater,  Cockermouth,  Cumbria 
CAI3  OSU 

Recent  reports 
Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 
This  summary  covers  the  jjeriod  11th  August  to  15th  September  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Soft-plumaged  Petrel  Pterodroma  mollis 
Porthgwarra  (Cornwall),  singles  on  13th  and 

14th  August. 

Little  Egret  Egretta  garzelta  Five  from  Co. 

Cork  to  Co.  Wexford,  early  September. 

Black-winged  Stilt  Himantopus  himantopus 
Baldoyle  (Co.  Dublin)  from  10th  to  at  least 

13th  September. 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla 

Camel  Estuary  (Cornwall),  lst-2nd  Septem- 
ber. 

Baird’s  Sandpiper  Calidris  bairdii  Pett  Level 
(East  Sussex),  15th  August;  Lissagriffin  (Co. 

Cork),  12th  September. 

Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  himantopus  Aker- 
agh  Lough  (Co.  Kerry),  4th  to  at  least  9th 

September. 

Great  Snipe  Callinago  media  Girton  Gravel- 
pits  (Nottinghamshire),  30th  August. 

Lesser  Yellowlegs  Tringa  Jlavipes  Dundrum 

Bay  (Co.  Down),  8th-9th  September. 
Spotted  Sandpiper  Actitis  macularia  Tresco 

(Scilly),  18th  August. 

Wilson’s  Phalarope  Phalaropus  tricolor  'Pitch- 

field  Haven  (Hampshire),  14th  September. 

Pied  Wheatear  Oenanthe  pleschanka  Winter- 

ton  Dunes  (Norfolk),  13th- 14th  September. 
Booted  Warbler  Hippolais  caligata  Bempton 

Cliffs  (Humberside),  13th  September. 

Greenish  Warbler  Phylloscopus  trochiloides 

Hartlepool  Headland  (Cleveland),  31st  Au- 
gust and  13th  Setember;  Wells  (Norfolk), 

31st  August;  St  Margaret’s  Bay  (Kent), 
10th-12th  September;  Filey  Bay  (North 

Yorkshire),  10th-13th  September;  Arbroath 

(Tayside),  12th- 13th  September. 

Bonelli’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  bonelli  Hen- 
gistbury  Head  (Dorset),  19th  August;  Wells, 
11th- 14th  September. 

Lesser  Grey  Shrike  Lanius  minor  Great 

Wakering  (Essex),  19th-27th  August;  Great 

Yarmouth  (Norfolk),  10th-12th  September. 
Northern  Waterthrush  Seiurus  noveboracensis 

St  Agnes  (Scilly),  29th-30th  August. 
Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustica  Filey  Bay, 
12th  September. 

Yellow-breasted  Bunting  Emberiza  aureola 

Fair  Isle  (Shetland),  12th  September. 
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*Ridgely  &   Tudor 'Ihe  Pirds  of  South  America  (OUP)  (4  vols.)   vol.  1   rHF.().sciNF,P.\s,SF.RiNF.s  £45.00  EH 
Simpson  &   Day  Eield  Guide  to  the  Pirds  of  Australia  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £1 1 .95  EH 

Soper  &   Lovegrove /Jt'rrfs  in  Your  Garden:  a   month-by-month  guide  (Webb  &   Bower)   £12.95  EH 
*Stile  &   Skutch.4  Guide  to  the  Pirds  of  Costa  Rica  (C.  Helm)  Dit.  Nont.mhfr   Paperlaack  £30.00  EH 

I   timer  &   Rose  .4  Handbook  to  the  Swallows  and  Martins  of  the  World  (C..  Helm)   £19.95  EH 

X'oous  Owlsof the Sorthem Hemisphere (CoUins)  Bksi  BirdBcxikof  1989   £45.00  EH 
British  Birds  The  'Pritish  Pirds'  List  of  Pirds  of  the  ]i’estem  Palearctic 
  1 984  edn,  i (   other  books  ordered,  £1 .00  EH  1984  edn  £1 .85  EH 

Other  titles 

All  the  above  titles  are  POS  T   FRP^E.  Any  other  natural  histoiy  books  in  print  may  be  ordered 

from  the  NHBS.  Please  refer  to  the  NHBS  catalogue  for  details  of  current  prices  and  postage 

rates.  Free  copies  of  the  NUBS  catalogue  are  available  on  request. 

Binders 

Ihe  Pritish  Pirds  Pinder  (ho\ds  12  issues  &   index)   £6.95  EH 

Ties 
4   ies,  with  Red  Grouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  □   Green  □   B   rown  EH  Maroon  EH 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  OCTOBER  1989  for  all  special  offers  (and  for  overseas 
customers  only,  also  during  the  follovsing  month).  Other  prices  c)uoted  are  subject  to  any  publishers’  increases. 
Make  all  cheques  and  POs  payable  to  the  NHB.S.  Payment  can  be  made  in  U.S$  at  current  exchange  rate.  Please  allow  28  days 

for  delivery  in  I'K.  longer  if  abroad.  Toqualifj-  for  POSTPRF.K  please  quote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name.... 

Address 

Total  £ 

Ref. 

No. 

.   Ciheque/PO  enclosed  EH  (iiro  payment  made  EH 

5'ou  can  also  pay  using  If \   our  address  for  credit  card  puqxises  is  different  from  that  abov  e,  give  it  here these  credit  cards: 

Please  debit  my  AccessA'isa/MasterGard/E.urocard 

Expiry  date 

.Signature 

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  please  quote  your  BB  rel.  no.  as  well  as  your  credit  card  no. 
IFK.  Totnes  (0803)  86.5913 

.Send  order  to:  British  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD  1990 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 
BRAZIL  -   CANARIES  -   COSTA  RICA  -   HUNGRY  - 

MALLORCA  -   SPAIN  -   YUGOSLAVIA 

WILDLIFE  TOURS 
WHALES  OF  NEWFOUNDLAND  -   MALAYSIA  -   TANZANIA  & 

KENYA  -   INDIA  -   VENEZUELA  -   SABAH,  NORTH  BORNEO  - 
ECUADOR  AND  GALAPAGOS  -   MADAGASCAR  -   ANTARCTICA 

FALKLANDS,  SOUTH  GEORGIA 

All  tours  are  carefully  designed  by  our  own  leaders,  who  look 

forward  to  sharing  with  you  their  expert  knowledge  of  the  areas 

to  be  visited  and  the  exciting  bird  emd  wildlife  to  be  found. 

ABTA 

Details  and  brochure  from: 

VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAl,  WORLD 
21  DORSET  SQUARE,  LONDON  NWl  6QG 

Tel:  01-724  6624 
ABTA  68215 (D5M) 

3   New  Regional  Birdlines 
from  The  Bird  Information  Service 

Birdline  South  East 
For  the  Birdline  South  east  number  and 

^   further  details  ’phone  01-676  8747 

Birdline  North  East 
For  the  Birdline  North  east  number  and 

further  details  ’phone  0423  509185 

Birdline  East  Anglia 
For  the  Birdline  East  Anglia  number  and 

further  details  ’phone  0603  633326 
Birdline  South  West,  South  Wales,  Midlands,  North  West 

and  Scotland  coming  soon 

For  all  the  national  news,  phone 

Birdline,  the  24-hour  rarity  hotline  0263  741139 
XIX 
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Birdwatchers 

The  British  Trust  for 

Ornithology  keeps  computerised 

records  of  all  British  species - 
breeding  patterns,  the  movement  of 

migrants,  the  growth  and  decline  of 
populations  and  habitats,  and  the 
effects  of  changing  environments. 

—we 
need 

you! 

This  information  is  published  and  is 
used  for  Atlases  and  Censuses,  and 

by  Government  and  conservation 

bodies  in  a   great  variety  of  ways,  to 

ensure  the  protection  of  Britain’s 
bird  populations. 
But  the  collection  of  this 

information  depends  on  dedicated 

bird-watchers  like  yourself.  Put  your 

bird-watching  to  practical  use- 
become  a   BTO  Member  today! 

The  British  Trust 

for  Ornithology 
Patron:  HRH  The  Duke  of  Edinburgh  KG,  KT 

Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR 

Reg.  Charity  2 1 6652 

I  
 

To  The  British  Trust  for  Ornithology, 

'   Beech  Grove,  Tring,  Herts  HP23  SNR. 

Please  enrol  me  as  a   member  of  the  BTO. 

I   enclose  my  cheque/PO  for  £   1 2   made 

I   payable  to  ‘The  BTO’  |T] 
I   Please  send  further  details  of  the  BTO  Q 

I   I   enclose  my  donation  £ 

I   NAME  (Block  letters  please)   

I   ADDRESS 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Come  birdwatching  with  us  in  1990. 

The  Gambia  -   January  &   February 
Israel  -   February  &   March 

S.W.  Spain  -   April  &   May 

Informal  small  group  holidays 

with  experienced  guides. 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britaimia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

D568 

BOOKS 
ON  BIRDS 

Catalogue  on  request 

WHELDON  & 

WESLEY  LIMITED 

Dept.  BB 
LYTTON  LODGE 

CODICOTE 
Nr.  HITCHIN 

HERTS.  SG4  8TE 

Tel.  Stevenage  (0438)  820370 

(D449) 
(D514) 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 

PREPAID   
HOLIDA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

"   *   7wr  Beautiful  GeorgUn  Hotel 
w,  r   MiilL  ExctUeni  Food  &   Accommudauoa 

>   Lawns  Hoit,  Norfolk. 

•   /MR  ,,(0263)  713390  ̂ ^ 

cij:y 

5 
Bargain 
Breaks 

(BB3B4> 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 

serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  066  83  3.3G.  (BB705) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 

0539  22592,  olTice  hours.  (BB793) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 
the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

.\uttimn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/F.M  from 

£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

15TII  C.  COACHING  INN  midway  Ross/ 

Hereford  amidst  gentle  wooded  hills,  two  lields 

from  River  Wye.  A   comfortable  and  infomial 

place  with  proper  emphasis  on  real  food,  real 

ales  and  t   ivilised  prices.  Fog  fires.  C-.H.  15 

bedrooms  inc.  four  poster,  all  en-suite,  tele- 

phones, tea/coffee,  colour  IW'.,  Radio,  Hair 
Dryers,  Trouser  Presses  etc.  F.gon  Ronay,  Relais 

Routier,  F.'T.B.  Three  Crowns,  A. .A.  and  R..A.C.. 
2   Stars,  (iharming  self  catering  cottages  also 

available.  Apply  the  Green  Man  Inn,  Fownhope, 
Hereford  HR  1   4PF.  Tel:  (043277)  243.  (BB91 1) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘Sea  View  .Moorings’,  St 

Mary’s.  Originally  a   lishemian’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  views  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge./dining  nxmi 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  A   varied  breakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — pets  welcome.  .Mso — ‘The  .■Xft  Cabin’ 
tw'o/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  At  the  rear  of 

‘Sea  \’iew  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 
balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720  22327.  (BB918) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  Wheelhouse,  St 

Mary’s.  Licensed  Guest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings 

next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 
22719.  (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 

looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  22513.  (BB813) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6   +   2). 

Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)  740770.  (BB032) 

Nr  CCX^KERMOL'TH,  Cumbria.  .Small  E.  T.B. 
Listed  guest  house,  close  Northern  lakes  &   fells. 

Solway  coast  10  miles.  .Ml  3   rooms  CH,  h&c, 

D.B.B.  £100  p.w.p.p.  Daily  rates  avail.  Field  End, 

Parsonby,  .Aspatria  (06973)  21 7‘20.  (BB996) 

WEYMOUTH,  Birchfields  Licensed  Guest 

House,  close  to  RSPB  reserves.  BB  from  £10. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Ideal  winter/spring 

breaks.  Parties  welcome.  For  details  phone  0305 

773255.  (BB041) 

DISCOVER  CORNWALL.  Stay  midway  be- 

tween [.and’s  End  and  the  Devon  border,  over- 
looking the  finest  beaches  in  Europe,  in  a   warm 

comfortable  hotel.  Superb  restaurant.  .Ample 

leisure  facilities.  .A.A/R.AC***  Best  in  the  West. 

Hotel  Riviera,  Lusty  Glaze,  Newquay.  Tel:  0637 

874251.  (BB042) 

BITTERNS,  Marsh  Harriers,  Otters.  Leighton 

Moss,  Silverdale,  I.ancashire.  Delightful  guest 

house,  lovely  cottages  within  easy  reach. 
Brochure,  Tel:  0524  701454.  (BB027) 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES,  l.icensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  .Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 
ton. Tel:  331 15.  (BB060) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  (Juest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C',  tea/coffee  making  facs.  C'ol  lA'  ail  rooms. 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brf)chure.  .Sorry  .No  Smoking.  Tel: 

0263  7'H)337.  (BB065) 

EXMfX)R.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  Natural  Trust  Village.  Marshes,  woods 

and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced  spring/ 

autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to  Sheila 

Wright,  Pack  Horse,  .Allerford,  nr  Minehead. 
Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB062) 

HOLY  ISLAND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Tel:  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 
year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  Lyndale 

.Avenue,  London  NW2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 
(BB670) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from:  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 
Tel:  05987  201.  (BB943) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  TV,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 

Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 
rey CR3  9SH.  Tel:  Upper  Warlingham  (0883) 
622013.  (BB043) 

ROSELAND  PENINSULA,  Cornwall.  Self- 

catering accommodation  available  in  grounds  of 

18th  centur/  manor  house,  overlooking  the  sea. 
Private  woods  with  water  frontage  and  quay  on 

River  Percuil,  surrounded  by  .National  Trust 

countryside.  Contact  Steve  Kendall,  Trewince 

Manor,  Portscatho,  Cornwall.  Tel:  087-258 
289.  (BB026) 
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WEST  SUSSEX,  Black  Mill  House,  Aldwick, 

Bognor  Regis.  V'isit  Arundel  Wildfowl  Trust, 
Chichester  and  Pagham  Harbours.  Family  run 

hotel.  Sea  300  yds.  Enclosed  garden.  Games 

room,  lounges,  cocktail  bar,  restaurant,  P/Bs. 

Telephone,  tea/coffee,  colour  TV^  all  rooms. 

Short  breaks  from  2   days  £52-£56,  DB  &   Bkft. 

Members  SEE  Tourist  Board  (3  Crowns) — own 

carpark.  Brochure  Tel:  0243  821945.  (BB069) 

COMEORTABLE  COTTAGES  in  unique 

situation  close  to  salt-marsh  and  ancient  quar- 

ries with  cliff,  lagoon  and  ponds,  trees  and 

thickets — habitat  and  wintering  ground  for  huge 

variety  of  birds.  Centre  of  peaceful  Pem- 
brokeshire with  its  mild  climate,  lovely  scenery 

and  spectacular  coast.  Mid-September  to  end 

April.  June  and  Joe  Folder,  Tything  Barn,  West 

Williamston,  Carew,  Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire 

SA680TN.Tel:  (0646)651452.  (BB073) 

ISLES  OE  SCILLY.  Bed  and  breakfast.  En- 

quiries to  Mrs  E.  Holt,  Porthloo,  St  Mary’s.  Tel: 
(0720)22961  (evenings).  (BB049) 

B&B  IN  PURBECK  from  £10  per  night.  EM 

opt.  Family  residence,  I 'A  miles  south  of  Ware- 

ham.  Home  from  home,  ‘Hyde  Hill',  64  Fur/.e- 
brook  Road,  Wareham,  Dorset  BH20  5AX.  Tel: 

0929552392.  (BB025) 

SCOTLAND 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Argyll  PA61 

75'P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £38.00. 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 

I   el:  09512  316.  (BB945) 

SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 

countrv-  hotel,  2   miles  from  village  of  Carrbridge. 
Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  Moorland, 

Forest,  River  and  Lochs.  Home  cooking,  full 

central  heating,  drying  room.  Ospreys  and 

Cirested  Fits  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdwatchers 

and  their  families.  Terms  £1 10.00  per  week  D/B/ 

B.  Brochure  from  Maureen  Taulbut,  I'he  Old 

Manse  Hotel,  Carrbridge,  Inverness-shire. 
Tel:  047  984  278.  A   warm  welcome 

guaranteed.  (BB997) 

ABERNETHY  FOREST  RESERVE  15  mins 

drive.  Comfortable  traditional  cottage  nr  Nethy- 

bridge.  Sleeps  4.  £100-£165  pw.  Peaceful  country 

location,  pets  welcome.  Cottage  Care,  Dulnain 

Bridge,  PH26  3LS.  Tel:  047  985  322.  (BB051 ) 

BEAULY  near  Inverness.  Luxury  six  berth 

caravans  overlooking  Beauly  Firth.  Quiet  Croft. 

All  mod  cons.  Tel:  (0463)  782660.  (BB920) 

ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND.  Comfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  Stamp  please  for  free  64-page 

colour  brochure.  Holiday  Cottages  (Scotland) 

Ltd,  Lilliesleaf,  Melrose,  Roxburghshire  FD6 

9JD.  Tel:  08357  481.  (BB979) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  3(X)  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 

and  bungalows.  U   ales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SV 1 6*2AA.  I'el:  (0686)  25267.  (BB687) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em.  £4.95.  Tel:  Mrs 

Knight.  0974  298637.  (BB039) 

ABERGYNOLWYN  .\  bird  watchers/walkers 

paradise — Red  Kites,  Buzzards  etc/hills,  moun- 

tains (inch  Cadar  Idris).  Peaceful,  scenic  area — 

ideal  touring  base  for  Mid/North  Wales. 

Homely,  C/H,  H   &   C,  beverage  facilities,  reduc- 

tions O.-XP’s  &   children  (16yrs),  dogs  welcome.  B 
&   B   £8.50/£9.50,  E.M.  0.50.  Mini  breaks/ 

weekly  terms  available.  Riverside  Guest  House. 

Tel:  0654-77235.  (BB990) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nihcent  views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 

LL65  2’YYL  Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB071) 

RED  KITE  COUNTRY  Tregaron— Guest- 
House  standing  in  22  acres,  overlooking  the 

Cambrian  .Mountains  atid  on  the  doorstep  of  the 

Ciors  Caron  Nature  Resetxr.  Central  for  Dinas 

and  Ynys-hir  RSPB  reserves.  Parties  welcome. 

W   l'B — 3   crowns.  For  brochure,  phone  .Margaret 
Cutter,  0974  298380  298905.  (BB995) 

DISCOVER  THE  TEEMING  BIRD  LIFE  in 

this  beautiful  county.  Dale  Estuary,  Skomer 

Island  among  many  riches.  Large  beachside 

hotel,  heart  of  National  Park.  Superb  views, 

every  comfort,  home-cooked  cuisine,  Irom  £17 

B&B,  en-suite.  Pets  welcome.  .AA  ana  R.\C 

listed.  Brochure  and  sight  sheet.  Broad  Haven 

Hotel,  nr  Haverfordwest,  Pembrokeshire  S.A62 

3JN.  Tel:  0437  781366.  (BB029) 

OVERSEAS 

S.E.  SPAIN:  Small  house  near  super  wetland. 

Reasonable.  Details:  0233  628547.  (BBOlO) 

ANDORRA.  Pyrenees.  Superb  scenery  .   Plenty 

of  sunshine.  Ski-ing  in  winter,  walking  in  moun- 

tains atid  watching  tiature  all  year  round.  .Small 

friendly  hotel,  excellent  cooking.  Brochure: 

Hotel  Residencia  Relax,  Carrer  Bella-vista  8, 

Encamp,  .Andorra.  Pel:  010  33  628  32547. 

(BB998) 
BED  AND  BREAKFAST  for  Birdwatchers  near 

the  Oostvaarders  plassen,  /..  Fleveland  in  the 

Netherlands.  FI. 30.  —   a   night  P.P.  Address:  Pi. 

Oosterbeek.  Bosgouw  267.  1352  G   X   Almere. 

Tel:  (0)3240-14407.  (BB056) 

ISI.AY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2 

Lady  Wilson,  Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel: 

289.  (BB988) 
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BIRD  WA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

OMAN  — The  Ornithologist’s  Dream!  A   coun- 
try remarkable  for  its  birds,  Oman  is  at  the 

crossroads  between  Afrotropical,  Oriental  and 

Palearctic  Regions.  Birdwatchers  'fours;  depart- 
ing 4   November  1989,  16  December  1989,  17 

January  1990,  17  February  1990.  Contact;  Tra- 

velwizz,  89a  High  .Street,  I'eddington,  Middx 
TVVl  1   8H(i.  Tel; 01-977 2887.  (BB050) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

(a)ining  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

(iuided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  F.nquiries  to; 
Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 

NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

SPAIN 
Mancha  &   Central  Sierras 

Dohana  &   South-West 

Pyrenees  &   Ebro  Delta 

April,  May,  June  1990 

Tom  CJullick  lives  in  Spain.  He  will 

show  yoti  the  rarest  birds  in  the  most 

beautiful  and  remote  areas.  Expect  to 

see  5   dilTerent  eagles,  3   vultures,  2 

bustards,  2   sandgrouse.  White-headed 
Duck,  Gallinule,  E,agle  Owl,  Black 

Stork,  with  many  ducks,  waders  and 

passerines  on  migration.  Also  I,am- 

mergeier,  Wallcreeper,  Dupont’s  Lark, 
Alpine  Accentor,  Black  Woodpecker, 
Snowfinch,  Ptarmigan,  Capercaillie  on 

F*yrenees  Tour.  1 1   &   8   day  tours  for  3-4 

persons  only,  by  Range  Rover.  1 2   years 

and  over  1 ,000  days  of  field  experience 

in  Spain. 
Tom  Gullick,  c/o  Mrs  M.  Parker, 

5   Tile  Bam  Close,  Famborough, 

Hants.  GU14  8LS.  Tel:  0252  547213. 
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Great  price! 
Great  birding! 
Great  fun! 

Bharatpur  INDIA  18-27  Jan  1990 
10  days  £850 from 

Eilat  ISRAEL  14-28  March  1990 
1   or  2   weeks  from  £,369 

The  Sunbirder  concept  is  a   welcome  innovation:  each  day 

filled  with  delighta**  Btrdwatching  July  1989 

Details,  birdlist  and  booking  form: 
SUNBIRDER,  Box  76C,  Sandy, 
Beds  SG19  IDF.  Tel:  0767  82969  J 
  

(BB048> 

seba  ̂
 

Seawatching  and 

Birding  Alternatives 

“The  great  new  idea  for  seabirders" 
Seabird  Slide  Library 

European  Seawatchers  Network 
Seawatchers  Breaks  &   Pelagics 

Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 
Details  from: 

IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone:  051-336  8441 

(BB040^ 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1 990  Guided  Birdwatchiitg  Tours 

N.  INDIA  -February’ 
PORTUGAL  -   Algarve:  April 
SPAIN  -Andalucia:  May 
U.S.A.  -Florida:  Nov/Dct 
Write  tO:  32  Coronation  Rd.  Mappcricy 

Nottingham  NG3  5|S 

(BB()6:t)  or  Telephone:  (0602)602587 

MIGRATE  TO  FAIR  ISLE  thi.s  year!  .Midway 

between  Orkney  and  .Shetland  this  beautiful 

rugged  i.sland  offers  a   relaxing  widlife  holiday  for 

all  the  family.  F.njoy  comfortable  full  hoard 

accommodation  and  explore  the  island  s   magni- 
ficent cliff  scenery,  fine  seabird  colonies,  migrant 

birds,  flora,  knitwear  and  fascinating  island  life. 

For  details/bookings  write  (sae):  Booking  Dept 

(C),  Fair  Isle  Bird  Observatory,  Fair  Isle,  Shet- 
land, or  tel:  035  12258.  (BB689) 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 

ITS  CHILE  FOR  BIRDS! 

20  days,  February  1 990  £2.200 

(with  extension  to  Juan  Fernandez  &   Easter  Islands) 

My  1989  tour  was  highly  successful!  254  species 

included  penguins,  albatrosses,  condors,  many 

Chilean  &   Patagonian  endemics;  Magellanic  & 

Diademed  Plovers,  seedsnipes.  earthcreepers. 

tapaculos.  ground  tyrants,  hummingbirds. 

Chile  is  beautiful  and  friendly.  Chile  s   top  birder  will 

co-lead  another  journey  with  me  from  Tierra  del 

Fuego  to  Patagonia.  Andes.  Pacific  pelagic  trips, 
and  Atacama  desert.  Join  us. 

SAE  tor  full  details.  Peter  Roberts,  Chile  Birding, 

3   Childscroft  Road.  Rainham.  Kent  ME8  7ST. 
(BB978) 

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

CO$TA  RICA BIRDWATCHERS  PARADISE 
10%  world  Bird  species  (850  species)  in  a 

country  the  size  of  Wales’  Various 
Birdwatcher  programs  TRANSWORLD. 

Apt.  6951,  San  Jose.  COSTA  RICA 
(BB992) 
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BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

London’s  leading  ornithological  booksellers 

VVe  have  moved  back  into  a   newly 

refurbished  section  within  our  main  shop, 
in  Sackville  Street 

where  we  are  now  displaying  our  enormous 

range  of  new  and  secondhand  books  and 

reports  on  birds  and  natural  history 

Monday  to  Friday  9.30  am-6  pm 
Saturday  10  am-2  pm 

Mail-order  catalogue  available 

Now  available: 

A   BIRDER’S  GUIDE  TO  COSTA  RICA 
An  Introduction  to  Bird  Binding;  A 

Self-Made  Tour  for  the  Independent  Birder. 

By  K.  Taylor.  A4  size,  153  pages,  illustrated 
with  maps  and  drawings. 

Paperback.  £14  plus  £1.50  postage. 

Available  from; 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Sackville  Street,  Piccadilly, 
London  WIX  2DP 

Tel:  01-439  6151 
(BB012) 

SECOND  HAND  BOOKS  FOUND.  SAE  De- 

tails. Bookshop,  31  Cammidge  Street,  With- 
emsea,  E.  Yorks.  (BB061) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 
The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 
Coxton  Publications,  ^ 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  g 
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  gg 

GOLDENEYE  BOOKS.  Secondhand  bird  and 

natural  history  books  bought  and  sold.  Please 

write  for  catalogue  to  230  Alwold  Road,  Weoley 

Castle,  Birmingham  B29  5JS.  (BB024) 

BOOK  ON  BIRDS.  New  and  secondhand 

catalogue  30p  stamps.  Surplus  books  urgently 

sought.  BB  bought  and  sold.  Open  Monday  to 

Saturday.  Grant  Demar,  Old  Forge,  Stone  Street, 

Sevenoaks,  Kent  TNI 5   OLP.  Tel:  0732  810482. 

(BB028) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  ‘Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SW  Spain.  The 
Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 

Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka,  Lapland 

and  Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 

2PW.  (BB815) 

Natural  History  Book  Service 
Our  quarterly  catalogues  give  comprehensive  information  on 

over  3000  new  and  in-print  books  which  can  he  purchased 
direct  from  NHBS  by  post. 

We  cover  every  aspect  of  the  natural  world,  from  birds, 

mammals  and  invertebrates  to  ecology,  evolution  and 
environmental  science. 

We  welcome  orders  and  enquiries  from  individual  and 
institutional  customers,  whether  in  the  UK  or  overseas. 

For  a/ree  copy  of  our  current  catalogue,  write  to:  Box  43, 

NHBS  Ltd,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN,  UK 
or  telephone  0803  865913 

Thu  Intcmurional  Mailoixlcr  Bookshop  for 
Natiiralisr.s,  Lite  Scientists  Env  ironmentalists 
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NEW POSTAL  BOOK  SERVICE 

OPENING  MID  OCTOBER  1989 

SUBBUTEO 
NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS  ltd 
COMPLETE  WILDLIFE  AND 

TRAVEL  SPECIALISTS 
ALL  BOOKS  POSTAGE  FREE 

Over  1 000  titles  covering  all  naturail  history  subjects 
+   Checklists,  UK  and  World  Travel  Books  *   Maps 

Send  for  free  comprehensive  catalogue 

DEPT  BB,  FFORDD-Y-LLAN, 
TREUDDYN,  MOLD,  CLWYD,  CH7  4LN 
Tel:  0352  770581  (24  hr  Answerphone) 

(BB031) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’,  (iood  secondhand  books 
bou!a;ht  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Rriant  Rooks,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

T   an)orley,  C^heshire  CW6  ONI,  I'el:  0829  .51804, 
(RR055) 

BIRD  REPORTS 

AVON  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  LII  post  paid 

from  P.  ,J.  Chadwick,  3   Hill  Burn,  Henlea/.e, 
Bristol  R.594RH,  (RB072) 

GWENT  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  Bumper  issue, 

many  articles,  £3  from  Brian  (iregory,  Mon- 
mouth School,  Monmouth,  (iwent  NP5  3\P 

(BB994) 

PERSONAL 

SOUTHERN  SWEDEN.  Ornithological  lamily 

interchange?  We  seek  a   family  with  1-2  children 

to  change  house  with  for  1-3  weeks  in  autumn  or 

late  spring,  in  any  omithologically  interesting 

place  in  Britain,  We  (2  non-smoking  ad  +   2   juv) 

live  close  by  a   forest  in  Scania,  near  Lund,  only 

15  km  from  airport  Stump,  N   ou  can  reach 

Falsterbo,  several  interesting  inland  localities 

and  seabird  watching  site  Kullen  w-ithin  1   hr  by- 
car,  Please  answer  to  Lars  and  Lena  Rydgren, 

Sandbyv  1 88,  S-240  1 0   Dalby,  Sweden,  (BB0-I7) 

EOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  -   Individual  BB  subscribeis  can 

advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 

journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising . 

(BB75-3) 

BIRD  SONGS  OF  BRITAIN/EUROPE  — 

Palmer  &   Bo.swall,  16  cassettes.  £42  inc  P&P. 

Lei:  04862  665 17.  (BB054) 

BIRDS  OF  SOUTH  AMERICA  —   de  .Schaven- 

see.  1971.  1st  Edn  with  colour  plates.  In  book 

60-I-.  £55  inc  P&P.  Clugston  —   041-884  4835 

(evenings).  (BB045) 

TRIMMI  BOGTROTTERS  34-39  £19.50,  40- 

46  £22.00.  Hawkins  boots.  Dr  .Marten  shoes.  B. 

Timson,  1   1   1   Hinckley-  Road,  F.arl  Shilton, 

Leicester.  (BB0-I6) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1973  May-Oci.  1974  com- 

plete inc  index.  1976  Oct-Dec.  1981  Sept-Dec. 

1982Jan-July  and  Sept  and  index.  Ofl'ers.  Green, 1 13  Vanbrugh  Hill,  London  SE109HB.  (BB067) 

LONDON  BIRD  REPORTS  1940-1976.  1943 

(volume  8   missing).  Offers  for  set.  Tel:  (0920) 

46-1101  evenings.  (BB068) 

BRITISH  BIRD  VOCABULARY  12-cassette 
series  in  6   vols.  .Also  Sound  Guides  and  other 

pnxluctions.  S.-\E  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall. 
HR5  3HS.  (BB070) 

ZEISS  DIALYT  10  X   40B  Binoculars  with  case. 

V'ery  good'  condition.  Exchange  for  BW  P   1-V. 
Phone 0580  7 13585  (Kent).  (BB057) 
WITHERBYS  HANDBOOK  1st  EDITION.  5 

vols  in  good  condition.  £75  o.n.o.  Tel:  (0823) 
331162.  (BB058) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  study.  County  Reports,  etc.), 

David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh, 
Devon,  (BB064) 

OPTOLYTH  Telescope  30  X   75  GA  close 

focusing  model.  Good  condition,  complete  with 
case  £2 1 9.  Phone  03943  75 1 6.  ( BB059) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  volumes  198,5-88  (Nos.  78-81) 
unbound.  Offers  for  set.  Tel:  0943 

608370.  (BB074) 

DISCOVERER  L5-60  x   60  with  hard  case  and 

photo  adaptor.  (icKid  condition  £110  o.n.o.  .Also 
Tamron  2x  converter,  mint  £30  o.n.o.  ITiompson, 

1   1   Church  Street,  Mexborough,  South  5'orks. S64  0HG  (BB075) 

OPTOLYTH  30  X   80  Scope  with  leather  case. 

Mint  ct.ndition  £2.50  o.n.o.  Tel:  0602  38.50.54 

Nottingham.  (BB076) 

KOWA  TSN-1  (45°  angle)  TELFiiCOPE  com- 

plete with  20-60 X   z(K>m  eyepiece  and  case  £195. 

Slik  tripod  £25.  lau  £210.  .All  excellent  condition. 

T'el:  .Aldridge.  West  Midlands  0922  516.30. 
(BB077) 

EXHIBITIONS 

EXHIBITION  OF  EAGLETS 
AND  BIRDS  OF  PRE^ 

By  Trevor  Boyer 
20th  October  -   4th  November  1989 

Catalogues  available 

One  of  the  world's  great  bird  artists  painting 
these  rare  and  wonderful  raptors. 

All  paintings  are  for  sale. 

KING  STREET  GALLERIES 

17  King  Street.  St  James's,  London  SWIY  6QL. 
Telephone:  01-930  9392  (BB066 

  WANTED   
WANTED:  ENDANGERED  SPECIES  ART 

including  birds,  mammals,  hsh  and  plants. 

.Antique  prints,  paintings,  photographs,  sculp- 

ture, jew-ellery-  and  crafts.  Send  S.ASE  with  slide 

to  the  Endangered  Species  Society,  2927 

Champa,  ITenver,  CO  80205,  US.A.  (BB053) 
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433  Editorial 

434  The  Democrats,  conservation  and  British  birds  Rt  Hon.  Paddy 
Ashdown  MP 

436  Conservation  Rt  Hon.  Neil  Kinnock  MP 

440  Conservation  Rt  Hon.  Mdrgarit  Thatcher  FRS  MP 

441  Seventy-five  years  ago  ;   .   ' 

442  Little  Bitterns  breeding  in  South  Yorkshire  Andrew  M.  Allport  and 

David  Carroll  '   -   w   v 

Notes  ^-r.. 
 •   ••. 

446  Male  King  Eider  displaying  to  Eidei^  Krrmth  M.  Greig 

447  Ring-billed  Gull  displaying  ta  GpQimon  Giill.^Bnan  Clasper 

447  Fighting  between  Grey  Wagtjtii'’and  Goldffrlq^  Dr  A.  P.  Radford 
447  House  Sparrows  eating  lichen  /.  R.  Hartley 

Letters 

448  Identihcation  of  Pechora  Pipit  D.  Page 
448  Are  Lesser  Whitethroats  associated  with  oaks?  P.  I.  Morris 

Announcements 

449  New  books  in  British  BirdShop 

449  ‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
449  Special  BB-Sunbird  trips 

450  The  ‘British  Birds’  Best  Bird  Book  of  the  Year 
Reviews 

450  ‘The  Birds  of  Egypt’  edited  by  Steven  M.  Goodman  and  Peter  L.  Meininger  Mike Everett 

451  ‘Birds  and  Berries:  a   study  of  ecological  interaction’  by  Barbara  and  David  Snow David  Glue 

452  News  and  comment  Robin  Piytherch  and  Mike  Everett 

455  Monthly  reports  May  1989  Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

462  Best  recent  black-and-white  bird  photographs  Dr  R.  J.  Chandler, 
Eric  Hosking,  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock  and  Don  Smith 

472  Mystery  photographs  148  Little  Bunting  Dr  Colin  Bradshaw 

474  PhotoSpot  28  Canary  Islands  Chaffinch  Andrew  S.  Butler 

476  Monthly  marathon 

477  Rare  breeding  birds  in  the  United  Kingdom  in  1987  Robert  Spencer 
and  the  Rare  Breeding  Birds  Panel 

504  Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

Line-drawings:  442  Little  Bitterns  {R.  P.  Ixunbe)\  455  Red-footed  Falcon  {WiUiam  S.  Morton)-, 
459  Whiskered  Tern  {PkU  Jones)-,  462  Dotterels  {Phil  Jones)-,  477  Bittern  {Nicholas  Pike)-,  492 
Black-winged  Stilts  {Nicholas  Pike);  493  Dotterels  {Ernie  Uahy);  502  Golden  Orioles  {Nik Borrow) 

Front-cover;  Pied  Flycatcher  in  ornamental  vine  {Andrew  Stock):  the 

original  drawing  of  this  month’s  cover  design,  measuring  18.6  X   20.8  cm, 
is  for  sale  in  a   postal  auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for  procedure) 
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in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

T RSPB 
MEMBER 01-449  1445 

01-441  7748 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

in  focus’  AT  RSPB 
5TRUMPSHAW  FEN, 
3RWICH,  NORFOLK 
LD  WEEKEND  JANUARY  20th-21st 

lean  geese  are  just  one  of  the 
ittractions  at  this  popular  Norwich 

Reserve  In  Focus  with  the  help  of 

ne  RSPB  offer  you  the  opportunity  lo 
Ht  compare  artd  purchase  our  lull 

ar^ge  of  equipment  unOer  liekl  conOi- 
lons  at  this  superb  wetland  site 

’lease  write  or  phone  tor  your  guest 
icket  ir^dicaling  your  preferred  day 
ind  time  of  attendance  Prefererx:e 

vill  be  given  to  guests  who  have 
eceived  an  mvilatron  APPLY  NOW 

rO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS 
RELD  DAYS 

SUNDAY  DATES 
NOV  19th  DEC  10th  JAN  14th 

This  IS  a   unique  opportunity  to  test, 

compare  arxl  purchase  our  fuN  range 
of  equipment  ur>der  field  corx3rtK>ns  at 

this  compact  well  rTw^aged  reserve 
near  Welwyn  Garden  City.  Herts 

Visitors  are  invited  to  lake  advantage 

of  the  ample  parking  to  the  nght  of  the 

reserve  gate  then  make  their  way  to 

reception  At  this  point  they  can  dis- 

cuss their  requirements  with  our  tech- 
nical staff  and  then  go  on  to  view 

equipment  from  two  private  hides 
(Phone  for  directions) 

CHEW  VALLEY 
LAKE,  AVON 
RELD  WEEKEND 

NOVEAHeER  2Sth-26th 

A   good  oppoduruty  kx  t>r(^atcher$ 
from  the  west  country  to  test,  com- 

pare and  purchase  from  our  M   range 
of  equipment  We  have  arranged  the 
use  of  the  mam  hide  for  this  event  and 

visitors  are  asked  to  use  the  ad^acerv 

car  park  and  book  m   at  the  in  tocus 

reception  We  wrU  be  open  9   30  am- 
4   pm  each  day  For  further  delays  arx) 

directior^  please  contact  In  focus' 

‘in  focus’  in 

NORFOLK 
at  Brtarfieids  Hotel.  THchweM 

FIELD  WEEKENDS 

NOV  4.5.  DEC  2-3 

Open  9-4  Set  end  Sun 
With  the  kind  co-operation  of 

Bnari«ids  in  focus'  are  able  to  offer 
visrtors  to  the  North  Nortoa  coast  the 

opporturufy  to  lest  compare  and 
chase  our  ful  range  of  equpmem 
The  in  focus  marquee  wa  be  s4u 

aied  at  the  rear  of  the  hotel  compiei 
with  spiendto  v«ws  Over  the  adiacent 

RSPB  Reserve  For  further  mfo  con 

tact  in  focus 

SSWEST 

I8x  20B 

no  X   25B 

•8  X   20BGA 
t8  X   30BGAT 

t7 . 42BGAT 
1 10  *   40BT 

tiO  X   408GAT 

18  X   56BOAT 
ssories 

£ 
189  00 

209  00 

229  00 
Phone 
Phone 

Phone 
Phone 

Phone 

500 
ard 

400 

ard  Wide 995 

;ups(set) 10  00 

:upe.  hard  (set) 10  00 

» case  for  10  X   40 26  00 

TZ E 

vid  8   *   20BC 199  00 

vxl  8   X   20BCA 211  00 

vk310x25BC 211  00 

vxMO  X   25BCA 223  00 

case  when  you  purchase  a 
act 

/Xl  7   •   42BA Phone 

/Id  8   •   40BA Phone 

/Id  10  X   40BA Phone 

/id  10  X   406AN Phone 

•isortes 

•ese  lor  compact 
1400 

-ase 34  00 

.uard 800 

..ips(set) 1600 

ON E 

) 74  95 

i 79  95 

•)  Roof  Pnsm 
134  95 

■?5Rool  Pnsm 149  95 

•)  Roof  Pnsm 249  00 

TZCF 199  00 

•tSZCF 21900 

•■24  DCF 329  00 
)DCF 539  00 

iO  Fieldscope 269  00 

10  Fieldscope  Ed 469  00 

»«.40x  and 60' 75  00 

1595 

JVfilfer 42  00 

’   Khood 
1395 

995 

Adaptor 159  00 

SSTAR E 

FAx)ei  3' '   with  Broad  Band 
1   Q   supplied  with 50x-80x 

Eye  Piece  Lens  Hood. 
1   Kit  arx)  Case 2240  00 

L30x  (16mm) 
110  00 
11000 

'■*nsm 
140  00 

-HENBACH E 

S8GA 129  00 

'^BGA 
139  00 

I3GA 149  00 

OPTOLYTH E 

Osins  8   X   40GA 
145  00 

Osms  to  ■   40GA 
14700 

Alpin  8   K   30BGA 
186  00 

AlpinS  X   40BGA 200  00 

Alpin  to  X   40BGA 205  00 

Alpin  to  X   50BGA 
221  00 

TounngS  x   30BGA 
Phor*e 

Tounng  7   x   40BGA 
Phone 

Tounng  10  x   42BGA 
Phorto 

TBG8(5Body 320  00 

20-  WA 88  00 

30- 

57  00 

40- 

58  00 
22  -   -60  -   Zoom 

135  00 

Soft  case  for  scope 
29  00 

Hard  case  tor  scope 36  00 

OPTICRON E 

Minerva  9   *   35 159  00 

Minerva  8   ■   40 
170  00 

Minerva  10  *   40 
175  00 

HR7 • 42MC 
138  00 

HR0  •   42MC 
140  00 

HR  10  •   42  MC 
145  00 

HR  10  •   50MC 155  00 

Piccoto60mm 
107  00 

HR  Body  60mm 
128  00 

HR  Body  60mm  45 
150  00 

HR  Body  60mm  GA 
155  00 

20'  -60  •   Zoom 65  00 

22  •   WA 
30  00 

Classic  iFOOrrvn 99X 

10  •   NA 22  00 

25- 

22  00 

25HPX 
25  00 

18--40-  Zoom 50  00 

Classic  1 F   75mm 11900 

22x  WA 
22  00 

30- 

22  00 

30xHP 
25  00 
50  00 
22  00 
1600 

59  95 

Macro  Motx>cular  6   «   20 

49  00 

Observaton  20  *   80 
299  00 

Observatxxi  30-80 299  00 

KOWA E 

TSi  601  Body 
189  00 

TS2  602  Body 169  00 

20  *   WA 

49  00 

94  00 

TSN-1 

265  00 

TSN-2 
255  00 

TSN-3 

495  X 

TSN-4 

485X 

20x  WA 

79  00 

20X  -60-  Zoom 
119  00 

25- 

59  00 

40- 

59  00 
89  00 

22  50 

Case  for  601  2 

1995 

39  95 

Spare  dust  cover  (OG) 6X 

New  dust  cover  eye  prece 

1495 

£500  CYGNUS  HOLIDAY  VOUCHER 
TO  BE  WON  EVERY  MONTH 
Each  month  tor  irw  neit  s>s  rnontos  'to  focus'  w4  be  grvmg  away  a   tSOO 

Cygnus  Holtoay  Voucher  to  one  ol  4s  lucky  customers  Al  you  need  to  do 

BAUSHANOLOMB E 

EhteS  '   42BGA 699  W 

Custom  10  ■   406 

189  00 

Customs  -   36B 

199  00 

BUSHNELL E 

Spacemaster 
155  00 

Spacemaster  GA 

169  00 

15*-45- 

84  00 

20* -60* 

66  00 

22'  WA 

34  00 

40- 

35  00 

Case 

16  00 

Photo  Kit 25  00 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA E 

JenopiemS  •   30 

44  95 

Jerxiptem  10-50 69  95 
OeHrintem  8-30 54  95 

Oekarem  10-50 

88  95 

NotaremS  •   32B 

114  95 

Notarem  10  *   406 

149  95 

Notarem  10  -   40BA 

199  95 

TormomS  x   21 

42  95 

MIRADOR E 
8   «   426 

110  00 

to  '   42B 

11400 

10  -   506 
122X 

Merkn  25  -   60 97  X 

Merkn  18  '   -40  -   60 

129X 

MerbnX  .   75 

119  X 

Merkn22x-47  ■   75 

157X 

Case  tor  Merkns 

16X 

CENTURY E 1S0X 

20x-45»  Zoom 
49  X 

20*.  30  -   40- 
19X 

1695 

BRESSER E 

AcbooB  -   40 59  95 
69  95 

8   X   42  GA  Roof 

119X 

10  X   42  GA  Roof 

119X 

Oiont7  X   426GA 

179X 

Oont  10  X   42  BOA 

189X 

PENT AX E 
8   X   40PCF 99  95 

lOxSOPCF 

104  95 

8   x   420CFRocf 

169  95 

10  X   42  DCF  Roof 

189  95 

MANFROTTO E 
M*mPROl90 35X 
Mm  PR0 1906 

40X 4SX 

SOX 
128  Fluid  Head 

34  95 

200ExLigNF)uidHd 
39  95 

995 Sp^ORPlaftorm 

495 

24  95 

SWIFT E 

Osprey  7   5   ■   42 

149  95 

Audubon  8   5   X   44 

199  95 

Audubon7x  2SBGA 32SX 

■s  purchase  equipment  to  the 
value  of  CiOO  or  rnore  arx)  you 

w4t  automaticatv  be  entered  *no 

our  draw  Cygnus  Bxdwatcfxng 

Hohday  Venues  mdude  Bra/4 

Texas  Kenya  Gambia  Hun' 

gary  Nepal  arx)  many  more 
Winner  of  Sept  C500  Cygr>us 

HoHday  Voucher  Ur  W   Brarx)  Of 
Haverfordwest  Dyfeo 

HABICHT  e 

Oiarta  10  >   40  Phone 
ADLERBLICK  £ 

0   »   42B  99  00 
10>^42B  99  00 

10x506  12900 

SLIK  £ 

Master  02  69  95 Tnpod  Strap 
695 

CULLMANN E 24  95 

995 

Spare  Q   R   Piaflorm 

495 

Hde  Mount 

49  95 

Popular456l 

49  95 

ACCESSORIES E 
Car  window  moury 22X 

Ltoiversai 22X 
Hide  mount 38X 
Rainguard 

4X 

Leather  Eye  Piece  Case 995 
399 

New  Vefbon  450  Tpd 69  95 

1496 

BARBOUR E 

The  best  Bntish  ctothmg  tor  the 
worst  Bntish  weather 
Durham  Jacket 52  95 

3?  to46 
Bedale  slacket 
28'toX 45  45 

32"  to  46 69  95 

Gamefair  Jacket 
78  95 

32"  to  46 

82  95 

3?  to46 89  95 32"  to  46 

Northumpna  Jacket 
91  4$ 

36  to  46 19  45 
11  45 

Send  tor  cotour  Barbour  catatogue 
Post  FREE  on  Barbour 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  arx)  setect  from  ou 

comprehensrve  range  of  equto^ 

merit  Compere  Zetsa  wito  Len? 

Optofyth  iwto  Kowa  or  NSion  We 

are  a   compteiety  rx3sperx)erx  com- 

pany whoae  only  concern  «   that 
Ol#  customers  select  the  correct 
mstrumerx  tor  the«  personal  needs 

MAIL  ORDER 

Jusi  add  C2  to  tie^  towards  PAP 

and  msurance  and  yeuM  order  «im 
be  sent  the  same  day  as  we 

recerve  your  cheque  Al  aquoment 

«   suppled  on  t4  days  approval 

itoon  receto*  of  K4  remxianoe 

PHONE  ORDERS 

D«cu$s  yots  reqtarements  wXh  our techrxcai  staff  arx)  orders  ptooed 

w4h  Access  or  Visa  Cards  wri  be 

despatched  same  day 

SECONDHAND 
Instrumerxs  are  afways  avaSaOie 

Turnover  e   fast  so  we  do  not  print  a 
bet  Phone  tor  mtormeson 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  prxtos  pax)  tor  good  condiSon 

equpment 
HOW  TO  RND  US 

We  are  lOmns  from  M2Sand  AiM 

motorways  and  1 5   mn$  wair  from 
High  Bar^  Ltodergrourx)  Stason 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  oimrrs 
n   you  purchase  a   scope  arx)  trvxx) 
at  the  same  tme  we  can  offer  you  a 

very  speoal  pnce' 
PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT 

ON  SELECTED 
Zeiss.  Leitz,  Kowa  and 

Niton  products 
Ptione  or  write  for  details 

WS4 BINOCULARS  AND  TELESCOPES  REPAIRED  ON  THE  PREMISES 

  (D585) 
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1990  birding  breaks 
★   Winter  breaks 

Tunisia  -   Holland  -   Morocco  -   N   France  -   S   Ireland 

^   Spring  breaks 

Lake  Homborga  &   Falsteito  (Sweden)  -   Extremadura  &   Andalucia  (Spain) 

-Skelligs  (S  Ireland)  -   Point  Pelee  (Canada) 

All  tour  prices  include  organised  field  excursions  and  all 
European  tours  are  joined  by  a   local  birder. 

For  1990  brochures  phone  or  write  to  • 
BRANTA 

I   HOLIDAYS 

1 1   Uxbridge  Street, 
London  W8  7TQ 

(01-229  7231) 
(D584) 

BIRDWATCHING 
TOURS  OF  ISRAEL 

guided  by  _ 
The  Society  for  the 

Protection  of  Nature  in  Israel 

FOR  THE  SPRING  AND  AUTUMN  MIGRATIONS 

1 5 — 29  April  and  9 — 23  September  1 990,  £977 

(plus  a   special  8-day  tour  from  21  April) 

Other  1 990  tours:  Flora  &   Fauna  of  Israel  (March) 

Butterflies  of  Israel  (June) 

Send  for  colour  brochure: 

The  Anglo-lsrael  Association,  9   Bentinck  Street,  London  W1 M   5RP  01-486  2300 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
ji  89b  London  Road,  Morden,  Merton,  Surrey. 

Phone:  01-648  8822 
Mon.-Ffi.  9am  to  5pm  Sat.  9am  to  1 1 .30am 

^ — s-w.  Other  times  by  appointment 

Sales  and  Repairs  of  ■* 
BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 

at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 
★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 
★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service  ★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  E 
1 0   X   25  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   30  BGAT  DIalvt  Phone 

10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  phone 
7x42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  Phone 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
8x20BCATrinovid  247 
1 0   X   25  BC  T   rinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x40  BA  T   rinovid  Phone 
1 0   X   40  B   T rinovid  Phone 
1 0x40  BA  N   T   rinovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  1 4 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof  34 1 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  wafer  and 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered 
7x42  rubber  covered 

BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom 
1 0x40  B   Custom 

7x  35  Spectator-Plus 

OPTICRON 

8x42  HR  II 
10x42  HR  II 
10x50  HR  II 
9x35  BCF  Minerva 
8x40  BCF  Minerva 
1 0x40  BCF  Minerva 

MINOLTA 
8x22roofpnsm 
10x25  roof  pnsm 
8x32roofprism.  w   p 
1 0   X   40  roof  pnsm.  w   p 

189 
179 

189 

199 

100 

140 145 
155 
169 

170 
175 

101 115 

200 
230 

shockproof 

OPTOLYTH 

8   X   40  Alpin 
10x40Alpin 
7x42  Alpin 
10x50  Alpin 
12x50  Alpin 

10x40Touring 

NIKON 
8   X   20  roof  prism 
10x25  roof  prism 
9x30  DCF  roof  prism 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism 

BRESSER  (Linear) 

302 
TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

pnsm 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope 513 

30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces 68 
200 

Camera  ada^or 

165 

205 

207 KOWA 
265 

221 TSN-1  body  (45°) 
225 TSN-2body 255 

378 TSN-3body(45°) 

495 

TSN-4body 

485 

25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece 59 139 

20  X   (WA)  eyepiece 

79 

154 25  X   (LER)  eyepiece 
99 

248 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece 

119 

268 
OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°) 
320 

roof TBG  80  body  (straight) 320 
120 

TB  eyepieces  from 
56 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepeces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 
OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubb^ 
60mm  HR  body  (45  ) 

Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 
30  X   75  Classic 

CENTURY 

60mm,  rubber- armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm.  SGN-3.  wrth  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece.  20x  (5us  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padded  case 
PICCOLO 
60mm  body 

30  X   eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces  from 

NIGHT  VISION 

Infra-red  scopes  and  binoculars 
Ask  for  details: 
SPERWER  CASES 

Skua  II  (80mm) 
Puffin  (60mm) 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 

SlikD2 
Slik  Observer 
SlikSL67 

Manfrotto  MN  144B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  200  head 
Universal  clamp 
Hide  clamp ,   new  type 

Car  window  mount 

C 155 

65 
26 

128 
155 
150 

65 
26 125 

170 

20 

52 

187 

15 

107 
26 
22 

39 
38 73 

75 

105 

54 

43 
40 

38 

40 

25 

★   SPECIAL  OFFERS  -   Deduct  £10  when  buying  a   telescope  and  tripod  together. 
Free  strap  when  buying  a   tripod  only  ★   Repairs  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops. 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 

HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURAL  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY,  26th  NOVEMBER 

(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 

tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (Dst?) 



“/  can  only  compliment  the 
manufacturers  on  producing 

such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope.” 
( British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm /60mm /75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 
spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 

tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 

protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 
changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 

equipment  for  the  world’s  more serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

■   will  uviwi 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

(D464) 

in  Britain  and 

Ireland 

byj.  N.  Dymond,  P.  A.  Fraser 

and  S.  J.  M.  Gantlett 

This  book  is  a   successor  to  two 

out-of-print  works,  Scarce  Migrant 
Birds  in  Britain  and  Ireland 

(Sharrock  1974)  and  Rare  Birds  in 
Britain  and  Ireland  (Sharrock  1976). 
It  unifies  and  updates  both  books, 
adding  more  than  80  species . 

The  authors  have  analysed  and 
considered  some  45,000  records 

for  the  period  1958-85.  More  than 
300  species  accounts  are  now 
included,  most  of  them 
accompanied  by  histograms  of 
occurrences,  with  maps  showing 
distribution  in  spring  and  autumn  or 
at  particular  times  of  year.  For 
rarities  with  12  or  fewer 
occurrences,  the  place,  date  and 
other  relevant  information  is  given 
for  each  record. 

Every  species  is  illustrated  by  a   line drawing. 

Thanks  to  the  expertise  and 
diligence  of  the  authors  the  reader 
can  readily  discover: 
HOW  MANY  were  seen 
WHEN  did  they  occur 

HOW  REGULARLY  did  they  arrive 
WHERE  were  they  seen 

24  X   16  cm,  368  pages,  £19.00  net 

T   &   A   D   POYSER 

(D529) 
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COUNTRYSIDE  VIEWING 
Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private 

grounds  with  ample,  free  and  safe  parking 

Testing  facilities  are  probably  the  best  in 

the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is 

across  a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird 
visitors  and  to  more  distant  views  of  the 

countryside  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 

experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the 

very  heart  of  our  beautiful  Warwickshire 

countryside  in  a   relaxed 
atmosphere?  A   visit  to  our 

showroom  often  turns  out  to  be 

more  of  a   social  occasion  than  a 

shopping  expedition 

ueading  specialists  in  high  quality  BINOCULARS  ^TELESCOPES 
:'EISS  WEST 

9x206 

mtiyi  10x256 

<*ulyt  8x20BQA 
'viatyt  8x30BGAT 

7X426GAT 

PHONE 

PHONE 
PHONE 
PHONE 
PHONE 

OPTOLYTH 
Alptn8x30eGA 

wialyl  I0X40BOAT PHONE 

wialyt  8x56BGAT PHONE 
tvorro  l5x608GA PHONE 

^cHOooc  3x126 11700 

hvionoc  8x206 9500 

M«noc  8x20 9500 

>•*  d«  range  d   accessories  available 

.LEITZ 

’■-«mond  6x206CA PHONE 

h^nCMd  l0x2S6CA PHONE 

PHONE 

>-4novid  7x42BA PHONE 

PHONE 

r-vnovid  lOx406A  . PHONE 

i'-^viovid  l0x40BAN PHONE 

case  for  compact 
12.50 

k*  )fl  case  for  standard 30.00 

la  ird  case  for  standard 3700 

laiinguard 800 
700 

UABICHT 

tc'xdrtional  6x30WM 31000 
aradrlional  7x42WM  . 29800 

A*  ana'  iOx40WM 
34100 

Range  7x42 364  00 

.   .   Range  I0x40 
40700 

291.00 
302  00 

II  IKON 

u'VOCF 6995 

teiarpmnl  i0x2S i52.ro 
15200 

from  6-l2x240CF 29000 
41250 

K'Drting  7X35CF 
.12000 

8x30ECF .   .   . 20550 

anofprism  9x300CF 254iX) 

■oktecope  20x60 27850 

aoldscope  EO  20x  60   .   48900 

-x30x40x... .   6750 

kxoto-adaptor 
15050 

Atom  8X406GA    
200TO 

20500 
Alptn  lOxSOBGA 

22100 
37800 

Touring  I0x40 37800 

Rod  prism  8x56 39000 
31800 

TBSeObody 32000 
TBO60  body 32000 

20xWA 8800 

20x30x40x 5700 

22x-60x  zoom 
13600 

Canvas  scope  case 2700 

Laaiher  scope  case 3600 

KOWA 
TS601  body 18900 

TS602body 
16000 

20x-60x  zoom 9400 

Case  for  601/2 
1995 

TSN-1  body 26500 
TSN-2  body 25500 
TSN-3  body 

49500 

TSN-4  body 
485 00 

25x40x 
5900 

20x-60x  zoom 
11900 

2250 
3650 

00.  cover  tor  TSN 

495 

Eyepiece  dome  TSN 

14  95 

Photo  adaptor 8900 

BAUSCH  LOMB 
Discoverer  Compset  7x24 22700 

Otsc«>refer  Compact  8x24 22700 

Discoverer  Compadl0x28 24400 
Custom  Audubon  7x26 

17950 

Custom  Audubon  8x36 
17900 

Custom  Audubon  I0x40 18900 

68500 

BUSHNELL 
5800 

Specemasler  60mm  body 
14000 

Spacemaster  60mm  body  R.A 
15900 

Spacemaster  with  zoom  W   P 33200 

Spacemaster  70mm  body 
15800 

22xWA    
4200 

ADLERBLICK 
9950 

BRESSER 

Compact  tope  8x25  R   A 

7250 

10600 
8100 

mxn 
12000 

Rod  pnam  Unear  8x42  R   A 
Rod  pnam  Unear  I0x42  R   A 
Rod  pnam  Owd  iOi42  R   A 

12465 

12965 
17800 

120TO 

12850 
13900 

13600 14550 

16450 17995 
19895 

Add  C8  tor  rubber  armoured 

MIRADOR 

OPTICRON 
8x42 10x42 

11000 
11400 

10x50 

7100 
73  00 
11000 

11400 

12200 

Medm  60mm  body 
Medm  75mm  body 

12/lSx  18/221  25O0x 17850 

H   R 10x42 Owl  80mm  GA 20750 

H   R 10x50 
30/32X 

3300 
17000 

16900 
26x-58x/28x-82x  zoom 

7150 

Elite  9x35 
18600 

ZEISS  JENA Classc  t   F   60mm  body 9900 

4495 

Jenopiem  7x50 
6795 

Jenopiem  lOxSO 6065 
Deilrintem  8x30 5465 

8965 

H   R   60mm  body  R   A 

15500 

20000 

11465 

Rod  pnsm  Notarem  8x32 
6500 Rod  prttm  Notarem  I0x40 

18795 

3500 

Rod  pnsm  Notarem  i0x40  R   A 

19995 tiro 

2200 OPTIMA 
Super  60mm  R   A   body 

16000 

TnpM  Strv 

675 

I5x20x30x40x 2500 

HELIOS 

Cofnpad  R   P   8x2i  R   A 
Compwl  R   P   10x25  R   A 

36J5 
3065 

20x-45x  zoofn 

C«s«  tor  scope 
Photo  adaptor 

6500 

i6l9S 

2965 

I5x-45x  room   79.00 

SWIFT 
Compoci  910  6x25 
Corr^  925  8x20 

Osprvy  76x42 
4*jdutKrt  85x44 
1atom«star  I5x-60x60 

8050 

8050 14900 

199W 

27550 

AlCO 

Convict  R   P.  8x22  R   A 
Compad  R   P.  >0x25  R   A. 

Rod  prism  8x42  R.A 
Rod  prism  10x42  R.A 

QUESTAR 
FfrU  model  3V^  mch  «ndth 224250 
w«h  Broad  Band  Codmg  8   choce  d 

32mm  or  24mm  eyepwee.  plus  Photo 
Adaptor  and  case 
^irro  pnsm 

14000 

MANFROTTO 144  Base 

4500 

144  Base  black' 

5000 

l90  Utn  pro 3500 

190  Mn  pro  deck 

4000 

128  Mttx  video  head 

3495 

200  Compact  mdao  head 

3965 

topod  strap 

950 topod  case 

14  00 

Ouek  release  ptattorm 
800 

SLIK 3995 

Tnpod  4S0G 

2395 

TiXMd  lOOOG 
3295 

Trpod350N 
54  95 

Tn^  88 
6595 

Tnpod  02 
6995 

topod  67 

104  95 

675 

12  75 

Ouek  release  poet  0N«8  eic 500 

CULLMAN 
3765 

2   «>«y  Vdeo  Heed 

U65 

2465 

3295 

Camera  Oudisenar 965 

465 

LENS  CARE 
Cotocoal  Spray  25ml . 

1.25 

Supaspray  lOOml 

280 

Catotherm  Soluaon  20ml 

72 

36 
Hitoch  Ctoihs 

185 

NO  GREY  IMPORTS 

MAIL  ORDER 

Insured  postage  and  packing 
FREE  OF  CHARGE 

Goods  are  despatched  promptly 

upon  receipt  of  fun  remittance. 
Use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card 
to  order  by  telephooe  on 
0676-40501/42476 

ACCESSORIES 

Wide  range  of  eyecups.  rainguards. 
lens  caps,  lanyards,  cases  etc 

USED  BARGAINS 
Guarantood.  secorxlharxj  equipmentj 
awailabte  al  bargain  phees. 

EXPORT  FAaLITIES 

Personal  and  postal  export  orders 
welcomed 

PACKAGE  DEALS 
Anractrve  discounts 

Ptione  for  quotations 

teading 

Mitchen^^ 

University  Press 

^   VKtetvt 

BBC. 

SendtoTi 

^   Wilherty, 

and 

National 

P^hstofcome 

SorvTva/ 

ICOPTir^^  Church  Lane,  Corley,  Coventry,  CV78BA 
'^^^^'^^"'“^Tclephonc:0676-40501  &42476 Select  from  the  World's  finest  Optical  instrumenis 

ENING  TIMES 

f   am  •   5pm  Monday  to  Saturday 

•   5(4  Friendly  advisory  service 
always  available 

with  no 

oblifation. 

(D575) 



Cygnus  WiMlife 
Holidays  for  Birdwatchers  1990 

January-June 
Hungary 

£650 
Kenya 
Northern  India 

£1850 Soviet  Asia  and  Siberia £1690 

(also  with  photographic  expert) £1250 
July-December 

Venezuela £1980 Switzerland £690 

Tiger  Special £1450 
Hungary 

£760 

Egypt £1690 Massachusetts £1450 

Assam,  Darjeeling  &   Sikkim £1590 Brazil £2390 

Texas £1280 
Kenya 

£2090 

Majorca £490 Ecuador  and  Galapagos £2490 

Austria £670 
Argentina 

£2500 

Zimbabwe  and  Malawi £2690 Sene-Gambia 
£1100 

Yugoslavia £725 Ethiopia 
£1400 

Tour  groups  have  a   maximum  of  18  participants,  are  escorted  by 
experienced  leaders  and  we  cater  for  all  levels  of  expertise.  If  you  would  like 
further  information  about  any  of  these  holidays,  we  will  be  delighted  to 

receive  your  enquiry  at  the  following  address: 

CYGNUS  WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS, 
96  FORE  STREET,  KINGSBRIDGE,  DEVON  TQ7  1PY 

62948  Telephone  0548  6178  (D574) 

FOCALPOINT 
BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB  ELITE’  8   x   42  BGA  BINOCULARS 

OPTICRON 
OPTOLYTH 
ZEISS  WEST 
BUSHNELL 
BAUSCH  &   LOMB 
NIKON 
ADLERBLICK 
KOWA 
MIRADOR 
LEITZ 
CENTURY 
OUESTAR 
SWAROVSKI 
AlCO 
DANUBIA 
CULLMAN 
SLIK 
SWIFT 
SANSEI 
ZEISS  JENA 
SKUA  cases 

We  now  have  available  from  stock  these 
superb  new  instruments. 

•   rugged  roof  prism  design 
•   soft  touch  rubber  armoured  finish 

•   fully  multicoated  optics 

•   long  eye-relief  design 
•   ultra  high-contrast 
•   weight  28  ozs 
•   close  focus  under  1 2   feet 
•   resolution  and  flatness  of  field  are  near 

to  perfection. 
We  consider  these  binoculars  to  be  the 

finest  all-round  birdwatching  instruments 
we  have  ever  tried. 

Any  problems? — just  the  price  £699. 

BIRDGUIDES  -   1990  Bird  tour  brochure  from 
Peter  Wolstenholme,  31  South  Park  Road, 

Gatley,  Cheadle,  Cheshire.  Tel:  061-428  2175 

MAIL  ORDER TONY  &   ENID  MURPHY 
Open  Mon.-Fri. SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS.  FREE! FOCALPOINT 9.30-5.30 

14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, Sat.  9.30-4.00 
REPAIRS  & Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS Closed  Sundays 
SERVICING 

Telephone:  0606  891 098  (D576) and  Bank  Holidays 
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Where  To  Watch  Birds  in 

SCOTLAND 
Mike  Madders  and  Julia  Welstead 

Ninth  volume  in  the 

Cliristoplier  Helm 
“Where  to  Watch 

Birds”  series.  This 
comprehensive 

guide  covers  in 
detail  over  120 
main  sites  and 

many  additional 
locations. 

Indispensable. 

£10.95  pbk 

368  pages 

48  maps, 

70  line  drawings. 

Available  through 
British  BirdShop 

PUBLISHERS  LIMITED 

Ml 
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ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1990 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-five  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

Kenya 
Botswana 

The  Seychelles 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 
Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Florida 

Canada  and  the  Rockies 

Thailand 

Nepal 
Assam  and  Sikkim 

Jordan 
Israel 

Cyprus Corfu 
N.  E.  Greece 

Yugoslavia 

Turkey 

Lake  NeusiedI 
The  Camargue 
Andorra 

S.  W.  Spain 

Majorca 
The  Spanish  Pyrenees 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BOGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243  821 230  (D544)  aTOL  LICENCE  No.  743 ABTA 

have 

you 
wised  up 

yet? BIRDING 
WORLD 

K 

TO:  HAZEL  MILLINGTON,  STONERUNNER,  COAST  ROAD,  CLEY-NEXT- 
TH E-SEA,  HOLT,  NORFOLK  NR25  7RZ 

I   enclose  £18  □   (£23  overseas  CH)  Special  Introductory  OfTer  CD 

Cheques  made  payable  to  ILLS. 

Name  Mr/Mrs/Miss   

Address   

  Postcode   

Special  Introductory  Offer:  For  a   4-month  trial  subscription  to  Birding  World,  just 

fill  in  the  coupon  and  send  only  £6.  (£8  overseas)  (D.'i82) 
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MARK  BEAMAN 
STEVE  MADGE 

NIGEL  REDMAN 
IAIN  ROBERTSON 

Fkstu(tiefteM 
BIRDWATCHING  HOLIDAYS  1990 

ANTARCTICA,  SOUTH  GEORGIA  &   THE  FALKLANDS  •   ARGENTINA  • 
BORNEO  &   THE  MALAY  PENINSULA  •   BRAZIL  •   CAMEROON  •   COSTA  RICA 
•   EGYPT  •   ETHIOPIA  •   THE  GALAPAGOS  •   HONG  KONG  &   TAIWAN  • 
HUNGARY  •   INDONESIA  •   ISRAEL  •   KENYA  •   MEXICO  •   MOROCCO  • 
MOROCCO  WITH  A   DIFFERENCE  •   NEPAL  •   NEW  ZEALAND  •   NORTHERN 
INDIA  •   PERU  •   THE  PHILIPPINES  •   POLAND  •   RWANDA  &   ZAIRE  •   THE 
SEYCHELLES,  MAURITIUS  &   REUNION  •   SIBERIA  •   TANZANIA  •   THAILAND  • 
TURKESTAN  &   THE  CAUCASUS  •   TURKEY  •   VENEZUELA  •   ZIMBABWE  & 
THE  OKAVANGO 

For  our  brochure  please  contact:  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 
Lancashire  BB6  9QY.  Tel:  025486  317. 

Why  not  give  us  the  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that’s  GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you 

with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins 
and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR 
COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field 
lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft. 
10x40BGA  19oz  345ft. 
8x40BGA  19oz  330ft. 
8X30BGA  14oz  420ft. 

Price 

£221  (inc.  case) 
£205  (inc.  case) 
£200  (inc.  case) 

£186  (inc.  case) 

TELESCOPES 
OPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
FOR  THOSE  WHO  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST 
Supenor  definition  Light-transmission  plus  the  widest 
field  at  high  magnifications 

30X75GA 

Weight 44oz 
Field 

120ft. £318  Case  £35 
22x60GA 

35oz 183ft. £210 
22x70GA 37oz 

— £290  EYEPIECES 
22-60X70GA 47oz 

87-54ft. £353  20xWW  £88 
30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Bo^  straight 

£353  20x  £56 
£344  30x  £57 
£320  40x  £58 
£320 

MAIL  ORDER 
WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

Touring  7x42  BGA  -   8x32  BGA  -   10x40  BGA 
all  including  case.  Please  phone  for  price 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  Street 
Southampton,  Hants. 

Tel:  (0703)  221597 
Tel:  (0703)  335363 

13  Cheap  Street 
Bath 

Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D530) 
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Quality  Precision  Spotting 
Scope  With  L.E.D.  Target 

Finder 

Canton 

Findscope 
20x56 

,'o*'  ’   • 

  •   L.E.D  Aiming  Viewfinder  ♦   20x  Magnification   

•   56.5mm  Objective  Lens  •   Interchangeable  Eyepiece 

  •   Includes  Adapter  for  T2  Camera  Mount   

•   Soft  Vinyl  Carry  Case  •   Powered  by  2AAA  Batteries( extra) 

£129,98 
SEE  ALSOf  SUPERB  CENTQN  STATE-OF^Tm-ART  BfNOCUmRS 

All  Mail  order  enquiries  only  to  our  Distribution  Warehouse:  Jessop  of 
Leicester  Limited,  Jessop  House,  98  Scudamore  Road,  Leicester  LE3  1TZ 

Telephone  (0533)  320033 

AVAILABLE  FROM  ALL  JESSOP  PHOTO/VIDEO  CENTRES 
ABER0EB4 
BATH 

BIRMINGHAM 
BOURNBylOUTH 

BRADFORD 
BRIGHTON 
BRISTOL 

BRISTOL 
CAMBRIDGE 

CARDIFF 
CARLISLE 

COVOTTRY 
CROYDON 

DERBY 

DONCASTER 
DUNDEE 

EDINBURGH 
GLASGOW 

GLOUCESTER 
HANLEY 

Hua 
IPSWICH 

KINGSTON 

0224  S73  140 
0225  442262 

021  632  6831 

0202  296021 
0274  303262 

0273  21403 
0272  742014 

0272  203976 
0223  323511 

0222  304667 

0228  612640 
0203  220628 
01  686  0665 

0332  200410 
0302  341323 
0382  202763 

031  220  9664 
041  248  2467 
0462  300660 

0782  286621 
0462  226956 
0473  210436 
01  646  6622 

LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LEICESTER 
LIVERPOOL 
LONDON  NW3 
LONDON  WC1 

LONDON  EC4 

MANCHESTER 

MIDDLESBROUGH 

NEWCASTLE 
NORTHAMPTON 
NORWICH 

NOmNGHAM 

OXFORD 
PETERBOROUGH 

PLYMOUTH 
PLYMOUTH  AUDO 
POOLE 

PORTSMOUTH 

READING 
SHEFFIELD 
SLOUGH 
SOUTHAMPTON 

0532  430900 
0633  630121 
0633  666466 

051  709  7667 
01  704  8786 

01  240  8077 
01  626  1021 

061  834  8132 
0642  230707 

091  261  8280 
0604  230400 

0603  817724 
0602  418686 
0866  700086 

0733  668728 

0762  872287 
0762  660282 
0202  678280 

0706  822831 
0734  608766 

0742  766276 

0753  603004 
0703  638763 

SUNDERLAND 

SWANSEA 
TAUNTON 
WINCHESTER 

WOLVERHAMPTON 
WORCESTER 

YEOVIL 
YORK 

001  610  0861 
0702  466332 
0623  272066 
0062  63062 

0002  310766 
0006  723400 
0036  78778 

0004  646126 

AND  SELECTED  INDEPENOBIT 
PHOTO  DEALERS 

•iSSUP 

(D573) 
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British  Birds 
VOIA  MK  82  NUMBKR  1   1   NOVEMBER  1989 

Report  on  rare  birds 
in  Great  Britain 
in  1988 

Michael  J.  Rogers  and  the  Rarities  Committee 

with  comments  by  R.  A.  Hume 

This  is  the  thirty-first  annual  report  of  the  Rarities  Committee,  and  it is  the  seventh  consecutive  year  in  which  ZhISS  West  Germatiy  has 

sponsored  the  Committee’s  work.  We  are  extremely  appreciative  of  this 
support,  which  enables  us  to  continue  to  process  thoroughly  each 

individual  record  submitted,  to  publish  this  report  in  such  detail  and  to 

include  within  it  so  many  photographs  and  drawings  of  rarities.  The 

interest  in  birdwatching,  and  in  rare  birds  in  particular,  is  growing 

annually,  and  the  workload  of  the  Committee  is  increasing  as  a   result, 

so  this  very  welcome  financial  assistance  from  ZhISS  West  Germany 

becomes  more  important  each  year. 

Rarities  Committee  membership  is  listed  on  the  inside  front  cover 

each  month,  and  on  the  back  of  the  title  page  in  each  volume.  Points  of 

interest  arising  mainly  from  the  Committee’s  annual  meeting  in  .\pril 

1989  have  been  published  already  in  ‘Rarities  Committee  news  and 

announcements’  {Brit.  Birds  82:  418-419). 

Details  of  the  Committee’s  constitution  and  operation  have  been 

published  in  ‘Rare  birds:  the  work  of  the  British  Birds  Rarities 

Committee’  {Brit.  Birds  80:  487-491)  and  are  contained  in  a   fact  sheet,  a 

copy  of  which  may  be  obtained  from  the  Secretary  ,   Michael  J.  Rogers, 

whose  address  is  at  the  end  of  this  report.  Also  available  from  the 

Secretary’  is  a   list  of  the  species  considered  by  the  Committee,  and 

copies  of  the  Rarities  Committee  Record  Form,  which  should  be  used 

(or  its  format  followed)  when  submitting  reports.  Please  enclose  
a 

stamped  addressed  envelope  of  suitable  size  when  requesting  any  of 

these  items.  All  reports  of  any  species  on  the  Committee’s  
list  should 

be  sent  to  the  Secretary  or,  in  the  case  of  a   trapped  and  ringed  rarity,  to 

the  BTO  Ringing  Office,  both  preferably  via  the  appropriate  cou
nty 

recorder. 

Sponsored  by 

ZEISS 

West  Germany 

[Brit.  Birds  82: 505-563,  November  1 989] 
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506 Rare  birds  in  Great  Britain  in  1988 

1988  and  earlier  years 

The  Committee  has  already  dealt  with  789  records  for  1988,  78%  of  which 

have  been  accepted.  A   total  of  445  records  for  1988  and  earlier  years  is  still 

under  consideration  for  a   variety  of  reasons.  The  Rarities  Committee  is 

currently  engaged  upon  reviews  of  both  past  and  pending  records  of 

black-headed  Yellow  Wagtails  Motacilla  flava  feldegg,  Citrine  Wagtails  M. 
citreola  and  Olivaceous  Warblers  Hippolais  pallida.  The  results  of  the 

recently  completed  review  of  records  of  Isabelline  Shrikes  Lanius  isabellinus 

are  contained  within  this  report. 

Of  most  interest  to  readers  are  those  records  which  involve  potential 

‘firsts’  for  Britain  and  Ireland  or  birds  which  have  not  been  recorded  here 
for  at  least  50  years  and  are  thus  candidates  for  upgrading  from  Category 
B   to  Category  A   of  the  British  and  Irish  list.  Such  records  in  England, 
Scotland  and  Wales  are  considered,  in  turn,  by  the  British  Birds  Rarities 

Committee  and  by  the  British  Ornithologists’  Union  Records  Committee. 
Those  pre-1988  records  with  which  the  BBRC  is  currently  involved 

concern  Madeiran  Petrel  Oceanodroma  castro,  Ross’s  Goose  Anser  rossii, 
Spotted  Eagle  Aquila  clanga,  South  Polar  Skua  Stercorarius  maccormicki,  Least 

Tern  Sterna  antillarum,  Cedar  Waxwing  Bombycilla  cedrorum  and  Two-barred 
Greenish  Warbler  Phylloscopus  plumbeitarsus.  Excluding  very  old  records 
which  are  under  reconsideration,  those  pre-1988  records  being  investi- 

gated by  the  BOURC  concern  Yellow-nosed  Albatross  Diomedea  chlororhyn- 
chos,  Falcated  Duck  Anas  falcata,  Marbled  Duck  Marmaronetta  angustirostris, 

Barrow’s  Goldeneye  Bucephala  islandica,  White-headed  Duck  Oxyura  leuco- 
cephala,  Royal  Tern  Sterna  maxima  maxima,  Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo,  Egyptian 
Nightjar  Caprimulgus  aegyptius.  Northern  Mockingbird  Mimus  polyglottos. 
Blue  Rock  Thrush  Monticola  solitarius.  Wood  Thrush  Hylocichla  mustelina. 
Spectacled  Warbler  Sylvia  conspicillata.  Eastern  Phoebe  Sayomis  phoebe. 
Chestnut  Bunting  Emberiza  rutila.  Painted  Bunting  Passerina  ciris  and 
Yellow-headed  Blackbird  Xanthocephalus  xanthocephalus. 
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drawings  submitted  with  records  grace  the  pages  of  this  report. 

PGL 

Systematic  list  of  accepted  records 
The  principles  and  procedures  followed  in  considering  records  were 

explained  in  the  1958  report  {Brit.  Birds  53:  155-158).  The  systematic  list  is 

set  out  in  the  same  way  as  in  the  1987  report  (81:  535-596).  The  following 
points  show  the  basis  on  which  the  list  has  been  compiled. 

(i)  The  details  included  for  each  record 

are  (1)  county;  (2)  locality;  (3)  number  of 

birds  if  more  than  one,  and  age  and  sex  if 

known  (in  the  case  of  spring  and  summer 

records,  however,  the  age  is  normally  given 

only  where  the  bird  concerned  was  not  in 

adult  plumage);  (4)  if  trapped  or  found  dead 

and  where  specimen  is  stored,  if  known;  (5) 

date(s);  and  (6)  observer(s)  up  to  three  in 

number,  in  alphabetical  order.  In  accord- 
ance with  our  declared  policy  (see  Brit.  Birds 

68:  1-4),  the  new  county  names  have  been 
used,  and  observers  are  asked  to  bear  this  in 

mind  when  submitting  records. 

(ii)  In  general,  this  report  is  confined  to 

records  which  are  regarded  as  certain,  and 

‘probables’  are  not  included.  In  the  case  of 
the  very  similar  Long-billed  Limnodromus 

scolopaceus  and  Short-billed  Dowitchers  L. 

griseus,  however,  we  are  continuing  to  pub- 
lish indeterminate  records,  and  this  also 

applies  to  observations  of  pratincoles  Glar- 

eola  and  of  such  difficult  groups  as  albatros- 

ses Diomedea  and  frigatebirds  Fregata. 

(iii)  The  sequence  of  species,  English 

names  and  specific  nomenclature  follow  The 

‘British  Birds'  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Pcdearctic 

(1984).  Any  sight  records  of  subspecies 

(including  those  of  birds  trapped  and  re- 

leased) are  normally  referred  to  as  ‘showing 

the  characters’  of  the  race  concerned. 
(iv)  Fhe  three  numbers  in  brackets  after 

each  species’  name  refer  respectively  to  the 
total  number  of  individuals  recorded  in 

Britain  and  Ireland  (excluding  those  ‘.\t 

sea’)  ( 1 )   to  the  end  of  1 957,  (2)  for  the  period 
since  the  formation  of  the  Rarities  Commit- 

tee in  1958,  but  excluding  (3)  the  current 

year.  The  decision  as  to  whether  one  or 
more  individuals  was  involved  is  often  dif- 

ficult and  rather  arbitrary ,   but  the  consensus 

of  members  is  indicated  by  ‘possibly  the 

same’  (counted  as  different  in  the  totals), 

‘probably  the  same’  (counted  as  the  same  in 

totals),  or  ‘the  same’  when  the  evidence  is 
certain  or  overwhelming.  .\n  identical 

approach  is  applied  to  records  of  the  same 

species  recurring  at  the  same  locality  after  a 

lapse  of  time,  including  those  which  occur 

annually  at  the  same  or  a   nearby  site.  In 

considering  claims  of  more  than  one  indi- 
vidual at  the  same  or  adjacent  localities,  the 

Committee  usually  requires  firm  evidence 
before  more  than  one  is  counted  in  the 

totals.  .A  detailed  breakdown  of  the  figures 

for  previous  years  is  held  by  the  Honorary 

Secretarv’. (v)  The  world  breeding  range  is  given  in 

brackets  at  the  beginning  of  each  species 
comment. 
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White-billed  Diver  Gavia  adamsii  (18,  103,  6) 
Cornwall  St  Ives  Bay,  adult,  8th  to  at  least  22nd  February  (B.  Anderson,  D.  S.  Flumm  et 

al.)(Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  161). 

Devon  Morte  Point,  first-winter,  24th  April  (A.  &   M.  Lord,  D.  E.  &   L.  Pauli). 
Grampian  Peterhead,  adult,  9th  October  (M.  Innes).  ... 

Highland  Achnahaird  Bay,  adult,  31st  May  to  at  least  3rd  June  (M.  Curtis,  D.  &   Mrs  M. 
Hawkins  et  al.). 

Lothian  Gullane  Point  and  Yellowcraig,  adult,  19th  March  to  17th  April  (I.  J.  Andrews, 
P.  R.  Gordon,  M.  Griffin  et  al.). 

Shetland  VVhalsay,  1987  individual  {Brit.  Birds  81:  538)  to  12th  April,  3rd  November  to  1989 

(Dr  B.  Marshall,  N.  D.  Poleson,  VV.  Simpson  et  al.). 

Yorkshire,  North  Filey,  adult,  llth-12th  March  (H.J.  Whitehead  et  al.). 

1983  Humberside  Bridlington  Bay,  age  uncertain,  11th  December  (1).  &   S.  Br^an,  G.  E. 
Dobbs,  E.  A.  Morley). 

1987  Highland  Dornoch  Firth,  adult,  found  oiled  during  7th-14th  March,  now  at  Royal 

Scottish  Museum  {Brit.  Birds  81:  538),  was  9   (B-  McGowan). 

1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  adult,  28th  September  to  4th  October  (J.  C. 

Lamplough,  P.  A.  Lassey  et  al.). 

(Arctic  Russia  eastwards  to  Arctic  Canada)  There  were  records  from 

Cornwall  in  April  1967  and  February  1985,  the  latter  being  only  the  fourth 

south  of  Yorkshire;  we  now  have  another  from  Cornwall  and  one  from 

Devon,  about  the  eighth  and  ninth  south  of  Yorkshire.  The  well-watched 

Flamborough  adult  was,  apart  from  a   few  which  have  occurred  in  late 

summer  in  Scotland,  the  earliest  autumn  arrival,  beating  a   1985  Norfolk 

record  by  one  day. 

Pied-billed  Grebe  Podilymbus  podiceps  (0,  12,  1) 
1987  Glamorgan,  Mid  Kenfig,  31st  January  to  25th  April  {Brit.  Birds  81:  539),  last  date  was 
23rd  April. 

(The  Americas)  One  in  Ireland,  at  Lough  Anarget,  Glencolumbkille, 

Co.  Donegal,  on  23rd  and  24th  April. 

Albatross  Diomedea  (3,  43,  1) 
Dorset  Hengistbury  Head,  29th  May  (M.  Reid). 

1986  Norfolk  Happisburgh,  9th  November  (J.  Geeson). 

1986  Scilly  St  Mary’s,  19th  October  (R.  A.  Ives,  I.  K.  Johnson,  M.  Jones  et  al.). 
(Southern  Oceans)  Also  one,  at  sea,  8   km  southeast  of  Cape  Clear 

Island,  Co.  Cork,  on  8th  July. 

A   number  of  reports  of  Black-browed  Albatross  Diomedea  melanophris 
remain  under  consideration. 

Little  Shearwater  Puffinus  assimilis  (5,  69,  1 ) 
Dorset  Hengistbury  Head,  29th  May  (M.  Reid). 

1982  Dyfed  Strumble  Head,  27th  September  (G.  H.  Rees). 

1983  Dyfed  Strumble  Head,  16th  October  (}.  W.  Donovan,  G.  H.  Rees,  G.  Walker). 
1984  Dorset  Hengistbury  Head,  13th  June  (1).  N.  Smith). 
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Merseyside  Hilbre,  2nd  September  {Brit.  Birds  78:  532),  withdrawn  by  obser\er. 

1987  Gwynedd  South  Stack,  Anglesey,  four,  12th  September  (K.  G.  Croft);  two,  15th  (P. 
Campbell,  P.  Fisher  et  al.). 

1987  Kent  Dungeness,  9th  October  (M.  A.  Hollingworth,  S.  McMinn). 

(Atlantic  south  from  Madeira  and  Caribbean,  and  southern  Pacific  and 

Indian  Ocean)  Seawatchers  know  that  a   seabird  rarely  gives  a   second 

chance:  it  flies  by  and  any  characters  not  noted  then  probably  never  will 
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be.  It  is  essential,  therefore,  that  observers  of  a   possible  Little  Shearwater 

should  concentrate  on  the  right  features  in  the  time  available:  flight 

action,  preferably  in  comparison  with  Manx  Shearwaters  Puffinus  puffinus 

(hopefully  nearby),  structure  and  head  pattern  should  have  priority,  with 

the  underwing-tip  pattern  something  else  to  get  if  there  is  time. 
Meanwhile,  it  is  a   pleasure  to  clear  up  some  earlier  records,  with  the 

Anglesey  series  being  especially  remarkable.  Others  remain  under 
consideration. 

Wilson’s  Petrel  Oceanites  oceanicus  (4,  10,  0) 
At  sea  North  Atlantic,  sea  area  Sole,  approximately  49°N  06-7°\V,  up  to  115  km  southwest  of 
Bishop  Rock,  Scilly,  up  to  101  recorded  as  follows:  three,  SOthJuly;  six,  1st  August;  ten,  3rd; 

seven,  6th;  hve,  8th;  sixteen,  10th;  thirteen,  13th;  eleven,  15th;  ten,  17th;  four,  20th;  five, 

22nd;  two,  23rd;  six,  27th;  three,  31st  (P.  Harrison  et  a/.)(plate  325). 

‘v. 

325.  Wilson’s  Petrel  Oceanites  oceanicus,  at  sea,  .August  1988  (Brian  IMtle) 

1987  At  sea  North  Atlantic,  sea  area  Sole,  approximately  49°N  06-7°W,  up  to  115  km 
southwest  of  Bishop  Rock,  Scilly,  up  to  70  recorded  as  follows:  fourteen,  15th  .August; 

sixteen,  18th;  five,  20th;  fifteen,  22nd;  one,  24th;  one,  26th;  five,  29th;  thirteen,  31st  (P. 

Harrison  el  ai).  49°  44'N  06°  55'W,  about  40  km  southwest  of  Bishop  Rock,  Scilly,  at  least 
one,  23rd  .August  (S.  R.  Cale,  G.  .A.  Fellows,  R.  &   Mrs  L.  Ingleston  et  al.)  (fig.  1). 

»   ...»  1   .'i  ''  tVreio  ^   ̂ LorJc,EC. 

KjoT  So  Loioc,  ̂  

t   Vs*  ■€ 

C'i_Av‘Vc  r^iu-  '• 

'   i   r'}.  c~K.  *-U  (lOr'^  ViSiV^'l-t 

Fig.  1.  Wilson’s  Petrel  Oceanites  oceamais,  at  sea  off  Scilly,  .August  1987  (S.  R.  Cale) 
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(Southern  Oceans)  Earlier  records  at  sea  off  Ireland  were  an  excep- 

tional forty-six  40  km  southwest  of  Dursey  Island,  Co.  Cork,  on  23rd 
August  1974,  fourteen  56  km  south  of  Cape  Clear,  Co.  Cork,  on  18th  July 

1981  and  nine  48  km  south  of  Cape  Clear  on  19th  July  1981. 

A   large  number  of  records  from  earlier  years  in  the  southerly  Western 

Approaches  remain  under  consideration.  The  possible  duplication  of 

individuals  in  these  records  adds  a   further  statistical  complication  for 

those  who  wish  to  analyse  the  ‘At  sea’  reports  (which  are  not  included  in 
the  heading  totals).  Whatever  the  true  figures,  however,  the  pattern  of 

multiple  occunences  is  now  clearly  established;  all  that  remains  is  for  the 

pelagic  trips  to  be  sponsored  by  Marzine  to  keep  the  prices  down  (or  at 
least  the  breakfasts). 

Frigatebird  Fregata  (1,  2,  1) 

(Tropical  Oceans)  One  at  Fairview,  Co.  Dublin,  on  24th  June. 

Little  Bittern  Ixobrychus  minutus  (150,  152,  8) 
Cornwall  Nanquidno,  probably  9>  25th  April  (J.  Wright  et  al.). 
Devon  Slapton  Ley,  C^,  16th  .April  (P.  A.  Dennis,  D.  J.  Hopkins,  R.  K.  Treeby  et  al.). 
Cockwood  Marsh,  Starcross,  cT,  2nd-8th  May  (D.  Smallshire  et  al.). 

Dorset  Portland,  9>  16th  April  (A.  J.  Gardiner,  B.  C.  Sheldon  et  a!.). 

Glamorgan,  Mid  Kenfig  Pool,  cf,  25th  June  to  at  least  2nd  July  (S.  J.  Knapp  et  al.). 

Scilly  St  Mar\’s,  cf,  1st  April,  moribund  3rd  (A.  R.  &   Mrs  L.  J.  Goley  et  al.). 
Sussex,  East  Hove,  cT ,   found  exhausted  30th  March,  released  Oreham  Gommon,  West 
Sussex,  30th,  remained  to  12th  .April  (P.  James  et  al.){Brit.  Birds  81:  plates  206  &   207). 
Sussex,  West  See  East  Sussex  above. 

1987  Cornwall  Kuggar,  The  Lizard,  9»  moribund,  27th  March,  now  at  County  Museum, 

I’ruro  (per  S.  M.  Christophers,  R.  D.  Penhallurick). 
(West  Eurasia,  Africa  and  Australia)  In  Ireland,  one  at  Cullenstown, 

Co.  Wexford,  on  22nd  April. 

A   recovery  to  better  numbers  this  year,  the  best  since  1979,  with  a   fairly 
typical  geographical  spread,  but  some  very  early  records;  the  1987  and 
1988  March  reports  are  the  first  for  that  month  that  the  Committee  has 
dealt  with,  but  there  was  an  exceptional  January  record  in  1968. 

Night  Heron  Nycticorax  nycticorax  (165,  218,  10) 
Bedfordshire  South  Mills  Nature  Reserve  and  Girtford  Gravel-pits,  adult  or  second- 

summer,  1 7th-20th  June  (A.  Newman,  P.  Oldheld  et  al.). 
Devon  The  Vale,  Hartland,  adult,  28th  March  (N.  Porter). 

Dorset  Winkton  Wier,  Christchurch,  adult,  7th  to  at  least  15th  .April  (E.  C.  Brett,  D.  N. 
Smith  et  al.). 

Gloucestershire  Cannop  Ponds,  Eorest  of  Dean,  adult,  14th  April,  dead  15th,  now  at 
Heritage  Museum,  Sandley  (N.  &   Mrs  J.  Powell  et  al.). 

Lincolnshire  Wainfleet  Bank,  adult,  1st  June  (L.  M.  Mather,  A.  McShea). 
Somerset  Cheddar,  adult,  16th  to  at  least  19th  September  (J.  Packer,  J.  White  el  al.). 
Suffolk  Minsmere,  juvenile,  20th  July  (G.  Jones,  G.  C.  Taylor  et  al.). 

Sussex,  West  Woods  Mill,  Henheld,  adult,  6th  May  (J.  Halls  et  al.). 

Wiltshire  l.ongbridge  Deverill,  adult,  6th-24th  April  (A.J.  Rowe,  E.  L.  Sawyer,  R.  rumer  et 
al.). 

1986  Cambridgeshire  l.andbeach,  immature,  age  uncertain,  4th  May  (P.  Byle). 
1987  Berkshire  Phatcham  Marsh,  24th  July  to  6lh  August,  again,  nearby  site,  3()th  .August 
to  17th  (October  (Brit.  Birds  81:  541),  now  adjudged  juvenile. 

1987  Buckinghamshire  Willen  Lake,  juvenile,  26th  October  (S.  Chapman). 
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1987  Cambridgeshire  Ferry  Meadows,  Peterborough,  adult,  13th  May  (G.  F.  VValthew). 
Welches  Dam,  second-summer,  13th  May  to  at  least  26th  July  (J.  L.  F.  Parslow  et  al.).  Purl’s 
Bridge,  first-summer,  9th  June  to  27th  July  (C.  A.  F.  Kirtland,  O.  R.  Marks  et  al.)',  presumed 
same,  Wimhlington  Gravel-pits,  juvenile  or  first-summer,  28th  July  (R.  C.  Murfitt). 
1987  Essex  Near  Ardleigh,  adult,  at  least  19th  August  (J.  &   P.  W’elsby),  presumed  same  as 

Fingringhoe  Wick  individual,  16th  May  to  at  least"  21st  July  {Brit.  Birds  81:  541). 1987  Highland  (ilen  Finnan,  adult  or  second-summer,  8th  June  (L.  H.  Carman). 
1987  Humberside  Barrowhaven,  adult,  3rd  June  (A.  J.  &   E.  C.  Walsh). 

1987  Lothian  Drem,  adult,  30th  May  to  1st  June  (A.'&  G.  1).  Brown.  P.  R.  Gordon  et  al.). 1987  Norfolk  East  Rudham,  adult,  14th-15th  November  {Bnt.  Birds  Z\:  542),  16th  (per  P.  R. 
Allard). 

1987  Shetland  Rae  Wick,  Mainland,  first-summer,  18th  to  at  least  20th  .April  {Brit.  Birds  81: 
542),  locality  was  Garderhouse,  last  date  30th  (per  J.  N.  Dvmond). 
1987  Western  Isles  Breivig,  Barra,  second-summer,  19th  May  to  at  least  7th  June,  probably 
since  late  April  (J.  S.  Austin,  K.  J.  Huxley,  S.  Robson  et  al.).  Another  locality,  Barra,  adult  or 
second-summer,  7th  June  (R.  H.  Dennis  et  al.). 

(South  Eurasia,  Africa  and  the  Americas)  One  in  Ireland,  a   first- 
summer  individual  on  the  River  Blackwater  near  Fermoy,  Co.  Cork,  from 
early  June  to  10th  June. 

The  1987  Berkshire  juvenile  may  perhaps  be  explained  by  winter 
breeding  of  Night  Herons  in  Spain  (as  described  in  Dutch  Birding  9:  124). 

An  individual  recently  portrayed  {Brit.  Birds  ̂ \:  plate  201)  was  evidently  an 
escaped  bird  which  survived  in  Wiltshire  from  late  1987  into  1988  and 

then  moved  to  Somerset  (its  rings  were  apparently  put  on  in  Edinburgh 

Zoo);  there  was  also  an  Edinburgh-bred  juvenile  in  Lincolnshire  from  1st 

November  1988  into  1989,  so  the  old  bogey  of ‘Edinburgh  Zoo  free-flying 

juveniles’,  rather  conveniently  forgotten  of  late,  has  once  again  reared  its 
ugly  head. 

Squacco  Heron  Ardeola  rallo'ides  (95,  24,  1 ) 
Gwynedd  Cemlyn  Bay,  .Anglesey,  11th  June  (J.  Plant,  N.  Wilkes). 

(Southern  Europe,  Southwest  Asia  and  Africa)  In  1983,  this  species  was 

described  as  increasingly  regular,  but  this  is  only  the  second  since  then. 

Numbers  in  much  of  southern  Europe  have  declined  drastically,  with  less 

than  250  pairs  in  the  whole  of  Spain  in  1988,  indicating  desperate  times 

for  this  beautiful  species  there. 

Cattle  Egret  Bubulcus  ibis  (2,  48,  1) 
Norfolk  Funstall,  9th  .August  (K.  Cossey). 

Suffolk  Minsmere,  adult,  9th  .August  (G.  .Anderson,  .A.  Rowlands,  M.  Whittingham  et  al.), 

probably  same  as  Norfolk  indi\idual. 

1986  Norfolk  Hickling,  two,  27th  September  (S.  E.  Linsell). 

(Almost  cosmopolitan  in  tropics;  nearest  breeders  in  south  of  France) 

The  year  1986  takes  a   further  step  forward,  to  14  records,  but  1988  was 

another  let-down. 

Little  Egret  Egretta  garzetta  (23,  413,  34) 
Cornwall  Marazion,  18th  April  (P.  W.  .Alexander,  M.  Southam).  Trevail,  22nd  .April  (D.  S. 

Flumm,  V.  .A.  Stratton).  Maer  Lake,  Bude,  22nd-26th  .April  (J.  C.  Pett,  G.  P.  Sutton),  not 

same  as  I'revail  individual.  Crowdy  Reservoir,  30th  .April,  5th  .May  (B.  T.  Craven,  J.  J. 
Hicks),  presumed  same.  Camel  Estuarv,  1st  May  (S.  F.  Jackson,  P.  Williams).  Gannel 

Estuary,  lst-4th  May  (B.  T.  S.  &   S.  M.  Christophers,  D.  L.  Thomas),  presumed  same.  Camel 

Estuary,  12th,  probably  since  7th  (.M.  Blatchford,  S.  M.  Christophers).  Percuil  River,  St 
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Mawes,  13th  May  (P.  Rundle).  Landulph  Marsh,  20thjuly  to  4th  August  (J.  A.  Boon,  G.  D. 
&   Mrs  S.  E.  Lewis  el  al.),  also  in  Devon. 

Devon  Jenny  ClifT  Bay,  Plymouth,  21st  April  (W.  E.  Vaughan),  presumed  same,  Teign 

Estuary,  24th  (M.  R.  A.  &   R.  E.  Bailey  el  al.),  Bowling  Green  Marsh,  Topsham,  28th-29th 

(D.  S.  H.  Coates,  A.  J.  Pierce  et  al.).  Emesettle  Creek,  Plymouth,  26th  July  (P.  Edmunds), 

presumed  same,  Dawlish  Warren,  7th  August  (R.  C.  Thomett,  R.  Weaving  el  al.),  also  at 

Landulph  Marsh,  Cornwall.  Sherpa  Marsh,  Braunton,  5th  August  (L.  P.  &   S.  D.  Bruce), 

presumed  same,  Penhill,  9th-23rd,  4th-llth  September  (J.  P.  Turner  el  al.).  Taw  and  lorridge 

Estuaries,  Isley  Marsh  area,  18th  October  to  10th  November  (Miss  B.  Hope,  M.  D.  Tilling, 
J.  P.  Turner  el  al.). 

Dorset  Hengistbury  Head,  4th  May  (D.  N.  Smith,  1.  &   Mrs  J.  Southworth)(Z?n7.  Birds  81 :   plate 

480).  Langton  Herring  and  Abbotsbury,  12th  June  to  8th  August  (P.  M.  Harris  el  al.).  Stanpit 
Marsh,  21st  June  (M.  J.  Gibbons,  M.  Reid  el  al.). 

Glamorgan,  Mid  Bargoed,  17th  October  (V.  Burton). 

Hampshire  Beaulieu  Mill  Pond,  five,  including  two  apparent  pairs,  26lh  May  (B.  J.  Small  el 
al.). 

Kent  Dungeness,  14th-15th  May  (C.  Lock,  D.  W.  Taylor),  presumed  same  as  Rye,  East 

Sussex,  individual.  Sheppey,  22nd  to  at  least  29th  August  (C.  G.  Bradshaw,  M.  C.  Buckland, 
D.  Faulkner  el  al.). 

Lincolnshire  Frampton  Marsh,  Witham  Mouth  and  Wyberton  Marsh  area,  probably 

continuously  26th  January  to  at  least  16th  April;  presumed  same,  31st  August  to  at  least 

22nd  October;  presumed  same,  Holbeach  Marsh,  31st  December  to  1989  (S.  Keightley,  P. 

Newbury  ,   R.  Nowicki  el  al.  and  P.  Todd  per  A.  Ball). 

Merseyside  Leasowe,  15th  May  (J.  G.  Jones,  N.  Kearns). 

Norfolk  Cley,  then  Holkham,  14th  May  (R.  J.  Evans,  K.  Johnston,  D.  C.  Orr-Ewing  el  al.). 
Oxfordshire  Port  Meadow,  Oxford,  18th  May  (M.  J.  Bayliss). 

Shedand  Loch  of  Spiggie,  6th  April  (A.  J.  &   Mrs  K.  A.  Sinclair). 

Strathclyde  Cameronsholm,  Ayr,  9th June  (A.  Stevenson).  Loch  Craignish,  Argyll,  23rd June 

to  8th  September,  probably  since  13th  June  (R.  Proctor,  H.  Young  el  al.). 

Sussex,  East  Cuckmere  Haven,  two,  6th-7th  May,  possibly  since  5th  (M.  K.  Ahmad,  M.  J. 

Astins,  D.  I.  Smith  el  al.),  presumed  one  of  same,  Pevensey  Bridge  Levels,  8th  (P.  &   Mrs  B.  D. 

James  el  al.).  Rye,  16th-18th  May  (P.  Philpot,  Dr  B.  J.  Yales),  also  at  Dungeness,  Kent. 

Sussex,  West  Waltham  Brooks,  7th  May  (R.  Knight,  D.  1.  Smith  el  al.). 

1985  Cornwall  Marazion,  17th  April  (M.  Otsu). 

1987  Cornwall  Truro  River,  7th-20lh  September,  same,  Malpas,  to  23rd  (B.  1'.  S.  &   S.  M. 
Christophers  el  al.).  Hayle,  22nd  April  (S.  Bury,  D.  S.  Elumm,  B.  K.  Mellow). 

1987  Devon  Near  Hartland  Quay,  27th  April  (G.  Hunt).  Yealm  Estuary,  probably  juvenile, 

31st  July  to  at  least  1st  August  (Brit.  Birds  81:  543)),  to  at  least  15th  (R.  Allison  el  al.). 

1987  Dyfed  Sandy  Haven,  18th-19th  May  (J.  W.  Donovan,  Mrs  V.  Scale). 

1987  Hampshire  Curbridge,  16th-31st  August  (D.  J.  Unsworth  el  al.),  presumed  same  as 

Stanpit  Marsh,  Dorset,  individual,  lst-14th  September  (Bril.  Birds  81:  543). 

1987  Lancashire  Cockerham  and  Pilling  Marshes,  26th  May  (P.  J.  Marsh  el  al.),  same, 

Cartford  Bridge,  Wyre  Estuary,  26th  (per  P.  J.  Marsh);  presumed  same,  Ereckleton  and 

Hesketh  Marsh  area,  28th  June  to  17th  September  (J.  W.  Bateman,  M.  Jones,  M.  Macfadyen 
el  al.). 

(South  Eurasia,  Africa  and  Australia)  In  Ireland,  one  at  Sligo  Harbour, 

Co.  Sligo,  from  19th  to  20th  March;  one  at  Ballycotton,  Co.  Cork,  on  22nd 

May;  and  one  at  Kilkerrin,  Connemara,  Co.  Galway,  from  27th  October  to 
7th  November. 

A   good  crop  of  one  of  the  most  easily  identifiable  birds  on  the 

Committee’s  list,  but,  after  all  the  years  of  judging  and  recording  reports 
in  one  place,  it  would  be  a   shame  to  lose  it  now.  There  is  a   remarkable 

mixture  of  location,  date  and  length  of  stay,  with  odd  individuals  clearly  at 

large  in  Britain.  The  five  in  Hampshire  make  up  the  largest  party  since  six 

in  Dorset  in  May  1970  and  beat  four  in  Argyll  in  October  1969;  the 
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observer  must  have  checked  the  alignment  of  his  binoculars  before 
believing  his  eyes. 

Great  White  Egret  Egretta  alba  (10,  26,  4) 
Dyfed  Near  St  David’s,  12th  April  (I.  C.  Carter,  M.  Checker,  J.  Copp  et  al.). Kent  Dungeness,  3rd  August  (C.  Lock  et  al.). 

Leicestershire  Saddington  Reservoir,  14th-16th  June  (C.  \V.  Holt,  J.  .Mason,  N.  Sturges); 
same,  i   hornton  Reservoir,  16th  (I.  Merrill,  A.  I).  Smith,  S.  Walton),  Rutland  Water,  18th 
(J.  B.  Higgott,  S.  &   L.  Lester  et  al.). 

Strathclyde  Ballachuan  l.och.  Mull,  29th  April  (I).  Dugan,  1).  Ciarrett). 

(Almost  cosmopolitan,  extremely  local  in  Europe)  The  best  year  since 

1985;  J   une  to  August  seem  the  most  likely  months  for  wandering 
individuals. 

Black  Stork  Ciconia  nigra  (26,  35,  5) 

Avon  Chew  V’alley  Lake,  lOth  April  (C.  Holman,  G.  Hughes  et  al.),  probably  same  as  Devon individual. 

Cornwall  Porthgwarra,  14th  June  (D.  S.  Flumm  et  al.).  Wendron,  near  Helston,  adult,  20th 

September  (Dr  F.  K.  &   Mrs  J.  Hammond  et  al.). 

Devon  Last  .•Mlington,  13th-17lh  April  (Cl.  R.  Batch,  P.  A.  Dennis  el  al.),  probably  same  as 
.\von  indiv'idual. 

Dorset  Arne,  16th  July  (.\.  Gouldstone,  C.  Kitchin  et  al.). 

Kent  Near  .Sandwich,  2nd  July  (D.  CL  Barber). 

1983  Essex  Little  Hallingbury,  13th  June  (Mr  &   Mrs  1).  .Arch),  probably  same  as  Kent 

individual,  lOth-1 1th  June  (Brit.  Birds  77:  512). 

(Eurasia  and  Southern  Africa)  This  species  is  increasing  in  parts  of 

Eastern  Europe  and  is  now  breeding  in  Belgium;  this  was  the  best  year 
here  since  1985. 

Glossy  Ibis  Flegadis  falcinellus  (many,  49,  2) 
Cleveland  Wynyard,  immature,  22nd  October  (M.  .A.  Blick). 

Kent  Stodmarsh,  1987  individual  (Brit.  Birds  81:  544)  1st  January  to  15th  .April,  25th  October 

to  end  of  year;  same,  Elmley  and  Sheppey  area,  18th  May  to  2nd  August  (per  D.  W.  Taylor). 

Sussex,  East  Near  Lewes,  24th  CDctober  (R.  Mongar);  presumed  same,  Cooden  and  Hooe 

Level  area,  27th  October,  5th- 1 1th  November  (R.  J.  Fairbank.  P.  James,  R.  J.  Thome  et  al.). 
1986  Devon  Slapton  Ley,  18th  October  (D.  J.  Leigh,  A.  Sherwood). 

1987  Devon  Lundy,  21st  May  (B.  Gibbs,  M.  Glover,  G.  Pope). 

(Almost  cosmopolitan,  nearest  breeders  in  Balkans)  Still  a   few  odd  ones 

appear  in  odd  places;  the  severe  decline  in  Europe  has  led  to  speculation 

that  ‘our’  vagrants  may  be  from  the  Nearctic. 

Lesser  White-fronted  Goose  Anser  erythropus  (47,  74,  1) 
Gloucestershire  Slimbridge,  hrst-winter,  10th  January  to  5th  March  (L.  P.  .Alder,  D.  B. 

Paynter  et  al.). 

1984  Norfolk  Vare  Valley,  adult,  26th  January  (Bril.  Birds  79:  532),  now  considered  not 

acceptable. 

(Northeast  Europe  and  Siberia)  Slimbridge  still  earns  its  entrance  fees 

for  this  persistent  needle  in  a   much-reduced  haystack  of  White-fronted 
Geese  A.  albijrons. 

Brent  Goose  Branta  bemicla  (1,  43,  1) 

Individuals  showing  the  characters  of  the  North  American  and  East 

Siberian  race  B.  b.  nigricans  were  recorded  as  follows: 

Hampshire  See  West  Sussex. 
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Norfolk  See  1987  Norfolk  below. 

Sussex,  West  Thomey  Island,  other  localities  Chichester  Harbour,  9th  November  to  at  least 

20th  December  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  546)  to  21st  February,  presumed  same,  27th  October  to 

19th  February  1989;  regularly  flew  to  Hayling  Island,  Hampshire  (C.  B.  &   Mrs  M.  A.  Collins 
et  ai). 

1987  Hampshire  Farlington  Marsh,  adult,  7th  to  at  least  12th  February  (R.  W’.  White  et  al.), 
possibly  same  as  West  Sussex  individual. 

1987  Lincolnshire  Kirton  Marsh,  adult,  19th  February  (D.  Smallshire). 

1987  Norfolk  Salthouse,  adult,  5th  December  (M.  S.  Cavanagh,  A.  M.  Stoddart  et  al.);  Cley 

and  Salthouse  area,  same,  occasionally  with  second  individual,  to  12th  March  1988  (per 

G.  E.  Dunmore,  D.  J.  Holman  et  al.),  both  presumed  returning  individuals  of  early  1987  {Brit. 

Birds  81:  545-546).  Lynn  Point,  adult,  17th  December  to  18th  April  1988  (C.  Donner  et  al.). 
1987  Sussex,  West  See  above. 

(Arctic  North  America  and  East  Siberia)  In  Ireland,  one  at  Dundrum 

Inner  Bay,  Co.  Down,  from  2nd  January  until  8th  February,  and  presumed 

the  same  from  28th  March  to  10th  April  in  Killough  Harbour,  Co.  Down; 
and  an  adult  at  Tramore,  Co.  Waterford,  from  11th  to  15th  October, 

presumed  returning  individual  {Brit.  Birds  81:  546). 

It  seems  that  a   few  from  East  Siberia  orientalis’)  may  have  the  white 
co\\a.r  just  broken  in  front,  but  it  is  still  very  deep;  all  other  characters  have 

to  be  clear  for  a   record  to  be  acceptable  as  showing  the  characters  of  this 

race,  and  simplistic  descriptions  usually  prove  inadequate. 

Red-breasted  Goose  Branta  rujicollis  (15,  24,  0) 
Norfolk  See  1987  Norfolk  below. 

1987  Norfolk  Blakeney,  Cley,  Langham,  Salthouse  area,  adult,  7th  December  to  2nd  March 

1988  (D.  J.  Holman,  J.  D.  Magee,  Mrs  Z.  Owen  et  al.). 

(West  Siberia)  A   well-watched  bird  cleared  up,  belatedly,  but  no  new 
one  to  report. 

American  Wigeon  Anas  americana  (22,  167,  10) 

Avon  Chew  Magna  Reservoir,  O",  13th  May  (P.  A.  Fraser,  R.  Higgins  et  al.). 

Cheshire  Burton  Marshes,  O",  17th-18th  March  (M.  S.  Cavan2igh  et  al.). 
Cleveland  Saltholme  Pools,  cf,  5th-7th  May  (D. J.  Britton  et  al.),  presumed  same.  Long  Drag 

Pools,  o',  29th-30th  August  (G.  Boyce,  M.  N.  Sidwell  et  al.),  subsequently  Seal  Sands, 
Greatham  Creek,  Saltholme  Pools  area  to  1989  (per  D.  J.  Britton). 

Norfolk  Near  Holkham,  9,  shot,  2nd  February  (per  N.  V.  McCanch).  Bemey  Marshes,  O', 
23rd-24th  May  (P.  R.  Allard,  D.  L.  Buckingham).  Welney,  CT,  10th  December  to  16th 
January  1989  (J.  B.  Kemp  et  al.),  possibly  returning  individual  of  13th  March  1987  {Brit.  Birds 
81:  546). 

Somerset  Wimbleball  Reservoir,  cf,  since  28th  December  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  546),  to  21st 

March  (per  B.  Rabbitts). 

Suffolk  Minsmere,  first-winter  cf  and  9,  27th-28th  January  (J.  M.  Cawston,  I.  Robinson  et 
al.). 

1986  Cornwall  Hayle,  2nd  November  to  8th  May  1987,  again  28th  July  to  9th  August, 

remains  found  later  in  August  (D.  J.  Chown,  D.  S.  Flumm,  R.  J.  Taylor  et  al.). 

1986  Nottinghamshire  Sutton-cum-Lound,  O",  6th  March  (D.  Hursthouse).  See  also  1987 
Nottinghamshire  below. 
1987  Cornwall  See  1986  Cornwall  above. 

1987  Dorset  Lodmoor,  cf,  24th  October  {Brit.  Birds  81:  546),  25th  (S.  F.  Smith  et  al.);  first- 

winter  cf,  13th-21st  November  (M.  Cade  et  al.),  probably  same  as  above. 

1987  Nottinghamshire  Lound  and  Sutton-cum-Lound,  Cf,  5th-10th  January  (D.  Hurst- 
house), 4th-15th  March  (D.  Hursthouse,  P.  Palmer,  I.  Smith),  presumed  returning  1986 

individual  above. 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  a   belated  acceptance  of  one  at  Inch  Lake, 

Co.  Donegal,  on  14th  November  1987;  and  singles  at  Longfield  Point, 
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Lough  Foyle,  Co.  Londonderry,  on  5th  and  26th  October;  Ballycotton, 

Co.  Cork,  on  20th  October;  Rostellan,  Co.  Cork,  from  4th  November  into 

1989  (presumably  a   returning  individual);  and  at  Ballintubbrid,  Co.  Cork, 
from  17th  November  into  1989. 

Reports  of  this  difhcult  duck  are  bedevilled  by  escapes,  hybrids  and, 

perhaps,  by  Wigeons  A.  penelope  with  whiter  than  usual  axillaries.  A   male 

at  Abberton  Reservoir,  Essex,  in  November  and  December  was  considered 

to  be  an  escape  (three  or  four  free-flying  individuals  regularly  consorted 

with  Gadwalls  A.  strepera  in  the  area)  and  two  in  Berkshire  were  judged  to 

be  hybrids.  Ringing  evidence  in  the  past  has,  of  course,  confirmed  that 

individuals  of  wild  origin  do  turn  up  in  Britain. 

Teal  Anas  crecca  (13,  259,  8) 

Drakes  showing  the  characters  of  the  North  American  race  A.  c.  carolinensis 
were  recorded  as  follows: 

Cornwall  Colliford  Reservoir,  8th  December  to  1989  (.\.  H.  J.  Harrop  et  at.),  presumed 

returning  individual  of  28th  November  1987  to  1988  {Bril.  Birds  81:  547). 

Fife  F.den  Estuary,  16th  February  (N.  Flkins),  presumed  returning  individual  of  Februar>’, 
March,  April  1987  (Brit.  Birds  81:  547). 

Humberside  Messingham,  29th  November  to  lOth  December  (C.  Nimick  et  at.). 

Lancashire  Martin  Mere,  12th  October  to  19th  february  1989  (D.J.  Rigby,  E.J.  Smith,  C.  G. 

Tomlinson  et  at.),  presumed  returning  individual  of  previous  winter,  see  1987  I.ancashire 
below. 

Norfolk  Hickling,  28th  April  to  1st  May  (A.  Sillett  et  at.)-,  presumed  same,  Bemey  Marshes, 

7th  May  (P.  R.  Allard,  L.  C.  Street).  Titchwell,  19th-23rd  November  (R.  Q.  Skeen  et  at.). 

Oxfordshire  Day’s  Lock,  Little  Wittenham,  3rd-10th  April  (P.  Chandler,  B.J.  &   M.  Wyatt  et 
at.). 

1987  Essex  Walton-on-the-Naze,  27th  November  (J.  A.  Cowlm). 

1987  Lancashire  Martin  Mere,  16th  November,  also  in  1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  547), 

discontinuously,  14th  January-  to  10th  March  1988  (per  M.  Jones). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  a   late  report  of  one  at  Ballymacoda,  Co. 

Cork,  on  25th  January  1987;  then  one  from  1987  until  9th  April  1988  at 

Belfast  Harbour  Estate,  Co.  Down;  and  singles  at  Bull  Island,  Co.  Dublin, 

on  7th  February;  Tacumshin,  Co.  Wexford,  on  19th  June  and  another  on 

30th  October;  and  one  at  Westfields,  Co.  Limerick,  from  22nd  November 

to  17th  December. 

Quite  a   few  old  boys. 

Blue-winged  Teal  Anas  discors  (19,  128,  3) 

Cornwall  Marazion,  cf,  19th-21st  May  (J.  Hawkey  et  al.).  Stithians  Rese
n-oir,  adult,  sex 

uncertain,  14th  September  to  23rd  October  (.\.  D.  Smith  et  al.){Brit.  Birds  82
.  plate  33). 

1983  Orkney  Gretchen  and  Hocking  Lochs,  North  Ronaldsay,  $,  6th- 1
4th  October  (M. 

Gray,  Dr  K.  F.  Woodbridge  et  at.). 

1987  Cleveland  Coatham  Marsh,  $,  26th  October  to  14th  November
  (M.  A.  Bhck  et  al.). 

(North  America)  Also  one  in  Ireland,  at  Tacumshin,  Co.  Wexford,  
on 

12th  June  (a  week  before  a   ‘green-\vinged’  Teal  A.  crecca  
carolinensis  at  the 

same  place). 

Although  autumn  is  the  peak  period,  April,  May  and  June  reco
rds  are 

not  infrequent.  This  species  remains  a   rare  visitor,  but  
this  year’s  three 

compares  with  an  average  of  nine  per  year  during  1978
-87. 
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Ring-necked  Duck  Aythya  collaris  (1,  217,  20) 
Avon  New  Passage  and  Northwick  W^arth,  two  O' O',  2nd  April  (S.  Hale,  B.  Lancastle  et  al.). 
Cleveland  Charlton’s  Pond,  O',  23rd  April  (T.  J.  Williams  et  al.)',  same.  South  Gare,  24th 
(D.  J.  Britton,  D.  &   R.  Rae  et  al.). 

Clwyd  Rhyl,  9,  8th-9th,  16th  February  (P.  Douglas,  T.  Hands,  E.  O’Grady  et  al.)',  same, 
Abergele,  13th  Februar)-  discontinuously  to  mid  March  (B.  A.  &   M.  B.  Hughes,  M.  &   P. 
Latham  et  al.). 

Cornwall  Loe  Pool,  O',  6th  November  to  1989  (M.  P.  Semmens  et  al.),  presumed  returning individual  last  recorded  24th  January  (see  1987  Cornwall  below). 
Derbyshire  See  1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  below. 

Devon  River  Erme,  9,  12th  to  at  least  26th  February'  (R.  J.  Jennings,  R.  J.  Taylor  et  al.). 

Kenwith  Nature  Reserve,  Bideford,  O',  25th  April  to  1st  May  (D.  Churchill  et  al.).  Slapton 
Ley,  9,  30th  October  (P.  H.  Aley,  J.  F.  Babbington  et  al.),  presumed  same,  30th  November, 
8th  December  (S.  C.  Madge,  A.  C.  Sawle,  N.  A.  Wesley  et  al.). 

Dorset  Radipole,  O',  5th  September  to  at  least  23rd  October  (M.  Cade  et  al.). 

Dyfed  L   pper  Lliedi  Reservoir,  O',  10th  January  to  at  least  17th  February  (M.  H.  Williams  et al.). 

Gloucestershire  Frampton  Pools,  9,  14th  March  to  at  least  14th  April  (G.  R.  Avery,  T.  D. 

Evans  et  al.).  Bourton-on-the- Water,  O',  9th-15th  April  (L.  C.  Pierce  et  al.). 
Hampshire  Timsbury  Gravel-pits,  O',  from  December  1987  to  at  least  January  (see  below). 
Highland  Loch  Insh  and  Loch  Morlich,  O',  2nd  October  to  5th  November  (Z.  Bhatia,  P.  H. 
Bloor,  J.  V’aughan  et  al.). 

Humberside  Barton-on-Humber  and  Barrow  Haven,  O',  17th-18th  June  (G.  P.  Catley,  W. 
Tartellin);  presumed  same.  New  Holland,  24th  November  to  3rd  December  (K.  Atkin,  G.  P. 
Catley,  S.  Routledge  per  A.  G.  Ball),  probably  same  as  Nottinghamshire  individual. 

Northumberland  Holywell  Pond,  O",  5th  to  about  9th  April,  4th- 18th  May,  10th- 12th  June 
(T.  R.  Cleeves,  M.  Hepple  et  al.),  presumed  returning  individual  last  recorded  6th  June  1987 
(Brit.  Birds  81:  548),  probably  same  as  Cleveland  individual.  Hadston  Lake,  9,  24th-25th, 
29th  April  (I.  Fisher,  M.  J.  Sharp  et  al.). 

Nottinghamshire  South  Muskham,  O',  14th-15thjune  (D.  R.  Atkinson,  M.  Kennewell  et  al.), probably  same  as  Humberside  individual. 

Orkney  Loch  of  Harray,  juvenile  or  hrst-winter,  llth-13th  October  (E.  R.  Meek). 

Shedand  L'yeasound,  Unst,  9,  2nd-6th  November  (Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie  et  al.). 
Somerset  Hawkridge  Reservoir,  two  O' O',  since  2nd  December  1987  to  1st  January  (Brit.  Birds 
81;  548).  Wimbleball  Lake,  O,  19th  November  to  at  least  29th  January  1989  (B.  D.  Gibbs, 
1.  A.  Prophet  et  al.),  possibly  returning  1987  individual,  various  Somerset  waters  (Brit.  Birds 
81:  548). 

Yorkshire,  North  Fairbum  Ings,  O,  19th  April  to  6th  May  (P.  Matthews  et  al.). 
Yorkshire,  South  See  1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire. 

1987  Cornwall  Loe  Pool,  O,  9th  November  to  1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  548),  to  at  least  24th 
January  (per  S.  M.  Christophers). 
1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  Catcliffe  Flash  and  Harthill  Reservoirs  and  Rother 

Valley  Country  Park,  O,  17th  July  to  1st  November  (M.  Fenner,  D.  Hursthouse  et  al.); 
presumed  same,  Rother  Valley  Country  Park,  7th  June,  discontinuously,  28th  August  1987 
to  29th  September  1988  (R.  Greasley,  A.  &   P.  Wilson  et  a/.)(fig.  2),  Harthill  Reserv'oir,  24th 
September  (D.  Hursthouse  et  al.),  Catcliffe  Flash,  various  dates  (per  D.  Hursthouse). 

1987  Hampshire  Timsbury  Gravel-pits,  Cf,  Hth  December  to  1988  (K.  J.  Firth,  P.  Lord, 
D.  A.  Thelwell  et  al.). 

1987  Yorkshire,  South  See  1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  above. 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  there  was  a   female  at  Corbet  Lough,  Co. 
Down,  from  24th  January  to  27th  February;  a   female/immature  on  Cape 
Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  on  9th  October;  one  at  Lough  Cullin,  Co.  Mayo, 
from  22nd  October  to  7th  November;  and  a   female  at  Lough  Cullin  from 
6th  to  9th  November. 

Females  and  eclipse  males  are  no  longer  absent,  ignored  or  overlooked, 
but  they  do  still  require  careful  observation  to  avoid  being  passed  to  the 
hybrid  duck  department. 
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Fig.  2.  Ring-necked  Duck  Aylhya  collaris,  South  Yorkshire,  July  1987,  October  1987,  August 
1988  and  September  1988  {P.  Ullson) 

Lesser  Scaup  Ay  thy  a   qffinis  (0,  1 ,   1 ) 
1987  West  Midlands  Chasewaler,  first-winter  cf,  8th  March  to  26th  April  (J.  E.  Fortey,J.  J. 
Holian  et  at.). 

(Western  North  America)  In  Ireland,  male  at  Corbet  Lough,  Co.  Down, 

from  13th  to  at  least  27th  February'  (overlapping  with  a   Ring-necked  Duck 

A.  collaris  there),  then  at  Hillsborough  Lake,  Co.  Down,  on  4th  March, 

before  moving  back  to  Corbet  Lough  from  6th  March  onwards  (last  date 

not  reported). 

Accepted  into  ‘Category’  A’;  the  first  record  for  Britain  and  Ireland  was 

a   good  reward  for  loyal  local  patch  workers;  fortunately  it  stayed  long 

enough  to  be  seen  by  all  who  wanted  to  see  it,  in  an  easily  accessible  place. 

The  second  was  a   surprisingly  quick  reprise. 

King  Eider  Somateria  spectabilis  (62,  132,  7) 

Fife  Tayport,  O',  19th  February  to  14th  .April  (J.  S.  Nadin  et  at.),  presumed  returning 
individual  {Brit.  Birds  81:  548). 

Grampian  Ythan  Estuar>’,  O',  17th  May  to  28th  June  (R.  A.  Schoheld,  K.  D.  Shaw  et  at.); 

presumed  same.  Bridge  of  Don,  28th  .August  (K.  .A.  &   K.  D.  Shaw,  \t.  G.  Watson), 

Donmouth,  Aberdeen,  20th  September  (S.  J.  .Aspinall),  presumed  returning  1987  individual 

{Brit.  Birds  81:  549). 

Highland  Embo  and  Loch  Eleet,  O,  14th  Februar>  (B.  Beck,  J.  R.  Duffie  et  at.),  18th  March 

(J.  H.  Marchant),  2nd  .April  (S.  J.  M.  Gantlett),  6th  (H.  Vaughan  et  at.),  8th  November  
to  at 

least  3rd  December  (P.  G.  .Akers  et  at.),  presumed  returning  1987  indi\idual  {Brit.  Birds  81: 

549). 

Lothian  Aberlady  Bay,  9,  13th  to  at  least  17th  July  (D.  J.  Bntton  et  at.). 

Shedand  Bluemull  Sound,  9-  8th  Eebruar>-  (P.  V.  Haney,  M.  Heubeck.  R.  J.  Tulloch)
. 

Haroldswick,  Unst,  O,  25th  .April  (M.  Sinclair).  West  Sandwick  and  Whalefirth.
  Yell,  O , 

25th  April  to  1st  May  (D.  R.  Bird,  P.  Haney,  M.  Heubeck).  Reawick.  
Sand  Voe  and 

Tresta  O   to  at  least  26th  .April  {Brit.  Birds  81:  549),  to  at  least  16th  June  (A.  G.  Hall  p
erj.  N. 

Dvmond);  same,  in  moult.  North  Haxra,  6th  July  (P.  V.  Haney),  off  W
estenvick,  20th 

August  (M.  Heubeck  perJ.  N.  Dymond).  Sumburgh  Head,  9,  14th  June
  to  18th  September 

(M  Heubeck  et  at.).  Ronas  Voe,  9>  5th-8th  November  (M.  Heubeck  
et  at.).  Pair  Isle,  first- 

summer  moulting  to  second-winter  O,  21st  September  to  at  least  1
5th  November  (P.  M. 

Potts  et  at.). 

1983  Shedand  Sumburgh,  9-  25th  August  (M.  Heubeck). 
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1986  Norfolk  Scolt  Head,  d",  5th  to  at  least  14th  September  {Brit.  Birds  81:  549),  15th  (per P.  R.  Allard). 

1987  Shetland  Whalsay,  d",  3rd-7th  November  (Dr  B.  Marshall,  N.  D.  Poleson  et  al.).  Eswick 
and  Nesting,  30th  April  to  10th  June  {Brit.  Birds  %\  \   549),  locality  was  Eswick,  Nesting,  finder 

was  J.  N.  Dymond,  not  D.  Coutts.  Grutness,  cT,  10th  July  {Brit.  Birds  81:  549)  w'as  same  as 

preceding  Sumburgh  individual,  6th  July  to  10th  August.  Lunna  Ness,  9>  23rd  February 

{Brit.  Birds  81:  549),  observers  werej.  N.  Dymond,  P.  M.  Ellis,  R.  J.  Tulloch. 

(Circumpolar  Arctic)  No  surprises  here,  but  we  really  need  a   proper 

study  to  sort  out  the  occurrence  patterns  of  this  species. 

Harlequin  Duck  Histrionicus  histrionicus  (7,  4,  0) 
1987  Strathclyde  Claggain  Bay,  Islay,  9,  20th  to  at  least  24th  October  {Brit.  Birds  81:  549), 
29th  (Mr  &   Mrs  S.  Warwick),  30th  (R.  .Allison). 

(Iceland,  Greenland,  North  America  and  Eastern  Siberia) 

Surf  Scoter  Melanitta  perspicillata  (75,  228,  15) 
Dyfed  Nolton  Haven,  d",  since  14th  November  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550),  occasionally,  to  5th 
March;  additional  d",  28th  November  1987  (see  1987  Dyfed  below),  also  to  5th  March  (N.  A. Lethaby  et  al.  per  J.  W.  Donovan). 

Fife  Largo  Bay,  two  dd,  4th  January',  17th  March,  one,  22nd  March,  three,  3rd  April;  $, 
17th  March,  3rd  April;  in  autumn,  dd,  18th  November  to  at  least  28th  December,  three 
26th-29th  November  (D.  E.  Dickson,  J.  S.  Nadin,  M.  Ramage  et  al.).  All  presumed  returning individuals  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550)  and  same  as  those  in  Lothian. 

Grampian  Burghead,  d,  20th  February,  28th  September  (R.  Proctor).  Murcar,  d,  21st-22nd 
May  (.A.  Webb  et  al.);  second-year  d,  22nd  May  (R.  A.  Schofield  et  al.). 
Gwynedd  Penmaenmawr,  d,  20th  January  (M.  B.  &   I.  O.  Hughes),  presumed  returning 
individual  last  recorded  Llanfairfechan,  at  least  23rd  February  1986  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550). 
Morfa  Harlech,  two  dd,  first-winter  $,  31st  December  to  at  least  24th  January  1989  (C. 
Bird,  H.  W.  Roderick  et  al.). 

Highland  Dornoch,  d,  3rd  May  (P.  G.  Akers,  S.  J.  Hayhow).  Talmine  Bay,  d,  5th  to  at  least 
8th  June  (.A.  &   B.  Craddock,  P.  K.  Dedicoat,  S.  J.  Hayhow  et  al.).  Loch  Fleet,  juvenile  or  first- 
winter,  16th  October  (P.  G.  Akers). 

Humberside  Hornsea,  d,  1st  September  (W.  F.  Curtis). 
Kent  Minnis  Bay,  d,  20th  October  (T.  N.  Hodge). 
Lothian  Gosford  Bay,  dd;  16th  January  to  14th  May,  two,  16th  January  to  26th  March,  9th 
April  to  12th  May,  three,  23rd-26th  April;  16th  January  to  26th  March,  9th  April  to  12th 
May,  two,  24th-26th  April  (A.  Brown  et  al.).  Gullane  Point,  dd,  27th  August  to  5th 
November,  two,  3rd  September  to  15th  October,  three,  24th-25th  September  (M.  Darling, 
P.  R.  Gordon,  R.  H.  Hogg,  T.  O’Connor  al.).  All  presumed  returning  individuals  {Brit.  Birds 81:  550)  and  same  as  those  in  Fife. 

Orkney  Bay  of  Whelkmull,  Wyre,  d,  29th-30th  May  (S.  J.  Aspinall,J.  Osborne). 
Tayside  Lunan  Bay,  dd,  21st-26th  August,  two,  21st;  9,  21st  (M.  S.  Scott  et  al.),  one  d 
presumed  returning  individual  of  10th  August  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550),  presumed  same individuals  as  in  Lothian. 

1986  Clwyd  Abergele,  d,  since  31st  December  1985  to  26th  January  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550), 
27th  (M.  Kennewell  et  al.). 

1987  Dyfed  Nolton  Haven,  d,  14th  November  to  at  least  16th  January  1988  {Brit.  Birds  8\  : 
550),  additional  d,  28th  November  (K.  J.  S.  Devonald,  N.  A.  Lethaby  per  j.  W.  Donovan), 
also  presumed  one  of  Strumble  Head  party,  1 3th  November  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550). 
1987  Shetland  Aith  Voe,  Bressay,  first-winter  d,  23rd  January  to  27th  May,  same  Catfirih, 
South  Nesting,  29th  {Brit.  Birds  81:  550),  reference  to  15th  February'  to  be  omitted. 
1987  Western  Lsles  Taransay,  five  dd,  14th- 16th  December  (C.  &   V.  RulTles),  presumed  to 
include  three  returning  individuals  of  1 1th  October,  11th  November  1986  {Brit.  Birds  80:  530). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  a   female  at  Dundrum  Bay,  Co.  Down,  on 
18th  January  and  two  males  on  30th  October  (presumably  returning 
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individuals,  see  Brit.  Birds  81:  550);  a   first-winter  male  at  Potmarnock  and 
Baldoyle,  Co.  Dublin,  from  24th  January  to  13th  February,  and  another  at 
Wexford  Harbour,  Co.  Wexford,  on  13th  February;  one  (presumed  a 
returning  bird)  at  Rosslare,  Co.  Wexford,  on  10th  and  11th  April;  and  a 
male  and  female  at  Brandon  Bay,  Co.  Kerry,  on  3rd  April.  There  is  also  a 
belated  report  of  two  adult  and  one  immature  males  at  Curracloe,  Co. 
Wexford  (returning  individuals — see  Brit.  Birds  80:  530),  on  15th  April 1987. 

This  species  is  trying  hard  to  replace  Ring-billed  Gull  Larus  delawarensis 
in  the  long-list  stakes.  The  series  in  Wales,  and  records  in  Humberside 
and  Kent,  are  especially  noteworthy,  but,  like  the  King  Eider  Somateria 
spectabilis,  the  pattern  of  arrivals  and  recurrences  needs  a   thorough  sorting- 
out  (preferably  by  someone  in  Scotland  who  knows  the  score). 

Black  Kite  Milvus  tnigrans  (5,  100,  11) 
Cleveland  South  Care,  5th  May  (D.J.  Britton);  presumed  same,  recently  dead,  18th,  now  at 

Dorman’s  Museum,  Middlesbrough  (D.J.  Britton,  C.  Brown,  Rev. J.  Wilcox). Devon  IVawle  Point,  10th  May  (P.  K.  Hutchings,  N.  L.  Trigg). 

Dorset  Bat’s  Head,  l.ulworth,  14th  May  (Dr  T.  ap  Rheinallt);  presumed  same,  Stanpit Marsh,  14th  (M.  J.  (jibbons,  P.  Soper). 

Essex  West  Clacton,  12th  June  (C.  Atkins). 

Hampshire  F’leet  Pond,  23rd  April  (G.  Rowland  et  ai). 
Hertfordshire  Gilston,  2nd  July  (A.  H.  &   M.  Harris). 

Kent  Dungeness,  14th  May  (J.  R.  &   P.  J.  Chantler,  Dr  C.  D.  Powell  et  al.),  also  in  East  Sussex. 
Warehome,  22nd  July  (N.  R.  Davies). 

Lincolnshire  Near  Burgh-le-Marsh,  Skegness,  14th  .April  (Mrs  B.  .A.  Wright);  presumed 
same,  Gibraltar  Point,  17th,  25th,  1st,  12th,  13th  May  (M.  Mount,  R.  Shaw  et  at.),  Wainfleet 

Marsh,  12th  May  (A.  G.  Ball,  C.  R.  Casey). 

Suffolk  Covehithe,  2nd  May  (J.  M.  Cawston,  E.  W.  Patrick).  Benacre,  5th  May  (D.  R. 

Newton);  presumed  same,  Walberswick,  15th  May  (.A.  Harris)  and  Haverhill,  13th  June 
(D.  F.  Smith). 

Sussex,  East  Pevensey  Levels,  14th  May  (G.  W.  Gowlett,  S.  Linington,  .A.  Wheeler),  also  in 
Kent. 

1986  Devon  Soar  Mill  Cove,  29th  .August  (Brit.  Birds  80:  531),  presumed  same,  Prawle  Point, 

29th  (K.J.  Robins). 

1987  Suffolk  Eattingstone,  10th  June  (D.  E.  Croxson). 

(Most  of  Eurasia,  Africa  and  Australia)  A   dark  raptor  with  a   forked  tail 

may  be  something  other  than  a   Black  Kite.  Marsh  Harrier  Circus  aeruginosus 

is  the  main  problem  species,  especially  one  with  a   moulting  or  damaged 

tail.  Precise  shape  of  the  tail  (both  open  and  closed  if  possible),  wing-set 
when  gliding,  banking  or  in  active  flight,  and  the  exact  location  and  extent 

of  paler  areas  of  plumage  are  all  important  characters  to  note  when  faced 

with  a   possible  Black  Kite  (but  don’t  forget  to  enjoy  it  too!).  The  species 
seems  likely  to  take  on  an  increased  level  of  occurrence  here,  whether  we 

can  identify  it  or  not.  If  only  a   few  would  hang  around  a   bit! 

White-tailed  Eagle  Haliaeetus  albicilla  (many,  14,  2) 
Kent  Sheppey,  immature,  at  least  16th  November  (E.  Barnes,  C.  G.  Bradshaw,  G.  Game  et 

at.),  subsequently  in  North  Downs  area  to  1989. 

Suffolk  Helmingham  Park,  first-winter,  26th  November  to  10th  December  (D.  Newman,  .A. 
Southwell  et  al.)\  same,  Butley  River  and  Gedgrave  area,  17th  December  to  22nd  Februar) 

1989  (J.  B.  Higgott  et  al.). 

(Southwest  Greenland,  Iceland  and  northern  Eurasia)  What  was 
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probably  the  north  Kent  individual  was  seen  over  Folkestone  on  15th 

November.  These  two  were  well  watched  and  gave  pleasure  to  many,  but 

the  Kent  bird  came  to  an  untimely  end,  apparently  at  an  illegal  poisoned 

bait.  Nevertheless,  the  trend  is  encouraging. 

Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vespertinus  (100,  308,  5) 
Cornwall  Croft  Pascoe,  Lizard,  $,  13th-27th  May  (B.  Cave,  M.  Hunt  et  al.). 

Devon  Plympton,  cf,  23rd  June  (J.  C.  Nicholls). 

Gloucestershire/Wiltshire  Cotswold  Water  Park,  first-summer  cf,  16th-23rd  May  (P.  E. 
Castle  et  al.). 

Kent  Ash,  injured,  taken  into  care  about  23rd  July  (J.  R.  Hill). 

Norfolk  Hickling,  9>  26th  May  to  3rd  June  (J.  Hampshire,  D.  J.  Holman  et  al.). 
Wiltshire  See  Gloucestershire/Wiltshire  above. 

1987  Cambridgeshire  Little  Paxton,  O',  24th  May  {Brit.  Birds  81:  551),  25th  (D.  J.  Odell, 
M.  J.  Palmer  et  al.). 

1987  Kent  Foreness,  9.  27th  May  (M.  H.  Davies,  F.  Solly).  Capel  Fleet  and  Elmley  area, 

first-summer  O",  14th-15th  August  (M.  Cooper,  J.  White  et  al.).  St  Margaret’s,  O",  19th 
September  (D.  Heppenstall). 

(East  Europe  and  south  from  Siberia)  A   notably  poor  year  for  this 

elegant  falcon  from  the  east. 

Crane  Grus  grus  (many,  over  1,240,  -) 
1983  Cheshire/Staffordshire  Rudyard  Lake,  two,  26th  May  (W.  J.  Low). 
1983  Staffordshire  See  above. 

1986  Essex  Southend-on-Sea,  four,  16th  May  (C.  Todd). 

1987  Berkshire  Slough,  first-winter,  11th  January  {Brit.  Birds  81:  553),  flew  off  to  northwest 

over  Dorney,  Buckinghamshire  (per  J.  H.  Marchant). 

1987  Buckinghamshire  See  1987  Berkshire  above. 

1987  Cleveland/Durham  Stillington,  16th  August  (R.  Little). 

1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  Burbage  and  Hallam  Moors,  14th  June  {Brit.  Birds  81: 

553),  presumed  same,  near  Cawthorne,  South  Yorkshire,  16th-17th  (M.  Stewart  per  J.  E. 
Dale). 

1987  Devon  Northam  Burrows,  since  24th  December  1986  {Brit.  Birds  80:  532),  to  10th 

January  (per  P.  W.  Ellicott). 

1987  Dumfries  8c  Galloway  Cummertrees  area,  27th  October  to  21st  November  (S.  P.  & 

Mrs  J.  C.  Warwick  et  al.). 
1987  Durham  See  1987  Cleveland/Durham  above. 

1987  Gwynedd  Near  Moelfre  Mountain,  Anglesey,  25th  May  {Brit.  Birds  81:  553),  not  in 

Anglesey. 

1987  Highland  Near  Loch  More,  Caithness,  4th  June  (G.  Bundy,  J.  Palfery). 

1987  Lancashire  Pilling,  two,  probably  pair,  at  least  14th- 15th  April  (W.  Shepherd  per  R.  E. 
Danson). 

1987  Shedand  Exnaboe,  Mainland,  sub-adult,  5th  June,  Aith,  Mainland,  6th-8th  {Brit.  Birds 
81:  553),  not  same  as  Fair  Isle  individual,  4th. 

1987  Yorkshire,  South  See  1987  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  above. 

(North  and  Central  Eurasia,  locally  south  to  Turkey)  These  are  still 

extras  from  the  pre-deletion  days;  the  species  is  no  longer  considered  by 
the  Committee  except  for  late  submissions. 

Black-winged  Stilt  Himantopus  himantopus  (98,  133,  5) 
Buckinghamshire  Willen  Lake,  pair,  both  first-summer,  7th-18th  June,  coition  9th  (J. 
Tonge,  W.  R.  Tunnicliffe,  R.  J.  White  et  al.). 

Cornwall  Hayle,  3rd  May  (D.  S.  Flumm,  N.  A.  G.  Lord). 

Suffolk  Alton  Water,  two,  5th  June  (J.  Frost),  same,  Livermere,  6th  (A.  R.  Naim  et  al.). 

1987  Bedfordshire  Kempston  Hardwick,  20th  April  (S.  Wilson). 
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1987  Hampshire  Farlington  Marsh,  H)th-20th  May  (D.  J.  Unsworth  et  at.). 
1987  Hertfordshire  I   ring  Sewage-farm,  two,  16th  May  (L.  S.  Taylor  et  at.),  probably  same as  Norfolk  individuals  below. 

1987  Kent  Clin'e,  3()th-31st  May  (M.  McDonald,  J.  K.  Tilbrook). 
1987  Norfolk  Holme,  pair,  21st  May  to  18th  .August,  three  young  hatched,  two  to  flying 
stage,  frecjuently  visiting  I   itchwell,  2nd-31st  .-\ugust  (per  G.  K.  Dunmore,  D.  J.  Holman  el 
at.),  two  juveniles  presumed  same  as  Helvide  Reser\oir,  Staffordshire,  individuals,  lst-7th 
September  (liril.  Birds  81:  555). 

1987  Warwickshire  .Alvecote  Pools,  pair,  28th  May  to  4th  June,  coition  1st,  2nd  (D.  .Adler, 
(i.  A.  &   M.  A.  .Arnold,  the  late  .A.  R.  .M.  Blake  el  at.). 

(Southern  Eurasia,  Africa,  the  Americas  and  Australia)  You  can  tick  the 
Norfolk  ones  now!  Will  this  species  be  a   regular  nester  in  the  near  future, 
or  is  all  this  pre-breeding  activity  just  a   passing  phase?  An  individual 
photographed  on  Guernsey,  Channel  Islands,  in  April  {Brit.  Birds  81;  plate 
202),  has  not  yet  been  formally  reported  to  the  Committee. 

Collared  Pratincole  Glareola  pmtmcola  (30,  44,  0) 
1987  Cheshire  Krodsham,  28th  .April  to  1st  May  (M.  S.  Garner,  W.  S.  Morton  et  at.). 

(South  FAirope,  Southwest  Asia,  Africa)  A   fourth  (but  the  earliest)  for 
1987;  an  unexpected  blank  for  1988. 

Oriental  Pratincole  Glareola  nialdivarum  (0,  1,  1) 
Kent  Harty,  21st  or  22nd  June  to  3rd  September  (I),  faulkner,  R.  Gomes  el  at.),  presumed 
same,  Klmley,  4th,  14th,  25th,  30th  September,  to  3rd  October  (M.  Coath.  G.  N.  Howard, 
1).  \V.  Taylor  et  at.). 
1981  E.ssex  See  1981  Suffolk  below. 

1981  Suffolk  Dunwich,  first-summer,  22nd  June  to  8th  July  (I).  W.  Bums  et  at.),  presumed 
same,  moulting  to  adult.  Old  Hall  Marshes,  Essex,  about  6th  .August  to  about  1 1th  October 

(T.  Bispham,  P.  J.  Grant,  C.  J.  Mackenzie-Grieve  el  at.). 

(South  and  East  Asia)  Now  accepted  into  ‘Category  A’.  The  original 
Suffolk  bird  generated  little  interest  at  first,  but  the  persistence  of  a   few 

who  suspected  its  true  identity  paid  off.  Its  arrival  date,  lengthy  stay  and 
movement  from  one  site  to  another  were  mirrored  remarkably  accurately 

by  the  Kent  bird  in  1988,  which  first  appeared  alongside  a   Black-winged 
Pratincole  G.  nordmanni,  just  about  the  most  amazing  pair  of  rarities  you 
could  hope  to  see. 

Black-winged  Pratincole  Glareola  nordmanni  (5,  1 7,  3) 
Avon  Clevedon  and  ̂ Voodspring  Bay  area,  10th-15th  June  (C.  Dring,  P.  .A.  Fraser,  .A.  J. 
Middleton  et  at.). 

Cheshire/Clwyd  Inner  Marsh  Farm  Nature  Reseixe,  2nd  June  (E.  J.  .Abraham  et  at.). 

Clwyd  See  Cheshire/Clwy  d   above. 

Kent  Harty,  21st  or  22nd-30th  June  (D.  Faulkner,  R.  Gomes  et  at.). 

(West  Asia)  The  Cheshire/Clwwd  individual  was  the  earliest  the 

Committee  had  dealt  with  by  a   month.  The  Kent  one  associated  with  more 

exotic  company  in  the  shape  of  an  Oriental  Pratincole  G.  maldivarum. 

Greater  Sand  Plover  Charadrius  leschenaultii  (0,  7,  2) 
Cumbria  South  Walney,  19th  July  to  5th  August  (T.  Dean,  .A.  M.  McKeigh,  ,A.  Phizacklea  et 

al.){Brit.  Birds  81:  plates  317,  320). 

Devon  Dawlish  Warren,  27th  .April  to  4th  .May  (.A.  Bond,  E.  F.  Da\is,  D.  J.  Stone  et  at.), 

probably  same  as  Gwent  individual. 
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Gwent  St  Bride’s,  Wentllooge,  16th  May  (C.  Hurford,  C.  Jones,  R.  M.  Price  et  al.),  probably same  as  Devon  individual. 

(Southern  Russia  east  to  Mongolia)  Photographs  of  the  Cumbria 

individual  were  mostly  clearly  indicative  of  its  identity,  but  a   few  gave  a 

surprisingly  small-billed,  short-legged  impression. 

Caspian  Plover  Charadrius  asiaticus  (2,  0,  2) 
Lx)thian  Aberlady,  adult,  sex  indeterminate,  12th- 13th  July  (J.  Busby,  P.  R.  Gordon, 
B.  D.  &   M.  Griffin  et  al.). 

Scilly  St  Agnes,  cS,  21st  May  (K.  Pellovv  et  al.). 

(Central  Asia  eastwards  from  Caspian  Sea)  The  resplendent  male  in 

Scilly  was  the  first  British  Caspian  Plover  since  1890,  but,  astonishingly, 

within  a   matter  of  weeks  it  was  followed  by  a   non-breeding-plumage  adult 
on  the  Forth.  If  one  can  make  it,  so  can  two  . . .   The  third  record  for  France 

followed  in  August,  but  could,  of  course,  have  involved  one  of  the  British 
individuals. 

American  Gk)lden  Plover  Pluvialis  dominica  (3,  121,8) 
Cornwall  Camel  Estuary,  adult,  10th  September  (P.  A.  Maker). 

Lancashire  Fleetwood,  age  uncertain,  20th  September  (C.  Bard,  R.  Scholes). 

Orkney  .Stronsay,  age  uncertain,  24th-30th  August  (J.  F.  Holloway  et  al.).  North  Ronaldsay, 

juvenile,  21st-25th  September  (A.  Brown  et  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  Juvenile,  21st  September  (P.  M.  Potts);  dilTerent  juvenile,  22nd  (P.  M. 
Potts,  1).  Suddaby). 

Sussex,  West  Church  Norton,  adult,  14th  to  at  least  17th  September  (W.  J.  Brame,  1 .   J. 

Edwards,  S.  Cook  et  al.). 

1975  Dumfries  8c  Galloway  Caerlaverock,  23rd  November  to  26th  Februar>'  1976  (Brit.  Birds 
70:  447;  71:  499),  now  withdrawn  by  observers. 

(Arctic  North  America  and  extreme  Northeast  Asia)  In  Ireland,  a   late 

record  of  one  at  Gortdrum,  Co.  Tipperary,  on  24th  October  1987;  in  1988, 

one  at  Inch  Lake,  Co.  Donegal,  from  8th  to  15th  October. 

The  Dumfries  &   Galloway  bird,  and  other  difficult  individuals  since, 

remind  us  that  this  is  not  necessarily  an  easy  species.  The  pattern  here  is 

fairly  typical,  but  the  statistics  await  some  rationalisation. 

Pacific  Golden  Plover  Pluvialis  Julva  (3,  6,  2) 

Shetland  Uyeasound,  Unst,  adult,  5th-13th  November  (P.  M.  &   Mrs  J.  A.  Ellis  et  al.). 

(North  and  Northeast  Asia)  In  Ireland,  an  adult  male  at  Tacumshin, 

Co.  Wexford,  from  14th  to  17th  July. 

July  is  clearly  the  month  with  most  records;  otherwise  the  temporal 

pattern  is  obscure.  The  statistics  await  some  reworking. 

American  or  Pacific  Golden  Plover  Pluvialis  dominica  I P.  fulva  (6,  128,  10) 
1987  Dyfed  Pembrey,  first-summer,  26th  July  (G.  Harper,  F.  B.  Jenkins,  E.  J.  Smith). 

The  totals  include  those  specifically  identified. 

Sociable  Plover  Chettusia  gregaria  (5,  25,  2) 
Norfolk  Fitchwell  and  Holme,  juvenile,  24th  September  (A.  Goodey  et  al.). 

Northamptonshire  Pitsford  Reservoir,  adult,  18th-19th  and  25th  September,  near  Old, 
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20th-22nd,  Harrington  Airfield,  24th  (A.  P.  Borley,  M.  J.  Robinson  et  al.). 

(Southeast  Russia  and  West-central  Asia)  Autumn  flocks  of  Lapwings 

Vanellus  vanellus  are  clearly  worth  watching — all  credit  to  the  wide-awake 
observers  who  spotted  these  (and  who  followed  the  Northamptonshire 

bird  on  its  wanderings  from  field  to  field  of  burnt  stubble  and  ploughed 
earth). 

Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla  (2,  51,  3) 
Cornwall  Maer  Lake,  Rude,  juvenile,  25th-28th  September  (B.  T.  Craven,  J.  C.  Pett,  G.  P. 

Sutton)(plate  326).  Torpoint,  juvenile,  1st  to  at  least  15th  October  (S.  C.  Madge,  S.  P. 
Singleton  el.  al.). 

(North  America)  Also  a   juvenile  in  Ireland,  at  Tacumshin,  Co. 

Wexford,  from  18th  to  30th  September. 

So  much  better  known  than  a   few  years  ago,  this  species  still  demands 

the  greatest  respect — clear  and  precise  obser\ation,  matched  by  equally 
clear  description  (not  always  the  same  thing),  remains  crucial,  and 

photographs  are  of  enormous  help. 

326.  Juvenile  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla,  Cornwall,  September  1988  (G.  P. 
Sutton) 

Least  Sandpiper  Calidris  minutilla  (6,  22,  4) 

Derbyshire  Middleton  Moor,  adult,  17th- 18th  July  (R.  A.  Frost,  K.  Gould,  D.  Hursthouse  et 
al-)- 

Grampian  Cove,  near  Aberdeen,  31st  July  to  4th  August  (J.  McKee,  K.  D.  Shaw,  J.  L. 
Swallow  et  al.). 

Hereford  &   Worcester  Upton  Warren,  adult  13th-15th  August  (J.  T.  Belsey,  L.  Cady,  S.  M. 

Whitehouse  et  al.). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  an  adult  at  Ballycotton,  Co.  Cork,  from  7th 

to  12th  August. 

A   good  year  for  this  far-from-annual  peep,  July  is  early,  but  not  quite 

unprecedented  (there  being  one  in  July  1984);  mid  August  is  much  more 
usual. 

White-rumped  Sandpiper  Calidris  Jiiscicollis  (24,  283,  7) 

Gloucestershire  Slimbridge,  adult,  2nd  October  (L.  P.  Alder). 

Norfolk  Cley,  juvenile,  29th-30th  September  (N.  E.  Gammon.  C.  Kightley, 
 Mrs  P.  Walton  et 

al.). 
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Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  probably  adult,  21st  September  (D.  H.  Hatton,  S.  Holloway,  F. 
McConnell  et  al.). 

Wiltshire  Cotswold  Water  Park,  adult,  25th-29th  September  (P.  E.  Castle,  E.  C.  Cook,  N.  J. 
Pleass  et  al.),  possibly  same  as  Gloucestershire  individual. 

1985  Humberside  Blacktoft  Sands,  adult,  26th  September^to  11th  October  (Brit.  Birds  81: 

557),  observ'ers  should  include  S.  J.  Holloway. 
1986  Cornwall  Marazion,  19th  November  (W.  H.  WagstafT). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  two  juveniles  at  Tacumshin,  Co.  Wexford, 

from  30th  September  to  10th  October,  and  one  at  Kilcoole,  Co.  Wicklow, 
on  6th  November. 

In  Britain,  another  decidedly  poor  return  for  wader-watchers  hoping  to 
catch  up  with  this  neat  little  bird. 

Baird’s  Sandpiper  Calidris  bairdii  (5,  125,  12) 
Cornwall  Stithians  Reservoir,  juvenile,  4th-15th  September  (A.  D.  Smith  et  al.)(Brit.  Birds  82: 
plate  35). 

Dorset  Stanpit  Marsh  and  Hengistbuiy'  Head,  juvenile,  6th- 19th  October  (G.  Armstrong, 
E.  C.  Brett,  L.  Haylett  et  al.). 

Kent  Dungeness,  adult,  7th-15th  September  (S.  McMinn,  K.  Redshaw,  R.  E.  Turley  et  al.). 
Wight,  Isle  of  West  High  Down,  juvenile,  3rd-5th  September  (J.  Baldwin,  P.  J.  Barden,  D.  B. 
Wooldridge  et  al.). 

1987  Dyfed  Pembrey,  age  uncertain,  17fh  October  (R.  O.  Hunt,  F.  B.  Jenkins). 

(North  America  and  Northeast  Siberia)  Nothing  unexpected  in  Britain, 
but  an  exceptional  arrival  in  Ireland:  singles  at  Ballycotton,  Co.  Cork,  on 
9th  August;  at  Rogerstown,  Co.  Dublin  (a  juvenile)  on  9th  August;  at 
Tacumshin,  Co.  Wexford,  on  15th  and  16th  August;  at  Lissagriffin,  Co. 
Cork,  on  3rd  September;  and  four  more  juveniles,  at  Kilcoole,  Co. 
Wicklow,  on  4th  September;  Nethertown  Strand,  Co.  Wexford,  from  9th 

to  19th  September;  Blackrock  Strand,  Co.  Kerry,  from  13th  to  18th 

September;  and  again  at  Lissagriffin  from  26th  September  to  8th  October. 

Another  species,  although  highly  distinctive  to  people  who  know  it  well, 

that  must  not  be  taken  for  granted  by  observers  who  suspect  they  have 
discovered  one  for  the  first  time. 

Broad-billed  Sandpiper  Limicola  falcinellus  (23,  100,  11) 
Avon  Severn  Beach,  16th  May  (P.  D.  Bowerman,  B.  Lancastle  et  al.),  presumed  same  as 
Gwent  individual. 

Devon  Dawlish  Warren,  1st  May  (J.  A.  Holmes,  J.J.  Packer,  C.  R.  W511s  et  al.). 

Essex  Old  Hall  Marshes,  22nd  May  (D.  J.  Rhymes  et  al.).  East  Tilbury,  23rd  May  (L.  Steward 

el  al.)\  another  two,  25th-26th  (L.  Steward,  I.  Turner  et  al.),  all  three  considered  same  as  Kent 
individuals. 

Grampian  Ythan  Estuary,  30th  May  to  3rd  June  (A.  Simmons  et  al.).  Kingston,  adult,  1 1th- 
14th  July  (M.  J.  H.  Cook  et  al.). 

Gwent  Peterstone  Wentllooge,  15th  May  (C.  Jones,  R.  M.  Price  et  al.),  presumed  same  as 
Avon  individual. 

Humberside  Blacktoft,  15th- 18th  July  (R.J.  Scott  et  al.). 

Kent  Cliffe,  26th-27th  May  (P.  Larkin,  D.  J.  Tipling,  J.  Young),  another  two,  27th  (M.  C. 
Buckland,  Dr  C.  D.  Powell  et  al.);  see  Essex,  above. 

Merseyside  Marshside,  15th  May  (Dr  P.  H.  Smith  el  al.). 

Shedand  Whalsay,  18th-22nd  May  (Dr  B.  Marshall  et  al.). 

Sussex,  East  Pevensey  Bridge  Level,  8th  May  (P.  &   Mrs  B.  D.  James  et  al.). 

1985  Humberside  Saltend  Marsh,  Hull,  two,  22nd-29th  May,  third  individual  27th  (Brit. 
Birds  81:  558),  one  or  another  1st  June  (FL  A.  &   J.  Martin). 

1986  Cambridgeshire  Nene  Park,  Peterborough,  17th  May,  probably  same,  20th  (C.  J. 
Small,  G.  F.  Walthew  el  al.). 
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Fig.  3.  Broad-billed  Sandpiper /.w!Jfo/a  /a/n>M’//M.v,  I,ancashire,  July  1987  (I.  Gardner) 

1987  Cleveland  Grealham  Creek,  3rd  May  (A.  Cruikshanks);  presumed  same,  Seaton 

Snook,  4lh  (Ci.  Iceton  et  ai). 

1987  Lancashire  k'leetwood,  12th-2 1st  July  (1.  (iardner  el  fl/.)(fig.  3). 

(North  Eurasia)  Another  remarkable  trio.  Spring  birds  may  look  quite 

grey  and  hoary,  and  not  so  conspicuous,  before  pale  feather  edgings  wear 

away  to  give  the  dark  breeding  plumage  popularly  illustrated. 

Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  himantopus  (1,  17,  3) 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  no  fewer  than  three  singles;  at  Lady’s 
Island  Lake,  Co.  Wexford,  from  1st  to  3rd  August;  at  Ballycotton,  Co. 

Cork,  from  6th  to  7th  August;  and  at  Kinsale  Marsh,  Co.  Cork,  from  14th 

to  18th  August.  Early  August  was  a   stunning  period  for  Nearctic  waders  in 
Ireland. 

Great  Snipe  Gallinago  medio  (180,  59,  2) 
Shetland  Whalsay,  2nd  September  (Dr  B.  Marshall).  Out  Skerries,  10th-13th  September  (E. 
Tait  et  at.). 

(Northeast  Europe  and  Northwest  Asia)  An  average,  standard  year. 

Non-accepted  claims  of  this  species  more  often  than  not  concern  records 

involving  just  one  or  two  flight  views  of  a   bird  that  is  then  lost  for  good. 

Sometimes  they  seem  very  good,  but  just  ‘get  away’.  But  given  such  little 

chance  to  study  the  bird,  it  is  obviously  important  to  look  at  the  crucial 

bits  first — structure,  inner-wing  pattern  and  tail  pattern  come  first,  but  the 

tail  pattern  should  not  be  given  undue  prominence.  The  white  outer  tail 

feathers  are  normally  concealed  except  during  take-off  and  landing;  in 

level  flight,  check  the  other  characters. 
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Long-billed  Dowitcher  Limnodromus  scolopaceus  (9,  127,  5) 
Devon  See  1987  Devon  below. 

Dyfed  See  1987  Dy'fed  below. 

Hampshire  Curbridge,  adult,  4th-20th  April  (D.  J.  Unsworth  et  al.),  possibly  returning 
individual  of  10th  March  to  16th  April  1986  (Brit.  Birds  80:  537). 
Shetland  Fetlar,  juvenile,  18th  October  (P.  M.  Ellis,  R.  A.  Matthews).  Baltasound,  Unst, 

first-winter,  6th  December  to  29th  April  1989  (H.  Edwards,  M.  G.  Penningt  on,  I.  Spence  et al.). 

Strathclyde  Cunninghamehead,  Ayr,  adult,  26th-27th  August  (G.  Mitchell,  B.  Orr  et  al.); 
same,  Bogside,  Irvine,  31st  (B.  Orr  et  al.). 

1987  Devon  Fremington,  juvenile  moulting  to  first-winter,  4th  November  to  1988  (Brit.  Birds 
81:  558),  to  1st  January  (per  P.  \V.  Ellicott). 

1987  Dyfed  Gann  Estuary,  first-winter,  12th  December  tojanuary  1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  559), 
to  3rd  January  (perj.  W.  Donovan). 

1987  Greater  London  See  1987  Surrey  below. 

1987  Surrey  Perry  Oaks  Sewage-works,  8th-18th  October  (Brit.  Birds  81:  559),  locality  is  in 
Greater  London. 

(North  America  and  Northeast  Siberia)  One  at  Belfast  Harbour  Estate, 

Co.  Down,  from  1987  (see  Brit.  Birds  81:  559)  to  at  least  3rd  January;  one  at 
the  Bann  Estuary,  Co.  Londonderry,  from  1st  October  into  1989. 

Now  well  known  to  many  observers,  this  still  often  proves  a   tricky 
species  the  first  time.  This  was  a   rather  poor  year. 

Dowitcher  Limnodromus  scolopaceus/ L.  griseus  (31,  228,  5) 
1985  Kent  Sandwich  Bay,  17th-22nd  April  (D.  S.  H.  Coates,  I.  Hunter  e/ a/.),  probably  Long- 

billed Dowitcher  L.  .scolopaceus. 

The  totals  include  those  specifically  identified. 

Upland  Sandpiper  Bartramia  bngicauda  (15,  26,  0) 
(North  America)  A   belated  report  from  Ireland,  the  remains  of  one 

being  found  at  Larne  Lough,  Co.  Antrim,  on  23rd  December  1986. 

Marsh  Sandpiper  Tringa  stagnatilis  (12,  49,  1) 
Norfolk  Snettisham,  14th- 15th  May  (P.  Fisher,  R.  A.  Image). 
1980  Lincolnshire  Gibraltar  Point,  4th  October  (Brit.  Birds  75:  504),  now  considered  not 
acceptable. 

(Southeast  Europe,  West  and  East  Asia)  Norfolk  edges  a   little  farther 

ahead  of  Kent  in  the  record  books  for  this  super-elegant  wader. 

Lesser  Yellowlegs  Tringa  flavipes  (35,  157,  4) 
Cheshire  Frodsham,  juvenile,  25th  September  (M.  J.  Dale,  A.  F.  Mears,  D.  J.  ̂V.  Taylor  et 
al.),  presumed  same  as  Lancashire  individual. 

Lancashire  Martin  Mere,  juvenile,  18th,  24th  September  (S.  Jackson,  J.  &   S.  J.  Riley,  P. 
Thomason  et  al.),  presumed  same  as  Cheshire  individual. 

Sussex,  East  Pett  Level,  adult,  14th  August  (C.  Barwood,  J.  A.  B.  Gale  et  al.). 
Yorkshire,  North/West  Fairbum  Ings,  5th  May  (J.  Cudworth,  C.  Massingham  et  al.). 
1987  Kent  Sandwich  Bay,  22nd  November  (C.  N.  Davison,  J.  R.  Hill  et  al.). 

(North  America)  There  was  one  in  Ireland,  at  Kinsale  Marsh,  Co.  Cork, 

on  14th  and  15th  August.  A   long  run  of  poor  years  continues. 

Solitary  Sandpiper  Tringa  solitaria  (6,  19,  1) 

Scilly  Bryher,  juvenile,  1st  September  (W.  E.  Oddie);  same,  St  Mary’s,  3rd-10th  (W.  H. 
VVagslaff  et  al.). 

1987  Scilly  Fresco,  juvenile,  28th  September  to  5th  October  (C.  1).  R.  Heard  et  al.). 
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(North  America)  Last  year’s  request  for  details  of' an  individual  in  Scilly 
has  been  answered — with  interest!  This  makes  nine  on  those  islands  since 

1974  (with  only  hv'e  elsewhere  in  the  same  period). 

Terek  Sandpiper  Xenus  dtiereus  (3,  26,  2) 
Dorset  Stanpit  Marsh,  15lh-24th  July  (M.  Reid  et  al.)(/hil.  Birds  81;  plate  321). 
Norfolk  Holkhain,  18th  June  (J.  R.  McCallum,  B.  R.  .Scampion  et  at.). 

(Northeast  Europe  and  Siberia)  This  is  still  a   great  scoop  for  wader- 
watchers,  and  early  summer  seems  to  be  the  time  to  find  one. 

Spotted  Sandpiper  Actitis  maculoria  (6,  83,  0) 
Devon  See  1987  l)evon  below. 

Wight,  Isle  of  .See  1987  Wight  below. 

1986  Hampshire  ritchlield  Haven,  4th  October  to  12th  Januar\  1987,  trapped  25th 

November  [Brit.  Birds  80:  540,  plate  7),  was  first-winter. 

1987  Devon  IMym  Kstuary,  20th  December  to  15th  Februar)  1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  .560),  to  9th 

May  (J.  R.  Smart  et  al.)(Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  160). 

1987  Wight,  Isle  of  Seaview  Dover,  age  uncertain,  22nd  December  to  at  least  7th  Febniarv 

1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  560),  to  14th  .May  (per  1).  B.  Wooldridge). 

(North  America)  The  wintering  habit  continues. 

Wilson’s  Phalarope  Phalaropm  tricolor  (1,  210,  9) 
Avon  Chew  X'alley  l.ake,  first-winter,  1   Ith-I2th  .September  (.\.J.  Merritt,  K.  F,.  \   inicombe  et 
at.). 

Dorset  Holes  Bay,  Poole  Harbour,  20th  June  (R.  ,M.  Ward  et  at.). 

Essex  .\bberton  Reser\oir,  age  uncertain,  26th  October  (1).  J.  Callen,  .\.  P.  Parr,  J.  H. 
Smith). 

Kent  f'.lmley,  age  uncertain,  27th  .September  to  8th  October,  again,  13th  (1).  C.  Cill>ert,  R. 
Comes,  1).  B.  Rosair). 

Shetland  l.och  of  Hillwell,  age  uncertain,  22nd-23rd  September  (Mr  &   Mrs  P.  Flint). 

N’orwick,  Ihist,  age  uncertain,  llth-19th  October  (H.  J.  Burgess,  .M.  (>.  Pennington,  I. 
Spence  et  at.). 

Somerset  Sutton  Bingham  Reservoir,  possibly  juvenile/first-winter,  29th-30th  September  (B. 
.Matthews,  R.  Newton  et  at.). 

1987  Lincolnshire  Chapel  St  Leonards,  first-winter,  26th  September,  probably  since  24th  (J. 

I’pton  per  1).  Hursthouse). 
1987  Norfolk  Snettisham,  age  uncertain,  28th  .\ugust  to  at  least  1st  September  (Brit.  Birds 

81:  561),  to  3rd  (per  P.  R.  .Allard). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  there  was  one  in  1987,  at  Lough  Beg,  Co. 

Cork,  from  24th  to  29th  August.  In  1988,  there  was  a   male  at  Tacumshin, 

Co.  Wexford,  on  1 1th  June,  and  a   female  at  Swords  Estuar)  ,   Co.  Dublin, 

on  1 1th  and  12th  June,  a   remarkable  coincidence  of  dates. 

Much  the  same  pattern  that  we  have  come  to  expect  in  Britain,  with  a 

summer  one  and  a   sprinkling  in  autumn. 

Laughing  Gull  Lant.s  otricilla  (2,  47,  4) 
Glamorgan,  Mid  Newton  Point,  first-winter,  12th  September  (1).  C.  Bolt,  S.  J.  Moon). 

Somerset  Burnham-on-Sea,  second-winter,  2nd-29th  .September  (B.  Rabbitts,  .A.  M.  &   B.  Fi. 

.Slade  et  al.)(Brit.  Birds  82:  plate  26). 

1986  Tyne  &   Wear  .South  Shields  and  Shibden  Pond,  discontinuously,  1st  Januarv  to  at 

least  30th  .April,  4th  .August  to  at  least  end  of  Februarv  1987  (Brit.  Birds  80:  541),  also 

Newcastle  General  Hospital  discontinuously  to  30th  .April,  4th  .August  to  1987. 

1987  Tyne  &   Wear  South  Shields  and  Shibden  Pond,  since  1986  (see  above)  to  24th  March. 

.Also,  discontinuously,  Newcastle  General  Hospital,  same  period. 
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(North  America  and  Caribbean)  In  Ireland,  a   second-winter  individual 

at  The  Lough,  Cork,  Co.  Cork,  from  23rd  to  27th  October,  and  a   first- 

winter  at  Clogher  Head,  Co.  Louth,  on  3rd  December. 

The  Bristol  Channel  looks,  on  a   map,  an  obvious  funnel  for  Nearctic 

species  and  perhaps  these  two  gulls  reflect  its  west-facing,  wide-open 
mouth. 

Franklin’s  Gull  Lams  pipixcan  (0,  14,  1) 
Avon  Chittening  Warth,  Severn  Beach,  adult,  12th  June  (B.  Lancastle). 

1987  Cheshire  Neuniann’.s  Flash,  adult,  1 1th,  14th,  17th  May  (Brit.  Birds^\:  562),  15th  (J.  R. 
Hough). 

1987  Cornwall  Hayle,  second-winter,  24th,  26th  March  (Bril.  Birds  81:  562),  observers  were 
P.  \V.  .Alexander,  L.  P.  Williams;  at  Marazion,  28th  (R.  1.  .Allison). 

(North  America)  A   wandering  adult  could  turn  up  almost  anywhere,  at 

any  time;  although  mid  June  may  seem  unlikely,  there  have  previously 

been  one  June  and  two  July  records. 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  Lams  Philadelphia  (11,  45,  6) 
Cornwall  Portscatho,  first-winter,  31st  Januar)  to  6th  Februaiy  (P.  .A,  Maker  et  at.).  Hayle, 

first-summer,  6th  .April  (R.  Campey,  H.  S.  Flumm,  J.  M.  Wilson  et  a!.).  (Jodre\')',  adult,  29th 
December  (R.  J.  &   Mrs  B.  (j.  Lowe). 

Devon  Plym  Kstuaiy,  first-summer,  26th-27th  March  (J.  Brodie  Good,  R.  .A.  Filby  et  al.). 

1979  Humberside  (Jrimsby  Docks,  jirobably  first-winter,  17th  March  (Bril.  Birds  73;  512), 
now  withdrawn  by  observers. 

1987  Cornwall  Drift  Reservoir  and  Newlyn,  adult,  since  2nd  November  1986  to  at  least  22nd 

March  (Brit.  Birds  81:  562),  to  22nd  .April;  also  Hayle  Kstuary,  27th  February  (D.  S.  Flumm), 
Marazion,  20th  .April  (D.  J.  Odell  et  al.). 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  an  adult  at  Ballyteigue  Bay,  Co.  Wexford, 

on  7th  and  8th  January',  and  a   first-summer  at  Lady’s  Island  Lake,  Co. 
Wexford,  on  15th  May. 

.\  good  year;  about  half  of  the  recent  records  have  been  in  Cornwall. 

Ring-billed  Gull  Lams  delawarensis  (0,  611,  -) 
1979  Glamorgan,  West  Blackpill,  first-winter,  23rd-26th  February  (Brit.  Birds  74:  475),  to 

15th  May  (R.  J.  Howells);  adult,  24th-26th  March  (Brit.  Birds  74:  475),  7th-9th  April  (R.  J. 
Howells),  probably  same,  4th  March  (R.  J.  Howells  et  al.),  13th-18th  March  (R.  E.  Harbird, 

R.  J.  Howells  J.  M.  Medland);  adult,  26th  December  and  20th  January  1980  (R.  J.  Howells). 

1980  Glamorgan,  West  See  1979  W'est  Glamorgan  above. 
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Glamorgan,  Mid  Ogmore  Estuary',  first-summer  to  first-winter,  1 1th  May  to  at  least 

early  .August  (H.  Nicholls,  
S.  J.  Moon,  N.  Odin  el  al.)(Brit.  Birds  78:  plate  193). 

1985  Glamorgan,  South  Roath  Park  Lake,  Cardiff,  adult,  14th  January'  to  25th  February  (P. 
Bristow,  K.  R.  Lloyd  et  al.). 

1986  Glamorgan,  South  Cosmeston  Lakes,  second-winter,  9th,  15th  Februaiy  (Brit.  Birds  80: 
542),  see  1987  South  Glamorgan  below.  Roath  Park  Lake,  Cardiff,  adult,  20tli  November  to 

22nd  February  1987  (Brit.  Birds  80:  542),  see  1987  South  Glamorgan  below. 

1986  Hampshire  Bedhampton,  adult,  15lh  February  (R.  W.  White). 

1986  Merseyside  Seaforth,  adult,  28th  November  to  at  least  6th  December;  another,  6th 

December  (Brit.  Birds  80:  542),  one  or  the  other,  31st  January'  1987  (S.  Young). 

1986  Tyne  &   Wear  Whitburn,  first-winter,  12lh  December  (1).  M.  Foster). 

1987  Cornwall  Hayle,  first-winter  to  second-summer,  since  24th  November  1986  to  26th 

April,  26th  July  to  1988  (Brit.  Birds  81:  563),  throughout  May  to  July  (L.  P.  Williams  et  al.). 

1987  Cumbria  Halforth,  second-summer,  9th  May  (S.  Dodgson,  P.  J.  Marsh,  P.  Robinson  et 
al.). 
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1987  Dyfed  Pembrey,  first-summer  moulting  to  setonci-winter,  8th  July  (F.  B.  Jenkins). 
1987  Essex  Rainham  Marsh,  second-winter,  6th  December  (M.  K.  Dennis). 

1987  Glamorgan,  South  Roatli  Park  Lake,  CardifT,  adult,  since  20th  .November  1986  to  22nd 

l   ebruary  [liril.  Birds  80:  542),  to  9th  .March  (P.  Bristow,  J.  B.  Higgott,  P.  G.  I.ansdown  et  at.), 

again,  1st  December  to  1988  (per  R.  (>.  Smith).  See  also  1985  South  Glamorgan  above.  Roath 

Park  Lake,  adult,  1 7th- 18th  Januaiy  (H.  R.  Harrop,  P.  G.  I.ansdown,  R.  G.  .Smith).  'FafT/Ely 
F.stuary  ,   adult,  24th  Januaiy  to  1st  February’;  same,  Cosmeston  Lakes,  22nd  February  ,   8th 
March;  presumed  same,  24th  December;  same,  Roath  Park  Lake,  22nd  .March  (P.  Bristow, 

W.  M.  Strong  et  al.)\  all  considered  same  as  second-winter,  Gosmeston  Lakes,  9th,  15th 

Februaiy  1986  (Brit.  Birds  80:  542).  Rhymney  F.stuary,  first-summer,  26th  .\pril  (P.  Bristow, 
C.  Hurford,  M.  C..  Powell). 

1987  Merseyside  Sealorth,  in  addition  to  adult,  3rd  January  ,   first-summer,  26th  .April,  3rd, 

17th  May,  first-winter,  at  least  31st  December  (Brit.  Birds  81:  564)  and  1986-87  indi\idual 

above,  a   further  six  individuals  recorded  as  follows:  second-summer,  25th  .April  to  10th  May 

(M.  .A.  (iarner,  S.  A’ounget  «/.);  another,  2nd  .May  (M.  .A.  Gamer,  P.  Kinsella,  D.  Messenger  <■/ 
at.);  first-summer,  28th  .April  to  30th  May  (.M.  .A.  Gamer  W   at.);  another  two  first-summers, 
2nd,  4th,  30th  May  (M.  .A.  Garner,  P.  Kinsella,  I).  Messenger  et  at.);  another,  30th  May  (.A. 

Gopleston,  M.  .A.  (Lirner,  C.  Kehoe  et  al.).  C^rosby  Marina,  second-winter,  7th  .\o\eml>er  to 

end  December  (S.  A'oung),  presumed  one  or  other  returning  first-summer  individuals  above. 
Freshfields  and  Formby  Point,  adult,  14th  November  (F.  J.  Smith). 

1987  Shetland  Loch  of  llillwell,  first-winter  moulting  to  first-summer,  27th  to  at  least  28th 

.April  (Brit.  Birds  81:  .564),  to  9th  May  (per  J.  N.  Dymond). 

1987  Tyne  &   Wear  Boldon  Flats,  second-winter,  3rd  February  (1).  M.  Foster). 

(North  America)  Surely  this  can’t  go  on  .   .   .?  I'he  backlog  must  soon  be 
running  out  for  this  species,  now  no  longer  considered  by  the  Committee 

(but  it  must  be  said  that  several  records  gave  concern  that  the  Herring 

Ciull  L.  argentotus  problem  is  still  not  always  fully  considered).  .After  all  the 

efforts  to  get  the  full  and  correct  picture  since  1973,  it  is,  in  some  ways,  a 

shame  to  lose  the  single,  annual  reports  now,  but  it  was  clearly  inevitable. 

At  Seaforth,  there  were  no  fewer  than  five  individuals  on  2nd  .May  1987. 

Iceland  Gull  L   anis  glaucoide.'i  (0,  7,  1) 
\n  individual  showing  the  characters  of  the  North  .American  race  L   g. 
kiimliem  was  recorded  as  follows: 

Grampian  BaufT  Bay  and  Harbour,  adult,  since  December  1987  (see  below),  to  5th  .April 

(J.  G.  Steele  et  at.);  same,  Macdufl' Harbour,  20th  January  (G.  .Anderson);  presumed  same, 
BanfTBay  and  Harbour,  27th  December  to  1989  (G.  M.  CresswelfJ.  S.  Nadin.J.  G.  Steele  et 
al.). 

1987  Grampian  Banff  Bay  and  Harbour,  30th  December  (Brit.  Birds  81:  565),  from  27th 

December  to  1988  (J.  G.  Steele  et  al.). 

(Baffin  Island  and  Northwest  Ungava  Peninsula,  Canada)  One  in 

Ireland,  at  Ballycotton,  Co.  Cork,  on  18th  March. 

The  ‘usual’  adult  in  Scotland. 

Ross’s  Gull  Rhodostethia  rosea  (2,  46,  3) 
Cornwall  Poldhu  Cove,  Mullion,  first-winter,  8th- 12th  .March  (.A.  R.  Pay  et  al.);  same, 

Falmouth,  12th  (S.  M.  Christophers  et  al.),  also  in  Devon. 

Devon  Plym  Estuary,  first-winter,  13th-29th  March  (J.  F.  Babbington,  R.  \V.  White  et  al.); 

same,  Bere  Ferrers,  26th  (P.  J.  Barden),  presumed  same  as  Cornwall  individual. 

Merseyside  Seaforth,  adult,  3rd  January  (R.  .A.  Hall,  Dr  P.  H.  Smith  et  al.). 

1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  adult,  30th  September  (P.  .A.  lassey). 

(Northeast  Siberia  and  Canada)  An  adult  in  Ireland,  at  Aughinish 

Causeway,  Co.  Clare/Galway,  on  28th  February  . 

The  1987  Humberside  record  was  only  two  days  after  one  in  Grampian, 

tempting  obvious  conclusions. 
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Ivory  Gull  Pagophilo  ebumea  (76,  30,  0) 

1980  Shetland  Westing,  Unsl,  freshly  dead,  26th  April  (P.  Guy,  R.  J.  d'ulloch  et  al.). 
(Circumpolar  Arctic)  This  is  additional  to  another  adult,  also  found 

dead  on  Unst  in  June  of  that  year. 

Gull-billed  Tern  Gelochelidon  nilotica  (52,  181,  2) 
Devon  Topsham,  adult,  2nd  August  (R.  H.  Montgomer)). 

Sussex,  East  Pett  Level,  adult,  15th  August  (R.  M.  &   R.  P.  Fray). 

1987  Cornwall  Marazion,  Hayle,  Nanjizal,  19lh-28th  April,  22nd  May  (Brit.  Birds  81:  566), 
Penzance,  2nd  May  (C.  1).  R.  Heard). 

(Almost  cosmopolitan,  nearest  colony  Denmark)  Although  not  ‘dif- 

ficult’ if  seen  well,  this  species  leads  to  many  poorly  documented  claims 
which  fail  to  be  accepted  as  proven',  in  reality,  it  is  likely  to  be  a   ver)'  rare 
bird  in  Britain  (but  it  just  might  be  commoner  but  poorly  observed). 

Sandw'ich  Tern  Sterna  sandvicensis  is  the  main  confusion  species;  an  adult’s 

yellow  bill  tip  may  be  ‘lost’  in  strong  light,  and  ajuvenile  has  a   shorter  bill 
without  the  yellow.  Look  carefully  at  structural  characters,  rump  and  tail 

colour  and  wing-tip  details  if  you  see  what  looks  like  a   Gull-billed  Tern. 

Caspian  Tern  Sterna  caspia  (30,  144,  19) 
Avon  Chew  Valley  Lake,  13th  August  (P.  Luxton  et  at.). 

Cheshire  Northwich,  8th  .May  (S.  Hart,  P.  McCiuire),  probabh'  same  as  Leicestershire, 
Warwickshire  individual. 

Derbyshire  Ogston  Reservoir,  26th  June  (R.  A.  Frost,  A.  (L  Macey). 

Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  Rother  Valley  Country  Park,  29th  July  (A.  M.  &   P.  M. 

Wilson),  probably  same  as  South  Muskham,  Nottinghamshire,  individual,  28th. 

Dorset  Stanpit  .Marsh,  15th  to  at  least  17th  June  (M.  J.  Gibbons,  J.  H.  Morgan,  D.  N.  Smith  et 
al.)(Brit.  Bird.s  81:  plates  269  &   270). 

Gwynedd  Cemlyn  Bay,  .Anglesey,  5th  August  (K.  G.  &   Mrs  E.  Croft). 

Humberside  Spurn,  adult,  2nd  .September  (1.  Crowther,  M.  G.  Neal,  B.  R.  -Spence  et  at.). 

Kent  Folkestone  Warren,  5th  June  (S.  J.  Broyd).  Dungeness,  17th-18th  June  (N.  Odin  et  at.). 
Leicestershire  Rutland  Water,  7th  May  (R.  E.  Davis,  N.  Johnson,  K.  J.  Spriggs  et  at.), 
probably  same  as  Lincolnshire,  5th,  and  Warwickshire,  Cheshire  individual,  8th. 

Lincolnshire  Spalding,  5th  May  (W.  J.  O.  Nowlan),  presumed  same  as  Leicestershire, 

Warwickshire,  Cheshire  individual.  North  Hykeham  and  Thorpe-on-the-Hill,  8th  May  (K.  I). 

Durose,  .A.  C.  Sims),  presumed  same  as  .South  Muskham,  Nottinghamshire,  individual,  4th- 
12th. 

Norfolk  Breydon,  29th  .April  (1.  N.  Smith).  Hickling,  two,  18th  June  (J.  Hampshire,  F. 
Russell,  K.  Sussams  et  al.). 

Nottinghamshire  South  Muskham,  discontinuously,  4th- 12th  May;  same,  Winthoipe,  8th 
(D.  R.  .Atkinson,  M.  Kennewell,  M.  J.  \Varren  et  at.),  also  in  Lincolnshire;  ringed  indiWdual, 

12th-13th  July  (D.  R.  Atkinson,  M.  Kennewell,  A.  C.  Sims),  presumed  same,  28th  (M. 
Kennewell),  presumed  same,  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire  above,  29th. 

Staffordshire  Westport  Lake,  8th  June  (W.J.  Low). 

Suffolk  Minsmere,  1 1th  May  (D.  Bradshaw,  G.  C.  Faylor  et  at.);  probably  first-summer,  29th 
July  (P.  A.  Har\ey  et  at.). 

Warwickshire  Seeswood  Pool,  Nuneaton,  8lh  May  (J.  Liggins),  |)robably  same  as 
Lincolnshire,  Leicestershire,  Cheshire  individual. 

Yorkshire,  North  Bubwith,  3rd  May  (1.  Claves). 

Yorkshire,  South  Fhrybergh  Country  Park,  29th  July  (W'.  Dudhill  et  al.),  same  as  Rother 
Valley  Country'  Park,  Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire,  individual,  29th,  above. 

1987  Norfolk  Hickling,  another,  4th-7th  July  (Brit.  Birds  81:  566),  second  named  observer 
was  K.  R.  Dye. 

1987  Suffolk  Lackford  W'ildfowl  Reser\e  and  Cavenham  Gravel-pits,  21st-22nd  .August  (G. 
(iregory,  C.  J.  &   K.  L.  Jakes  et  al.). 
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1987  Wiltshire  Cotswold  Water  Park,  first-summer,  15th  August  (N.  Pleass). 

(Almost  cosmopolitan  except  South  America,  ever)'where  local)  In 
Ireland,  two  at  Ballycotton,  Co.  Cork,  from  7th  to  9th  .\ugust  (one  until 

13th) — coinciding  with  Least  Colidris  minutilla,  Baird’s  C.  bairdii  and  Stilt 
Sandpipers  Micropalama  himantopus  there! 

1   here  can  be  little  to  get  the  adrenalin  flowing  more  quickly  than 
finding  one  of  these  great  whoppers,  and  this  remains  true  even  after  a 

sensational  invasion  in  1988;  May  and  June  records  clearly  present 
problems  in  statistical  assessment,  however.  There  were  nine  in  1966, 

eight  in  1971,  a   record  12  in  1976  and  eight  in  both  1977  and  1979,  but  the 

average  is  four  or  hve  a   year. 

Lesser  Crested  Tern  Sterna  bengalensis  (0,  4,  0) 

Norfolk  Cley,  26th  August  (C'.  Ivey,  A.  Johnson,  R.  I..  Morgan  et  al.).  ritchwell,  3rd 
September  (.\.  Livingstone  cl  al.). 

Northumberland  Fame  Islands,  5th-7th  May,  18th  to  5thjune,  13th  July  (A.  I.  Bowman,  S. 
Busuttil,  1).  C.  Richardson  el  al.).  Hauxley,  23rdjune  (I.  R.  Douglas,  K.  Nattrass,  M.J.  Sharp 

el  al.).  Cresswell  Pond,  lOth  August  (A.  J.  Booth,  M.  A.  Ridsdale.J.  Sharpe). 

1987  Cleveland  South  Care,  14th  June,  23rd  .\ugust  {Util.  Rirds^\:  567), also  Donnan’s  Pool, 
13th  June  (F.  Bailey),  Hartlepool  Docks,  23rd  .\ugust  (K.  Moir,  S.  Ryan  el  al.). 

1987  Northumberland  Fame  Islands,  '^th  .May  to  20th  June,  apparently  paired  with 

Sandwich  Fern  .S’,  sandvicetisis,  sitting  on  two  eggs  by  25th,  nest  later  waterlogged,  one  egg  lost; 
sat  on  other  to  1 1th  June  (I.  Burton  and  per  P.  Hawkey);  presumed  returning  individual  of 

1986  {Bril.  Birds  81;  567). 

(North  and  East  Africa,  east  to  .Xustralia)  The  Norfolk  individual  of 

1983  is  now  regarded  as  probably  the  same  as  that  in  Cleveland,  Norfolk 

and  Northumberland  during  1983  and  1984,  and  all  the  above  records  are 

presumed  to  relate  to  the  same  individual.  A   female  bird  sitting  on  eggs 

must  be  presumed  to  have  laid  them,  but  absolute  proof  of  that  may  be 
lacking. 

Forster’s  Tern  Sterna  for steri  (0,  16,  0) 
Gwynedd  Holyhead  area,  adult,  lOth  January  to  26th  February  (K.  G.  &   Mrs  F..  Croft  el  at.)-, 
presumed  same,  Penmon,  at  least  15th- 16th  October  (M.  W.  Smith  per  T.  Gravett), 

presumed  same  as  1986-87  individual  {Bril.  Birds  81:  567). 

1987  Gwynedd  Great  Orme,  adult,  23rd  .\ugust  {Bril.  Birds  81:  567),  also  Penmon.  at  least 

17th  October  (J.  P.  Moulton,  M.J.  Tribe  el  al.). 

1987  Merseyside  Seaforth,  adult,  15th  March  (Miss  Copleston,  M.  .\.  Gamer,  P. 

Kinsella),  presumed  same  as  Gwy  nedd  individual. 

(North  America)  Whether  more  than  one  was  in  North  Wales  in  1987 
remains  unresolved. 

Bridled  Tern  Sterna  anaefhetus  (3,  7,  2) 

Cleveland  Hartlepool,  9th  .\ugust  (D.  &   K.  Cowton),  presumed  same  as  Northumberland 
individual. 

Gwynedd  fiemlyn  Bay,  .\nglesey,  lst-23rd  July  (I.  Cattermole,  B.  Hill  el  al.){Bril.  Birds  81: 

plate  316;  82:  plates  327  &   331). 

Northumberland  Coquet  Island,  11th- 12th,  21st  July,  13th-20th,  23rd-28th  .\ugust  (N. 

Gartshore,  M.  Stott,  I).  J.  Turney  el  fl/.)(plate  328);  same,  Hauxley,  12th  July  (I.  R.  Douglas, 

K.  Nattrass,  M.J.  Sharp  el  al.). 

(Caribbean  east  to  Philippines  and  .\ustralia)  The  first  ones  since  1984. 

The  first  five  were  all  found  dead,  the  first  live  one  being  in  1979;  previous 

records  were  in  .\pril,  June,  July,  August,  September  (two),  October  (two) 

and  November  (two),  so  little  pattern  is  yet  established. 
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327.  Bridled  I'ern  Sterna  anaethelus,  Gwynedd,  July  1988  {R.J.  Chandler) 

328.  Bridled  Tern  Sterna  anaethetus,  Northumberland,  July/AugusI  1988  (N.  .4.  Gartshore) 

Whiskered  Tern  Chlidonias  hybridus  (20,  73,  10) 
Devon  Otter  Estuary,  22nd-24th  May  (J.  C.  Connelly,  A.  H.  ].  Harrop,  M.  Eockyear  e/  ai). 
Dorset  Stanpit  Marsh,  30th  May  (M.  J.  Gibbons  et  aL)\  presvimed  another,  16th  June  (Mr 
Driscoll,  M.J.  Gibbons). 

Hampshire  Mockbeggar  bake,  two,  14th  May  (R.  &   Mrs  B.  Allison,  Dr  M.  E.  Witherick). 
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Kent  l)unp;eness,  28lli  May  (S.  McMinn,  R.  Walters).  Also  in  Sussex. 

Norfolk  Welney,  juvenile,  17th,  21st-23rd  October  (J.  B.  Kemp  et  at.). 

Northamptonshire  I'hrapston  Gravel-pits,  25th  May  (1).  Ca.s\vell,  S.  G.  Page  et  at.). 

Suffolk  Minsmere,  26th  May  ((>.  G.  i'aylor  et  at.). 
Sus.sex,  East  Rye,  28th  May  (R.  R.  (jreenhalf,  R.  Harris  et  al.).  .\lso  in  Kent. 

1987  Dorset  Lotlmoor,  18th  .April  (lirit.  Birds  81:  567),  also  Radipole  (R.  .Allison). 

1987  Kent  Stodmarsh,  first-summer,  21st  June  (G.  Hindle,  1).  G.  Gilbert,  J.  E.  I'ilbrook  et 
al.). 

1987  Norfolk  Great  Yarmouth,  27th  June  (M.  R.  Flack,  .A.  Rae).  ritchwell,  28th  June  (W.  .A. 

Davidson).  Both  presumed  same  as  Pentney  (iravel-pits  individual,  3l)th  June  to  1st  July 
{Brit.  Birds  81:  568). 

(South  Eurasia,  Africa,  Australia)  In  Ireland,  one  in  1987  now  accejited, 

at  Tacumshin,  Co.  Wexford,  on  2nd  May.  In  1988,  one  at  Ballycotton,  Co. 

Cork,  from  3rd  to  29th  May. 

A   good  year;  the  October  juvenile  in  Norfolk  is  the  latest  in  the 

C'ommit tee’s  exj:>erience. 

White-winged  Black  Tern  Chlidonias  leucopterus  (50,  497,  1 1) 
Cornwall  Bude,  juvenile,  lOth  .Auirust  (R.  Bere,J.  C.  Pett,  G.  P.  Sutton  et  al.). 

Cornwall/Devon  Upper  I'amar  Reservoirs,  juvenile,  1   lth-1 4th  ,Auja;ust  (G.  P.  Sutton  et  al.). 
presumed  same  as  Bude  individual. 
Devon  See  G.ornwall/Devon  above. 

Derbyshire  .Staunton  Harold  Reserx'oir,  juvenile,  24th-25th  September  (.A.  .Shaw  et  al.). 

Dorset  W'eymoulh  Bay,  adult,  27th  June  (M.  Cade).  Hengistbuix  Head,  juvenile,  7th 
September  (1).  N.  Smith). 

Hampshire  Fling  (ireat  Marsh,  adult,  5th-6th  .August  (B.  J.  .Small  et  al.)\  presumed  same. 
Fitchfield  Haven,  8th  (   P.  1).  Godlin  et  al.),  Hythe  area,  to  5th  .September  (per  B.  J.  Small). 

Kent  Minnis  Bay,  juvenile,  28th  .August  to  6th  September  (l)r  .A.  .M.  Hanby,  I .   \.  Hodge  et 

al.).  Dungeness,  adult,  7lh  September  (B.  Cdiambers,  R.  F..  1   uriey  et  al.). 

Norfolk  Chllingham  Marsh,  juvenile,  19th-22nd  .August  (1.  .Abrihart,  .A.  Riseborough,  1). 
Walden  et  al.)\  same,  Breydon,  24th  (P.  R.  .Allard). 

Orkney  l.och  of  Fankemess,  first-summer,  16th-17th  June  (F..  R.  Meek  et  al.). 
Suffolk  Minsmere,  adult,  8th  July  (D.  Green,  .A.  .M.  Gregoiy). 

Tyne  &   Wear  Fynemouth  Pier,  adult,  29th  .August  (.A.  Hutt). 

1986  Cheshire  \Voolston  Kyes,  13th  July  (Brit.  Birds  80:  546),  now  regarded  as  adult. 

(Southeast  Europe,  \Vest  and  East  .\sia)  .\t  least  one  well-watched  bird 

has  been  inadequately  reported  and  must  wait  for  another  year;  the 

Committee  apologises  for  this,  but  cannot  include  birds  in  the  report  on 

hearsay.  If  you  notice  any  individuals  that  you  saw,  of  this  or  other 

species,  missing  from  the  report,  please  send  in  your  notes.  The  pattern 

here,  including  a   far-flung  midsummer  wanderer  in  Scotland,  is  familiar. 

Briinnich’s  Guillemot  Uria  lotmna  (2,  22,  1) 

Highland  Dunnel  Bay.  Cf,  freshly  dead,  9th  March  (E.  W.  E.  Maughan.J.  M.  Wil
son),  now 

at  Natural  History  Museum  of  Scotland,  Edinburgh. 

(Circumpolar  Arctic)  Museums  continue  to  benefit  from  the  sharp  eyes 

of  beachcombers,  but  this  species  rarely  lives  to  see  the  business  end  of 
 a 

birdwatcher’s  telescope. 

Yellow-billed  Cuckoo  Coccyzus  americanus  (22,  28,  0) 

1987  Lincolnshire  Rauceby  \Varren  Nature  Reserve,  near  Sleaford,  18th- 
19th  October  (D. 

&   S.  Brooks  et  al.). 

(North  America)  Two  days  after  one  on  Lundy  Island,  Devon. 
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Snowy  Owl  Nyctea  scandiaca  (many,  91,  1) 
Grampian  Near  Inverurie,  cT,  27th  April  to  2nd  May  (K.  A.  Shaw  el  ai). 
Shetland  Fetlar,  two  99  from  1987  {Brit.  Birds  81:  569)  to  3rd  June  (M.  A.  Peacock  el  al.), 
mid  September  to  end  of  year  (R.  A.  Matthews  el  at.).  Uyeasound,  Unst,  9'  1st  May 
intermittently  to  19th  July  (I.  Spence  W   a/.).  Norwick,  Unst,  9^  6th-8thjune.  Westing,  Unst, 
9,  early  July.  Baltasound,  Unst,  9>  1st  August  to  20th  September  (perj.  N.  Dymond).  In 
total,  three,  possibly  four  individuals  involved.  Ronas  Hill,  Mainland,  9>  ̂6th  May,  28th 
June  (J.  N.  Dymond,  P.  M.  Ellis,  Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie),  probably  one  of  Fetlar/Unst 
individuals. 

(Circumpolar  Arctic)  The  first  year  since  1984  that  this  magnificent  owl 
has  appeared  away  from  Shetland.  The  continued  presence  on  Fetlar, 
where  conditions  seem  unable  to  sustain  a   breeding  population,  is 
remarkable  for  a   species  so  famed  for  its  nomadic  wanderings  in  search  of 
a   better  life. 

Needle-tailed  Swift  Himndapus  caudacutus  (2,  4,  I) 
Orkney  Hoy,  28th  May  to  8th  June  (K.  Fairclough,  S.  I'homson  Jnr  el  al.)(Bril.  Birds  8 1 :   plates 263  &   264). 

(West  Siberia  to  Japan,  south  to  Northern  China;  also  Himalayas  east 
to  Taiwan)  There  was  one  in  Orkney  in  1983  and  Shetland  in  1984 — 
perhaps  a   little  too  far  back  to  prompt  ideas  that  the  same  individual 

might  be  returning?  Late  May/early  June  is  the  key  period  for  its  next  fly- 
through. 

Alpine  Swift  Apus  melba  (150,  249,  18) 
Cornwall  I.ansallos,  4th  April  (P.  H.  .\ley,  S.  J.  Cox). 
Devon  East  .Soar,  4th  April  (A.  Benton,  \   .   R.  &   Mrs  .S.  Pucker),  probably  same  as  Cornwall 
individual.  Chudleigh,  10th  .April  (D.  Smallshire).  Exeter,  16th  April  (J.  R.  Hopkins). 
Dorset  Portland  and  Wyke  Regis,  29th  March  to  at  least  2nd  April  (G.  Bright,  B.  C:.  Sheldon 
et  al.).  Peveril  Point  and  Swanage,  two,  30th  March  (,\.  Miller  et  al.),  possibly  including 
preceding  individual.  Weymouth,  11th  April  (M.  Cade). 
Gwent  Monmouth,  15th  .April  (D.  J.  Hughes). 
Humberside  Kilnsea,  20th  March  (T.  Brighton,  P.  Isherwood  ei  al.);  same.  Spurn,  20th 
(1).  M.  Pearce,  B.  R.  .Spence  el  al.).  Bempton,  31st  May  (M.  J.  &   J.  P.  Dawson). 
Kent  .Sandwich  Bay,  21st  April  (C.  N.  Davison,  M.  J.  Pollard).  Folkestone,  16th  May  (I.  A. 
Roberts). 

Norfolk  Brancaster  Staithe,  19th  March  (1).  Holden). 
Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  12th  August  (P.  J.  Donnelly  el  al.). 
Scilly  St  .Agnes  and  Gugh,  22nd  May  (R.  A.  Pilby,  C.  I).  R.  Heaid  el  al.). 
Somerset  Yeovil,  17th  March  (P.  Eincoln). 

At  sea  Sea  area  Lundy,  about  19  km  northwest  of  Land’s  End,  Cornwall,  17th  May  ((E  1). Lewis). 

1987  Humberside  Plamborough  Head,  24th  May  (J.  M.  Pearson,  1).  .A.  Rushforth). 
1987  Kent  Eoreness,  16th  .September  (E.  .Solly). 
1987  Norfolk  Old  Hunstanton  and  Holme,  30th  .April  (M.  E.  White). 
1987  Suffolk  Benacre,  2nd  May  (J.  Minihane,  1).  R.  Newton,  R.  C.  Smith),  same  as  Dunwich 
individual,  2nd  (Bril.  Birds  81:  570). 

(South  Fmrasia,  Northwest  and  East  Africa)  In  Ireland,  singles  at  .sea  at 

the  Marathon  gas-platform,  off  Old  Head  of  Rinsale,  Co.  Cork,  on  29th 
March,  and  another,  an  adult  that  died,  at  the  same  place  on  9th 
November;  on  Cape  Cflear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  on  3rd  April;  at  Helvick 
Head,  Co.  Waterford,  on  16th  Ajjril;  and  at  Mount  Stewart,  Greyabbey, 
Co.  Down,  on  24th  July. 
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With  white-bellied  Swifts  Apus  apus  an  occasional  problem,  more  than 
one  feature  must  be  reported  before  this  species  is  established.  Size  and 

proportions,  preferably  in  comparison  with  Swift,  flight  and  colour  are 

important  characters.  ‘I’ve  seen  them  before  and  this  was  just  like  all  the 
others’  is  not  the  kind  of  report,  for  this  or  any  other  species,  that  the 
Committee  appreciates.  Details  are  still  awaited  of  two  together  in  Kent 

[Brit.  Birds  81,  plates  187-188)  and  one  in  the  West  Midlands  in  March. 

I   here  are  several  very  early  March  and  April  reports  here. 

Little  Swift  Apus  qffinis  (0,  8,  1) 
Humberside  Flamboroutrh  Head,  IHlh,  22nd  July  (J.  C.  I.amplough,  P.  A.  I.assey,  G.  A. 
■Speck). 

1984  Merseyside  .Seaforlh,  22nd  May  (C.  Kehoe). 

(Africa,  Middle  East  and  South  Asia)  The  1984  individual  was  the  sixth 

for  Britain  and  Ireland  and  makes  a   total  of  four  in  May;  the  Humberside 

record  is  the  first  for  July  (other  reports  being  in  June,  .\ugust  and 
November). 

Blue-cheeked  Bee-eater  .Merops  superciliosus  (2,  2,  0) 

1987  Devon  Otter  Estuary,  3()th  June  to  2nd  July  (observers’  names  witbbeld). 
(North,  West,  Southwest,  East  and  Northeast  .Africa,  .Middle  East  and 

Northwest  India)  4’his  was  the  first  in  Britain  since  1984,  with  the 
previous  records  as  long  ago  as  1921  and  1951  (the  last  two  both  in  Scilly). 

Bee-eater  Merops  apiaster  ( 1 54,  251,  31) 
Devon  Prawle  Point,  lOtb  May  (N.  E.  Trigg);  lltb  July  (.\.  Rolwrts,  K.J.  Robins). 

Dorset  .Studland,  six,  7tb  May  (.\.  J.  &   Mrs  E.  Clarke). 

Humberside  Spurn,  31sl  .May  (I.  Crowtber,  P.  Musgrave,  .M.  (».  .\eal);  13tb  June  (   T.  M. 

Clegg);  adult,  18tb  .\ugust  (D.  .\.  Boyd,  I).  &   P.  Burke,  W.  Dudbill  et  at.).  Flamborougb 

Head,  probably  adidt,  17tb-19tb  .August  {.\.  M.  .MIport,  P.  .\.  Eassey). 

Kent  Dungeness,  13tb  June  (N’.  Odin);  adult,  6tb  September  (S.  Mc.Minn,  R.  E.  Turley  et  at.). 
Lancashire  Hogbton,  near  Preston,  two,  16tb  .May  (1).  Tucker). 

Lincolnshire  Friskney  Marsh,  31st  July  (B.  Hancock  et  ai).  Kexby,  near  (iainsborough,  7th 

•August  (S.  H.  &   Mrs  (E  R.  Flolliday).  Tetney,  26th  May  (S.  &   Mrs  A'.  lairand). 
Norfolk  Paston,  adult,  14th  .August  (M.  Fiszer).  Holme,  16th  .August  (D.  .A.  &   FE  M.  Pond). 

Blakeney  Point,  juvenile,  3rd  .September  (Mr  &   Mrs  N.  R.  Stocks  et  at.),  4th  (R.  Q.  Skeen  et 

at.);  presumed  same,  Paston,  4th  (J.  R.  .Appleton),  Sheringham,  4th  (L.  Hesp,  P.  &   S. 

Houghton),  Waxham,  4th  (Dr  R.  .M.  Eeaney),  also  Cley,  Titchwell,  West  Winch,  Wolferton. 

4th  (per  G.  F..  Dunmore). 
Northumberland  Low  Boston,  near  Warkworth,  17th  May  (1.  R.  Douglas,  J.  Sharpe  et  at.). 

Scilly  St  Mary’s,  two,  22nd  June  (M.J.  &   MrsJ.  Mayhew). 
Suffolk  Reydon,  adidt,  12th- 16th  July  (D.  R.  Eaton  et  at.). 

Sussex,  East  Beachy  Head,  adult,  1st  .August  (D.  Cooper,  P.  D.  Eanaway  et  at.). 

Wight,  Isle  of  Rocken  End,  two,  15th  May  (R.  P.  .Attrill,  .S.  Colenutt,  D.J.  &   M.  Hunnybun). 

St  Catherine’s  Point,  adult,  5th  July  (D.  B.  Wooldridge). 
Yorkshire,  North  Bempton,  10th  June  (R.  W.  Wright). 

1987  Cleveland  Margrove  Park  Ponds,  25th-26th  July  (H.  &   N.  Hadfield  et  al.). 

1987  Dorset  Durlston  Countrv  Park,  18th  April  (R.J.  H.  Murray). 

1987  Gwynedd  .South  Stack,  .Anglesey,  four,  1 1th July,  one  to  12th  (P.  Fisher,  L.  Tattershall, 
I.  Warburton). 

1987  Lincolnshire  Holbeach  St  .Matthew,  three,  13th  June  (R.  &   Mrs  K.  Heath). 

(South  Europe,  Southwest  Asia  and  Northwest  .Africa)  Another  good 

year  for  these  avian  colour-charts  from  the  sunny  south. 
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Roller  Coracias  ganulus  (135,  78,  0) 
1987  Gwent  Castleton,  adult,  30lh  September,  probably  since  early  September  (S.  J.  Moon, 

H.  N'icholls,  P.  Pettipher  et  ai). 
(South  and  East  Europe,  West  Asia  and  Northwest  Africa)  The 

postmen  (there  being  12  mailings  per  submission  and  circulation)  kept 

track  of  the  Gwent  record  this  time,  after  its  earlier  loss.  It  was  just  the 
birds  themselves  that  failed  to  make  it  in  1988. 

Yellow-bellied  Sapsucker  Sphyrapicus  varius  (0,  1,  1) 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  immature  female,  trapped,  on  Cape  Clear 

Island,  Co.  Cork,  from  16th  to  19th  October  (plates  329  &   330). 

The  only  previous  record  in  Britain  and  Ireland  was  an  immature  male 

on  Tresco,  Isles  of  Scilly,  during  26th  September  to  6th  October  1975  {Brit. 

Birds  72:  410-414). 

Short-toed  Lark  Calandrella  brachydactyla  (40,  282,  14) 
Devon  l.undy,  25th-27lh  May  (B.  D.  Gibbs,  J.  High,  N.  Willcox). 

Norfolk  Blakeney  Point,  1st  October  (G.  E.  Dunmore,  P.  Feakes,  S.  C.  Joyner  et  al.). 

Scilly  St  Agnes,  6th-10th  May  ((».  R.  Aveiy  ,   J.  1).  Saunders  et  al.);  28th  October  to  2nd 

November,  trapped  1st  (B.  H.  Bailey,  A.  R.  Dean,  M.  Durham  et  al.).  St  Mary’s,  27th 
September  to  14th  October  (J.  Gates,  1).  M.  Harris  et  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  14th  May  (P.  M.  Potts,  D.  Suddaby);  autumn,  three:  23rd  September  to 

18th  October  (D.  Suddaby  et  al.);  2nd-21st  October,  one  or  other  trapped  14th  (D.  P.  Bell  et 

al.);  5th- 1 2th  (N.  J.  Riddiford  et  al.).  Northdale,  Unst,  4th-7th  October  (M.  G.  Pennington, 

M.  Sinclair).  Norwick,  Unst,  4lh,  12th  October  (M.  G.  Pennington).  Sumburgh,  26th 

October  to  5th  November  (M.  Mellor  et  al.).  Northdale,  Unst,  9th-12th  November  (M.  G. 
Pennington). 

1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  25th  June  (P.  A.  Fassey).  Aldebrough,  9th-22nd 

December  (G.  R.  Bennett,  .\.  F.  Johnson,  B.  Richards  el  al.). 

1987  Northumberland  Fame  Islands,  21st-28th  October  (   F.  Barton,  J.  Walton  et  al.); 

another,  28th,  found  dead  7th  November  (S.  Busuttil,  D.  Fairlamb,  T.  I’horley  el  al.). 
(South  Eurasia  and  North  Africa)  One  in  Ireland,  on  Dursey  Island,  Co. 

Cork,  on  19th  and  20th  October. 

The  1987  June  record  in  Humberside  recalls  one  in  1986  at  sea,  in  sea 

area  Humber,  on  16th  June,  and  another  at  Easington,  Humberside,  from 

12th  to  19th  June  1982;  there  are  other  June  records,  from  Fair  Isle  in 

1985,  Cleveland  (from  June  to  August)  in  1974,  Somerset  in  1973  and 

Spurn  (Humberside)  and  Skokholm  (Dyfed)  in  1970,  but  it  is  clearly  an 

unusual  month  for  this  inconspicuous  little  lark. 

Crag  Martin  Ptyonoprogne  rupestris  (0,  0,  2) 
Cornwall  Stithians  Reservoir,  22nd  June  (P.  Higson). 

Sussex,  East  Beachy  Head,  9th  July  (E.  D.  Urquhart). 

(Southern  Europe,  North  Africa,  Middle  East)  Accepted  for  ‘Categor)' 

A’ — another  one  out  of  the  way,  leaving  few  ‘obvious’  choices  to  add  to  the 
British  list.  For  two  to  appear  so  close  together,  after  years  of  waiting,  is 
Just  another  of  those  odd  coincidences  that  keeps  us  guessing. 

Red-rumped  Swallow  Hirundo  daurica  (7,  153,  14) 
Cornwall  Cot  Valley  and  Kenidjack,  24lh  October  (D.  J.  Barker  r/ «/.).  Gwithian,  three,  24th 

October;  two,  probably  of  same,  Ventonleague,  26th  (P.  .\.  Rutter). 

Grampian  Aberdeen,  17th  November  (B.  J.  Stewart  et  al.). 
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Humberside  Flamboroiigh  Head,  4th  May  (P.  A.  I,assey).  Spurn,  3 1st  May  (1.  Crowther, 
M.  (j.  Neal,  P.  Shepherd). 

Kent  Bough  Beech  Reservoir,  23rd  April  (C.  Bond  et  at.).  Dungeness,  13th  June  (N.  Odin). 

Northumberland  Diinstanhurgh,  13th  November  (J.  C.  &   J.  \1.  Day). 

Scilly  St  Mary’s,  two,  23rd-25th  October  (P.  1.  Holt,J.  P.  Martin,  J.  .Norton,  P.  Raby  el  at.)-, 
presumed  same,  I   resco,  26th-27th  (S.  J.  Broyd,  R.  Hibbett,  P.  1.  Holt  el  al.). 

1986  Merseyside  Red  Rocks,  28th  September  (M.  (nbson,  J.  l   umer  et  at.). 

1987  Clwyd  Point  of.Xir,  five,  possibly  seven,  26th  October,  four  to  28th  (R.  J.  Jennett,  J.  C. 
Weldrick). 

1987  Cornwall  Prevail,  two,  25th  October  (S.  (j.  Rowe). 

1987  Dorset  .\rne,  19th  ,\pril  (B.  Beck,  W.  K.  Fletcher,  S.  Roantree).  Hengistburv  Head,  6th 

May  (Mrs  J.  Bale,  Mrs  J.  M.  Butt),  presumed  one  of  the  two  at  Stanpit  on  2nd  May  (Brit. 
Birds  H\:  572). 

1987  Grampian  (iirdleness,  16th  May  (.\.  Feitch). 

1987  Hampshire  Farlington  Marshes,  14th  November  (R.  P.  C3ay). 

1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  5th-8th  November  (Brit.  Birds  81:  572),  observers 

included  B.  Richards,  P.  Willoughby;  at  least  four  more  recorded:  three,  22nd  October 

(/\.  M.  .\llport,  J.  C.  Famplough,  P.  A.  I,assey  et  al.)\  26th-27th  (B.  S.  &   J.  M.  Bates);  31st 
(P.  ,\.  Passey,  J.  M.  Pearson,  Miss  I.  .Smith). 

1987  Kent  St  Margaret’s  Bay,  1st  November  (C.  J.  Cox). 
1987  Lincolnshire  (iibraltar  Point,  two,  24th-28th  October,  additional  two,  27th  (C.  Brown 
el  al.). 

1987  Norfolk  Happisburgh,  11th  November  (F.  I   .   (iates,  J.  .\.  Smith,  R.  Wills), 

presumed  one  of  Winterton  individuals.  Pith  (Bril.  Birds  81:  572). 

1987  Northumberland  Bamburgh,  1st  November  (M.  S.  &   Mrs  .\.  Hodgson  el  al.). 

1987  Scilly  St  Mar\'’s,  one,  21st  October,  at  least  five,  23rd,  one,  24th,  seven  together,  27th, 
two,  28th  (Brit.  Birds  81:  572),  three,  24th  (1).  J.  Odell,  R.  M.  Patient  el  al.). 

1987  Shetland  C'.lickimin  Loch,  Lerwick,  31st  October  (Bril.  Birds  81:  577),  M.  Holmes  sole 
observer. 

1987  Suffolk  Landguard,  two,  28th  October  (1).  R.  Moore,  S.  H.  Piotrowski  et  al.).  Lowestoft, 

Pith  November  (A.  C.  Fiaston,  S.  J.  Ling  et  al.).  Southwold,  21st-25th  Noveml)er  (M.  Forltes, 

L.  I'ownsend  et  al.). 

(South  and  hast  Eurasia  and  Africa)  In  Ireland,  two  near  Baldwinstown, 

Co.  Wexford,  from  30th  April  to  2nd  May;  one  at  l   irkeel,  Co.  Cork,  on 
25th  October. 

The  Committee  is  aware  of  the  potential  problem  of  Swallow  Hinmdo 

ni.stica  X   House  Martin  Delichon  urbico  hybrids,  so  it  is  important  that  the 

nape,  rump  patch  and  undertail-coverts  of  a   supposed  Red-rumped  are 
described  in  detail.  All  the  above  fitted  the  bill,  and  the  1987  additions 

make  that  year  even  more  amazing,  with  about  64  in  total.  The  1987  Scilly 

flocks  (repeated  above)  should  be  compared  with  the  coincidence  of  five 

or  seven  in  Clwyd.  In  1988,  numbers  were  much  reduced,  but  still  well 

above  average. 

Cliff  Swallow  Hinmdo  pynhonota  (0,  1 ,   1 ) 

Cleveland  South  Care,  probably  juvenile,  23rd  October  (R.  Little,  C.  Sharp  et  al.). 

(North  America)  The  first  for  Britain  and  Ireland  was  in  October  1983, 

in  the  national  centre  for  Nearctic  rarities,  the  Isles  of  Scilly.  repeat 

perfomiance  on  the  English  northeast  coast  was  unexpected,  to  say  the 

least,  but  coincided  with  an  Indigo  Bunting  Passerina  cyanea  (of  certain 

identity,  but  uncertain  provenance)  and  a   Northern  W'aterthrush  
Seiurus 

noveboracensis  farther  south  on  that  same  coastline.  The  swallow  may  help 

the  bunting,  but  needs  little  support  in  return,  as  it  is  hardly  a   candidate 
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for  an  ‘escape’.  It  was  more  than  a   little  sharp  of  the  obser\  ers  to  spot  it flying  overhead. 

Richard’s  Pipit  Ant  bus  novaeseelandiae  (135, 
1981  Sussex,  East  Near  St  Leonard’s-on-Sea,  10th  October  (K.  M.  Johnston). 

(Asia,  .Africa,  Australasia)  Long-since  removed  from  the  list  of  species 

considered  by  the  Committee,  this  big  pipit  remains  a   good  and  exciting 

find.  With  Blyth’s  Pipit  A.  blythi  ver)'  much  in  mind  nowadays,  it  pays  to 
look  carefully  at  a   Richard’s.  The  1981  total  moves  to  46. 

Olive-backed  Pipit  Anthus  hodgsoni  ( 1 ,   59,  9) 
Humberside  Sammy’s  Point,  Easington,  20th-21st  October  (\V.  E.  Oddie  et  al.). 
Elamborough  Head,  24th  October  (M.  Newsome,  P.  J.  Willoughby  et  al.). 
Norfolk  Siiflkey,  13th  October  (G.  D.  Elliott,  M.  J.  Everett  el  al.). 
Scilly  St  ,\gnes,  28th  October  to  3rd  November,  trapped  30th  (G.  R.  .Aveiy,  B.  H.  Bailey, 
G.  Bradshaw  et  al.). 

Shetland  Exnaboe,  Mainland,  3rd  Januaiy  (I).  &   J.  Goutts,  R.  E.  Howells  el  al.).  f   air  Isle, 
two:  7th  October  (N.  J.  Riddiford  el  al.)\  llth-22nd  (N.  J.  Riddiford,  A.  E.  Silcocks  et  al.). 

Lerwick,  26th-29th  October  (P.  M.  Ellis,  E.  1).  Hamilton,  P.  \'.  Harvey).  \'irkie,  30th  October 
(1).  R.  Bird,  P.  \’.  Harcey). 

(Northeast  Russia  to  Central  and  East  Asia)  The  pick  of  an  otherwise 
standard  bunch  was,  quite  clearly,  the  unprecedented  Januaiy  record  from 

Shetland;  but  remember  the  famous  garden  bird  of  February'  to  .April  1984 
in  Berkshire.  Just  about  anything  can  happen! 

Pechora  F'vpii  Anthus  giistavi  (13,  16,  1) Shetland  Pair  Isle,  5th-7th  October  (.A.  J.  Livett,  D.  M.  Russell,  P.  G.  W.  Salaman  et  al.) 
(fig-  4). 
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Eig.  4.  Pechora  Pipit  .Anlhu.s  gu.stavi,  Shetland,  October  1 988  {Paul  Salaman) 

(Northeast  Russia,  Central  and  East  Asia)  The  seventeenth  since  1958 

and  the  eleventh  on  Fair  Isle,  fitting  neatly  into  the  peak  time  of  late 

September/early  October.  It  tends  to  appear  in  ‘runs’ — 1971-72,  1975-78 
and  1 984-86. 
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Red-throated  Pipit  Anthus  cervinus  (30,  172,  9) 

Greater  London  Barn  Llnis  Reser\oirs,  O",  13th  May  (R.  B.  Hastings,  J.  P.  P.  U   ilczur). 
Norfolk  Blakeney  Point,  15th-lhth  May  (N.  H.  &   Mrs  P.  A.  Butler,  M.  Fiszer,  M.  1.  Piercey  el 

al.)',  another,  16th  (J.  llodgkinson,  I   .   P.  Kerridge  el  al.);  one  or  other  to  17th. 
Scilly  St  Agnes,  6th-7th  May  (G.  R.  .Avery,  J.  1).  Sanders  el  al.). 
Shetland  Fair  Isle,  2nd  June  (P.  M.  Potts).  Baltasound,  L   nst,  trapped  22nd  .May  (M.  G. 

Pennington,  I   Spence).  Quendale,  13th- 14th  October  (D.  R.  Bird,  P.  \'.  Harvey  el  al.). 

I   lillswick,  21st  ( )ctoher  (Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie).  A'irkie,  29th  October  (M.  .Mellor,  I).  Suddaby). 

1984  Sussex,  East  Near  St  Leonard’s,  28th  October  (K.  M.  Johnston,  S.  C.  Richardson). 
1987  Northumberland  Holy  Island,  lOth  .May  (K.  \S .   Regan,  X.  J.  Watinough). 

(Arctic  Eurasia)  A   belated  record  from  Ireland,  of  one  at  Ballycotton, 

Co.  Cork,  on  24th  October  1987. 

It  is  always  satisfying  to  see  well-documented  reports  of  this  species, 

but  those  in  the  small  Hush  in  May  were  naturally  easier  than  non-red- 
throated  ones  in  autumn. 

American  Pipit  Ant hu.s  nibescens  (3,  1,  1) 

Scilly  St  Mary’s,  9th- 19th  October  (G.  1).  R.  Heard  el  at.). 
(North  Antericti,  western  (ireenland,  eastern  .Asia)  One  of  the  more 

creditable  and  interesting  finds  of  the  aittunm;  the  previous  records  were 

on  St  Kilda  in  September  1910,  in  Co.  Wexford  in  October  1951,  on  Fair 

Isle  in  September  1953  and  in  Cat.  \\  icklow  in  .November  1967,  with  three 

others  under  consideration  {Brit.  Birds  81:  208).  Scilly  in  October  must 

have  been  as  good  a   bet  as  any  for  the  next. 

Yellow  Wagtail  Motarilla  flava  (3,  13,  1) 

Males  showing  the  characters  of  the  black-headed  subspecies  .\1.  f   feldegg 
were  recorded  as  follows: 

Oxfordshire  Brighlvvell-cum-Sotwell,  4th-5th  June;  same,  Roke,  12th  June  to  lOth  July  (.\. 

Brampton,  P.  I)a\is  el  al.). 

198.5  Northumberland  Gressvvell  Ponds,  2nd  June  (I.  S.  Chadwick,  W .   G.  .Savage  el  al.). 

1986  Dyfed  Skomer,  7lh  May  (G.  Walker). 

(Balkans  and  .Asia  Minor)  .A  number  of  other  records  remain  under 

consideration  or  reciuire  review  (this  being  a   somewhat  troublesome  race 

on  which  to  reach  a   consensus  view,  judging  by  recent  literature).  The 

Oxfordshire  bird  was  evidently  settled  into  a   territory . 

Citrine  Wagtail  Motacilla  atreolo  (2,  43,  1) 
Shetland  Fair  Isle,  first-winter,  8th-10th  September  (P.  M.  Potts,  X.  J.  Riddiford  el  at.). 

1987  Orkney  Deerness,  Mainland,  first-winter,  4th  October  (F.  R.  Meek.  F..  J.  &   S.  J. 

Williams). 

(Northeast  and  East  Russia,  West  Siberia,  West  and  Central  .Asia). 

More  or  less  average  for  this  persistent  but  very  scarce  yvagtail. 

Thrush  Nightingale  Luscinia  luscinio  (2,  71,  7) 

Kent  Dungeness,  in  song,  trapped  11th  May  (S.  McMinn  el  at.).  Sandwich  Bay,  in  song,  15th- 

20th  May,  trapped  15th  (C.  X.  Davison,  J.  R.  Hill  el  al.). 

Norfolk  Blakeney  Point,  cT,  15th-18th  May  (P.  Feakes,  S.  C.  Joyner,  X.  Williams  el  al.). 

Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  first-summer,  trapped,  26th-27th  Nlay  (P.  J.  Donnelly,  .A.  F.. 
Duncan  el  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  first-summer  cT.  9th-13th  May.  trapped  9th  (P.  Howlett,  X.  J.  Riddiford  et 

al.)\  14th-21st  .May  (P.  Howlett.  P.  M.  Potts.  X.J.  Riddiford  et  at.).  Kergord,  trapped  
14th 

May  (J.  N.  Dymond,  I.  .Sandison). 
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(Scandinavia,  East  Europe  and  West  Asia)  The  Norfolk  bird  was  not  ‘in 

song’,  but  did  respond  by  singing  back  to  a   tape-recording,  which  proved 
it  was  a   male.  This  is  an  unusually  high  number,  the  best  total  since  1985. 

Siberian  Ruby  throat  Luscinia  calliope  (0,1,0) 
1977  Lincolnshire  Donna  Nook,  14th  October  {Brit.  Birds  72:  533;  73:  108-109),  now 

reviewed  and  no  longer  considered  acceptable. 

(Siberia  and  Japan  west  to  Urals) 

Red-flanked  Bluetail  Tarsiger  cyanurus  (3,  7,  1) 
Lincolnshire  rheddlethorpe  Dunes,  9   immature,  trapped  12th  October  (M.  &   Mrs  F.  F. 

Boddy)(plates  333  &   334). 

(Northeast  Europe,  Asia,  Japan)  Still  an  erratic  and  much-desired 

rarity,  this  being  the  first  since  1984  (but  the  second  for  Lincolnshire).  Of 

the  seven  others  since  1960,  four  were  in  October  and  two  in  late 

September;  the  pattern  is  neatly  continued. 

Black  Redstart  Fhoenicunis  ochrnros  (0,  3,  1 ) 

.An  individual  showing  the  characters  of  one  of  the  intergrading  southern/ 

eastern  populations  F.  o.  ochnuos-semirujus-phoenicuroides  was  recorded  as 
follows: 

Lincolnshire  Donna  Nook,  d",  showing  characters  closest  to  ochrnros,  21st  October  (G.  P. 
C^atley,  1).  Hursthouse,  P.  \Vilson)(plate  332). 

(East  from  southern  USSR  and  Iran)  Three  other  claims  remain  under 

consideration;  none  has  been  accepted  since  1983.  These  ‘eastern’  races 
may  open  up  a   whole  can  of  difficult  worms  .   .   .   Male  oclmiros  can  be  subtle, 

to  put  it  mildly,  but  male  phoenicuroides  are  lovely,  eyecatching  creatures. 

Moussier’s  Redstart  Fhoenicurus  moussieri  (0,  0,  1 ) 
Gwent  Dinas  Head,  cf,  24th  .\pril  (M.  &   Mrs  F.  Barrett,  G.  Walker  el  ai). 

(North  Africa,  from  Morocco  to  Tunisia)  A   spectacular  discovery,  one 
of  the  ultimate  North  African  prizes,  and  completely  unexpected.  The 
escape  likelihood  is,  however,  very  low,  and  it  is  migratory  within  its 
limited  range;  vagrants  have  reached  Italy  (two  records  up  to  1987)  and 
Malta  (seven  records  up  to  1982),  and  the  first  ever  in  Greece  was  on  30th 
March  1988  {Brit.  Birds  82:  349).  The  BOU  Records  Committee  will  be 

placing  the  species  in  ‘Category  A’  {Ibis  in  prep.). 

Stonechat  Saxicola  torquata  (1,  1 19,  3) 
Individuals  showing  the  characters  of  one  or  other  of  the  eastern  races  S.  t. 

mauro  or  stejnegeri  were  recorded  as  follows: 
Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  9   or  immature,  14th  October  (T.  Dolan,  P.  Lassey). 
Kent  Foreness,  9   or  immature,  24th-25th  September  (M.  H.  Davies,  S.  D.  W.  Mount). 
Wiltshire  Ghirton  Down,  9,  since  21st  November  1987  to  7th  February  {Brit.  Birds  81:  578). 
1987  Gwynedd  South  Stack,  Anglesey,  9   or  immature,  10th-13th  October  (P.  Fisher,  P. 

Smith,  1.  H.  Wright);  another,  15th-18th  (P.  Fisher). 

1987  Humberside  P'lamborough  Head,  9   or  immature,  29th  September  to  2nd  October (P.  A.  Lassey  et  ai). 

1987  Shetland  Bridge  of  Walls,  9   or  immature,  2nd-bth  October  {Brit.  Birds  81:  578), 

another,  2nd-6th  (G.  Moar).  Whalsay,  9   or  immature,  23rd  October  (Dr  B.  Marshall). 

1987  Tyne  &   Wear  St  Mar\’s  Island,  9   or  immature,  30th  October  to  2nd  November  (G.  P. Bull,  M.  G.  Winter). 
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(White  Sea,  eastwards  across  Siberia,  East  Caucasus  and  Northern 

Iran)  In  Ireland,  one  at  the  Old  Head  of  Kinsale,  Co.  Cork,  from  27th 
October  to  1st  November. 

One  overwintered  in  Norfolk,  1985/86,  and  another  attempted  to  do  so 

in  Essex,  1986/87,  but  it  is  an  unusual  event;  apart  from  the  Wiltshire 

individual,  this  is  a   fairly  normal  series. 

Isabeliine  Wheatear  Oenantfie  isabellina  (1,3,  1) 

Scilly  Si  Man’s,  2nd-3rd  October  (P.  J.  Dunn  et  at.)(Brit.  Birds  82:  plate  87). 
(Southeast  Europe  east  to  Mongolia)  A   bird  photographed  in  Wales 

and  published  as  this  species  {Brit.  Birds  82:  plate  34)  was  considered  not 

to  be  so,  but  nor  was  it  submitted  as  a   certain  claim;  it  is,  therefore, 

neither  accepted  nor  rejected,  but  it  wasn’t  one.  This  remains,  in  fact,  an 
extreme  rarity,  with  single  reports  in  May,  September  and  November,  and 
now  two  in  October. 

Pied  Wheatear  Oenonthe  pleschanka  (3,  11,  3) 

Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  lirsl-winter  cf,  I7th-18th  October,  trapped  18lh  (F.  A. 
l.assey,  W.  K.  Oddie,  S.  P.  Rooke  el  at.). 

Norfolk  Hlakeney  Point,  9.  October  (.\.  P.  Clhamberlain,  B.  K.  Cleaiy  ,   S.  A.  Stirrup  W 

Orkney  Stronsay,  9<  probably  first-winter,  16tli-19tli  October  (1).  (»arratt,J.  f .   Holloway). 

(Southeast  f/urope  and  South-central  .Asia)  Rarity  analysts  will  love  this 

trio,  separated  by  a   few  hundred  kilometres  but  arriving  almost 

simultaneously — by  what  unknown  series  of  coincidences?  The  year  1983 

is  the  only  previous  one  with  a   multiple  occurrence. 

Black-eared  Wheatear  Oenonthe  hispanica  ( 1 5,  29,  1 ) 
Kent/Sussex,  East  Bewl  Water,  cf,  showing  the  characters  of  O.  k.  hispanica,  5th  May  (R. 

Baines,  P.  C.  Bance  et  at.). 

1987  Scilly  Biyher,  9   or  first-winter,  20th  September  (W.  E.  Oddie). 

(Southern  Europe,  Northwest  .Africa  and  Southwest  .Africa)  The  sixth 

for  1987  makes  that  an  exceptional  year.  .A  spring  male,  of  course,  is  not 

the  same  problem  as  an  autumn  bird — more  of  a   spectacle,  less  of  a 

challenge. 

Desert  Wheatear  Oenonthe  deserti  (11,  15,  2) 

Orkney  Honeysgeo,  South  Ronaldsay,  cT,  21st  to  at  least  30th  October  (C.J.  Corrigan.  K.  E. 

Hague,  Mrs  1..  White  et  at.). 

Shetland  Boddani,  9   or  first-winter,  2nd-3rd  November  (M.  Heubeck,  M.  Mellor  et  at.). 

(North  .Africa,  Northwest  .Arabia,  east  to  Mongolia)  This  species  can 

always  be  hoped  for  to  lengthen  the  autumn  rarity  season;  verv  late 

October  and  November  dates  are  typical.  The  geographical  spread  is 

wide:  Scilly,  the  south  and  east  coasts  of  England,  Cumbria  and  the 

Northern  Isles. 

Rock  Thrush  Monticolo  soxotilis  (6,  15,  1) 

Dorset  Portland,  O",  16th-24th  April  (M.  Cade,  J.  Perkins,  M.  Rogers  et  at.). 

(Central  and  Southern  Eurasia)  .Apart  from  the  strange  Kent  indivi
dual 

of  February^  to  April  1983  (but  now  we  all  know  what  strange  
things 
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happen  in  Kent  early  in  the  year — and  in  strange  places;  the  earliest  up  to 
now  were  on  21st  April  1968,  and  3rd  May  1984  and  1985;  this  one, 
therefore,  sets  a   new'  mark. 

Varied  Thrush  Zoothera  naevia  (0,  1,  0) 
1982  Cornwall  Nanquidno,  14th-23rd  November,  possibly  since  9th  (E.  Grace,  S.  C.  Madge 
et  al.)(Brit.  Birds  76:  plates  37-39). 

(Western  North  America)  This  record  is  now  accepted  in  ‘Category'  A’; 

the  bird’s  unusual  pigmentation  caused  lengthy  research  for  the  BOURC, 
but  was  found  to  be  not  without  precedent  in  the  USA.  It  remains  one  of 

the  all-time  stars  of  passerine  vagrancy,  from  altogether  the  wrong  side  of 
the  New  World — about  as  impossible  to  predict  as  you  can  get. 

Swainson’s  Thrush  Catharus  ustulatus  (1,  12,  0) 
1987  Cornwall  Cot  Valley,  1   lth-18lh  October  (P.  Charles,  D.  J.  Holman,  A. J.  Spottiswood el  ai). 

(North  America)  This  unfortunately  missed  last  year’s  report  owing  to 
late  reporting;  it  predates  one  in  Scilly  by  a   day  and  another  on  Lundy  by 
four  days. 

Gray-cheeked  Thrush  Catharus  minimus  (1,31,  1 ) 
(North  America  and  Eastern  Siberia)  One  on  Cape  Clear  Island,  Co. 

Cork,  from  9th  to  12th  October. 

Dusky  Thrush  Turdus  naumanni  ( 1 ,   7,  0) 
1987  Dyfed  Skomer,  3rd-5th  December  (S.  J.  SutclilTe). 

(Northern  and  Central  Siberia)  Late-autumn  and  winter  records  are  the 
norm,  but  this  is  the  first  since  1983. 

American  Robin  Turdus  migratorius  (11,  18,  1 ) 
Grampian  Inverbervie,  first-winter  cf,  24th-29th  December  (Mrs  J.  Evans,  R.  McCurley  et 
a/.)(plates  157  &   335). 

(North  America)  This  is  the  first  since  1984  and  the  first  seen  by  more 
than  a   handful  of  people  since  1976.  Since  1961,  records  have  been  in 

January  (three),  February  (one).  May  (two),  June  (one),  October  (one), 
November  (five),  and  December  (three,  including  this  one).  In  the  1960s, 
the  spectre  of  escapes  was  raised  more  than  once;  the  current  situation  is 

uncertain,  but  there  seems  no  reason  to  question  this  individual. 

Pallas’s  Grasshopper  Warbler  Locustella  certhiola  (3,  6,  3) Shetland  Fair  Isle,  three:  first-winter,  5th-6th  October,  trapped  5th  (N.  J.  Riddiford,  A.  F. 
Silcocks  et  al.);  9th  (P.  M.  Ellis,  P.  Howlett  et  al.)\  first-winter,  trapped  12th  (N.  J.  Riddiford, 
P.  C».  W.  .Salaman  et  a/.)(fig.  5,  page  547). 

(Western  Siberia  eastwards  to  Japan)  .'Xn  extraordinary  trio;  previous 
records  since  1976  have  been  between  13th  September  and  26th  October. 



329  8c  330.  \'ell()w-belliecl  Sapsucker  Sphyrapicm 
varius,  Co.  Cork,  October  1988  (.-1.  MrCeehan) 
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331.  Bridled  Tern  Sterna  anaelhelus,  Gwynedd,  July  1988  {Sla>e  Young) 

332.  Black  Redstart  Phoenicurus  ochruros,  probably  nominate  race,  Lincolnshire,  October  1988  (Michael Tarrant) 
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336  &   337.  First-winter  Isabelline  Shrike  Lanius  isabellinus,  Dorset,  October  1988  {David  Kjaer) 

338.  Male  Little  Bunting  Emberiza  pusilla,  Oxfordshire,  April  1988  {George  Reszeter) 
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Fig.  5.  Pallas’.s  (irasshopper  Warbler  LociLstella  certhiola,  .Shetland,  October  1988  (Paul Sataman) 
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Lanceolated  Warbler  Lx)custella  lanceolata  (9,  33,  3) 
Shetland  Fair  Isle,  probably  first-year,  15th-21st  September  (Dr  R.  C.  Brace  el  at.);  first- 
winter,  4th-5th  October,  trapped  4th  (N.  J.  Riddiford,  .\.  F.  Silcocks  el  al.)\  first-winter, 

trapped,  lOth  October  (G.  R.  .\very,  P.  M.  Potts,  N.  J.  Riddil'ord  el  al.). 
1987  Fife  Isle  of  May,  2nd  October  (P.  \V.  Forster). 

(East  Eurasia  from  Central  Russia  to  North  Japan)  Meticulous 
examination  by  a   member  of  the  Committee  of  a   single  rather  obscure 

photograph  confirmed  the  identity  of  the  Fife  individual. 

Paddyfield  Warbler  Acrocephalus  agricola  (2,  12,  2) 
Fife  Isle  of  May,  31st  May  to  1st  June,  trapped  31st,  1st  (Dr  M.  P.  Harris,  P.  K.  Kinnear  W 
al.). 

Suffolk  L.andguard,  trapped  1 1th  June  (J.  .\skins,  D.  P.  Butterfield,  .M.  C.  Marsh  el  al.). 

(South  Russia  and  Asia)  The  second  in  May  and  first  in  June  in  Britain. 

Great  Reed  Warbler  .Acrocephalus  arundinaceus  (23,  122,  4) 
Powys  I.langynog,  Montgomeryshire,  in  song,  15th  June  (F..  &   Mrs  M.  Nobles). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  three:  27th  May  to  10th  June,  trapped  27th,  9th  (P.  Howlett,  N.  J. 

Riddiford  et  al.);  2nd-3rd  June  (D.  Davidson,  P.  M.  Potts);  O',  trapped  3rd,  4th  June  (P.  M. 
Potts,  N.  J.  Riddiford  et  al.). 

(Europe,  Southwest  and  East  .Asia  and  North  .Africa)  The  Powys  record 

sees  the  end  of  a   rarity-free  zone;  it  was  backed  by  a   tape  recording, 
complete  with  Welsh  voices,  sheep  and  dogs. 

Booted  Warbler  Hippolais  caligata  (1,  25,  1) 
Orkney  South  Ronaldsay,  3rd-4th  September,  trapped  3rd  (C.  Corrigan,  Mrs  R. 
McCutcheon,  E.  R.  Meek  et  al.). 

(Northwest  Russia,  east  to  Mongolia  and  south  to  Iran)  .A  typical  date 

for  this  rare  warbler,  which  may  sometimes  be  easier  (for  experienced 

observers)  to  identify  than  it  is  to  ‘prove’  in  words  and  field  sketches. 
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Subalpine  Warbler  Sylvia  cantillans  (12,  179,  32) 

Cornwall  St  Levan,  cf,  25th  April  (R.  M.  &   Mrs  R.  Kllis).  Lhe  Lizard,  O",  13th  May  (H. 
Cave,  M.  Hunt). 

Devon  Lundy,  O',  trapped  22nd  April  (S.  Brown,  R.  \V.  Skeates). 
Dorset  Hengistbur)'  Head,  O’,  3rd-4th  June  (D.  N.  Smith  el  al.). 
Fife  Isle  of  May,  9,  9th-13th  May,  trapped  9th,  11th  (M.  Jones,  R.  Proctor  et  al.). 

Gwynedd  Bardsey,  0",  7th  May  (F.  Jenks,  I).  Okines,  (L  Poole  et  at.)',  O',  20th  June  to  16th 
.\ugusl,  trapped  21st  June  and  subsequently,  killed  by  .Sparrowhawk  .Accipiler  nisus,  now  at 
National  Museum  of  W   ales,  Cardiff  (D.  Okines,  G.  Poole,  J.  W   atson). 
Kent  Dungeness,  9,  trapped  28lh  .\pril  (i\.  Odin,  R.  Walters  et  at.).  Reculver,  9,  5th  May 
(Dr  .\.  .M.  Hanby,  B.  .Mattock,  C.  Osborne  et  al.). 

Man,  Isle  of  Calf  of  Man,  O',  possibly  first-summer,  trapped  16th  May  (A.  .Sapsford,  1). 
W   alker);  9,  22nd  May  to  2nd  June,  trapped  22nd  (A.  Sapsford,  D.  Walker). 
Merseyside  Hilbre,  O,  trapped  22nd  .\pril  (B.  &   L.  Lollitt  et  al.). 

Norfolk  Weybourne,  first-summer  9,  trapped  30th  ,\pril  (Dr  M.  P.  Taylor,  J.  Wallis  et  al.). 
Blakeney  Point,  O,  8th-llth  May  (.\.  M.  Stoddart  et  al.). 
Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  O,  probably  first-summer,  dead,  7th  May  (A.  E.  Duncan,  M.  (L 
Pennington  et  al.).  .Stronsay,  O,  15th  May  (J.  F.  &   Mrs  S.  M.  Holloway). 

Scilly  St  .\gnes,  O,  26th  .\pril  (T.  J.  Davis,  T.  .\.  Jones  et  al.)',  9   or  first-summer  O,  22nd 
May  (P.  H.  .\ley,  D.  J.  Odell,  M.  J.  Palmer  el  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  four:  first-summer  O,  probably  showing  the  characters  of  .V.  c.  albistriata, 

27th  .\pril  to  14th  May,  trapped  27th  (C.  Donald,  P.  M.  Potts,  N.  J.  Riddiford  el  al.)',  O,  8th- 

10th  i\iay  (J.  Halpin,  1).  Quine,  N.  J.  Riddiford  et  al.)',  probable  9,  May  (P.  M.  Potts); 

o',  probably  showing  the  characters  of  .S',  c.  albistriata,  22nd  May  (Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie,  N.  J. 
Riddiford  et  al.).  Toab,  Mainland,  O',  4th-5th  May  (M.  Heubeck,  R.  L.  Howells  et  al.).  Out 
Skerries,  O’,  llth-12th  May,  trapped  12th  (MrsJ.  King,  F.  &   Mrs  M.  Fait).  Fetlar,  first- 
summer  O’,  1 1th  May  to  1st  June,  trapped  1 1th  May,  killed  by  cat  (M.  A.  Peacock  et  al.). 
Seafield,  Lerwick,  9,  12th  May  (I).  .Suddaby).  Hillswick,  O’,  14th  May  (Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie). 

Skaw,  L'nst,  O’,  15th-28th  May  (M.  Sinclair,  I.  Spence,  R.  J.  4’ulloch  et  al.). 
Suffolk  Landguard,  O',  23rd-24th  .April,  trapped  23rd  (1).  P.  Butterfield,  R.  A.  Walthew  el al.). 

Sus.sex,  Ea.st  Beachy  Head,  O’,  probably  showing  the  characters  of  .S',  c.  albistriata,  9th- 13th 
.May  (R.  D.  M.  Edgar  et  al.). 

Western  Isles  Loch  Obe,  Barra,  O’,  5th  June  (A.J.  Spottiswood). 
1987  Suffolk  L,andguard,  O',  8th-10th  June,  trapped  8th  (I).  P.  Butterfield  et  al.). 

(South  Europe,  West  Turkey,  Northwest  Africa)  In  Ireland,  a   male  at 

(ireat  Saltee,  Co.  Wexford,  on  7th  June. 

Another  great  spring  for  this  species.  The  subspecies  albistriata  is  a 

strongly  contrasted  one  from  the  Balkans. 

Sardinian  Warbler  Sylvia  melanocephala  (1,  13,  4) 

Dorset  Cogden  Beach,  Bridport,  O’,  2nd-8th  May  (.A.  J.  Barrett  et  al.). 
Kent  .Sandwich  Bay,  O’,  22nd  June  (C.  N.  Davison,  P.  K.  Worsley  et  al.). 
Orkney  Birsay,  O",  24th  to  about  27th  April  (P.  &   V.  C.  Reynolds  et  al.). 
Scilly  St  .Agnes,  9>  Bhh-l  llh  May  (P.  &   Mrs  S.  Morrison,  J.  1).  Sanders  et  al.). 

(South  Europe,  Middle  East  and  North  Africa)  An  unprecedented 

quartet,  but  April,  May  and  June  have  all  turned  up  records  before. 

Desert  Warbler  Sylvia  nana  (0,4,  1 ) 
Wight,  Isle  of  Bembridge  Pools,  30th  October  (P.  Deluce,  N.  Goodyer). 

(Middle  East,  Central  Asia  and  Northwest  Sahara)  This  bird  was 

watched  closely  and  full  notes  were  taken  which  enabled  a   positive  (and 

undoubted)  identification  to  be  made  back  home  later — a   find  of  a 

lifetime.  Previous  records  were  in  October  (two),  November  and 
December. 
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Greenish  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  trochiloides  (13,  149,  17) 
Cleveland  Hartlepool,  7lh  September  (D.  J.  Britton,  1'.  G.  Francis  el  ai). 
Gwynedd  Bardsey,  trapped  13th  June  (P.  Jenks,  1).  Okines,  (b  Poole). 
Humberside  Hamborough  Head,  trapped  7th  September,  released  8th  (P.  l,assey,J.  M. 
Pearson  el  al.). 

Man,  Isle  of  Gall  ol  Man,  trapped  11th  June  (A.  Sapsford,  1).  .\.  Walker). 
Orkney  Stronsay,  lbth-19th  August;  another,  18th-19th  (J.  F.  &   Mrs  S.  .M.  Holloway,  J. 
Stevenson).  Holm,  2nd  .September  (K.  R.  Meek).  Windwick,  South  Ronaldsay,  3rd  to  at  least 
4th  September,  trapped  4th  (F.  R.  .Meek,  K.  j.  Williams  el  al.). 

Scilly  St  Maty  s,  1 1th- 15th  October  (W .   J.  Low,  P.  .\.  J.  Morris  el  al.). 

Shetland  l   air  Isle,  first-winter,  9th-21st  .\ugust,  trapped  9th,  16th  (P.  Howlett,  P.  M.  Potts, 
N.  J.  Riddiford  el  al.);  27th  .August  (G.  Donald,  P.  .\.  Gregory,  I).  R.  Watson  el  al.).  Xoss,  first- 

winter,  llth-13th  .August  (1).  R.  Bird,  .S.  Gable  el  al.).  Whalsay,  first-winter,  trapped  14th 
.August  (Dr  B.  Marshall  el  al.)\  two  first-winters,  both  trapped  28th  .August  (Dr  B.  Marshall, 
M.  Williamson  el  al.).  Berwick,  4th-5th  September  (P.  Nl.  F.llis,  D.  .Suddaby). 

Yorkshire,  North  Filey  Brigg,  first-winter,  6th-7th  September  (P.  J.  Dunn  el  al.). 
1987  Cleveland  Hartlepool,  25th  .August  (B.  Beck,  K.  Moir,  S.  Ryan  el  al.). 

1987  Norfolk  Blakeney  Point,  27th-28th  .August  (P.  J.  Dolton,  R.  O.  Hunt,  S.  M. 
Whitehouse  el  al.),  additional  to  that  of25th-3()th  (liril.  Bird.s  81:  583). 

1987  Yorkshire,  North  Bempton,  26th-28th  .August  (P.  Philp  el  al.). 

(Eurasia,  east  from  Northern  Germany)  .\lstr6ni  &   Olsson,  in  Interna- 

tional Bird  Identification,  did  little  to  boost  confidence  in  obser\ers  faced  with 

this  or  the  next  species;  a   good  combination  of  factors  remains  very 

important  in  their  identification  (and  for  goodness  sake  get  the  thing  to 

call  .   .   .). 

Arctic  Warbler  Phylloscopiis  borealis  (19,  136,  4) 
Lothian  .Skateraw,  21st-23rd  October,  trapped  22nd  (P.  R.  (Jordon,  G.  G.  .MctJuigan  el  al.). 

Norfolk  (Jreat  \’armouth,  lst-2nd  October  (P.  R.  .Allard  el  al.). 
Scilly  St  .Agnes,  I   ltb-19lh  Octofier  (P.  (J.  l.ansdown,  ,S.  Message,  K.  1).  Shaw  W   rt/.)(|)lates  74 

&   75).  Fresco,  17th-19lh  October  ((J.  ('..  Bond,  R.  FI.  (Jhittenden  el  al.). 

(Northern  Eenno-Scandia,  east  to  .\laska)  Ehe  individual  illustrated 

[Brit.  Birds  81:  plate  297)  but  not  listed  in  last  year’s  Report  remains  under 
consideration. 

Pallas’s  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  proregulus  (3,  412,  57) 
Borders  ,St  .Abbs,  22nd  October  (K.  P.  &   M.  R.  I.even  el  al.).  F.yemouth,  22nd  October  (1). 

Patterson). 

Cleveland  Redcar,  23rd  (October  (C.  C.  Robinson  el  al.). 

Cornwall  Porthgwarra,  28th  October  (R.  Beddard,  D.  S.  Flumm  el  al.).  Swanpool.  Falmouth, 

9th  November  (B.  Cave). 

Dorset  Portland,  23rd  (October  (R.  Newton  el  al.)-,  28th  (.A.  J.  (Jardiner,  .M.  Rogers  el  al.).  The 
Nothe,  Weymouth,  23rd-24th  (October  (J.  Stirling.  Miss  L.  Watkins  el  al.).  Durlslon  Countn. 

Park,  26th-28th  (October  (R.  J.  H.  Murray,  S.  F.  Smith,  R.  M.  Ward  el  al.). 

Essex  Coate  (Outfall,  Dengie  Shore.  17th  (October  (D.  Wood). 

Grampian  Cruden  Bay,  19th  to  at  least  22nd  October  (L.  T.  .A.  Brain,  T.  W.  Marshall  el  al.). 

Drums,  22nd  (October  (W.  N.  Hughes  el  al.). 

Gwynedd  .South  Stack,  .Anglesey,  23rd  (October  (K.  G.  &   Mrs  E.  Croft.  .A.  Davies  el  al.). 

(Oreat  (Orme,  27th-28th  (October  (M.  B.  Hughes.  P.  &   N.  I^tham,  N.  Phillips  el  al.). 

Highland  Kinlochewe,  Wester  Ross,  24th  October  (R.  .Strachan). 

Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  eight:  15th-18th  October  (J.  C.  Lamplough,  P.  ,A.  Lassey  el 

al.)-,  trapped  21st  (P.  .A.  l.assey,J.  M.  &   M.J.  Pearson  el  al.)-,  22nd  (P.  .A.  I.assey.  \’.  .A.  Lister, 
D.  I.  M.  Wallace  el  al.)-,  five,  two  trapped,  25th,  one  to  27th  (P.  .A.  I.assey,  M.  Newsome,  P.  J. 

Willoughbv  el  «/.).  Sammy's  f’oint,  Easington,  16th  (October  (.Mrs  C.  Eee.  P.  Mountain, 
10.  Proctor  el  rt/.)(plates  83  &   84).  Spurn,  cf,  23rd-24th  (October,  trapped  23rd  (R.  McQueen, 
B.  R.  Spence  el  al.).  .Atwick,  28th  (October  (W.  F.  Curtis). 
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Kent  Stodmarsh,  5th  November  (D.  C.  Gilbert  et  al.).  Dungeness,  11th  November  (S. 
McMinn  el  al.). 

Lincolnshire  Stonebridge,  Donna  Nook,  20th-21st  October  (C>.  P.  Catley,  S.  J.  &   W.  J.  Meek 

et  al.).  Pye’s  Hall,  Donna  Nook,  20th-22nd  October,  two  21st-22nd  (CL  P.  Catley,  I). 
Hursthouse,  S.  J.  &   W.  J.  Meek  et  al.).  ^ 

Lothian  Barns  Ness,  14th  October  (I.  J.  Andrews,  E.  P.  &   M.  R.  Leven  et  al.).  Scoughall, 
22nd  October  (D.  J.  Bates  et  al.). 

Man,  Isle  of  Calf  of  Man,  trapped  25th  October  (A.  Sapsford,  K.  Scott,  1).  N.  Walker). 

Merseyside  Moreton,  28th  October  (M.  R.  Gough). 

Norfolk  East  Hills,  Wells,  23rd-24th  October  (S.  P.  Harris).  Scratby,  24th  October  (1.  R. 

Hunt).  Weyboume,  cf,  trapped  26th  October  (Dr  K.  P.  Elsby,  K.  B.  Shepherd).  Heacham, 
30th  October  (M.  E.  White). 

Northumberland  Craster,  13th  October  (M.  S.  Hodgson,  W.  G.  Savage).  Low  Hauxley, 

trapped  14th  October  (M.  Davison,  B.  Cialloway).  Holyw'ell  Dene,  20th  October  (S. 

\'ounger). 

Orkney  Hoy,  25th-26th  October  (K.  Eairclough  et  at.). 
Shedand  Boddam,  14th  October  (M.  S.  Chapman,  R.  L.  Howells,  M.  Mellor);  26th  (M. 

Mellor).  Tingwall,  22nd  C4ctober  (A.  Graham).  Stromfirth,  22nd-23rd  October  (A.  &   J. 
(jraham).  Bigton,  27th  October  (Dr  C.  F.  Mackenzie).  Scatness,  27th  October  (D.  R.  Bird, 

P.  M.  Ellis,  G.  Scanlan  et  al.). 

Sussex,  West  Church  .Norton,  9th  November  (\'.  Bentley,  S.  Gallis,  P.J.  Jennings  et  al.). 

Tyne  8c  Wear  St  Mary’s  Island,  12th- 13th  October  (J.  D.  Parrack,J.  R.  Todd,  K.  W.  York  et 

al.).  Prior’s  Park,  21st-25th  October,  trapped  22nd,  25th  (C.  Bradshaw,  M.  P.  Canuthers,  L. 
Hall  et  al.).  Marsden,  25th  October  (J-P.  Vassallo  et  al.).  Low  Fell,  Gateshead,  27th  October 
(A.  J.  Booth,  M.  Ridsdale,  M.  J.  Sharp). 

Wight,  Isle  of  St  Catherine’s  Point,  22nd  October  (S.  R.  Colenutt,  G.  C.  Stephenson,  D. 
Swennson  et  al.). 

Yorkshire,  North  Filey  Brigg,  trapped  24th  October  (P.J.  Dunn,  P.  Findley  et  al.). 

1987  Dorset  Durlston  Country  Park,  20th-22nd  October  (R.  J.  H.  Murray  et  al.). 
1987  Hereford  8c  Worcester  Droitwich,  17th  November  (S.  M.  Whitehouse). 

1987  Humberside  f'lamborough  Head,  21st-22nd  October,  two  22nd  (A.  M.  .Allport,  J.  C. 
l.amplough,  P.  .A.  Lassey  et  al.);  29th  (B.  S.  Bates). 

1987  Lincolnshire  Donna  Nook,  two,  20th  October,  another  21st  (H.  Bunn,  CL  P.  Catley,  S. 

Eorand  et  al.). 

1987  Shetland  Grutness,  2nd-3rd  October  (G.  J.  Eitchett  et  al.);  21st  to  1st  November  (P.  M. 

Ellis,  R.  E.  How'ells,  (L  W.  Petrie  et  al.).  Whalsay,  trapped  3rd  October  (Dr  B.  Marshall). 

Kergord,  31st  October  to  1st  November  (J.  N.  Dymond,  P.  V.  Harv'ey  et  al.). 

1987  Suffolk  Landguard,  19th-21st  October  (1).  i’.  Butterfield,  M.  C.  Marsh  et  al.);  3rd-5th 
November,  trapped  3rd  (H.  R.  Beecroft  et  al.).  Aldeburgh,  1st  November  (R.  Bacheragh,  R.  E. 

Smith).  Lowestoft,  llth-12th  November  (B.  J.  Brown,  P.  Cfill  et  al.).  Felixstowe,  23rd 
December  (W.  Stone). 

1987  Sussex,  East  Beachy  Head,  25th  October  (D.  &   J.  F.  C’ooper,  A.  Quinn  et  al.).  Friston 
f   orest,  25th,  28th  December  (G.  W.  Ciowlett). 

1987  Sussex,  West  Pagham  Harbour,  11th  October  (E.  E.  Hemblade,  R.  M.  Shaw). 

Climping,  5th-6th  December  (A.  S.  Cook,  E.  J.  P.  Standing  et  al.). 

(Central,  East  and  Southern  Asia)  In  Ireland,  one  at  Howth  Head,  Co. 

Dublin,  on  14th  October,  and  one  found  dead  at  sea  on  the  Marathon  gas- 
platform,  off  the  Old  Head  of  Kinsale,  Co.  Cork,  on  9th  November. 

The  very  late  records  in  Suffolk  and  both  East  and  West  Sussex  in  1987 

are  especially  interesting;  the  East  Sussex  one,  and  the  Highland  bird  in 

1988,  were  associating  with  tit  flocks.  The  Humberside  series  was  really 

magnificent,  but  Norfolk  was  much  more  subdued  (although  at  least  one 

more  still  remains  to  be  reported) — and,  what,  no  Scillies? 

Radde’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  schwarzi  (1,  61,  21) 
Borders  Si  Abb’s  Head,  15lh  October  (E.  P.  &   M.  R.  Leven  et  al.). 
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Fig.  6.  Radde’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  schwarzi.  Cornwall,  October  1988  (E.  .-1.  Fuher) 

Cleveland  Hartlepool,  12th  October  (G.  Iceton  et  al.). 

Cornwall  Porthgwarra.  17th-19th  October  (E.  &   E.  .\.  Fisher,  \.  Morgan,  J.  P.  Smith  et 

a/.)(plate  73,  fig.  .6). 

Humberside  Spurn,  16th- 17th  October,  trapped  17th  (R.  .Adams,  B.  R.  Spence,  N.  P. 

Whitehouse  et  at.).  Sammy’s  Point,  Easington,  17th  October  (D.  J.  Britton  et  at.). 

Lincolnshire  Eheddlethorpe  Dunes,  trapped  16th  October  (M.  &   Mrs  E.  E.  Boddy). 

Norfolk  East  Hills,  Wells,  15th- 17th  October  (J.  McCallum,  B.  R.  .Scampion  et  at.).  Blakeney 
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Point,  16th  October  (G.  E.  Dunmore,  P.  Feakes,  S.  C.  Joyner  et  ai).  Warham,  23rd  October 

(S.  P.  Harris  et  al.).  Holme,  24th-25th  October  (C.  J.  Cross,  R.  E.  K.  JoIlilTe  et  ai). 

Orkney  Stronsay,  13th-14th  October  (D.  Garratt,J.  E.  &   Mrs  S.  M.  Holloway).  Windwick, 

South  Ronaldsay,  first-winter,  14th-15th  October,  trapped  15th,  released  Graemeshall,  East 

Mainland,  again  seen  17th,  19th  (K.  E.  Hague,  E.  J.  &   S.  W’ijjiams  et  al.). 

Scilly  St  Maiy  ’s,  23rd  October  (Dr  L.  A.  Batten,  D.  Bickerton,  J.  1).  Geeson  et  al.);  another, 
23rd-28th  (G.  C.  Bond,  L.  Steward  et  al.);  another,  24th-25th  (A.  Kramer,  D.  J.  (Well,J.  C. 
Palmer  et  al.).  Tresco,  28th  October  (J.  \V.  &   Mrs  J.  Donovan,  S.  Holloway  et  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  13th  October  (D.  H.  Russell).  Scatness,  27th  October  (1).  R.  Bird,  J. 
McKee  et  al.). 

Tyne  &   Wear  Prior’s  Park,  trapped  23rd 
October  (A.  Hutt,  M.  P.  Carruthers,  M.  G. 

Cubitt  et  a/.)(plate  339). 

1987  Humberside  Elamborough  Head, 

30th  September  (P.  A.  Eassey). 

(Central  and  East  Asia)  In  Ire- 

land, singles  at  Howth  Head,  Co. 

Dublin,  on  14th  October;  on  Cape 

Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  from  23rd 

to  26th  October;  and  on  Old  Head 

of  Kinsale,  Co.  Cork,  from  24th  to 

26th  October. 

The  basic  biometrics  and  wing-formulae  of  this  and  the  next  species  are 

so  similar  that  ringers  handling  either  species  should  note  bill-depth  and 

bill-width,  measured  at  the  proximal  edge  of  the  nostril.  Estimates  in  the 
field  are  not  recommended  unless  you  have  a   nose  for  measurements.  At 

last  this  species  has  broken  away  from  the  next,  which  hitherto  reflected 

its  occurrence  pattern  almost  exactly.  This  was  a   ‘big  year’  for  Radde’s  in 
no  uncertain  terms,  but  with  a   remarkably  tight  pattern  of  arrivals 

between  12th  and  24th  October,  plus  a   late  one  in  Scilly.  The  1987 

individual,  however,  was  notably  early,  but  in  a   year  with  four  more  within 

the  next  three  days. 

Dusky  Warbler  Fhylloscopus  fuscatus  (1,  68,  2) 
Dyfed  Strumble  Head,  15th  (October  (G.  H.  Rees  et  al.). 

Grampian  Rattray  Head,  13th  October  (M.  Marquiss). 

1985  Norfolk  Holkham  Meals,  21st-23rd  May  (P.  M.  Gocker,  W.  A.  &   Mrs  B.  A.  Da\  idson). 
1987  Humberside  Elamborough  Head,  trapped  3rd  November  (A.  M.  Allport,  P.  A.  Eassey, 
J.  M.  Pearson). 

1987  Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  3rd  October  (C.  Barker). 

1987  Scilly  fresco,  2nd-6th  November  (R.  A.  Eilby,  G.  D.  R.  Heard  et  al.). 
1987  Suffolk  Eandguard,  27th  October  to  1st  November,  trapped  27lh  (G.  Brown,  1).  P. 
Butterheld  et  al.). 

(Central  and  Northeast  to  Southern  Asia)  The  total  for  1987  jumps  to 

17,  a   new  record,  but  in  1988  this  species  came  down  with  a   bump,  in 

marked  contrast  to  Radde’s  Warbler.  The  Dyfed  record  is  particularly 
noteworthy. 

Bonelli’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  bonelli  (3,  94,  4) 
Essex  The  Naze,  2nd  October  (G.  C.  Bond,  P.  Eoud,  C.  J.  Mackenzie-Grieve  et  al.). 
Kent  Reculver,  2nd  October  (   P.  N.  Hodge,  G.  A.  Osborne  et  al.). 

Man,  Isle  of  Galfof  Man,  25th-26th  .September,  trapped  25lh  (A.  Sapsford,  1).  N.  Walker). 

Norfolk  Holme,  9th  April  (Dr  1).  4’.  Parkin,  M.  J.  Warren). 
(Central,  West  and  South  Europe,  Levant  and  Northwest  Africa)  Since 

339.  Radde’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  schwarz 
Eyne  &   Wear,  October  1988  (.V/.  C.  Cubitt 
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1958,  including  the  above  records,  there  have  been  five  records  in  April,  1 1 
in  May,  one  in  June,  four  in  the  first  half  of  August  and  21  in  the  second 
half,  21  in  the  first  half  of  September  and  14  in  the  second  half,  13  in  the 
first  half  of  October,  four  in  the  second  half,  and  two  in  November  (these 
are  arrival  dates,  but  many  stayed  long  periods). 

Penduline  Tit  Remiz  pendulinm  (0,  17,  7) 
Berkshire  Hrimpton  (iravel-pit,  9,  trapped  1st  October  (N.  Cleere)(/W/.  Birds  82:  plate  80). 

Dorset  Stanpit  Marsh,  juvenile  or  first-winter,  21st-22nd  October  (.\1.  .\.  Hallett,  P. 
Morrison  et  at.). 

Kent  Dungeness,  9   «r  immature,  13th  October  (.S.  McMinn,  .M.  I’ickener  e/ «/.).  .Stodmarsh, 
first-year,  trapped  25th  October  (\V.  K.  Fletcher,  I.  D.  Hunter,  R.  H.  Lawrence  et  at.). 
Westbere,  sex  uncertain,  21st  December  (D.  S.  H.  Coates). 

Scilly  .St  .\gnes,  first-year,  17th-18th  October  (W.  G.  D.  Legge,  J.  H.  W.  Ridley  et  at.). 

Sus.sex,  East  Pett  Level,  9.  trapped  15th  October  (S.  J.  R.  Rumsey,J.  Willsher). 

(Western  Europe  to  Manchuria)  Ageing  in  autumn  is,  apparently,  not 

straightforward.  The  October  influx  was  the  largest  ever.  Remarkably,  the 

Pett  Level  individual  was  caught  in  central-southern  Sweden  in  earlv  .Mav 

1989  (/r/r;  A^m'5  164;  1). 

Isabelline  Shrike  Lanius  isabellinus  (1,  20,  6) 
Dorset  Durlston  Country  Park,  first-winter,  12th-22nd  October  (R.  J.  H.  Murray,  R.  M. 

Ward  et  aA)(plates  336  &   337). 

Essex  Bradwell,  first-winter,  23rd-28th  October  (C.  Barton,  B.  O'Dowd  et  at.). 
Humberside  Spurn,  first-winter,  14th-22nd  October,  trapped  15th,  17th  (J.  K.  Baker,  J. 
Cudworth,  C.  Holt  et  at.). 

Kent  Sandwich  Bay,  first-winter,  15th- 16th  October,  trapped  15th  (J.  Fraser,  J.  \.  Hollyer, 
I.  1).  Hunter  et  at.). 

Norfolk  Horsey  (Lip,  first-winter,  26th  October  (W.  R.  Brackenridge). 

Shetland  Catfirth,  first-winter,  17th-23rd  October  (.M.  S.  Chapman,  .\.  (iraham  et  at.). 

1975  Norfolk  Holkham  Meals,  12th-13th  October  (Brit.  Birds  69:  353,  as  Red-backed  Shrike 

/..  collurio  showing  the  characters  of  one  of  the  isabellinus  group  of  races),  now  considered  to  be 

closest  to  /..  i.  phoenicuroides,  but  of  uncertain  age. 

1975  Sussex,  West  Sidlesham,  1st  March  to  20th  .April  (Brit.  Birds  69:  353)  was 

(occasionally  in  song)  showing  characters  closest  to  L   i.  isabellinus. 

1978  Cambridgeshire  Hemingford  (irey,  Huntingdonshire,  8th  October  (Brit.  Birds  73:  525) 

now  considered  to  have  shown  characters  suggesting  hybrid  collurio  kobylini  X   /,.  i. 

phoenicuroides. 

1978  Scilly  St  .\gnes  and  Gugh,  26th  to  at  least  27th  October  (Brit.  Birds  73:  525),  (iugh,  28th 

(E.  J.  .Abraham). 

1980  Scilly  St  Mary’s,  first-winter,  3rd  October  (D.  G.  H.  Mills);  same,  Gugh,  4th  October  to 

8th  November  (P.  .A.  Dukes,  S.  N.  G.  Howell,  P.  G.  Lansdown  et  al.). 

1987  Devon  Wembury,  first-winter,  8th  November  (Brit.  Birds  81:  586)  to  at  least  14th  (P.  J. 

Knight  et  al.). 

1987  Norfolk  Wells,  first-winter,  lst-5th  November  (T.  C.  Davies,  D.  J.  Holman,  .M.  J. 

Palmer  el  al.). 

1987  Shetland  E.swick,  Mainland,  probably  first-winter,  23rd  October  (P.  A’.  Har\ey,  M. 
Heubeck,  F.  D.  Rogers  et  al.). 

(South  Asia  to  China)  .\  well-watched  individual  at  Stodmarsh  (Kent) 

in  early  November  remains  under  consideration.  In  general,  it  is 

considered  unsafe  to  attribute  first-winter  individuals  to  any  particular 

race.  Despite  some  speculation  that  the  Norfolk  and  Devon  individuals  in 

1987  may  have  been  the  same,  there  is  no  clear  evidence  to  support  this. 

The  1988  records  take  this  species  into  an  entirely  new  realm — the  first- 

ever  major  multiple  arrival. 
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Lesser  Grey  Shrike  Lanius  minor  (32,  96,  1) 
Borders  Dowlaw  Dean,  22nd  May  (A.  Brown). 

(South  and  East  Europe  and  Southwest  Asia)  Nine  Committee 

members  felt  tempted  to  reject  this,  found  by  the  tenth  when  a   day  late 

looking  for  a   Woodchat  Shrike  L.  senator.  A   Dorset  record  remains  under 
consideration. 

Woodchat  Shrike  Lanius  senator  (101,  413,  24) 
Borders  Dowlaw  Dean,  14th-21st  May  (R.  G.  Young  et  at.). 

Cornwall  The  Lizard,  15th  May  (.A.  R.  Bay).  Kenidjack,  14th- 15th  May  (J.  Humphries,  M.  P. 
Semmens)  Porthtowan,  14th  June  (V.  C.  Brown,  L.  Kristianson,  Dr  S.  McNeill  et  at.). 

Devon  Braunton  Burrows,  15th- 16th  May  (R.  S.  Bedford,  K.  Bellow  et  ai). 

Dorset  Portland,  5th-6th  May  (G.  Walbridge);  27th  May  (P.  Fraser  et  at.).  Langton 

Herring,  22nd-23rd  May  (.A.  Batchelor,  B.  S.  &   T.  A.  D.  Ryman  et  ai).  Durlston  Countrv’ 
Park,  adult,  9th  .August  (R.  J.  H.  .Murray  et  ai). 

Gwent  -St  Bride’s  Wentllooge,  juvenile,  29th  .August  to  6th  September  (C.  Hurford,  C.  Jones 
et  at.). 

Highland  1   rotternish,  Skye,  lst-3rd  June  (D.  Hatfield);  presumed  same,  Waternish,  .Skye, 
18th-19th  (R.  J.  &   .Mrs  G.  Cook). 

Lancashire  Heysham  Harbour,  30th  .April  (P.  J.  Marsh). 

Norfolk  Wa.xham,  25th  July  (R.  .M.  Patient,  S.  C.  Pilley). 

Scilly  St  .Mary  ’s,  2nd- 19th  .April  (.A.  R.  &   .Mrs  L.  J.  Coley,  .Mr  &   Mrs  F.  L.  Woolgrove  et 
al.){Hiit.  Birds  81 ;   plate  208);  23rd-26th  May  (P.  K.  Greaves,  G.  J.  White  et  at.).  St  .Agnes,  23rd- 

26th  .April  (J.  W.  Hale,  F.  11. 1).  Hicks,  V.  .A.  Jones  et  al.)\  5th-6th  May  (Mrs  P.  Crowther,J.  D. 
•Sanders  et  ai). 

Shetland  fair  Isle,  21st  May  to  4th  June  (J.  Coutts,  N.  J.  Riddiford  et  al.)\  lst-4th  June, 

trapped  3rd  (P.  Howlett,  .\.  J.  Riddiford  et  al.)\  7th-27th  June  (J.  Dickson  et  ai).  Virkie,  2nd 
July  to  1st  October  (,A.  Fitchett,  J.  McKee  et  ai). 

Sus.sex,  East  Cuckmere  Haven,  27th  May  (Mrs  A.  Ayres,  Dr  B.  C.  Cantelo). 

1986  Devon  Lundy,  30th  .May  (P.  Davies  et  at.). 

1986  Norfolk  fitchwell,  juvenile,  10th  August  (S.  R.  Cole,  D.  R.  Collins,  Dr  N.  R.  Rogers  et 
ai.). 

1987  Norfolk  Holme,  8th- 10th  June  (D.J.  Holman  et  al.). 

(West,  Central  and  South  Europe,  Southwest  Asia  and  Nortl)  Africa) 

Singles  in  Ireland  on  Cape  Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  from  22nd  to  29th 

.April,  and  an  adult  female  at  Dundrum,  Co.  Dublin,  from  5th  to  1 8th 

May,  when  it  was  found  dead. 

The  individual  on  St  Maty’s  is  the  earliest  since  the  Committee  was 
established  (and  even  beats  one  in  Scilly  on  9th  April  1956);  the  one  at 

Virkie  is  probably  the  longest-stayer.  The  pattern  is  otherwise  typical,  but 
the  numbers  quite  high;  totals  have  always  been  unpredictable,  with  21  in 

1958  and  1960,  but  only  two  in  1963;  24  in  1968,  but  just  seven  in  1972. 

Rose-coloured  Starling  Stumus  roseus  (160,  177,  2) 
Cornwall  Falmouth,  juvenile,  3()th  October  to  8th  November  (Mrs  D.  Webb  per  .S.  M. 
Christophers). 

Scilly  St  Mary’s,  juvenile,  18th  .September  to  at  least  30th  October  (D.  E.  Williams  et  al.). 

Strathclyde  Ballygrant,  Portnahaven  and  Port  I'llen,  Islay,  adult,  probably  9.  August 
to  13th  October  (Mrs  C.  Bell,  Dr  M.  .A,  Ogilvie,  M.  J.  .Sharp  et  al.),  probably  returning  1987 
individual  (Bril.  Birds  81:  588). 

Surrey  Nomiandy,  (iuildford,  adult,  since  17th  October  1987  to  6lh  January  (Brit.  Birds 
588,  |rlate  306). 

1983  Norfolk  Holme,  adult,  3rd  June  (P.  V.  Hayman  et  al.). 

1984  Fife  Dalgety  Bay,  adult,  about  5th  August  (J.  Mullen). 
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1987  Lincolnshire  South  VVilhain,  juvenile,  23rd  August  (K.  Simms). 

(Southeast  Lurope  and  Southwest  Asia)  More  late-autumn  individuals 

in  juvenile  plumage;  the  Strathclyde  adult  is  notable  for  its  unusually  long 
stay,  but  is  it  likely  to  be  a   returning  bird  from  a   year  prexiously,  and,  if  so, 
what  does  that  tell  us  about  its  origin? 

Red-eyed  Vireo  Vireo  olivaceus  (1,  43,  11) 
Cornwall  Porthgw-arra,  29th  September  to  7th  October  (Mr  &   Mrs  F.  Klliston,  A.  Harris. 
Mrs  B.  James  et  at.). 

Devon  Lundy,  trapped  28th  September  (R.  Bowers,  J.  High,  .M.  &   .Mrs  \V.  Rogers  et  at.); 
another,  trapped  1st  October  (B.  1).  (bbbs,  J.  M.  B.  King  el  at.). 
Dorset  Southwell,  Portland,  3rd-5th  October  (.A.  J.  (iardiner,  F.  &   M.  Underwood  et  at.). 
Northumberland  Holy  Island,  5th-bth  October  (.\.  S.  Jack,  1).  Short,  F.  J.  l   ams  et  at.). 
Scilly  St  Marys,  10th  October  (R.  P.  Bowman,  J.  G.  Hole  el  at.);  another,  lOth  (.\.  Birch, 

A.  C.  F,aslon,  P.  Hansbro  et  at.);  one  or  other  to  15th,  other  to  19th  {Brit.  Birds  82:  plates  85  & 
86). 

Suffolk  Lowestoft,  29th  .September  (1).  N.  Bakewell  et  at.). 

Western  Isles  Newton  Plantation,  North  Uist,  lst-7th  October  (   F.  J.  I)ix,  B.  C.  Forrester. 
J.  j   Gordon  W   a/.). 

1985  Scilly  St  Martin’s,  27th  October  (P.  K.  (ireaves,  J.  M.  I   urton). 
1987  Cornwall  Nanc|uidno,  9th  October  (Brit.  Birds  81:  588),  joitit  finders  included  R.  Q. 
Skeen. 

(North  America)  In  Ireland,  one  on  Cape  Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork,  from 

26th  September  to  5th  October  and  another  from  28th  September  to  2nd 
October. 

Ageing  in  autumn  is  now  considered  unsafe,  and  all  records  prex  iously 

recorded  as  first-winter  should  best  be  left  imaged  in  future  analyses.  This 
was  an  excellent  year,  both  for  numbers  and  for  geographical  spread. 

Serin  Serinus  serinus  (76,  -,  -) 
1969  Avon  (then  Somerset)  Clevcdon,  two  cfcf,  two  99'  Februan  (Brit.  Birds  63: 

290),  identification  no  longer  considered  acceptable. 

1971  Buckinghamshire  Bourne  Find,  pair,  Pith  .March,  cT  to  14th  (P.  &   Mrs  K.  Willson). 

(West,  Central  and  Southern  Europe)  This  species  was  dropped  from 

the  Committee’s  list  in  1983. 

Arctic  Redpoll  Carduelis  homemamii  (30,  124,  2) 
Orkney  Stronsay,  showing  the  characters  of  C.  h.  fwrnemarini,  5th-7th  November  (_J.  F.  &   Mrs 
S.  M.  Holloway). 

Tayside  Carnoustie,  27th  December  to  at  least  19th  .April  1989  (S.  R.  Green,  M.  S.  Scott  et 
at.). 

1
9
8
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Humberside  Spurn,  first-winter  cf,  24th  .November  (J.  Law,  I).  M.  Pearce,  N.  P. 

.Senior). 

1985  Yorkshire,  North  Harrogate.  23rd  March  (P.  J.  \'okes). 
1986  Norfolk  Between  Burnham  Deepdale  and  .Scolt  Head,  26th-27th  Januaiy  (R.  G. 
Millington,  R.  Waddington). 

1987  Shetland  Whalsay,  showing  the  characters  of  C.  h.  homemanni,  28th  .April  to  at  least  1st 

May  (J.  L.  Irvine,  Dr  B.  Marshall,  the  late  .A.  .Sandison). 

(Circumpolar  .Arctic)  This  species  should  never  be  claimed  on  brief 

views;  a   ‘good  “Mealy”  Redpoll’  C.  fiammea  fiamtnea  can  look  suqDrisingly 

striking  amongst  ‘Lesser’  Redpolls  C.  f.  cabaret.  \   suspected  -Arctic  must  be 
examined  carefully,  with  particular  attention  to  the  background  colour 

and  markings  on  the  mantle  and  back,  upper  and  lower  flanks  and  rump 

patch,  as  well  as  the  extent  of  the  last.  In  the  '   and,  it  is  essential  to 

measure  bill-depth,  bill-length,  culmen  shape  wing-length,  length  of 
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unmarked  section  of  rump  patch  and  width  of  streak  (if  any)  on  the 

longest  undertail-covert.  A   few  records  from  past  years  remain  under 

consideration  with  these  points  in  mind. 

Two-barred  Crossbill  Loxia  leucoptera  (40,  29,  0) 

1984  Hampshire  Slufter’s  Inclosure,  New  Forest,  d",  14th  to  at  least  21st  March  (C.  C. 
Barrett,  P.  Combridge,  Prof.  W.  E.  &   I).  K.  Waters  et  al.). 

1985  Central  Region  Carron  V'alley  Forest,  cf,  13th  October  (P.  R.  G.  Marriott,  \V.  Prest  et 
al.). 

(Northeast  Europe,  North-central  Asia,  northern  North  America  and 

West  Indies)  Not  all  crossbills  with  white  wing-bars  and  white  tertial-tips 
are  of  this  species,  and  special  notice  should  be  taken  of  the  precise  shape 

and  extent  of  these  white  areas,  and  of  the  relationship  between  the  two 

wing-bars.  A   photograph,  or  a   careful  sketch,  will  be  most  helpful.  Thank 

you  to  those  who  sent  in  additional  material  to  assist  with  placing  the 

1984  Hampshire  bird  in  its  rightful  place  in  the  Report.  More  records 

from  1987  are  still  being  considered. 

Northern  Parula  Parula  americana  (0,  11,  2) 

Cornwall  Cot  Valley,  9th-19th  October  (N.  Lever  et  al.). 

Dorset  Portland,  first-winter  cf,  30th  September  to  7th  October,  trapped  30th  (A.  J. 

Gardiner,  G.  W’albridge  et  a/.)(plales  340  &   341). 

(North  America)  To  say  ‘typical  dates’  for  this  stunning  bird  seems 
altogether  too  blase;  there  are  just  too  many  rarities,  these  days,  and 
wonderful  birds  like  these  are  almost  devalued. 

340  &:  341.  First-winter  male  Northern  Parula  Parula  americana,  Dorset,  September  1988 

(A.  J.  Gardiner) 

Yellow-rumped  Warbler  Dendroica  coronata  (1,  16,  0) 
(North  America)  The  Loop  Head,  Co.  Clare,  individual  of  1986  was 

described  as  a   juvenile  {Bril.  Birds  81:  590);  it  appears,  however,  that 
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juvenile  plumage  is  moulted  between  July  and  September,  prior  to 
migration,  so  that  individual  was  in  first-winter  plumage. 

Blackpoll  Warbler  Dendroica  striata  (0,  25,  1) 
Cornwall  Porlhgw'arra,  14th  October  (P.  J.  Chantler,  B.  R.  Field,  J.  Russell  el  at.). 

(North  America)  In  common  with  the  1987  Scilly  record  {Brit.  Birds  81: 
590),  this  individual  should  not  be  recorded  as  first-winter,  as  ageing  in 
the  field  between  August  and  March  is  now  considered  unsafe. 

Wilson’s  Warbler  Wibonia  pusilla  (0,  1,  0) 
1985  Cornwall  Rame  Head,  O',  13th  October  (liril.  Birds  81:  590),  observers  should  include V.  R.  Tucker. 

(North  America)  Anyone  finding  another  should  be  wary  of  the 

unlikely,  but  possible,  event  of  its  being  a   female  with  a   distinct  black  cap. 

d’he  1985  individual  {Brit.  Birds  81:  590),  however,  had  a   deep,  glossy  black 
crown,  confirming  it  as  a   male. 

Northern  Waterthrush  Seiurus  noveboracensis  (0,  4,  1 ) 
Lincolnshire  Gibraltar  Point,  22nd-23rd  October,  trapped  22nd  (1.  Hartley,  (L  J. 
Richards  el  «/.)(plate  79). 

(North  America)  A   really  splendid  find,  the  first  since  1983  (one  on 

Cape  Clear  Island,  Co.  Cork);  previous  British  records  were  all  in  the  Isles 

of  Scilly,  in  1958,  1968  and  1982.  This  is  the  latest  arrival  by  19  days. 

Savannah  Sparrow  Ammodramus  saridwichemis  (0,  2,  0) 
1987  Shetland  Fair  Isle,  first-winter,  30th  September  to  1st  October,  trapped  3()th  (Brit.  Birds 

81:  590),  first-named  obser\er  was  P.  M.  Ellis. 

(North  America,  Mexico  and  Guatemala) 

Pine  Bunting  Emberiza  leucocephalos  (2,  12,  2) 

Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  O".  17th  (Vtober  (W.  K.  Oddie,  J.  M.  Pearson,  S.  P. 
Rooke). 

Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  O',  27th-29th  October,  trapped  27th  (P.  J.  Donnelly.  .\.  F.. 
Duncan,  P.  Slade  el  at.). 

1983  Scilly  St  Mary’s,  9   immature,  16th-18th  November  (B.  R.  Field,  S.J.  M.  Gantlett, 
J.  .\.  Wolstencroft  el  at.). 

(Urals,  across  .Asia  to  Sakhalin)  .An  excellent  trio,  albeit  one  from  1983. 

Yellow-browed  Bunting  Emberiza  chrysophrys  (0,  2,  0) 
1975  Norfolk  Holkham  Meals,  9   or  immature,  19th  October  (D.  J.  Holman,  J.  B.  Kemp,  M. 
Parker). 

(Northeast  .Asia  and  East  China)  There  was  one  on  Fair  Isle  from  12th 

to  23rd  October  1980;  this  is  now  predated  by  the  Norfolk  individual  in 

1975  as  the  first  for  Britain.  Many  people  will  be  pleased  to  see  the  latter 

finally  gaining  unqualified  acceptance  in  ‘Category  .A’,  after  a   long 
struggle. 

Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustica  (34,  175,  6) 

Northumberland  Druridge,  20th-22nd  October  (M.  G.  .-\nderson,  .A.J.  Booth,  M.J.  Sharpe/ 
at.). 

Scilly  St  Mary’s,  15th  October  (C.  .\tkins,  P.  Da\is,  D.  C.  D.  Lrquhart  el  al.). 

Shetland  Burravoe,  Yell,  O",  17th  May  (C.  &   J.  Davis).  Fair  Isle,  12th-16th  October  (P.  M. 
Potts,  F.  Silcocks). 

Tyne  &   Wear  St  Man  ’s  Island,  Cf,  11th  May  (1.  D.  Moorhouse). 
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1987  Hereford  &   Worcester  Upton  Warren,  7th  November  (L.  Cady,  S.  M.  VV'hitehouse). 
1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  9>  May  (J.  C.  Uamplough,  P.  A.  Lassey,J.  M. 

Pearson);  9,  23rd  (J.  C.  Uamplough,  P.  A.  Uassey);  cT,  24th  (A.  M.  Allport, J.  C.  Uamplough, 
P.  A.  Uassey). 

1987  Shetland  Quendale,  cf,  26th  May  (D.  R.  Bird,  G.  Palmer;  D.  Suddaby  et  al.).  Foula,  cf, 

11th  June  (R.  Caldow).  Whalsay,  10th  October  (Dr  B.  Marshall). 

(Northeast  Europe  across  North  Asia)  One  on  Cape  Clear  Island,  Co. 

Cork,  on  14th  October. 

May  and  October  reports,  with  the  odd  one  in  Shetland  in  June, 

conform  to  the  normal  pattern.  The  1987  Hereford  &   Worcester  report, 

however,  is  quite  remarkable,  the  first  away  from  the  coast  or  an  island 

since  one  near  Doncaster  in  September  1958. 

Little  Bunting  Emberiza  pusilla  (93,  342,  15) 
Cleveland  .South  Care,  trapped  25th  October  (S.  C.  Norman,  D.  J.  Britton). 

Grampian  Rattray  Head,  2nd-4th  May  (4'.  W.  Marshall,  .\.  Webb  el  al.). 
Man,  Isle  of  Calf  of  Man,  21st-22nd  October,  trapped  22nd  (A.  .Sapsford,  D.  N.  Walker). 
Northumberland  Fame  Islands,  6th  May  (D.  C.  Richardson,  1.  F.  Sims). 

Oxfordshire  Uashford  Fane  Fen,  cf,  19th  March  to  15th  April,  in  song  from  about  11th 

(R.  J.  .\rnfield,  N.  J.  Hallam,  1.  Uevvington  et  a/.)(plate  338). 

Scilly  St  ,\gnes,  1 1th  Octt)ber  (J.  Hampshire,  J.  M.  Randall  el  al.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  five:  15th-18lh  May  (P.  M.  Potts  el  al.);  12th- 14th  October  (A.  J.  Uivett, 

P.  M.  Potts  el  al.);  12th-17th  (N.J.  Riddiford  el  al.);  14lh  (P.  M.  Potts,  D.  M.  Russell);  22nd-24th 
(N.  J.  Riddiford  el  al.).  Cimtness,  4th  September  (J.  1).  Okill,  (j.  W.  Petrie  el  al.).  Haroldswick, 

Unst,  25th  October  (M.  (i.  Pennington,  M.  .Sinclair).  Northdale,  Unst,  12th-13th  November 
(H.  J.  Burgess,  M.  (j.  Pennington  el  al.). 

1985  Shetland  Fair  Isle,  another,  7th-l()th  October  {Ilrit.  Bird'i  79:  582),  was  7th- 10th 
November. 

1986  Orkney  Uoch  Carso,  North  Ronaldsay,  24th  September  (1).  H.  Hatton). 

1987  Cornwall  Near  .Sennen,  16th  April  (H.  P.  K.  Robinson). 

1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  25th  May  (A.  M.  Allport,  P.  A.  Uassey);  3rd  October 

(I).  Hursthouse,  J.  M.  &   M.J.  Pearson). 

1987  Northumberland  Low  Hauxley,  trapped  20lh  October  (M.  Davison,  I.  Fisher,  I.  O. 
Kerton). 

1987  Scilly  St  Mary’s,  23rd  to  al  least  27th  October  (Bril.  Birds  81 :   592),  29th  (D.  J".  Holman, R.  M.  Patient). 

1987  Shetland  Whalsay,  20th-22nd  October  (J.  U.  Irvine,  Dr  B.  Marshall),  (irutness/ 
Sumburgh  area,  24th  October  (D.  R.  Bird,  P.  V.  Harvey).  Quendale,  30th  October  (1).  R. 
Bird). 

(Northeast  Europe,  North  Asia)  One  at  Loop  Head,  Co.  Clare,  on  16th 
October. 

Some  Little  Buntings  seem  to  be  given  a   cursory  glance  on  the  way  to 

better  things  in  the  rarity  hotspots,  but  deserve  a   longer  look;  not  all  are 

bright  and  obvious,  and  not  all  that  are  are  well  described.  The 

Oxfordshire  record  in  March  and  April  is  clearly  exceptional;  note  also 

the  series  in  Northumberland,  Grampian  and  Shetland  in  May. 

Yellow-breasted  Bunting  Emberiza  aureola  (10,  127,  4) 
Shetland  Fair  Isle,  99  o'"  immatures,  9lh-18th  .September  (P.  Howletl,  N.  J.  Riddiford,  /\.  F. 
.Silcocks  el  al.);  19th  .September  (P.  Barrett,  P.  Howlett,  N.J.  Riddiford  et  al.).  Boddam,  9 

immature,  28th-31st  August  (P.  V.  Harvey,  M.  Mellor,  1).  Suddaby  el  al.).  Norwick,  Ihist,  9 
or  immature,  5th  September  (M.  C.  Pennington  el  al.). 

1984  Shetland  Fladdabister,  9   or  immature,  18th-I9th  .September  (P.  M.  Ellis,  M.  Heubeck 
el  al.). 

1985  Shetland  Fair  Isle,  another,  7lh-l()th  November  (Bril.  Birds  80:  568)  related  to  Little 
Bunting. 
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1987  Humberside  Flamborough  Head,  9   or  immature,  30th  August  (A.  M.  Allport,  P.  A. 
Lassey). 

1987  Shetland  Scatness,  9   or  immature,  21st  September  (I).  R.  Bird,  P.  M.  Ellis  et  at.). 

(Northeast  Europe  across  North  Asia)  Fair  Isle,  Fair  Isle,  and  more  Fair 

Isle?  Not  quite,  this  time,  with  other  Shetland  sites  and  Flamborough 

Head  getting  a   mention  to  vary  the  usual  FI  domination. 

Black-headed  Bunting  Emberiza  melanocephala  (9,  66,  7) 
Dyfed  Skomer,  cf,  31st  May  (S.  Idle,  M.  S.  Wallen  et  at.). 

Gwynedd  Bardsey,  cf,  2nd  October  (K.  Atkinson,  (E  Poole). 

Highland  l.och  Droma,  Wester  Ross,  cf,  2nd  July  (K.  C:.  R.  &   .Mrs  H.  S.  C.  Halliday  el  al.). 

Orkney  North  Ronaldsay,  cf,  30th  July  to  5th  .August,  probably  since  28th  July  (P.  J. 

Donnelly,  K.  Scott,  Dr  K.  F.  Woodbridge  et  at.);  another  O',  14th-26th  .August,  trapped  14th 
(P.  J.  Donnelly,  .A.  K.  Duncan  et  at.). 

Shetland  Fair  Isle,  0",  9th  June  (P.  Howlett). 

Strathclyde  Irvine,  O',  4th-5th  June  (P.  McEwan,  G.  Mitchell  et  al.). 

1987  Humberside  Patrington,  O',  3rd  October  (A.  .M.  &   P.  M.  Wilson). 

(Southeast  Europe  and  Southwest  Asia)  Spring  is  the  ‘classic  time’  for 
this  large  and  attractive  bunting,  but  there  have  been  .August,  September 

and  October  records  since  1985.  It  seems  best  to  forget  the  escape 

problem  and  just  enjoy  the  birds  .   .   . 

Rose-breasted  Grosbeak  Bheucticus  ludovicianus  (0,  20,  1 ) 
Dyfed  Skomer,  first-winter  9,  29th  .September  to  4th  October  ((E  Banwell,  J.  C.  (ilovves, 
.S.J.  .Sutcline). 

(North  America)  Southwest  Wales  is  making  a   determined,  and 

welcome,  effort  to  reassert  itself  as  a   rarity-producing  area  of  high  quality. 

Northern  Oriole  Icterus  galbula  (0,  14,  2) 

Scilly  St  .Agnes,  first-winter  cf,  4th- 12th  October  (P.  .A.  Dukes  et  al.). 
Western  Isles  Benbecula,  9   first-winter  cT,  30th  September  to  3rd  (October,  trapped 

30th,  probably  present  since  about  22nd-24th  (P.  R.  Boyer,  T.  J.  Dix,  Mr  &   Mrs  C.  Heath  et 
«/•)• 

(North  America)  The  first  since  1983,  when  one  in  Scilly  was  itself  the 

first  since  1974,  when  there  was  one  on  Fair  Isle.  There  were  13  between 

1958  and  1974,  and  the  small  number  of  records  since  then  has  been 

surprising. 

Appendix  1.  List  of  records  not  accepted 

This  list  contains  all  current  records  not  accepted  after  circulation  to  the 

Committee.  It  does  not  include  (a)  those  withdrawn  by  the  obser\er(s) 

without  circulation,  after  discussion  with  the  Honorary  Secretary;  (b) 

those  which,  even  if  circulated,  were  not  attributed  by  the  observer(s)  to 

any  definite  species;  or  (c)  those  mentioned  in  the  monthly  summaries  in 

this  journal,  if  full  details  were  unobtainable.  Birds  considered  to  be 

certain  escapes  are  also  omitted. 

In  the  vast  majority  of  cases,  the  record  was  not  accepted  because  we 

were  not  convinced,  on  the  evidence  before  us,  that  the  identification  wa
s 

fully  established;  in  only  a   very  few  cases  were  we  satisfied  tha
t  a   mistake 

had  been  made. 
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White-billed  Diver  Holme,  Norfolk,  1st  November;  Newton  Ferr\,  North  Uist,  Western 

Isles,  13th  December.  Albatross  Loch  Gruinart,  Islay,  Strathclyde,  11th  April.  Shag  P.  a. 

desmarestii  Mevagissey,  Cornwall,  12th  January;  rhurleston,'*Devon,  22nd-23rcl  Februar)’; 
Gwennap  Head,  Cornwall,  30th  September.  Little  Egret  Ryhope,  Tyne  &   Wear,  seven,  8th 

September.  Glossy  Ibis  South  Mills  N.  R.,  Bedfordshire,  13th  May.  ‘Black  Brant’  Stiffkey 
and  Wells,  .Norfolk,  13th  Februar)  .   American  Wigeon  Doxey  Marshes,  Staffordshire,  three, 

18th  .\pril.  Blue-winged  Teal  Loch  of  Strathbeg,  Grampian,  29th  August.  Black  Kite 

Saltwells,  Cleveland,  1st  April;  Pagham  Harbour,  West  Sussex,  9th  May;  Cliffe,  Kent,  16th 

.May;  Freshfield  Halt,  West  Sussex,  22nd  May;  Gheriston  Bridge,  Devon,  17th June;  Boston, 

Lincolnshire,  26th  .\ugust;  West  Chiltington,  West  Sussex,  14th  September;  Lewes  Brooks, 

Fast  Sussex,  2nd  October.  Lesser  Kestrel  North  Foreland,  Kent,  15th  May.  Red-footed 

Falcon  Ouse  Washes,  Cambridgeshire,  18th  .\pril;  Cleadon  Hill,  Fyne  &   Wear,  5th  May; 

.Minsmere,  Sufl'olk,  14th  May;  Egton,  North  \'orkshire,  30th  May;  Ring’s  End,  Cam- 
bridgeshire, 25th  June;  Dagenham  Chase,  Essex,  9th  July;  Gibraltar  Point,  Lincolnshire, 

17th  July;  Landguard,  Suffolk,  9th  September;  Hengistbury  Head,  Dorset,  8th  October; 

Reculver,  Kent,  31st  October.  Eleonora’s  Falcon  Freshwater,  Isle  of  Wight,  23rd  October. 
Saker  Kinkell  Bridge,  Fayside,  5th  September.  Gyrfalcon  Airdeglas,  Mull,  Strathclyde,  12th 

.\pril.  Little  Crake  Skomer,  Dyfed,  2nd  October.  Cream-coloured  Courser  Gibraltar  Point, 

Lincolnshire,  12th  June.  Black-winged  Pratincole  Ross-on-Wye,  Hereford  &   Worcester, 

15th  June.  Pratincole  Holkham  Meals,  Norfolk,  26th  June;  Birchgrove,  W'est  Glamorgan,  1st 

July.  American  Golden  Plover  Sandwich  Bay,  Kent,  4th-7th  May;  Peterstone  Wentlooge, 

Gwent,  17th  May;  Malltraeth,  Gwynedd,  18th  September;  St  Mark’s,  Scilly,  10th  October; 
Nunkeeling,  Humberside,  27th  December.  Pacific  Golden  Plover  Stanpit  Marsh,  Dorset, 

4th  November.  American  or  Pacific  Golden  Plover  Blickling,  Norfolk,  7th-9th  September; 

Pilling  Marshes,  Lancashire,  26th  October.  Spur-winged  Plover  Shoreham-by-Sea,  West 

•Sussex,  21st  February',  4th  March.  Sociable  Plover  Exe  Estuaiy,  Devon,  26th  October. 

Western  Sandpiper  Fremington  Pill,  Devon,  5th  November;  Hayle,  Cornwall,  11th 

■November.  White-rumped  Sandpiper  l   aw  Estuary,  Devon,  7th  January'.  Broad-billed 

Sandpiper  Gantley,  Norfolk,  27th  August.  Great  Snipte  Stronsay,  Orkney,  7th  October. 

Long-billed  Dowitcher  Radwell,  Bedfordshire,  23rd  October.  Dowitcher  Holme,  Norfolk, 

12th  ,\ugust;  Hengistbury'  Head,  Dorset,  two,  4th  September;  Stanpit  Marsh,  Dorset,  9th 

September;  Slimbridge,  Gloucestershire,  23rd  September.  Marsh  Sandpiper  Fruro, •Corn- 

wall, 23rd  September.  Spotted  Sandpiper  Otter  Estuary  ,   Devon,  19th  January;  Newtown, 

Isle  of  Wight,  lOth  October;  Fhorney  Deeps,  West  Sussex,  26th-27tb  November.  Wilson’s 

Phalarope  (dbraltar  Point,  Lincolnshire,  7th  August.  Laughing  Gull  Deil’s  Dyke, 

Strathclyde,  lOth  January'.  Bonaparte’s  Gull  Inverbeg,  Strathclyde,  5th  July;  Wallasey, 
Merseyside,  3rd  November.  Ivory  Gull  Elat  Holm,  South  Glamorgan,  9th  (October.  Gull- 

billed Tern  Blakeney  Point,  Norfolk,  14th  May;  Covehithe,  Suffolk,  three,  5th  July; 

I'itchfield  Haven,  Hampshire,  I5th  July.  Bridled  Tern  Great  Onne’s  Head,  Ciwynedd,  13th- 
14th,  20th  August;  Ciemlyn  Bay,  Gwynedd,  2nd  September.  Whiskered  Tern  Pevensey 

Levels,  East  Sussex,  24th  May;  Hengistbury  Head,  Dorset,  19th  August.  White-winged 

Black  Tern  4'iree,  Strathclyde,  eight,  28th  July;  Swithland  Reserx’oir,  Leicestershire,  17th 
.\ugust;  Rutland  Water,  Leicestershire,  21st  August.  Alpine  Swift  .Arlington  Reser\oir,  East 

Sussex,  two,  28th  .April;  I'rimley  St  Martin,  Suffolk,  8th  May;  King’s  Sedgemoor,  Somerset, 
11th  June.  Little  Swift  Prawle  Point,  Devon,  11th  August.  Bee-eater  Foreness,  Kent,  15th 

May;  Robertsbridge,  East  Sussex,  21st  .August.  Roller  Loch  of  Strathbeg,  (irampian,  2()th 

May;  Holme,  Norfolk,  2nd  August.  Galandra  Lark  Upper  Famar  Lake,  Cornwall,  6th  .April; 

Southwold,  Suffolk,  two,  17th  December.  Les.ser  Short-toed  Lark  .St  Martin’s,  Scilly,  15th 
October.  Red-rumped  Swallow  Dunwich,  .Suffolk,  24th  .April;  Spurn,  Humberside,  22nd 

May;  Dunstable,  Bedfordshire,  22nd  June;  Stanwick,  Northamptonshire,  18th  September; 

Skokholm,  Dyfed,  30th  September;  Spurn,  Humberside,  16th  October.  Olive-hacked  Pipit 

Littlehampton,  West  .Sussex,  18th  November.  Red-throated  Pipit  .Arundel,  West  Sussex, 

17th  February;  Easington,  Humberside,  1st  June;  Bryher,  .Scilly,  20th  October.  ‘Black- 

headed’ Yellow  Wagtail  Braunton,  Devon,  17th  .April.  Citrine  Wagtail  Stodmarsh,  Kent, 

7th  May;  North  Ronaldsay,  Orkney,  27th  May;  Copinsay,  Orkney,  7th  September.  Red- 

flanked  Bluetail  1   hurgarton,  Norfolk,  lllh  May.  ‘Siberian’  Stonechat  Bardsey,  Gwynedd, 

16th-17th  October.  Isabelline  Wheatear  .St  (ioran’s  Head,  Dyfed,  21st  August;  .'\berlady. 
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Lothian,  22nd  Oclolier,  Black-eared  Wheatear  Foddngarn,  Dyfed,  27lh  April.  Desert 
Wheatear  Crosby,  Merseyside,  22nd  October;  Cluirch  Norton,  West  Sussex,  13tb 

November.  Swainson’s  Thrush  St  Mary’s,  Scilly,  27th  September.  Moustached  W'arbler 

Slapton  Ley,  Devon,  19tb  September.  Paddyfield  Warbler  Lhe  \’eme,  Portland,  Dorset, 

1 1   tb  May.  Great  Reed  Warbler  Harpford,  Devon,  15th  May;  'Fresco,  Scilly,  23rd  September. 
Olivaceous  Warbler  Hoy,  Orkney,  14th-15th  May;  Holkham  Meals,  .Norfolk,  12th  October. 

Booted  Warbler  Skaw,  Unst,  Shetland,  29th-30th  May;  St  Mar\’s,  Scilly,  1st  October. 

Greenish  Warbler  Skoiner,  Dyfed,  27th  .April;  W’ollaton,  Nottinghamshire,  1st  July; 

Carlingheugh  Bay,  layside,  3rd-4th  September;  St  .Man’s,  .Scilly,  7th  October.  Arctic 

Warbler  Ca)llieston,  Grampian,  16th  October;  St  .Agnes,  Scilly,  27th  October.  Pallas’s 

Warbler  I’isbury,  Wiltshire,  15th  October.  Dusky  Warbler  Wyke  Regis,  Dorset,  28th 

October.  Penduline  Tit  St  Maiy’s,  Scilly,  18th  October;  Chew  X'alley  Lake,  .A\’on,  6th 
November.  Nutcracker  filen  Skirra,  Strathclyde,  5th  July;  Holme,  Norlblk,  17th  September; 

Hemyock,  Devon,  six,  3rd  November.  Alpine  Chough  .Skomer,  Dyfed,  23rd  .April.  Arctic 

Redpoll  Skaw,  Unst,  Shetland,  21st  July;  Roundyhill,  l   ayside,  two,  15th  October.  Swamp 

Sparrow  St  Maiy  ’s,  .Scilly,  20th  October.  Rustic  Bunting  .St  Maiv’s,  Scilly.  27th  October. 
Little  Bunting  Somerford  Keynes,  (Boucestershire,  6th-7th  .April;  Bamham  C^ross  Ciommon. 

Norfolk,  13th-14th  .A|)ril;  .St  .Abb’s  Head,  Borders,  5th  June;  North  Ronaldsay,  Orkney,  13th 
October;  Blakene)  Point,  Norfolk,  16th  October;  Spurn,  Humberside,  18th  October;  Fetlar. 

.Shetland,  19th  October;  Mains  of  Usan,  l   ayside,  23rd  October.  Yellow-breasted  Bunting 

Isle  of  May,  Fife,  29th  May;  .Skokholm,  Dyfed.  19th-21st  .September.  Black-headed  Bunting 
Pett  Level,  Fast  Sussex,  3rd  March;  Llyn  Bodgvlched,  (Jwynedd,  11th  .May. 

1987 

Albatross  Burniston,  North  X'orkshire,  2nd  Januarv;  Lundy.  Devon.  14th  .September. 
Bulwer’s  Petrel  Seaforth,  Merseyside,  19th  .September.  Little  .Shearwater  Pendeen, 
Ciornwall,  12th  September;  C.romer,  Norfolk,  1   1th  October;  .St  Ives,  Cornwall,  17ih  October. 

Wilson’s  Petrel  Corsewall  Point,  Dumfries  &   (iailoway,  15th  .September.  Shag  /'.  a. 
desmarestii  St  Ives,  C^ornwall,  8th  October.  Magnificent  Frigatebird  .At  sea,  .North  Minch. 

29th  July.  Little  Bittern  Rye,  Fast  Sussex,  17th  October.  Night  Heron  Long  Drag  Pools. 

Cleveland,  lOth  .August;  CardilT,  South  Glamorgan,  llth  .Septemher.  ‘Black  Brant'  Hayle. 
Cornwall,  5th-16th  May.  American  Wigeon  Little  Marlow,  Buckinghamshire.  9th-10th 

March;  Wimbleball  Reservoir.  .Soitierset,  ‘■^3rd  March;  Rutland  Water,  Leicestershire, 

19th  jidy;  Fyebrook  Reservoir,  Leicestershire,  30th  Jidy  to  13th  .August.  Ring-necked  Duck 

Kilnsea,  Humberside,  8th  .April.  Black  Kite  Milton,  Derbyshire,  llth  May:  Clee  Hill. 

Shropshire,  1 3th June;  Chilbolton,  Hampshire,  21st  June;  Southwold.  Suffolk,  5th  July:  I   ring 

Reservoirs,  Hertfordshire,  29th  .August.  Red-footed  Falcon  Flmley,  Kent.  25th  May; 

Worthing  and  Goring-by-Sea.  West  Sussex,  23rd  June;  Burford,  Oxfordshire,  7th  July; 

Humber  Bridge,  Humberside,  19th  .August;  Selby,  North  Yorkshire,  16th  .September. 

Eleonora’s  Falcon  Burnley,  Lancashire,  20th  November.  Gyrfalcon  Loch  Ciorm,  Islay, 

Strathclyde,  9th  October,  17th  November;  Saligo.  Islay,  13th  October.  Little  Crake  Clifle, 

Kent,  17th  .April.  Crane  Weston  Mouth,  Devon,  llth  .April;  Flamborough  Head, 

Humberside,  10th  June;  Upper  Hoyland,  South  Yorkshire,  16th  june;  Malvern,  Hereford  & 

Worcester,  two,  30th  September.  Black-winged  Stilt  St  David  s,  I>\fed,  29th  .April.  Cream- 

coloured  Courser  Broadhaven,  IXfed,  22nd  August.  Red-necked  Stint  Dungeness.  Kent. 

5th-6th  March.  White-rumped  Sandpiper  Peterborough,  Cambridgeshire.  27th  .August; 

Frodsham,  Cheshire,  juvenile,  30th  August.  Baird’s  Sandpiper  Saltfleetby.  Lincolnshire, 

15th  .August.  Stilt  Sandpiper  Point  of  .Air,  Clwvd,  16th  .August.  Great  Sni|^  Nene  Washes, 

Cambridgeshire,  31st  .August;  Unst,  Shetland,  28th  December.  Short-billed  Dowitcher 

Point  of  .Air,  Clwyd,  15th  .August.  Long-billed  Dowitcher  Luskentyre.  Western  Isles,  4th 

Januaiy;  Point  of  .Air,  Clwyd,  12th  .August.  Dowitcher  Spurn.  Humberside,  llth  .August. 

Whimbrel  .V.  p.  variegalus-hudsonicus  Flamborough  Head,  Humberside.  17th  Januarv  .   Marsh 

Sandpiper  St  Albans,  Hertfordshire,  10th  August.  Greater  Yellowlegs  Minsmere,  SufTolk, 

16th  .August.  Spotted  Sandpiper  Curbridge,  Hampshire,  30th  .August  to  3rd  .September. 

Wilson’s  Phalarope  Dervaig,  Mull,  Strathclyde,  14th  to  30th  September,  two,  19th,  21st. 

Bonaparte’s  Gull  St  Ives,  Comwall.  9th  October.  Ring-billed  Gull  Plym  Fstuan,  Devon, 

17th- 18th  Januarv’;  Pwllhelli,  Gwynedd,  17th  Januarv  .   Ross’s  Gull  Hartlepool,  Cleveland, 

24th  November.  Gull-billed  Tern  Sandwich  Bay,  Kent,  23rd  June;  Fort  \   ictoria.  
Isle  of 
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Wight,  8th  August.  White-winged  Black  Tern  Beadnell,  Northumberland,  20th  June. 

Alpine  Swift  Malltraeth,  Gwy  nedd,  30th  July.  Bee-eater  Chesham,  Buckinghamshire,  15th 

May;  Chartridge,  Buckinghamshire,  two,  16th  May;  Buckland  Brewer,  Devon,  10th  June. 

Short-toed  Lark  Dungeness,  Kent,  26th  April;  Easton  Bavents,  SulTolk,  7th  November. 

Lesser  Short-toed  Lark  St  Marv’s,  Scilly,  lst-2nd  May.  Red-rumped  Swallow  Fembrey, 
Dyfed,  26th  July;  Barn  Elms  Reser\oirs,  Greater  London,  31st  August;  Holywell  Dene, 

Northumberland,  14th  September.  Red-throated  Pipit  Elamborough  Head,  Humberside, 

4th  October;  Blakeney  Point,  Norfolk,  5th  October.  Citrine  Wagtail  Gavenham,  Suffolk, 

17th  September.  ‘Siberian’  Stonechat  St  Abb’s  Head,  Borders,  20th  September.  Black-eared 
Wheatear  Lundy,  Devon,  6th- 15th  May;  Scolt  Head,  Norfolk,  20th  May;  Chelmarsh 

Reser\'oir,  Shropshire,  23rd-24th  May.  Red-throated  Thrush  South  Stack,  .Anglesey, 
(iwynedd,  15th  October.  Great  Reed  Warbler  Minsmere,  Suffolk,  27th  June.  Booted 
Warbler  Lerwick,  Shetland,  8th  October;  Durlston,  Dorset,  20th  October.  Greenish 

Warbler  Skokholm,  Dyfed,  5th  October.  Radde’s  Warbler  Donna  Nook,  l.incolnshire,  5th 
October.  Nutcracker  Wichenford,  Hereford  &   Worcester,  four,  14th-16th  .August.  Arctic 
Redpoll  Eoula,  Shetland,  23rd  .April.  Parrot  Crossbill  Holkham  Meals,  Norfolk,  2nd 

November.  Litde  Bunting  Filey  Brigg,  North  Yorkshire,  4th  October.  Yellow -breasted 

Bunting  Hightown,  Formby,  Lancashire,  30th  October. 

1986 

Albatross  .St  Mar\'’s,  Scilly,  25th  October.  Little  Shearwater  South  Stack,  Anglesey, 
Gwynedd,  20th  June;  Strumble  Head,  Dyfed,  16th  August.  American  Wigeon  Rockland 

Broad,  Norfolk,  22nd  Februar\';  Fakenham,  Norfolk,  20th  September.  Blue-winged  Teal 
Belvide  Reservoir,  Staffordshire,  27th  .November.  Oriental  Plover  Don  Estuary,  Grampian, 

24th  .April.  Red-necked  Stint  Sidlesham  Ferry,  West  Sussex,  29th  July  to  3rd  August.  Great 

Snipe  Medway  Estuary',  Kent,  16th  .November.  Ring-billed  Gull  Port  Glasgow,  Strathclyde, 

25th  October.  Caspian  Tern  Breydon,  Norfolk,  17th  May.  Forster’s  Tern  Penmon, 

fiwynedd,  first-winter,  15th  November.  Red-throated  Pipit  Rother  Valley  Country  Park, 
Derbyshire/South  Yorkshire,  1 1th  November.  Isabelline  Wheatear  Boulby  Clilfs,  Cleveland, 

25th-26th  October.  Subalpine  Warbler  C'arlton  Colville,  Suffolk,  7th  June.  Pallas’s  Warbler 
.At  sea.  Forties  Oil  Platform,  North  .Sea,  26th  September.  Woodchat  Shrike  St  Agnes,  .Scilly, 

29th  .August  to  1st  .September.  Rock  Bunting  Cliffe,  Kent,  3rd  October.  Rustic  Bunting 

Fair  Isle,  Shetland,  15th  May.  Little  Bunting  Gresswell,  Northumberland,  two,  15th 

September;  Lundy,  Devon,  19th  .September;  St  Mary’s  Island,  4'yne  &   Wear,  19th  October; 
St  Mary’s,  Scilly,  8th  November. 

1985 

Albatross  Spurn,  Humberside,  13th  October.  Little  Shearwater  Spurn,  Humberside,  29th 

October.  ‘Black  Brant’  Medway  Estuary,  Kent,  24th  February'.  Surf  Scoter  Hunstanton, 
Norfolk,  17th  November.  Lesser  Yellowlegs  Staines  Reser\'oirs,  Surrey,  6th  August.  Ring- 

billed Gull  Radipole,  Dorset,  22nd  April;  Whitburn,  "fyne  &   Wear,  15th  November. 
Whiskered  Tern  Potteric  Carr,  South  Yorkshire,  19th  May.  Oriental  Cuckoo  Spurn, 

Humberside,  29th  June  to  9th  July.  Scops  Owl  New  Galloway,  Dumfries  &   Cialloway,  26th 

May.  Pallid  Swift  Pennington  Flash,  Greater  Manchester,  16th  .August.  Siberian  Thrush 

Lansallas,  Cornwall,  19th  January';  Falmouth,  Cornwall,  23rd  January. 

1984 

Barrow’s  Goldeneye  'Fhurso,  Highland,  19th  February.  American  or  Pacific  Golden 
Plover  Lypitt  Common,  Devon,  27th  March.  Ring-billed  Gull  South  Walney,  Cumhria, 

26th-27th  December.  Sooty  Tern  Spurn,  Humberside,  30lh  September.  Parrot  Cro.ssbill 
Holkham  Meals,  Norfolk,  12th  May. 

1983 

Little  Shearwater  Portland,  Dorset,  6th  April,  8lh  October;  Strumble  Head,  Dyfed,  second 

individual,  16th  October.  Great  White  Egret  (Jibraltar  Point,  Lincolnshire,  19th  Novemher. 

Gull-billed  Tern  Minsmere,  .Suflblk,  24lh  .September.  ‘Siberian’  Stonechat  1   itchfield 
Haven,  Hampshire,  14th- 1 5th  February'.  Two-barred  Crossbill  Holkham  Meals,  Norfolk, 
2nd  October. 
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1982 

Little  Shearwater  Strumble  Head,  Dyfed,  21st  September.  Madeiran  Petrel  St  Ives, 
C.ornwall,  14th  November,  15th  November.  Arctic  Redf>olI  Walberswick,  SulTolk,  20th 
February . 

1980 

American  Wigeon  I   resco,  Scilly,  20th-26th  October.  Snowy  Owl  Lochnagar,  Grampian, 
7th  September. 

1979 

Ring-billed  Gull  Blackpill,  West  Glamorgan,  22nd  .\pril  to  22nd  May.  White-cheeked 
Starling  Kirkwall,  Orkney,  26th-28th  March. 

1977 

White-tailed  Plover  Euston,  SulTolk,  24th  May. 

1975 

American  Wigeon  Martin  Mere,  Lancashire,  23rd  October. 

1969 

Serin  Glevedon,  Avon  (then  Somerset),  four,  16th  February. 

1968 

Rock  Bunting  Foula,  Shetland,  19th  August. 

M.  J.  Rogers,  Bag  End,  Churchtown,  Towednack,  Cornwall  TR26  3AZ 

Mystery  photographs 

For  reasons  of  space,  the  identification  of  last  month’s  birds  (plate  321) is  being  held  over,  and  will  be  revealed  and  explained  next  month. 

pears  ago... 

‘On  September  4th,  after  reading  the  Report  on  the  Land-Rail  in  British  Birds,  I   asked  my 

bailiff  is  he  had  heard  or  seen  any  this  year  and  he  replied  in  the  negative.  Oddly  enough,  in 

the  afternoon  when  some  oats  were  being  cut  no  less  than  five  were  flushed.  I   did  not  see 

them  myself,  but  have  no  doubt,  from  what  1   am  told,  that  some  at  all  events  were  young 

birds.  The  field  in  which  the  birds  were  is  in  the  parish  of  Sarsden,  about  three  miles  S.S.E. 

from  Chipping  Norton,  MORF.TON.’  (Brit.  Birds  8:  151,  November  1914) 
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Western  Reef  Heron  eating  Phylloscopus  warblers 

On  11th  March  1984,  in  a   well-watered  hotel  garden  at 

Hurghada,  Egypt,  a   solitary  Western  Reef  Heron  Egretta 

gularis  schistacea  was  observed  at  close  quarters.  Suddenly, 

the  heron  darted  forward  and  took  a   small  Phylloscopus 
from  low  in  a   rose  bush. 

The  heron  continued  to  hunt  in  this  manner  (relatively 

unconcerned  by  my  presence,  5-10  m   distant),  and,  after 
about  five  minutes,  it  seized  another  passerine:  one  of 

many  Chiffchaffs  P.  collybita  that  were  visiting  the  flower- 
beds. With  some  care,  the  heron  re-aligned  the  warbler  in  its  bill  before 

swallowing  it,  tail  first,  in  three  laboured  gulps. 

It  would  seem  that  the  Western  Reef  Heron  is  an  opportunistic  feeder, 

willing  to  forsake  its  normal  habitat  to  stalk  migrants  in  and  around 

coastal  vegetation. 

I   am  grateful  to  James  Hancock  and  P.  A.  D.  Hollom  for  confirmation  of 

the  identification  of  the  heron  and  advice  on  this  note,  respectively. 
Stan  Howe 

Alma  House,  Torphins,  Grampian  AB3  4JR 

Sparrowhawk  attacking  noctule  bats  At  15.00  GMT  on  29th  September 

1986,  at  Ham,  Staffordshire,  we  were  watching  noctule  bats  Nyctalus 

noctula  fly  from  a   roost  in  a   small  copse.  Then  at  a   range  of 

approximately  150  m,  we  noticed  a   male  Sparrowhawk  Accipiter  nisus 

flying  away  from  the  bats  and  out  of  sight.  Twelve  bats  were  busily 

feeding  at  a   height  of  about  20  m,  over  an  area  of  0.5  ha  of  broadleaved 

trees  and  water.  After  several  minutes,  we  again  noticed  a   male 

Sparrowhawk,  now  flying  towards  the  bats.  It  attempted  to  catch 
several  of  them,  but  its  initial  attacks  seemed  confused.  The  individual 

bats  easily  evaded  the  Sparrowhawk  and  continued  feeding,  apparently 

unconcerned  about  the  potential  predator  amongst  them. 

The  Sparrowhawk  then  concentrated  on  one  bat  from  the  group, 

making  repeated  attempts  at  its  capture.  The  hawk  always  came  from 

behind  and  below  the  bat,  and,  after  failing  to  capture  it,  immediately 

turned  back  for  another  attempt.  The  bird’s  agility  was  amazing:  sharp 
turns  left  and  right,  with  twists  and  even  a   backwards  loop,  were 

observed,  and  it  rapidly  repositioned  itself  ready  for  another  attack. 

After  about  five  minutes,  having  made  seven  unsuccessful  attempts  to 

catch  the  noctule  bat,  the  Sparrowhawk  flew  away,  and  the  bat 

continued  feeding  with  the  rest  of  the  group. 

Sparrowhawks  are  known  to  take  bats  {The  Handbook]  BWP\  Newton 

1986,  The  Sparrowhawk),  and  our  observations  are  similar  to  the  ‘tail 

chase’  technique  described  by  Newton.  These  repeated  attacks  do 
show,  however,  a   very  high  level  of  concentration  and  perseverance  by 
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the  hawk  in  its  attempt  to  obtain  a   prey  item,  albeit  unsuccess- 
fully. Peter  Rovvorth  and  Eric  Wright 

Croft  Cottage,  Ham,  Ashbourne,  Derbyshire 

Black-headed  Gull  in  summer  plumage  in  December  The  editorial 
comment  on  R.  B.  Williams’s  note  ‘Black-headed  Gull  in  summer 

plumage  in  January’  {Brit.  Birds  79:  658-659)  questioned  whether 
hooded  adult  winter  Black-headed  Gulls  Larus  ridibundus  had  retained 

their  summer  plumage  or  had  undergone  an  unusual  autumn  moult. 

In  mid  December  1986,  at  Cleethorpes,  South  Humberside,  1 

photographed  an  individual  which  had  a   full  brown  hood.  The  dark  ear 

spots  of  normal  winter  plumage  showed  through,  and  white  eye- 
crescents  were  apparent.  It  would  appear  that  the  hood  was  grown  in 
the  autumn  moult. 

In  addition,  the  bare  parts  of  this  individual  were  considerably  darker 
than  those  of  its  associates,  but  otherwise  it  was  in  usual  winter 

plumage.  E.Cqweev 

Holmhurst,  High  Street,  Gringley  on  the  Hill,  via  Doncaster  D\10  4RG 

Three  transparencies  accompanying  this  note,  and  showing  the  features  described, 

w'ere  examined  by  the  members  of  the  Identification  Notes  Panel,  but  the  bird  concerned 

w'as  too  distant  for  successful  reproduction  in  print.  Eds 

Black-headed  Gulls  in  summer  plumage  in  winter  R.  B.  Williams 

reported  a   ‘Black-headed  Gull  in  summer  plumage  in  January  ’   {Brit. 
Birds  79:  658).  I   spent  two  years  from  December  1977  observing 

plumage  changes  of  Black-headed  Gulls  at  Portsmouth,  Hampshire.  Of 
totals  of  5,488  and  5,930  gulls  counted  in  the  winters  of  1977/78  and 

1978/79  respectively,  10%  of  the  adult  population  had  attained 

breeding  plumage  by  2nd  February,  50%  by  6th  March,  and  90%  by 
22nd  March.  Two  individuals  were  seen  from  the  second  week  of 

January  in  both  years  in  full  summer  plumage,  and  I   believe  that  they 

had  recently  moulted  (rather  than  retained  their  summer  plumage),  as 

their  hoods  were  dark  brown  and  the  general  appearance  of  the  birds 

was  very  clean.  A.  E.  Smith 

154  Burnt  Ash  Lane,  Bromley,  Kent  BRl  5BU 

Food-caching  by  Short-eared  Owl  during  winter  On  the  afternoon  of 
15th  November  1984,  at  Altcar  Withins,  Lancashire,  Jack  Taylor  and  I 

were  watching  a   Short-eared  Owl  Asio  flammeus,  which  flew  from  a   fence- 

post  perch  to  catch  a   small  mammal  in  the  roadside  verge.  The  owl 

carried  its  prey  in  its  talons  about  20  m   into  an  adjoining,  freshly 

ploughed  field,  in  which  there  remained  a   few  pieces  of  vegetation.  The 

owl  then  landed  beside  the  tallest  plant,  a   groundsel  Senecio  vulgaris,  and, 

quite  deliberately,  took  the  prey  in  its  bill  and  pushed  it  beneath  the 

vegetation.  After  the  initial  placement,  a   second  push  was  given  to  the 

prey,  and  the  bird  looked  around  before  flying  off.  On  investigation,  we 

found  a   field  vole  Microtus  agrestis,  the  head  of  which  was  partly  covered  by 

the  groundsel,  with  only  the  tail  and  hind-quarters  protmding. 

Mikkola  (1983,  Owb  of  Europe)  referred  to  caching  of  food  near  the  nest 
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during  periods  of  prey  abundance,  while  the  adults  are  feeding  nestlings, 

but  neither  Mikkola  nor  BWP\o\.  4   made  any  reference  to  food-caching  in 

the  winter  quarters.  Autumn  1984  was  unusually  mild,  however,  so  the 

owl  may  have  been  reacting  to  a   glut  of  winter  food. 
Michael  G.  Pennington 

16  Boyer  Avenue,  Maghull,  Merseyside  L31  5NX 

Impact  impressions  left  by  birds  on  windows  The  accompanying 

photographs  (plates  342  &   343)  were  taken  by  Dr  F.  C.  Hurrell  in 

September  1984  at  his  home  in  Famham,  Surrey.  They  show  a   near- 

342  &   343.  Impression  of 

bird,  probably  Collared 
Dove  Streptopelia  decaocto, 
on  window  pane,  Surrey, 

September  1984  {F.  C. Hurrell) 
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perfect  impression  of  a   bird  that  had  evidently  flown  into  the  window, 

although  there  was  no  sign  of  it  or  any  feathers  beneath  the  window.  The 

bird  was  probably  a   Collared  Dove  Streptopelia  decaocto,  several  of  which 

frequent  the  garden.  Its  outline  indicates  that  it  may  have  been  braking  to 

avoid  the  glass  (or  possibly  displaying  to  its  own  reflection?).  Since  the 

window  had  previously  been  quite  clean,  the  impression  was  made  by 

something  in  the  bird’s  feathers,  presumably  oil  or  dust. 

John  A.  Baird 

Officers  Mess,  HQ^RAF  Germany,  RAF Rheindahlen,  BFPO  40 

An  earlier  photograph  of  an  impression  made  by  a   pigeon  Columba  killed  when  struck  by  an 

aircraft  {Brit.  Birds  48:  plate  57)  was  followed  by  a   note  and  two  further  photographs  (50:  393, 

plate  56)  showing  window  impressions  of  a   pigeon  and  what  may  have  been  an  owl  Strix.  In 

all  cases,  the  clarity  of  the  bird’s  outline  was  remarkable,  as  in  Dr  Hurrell’s  photographs.  I   he 

second  pigeon  (50:  plate  56a)  had  flown  into  a   shop  window  and  killed  itself.  The  presumed 

owl,  however  (50:  plate  56b),  was  apparently  unhurt  and  only  a   few  feathers  were  found;  the 

impression,  clearly  showing  the  braking  effect  of  the  wings,  was  in  what  appeared  to  be  a 

greasy  dust  or  powder,  and  remained  on  the  glass  window  for  several  days.  It 
 is  not 

uncommon  for  small  birds  to  fly  into  windows,  and  kill  themselves,  without  leaving  any 

impression.  Larger  birds  with  relatively  abundant  powder-down  seem  much  more  likely  to 

leave  impressions,  although  it  is  not  always  easy  to  identify  the  species  concerned.  I   igeons 

(Columbidae),  all  of  which  have  ‘talcumy’  plumage,  appear  to  be  the  most  frequent 

perpetrators  of  such  impact  impressions,  and  in  the  case  reported  in  the  above  n
ote  it  would 

seem  most  probable  that  a   Collared  Dove  was  responsible.  Eixs 

Egg  removal  by  nesting  Chough  During  recent  stu
dies  on  the 

breeding  biology  of  the  Chough  Pyrrhocorax  pyrrhocorax  on  Islay  (War
nes 

1982;  Monaghan  &   Thompson  1984;  Monaghan  &   Bignal  1985),  ther
e 

have  been  a   number  of  nests  from  which  eggs  or  young  have 

disappeared,  either  without  trace  or  later  to  be  found  nearb
y. 

In  both  1984  and  1985,  eggs  and  young  (of  different  ages)  were  fou
nd 

below  nests,  or  close  to  the  flight  path  of  adults.  In  May  1
985, 

observations  were  made  on  the  behaviour  of  Choughs  nesting  
in  a 

derelict  barn;  the  nest  was  built  on  an  old  window'-frame,  lyi
ng  across 

rafters.  Following  sessions  of  feeding  by  regurgitation  {Bri
i.  Birds  79: 

plate  245),  the  female  spent  short  periods  brooding  the  you
ng;  and  then 

she  was  either  fed  again  by  the  male  on  his  return,  or
  she  left  the  nest 

after  spending  some  time  ‘nest-tidying’.  On  one  occasion
,  both  parents 

returned  to  the  nest  and  fed  the  young,  and  then  
the  male  left.  The 

female  spent  the  next  minute  rummaging  in  the  botto
m  of  the  nest  cup, 

from  which  she  removed  an  unhatched  egg  (plate  
344),  and  flew  off. 

The  nest  originally  contained  five  eggs:  four  hatch
ed,  and  three  young 

Egg  or  nestling  loss  has  generally  been
  regarded  as  a   result  of 

predation  (Warnes  1982;  Monaghan  &   Tho
mpson  1984),  but  we  have 

suspected  for  some  time  that  removal  may  in  s
ome  cases  be  by  parents 

themselves:  predators  are  unlikely  to  take  an 
 egg  or  nestling  and  not  eat 

it  yet  dead  nestlings  have  been  found  v
irtually  undamaged.  Addled 

eggs  and  dead  nestlings  may  be  removed 
 by  adults  as  nest  detritus;  the 
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344.  Chough  I^’rrhocorax  pytrhocorax,  Argyll,  May  1985  {Martin  B.  Withers) 

asynchrony  with  which  Choughs  hatch  often  results  in  a   clutch  with 
one  or  more  weak  nestlings. 

Ian  Bullock  made  helpful  comments  on  the  draft  of  this  note. 
Eric  Bignal  and  Martin  Withers 

NCC,  Quinhill,  Clachan,  Tarbert,  Argyll  PA29  6XN 
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Derek  Goodwin  has  commented  that  similar  removal  of  young  and  eggs  by  parents  has 
been  suspected  in  the  cases  of  various  other  crows  and  virtually  proved  for  captive  Jays 
Garrulus  glandarius  and  Lanceolated  Jays  G.  lanceolatus  (Goodwin  1976,  1986,  Crows  of  the 
World,  pp.  48-49).  Eds 

North  American  landbirds  on  the  ‘QE2’  Readers  of  the  ‘Report  on  rare 
birds  in  1988’  will  doubtless  be  intrigued  to  learn  of  my  observations  on 
board  the  QE2  on  a   voyage  leaving  New  York,  USA,  on  21st  September 
1988  and  arriving  in  Southampton,  Hampshire,  on  26th,  during  which  my 
wife  and  I   saw  several  North  American  landbirds  either  alongside  or  on deck. 

A   White-crowned  Sparrow  Zonotrichia  leucophrys  was  noted  on  the  first 
morning  out  of  New  York  and  was  still  on  board  in  Southampton  Water.  It 
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was  in  good  condition  and  was  regularly  to  be  seen  feeding  on  crumbs. 

Also  on  the  first  day,  a   Brown  d'hrasher  Toxostoma  rufum  caught  up  with 
and  overtook  the  liner,  which  at  that  time  was  travelling  at  29  knots.  A 

Mourning  Dove  Zenaida  macroura  spent  the  first  two  days  of  the  trip  on 

board,  probably  resting  up  in  a   lifeboat.  About  half-way  across,  a   very' 
tired  female  Northern  Oriole  Icterus  galbula  joined  the  ship,  flew  into  a 

glass  partition,  but  was  picked  up  and  later  recovered  sufficiently  to  fly 

several  times  around  the  decks;  she  was  still  to  be  seen  on  24th  and  25th. 

Later,  I   found  a   dead  immature  male  Dickcissel  Spiza  americana,  and  during 

the  trip  also  saw  a   Red-eyed  Vireo  Vireo  olivaceus  and  a   probable  Palm 

W arbler  Dendroica  palmarum.  J .   B .   F   R   a   N   K   L   A   N   D 

25  Cedarwood  Drive,  Leyland,  Preston,  Lancashire 

These  observations  recall  those  by  R.  MacArthur  and  P.  Klopfer  on  the  M\  Statendam  in 

September/October  1957  {Brit.  Birds  51:  358),  and  by  .A.  L.  Durand  on  the  RMS  Queen  Elizabeth 

in  April  1961  {Brit.  Birds  54:  439-440),  the  MV  Mauretania  in  October  1962  {Brit.  Birds  56:  157- 

164)  and  a   variety  of  Cunard  transatlantic  liners  during  1961-65  {Brit.  Birds  65:  428-442). 

At  our  invitation,  John  Mather,  Chairman  of  the  BOU  Records  Committee,  has 

commented  as  follows:  ‘I  welcome  this  opportunity  to  explain  the  implications  of 

observations  such  as  this  and  the  possible  inclusion  of  such  species  in  the  British  and  Irish 
list. 

‘Many  Nearctic  birds  find  themselves  off  the  North  American  coast  at  times  of  migration, 

and  land  on  ships.  The  fact  that  they  are  then  conveyed  westwards  on  these  “islands”  is  an 

inevitable  part  of  the  present-day  situation  and  cannot  be  ignored.  Suspected  ship  assistance 

does  not  preclude  inclusion  in  the  list,  nor  does  known  assistance,  so  long  as  no  direct 

human  interference  in  the  form  of  feeding  or  shelter  whilst  held  captive  on  board  has  taken 

place  (in  such  instances,  inclusion  in  Category  D   is  still  a   possibility). 

‘Those  individuals  which  survive  the  crossing  unaided  and  eventually  make  landfall 

qualify  for  inclusion  in  Category  A;  those  which  are  recorded  on  board  ship  only  whilst  
at 

sea,  between  the  three-mile  and  200-mile  (4.8  and  320  km)  limits,  qualify  for  inclusion  in  the 

new  Category  E. 

‘Full  details  of  the  category  definitions  {Ibis  113:  420-423;  130:  334-337;  in  press)  are 

repeated  here  for  ease  of  reference: 

A.  Species  which  have  been  recorded  in  an  apparently  wild  state  in  Brita
in  or  Ireland  at  least  once  within 

the  last  50  years. 

B.  Species  which  have  been  recorded  in  an  apparently  wild  state  
in  Britain  or  Ireland  at  least  once,  but 

not  within  the  last  50  years. 

C.  Species  which,  although  originally  introduced  by  man,  hav
e  now  established  a   regular  feral  breeding 

stock  which  apparently  maintains  itself  without  necessary  
recourse  to  further  introduction. 

D.  Species  which  have  been  recorded  within  the  last  50  years  and  
would  otherwise  appear  in  Category  .\ 

except  that  (1)  there  is  a   reasonable  doubt  that  they  have  occu
rred  in  a   wild  state,  or  (2)  they  hav.e 

certainly  arrived  with  human  assistance,  or  (3)  they  have  
only  ever  been  found  dead  on  the  tidelme; 

also  species  which  would  otherwise  appear  in  Category  C   exc
ept  that  their  feral  populations  may  or 

may  not  be  self-supporting.  The  main  object  of  Category 
 D   is  to  collect  together  the  records  of  species 

which  are  not  yet  full  additions,  so  that  these  are  n
ot  overlooked  if  there  are  subsequent  fully 

acceptable  records. 

E.  Species  which  would  othensise  appear  in  Catego
ry  A   or  B   but  have  only  ever  been  recorded  in  Briti

sh 

or  Irish  waters  between  three  and  200  miles  from  
land. 

‘Full  inclusion  on  the  British  and  Irish  list  maintained  by  BOU
  is  given  to  species  in 

categories  A   B,  C   and  E.  Category'  D   is  not  part  of  the  fu
ll  list,  but  is  a   ‘holding  category  of 

species  which  may  eventually  qualify  for  full  inclusi
on;  in  lists,  it  should  form  a   separate 

appendix. 



Monthly  marathon 

The  third  ‘Monthly  marathon’  has  been  won, by  R.  N.  Hobbs  of  Hastings,  East  Sussex.  Hfs 

winning  1 1-in-a-row  sequence  is  repeated  on  page 
571. 

The  bird  in  plate  276  was  named  by  competi- 
tors as  follows: 

Fan-tailed  Warbler  Cisticola juncidis  (65%) 
Graceful  Warbler  Prinia  gracilis  ( 1 4%) 
Sedge  2ivh\ev  Acrocephalus  schoenobamus  ( 1   1%) 

Paddy  field  Warbler  T.  agricola  (3%) 
Moustached  Warbler  T.  melanopogon  (3%) 

with  2%  or  less  each  for  Cetti’s  Warbler  Cettia  cetti.  Grasshopper  Warbler  Lociistella  naevia, 
River  Warbler  L.  fluviatilis.  Aquatic  W'arbler  A.  paludicola,  Blyth’s  Reed  Warbler  A.  dumetonm, 

Great  Reed  Warbler  A.  arundinaceus,  Pallas’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  proregulus,  ChiffchafF 
P   collybita.  Willow  VV'arbler  P.  trochilus,  Goldcrest  Regulus  regains  and  Firecrest  R.  ignicapillus  (as 
well  as  a   couple  of  Norwegian  subscribers’  leg-pulls:  Ostrich  Struthio  camelus  and  Briinnich’s 
Guillemot  Uria  lomvia). 

It  was  indeed  a   Fan-tailed  Warbler,  photographed  in  Italy  in  March 
1986  by  Dr  Richard  Chandler. 

With  his  success,  Ralph  Hobbs  can  now  claim  his  prize:  a   SUNBIRD 
birdwatching  holiday  in  Africa,  Asia  or  North  America.  Our  commisera- 

tions must  go  to  Richard  Drew  and  the  Rev.  Canon  John  Crook  who 
achieved  sequences  of  ten-in-a-row  and  eight-in-a-row,  respectively,  but 
got  beaten  to  the  finishing  line. 

The  fourth  ‘Monthly  marathon’  has  now  started,  with  plate  285  forming 
the  first  hurdle,  plate  324  the  second  and  plate  345  (below)  the  third.  Have 
a   go!  The  SUNBIRD  prize,  worth  well  over  £1,000,  could  provide  with 
the  birding  holiday  of  a   lifetime.  Previous  winners  were  Pekka  Nikander, 

who  chose  a   trip  to  Thailand  {Brit.  Birds  80:  342-343;  81:  516),  and 
.\nthony  McCeehan,  who  opted  for  the  Canadian  Arctic  {Brit.  Birds  81: 

494-496,  605-606). 

345.  Fourth  ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition.  Photograph  number  3.  Identify  the  species. 
Read  the  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  on  a   postcard  to 
Monthly  Marathon,  Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ,  to  arrive  by  15th 

December  1989 
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Ralph  Hobbs’s  winning  sequence: 
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1.  Water  Pipit  86% 

2.  Long-legged  Buzzard  84% 

7.  Blackbird  69% 

6. 

4.  Pied-billed  (irebe  98% 

5.  Short-billed  Dowitcher  75% 

Pheasant  94% 

Green-backed 
Heron  85% 

8.  Dunnock  93% 

9.  Raven  <1% 

10. 

1 1.  Fan-tailed  Warbler  65% 



Fieldwork  action   
From  its  earliest  days,  British  Birds  has  always.,encouraged  birdwatchers to  become  involved  in  their  own  or  co-operative  studies  of  birds. 

Before  the  existence  of  organisations  such  as  the  BTO,  British  Birds  was 

organising  nest  censuses  of  Grey  Herons  Ardea  cinerea,  counts  of  Great 

Crested  Grebes  Podiceps  cristatus,  a   national  bird-ringing  scheme,  and 

similar  ambitious  projects.  Nowadays,  these  are  usually  the  responsibility 

of  the  British  Trust  for  Ornithology  (in  Great  Britain)  and  of  the  Irish 

Wildbird  Conservancy  (in  Ireland). 

We  consider  that  birdwatchers  who  take  part  in  such  fieldwork  are 

contributing  not  only  to  the  advance  of  pure  scientific  knowledge  about 

birds,  but  also  to  the  vital  fact-finding  necessary  to  highlight  conservation 

requirements;  in  addition,  most  participants  find  that  such  fieldwork  is 

highly  satisfying,  as  well  as  being  a   great  deal  of  fun.  For  these  reasons,  we 

strongly  encourage  BB  readers  to  take  part  in  co-operative  (as  well  as 

individual)  field-studies.  This  new,  short  news  spot  in  BB  will  publicise  the 

work  being  planned  by  the  BTO  and  the  IWC  in  which  BB  subscribers  can 

participate,  especially  their  forthcoming  surveys  and  censuses,  and  also 

meetings  and  conferences  at  which  such  fieldwork  is  discussed.  Eds 

BTO/IWC  news 

The  Birds  of  Estuaries  Enquiry  The  BoEE  monitors  the  numbers  and  distribution  of 

coastal  birds  at  all  estuarine  (and  60  or  so  non-estuarine)  sites.  Birdwatchers,  co-ordinated 

by  local  organisers,  visit  selected  roost  sites  on  a   specific  date  in  each  month  and  count  the 

numbers  of  birds  present.  The  results  have  considerable  research  potential,  providing  the 

basis  for  a   sound  conservation  strategy  for  coastal  sites.  Further  participants  are  always 

needed.  If  you  enjoy  coastal  birdwatching  and  would  like  to  help,  further  details  can  be 

obtained  from  Jeff  Kirby,  BTO,  Beech  Grove,  Station  Road,Tring,  Hertfordshire  HP23  5NR. 

IWC/BTO  Birdwatchers’  Conference  Theme:  Birds  and  the  Sea.  To  be  held  during  17th- 
19th  November  1989,  at  the  Clonea  Strand  Hotel,  Dungarvan,  Co.  Waterford,  Ireland.  Full 

programme  and  booking  form  available  from  IWC,  Ruttledge  House,  8   Longford  Place, 

Monkstown,  Co.  Dublin,  Ireland. 

Announcements 
The  Big  Red  Stripe  In  past  years,  many  subscribers  have  not  noticed  their  renewal 

reminder.  This  year,  therefore,  we  have  tried  to  make  it  more  obvious.  When  your 

subscription  is  due,  the  address  sheet  with  your  current  issue  will  be  marked  by  a   bold  red 

stripe. 

Owing  to  the  flood  of  resubscriptions  at  the  end  of  the  year,  we  can  guarantee  to  send  your 

January  1990  issue  on  time  only  if  your  renewal  is  received  before  10th  December.  Fate 

renewal  may  result  in  the  January  issue  being  sent  out  with  that  for  February'. 

As  usual,  the  January  issue  will  be  posted,  not  at  the  end  of  December,  but  in  the  second 

week  of  January,  due  to  the  Christmas  break  at  our  printers,  our  distributors  and  even 

(briefly)  in  the  BB  office. 

Books  in  British  BirdShop  I’here  are  six  special  reduced-price  offers  still  available  for  BB 
subscribers  (see  books  marked  *).  Also  two  new  books: 

de  .Schauensee  Vie  Birds  of  China  (paperback  edition) 

■Skinner  &   Wilson  Colour  Identification  Guide  to  Moths  of  the  British  Isles  (highly  recommended) 
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Reviews 
Important  Bird  Areas  in  Europe.  By  R.  F.  A.  Grimmett  and  T.  A. 
Jones.  Illustrated  by  N.  Arlott.  ICBP  Technical  Publication  No.  9.  ICBP 
&   IWRB,  Cambridge,  1989.  888  pages;  36  line-drawings;  39  maps. 
Paperback  £19.50. 

The  word  ‘Important’  certainly  applies  to  this  900-page  book,  no  less  than  to  the  2,444  sites 
in  just  over  40  European  territories  which  it  summarily  describes.  By  an  immense  editorial 

elTort,  it  frames  and  consistently  applies  significant  criteria  as  to  the  Important  Bird  concept 
in  terms  of  species  conservation;  as  to  the  definition  and  description  of  sites;  and  as  to  the 
relation  of  all  these  to  leading  international  agreements,  such  as  the  Ramsar  Convention  on 

Wetlands  of  International  Importance  especially  as  Waterfowl  Habitat,  the  Bonn  Conven- 

tion on  Conservation  of  Migratory  Species  of  Wild  Animals,  the  World  Heritage  Convention, 

the  Bern  Convention  on  the  Conservation  of  Wildlife  and  Natural  Habitats,  and  the 

European  Community’s  Directive  and  Resolution  on  the  Conservation  of  Wild  Birds,  not 

forgetting  the  Barcelona  C]onvention’s  List  of  Mediterranean  Specially  Protected  .\reas,  the 

90  Biosphere  Reserves  within  22  European  countries  of  UNESCO’s  .Man  and  the  Biosphere 
Programme,  and  the  140  sites  proposed  for  the  European  Network  of  Biogenetic  Reser\es.  A 

mere  ornithologist  may  wonder  whether  this  great  array  of  categories  reflects  true 

conservation  needs  rather  than  the  rivalry  of  competing  bureaucracies  to  mount  the 

conservation  bandwagon.  Perhaps  the  best  that  can  be  said  is  that  apart  from  bird  aspects 

there  are  many  others  to  be  focused  and  reconciled  for  most  of  the  sites,  and  that  such  lively 

competition  is  preferable  to  reliance  on  a   sleepy  or  moribund  monopoly  of  official 

recognition. 

Most  ornithologists  will  doubtless  turn  with  relief  from  these  monumental  analyses  to  the 

country-by-country  summaries  which  are  so  rich  in  up-to-date  and  accurate  factual 

information,  about  each  selected  site,  especially  its  bird  population  at  various  seasons,  and 

the  threats  currently  affecting  it.  The  task  of  compression  has  been  fonnidable — for  example 

the  French  Camargue  with  its  76,000  ha,  two  dozen  itemised  breeding  species  (including  its 

6,000-13,000  pairs  of  Greater  Elamingoes)  and  its  equal  number  of  major  migrants  has  to  be 

squeezed  into  little  more  than  half  a   page. 

Room  is  found,  however,  for  a   comprehensive  series  of  maps  of  the  sites  in  each  countr\ 

and  for  an  admirably  refreshing  series  of  text  illustrations  by  Norman  .\rlott.  1   he  excellent 

presentation  and  arrangement  fully  compensate  for  the  absence  of  an  index. 
E.  M.  NTcmoi.-SON 

Best  Days  with  British  Birds.  Compiled  and  edited  by  Malcolm 
Ogilvie  and  Stuart  Winter.  British  Birds,  Blunham,  1989.  192  pages; 

many  line-drawings.  £14.95. 
Thirty-four  mostly  well-known  6gures  from  the  bird  world  (though  three  are  sadly  no  longer 

with  us)  have  each  written  short  accounts  of  a   memorable  day’s  birding,  all  in  Britain  and 
Ireland,  save  one  in  Central  Park,  New  York.  The  offerings  are  arranged  in  calendar  order, 

starting  appropriately  on  1st  Januarv',  and  ending  on  31st  December,  wth  only  February 
unrepresented.  .Attractive  drawings  enliven  the  layout. 

The  genre  is  not  completely  new.  .As  a   child,  I   would  raid  my  father’s  bookshekes,  and 
read  and  reread  the  writings  of  Kenneth  Richmond,  Ralph  Chislett,  E.  .A.  .Armstrong  and 

others  about  exciting  days  in  the  held.  .And,  more  recently.  Birdwatchers''  }>ar  by  Leo  Batten  et 
al.  (1973)  provided  good  bedside  reading  of  the  birding  year  of  six  birdwatchers,  each  on 

their  own  local  patch. 

Given  a   modicum  of  writing  skills  from  the  contributors,  the  format  cannot  really  fail  to 

entice  anyone  keen  on  birds.  The  fact  that  there  are  34  different  styles  in  this  compilation  is 

both  a   strength  and  a   weakness,  for  I   must  admit  I   did  hnd  one  or  Uvo  accounts  plainly 

written  and  rather  tedious.  But  then  there  was  always  the  anticipation  of  the  next  chapter. 

While  not  discovering  another  W.  K.  Richmond,  I   enjoyed  some  contributions  enormously. 

John  Busby  shows  that  his  facility  with  the  pen  is  not  just  in  drawing;  and  we  all  know  that 

Bill  Oddie  writes  fluently  and  easily  with  natural  humour.  Less  well  known  names  which 
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stand  out  are  Peter  J.  Hopkin,  with  his  account  of  an  amazing  skua  passage  past  Balranald; 

and  Stuart  Winter,  recounting  his  first-ever  trip  to  Minsmere  with  all  the  wide-eyed  teenage 

enthusiasm  and  over-eagerness  of  the  beginning  birder. 

To  quote  from  Paul  Dukes,  ‘the  enthusiasm  of  youth  is  a   quality  that  rarely  endures  .   I   he 

chapters  that  for  me  work  best  at  recapturing  the  excitemertt  which  the  writer  felt  are  those 

which  describe  a   day  of  discovery  and  new  experience  in  the  now-distant  world  of  the 

youthful  birdwatcher. 

We  can  all  find  days  with  which  to  identify,  for  the  themes  to  each  account  vary  widely 

from  detailed  behavioural  study,  through  nest-finding  and  ringing,  to  photography,  painting, 

seawatching,  rarity-finding,  twitching,  goose-counting,  migration,  a   ‘big  day  ,   and  excite- 
ment on  the  local  patch.  Rarities,  perhaps  surprisingly,  do  not  figure  prominently.  Reading 

the  book  inevitably  set  me,  as  it  will  you,  to  thinking  of  my  most  memorable  day.  I   hat  too 

featured  no  rarities,  but  was  one  of  those  once-only  days  when,  to  pinch  another  quote  (this 

from  John  Phillips’  account,  attributed  to  ‘BK’):  ‘It  gives  you  almost  a   .   . .   what  I   call  almost  a 

religious  feeling.’  The  same  sadly-missed  BK  has  the  last  word  in  the  book,  telling  a   lovely 
story  at  his  own  expense. 

Two  disappointments:  it  would  have  been  interesting  to  have  had  a   few  words  about  each 

contributor;  and  where  is  Ian  Wallace’s  audacious  contribution?  Something  of  a   curate  s   egg, 

but,  if  you  enjoy  birds  (as  you  must  if  you’re  reading  this),  you  will  find  it  impossible  to  put 

down,  once  picked  up.  D.\WSON 

Short  reviews 
The  Book  of  Indian  Birds.  By  Salim  AH. 

(Bombay  Natural  History  Society/Oxford 

University  Press,  India  &   Oxford,  1979, 

reprinted  1988.  11th  edition.  187  pages. 

£9.95)  This  classic  little  book  has  served  as 
an  introduction  to  Indian  birds  for  almost 

half  a   century,  and  few  books  have  re- 
mained in  print  so  long.  The  latest  edition 

has  been  expanded  still  further,  so  that  it 

now  covers  296  species  in  74  colour  plates, 

eight  of  which  are  new.  The  species  cov- 

ered are  the  ‘commoner  birds’,  but  the 
continued  inclusion  of  Pink-headed  Duck 

Rhodonessa  caryophyllacea  seems  over- 
optimistic.  Sadly,  this  book  is  now  rather 
outdated  and  will  not  be  of  much  use  to 

the  serious  birder.  [NiGF.l,  Rf.dM.an] 

Parrots:  a   complete  guide.  By  Rosemary 

Low.  (Merehurst,  London,  1988.  144 

pages.  £12.95)  Encyclopedia  ‘designed  to 
provide  instant  reference  for  the  keeper 

and  breeder’,  from  ‘Accident  prevention’ 
to  ‘Zoonoses’  (diseases  of  animals  which 
can  be  transferred  to  humans). 

Provisional  Atlas  of  the  Ticks  (Ix- 

odoidea)  of  the  British  Isles.  By  K.  P. 

Martyn.  (Institute  of  Terrestrial  Ecology, 

Huntingdon,  1988.  62  pages.  Paperback 

£4.00)  Includes  maps  showing  the  distri- 
bution of  22  species,  plus  a   coverage  map. 

Usefully,  lists  all  the  host  species  involved 

in  the  records  for  each  species  of  tick; 

plenty  of  opportunity  for  bird  ringers  and 
others  to  contribute  new  records. 

A   Synopsis  of  the  Birds  of  India  and 
Pakistan  together  with  those  of  Nepal, 

Bhutan,  Bangladesh  and  Sri  Lanka.  By 

Sidney  Dillon  Ripley  II.  (Bombay  Natu- 
ral History  Society/Oxford  University 

Press,  India  &   Oxford,  1982.  Second  edi- 

tion. 652  pages.  £9.95)  When  this  impor- 
tant taxonomic  work  was  first  published  in 

1961 ,   it  became  the  basis  of  the  ten-volume 
Handbook.  Now,  in  its  second  edition,  the 

Synopsis  is  still  the  standard  reference  on 
the  subject.  The  book  largely  comprises  an 
annotated  checklist  of  every  species  (and 

subspecies)  to  be  found  in  the  Indian 
subcontinent,  with  a   summary  of  status, 

distribution  and  habitat.  Although  most  of 

this  information  is  duplicated  in  the  Hand- 

book, many  people  will  find  it  useful  to 
have  a   comprehensive  checklist  in  a   single, 

manageable  volume.  Over  1,200  species 

are  covered  in  the  book,  including  about 
35  which  were  omitted  from  the  Pictorial 

Guide.  Eagle-eyed  readers  will  notice  the 

inclusion  of  Enigmatic  Shortwing  Brachyp- 

teryx  cryptica.  This  recently  described  ‘new 
species’  is  now  considered  to  be  a   race  of 
'I'ickell’s  Babbler  Trichasloma  tickelli. 

[Nkjf.i,  Rf.dm.an] 

Australia’s  Parrots.  By  Ken  Stepnell  and 

Jane  Dalby.  (Merehurst,  London,  1988.  63 

pages.  £5.95)  A   vehicle  for  Ken  Stepnell’s 
superb  photographs  of  these  highly  photo- 

genic birds. 



News  and  comment 
Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  ‘British  Birds’ 

Congratulations!  Two  RSPB  staff  members 

feature  this  time.  We  heartily  approve  the 

OBE  given  to  Frank  Hamilton  in  the  Birth- 
day Honours  List,  in  recognition  of  over  30 

years  of  service  to  the  Society,  of  which  he  is 

now  Scottish  Director.  Secondly,  Alistair 

Gammell,  who  leads  the  International  De- 

partment, has  been  awarded  the  ‘Gouden 

Lepelaar’  (Golden  Spoonbill)  in  recognition 
of  his  work  for  European  conservation.  This 

comes  from  the  Netherlands  Society  for  the 
Protection  of  Birds.  Well  done! 

Safe  nuts  scheme  I'here  has  been  concern 
for  some  time  over  aflatoxin  levels  in 

peanuts  provided  for  tits  and  other  wild 
birds  and  the  deaths  which  have  been 

caused  in  some  cases.  Strict  laws  govern 

aflatoxin  levels  in  foods  for  human  beings, 

animals  and  cagebirds,  but  no  legal  stan- 
dard exists  for  food  provided  for  wild  birds. 

We  therefore  welcome  the  new  ‘Safe  Nuts 

Scheme’  launched  by  the  Birdfood  Stan- 
dards Association  (with  support  from  the 

B   rO  and  the  RSPB)  and  urge  readers  to 

watch  out  for  the  BSA  ‘Seal  of  .Approval’  on 
wild-bird-food  packaging. 

F.agles  and  kites  fhe  reintroduced  popula- 
tion of  White-tailed  Eagles  Haliaeetus  albicUla 

goes  from  strength  to  strength:  seven  pairs 

attempted  breeding  in  1989,  five  of  them 

laid  eggs,  and  three  pairs  succeeded  in 

rearing  a   total  of  five  young.  Since  the  first 

chick  was  reared  in  1985,  a   total  of  13  wild 

young  bodes  well  for  the  continued  success 

of  this  venture:  the  Sea  Eagle  Project  Team 

(Nature  Conservancy  Council,  Royal 

Society  for  the  Protection  of  Birds,  Scottish 

Wildlife  Trust  and  Institute  of  Terrestrial 

Ecology)  has  good  reason  to  feel  pleased. 

We  will  say  more  about  the  Red  Kite  Mibm 

milvus  project  in  due  course,  but  this  is  as 

good  a   time  as  any  to  comment  on  the 

interesting  vdews  expressed  by  JERS  (82: 

388).  What  you  ‘feel’  about  seeing  a   reintro- 
duced bird  is  really  a   matter  for  your  own 

personal  likes  and  dislikes  —   but  it  is 

perhaps  worth  mentioning  that  few  people 

seem  to  have  any  problems  over  Capercail- 

lies Tetrao  urogallus.  More  seriously,  the  very 

slow  increase  in  Welsh  Red  Kites,  their  low 

productivity  and  their  extreme  vulnerability 

were  all  important  considerations  when  the 
RSPB  and  the  NCC  decided  to  act  now 

rather  than  to  wait  and  see:  it  is  in  fact  a   lot 

less  likely  that  Red  Kites  will  recolonise 

naturally  than  many  suppose.  .Attempting  to 

establish  two  ‘new’  centres  of  population  is 

surely  a   reasonable  bit  of  conserv'ation 
insurance  for  the  future  —   especially  when 
we  remember  that  the  Red  Kite  is  one  of 

only  three  British  breeding  species  con- 

sidered sufficiently  at  risk  to  be  rated  a   ‘Red 
Data  Book  bird’  in  international  terms. 

Chichester  Eagle  Owl  recaged  Charles  M. 

James  has  sent  us  a   cutting  from  the 

Chichester  Obsen’er  (9th  .August  1989)  record- 

ing that  the  Eagle  Owl  Bubo  bubo  at  Chiches- 
ter Cathedral  {Brit.  Birds  82:  389)  has,  after 

18  months  of  freedom,  been  recaptured,  and 

will  now  be  kept  in  an  aviary  at  Locksacre 

Aquatic  Nurser)'  at  Birdham,  West  .Sussex. 

Picos  de  Europa  Anyone  planning  to  visit 

Picos  de  Europa  in  Spain’s  Cantabrian 
mountains  next  summer  may  like  to  know  of 

a   new  initiative  in  the  town  of  Potes.  Staff  at 

the  Technical  College  there  are  running  a 

course  to  train  would-be  guides  and  wardens 

for  Spanish  nature  reserves.  .As  part  of  the 

training,  local  staff  and  students  are  running 

guided  tours  of  the  area  and  its  ̂ ^^ldlife: 

visitors  wanting  to  see  some  of  the  local 

specialities,  such  as  Chough  Fhrrhocorax  pyr- 
rhocorax  and  Alpine  Chough  P .   graculus. 

Middle  Spotted  Dendrocopos  medius  and  Black 

Woodpeckers  Dtyocopus  martius,  W   allcreeper 

Tichodroma  muraria.  .Alpine  .Accentor  Prunella 

collaris  and  Snow  Finch  Montifringiila  nivalis. 

not  to  mention  numerous  raptors,  chamois 

Rupicapra  rupicapra  and  wild  boar  Sus  scrofa  — 

and  some  superlative  scenery  —   may  benefit 

from  their  help.  Contact  Ja\ier  Garcia  Oliva 

at  the  Escuela-Taller  de  Liebana.  Potes, 

Cantabria,  Spain  (tel.  942  730946).  Tours 

take  several  hours  and  cost  about  £10  per 

person,  transport  included.  {Contributed  by 
Ernest  Garcia). 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
Who  ‘was  not  actually  hysterical  with 

euphoria’  when  he  saw  a   Rook?  The 
answer’s  in  the  book  (and  also  on  page  576). 
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Kowa  BIY  sponsorship  to  continue  The 

ver\'  successful  Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year 

reception,  held  at  the  Mall  Galleries  in 

London  on  2nd  August  1989  (plates  346  & 

347),  has  led  to  the  sponsors,  Kowa  tele- 

scopes, stating  their  wish  to  continue  spon- 

sorship for  at  least  a   further  six  years.  Good 
news  for  artists  and  BB  readers  alike! 

346.  Bird  Ii.i.ustrator  of  the  Year.  Win- 

ner, John  Cox  (centre),  being  congratulated 

by  Mr  Y.  Koyama  (right)  and  Mr  J.  Nishi 

(left)  from  Kowa  telescopes,  London,  August 
1 989  {Pyser  Holdings) 

347.  Bird  Ii.i.u,strator  oe  the  Year.  Winners,  judges,  presenters  and  sponsors:  left  to  right, 
Richard  Tilt,  Mr  J.  Nishi,  Mr  Y.  Koyama  {Kowa  telescopes),  Keith  Shackleton, 

Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock  (judges).  Bill  Oddie  (presenter),  Mark  Hulme  (2nd  BIY),  Stephen 
Message  (Richard  Richardson  Award  winner  and  runner-up  BIY),  John  Cox  (winner  BIY), 
■Man  Harris  (judge),  Darren  Rees  (PJC  Award  winner),  George  B.  Brown  (3rd  BIY),  Robert 

Gillmor  (judge)  and  David  A.  Cook  (presenter),  London,  August  1989  {By ser  Holdings) 

Falkland  Islands:  new  society  and  new 

magazine  We  have  just  received  a   copy  of 

Falkland  Islands  Birding  News,  volume  1,  num- 
ber 1   (winter  1989),  the  magazine  of  the 

newly  formed  Falkland  Islands’  Bird  Watch- 
ing Society.  Anyone  wishing  to  join  or 

receive  further  details  should  write  to  Major 

R.  P.  D.  Munns,  HQBFFI,  BFPO  655. 

Change  of  Recorder  Peter  Rathbone, 

Wern,  Llanarmon-yn-lal,  Clwyd  CH7  4QD, 
has  taken  over  from  Ron  Birch  as  Recorder 

for  Clwyd  (Flintshire). 

Contrary  to  our  earlier  statement  (82: 

232),  Phil  Bristow  has  taken  over  as  Record- 
er for  South  Glamorgan  only  (from  R.  C. 

Smith);  J.  R.  Smith  (15  Milton  Drive, 

Bridgend,  Mid  Glamorgan)  remains  as  Re- 
corder for  Mid  Glamorgan.  For  the  record, 

Phil’s  address  is  10  Lisvane  Street,  Cathays, CardifT  CF2  4I.I.. 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
Answer:  Ian  Lewington. 
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Keith  Allsopp  and 

Barry  Nightingale 

These  are  largely  unchecked  rep>orts,  not  authenticated  records 

Unless  odierwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  June  1989 

High  pressure  to  the  west  maintained  a   cool  unsettled  flow  of  northerly  air  over  Britain 

and  Ireland  during  the  flrst  seven  days.  Much  warmer  southerly  air  arrived  from  the 

south  after  the  centre  of  pressure  moved  to  the  Continent,  with  temperatures  exceeding 

25  °C  in  many  areas  from  12th  to  20th,  after  which  the  anticyclone  moved  westward, 

and  cooler  unsettled  weather  arrived  from  the  Atlantic. 

A   bevy  of  bevies 

As  reported  in  May,  Quails  Cotumix  cotumix  were  on  the  move,  but,  from 

this  month’s  records,  many  stayed  to  give  the  largest  invasion  since  1970. 

That  year,  incorporated  in  the  1968-72  ‘Atlas’  census  period,  was  we
ll 

covered,  and  the  resulting  map  provides  an  interesting  comparison  with 

the  pattern  of  this  June’s  unorganised  reports.  The  distribution  of  calli
ng 

males  in  southern  England  indicated  their  liking  for  the  chalk  downlands, 

as  expected,  but  with  more  into  the  West  Country.  Unexpected,  however, 

were  numerous  reports  from  Shropshire  (82  in  eight  areas),  with  also 

many  in  the  neighbouring  W   est  Midlands  and  W   orcestershire 
 and  from 

southeast  Scotland,  where  over  60  were  heard.  The  exceptionally  dr
v 

weather  during  May  could  have  made  these  areas  more  at
tractive  to  the 

species.  Elsewhere,  the  numbers  were  lower  and  well  scattered
,  with  ven 

few  in  Ireland  and  northern  counties  of  Scotland. 

Divers  to  herons 

A   Black-throated  Diver  Gaim  arctica  was  a 

late  stayer  in  the  Isles  of  Scilly  on  15th,  as 

was  a   White-billed  Diver  G.  adamsii  in 

Shetland  on  3rd.  A   Black-necked  Grebe 

Podiceps  nigricoltis  in  Orkney  on  2nd  was  only 

the  second  record  for  the  islands.  L   nusual 

seabird  reports  were  of  30  Storm  Petrels 

Hydrobates  pelagicus  off  Jersey  (Channel 

Islands)  on  8th  and  the  finding  of  a   Leach
’s 

Petrel  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa  in  the  former 

species’  colony  on  Skokholm  (Dyfed)  on 

22nd,  but  most  exciting  was  the  sight  of  a 

Magnificent  Frigatebird  Fregata  magnificens 

at  Dalkey  (Co.  Dublin)  on  18th.  Non- 

breeding southern  herons  continued  to  wan- 
der between  suitable  wetlands.  Little 

Bittern  Ixobrychus  minutus  remained  in  the 

Isles  of  Scilly  until  7th.  Little  Egrets  Egretta 

garzetta  were  found  on  the  Camel  Estuary 

(Cornwall)  and  Kibble  Estuary  (Lancashire) 

on  4th,  VNith  one  arrhing  to  stay  on  Lewis 

(Western  Isles)  on  8th,  and  a   Great  White 
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348.  Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vespertinus,  Hampshire,  June  1989  (Nick  Cobb) 

Egret  E.  alba  stayed  briefly  in  Nottingham- 

shire on  16th  and  17th,  called  in  at  Slim- 

bridge  (Gloucestershire)  on  18th  before 

settling  down  to  stay  around  the  Fal  Estuary 

(Cornwall)  from  24th.  Purple  Herons  Ardea 

purpurea  were  seen  at  Kenfig  (Mid  Glamor- 

gan) on  1st,  Cley  (Norfolk)  on  14th  and 

Wintersett  Reservoir  (West  Yorkshire)  on 

17th,  a   Black  Stork  Ciconia  nigra  stopped 

briefly  at  Leighton  Moss  (Lancashire)  on 

10th  and  1 1th,  another  was  reported  in  the 

Highlands,  and,  of  the  15  reports  of  Spoon- 
bill Platalea  leucorodia,  ten  referred  to  the 

same  two  or  three  birds  in  East  Anglia. 

Wildfowl 

Brent  Geese  Branta  bemicla  were  very  much 

out-of-season  visitors  to  Gibraltar  Point 

(Lincolnshire),  15  on  18th,  and  to  Spurn 

Point  (Humberside),  on  25th  and  28th.  The 

news  of  the  discovery  of  four  pairs  of 

breeding  Pintails  Anas  acuta  on  Skomer 

Island  (Dyfed)  was  most  unexpected,  and 
their  continued  success  would  be  most 

welcome  for  this  attractive  duck.  Six  King 

Eiders  Somaleria  spectabilis  remained  into 

June,  one  being  found  on  the  Ythan  Estuary 

(Grampian)  on  1st.  A   pair  of  Ruddy  Ducks 

Oxyura jamaicensis  bred  for  the  first  time  in  the 

Borders,  at  Bemersyde,  but  the  brood  was 

unfortunately  later  taken  by  a   predator.  A 

few  Long-tailed  Ducks  Clangula  hyemalis 

continued  to  delay  moving  north,  with  seven 

individuals  still  present  in  mid  month. 

Birds  of  prey 

Of  the  six  reports  of  migrant  Honey  Buz- 

zards Pemis  apivorus,  three  were  from  East 

Anglia,  with  others  seen  on  Guernsey 

(Channel  Islands),  at  Penmaenmawr  (Gwy- 

nedd) on  1st  and  in  Orkney  on  15th,  the 

Devon  breeding  birds  giving  excellent  dis- 

plays from  the  public  watch  point  at  Hal- 

don.  There  were  seven  reports  of  Black  Kite 

Milvus  migrans,  six  Marsh  Harriers  Circus 

aeruginosas  passed  along  the  East  Coast,  and 

13  Ospreys  Pandion  haliaetus  were  noted 

moving  through,  the  majority  over  English 

lowland  waters.  Many  Red-footed  Falcons 

Falco  vespertinus  stayed  after  the  May  influx, 

with  five  records  still  from  the  East  Coast, 

ten  from  inland  localities  in  England,  some 

staying  for  a   week  or  more  (plates  348  & 

349),  and  singles  from  Kenfig  (Wales), 

Shetland,  Isles  of  Scilly  and  Lough  Money 

(Co.  Down). 

Crakes  and  waders 

I   hree  Spotted  Crakes  Porzana  porzana  were 

reported,  one  calling  on  Islay  (Strathclyde), 

one  at  Stralhdon  (Grampian)  on  lOth  and 

one  in  Orkney  on  16th.  Two  Corncrakes 

Crex  crex  were  found  in  southeast  Scotland, 

others  near  Inverness  (Highland)  and  one  at 
Llanafan  (Powys). 

1   he  waders  show  some  movement  in 

June,  but  which  way  is  not  always  clear.  A 
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349.  Red-footed  Falcon  Falco  vespertinus,  Hampshire,  June  1989  (George  Reszeler) 

Kentish  Plover  Charadrius  alexandrinus  at 

Great  Yarmouth  (Norfolk)  on  17th  was  a 

usual  find,  but  an  American  Golden  Plover 

Fluvialis  dominica  on  Jersey  from  3rd  to  5th 

was  decidedly  not.  In  this  early  period  of 

northerly  winds,  notable  records  were  of  60 

Sanderlings  Calidris  alba  at  .\berlady 

(Lothian)  on  3rd  and  380  at  Gibraltar  Point 

on  4th,  a   Buff-breasted  Sandpiper  Ttyngiles 

subruficollis  at  Haverton  Hole  (Gleveland) 

from  1st  to  3rd  (plate  350),  a   Great  Snipe 

Gallinago  media  at  Dagenham  Ghase  (Lon 

don)  on  1st  and  2nd,  and  eight  Red-necked 

Phalaropes  Phalaropus  lobalus  between  1st 

and  8th,  four  on  the  Fast  Coast  and  four 

inland.  By  mid  month,  with  anticyclonic 

easterlies,  190  Grey  P\o\ers  PIm  ialis  squatar- 

ola  were  found  at  .\berlady  on  19th.  Long- 

billed Dowitchers  Limnodromus  scolopaceus 

were  seen  at  Ballycotton  (Co.  Cork)  from 

16th  to  18th  and  at  Titchwell  (Norfolk)  on 

18th,  adult-plumaged  Spotted  Redshanks 

350.  Buff-breasted  Sandpiper  Tryngiles  subruficollis,  Cleveland,  June  1989  {Jeff)oungs) 
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351.  Broad-billed  Sandpiper  Limicola  falcinellus,  Co.  Cork,  June  1989  {Richard  T   Mills) 

Tringa  erythropus  began  arriving  from  12th, 

building  to  60  at  Fingringhoe  (Essex)  by 

20th,  and  Terek  Sandpipers  Xenus  cinereus 

were  seen  at  Clifie  Pools  (Kent)  from  12th  to 

13th  and  at  Blackmoorfoot  Reservoir  (West 

V'orkshire)  on  16th.  Some  species  occurred 
in  both  periods,  Broad-billed  Sandpipers 

Limicola  falcinellus  being  at  Cley,  between  1st 

and  4th  and  another  at  Ballycotton  between 

19th  and  21st  (plate  351),  and  on  the  29th, 

after  a   strong  westerly  blow,  a   White- 

rumped  Sandpip>er  Calidris  fuscicoUis  arrived 

at  Holme  (Norfolk). 

Gulls,  terns  and  auks 

A   few  single  dispersing  Mediterranean 

Gulls  Larus  melanocephalus  were  noted,  a 

Sabine’s  Gull  L.  sabini  was  seen  off  the 

Western  Isles  on  25th,  a   Ring-billed  Gull  L. 

delawarensis  stayed  at  Hayle  (Cornwall)  and 

another  was  seen  at  Hayling  Island  (Hamp- 

shire) on  7th.  Iceland  Gulls  L.  glaucoides  and 

Glaucous  Gulls  L.  hyperboreus  remained  in 

small  numbers,  mainly  around  Scottish 

hshing  ports.  Gull-billed  Terns  Gelochelidon 

nilotica  were  present  in  Cheshire  on  16th  and 

inland  at  Blithfield  Reservoir  (Staffordshire) 

on  19th.  A   Caspian  Tern  Sterna  caspia  passed 

Anglesey  (Gwynedd)  on  1st,  but  more  oblig- 

ing was  one  at  Killington  Reservoir  (Cum- 
bria) on  14th  and  15th.  The  Lesser  Crested 

Tern  S.  bengalensis  on  the  Fame  Islands 

(Northumberland)  remained  in  the  tern 

colony  all  month,  and  among  the  few  marsh 
terns  seen  were  Whiskered  Terns  Chlidonias 

hybridus  at  Waxham  (Norfolk)  on  4th,  at 

Hayle  from  12th  to  24th  and  at  Alvecote 

Pools  (Warwickshire)  on  17th  and  a   White- 

winged Black  Tern  C.  leucopterus  at  Meikle 

Loch  (Grampian)  on  25th  and  26th.  A 

Briinnich’s  Guillemot  Uria  lomvia  at  Sum- 

burgh  Head  (Shetland)  attracted  many 

birders  when  found  on  16th,  and  a   Litde 

Auk  Alle  alle  was  also  a   summer  rarity  off 

Eyemouth  (Borders)  on  17th. 

Swifts  to  passerines 

Swifts  Apus  apus  showed  a   spectacular  move- 
ment from  25th  to  28th  both  at  Spurn  Point 

and  at  Gibraltar  Point:  20,000  were  esti- 

mated flying  south  on  25th  at  the  fonner 

and  the  same  number  again  moving  south 

on  27th  at  the  latter,  with  smaller  counts  on 

the  other  days.  An  Alpine  Swift  Apus  melba 
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was  seen  at  Loch  Ken  (Dumfries  &   Gallo- 

way) on  1 1th.  I’he  most  spectacular  birds  of 
the  month  were  the  Blue-cheeked  Bee- 

eaters  Merops  supercilio.sus  at  Kennack  Sands 

and  later  at  Gadt^ewith  (Ca)rnwall)  on  1st 

and,  more  obligingly,  another  at  Great 

C'owden  (Humberside)  from  25th  into  July. 
Most  observers  would  now  die  happy. 

()rdinar>'(!)  Bee-eaters  M.  apiasler  were  also 

seen  again  at  Kennaick  Sands  on  2nd  and 

4th,  at  Hele  (Devon)  on  3rd,  in  northeast 

Norfolk  on  17th  and  on  North  Ronaldsay 

(Orkney)  on  18th.  Ltpially  spectacular  and 

even  more  obliging  were  Rollers  Coracias 

gatrulus  at  Fiast  Budleigh  Gommon  (Devon) 

from  1st  to  18th  and  another  at  Shapwick 

Heath  (Somerset)  frotn  3rd  to  13th.  .\  few 

passerine  vagrants  were  still  on  the  move 

during  the  month.  .\  Crag  Martin  Ptyono- 

progne  rupestris  was  found  on  South  L4st 

(Western  Isles)  on  7tlf,  Bluethroats  I.usdnia 

svecica  were  seen  at  Blakeney  Point  (Norfolk) 

on  3rd  and  on  Fair  Isle  on  5th,  with  the 

usual  records  there  of  Marsh  Warbler  .-Icro- 

cephalus  palustris,  three  on  4th  out  of  ten 

all  month.  This  species  also  was  found 

elsewhere  in  Shetland  on  10th  and  11th,  in 

Dinton  Pastures  Countr\  Park  (Berkshire) 

on  11th,  at  Wintersett  Reserxoir,  one  from 

18th  to  21st  with  two  on  19th,  and  in 

Hampshire,  one  on  13th.  further  four 

Subalpine  Warblers  Svh’iei  cantillans  arrived 

early  in  the  month.  Interesting  records  were 

of  Cetti’s  Warblers  Cettia  cetti  breeding  in 

Dv  fed,  a   Melodious  Warbler  Hippolais  poly- 

^lotta  singing  in  Suffolk  on  28th,  Dartford 

Warblers  Sylvia  undata  breeding  in  north 

Cornwall,  Nuthatches  Sitta  europaea  breeding 

for  the  first  time  in  Scotland  in  the  Borders, 

and  the  Penduline  Tit  Remiz  pendulinus 

reappearing  at  Minsmere  on  24th  (plate 

352).  Golden  Orioles  Oriolus  oriolus  were 

logged  by  Roller-watchers  at  East  Budleigh 

on  4th  to  10th,  and  at  Shapwick  Heath  on 

9th,  and  others  were  noted  in  D>fed  and  at 

Kenfig.  A   Lesser  Grey  Shrike  Lanius  minor 

stayed  at  Penmaenmawr  and  a   Woodchat 

Shrike  L.  senator  was  at  .\lmer  (Dorset)  from 

2nd  to  9th.  Four  Rose-coloured  Starlings 

Stumus  roseus  were  well  scattered,  with  one  on 

the  Old  Head  of  Kinsale  (Co.  Cork)  from 

11th  to  18th,  one  at  Portland  Bill  (Dorset) 

on  14th,  one  at  St  John’s  Point  (Co.  Down) 
on  24th  to  30th  and  another  on  Fair  Isle  on 

19th.  Singing  Scarlet  Rosefinches  Carpoda- 

cus  erythrinus  were  heard  at  Durleston  Coun- 

try Park  on  3rd,  at  .Minsmere  on  7th,  at 

Spurn  Point  on  2nd  and  7th,  and  at  Portland 

on  23rd,  with  three  others  also  seen.  A   total 

of  five  Red-headed  Buntings  Kmberiza  bntni- 

ceps  perhaps  indicates  real  vagrancy:  one 

stayed  on  Skokholm  from  30th  May  to  4th, 

one  was  landed  at  Hull  (Humberside)  on 

12th  after  boarding  a   ship  in  the  .North  Sea, 

others  were  on  Fair  Isle  on  18th  and  in 

Orkney  on  21st,  and  there  was  a   long- 

staying  individual  at  Crask  Inn  (Highland). 

352.  Penduline  Tit  Remiz  pendulinus,  Suffolk. 

June  1989  {Stephen  Culley) 



582 Recent  reports 

Recent  reports 

Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

This  summary  covers  the  period  15th  September  to  12th  October  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Leach’s  Petrel  Oceanodroma  leucorhoa  Port- 
rush  (Co.  Antrim),  156  on  6th  October. 

Great  White  Egret  Egretta  alba  Minsmere 

(SufTolk),  26th  September  to  4th  October. 

Brent  Goose  Branta  bemicla  Single  of  race 

nigricans,  Loch  Foyle  (Co.  Londonderry),  4th 
to  at  least  8th  October. 

Great  Knot  Calidris  tenuirostris  Sumburgh 

(Shetland),  15th  September. 

Long-toed  Stint  Calidris  subminula  Saltholme 
Pools  (Cleveland),  30th  September  to  5th 
October. 

Baird’s  Sandpiper  Calidris  bairdii  Pett  Level 
(East  Sussex),  17th  September;  Farlington 

Marsh  (Hampshire),  21st  September;  Sidle- 
sham  Ferry  (West  Sussex),  26th  September; 

Crowdie  Reservoir  (Cornwall),  lst-4th 
October. 

Lesser  Yellowlegs  Tringa  flavipes  Stithians 

Reservoir  (Cornwall),  3rd-5th  October. 

Spotted  Sandpiper  Actitis  macularia  Cape 

Clear  Island  (Co.  Cork),  for  at  least  three 
weeks  to  12th  October. 

Wilson’s  Phalarope  Phalaropus  tricolor 

Stithian’s  Reservoir,  15th- 17th  September; 
River  Conwy  (Gwynedd),  22nd  September 
to  5th  October. 

Common  Nighthawk  Chordeiles  minor  Tresco 

(Scilly),  16th-23rd  September. 

Short-toed  Lark  Calandrella  brachydactyla 

Two,  Dursey  Island  (Co.  Cork),  3rd  Octo- 
ber. 

Pechora  Pipit  Anthus  gustavi  North  Ronald- 

say  (Orkney),  3rd  October;  Fair  Isle  (Shet- 

land), 4th-5th  October. 
Citrine  Wagtail  Motacilla  citreola  Tresco, 
2nd-5th  October. 

Pied  Wheatear  Oenanthe  pleschanka  Fair  Isle, 
10th  October. 

Lanceolated  Warbler  Locustella  lanceolata 

Fair  Isle,  17th-18th  September,  and  11th 
October. 

Blyth’s  Reed  Warbler  Acrocephalus  durnetorum 
North  Ronaldsay,  3rd  October. 

Booted  Warbler  Hippolais  caligata  Fair  Isle, 

26th-27th  September. 

Pallas’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  proregulus  I'wo, 
Filey  (North  Yorkshire),  8th  October. 
Firecrest  Regulus  ignicapillus  Up  to  seven. 

Cape  Clear  Island,  from  8th  October. 
Isabelline  Shrike  Lanius  isabellinus  Minehead 

(Somerset),  22nd-24th  September. 
Lesser  Grey  Shrike  Lanius  minor  Bridlington 

(Humberside),  17th-23rd  September. 

Red-eyed  Vireo  Vireo  olivaceus  St  Maiy'’s 
(Scilly),  19th-22nd  September;  Cot  Valley 
(Cornwall)  25th  September  to  1st  October; 

St  Martin’s  (Scilly),  11th- 12th  October. 
Northern  Parula  Panda  americana  Dursey 

Island,  27th  September. 

Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustica  Dursey  Is- 
land, 7th- 10th  October. 

Little  Bunting  Emberiza  pusilla  Dursey  Is- 
land, from  4th  to  at  least  8th  October,  and 

7th-8th  October. 

Bobolink  Dolichonyx  oryzivorus  Land’s  End 
(Cornwall),  24th  September. 
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Recordings  Please  add  £]  .75  p   &   p   per  order  Pleaselick 

Sture  Palmer  &   JelTery  Boswall  .1  /'ield  Guide  to  the  Bird  Songs  of  Britain  and  Europe 
*C.omplete  set  o(  16  cassettes  in  four  packs  (running  time  approx  13  hours)  (I'st  aItPrict,  £105)   £95.00  d 

Individual  cassette  packs  (£28.00  each)   

*Ck)mplete  set  of  15  l.P  discs  of  birds  (running  time  approx  12  hours)  (isiai.prk:f,£105)   £95.00  d 
*Complete  set  of  15  LPdi.scs  of  birds  and  2   l.P  discs  of  mammals  (isiAi.PRitT.  £120)   £108.90  d 
Companion  set  of  recordings  of  69  British  and  European  mammals  (2  1   .P  discs)   £   1 3.90  d 

I   o   order  individual  discs,  please  use  the  British  BirdShop  order  form  on  pages  xv  &   x\i  in  vour  Januarv  1989 
issue. 

Kettle  British  Bird  Songs  and  Calls  (2-cassette  pack)   £   1 3.99  d 
Mild  Soviet  Bird  Songs  (2  cassettes)   £   19.95  d 

Books  and  other  items  are  included  in  British  BirdShop  only  if  they  are 

approved  by  British  Birds  and  considered  to  be  generally  reliable,  good  value 

and  useful  additions  to  a   birdwatcher’s  librar)-.  Any  item  ordered  through 
British  BirdShop  which  fails  to  meet  your  approval  can  be  returned  and  your 

money  will  be  refunded  without  question.  It  is  our  aim  to  provide  British  Birds 

subscribers  with  the  best  and  most  reliable  service  possible.  .All  correspond- 
ence concerning  British  BirdShop  should  be  addressed  to  British  BirdShop, 

c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  "Lotnes,  Devon  1Q9  5XN. 

Books  .All  listed  books  are  P(^ST  FRF.K.  New  books  and  special  offers  marked  * 

■Ali  &   Ripley  Compact  I   landbook  oj  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan.  N'fav,  rfaisfdfdii  ion  (Ol’P)   £75.(K)  ED 
.Ali  &   Ripley  Pictorial  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  the  Indian  Subcontinent  (OF  P)   I   lardback  £22. .50  ED 

*Blakers  et  al.  ITie  Atlas  of  Australian  /tinii  (Melbourne  IP)  .SPF(:i,\I.RFI)lc:FI)l*Rl(:F(lsr  \l  l   v   £45.00)   £22.. 50  ED 

*British  Birds/I  BCK  International  Bird  Identification  (isi  ai.i.v£8..50)   Paperijack  £7. .50  ED 
Bruun,  Delin,  .Svensson,  .Singer  &   Zetterstrom  Birdsof  Britain  and  Europe  (V\Am\\n)   Paperback  £5.95  ED 

Ciady  &   Hume  Ihe  Complete  Book  of  British  Birds  (.A.A  &   RSPB)   £   19.95  ED 

C'handler  Sorth  Atlantic Shorehirds  (Macmillan)   £   1 2.95  ED 
Conder  Wheatear  Helm)   £19.95  ED 

Cramp  Birds  of  the  It’e.v/erw  Palearctic  vol.  I   £75  ED  vol.  2   £75  ED  vol.  3   £75  ED  vol.  4   £75  ED  vol.  5   £75  EID 

Dalton  &   Bailey  .4/  the  H   ater's  Edge  (C.entur\  )   £   1 5.95  EZl 
Delin  &   Svensson  Photographic  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  (Hamlyn)   £   1 4.95  ED 

*de  Schauensee  The  Birds  of  China  ((4l'P)   Paperback  £19.50  ED 
Duff,  Hatton  &   Stirrup  .Vo/  BB  III   Paperback  £1 .70  EZl 

Dufi,  Hatton,  Stirrup  &   Williams  .Vo/ flW/F   Paperback  £2.00  ED 

I>\mond,  Fraser  &   Gan  t   let  t   Rare  Birds  in  Britain  and  Irelarul  (Poyser)   £19.00  ED 

Elliott  Birds  of IslcnfC.  Helm)   Pap>erback  £1 1.95  EZl 

Farrand  Audubon  Master  Guide  to  Birding   vol.  1   £10.95  ED  vol.  2   £10.95  ED  vol.  3   £10.95  ED  vols.  1-3  £30.95  ED 
Ferguson- Lees,  Willis  &   Sharrock  TTu  Shell  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Ireland  CS\\c\\Ae:\]o%ep\\)   £9.95  ED 

Flint  etai  Eield  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  the  I   SSR  (Princeton)  DiF  Noataibfr   Pawrback  £19.95  □ 

Fr)’,  Keith  &   Urban  The  Birds  of  Africa  (.Academic  Press)   vol.  I   £75.50  EZl  vol.  2   £76.50  ED  vol.  3   £75.50  ED 

♦CJallagher  &   W'ooAcocV  The  Birds  of  Oman  (Quartet)  SPFCiAi.RFDicF.nPRicF  (was  £12.50)   Paperback  £7.50  □ 
Gensbol  Birds  of  Prey  of  Britain  and  Europe,  Sorth. Africa  and  the  .Middle  East  (Collins)   £14.95  ED 

Gooders  Whereto  Watch  Birds  in  Britain  and  Europe  (C.  Helm)   Papterback  £9.95  Q 

Goodman  &   Weinmger  The  Birds  of  Egtpt  (OUP)   £70.00  Q 

Green  &   C^ade  Whereto  Watch  Birds  in  Dorset,  Hampshire  &   the  Isle  of  Wight  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £9.95  ED 

Harris,  Tucker  &   Vi  nicombe  7^  .Macmillan  Eield  Guide  to  Bird  Identification  (Macmillan)   £   1 4.95  □ 

Harrison,  P.  Seabirds:  an  identification  guide  Revised  edn.  (C.  Helm)  Bf.sf  Bir1)B(X1K()F  1983   £21.95  D 

Harrison,  P.  Seabirds  of  the  World:  a   photographic  guide  {C.  Helm)   Paperback  £15.95  ED 

Hayman,  Marchant  &   Prater  Shorehirds:  an  identification  guide  to  the  uaders  of  the  World  (C.  Helm) 

Bf-s  i   Biri)  Book  of  1986   £22.95  ED 

Heath  &   Maitland  Emmet  The  Moths  and  Butterflies  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland  (l^rley)  (11  vo^) 

Hardback  vols.:  1   £37.50  □   2   £47.50  □   7   thf  bi  nT.RFi.iFs  part  1   £4^0  □   9   £40.00  □   10  £45.00  □ 

Paperback  vols.:  1   £24.95  □   2   £24.95  □   9   £24.95  □   10  £24.95  □ 

Hollom  The  Popular  Handbook  ofBritish  Birds  5th  edn.  (Witherby)   £14.95  □ 

Please  use  the  British  BirdShop  form  on  p>age  xvi  to  complete  your  order. 
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King,  Dickinson  &   Woodcock  A   Field  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  South-East  Asia  (Collirts)   Paperback  £9.95  D 
Lack  The  Atlas  of  Wintering  Birds  in  Britain  &   Ireland  {Poy&tr)  Bfst  Bird  Book  of  1987   £21 .00  D 

•Madders  &   VVelstead  Whereto  Watch  Birds  in  Scotland  {C.  Helm)   Paperback  £10.95  Ul 

•Madge  &   Bum  Wildfowl:  an  identification  guide  to  the  ducks,  geese  and  swans  of  the  World  (C.  Helm) 
Bf.s  i   BirdBookof  1988   £19.95  CD 

Mearns,  Meams  &   Rees  Biographies  for  Birdwatchers  (.Academic  Press)   £   1 7.50  CD 

Oddie  Bill  Oddie’s  Little  Black  Bird  Book  (.Methuen)   Paperback  £   1 .95  CD 
*Oddie  Birdwatching  with  Bill  Oddie  (Macmillan)  Exci.i  sivf.  rf.dl  cei)  fricf.s  (£2  ofT  &   £1  oB) 
  Hardback  £6.96  CD  Paperback  £.3.99  CD 

*Ogil\'ie  &   Winter  Best  Days  with  British  Birds  (British  Birds)  Exci.L  sr\F.  rf.1)L  C:f,i)  frf.fl  bi.ic.v  i   ion  price 
(usual  price  £14.95)   £12.95  CD 

Paz  &   Eshbol  The  Birds  of  Israel  (C.  Helm)    £2 1 .95  CD 

Perrins  Collins  Xew  Generation  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe   Paperback  £7.95  CD  Hardback  £   1 0.95  CD 

Redman  &   Harrap  Birdwatching  in  Britain:  a   site-by-site  guide  (C.  Helm)   £   1 2.95  CD 
Ridgely  &   Gwynne.4  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Panama  Rfaisededx  (Princeton)  DtEDECE.MBER    Hardback  £.36.00  CD 

Ridgely  &   'Vudorlhe  Birds  of  South  America  (OUP)  (4  vols.)   vol.  1   ■|■HF.o.sCl^■F.P.\s.SF.Rl^'E.s  £45.00  CD 
Simpson  &   Day  Eield  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Australia  (C.  Helm)   Paperback  £1 1 .95  CD 

*Skinner  &   Wilson  Colour  Identification  Guide  to  Moths  of  the  British  Isles  (V'iking)   £30.00  CD 
Stile  &   Skutch  .4  Guide  to  the  Birds  of  Costa  Rica  (C.  Helm)  Die  Nost.mbf.r   Paperback  £.30.00  CD 

Pumer  &   Rose  .4  Handbook  to  the  Swallows  and  Martins  of  the  World  (C.  Helm)   £19.95  CD 

A'oous  Owls  of  the  Sorthem  Hemisphere  (CoWins)  Be.si  BirdBookof  1989   £45.00  CD 
British  Birds  The  ‘British  Birds’  List  of  Birds  of  the  Western  Palearctic 
  1984edn,  if  other  books  ordered,  £1.00  CD  1 984  edn  £1.85  CD 

Other  titles 

•Ml  the  above  titles  are  POST  FREE.  .Any  other  natural  history’  books  in  print  may  be  ordered 
from  the  NHBS.  Please  refer  to  the  NHBS  catalogue  for  details  of  current  prices  and  postage 

rates.  Free  copies  of  the  NHB.S  catalogue  are  available  on  request. 

Binders 
The  British  Birds  Binder  {holds  12  issues  &   index)   £6.95  CD 

Ties 
Ties,  with  Red  Grouse  emblem  in  white,  £6.95  each:  Blue  CD  Green  CD  Brown  CD  Maroon  CD 

PRICES  VALID  DURING  NOVEMBER  1989  for  all  speOal  ont-rs  (and  for  overseas 
customers  only,  also  during  the  following  month).  Other  prices  ejuoted  are  subject  to  any  publishers’  increases. 

Make  all  cheques  and  POs  payable  to  the  NHBS.  Payment  can  be  made  in  L'.S$  at  current  exchange  rate.  Please  allow  28  days 
for  delivery  in  UK.  longer  if  abroad.  NHBS  Giro  a/c  no.  202  9200. 

To  qualify  for  PO.ST  FREF.  please  quote  your  BB  ref.  no. 

Name, 
Ref. No. 

•Address 

Total  £ (iheque/PO  enclosed  CD Giro  payment  made 
□ 

If  your  address  for  credit  card  purposes  is  different  from  that  above,  give  it  here 

Please  debit  my  .AccessA'isa/MasteiGard/Euixx'ard 

Expiry  date 

•Signature 

You  can  phone  in  your  credit  card  orders,  but  please  quote  your  BB  ref  no.  as  well  as  your  credit  card  no. 
IT.E.  Totnes  (0803)  86.5913 

.Send  order  to:  Briti.sh  BirdShop,  c/o  NHBS,  2   VVilFs  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN 
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SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 
NORTH  WEST 
BIGGEST 
RANGE  OF 

MIRADOR  I 
BRESSER  I 

HILKINSON  I 
SWAROVSKI  I 

ZEISS  (east) 
ZEISS  (west) 
OPTICRON 
OPTYLYTH 

KOWA 

BUSHNELL 
BAUSH  &   LOMB 
LEin 

GREENKAT 

SWIFT 
HELIOS 
MIZAR 
NIKON 
TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 

Birds  &   Birders" NATURE  TOURS 

TOURS  PLANNED  FOR  1990 

HOLLAND 

•   GEESE  &   WATERFOWL  WEEKENDS 

3-days,  winter  1989/90 

(6x) 
•HOLLAND  WITH  A   DIFFERENCE 

7-davs.  spring  &   summer 

(8x) 

SWEDEN 

•AUTUMN  MIGRATION  AT  FALSTERBO 
8-davs.  autumn  1990 

(2x) 

For  brochure  write  to:  BIRDS  &   BIRDERS 

P   O.  BOX  737 

UmJ^uMor  9700  AS  GRONINGEN lb  SO.  Hmsman  THE  NETHERLANDS 

BIRDS  &   BIRDERS.  WE  CARE  FOR  BOTH! 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Come  birdwatching  with  us  in  1990. 

The  CSambia  -   January  &   February 
Israel  -   February  &   March 

S.W.  Spain  -   April  &   May 

Informal  small  group  holidays 

with  experienced  guides. 

iiend  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britannia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600167. 

(0568) 

NATURETREK 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 

1990 including 

BIRDING  TOURS  & 
TREKS 

in 

CHINA 
INDONESIA 
BOTSWANA 
AUSTRALIA 
GALAPAGOS 

NEW  ZEALAND 
SOUTHERN  mDlA 
NEPAL  •   KENYA 

BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA 
LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA  ^ 
KASHMra  •   TANZANIA  g 

For  our  brochure  please  contact: 
40  The  Dean,  Alresford, 
Hants  S024  9AZ 
TeL  0962  733051 
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Regional 
BIRDLINES 

For  all  the  birds  in  your  area 

BIRDLINE 

SOUTH-EAST 
Enquiries  01-676  8747 

BIRDLINE 
EAST  ANGLIA 

Enquiries  0603  633326 

BIRDLINE 

NORTH-EAST 
Enquiries  0423  509185 

BIRDLINE 
MIDLANDS 
Enquiries  038  682  727 

To  obtain  the  Birdline 
^   news  message  for  your  area, 
just  phone  the  appropriate  enquiries  number 

Birdline  north-west,  south-west 
Wales  and  Scotland  coming  soon 

For  details  of  the  national 

BIRDLINE 
Phone  0263  741139 

For  details  of  The  Bird  Information  Service  and  how  the  system 
works  just  send  an  s.a.e.  to: 

B.I.S.,  Stonerunner,  Coast  Road,  Cley-next-the-Sea,  Holt, 
Norfolk  NR25  7RZ 

DON’T  DELAY 
PHONE  TODAY 

(D583) 
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BOKMAKIERIE 
the  popular  ornithological 

magazine  of  Southern  Africa 

Subscriptions  for 
Institutional  Membership 

£20.00  US  $40.00 

Individual  Membership 
£15.00  US  $30.00 
which  constitutes 

membership  of  the 
SOUTHERN  AFRICAN 

ORNITHOLOGICAL  SOCIETY 

and  you  will  also  receive  its 
scientific  journal 
THE  OSTRICH 

Write  to  P.O.  Box  87234, 

Houghton,  Johannesburg, 
South  Africa,  2041 

(D387) 

Limicola 
das  Magazin 

fiir  begeisterte 

Vogelbeobachter 

erscheint  zweimonatlich  mit  aus- 

fiihrlichen  Arbeiten  iiber  die  Be- 

stimmung  schwieriger  Arten  • 

Mitteilungen  iiber  Okologie,  Ver- 

halten  und  Verbreitung  •   aktuel- 

len  Beobachtungen  in  Mittel- 

europa  *   interessanten  Reisezie- 

len  fur  Vogelbeobachter  •   Ratsel- 

vogel  •   Literaturbesprechungen  • 
Veranstaltungen . . .   und  vielen 

SchwarzweiB-  sowie  Farbfotos. 

Jahresabonnement  im  Inland  DM  51,—, 
im  Ausland  DM  52,50  (incl.  Versand). 

Zu  beziehen  iiber: 

Limicola,  C.  Weber,  Thieplatz  6   A, 
D-3410  Northeim. 

Take  a   Practical  Step 

Towards  Conservation  . 

Turn  your  interest  in  nature 
conservation  into  practical 

action 
Cut  out  the  coupon  and 
send  for  a   free  information 

pack  about  the  work  of  The 
Wildfowl  6   Wetlands  Trust 
You  will  discover  how  as  a 

member  you  can  play  a   part 

in: -   saving  endangered 

wildfowl  from  extinction 

-   re-introducing  threatened 

species  into  the  wild 
-   the  conservation  of 

wetlands  on  which  the 
world  s   ducks,  geese 

swans  and  other 
waterbirds  depend 

Find  out  also  how  you  can 

enjoy  the  special  benefits 
and  privileges  of 
membership  of  The  Wildfowl 
El  Wetlands  Trust  Simply 

send  the  coupon  today 

  If J”  Name 

,   Address 

    Postcode 
I   would  like  to  lake  a   practical  step  towards 

conservation  Please  send  me  my  own 

personal  copy  of  The  ildfowl  &   Wetlands 
Trust  s   information  pack 

Please  return  this  coupon  straight  away  to 
Tim  Davis.  Membership  Officer. 
The  Wildfowl  &   Wetlands  Trust. 

FREEPOST. 
Slimbridge. 

Gloucester. 
GL2  IBR. 

Or  please  telephone  i0453i  890333 ci 
J 

THE 
WILDFOWL 
&   WETLANDS  TRUST 

Registered  Chanty  Ho  204184 

(D571) 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 

and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 

Telephone  0621  815085 

Rates 
(including  15%  VAT) 

£2.76  a   line — average  of  6   words 
£9.20  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 
Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 

£1 .00  extra  per  insertion 
Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 
6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
December  Issue 
November  5 

Please  post  early 
to  avoid  disappointment 

British  Birds 
is  most  grateful  to  those 

companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

Sponsors  oj 
‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  oJ 

and  ̂    ‘Bird 
Collins  I   Photograph 

oJ  the  Year’ Sponsors  of ‘Bird 

Illustrator  of 

the  Year’  '   telescopes 

West  Germany 

HO  LI  DA  Y   A   CCOMMODA  TION 

ENGLAND 

I   .   Tuc  Beautiful  Georgian  Hotel  CLEY wiiilL  EiccUcm  Food  &   Accommodatioo  5   miles 

«   Lawns  HoB,  Norfolk.  Borgaitr 

'   UCfTFL  ..  (0263)  713390  „   ^   Breaks C.  AA  '   RAC  (BB384) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 

sen'e  and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 

McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 
berland. Tel:  06683  336.  (BB7U5) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly- 
lets.  Fisher  Hoggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  Tel: 

0539  22592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 

the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 

Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 

Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 

850284.  (BB755) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  VVheelhouse,  St 

Mary’s.  Licensed  (Juest  House.  Open  all  year 
round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings 
next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) 

22719.  (BB888) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 

Mary’s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 
looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 

Tel:  0720  225 13.  (BB813) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6   -I-  2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 

(0353)  740770.  (BB032) 

WEYMOUTH,  Birchfields  Licensed  Guest 

House,  close  to  RSPB  reserves.  BB  from  £10. 

Evening  meal  optional.  Ideal  winter/spring 

breaks.  Parties  welcome.  For  details  phone  0305 

773255.  (BB041) 

DISCOVER  CORNWALL.  Stay  midway  be- 

tween Land’s  End  and  the  Devon  border,  over- 
looking the  finest  beaches  in  Europe,  in  a   warm 

comfortable  hotel.  Superb  restaurant.  .Ample 

leisure  facilities.  AA/RAC***  Best  in  the  West. 

Hotel  Riviera,  Lusty  Glaze,  Newquay.  Tel:  0637 
874251.  (BBM2) 

BITTERNS,  Marsh  Harriers,  Otters.  Leighton 

Moss,  Silverdale,  Lancashire.  Delightful  guest 

house,  lovely  cottages  within  easy  reach. 
Brochure, Tel:  0524  701454.  (BB027) 

B&B  IN  PURBECK  from  £10  per  night.  EM 

opt.  Family  residence,  \   '/i  miles  south  of  Ware- 

ham.  Home  from  home,  ‘Hyde  Hill’,  64  Furze- 
brook  Road,  Wareham,  Dorset  BH20  5AX.  Tel: 

0929  552392.  ^BB025) 
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NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES.  I.icensed  Guest 

House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 

Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 

ton. Tel:  3.31 15.  (BB060) 

NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint- 

stones  Guest  House,  VViveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 

H&C,  tea/coffet;  making  facs.  Col  'I'V  all  rooms. 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 

Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorry  No  Smoking.  Tel; 

0263  740337.  (BB065) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  Natural  Trust  V'illage.  Marshes,  woods 
and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced  spring/ 
autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  Stamp  to  Sheila 

Wright,  Pack  Horse,  Allerford,  nr  Minehead. 

lei;  0643  862475.  (BB062) 

HOLY  ISlJkND.  2-bed  house,  sleeps  4/6.  C.H., 

well-equipped.  Pel;  0661  852345.  (BB686) 

EXMOOR  for  country  and  animal  lovers.  Farm- 
house accommodation,  bed  and  breakfast  and 

evening  meal,  or  self-catering  cottage.  Details 
from;  French,  Brendon  Barton,  Lynton,  Devon. 

Tel;  0.59  87  201.  (BB943) 

OLD  HUNSTANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overlook- 

ing the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  lA',  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 
Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  .Sur- 

rey CR3  9SH.  Tel;  Upper  Warlingham  (0883) 

622013.  (BB043) 

ROSELAND  PENINSULA,  Cornwall.  Self- 

catering accotnmodation  available  in  grounds  of 

18th  century  manor  house,  overlooking  the  sea. 

Private  woods  with  water  frontage  and  (|uay  on 

River  Percuil,  surrounded  by  National  I'rust 
countryside.  Contact  .Steve  Kendall,  Frewince 

Manor,  Portscatho,  Cornwall.  Tel;  087-258 
289.  (BB026) 

WEST  SUSSEX,  Black  Mill  House,  Aldwick. 

Bognor  Regis.  \'isit  .\rundel  Wildfowl  Trust, 
Chichester  and  Pagham  Harbours.  Family  run 

hotel.  Sea  300  yds.  Enclosed  garden.  Games 

room,  lounges,  cocktail  bar,  restaurant,  P/Bs. 

Telephone,  tea/coffee,  colour  T\’  all  rooms. 
Short  breaks  from  2   days  £52-£56,  DB  &   Bkft. 

Members  SEE  Tourist  Board  (3  Crowns) — own 

carpark.  Brochure  Tel;  0243  82 1945.  (BB069) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 

rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  Lyndale 

Avenue,  London  NW2.  Tel;  01-431  2942. 

(BB096) 

COMFORTABLE  COTTAGES  in  unique 

situation  close  to  salt-marsh  and  ancient  quar- 

ries with  cliff,  lagoon  and  ponds,  trees  and 

thickets — habitat  and  wintering  ground  for  huge 

variety  of  birds.  Centre  of  peaceful  Pem- 
brokeshire with  its  mild  climate,  lovely  scenery 

and  spectacular  coast.  Mid-September  to  end 

.April.  June  and  Joe  Folder,  Tything  Bam,  West 

Williamston,  Carew,  Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire 

SA680TN.Tel;  (0646)651452.  (BB073) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘Sea  A'iew  Moorings’,  St 

Mary’s.  Originally  a   fishemian’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  \iews  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .A  varied  breakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — pets  welcome.  .Also — ‘   Fhe  .Aft  Cabin’ 
two/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .At  the  rear  of 

‘Sea  \'iew  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 
balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  0720 ‘22327.  (BB093) 

BOOK  your  winter/spring  break  at  Wells- 
next-the-Sea,  Norfolk.  Centrally  heated,  well- 
furnished  cottage  in  central  position.  Sleeps 

seven.  £80  p.w.  or  £50  long  weekend.  Ring;  0362 
821319/820284.  (BB108) 

SLAPTON — Well  equipped,  self-contained 

wing/bungalow  in  ‘A  acre.  Sleeps  4-6.  Sea  Hew. 
Beautiful  beaches.  .Nature  reserve.  Dartmouth  7 

miles.  Pets  welcome.  From  £75.  Tel;  (0548) 

580952  for  brochure,  S.AE  ‘Hillcrest’,  Wood 
l.ane,  Slapton,  Kingsbridge,  Devon.  (BB70-f) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Bed  and  breakfast.  En- 

quiries to  Mrs  E.  Holt,  Porthloo,  St  Mary’s,  'l  ei: 
(0720)  22961  (evenings).  (BB0't9) 

SCOTlA.\D 
THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  Colonsay,  Argyll  P.A61 

75’P.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £38. (K). 
Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 
Tel:  09512  316.  (BB945) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  .Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  indaal.  Birdwatching  all  the 

year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 
full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 
bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  T\’,  radio,  telephone  &   tea/coffee  making 
facilities.  Fully  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  Mrs  Eileen  McNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 
Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  Argyll  P.A43  71.B.  Tel; 

Bowmore  (049-68 1)244/265^  (BB114) 

ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND.  Comfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  Stamp  please  for  free  64-page 
colour  brochure.  Holiday  Cottages  (Scotland) 

Ltd,  Lilliesleaf,  Melrose,  Roxburghshire  TD6 

9JD.  Tel;  08357481.  (BB979) 

ISLAY,  GEESE.  Warm  cottages  sleep  8,  7   or  2. 

Lady  Wilson,  .Ancala,  Port  Charlotte.  Tel; 
289.  (BB988) 

ISLE  OF  ISL.AY,  Bowmore  overlooking  Ixnrhin- 

daal.  Modem  self-catering  flats,  fully  equipped 

incl.  linen,  TV/\ideo  etc.  Sleeps  4-6.  D.  &   J. 

Christie.  Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay.  Tel: 

049681353.  (BB106) 

GALLOWAY.  Hills,  lochs,  forests  and  sea. 

Speciality,  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 

quality  self-catering  houses,  cottages,  flats.  De- 
tails G.  M.  Thomson  &   Co,  27  King  Street. 

Castle  Douglas.  0556  2973.  (BB084) 
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GRANTOWN  ON  SPEY — modernised  tradi- 

tional cottage  with  central  heating,  double  glaz- 

ing. 2   public,  4   beds,  large  kitchen/diner,  sleeps 

6.  Suitable  disabled  £120-£195.  Cottage  Care, 
Dulnain  Bridge  PH26  3LS.  Tel:  047  985 

322.  (BB083) 

ISLE  OE  ISLAY.  Comfortable,  fully  equipped 
cottages  sleeping  6   near  Port  .\skaig  ferry 
terminal.  Details  from  Mrs  Aitchison,  Caolila, 

Port  .Askaig,  Isle  of  Islay.  Tel:  049  684 

627.  (BB082) 

WALES 

WALES.  Coast  or  countryside,  an  excellent 

selection  of  300  self-catering  farmhouses,  cottages 
and  bungalows.  Wales  Holidays  (BR),  Newtown, 

Powys  SY 16  2AA.  Tel:  (0686)  25267.  (BB687) 

TREGARON.  Cambrian  Coffee  Shoppe.  Home 

cooking.  B&B,  £8.50.  Em.  £4.95.  Tel:  Mrs 

Knight.  0974298637.  (BB039) 

DISCOVER  THE  TEEMING  BIRD  LIFE  in 

this  beautiful  county.  Dale  Estuary,  Skomer 

Island  among  many  riches.  Large  beachside 

hotel,  heart  of  National  Park.  Superb  views, 

every  comfort,  home-cooked  cuisine,  from  £17 
B&B,  en-suite.  Pets  welcome.  .AA  and  R.AC 

listed.  Brochure  and  sight  sheet.  Broad  Haven 
Hotel,  nr  Haverfordwest,  Pembrokeshire  SA62 

3JN.  Tel:  0437  78 1366.  (BB029) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent views.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  reserves  aad 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 

ground’  AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm 
welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 

Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 

Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 
LL65  2YY.  Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB071) 

RED  KITE  COUNTRY— Tregaron— Guest- 

House  standing  in  22  acres,  ov'erlooking  the 
Cambrian  Mountains  and  on  the  doorstep  of  the 

Cors  Caron  Nature  Reserv'e.  Central  for  Dinas 

and  Ynys-hir  RSPB  reserves.  Parties  welcome. 

WTB — 3   crowns.  For  brochure,  phone  Margaret 
Cutter,  0974  298380  or  298905.  (BB097) 

YSBYTTY  YSTWYTH,  secluded  cottage,  4/5, 

kite  country,  all  year.  Brochure 

021-744  1947.  (BB104) 

BIRD  WA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

OMAN  —   The  Ornithologist’s  Dream!  A   coun- 
try remarkable  for  its  birds,  Oman  is  at  the 

crossroads  between  .Afrotropical,  Oriental  and 

Palearctic  Regions.  Birdwatchers  Tours:  depart- 
ing 4   November  1989,  16  December  1989,  17 

January  1990,  17  February  1990.  Contact:  Tra- 
velwizz,  89a  High  Street,  Teddington,  Middx 

TW118HG.  Tel:  01-977  2887.  (BB050) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA.?  ' Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  business? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  special 

needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 
Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

SPAIN 
Mancha  &:  Central  Sierras 

Dohana  &   South-West 

Pyrenees  Sc  Ebro  Delta 

April,  May,  June  1990 

Tom  Gullick  lives  in  Spain.  He  will 

show  you  the  rarest  birds  in  the  most 

beautiful  and  remote  areas.  Expect  to 
see  5   different  eagles,  3   vultures,  2 

bustards,  2   sandgrouse,  White-headed 

Duck,  Gallinule,  Eagle  Owl,  Black 

Stork,  with  many  ducks,  waders  and 

passerines  on  migration.  Also  Lam- 

mergeier,  Wallcreeper,  Dupont’s  Lark, 
Alpine  Accentor,  Black  Woodpecker, 

Snowfinch,  Ptarmigan,  Gapercaillie  on 

Pyrenees  Tour.  1 1   &   8   day  tours  for  3-4 

persons  only,  by  Range  Rover.  12  years 
and  over  1 ,000  days  of  field  experience 

in  Spain. 

Tom  Gullick,  c/o  Mrs  M.  Parker, 
5   Tile  Bam  Close,  Famborough, 

Hants.  GUM  8LS.  Tel:  0252  547213. 

  
(BB052) 

OVERSEAS 

ANDORRA.  Pyrenees.  Superb  scenery.  Plenty 

of  sunshine.  Ski-ing  in  winter,  walking  in  moun- 
tains and  watching  nature  all  year  round.  Small 

friendly  hotel,  excellent  cooking.  Brochure: 

Hotel  Residencia  Relax,  Career  Bella-vista  8, 
Encamp,  Andorra.  Tel:  010  33  628  32547. 

(BB998) 

BED  AND  BREAKFAST  for  Birdwatchers  near 

the  Oostvaarders  plassen,  Z.  Fleveland  in  the 

Netherlands.  FI. .30.  —   a   night  P.P.  Address:  E. 
Oosterbeek.  Bosgouw  267.  1352  G   X   Almere. 

Tel:  (0)3240-14407.  (BB056) 

.   (BB048) 
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‘BB’-Sunbird 
birdwatching 
‘BB’  subscribers  can  claim  10%  reductions; 
TllAIIANDt 

21/1-9/2/90  £1840  (instead  of  £2050) 
EciVKi 

5-15/4/90  £1280  (instead  of  £1420) 
Nf.w  Zf.ai.ani) 

16/11-1/1 2/90  £   1 590*  (instead  of  £   1 770*) 
+   max.  10  participants  with  2   leaders,  for  quiet 

forest  birdini;. 

*   excluding  flights  I’K-N/.-l'K. 
For  full  details,  write  or  phone  to  David 

Fisher,  Sunbird,  PO  Box  76,  Sandy,  Beds. 

SGI 9   IDF;  Sandy  (0767)  82969. 

(BB090) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

1990  Guided  Birdwatching  Tours 

N.  INDIA  -February 
PORTUGAL  -   Algarve:  April 
SPAIN  -Andalucia:  May 
U.S.A.  -Florida:  Nov/Dec 

Write  (0:  32  Coronation  Rd,  Mapperley 
Nottingham  NG3  5)S 

(BB063)  or  Telephone:  (0602)  602587 

seba 
SeawalcMng 

Biniing  Ailamattvaa 

“Th«  grMt  naw  kto*  for 
Seabird  Shoe  Ubrary 

European  Seawatchers  Network 
Seawatchers  Breaks  &   Pelagics 

Seawatching  Optics  Agency 

Designed  for  seawatchers  and 

photographers 

Details  from; 
IAN  McNAMEE,  West  Lodge, 

Puddington,  Wirral,  Cheshire  L64  5ST 

Telephone;  051-336  8441  (bbo40) 

BLACK  VULTURE,  ELEONORA’S  FALCON. 

AUDOUIN’S  GULL  and  more,  at  Mallorca. 

March-.\pril-May  and  September-October.  3   key 

apartments,  on  mountain,  magnificent  views.  Self 

Catering  or  Breakfast.  Buffet  and  Dinner  at  
Res- 

taurant. Reserve  3   months  before.  Expert  native 

ornithologists  will  guide  you.  Talks  and  slides. 

Colour  brtxrhure:  “El  Encinar"  Apartments.  Vall- 

demossa,  Mallorca.  Tel:  0 1 0-.34-7 1 -6 1 2000.  (BB092) 

Please  mention 

BRITISH  BIRDS 

when  replying  to 

advertisements 

Turkey,  Greece,  Hungary,  Israel 
Israel — 28  Dec.  and  18  March  1990 

Hungary — May  and  Sept. 
Turkey — May.  Aug.,  Sept. 

All  tours  with  expert  leaders  Smetll  groups,  and 

pnees  fully  inclusive. 

Detculs  available  from 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE,  8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park, 
Solihull,  West  Midlands  B92  9EL 
Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535  (BB103) 

SKOKHOLM,  remote  island  off  Pembrokeshire 

coast.  Thousands  of  seabirds,  migrants,  rare 

visitors.  Seawatching.  SAF,  Dept  BB,  DWT,  7 

.Market  Street,  Haverfordwest,  Dyfed  S,^61  INF. 

Fel:  (0437)  5462.  (BB828) 

SHERINGH AM  Ideal  venue  for  birdwatch- 

ers. Purpose-built  Ontre  set  in  80  acres  of  grass 

and  woodland  next  to  Pretty  Comer.  .Accommo- 
dation for  individuals  or  groups.  Expert  gui- 

dance available  for  all  abilities.  Weekends  and 

short  breaks  from  September-.\pril .   Full 
details — Hilltop  Outdoor  Centre,  Old  Wood, 

Bees  ton  Regis,  .Sheringham.  0263  824514.(BB098) 

BIRDWATCHING  Goa  Peninsula,  India. 

Leader  P.  Heath.  Impressive  tropical  list.  11th 
March  £780.00.  11th  November  £820.00.  Two 

weeks.  Write  for  details  stating  Goa — .Activity 

Holidays,  5   Sheepmarket,  .Stamford,  Lines.  PE9 

2RB.  '   (BB081) 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 

"Their  extraordinary  calls  'like  a 

symphony  of  icicles'  filled  the  midnight air.  We  sat  down  amongst  them  and 

shortly,  they  were  all  around  us. 

performing  their  amazing  rituals  almost 
within  touching  distance,  clearly  visible 

in  the  arctic  light..." 
To  share  such  intimate  encounters  with 
birds  in  Europe.  Morocco  or  Turkey,  just 

ring  (0742)  334171  and  ask  for  our  latest 
brochure. 

GOSTOURS  J L   109  Hammerton  Road,  Sheffield  S6  2NE  y 

(BB094) 
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IT’S  CHILE  FOR  BIRDS! 
20  days,  February  1 990  £2,200 

(with  extension  to  Juan  Fernandez  &   Easter  Islands) 

My  1989  tour  was  highly  successful!  254  species 

included  penguins,  albatrosses,  condors,  many 

Chilean  &   Patagonian  endemics;  Magellanic  & 

Diademed  Plovers,  seedsnipes,  earthcreepers, 

tapaculos,  ground  tyrants,  hummingbirds. 

Chile  is  beautiful  and  friendly.  Chile’s  top  birder  will 
co-lead  another  journey  with  me  from  Tierra  del 
Fuego  to  Patagonia,  Andes,  Pacific  pelagic  trips, 

and  Atacama  desert.  Join  us. 

SAE  for  full  details,  Peter  Roberts,  Chile  Birding, 
3   Childscroft  Road,  Rainham,  Kent  ME8  7ST. 

(BB978) 

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 

observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to: 
Coxton  Publications,  _ 

Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  g 
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  g 

GOLDENEYE  BOOKS.  Secondhand  bird  and 

natural  histor\-  books  bought  and  sold.  Please 
write  for  catalogue  to  230  .Alwold  Road,  VVeoIey 

Castle,  Binningham  B29  5JS.  (BB024) 

NAMIBIA:  15th  March  Etosha  Pan,  the  .\amib 

Desert,  Kalahari  Gemsbok  NP  3-weeks  .Ml  Inclu- 

sive £1770.  Zimbabwe/Botswana:  6th  July 

Hwange  XP,  \'ictoria  Falls,  Okavango  Delta, 
Chobe  XP  3-weeks  All  Inclusive  £2125.  AD\'EN- 

TURE  .\FRIC.A,  The  .Square,  Ramsburv',  Wilt- 
shire. Tel:  0672  20569.  (BB080) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

lj)ndon 's  leading  ornithological  booksellen 
We  have  moved  back  into  a   newly 

refurbished  section  within  our  main  shop, 
in  Sackville  Street 

where  we  are  now  displaying  our  enonnous 

range  of  new  and  secondhand  Ixxtks  and 

reports  on  birds  and  natural  history 

Monday  to  Friday  9.30  am-6  pm 

Saturday  10  am-2  pm 

Mail-order  catalogue  available 

Now  available: 

A   BIRDER’S  GUIDE  TO  COS!  A   RIC.A 
.\n  Introduction  to  Bird  Finding;  A 

Self-Made  Tour  for  the  Independent  Birder. 

By  K.  Taylor.  A4  size,  153  pages,  illustrated 
with  maps  and  drawings. 

Paperback.  £14  plus  £1.50  postage. 

.Available  from: 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Sackville  Street,  Piccadilly, 
Ixindon  WIX  2DP 

Tel;  01-439  6151 
(BB078) 

BIRD  BOOKS — Ideal  Xmas  presents. 

GOULDS  '   FHE  BIRDS  OF  GREAT  BRITAIN’ 
No.  177  of  1100  limited  ed.  in  reduced  size  ed. 

Slip  rase.  1980.  Mint.  Signed  by  PETER  SCO  IT 

plus  many  other  titles  inch  Poysers,  Tunniclid'e etc.  List  from  1).  J.  Low,  25  Heatherways, 

Freshlield,  Liverjtool  L37  7HL.  BB088 

SECOND  HAND  BOOKS  FOUND.  SAE  De- 

tails. Bookshop,  31  Cammidge  Street,  With- 
emsea,  E.  Yorks.  (BB061) 

‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 

bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 

to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 

l   arporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ONJ.  Tel;  0829  51804. 
(BB055) 

NEW POSTAL  BOOK  SERVICE 

SUBBUTEO 
NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS  ltd 
COMPLETE  WILDLIFE  AND 

TRAVEL  SPECIALISTS 
ALL  BOOKS  POSTAGE  FREE 

Over  1 000  titles  covering  all  natural  history  subjects 
+   Checklists,  UK  and  World  Travel  Books  +   Maps 

Send  for  free  comprehensive  catalogue 

DEPT  BB,  FFORDD-Y-LLAN, 
TREUDDYN,  MOLD,  CLWYD,  CH7  4LN 
Tel:  0352  770581  (24  hr  Answerphone) 

(88031) 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SW  Spain.  The 
Carnargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 

Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  .Sri  I.anka,  Lapland 

and  Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 

Turkey  and  .Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 

Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P021 
2PW.  (BB815) 

BOOK  ON  BIRDS.  New  and  secondhand 

catalogue  30p  stamps.  Suqtius  htniks  urgently 

sought.  BB  bought  and  sold.  Open  Monday  to 

Saturday.  Grant  Demar,  Old  Forge,  .Stone  Street, 

Sevenoaks,  Kent  TN15  OLP.  I'el:  0732  810482. 

(BB028) 
BIRDWATCHING  IN  CRETE  2nd  ed.  £3.00 

inc.  p.&p.  Stephanie  Coghlan,  25  Thorpe  Lane, 
Huddersfield  111)5  8FA.  (BB095) 
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Natural  History  Book  Service 
Our  quarterly  catalogues  give  comprehensive  information  on 

over  3000  new  and  in-print  books  which  can  he  purchased 
direct  from  NHBS  by  post. 

We  cover  every  aspect  of  the  natural  world,  from  birds, 

mammals  and  invertebrates  to  ecology,  evolution  and 
environmental  science. 

We  welcome  orders  and  enquiries  from  individual  and 
institutional  customers,  whether  in  the  UK  or  overseas. 

For  a   free  copy  of  our  current  catalogue,  write  to:  Box  43, 

NHBS  Ltd,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  TQ9  5XN,  UK 

or  telephone  0803  865913 

The  International  Mailorder  Bookshop  tor 

Naturalists,  Lite  Scientists  vSt  Ln\  ironmentalists 

Best  Days 
British  Birds 

Their  most  exciting  birdwatching 

experiences,  described  by 

Ian  Prestt  Chris  Mead 

I   Guy  Mountfort  Peter  Grant 

Bill  Oddie  &   man>  others 

Edited  by'  Malcolm  Ogiline  &   Stuart  Winter 

Published  by  British  Birds  Ltd,  Park  I^ne, 
Blunham,  Bedford  MK+t  :t\| 

.Available  from  all  good  bookshops 

£14.95  hardback  ISBN  0   9508471  3   5 

SPF.CIAI.  REDUCED  PRICE  IF  ORDERED  THROUGH  
‘BRITISH  BIRDSHOP’ 

(D526) 
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BIRD  REPORTS 

DEVON  BIRD  REPORT  1988.  £3.50  post  paid 
from  .A.  \V.  G.  John,  Brook  Cottage,  Sampford 
Spiney,  Yelverton,  Devon  PL20  7QX.  (BB085) 

HAMPSHIRE  BIRD  REPORT  1988  edition 

now  available  £3.30  (1987  £2.50  1986  £1.50). 

Many  back  numbers  to  1960  available  at  80p.  .All 
prices  include  postage.  Chris  Lovett  Sales 

Ofhcer  H.O.S.  Teal,  Cottage,  Salisbur\-  Lane, 
Over  Wallop,  Stockbridge,  Hants.  SO20 

8JJ  (BB107) 

‘BIRDS  IN  CORNWALL  1988’  available 
priced  £3.50  inc.  p.  &   p.  from  Stanley  Christ- 

ophers, 5   .N'ewquay  Road,  St  Columb  .Major, 

Cornwall  rR9  6RW’.  (BB087) 
PERSONAL 

BIRDING  CANADA  or  United  States?  For 

info,  checklists,  etc.,  write  Dunnock  2409 

Speyside,  Dr.,  Mississauga,  Ontaria,  Canada 
L5K1X5.  (BB086) 

REPAIRS 

Binocular  Repairs 
Nationwide  postal  service 

all  makes  of  Binoculars  and 

Scopes  repaired 
Free  no  obligation  estimates 

OPTICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 

180  Edgeley  Road,  EDGELEY.  Stockpart,  Cheshire 

SK3  OTS  Tel:  Tony  061-429  8002  24  hr  7   day 
(BB091) 

EOR SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   Individual  BB  subscribers  can 

advertise  bere  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 
single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 
journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref.  No.  and 

address  envelope  to  ‘Eree  BB  Advertising’. 
(BB753) 

TRIMMI  BOGTROTTERS  34-39  £19.50,  40- 
46  £22.00.  Hawkins  boots.  Dr  Marten  shoes.  B. 

Timson,  1   1   1   Hinckley  Road,  Earl  Shilton, 
Leicester.  (BB046) 

BRITISH  BIRD  VOCABULARY  12-cassette 
series  in  6   vols.  Also  Sound  Guides  and  other 

productions.  SAF^  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall. 

HR5  3HS.  (BB070) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 

PLIED. (BB.  Bird  study,  County  Reports,  etc.), 
David  Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh, 
Devon.  (BB064) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1961-1989  complete.  Ibis  Vol. 
109(1967)  to  Vol.  116  (1974)  complete.  BB.  Oct. 

1940-May  41.  BB.  1955  compl.  BB.  June-Dee. 
1957.  BB.  jan.-Dec.  19.58.  BB.  Jan.-Aug.  1959. 

BB.  Feb. -May  4-  Dec.  1968.  Oilers  phone:  0723 
360243.  (BBlOl) 

NEW 

Sounds  of  Migrant  and 
Wintering  Birds 

by  C.  Chappuis 

Two  cassettes  (C50,  C60)  with  booklet, 

147  species,  235  recordings.  Most  of 
the  sounds  emitted  by  the  birds  in 

Autumn  and  Winter.  An  aid  in  recognis- 
ing the  migratory  birds.  Tapes:  £12.00. 

Order  from: 
F.  FRANKLIN, 

13  Carden  Hill,  Hollingbury, 

Brighton  BN1  8AA 

(BB099) 

ORIGINAL  PLATES  from  C.  Helms  “Hand- 
book to  the  Swallows  and  .Vlartins  of  the  World”. 

Prices  from  £200  to  £275,  includes  p.&p.,  unfra- 
med. Contact  Chris  Rose.  Tel:  0634 

240378.  (BBIOO) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  Volumes  53  to  81  (I960  to 
1988).  29  bound  volumes  in  excellent  condition. 

Ofl'ers  to  J.  Sheppard,  5   Tamar  \'iew,  Laun- 
ceston, Cornwall  PI,159F^X.  (BB102) 

HERTEL  AND  REUSS  25-60  X   60  zoom 

telescope  with  leather  case.  £70.  Telephone:  031- 
339  3787.  (BB109) 

PARABOLIC  REFLECTOR  specially  de- 

signed for  recording  birdsong.  Hand  or  tripod 
mounting.  £30  incl  p&p.  SAE  details,  Richard 
Margoschis,  80  Mancetter  Road,  Atherstone 
CV9  1NH.  (BB989) 

BROWN  —   Eagles,  Hawks  and  Falcons  of  the 
World,  2   vols,  mint  in  slip  case.  Offers.  M.  B. 

Gray,  26  Chaucer  Road,  Bath  B.A2  4QX.  I'el: 0225  315879.  (BB079) 

ZIESS,  WEST  GERMAN  10X40BGA  1*, 
boxed,  never  used,  for  quick  sale  at  only  £460.00. 
Tel:  0923  2421 13  (Eves).  (BB089) 

IBIS  V’ols.  114-126  (1972-1984),  unbound  with 
indeces.  £78  -I-  carriage.  Dewey,  1 1   Ferndale 
Crescent,  Ciowley,  Uxbridge,  Middx  UB8  2.AU. 

(BBIIO) 
BIRD  STUDY  Vols  30-35  (1983-88).  LInbound 
£20. Tel: 0823 .33 1 1 62.  (BBIIl) 

ZEISS  WEST  DIALYT  10  x   40  BfJ.VF  9901 

model  close  focus  binoculars.  \'ery  good  condi- 
tion. Genuine  reason  for  sale.  £285  ono.  l   ei: 

0823  331162.  (BBII2) 

OPTOLYTH  30  X   80  telescope,  first  class 
condition.  Offers  jilease,  telephone  0235  35720, 
evenings.  (BB113) 

WANTED 

“the:  ISLAND”  by  Ronald  Lockley,  Penguin 
1 969.  'Pel :   0909 .568 1 39.  (BBl 05) 
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University  Microfilms  International 

repr(xluces  this  publication  in  microform;  micro- 
fiche and  16mm  or  35mm  film.  For  information 

abtmt  this  publication  or  any  of  the  more  than 

13.000  titles  we  offer,  complete  and  mail  the 

coupon  to:  University  Microfilms  International. 
300  N.  Zeeb  Road.  Ann  Arbor.  MI  48106.  Call  us 

toll-free  for  an  immixliate  response:  800-521-3044. 
Or  call  collect  in  Michigan.  Alaska  and  Hawaii. 

313-761-4700. 

University 
Microfilms 

international 

This . 

publication  is 
^   available  in microform. 

(D525) 
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505  Report  on  rare  birds  in  Great  Britain  in  1988  Michael  J.  Rogers 
and  the  Rarities  Committee 

563  Mystery  photographs 

563  Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

Notes 

564  Western  Reef  Heron  eating  Phylloscopus  warblers  Stan  Howe 
564  Sparrowhawk  attacking  noctule  bats  Peter  Roworth  and  Eric  Wright 

565  Black-headed  Gull  in  summer  plumage  in  December  E.  Cowley 
565  Black-headed  Gulls  in  summer  plumage  in  winter  A.  E.  Smith 

565  Food-caching  by  Short-eared  Owl  during  winter  Michael  G.  Pennington 
566  Impact  impressions  left  by  birds  on  windows  Air  Commodore  Dr  John  A.  Baird 
567  Egg  removal  by  nesting  Chough  Eric  Signal  and  Martin  Withers 

568  North  American  landbirds  on  the  ‘QE2’  J.  B.  Erankland 

570  Monthly  marathon 

572  Fieldwork  action  BTO/IWC  news 

Announcements 

572  The  Big  Red  Stripe 

572  Books  in  ‘British  BirdShop’ 
Reviews 

573  ‘Important  Bird  Areas  in  Eiurope’  by  R.  F.  A.  Grimmett  and  T.  A.  Jones  E.  M.  Mcholson 
573  ‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’  compiled  and  edited  by  Malcolm  OgiKie  and  Stuart W'inter  Ian  Dawson 

574  Short  reviews 

575  News  and  comment  Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

577  Monthly  reports  Keith  Allsopp  and  Barry  Nightingale 

582  Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 

Line  drawings:  577  Quail  {Paul  Steny);  580  Terek  Sandpiper  [Jan  Hilczur);  581  Great  Snipe 
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Front  cover;  Radde’s  Warbler  {Nik  Borrow)',  the  original  drawing  of  this 
month’s  cover  design,  measuring  18.6  X   20.8  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal 
auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for  procedure) 
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recomnieurlations  (/(nV  /lur/v  74:  249-242:  7H:  419-427:  HO:  ,')02).  Figures  shouhl  be  in  indiau  ink  on  good-,,ualitv 
tranng  paper,  drawing  paper,  non-absorbent  board  or  light  blue  or  veiy  pale  grey  graph  paper:  lettering  shoitid  be 
inserterl  lightly  in  pent  il:  captions  should  be  typed  on  a   separate  sheet,  .\uthors  of  main  papers  (but  not  notes  or 
letters)  re<  eive  ten  (ree  (   iipies  of  the  journal  (live  ear  h   tt>  two  or  more  authors). 

Printed  in  Englond  by  Newnorth  Print  Limited,  Kempiton.  Bedford 



in  focus 
OPEN  Mon-Sat,  9-6  (24-hour  phone) 

CORPORATE 

MEMBER 

204  HIGH 
BARNET, 

EN5  5SZ 

01-449 

01-441 

THE  BINOCULAR  AND  TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

STREET 
HERTS. 

1445 

7748 

‘in  focus’  AT  RSPB 
STRUMPSHAW  FEN, 
NORWICH,  NORFOLK 
HELD  WEEKEND  JANUARY  20lh-2Ul 

Bean  geese  are  just  one  of  the 

Attractions  at  this  popular  Norwich 

Reserve  In  Focus  with  the  hefp  of 

the  RSPB  offer  you  the  opportunity  to 
test  compare  arxt  purchase  our  full 

range  of  equipmer>i  under  liefd  corx)i- 

tions  at  this  superb  wetland  site 

Please  write  or  pfxy>e  tor  your  guest 
ticket  indicating  your  preferred  day 
arxt  time  of  afterxJance  Preference 

will  be  given  to  guests  who  have 
received  an  invitation  APPLY  NOW 
TO  AVOID  DISAPPOINTMENT 

LEMSFORD  SPRINGS 
FIELD  DAYS 

SUNDAY  DATES 
DEC  10th  JAN  14th  FEB  10th 

This  IS  a   unique  opportunity  to  test, 

compare  arxt  purchase  our  ful  rar^ 
of  equipment  urxier  field  conditortt  at 

this  compact  wetl  managed  reserve 
near  Welwyn  Garden  City.  Herts 

Visitors  are  invited  to  take  advantage 

of  the  ample  parking  to  the  nght  of  the 

reserve  gate,  then  n>ake  their  way  to 
reception  At  this  point  they  can  d«- 
cuss  their  requirements  with  our  tech- 

nical staff  ar>d  then  go  on  to  view 

equipment  from  two  private  hides 
(Phone  for  directioos) 

‘in  focus'  at 
HALL  MARSH 

SCRAPE 
LEE  VALLEY, 

HERTS 

MON  lit  JAN  1990 

As  part  of  the  annual  Lae  VaHey 

Birdwatch'In  focus’ wil  be  at  the  HaM 
Marsh  Scrape  Hide  with  our  ful  range 

Of  Optics  For  further  details  arid 

dvectiorw  contact  In  focus' 

‘in  focus’  in 
NORFOLK 

at  BrtarfMds  HoM.  TttehwA 
FIELD  WEEKENDS 

DEC  FEB  3-4 

With  the  kir>d  co-operalion  of 

BrMrfieldB.  ‘In  focus'  are  able  lo  offer 
snsAors  to  the  North  Norfofc  coast  tie 

opportunty  lo  lest,  compare  and  pur- 
chase our  tul  range  of  equevneni 

The  In  focus'  marquee  wA  be  sAu 
ated  at  tw  rear  of  the  hotel  complts 

wSh  splerxM  vwws  over  the  adjacent 
RSPB  Reserve  For  furtwr  nfo  corv 

tact  focus' 
6ISSWEST E   OPTOLYTH BAUSHANDLOMB 

£500  CYGNUS  HOLIDAY  VOUCHER 
TO  BE  WON  EVERY  MONTH 
Each  mont)  lor  the  riext  stx  morvths  In  focus'  wSI  be  away  a   CSOO 
Cygrxjs  Hobday  Voucher  lo  orve  d   its  lucky  customers  AS  you  rwed  to  do 

slyt  6   X   206  1 89  00 

el^10K25B  209  00 

4l^8x206GA  229  00 

alyl  8   X   30BGAT  Phone 

«fyt  7   X   42BGAT  Phone 

efyt  10  x   4061  Phone 
«tyt  1 0   X   406GAT  Phone 

«lyt8  X   56BGAT  Phone 
icassories 

iinguard  5.00 
>nyard  4   00 

inyard  Wide  9   96 

•ecups(sat)  lO.X 

*6  cups,  hard  (set)  10  00 
larecasefor  10  X   40  26  00 

EIT2  £ 
inovidex20BC  199  00 
inovid8  X   20BCA  21100 

inovid  10  X   256C  211  00 

inovid  to  X   25BCA  223.00 

ee  case  when  you  purchase  a 
mpaci 

novKJ7x42BA  Phone 
novid  8   X   406A  Phone 

rx)vid  to  X   40BA  Phone 

novid  10  X   40BAN  Phone 
cessones 

ift  case  for  compact  14  X 
iftcase  34.x 

unguard  8   X 
ecups(set)  .   16.X 

IKON  £ 
<20  74  96 

<25.  79  95 

<20RoofPnsm  134  95 

x25RoofPnsm  149  95 

tXRoofPnsm  249.  X 

iXZCF  199  X 

X35ZCF  219X 

•12X24DCF  329X 
>40  DCF  539  X 

xXFieldscope  269X 

X   X   Fiektecope  Ed  489  X 
x.Xx.40x  andXx  75.x 

ernng,,  15.95 
zeUV  filter  42  X 

bberhood  13  95 

spiececase  9   95 
oto  Adaptor  .   1 59  X 

JESTAR  £ 

Id  Model  3'yk’  with  Broad  Band 
Btir>g  suppl'otf  ^th  50x-Xx 
nm  Eye  Piece  Lens  Hood. 
)to  Kit  ̂    Case  2240  X 

<-1Xx(l6mm)  tlOX 
<*Xx  Eyepiece  tiO.X 
roPrfsm  140X 

ICHENBACH  £ 
32BGA  129  X 

<42BGA  139X 

50BGA     149  00 

Oain8  8   x   40GA 

USX 

Osina  10  x40GA 
147X 

Alpin8  X   306GA 
1XX 

Alpin8  X   40BGA 
2XX 

Alpin  10  X   40BGA 205X 
Alpin  to  X   506GA 221  X 

Tounng8  x   306GA 
Phone 

Touring  7   x   406GA 
Phone 

Tounng  10  x   42BGA 
Phone 

TBGXBody 3XX 
Xx  WA XX 

Xx 40x 
22  X   -X  X   Zoom 

txx 

Soft  case  lor  scope 
XX 

Hard  case  for  scope 
XX 

OPTICRON c 
Minerva  9   x   35 

159X 

Mirierva  8   x   40 
1XX 

Minerva  10  x   40 

175X 

HR7  X   42MC 
txx 

HR8  X   42 MC 
140X 

HR10X42MC 
USX 

HRiOxXMC 
15SX 

Piccolo  60mm 
107  X 

HR6ody60mm 
IXX 

HR  Body  60mm  45 

txx 

HRBodyeOrmnGA 
155X 

Xx-XxZoom x.x 
22x  WA XX 
Classic  1 F   60mm 99X 

18  X   NA 
XX 

25x   22  X 

25HPX XX 
18x-40x  Zoom XX 
Classic  1 F   75mm 

-119X 

22x  WA 22X 

XxHP   X-X 

22x-47xZoom  . 
XX 

22.00 16.x 

One  Action  Tnpod X95 
Macro  Monocular  8   x   20 

49X 

Observation  20  x   X 299X 
Observation  X   x   X 299X 

KOWA £ 

TS1  Xt  Body txx 

TS2  602  Body 
txx 

Xx  WA 

49X 

Xx-XxZoom. 
94X 

TSN-2 
255X 

TSN-3 

495  X 

TSN-4 

48S.X 

Xx  WA 

79X 

Xx-XxZoom    
119X 

40x  ...  . 59  X 
PhofoKit XX 

Case  for  TSN 22.x 

CaseforXi2 
1995 

X95 
Spare  dust  cover  (00) . . 6X 

New  dust  cover  eye  piece 

1495 

Elites  X   42 BGA 
699  X 

Custom  to  X   406 

189  X 

Customs  X   366 

199X 

BUSHNELL £ 1S5X 

Spacemaster  GA 

txx 

I5x-45x  . 

Xx-Xx 

65  X 

22x  WA 

34X 

40x 36X 
16X 

Photo  Kit 25X 

CARL  ZEISS  JENA £ 

JenoptemS  x   X 

44  96 

Jarioptem  to  X   X X95 
DeltrintemS  x   X 

54  95 

Dekarem  10  x   x 
NotaremS  x   326 

11495 

Notarem  10  x   406 

149  95 

Notarem  10  x   406A 
199  95 

Turmom8  x   21 

42  95 

MIRADOR 
£ 

8x426 
110X 

10x426 

1UX 

10x506 
122X 

Menin2S  xX 97  X 

Merivi  18  x-40  x   X 

129X 

MerhnX  x   75 

119X 

Merkn  22  X -47  x   75 

157X 

Case  tor  Merbns 

16X 

CENTURY £ 
F«fd  Model  GA IXX 49  X 

20x.  Xx.  40x 

Eye  Pieces  (each) 
19  X 

BRESSER £ 

Actions  x   40 
59  95 

ActionlOxX X9S 
8x42  GA  Roof 

119.x 

10x42GARoof 

119X 

DiorTt7x42BGA 
179X 

Diont  10x42  BOA 
IXX 

PENTAX £ 

8X40PCF X9S 
tOx  XPCF 

104  95 

8x42DCFRoof 
1X95 

10x42  DCF  Roof 1X95 

MANFROTTO £ 
MnPROiX 3SX 
MnPROl906 

40X 

Basic144 

4SX 

Basicl446 XX 
128  Ruto  Head 

34  95 

200  Ex  Light  Fluid  Hd X95 
TrtoOd  strap 995 

Sp^  OR  Plalform 

495 

Pro  Mono  Pod 
24  95 

SWIFT £ 

Oaprey75  X   42 

149  95 

AudubonS  S   X   44 

1X95 

Audubon  7   X   25  BGA 32SX 

IS  purchase  equipment  to  the 
value  of  CtX  or  more  »id  you 

wiU  adomahcaSy  be  entered  reo 

our  draw  Cygnus  Bvdwetchmg 

Hobday  Venues  irtolude  Brsnf 

Texas.  Kenya  Gantota  Hun 

gary.  Nepal  and  many  more 
Winner  of  Oct  CSX  Cygnus 

Holiday  Voucher  M   Saunt  of 

Norwich.  Norfolk 

HABICHT £ 
Oianai0x40 

Phone 

ADLERBLICK 
£ 

6   X   426 

XX 

to  X   42B 

XX 

10x506 

129X 

SUK 
£ Master  02 

XX 

Tnpod  Str^ 

6X 

CULLMANN 
£ Shoulder  Pod 

24  X 

ORHead 

Spare  Q   R   Platform 

4X 

Hide  Mount 

49  X 

Populat4S6t 

49  X 

ACCESSORIES £ 
Car  window  mount 2200 
Universal  mount 

2200 

Hide  mount 3600 

4X 

4X 

Leather  Eye  Piece  Case 9X Cletffingkit 
3X 

NewVetoon4XTpd 
XX 

Leather  Tnpod  Strap 

ux 

BARBOUR £ 

The  best  Bntsh  clothing  for  the 
worst  Bnttsh  weather 

S2X 

32'to46' 

Bedale  Jacket 

2Tto30' 

45  45 

32'to46- 

XX 
Gamefair  Jacket 

78X 

32-  to  46" 

82  X 

32'to46" 

Border  Jacket XX 

32'to46' 

Northixnbna  Jacket 91  45 

3rio46' 

Urwios 
1945 

Hoods  .   It  45 
Send  tor  colour  Bartxxjr  catalogue 
Post  FREE  on  Bartxxjr 

PERSONAL  CALLERS 

Can  choose  and  select  kom  our 

comprshensive  range  of  equo- 
mert  Compare  Zmm  w«i  Lsto. 

Optofyto  Kowa  or  NAon  We 
are  a   oompteiely  ndependem  com 

psny.  w4tose  only  concern  «   tost 
our  cuelomars  select  toe  correct 
■nsirument  lor  toes  persorva  needs 

MAIL  ORDER 

Just  add  C2  to  help  towwds  P&P 

and  nsisance  and  your  order  «wS 
be  sent  toe  sarrre  day  as  we 

recewe  )Our  cheque  Alaqutoment 

«   suppbed  on  14  days  approval 

ttoon  receipt  of  kJ  remwiar'ce 

PHONE  ORDERS 

Oecuss  your  reqmments  wKh  cxv 
techrvcal  staff  and  orders  placed 

weh  Access  or  Visa  Cards  w*  be 

despatched  same  day 

SECONDHAND 
tostuneras  are  always  avaSable 
Turnover « fast  so  we  do  not  pnrt  a 

hst  Phone  tor  nlorTTpaon 

PART  EXCHANGE 

Top  pnces  pato  tor  good  condrSon 

equprrvenl HOW  TO  RND  US 

We  are  t0rr«n8lromM25  and  AIM 

motarweys  and  15  mr«  waA  from 

High  Barnet  Underground  SMon 

TELESCOPES  AND 
TRIPOD  OUTFITS 

H   you  purchase  a   scope  and  topod 
at  toe  same  tme  we  can  offer  you  a 

very  speaal  pnce' PHONE  FOR  A   QUOTE 

INTEREST  FREE  CREDIT 

ON  SELECTED 
Zain.  Uftz.  Kowa  and 

Nikon  products 
Ptione  or  write  for  details 

MS4 IN  FOCUS  WISH  ALL  THEIR  CUSTOMERS  A   VERY  HAPPY  CHRISTMAS 

        (D594) 
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VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD  1990 

BIRDWATCHING  TOURS 
BRAZIL  -   CANARIES  -   COSTA  RICA  -   HUNGARY 

MALLORCA  -   SPAIN  -   YUGOSLAVIA 

WILDLIFE  TOURS 

WHALES  OF  NEWFOUNDLAND  -   MALAYSIA  -   TANZANIA  & 
KENYA  -   INDIA  -   VENEZUELA  -   SABAH,  NORTH  BORNEO  - 
ECUADOR  AND  GALAPAGOS  -   MADAGASCAR  -   ANTARCTICA 

FALKLANDS,  SOUTH  GEORGIA 

All  tours  are  carefully  designed  by  our  own  leaders,  who  look 
forward  to  sharing  with  you  their  expert  knowledge  of  the  areas 
to  be  visited  and  the  exciting  bird  and  wildlife  to  be  found. 

Details  and  brochure  from: 

^|K  VOYAGES  JULES  VERNE’S  NATURAL  WORLD 
— Ba  21  DORSET  SQUARE,  LONDON  NWl  6QG  m   ̂ 

ABW  
T.I:»I-724«24 

ID564) 

ADLERBUCK  GO  GREEN 
EmOmEfff  AW  USER  FRiEWLY  SWCUIARS 

ALSO  NOW  WITH  GREEN  MULTI-COAT  LENSES 

MODELS  AVAILABLE 
8   X   42  M/C 

10  X   42  M/C 
10  X   50  M/C 

MINIMUM  ADVERTISED 
PRICE  (Inc  VAT) 

169.95 
179.95 

198.95 

Soft  touch  leather  finish.  Short  focus.  Lightweight. 
Rainguard  available. 

For  details  of  your  nearest  stockist,  contact: 

THE  EXCLUSIVE  IMPORTERS  — 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 
UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD, 

LORDSWOOD  INDUSTRIAL  ESTATE, 
CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW 

TEL:  0634  201284 

BIRO  WATCHING  REVIEW  (April  89) 

•mpresses  with  citar  natural  coloured  image  m   all  light 
conditions  Focus  down  to  I3ft  ughi  and  comfortable  to  use Eiceiient  depth  oi  field  Contender  lor  mid  price  honours 

    heartily  recommended 

MANUFACTunen  S   written  quote 

Adierblich  binoculars  have  muiii-coatmg 
on  all  surfaces  including  prism  reflecting 

Surfaces  —   they  are  superior  especially  m   light 
transmission  —   Qreen  multi-coat  achieves 

appro*  994%  iransmtssion  at  each  surface 

(D517) 
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WMtMUMM 
OPTICAL  BRILLIANCE 

Centon 
Findscope 
20  X   56 
Quality  Precision  Spotting 

Scope  With  L.E.D.  Target 
Finder 

•   L.E.D  Aiming  Viewfinder  •   MagmfiMti^   

5.5mnr6bjective  Lens  •   Interchangeable  Eyep
iece 

»   Includes  Adapter  for  T2  Camera  Mount 

Case  O   Powered  by  2AAA  Batteries(extra) •   Soft  Vinyl  Carry 

SUPERB  CENTON  STATE^Of*THE*ART  gl^K>C^liA
TO^ 

6f  6nquiri6s  only  to  our  Distribution  Warohouso.  
Jossop  of 

ted  JessoD  House,  98  Scudamore  Road,  Leiceste
r  LE3  1TZ 

Telephone  (0533)  320033 

SUNDERLAND  09l6igow5 

SWANSEA  0782  46«33 

TAUNTON  0623  272W 

WNCHESTER  0962  5396 

WOLVERHAMPTON  0902  31076 

WORCESTER  0906  72340 

YEOVIL  0936  7677 

YORK  0904  64612 

and  SELECTED  INDEPENDefT 

PHOTO  DEALERS 

0532  430900 

0633  630121 
0633  566466 

051  709  7867 
01  794  8786 
01  240  6077 

01  628  1021 

061  834  8132 

0642  230707 
091  261  8280 

0604  230490 

0603  81 7724 
0602  418666 
0866  790086 

0733  668728 
0762  672287 

0752  669282 
0202  878289 

0706  822831 
0734  608766 

0742  766276 

0763  893094 
0703  638763 

LEEDS 
LEICESTER 
LEICESTER 

LIVERPOOL 

LONDON  NW3 

LONDON  WC1 
LONDON  EC4 
MANCHESTER 

MIDDLESBROUGH 

NEWCASTLE 

NORTHAMPTON 
NORWICH 

NOmNGHAM 

OXFORD 
PETERBOROUGH 
PLYMOUTH 

PLYMOUTH  AUDO 

POOLE 

PORTSMOUTH 
READING 

SHEFFIELD 

SLOUGH 

0224  573  140 
0225  442262 

021  632  8831 
0202  296021 
0274  393262 

0273  21493 

0272  742914 
0272  293978 

0223  323511 
0222  394667 
0228  612640 

0203  229628 

01  886  9666 

0332  29041 9 
0302  341323 
0362  202763 

031  229  9864 
041  248  2467 

0462  300669 

0782  286621 
0462  226966 

0473  210436 

ABERDEB4 
BATH 

BIRMINGHAM 

BOURNBylOUTH 
BRADFORD 

BRIGHTON 
BRISTOL 
BRISTOL 

CAMBRIDGE 
CARDIFF 
CARLISLE 

COVB4TRY 
CROYDON 

DERBY 

DONCASTER 
DUNDEE 

EDINBURGH 

GLASGOW 

GLOUCESTER 
HANLEY 
Hua 
IPSWICH PHOTO/VIPH)  CBfTRE 

SOUTHAMPTON KINGSTON 

(D573) 

AVAILABLE  FROM  ALL  JESSOP  PHOTO/VIDEO  CEN
TR^ 
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1 990  birding  breaks 
Winter  holidays  under  £500 

Tunisia  *   Holland  *   Wexford  Slobs  *   N   France 

*   Oued  Massa  +   High  Atlas  *   SW  Ireland 

Spring  &   Summer  holidays  £215  —   £895 
Cranes  at  Hornborgasjon  *   Falsterbo  * 
Extremadura  +   Andalucia  *   Point  Pelee  * 

Cap  Gris  Nez  +   Somme  *   Segovia  +   Guadarrama 
*   Skelligs  +   Puffin  island 

For  1990  brochures 

phone  or  write  to  - 

V. 

K 
F 

BRANTA 

HOLIDAYS 

1 1   Uxbridge  Street,  London  W8  7TQ 
01-229  7231  (Day) 

01-639  1257  (Evening) 

  
(D589)^ 

Why  not  give  us  tne  opportunity  to 
impress  you  with  our 

PRICES  &   SERVICE 

They  are  the  BEST  -   that  s   GUARANTEED 
We  will  attempt  to  encourage  you  --  __  _   _     
with  our  low  prices,  high  trade-ins  TELESCOPES 

and  friendly,  knowledgeable  service  UPTOLYTH  TELESCOPES 
—       .     ^   poR  those  who  WANT  ONLY  THE  BEST Superior  aefinition/ugnt-transmission  plus  ttie  widest 

field  at  high  magnifications 

Weight  Field 
44oz  120ft. 

35oz  183ft. 

37oz  — 47oz  87-54ft. 

BINOCULARS 
ALPIN  BY  OPTOLYTH 

W.  EUROPE’S  MOST  POPULAR COMPACT  AND  LIGHTWEIGHT 
BINOCULARS 

Weight  Field 

lOxSOBA  22.50Z  309ft 

10x40BGA  19oz  345ff 

8x40BGA  19oz  330ft. 

8x30BGA  14oz  420ft. 

Price 

£221  (inc.  case) 
£205  (inc.  case) 

£200  (inc.  case) 
£186  fine,  case) 

MAIL  ORDER 

WELCOMED 

Part  Exchange 
Available 

30X75GA 
22X60GA 

22X70GA 

22-60X70GA 

30x80 
TB  80  Body 

TBS  80  Body 

TBG  80  Body  straight    

Touring  7x42  BGA  -   8x32  BGA  -   10x40  BGA 
all  including  case.  Please  phone  for  price 

London  Camera  Exchange  Group 
10  High  street  13  Cheap  Street 
Southampton,  Hants.  Bath 

Tel:  (0703)  221597  Avon  BA1  1NB 

Tel:  (0703)  335363  Tel:  (0225)  62234  (D530) 

£318  Case  £35 

£210 
£290  EYEPIECES 

£353  20xWW  £88 
£353  20x  £56 

£344  30x  £57 
£320  40x  £58 

£320 

IV 
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Great  Snipe  by  Martin  Hattam  BIY  88 

•   SLR  camera  adaptability 
•   Rubber  eyecup  for  comfort 

•   Ergonomic  styling  for  ease-of-use 
•   45%  offset  eyepiece  on  TSN-1  model 
•   77mm  objective  lens  delivering  crisp  images 

•   Interchangeable  20  X   ,   25  X   ,   40  X ,   20-60  X   eyepieces 
with  bayonet  fitting 

(T^SJWZi) ...  A   superb  image 

Officially  appointed  distributor  for 
 Kowa  Telescopes 

Pyser  Ltd.,  Fircroft  Way,  Edenbridge,
  Kent  TN8  6HA.^^ 

V 



THE  INCOMPARABLE 

PRISMATIC  TELESCOPE 
BYBUSHnCLL 

DIVISION  OF  BAUSCH  AND  LOMB 

IN  A   WORLD  OF  ITS  OWN 

SPACE  AGE  TECHNOLOGY  AVAILABLE  IN  THE 
CONSERVATION  OF  THE  ENVIRONMENT 

ARGUABLY  THE  TELESCOPE  DEMANDED 
BY  BIRD  WATCHERS. 

LARGE  60mm  OBJECTIVE  LENS.  BODY  CAN 
BE  SUPPLIED  WITH  CHOICE  OF  15x,  20x, 
22  W/A,  25x,  60x  AND  15x-45x  EYEPIECES 

INCOMPARABLE!!  ASK  FOR  A   TEST. 
STOCKED  BY  MOST  QUALITY 

BIRD  WATCH  SUPPLIERS'. 

J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD. 
Sole  U.K  Importer  of 

BUSHNELL  —   DIVISION  OF 
BAUSCH  AND  LOMB  PRODUCTS 

FOR  NEAREST  STOCKIST  CONTACT: 
J.  J.  VICKERS  AND  SONS  LTD.  UNIT  9,  35  REVENGE  ROAD 

LORDSWOOD,  CHATHAM,  KENT  ME5  8DW  (Phone  0634  201284) 

® 

TWICKERS  WORLD 
THE  NATURAL  CHOICE 

THE  FALKLAND  ISLANDS 

Visit  the  breeding  grounds  of  more  than  50  species  of  birds 
nesting  and  rearing  their  young  during  the  short  sub-Antarctic 
summer,  and  take  a   look  at  settlement  life  in  these  remote islands. 

Price  £2,760  for  18  days. 

Departures: 
20th  Nov  &   18  Dec  1989 

22  Jan  &   8   Feb  1990 

Contact  us  for  a   copy  of  our  brochure. 

Twickers  World 
22  CHURCH  STREET, TWICKENHAM 

01-892  'H)6/8164 24  HR  BROCHURE:  01-892  7851  ABTA/IATA/PATA 

VI 
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COUNTRYSIDE  VIEWING 
Our  showroom  is  set  in  7   acres  of  private 

grounds  with  ample,  free  and  safe  parking 

Testing  facilrties  are  probably  the  best  in 

the  country.  Viewing  from  the  showroom  is 

across  a   large  pool  with  its  various  bird 
visitors  and  to  more  distant  views  of  the 

countryside  Why  not  try  the  unhurried 
experience  of  testing  equipment  in  the 

very  heart  of  our  beautiful  Warwickshire 

countryside  in  a   relaxed 

atmosphere?  A   visit  to  our 
showroom  often  turns  out  to  be 
more  of  a   social  occasion  than  a 

shopping  expedition 

eading  specialists  in  high  quality  BINOCULARS  &TELESCOPES 

•ISS  WEST 
  PHONE 

PHONE 

PHONE 
PHONE 
PHONE 

10X40BQAT PHONE 
PHONE 

PHONE 

inoc  3x126 
11700 

9600 
9600 

d*  range  Of  acc*ssori*t  available 

EITZ 
PHONE 

novid  i0x266CA PHONE 

PHONE 
PHONE 

r>ovid  8x40BA PHONE 
PHONE 

novid  lOx406AN 

tfi  cas*  for  compact 

PHONE 

3700 
  800 

acups  •   *Kh 
700 

lABICHT 
31000 

341.00 

364.00 
40700 

29100 

C   Rang*  8x30 302  00 

NIKON 
6996 

■torprool  10x25 

’Cl  prism  t0x25f 

152.00 

162  00 

29000 

.*om  8-i6x40CF 

'Oftir>g  7x35CF 
8X30ECF 

41260 

.12000 

20560 
264.00 
27660 

oldacop*  ED  20x  60 48900 

6760 

isoto-adapior        16350 

OPTOLYTH 
Alptn  SkSOBGA 
Alpin8x40eOA 
Alpin  10X40BQA 

Alpin  10X506GA 
'during  7x42 

louring  I0x40 

Root  pr«m  8x56 

Scop*  30x75 
TBSaObody 
TBO80  body 

20xWA 

20x30x40x 

22x-60x  zoom 
Canvu  scop*  cm* 

iMthor  scop*  CSM 

186M 

20000 
20600 

...22100 37B00 

37&00 

39000 
318.00 

32000 
32000 

8600 
5700 13600 

2700 
3500 

ADLERBLICK 
Compad  7x2i 
Compact  8x24 
Compact  10x30 
Standard  8x32 

Slar>dard  7x42 
Standard  8x42 

Standard  I0x42 
Standard  lOxSO 

Add  €i6  lor  rubbar  armour*d 

MuRcoal  8x42 
Uulucoai  10x42 
Multtcoal  10x50 

BRESSER 
..9050 
>0600 
12906 
12300 
11290 

12000 

12&50 
13900 

16995 

17995 

19696 

KOWA 
TS601  body 
TS602  body 

20xWA 

25x40x 
20x-60x  zoom 
CaM  (or  001^ 
TSN-1  body 

TSN-2body 
TSN-3  body 

TSN-4  body 

20xWA 

25x40x 
20x-80x  zoom 

Gas*  for  TSN1/2 

Skua  cas*  (or  TSN 
OG.  cou*r  lor  TSN 

Ey«pi*c*  dom*  TSN 
Photo  adaptor 

OPTICRON 
18900 

16000 49  00 
43W 

94  00 1995 

265.00 
26600 
49600 

48600 
79W 

6900 11900 

2260 
3660 
496 

14  96 

8900 

BAUSCH  LOMB 
D»coM*r*r  Compact  7x24 

Otscov»r«r  Compact  8x24 
Dt$co«r*r  Comp*cti0x28 
Custom  Audubon  7x26. 
Custom  Audubon  8x36 

Custom  Audubon  i0x40 
EM*  8X42RA 

22700 
22700 
244.00 17960 

179  00 

16900 

66600 

BUSHNELL 
Sportviow  6x40 
Spac*mast*r  GOmm  body 

Spac*ma$t*r  60mm  body  R.A 

Spac*fTTast*r  wrth  zoom  W   P 
Spacamas^  70mm  body 
22xWA 
I6x-45x  zoom 

5600 14600 

15990 

332.00 15600 4200 

.,7900 

7100 

73  00 

Dtopiron  8x42 

11000 

.»4  00 

DfOptron  lOxSO 

12200 

14000 
14500 
16600 

17000 

Minarva  9x36 
16900 

Min*rva  i0x40 
17600 

Eli1*9x3S 

16600 

Classc  1 F   60mm  body 
9900 Classic  1   F   76mm  body 
11900 

2600 

i6x-40x/22x-47x  zoom 
5000 H   R   GOmm  body 
12800 

H   R.  60mm  body  45* 

15000 

H   R   GOmm  body  R   A 
15500 

15«20i2JxWA25i40x 
2600 
6600 

Puffin  CAM  tor  H   R   *(c 
3600 
1100 

2200 

Car  Window  Mount 
2200 

Hidt  Clamp  Mk  2 
39  00 

Smgl*  tetion  'fhpod 

6996 

Thpod  Strap 675 

SWIFT 
8060 

Compact  926  6x20       .,8060 

Ospray  75x42  -   
......  .14900 

Audubon  66x44 
19900 

Compact  topic  8x25  R   A. 

7260 

Cornpad  Handy  6x26 
8100 

8350 

Hoot  pnam  Un*ar  8x42  R> 

12496 

Rooi  pn*m  LaiMT  >0x42  R   A 

12995 

Roof  pr«m  Dioni  >0x42  R   A 

17600 

13900 14660 

16200 
16460 

Md  C8  lor  rubb*r  armour*d 

MIRADOR 11000 
11400 

12400 

Add  C2  lor  rubb*r  armour*d Marlin  80mm  body 

79  00 

>0700 

l2/>6x  1W22X  26nOx 

1600 

I8i-40x/22x-47x  zoom 
5000 17660 

20750 

3300 26x-S8x/26x-62x  zoom 

7150 

ZEISS  JENA 

44  95 

janopiam  7x60 
6795 

6995 
Ooitnrttm  8x30 6495 

D*kar*m  >0x50 
8995 

Oodacaram  I2x60 
20000 

Roof  pnsm  Notar*m  6x32 

.11495 

Root  pnsm  NcUrtm  >0x40 

16795 

Roof  pnsm  Not*r*m  I0x40  R   A 

19095 

OPTIMA 
Super  60mm  R   A   body 

16000 

2600 

20x-45x  zoom 
G6X >695 

2995 

HELIOS 

Compact  n   P   8x21  A.A 

CompactRP  i0x26RA 

3696 

3995 

llalamastar  i5x-60x60 

AICO 

Compact  R   P   8x22  R   A 
Contact  fl  P.  >0x25  R.A 

Root  pnsm  6x42  R.A 
Roof  pnam  >0x42  R   A 

4760 

6260 

12496 
14495 

QUESTAR 
Ftaid  mod*t  3W  mch  width 224260 
w<h  Broad  Band  Coatmg  8   choc*  of 
32mm  or  24mm  »>apmc*,  plus  Phoao 
Adaptor  and  caa* 

14000 

MANFROTTO 

4500 

5000 

3500 
190  Mvx  pro  black 

4000 

126  WkM  miao  head 
34  95 

200  Compact  vadao  haad 

3895 
960 

Tnpod  caa* 

1400 

Ouck  f*t*«a*  piaifom 
800 

SLIK 
Handypod  P6000 

3995 
2395 

TIOOO  lOOOG 

3295 

Irooe  360N 
5495 Tr^  88 
6695 

H<lOd  D2 

8995 

r0495 

675 12  76 

OuCk  ^i**s*  pO«  OHM  etc 

5W 

CULLMAN 

3795 

1495 

Shouldtr  Pod 

2495 

3295 

Cam*ra  OucM«ner 

995 

495 

LENS  CARE 
Coloco*f  Spray  25mi 

125 

280 

Catotharm  Solubon  20ml 

72 

impragnaiad  Cloths 

36 

NO  GREY  IMPORTS 

bookT] 

anu  pecki,^  eyecur«,  rai^uants  |   C^^L-::^^r7D?OS 
FREE  OF  CHARGE 

Goods  are  despatched  pfomp«y  USED  BAROAINS  ^ 

upon  leceipl  of  full  remittance  Guaranteed,  secondhand  equipmentM  Htyser,  Helm.  CoSms  hIT 

use  your  ACCESS  or  VISA  card  available  at  bargain  prices  f   ̂   Macftek  Beailev 
to  order  by  telephone  on  EXPORT  FACILITIES 

0676-40601  /   42476  Rarsonal  and  postal  export  ofbere 

welcomed 

PACKAGE  DEALS 
Attractive  discounfs 

Ptxme  tor  quotations jwaMA..  I   Ptyx>e  tor  qootanons 

1C  /^DTI^Q  Church  Lane,  Corley,  Coventr
y,  •   *1™ 

0^76.40501  &42476 
5pm  Monday  to  Saturday  ^   ^   ^     *;„*»*♦  Hrstir'iil  in$tmmentS 

Fnendly  adviaon'  aervic* always  availabk 
with  no 

obligation 

Select  from  the  World's  finest  Optical  
instruments 

(D575) 
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FOCALPOINT 
BINOCULAR  &   TELESCOPE  SPECIALISTS 

OPTICRON 
OPTOLYTH 
ZEISS  WEST 
BUSHNELL 
BAUSCH  &   LOMB 
NIKON 
ADLERBLICK 
KOWA 
MIRADOR 
LEITZ 
CENTURY 
QUESTAR 
SWAROVSKI 
AlCO 
DANUBIA 
CULLMAN 
SLIK 
SWIFT 
SANSEI 
ZEISS  JENA 
SKUA  cases 

FOCALPOINT  at  the  WILDFOWL  &   WETLANDS  TRUST 
SLIMBRIDGE,  GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

Sunday,  10th  December,  1989 
10.30  am  to  4   pm 

The  FOCALPOINT  team  are  pleased  to  be 
returning  to  Slimbridge.  We  shall  have  all  the 
leading  binoculars,  telescopes,  tripods  and 
accessories  for  you  to  try  and  buy.  Guidance  on 
the  most  suitable  instruments  for  your  specific 
requirements  will  be  provided  by  Focalpoint’s trained  staff  who  are  all  experienced  birdwatchers. 
The  Trust  have  kindly  allowed  us  to  use  one  of 
their  finest  hides  in  which  you  will  be  able  to  field 
test  instruments  under  ideal  viewing  conditions. 

Come  and  enjoy  a   great  day  out! 
Xmas  Sp^ial  Offers! 

H.Q. 

BIRDGUIDES  -   1990  Bird  tour  brochure  from 
Peter  Wolstenholme,  31  South  Park  Road, 
Gatley,  Cheadle,  Cheshire.  Tel:  061-428  2175 
Israel,  March  -   £699  ★   Majorca,  May  -   £389 

NEW  ITEMS 

INCLUDE 

3   -5^ 

00  q5  c/) 

'   <u  S   a 
I   —   Q.  X 

M   to 

'5 

O   S3 
'-S  ■ )   

^ 

;   ^   ̂ 

•   c/^  ra  9- 

:   o   -o  « 

_   O 

; 

■a>-  s 

:   ̂ -^-3 

s   S'  ̂ 

S   S   £   , 

MAIL  ORDER 
SPECIALIST 

P/P  &   INS.  FREE! 

TONY  a   ENID  MURPHY 

FOCALPOINT 
14  Cogshall  Lane,  Comberbach, 
Northwich,  Cheshire  CW9  6BS 

T   elephone;  0606  891 098  (D592) 

Open  Mon.-Fri. 
9.30-5.30 

Sat.  9.30-4.00 
Closed  Sundays 

and  Bank  Holidays 

REPAIRS  & 
SERVICING 

BIRDING 
WORLD 

K Are  you  getting  it? 
TO:  HAZFX  MILLINGTON,  STONERUNNER,  COAST  ROAD, 
CLEY-NEXT-THE-SEA,  HOLT,  NORFOLK  NR25  7RZ 

I   enclose  £18  □   £23  overseas  □   Special  Introductory  Offer  □   (see  below) 
Cheques  made  payable  to  B.I.S. 

Name  Mr/Mrs/Miss   
Address   

Postcode 

Special  Introductory  Offer:  For  a   4-month  trial  subscription  to  Birdin^  World, 
just  fill  in  the  coupon  and  send  only  £6.  (£8 overseas)  (D582) 
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Cygnus  Wildlife 
Holidays  for  Birdwatchers  1990 

January-June 
Kenya 
Northern  India 

(also  with  photographic  expert) 
Venezuela 

Tiger  Special 
Egypt 
Assam,  Darjeeling  &   Sikkim 
Texas 

Majorca 
Austria 

Zimbabwe  and  Malawi 

Yugoslavia 

Tour  groups  have  a   maximum  of  18  participants,
  are  escorted  by 

experienced  leaders  and  we  cater  for  all  levels  of  expert
ise.  If  you  would  like 

further  information  about  any  of  these  holidays,  we  
will  be  delighted  to 

receive  your  enquiry  at  the  following  address: 

CYGNUS  WILDLIFE  HOLIDAYS, 

96  FORE  STREET,  KINGSBRIDGE,  DEVON  TQ7  
1PY 

Telephone  0548  6178  (D574) 

£1850 

Hungary 

Soviet  Asia  and  Siberia 
£650 

£1690 

£1250 
£1980 

July-December 
Switzerland £690 

£1450 
Hungary 

£760 
£1690 Massachusetts £1450 
£1590 Brazil £2390 

£1280 
Kenya 

£2090 
£490 Ecuador  and  Galapagos £2490 
£670 Argentina £2500 

£2690 Sene-Gambia £1100 
£725 Ethiopia £1400 

\   B   T   \ 

62948 

ERYRI  BIRDS 
Ck>me  birdwatching  with  us  in  1990. 

The  Gambia  -   January  &   February 

Israel  -   February  &   March 

S.W.  Spain  -   April  &   May 

Informal  small  group  holidays 

with  experienced  guides. 

Send  for  a   brochure  to: 

21  Britaimia  Street, 
Llanllechid, 

Bangor, 

Gwynedd, 
LL57  3EW 

Tel:  (0248)  600162. 

(D568) 

INATURETREKI 
WALKING  WILDLIFE 

HOLIDAYS 

1990 including 

birding  tours  & 

m 

CHINA 
INDONESIA 
BOTSWANA 
AUSTRALIA 
GALAPAGOS 

new  ZEALAND 
SOUTHERN  INDIA 

NEPAL • KENYA 
BHUTAN  •   ZAMBIA 
LADAKH  •   ETHIOPIA 
KASHMIR 

S 
TANZANIA  g 

For  our  brochure  please  contact: 

40  The  Dean,  Alresford, 

Hants  S024  9AZ 
Tel:  0962  73305 1 
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F.  Gary  Stiles  and  Alexander  Skutch 

A   GUIDE  TO  THE 

Birds  of 
Costa  Rica 

Costa  Rica  boasts  more  than  830  species.  The 
bulk  of  this  magnificent  guide  —   some  400 
pages  —   is  made  up  of  the  family  and  species 
accounts.  There  are  52  colour  plates 
illustrating  virtually  every  species  of  Costa 
Rican  bird  migrant  as  well  as  residents  — 

Available  through 
British  BirdShop. 

CHRISTOPHER  HELM  V 

including  distinctive  plumages  for  many  of 
them.  Practical  tips 
for  field  trips  and 
descriptions  for 

good  birding 
locations  complete 
the  picture. 

£30.00  pbk 

656  pages 
52  colour  plates, 
43  b!w  illustrations, 
3   maps 

November  ’89 

(D588) 



British  BirdShop 

ALL  LISTED  BOOKS  ARE  POST  FREE  TO  ‘BRITISH  BIRDS’  SUBSCRIBERS 

Recordings  PkaseaddU.  75  p&p  per  order  Phase  tick 
Siure  Palmer  &   JefTery  Boswall  --I  Field  Guide  to  the  Bird  Songs  of  Britain  and  Europe  ^   ^ 

♦Complete  set  of  16  cassettes  in  four  packs  (running  time  approx  13  hours)  (l  si  ai.fric
f,  £105)   £95.00  LJ 

Individual  cassette  packs  (£28.00  each)   p.     p;       "'i — i 

  Divers  to  gulls  U;  Terns  to  warblers  I — I   ;Goldcrest  to  crows  I — I;  .-Xccidenta
ls  U 

♦C.omplete  .set  of  1 5   l.P  discs  of  birds  (running  time  approx  1 2   hours)  (i  si  \i,  prick  £   1 0
5)   £95.00  U 

♦Complete  set  of  1 5   LP  discs  of  birds  and  2   LP  di.scs  of  mammals  (isi  .m.pricf,  £
1 20)   £   108.90  U 

Companion  set  of  recordings  of  69  British  and  European  mammals  (2  1   -P  discs)  
         ^. ...  £   1 3.90 

I'o  order  individual  discs,  please  use  the  British  BirdShop  order  form  on  pages  xv  &  
 x\i  in  your  January  19»y 

issue.  f   I   QQ  I   1 

Kettle  British  Bird  Songs  and  Calls  (2-cassette  pack)     '   •   _   _ 

Mild  Soviet  Bird  Songs  (2  cassettes)   "     

Books  and  other  items  are  included  in  British  BirdShop 
 only  if  the\  are 

approved  by  British  Birds  and  considered  to  be  gener
ally  reliable,  good  value 

and  useful  additions  to  a   birdwatcher’s  librarv.  Any 
 item  ordered  through 

British  BirdShop  which  fails  to  meet  your  approval  c
an  be  returned  and  your 

money  will  be  refunded  without  question.  It  is
  our  aim  to  provide  British  Birds 

subscribers  with  the  best  and  most  reliable  semc
e  possible.  All  correspond- 

ence concerning  British  BirdShop  should  be  address
ed  to  British  BirdShop, 

c/o  NHBS,  2   Wills  Road,  Totnes,  Devon  IQ9
  5XN. 

Books  All  listed  books  are  POS'I’  FREE.  New  books  and  
special  offers  marked  * 

.Mi  &   Ripley  Compact  Handbook  of  the  Birds  of  India  and  Pakistan.  Nfw  ,   RFSisFDFDrrioN  (Ol      roo'v)  □ 

*Blakersp/«/.  77,e.W/«.vo/Vbo/m/m««tnfv(Nlelb«umelT)SPF(:i.
xi  RFin  (:Fi)PRic:F(t  St  AFi.v^^^ 

♦British  P,\rdsl\V.C\-HnterriationalBirdldentification  (t  st  Al  l   v £8..50)            pl^rh.rk  L5  95  □ 
Bruun,  Delin.Svensson.  Singer  &   Zetterstrom/firrftoy/Jn/ninWf.uro/w-lHamhn)     1   nq  qsG 
tiady  cSc  Hume  The  Complete  Bookof  British  Birds  (.\.\  &   RSPB)   

q 

Cihandler  .V(iri/i  .'l//a/i/ic.SVi^m’/iir(iv  (\lacmill.in)     "   £1995  CD 
Cionder  TTie  Uheatear  (V..  Helm)   

Cramp  Birds  of  the  Western  Palean  tic  v( 

Dalton  &   Bailev.bMe  Water's  Edge  (Onturs.)   •••       _   m 

Delin  &   Svensson  Photographic  Guide  tojhe  Birds  of  Britain  and  Europe  (Hamlyn)   Pa^'^ck  £19.50  □ 

DulT,  Hatton,  Stirrup  &   Williams  .Vo/       £iqOoD 
IXmond,  Fra.ser  &   Gantlett  RareBirdsin  Britain  and  Ireland  (Poyser)   Pane^ack  £1  V.95  □ 

Klliott  Birds  of  Islay  (C.  Helin)....^..^.   .:i‘7r;nq.;n'vo^^  vols.  1-3  £30.95  □ Yixmkwd  Audubon  Master  (fUlde  to  Hirding   \ol.  1   £   -   ■   -   -   j/\i-  i,  ii  EQ  1   I 

Ferguson-Lees,Willis&Sharrt>ck77,e.VW/_r;««fr/o/
Aeftrrfvo//?n7omot«//rrW(Ni.c^ 

YXintetal.  EM  Guide  to  the  Birds  qf the  L'SSR(?rinceio^^      "^'VcVs^oO'vol  2£76A^ 
Fn.  Keith  &   Urban /Tie «irrfcq/.l/nfo  (.Academic  Pre.ss)   vol.  1   U   Panerback£7  50  □ 

♦C.allagher&  Woodcock  The  Birds  of  Oman  (Quartet)  EPF.cn  viJFni  crn  pricf  (_cv^^  )  
   ^ 

C,MBirdsofPrn  ofBritainandEurope..\orih.A^^^    Pape^'ack £9.95  □ Gooders  Uhereto  Watch  Birds  in  Britain  and  Europe  (C..  Helm)      Panerback  £9  95  □ 

Green  &   Cade  Where  to  Watch  Birds  in  Dorset.  Hampsh
ire  &   the  IsleoJ  '‘5*/  (C.  Helm).......   Paperback  £9.9a  U 

H.rri..Tacker&\inicoiribene\lacn>dh^^ 

HisrTiscm.P..Seahird.s:anidentifcationgiiuieRe\isededn^  -   Paperback  £   1 5.95  □ 

Harrison.  P.  Seabirds  ofthe  World:  a   photographic  guide  (C.  Helm
)           ^ 

n       *.  Shnrehirds:  an  identitication  guide  to  the  iiaders  of  the  Uorld  (C.  Helm)   
 

ol  I   £75  Q   vol.  2   £75  l3  vol.  3   £75  CD  vol. 
 1   £75  CD  vol.  5   £75  Q 

£16.95  □ 

£22.95  □ 

I'mSIo't'ks  and  Butterflies  of  Great  Britain  and  rn 

2   £47.50  □   7   THF  BITITRFI.IF.S  pan  1   £
4^0  □   9   £40.00  U   10£43.00l_J 

Hayman.  Marchant  &   Prater  Shorebi
rds:  an  identification  guide  . 

BFsrBiRi)B(K)KOF  1986 . 

Heath  &   Maitland  F.mmet 

vol,.:  '   OrSO  U   ̂   _ 
Paperback  vols.:  1   £24.95  1—1  ^   i— i     £14.93  □ 

Hollom  ITiePiflular  Handbook  of  British  Birdsjrth  edn.  (   '   ̂   (Com^^^       Paperback  £9.95  □ 
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for  sorrow,  two  for  joy  .   .   but  what  do  you  get  for  100  or  even 

150  Magpies  Pica  pica?  Groups  of  this  size  are  not  uncommon,  and 

indeed  the  antics  of  large  gatherings  of  Magpies  were  described  by  the 
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Reverend  Darwin  Fox  to  his  cousin,  Charles  Darwin,  who  subsequently wrote: 

'The  common  magpie .   .   .   used  to  assemble  from  all  parts  of  Delamere  Forest,  in  order  to 
celebrate  the  great  magpie  marriage’.  They  had  the  habit  of  assembling  very  early  in  the 
spring  at  particular  spots,  where  they  could  be  seen  in  flocks,  chattering,  sometimes 
flghting,  bustling  and  flying  about  the  trees.  The  whole  affair  was  evidently  considered  by 
the  birds  as  one  of  the  highest  importance.  Shortly  after  the  meeting  they  all  separated, 
and  were  then  observed  to  be  paired  for  the  season.’  (Darwin  1871). 

I   can  remember  as  a   child  in  Leeds  in  the  1950s  seeing  Magpies  at  the 
bottom  of  our  garden  and  thereafter  being  fascinated  by  their  extrovert 
manner  and  exotic  appearance.  On  moving  to  Sheffield  in  1976  and 
finding  Magpies  to  be  abundant,  I   started  what  was  to  become  a   ten-year 
study  of  this  species.  The  study  area  is  the  Rivelin  Valley  (plate  353),  on 
the  outskirts  of  Sheffield  and  on  the  edge  of  the  Peak  District.  Although  I 
did  not  know  it  at  the  time,  this  area  had  been  identified  as  a   Magpie  ‘hot 
spot  almost  100  years  earlier,  by  Dixon  (1900).  This  valley  was  ideal  as  a 
study  area  for  several  reasons:  the  high  density  of  Magpies  (up  to  30 
breeding  pairs  per  square  kilometre);  some  extraordinarily  co-operative 
landowners;  the  proximity  to  the  university;  and,  being  a   small  valley,  the 
opportunity  to  overlook  the  entire  study  area  and  watch  several  pairs  of 
Mamies  simultaneously.  The  main  study  area  comprised  2   km^  and,  in 
conjunction  with  three  research  students,  Keith  Clarkson,  Simon  Eden 
and  Sandy  Goodburn  over  the  ten  years,  we  found  every  Magpie  nest  and 
colour-ringed  virtually  every  nesting  Magpie  in  the  area.  We  also  colour- 
ringed  nestlings  in  a   0.5-km-wnde  band  around  the  study  area,  to  monitor 
immigration  (and  emigration).  Over  the  ten  years,  totals  of  854  nestlings 
353.  Rivelin  Valley  on  western  edge  of  Sheffield,  South  Yorkshire.  This  is  prime  habitat  for 

Magpies  Pica  pica:  grazing  land  with  scattered  trees  and  woods  for  nesting 
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and  37  adults  were  ringed.  Adult  Magpies  were  very  difficult  to  catch,  so 
we  concentrated  on  ringing  nestlings  and  relying  on  their  amazingly 

sedentary  nature  (see  below)  to  build  up  a   colour-marked  breeding 
population. 

When  I   started  the  study,  there  were  two  aspects  of  Magpie  biolog)'  that 

I   wanted  to  examine:  one  was  the  ‘great  Magpie  marriage’  (i.e.  ceremonial 
gatherings),  and  the  other  was  their  reproductive  behaviour.  Fortunately, 

my  research  students  had  broader  outlooks,  and  over  the  years  we 

obtained  information  on  many  other  aspects  of  Magpie  biology  which 

helped  to  put  those  two  topics  in  perspective. 

There  have  been  several  excellent  studies  of  Magpies  made  elsewhere, 

notably  those  of  Gert  Baeyens  (Netherlands),  Goran  Hogstedt  (Sweden), 

Gail  Vines  (southern  England),  Deborah  Buitron  (US.A)  and  K.  P.  Reese 

&J.  A.  Kadlec  (USA). 

The  Magpie  is  a   small-to-medium-sized  member  of  the  crow  family 

(Corvidae).  In  our  study  area,  adult  males  weighed  248  g   ±   12.9  S.D.  (n  = 

12)  and  adult  females  223.3  g   ±   11.3  S.D.  (n=ll)  (Birkhead  et  al.  1986). 
The  sexes  are  identical  in  plumage,  but  the  size  difference  between  the 

sexes  is  often  apparent  if  they  are  seen  side  by  side.  The  Magpie  has  a 

wide  geographic  distribution,  breeding  throughout  most  of  Europe  and 

Asia,  North  Africa  and  western  North  .\merica.  Geographic  variation 

exists,  generally  in  terms  of  body  size  and  the  relative  amounts  of  black 

and  white  plumage,  and  Goodwin  (1986)  listed  11  subspecies.  Inevitably, 

a   species  with  such  a   broad  geographic  range  occupies  a   wide  range  of 

habitats,  from  semi-arid  desert  in  North  Africa,  and  the  prairies  of  North 

America,  to  Alaska’s  boreal  forests.  In  Britain,  its  habitat  includes  the  lush 
farmland  of  lowland  England  and  the  windswept  moors  of  the  Peak 

District.  Sharrock  (1976)  estimated  the  breeding  population  of  Magpies  in 

Britain  and  Ireland  to  be  about  250,000  to  500,000  pairs.  This  is  a   resident 

population,  and  there  is  no  immigration  into  Britain  from  the  Continent. 

In  Britain,  the  Magpie  has  undergone  a   population  increase  during  the 

past  40-50  years  (Prestt  1965;  fig.  1),  an  increase  that  has  also  resulted  in 

the  spread  of  Magpies  into  urban  areas.  For  example,  in  Sheffield  the 

mean  breeding  density  within  the  city  in  1946  was  1.3  pairs/km^,  whereas 

by  1986  it  had  increased  to  8.1  pairs/km^  (Clarkson  &   Birkhead  1987). 
This  increase  in  abundance  has  been  met  with  a   variety  of  responses: 

obviously.  Magpie  enthusiasts  have  welcomed  it,  but  they  are  pretty  thin 

on  the  ground.  The  commonest  response  has  been  concern  over  song-bird 

populations  (see  page  598). 

Ringing  recoveries  show  that  Magpies  rarely  undertake  long-distance 

movements  (Holyoak  1971),  and,  in  our  study  area,  Eden  (1987a)  showed 

that  the  median  distance  between  the  natal  nest  and  first-breeding 

location  was  just  447  m,  ecjuivalent  to  moving  1.8  territories.  As  with
  other 

passerine  species,  females  tended  to  move  farther  (497  m,  n
— 30)  than 

males  (350  m,  n   =   33),  although  this  difference  was  
not  statistically 

significant.  The  median  distance  between  annual  breeding  attempts  
was 

even  less:  males  15  m   and  females  27  m   (again,  this  difference  
is  not 

statistically  significant).  A   significantly  higher  proportion  of  fe
males  bred 
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Fig.  I.  Changes  in  numbers  of  Magpies  Pica  pica  as  reflected  by  the  BTO’s  Common  Birds 
Census  index  on  farmland  and  woodland  (1966  =   100)  from  data  supplied  by  John  Marchant 

in  more  than  one  territory  during  their  life  (13/48;  27%)  than  did  males  (5/ 
64;  8%).  This  occurred  because  males  which  lost  their  partner  were  still 
able  to  defend  their  territory  alone  and  invariably  remained  there.  In 
contrast,  a   lone  female  could  not  maintain  a   territory,  so,  if  she  lost  her 
partner,  she  usually  moved  to  another  territory  to  re-pair.  These  results 
probably  reflect  Magpie  dispersal  fairly  accurately;  we  regularly  searched 
all  surrounding  areas  for  colour-ringed  birds,  and,  in  ten  years  of 
enthusiastic  Magpie  recording  by  the  Sheffield  Bird  Study  Group,  we  had 
only  four  reported  sightings  of  individuals  more  than  2   km  from  where 
they  had  been  ringed. 

Magpies  are  monogamous,  and  a   breeding  pair  defends  an  all-purpose 
territory.  In  most  studies  of  Magpies  in  Britain  and  the  Continent, 

territories  average  about  5   ha  in  extent  (e.g.  Baeyens  1981;  Vines  1981)* The  population  can  be  divided  into  two  sectors,  the  breeders  and  the  non- 
breeders. In  some  areas,  non-breeding  individuals  may  comprise  20-40% 

of  the  total  Magpie  population.  Non-breeders  are  usually  one-year-old 
and  two-year-old  birds  (rarely  three-  and  four-year-olds)  that  live  as  part 
of  a   loose  flock  ranging  over  the  territories  of  established  pairs.  The  flock 
IS  organised  into  a   dominance  hierarchy,  with  males  generally  being dominant  over  females.  This  occurs  partly  as  a   result  of  the  difference  in 
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body  size  between  the  sexes.  As  Eden  (1987b)  showed,  however,  the 
situation  is  rather  more  complex  than  this;  the  date  that  a   young  Magpie 
entered  the  non-breeding  flock  also  had  a   marked  effect  on  its  status,  with 
late  arrivals  achieving  the  lowest  status  (fig.  2).  Eden  (1987b)  confirmed 
this  pattern  by  performing  an  ambitious  experiment  which  involved  hand- 

rearing and  releasing  44  Magpies  into  the  study  area  at  different  times. 
This  result  also  explains  why  late-hatched  young  had  the  lowest 
likelihood  of  surviving  to  breed. 

Fig.  2.  Dominance  classes.  Magpies  Pica  pica  were  ranked  as  high,  middle  or  low  ranking 

according  to  the  number  of  aggressive  interactions  they  won.  High-ranking  birds  tended  to 

be  males  or  large  (good-looking)  individuals,  whereas  low-ranking  birds  were  often  females 

or  small,  or  sickly  individuals 

Providing  that  they  survive  long  enough.  Magpies  start  to  breed  in  their 

first  or  second  spring:  mean  ages  of  first  breeding  were  for  males  1.6  years 

and  for  females  1.4  years  (this  difference  is  not  significant).  Breeding 

Magpies  in  our  study  area  (based  on  resightings  of  colour-ringed  birds) 
had  a   life  expectancy  of  2.0  (female)  to  3.5  years  (male).  The  oldest 

Magpie  we  recorded  died  in  its  ninth  year.  BTO  ringing  recoveries 

provide  a   similar  longevity  record:  9.7  years.  Our  data  were  obtained  in  an 

area  where  Magpies  were  unmolested  (except  for  our  activities); 

obviously,  mortality  rates  will  var>'  in  different  areas. 

Diet  and  feeding  behaviour 

Magpies  are  omnivores  and  will  eat  pretty  well  anything:  we  have  seen 

them  eat  pears,  dog  faeces  with  relish,  attack  a   mole  Talpa  europaea,  catch, 

kill  and  eat  voles  (Microtinae)  as  well  as  eating  the  berries  of  whitebeam 

Sorbus,  dungflies,  acorns  and  household  scraps.  It  is  difficult  to  build  up  an 

accurate  picture  of  any  species’  diet  because  different  study  techniques 
have  different  biases  associated  with  them.  Paul  Tatner  (1983),  however, 

made  a   comprehensive  study  of  the  diet  of  Magpies  li\ing  in  Manchester. 

He  examined  the  stomach  contents  of  shot  Magpies  and  analysed  Magpie 

pellets  and  droppings.  During  summer,  the  bulk  of  the  adult  and  nestling 

diet  comprised  grassland  invertebrates  (beetles,  caterpillars,  spiders, 

leatherjackets  and  earthworms).  In  winter,  much  more  vegetable  matter 

(e.g.  seeds,  bulbs)  was  eaten.  Tatner  found  very-  little  evidence  
that 

Magpies  took  many  song-bird  eggs  (see  below). 

Like  many  other  crows,  Magpies  hoard  excess  food.  There  is,  however, 

Class  I 

(Bigh) 

Class  II 

<Hld(31a) 

Class  III 

(Low) 
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354.  Magpie  Pica  pica  at  nest,  Shropshire,  May  1986  [John  Hawkins) 

not  the  slightest  evidence  that  Magpies  are  specifically  attracted  to  (or 
steal)  bright  objects  such  as  money  or  rings.  Keith  Clarkson  examined 

food-hoarding  behaviour  of  Magpies  in  some  detail.  Most  food-hoarding 
by  Magpies  is  short-term,  with  items  recovered  within  just  one  or  two 
days,  unlike  the  Jay  Garrulus  glandarius  and  nutcrackers  Nucifraga,  which 
cache  acorns  and  pine  seeds,  respectively,  in  the  autumn  and  eat  them  in 
the  following  breeding  season  (Bossema  1979;  Tomback  1980). 

All  but  one  of  3,184  caches  by  Magpies  that  Clarkson  (1984)  saw  was 
made  m   the  ground,  usually  in  areas  of  short  grass.  A   Magpie  typically filled  its  buccal  pouch  with  food,  flew  or  walked  to  the  cache  site  and  then 
made  a   hole  in  the  ground  with  its  bill.  It  then  ejected  the  food  into  the 
hole  and  covered  it  with  a   stone,  twig  or  piece  of  dead  grass.  We  found 
caches  extraordinarily  difficult  to  relocate.  On  several  occasions,  we 
watched  a   Magpie  hoarding  food,  and  maintained  a   fix  on  the  hoarding 
place  through  a   telescope  while  the  other  person  walked  into  the  field  of 
view.  This  narrowed  our  searching  area  to  about  0.2  m^  but  we  rarely 
found  caches  without  a   lot  of  trouble.  So  how  do  Magpies  relocate  their 
caches?  Although  some  experiments  have  shown  that  Magpies  can  use 
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their  sense  of  smell  to  find  hidden  food  (Buitron  &   Neuchterlein  1985), 
they  probably  rely  mainly  on  their  well-developed  spatial  memor\’  to 
relocate  caches.  We  regularly  saw  Magpies  fly  directly  to  a   point  in  their 
territory  and  recover  cached  food;  unlike  us,  they  found  the  food 
immediately,  without  having  to  dig  up  half  the  field.  This  strongly 
suggests  that  they  could  remember  its  precise  location. 

Squirrels  and  the  Acorn  Woodpecker  Melanerpes formicivorus  store  food  in 

a   single  ‘larder’  which  they  then  defend  against  other  animals,  but 
Magpies  are  ‘scatter  hoarders’,  dispersing  their  caches  over  a   fairly  wide 
area.  Territorial  Magpies  hoarded  within  the  territoiy  and  (by  definition) 
non-breeders  cached  food  within  their  home  range,  but  these  two 
categories  of  birds  had  different  hoarding  strategies.  Territorial  Magpies 
made  their  caches  much  closer  together  (mean  nearest-neighbour 
distance  of  caches:  8.3  m   ±   1.95  S.D.)  than  did  non-breeding  Magpies 
(18.5  m   ±   9.25  S.D).  To  determine  whether  this  spacing  was  adaptive, 
Clarkson  et  at.  (1986)  performed  some  field  experiments;  their  aim  was  to 

test  the  idea  that  the  difference  in  cache  spacing  was  important  in  terms  of 

the  birds’  likelihood  of  recovering  them.  Cirids  of  artificial  caches  at 
different  densities  were  (laboriously)  set  out.  Each  cache,  which  consisted 

of  7.5  g   of  grain,  had  a   two-pence  piece  placed  under  it,  so  that  it  could  be 
relocated  using  a   metal  detector,  but  without  providing  any  visual  cues  for 

Magpies.  After  four  days,  the  grids  were  re-examined  to  record  the 
proportion  of  caches  still  present.  The  experiment  showed  that  the  caches 

placed  closest  together  suffered  the  greatest  losses.  .Subsequent  obser\a- 
tions  showed  that  Magpies  spaced  their  caches  according  to  the  rate  at 
which  the  artificial  caches  had  been  lost  in  those  same  territories.  In  other 

words,  the  Magpies  were  able  to  assess  the  intensity  of  cache  loss 

(probably  through  the  number  of  other  Magpies  in  the  immediate 

vicinity)  and  space  their  caches  accordingly.  A   territorial  Magpie  could 

afford  to  space  its  caches  close  together  because  no  Magpies  (other  than 

its  mate)  were  likely  to  enter  the  territory  and  raid  the  caches.  On  the 

other  hand,  non-breeders  generally  foraged  in  a   flock,  and,  once  one 
Magpie  discovered  a   food  item  (from  a   cache  or  otherwise),  other  flock 

members  rapidly  congregated  in  that  area.  In  other  words,  if  a   non- 
breeder made  its  caches  as  close  together  as  a   territorial  Magpie,  it  would 

almost  certainly  lose  much  of  its  hidden  food  to  other  flock  members.  By 

caching  at  a   low  density,  flock  Magpies  reduced  this  risk. 

Breeding  biology 

Nest-building  may  start  very  early;  we  have  occasionally  seen  Magpies 

building  on  mild  days  in  late  December  and  early  Januaiy ,   even  though 

eggs  are  not  laid  until  late  March.  Magpies  may  build  a   new  nest  or  they 

may  re-use  or  add  to  an  old  one.  If  a   new  nest  is  built,  it  is  constructed  in 

four  distinct  stages:  an  anchor,  a   superstructure,  a   mud  bowl  and  a   lining 

(Erpino  1968).  Once  the  Magpies  have  decided  upon  a   nest  site,  they  first 

place  twigs  there;  these  are  followed  by  mud  or  clay,  which  forms  the 

anchor.  Twigs  are  added  to  this  to  make  the  superstructure,  including  the 

domed  roof.  Once  the  superstructure  nears  completion,  the  mud  bowl  is 
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started;  and  when  this  is  finished  the  lining  of  hair  and  rootlets  is  added. 

Nest-building  may  be  spread  over  two  months,  or  a   new  nest  may  be 
knocked  up  in  less  than  a   week.  Well-constructed  nests  are  very  durable 
and  may  last  many  years.  One  can  tell  quite  a   lot  about  the  owners  just  by 
examining  the  nest.  One-year-old  Magpies  and  first-time  breeders 
generally  build  very  poor  nests — often  not  much  better  than  bulky  nests  of 
Woodpigeon  Columba  palumbus.  In  contrast,  established  breeders  some- 

times build  fortress-like  nests.  One  of  our  long-lived  colour-ringed  birds 
built  a   particularly  robust  nest  every  year;  the  roof  was  especially  dense, 
such  that  the  nest  contents  were  completely  concealed  from  the  outside. 
Moreover,  the  roof  was  interlaced  with  spiky  twigs  of  hawthorn  Crataegus, 
making  nest  inspection  particularly  difficult  for  us  (and,  I   suspect,  also  for 
Carrion  Crows  Corvus  corone).  Most  Magpie  nests  are  roofed,  and  Gert 
Baeyens  (1981b)  found  that  61  out  of  79  nests  (77%)  were  roofed,  and  that 
66%  of  those  produced  at  least  one  chick,  whereas  only  5%  of  nests 
without  a   roof  produced  young. 

Nests  are  built  in  a   variety  of  locations,  from  the  tops  of  30-m  beeches 
Fagus  ̂ Ivatica  to  scrubby  willows  Salix  or  hawthorns  just  a   metre  or  so  high. 
In  some  parts  of  the  study  area.  Magpies  had  a   wide  choice  of  trees  in 
which  to  nest;  in  others,  at  higher  altitudes,  there  was  little  or  no  choice, 
since  many  territories  contained  only  a   single  tree  or  bush.  In  treeless 
urban  areas  of  Sheffield,  we  have  found  Magpie  nests  in  British  Rail 
watch-towers,  on  electricity  pylons  and  inside  factories  (Clarkson  & Birkhead  1987). 

Egg-laying  commenced  in  late  March,  and  the  annual  median  laying 
date  (the  date  on  which  50%  of  pairs  had  laid  their  first  egg)  varied  from 
10th  to  24th  April.  Much  of  this  variation  was  attributable  to  spring 
temperatures:  in  warmer  springs,  laying  started  earlier,  and  this  in  turn 
was  almost  certainly  the  result  of  warmer  temperatures  increasing  the 
availability  of  the  Magpie’s  invertebrate  food  (Goodburn  1987).  Magpies 
are  single-brooded,  and  the  clutch  consists  of  three  to  nine  eggs;  the  mean 
number  varied  only  slightly  between  years,  from  5.5  to  6.3  eggs.  Glutch 
size  also  varied  within  a   season,  with  the  earliest  breeders  generally 
producing  the  largest  clutches.  This  in  turn  was  a   result  of  older  Magpies 
breeding  earlier  and  producing  larger  clutches  than  young  Magpies 
(Goodburn  1987).  If  the  first  clutch  is  lost,  a   replacement  will  be  laid,  and, 
in  our  study  area,  almost  always  in  a   new  nest.  Replacement  nests  were 
always  within  the  territory,  but  were  often  difficult  to  find,  because,  unlike 
first  nests,  they  were  usually  built  when  the  trees  were  in  leaf  Clarkson 
(1984)  found  that  Magpies  would  lay  up  to  four  clutches  in  a   season  if 
necessary.  Incubation  lasts  for  about  18  days  and  is  undertaken  entirely  by 
the  female.  The  male  feeds  the  female  on  the  nest,  and  the  extent  to  which 
he  does  this  helps  to  determine  their  likelihood  of  success.  Females  that 
are  not  looked  after  by  their  partners  have  to  leave  their  eggs  more  often 
to  feed  themselves,  and  this  increases  the  risks  of  the  eggs  being  taken  by 
predators.  There  were  two  main  causes  of  egg-loss:  small  boys  (which  we 
cured  of  the  habit  rapidly)  and  Carrion  Crows.  Carrion  Crows  and 
Magpies  are  arch  enemies;  they  compete  for  food  and  probably  nest  sites. 
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and  Carrion  Crows  will  eat  Magpie  eggs  or  chicks  at  any  opportunity.  As  a 
result,  Magpies  breeding  close  to  a   pair  of  Carrion  Crows  generally  had 
relatively  low  breeding  success.  In  one  year,  we  estimated  that  over  30%  of 
all  Magpie  breeding  attempts  failed  as  a   result  of  Carrion  Crow  predation. 
In  addition,  K.  Clarkson  and  1   once  saw  a   Carrion  Crow  catch  an  adult 
Magpie  in  flight  and  kill  it. 

Magpie  nestlings  leave  the  nest  after  about  24  days.  We  weighed, 
measured  and  colour-ringed  nestlings  at  14  days  after  hatching;  later  than 

this  and  we  would  have  risked  them  ‘exploding’  from  the  nest.  After 
fledging,  the  young  remain  with  their  parents  for  about  six  weeks;  in  one 

or  two  cases  (out  of  about  1,000)  young  Magpies  stayed  with  their  parents 
in  the  territory  until  the  following  breeding  season.  In  our  study,  breeding 
success  averaged  about  two  nestlings  per  pair,  although  some  pairs  were 
very  successful  and  raised  large  broods,  whereas  others  failed  to  rear  any 

young  at  all.  This  is  reflected  in  the  lifetime  reproductive  success  of 

Magpies:  60%  of  females  and  40%  of  males  failed  to  produce  any  young 
during  their  lives. 

During  the  course  of  our  study,  the  Magpie  population  doubled,  and 

Clarkson  (1984)  examined  the  effect  of  this  increase  in  Magpie  density  on 

breeding  success.  Interestingly,  there  was  no  effect  on  either  clutch  size  or 

breeding  success,  but  there  was  a   strong  effect  on  juvenile  sur\  ival.  The 

proportion  of  Magpies  surviving  through  their  first  year  was  negatively 

(and  significantly)  correlated  with  breeding  density.  This  indicates  that 

density-dependent  mortality  of  juvenile  Magpies  is  one  of  the  factors 
regulating  Magpie  populations. 

355.  Magpie  Pica  pica  on  back  of  sheep,  Dyfed,  December  1981  (.V/.  C.  Wilkes) 
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Reproductive  behaviour 

Many  bird  species,  like  the  Magpie,  traditionally  regarded  as  monog- 
amous, are  now  known  to  be  less  monogamou§  than  once  thought.  As  an 

undergraduate,  I   had  been  fascinated  by  Geoff  Parker’s  elegant  studies  of 
dungflies  Scatophaga  stercoraria;  in  particular,  I   was  struck  by  the  extent  to 
which  male  dungflies  competed  to  fertilise  females  and  the  trouble  they 
went  to  to  protect  their  paternity.  I   wondered  if  similar  things  went  on 
among  birds:  it  soon  became  apparent  that  they  did  (Birkhead  1979, 
1982).  Established  pairs  of  Magpies  live  in  their  territories  all  year  around, 
but  the  male  and  female  may  operate  independently  for  much  of  the  time. 
From  just  before  and  during  egg-laying,  however,  the  male  never  lets  the 
female  out  of  his  sight,  remaining  close  beside  her  and  following  her  every' 
move.  If  she  flies,  he  follows.  If  she  walks  behind  a   wall,  he  moves  so  he 
can  still  see  her.  Why  should  the  male  be  so  keen  to  keep  close  to  his 
partner  at  this  time?  The  answer  is  that  he  is  guarding  her  from  the  sexual 
advances  of  other  males.  Male  Magpies  are  remarkably  randy  and 
regularly  try  to  mate  with  neighbouring  females.  On  several  occasions,  we 
saw  a   male  sneak  (literally)  into  the  adjacent  territory,  using  the 
vegetation  as  cover,  approach  the  female  and  attempt  to  mate  with  her. 
Most  of  these  extra-pair  copulation  attempts  were  unsuccessful  because 
they  were  cut  short  by  the  male  partner  chasing  the  intruding  male.  The 
closest  that  I   saw  a   male  come  to  being  successful  occurred  when  a 
guarding  male  fell  asleep.  His  head  lolled  onto  his  breast,  and,  in  so  doing, 
fell  below  the  top  of  the  wall  so  that  he  could  no  longer  see  his  female,  who 
was  foraging  close  by.  Within  a   second  or  two  of  this  happening,  the  male 
from  the  adjacent  territory  flew  across  and  mounted  the  female  (fig.  3).  I 
think  that  cloacal  contact  was  not  achieved;  the  female  called  during  the 
mating  attempt  and  this  alerted  her  partner,  who  woke  up  and  flew  down 
and  chased  the  other  male  and  his  partner.  I   thought  that  this  would  be 
the  end  of  the  incident,  but  there  was  a   further  development.  When  this 

extra-pair  copulation  attempt  occurred,  the  female  had  already  laid  part 
of  her  clutch,  but  her  partner  immediately  started  to  build  a   new  nest  in  a 
tree  adjacent  to  the  original  nest.  The  female  laid  the  rest  of  her  clutch  in 

the  original  nest,  but  never  started  to  incubate.  Instead,  she  subsequently 
produced  a   repeat  clutch  in  the  new  nest.  My  interpretation  of  this  was 
that  the  male  partner  did  not  want  to  risk  the  fact  that  his  female  may 
have  been  fertilised  by  the  other  male,  and  waste  his  effort  by  rearing 
chicks  that  may  not  have  been  his  own.  Subsequent  studies  have  shown 
that  both  mate-guarding  and  extra-pair  copulations  are  widespread 
among  many  bird  species  and  that  such  extra-pair  matings  can  result  in 
extra-pair  paternity  (Birkhead  1987). 

Magpies  showed  some  interesting  extra-pair  responses  to  a   tame,  caged 
female  placed  in  their  territory.  If  the  male  approached  the  tame  female 
alone  he  invariably  courted  and  attempted  to  mount  her.  But  if  the  pair 
approached  the  intruder  together,  they  were  always  aggressive  towards 
her.  Often  the  male  would  approach  on  his  own  and  start  to  court  the 
female,  only  to  be  followed  a   minute  or  two  later  by  his  partner.  As  soon  as 
he  heard  his  female  approaching,  the  male’s  courtship  switched  to 
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Male  (on  wall)  watches  his  female  .   .   . 

5^ 

whereupoti,  neii'hl>i)uring  male  mounts  female  .   .   , 

4 

Fi^.  '.i.  Sequence  of  events  during  an  extra-pair  mating  bv  Magpies  Pica  pica  (see  text  for  full  description) 
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aggression.  The  human  analogy  is  obvious. 

It  is  perhaps  surprising  that  we  have  actually  seen  as  many,  or  probably 

more,  extra-pair  mating  attempts  than  we  have  pair  matings.  Courtship 
between  Magpies  is  infrequent;  it  consists  of  the  male  circling  the  female 
with  his  wings  flapping  and  tail  held  high  and  twisted  to  one  side.  Mating 

is  brief  (1-2  seconds)  and  very  rarely  seen.  On  the  basis  of  prolonged  and 
detailed  field  observ'ations,  I   estimated  that  Magpies  probably  copulate 
only  about  three  times  for  a   clutch  (Birkhead  et  al.  1987). 

Groups  and  territories 

Magpies  are  regularly  seen  in  groups,  from  half  a   dozen  to  over  100  birds, 
and  these  groups  may  occur  for  a   variety  of  reasons:  mobbing,  feeding, 

roosting  and  ‘ceremonial’  purposes.  Magpies  may  assemble  to  mob 
predators  such  as  foxes,  cats,  weasels,  rats  or  owls,  but  mobbing  groups 
are  usually  small  (up  to  ten  birds)  and  disintegrate  fairly  quickly.  Non- 

breeding Magpies  live  as  members  of  a   flock,  but  these  flocks  are  very 
loose,  and  all  members  come  together  only  if  food  is  locally  abundant  (e.g. 
if  muck  has  recently  been  spread  in  a   field).  In  our  study  area,  the  Magpie 
population  density  was  high;  the  largest  feeding  flocks  that  we  saw 
consisted  of  about  50  birds,  but  feeding  groups  of  20-30  were  not  unusual. 

Groups  also  occur  where  territories  abut,  and  the  pairs  perform  parallel 
walks  along  their  respective  boundaries.  If  the  territory  boundaries  were 

unknown  to  the  human  observer,  these  birds  would  appear  to  be  a   ‘group’. 
The  largest  groups  occur  at  roosts  or  pre-roost  gatherings,  where  over 

100  may  congregate.  In  our  study,  most  Magpies  roosted  in  small  groups 
(of  about  30  individuals)  close  to  or  within  their  daytime  range,  but,  just  2 
km  away,  a   roost  of  150-200  Magpies  existed  throughout  the  autumn  and 
winter.  These  birds  roosted  in  hawthorn  bushes  in  an  area  of  dense  scrub, 
but  they  entered  the  bushes  only  just  before  dark.  Prior  to  this,  the  birds 
assembled  in  a   pre-roost  gathering  in  a   field  some  200  m   away.  Our 
observations  support  the  idea  that  Magpie  communal  roosts  contain 
mainly  non-breeding  Magpies  (Gyllin  &   Kallander  1977),  while  estab- 

lished breeders  roost  singly  or  in  pairs  within  their  territory. 
The  final  category  of  group  is  that  about  which  Darwin  wrote,  now 

generally  known  as  ‘ceremonial  gatherings’.  These  groups  are  rarely  as 
large  as  pre-roost  gatherings,  although  they  have  sometimes  been 
depicted  as  such  (fig.  4).  We  found  the  average  size  of  225  ceremonial 
gatherings  to  be  nine  Magpies  (range  3-24).  Gatherings  occurred  at  all 
times  of  year,  but  were  most  frequent  during  January  to  March  (i.e.  just 
before  the  breeding  season).  They  also  tended  to  occur  more  frequently  in 
the  morning  than  in  the  afternoon.  The  function  of  ceremonial  gatherings 
has  been  discussed  for  a   long  time,  and  suggested  functions  included  pair 

formation  (Darwin’s  ‘great  magpie  marriage’)  and  competition  for  nest 
sites  or  territories.  Only  through  having  individually  colour-marked  birds 
of  known  status  were  we  able  to  work  out  what  was  going  on  in  these 
gatherings.  Initially,  most  gatherings  that  we  observed  were  in  progress 
when  we  first  saw  them,  but  we  soon  discovered  that  the  key  to 
understanding  them  was  to  see  them  from  their  inception  (Birkhead  & 
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Fi^.  4.  A   ceremonial  gathering  of  Magpies  Pica  pica  {Jane  Burton  fnm  ‘Animal  Courtship’,  by 
permission) 

Clarkson  1985).  Gatherings  were  usually  initiated  by  one  or  two  non- 

breeding Magpies,  usually  the  most  dominant  members  of  the  non
- 

breeding flock.  Single  initiators  were  always  males,  and  80%  of  groups  of 

two  were  paired  birds.  Gatherings  were  started  in  the  following  way:  the 

bird(s)  would  fly  unusually  high  and  would  then  swoop  directly  
down  into 

an  occupied  territory’.  There  they  would  instantly  be  met  by  the  territory
 

owners,  who  would  call  and  chase  them.  This  in  turn  would
  attract  non- 

breeders in  the  vicinity  and  the  holders  of  adjacent  territories  (only  rarely 

did  breeders  ‘leapfrog’  territories  to  join  a   gathering).  Almost  
all  the 

‘action’  during  a   gathering  occurred  between  the  initiato
rs  and  the 

territory  owners.  The  other  birds  were  present  as  m
ere  spectators. 

Sometimes,  however,  one  of  these  would  be  accidentally 
 drawn  into  the 

chasing  and  calling  if  it  was  attacked  by  mistake,  resulting
  in  the  apparent 
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chaos  typical  of  these  gatherings.  The  mean  duration  of  gatherings  was 
ten  minutp,  and  the  maximum  70  minutes.  In  most  cases,  the  gathering 
soon  subsided  and  the  initiators  left  the  territory,  followed  by  the  other individuals  dispersing. 

What  is  happening  is  as  follows.  Competition  for  territories  is  intense. 
n   our  study  area,  all  available  space  was  occupied  by  territorial  Magpies 
and  a   large  pool  of  potential  breeders  (the  non-breeding  flock)  existed. 
Instead  of  passively  waiting  for  a   vacancy  to  arise,  say  through  a   territory 
owner  dying,  the  most  dominant  flock  birds  attempted  to  obtain  a 
territory  by  force.  They  visited  territories  in  a   deliberately  provocative 
manner,  confronting  the  owners  in  order  to  monitor  the  strength  of  their 
aggression.  In  most  cases,  the  initiators  quickly  backed  down  and  left,  but, 

occasionally,  they  found  a   pair  whose  territory  was  less  strongly  defended.’ They  then  appeared  to  press  home  an  attack,  harassing  the  owners  with 
repeated  visits  and  prolonged  chasing.  In  a   few  cases,  the  territory  owners 
were  evicted,  m   others  the  gathering  initiators  carv'ed  out  a   very  small 
piece  of  ground  for  themselves.  If  this  occurred,  it  was  usually  at  the 
junction  of  two  or  three  territories  (the  point  where  defence  was  weakest). 
Once  they  had  obtained  a   foothold  there,  the  invaders  gradually 
expanded  the  territory  until,  after  a   week  or  so,  it  was  sufficiently  large  for breeding.  VVe  estimated  that  a   third  of  territories  were  obtained  in  this 
way.  Evicted  territory  holders  usually  disappeared  (which  probably  means 
they  died)  or  became  members  of  the  non-breeding  flock  (which  was 
genetically  equivalent  to  being  dead,  for  none  of  these  birds  ever  bred again). 

Why  did  other  Magpies  turn  up  as  spectators  at  gatherings?  I   think  the 
reason  is  that  it  was  in  the  interests  of  all  nearby  birds  to  know  what  was 
going  on.  A   change  in  territory  ownership  could,  through  a   domino  effect, 
lead  to  a   change  in  fortunes  for  these  other  birds  as  well.  A   change  in  the ownership  of  one  territory  sometimes  resulted  in  a   succession  of subsequent  changes. 

There  were  two  other  ways  in  which  Magpies  could  obtain  territories: 
(i)  replacement  and  (ii)  what  we  called  ‘squeezing-in’.  Replacement  was 
straightforward:  one  or  both  members  of  a   territorial  pair  died  or 
disappeared  and  their  places  were  taken  by  non-breeders,  without  a 
pthering.  Squeezing-in  consisted  of  pairs  taking  advantage  of  the  decline 
in  territorial  aggression  that  occurred  after  egg-laying  (Birkhead  1979). 
These  birds  simply  squeezed  in  at  the  junctions  of  existing  territories 
vvithout  a   gathering.  Those  that  squeezed  in,  however,  usually  did  so  too late  to  breed  m   that  season. 

Bird  and  territory  quality 

The  effect  of  bird  and  territory  quality  on  reproductive  success  was 
examined  in  detail  by  Goodburn  (1987).  She  analysed  data  we  had 
collected  oyer  ten  years,  looking  first  at  the  patterns  of  territory 
occupancy.  This  showed  that  some  territories  were  occupied  more  (and 
others  less)  than  expected  by  chance,  a   result  which  suggests  that 
territories  differed  in  their  quality,  further  analysis  of  territory  composi- 
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356.  Juvenile  Magpie  Pica  pica.  Greater  Manchester,  July  1980;  this  individual  would  he  in 

the  lower  half  of  the  dominance  hierarchy,  and  would  be  quite  likely  to  die  before  the  next 

spring  {Anthony  J.  Bond] 

tion  showed  that  the  number  of  years  in  which  the  territory  was  occupied 

was  positively  (and  significantly)  correlated  with  the  relative  amount  of 

grazing  land  (short  grass  with  cattle  or  horses)  in  the  territory  .   Several 

other  lines  of  evidence  indicate  that  this  is  a   good  measure  of  territory 

quality:  (i)  Magpies  obtain  most  of  their  food  from  such  areas  (above), 

and  (ii)  breeding  success  was  positively  correlated  with  the  relative 

amount  of  grazing  land  in  the  territory.  Hogstedt  (1980)  also  found 

territory  quality  to  be  important  in  affecting  the  Magpie’s  breeding 
biology:  his  studies  indicated  that  food  availability  determined  the  quality 

of  a   territor).  Hogstedt  (1981)  demonstrated  the  importance  of  this 

experimentally  by  providing  some  Magpies  with  additional  food  prior  to 

egg-laying.  Fed  birds  laid  earlier,  produced  larger  eggs  and  clutches,  and 

reared  more  young  than  did  unfed  birds. 

In  our  study  area,  territory  quality  yvas  obviously  important,  but 

Goodburn  (1987)  found  that  bird  quality  played  a   bigger  part  than 

territory  quality  in  determining  breeding  success.  She  yvas  able  to 

disentangle  the  effects  of  territory  and  bird  quality  on  breeding 

parameters  (such  as  clutch  size  and  laying  date)  by  looking  at  (i)  these 

parameters  yvhen  the  same  territories  yvere  occupied  by  different  birds, 

and  (ii)  these  parameters  for  the  same  birds  breeding  in  different 

territories.  This  analysis  showed  that  about  60%  of  the  variation  in  clutch 

size,  egg  size  and  breeding  success  yvas  attributable  to  bird-quality  effects, 

whereas  territor)  quality  accounted  for  less  than  10%  of  the  variation  
in 

breeding  success. 
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Magpies  and  song-birds 

Magpies  have  been  much  in  the  news  in  Britain  in  recent  years:  their 
increasing  abundance  in  urban  and  suburban  areas  has  evoked  some 
strong  reactions  regarding  their  possible  effects  on  garden  song-birds. 
Some  city  councils  have  even  contemplated  Magpie  culls.  A   Magpie 
killing  and  eating  a   young  Blackbird  Turdus  merula  while  the  Blackbird 
parents  fly  around  frantically  calling  is  not  a   pretty  sight.  But  many  of 
those  who  would  happily  shoot  Magpies  for  such  behaviour  tell  of  their 
excitement  at  seeing  a   Sparrowhawk  Accipiter  nisus  take  a   Starling  Stumus 
vulgaris  from  the  bird-table.  Such  double  standards  mean  that  there  can  be 
no  grounds  for  condemning  Magpies  for  the  emotional  trauma  they  cause 
bird-lovers.  The  real  questions  must  be  whether  Magpies  take  sufficient 
numbers  of  song-birds  (adults,  young  or  eggs)  to  reduce  their  populations 
significantly.  More  research  is  needed  to  resolve  this,  but,  until  that  is 
done,  there  are  several  points  that  should  be  kept  in  mind:  (i)  results  from 
the  Common  Birds  Census  (CBC)  show  that  Magpie  numbers  have 
increased,  but  they  do  not  show  a   decrease  in  the  numbers  of  Blackbirds, 
Song  Thrushes  Turdus  philomelos,  Dunnocks  Prunella  modularis  or  Collared 
Doves  Streptopelia  decaocto,  which  are  the  main  targets  of  Magpie  attacks 
(most  CBC  plots  are  in  rural  rather  than  suburban  or  urban  areas, 
however,  so  we  still  need  more  information  on  this  topic);  (ii)  suburban 
song-bird  populations  exist  at  densities  much  greater  than  they  do  in 
traditional,  woodland  habitats;  (iii)  ringing  recoveries  and  other  types  of study  indicate  that  the  main  predator  of  garden  birds  is  the  domestic  cat 
(e.g.  Churcher  &   Lawton  1987).  How  many  bird-lovers  also  own  a   cat? 
Imagine  the  outcry  if  city  councils  decided  to  cull  cats  .   .   .   ;   (iv)  Paul 
Tatner’s  (1983)  detailed  examination  of  Magpie  diet  in  Manchester 
357.  Magpie  Pica  pica  feeding  on  road  casualty  (a  dead  domestic  cat),  Co.  Cork,  May  1985 {Richard  T   Mills) 
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358.  Magpie  Fica  pica  on  dead  rabbit,  Warwickshire,  December  1984  (.4.  R.  Hamblin) 

provided  no  evidence  that  Magpies  took  many  song-bird  eggs. 

Virtually  all  the  information  which  we  have  obtained  on  Magpies 

during  the  past  ten  years  has  been  obtained  through  the  use  of  colour- 

marked  individuals.  Our  studies  have  been  conducted  primarily  with  rural 

Magpies,  but  a   similar  investigation  of  Magpies  in  suburban  and  urban 

areas  would  provide  an  interesting  comparison  and  would  allow  us  to 

assess  the  impact  of  Magpies  on  song-birds.  Clearly,  we  should  reserxe 

judgment  on  this  issue  until  we  have  some  hard  facts. 
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pears;  ago... 
BIRDS  MIGRATING  NORTHWARDS  IN  OCTOBER.  Under  the  above  heading  Mr.J.  H 
Gurney  in  the  November  number  of  British  Birds  (p.  143),  records  a   large  migration  of  birds 
taking  place  over  the  parishes  of  Northrepps,  Overstrand,  and  Cromer  in  Norfolk,  on  the 
morning  of  October  7th  ..  .   the  birds  taking  part  in  this  movement  were  Lapwings,  Gulls, 
Starlings,  Redwings,  Sky-Larks,  and  Finches,  and  .   .   .   the  direction  of  their  flight  was  N.  or 
N.N.W.  Mr.  Gurney  attributes  what  he  describes  as  this  unusual  direction  to  a   light 
northerly  wind,  and  adds,  “one  does  not  expect  to  see  migrants  going  north  in  October 
without  a   reason.”  With  very  great  respect  to  Mr.  Gurney,  whose  opinion  upon  any ornithological  matter  must  always  be  one  of  very  great  value,  I   should  like  to  say  that, according  to  my  observations,  this  is  a   normal  and  much  used  line  of  flight  for  certain  birds 
(and  amongst  them  those  mentioned  by  Mr.  Gurney)  during  the  late  autumn  migration  upon the  Norfolk  coast,  and  that  the  direction  of  the  wind  has  little,  if  any,  bearing  upon  it.’  (Brit. Birds  8:  169,  December  1914) 
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'I  group  of'  birds  in  the  photograph  are,  of  course,  godwits Limosa.  Their  general  proportions,  together  with  their  long,  ever- 

so-slightly  upturned,  gently  tapering  bills,  distinguish  them  from  other 
superficially  similar  waders  such  as  snipes  Gallinago  and  dowitchers 

Limnodromus.  The  latter  two  groups  both  share  long,  straight,  blunt-tipped 
bills.  Additionally,  the  snipes  all  have  characteristic  cr\ptic,  barred 
plumage  throughout  the  year,  quite  dissimilar  to  any  of  the  birds  in  the 

photograph,  though  the  dowitchers  do  share  many  of  the  plumage 
characters  of  the  godwits. 

There  are  four  species  of  godwit  world-wide:  the  two  Palearctic  species. 

Black-tailed  L.  limosa  and  Bar-tailed  L.  kipponica  (though  the  latter  is  also  a 
scarce  breeder  in  the  far  western  Nearctic),  and  the  Nearctic  species. 

Marbled  L.  fedoa  and  Hudsonian  L.  haemastica.  Marbled  Godwit  can 

quickly  be  eliminated;  unrecorded  in  the  Western  Palearctic,  its  upper- 

parts  are  lightly  barred  cinnamon-brown — ‘marbled’ — and  unlike  any  of 
the  birds  in  the  photograph.  We  have  therefore  to  choose  from  the 

remaining  three  godwit  species. 

The  separation  of  these  three  species  on  the  ground  can  be  aided  by 

plumage  differences  (especially  in  juvenile  plumage),  but  structural 

features  are  equally  valuable.  Unfortunately,  plumage  is  not  of  great 

assistance  in  this  case,  as  the  birds  in  the  photograph  are  moulting  into 

summer  plumage,  when  the  males  lose  their  brownish-grey  winter 

plumage  and  acquire  terracotta-red  underparts  and  red-and-black  upper- 

parts.  Females  in  summer  are  much  less  striking  than  males,  their  colour 

both  above  and  below  often  barely  richer  than  their  drab  brown-grey 

winter  plumage. 

Structurally  the  most  useful  features  are  bill  shape  and  leg  length;  size 

is  useful,  too.  Black-tailed  being  the  generally  largest,  but  all  three  species 
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overlap  in  this  respect.  In  western  Europe,  the  longer  leg  length,  together 
with  the  typically  slightly  larger  size  of  Black-tailed,  is  often  helpful  when 
that  species  is  seen  with  Bar-tailed.  Add  to  this  the  Black-tailed’s  near- 

straight bill,  less  tapered  than  the  slightly  upturned  bill  of  the  Bar-tailed, 
and  most  individuals  of  these  two  species  can  be  separated. 

Problems  may  arise,  however,  with  the  smaller  eastern  races  of  Black- 

tailed, which  are  nearer  Bar-tailed  in  size.  Hudsonian  Godwit,  though 
smaller,  shares  many  of  the  characters  of  Black-tailed,  but  it  does  have  a 
more  tapering,  slightly  upturned  bill.  Moreover,  males  in  summer 
plumage  tend  to  be  a   darker  red  beneath,  particularly  on  the  lower  belly. 

So  what  are  the  birds  in  the  photograph?  At  first  glance,  their  upturned, 
tapering  bills  suggest  they  are  all  Bar-tails;  as  indeed  are  the  majority.  But 
subtle  differences  in  the  head  pattern  (darker  loral  line  and  supercilium 
barely  extending  behind  eye,  as  on  Black-tail)  and  the  rather  dark  tones  of 
the  underparts  of  the  individual  in  the  centre  should  provoke  a   second 
look.  It  is,  in  fact,  a   Hudsonian  Godwit.  Unfortunately,  it  is  difficult  to 
point  to  a   single  feature  of  this  individual  that  is  absolutely  conclusive  of 
Hudsonian.  In  flight,  a   good  view  of  the  underwing  would  instantly  dispel 

any  doubts,  since,  although  the  species  shares  Black-tailed’s  upper  flight 
pattern  (though  with  a   less  extensive  white  wing-bar),  the  underwing- 
coverts  and  axillaries  are  sooty-black;  on  Black-tailed  they  are  white. 

This  interesting  photograph  was  taken  by  Brian  Chudleigh  at  Matahui 
Point,  New  Zealand,  in  March  1987.  The  Bar-tailed  Godwits  are 
presumably  of  the  race  baueri,  which  in  flight  shows  a   restricted  amount  of 
white  on  the  uppertail-coverts  and  back  compared  with  the  European  race 
lapponica.  R-  J.  Chandler 

2   Rusland  Avenue,  Orpington,  Kent  BR6  8AU 

360.  Mystery  photograph  150.  Identify  the  species.  Answer  next  month 

V 



Daurian  Starling:  new  to  the 
Western  Palearctic 

Nick  Riddiford,  Paul  T.  Ilan'ey  and  Kevin  B.  Shepherd 

Just  before  lunch  (at  13.00  (iM'i  )   on  7th  May  1985,  P\’H  and  RBS  were discussing  the  morning’s  bird  census  in  the  Obser\ator)  common  room 
on  Fair  Isle,  Shetland,  when  a   most  peculiar  bird,  resembling  a   Starling 

Stumus  vulgaris,  but  showing  a   lot  of  white  in  the  wing,  flew  right  past  the 

window.  Both  observers  grabbed  their  binoculars  and  dashed  outside.  \R, 

newly  arrived  from  census  work,  saw  their  precipitous  exit  and  followed 
them. 

The  bird  was  quickly  relocated  on  a   rocky  crag  above  the  Obser\ator\ 

garage.  Though  none  of  us  had  previous  experience  of  the  species,  P\’H, 
who  that  winter  had  spent  some  time  in  Thailand  and  Malaysia, 

tentatively  identified  it  as  Daurian  Starling  5.  stuntitws.  P\’H  also 
remembered  that  this  species  had  been  predicted  as  a   future  Palearctic 

visitor  to  Britain  by  Wallace  (1980),  and  excitement  increased  as  we 

realised  that  we  were  looking  at  a   species  which  might  be  new  to  the  West 

Palearctic.  A   quick  dash  to  the  C)bser\ator)  gave  access  to  King  et  al. 

(1975),  from  which  we  confirmed  the  identification. 

The  bird  spent  the  next  few  hours  flycatching  from  the  rocky  crag  and 

on  flatter  short-cropped  turf  between  the  Obser\  ator\'  and  South  Haven. 

It  was  an  incredible  bird  to  watch  as  it  ‘flycatched’  up  into  a   clear  blue  sky, 

sometimes  as  high  as  20  m   or  more  above  its  sally  perches.  Eventually,  the 

bird  became  aware  of  human  presence  and  flew  across  the  Havens  to 

Buness.  Thereafter,  it  was  much  more  flighty,  and  finally  disappeared.  It 

was  rediscovered  later  that  day  at  Gilsetter,  where  it  remained  to  8th. 

There  was  no  sign  of  it  during  9th- 12th,  but,  remarkably,  it  reappeared  on 

13th  at  Field  midden  and  later  at  Barkland,  in  which  area  it  remained 
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until  28th  May,  being  trapped  on  21st.  It  would  flycatch  whenever 
possible,  but  fed  on  the  ground  in  miserable  weather,  and  this  may  have 
been  the  reason  for  its  protracted  stay.  Its  behaviour  did,  however,  allow 
us  ample  opportunity  to  study  it  and  observe  the  following  details. 

General  summary  of  features 

It  was  a   small  starling  Stunius  with  pale  grey  head,  nape  and  underparts, 
deep  purple  mantle,  apricot-buff  rump,  shortish  tail  with  metallic  green 
sheen,  and  wings  similarly  coloured  but  with  a   broad  curving  white 
wmgbar  across  the  median  coverts,  a   shorter  white  bar  at  the  base  of  the 
primaries,  and  white  spots  on  the  tertials.  .\n  ashy-grey  spot  on  the  rear 
crown  was  just  visible  at  times,  as  were  fine  grey  streaks  on  the  lower 
nape.  Vent  and  undertail-coverts  were  washed  apricot-buff. 

Its  manner  of  flight  was  faintly  reminiscent  of  that  of  a   Roller  Coracias 
gamilus.  Its  underwing  was  white,  yet  it  still  showed  an  obvious  white 
wmgbar  when  flying  overhead.  In  particular,  the  prominent,  deep  purple mantle  and  the  clearness  of  the  white  wingbars  indicated  an  adult  male.  It 
fed  voraciously  on  small  flying  insects  when  they  were  available 
(invariably  when  the  sun  shone),  flying  decisively  upwards  sometimes  to 
20  m   or  more  to  take  its  prey,  landing  again,  snapping  off  the  insect’s 
wings  and  swallowing  the  body.  When  cloud  rolled  in  and  flies  were  no 
longer  available,  it  fed  on  the  ground,  probing  around  sheep  droppings and  finding  mainly  worms. 

Detailed  description 
GF.NF.RAl.  AFPFARANCF 

Size  Probably  a   little  larger  than  W'heatear 
Oenanthe  oenanthe  of  CJreenland  race  leucorhoa 

and  about  20%  bigger  than  male  W'heatears 
of  the  local  breeding  population  (the  only 
birds  initially  available  for  size  comparison). 
On  one  occasion,  it  flew  after  two  Starlings 
and,  though  trailing  behind  them  (so  no 

direct  comparison),  appeared  smaller,’  but 
not  greatly  so,  probably  owing  to  the  broad- 

ness of  its  w'ings.  In  later  days,  seen  with 
Starlings  and  noted  to  be  considerably smaller. 

Shape  Clearly  a   species  of  starling  on  struc- 
ture, shape  and  stance. 

Proportions  As  Starling,  except  tail  a   little 
shorter,  bill  perhaps  proportionately  stouter 
and  certainly  less  tapering,  feet  enormously 
big  for  size  of  bird  (particularly  the  long 
toes).  Wing  point  about  '/2  in  (12  mm)  short 
of  tail  tip. 

I’UM.\(;f 

Head  Kntire  head  a   pale  ashy-grey,  only 
slightly  darker  than  underparts.  Nape 
appeared  concolorous  with  rest  of  head, 

except  at  close  quarters,  when  lower  nape 

virtually  adjoining  mantle  seen  to  be  ver\ 
finely  streaked  darker  grey,  this  streaking 
dying  out  in  mid-neck  region.  Small  dull 
darkish  grey  spot  at  junction  of  hindcrown 
and  neck  was  hidden  or  nearly  so  when  bird 

stood  at  ease’,  but  visible  when  it  leant 
forward  to  peck  at  a   prey  item  on  the 
ground;  even  when  visible,  spot  was  not 
outstanding  nor  appeared  to  possess  colour- 

ful or  intensely  dark  tones.  Narrow  whitish 

eye-ring  visible  at  close  range,  and  lores 
whitish-grey,  making  short  pale  loral  stripe. 
Upperparts  Mantle  iridescent  dark  purple, 
looking  a   ‘mantle’  in  the  true  sense  because 
purple  sharjjly  demarcated  from  pale  grey  of 
neck  by  straight  cut-off  border.  Mantle  and 
back  uniform  glossy  purple  (looking  black  at 
first  sight  and  from  distance),  but  again  a 
sharp  cut-off  between  purple  back  and  rump 
(and  probably  uppertail-coverts),  latter 
appearing  as  broad  apricot-coloured  band, 
richest  in  centre  and  paling  to  apricot-bulf 
at  sides,  this  band  looked  untnarked  except 
at  close  (juarters,  when  two  smudg>'  dark 
puq)lish  upward-facing  chevrons  apparent 
in  centre  ol  rum|)  (at  point  of  richest 
coloration),  in  some  view's  these  chevrons 
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appearing  as  broken-line  extensions  from 

puiple  back. 

Tail  appeared  dark  at  distance,  but  was  in 

fact  metallic  dark  green;  buff  tone  to  outer 

web  of  outer  tail  feather  apparent  in  one 

\'iew,  but  on  all  other  occasions,  including  at 
close  range,  this  feature  hidden.  Fail  rela- 

tively short  and  sc|uare-looking,  particularly 

owing  to  square  end  (no  evidence  in  any 

view  of  notch  or  fork). 

L'pperwing  \’ery  complicated  in  pattern. 
Broad  diagonal  band  of  white  running  from 

shoulder  of  closed  wing  towards  scapulars, 

running  mainly  across  median  coverts,  with 

some  extension  onto  greater  coverts;  dia- 

gonal white  band  was  straight  or  slightly 

convex  to  near  scapulars,  then  continued  as 

almost  etpially  broad  extension  longitudin- 

ally on  inner  greater  coverts.  In  flight,  band 

appeared  to  ‘cut  the  wings  oil*  from  body. 

I'ertials  appeared  bluish-purple  with  whit- 
ish tips.  F.dges  to  white  band  rather  jagged, 

projecting  upwards  towards  central  lesser 

coverts  and  downwards  in  two  projections: 
onto  inner  and  onto  two  of  outermost 

greater  coverts  (either  greater  coverts  1-2  or 

2-3),  whose  outer  webs  appeared  mainly  or 

wholly  pale  bulT.  .\lso  suggestions  of  pale 

buff  tips  to  inner  greater  coverts.  l’\'H 
described  pattern  as  being,  in  elTect,  two 

wingbars  (one  scapular  and  one  median- 

covert)  which  on  closed  wing  ran  into  each 

other,  resulting  in  one  bar  with  upward 

projection  of  white  in  centre. 
.Additional  to  this  broad  band  were:  a 

short,  narrower,  horizontal  white  band, 

most  obvious  in  flight,  across  outer  wing  (as 

it  transpired,  the  visible  bases  to  primaries); 

three  separate  white  or  buff-white  spots  on 

tertials  (in  close  views,  these  seen  to  com- 

prise white  for  half  the  outer  web  of  each, 

continuing  across  to  distal  quarter  of  inner 

web).  The  three  spots  were  spaced  on  inner 
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part  of  wing  corresponding  with  relative 

lengths  of  the  three  tertials. 

Some  spilling  over  of  purple  onto  upper- 

scapular/lesser-covert  area,  but  other  major 

wing  colours  metallic  green  overlain  by 

bands  and  spots  of  white  or  buff.  Grey  outer 

webs  of  flight  feathers  not  visible  in  field 
views. 

L   nderparls  Ghin  to  belly  and  flanks  pale  grey, 

a   shade  or  two  paler  than  head/nape,  palest 

tone  from  centre  of  lower  breast  onto  belly. 

\’ent  and  undertail-coverts  verv  pale 
apricot-bufT  (paler  than  any  part  of  rump). 

Bare  parts  Bill  dull  bluish-grey;  length 

equivalent  to  distance  from  bill  base  to  just 

behind  eye,  and  stout  to  tip,  not  tapering  as 

on  Starling.  Legs  and  feet  matt  grey  with 

slight  bluish  tinge;  tarsi  appeared  propor- 

tionately much  as  on  Starling  (i.e.  not 

particularly  long);  in  contrast,  feet  large 

(estimated  proportions  two-thirds  toe  to 

one-third  claw).  Lye  appeared  all  dark,  but 

not  seen  close  enough  to  discern  colours clearly. 

n.Kiirt CItARAC  I   KRIS  I   ICS 

General  In  short  flights,  did  not  fly  in  manner 

of  Starling  apart  from  sharing  latter's  curs- 
ing glides,  recalling  bee-eaters  Mernps.  .\t 

times,  flight  reminiscent  of  Roller,  this  due 

partly  to  its  wing  shape  (relatively  broad  for 

length  of  w   ing)  and  partly  to  its  tendency  to 

rock  from  side  to  side  in  flight.  Often  flew  up 

verticallv  from  ground  (sometimes  to  an 

estimated  12  m   or  more),  caught  a   fbing 

insect  and  dropped  to  ground  again.  (Her 

longer  distances,  flew  much  more  like  Starl- 
ing. 

i'ndeni'ing  Whole  underwing  white  except  for 
broad  dark  trailing  edge,  yet  still  showed  an 

obvious  white,  perhaps  translucent,  under- 

wing bar  across  entire  flight  feathers. 

Lppenving  L'pperwing  also  showed  diffuse 

361  &   362.  Daurian  Starling  Stiimus  stuniinus.  Shetland,  May  1985  (T!  If.  Lancaster) 
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while  bar  in  flight,  extending  across  base  of 
primaries  and  possibly  also  onto  outer 
secondaries,  though  this  difficult  to  judge. 
1   his  bar,  although  ob\ious,  appeared shorter  than  from  below. 

C.M.I. 

Heard  to  call  only  at  take-off,  when  often 

uttered  a   note  similar  to  Starling’s  take-off 
call;  rendered  as  a   slow,  soft,  drawn-out 
‘chirrup’. 

Feeding  behaviour 

Initially,  it  spent  much  of  its  time  flycatching.  It  positioned  itself  on 
prominent  perches  such  as  rocks  on  a   steep  incline,  a   telegraph  pole  near 
the  Observamr)-  garage  and  the  Obserxatory  linen  post,  launching  itself upwards,  twisting  to  take  the  fly,  then  mainly  gliding  down  to  the  same 
sally  point  or,  more  frequently,  to  a   lower  level.  Occasionally  it  caught 
flies  by  flying  upwards  from  flat  areas.  Its  flycatching  ability  and  technique 
were  very  impressive,  being  reminiscent  at  times  of  a   Bee-eater  M   apiaster. 

Later,  it  spent  much  of  its  time  w'alking  over  short-cropped  turf, 
probing  for  worms  and  leatherjackets.  It  was  especially  drawn  to  larger 
sheep  droppings,  which  it  investigated  by  looking,  then  probing  at  the 
edge,  often  lifting  the  dropping  slightly  to  peck  at  invertebrates 
underneath.  It  had  a   high  rate  of  capture  with  both  forms  of  foraging. 

Its  manner  of  movement  across  the  grass  was  mainly  a   ‘business-like’ 
waddling  walk.  When  walking,  it  gave  little  jerks  of  the  head.  It  was  also 
gi\en  to  short,  determined  runs,  when  it  bounded  along  much  in  the 
manner  of  a   Starling;  this  was  very  much  brought  home  to  us  when,  from 
13th  May,  it  joined  local  Starlings  to  feed  on  household  waste  at  Barkland Croft. 

363  &   364.  Daurtan  Starling  Stumus  sliiminus,  Shetland,  May  1985,  showing  gait  iXick 
Riddtford) 

*   ’   V 

■str  - 

Description  in  the  hand 

Field  observations  suggested  that  the  bird  was  in  pristine  condition.  When 
trapped  on  21st  May,  it  was  in  perfect  bare-part  and  plumage  condition, 
apart  from  one  broken  outer  tail  feather.  The  following  details  were  noted when  ringing. 
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365  &   366.  Daurian  Starling  Stumus  stuminus,  Shetland,  May  1985  {T.  IT.  I^ncaster) 

(Ttic*  im‘Ui.sii>n  ol  pliUes  3t^  in  t oloiir  has  Ix-cn  subsidised  b\  a   donation  from  '/.F.ISS 
 ll'fsl  frfTmnnv] 
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367.  Daurian  Starling  Slunnis  slumimis, 

Shetland,  May  1985  (Elizabeth  Riddi- 

ford) 

RIOMKTRICS 

Measurements  Wing  109  mm;  bill  13  mm  from  feathers,  17  mm  from  skull;  tarsus  53  mm weight  49.4  g. 

Wing  formula 

slight 

emargination 

-3  -8  -12.5  -19  -21 

longest 

first  primary  13.5  mm  shorter  than  primary'  coverts.  Longest  secondary  (outermost)  36mm shorter  than  longest  primary. 

Supplementary  meamrements  Wing  point  to  tertials  32  mm;  tarsus  width  3.0  mm;  bill  depth  at rear  of  nostrils  6.2  mm;  bill  width  at  rear  of  nostrils  7.2  mm. 

Pi.l'M.UiK 

Head  Forehead,  crown  and  nape  pale  ashy- 
grey,  feathers  arranged  in  lines;  hindcrown 

with  very  faint  roundish  dark  grey-black 

spot,  6   mm  in  diameter.  Dull  dark  grey 
bases  to  hind  and  central  crown  feathers, 
mainly  hidden,  but  at  maximum  wear  would 

reveal  more  obvious  dark  spot  measuring 
approximately  16  mm  long  by  8   mm  wide. 

Ashy-grey  feathers  of  neck  overlying  dark 
iridescent  purple  of  mantle,  back  and  scapu- 
lars. 

Upperparts  Mantle,  back  and  upper  rump 
dark  iridescent  purple.  Lower  rump  apricot 
yellow-buff  with  slight  purplish  extensions 
on  centre  of  rump.  Shortest  uppertail- 
coverts  apricot-yellow,  tending  to  yellow- 
buff  at  edges;  longest  uppertail-coverts  pur- 

ple. Tail  black  with  metallic  green  tone 
faintly  admixed  purple;  outer  tail  feather 

dirty  bufl-yellow  on  outer  web  (right  outer- 
most broken  halfway). 

Upperwing  (coverts)  Lesser  coverts  dark  brown 

with  slight  iridescent  purple  tone.  Median 
coverts  as  lesser  coverts  on  inner  third,  but 

outer  third  off-white,  joining  with  outer  tips 
of  scapulars  (white,  with  slight  yellow-buff 
tone)  to  create  wingbar.  Alula:  large  feather 
black  with  white  tip  to  outer  web;  middle 
feather  white  on  outer  web,  black  on  inner 

web;  smallest  feather  white  with  dark  grey 
mesial  stripe.  Carpal  covert  white  with  thin 

grey  mesial  stripe.  Primary  coverts  grey- 
black,  with  metallic  green  iridescence  on 
fringe  of  outer  web  and  across  onto  tip  of 
inner  web.  Greater  coverts  as  primary 
coverts,  but  inner  greater  coverts  tending 
from  green  to  purple:  second  outermost 

greater  covert  with  narrow  off-white  tip; 
others  with  thorn-shaped  intrusions  of  white 

(with  slight  grey  tone)  from  tip,  increasing 

in  si'/.e  progressively  ascendantly. 

Vpperwing  (flight  feathers)  Primaries  grey- 
black,  with  obvious  grey-brown  fringes  to 



also7X42B/GAT* 
'...particularly  useful  in  confined 
habitats,  such  as  mxxJIand  or  forest:  _ 

for  seawatching  or  raptor-watch  ing. . . ' 
(British  Birds  Vol  79  So.  6   June  1986) 

Zeiss  -   a   tradition  of  excellence. 

The  preferred  binocular  of  experienced  birdwatchers 

worldwide.  Unsurpassed  in  quality  and  performance. 

Excellent  image  contrast:  superior  light  transmission 

at  dawn  and  dusk:  genuine  “B”  special  eyepieces  with 
unrestricted  viewing  for  spectacle-  and  non  spectacle 
wearers  alike,  true  For  brochure  and  nearest  stockist  please  contact: 
close  focusing  (5m). 

Sturdy  and  dependable. 

Available  with  or 

without  rubber  armour. 

Carl  Zeiss 
(Oberkochen)  Ltd ZEISS 
POBOX78 

Woodfietd  Road 

Welwyn  Garden  City 
Herts  AL7  ILL) 

TeleoNDne 

(0707)331144 

West  Gamany 
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ORNITHOLIDAYS 
1990 MEMBER  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  OF 

BRITISH  TRAVEL  AGENTS 

Holidays  Organised  by  Birdwatchers  for  Birdwatchers 

Twenty-five  years’  service  to  birdwatchers  &   naturalists 
Programme  will  include: 

Kenya 
Botswana 

The  Seychelles 
Venezuela 

The  Galapagos 
Yellowstone  Nat.  Park 
Florida 

Canada  and  the  Rockies 

Thailand 

Nepal 
Assam  and  Sikkim 
Jordan 
Israel 

Cyprus Corfu 
N.  E.  Greece 

Yugoslavia 

Turkey 

Lake  NeusiedI 
The  Camargue 
Andorra 

S.  W.  Spain 

Majorca 
The  Spanish  Pyrenees 

Write  or  ’phone  for  a   brochure  to: 
LAWRENCE  G.  HOLLOWAY 

ORNITHOLIDAYS 
DEPT.  2,  1-3  VICTORIA  DRIVE,  BOGNOR  REGIS,  WEST  SUSSEX,  P021  2PW 

Tel:  0243  821230   (D544)  ATOL  LICENCE  No.  743 ABTA 

'SCOPE  CITY 
FOR  THE 
NORTH  WEST 
BIGGEST 
RANGE  OF 

MIRADOR 
BRESSER 

HILKINSON 
SWAROVSKI 
ZEISS  (east) 
ZEISS  (west)  I 
OPTICRON  I 
OPTYLYTH  I 

KOWAI 

■   BUSHNELL 

■   BAUSH  &   LOMB 
ILEITZ 

I   GREENKAT 
■   SWIFT 
I   HELIOS 
IMIZAR 
I   NIKON 
I   TASCO 

Mail  order  carriage  free 
(D479) 

71  BOLD  STREET 
LIVERPOOL  LI  4EZ 

051-709  4149 

ERSKINE 
EXPEDITIONS 

Our  1990  Programme  of  wildlife  trips 
with  small  groups  led  by  Robert  Burton 
Will  Higgs  and  other  ornithologists include: 

May/June  Scottish  Islands,  such  as  St 
Kilda,  North  Rona,  Handa,  Shiants. 
The  Faroes. 

July  North  Greenland  (backpacking) 
Spitsbergen  (ship-based) 
Bathurst  Inlet  and  Wager  Bay 
Lodges,  Canada. 

Oct  The  Upper  Amazon.  Churchill  for 
polar  bears. 

Nov  Luxury  cruises  to  South  Georgia 
for  King  Penguins  and  Wandering Albatross. 

Write  to  Dept  BB, 
ERSKINE  EXPEDITIONS, 

16  Braid  Farm  Road, 
Edinburgh  EH10  6LF 

(D591) 
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BIRDWATCHING  HOLIDAYS  1990 

ANTARCTICA,  SOUTH  GEORGIA  &   THE  FALKLANDS  •   ARGENTINA  • 
BORNEO  &   THE  MALAY  PENINSULA  •   BRAZIL  •   CAMEROON  •   COSTA  RICA 
•   EGYPT  •   ETHIOPIA  •   THE  GALAPAGOS  •   HONG  KONG  &   TAIWAN  • 
HUNGARY  •   INDONESIA  •   ISRAEL  •   KENYA  •   MEXICO  •   MOROCCO  • 
MOROCCO  WITH  A   DIFFERENCE  •   NEPAL  •   NEW  ZEALAND  •   NORTHERN 
INDIA  •   PERU  •   THE  PHILIPPINES  •   POLAND  •   RWANDA  &   ZAIRE  •   THE 
SEYCHELLES,  MAURITIUS  &   REUNION  •   SIBERIA  •   TANZANIA  •   THAILAND  • 
TURKESTAN  &   THE  CAUCASUS  •   TURKEY  •   VENEZUELA  •   ZIMBABWE  & 
THE  OKAVANGO 

For  our  brochure  please  contact;  BIRDQUEST  Ltd., 

Two  Jays,  Kemple  End,  Birdy  Brow,  Stonyhurst, 
Lancashire  BB6  90 Y.  Tel:  025486  317. 

Best  Days 
British  Birds 

Their  most  exciting  birdwatching 

expenences,  descnbed  l)v 

John  Busby  David  Cottridge 

David  Fisher  Ian  Lewington 

Bill  Oddie  &   many  others 

Edited  in'  Malcolm  Ogiliie  &   Stuart  Winter 
Publisher!  bv  British  Birds  Ltd.  Park  l^ne, 

Blunham,  Bedford  \ik44  tN| 

.Available  from  all  g(X)d  lxx)kshops 

£14.95  hardback  ISBN  0   9.TOB471 

SPKCIAI.  RKDlCF.n  PRICK.  IF  ORDKRKI)  I   MROl  (.H  ‘BRITI
SH  HIRDSIIOP' 

(D526) 
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Kay  Optical  (Est.  1962) 
London  Road,  Mordbn,  Merton,  Surrey, 

/y  Phone:  01-648  8822 

';i^*Mon.-Fri.  9am  to  5pm  Sat.  Sam  to  11.30am (Lunchtime  1pm  to  2pm) 

Sales  and  Repairs  of 

BINOCULARS,  TELESCOPES,  TRIPODS,  etc. 
at  one  of  the  best  centres  in  the  country 

★   Advice  and  test  facilities  for  a   full  range  of  the  best  equipment. 
★   Competitive  prices  ★   Long-established  workshop  ★   Callers  welcome. 

★   Price  list  and  map  sent  upon  request. 
★   Phone/mail  order  service 

BINOCULARS 
ZEISS  (West)  E 
10  X   25  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   20  BGA  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   30  BGAT  Dialvt  Phone 
10  X   40  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
7   X   42  BGAT  (P)  Dialyt  Phone 
8   X   56  BGAT  Dialyt  Phone 

LEITZ  (Leica) 
8x20Trinovid  235 
3   X   20  BCA  T   rinovid  247 
10x25BCTrinovid  247 
10x25BCATrinovid  259 
8x40  BA  T   rinovid  Phone 
10x40IBTrinovid  Phone 
10x40  BA  NTnnovid  Phone 
Miniature  soft  case  14 
BA  soft  case  34 

SWAROVSKI 

1 0   X   40  WM  Waterproof  34 1 
7   X   42  M   Waterproof  298 
8   X   30  SLC  roof  prism,  water  and 
shock  proof 

OPTOLYTH 

8x40  Alpin 
10x40  Alpin 
7   X   42  Alpin 
10x50  Alpin 
12x50  Alpin 

10x40  Touring 

302 

200 
205 

207 
221 
225 
378 

NIKON 

8x20  roof  prism  139 
10x25  roof  prism  154 
9x30  DCF  roof  prism  248 
1 2   X   36  DCF  roof  prism  268 

BRESSER  (Linear) 

10  X   40  or  8   X   40  rubber-covered,  roof 
pnsm  1 20 

BRESSER  DIORIT 
1 0x40  rubber  covered  1 89 
7x42  rubber  covered  179 
BUSHNELL 

8x36  B   Custom  1 89 
1 0x40  B   Custom  199 
7x35  Spectator-Plus  100 

OPTICRON 

8x42  HR  II  140 
10x42  HR  II  145 
10x50  HR  II  155 
9x35  BCF  Minerva  169 

8x40  BCF  Minerva  170 
1 0x40  BCF  Minerva  175 

MINOLTA 

8x22  roof  prism  101 
10x25  roof  prism  115 

TELESCOPES 
NIKON 

20x60  ED  Fieldscope  459 
30  X   or  40  X   eyepieces  75 
Camera  adaptor  1 59 

KOWA 

TSN-1  body  (45°)  265 
TSN-2  body  255 
TSN-3  body  (45°)  495 
TSN-4body  485 
25  X   or  40  X   eyepiece  59 
20  X   (WA)  eyepiece  79 

25  X   (LER)  eyepiece  99 
20-60  X   zoom  eyepiece  1 1   q 
OPTOLYTH 

TBS  80  body  (45°)  320 
TBG  80  body  (straight)  320 
TB  eyepieces  from  56 

SPACEMASTER 60mm  body 

Zoom  eyepieces,  from 
Other  eyepieces,  from 
OPTICRON 
60mm  HR  body 

Ditto,  with  rubber 

60mm  HR  body  (45°) 
Zoom  eyepiece 

Other  eyepieces'  from CLASSIC  “IF”  (new) 75mm  body 

60mm  body 

Eyepieces,  from Zoom  eyepieces 

CENTURY 

60mm,  rubber-armoured,  with 
20x  eyepiece  and  case 
30x  or  40x  eyepiece 
20-45X  zoom  eyepiece 

GREENKAT 

60mm,  SGN-3,  with  angled  and 
straight  eyepiece,  20x  plus  30x, 
40x  or  50x  eyepiece 

Nylon,  padded  case 
NIGHT  VISION 
Infra-red  binoculars. 
Ask  for  details: 

SPERWER  CASES 
Skua  II  (80mm) 
Puffin  (60mm) 

TRIPODS  (one-hand  control) 
Slik  D2 
Slik  Observer 
Slik  SL  67 

Manfrotio  MN  144B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  190B  legs  etc 
Manfrotto  MN  200  head 

Optex66 

Optex  77 
Universal  clamp Hide  clamp,  new  type 

I 

Car  window  mount 

★   PACKAGE  DEALS:  Special  prices  are  given  in  many  cases  where  a   combination  of  goods 
  are  brought.  ★   REPAIRS  carried  out  in  our  own  workshops 

E 

155 

65 
20 

128 
155 150 
65 

20 
119 

99 
22 
50 170 
20 

52 

187 

15 

39 

38 
73 

75 

105 

54 

43 
40 

70 

83 
38 

40 

25 

KAY  OPTICAL  will  be  at  the  Information  Centre  of  the  renowned  PAGHAM 
HARBOUR  LOCAL  NATURAL  RESERVE  on  SUNDAY  17th  DECEMBER 
(10.30  am  to  3.30  pm).  You  will  be  able  to  try  and  buy  binoculars,  telescopes, 
tripods,  etc.  Also,  repairs  can  be  quoted  for  and  handed  in.  The  Reserve  is  in  the 
Chichester  area  of  W.  Sussex,  on  the  B2145  into  Selsey.  Booking  not  necessary. 

We  are  only  1 5   minutes’  drive  from  the  M25 
(e.g.  via  the  A3  and  then  the  Merton  Turn-off) 

or  2   minutes’  walk  from  Morden  tube.  (D590) 
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outer  webs  of  outermost  six  and  metallic 

t;reen  outer  webs  to  others.  Inner  web  of 

primary  3   ascenclantly  to  primary  10  with 

large  white  elongated  half-moons.  Secondar- 

ies; proximal  half  of  outer  webs  ash-grey 

with  metallic  green  sheen,  extent  of  ash-grey 

decreasing  ascendant  ly  from  over  half  on  1st 

to  about  one-third  on  5th  and  none  on 

visible  portion  of  bth.  I’ertials:  metallic 
green  tone  to  outer  webs,  purple  to  inner 

webs;  white  tip  and  thorn-shaped  intrusion, 

tending  to  grey,  on  all  three  and  on  inner- 
most secondary. 

I'nderiving  Flight  feathers  predominantly 
white,  but  distal  third  grey  and  grey  on  outer 

primaiA  extending  to  primar\'  covert,  with 
only  narrow  white  inner  web. 

Sides  of  head  and  uriderparts  Lores  almost  white. 

Narrow  white  eye-ring  virtually  complete. 

Ear-coverts  ash-grey,  slightly  paler  than 

neck.  Chin  paler  still.  L'pper  breast  and 
Hanks  as  ear-coverts.  Lower  breast  and  belly 

white  with  slight  grey  tone.  Undertail- 

coverts  with  slight  apricot-bulT  tone. 

Hare  parts  Eye  ver\-  dark  brown,  almost  black. 

Upper  mandible  black,  with  slight  grey  tone 

to  centre  and  across  bridge;  lower  mandible 

mid-grey,  with  central  part  dark  grey,  tip 

black,  and  ba.sal  third  darkish  grey-black. 

Legs  and  feet  dull  darkish  grey  (slightly 

darker  and  duller  than  on  Icterine  Warbler 

Hippolais  icterina). 

368  &   369.  Damian  .Starling  Stumus  stumi- 

ni/s,  Shetland,  .May  1985  (/).  Pankhurst) 

[The  ira  lu.sion  of  plates  ;t6«  &   :569  in  colour 
 has  l)oen  subsidised  by  a   donation  from  7.ht

SS  Wrst  (^any\ 
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Stale  of  plumage  and  of  bare  parts  S\is,hl  on  most  tail  feather  (despite  right  outemiost 
outermost  (2nd)  primar>-,  but  well  within  broken  halfway).  Bill,  tarsus,  feet  and  claws normal  range  for  Starling;  otherwise  plum-  all  normal  and  unblemished, 
age  immaculate,  including  second  outer- 

Discussion 

This  record  must  have  given  the  British  Ornithologists’  Union  Records 
Committee  a   real  headache.  Much  of  the  infonnation  in  this  section 
derives  from  the  material  collected  by  the  BOURC.  There  was  no 
doubting  the  identification,  but  the  bird  was  massively  west  of  its  known 
breeding  range  and  the  possibility  of  its  being  an  escape  from  captivity had  also  to  be  considered. 

The  species  breeds  in  northern  Mongolia,  middle  Amur  through 
Ussuriland,  Manchuria  and  northern  Korea  to  Hebei  and  Gansu.  It 
presumably  migrates  mainly  through  China,  though  there  are  ver>'  few 
records  in  the  southern  half  of  that  country,  and  Southeast  Asia.  Its  winter 
distribution  is  incompletely  known,  but  it  probably  winters  mainly  in Peninsular  Malaysia  and  Sumatra.  Extralimital  records  to  the  west 
include  individuals  apparently  collected  from  a   flock  of  70-80  on  the 
Nicobar  Islands  and  from  a   July  1902  flock  of  17  in  what  is  now  northeast 
Pakistan.  (Distributional  information  from  Tim  Inskipp  in  lift,  on  behalf  of 
the  BOURC.)  The  entire  population  leaves  breeding  areas  at  the  end  of 
summer  (Dementiev  &   Gladkov  1954;  Winter  &   Sokolov  1983). 

In  favour  of  vagrancy  was  this  species’  long-distance-migrant  status  and 
also  its  rarity  in  captivity.  In  a   search  conducted  for  the  BOURC,  Tim 
Inskipp  {in  lift.)  could  find  only  two  advertisements  ofiering  Daurian 
Starling  for  sale  in  Cage  and  Aviaty  Birds  (in  1978  and  1985)  and  expressed 
doubts  about  the  identification  of  the  latter  bird(s).  Demand  for  the 
species  in  Britain  (indicated  by  a   number  of  import-licence  applications  in 
the  1980s),  but  no  actual  importations,  prompted  Tim  Inskipp  to  suggest {in  htt.)  that  the  species  may  have  proved  difficult  to  obtain  from  the  wild 
or  to  maintain  m   captivity.  The  latter  possibility  was  also  alluded  to  by  La 
Touche  (1920-21),  who  was  ‘never  able  to  keep  them  for  more  than  a   few months’. 

Nevertheless,  with  no  previous  record  of  the  species  west  of  Pakistan, 
this  bird  was  enormously  outside  its  range,  even  for  a   long-distance 
migrant.  There  was  also  the  puzzle  of  its  apparent  arrival  date,  about  a 
week  before  main  breeding-ground  arrivals  in  middle  Amur  (Winter  & 
Sokolov  1983)  and  up  to  two  weeks  prior  to  Soviet  arrivals  generally 
(Dementiev  &   Gladkov  1954).  These,  however,  refer  to  main  arrivals,  and 
earlier  arrivals  are  probably  regular,  Efremov  &   Pan’kin  (1977)  recording 
solitary  individuals  and  small  flocks  north  of  50°N  in  the  Upper  Amur 
region  between  20th  and  30th  April  in  three  years  during  1967-71. 

The  Fair  Isle  individual  was  not  the  only  Daurian  Starling  to  occur  in 
Europe  m   1985.  On  29th  September,  one  still  in  juvenile  plumage  was 
shot  m   Norway  (Bentz  1987).  This  raised  the  possibility  that  the  Shetland 
bird,  too,  had  initially  strayed  westwards  in  autumn,  thus  reaching  Fair 
Isle  the  following  spring  from  an  ovenvintering  location  well  outside  its 
normal  range.  It  was  not,  however,  the  only  vagrant  to  have  strayed  west 
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Fig.  1.  Weather  maps  for  12.00  (,.\n  on  5th,  6th  &   7th  .May  1985.  X   =   Fair  Isle 

of  a   (predominantly)  Asiatic  range  that  day,  for  a   Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza 
nistica  was  found  on  f   air  Isle  only  an  hour  before.  Weather-map  analysis 

for  early  May  (fig.  1)  demonstrated  an  ideal  juxtaposition  of  weather 

systems  for  long-distance  spring  overshooting.  Suitable  weather  developed 
from  5th  May,  when  an  anticyclone  became  established  over  the  western 

USSR,  'fhe  anticyclone  extended  westwards  on  6th  to  be  centred  over  the 
north  Baltic,  while  low  pressure  over  south-central  Kurope  ensured  a 
freshening  easterly  windflow  from  the  Soviet  Union  and  across  much  of 

central  Europe.  The  anticyclone  continued  to  dominate  and  increased  to 

1032  mb  on  7th.  With  its  centre  now  over  Finland,  and  low  presure  of  1000 

mb  centred  over  southern  Germany  creating  a   steep  pressure  gradient, 

winds  became  strong  easterly  over  western  Russia  and  the  Baltic  region 

and  moderate-fresh  but  remaining  easterly  to  southeasterly  over  the 
North  Sea.  An  additional  factor  was  cloud  cover  over  much  of  that 

projected  route.  The  wind  at  Fair  Isle  was  southeast  force  2   and  the  bird 

apparently  arrived  in  sunshine  (with  clouds  rolling  in  shortly  after).  The 

weather  situation,  therefore,  suggested  a   higher  probability  of  early-.May 

overshooting  on  strong  tail  winds  froip  the  USSR  than  shorter-distance 
displacement  from  a   wintering  area  in  western  or  southern  Europe. 

The  Daurian  Starling  on  F   air  Isle  was  accepted  into  Category  .\  of  the 
British  and  Irish  list  bv  the  BOURC  and  constituted  the  first  record  of  this 

species  for  the  West  Palearctic,  only  four  months  before  the  second. 
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Summary 

.An  adult  male  Daurian  Starling  Stumus  stuminus  was  first  seen  on  Fair  Isle,  Shetland,  on
  7th 

May  1985;  it  remained  until  28th  May,  being  trapped  on  21st.  Full
  field  and  in-the-hand 

descriptions  of  this  individual,  which  was  in  near-immaculate  condition,  are  gi
\en  and  its 

general  behaviour  summarised.  In  fine  weather,  it  spent  much  of  its  time  fly
catching,  but. 

when  flies  were  not  available,  probed  for  food  on  the  ground  and  
also  associated  with 
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Starlings  S.  vulgaris  to  take  household  waste,  d'he  probable  origin  of  this  western  Asiatic 
species  IS  discussed:  investigations  showed  escape  from  captivity  to  have  been  unlikely,  while 
the  weather  situation  at  the  time  favoured  overshooting  on  spring  migration,  fhis  record, accepted  into  Category  of  the  British  and  Irish  list  bv  ihe-BOURC,  constitutes  the  first  for this  species  in  the  West  Palearctic. 
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Nick  Riddiford,  Paul  V.  Haney  and  Keinn  B.  Shepherd.  Bird  Obsewatory,  Fair  Isle, Shetland  ZE2  9JU 

Peter  Eansdown  (fdiairman,  British  Birds  Rarities  Ciommittee)  and  John  Mather  (Chair- 
man, Bntish  Ornithologists’  Union  Records  Committee)  have  commented  as  follows: 

‘\\  ith  no  confusion  species  for  a   male  Daurian  Starling  in  this  plumage,  the  identification was  unanimously  accepted  by  both  committees  on  single  circulations.  Categorisation  was 
not  so  straightforward,  and  the  BOURC  considered  numerous  factors,  most  of  which  are 
featured  m   the  above  paper.  The  escape  element  for  such  an  exceptional  species  is  always dillicult  to  assess  and  a   very'  full  discussion  took  place  before  a   final  decision  was  reached. 

■Vcceptance  ol  this  Daurian  Starling  as  being  of  genuine  occurrence  [Brit.  Birds  ̂ \:  587;  Ibis 
m   prep.)  resulted  in  the  species  being  placed  in  Category  A   of  the  British  and  Irish  list.’  Elxs 

Diary  dates   
This  list  covers  January  to  December  1990 

5th-7th  January  B4'0  Ringing  .\nd  Migra- 
tion CONFFRFNCF.  Hayes  Conference  Cen- 
tre, Swanwick,  Derbyshire.  Details  from 

Chris  Mead,  B'EO,  Beech  Grove,  Tring, Hertfordshire  HP2.3  .'iNR. 

16th  January  British  Ornithoi.ogi.sts’ 

Cl.L'B. Jeffery  Boswall.  film  ’Moving  images 
in  the  cause  of  bird  protection.’  Central 
London.  Non-members  should  write  (en- 

closing SAE)  at  least  21  days  before  to  Hon. 

Secretary,  Mrs  Amberley  Moore,  1   Upping- 
ham Road,  Oakham,  Rutland  l.Fi.stijB. 

27th  January  BfO/St  ssi.x  Ornitiio- 

I.OtilCAI.  SoCIFI  V   Onf-dax’  Conffrf.ngf. 

Haywards  Heath,  Sussex.  Details  from 

B'fO. 

27th-28th  January  Young  Ornithoi.og- 
ISTS’  Ci.UB  Gardfn  Birdwatc;ii.  Details 
from  VOC,  I   he  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire 
•S(;i9  21)1,. 

31st  January  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Bird  Photograph  of  the  5   ear’. 

31st  January  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Best  recent  black-and-white  bird- 

photographs’. 
1 0th  February  B   I O/UCNW  Bird  Cfub 

Onf-day  Conffrfnc:f.  Glanrafon  Refectory', 
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Bangor,  (»vv')'neclcl.  Details  from  Jim  CHark, 
C;ian  Dvvr,  l.lyn  iVafTwll,  Holyhead,  (iwyn- 
edd  1.1,65  31. R. 

20th  February  BOC.  Dr  Patrick  Osborne  on 

‘'I'he  birds  of  Lesotho.’  Central  I.ondon. 
Details  from  Hon.  Secretary’. 

2nd-4th  March  RSPB/IWC  .\i  i.-Irki. and 
CoNFF.RF.NCiK.  1   albot  Hotel,  Wexford,  Ire- 

land. Details  from  IWC,  Ruttledge  House,  8 
Longford  Place,  Monkstown,  Co.  Dublin, 
Ireland. 

10th  March  B'rO/Ci.ofCK.siF.RSMiRF  ().\K- 

l)A5'  C^ONFF.RF.NCiE.  Slimbridge,  Cloucester. 

Details  from  Tim  Jones,  14  Hembury-  Close, 
Hardvvicke,  Cloucester  (;i.2  6XP. 

10th  March  B'PO/SOC  Sl’RlNt;  ().\F,-I).\5 
CoNFF.RF.NCF..  The  Queens  Hotel,  Lockerbie. 

Details  from  SOC,  21  Regent  Terrace,  Kdin- 
burgh  F.II7  .515  F. 

13th  March  BOC.  T.  J.  Roberts  on  ‘   The 
birds  of  Pakistan.’  Central  London.  Details 

from  Hon.  Secretary’. 

14th  March  Closing  date  for  entries  for 

‘Bird  Illustrator  of  the  \’ear’. 

17th  March  B'TO/NoR  fhimrf.ri.am)  & 

4'5  NF..SIDF.  Bird  Ci  rit  Onf.-d.w  Conff.rf.nc.k. 
Details  from  Nick  Rossiter,  West  Barn,  Lee 

Crange,  Hexham,  Northumberland  NF.46 
l.SX. 

31st  March  B'TO  SfFFOl.K  0\F.-D\V  CoN- 

FF.RF.NCF.. Details  from  B'TO. 

5th-8th  April  BOU  .\NNl  \i.  CloNFF.RF.NCF. 

‘Long-term  population  studies.’  .Aberdeen 
University.  Details  from  B(4U,  c/o  The 

British  Museum  (Natural  Histoty  ),  Sub- 

department of  Ornithology,  Tring,  Hert- 
fordshire HP23  6.\P. 

29th  April  B'TO  CoNCF.Rl.  Milton  Keynes 
Chamber  (Orchestra.  Stantonbuiy  Theatre, 

Milton  Keynes.  3   p.m.  Details  from  B'TO. 

5th-27th  May  ‘Country  Liff.’,' RS.NC 
CoUNT5’  Birdw.vtch  1990.  Details  and  entiy 

forms  from  David  Tomlinson,  ‘Country 

Life’,  King’s  Reach  Tower,  Stamford  Street, 
London  SF.I  9F.S. 

8th  May  BOC.  Dr  R.  J.  Cowie  on  ‘The 

ecology  of  tits  in  suburban  habitats.'  Central 
London.  Details  from  Hon.  .Secretary  . 

26th-28th  May  \OC  Natwf.st  Sponsored 
Birdw.vFCH.  Details  from  \OC. 

29th  May  BOC.  John  Cooper  on  ‘Birds  and 
diseases.’  Central  London.  Details  from 
Hon.  Secretary. 

19th  June  BOCf  Dr  .Margaret  Carswell  on 

‘   I   he  birds  ol  Uganda.’  Central  London. 
Details  from  Hon.  .Secretary. 

25th  July  to  4th  August  .SociE  lA  oi  Wll.D- 

I.IFE  .Xr  fis'Fs’  .\nnu.m,  Lxmibi  i   ion  (including 

display  of  winning  entries  in  ‘Bird  Illustrator 
of  the  A   ear’  and  ‘   The  Richard  Richardson 

.Award’  competitions).  The  .Mall  Galleries, 
1   he  Mall,  London  SWl.  Open  10  a.m.-5 

p.m.  .Admission  £1.00  (free  to  SWL.A  mem- bers). 

August  Orieni  ai.  Bird  CO  i   b   .MEETiNt;. 

Blakeney  \   illage  Hall,  Blakeney,  .Norfolk. 
Date  to  be  arranged;  details  from  (ABC,  c/o 

The  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  s(;i9  2Dl.. 

7th-9th  September  BOU  .At  TUMN  Sc  iEN- 

IIFIC  .Meeiint;.  ‘'Timing  of  events  in  the 
bird’s  calendar.’  .Madingley  Hall,  C:am- 
bridge.  Details  from  BOU. 

8th  Sieptember  B   TO  .Merseyside  One-Day 

Conference.  Details  from  B'TO. 

2nd-4th  November  Scornsii  ORNmioi.tK.- 

ISFS’  Cl.t  B   .Anna  \l.  CoNEERENCE.  .Marine 
Hotel,  .North  Berwick.  Details  from  SOC. 

16th-23rd  November  Fin  n   In  I   ernai  ionai 

Bird  Iden  i   ii  ic.vhon  .Meefin(..  Filai,  Israel. 

Sponsored  by  BH.  Dutch  Birding,  Umicola,  the 
International  Birdwatching  Centre  Kilat  and 

the  Israel  Trust  for  Ornithology.  Limited 

places:  national  delegates  only,  by  invita- 
tion. 

21st-27th  November  In  i   ern  \   i   lON \i. 

CouNcii.  for  Bird  Preservation  Wored 

Conferenc:e.  University  of  Waikato  Confer- 

ence Centre,  Hamilton,  New  Zealand.  De- 

tails from  ICdiP,  32  C'ambridge  Road,  CAir- 
ton,  Cambridge  CB:5  oP). 

30th  November  to  2nd  December  .Natio- 
NAi,  Fahibition  of  Cage  and  .Aviary  Birds. 

National  F.xhibition  Centre,  Birmingham. 

Details  from  Brian  By  les,  F/ditor,  ‘Cage  and 

Wiary  Birds’,  Prospect  House,  9-13  F/well 
Road,  Cheam,  Sutton,  Surrey  SMi  4QQ. 

2nd-9th  December  XX  Internationai. 

ORNnHOEtKilCAi,  CoNCiRF.ss.  Christchurch, 

New  Zealand.  Details  from  Dr  Ben  D.  Bell, 

Secretary-General,  20th  KAC,  School  of 

Biological  Sciences,  A'ictoria  L'niversity  of AVellington,  P(A  Box  600,  Wellington,  New 

Zealand. 

7th-9th  December  B'TO  .Annt  Ai.  Confer- 
ence &   .AGM.  Hayes  Conference  Centre, 

Swanwick,  Derby  shire.  Details  from  BTO. 

Sheila  D.  Cobban,  Fountains.  Park  Lane,  Blunham.  Bedfordshire  \IK44  3\J 



Monthly  marathon 
The  bird  in  plate  285  was  named  as: 

Skylark  Alouda  arvensis 

Calandra  Lark  Melariocoiypho  calandra 
Lesser  Short-toed  Lark  Calandrella  nijescens 
Bimaculated  Lark  A/,  bhnaculata 

Short-toed  Lark  C.  brachydactylo 
W   oodlark  Lullula  arborea 

Shore  Lark  Kremophda  alpestris 

(72%) 
(7%) 

(6%) 

(5%) 
(4%) 

(3%) 

(2%) 

Sponsored  by 

plus  a   feu  votes  each  for  Black  Lark  M. yeltonienm,  Crested  Lark  Galerida  cmtala,  Thekla  Lark 
..  Richard  s   I   ipit  Anihus  novaeseelandiae,  d’awn\  Pipit  A.  campestris,  Alpine  Accentor hunella  collans  and  W   hue’s  Thrush  Zoolhera  daiinia.  ^ 

With  the  winning  of  the  third  marathon  by  Ralph  Hobbs,  plate  285 
became  the  first  puzzle  picture  in  the  fourth  ‘Monthly  marathon’,  again 
sponsored  by  the  birdwatching-holiday  company  SUNBIRD.  It  is  pleasing 
to  report,  therefore,  that  most  competitors  have  started  up  the  course:  the 
photograph  showed  a   juvenile  Skylark,  photographed  by  Steve  \oung  in 
Merseyside  m   June  1984.  The  remaining  entrants  are  still  back  on  the 
starting  line,  but  there’s  a   long  way  still  to  go,  and  it  could  well  be  one  of them  (or  someone  who  has  not  yet  entered  the  race)  who  wins  the 
birdwatchmg  holiday  of  his  or  her  choice  selected  from  SUNBIRD  trips  to Africa,  /\sia  or  North  America. 

The  next  hurdle  on  the  course  appears  as  plate  370.  Have  a   go!  But  please 
read  the  rules  ven’  carefully,  they  will  be  applied  absolutely  rigidly  from  plate 370  onwards,  so  do  not  forget  to  use  a   separate  postcard  for  each  entry,  to write  your  BB  reference  number  every  time,  and  so  on.  Good  luck! 

370  fourth  ‘Monthly  marathon’  (fourth  hurdle;  photograph  no.  42).  Identify  the  species Read  he  rules  on  page  36  in  the  January'  1989  issue,  then  send  in  your  answer  1   a   posLrd  to Monthly  Marathon,  fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3N),  to  arrive  by  15th January  1990 

bl4 



Notes 
Distinguishing  characters  of  American/East  Asian 
race  of  Common  Scoter  The  Common  Scoter  Melanitta 

nigra  has  an  Holarctic  distribution,  and  has  been  divided 

into  two  races  on  the  basis  of  differences  in  bill  pattern 
and  bill  shape.  The  nominate  race  breeds  in  North 

Europe  and  North  Asia  east  to  the  Olenek  River.  In  .Asia 

east  from  the  Yana  River,  and  in  North  America,  it  is 

replaced  by  the  race  americana  (currently  known  in  North 

America  as  ‘Black  Scoter’),  on  males  of  which  both  the 
shape  and  the  pattern  of  the  bill  are  distinctively 

different  from  those  of  the  nominate  race.  The  two  races  apparently 

replace  each  other  abruptly  at  Lower  Lena,  and  no  certain  intergradation 

is  known  {BWP  \ro\.  1).  The  American  Ornithologists’  Union  is  at  present 
reviewing  the  taxonomic  position  of  americana,  with  a   view  to  conferring 

full  specific  status. 

Fi^.  1.  Common  Scoters  Melanitta  nigra  of  races  americana  (left)  and  nigra  (right).  Note  (1)  that 

plan  views  of  bill  patterns  are  diagrammatic  and  (2)  that  the  nominate  bird 
 depicted  is  an 

extreme  example  (to  demonstrate  the  pitfall)  and  not  a   typical  indi\'idual  
(Alan  Dean) 

There  have  been  at  least  six  claims  of  the  race  americana  in  Britain  since 

1979,  of  which  four  have  so  far  been  accepted  {Brit.  Birds  75:  495;  81:  5
49- 

550).  While  adjudicating  these  claims,  it  became  clear  to  t
he  Rarities 

Committee  that  there  was  still  some  confusion  as  to  what  constit
uted  the 

diagnostic  characters  of  the  race  americana.  Several  claims 
 were  based 

alrnost  exclusively  on  observation  of  an  unusually  large  are
a  of  orange- 

yellow  on  the  bill,  with  little  attention  given  to  the  preci
se  distnbution  of 

this  colour  or  to  the  general  shape  of  the  bill;  as  the
  extent  of  orange- 

yellow  on  the  bill  of  the  nominate  race  varies  quite  consider
ably,  however, 

it  is  important  to  determine  bill  characters  accurat
ely.  The  following 

analysis  results  primarily  from  an  examination  
of  skins  at  the  British 

Museum  (Natural  History  ),  Tring,  carried  out 
 by  members  of  the  Rarities 615 
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Committee  at  their  annual  identification  meeting  in  1987.  In  plumage,  the 
two  races  appear  indistinguishable;  confirmation  of  americana  will  depend 
upon  clear  observation  of  the  following  characters  (see  also  fig.  1): 
1 .   An  extremely  swollen,  but  evenly  arched  base  to  the  bill,  not  a   fairly  protuberant  knob  as on  nominate  (an  analogy'  m   bill  profile  could  be  made  with  a   scaled-down  Surf  Scoter  .V/. 
perspiaUata  or  even  a   W'hite-headed  Duck  Oxynira  leucocephala) .   I'he  nostrils  are  positioned towards  the  distal  end  of  this  swelling,  and  thus  nearer  the  bill  tip  than  on  individuals  of  the nominate  race,  though  this  would  rarely  be  discernible  in  the  field. 

C.U  ""'■‘‘I  f'o'-^head  and  loral  feathering  in  a   continuous (   straight  )   line,  producing  a   broad,  flat-topped  expanse  of  colour  when  viewed  head-on  It  is 
important  to  realise  that,  exceptionally,  the  yellow  of  the  bill  of  the  nominate  race  may extend  quite  prominently  over  the  basal  knob  and  reach  the  forehead,  producing  a   larger- an-usual  area  of  yellow  (this  is  apparently  particularly  characteristic  of  second-calendar- year  mdiMduals  on  which  the  basal  knob  is  also  less  well  developed);  this  extension 
however  IS  usually  m   the  form  of  a   streak  or  lobe,  producing  a   triangular  or  pear-shaped outlme  (with  the  apex  towards  the  forehead)  to  the  yellow  when  viewed  head-on 

down  h’  V   broadly  across  the  top  of  the  knob,  but  never  extends 

knnh  b«"'ever,  that  nominate  can  have  extensive  yellow/orange  on  the  basal 
knob  which  seen  head-on,  appears  more  flat-topped  (like  americana)  rather  than  pointed  (see note  below):  it  is  vital  to  check  the  bill  in  profile. 

3   In  profile  the  lower  border  of  the  orange-yellow  area  is  approximately  parallel  with  the lower  edge  of  the  bill,  but  there  is  an  obvious  black  band  along  the  lower  edge  which  may 

^he  b   'llT  "P band  is  continuous  with  the  black  of t   e   bill-tip,  which,  m   side-on  views,  projects  at  an  angle  from  the  swollen  orange-yellow  base. 
n   , 'IT"’ 'Tit’  ̂b^  ,*^"ob  (and  hence  the  bill  discontinuity)  is  at  the  proximal  end  of  the  yellow 
^   ’/'ll  'f  ‘be  distal  junction  between  yellow  and  black  (i  e 
nearest  the  bill-tip);  the  black  lower  band  may  constitute  35%  or  more  of  the  total  bill  depth 
4.  As  a   consequence  of  the  above  characters,  the  colour  of  the  sides  of  the  basal  swelling  is a   ways  orange-yellow  (always  black  on  nominate);  confirmation  of  this,  however,  requires accurate  pinpointing  of  the  feathering  at  the  base  of  the  bill. 

In  addition,  the  bill  of  americana  is  shorter:  on  adult  males  it  averages  43.7 
mm  (range  42.0-45.5  mm),  as  against  47.5  mm  (range  43.0-51.0  mm)  for the  nominate  race  {BiVPvol.  1). 

It  must  be  emphasised  that  these  characters  are  fully  developed  only  on adult  males.  No  certain  distinctions  between  females  of  the  two  races  have 
been  documented,  although  Madge  &   Burn  (1988,  Wildfowl:  an  identification guide  to  the  ducks,  geese  and  swans  of  the  world)  noted  that  female  americana 
tends  to  have  the  base  of  the  bill  slightly  more  swollen  and  the  nail  more 
prominent.  A.  R.  Dea.N  and  the  Raritie.s  Com.mittee 2   Charingworth  Road,  Solihull,  West  Midlands  B92  8HT 

Common  S^ter  of  nominate  race  with  extensive  yellow  on  bill  An adult  male  Common  Scoter  Melanitta  nigra  on  Southport  Marine  Lake 
Merseyside,  on  18th  February  1979  exhibited  an  unusually  large  amount’ o   yellow  and  orange  on  its  bill.  Yellow  extended  from  just  behind  the  nail 
over  the  central  region  of  the  culmen,  continuing  and  becoming  a   rich 
orange  colour  over  two-thirds  of  the  basal  knob  (plates  371  &   372^  fm.  1). his  pattern,  particularly  when  viewed  head-on,  gave  a   general  impres- 

sion of  an  extensively  orange-and-yellow  bill  with  an  apparently  wholly orange  basal  knob.  The  normal  pattern  on  the  nominate  race  is  of  a   black 
bill  with  a   yellow  patch  over  the  culmen,  the  yellow  often  extending  in  a 
thin  line  over  the  centre  of  a   black  basal  knob.  Madge  &   Burn  (1988, 
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Fig.  1.  Diagrammatic  drawings  of  head  of  adult  male  Common  Scoter  Melanilta  nigra 

(individual  shown  in  plates  371  &   372)  {Bill  Sforton) 

371  &   372.  Adult  male  Common  Scoter  Melanilta  nigra  with  extensive  orange  and  yellow 

areas  on  bill,  Merseyside,  February  1979  (Cliff  Gibson) 
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Wildfowl:  an  identification  guide  to  the  ducks,  geese  and  swans  of  the  world)  stated: 
Yellow  on  bill  of  Common  Scoter  [of  nominate  race]  variable  in  extent, but  always  has  black  sides  to  basal  knob.’ 

This  individual  was  well  watched  at  close  range  and  was  thus  easily 
identifiable  as  belonging  to  the  nominate  race  by  a   combination  of  shape 
of,  and  black  sides  to,  basal  knob  and  the  position  of  the  nostrils.  My 
experience  of  the  race  americana  in  Canada  in  the  normally  more  distant 
and  difficult  conditions  of  seawatching  leads  me  to  believe  that  the 
Southport  individual  could  conceivably  be  misidentified  as  that  race  when 
at  sea:  in  such  conditions,  the  bright  orange  of  its  basal  knob  would 
appear  very  similar  to  the  evenly  swollen  extensive  orangy-yellow  basal 
area  of  the  bill  o^  americana,  and  features  such  as  shape  of  basal  knob  and position  of  nostrils  would  be  far  less  discernible. 

With  experience  and  given  reasonable  views,  the  bill  pattern  of 
americana  is  very  different  from  that  of  nominate  nigra.  A   major  pitfall, 
however,  is  that  a   scoter  such  as  the  Southport  individual,  if  seen  poorly, 
or  by  an  inexperienced  observer,  could  easily  give  rise  to  a   description  that would  sound  remarkably  like  that  of  the  race  americana. 

,   Martin  S.  Garner 
Wilson  Larlile  College  of  Evangelism,  27  Vanbrugh  Park,  Blackheath,  London  SE3  7 AG 

Buzzard  apparently  catching  eel  On  21st  November  1986,  while  driving 
across  the  Somerset  Levels,  I   saw  a   Buzzard  Buteo  buteo  having  difficulty  in taking  off  from  the  ground.  Initially,  I   though  the  Buzzard  had  its  feet 
caught,  possibly  in  baler  twine;  after  several  attempts,  however,  it  did laboriously  take  off. 

On  examining  the  grass  whence  the  Buzzard  had  risen,  I   found  a   live  eel 
Anguilla  brevirostris,  approximately  70  cm  long.  It  would  seem  that  the 
Buzzard  had  attempted  to  take  the  eel,  but  had  found  difficulty  due  to  the 
eel  entwining  itself  around  the  raptor’s  claws. 

BWPvoX.  2   states  that  Buzzards  only  rarely  take  fish,  and  that  these  are 
either  dead  or  incapacitated.  Roger  U.  Lambert 

Applethwaite,  The  Street,  Ubley,  Avon  BSI8  6PJ 

Kestrel  feeding  at  bird-table  In  late  December  1983,  a   first-winter  male 
Kestrel  Falco  tinnunculus  was  seen  in  a   farmhouse  garden.  He  was struggling  to  remove  remnants  of  a   turkey  carcase  from  below  the  roof  of  a 
covered  bird-table.  Later,  the  roof  of  the  bird-table  was  removed  to  allow 
the  Kestrel  more  freedom  of  movement;  and  he  appeared  almost  daily 
until  the  following  May,  having  been  Joined  in  March  by  a   female.  They 
returned  to  feed  at  the  bird-table  when  food  was  offered  the  following autumn.  The  Kestrels  were  fed  throughout  1985,  and  were  seen  to  feed their  young  with  dead  day-old  chicks  from  the  bird-table. 

Although  Kestrels  are  known  to  kill  and  eat  live  birds  visiting  bird- 
tables,  I   have  not  found  references  to  their  taking  such  carrion 
particularly  over  a   protracted  time  period.  David  J.  Garner 

73  Needingworth  Road,  St  Ives,  Huntingdon,  Cambridgeshire  PEI7  4JY 
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Hobbies  using  ‘artificial’  nests  In  1985,  a   pair  of  Hobbies  Falco  subbuteo occupied  an  old  nest  of  Carrion  Crows  Corvus  corone  in  a   2-ha  block  of 
keepered  mature  pedunculate  oak  Quercus  robur  and  wild  cherr\’  Frunus 
avium,  surrounded  by  young  mixed  coniferous  woodland.  A   single, 
infertile  egg  was  laid,  and  the  breeding  attempt  was  not  successful. 

373.  Hobbies  Falco  subbuteo  in  artificially  sited  nest,  Gwent,  July  1986  (Steve  Roberts) 

The  nest  (the  only  one  in  the  area)  disintegrated  over  the  winter,  so  we 

provided  alternative  accommodation  in  the  form  of  two  old  crows’  nests 
(one  still  lined  with  wool),  which  we  rebuilt.  In  March  1986,  the  nests  were 

secured  in  two  adjacent  oaks  at  heights  of  around  13  m.  Hobbies  were 

heard  near  the  nests  on  19th  June,  and  an  inspection  on  27th  revealed  two 

eggs  in  the  older  nest,  the  lined  one  having  been  occupied  by  a   grey 

squirrel  Sciurus  carolinensis.  The  two  young  fledged  in  mid  August. 

The  use  of  artificial  nests  by  Hobbies  is  not  referred  to  in  BWF  vol.  2, 

but  Fiuczynski  &   Nethersole-Thompson  [Brit.  Birds  73;  275-295)  stated 

that  observers  in  Germany  ‘have  had  good  results  from  artificial  nests  (flat 

baskets  placed  near  the  tops  of  tall  trees).’ Steve  Roberts  and  Jerry  Lewis 

Ty-canol,  Church  Lane,  Llanfair  Kilgeddin,  Abergavenny,  Gwent 
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Peregrine  eating  prey  on  the  wing  At  08.00  GM'I  on  13th  October  1985, 
at  Rame  Head,  Cornwall,  Roger  Smaldon  and  I   watched  an  adult  male 
Peregrine  Falco  peregrinus  stooping  at  migrants,*  and  eventually  taking  a 
Skylark  Alauda  arvensis.  The  tiercel  then  spiralled  upwards  with  the  lark 
grasped  firmly  in  both  feet  and  first  plucked  it  with  his  bill  and  then 
consumed  it,  in  a   manner  recalling  a   Hobby  F.  subbuteo.  I   have  found  no 
mention  of  this  behaviour  in  the  literature,  but  Dr  L.  Hurrell  (verbally) 
recalled  witnessing  a   similar  incident  over  Plymouth,  Devon,  some  years Vic  Tucker 

Pereglis,  4   Clovelly  View,  Tumchapel,  Plymouth,  Devon 

Sociable  Plover  foot-pattering  for  earthworms  On  24th  March  1985,  at 
Dartford,  Kent,  1   was  watching  a   Sociable  Plover  Chettusia  gregaria  which 
appeared  to  favour  a   short-cropped  grassy  tract  on  which  to  search  for 
food.  On  at  least  two  occasions  during  two  hours’  observation,  the  plover 
stopped,  put  one  leg  forward  and  foot-pattered  for  a   few  seconds,  before 
bending  forward  to  draw  up  an  earthworm.  BWP \o\.  3   does  not  record  this 
behaviour  for  this  species,  nor  are  earthworms  mentioned  in  the  diet  of 
the  Sociable  Plover.  D   a v i D J .   J   a C K .so n 

61  Grove  Vale  Avenue,  Great  Barr,  Birmingham  B43  6DE 

Although  BUT  does  not  mention  this  behaviour,  all  members  of  the  family  Charadriidae 
do  in  fact  foot-patter.  Ens 

Communal  midday  roosting  by  Long-tailed  Tits  in  hot  weather  During 
15th-25th  June  1989,  when  midday  temperatures  ranged  around  22°C- 

26°C  in  Blunham,  Bedfordshire,  a   family  party  of  about  15  Long-tailed Tits  Aegithalos  caudatus  roosted  for  several  hours  around  noon  each  day  in  a 
dense,  exceedingly  spiny,  4-m  high,  cultivated  barberry'  Berberis,  which 
formed  an  arch  over  a   garden  path.  They  remained  silent  within  the  bush 
until  someone  walked  beneath  the  roost-site,  whereupon  they  erupted 
with  noisy  squeaks  and  chattering,  but  remained  within  the  bush,  which 
formed  an  ideal  protection  from  any  predator. 

Midday  roosting  and  habitual  use  of  the  same  site  both  seem  worth 
^^cording.  J   y   p   SlIARROCK 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

Dr  C.  M.  Perrins  and  Dr  David  Snow  have  both  commented  that  they  are  unaware  of  any 
previous  records  of  midday  or  summer  roosting  by  Long-tailed  Tits.  Ens 

Magpies  eating  potatoes  Magpies  Pica  pica  have  long  been  scavenging 
root  vegetables  from  around  farms,  small-holdings  and  allotment  rubbish 
tips.  Recently,  however,  I   came  across  a   case  of  them  digging  their  own  in 
a   well-tended  garden  at  Grayshott,  Hampshire.  For  30  years,  the  gardener 
has  grown  several  rows  of  potatoes,  and,  in  1986,  he  found  a   Magpie 
digging  them  out  of  the  sandy  soil  (they  are  often  only  7-10  cm  from  the 
surface),  and  lifting  them  with  its  bill  over  a   wire-netting  fence  to  a   patch 
of  rough  ground,  where  they  were  eaten.  The  gardener  never  leaves 
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potatoes  lying  on  the  soil  surface,  preferring  to  dig  them  as  required. 
Magpies  appear  to  have  learnt  this  behaviour  only  in  1986,  but  several 

individuals  are  now  involved.  Have  Magpies  been  found  doing  this 
elsewhere,  or  is  this  the  start  of  another  ‘Blue  Tits  Farus  ccienileus  and  milk- 

bottle  tops’ phenomenon?  O   G.  Buzzard 
18  (tlerimore  Parade,  haling  Road,  Alperton,  Middlesex 

Ageing  and  sexing  of  Daurian  Starling  /Mthough  the  Daurian  Starling 
Sturnus  stuminus  which  appeared  on  Fair  Isle,  Shetland,  in  1985  {Brit.  Birls 
82:  603-612)  was  a   stunning  male,  the  second  West  Palearctic  record,  just 
four  months  later,  in  Norway,  was  of  one  in  ju\'enile  plumage  (Bentz 
1987).  For  completeness,  therefore,  the  following  gives  a   brief  summar>  of 
characters  of  female  and  juvenile  Daurian  Starlings,  drawn  from  examina- 

tion of  an  extensive  skin  collection  at  the  British  Museum  (.Natural 
History),  Fring. 

Females  are  similar  in  size  to  or  slightly  smaller  than  males.  Plumage  is 
variiible,  but  always  duller  than  that  of  males,  frecjuently  greatly  so.  Fhe 

underpiirts  are  as  on  males,  but  not  so  ‘clean-looking’  (i.e.  with  slight  buff 
wash).  The  dark  purple  spot  at  the  rear  of  the  head  is  more  extensive  on 

females,  tending  to  extend  raggedly  over  the  entire  nape  and,  on  some 
individuals,  up  onto  the  centre  of  the  crown  or  e\en  the  fbrecrown  (this 

feature  is  individually  extremely  varial)le).  d'hus,  there  is  onlv  a 

suggestion  of  a   grey  collar,  which  appears  ‘dirty’.  'Fhe  mantle  and  back  are 
uniformly  dirty  grey-brown,  with  just  a   suggestion  of  a   purple  tone  on 
some  individuals.  The  rump  is  as  on  males,  but  perhaps  slightly  buffer. 

I   he  wing  pattern  is  as  that  of  males,  but  the  wingbars  are  less  white,  more 

bufl,  and  not  so  broad.  The  predominant  colour  of  the  flight  feathers  and 

tail  is  brown-black  with  a   ver\'  slight  greenish-black  iridescence:  i.e.  thev 
lack  the  strong  green  iridescence  found  on  males. 

Juveniles  are  a   duller  version  of  females,  with  a   suggestion  of  a   purjjle- 

grey  suffusion  to  the  rear  crown  and  nape,  no  obvious  grey  collar,  and  with 

a   strong  dirty  brown  tone  (precise  colour:  pale  burnt  umber)  to  the  entire 

mantle,  back  and  rump.  The  uppertail-coverts  are  brown-buff  with  some 

mid-brown  feathers  admixed.  The  wing  patterning  consists  of  a   white  bar 

on  the  inner  webs  of  (mainly)  the  greater  coverts,  continuing  on  the  outer 

webs  as  three  large  white  spots.  Otherwise  the  rectrices  and  remiges  are  a 

dull,  often  faded,  brown  and  the  coverts  burnt  umber  (i.e.  darker  than,  but 

same  general  tone  as,  mantle).  The  underparts  are  a   dirty  pale  grey. 

The  Norwegian  individual  was  still  in  juvenile  plumage  in  late 

September  (Bentz  1987).  Knowledge  of  Daurian  Starling  moult  is  still 

incomplete  (Winter  &   Sokolov  1983),  but  my  researches  (Riddiford  in 

prep.)  indicate  that  some  juveniles  moult  partially  after  fledging,  suspend 

moult  prior  to  autumn  migration,  then  complete  the  moult  in  winter 

quarters;  others  (probably  second-brood  birds)  migrate  in  juvenile 

plumage.  Juvenile  and  adult  female  plumages  are  similar  enough  for 

confusion  not  to  occur  over  part-moulted  juvenile  females.  In  autumn  and 

at  least  the  early  part  of  winter,  however,  individuals  may  be  encountered 

which  show  some  purple  on  the  mantle,  some  iridescent  green  flight 
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feathers  and  rectrices,  and  abrupt  variations  in  breadth  of  wingbar:  these 
are  part-moulted  juvenile  males. 

I   should  like  to  express  my  gratitude  to  the  staff  of  the  Bird  Room  at  the 
British  Museum  (Natural  History),  Tring,  whose  help  and  service  has 
been  greatly  appreciated  by  myself  and  many  other  ornithologists 
worldwide,  if  not  by  their  paymasters  {Brit.  Bir(h  81:  344;  82:  91,  416- 
417).  NIC  K   Riddiford 

Bird  Observatory,  Fair  Isle,  Shetland  ZE2  9JU 
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Letters 
Curlew  Sandpipers  on  Irish  east  coast  in  autumn  1988  The  recent 
paper  on  Curlew  Sandpipers  Calidris  ferruginea  in  autumn  1988  by  Kirby  et 
al.  {Brit.  Birds  82:  399-409)  reported  very  few  data  from  Ireland.  Curlew 
Sandpiper  records  for  Cos.  Louth,  Meath,  Dublin  and  Wicklow  have  been 
collated  for  inclusion  in  the  Irish  East  Coast  Bird  Report  1988.  These  data  are 
summarised  here  to  document  the  influx  on  the  Irish  east  coast,  and 
complement  the  recent  review. 

The  first  autumn  record  on  the  East  Coast  was  a   single  in  Dublin  Bay 
on  6th  August.  A   record  of  15  at  Rogerstown  Estuary,  Co.  Dublin,  on  29th 
August  heralded  a   good  autumn.  Large  numbers  were  reported  from  all 
regular  sites  in  the  first  half  of  September,  including  a   flock  of  83  at 
Baldoyle  Estuary,  Co.  Dublin,  on  4th,  a   flock  of  54  at  Rogerstown  on  9th,  a 
flock  of  41  on  the  Boyne  estuary,  Co.  Louth,  on  11th,  and  flocks  of  25  and 
24  at  Kilcoole  and  Broad  Tough  (respectively),  Co.  Wicklow,  on  11th. 
Numbers  declined  at  most  sites  after  15th  September,  except  at  the  North 
Bull  Island,  Dublin,  where  the  peak  of  45  occurred  on  20th  September. 
Few  remained  into  October,  though  12  were  still  present  on  2nd  at  the North  Bull. 

The  total  number  of  Curlew  Sandpipers  present  on  the  Irish  east  coast 
in  early  September  1988  is  estimated  to  have  been  about  300,  making  it 
the  largest  recorded  influx,  and  twice  the  previous  highest  total  of  about 
150inl985.  Brian  Madden 

307  Bedford  Park,  Greystones,  Co.  Wicklou^,  Ireland 

What  is  Cox’s  Sandpiper?  Dr  Buckley  has  recently  {Brit.  Birds  81:  256- 
257)  attempted  to  introduce  an  argument  from  genetics  to  suggest  that 
the  enigmatic  Calidris  wader  known  as  Cox’s  Sandpiper  is  not  likely  to  be 
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an  interspecific  hybrid:  ‘[since]  .   .   .   most,  if  not  all,  valid  bird  species  differ 
in  so  many  genes  or  alleles  .   .   .   hybrid  combinations  are  extraordinarily 

variable.  The  effects  of  independent  assortment  and  random  recombina- 
tion manifest  themselves  anew  in  each  hybrid  individual,  the  very 

antithesis  of  stereotypy.’  Although  I   am  sure  that  any  two  bird  species  do 
indeed  differ  in  a   significant  number  of  alleles,  this  is  of  course  quite 

immaterial.  There  is  absolutely  no  reason  not  to  expect  that  an  FI  (first 

generation)  cross  between  any  two  species  would  look  exactly  like  any 

other  FI  individual  of  the  same  cross.  A   classic  example  of  a   stereotyped 

FI  hybrid  in  North  America  is  the  ‘Sutton’s  Warbler’,  originally  described 
as  a   separate  species,  but  soon  recognised  as  the  result  of  hybridisation 
between  Yellow-throated  Warbler  Dendroica  dominica  and  Northern  Parula 

Parula  americana.  ‘Independent  assortment  and  random  recombination’ 
come  into  play  only  in  the  case  of  further  mating  among  fertile  hybrids  or 

between  such  hybrids  and  the  parental  types.  Such  situations  may  indeed 

result  in  a   wide  range  of  phenotypes,  such  as  one  may  find  among  a 

hybridising  population  of ‘Hooded’  Corvus  corone  comix  and  Carrion  Crows 

C.  c.  corone  or,  more  spectacularly,  between  the  North  .\merican  ‘Red- 
shafted’  and  ‘Yellow-shafted’  forms  of  the  Northern  Flicker  Colaptes 
auratus. 

Resolution  of  the  taxonomic  status  of  Cox’s  Sandpiper  is  far  from  clear, 
and  probably  the  sceptics  will  not  be  silenced  until  a   breeding  population 

is  found.  In  the  meantime,  the  faulty  notion  that  bird  hybrids  cannot  be 

‘stereotyped’  should  not  be  used  to  argue  against  a   hybrid  origin  for  Cox’s 
Sandpiper.  Thomas  S.  Schui.enberg 

Field  Museum  of  Natural  History,  Rooseielt  Road  at  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Chicago, 

Illinois  60605-2496,  USA 

Birdwatchers  and  rare  birds  I   was  most  impressed  with  the  Gray 

Catbird  Dumetella  carolinensis  article  {Brit.  Birds  82:  1-3).  Such  sang  froid!  No 

missed  heartbeat,  no  double-take,  no  doubt,  just:  ‘Whilst  I   was  waiting  .   .   . 

a   Gray  Catbird  flew  in  and  landed  beside  a   Song  Thrush.’  The  
writer 

might  just  as  well  have  written  that  a   House  Sparrow  had  flown 
 in:  it  was 

all  the  same  to  him.  Compare  this  with  the  Northern  Parula  
Parula 

americana  report  {Brit.  Birds  79:  432-433):  ‘I  jumped  in  the  
air  .   .   .   and 

screamed  “Yeah!”  
’ 

These  two  reports  have  got  to  represent  the  extreme  oppos
ites  of  the 

birdwatchers’  behavioural  spectrum,  and  your  readers  migh
t  like  to 

consider  where  they  stand  themselves  along  its  length.  D
o  they  incline 

towards  the  red  (Parula)  end:  enthusiastic,  sociable,  act
ive,  quick-witted, 

eager  to  communicate;  or  do  they  lean  towards  the  
blue  (Catbird)  end. 

scholarly,  cool,  detached,  contemplative,  laid  b
ack?  Of  course,  there  \vill 

be  many  shades  between,  but  generally  spea
king  one  could  describe 

oneself  as  a   red-end  birder,  or  a   blue-end  b
irder,  to  be  instantly 

recognised.  Such  shorthand  could  be  most  use
ful  to,  say,  advertisers  of 

birdwatching  holidays,  or  organisers  of  
birding  expeditions,  when 

specifying  preferred  participants  _   sJ.  Zll 
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*•  Gefihrdung  und  Schutz. 

Band  4:  Folienkarten.  Edited  by  Jochen  Holzinger.  Verlag  Eugen timer,  btuugart,  1987.  Vol.  I:  1,800  pages;  344  colour  photographs;  1,1 16 black-and-white  photographs,  figures  and  maps;  301  tables;  DM  128  Vol 

Lpt  ofr32^^  o'^erlay 
I   he  federal  state  of  Baden-Wurttemberg  lies  in  the  southwest  corner  of  the  Federal  German 
Republic  and,  excluding  the  539knr  ofwaterof  the  Bodensee  on  its  southern  edge  covers  an a   ea  of  approximately  35,751  km^-not  much  more  than  the  size  of  the  Netherlands  T   ese 

not  h   "   of  this  region,  represent,  in  my  opinion,  a   major  advance  in  ornithological 

Volume  1,  deaing  with  threats  and  consenation,  is  in  three  separate  parts  each  a complete  book.  Fart  1   concerned  basically  with  habitat  protection,  provides  a   itet tv haustive  treatment  of  all  background  factors  relating  to  consenation  Lnd  demonstrates 
uhv  consena  ion  IS  so  nece.ssaw:  threat  factors  (habitat  destruction,  land-use  change? enMronmental  pollution,  hunting  and  human  persecution),  the  ‘Red  List’  of  endange^red 
.   pecies,  local  points  of  traditional’  bird  consenation;  and  contributions  to  the  species- protection  prograimne  m   Baden-Wiirttemberg,  habitat  by  habitat.  In  short,  it  brings 

■tnak  s?d  1   """I  ‘unction  of  which  is anal>sed,  as  a   background  to  the  habitat-protection  programme.  Fart  2   gives,  for  each  of  I   1   7 endangered  species  (mostly  breeders  or  former  breeders),  a   sumimti,  of  dislribution population  and  population  changes,  seasonal  occurrence,  habitat  requirements  causes  of 

detail  (e.g.  1 7 /a  pxiges  on  White  .Stork  Ciconia  dconia).  On  the  basis  of  this  information suggestions  are  then  made  regarding  protection  measures  needed  for  each  s   e   ic^  1   m   ; 

Kinlilv  27  Parucubr  regard  paid  l„  k,.,.,  „f  available  lolal  breeding  area, 
finally,  27  species  involved  m   conflicts  of  interest  with  man’s  activities  are  examined  and 

and?c?n!,mlc?’  '   decisions  in  relation  to  both  ecc’ilogy 

cenm?04?“''"T  ’   to  nature  conservation  from  the  fifteenth century  (when  a   ban  was  imposed  on  the  hunting  of  raptors!)  to  the  1980s.  This  of  course 
cmers  not  only  Baden-Wurttemberg,  but  also  national  (i.e.  West  German)  and  in'ternational au,  being  a   valuable  documentation  of  both  progressive  and  retrogressive  attitudes  towards nature  and  the  environment  over  the  course  of  centuries;  excellent  practical  advice  is  given h)r  today  s   interested  parties.  Fart  3   also  summarises  the  histoo’  of  ornithology  in  the  felral 
back  ̂o  r?  '""S-Phies  of  175  ornithologists  and  other  relevant  peS.inageVcladng 
back  to  ,\lbertus  Magnus  m   the  twelfth  century.  Ornithological  and  conservation  bodies 

P?eelk  IZy  ci  of  bibliography  (plus  an  index  totalling  124 

Vol.  m??  demonstrate  the  extraordina,^-  depth  of  treatment  this  work  has  been  ̂iven tiume  4   consists  of  3b  transparent  overlay  maps  covering  a   wide  range  of  natural  (£  tors 
(.geomcjrphology,  vegetation,  climate,  etc.)  and  human  factors  (populadon,  road  networks 

.he  k'd™:”;  Ind  V.’"          -M.len,e„; 

Volume  2   will  cover  breeding  distribution;  volume  3   migration  and  winter  distribution- olume  5   reproduction;  volume  6   food;  and  volume  7   a   complete  bibliographv  of  all  scientific publications  on  the  avifauna  of  Baden-Wiirttemberg 
I   he  use  of  the  hundreds  of  photographs  showing  habitats  and  changes  to  and  influences 1   them  IS  the  most  intelligent  and  instructive  1   have  yet  seen  in  a   publication  of  this  nature Ihe  general  presentation,  reproduction,  printing  and  so  on  is  faultless  throughout  And .hese  volumes,  perhaps  the  best  I   have  seen  among  recent  ornithological  001^^^^^^^^ repre.sent  incredible  value  for  money.  My  wholehearted  admiration  and  ripect  go  to  jochen 624 
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Hol/.inger,  lo  his  many  co-workers  and  contributing  organisations  and,  not  least,  to  the 
publishers.  Aus^ezeichneV.  I)  \   \   1 1)  .\ .   C It Ris  I   IK 

Birds  of  Somerset.  By  the  Somerset  Ornithological  Society.  Alan 

Sutton,  Gloucester,  1988.  264  pages;  37  black-and-white  plates;  27  line- 
drawings.  £14.95. 

This  is  the  first  major  survey  of  the  county’s  birds  since  Palmer  &   Ballance’s  The  Birds  of 
Somerset  (1968),  and  is  to  be  greatly  welcomed  as  there  have  been  significant  changes  in 

both  habitats  and  bird  populations  in  the  last  20  years.  Sadly,  too,  the  county  has  also 

shrunk  by  around  16%,  and  donated  some  prime  birding  areas,  such  as  Chew  \   alley 

I.ake,  to  the  new  county  of  .Avon.  .All  is  not  gloom,  however:  there  have  apparently  been 

some  gains  as  well  as  losses. 

I’he  book  is  divided  into  two  main  sections,  fhe  first,  ‘Habitats’,  is  a   fascinating  read, 
packed  with  useful  information  on  each  definable  area,  discussing  flora,  histor)  of  land 

usage,  farming  methods,  environmental  pressures  and  future  management  plans,  as  well 

as  listing  the  bird  species  breeding  and  visiting.  (Is  it  Sedgemoor  or  .Sedge  Moor?  The 

book  uses  the  latter  as  per  Ordnance  Survey  maps,  but  the  former  seems  to  be  in  more 

general  use.) 

In  the  ‘.Specific  List’,  the  current  status  of  each  species  recorded  in  the  ‘new’  county 
since  1880  is  reviewed,  often  in  some  detail,  where  populations  are  well  documented,  as 

for  individual  heronries,  reservoir  duck  counts,  and  so  on.  fhere  is,  however,  no  mention 

of  the  60-plus  Sand  .Martins  liiparia  riparia  I   have  on  good  record  as  nesting  near  Watchet 

recently,  or  our  Redstarts  Phoenicurus  phoenicurus  nesting  here  in  the  Brendons:  indications 

of  the  need  for  more  observers  in  the  less-visited  areas,  perhaps. 

I’m  afraid  that  the  less-than-brilliant  printing  has  rendered  many  of  the  black-and- 

white  habitat  photographs  pretty  useless,  but  this  did  not  upset  me  too  much,  fhis  is  an 

excellent  pifljlication,  and  the  .Somerset  Ornithological  Society  is  to  be  congratulated  on 

a   valuable  new  county  record  and  an  eminently  readable  book.  Ibis  is  the  sort  of  book 

you  get  fond  of.  H 1 1.  \   R\’  B   f   R   \ 

Short  reviews 
Birds  of  Prey  of  the  Middle  East.  By 

Bertel  Bruun  and  Assas  Serhal.  Illus- 

trated by  Arthur  Singer  and  Sherif  Baha. 

(Holy  l.and  Conservation  Fund  &   the 

.Society  for  the  Protection  of  Nature  in 

Lebanon.  New  ^   ork  &   Beirut,  1988.  96 

pages.  $10.00)  I'his  is  a   slim,  handy-sized 
field  guide  to  birds  of  prey,  in  .Arabic.  Non 

.Arabic  speakers  could,  however,  make  use 

of  the  verv  clear  maps  and  excellent  colour 

illustrations.  I   cannot  review  the  text,  but 

the  calibre  of  the  authors  is  such  that  I   am 

sure  that  it  is  accurate  and  helpful.  Hope- 

fully, this  is  a   fore-runner  of  other 

guides.  [   R I c: M   A R I)  P OR  KF. R   ] 

Kennzeichen  und  Mauser  europaischer 

Singvdgel,  4.  Tail.  Cistensanger,  Seiden- 

sanger,  Schwirle,  Rohrsanger.  By  Hans 

Bub  and  Harald  Dorsch.  (Die  Neue 

Brehm-Biicherei  580.  .A.  Ziemsen  \   erlag, 

Wittenberg  I.utherstadt,  1988.  221  pages. 

DM24.90)  Continuing  the  well-received 

series  on  the  morphologv  and  moidt  of 

F.uropean  song-birds  (Bril.  Birds  77:  637-638; 

79:  315),  this  volume  deals  with  the  genera 

CLsIicola  (one  species),  Cellia  (one).  iMcustella 

(six)  and  Acrocephalus  (eight).  Species 

accounts  average  12  pages  and  cover  plum- 

age and  biometrics,  subspecific  and  geog- 

raphical variation,  sexing  and  ageing,  breed- 

ing biologv  (briefly),  and  moult,  all  sup- 

ported by  an  admirably  comprehensive  bib- 

liography. .Anyone  with  an  interest  in  war- 
blers, and  a   little  understanding  of  German 

(or  possessing  a   German/English  diction- 

arv),  would  find  much  of  value  in  this 

volume.  Where  else  would  you  find  a   photo- 

graph showing  the  ventral  and  dorsal  sur- 

faces of  five  species  of  iMrusteUaJ 
[A.  R.  Dka\] 

At  the  Water's  Edge:  the  secret  life  of  a 

lake  and  stream.  By  Stephen  Dalton  with 

Jill  Bailey.  (Centurv.  London,  1989.  160 

pages.  £16.95)  fhis  magnificent  book  could 

have  been  entitled  ‘The  Beauty  of  the 

English  Countrvside’.  In  fact,  it  shows,  by 

Stephen  Dalton’s  superlative  colour  photo- 
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graphs,  the  habitats  and  wildlife  of  the 
Loder  Valley  Reserve  in  Sussex.  Birds  play  a 
relatively  minor  part,  but  this  is  a   volume  to 
be  treasured  by  everyone  who  loves  the 
countryside.  It  would  make  a   perfect  pres- ent .   .   . 

Ojjeration  Chough:  the  story  of  the  Cor- 
nish Chough— will  it  ever  return?  Edited 

by  Malcolm  Ellis.  (The  Rare  and  En- 

dangered Birds  Breeding  Centre,  Hayle.  27 
pages.  £1.95)  This  colourful,  well- 
illustrated  booklet  contains  seven  short 
articles  outlining  Operation  Chough,  the 
history  of  the  Chough  ̂ 'irhocorax  pyrrhocorax in  Cornwall  and  Britain  and  the  relation- 

ships with  other  crows  and  choughs. 
Aimed  at  producing  popular  support  for 

the  reintroduction  of  Choughs,  it  empha- 
sises the  need  for  scientifically  based  assess- 

ments of  tbe  likelihood  of  natural  recolon- 
isation and  of  whether  the  Cornish  country- 

side today  has  the  potential  to  support 
^hem.  [EricBignai,] 

Slovenski  Prispevek  K   Evropskemu  Omi- 
toloskemu  Atlasu.  By  Iztok  Geister.  (Iztok 
Geister,  Ljubljana,  1989.  41  pages.  Paper- 

back. No  price  given)  The  results  of  atlas 
fieldwork  during  1985-88  in  the  province  of 
Slovenia  in  Yugoslavia,  displayed  in  over 
200  maps  (six  to  a   page).  The  standard 
categories  (confirmed,  probable  and  pos- 

sible breeding)  are  shown  by  three  sizes  of 
dot  for  each  of  the  nineteen  50  km  X   50  km 
squares  in  Slovenia.  The  maps  are  labelled 
with  the  scientific  names  and  there  is  a   full 
English  translation  of  the  one-page  explana- 

tory introduction. 

A   Voice  for  the  Mute  Swan.  By  Gail  A. 
Glaser.  (Whittet  Books,  London,  1989.  125 
pages.  £10.95)  Veterinary  nurse  Gail  Glaser 
describes  her  experiences  in  treating  injured 
Mute  Swans  Cygnus  olor.  An  outline  of  the 

species’  ecology  precedes  anecdotal  case 
histories  of  swans  in  trouble  from  pollution, 

fishermen’s  lead  and  vandalism.  Constantly attributing  human  qualities  to  birds,  the 
book  and  its  drawings  and  photographs  will 
interest  the  general  reader  more  than  the 
ornithologist.  Ms  Glaser  stresses  the  dif- 

ficulties of  helping  injured  swans  (hopefully 
encouraging  would-be  swan  rescuers  to  seek 
RSPCA  help).  A   modest,  unpretentious, 
slightly  sentimental,  appeal  for  swan  protec- 

f Richard  Coi, I. ins] 

Short  reviews 

Songbirds:  how  to  attract  them  and  iden- 

tify their  songs.  By  Chris  Harbard. 
(Kingfisher  Books,  London,  1989.  160 

pages.  £14.95)  The  ‘Songbirds’  in  this  book 
and  cassette  are  the  European  Oscines  (i.e. 
the  Passerines).  Opening  chapters  deal  well 
with  bird  song,  identification,  sound- 

recording and  attracting  birds  to  the  garden. 
Full-page  descriptions  of  100  species  follow. 
The  illustrations  are  bold  and  clear,  but  not 
always  accurate.  The  graphic  representation 
of  song  patterns  by  simple  lines  above  a 
phonetic  description  should  prove  helpful. 
The  cassette  has  good  recordings  of  all  the 
species,  but  they  have  been  poorly  transfer- 

red and  are  spoilt  by  excessive  hiss.  The 
spoken  introductions  often  sound  banal. 
Species  names  alone  would  have  sufficed. 
This  is  a   useful  and  attractive  publication 
for  people  who  enjoy  bird  song,  but  it  could 
bave  been  much  better.  [Ron  Kf.tti.e] 

The  Avocet.  By  David  Hill.  (Shire  Publica- 
tions, Aylesbury,  1989.  24  pages.  Paperback 

£1.95)  Another  in  this  excellent  Shire  series, 
mixing  fact-filled  text  with  good  photo- 

graphs and  instructive  drawings. 

The  Ancient  Solitary  Reign.  By  Martin 
Hocke.  (Grafton  Books,  London,  1989.  358 
pages.  Hardback  £11.95,  paperback  £7.95.) 
Allegorical  novel,  sprinkled  with  (mostly) 
accurate  owl  biology.  Barn  Owl  hero,  ‘Hun- 

ter’, gains  help  of  Tawny  and  Little  Owls  to defeat  marauding  Eagle  Owl.  Captured  and 
caged  in  zoo.  Hunter  escapes  and  prevents 
radical  Barn  Owls  warring  with  Tawnies. 
Weak,  unconvincing  ending.  [M.\0] 

Owls:  in  folklore  and  natural  history.  By 
Virginia  C.  Holmgren.  (Capra  Press, 
Santa  Barbara,  California,  USA,  1988.  176 
pages.  Paperback  $8.95)  This  charming 
book  looks  at  owls  in  folklore,  comparing 
modem  scientific  knowledge  with  the  view 
of  folk  tales  from  around  the  world.  There 
are  also  brief  accounts  of  North  American 
owls,  including  identification  and  distribu- 

[MAO) 

Great  Birding  Trips  of  the  West.  By  Joan 
Easton  Lentz.  (Capra  Press,  Santa  Barbara, 
1989.  281  pages.  Paperback  $10.95)  Where 
to  watch  birds  in  Arizona,  California,  Col- 

orado and  Washington,  with  maps,  travel- 
lers tips  and  what  you  are  likely  to  see, 

written  in  evocative,  anecdotal  style. 
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A   Bird  Atlas  of  Kenya.  By  Adrian  Lewis 
and  Derek  Pomeroy.  (A.  A.  Balkema, 
Rotterdam,  1989.  620  pages.  £35.75)  Dur- 

ing 1970-84,  over  200  observers  contri- 
buted the  records  which  form  the  basis  of 

this  atlas.  Published  records,  museum 
skins  and  nest  record  cards  were  also  used 

as  sources,  and  the  distribution  maps  plot 

the  old  (pre-1970)  and  recent  (post-1969) 
records  separately,  with  the  earlier  ones 

shown  by  three  sizes  of  shaded  square  and 

the  recent  ones  by  the  same  three  sizes  of 

black  squares,  superimposed  when  neces- 

sary. The  three  sizes  of  square  correspond 

to  the  standard  international  categories 

{Auspicium  5   (suppl.):  13-15).  Phus,  it  is 
clear  when  earlier  breeding  evidence  for  a 

square  is  better  than  that  obtained  for  the 

recent  period  (but  the  reverse  cannot  be 

determined  from  the  maps).  The  grid  used 

is  ‘'/4-square  degrees’,  so  that  each  square 

has  the  dimensions  0.5°  by  0.5°,  of  which 
there  are  228  squares  and  part-squares  in 
Kenya.  This  book  includes  maps  for  871  of 

the  1,065  species  recorded  in  Kenya.  The 

maps  and  texts  make  up  523  pages,  with 

one  to  three  maps  per  page,  and  brief  but 

highly  concentrated  texts.  This  is  a   book 

for  ornithologists  rather  than  bird-lovers; 

it  will  clearly  be  highly  regarded  by  eveiy- 

one  studying  Kenyan  birds,  but  one  won- 

ders whether  a   more  ‘glossy’  and  popular 
treatment  might  have  acted  as  a   catalyst 

for  converting  more  Kenyans  to  take  an 

interest  in  birds  and  birdwatching,  and 

perhaps  contribute  to  future  surveys. 

The  Twitchers’  Guide  to  British  Birds. 

Illustrated  by  Rodger  McPhail;  text  by 

Robin  Page.  (Bird’s  Fami  Books,  Barton, 
1989.  48  pages.  Paperback  £1.95)  Do  you 

remember  our  ‘Bird  names  explained’?  Here 

Spotted  Crake 

are  55  examples:  cartoons  illustrating  En- 

glish names  of  (mainly)  British  birds.  If  you 

are  in  the  mood,  you  could  get  several 

chuckles,  and  perhaps  even  a   guffaw  or  two. 

Die  Hohltaube.  By  Reinhard  Mockel. 

(Die  Neue  Brehm-Biicherei  590.  A.  Ziem- 

sen  Verlag,  Wittenberg  Lutherstadt,  1988. 

199  pages.  Paperback  DM21.60)  This  ex- 

cellent, comprehensive  and  very  fully  illus- 

trated monograph  on  the  Stock  Dove  Col- 
umba  oenas  is  a   must  for  all  who  have  anv 

interest  in  this  attractive  pigeon.  Those 
who  cannot  read  German  will  find  it  worth 

buying  for  the  pictures  alone.  .-\11  aspects 
of  the  bird  are  dealt  with.  1   found  the 

section  on  the  Stock  Dove’s  inter- 
relationships with  other  animals,  man  in- 

cluded, ofabsorbing  interest. 

[D.  Goodwin] 

Goshawks:  their  status,  requirements  and 

management.  Forestry  Commission  Bulle- 
tin 81.  By  S.  J.  Petty.  (HM.SO,  London, 

1989.  18  pages.  Paperback  £3.00)  .Aimed 

primarily  at  forest  managers,  and  a   useful 

addition  to  the  range  of  Forestry  C'.ommis- 
sion  publications.  Fhere  are  short  sections 

on  description,  status,  food,  habitat  require- 
ments, population  density  and  productivity 

and  protection.  The  main  section  concerns 

management  of  nesting  areas,  but,  as  the 

author's  own  studies  have  taken  place  in  an 
upland  forest,  some  of  his  guidelines  are  not 

entirely  applicable  to  lowland  areas.  In  the 

main,  however,  they  will  (if  adhered  to) 

greatly  reduce  the  risk  of  accidental  disturb- 
ance, which  can  be  a   significant  cause  of 

nest  failure  in  managed  forests  (see  Brit. 

S/rrf?  82: 56-67).  [Anon] 

Ospreys:  a   natural  and  unnatural  his- 

tory. By  Alan  F.  Poole.  (Cambridge  Uni- 
versity Press,  Cambridge,  1989.  246  pages. 

£17.50)  .Alan  Poole’s  new  monograph  on 

the  Osprey  Pandion  haliaetus  is  excellent; 

not  only  is  he  one  of  the  world’s  leading 
researchers  on  the  species,  but  he  has 

written  a   verv  readable  book:  his  style  is 

interesting  and  the  text  authoritative.  Ori- 

ginal ideas  and  research  are  ably  pre- 

sented, and  a   down-to-earth  approach  re- 

lates the  bird  to  our  present-day  world. 

Most  populations  are  now  recovering  from 

threats  such  as  persecution  and  pesticides, 

but  habitat  loss  and  degradation  is  a 

problem.  The  Osprey  is  a   survivor, 

however,  and  its  tolerance  of  people  will  be 

the  key  to  its  future  success.  The  book  is 
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well  laid  out;  and  contains  55  relevant 
black-and-white  photographs,  many  line- 
drawings,  maps,  diagrams  and  tables,  a   12- 
page  appendix  and  a   very  complete  refer- 

ence bibliography.  All-in-all,  a   ver>-  good 
buy,  and  I   recommend  it  whole- 

heartedly. [Rov  Df.nnis] 

The  Great  Crested  Grebe.  By  K.  E.  L. 
Simmons.  (Shire  Publications,  Aylesbur\, 
1989.  24  pages.  Paperback  £1.95)  The  Mas- 

ter s   wisdom  and  25  photographs  (14  of 
them  in  colour)  condensed  into  24  pages, 
and  a   dozen  sketches  of ‘everyday  activities’ 
by  Robin  Prvtherch  as  a   bonus.  Fantastic 
value  at  the  price. 

The  Sound  of  Nature:  sylvan  concert; 
The  Sound  of  Nature:  spring  concert. 

Both  by  Walter  Tilgner.  Cl)  SM90G1-50; 
CD  S\I9003-50.  (Natural  Sound/Wergo, 
Mainz,  West  Germany,  1988.  DM34.00 
each)  NoTield  identification  sets,  these, 

but  pure  enjoyment  of  digitally  recorded 

sound  giving  superbly  realistic  audio  en- 

tertainment. The  birds,  insects,  amphib- 
ians and  mammals  come  and  go,  flit  from 

perch  to  perch,  call,  sing  or,  as  is  often  the 
case  (these  discs  being  particularly  good 
for  woodpeckers),  tap  and  drum  in  a 
beautifully  natural  evocation  of  woodland 

life.  There  are  fine  sequences  of  individual 
birds  and  several  background  performers 
to  test  your  identification  powers.  The  lack 
of  detailed  notes  sometimes  makes  it  hard 
to  know  what  is  what,  but  that  adds  to  the 

[Rob  Hi’mf.] 

Dr  J.  T.  R.  Sharrock,  Fountaim,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ 

Announcements 
Thank  you  to  our  sponsors  I'he  Editorial  Board  would  like  to  give  special  thanks  to  the firms  and  organisations  which  have  helped  BB  with  sponsorship  during  1989; 
Wiliam  Collins  Sons  &   Co.  I.ld      spon.sor.ship  of  Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year .hnstopher  Helm  Publishers  Ltd     sponsorship  of  Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year e   famous  Grouse  Scotch  whisky     sponsors  of  our  Christmas  puzzle 

0!C(7  te  escopes     sponsors  of  Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year 

  n     sponsorship  of ‘Monthly  marathon’  competition t.li;i\\est(,ermany     sponsors  of  the  Rarities  Committee  and  colour plates  for  several  identification  papers  and  notes 

Winners  of  W   ‘BB’  subscriptions  for  life  The  draw  for  free  life-long  subscriptions  for  a newly  recruited  subscriber  and  the  existing  recruiting  subscriber  (see  Bril.  Birch  82:  120,  180, 334)  was  won  by  Alison  Bunting  of  Canford  Magna,  Dorset,  and  Brian  Minshull  of  St Albans,  Hertfordshire. 

Binding  your  ‘BB’  Standard  book-binding  of  BB  issues  costs  £14.75  per  volume.  Use  the form  on  the  back  of  the  index,  and  send  yours  in  to  arrive  before  one  of  the  four  annual 
deadlines:  5th  January,  15th  March,  1st  July  and  1st  October.  The  binders’  address  is: 
Chapman  Brooks  Bookbinders  Ltd,  173  Elmers  End  Road,  Beckenham,  Kent  br:?  4.sz. 

Loose  binders  are  also  available,  as  usual,  through  British  BirdShop,  at  £6.95  (see  page 

Bird  Photop-aph  of  the  Year  In  1990,  this  annual  competition  will  again  be  sponsored jointly  by  Christopher  Helm  Publishers  Ltd  and  William  Collins  Sons  &   Co  I   td  The  full 
rules  (similp  to  those  this  year,  Brit.  Birds  82:  33)  will  be  published  next  month.  The  closing 
date  is  Wednesday  31st  January  1990.  

^ 

Best  recent  black-and-white  bird-photographs  Fhe  closing  date  for  submission  of  prints for  the  annpl. selection  is  Wednesday  3 1   si  January  1990.  Fhe  full  rules  (similar  to  those  this year,  Bnt.  Btrd.s  82:  33-34)  will  be  published  next  month. 
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Bird  Illustrator  of  the  Year  I   he  closing  date  for  this  competition,  which  will  again  be 
sponsored  by  Kowa  telescopes,  is  1   hiirsday  15th  March  1990.  Required  dimensions  of  entries 
will  be  the  same  as  this  year  (Brit.  Birds  82:  34)  and  will  be  repeated,  with  the  full  rules,  next month. 

Books  in  British  BirdShop  Special  offers  available  to  BB  subscribers: 

Blakers  The  .   \llas  oj  .Australian  Birds  £22. .50  off 

BB/IBC;K  International  Bird  Identification  £1.00  off 

(fallagher  &   Woodcock  'ITie  Birds  of  Oman  £.5.00  off 
Oddie  Birdwatrhing  with  Bill  Oddie  £2.(M)  off  hardback;  £1.00  off  paperback 
Ogilvie  &   Winter  Best  Days  with  British  Birds  £2.00  off 

New  books  in  British  BirdShop  this  month: 

Kruuk  'the  .Social  Badger 

McPtiail  &   Page  Ihe  Twitchers'  Guide  to  British  Birds 
Poole  Ospreys:  a   natural  and  unnatural  history 

Simmons  'Ihe  Great  Crested  Grebe 
Somerset  Orn.  Soc,  Birds  of  Somerset 

For  the  full  list,  and  to  order  books,  see  British  BirdShop  on  pages  xi  &   xii. 

Fieldwork  action 
BTO/IWC  news 

Merseyside  studies  (Xer  the  next  couple  of  years,  the  B   TO  is  to  lead  a   major  study  of  the 

long-term  effects  of  the  recent  Mersey  oil  spill.  Shell  is  funding  this  research,  which  will  be  a 

co-operative  effort  between  B'fO  members  and  staff  and  other  organisations,  such  as  the 
British  Association  for  Shooting  and  Conservation,  the  Wildfowl  and  Wetlands  Trust  and 

the  Merseyside  Ringing  (iroup.  For  further  details  contact  i)r  Nigel  Clark,  B'FO,  Beech 
Grove,  1   ring,  Flertfordshire  llPJ:i  .5NR. 

News  and  comment 
Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 

Opinions  expressed  in  this  feature  are  not  necessarily  those  of  “British  Birds 

Green,  greenish,  or  what?  Few  naturalists, 

from  any  discipline,  will  have  been  soriy 

when  Nicholas  Ridley  was  replaced  as  En- 
vironment Minister.  For  ever\  step  forward 

that  nature  conser\ation  made  under  him 

(and,  to  be  fair,  there  were  some),  it  seemed, 

ver>-  often,  to  have  taken  two  or  three 

backwards.  His  successor,  Christopher  Pat- 

ten, made  a   promising  start  when,  in  Sep- 

tember, he  indicated  a   welcome  about-turn 

on  the  highly  unpopular  move  by  which  the 

Nature  Conservancy  Council  would  have 

been  obliged  to  sell  off  National  Nature 

Reserves  to  the  ‘private  sector’.  What,  if 

anything,  he  does  about  his  predecessor’s 
NCC  budget  cuts  remains  to  be  seen.  .\t  the 

time  of  writing  (late  September),  no  word 
had  leaked  out  about  the  most  disastrous 

Ridleyism  of  all — the  plan  to  dismember  the 

NCC  by  creating  thVee  separate,  new  en- 

tities covering  England,  Scotland  and 

Wales,  linked  to  the  Countrvside  Commis- 

sions. From  a   past  in  which  it  often 

appeared  rather  toothless,  the  NCC  has 

emerged  in  the  last  decade  as  a   well- 

organised,  sensible  and — in  the  face  of  a   lot 

of  Government  opposition — courageous  of- 

ficial bodv  speaking  for  our  wildlife.  It  seems 
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tragic  that  the  Government  has  not  realised 

what  an  asset  it  has  in  NCC,  an  acknow- 
ledged world  leader  in  its  field.  Emasculat- 

ing the  NCC  to  appease  powerful  political 
lobbyists — which  is  certainly  what  seems  to 
be  involved  in  Scotland — helps  nobody. 

Removing  the  NCC’s  strong  GB  role  can 
only  weaken  the  cause  of  British  wildlife 
conservation,  a   cause  in  which  the  Govern- 

ment has  recently  been  heavaly  criticised  in 
another  context,  for  its  ‘unenthusiastic 

approach’  and  ‘parochial  attitude’  to  the 
draft  Habitats  Directiv'e  of  the  European 
Community.  These  quotes  are  from  the 
House  of  Lords  Select  Committee  on  the 

European  Communities  15th  report.  Habitat 
and  Species  Protection,  of  .August  1989.  Saying 
you  are  green,  or  even  appearing  greenish,  is 
one  thing;  being  green  is  obviously  some- 

thing else.  It  would  be  nice  if,  in  a   few 

months’  time,  we  could  report  here  that  the 
new  broom  at  the  Department  of  the  En- 

vironment really  has  swept  clean. 

Sir  Peter  Scott’s  last  wish  As  all  readers 
must  be  aware.  Sir  Peter  Scott  died  in  early 
September,  sadly  just  before  his  80th  birth- 

day. In  his  last  article,  written  for  7T'  Times, 

he  wrote:  ‘I  do  not  think  that  mining  or  oil- drilling should  ever  be  allowed  in  the 
.Antarctic,  even  with  the  strictest  environ- 

mental safeguards  .   .   .   We  should  have  the 

wisdom  to  know  when  to  leave  a   place 

alone.  Let  us  hope  that  the  w'orld’s  govern- 
ments ensure  that  greedy  companies  never 

have  the  chance  to  violate  this  sound  advice 

from  a   great  conservationist.  A   full  obituary 
of  Sir  Peter  Scott  will  be  published  soon. 

A   card  from  Canada  Obviously  enjoying 

his  SUNBIRD  ‘Monthly  marathon’  prize, 
.Anthony  McCeehan  writes  to  us  (on  a 

picture  postcard  featuring  a   ‘Common 

Loon’):  ‘Having  a   terrific  trip  here  in  North 
.America.  With  several  days  left  to  go,  have 
seen  101  lifers  so  far:  100th  was  a   winter- 

plumaged  Briinnich’s  (manna!)  which  is  a 
good  rarity  even  here.  Life-long  desired 
species  have  fallen  on  cue:  magical  looks  at 

Western  Sand,  Upland,  Solitary,  etc.,  plus 
most  thrushes,  all  West  Palearctic  American 

warblers  and  mouthwatering  Bobolinks, 
Ovenbirds,  Nighthawks  and  all  the  pelagics 

you  could  want  e.g.  100s  of  Wil.son’s,  Great 
Shearwaters,  plus  1 000s  of  phalaropes.  Oh 
yes;  Minke,  Right  and  Fin  Whales  at  close 

range  as  well — Fantastic!’ 
The  next  competition  is  now  under  way 

(.see  page  614). 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 
Who  didn’t  want  to  share  her  bath  with  a 

Gannet?  XJie  answer’s  in  the  book  (and  also 

on  page  631). 

New  IBCC  faces  .At  the  joint  International 

Bird  Census  Committee/European  Ornitho- 

logical .Atlas  Committee  conference,  held  in 

Prague,  Czechoslovakia,  during  28th  .August 
to  1st  September  1989,  Robert  Kwak 

(Netherlands)  was  elected  as  President  of 

the  IBCC,  and  Dr  Anny  .Anselin  (Belgium) 

^nd  J.  J.  Priednieks  (Latv  ia)  were  elected  as 

joint  Secretaries.  The  EOAC  held  no  elec- 
tions. 

The  next  IBCC/EOAC  conference  will  be 

held  in  the  Netherlands  in  autumn  1992, 

timed  to  coincide  with  the  planned  publica- 
tion date  of  The  European  Atlas  of  Breeding  Birds. 

Long  live  T.  &   A.  D.  Poyser!  Trevor  and 
Anna  Poyser — the  L.  &   A.  D.,  respectively, 
of  the  unsurpassed  bird-book-publishing 
company  T.  &   A.  D.  Poyser  Ltd— have 
decided  to  retire.  Luckily  for  us,  the  book- 

buying  public,  the  name  (and  hopefully  the 
flow  of  excellent  titles  and  the  consistent 

high  standards)  will  continue,  for  the  com- 

pany has  been  acquired  by  Academic  Press, 
publishers  under  the  guidance  of  its  natural 
history  editor.  Dr  Andrew  Richford,  of,  for 
instance,  the  excellent  The  Birds  of  Africa 
(three  volumes  published  and  four  to  go). 

lo  Trevor  and  Anna  we  (and  we  are  sure 

very  many  of  our  readers)  send  best  wishes 
for  a   long  and  enjoyable,  well-earned  retire- ment. 

Bardsey  news  Bardsey  Bird  and  Field 
Observatory  is  once  again  opening  its  doors 
to  hardened  pilgrims  from  across  the  waves. 
This  year  saw  the  introduction  of  the  Obser- 

vatory’s new  boat.  Invader,  a   6-m  (19-ft)  Dory, 
in  the  capable  hands  of  \lr  Elwyn  Evans. 
Following  the  poor  weather  of  some  recent 

summers,  which  rendered  crossings  from 
Pwllheli  a   daunting,  if  not  impossible,  pros- 

pect, crossings  to  the  island  are  now  from 
Porth  Meudwy,  near  Aberdaron.  The  com- 

bination of  a   faster  boat  and  a   considerably 
shorter  distance  means  that  the  journey 
lime  has  been  reduced  from  three  hours  lo 

just  under  one. 
Accommodation  for  up  to  12  people  is 

available  at  the  Olxservatory,  situated  at  the 

foot  of  Bardsey’s  impressive  mountain.  The 
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island  shop,  run  by  the  wardens,  provides 
essential  foodstuffs,  enabling  visitors  to 
bring  the  minimum  of  luggage.  Bookings  are 
now  being  taken  for  1990.  For  further 

details,  write  to  the  Bookings  Secretary, 
Stan  Baber,  38  Walthew  Avenue,  Holyhead, 
Gwynedd  1. 1. 65  IA(;.  {Contributed  by  Sally 
Groucutt) 

Coqjse  appeal  The  Institute  of  Terrestrial 

Ecology  (ITE)  has  appealed  for  corpses  of 
Great  Crested  Grebe  Podiceps  cristatus.  Grey 

Heron  Ardea  cinerea,  Sparrowhawk  Accipiter 
nisus,  Kestrel  Falco  tinnunculus.  Merlin  F. 

columbarius.  Peregrine  F.  peregrinus,  owls  and 

Kingfisher  Alcedo  atthis  to  continue  its  20- 

year  monitoring  programme  on  pesticide 

residues.  .'Vny  bodies  you  find  should  be 
securely  packaged  and  sent  to  Mrs  Margaret 

Haas,  Monks  Wood,  Abbots  Ripton,  Hunt- 

ingdon, Cambridgeshire  I’KI7  2I..S;  postage 
will  be  refunded. 

Emergency  Land  Fund  As  we  write  this 

(late  September),  word  has  reached  us  that 

the  RSPB  has  already  received  £120,000 

towards  its  £1  million  target  in  its  new 

Emergency  Land  Fund,  i’he  fund  has  been 
set  up  to  enable  the  Society  to  buy  land  of 

prime  conservation  importance  as  soon  as  it 
comes  onto  the  market.  BB  readers  do  not 

need  to  be  reminded  of  the  importance  of 

RSPB  reserves,  but  many  of  them  might  be 

astonished  at  the  vast  sums  of  money  which 

can  be  involved  when  land  has  to  be  bought 

in  an  increasingly  competitive  market.  By 

the  time  you  read  this,  the  total  sum 

received  will,  hopefully,  be  much  higher,  but 
all  contributions  will  still  be  most  welcome. 

Details  from  (or  contributions  to)  RSPB, 

The  Lodge,  Sandy,  Bedfordshire  Sc:i9  2Dl.. 

Wilf  Nelson  In  the  year  in  which  Kenfig 
became  a   National  Nature  Reserve,  it  is  sad 

to  report  that  one  of  its  most  dedicated 

servants  died  in  a   tragic  accident  on  the  Isle 
of  Rhum  this  autumn.  Wilf  Nelson  was 

Assistant  to  Steve  Moon  from  June  1979  to 

March  1986,  when  he  was  promoted  to 

Rhum,  and  will  be  remembered  by  many  BB 

readers  who  visited  the  Reserve.  He  leaves  a 

widow',  Rosemary,  and  two  very  young 

children,  to  whom  we  extend  our  deepest 

sympathy.  When  Stev'e  Moon  wrote  to  us 

(on  20th  September),  he  also  told  us  that  the 

birth  of  a   third  child  was  imminent.  .\  local 

appeal  fund  has  been  established  to  help 

Wilfs  family,  c/o  Kenhg  NNR  Reserve 

Centre,  I   on  Kenfig,  Pyle,  Mid  Glamorgan. 

Lothians  guide  We  make  no  excuses  for 

plugging  a   guide  (an  excellent  one)  which 
includes  many  of  the  old  stamping  grounds 
of  one  of  us.  Birdwatching  Sites  in  the  iMthians, 

compiled  by  Ian  J.  Andrews  and  published 
by  the  Lothians  Branch  of  the  Scottish 

Ornithologists’  Club,  costs  only  £3.50  (inch 
p   &   p;  cheques  to  SOC  Lothian  Branch 
Publications  .Account)  and  is  available  from 

Peter  Gordon,  4   Craigielaw,  Longniddry, 
East  Lothian  F.H32  0PV. 

Channel  Islands  lists  fony  Bisson  has  sent 

us  an  extremely  useful  new  publication,  .4 

List  of  Birds  of  Guernsey,  which  is  complete  to 
the  end  of  1988  and  updates  the  last  list 

which  was  published  13  years  ago.  very 
useful  extra  feature  is  a   brief  checklist  of  the 

birds  of  the  Channel  Islands,  forming  a 

background  to  the  Guernsey  list,  fhe  whole 

lot  is  good  value  for  only  £1.50  (post  free);  it 

can  be  obtained  from  Tony  at  .Meadow  .Mist, 

Rue  des  Bergers,  f^atel,  (iuernsey,  CTannel 
Islands. 

By  the  way  We  love  the  B'fO,  but  have 
evidence  that  it  has  been  taken  over  by  an 

alien  species,  the  Jargon-ridden  Scientist, 

fhe  B'fO’s  annual  conference  during  1st- 

3rd  December  1989  has  the  theme  ‘Breeding 

in  birds’.  Is  it  wholly  concerned  with  the 
sexual  behaviour  of  intestinal  and  other 

endo  parasites? 
.\s  a   further  example,  one  talk  at  this 

conference  is  entitled  ‘Food  hoarding  in 

tits’.  Is  this  something  akin  to  the  fat  storage 
in  humps,  as  exemplihed  by  camels?  Or 

have  Jays  found  a   novel  place  to  secrete  their 
acorns? 

Dear  Bl'O;  why  not  use  the  word  ‘by’? 
‘Breeding  by  birds’  and  ‘Food  hoarding  by 

tits’  is  what  normal  people  would  say;  it’s 
only  in  articles  in  Xature  that  it  is  compul- 

sory to  substitute  the  word  ‘in’. 

Recorder’s  new  address  Ray  Murray, 
Local  Recorder  for  Borders  Region,  now 
lives  at  4   Bellfield  Crescent,  Eddleston, 

Peebles,  Borders  F.H43  8RQ. 

Changes  of  Shetland  Recorders  David 

Suddaby,  92  Sandveien,  Lerwick.  Shetland 

ZF.l  ORl ,   has  taken  over  from  Nick  FK  mond 

as  Recorder  for  Shetland  (except  Fair  Isle). 

Paul  Harvey,  The  Bird  Observatorv,  Fair 

Isle,  Shetland,  has  taken  over  from  Nick 

Riddiford  as  Recorder  for  Fair  Isle. 

‘Best  Days  with  British  Birds’ 

Ansu'er.  Keith  \’inicombe’s  mother. 
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Barry  Nightingale  and  Keith  Allsopp 

These  are  largely  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 
Unless  otherwise  stated,  dates  refer  to  July  1989 

Antiyclones  remained  close  to  Britain  and  Ireland  during  the  month,  bringing  very 
warm  and  mainly  settkd  conditions  until  20th.  Except  for  brief  periods  of  cyclonic weather  on  1st,  7th  and  8th,  the  high  pressure  was  centred  over  Britain  and  Ireland  or  to 
the  southwest.  When  the  centre  moved  eastwards  during  21st  to  25th,  very  hot 
Continental  air  arrived,  and  temperatures  exceeded  3(fC  in  many  places.  From  26th,  a 
westerly  flow  returned,  when  high  pressure  again  dominated  from  the  southwest. 

Early  seabirds 

Typically,  July  was  marked  by  a   number  of  rare  landbirds,  but  there  was 
also  much  reward  for  devoted  sea-watchers,  the  best  ‘catch’  being  the 
Bulwer’s  Petrel  Bulweria  bulwerii  which  flew  past  Towan  Head  (Cornwall) on  23rd.  Great  Shearwaters  Puffinus  gravis  were  seen  off  Cape  Clear  Island 
(Co.  Cork)  during  24th-29th,  with  13  on  the  last  date,  and  past  Pendeen 
(Cornwall)  on  30th.  The  first  Cory’s  Shearwater  Calonectris  diomedea  of  the 
autumn  was  off  Covehithe  (Suffolk)  on  5th,  with  two  more  there  on  15th, 

and  there  were  singles  off  Scilly  on  17th,  Spurn  (Humberside)  on  23rd,’ and  Cape  Clear  Island  on  29th,  when  eight  also  flew  past  Porthgwarra 
(Cornwall).  Sooty  Shearwaters  P.  griseus  featured  along  the  northeast 
coast  of  England,  with  27  flying  north  past  Seaton  Sluice  (Northumber- 

land) between  13th  and  20th,  and  eight  past  Filey  Brigg  (North  Y   orkshire) 
between  16th  and  29th.  There  were  more  off  Cape  Clear  Island,  with  142 
between  7th  and  31st,  peaks  being  37  on  28th  and  60  on  29th.  This  prime 
sea-watching  site  also  had  good  numbers  of  Manx  Shearwaters  P.  puffinus, with  18,200  in  an  hour  on  1 1th,  49,438  in  three  hours  on  12th  and  32  900 

in  a   similar  period  on  28th.  A   total  of  4,079  flew  north  past  Seaton  Sl’uice during  the  month,  the  majority  between  13th  and  20th,  and  789  went 
north  in  V/2  hours  past  Eyemouth  (Borders)  on  14th.  Nine  of  the  Balearic 
race  P.  p.  mauretanicus  were  seen  off  Cape  Clear  Island  between  23rd  and 
28th,  and  m   mid  month  Little  Shearwaters  P.  assimilis  passed  Whitburn (Tyne  &   Wear)  on  15th  and  Seaton  Sluice  on  17th. 
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Impressive  numbers  of  Long-tailed  Skuas  Stercorcirius  longicoudus  were 
seen  in  the  Northern  Isles  and  along  the  northeast  coast  of  England.  The 
first,  at  Clumlie  Loch  (Shetland)  on  7th,  was  followed  by  one  on  15th  at 
Deerness  (Orkney)  and  then  three  on  16th  from  Hartlepool  (Cleveland)  to 
Covehithe,  During  17th-22nd,  four  adults  passed  Seaton  Sluice,  two 
passed  Hauxley  (Northumberland)  on  20th,  and  then,  on  30th,  singles 
flew  by  Flamborough  Head  (Humberside),  Cley  (Norfolk)  and  .Newbiggin 
(Tyne  &   Wear),  and  on  31st  Cley  again  and  Point  Lynas  (Gwynedd). 
Pomarine  Skuas  S.  pomarinus  also  featured  prominently  in  the  period  15th- 
31st,  with  26  past  Cape  Clear  Island,  83  north  and  28  south  past  Seaton 
Sluice,  and  26  past  Filey  Brigg.  One  long-stayer  at  Bramborough 
(Merseyside)  remained  feeding  in  factory  grounds  for  six  weeks,  through 
July  into  August. 

Herons 

•\s  an  appetiser  to  the  main  course  to  arrive 

in  August,  Little  Egrets  Egrella  garzetio 

graced  many  southerly  localities,  although 

the  first  was  in  Lancashire,  on  the  Wyre 

Estuai*)’,  from  12th  to  19th.  Devon  then 
featured  strongly  on  the  menu,  with  up  to 

five  during  13th-26th,  then  l.odmoor 

(Dorset)  with  a   single  from  15th  to  18th, 

Pagham  Harbour  (West  Sussex)  with  two  on 

16th,  and  one  near  Oare  (Kent)  on  25th. 

One  at  I'acumshin  (Cjo.  Wexford)  from  mid 
Jidy  was  a   good  Irish  record.  Connected 
with  the  same  influx  were  three  Great  White 

Egrets  E.  alba  flying  west  at  Lannacombe 

Bay  (Devon)  on  31st,  whilst  the  lingering 

June  individual  stayed  in  Cornwall  until 

19th.  .\  Night  Heron  Xycticorax  riyclicorax  on 

6th  at  Finstown  (Orkney),  a   Black  Stork 

Ciconia  nigra  over  Denbigh  (Clw\d)  on  16th 
and  a   White  Stork  C.  ciconia  at  Wortwell 

near  Harleston  (Norfolk)  on  25th  were  a   rare 

south-bound  trio.  .More  expected  were  three 

Purple  Herons  Ardea  purpurea,  arriving  be- 

tween 22nd  and  25th,  and  up  to  13  Sp<xm- 

bills  Plalalea  leucorodia  mainly  along  the  east 

and  south  coasts  of  England. 

Wildfowl 

Eypically,  July  ofl'ered  plain  fare  for  duck 
enthusiasts,  with  just  a   single  Ring-necked 
Duck  Aylhya  collaris.  at  .Mlerton  Bywaters 

(West  5'orkshire)  on  2nd,  and  a   Surf  Scoter 
Afelanitta  perspiciUata  flying  past  Llanddulas 

(Clwyd)  on  30th.  I'hree  drake  King  Eiders 
Somateria  speclahilis  stayed  in  .Scotland,  whilst 

the  duck  continued  to  frequent  the  Gwy- 
nedd coast. 

Raptors 

Migrant  Honey  Buzzards  Pernis  apivorus 

were  on  the  move  during  3rd-4th,  from  as  far 

apart  as  Yell  Sound  (Shetland)  and  .North 

Ronaldsay  (Orkney)  to  Porthg\varra  and 

Scillv.  with’ others  at  Skokholm  (Dyfed)  on 

14th  and  Dungeness  (Kent)  on  19th.  Black 

Kites  .Uih'us  migrans  were  o\  er  Great  Haldon 

Forest  (Devon)  on  3rd.  North  Wootton 

(Norfolk)  on  8th  and  West  Thurrock  (Essex) 

on  22nd,  whilst  also  moving  south  were 

Osprevs  Pandion  haliaetus  over  the  Conway 

Estuarv  (Gwynedd)  on  4th,  Burrafirth  (Shet- 

land) on  14th  and  Caistron  (Tyne  &   Wear) 

on  16th. 

Quail  to  waders 

Further  evidence  of  the  good  summer  for 

Quails  Cotumix  cotumix  came  with  ten  local- 
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ily  reports  from  1   yne  &   Wear,  nine  from 

Derbyshire  and  34  from  Shropshire.  Spotted 
Crakes  Forzana  porzana  were  noted  at  four 
sites,  and  Cranes  Grus  grus  at  two,  with  one 
over  Tresco  (Scilly)  on  3rd  and  one  at 

Hope’s  Nose,  Torquay  (Devon)  on  12th. 
Much  sought  after  hy  the  wader  gounnet, 

a   Pacific  Golden  Plover  Fluvialis fulva  moved 
elusively  between  Holme  and  fhorn- 

ham  Harbour  (Norfolk)  from  20th  to  26th, 
with  another  at  Oakenholt  .Marsh  (Clw\d) on  23rd. 

.\  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  ('.alidris pusilla 
appeared  at  Greenabella  Marsh  (Cleveland) 
on  24th  (plate  374).  Equally  rare  was  the 
Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  hirnantopus  at 
Catwick  (Humberside)  on  3rd-4th,  and, 
continuing  a   bumper  year  for  the  species. 

single  Broad-billed  Sandpip>ers  Limicola  fal- 
cinellus  were  seen  at  Tacumshin  on  2nd-3rd, 
Druridge  Pools  (Northumberland)  on  11th 
and  at  Breydon  Water  (Norfolk)  on  31si. 

Buff-breasted  Sandpipers  Tryngites  sub- 
ruficollis  featured  at  Aberlady  (Lothian)  on 
29th,  with  it,  or  another,  at  Barassie 

(Strathclyde)  on  30th,  where  it  accompanied  a 
White-rump>ed  Sandpiper  C   fuscicollu.  Six 
Pectoral  Sandpipers  C.  melanotos  showed 
throughout  the  month. 

Red-necked  Phalaropes  Fhalaropus  lohatus 
appeared  at  Whalsay  (Shetland)  on  5th, 
Hillwell  (Shetland)  on  15th,  Sandwick 

(Orkney)  on  16th  and  Skerries  (Shetland) 
late  in  the  month,  with  Grey  Phalaropes  F. 
fulicarius  on  Fetlar  (Shetland)  on  1 7th  and 
Holm  (Orkney)  on  18th. 
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374.  Semipalmated  Sandpiper  Calidris  pusilla  (right)  with  Dunlin  C.  alpirui,  Cleveland  luly 1 989  {Jeff  Youngs) 



July  reports 

Summering  Ring-billed  Gulls  Lams  delawar- 
etLsis  were  evident  at  three  British  southwest 

sites,  and  there  were  clear  movements  of 

Mediterranean  Culls  L.  melanocephalns,  with 

reports  from  four  Welsh  sites,  and  in  Kng- 

land  from  two  sites  in  the  northwest,  includ- 

ing eight  at  Seaforth  Nature  Reserve 

(Merseyside),  from  five  sites  along  the  east 

coast,  seven  at  two  south  coast  sites  and 

inland  records  at  Erewash  Valley  (Notting- 

hamshire) and  Grafham  Water  (Cam- 

bridgeshire). 

A   quintet  of  rare  terns  included  the 

Lesser  Crested  Tern  Sterna  bengalensis,  which 

stayed  in  the  Fame  Islands  (Northumber- 

land) until  1st,  a   Bridled  Tern  .S’,  anaelhetus 
at  Hauxley  Pool  (Northumberland)  on  16th, 

a   Sooty  Tern  S.  Jiiscata  on  the  Isle  of  May  on 

14th,  three  White-winged  Black  Terns 

Chlidonias  leucoptems  between  2nd  and  26th, 

and  a   Caspian  Tern  .S.  caspia  on  2nd  at 

.Middleton  Moor  (Derbyshire). 
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Finally,  the  Briinnich’s  Guillemot  L'ria 
lomvia,  first  found  on  16th  June  at  .Sumburgh 

Head  (.Shetland),  was  added  to  many  long- 

travelling  notebooks  during  its  sta\’  until 
12th. 

Cuckoos  to  bee-eaters 

.A  Great  Spmtted  Cuckoo  Clamator  glandarius 

stayed  briefly  at  Dungeness  on  8th,  and 

Alpine  Swifts  Apus  melba  arced  over  Lisvane 

Reservoir  (South  Glamorgan)  on  15th  and 

Boat  of  Garten  (Highland)  on  24th,  whilst 

4,(X)0  Swifts  .4.  apus  flew  south  past  .Spurn 
on  26th  with  1,000  south  over  Ciibraltar 

Point  (Lincolnshire)  the  next  day.  The 

Blue-cheeked  Bee-eater  Merops  superciliosus 
stayed  at  (ireat  Clowden  (Humberside)  until 

10th,  as  daz/.ling  as  the  weather,  and  a   Bee- 

eater  A/,  apiaster  appeared  at  Scalloway 

(Shetland)  on  21st. 

Pas.serines 

In  an  otherwise  fairly  quiet  month  for 

passerines,  the  River  Warbler  iMcuslella 

fiuviatilis  at  Boughton  Fen  (Norfolk)  sang 

loudly  during  its  stay  from  8th  to  22nd,  and 

a   Marsh  Warbler  Acrocephalus  patuslris 

appeared  on  North  Ronaldsay  on  3rd,  con- 

tinuing the  June  run  of  Scottish  records  for 

this  species.  .Single  Woodchat  Shrikes 

iMtiius  senator  were  on  Ciuernsey  until  2nd,  at 

Porthgwarra  on  4th  and  Marshfield  (.Avon) 

on  23rd.  Three  Rose-coloured  Starlings 
Stumus  roseus  included  a   rare  Irish  record  at 

St  John’s  Point  (C^o.  Down),  there  were  four 
Scarlet  Rosefinches  C.arpodacus  erythrinus  be- 

tween 20th  and  25th,  at  Lundy,  Spurn, 

.Skokholm  and  Fife  Ness  (Fife),  and,  in  the 

same  period,  a   Black-headed  Bunting 

Emberiza  melanocephala  was  seen  at  Finstown 

during  20th-22nd. 



Recent  reports 
Compiled  by  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan 
This  summary  covers  the  period  13th  October  to  10th  November  1989 

These  are  unchecked  reports,  not  authenticated  records 

Stilt  Sandpiper  Micropalama  himantopus 
l   acumshin  (Co.  Wexford),  21st-29th  Octo- 
ber. 

Yellow-billed  Cuckoo  Coccyzus  americanus 
Landguard  Point  (Suffolk);  Lundy  (Devon), 25th  October. 

Mourning  Dove  Zetiaida  macroura  Calf  of 
Man,  lst-5th  November  (first  for  Britain  and 
Ireland). 

Olive-backed  Pipit  Anthus  hodgsoni  St  Agnes 
(Scilly),  16th-22nd  October;  Lundy  25th- 2hth  October. 

Red-throated  Pipit  Anl/im  ceri'inus  St  .\gnes, 
18th- 19th  and  24th  October;  Cape  Clear 
Island  (Co.  Cork),  I8th-20th  October. 

Thrush  Nightingale  Lmcinia  luscinia  Cape 
C.lear  Island,  29th  October  to  1st  November 
(first  for  Ireland). 

Desert  Wheatear  Oenanthe  deserti  Selsey  Bill 

(West  Sussex),  lst-5th  November. 

Pallas’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus proregulus  .About 
12  during  15th-28tli  October. 

Radde’s  Warbler  Phylloscopus  schwarzi  .About 
eight  during  16th-26th  October. 
Red-breasted  Nuthatch  Sitta  canadensis  Hol- 
kham  Pines  (Norfolk),  13th  October  to  at 
least  9th  November  (new  to  Britain  and Ireland). 

Penduline  Tit  Rerniz  pendulinus  Isles  of  Scilly, 
24th-27th  October;  up  to  three,  Minsmere 
(Suffolk),  26th-29th  ()ctober;  Pagham  Har- 

bour (West  Sussex),  1st  November;  fitch- 
field  Haven  (Hampshire),  9th  November. 
Isabelline  Shrike  Lanius  isabellinus  St  Ives 

(Cornwall),  27th-31st  October. 
Rustic  Bunting  Emberiza  rustica  Cape  Clear 
Island,  25th  October. 

Corrections 
Volume  80 

479  iDK.NTll-ic.vnoN  OF  Upchkr’.s  W.^rbi.f.r  Plate  240:  ‘Upcher’s  Warbler  Hippolais languida'  should  read  ‘Olivaceous  W'arbler  Hippolais  pallida  . Volume  81 

639  Co-opF.R.vnvK  brf.f.ding  by  LoN(;-r,Aii,F,n  Tits  Line  6:  ‘0.48  (i.e.  0.28  x   1.7)' 
should  read  ‘1.38  (i.e.  0.81  X   1.7)’. 

676  Short  rf.vif.ws  Nature  Photography  Yearbook  1988-89.  Price  should  read  £18.95  (not £14.95). 

VOLU.ME  82 
46 

101-104 

129 

147,  150 
&   175 

212 

276 

3‘28 
468 

.Monthly  rkports:  Sf.ptembf.r  1988  Plate  34;  Isabelline  Wheatear  Oenanthe isabellina  reidentified  as  Wheatear  Oenanthe  oenanthe. 

IDFNTIFIC.ATION  OF  Ar.abi.an  Warblf.r  Plates  60  &   62;  captions  should  be 
transposed.  Plates  63  &   65:  captions  should  be  transposed.  Plate  69:  ‘.Adult  male’ 
should  read  ‘Adult  female’. 
Monthly  reports:  October  1988  Plate  75;  photographer  should  read 
‘P.  Hopkins’  (not  ‘R.  Hopkins’). 
Field  identification  of  i he  smaller  .sku.as  Plates  91  &   92  &   Acknowledgments: 
‘Hans  Ciebius’  should  read  ‘Hans  Gebuis’.  Table  1,  last  line:  ‘(non-breeding)’ should  read  ‘(breeding)’. 

Nam  aqI’A  Dovts  breeding  in  Israel  Description  of  nest  and  eggs.  Lines  8   and  9: measurements  should  read  ‘15.2  X   18.9  mm  and  14.8  X   19.3  mm’. 
fHE  Penli.ergaer  PHYLi.o.sc:oprs  PI  Z/.I.E  Penultimate  paragraph:  the  grey  Wood Warbler  at  Portland  Bill,  Dorset,  was  seen  in  the  field  (not  ‘trapped’)  on  20th  Mav 
1985  (not  ‘20th  May  1987’). 
European  news  Dunn’s  Lark,  line  2:  ‘120’  should  read  ‘210’. 
Pla'FE  315  ‘spinoletta'  should  read  ' petrosiN . 
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‘The  Famous 
Grouse’ 
Scotch  whisky 
Christmas  puzzle 

Sponsofedby 

This  year’s  Christmas  puzzle  takes  the  form  of  a   general-omithological- knowledge  quiz.  The  questions  are  straightforward  (no  tricks);  some 
are  easy  and  some  are  difhcult,  and  we  do  not  expect  anyone  to  get  100%. 
Answer  as  many  as  possible,  and  take  the  initial  letter  of  each  of  your 
answers.  These  will  spell  the  name  of  a   bird.  Send  this  bird  name  as  your 

entry  on  a   postcard  to  arrive  by  15th  February'  1990. 
Three  winning  entrants  (decided  by  a   draw,  if  necessary  )   will  each 

receive  a   bottle  of  The  Famous  Grouse  Scotch  whisky. 

1
.
 
 

Child  of  Solomon  (or  Jim,  if  you  prefer). 2
.
 
 

Term  coined  for  behaviour  of  some  birds-of-prey  (and 

other  birds)  which  results,  at  times  of  food  shortage,  in  the 

youngest  and  smallest  nestling  being  killed  (and  perhaps 
eaten)  by  another  in  the  brood. 

3
.
 
 

Half-a-dozen  were  noted  in  Britain  in  one  year,  but  then 

only  occasional  
ones  appeared  

until,  57  years  later,  over  50 

times  as  many  came  in  a   single  influx. 

4
.
 
 

This  recent  ornithological  book’s  title;  its  publisher  (and 

the  organisation  
from  which  it  is  available);  

the  organisa- 
tion in  association  

with  which  its  publishers  
produced  

it; 

and  the  first  name  of  the  writer  of  its  advertising  
‘puff : 

these  all  start  with  the  same  initial  letter. 

5

.

 

 

From  around  900  to  over  25,000  are  possessed,  according 

to  species. 

6

.

 

 

Look  at  a   few  Nightingales. 

7

.

 

 

Which  Scottish  ornithologist’s  last  words  were:  ‘Bury-  me 

where  
the  birds  will  sing  

over  my  grave.’?  
.   .   . 

8

.

 

 

.   .   .   his  name  is  commemorated  in  the  names  of  four 

species  
on  the  British  

and  Irish  list.  Which  
is  the  odd  one 

out? 

Send  your  answer  (just  a   single  bird  name),  and  your  name  a
nd  address 

and  ‘BB’  reference  number,  on  a   postcard,  to  The  Famous  Grouse  Quiz, 

Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham,  Bedford  MK44  3NJ,  to  arriv
e  by  15th 

February  1990. 
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“/  can  only  compliment  the manufacturers  on  producing 

I   such  a   good,  low-cost  telescope."  \ (British  Birds  Vol  79  No  10 
October  1986). 

(25  X   60mm) 

MERLIN  Series  Short  Tube 
Straight  Through  Spotting 
Scopes  -   50mm/60mm/75mm. 

This  compact,  all  purpose 
spotting  scope  is  ideal  for  field 
use.  Includes  standard  thread 
tripod  mount  and  fully  coated 
optics.  Comes  complete  with 
20  X   /25x  /30x  eyepiece  and 
protective  lens  caps.  Inter- 

changeable eye-pieces  available. 

The  Mirador  factory  in  Tokyo 
has  been  producing  fine  optical 
equipment  for  the  world’s  more 
serious  birdwatchers  since  1 951 . 

For  full  information  just  send 
an  s.a.e.  to: 

Rii: 
I VIII  u\.l>>l 
150  West  End  Lane, 
London  NW6  1SD 

Birds  &   Birders 
NATURE  TOURS 

TOURS  PLANNED  FOR  1990 

HOLLAND 

•   GEESE  &   WATERFOWL  WEEKENDS 
3-days,  winter  1989/90 

(6x) 

•HOLLAND  WITH  A   DIFFERENCE 

7-days,  spring  &   summer 

(8x) 

SWEDEN 

•AUTUMN  MIGRATION  AT  FALSTERBO 
8-days,  autumn  1990 

(2x) 

For  brochure  write  to;  BIRDS  &   BIRDERS 
P.O.  BOX  737 

Tour  director:  9700  AS  GRONINGEN 
lb  s   o.  Huysman  THE  NETHERLANDS 

BIRDS  &   BIRDERS.  WE  CARE  FOR  BOTH! 

DUTCH 
BIRDING 

□ 

□ 

□ 
□ 

Quarterly  journal 
for  every  keen 

birder! 

Excellent  papers  on  identification, 
distribution,  movements  and 
behaviour  of  Palearctic  birds. 

Latest  news  on  rare  birds  in  the 
Netherlands  and  Belgium. 

In  English  or  with  English  summaries. 
Well  produced  with  numerous  high 
quality  photographs. 

For  information  write  to: 
Dutch  Birding,  Postbus  5611, 
1007  AP  Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 

(D501) (D464) Subscribers  to  Dutch  Birding  can  claim  26%  off  a   British Birds  subscription 
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THE  BIRD  INFORMATION  SERVICE 
For  the  national  bird  news,  phone 

BIRDLINE 
Enquiries  0263  741139 

For  all  the  birds  in  your  area,  phone 

BIRDLINE 
SOUTH  EAST 

inquiries  01-676  8747 

BIRDLINE 
EAST  ANGLIA 

Enquiries  0603  633326 

o BIRDLINE 
NORTH  EAST 

Enquiries  0423  509185 

BIRDLINE 
MIDLANDS 
Enquiries  038  682  727 

To  obtain  your  regional  Birdline  news  message,  just  phone 
the  appropriate  enquiries  number  for  your  area.    

I   Birdline  North  West,  South  West,  Scotland  and  Wales  -   coming  soon 

BIRDWATCH! 
0898  700227 

brings  you  a   summary  of  the  news  from  the 

birdwatching  world,  with  hints  on  where  to  go  and 
what  to  see.  Birdwatch!  is  updated  twice  weekly, 

on  Tuesdays  and  at  Friday,  mid-day. 

BIRDWATCH  IS  CHARGED  AT  38p  PER  MIN  INC.  VAT  PEAK  AND  STANDARD.  25p  PER  MIN  INC  VA
T  CHEAP  RATE 

For  details  of  The  Bird  Information  Service  and  how  the  system 

works  just  send  an  s.a.e.  to: 

B.I.S.,  Stonerunner,  Coast  Road,  Cley-next-the-Sea,  Holt, 
Norfolk  NR25  7RZ 

DON’T  DELAY 
PHONE  TODAY 

(D596) 
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huge  stocks  we  offer  part  exchange  welcomeI   SPEEDY  MAIL  ORDER  SERVICE  AND  EXPERT  ATTENTION  FOR  PERSONAL  CALLERS 

American  Expres^AccessA'isa/Credit  Charge,  Post  &   Picking  please  add  £2.50. 
Pnces  correct  1.10.89.  -   Subject  to  availability  —   Open  6   days  9am  —   5.30pm, 

ZEISS  vvEsrr  binoculars 

8   X   20  B   and  Pouch   £219 
10  X   25  B   and  Pouch   £229 
8   X   30B  and  KCase   £419 
8   X   30BGACF&  Pouch   £419 
8   x56  B.G,  AT  &   Case   £599 
7   X   42  B.G.  AT  &   Case     PHONE 
10  X   40  BT  &   K   Case   £499 
10  X   40  BGA  CF& Pouch     PHONE 
15x60  BGA   

ZEISS  EAST  BINOCULARS 

Very  good  value 
8   X   30  Jenoptem   £40 
8   X   30  Deltrintem   £4g 
10  X   50  Jenoptem      ffis 
10  X   50 Dekatrem     £73 
8   X   32Notarem   £115 
10  X   40Notarem   £155 
8   X   32  Notarem  Armour   £   1 30 
10  X   40  Notarem  Armour   £169 
8   X   50Octarem  B.  or  BGA   £160 
12  X   50Dodecarem  B,  or  BGA   £199 

SWIFT  Supplied  with  Case  &   Strap 
Red  Spot  8x40     £109 

Red  Spot  10  X   50     '^.!,'..''.£1 19 Blue  Spot  10  X   42     £139 
Trilyte8x40   ^   ̂   ̂   ̂   ̂   Special  £99 
Tnlyte  Rubber  10  x   40   £139 
Osprey  7.5  x   42   PHONE Audubon  8.5  x   44. PHONE 

BUSHNELL 

Spacemaster  Body   £147 
Spacemaster  11  Body   i..ii.i£159 
Spacemaster  Armoured  Body   £I60 
Spacemaster  Waterproof  PLEASE 

Body&  15x — 45x  zoom   PHONE  £319 
    FOR  £84 

25  X   V   f     PACKAGE  ■   -£44 25x,40x.60x  Unses   DEAI.S   £37 
BAUSCH  &   LOMB 

Discoverer     £199 

ADLERBLICK 

Case,  lifetime  guarantee 
Adlerblick  8   X   42   £   1 20 
Adlerblick  8   x   42  Armour   £136 
Adlerblick  10x42   £125 
Adlerblick  10x42  Armour   £144 
Adlerblick  10  x   50   £139 
Adlerblick  10x50  Armour   £159 

NEW  ADLERBLICK  —   Multi-coated 
^^42   £169 

'P^42   £179 '0^50   £189 

RUSSIAN  BINOCULARS 
8   X   ,30andCase   £19.99 
7   X   50  and  Case   £29.99 
1 2   X   40  and  Case   £32.99 
20  X   60  and  Case   £69.99 

HABICHT  BIN(X:ULARS 

8   X   .30  WM       £299 
7   X   ,50  WMSL     £399 

10X40WMSL   i.iii..i.'iiiiiii£399 10  X   40  Diana   £339 

TRIPODS 

SLIK  D2     £69 
SLIK88   i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii£69 
SLIK  Black  Diamond     £79 
SLIK  Shogun     

KOWA  TELESCOPES 

TSN 1   Body     £265 

TSN2Body       £255 
TSN3Body   e- ACi7'i'iiiiiiiiiii£495 TSN4  Bodv     PLEASE  case 

2oxwide   PHONE   £79 25xand^x    pQR    £59 

^to™pter:::::  package   TS60I   ::  DEALS    £T^ TS602   :::;;:£i69 
25xand40x     £43 
20  X   Wide     ̂   £49 

Zoom  601     '   "   £94 

I   \/  I   A   Roldil  Photographers 

^/OSt.  Thomas  Street  SCARBOROUGH  •   yoiiidij  •   Tel.  (0723)  365024 
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THE  BIRDS  OF 
HIGH  ARAGON 

Spanish  Pyrenees 

A   wealth  of  raptors: 

Black  &   Red  Kite,  Lammergeier, 

Egyptian  &   Griffon  vulture,  Short- 

Toed  Eagle,  Montagu’s  Harrier, 
Sparrowhawk,  Buzzard,  Golden  & 

Booted  Eagle,  Kestrel,  Hobby, 

Peregrine  etc  .   .   . 

Plus  Eagle  Owl,  Wallcreeper  etc  . . . 

Unspoilt  Spain  and  excellent  food 

at  the  Berdun  Study  Centre, 

Huesca,  Aragon. 

Please  contact:  Voyages  Jules 
Verne  Natural  World,  21  Dorset 

Square,  London  NW1  6QG. 
Tel:  (01)  724  6624 

(D587) 

MULL 

OF 
KINTYRE 

BIRD 

TOURS 

#   Fully  inclusive  week  with  choice  of 
selected  accommodation 

•   Daily  excursions  with  experienced 
ornitholot(ist 

#   Suitable  for  serious  birder  and  beirinner 

alike 

★   Specialised  field  instruction  in  bird- 

song (Warblers,  Redstart,  etc.),  flight  ID  of 
seabirds,  wildfowl  and  waders,  ID  of 
Divers  in  any  plumage 

*   Storm  Petrel  guaranteed  June-.Sept 

*   Day-trip  to  Islay  and  R.SPB  reserve 

For  brochure  contact: 

Mull  of  Kintyre 

Bird  Tours, 

.Sabaid,  Glebe  .Street, 

Campbeltown, 

Argyll  PA28  61.R 
Tel:'  0586  54284 (D595) 

BIRD  BOOKS 
BY  POST 

Poyser,  Christopher  Helm  and 
Oxford  titles  stocked.  Post 

and  packaging  free  in  Great  Britain 

-   ask  for  quote  for  postage 
abroad. 

TELEPHONE 
0538  384337 

Send  50p  in  stamps  for  our 

regularly  updated  catalogue  or 

visit  our  shop  in  Leek  in  the 

Staffordshire  moorlands 

We  also  buy  secondhand 

bird  books 

(D586) 

British  Birds 
is  most  grateful  to  those 
companies  which  support 

the  magazine  by  their 

sponsorship: 

Sponsors  of 
the 

Rarities  Committee 

Sponsors  oj 

‘Monthly 

marathon  ’ 

Christopher  Helm  ̂    Sponsors  oJ 

and  ^   ‘Bird 

Collins  T"  Photograph 

of  the  Year’ 

Sponsors  of 

‘Bird 

Illustrator  oJ 

th,  Year’  
"'"“P" 

ZEISS 

West  Germany 
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Classified  Advertisements 
All  advertisements  must  be 
PREPAID 

and  sent  to 

British  Birds  Advertising 
Fountains,  Park  Lane,  Blunham, 
Bedford  MK44  3NJ. 
Telephone  0621  815085 
Rates 

(including  15%  VAT) 

£2.76  a   line — average  of  6   words 
£9.20  a   centimetre — 
min.  2   centimetres 
Box  Number  counts  as  2   words  is 
£1 .00  extra  per  insertion 
Replies  should  be  sent  to  the 
above  address 

Series  Discounts 
3   insertions  for  the  price  of  2 
6   insertions  for  the  price  of  4 

Copy  Date 
January  Issue 
December  5 
Please  post  eany 
to  avoid  disappointment 

The  Advertising 

Department  of 

Jj^s  BRITISH  BIRDS 

would  like  to  wish 

^   all  our  advertisers  a 

I 
[fi 

MERRY 

CHRISTMAS 

and  a 

®   HAPPY  NEW  YEAR 

H   OLID  A   Y   A   CCOMMODA  TlOH 
ENGLAND 

Tut  B*™tiWG«ofgBiHoid Firriiraf  Fond  A 

L/WNS  Hoh,  Norfoft. 

CLET^ 

S   miieg 

Bargain 

Breaks 
(BB729) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Lindisfame  Re- 
serve and  The  Fames.  Comfortable  and  well 

equipped.  Sorry  no  pets.  Brochure:  Mr  J. 
McNish.  Outchester  Farm,  Belford,  Northum- 

berland. Tel:  066  83  336.  (BB147) 

RYDAL.  Three  cottages,  sleep  4   and  6,  weekly 
lets.  Fisher  Floggarth,  52  Kirkland,  Kendal.  7'el: 
0539  22592,  office  hours.  (BB793) 

VISIT  BEMPTON  and  Flamborough  Head  for 
the  best  in  sea  bird  watching.  Spring  and 
Autumn  migrants.  Summer  breeding.  Stay  at  the 
Flaneburg  Hotel,  Flamborough.  BB/EM  from 
£38.  Two  days.  Full  details,  contact  us  on  (0262) 
850284.  (BB755) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  The  VVheelhouse,  St 
Mate’s,  l.icensed  Guest  House.  Open  all  year round,  good  food  and  comfortable  surroundings next  to  the  log  count  venue.  Tel:  (0720) (BB888) 

ISLEiS  OF  SCILLY,  Mincarlo  Guest  House,  St. 
Mary  s.  Superbly  situated  in  own  grounds  over- 

looking the  harbour.  Write  to:  Colin  Duncan  or 
Tel:  072022513.  (BB813) 

CLEY.  3   Quality  cottages  (sleep  4,  6   and  6   -I-  2). 
Quiet.  Comfortable.  Excellent  value.  Brochure: 
(0353)  740770.  (BB032) 

DISCOVER  CORNWALL.  Stay  midway  be- 
tween Land  s   End  and  the  Devon  border,  over- 

looking the  finest  beaches  in  Europe,  in  a   wann 
comfortable  hotel.  Superb  restaurant.  Ample 
leisure  facilities.  AA/RAC***  Best  in  the  West. 
Hotel  Riviera,  Lusty  Glaze,  Newquay.  Tel:  0637 
874251.  (BB042) 

BITTERNS,  Marsh  Harriers,  Otters.  Leighton 
Moss,  Silverdale,  l.ancashire.  Delightful  guest 
house,  lovely  cottages  within  easy  reach. 
Brochure,  Tel:  0524  701454.  (BB027) 
B&B  IN  PURBECK  from  £10  per  night.  EM 
opt.  Family  residence,  \   Vi  miles  south  of  Ware- 
ham.  Home  from  home,  ‘Hyde  Hill',  64  Furze- brook  Road,  Wareham,  Dorset  BH20  5   \\  Tef 
0929552.392.  (bbo25) 

NR.  NTH  NFK  RESERVES.  Licensed  Guest 
House  run  by  birders  for  birders.  Jean  &   Tony 
Bellars,  Haydn  House,  Avenue  Road,  Hunstan- 

ton. 1   el:  331 15.  (BB060) 
NORFOLK,  CLEY-NEXT-SEA  1   MILE.  Flint- 
stones  Guest  House,  Wiveton  Holt.  Full  C/H, 
H&C,  tea/coffee  making  facs.  Col  W   all  rooms! 
Evening  meal  optional.  Open  nearly  all  year. 
Please  ring  for  brochure.  Sorrv-  No  Smoking.  I   el: 
0263  740337.  (BB065) 
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SEASON’S  GREETINGS 
ROSEI.AND  PENINSULA,  C:ornwall.  Self- 

catering  accommodation  available  in  grounds  of 

18th  century  manor  house,  overlooking  the  sea. 

Private  woods  with  water  frontage  and  quay  on 
River  Percuil,  surrounded  by  National  Trust 

countryside.  Contact  Steve  Kendall,  Trewince 

Manor,  Portscatho,  Cornwall.  Tel:  087-258 

289.  (BB026) 

CLEY.  .Attractive  house  in  village,  four  bed- 
rooms, large  garden,  garage,  c.h.  .Available  all 

year.  Details  from  Mrs  E.  .Album,  47  I.yndale 

.Avenue,  London  NVV2.  Tel:  01-431  2942. 

(BB096) 

COMFORTABLE  COTTAGES  in  unique 

situation  close  to  salt-marsh  and  ancient  quar- 
ries with  din,  lagoon  and  ponds,  trees  and 

thicket.s — habitat  and  wintering  ground  for  huge 

variety  of  birds.  Centre  of  peaceful  Pem- 
brokeshire with  its  mild  climate,  lovely  scenery 

and  spectacular  coast.  Mid-September  to  end 

April.  June  and  Joe  Folder,  Tything  Bam,  West 

Williamston,  Carew,  Kilgetty,  Pembrokeshire 

S.A680  TN.  Tel:  (0646)6514.52.  (BB073) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  ‘.Sea  \'iew  .Moorings’,  St 

Mark’s.  Originally  a   fishennan’s  cottage,  built  of 
granite  with  wonderful  views  across  the  harbour 

to  the  other  islands  from  lounge/dining  room 

and  most  bedrooms.  Now  a   family  run  guest 

house  for  just  12  people.  .A  varied  breakfast 

menu  to  suit  all  tastes — in  room  drinks — 

radios — full  licence — central  heating — packed 

lunches — pets  welcome.  .Also — ‘   The  .Aft  Cabin’ 
two/four  persons  self-catering  flat.  .At  the  rear  of 

‘.Sea  A'iew  Moorings’,  southerly  facing  with 
balcony.  Fully  self  contained  and  comfortably 

appointed.  Please  telephone  Tony  or  Linda 

Dingley  on  07'20  22327.  (BB093) 

SLAPTON — Well  equipped,  self-contained 

wing/bungalow  in  '/i  acre.  Sleeps  4-6.  Sea  view. 
Beautiful  beaches.  Nature  reserve.  Dartmouth  7 

miles.  Pets  welcome.  From  £75.  Tel:  (0548) 

580952  for  brochure,  S.AE  ‘Hillcrest’,  Wood 

Lane,  Slapton,  Kingsbridge,  Devon.  (BB704) 

ISLES  OF  SCILLY.  Bed  and  breakfast.  En- 

quiries to  Mrs  E.  Holt,  Po.thloo,  St  Marv’s.  Tel: 
(0720)  22961  (evenings).  (BB049) 

NORTH  NORFOLK — Glavenside  guest  house 

m   Letheringsett,  5   miles  inland  from  sea  at 

Blakeney,  Cley  and  Salthouse.  River  Glaven 

v.'orks  adjoining  mill  &   flov.s  through  4   acres  ol 

garden  on  its  v.'av  to  sea  at  Cley.  Tel:  Holt  (0263) 

713181.  (BB872) 

EXMOOR.  Peaceful  s/catering  c/heated  holiday 

homes  in  Natural  Trust  \   illage.  Marshes,  woods 

and  moorland — rich  in  birdlife.  Reduced  spring/ 

autumn  terms.  Open  all  year.  .Stamp  to  Sheila 

Wright,  Pack  Horse,  .Allerford,  nr  .Minehead. 

Tel:  0643  862475.  (BB062) 

Churehwood  V^ltey- 
'   Varied  Birds  and  Wildlife 

■   Quiet  Coastal  Country  Setting 
'   Comfortable  Quality  Log  Cabins 
'   E.T.B.  Graded  VVV\-  (Very  Good) 

Free  colour  brochure:  5 

Churehwood,  Wembury  Bay,  - 
Near  Plymouth,  Devon  PL9  ODZ. 

“telephone:  (0752)  862382  (24  hr) 

FARM  COTTAGES  between  Holv  Island,  The 

Fames  and  Cheviots.  Comfortable,  well  equip- 

ped. Mrs  Nixon,  Swinhoe,  Belford,  Northumber- 
land. Tel:  066  83  370.  (BBII9) 

SIBTON  (NR  MINSMERE),  The  White  Horse 

Inn.  .A  charming  16th  centurv'  freehouse  in  3 
acres,  en  suite  accommodation  available  in 

modern  block,  bed  &   breakfast  or  weekly  rates. 

■Ample  car  parking.  CC  location  site.  Bar  snacks 
or  rest,  meals  avail.  Tel:  Peasenhall  337.  (BB120) 

WELI.S,  NORFOLK.  '   The  Cobblers’  (iuest 
House.  Central  heating,  H&C,  tea  and  colTee 

facilities  and  T\'s  in  all  rooms.  Tel:  (0328) 
7101.55.  (BBT25) 

OLD  HUN.STANTON,  NORFOLK.  Overl<K)k- 

ing  the  Wash.  Fully  equipped  holiday  cottages, 

col  IV,  gas  CH.  Close  beach,  available  all  year. 

Mrs  Lindsay,  4   Marks  Road,  Warlingham,  Sur- 

rey CR3  9.SH.  Tel:  L’pper  Warlingham  (0883) 
622013.  (BB127) 

WEYMOUTH,  Birchfields  Licensed  Guest 

Hou.se,  close  to  RSPB  reserves.  BB  fmm  £10. 

F.vening  meal  optional.  Ideal  winter  spring 
breaks.  Parties  welcome.  For  details  phone  0305 
773255.  (BB134) 

SCOTLAND 

THE  HOTEL,  Isle  of  tiolonsav.  Argvil  P.A61 

7YP.  Demi-pension  (Private  bath)  from  £38. (K). 

Details,  brochures,  map  (bird  list  on  request). 

Tel:  09512  316.  (BB945) 

ISLE  OF  ISLAY,  Lochside  Hotel.  Situated  on 

the  edge  of  Loch  Indaal.  Birdwatching  aH  the 

year  round.  Superb  2   star  accommodation  with 

full  central  heating.  .All  rooms  have  private 

bathroom  or  shower  with  wash  hand  basin, 

colour  TV,  radio,  telephone  &   tea  coffee  making 

facilities.  Fullv  licensed.  Brochure  &   tariff  from 

proprietor  \Irs  Eileen^  NlcNab,  Lochside  Hotel, 

Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay,  .Argyll  P.A43  7LB.  Tel: 

Bowmore  (049-68 1 )   244/265.  (BB114) 

ALL  OVER  SCOTLAND,  t-omfortable  cot- 

tages and  chalets  in  attractive  locations  through- 

out Scotland.  Stamp  please  for  free  64-page 

colour  brochure.  Holiday  Cottages  (Scotland) 

Ltd.  Lilliesleaf.  Melrose,  Roxburghshire  TD6 

9JD.  Tel:  08357  481.  (BB979) 

ISLE  OF  ISL.AY,  Bowmore  overlooking  Ixx^hin- 
daal.  Modem  self-catering  flats,  fully  equipped 

inch  linen,  TVAideo  etc.  Sleeps  4-6.  D.  &   J. 

Christie,  Bowmore,  Isle  of  Islay.  Tel: 

049681.353.  (BBI06) 
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  SEASON’S  GREETINGS 
ABERNETHY,  Aviemore,  both  15  mins  drive. 
I.uxurv  modern  lodge,  all  facilities.  .Sleeps  8   in  2 
double  and  2   twin  rooms.  Full  details  from 
Katherine  C.arington  Smith,  Cottage  Care,  Bal- 
lintomb.  Dulnain  Bridge  PH26  3LS.  Tel:  047  985 

(BBI16) 

ISLE  OE  MULL.  .A  stable  converted  into  2 
wann  comfortable  flats.  Frachadil  Farm.  Cal- 

gar>-.  1   el:  068  84  265  or  (0573)  24852.  (BB 1 24) 
SPEY  VALLEY,  beautiful  secluded  informal 
countn  hotel.  2   miles  from  \   illage  of  Carrbridge. 
Excellent  Birdwatching  amidst  .Moorland. 
Forest.  Riser  and  l.ochs.  Flome  cooking,  full 
central  heating,  drsing  room.  Osprevs  and 
(   rested  I   its  local.  Hotel  geared  to  Birdssatchers 
and  their  families.  Ferms  £1  10.00  persveek  I)  B 
B.  Brochure  from  Maureen  I'aulbut.  I'he  Old 
.Manse  Hotel.  Carrbridge.  Inverness-shire, 
lei.  047  984  278.  .\  ssarm  svelcome 

guaranteed.  (BBI33) 
SEE  PUEFINS,  skuas,  seals  and  a   lot  more. 
Prisate  lx)at  takes  you  among  othersstse  inaces- 
sible  colonies.  A   nature-lover's  dream.  Full  board 
in  castle,  or  stay  in  .sell-c;ttering  cottages.  .Send 
for  details:  Balfour  Castle.  .Sha|)insas'.  Orknev. 
I   el:  085  67 1   282  (BBI39) 
NORTH  BERWICK.  Family  run  hotel  with 
wann,  friendly  atmosphere,  comfortable  rooms 
and  home  cooking.  Open  all  year  round.  Oser- 
looking  Craigleith  Rock  and  svithin  easy  reach  of 
Bass  Rock.  Fidra  and  .Aberlads'  nature  resers'e. 
Small  groups  welcome  (max  15).  Belhaven 
Flotel,  W   estgate,  .North  Berwick.  Pel:  0620  2573 
for  brochure.  (BB932) 
GALLOWAY.  Hills,  lochs,  forests  and  sea. 

Speciality,  birds  of  prey  and  waterfowl.  High 
quality  self-catering  houses,  cottages,  flats.  f)e- 
tails  (;.  .M.  Thomson  &   Co,  27  King  Street, 
Castle  Douglas.  0556  2973.  (BB08 1) 

ISLE  OE  ISLAY.  Comfortable,  fully  equipped 
cottages  sleeping  6   near  Port  .Askaig  ferry 
terminal.  Details  from  .Mrs  .Aitchison,  Caolila, 
Port  .\skaig.  Isle  of  Islay.  Tel:  049  684 (BB082) 

ARGYLL  COAST.  Simple  traditional  cottages 
on  quiet  estate.  .Nature  conservancy  .S.S..S.I. 
Otters,  wildcats,  deer,  seals  and  much  birdlife  in 
varied  habitats.  Beautiful  sandy  beaches  and 

miles  of  unspoiled  shore.  L'se  of  dinghy.  Sorry 
no  dogs.  .Mrs  .Maclean  Ardpatricki  Tarbert, 
Argv  II  PA29  6Y.A.  Tel:  (08802)  608.  (BBI 49) 

DUMFRIES.  Kinghohn  Quay,  sell-catering  Hat. 
two  bedrooms,  central  heating,  open  fires,  sleeps 
4/5.  Caerlaverock  five  miles.  Tel:  (0387) 
53748.  (BB8I4) 

WALES 

RED  KITE  COUNTRY  I   regaron-Guest- 
Ffouse  standing  in  22  acres,  overlooking  the 
C.ambrian  .Mountains  and  on  the  doorstep  of  the 
(.ors  Caron  Nature  Resene.  Central  for  Dinas 
and  5   nys-hir  RSI’B  resenes.  Parties  welcome. 
\\  I   B   3   crowns.  For  brochure,  phone  .Margaret 
Cutter,  097  I   298380 or  298905.  (BB097) 

DISCOVER  THE  TEEMING  BIRD  LIFE  in 
this  beautiful  county.  Dale  Estuary,  Skomer 
Island  among  many  riches.  Large  beachside 
hotel,  heart  of  .National  Park.  .Superb  views, 
every  comfort,  home-cooked  cuisine,  from  £17 
B&B.  en-suite.  Pets  welcome.  ,A.A  and  R.AC 
listed.  Brochure  and  sight  sheet.  Broad  Haven 
Hotel,  nr  Haverfordwest,  Pembrokeshire  S.A62 
3J.\.  Eel:  0437  78 1 366.  (BB029) 

YSBYTTY  YSTWYTH,  secluded  cottage,  4/5, 
kite  countrv,  all  vear.  Brochure 

021-744  1947.  '   (BB104) 

ANGLESEY.  Superb  beachside  hotel  with  mag- 
nificent Mews.  Ideal  centre  for  bird  watchers  and 

botanists  in  area  noted  for  its  lakes,  resen'es  and 

coastline  of  outstanding  beauty.  Come  to  ‘High- 
ground’  .AA/RAC  listed,  licensed,  for  warm welcome,  excellent  food  and  accommodation. 
Brochure:  Mrs  Karen  Hayter,  Highground, 
Ravenspoint  Road,  Trearddur  Bay,  Gwynedd 
LL65  2AT.  Tel:  0407  860078.  (BB071) 

OVERSEAS 

ANDORRA.  Pyrenees.  .Superb  scenery.  Plenty 
of  sunshine.  Ski-ing  in  winter,  walking  in  moun- 

tains and  watching  nature  all  year  round.  Small 
friendly  hotel,  excellent  cooking.  Brochure: 
Hotel  Residencia  Relax,  Carrer  Bella-vista  8, 
Encamp,  Andorra.  Tel:  010  33  628  32547. (BB998) 

BED  AND  BREAKFAST  for  Birdw'atchers  near 
the  Oostvaarders  plassen,  Z.  Fleveland  in  the 
•Netherlands.  FI. .30.  —   a   night  P.P.  Address:  E. 
Oosterbeek.  Bosgouw  267.  1352  G   X   Almere. 
•   el:  (0)  3240-14407.  (BB056) 

BIRD  HA  TCHING  HO  LI  DA  YS 

Turkey,  Greece,  Hungary,  Israel 
Israel — 28  Dec.  and  18  March  1990 

Hungary— May  and  Sept. 
Turkey— May,  Aug.,  Sept. 

All  tours  with  expert  leaders.  Small  groups,  and 
prices  fully  inclusive. 
Details  available  from 

CHRIS  L.  SLADE,  8   The  Grange,  Elmdon  Park, Solihull,  West  Midlands  B92  9EL 
  Tel:  021-742  5420/021-705  5535  (BB103) 

BIRDWATCHING  Goa  Peninsula,  India. 
Leader  P.  Heath.  Impressive  tropical  list.  1 1th 
March  £780.00.  Ilth  November  £820.00.  I'wo 
weeks.  Write  for  details  stating  Goa— .Activity 
Holidays,  5   Sheepmarket,  .Stamford,  Lines.  PE9 
2RB. 

(BB08I) 
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TO  ALL  OUR  ADVERTISERS 

SPAIN 
Mancha  &   Central  Sierras 

Dohana  &   South-West 

Pyrenees  He  Ebro  Delta 

April,  May,  June  1990 

Tom  Gullick  lives  in  Spain.  He  will 

show  you  the  rarest  birds  in  the  most 

beautiful  and  remote  areas.  Expect  to 

see  5   different  eagles,  3   vultures,  2 

bustards,  2   sandgrouse.  White-headed 

Duck,  Gallinule,  Eagle  Owl,  Black 

Stork,  with  many  ducks,  waders  and 

passerines  on  migration.  Also  Lam- 

mergeier,  Wallcreeper,  Dupont’s  Lark, 
Alpine  Accentor,  Black  Woodpecker, 

Snowfmch,  Ptarmigan,  Capercaillie  on 

Pyrenees  Tour.  1 1   &   8   day  tours  for  3-4 
persons  only,  by  Range  Rover.  12  years 

and  over  1,000  days  of  field  experience 

in  Spain. 

Tom  Gullick,  c/o  Mrs  M.  Parker, 

5   Tile  Bam  Close,  Famborough, 
Hants.  GU14  8LS.  Tel:  0252  547213. 

(BB052) 

(BB048) 

Visiting  AUSTRALIA? 

Coming  to  Sydney  on  holidays  or  bu,siness? 

Guided  day  and  half-day  trips  for 
birdwatchers.  Specialising  in  individuals 

and  small  groups.  If  you  have  sfvecial 
needs  then  let  us  know.  Enquiries  to: 

Mr  R.  L.  Morrow 

Babbler  Bird  Excursions 

2   Wentworth  St,  Randwick  2031 NSW,  Australia  (BB933) 

SFAWAl'CHING  HOIJDA VS 

OMAN  —   The  Ornithologist’s  Dream!  A   coun- 
try remarkable  for  its  birds,  Oman  is  at  the 

crossroads  between  .Afrotropical,  Oriental  and 

Palearctic  Regions.  Birdwatchers  Tours;  depart- 
ing 4   November  1989,  16  December  1989,  17 

Januaiy  1990,  17  February  1990.  Contact:  Tra- 
velwizz,  89a  High  Street,  Teddington,  Middx 

TWl  1   8HG.  Tel:  01-977  2887.  (BB050) 

SHERINGHAM — Ideal  venue  for  birdwatch- 

ers. Purpose-built  Centre  set  in  80  acres  of  grass 

and  woodland  next  to  Pretty  Comer.  .Accommo- 

dation for  individuals  or  groups.  Expert  gui- 
dance available  for  all  abilities.  Weekends  and 

short  breaks  from  September-.April.  Full 

details — Hilltop  Outdoor  Centre,  Old  Wood, 

Beeston  Regis,  Sheringham.  0263  824514.(BB098) 

SKOKHOLM,  remote  island  off  Pembrokeshire 

coast.  Thousands  of  seabirds,  migrants,  rare 

visitors.  Seawatching.  S.AE  Dept  BB,  DWT,  7 

Market  Street,  Haverfordwest,  Dvfed  S.A61  INF. 

Tel:  (0437)  .3462.  (BB828) 

NATURAL  BREAK  HOLIDAYS 

!990GukicdBirdwatchii}g  Tours 

N.  INDIA  -February 

PORTUGAL  -Algarve:  April 

SPAIN  -Andalucia:  May 

U.S.A.  -Florida:  Nov/Dec 

write  ro:  32  Coronation  Rd.  Mapperley 

Nottingham  NC3  5|S 

■j)  or  Telephone:  ̂ 06021  602587 

seba 
Designed  for  seawatchers 

Seabird  Slides;  Seawatchers  Network 
Seawatching  Breaks  &   Pelagics 

Ian  McNamee,  West  Lodge,  Puddington. 

Cheshire  L64  5ST  Tel:  051-336  8441 

  (BB121) 
BIRDW  ATCHING  TOURS 

No  2   -   Lammergeier 
"Eventually,  from  out  of  the  mist 

appeared  a   striking  pale  head  with  a   dark 

eye  and  black  moustache,  gliding  towards 

us  on  massive  wings.  It  came  too  close  to 

he  photographed  so  we  just  suxtd. 
watched  and  admired  its  awesome 

presence..." 
To  share  such  intimate  encounters  with 

birds  in  Europe.  Morocco  or  Turkey,  just 

ring  (0742)  .3.44171  and  ask  for  our  latest 

brochure.  .bbw) 

GOSTOURS4 
s.  109  Hammerton  Road.  Sheffield  S6  2NE  V 
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SEASON’S  GREETINGS- 

WILDLIFE  HOLIDA  YS 

NAMIBIA:  15th  March  Etosha  Pan,  the  Namib 
Desert,  Kalahari  Gemsbok  NP  3-weeks  All  Inclu- 

sive £1770.  Zimbabwe/Botswana:  6th  July 
Hwange  NP,  X'ictoria  Falls,  Okavango  Delta, Chobe  .\P  3-\veeks  .Ml  Inclusive  £2125.  .AD\  EN- 
ILRE  .AIRIC..A,  The  .Square,  Ramsbury,  Wilt- 

shire. Tel:  0672  20569.  (BB080) 

BOOKS 

HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

London’s  leading  ornithological  booksellers 
We  have  moved  back  into  a   newly 

refurbished  section  within  our  main  shop, in  Sackville  Street 

where  we  are  now  displaying  our  enormous 
range  of  new  and  secondhand  books  and 

reports  on  birds  and  natural  history 

Monday  to  Friday  9.30  am-6  pm 
Saturday  10  am-2  pm 

•Mail-order  catalogue  available 

Now  available: 

A   BIRDER’S  GUIDE  TO  COSTA  RICA 
■An  Introduction  to  Bird  Finding;  A 

Self-Made  Tour  for  tbe  Independent  Birder. 
By  K.  laylor.  ,A4  size,  153  pages,  illustrated 

with  maps  and  drawings. 
Paperback.  £14  plus  £1.50  postage. 

Available  from: 
HENRY  SOTHERAN  LTD 

2   Sackville  Street,  Piccadilly, 
London  WIX  2DP 

  Tel:  01.439  6151 

ORNITHOLIDAYS  GUIDES  in  the  ‘Let’s 

look  at  .   .   .’  series,  Majorca,  SW  Spain.  The Camargue,  Montenegro,  Ethiopia,  Eastern 
•Austria,  South  Morocco,  North  East  Greece, 
Vancouver  and  The  Rockies,  Sri  Lanka,  Lapland 
and  .Arctic  Norway.  The  Gambia,  North  West 
Turkey  and  Northern  India,  £3.00  per  copy  and 
.Australia  £3.50  per  copy.  Ornitholidays,  1-3 
Victoria  Drive,  Bognor  Regis,  Sussex  P02I 
2PW.  (BB8I5) 

SECOND  HAND  BOOKS  FOUND.  SAE  De- 
tails. Bookshop,  31  Cammidge  Street,  With- 

emsea,E.  Yorks.  (BB06I) 

BOOK  ON  BIRDS.  New  and  secondhand 
catalogue  30p  stamps.  Surplus  books  urgently 
sought.  BB  bought  and  sold.  Open  Monday  to 
Saturday.  Grant  Demar,  Old  Forge,  Stone  Street, 
Sevenoaks,  Kent  TNI5  OI.P.  Tel:  0732  810482. 

(BB028) 

BIRDWATCHING  IN  CRETE  2nd  ed.  £3.00 

inc.  p.&p.  Stephanie  Coghlan,  25  Thorpe  Lane, 
Huddersfield  HD58TA.  (BB095) 

NEW POSTAL  BOOK  SERVICE 

SUBBUTEO 
NATURAL  HISTORY  BOOKS  ltd 
COMPLETE  WILDLIFE  AND 

TRAVEL  SPECIALISTS 
ALL  BOOKS  POSTAGE  FREE 

Over  1000  titles  covering  all  natural  history  subjects 
-L  Checklists,  UK  and  World  Travel  Books  +   Maps 

Send  for  free  comprehensive  catalogue 

DEPT  BB,  FFORDD-Y-LLAN, 
TREUDDYN,  MOLD,  CLWYD,  CH7  4LN 
Tel:  0352  770581  (24  hr  Answerphone) 

The  original 

BIRDWATCHER’S LOGBOOK 

The  most  concise  way  to  record  your 
observations.  Monthly,  annual  and  life 
columns  for  762  species,  plus  1 59 

diary  pages.  Send  £5.50  to; 

Coxton  Publications,  — 
Eastwood,  Beverley  Rd,  Walkington,  ̂  
Beverley,  N.  Humberside  HU17  8RP  S 

WANTED.  ’Birds  of  Heath  and  Woodland’  and 
Birds  of  Hedgerow  and  Garden’.  Orbis  edited 
Gooders.  Tel:  0454412166.  (BB128) 

BOOKS  ON  BIRDS,  MAMMALS,  ETC., 
BOUGHT  &   SOLD.  Also  Field  Sports,  Big 
Game,  Travel,  Science,  the  Arts,  etc.  Catalogues 
issued.  David  Grayling,  Crosby  Ravensworth, 
Penrith,  Cumbria  CAIO  3JP.  09315  282. (BB1.35) 

BIRD  BOOKS  —   Ideal  Xmas  presents.  Second- 
hand and  new.  List  from  D.  J.  Low,  25  Heather- 

ways,  Freshheld,  Liverpool  L37  7HL.  Tel:  07048 
2' 115.  (BB140) 
‘BIRD  BOOKS’.  Good  secondhand  books 
bought  and  sold.  Free  catalogue  from,  and  offers 
to  Briant  Books,  94  Quarry  Lane,  Kelsall, 
Tarporley,  Cheshire  CW6  ONJ.  Tel:  0829  51804. 

(BB055) 

Brambling  Books 

The  completely  new  mail  order 

book  shop  for  birdwatchers 

run  by  birdwatchers 

All  b<M)ks  sent  post  free 

Free  Catalogue  on  Request  ̂  

Enquiries  phone:  0642  603353  5 

Brambling  B<M>ks,  23  l.udham  Grove, 
Stockton-on-Tees,  Cleveland  TS19  OXH 

PERSONAL 

OIRDING  CANADA  or  United  States?  For 
info,  checklists,  etc.,  write  Dunnock  2409 
.Speyside,  Dr.,  Mississauga,  Ontaria,  Canada 

(BB086) 
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TO  ALL  OUR  ADVERTISERS 

SITU  A   TIONS  [   A   CANT 

ASSISTANT  WARDEN.  Calf  of  Man  Bird 

■   Obserx'alory,  required  for  1990  season  (inid- 

'   March  to  mid-November).  Rinjrinjr  permit  and 
-some  experience  of  mist-netting  desirable. 
Wages  £bB.OO  per  week,  gross  (less  national 
insurance  contributions)  and  accommodation. 
Further  details  from  Fhe  .Administrator,  Manx 

'   Museum  and  National  Trust,  Douglas,  Isle  of 
Man.  Tel:  (0624)  7.‘i.522.  (BBI46) 

BIRD  REPORTS ' 
‘BIRDS  IN  CORNWALL  1988’  available 

priced  £!L.iO  inc.  p.  &   p.  from  Stanley  Christ- 

ophers, .'i  New(|uay  Road,  St  Columb  Major, 
Cornwall  I   R9  6RW.  (BB087) 

I   BIRDS  OF  OXON,  I98H.  £l  inc  |)&|),  from  R. 
Overall,  40  llunsdon  Road,  lITley,  Oxford  0X1 

IJK.  '   (BB122) 
I   BIRDS  IN  NORTHUMBRIA  1988:  0.60  inc. 

pOtp  from  Mrs  .M.  Cadwallender,  22  South  A’iew, 
Mipsburn,  Northumberland  .NF.664F2.  (BBl  18) 

FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE  —   IndividuaJ  BB  subscribers  can 

.   advertise  here  FREE  (up  to  30  words,  selling  a 

single  item,  e.g.  binocular,  book,  set  of 
journals).  Quote  your  BB  Ref,  No.  and 

,   address  envelope  to  ‘Free  BB  Advertising'. 
(BB754) 

NEW 

Sounds  of  Migrant  and 
Wintering  Birds 

by  C.  Chappuis 

Two  cassettes  (C50,  C60)  with  booklet, 

147  species,  235  recordings.  Most  of 

the  sounds  emitted  by  the  birds  in 

Autumn  and  Winter.  An  aid  in  recognis- 

ing the  migratory  birds.  Tapes:  £12.(X). 

Order  from: 
F.  FRANKLIN, 

13  Carden  Hill,  Hollingbury, 

Brighton  BN1  8AA 

(BB141) 

TRIMMl  BOGTROTTERS  :i4-39  £19.50,  Ki- 
th £22.00.  Hawkins  boots.  Dr  .Marten  shoes.  B. 

Timson,  1   1   1   Hinckley  Road,  Earl  Shilton, 

Leicester.  (BBO-16) 

BRITISH  BIRD  VCXiABULARY  12-cassette 
series  in  6   vols.  .Also  Sound  Guides  and  other 

productions.  S.AE  to  Lewis,  Rosehill,  Lyonshall. 
HR5  3HS.  (BB070) 

BIRD  JOURNAL  BACKNUMBERS  SUP- 
PLIED. (BB.  Bird  study.  County  Re(X)rts,  etc.), 

David  .Morgan,  Whitmore,  Umberleigh, 
Devon.  (BB061) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1985  (\  ol  78)  and  1987  (\'ol 
79)  unbound  available.  Tel:  0943  608370. (BBl  17) 

OPTOLYTH  tel  escope  30  X   75  (i.A  close 
focusing  model,  (iood  condition,  complete  with 
case  £   1 99.  Fel:  03943  7516  (Sulfolk).  ( BB  1 1 8) 

‘BIRDC:ATCHER’  Program  for  recording  bird 
sightings  on  .Amstrad  PC,  PC\S  computers. 
State  computer  model.  £15  or  S.AE  for  details. 

Davis  &   .Mak(dion,  12  St  .Marv’s  Close, 

.Albrighton,  \S01verhampton  W\'7  3EG.  (BB123) 

22  X   WA  lens  for  Busimell  Spacemaster  tele- 
scope. Boxed  arul  in  mint  condition.  £25.  fel: 

( )q)itigton  (0689)  26:101 .   (BB  1 29) 

SENNHEISER  MICROPHONE  K   3U  with  Ml. 

80  directional  head,  windshield  and  two  leads. 
Excellent  condition.  £100.  fel:  Hills  02.5  125  3:168 

(.Surrey).  (BBEKI) 

OPTOLV'TH  30  X   80  scope  with  leaiher  case. 
Perfect  condition.  £2.50  o.n.o.  fel:  0375  678624, 
E.ssex.  (BBI31) 

BRITISH  BIRDS  1934-1976.  except  19:16  and 

1945.  Bound  volumes  in  excellent  condition. 

OITers  to:  Gibbs,  72  Orchard  Piece.  Blackrnore. 

Ingatestone,  E.ssex  C:M4  OR/..  (BB142) 

300  mm  VIV'ITAR  telephoto  lens  with  hard 
case.  Excellent  condition.  £75  ono.  I   el:  01-643 
4245.  (BBl  43) 

KOWA  TSN2  TELESCOPE  with  'iOx  W..A. 
and  40x  lenses  and  case.  Good  condition. 

£210.00.  .Andy  Sims.  Tel:  0522 692794.  (BB144) 

BIRDS  STLIDY  Vols  30-36  (198:1-89).  Unbound 

£21.  Tel:  0823  331 162.  (BB145) 

n   ANTED 

“THE  ISL.AND"  by  Ronald  Lockley,  Penguin 

1 969.  Tel:  0909  568 139.  ( BB  1 05) 

British  Birds 
I„st.il>lislicci  ovrr  BO  years 

///<’  (jtidlilv  indcfit’ndeiit  inoiilfdx  nto^ozdie  Joi 

ihc  sfiioii.s  hirdivotcher. 

TO  ADVERTISE  PHONE  SANDRA  BARNES  0621  815
085 



Volume  82  Number  12  December  1989 

583  Studies  of  West  Palearctic  birds  189  Magpie  Lh-  T.  R.  Birkhead Seventy-five  years  ago  .   .   . 

Mystery  photographs  149  Hudsonian  Godwit  with  Bar-tailed Godwits  Dr  R.  /.  Chandla- 

Daurian  Starling:  new  to  the  Western  Palearctic  Nick  Riddiford, ram  I .   Harvey  and  Keinn  B.  Shepherd 
Diary  dates  Mrs  Sheila  D.  Cobban 
Monthly  marathon 
Notes 

Distinguishing  characters  of  A.nerican/East  Asian  race  of  Common  Scoter  A.  R Dean  and  the  Rarities  Committee 

Common  Scoter  of  nominate  race  with  extensive  yellow  on  bill  Martin  S.  Gamer Buzzard  apparently  catching  eel  Roger  U.  I^mbert 
Kestrel  feeding  at  bird-table  David  j.  Gamer 
Hobbies  using  ‘artificial’  nests  Stei>e  Roberts  and  Jerri'  Uwis Peregrine  eating  prey  on  the  wing  Vic  Tucker 
Sociable  Plover  foot-pattering  for  earthworms  David  J.  Jackson 
Communal  midday  roosting  by  Long-tailed  Tits  in  hot  weather  DrJ.  f.  R   Shanock 
Magpies  eating  potatoes  G.  G.  Buzzard  

^narrocK 
Ageing  and  sexing  of  Daurian  Starling  Xick  Riddiford Letters 

Ciirlew  Sandpipers  on  Irish  east  coast  in  autumn  1988  Brian  Madden VV  hat  IS  Cox  s   Sandpiper?  Thomas  S.  Schulenberg Birdw  atchers  and  rare  birds  James  Wilde 
Reviews 

‘Die  \   ogel  Baden-Wiirttembergs.  Band  1:  Gefdhrdung  und  Schutz.  Band  4* f   ohenkarten  edited  byjochen  Hdizinger  David  A.  Christie 
Birds  of  Somerset’  by  the  Somerset  Ornithological  Society  Milan  Bum Short  reviews  Dr  J.  T.  R.  Shanock 
Announcements 

I   hank  you  to  our  sponsors 

W   inners  of  free  ‘BB’  subscriptions  for  life 
Binding  your  ‘BB’ 
Bird  Photograph  of  the  Year 

Best  recent  black-and-white  bird-photographs 
Bird  Illustrator  of  the  V’ear 
Books  in  British  BirdShop 

Fieldwork  action  BTO/IWC  news 

News  and  comment  Mike  Everett  and  Robin  Prytherch 
Monthly  reports  July  1989  Hanj' NighlwgaU  and  Keith  Alhopp Recent  reports  Barry  Nightingale  and  Anthony  McGeehan Corrections 

Lme-drawmgs:  583  Magpies  (A'.  H.  E.  Franklin);  603  Daurian  Starling  {Daie  Suddabr)-  632 

I^apwings  (Robert  Gillrnor):  the  original  drawing  of  this 
month  s   cover  desi^gn,  measuring  18.8  X   20.8  cm,  is  for  sale  in  a   postal auction  (see  page  33  in  January  issue  for  procedure) 
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